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Tlie Electric Signal.

Since the New Hamburg calamity we have

had the usual flood of suggestions from sci-

entific as well as non scientific men of the

best means to prevent the recurrence of such

accidents. Many of the plans proposed are

valuable, and might, be adopted as improve-

ments upon those now in use, but none, so

far as we know, propose that of sound, (an

appeal to the ear as well as the eye.) and
electrically produced. There are parti-col-

ored lights and flags proposed that are to be

placed in certain positions, swinging horizon-

tally, or rising and (ailing at regular inter-

vals, or revolving, and for day or night use

as the cases may require, but so far as all

these are concerned the old objection comes
up against them, viz : "color blindness," an

infirmity more general than we are aware of,

and that is so difficult of detection, to say

nothing of other disturbances our experience

in the use of such signals proves they are

liable to.

These are all well enough, but we contend

they are not sufficient, and should not be re-

lied upon, particularly when another and

Bafer and quicker method of signaling can be

used as auxiliary to this sight system. Cer-

tainly an appeal to two of our senses is better

than to but one, and that one suhject to the

deceptions we have mentioned
; and certainly,

the importance of railway signaling at all,

warrants the use of every means by which its

object shall be secured. Expense is nothing,
the trouble of it is nothing to be compared to

the losses and horrors that have occurred so
often of late, and that are likely to happen at

all times, because the eye alone is depended
opou.

We are really astonished, that in all the

considerations that have been made on this

important subject so very few suggestions
have been uade for other means of warn-
ing than mere variations or complica-
tions of the old ones, and that these few have
been so indifferently received. It shows how
rooted we become in any plan we have been
long following, and how very difficult it is to

get out of the old groove. But out we must
come, sooner or later, and when we do our
wonder will then be, why we run therein so
long.

. We remember when the proposition to use
the electric fire alarm signal in our cities was
hooted, and the most dreadful consequences
by the fatal element predicted as sure to fol-

low when we relied upon any other alarm
than that of the yelling and shouting of half

crazed boys and men. But the change was
made, and now we think that if it was an.
nounced that the electric fire alarm would be

suspended but for a single night there would
be consternation in our midst indeed

The same will be true when we adopt the

electric railroad signal, which will be as great
a reform in railway management as it was in

our metropolitan fire departments. In our
opinion it will be the first step in a plan of

warnings that will develop into a system so

perfect that such accidents as are now so fre-

quentani so shocking upon our railroads,

can only happen by negligence or willfulness

of the highest criminality.

We have described the electric railway
alarm so often in our columns, that our rea-

ders all know how simple and effective it is,

and many of them, we know, like ourselves

wonder why it has not come into use. Wait
a little longer, it must win. The public are

becoming aware of its importance, and when
they command who dare disobey? Soon,

some one. individual or company, will be bold

enough to take hold of this new plan and put,

it into use, and not only contribule to the

great cause of humanity in securing greater

safety to the traveling public, but lay the ba-

sis of one of the largest and quickest fortunes

in America.

—They are talking of introducing palace
street curs in some of the Eastern cities.
The coming vehicles is to be lighted by gas,
headed by steam, and run by compressed
air.

— It is staled that an important section of
the Russian railway system, 286 miles long
has just been opeued, placing St. Petersburg
in direct communication with Revel the well
known'important port on the Baltic.

—The proposed railroad along the north
side of the Missouri, is being actively agita-
ted in the counties interested.

Cincinnati & Michigan Railroad.

The incorporators of this new scheme met

at Celina, in Mercer county, Ohio, on the loth

inst., and effected an organization by electing;

N. P. Guffey as President; J. K. Brandon
Treasurer, and K. Albery, Secretary.

These arc good men for their respective

positions, and ought to command that public

confidence that is necessary for the success of

their undertaking. If tbey do nrt we are

sure it will be no fault of theirs, but whether

they will, remains to lie seen. The dear pub-

lic is a strange and most refractory creature

to deal with. It cuts up all sorts of unexpec-

ted antics, among which is frequently that of

kicking to death or crippling its most faithful

and experienced servants.

The man or men who head a public work

that depends upon the dear people for sup-

port, take upon themselves a load under

which the strongest and most enduring will

stagger if not actually break down. They

have engaged to contend with the supersti-

tions of the ignorant, the graspings of ava-

rice and the tricks of the envious. Their ef-

forts will be unappreciated, their motives mis-

interpreted and open to t lie most annoying

suspicions, their individual characters as pub-

lic men or private citizens will suffer from

the insiduous assaults of the most villainous

slanders, and if ihey fail in their endeavors

they need not expect a particle of commisse.

ration from the public they have struggled to

the death to serve any more than they will

reap the reward of public approbaiion if they

succeed.

The moment they assume such responsibili-

ties they become public victims, and must ex-

pect such buffetings as we have suggested,

finding their reward, if at all, in the poorest

pecuniary considerations for the extent and
character of the services rendered and the

sacrifices made, and that rich satisfaction

every man feels in having tried to the best of

his abilities to do what must benefit others

more than himself. r

We do not want to discourage men from

engaging in such ventures, but " forewarned is

forearmed." and they may as well koow that

the fascinations of such a life are in the an-

ticipation rather than the execution of great

fiQTThe expense of the war to North Ger-
many, according to the Cologne Gazelle, is'

more than a million thalers (a thaler is about
Hs.)per day. It has already cost 119,000,000,
or, including the marine, 121,000,000 thalers.
A new loan having become necessary, the
proposal of the Government is that they
should have general authority to borrow
100,000,000 thaleis, it being contended that
it is neither politically nor economically ad-
vantageous to depend on foreigners, and that
Germans are rich enough to advance the
necessary funds. Austria, Russia Italv and
Turkey are cited in proof of the undesirability
of raising a loan abroad.
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Chicago JTarrow Gauge Enterprises.

Prominent citizens of Chicago have organ-

ized a " Narrow Gauge Construction Com-
pany," and are now examining into certain

proposed narrow gauge short lines to mining

and manufacturing districts in this vicinity.

It would be premature to refer to any pro-

ject or projects in detail. It is proposed to

build,—not a 3 ft. 6 in. gauge, like that of the

two lines building from Toronto to Ontario

(fully described in the Review of Dec. 29),

—

but a 2 ft. 6 in. gauge. The favorable opinion

of this gauge for a line demanding any gauge
narrower than the standard is the result, in

this instance, of a study of the narrow gauge
problem both in its engineering and commer-
cial aspects, and of thorough personal obser-

vation bv a gentleman connected with the

company, of the construction and operation

of all the narrow gauge systems of Europe.

He has also visited. the Toronto roads, since

our examination of them, and has gone over

the whole ground, making estimates of the

maximum cost per mile of construction and
equipment. As these, however, are only gen-

eral, and are not applicable to this particular

locality we need not give them. At this pre-

liminary stage of the project, it wiil suffice to

very briefly give the details.

It is proposed to lay on a 43- ft. tie resting

on 6 ft. bed, a 25 lb. rail. The drawings ex-

hibit an engine of the best American pattern

—

the drivers brought well forward, with Bissell

trucks. The weight will be 10 tons, capable

of hauling 40 freight cars, each weighing T£

tons and carrying 3| tons. The drawings
show a box car 6 ft. wide and 12 ft. long,

floor 2 ft. 7in. above rail, on 2 ft. wheel. The
passenger car is 30 ft. long, with floor coun-
tersunk, and seats at side; running on three

pairs of wheels, connected with Clark's radi-

al axle—the same as that described in our

article on the Toronto roads. Coal cars are

proposed, 30 ft. long, each carrying 5 tons.

The engines will be constructed with view

to coupling, and running two together if de-

sirable, with arrangements necessitating but

one engineer and one fireman for both— thus

securing the same result, without any of the

mechanical impracticabilities, sought to be

attained by Mr. Fairlie in his Little Wonder-
ful curiosity.— Chicago Railway Review,

A Whole Newspaper on one Square Ixch
of Paper.—London, Nov 15.— Last night I

received from one of your correspondents in

Paris the mo.st extraordinary thing in the way
of a newspaper that I have ever seen. Your
correspondent had cut all the news columns of

the Paris Journals of November, had pasted

them together, and then photographed them,
reducing what filled seven columns of print

to a space scarct-ly more than an inch and a

half square This he forwarded by balloon

mail ; and although to the unassisted eye its

contents were undecipherable, by the aid of a

verv powerful magnifying elass and a strong

light it could be read.— World.

ERIE MANAGEMENT.

J3£g"Tbe most valuable diamond found in

the United States was picked up by a work-
man at Manchester, Virginia, on the banks of

the James river opposite Richmond, in 185(i.

In its rough stale it weighed 23.7 carats
; after

cutting, 12 carats but it was not very brilliant.

A stone weighing lour carats was found some
time since in Kentucky, and was sold by the

finder for a quart of whisky. It was sent to

London, cut down to two carats, and sold for

170.

It is much easier to find fault with things than it is to make them better, and as a

rule, we believe the chronic growlers a^e the most incapable of creatures to remedy the

wrongs they complain of.

We have no better illustration of this than the persistent and repeated attacks made
upon Gould and Fisk for their management of the Erie Railway. We are not the de-

fenders of these celebrated gentlemen, but we venture to say that the men are scarce,

very scarce, and not to be found at all among the ring, now organized to displace them,

who could have taken this road in the condition it was when placed under their con-

trol, and since that time and amidst such complications and embarrassments as havo

beset them, brought it to such a state of perfection as to render it more popular with the

traveling public than either of its great rivals.

" Desperate diseases require desperate treatment," says the old proverb, and we may
add, and desperate men to apply them

; but if they cure, who does not justify them? Better

this than to die. So think we of Erie matters. When Gould and Fisk came to the heap

of its affairs, it was a most discouraging and unenviable position, but the right men were

in the right place. They saw at once that some bold and unusual measures must be in-

augurated, or Erie was doomed to go so far below its rival lines as to lose its natural

advantages forever. They were equal to the occasion, and applied those severe remedies

that have astounded the railway managers of the world, but they saved the road, gave

it extensive and most valuable connections, and made it one of the safest, most reliable

and best managed lines for all the interests of the people in the whole country. -'-

And now comes the growlers, this time in an organized form with an abundance of capi-

tal, and Mr. John Swanu at the head, who set up their lamentations by appealining first to

the public for sympathy and popular condemnation of the financial immoralities of Messrs-

Gould and Fisk, and second, to the Federal Courts for possession of the road now rendered

so valuable by the efforts and skill of these gentlemen.

Of the "first" we unhesitatingly say, the public know they have a good and safe

and magnificently equipped road in the Erie, and that all this has been brought about by

the operations of Gould and Fisk, and they will not inquire into nor care about the finan-

cial immoralities of these gentlemen, and at any rate would probably prefer them to those

foreign ones that these other parties may introduce among us.

And of the second point, we opine the Courts will conclude the equity of the case will

be served by permitting the parties to manage the road who have rescued it from destruca

tion and made it what it is.

But these are matters ia the future, and in which we are in nowise concerned. It

is the management of the Erie we wish to consider, and upon this subject we quote in

full, an able and well written article by a gentleman of our city whose experience in rail-

road affairs is quite extensive, and whose opinions thereupon are entitled to the highest

respect :

"Within a year or more past a great deal has been said by the press of the country

concerning the management of the Erie Railway, and very much has been uttered and

printed against the policy of those who are at the head of its control. If all this talk

had been confined to simple criticism of a policy or a line of action, it might have been

passed unnoticed, and the matter might have been turned over to the vindication of time,

whose judgments are unerring. But not so. What should have been sober argument

proved to be nothing but personal abuse; and what should have been a manly controversy

of opinion, degenerated into vilification of private character. The managers of Erie

were denounced as " thieves," as "swindlers," as " plunderers
;

" not even their domestio

lives were sacred from savage journalistic assaults. Their personal habits were ridi-

culed. Their style of living was severely criticised. The cost of their houses and furni-

ture was calculated with mathematical nicety. Even, their door plates were described.

The New York Tribune—a journal whose docorum has always been its greatest

pride—has led in this merciless crusade, with its long coated and short pantalooned

philosopher as a sort of modern Peter the Hermit. Day after day the columns of that

paper have been filled with slurs, insinuations, unmistakable hints and downright

charges. Its imitators throughout the country have caught up the cry, and joined in full

pursuit. But bare assertions are not proof, and generalizations do not. usually carry

with them conviction. The charges of the Tribune and its followers have been wholly

unsupported by reference to specific or well supported facts. It has been roundly as-

serted, and tlie allegations tenaciously persisted in, that immense frauds were being per-

petrated in the management of Erie, and that the principal managers were becoming

enormously wealthy at the expense of simple stockholders, whose lamblike innocence

was only equaled by the wolfish rapacity of the terrible managers. But this is by no

means satisfactory to those who desire to know the truth rather than to be regaled on

vague speculations. What is wanted is some definite, specific charge, backed up by

dates, figures and all the accessories of proof, which shall carry conviction of the truth

of the particular allegation made. Let these gentlemen who indulge with so much
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facility in sweeping assertions put their fingers on specific instances of fraud, and stop

indulging in generalities. If they will do this, it will be something more than they have

yet done. It will also be a great satisfaction to the people, who are about tired of hearing

hints of fearful things, yet never seeing the evidence. It is the testimony of a gentle-

man lately in high authority on the Erie Railway, and under whose eyes passed all the

financial accounts of that vast Corporation, that during the entire term of his adminis-

tration of his department the managers of Erie in no way interfered for their own gain

with the exercise of his duties. The gentleman alluded to is above reproach; he retired

from his office a poor man, as he entered into it, and resigned only on account of ill

health. No one can impugn his testimony as interested

The New York papers, of Saturday last, contained a quite lengthy invitation, put

forth by one "Mr. John Swann, of London," addressed to Erie bondholders, and asking

them to unite in a petition to the New York Legislature for an amendment to the law

relative to the election of Erie Directors. The explanatory card, which serves as an in-

troduction to Mr. John Swann's manifesto, says that "the petition has been numerously

signed," but singularly enough it gives no names of any of the gentlemen associated

with him in the laudable task of annihilating the wicked managers of Erie. Even Mr.

John Swan's own name is not signed to the document. This looks of itself suspicious.

But in the petition there are one or two statements which illustrate the loose and reckless

manner in which these charges have all along been brought. Mr. John Swann says that

since Messrs. Gould & Fisk took the management of the Erie road, they can not show

"more than $6,300,000 expended in permanent improvements of and additions to the road

and its appurtenances." Mr. John Swann simply makes an assertion, but gives no proof.

How conveniently Mr. John Swann slips in that adjective " permanent 1
" When Messrs.

Gould & Fisk were elected to the control of the Erie its iron was worn and its roadbed

in bad order. There is now no better track in America. Does Mr. John Swann say that

is not a permanent improvement? It was then deficient in passenger coaches and equip-

ments. Now there are plenty, and as fine as any road in this or his own country can

show. There was no steel rail. Now the entire track is being gradually changed, the

iron rails giving place to the steel. Then there were thirty or more different classes of

engines on the line; now two uniform styles only are constructed— one for passenger
and one for freight business. Then it was scarcely safe to run twenty miles an hour,
now the road is as safe at forty-five miles as human precaution can make it. Then there

was no outlet for freight from Buffalo or Dunkirk, except over the track of a line whose
interests are with a competing line to Erie; now a new independent line for passenger

and freight traffic has been secured by way of Suspension Bridge. "'''This new line alone

will be wor"th more than $6,000,000 to the Erie. Does Mr. John Swann persist in his

statement that no " permanent" improvements have been effected ? What does he call the

above, if not improvements ? And let him remember that all this (with many other

valuable and " permanent " improvements) has been accomplished by two men in two years

with a perfect avalanche of suits, injunctions and petitions crowding on them, very simi-

lar in effect to the one " Mr. John Swann, of London, England," now proposes to bring
before the New York Legislature. The secret of the opposition on the part of the Tri-

bune is that Messrs. Gould and Fisk are opposed to it, politically. The secret of Mr.
John Swann's opposition, and that of his friends, is that they desire to secure the man-
agement of the Erie to themselves. Again, a great hue and cry is raised because the

executive power of Erie is exercised so fully by Messrs. Gould and Fisk, and it is bitterly

complained that they have elected themselves to their present position, and are keeping
themselves there. " Mr. John Swann, of London, England," brings this charge with a

gravity which would be really ludicrous, were it not that the poor fellow is evidently

very serious, and takes the matter much to heart. And why, pray, should they not elect

themselves to such positions, if they have the power to do so? They are perhaps as

largely interested pecuniarily in Erie as anybody else. They have placed their money
in it, and look to the success of their plans for ultimate returns. Stockholders have
voted for them, and expect that their skill and sagacity will at length bring Erie out

from its labyrinth of difficulties. They have inaugurated measures of reform, and begun
schemes of improvement, which time can only demonstrate to be foolish or wise. It is

but natural that they should desire, all other conditions aside, to remain and show the

wisdom of what they have done and are doing. Besides, men do not usually let other

men manage their money affairs when they can take care of those matters themselves.

Mr. Greeley would hardly permit Mr. Fisk to run the finances of the Tribune. Why,
then, should Mr. Greeley get so sorely vexed because Mr. Fisk declines to allow him to

run Erie? Mr. Greeley for many years stood at the head of the Tribune stock associa-

tion. He was elected to that position simply because he held a controlling interest in

Tribune stock, or had enough friends who did to vote for him. Messrs. Gould and Fisk

were elected in just the same way. They are at the head of Erie, because enough Erie

stock voted for them to place them there. It is just as uncalled for that Mr. Greeley, or

the Tribune, should interfere in Erie management, as it would be for Messrs. Gould and
Fisk to protest against Mr. Greeley's election as President of the Tribune association.

It is noticeable that nearly all this snapping and snarling comes from those who do not

own a dollar of stock.

Still further, it is to be noted that all these suits, involving costly and protracted

litigation, drawing away large sums in counsel fees and costs, which should have natu-

rally gone to the improvement of the road—all these suits have come at the instigation

of men who had little or no pecuniarv interest in Erie.

All the peculiar advantages of the Erie, as a through or local route, are reaped by
the traveling public. There would seem to be, therefore, just as little sense in the public
lashing itself into a fury of indignation when the majority of stockholders enter no pro-

test, as there is in certain prominent papers meddling in affairs where not pecuniarily
interested."

—

Gazette. Respectfully, S.

Railroad Safety Signals.

AN OLD ROLE TO BE REVERSED.

The old railroad system of signals, so far

as based upon the theory that if no danger
signals is seen all is right, is about to be en-

tirely reversed, thus making it necessary for

an engineer to see safety signals at all points

of danger before he can pass those points,

and not to depend upon or be looking out for

danger signals. From a little pamphlet pub-

lished by Mr. Ashbel Welch, President of the

United Railroad Companies of New Jersey,

of the committee appointed for the purpose,

and termed a " Report on Safety Signals to

the Railroad Convention held at the St. Nicho-

las Hotel, New York," several interesting

points relative to this generally new system
may be gleaned.

It is stated that at all dangerous points, the

arrangements there for safety should be pre-

sumed to be wrong unless the engineer has
affirmative evidence that they are right, and
in such cases safety signals should be used

and not danger signals. If a danger signal

is relied upon, and by some carelessness of

the official in charge, or by some defect of the

apparatus or working, it should not be exhibi-

ted, the result is oftentimes a fearful one,

while had a safety signal been relied upon,

nothing worse than a morneutary stoppage of

the train could take place.

The force of this argument is shown by a

recent disaster in a tunnel in England, where
a train was run into by one following, the en-

gineer of which saw no danger signal to

prevent his entering, and in turn was also

run into by still another train. The Norwalk
Bridge disaster is quoted, where an engineer,

supposing that bridge to be all right, because
not shown to be wrong, ran his engine off the

draw, which happened to be open. Mr. Welch
claims that had the reverse of the rule now
generally in use been adopted, no accident

would ever have happened.

On important double track lines of rail-

roads the recommendation is made that tele-

graphic signal stations should be established

at regular intervals, and at short distances apart

along the road, and each train should be in-

formed by signal on passing such a station

whether the preceding train in that direction

had passed the next station or not, as in the

latter case the following train must not pro-

ceed except with great caution. It is stated

that no cause of disaster is more frequent on
railroads than the running of one train into

the rear of another.

The plan above mentioned has b^en in use

for two or more years past between Philadel-

phia and New Brunswick, on the main pas-

senger route between New York and Phila-

delphia, and is claimed to be be of the great-

est use in the prevention of accidents.
\

For fifteen years past there b ive been used

upon the B-iividere (Delaware) road, draw-

bridge signals which can only be exhibited

by the insertion of the bolt which fastens

down the latch of the bridge, aud thus en-

sures continuity of the track.

For the crossing of trains over other (racks,

where both are on the same grade, a plan in

use, after much consideration, at the inter-

section of the Philadelphia and Trenton and

the Reading Railroads, is highly recommend-
ed. A hollow cylinder, elevated so as to bs

seen by all concerned, has four openings, one

being each way for each road. A revolving

light in the center of the cylinder with two

red and two while faces is turned so that
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when ths white light or safety signal is shown
to an approaching train on one road, the re<

lights meaning danger, are as a consequenc
shown to the trains on the other road.

It is particularly recommended that rail-

road companies see that their brakesmen are

well and warmly clothed, as a brakesman sent

hurriedly from a warm car, back upon the

car with his danjrer signal, with the thermome-
ter at ten degrees below zero, and called upon

to stand there for perhaps an hour, is a very

unsafe guard against danger.

The use of flags is objected to as being

liable to be blown edgeways to the observer

and not noticed. In their place flat surfaces

of tin or wood are recommended.
These suggested rules and regulations, if

rigorously carried out by railroad companies,

could not fail to be of the greatest service to

the traveling public at large.

—

New York
Ecening Post.

All this is well enough, but it is not com-

parable to that system of signalling that ap-

peals to the ear, and is electrically worked,

such as we have been advocating for months

in the columns of the Record. The most

skeptical person upon this subject, can be

convinced of the soundness of our views, if

he will only set aside his prejudices and look

into the question. We speak whereof we

know, and challenge investigation.

If to the system of signalling above pro-

posed, that of the " Electric Alarm " was ad-

ded, probably, the most thorough and perfect

means of avoiding railway accidents by

warnings, that human skill and ingenuity

can obtain would be secured.

Sooner or later we must come to this com-

bination.

Elevated Railways and Compressed Air—
Horace H. Day has addressed a letter to May-
or Had embodying a scheme for rapid transit,

which is substantially as follows:

The first question is the motive power, and
here, while the system I propose may be car-

ried out by steam, yet a cheaper, safer and
better, and one quite free from insurmounta-
ble engineering difficulties, is compressed air,

giving p'ff its power through engines substan-
tially the same as steam. I propose a wide
quay or avenue expending from the east line of

the buildings on West, street, not less than
150 feet Wide toward the North river, and
reaching fom the Battery to Thirtieth street,

and ultimately to the end of the island. On
the west side of this avenue I would erect an
elevated rarlway to occupy 75 feet, supported
upon suitable piles or columns, having four

tracks, leaving the roadway under it, and the
other 75 feet for ordinary travel, and without
disturbing existing sewer-pipes or other—nec-
essary public constructions, including en-

trance to ferries. Commerce now enters the
city on its west side, and this will be always
increasing. Already the overflowing and
crowding there is almost insufferable, and
this wide avenue is a demand of the hour.
On the East river side I would erect a similar

quay or avenue, 100 feet wide, extending from
Burling slip north to Harlem, and thence on
to the North river. A branch of this road to

nccommodate two elevated tracks would pass
on to the new East river bridge, to connect in

JJrooklyn with other branch roads of similar
con traction, as might be determined on.

—

N. Y. Tribune,

Narrow Gauge Railways.

The subject of railway gauge is once more

attracting the attention of the engineering

world. It is twenty-five years since the first

"battle of the gauges" was fought between

the 7 ft and 4 ft. 8J in. gauge, with the well

known result of neither gaining a victory at

the time, and of both carrying out their ideas

into practical operation. Looking back .to

that period, it is interesting to read over the

conflict once more, and note what the advo-

cates of each had to say of their respective

gauges. They were then without any previ-

ous experience or knowledge to guide them

in deciding a matter of so much importance,

and it was, therefore, difficult for them to

arrive at a right conclusion. The broad

gauge appeared to many the most advisable

from the large capacity and steady running

of the rolling stock. They did not take into

consideration that, though it was well enough

for the public, others had an interest and

heavy slake in the matter, viz., the share-

holders, and that if the latter were not suc-

cessful the public would also be a loser in

the long run. The advocates of the 7 ft.

gauge claimed the following advantages by

its adoption :

1. Attainment of a high rate of speed.

2. Increased facilities for the use of larger

and more powerful locomotives. 3. Admit-

ting low centres of gravity for rolling stock,

and giving increased stability and steadiness

of motion.

The objections were: 1. The increased

cost of construction. 2. Greater weight of

rolling stock, and liability of axles breaking

from their great length. 3 Greater friction

in passing round curves.

As regards the first, it was argued that

there was only an excess of 1 per cent, in

earthworks and land over the 4 ft. 8£ in., and
that the carriages were lighter in proportion

to load carried, that in practice axles did not

break, and that, as regards friction, it did 'not

holl true with the broad curves set out on the

Great Western. It will be noticed that the

arguments used at present by the opponents

of the narrow gauge are much the same as

those formerly used in favor of the 7 ft gauge
and against the 4 ft. 8J in. gauge. The re-

suit eventually was that, though there was
some truth in the advantages claimed for the

broad gauge, still the objections were much
more cogent, and no mote lines of that de

script.ion were constructed, for many years

railway promoters were content with con-

structing lines on the standard gauge of 4 ft.

8J- in. without ever considering whether

greater advantages could not be gained by

adopting a smaller gauge. Though the high

hopes entertained of the great benefits of

cheap and quick communication have been

fully realized, and the increase in traffic be-

yond anything anticipated, the return ou
capital outlay to shareholders is adequate,

which has had the effect of stopping invest-

ments in railways to a great extent. There
are, however, many districts in this country,

and large tracts in the colonies, which require

railway communication to develop their re-

sources, but. there is no prospect that many
lines on the existing system will be made, as

no return can he expected on the outlay. It

appears, therefore, that railways of the future

should possess the following capabilities: 1.

Moderate cost of construction. 2. Moderate
cost of maintenance and working. 3. To
have the necessary stability, and to run at

speeds required for public despatch, with

safety and cum fort to the passengers. 4. Ca-

pacity to carry all the traffic required, and
available for any increase in the traffic that
may eventually take place. 5. Capacity to

curry troops, ordnance and military stores,

and be available for all purposes during time
of war.

As the first and second requirements are
governed to a great extent by the gauge, and
it has been proved that changes from 7 ft. to

4 ft. 8$ in. are needlessly wide, it is evident
that railways on a narrow gauge must be con-
structed. The question, therefore, is what is

the gauge that will nearest fulfill the above
requirements ? This is naturally a subject of
controversy, but it is to be hoped that only
one narrow gauge will be decided upon for

the same country. From the experience
gained with extreme wide and narrow, as
well as intermediate gauges, engineers are at

present in a much better position to deter-

mine the best gauge for the future than was
the case when the first had to be decided
upon.

In the paper I read before the Inventors'

Institute, in 1865, on Narrow Gauge Rail-

ways, I advocated a 2 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft. 9 in.

gauge for future lines. Since then, I have
gone fully into the matter, and taking into

consideration that it would be advisable to be
able to construct locomotives with inside cyl-

inders, and that in hot countries more space
is required for passengers than in temperate
climates, and having gone carefully into the

dimensions and capacity of rolling stock and
the nature of the traffic, I have come to the
conclusion that the 2 ft. 9 in. gauge is the

most advisable for India, and will fully meet
all requirements. From my experience in

working the 1 ft 11 J in. gauge, I deduce the

following to show the sufficiency of a 2 ft. 9

iu. gauge : 1. That the cost in first construc-

tion in earthworks, bridges, tunnels, etc., de-

pends on the gauge. In regard to the con-

struction there is another matter for consid

eration with Indian lines which is of great

importance—that is, being able to lay down
a double line of the 2 ft. 6 in. gauge on a
single line formation of the 5 ft. (5 in. gauge
when required without altering bridges, via-

ducts, tunnels (as on all the Government
lines these are made for a double line), or

earthworks, without any extra expense, ex-

cept laying down the permanent way. 2.

That trie cost of maintenance of rolling

stock and way will be low, consequent of the

small weight on each wheel, and less damage
to rolling stock in shunting or on collision

occurring. 3. That a speed of forty miles an
hour can be run with ease and safely, as a

speed of thirty-five miles an hour has been at-

tained on the Festiniog Railway. The pres-

ent working speed is sixteen miles an hour,

which I understand is about the standard

speed for the proposed Indian lines on 5 ft. 6

in, gauge. Objections have been made to the

accompanying plans of horse boxes and cat-

tle trucks on four wheels as not having the

required stability and danger of their being

blown over by the wind. The formula, how-

ever, by which this conclusion is arrived at

does not bear a practical test, as will be seen

on comparing it with a Festiniog railway car-

riage. This has a side area of fifty-three feet

;

lite center of wind pressure is at four feet

above rail; the weight, when empty, one and
a quarter tons. The pressure of wind that it

would balance according to formula, would
1.25x2240x9B

be =12 G lb. per square foot.

53x4
They have, however, stood the severest storn?

known in this country, without beiug blown
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off the rails at a time wben large trees were

rooted up.* The amount of pressure neces-

sary to blow a carriage over will also depend

on the position of the center of gravity. It

is therefore evident that if these carriages,

with an angle of stability at 91° 31', are

quite safe, there can be no fear in regard to

the stability of rolling stock on the 2 ft. 9 in.

gauge, with an angle of 41° 30'. 4. As to

the capacity of a 2 ft. 9 in. gauge to carry the

required traffic. The Festiniog railway proves

that a very heavy traffic can be conducted;

the capabilities of a 2 ft. 9 in. gauge in this

respect are therefore evident.

To gain adhesion for the secured tractive

power to transmit heavy trains at necessary

speeds, and rolling stock of the required ca-

pacity, the most feasible known plan should

be applied, viz., engines on the bogie princi-

ple, with four wheel double-bogie frames, or

eix wheel double-bogie frames, according to

the gradients of the line or traffic; and, if

need be, with lines of very exceptional gradi-

ents and heavy traffic, large quadruple bogie

engines, by which means the weight of engines

is distributed evenly, and rolling stock dis-

persed over the line of way, flange and drag
friction reduced to a minimum, saving in

wear and tear of permanent way, great ad
vantages gained in traversing curves, all o

which means money saved in maintenance o

way and rolling stock, besides of fuel con-

sumed for a given load. The rolling stock

can by this means be made to carry propor-

tionately much more than the usual rolling

stock on lines of the ordinary gauge. For
instance, the bogie horse-box weighs seven

tons, to carry six horses, with two compart-
ments for grooms and fodder, having, when
loaded, one ton six ewt, on each wheel, where-

as an ordinary horse-box on the 4 ft. 8J- in.

gauge weighs six tons, and carries three

horses with one compartment for groom, and
having, when loaded, one ton seventeen and a

half cwt. on each wheel. The bogie cattle

truck weighs five tons fifteen cwt. to carry ten

beasts, weighing, when loaded, eleven tons

fifteen cwt,, or one ton nine cwt. to a wheel.

An ordinary cattle truck on the 4 ft. 8i in.

gauge, carrying ten beasts, weighs five tons

inn cwt., and, when loaded, eleven tons ten

cwt, or two tons seventeen cwt. to each

wheel. Surely these trucks, with low center

of gravity and steadiness secured with easy

running on the rails, must have far greater
- stability and comfort to the beasts than those

in use on the ordinary lines, tiogie trucks

can be made fur the 2 ft. 9 in. gauge of vari-

ous dimensions and convenient sizes, for car-

riage of cotton, grain, and coffee, to hold

from thirty to forty bales of pressed cotton of

four to live tons, and of grain from ten to

fifteen tons; in fact, the bogie principle for

this gauge affords a wide margin for construc-

tion of carriages and vehicles of any descrip-

tion and convenience. The accompanying
plans of bogie passenger carriages are for

first class, with van to carry thirty passengers,

having seat room of 22£ inches for each per-

son, and third class carriage, with van to

carry fifty six passengers, with seat room of

17 inches fur each person. The four wheel
passenger carriage to carry twelve first-class

or sixteen third-class passengers.

I advocate the bogie principle, because I

*This is nojtmof of an error in the formala '. bat sirnp'y

n pruof that—supposing Mr Spmners weights and di-

mensions to be correct—the Feslioiog carriages have not
been exoosed to the wind pressure txc eilir:-' l-.G lb. per
square foot. If they had been, over they irnulri have none
to a certainty, Tie formula i« no empirical one, but is

ounded on simple and well-known laws.

believe it to be practically the correct one,

and which as a rule should form the majority

of the rolling stock on narrow gauge lines,

not but that bogie engines of one pair of cyl-

inders for express passenger trains, and small
four wheel engines for shutting purposes
should be applied, also small four «heel trucks

to any required extent in combination tor

light loads of minerals and goods In the

plan of bogie horse-boxes ail sagging is obvia-

ted by a sufficiently strong framing ; nor is

there any difficulty of arranging in the detail

plans for the girder framing to resist the com-
pressive and bending strains from the action

of the buffers. On the Festiniog Railway
trains of the four wheel slate wagons are daily

pushed or propelled over the Waethmawr em-
bankment, comprising 40 to 121) wagons,
without any sagging occurring. Horse-boxes
to carry many horses as well as few must have
their advantages for horse dealers and for

military purposes. To obviate ihe possibility

of a four wheel horse-box being overturned

by wiud pressure with single horse on lee side

of truck, there is no difficulty whatever in ar-

ranging the center division of the stills

movable on rollers, and an auxiliary movable
partition on one side, which can be used as

necessity requires either for one or two
horses. In respect, to objections made to cat-

tle trucks, it would appear impossible for the

cattle to make escapades through the side

openings, even though the cant rail was made
two or three inches higher, as their heads in

rising would come in contact with the top rail

or roof. Nor would there be any difficulty in

putting the cattle into the truck from the low
bight of side, as the head would be well in

before treading the floor level.

As regards the di-rensions of the rolling

stock on a line of railway, it is argued that

the width ought to be double the gauge. This
certainly approaches near to the width of
what it should be. On the 1 ft. 11J in. the
width of carriage having floor level above the

top of wheels is 2J- times, and on the 4 ft. 8J
in. it is If times the gauge. The Fe.-tiniog

Railway carriages and trucks run very steadv,
at a speed of twenty miles an hour, and
proved to have the lateral stability even when
going over the old rails of 30 lb. to the yard
unfinished, when the joints were depressed
on one side in many cases one half inch
There is no doubt that the rolling stock
at present on the ordinary lines does not give
nearlv the proper carrying capacity compati
ble with the gauge. This can not, however,
be increased, as the weight already brought
upon each wheel is toe great, and the rails

soon become disintegrated and crushed, last-

ing only four or five years under mod-
erate traffic, and in cases of heavy traffic at

or near stations, only as many months. Steel

rails, for durability, have great advantage
but at a heavier cost, though even these
barely sustain the great weight and impact
forces of the engines and rolling stock at

high speeds, besides steel against steel has
the effect of sooner wearing out the tires. 1

believe that the maximum weight on each
wheel should not exceed three tons.

The trucks on ordinary lines having scarce-
ly any overhang outside the framing, there
is no counter-pressure against a collapsing

tendency along the center line cf floor, but
which would be the case when having a prop-
er overhang. A coal truck on the Festiniot*

Railway is of the following proportions to

the gauge: length, 4 J limes; wheel base,

nearly 3 times; width, 2J times; and the
depth, nearly If times the gauge, carrying
3 tons of coal aL a working speed of )'i milts

an hour, the line having maximum curves of

If chains radius.

In regard to the capacity of a 2 ft. 9 in.

gauge for military, purposes, it will be seen

from the accompanying plan that heavy ord-

nance—say two 12-ton guns—can be carried

with the greatest ease. The calculated

weight is 5 tons 15 cwt., giving when loaded,

2£ tons on a wheel. Trucks of this descrip-

tion would he available for carrying railway

bars, bridge girders, etc Field guns and
other war materials can be conveyed in the

general goods trucks.

Apologizing for the length of this letter,

I am, sir, yours faithfully,

C. E. Spooner.
PortTMAnof, Dec. 12, 1870.—Engineering.

Lake Superior Iron— Its Superior Quality.

A few years ago the idea generally pro-
vailed among iron workers that Lake Superior
charcoal pig could not be used successfully in

the manufaclure of machinery, &c, without a
mixture with other metals. Now we have in

operation in this district, engines, boilers and
machinery of the most massive and elaborate

character, made wholly from Lake Superior
Iron, and the opinion is gradually gaining
strength that it is better adapted to such use
than any other iron in the world. In fact the

tests that have been made here and elsewhere,

prove that while the tenacity of the best Sweed-
ish iron is fifty-nine tons to the square inch,

English cable bolt fifty-nine pounds and Rus-
sian seventy-six pounds, iron made from Lake
Superior ores stood at eighty-nine and a half.

The freedom of our ores from admixtures with
sulphur, phosphorus, or other deleterious sub-
stances, give a tenacity unequaled by any
other iron known to the trade. The unani-
mous testimony of all who have tried it is that

for certain important uses it is far preferable

to any other, both for strength and the ease
with which it can be worked.
The Morgan Charcoal Pig, smelted at the

Morgan and Champion furnaces, after thorough
practical tests in railroad machinery during
the past seven years, has won for itself a repu-
tation equal, if not superior, to any iron in
the United States. Car wheels, made from the

Morgan iron have run successfully tests of two
hundred thousand miles, with an average lead
of ten tons (upon four wheels) over roads
having grades of one hundred and sixty feet

to the mile, and around curves of nine degrees
radius, and upwards; and with brakes sat
continually for a distance of six miles, in de-
scending the grades and rounding the curves,
no wheels having been known to break, not-
withstanding the continual friction caused by
the rubbing of the brakes against the wheels,

and the latter being strained by continual ex-
pansion and contraction. Among railroad
men, this is considered the severest practical
test that can be had.

Locomotive driving wheels made from this

iron in the regular form, (without any of the
patent appliances,) are as safe from breakage
as if made from steel, as many master mechan-
ics and railway engineers will attest; and for

all parts of locomotive and car machinery sub-
ject to wear, where strengih is required, it is

much to be preferred. It is sought for b? all

the first-class railway companies of the West,
with whom it finds its principal market.
The Morgan iron is also used extensively in

the manufacture of malleable iron ware, and
fcr boiler plate is. considered superior to the

famed Pennsylvania charcoal pig, of which
such great quantities are consumed by eastern
manufacturers. Western men however, repu-
diate the Pennsylvania iron, when boiler

plates made from the Morgan IroD Company's
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iron can be obtained. It is also used to a con-

siderable extent for calender rolls, for rolling

copper and brass , in the manufacture of

heavy steam hammers, anvils and dies; for

stamps for the stamping and pulverizing of

ores for the refiner
;
for steam engines intended

for heavy work, and for castings for bridges

where great strength is requisite and must be
had. For the manufacture of steel it has been
pronounced by a Swedish iron master equal to

the best Swedish iron.

These facts and results have been obtained

through the persistent efforts of the manager
of these furnaces to produce and place in the

markets of the United States an A No. 1 char-

coal iron from the far famed Lake Superior
ores, the purity of which can not be excelled—
a fact which is demonstrated hy the continued
increase in the production at the rate of from
two to three hundred thousand tons annually.
Owing to the increased facilities of this com-

pany for supplying this iron, we understand
that arrangements are being made by its mana-
ger to introduce its best brands into the manu-
factories of the Eastern States. When these

arrangements are fully perfected we shall

make known the fact to consumers.

—

Marquette

Mining Journal.

"Water Transportation Costly as Well as
Slow— Proj»t>se£ Sej>;trati«n of IPasseii-

ger afiiu Freight Transi>orJatiosi.

It is becoming a serious question whether
transportation by water is not more costly, as

well as slower, than transportation by rail,

provided the latter is effected with economy.

We incline to the belief that the subject of

cheap transportation by rail is not sufficiently

well understood to entitle popular opinion to

weight, even though supported by the vast

amount of newspaper discussions which the

question of the comparative utility of canal

and roads has called out.

In order that freights may be carried cheap-

ly by rail, it is of first importance that the

transportation of freights and of passengers

be separate and distinct branches of business,

which, in a country like this, can not well be

harmonized, and for which provision should

be made by laying four sets of track, two for

passenger and two for freight trains, wherever
business would warrant such liberal expendi-

tures. If the experiment is to be tried under
conditions favorable to success, new roads

will have to be built for the purpose. The
network of roads that supplies such excellent

facilities for moderately quick travel is only

partially adapted to the wants of the couutry.

During half the year the community is de-

pendent upon them exclusively for the trans-

portation of freights, and a very large propor-

tion of freights during this period are the

natural productions of farm, forest and mine,

which, produced at small cost and command-
ing a small market value, can not bear the

heavv charges which might be bume by pro-

ducts of [-killed labor and articles on which
the cost, of transportation could be evenly dis-

tributed. The cheap transportation of grain

and produce is indispensable to the develop-

ment of the vast resources of the interior.

The Lake States produce upward of five hun-

dred million bushels of grain annually, and
are capable of largely increasing this amount
when our export trade shall warrant such an

increase; but owing to the piesent, charges

for transportation, only a part of the present

crop finds its way eastward. But while the

Northwest is burdened wiih a superfluity of

breadstuff's which can not be profitably mar-
keted, i he cotton planters of the South are

beginning to turu their attention to the rais-

ing of food crops. Again, while food is

abundant and fuel scarce at the West, the
anthracite operators of Pennsylvania have
found it necessary to precipitate a strike

among the miners.

Suppose a road should be built between this

city and Buffalo, in the most substantial man-
ner, and with a strict economy that would
make every dollar invested tell in the capaci-
ty of the work, to earn a fair pre fit on capital

stock and pay interest on bonded debt. Upon
such a road let there be run, at an average
speed of, say, eight miles an hour, as many
trains as business would warrant—twenty,
thirty, or fifty a day. It requires no argu-
ment to prove that such a road would have
tenfold the maximum carrying capacity of a
road managed under the present system,
which mixes the business of freight and pas-
senger transportation. A large amount of
rolling [stock would be needed, but the pro-

portion of engines to cars wouid be relatively

greater than on other roads, since it should
be open to all to run cars over it upon the
payment of traction and mileage tolls. Were
the business of forwarding thus left to private
individuals or companies, the competition for

freights would be so active as to secure low
rates, Thus relieved of tbe trouble and ex-

pense of maintaining a large assortment of
passenger and freight cars, and responsible
only for the, permanent way and engines, a
road could be kept in repair and managed at

a comparatively small annual expen>e No
difficulties would be encountered that could
not be readily overcome. Its traffic would be
controlled by the company owning and opera-
ting the road, under a system of management
that would secure uniformity of speed and
prevent any confusion. There can be no
doubt that freights could be moved more
cheaply and with far greater rapidity by such
a route than by canal, and that, at moderate
tolls, the company owning and operating it

would derive a larger net revenue than could
possibly be earned by any road of equal
length on the present system.

—

New York
Iron Age.

Improvement in Printing Maciunery. —
The circulation of our prominent newspapers
has increased lately to such an extent, that

presses not long ago considered fust—and
which could easily print ten to twelve thou-

sand sheets an hour—are now deemed old

fogyish, and are insufficient for the purposes
of a first-class daily journal. To meet the

exigencies of an increasing trade, Mr. George
W. Childs, proprietor of the Public Ledger,
some time ago ordered of the Messrs. Hoe a

new printing machine for his' newspaper,
which, when completed, will enable the estab-

lishment to turn out 65,000 copies per hour.

The new press will cost, we are informed, up-

wards of $10,000, and will be ready for use in

two or three months. This aciion has been
rendered necessary, we are glad to say, by
the steady increase of the circulation of our

contemporary, which, we have the best reason

to know, prints a regular daily edition of

74,000 copies.—Philadelphia Dispatch.

{©""The number of paper mills now exist-

ing in tbe principal States of Europe is as

follows: Groat Britain, 408; France, 278;
Germany, 243; Austria, 7tf ; Russia, 40;
Italy, 80; Belgium, 2G; Spain, 17; Switzer-

land, IB; Sweden, 8; Turkey, 1. In the

United Slates of America there are 535 paper
mills. The annual production of paper in

Europe is 8,956,000 cwt., valued at £15,001,-

000.

JfgifThe Detroit Post says: Old wooden
water pipes were recently taken out in Wood-
ford avenue, laid there forty three years ago.
The wood is apparently as sound as ever,
showing no signs of decay, even retaining the
bark, and on cutting through the wood the
timber was found as bright and as .sound as
ever. The pipes were made of tarn rack logs,

about sixteen feet in length, and eight or ten
inches in diameter. These pipes were discon-
nected from the distribution pipe several Tears
ago. They were imbedded in clay at a depth
of four or five feet.

SQT'The purity of hydrate of chloral, may,
it is said, be tested by means of a concentra-
ted solution of potash. The pure hydrate
does not color this at all, or at most only a
feeble yellow, and gives forth the pure smell
of chloroform. Should the liquid assume a
brown color, and the smell of chloro acetic
acid be combined with that of chloroform, or
should gasses of a pungent odor be developed,
which is not seldom the case, the product is

impure and unfit for use.

Le Van's
IMPROVED BOILER

->
Single Acting for Hot
or Cold Water; com-
plete In itself, with
Wrought Iron Cranfc-
Ehaft and Connecting
Bod.
ffg-Fast and Loose

Pulleys, Steam Metal
Talves and Boxes fit-

ted up in the best man-
ner.
j@Sf*Photographs &

Price Lists sent on ap-
plication, and entire
satisfaction guaran-
teed in all cases by

W.BarnetLeVan&Co
S. E. Comer

24th & Wood Sts,,

FHILADA.
30 G 70,70.

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb,
Tree &. Shrub, and Evergreen Seeds,
prepaid by mail, with directions tor

culture. Twenty-five -different packets
of oithsv class for $1.00. The. six

c!as*w $5.00.
2U.HW 11». Evti-gi*een find Tree Seeds; Apple, Pear,

Cherry, &£. ; GrusB S^ds ; Buet, Cabbage, C;irrot, Onktu,
Squash, 'J'uintp, and aD Vege able and Flower Serds, m
small or large quantities ; also Small Fruits, Stocks*,

Bulba, Shrubs. Roues, Verbenas, &c, by mail, prepaid,
New Qciblan Btnded Japan Lily, 60j. Priced Descriptive
Catalogue sent to any plain address gratis. Agenta
wanted. Wholesale List to Agents, Clubs ai.d the Trade-.

Seeds on commission.
B. M WATSON, Old ColoDy Nurseries and Seed Ware-

housa, Plymouth, Mass. Established in ltt4-i.

2 g-1.9 .

THE ^ABLROAD GAZETTE, Published in

Chisago, by A N. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 24 pages, as large as these of Every Saturday.

It contains a complete record of railroad news:— the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let a..d to be let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original ami selected on railroad operation and civil

and mechanical engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price S4 per annum, in advance

THE FIIOI OF Witt. J. YOUA'G «fc CO.
Mathematical Instrument Makers, consisting of Wm. J.
Young anil Ciias, S. Hkllkk, whh dissolved shortly be-
fore the death of Win. J, Yonug. The undersigned, the
late partner of paid firm (who was with Mr. Young con-
tinuously for Ffltccn Yeare, will continue in the same
line of business, at So. 33 North Seventh street,
Hot. of Filbert.

CH\S. S. UfUER.
FHiLADELmiA, August 1,1870. 29-0-70, 37
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EOWN J. EtORUEB*

Successor 10

McDANEX «& HORIfEK,

Locomotive and Railroad

CAR SPRING MANUFACTURER

E. A. FERGUSON,

iVb. 67 TfW 77iird Sifree*,

CINCINNATI.

JUNABRIDc^niOt, Jfp

THE PALACE DAY AND SLEEPING COACHES
OF1 THE

Erie and' Atlantic k Great Western Railway

GET THE BEST.

MEMS 11111111 iiuriiuiT
10, *- O H'ords ajtrf Meanings not in other Dictionaries,

3000 Engravings. 1j40 pages Quarto.

Glad to add my testimony in its favor.
1 Prest. Walker of Harvard]

Every schalar knows its valu&.
[_rtr 11. Prescott, the Historian.]

:p he most complete Dicti ua j of the Language.
J. [Dr. Dick, of Scotland.]

The test guide of students of our language.
[JohnG, Whittier.]

He will transmit his name to latest posterity.

[Ohahcellor Kent.]
Etymological parts surpasses anythin u by earlierlaborers

[George Bancroft.]

Bearing relation to Language Principia does to Philo"

sophy [.Elihu Burritt.J

Excels all others in deflaing scientific terms.
|Prasiiient Hitchcock.]

Sso far as I know, best defining Dictionary.
[Horace Mann,]

Take italtogether, the surpassing work.
[Smart, the English Orthcepist.]

A necessity for every intelligent family, student, tenc et

and professional man. What Libiary is compKtf without
the best Kn^lish Dictionary V

Webster's National Pictorial Dictionary

1040 pages Octavo. 600 Engravings, Price $6.

The work is really a gem of a Dictionary, just the hing
forthe million.

—

American Educational Monthly.

Published by G. & 0. MERRIAM. Springfield, Mass.

Sold b/ all Bookspl i»rs.

HARRISBURG FOUNDRY

HACHINK°WOftKS,
Branch of Harrisburg Car Manufacturing Co.)

HARRISBURG, PENN.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SUCK AH

Lathes, Planers, Shaping and Slot

ting Machines, Bolt Culling and
Nut Tap-ping Machines, A-c.

W. T. HILDRUP, Treasurer.

ESiTai,»«.*««. 1JIIL; »V OK' '1'mifcJ JtSlteOAaJ UAlnbrlJ 1'AtjA^Jli C*J>.»1>m*»28.

Tliese superls Coacmes, built peculiar to> Use Uroad CJausre, are
attaclied to ilie 9:45 I*. 51. Express daily at Ciu.cinna.ti, running
THROtJGSI TO WEW lOEst WITHOUT CMaKJGE. Conductors ac-
companying tiiese Coaciies through to Sew YorSi.

Ticket ©Hiees : SO W. 4tli St., Mo. 4 Burnet ISouse and 115 Vine St.

tV. H. Shatttir,, (ie.\i,
,l Southern Aot., Cincinnati, O,

HUNTOOM'S

Patent

For Stationary & Marine Engines.

It has been proved conclusively, after long practical trial (the severest tests being hourly
brought to bear), that by the employment of the Huntoon Governor, the engine to which it ia

attached will run without any variation whatever in the speed, whether heavily loaded or running
light, and wholly uninfluenced by the varying pressure of the steam.

Please refer to WRTGHTSON'S PRINTING OFFICE, Cincinnati, FRANKLIN COTTON
MILL, Cincinnati, SPENCE BROTHERS, Cincinnati, and to LANE & B0DLET, Engine
Builders, corner of John and Water streets, Cincinnati.

Although its reliability is now proved beyond a doubt, on hundreds of engines where other
forms of governors have failed, yet, if requested, we are perfectly willing to allow time for

trial, and if in any instance its operation is not entirely satisfactory to our customers we
shall not consider it a sale, and on its return we will pay all charges of transportation. Mow-
ever violint or sudden may be the changes, we warrant it to absolutely govern the engine.

It is a great favorite, from the fact of its compactness ; it is noiseless, and from its pecu-
liar construction requires hut little care from the engineer, every bearing being of necessity
lubricated.

Fifteen hundred references furnished from those now using them, in all branches of manu-
facturing business in the United States or British Provinces.

J. AUliUil Ut> LYNGH <k UU-, Proprietors, (03 Sta*e St-, Boston, Mass
18-?-70,-<;7

.
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^SRIH £» All. Wtf-feir

U00 aiLES under

Ons Ihnasement.

SCO MILES without

Change of Coaches.

EKOAB GAUGE, no III!LETRACIi EOIITE
Fur—

if TOM,
Providence, Albany,

qston,

PITTSBURG, HARRiSBURG
X^liilatielpliia., ISs.iltimor'e,

Aucl Principal t'oints in

NEW YORK, NEW ENGLAND
AND

7E*onnsylyaniar
This Railway extends from

CINCINNATI to NEW YORK, - 860 Miles.

CLEVEL.ANU to NBA" YORK, - 025 Miles.

DUNKIRK toNE.V YORK, - 460 .Miles.

BUFFALO to NEW YORK, - 423 Miles

ROCHESTER to NEW YORK, - 385 Miles

22 to 27 MILESthe"sH°0RTER R0UTL
TWO ESPEESS TiJAISS DAILY

Leave CINCINNATI from DEPOT, corner fifth

and fcloadley Streets, tjj Culnmbus, O., time,

which is 7 lainutes faster than Cin'ti time.

7.00 A. af..,CINCINNATI EXPRESS,
(Sundays ^icepled.) Arrive Day ton 9.10 A.
M.; Urban.,, 10.29 A. M; Galion, 12 57 P.M.;

Mansfield, 1.40 p. M., West Salem, 2.50 P-

M. (Dine). (Sleeping Coaches through to

New Vork); Akron, 4.26 P. M.j Sanvenna,
5.10 P. M.; Meadville, 8.00 P.*M. (Supper);
Susquehanna, 7'.55 A. M. (Breakfast)

;
Tur-

ners, 1.40 P. M. (Dine); New York, 3.00 P.

M. Connects at Ravenna with Cleveland &
Pittsburg Railroad for Hudson and Cleve-

land; at Elmira for Williamsport and the

Souih; at Biughampton for Coopersiown,
Albany and the celebrated summer resort,

Sharon Springs, and at New York with
afternoon trains and steamers for Boston and
ew England cities.

9.45 P. il. LIGHTNING EXPRESS,
daily. Arrives Dayton, 12.03 A. M.; LT bana,

125 A.M.; Galion, 3.03 A. M.; Mansfield,

4.44 A. M.; We,3t S-ilein, 5.59 A. II. (Bkfst);
Akron, 7.38 A.M.; Ravenna, 8 25 A. hi.;

Meadville, 11.20 A. M. (Dine); Horuells-

ville, 6.19 P.M. (Suppjr) ; New York, 7.00

A. M. Connects at Mansfield with Pittsburg,

Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway for Pittsburg,

Harrisburg, Philadelphia, &e. ; at Meadville
with Frauklin Biauch for Oil City; at

Blmira with Northern CeutrxJ Railway for

Harrisburg and the South, and at N. Y. with

morning trains for Boston and N. England
cities.

r"Ne.v and Improved Cinches of t':e -tyle peculiar to the
Broad Giu.'e. arranged for bo".h D.ty ;:l,1 M^lit Travel,

ar* attached co thi&trajri at Cincinnati and run through to

Ne.? V.ir'<. forming the Oiaiy S.ine running through
SOO Miles -.vi.2»»i:t Cliange.

Boston auU ;Vew K ig'Ianil Passong-ers,
wH.-s tbjeii* B-j^^ji»-e. ar« transferred l-'iSEE
or CHAHOE in .Vi-w lork.

TZj* rne Erie Riil.ay C -oipany has opened a new
Ferry from their Jersey City Doun to the fool of f wenty-
hirl Sir et New York. tbu*enabling parsen'gers to reach
he l J i*er portion ol the city without the expense and an-
noyance ol a streetcar or otnrtibustransrrr.

ft w* The HOPnery alone: t»>e en!:re route of the Krie
Railway is of the most picturesque ami beuniful character.
Admirers of Nature's beauties, in adtylight journey over
t ria t,;ne. wilt find in its ever c*iun?iu^ landscapes sub
ects of continual admirati n and interest

lias'K'u jye Clieolt'd Tliroiig-h
And i'are always as Low as by any other Route.

ASK FOR TICKETS VIA ERIE RAILWAY,
Wh ch can be <»ht ii n «- l ;it thy Company'** Offices in Cin-

cinnati, fe't Wesi FourUi Stree:, 115 Vine Street, 4 Burnet
1 i--, fiini f-jot of Br >.i<\-x:iy (Spencer Hou-.tr Block) and
a.t=ill priucip-il Ticket Ufficea in 'he S'»UM Hml Puuth-

W. B. RUATTCC, Gen. Fasa'r .'. pi.
OoB9ttA Southern Ascent.

SHBB1H1IE MILEOAB,
On and after June 13, trains will run as follows :

T&j gnv e> JBXPE&fcSS leaves Cincinnati 7.30 A.
l^l^a tssi m. Da j|y (except Sundays). Stops regularly
at H'altuu, fcllistun, SparLa, Lihei ty, Wonhvdle, Camp-
heltsburg, La^'ian^e. Pewee Valley, Ancbur:i^e ; »hen
Signed, at South Oovingttn, Maurice, Independence, B<uik
Lick, Verona, Zion.G-ltsncoe, tfagle, Oarrollton, Sulphur,
Peii'tleton ; arriv s at Louisville 13.05 P. M.
mj lflk /f» tSOUTHEaiN FAST MNEIcbv.i
l^**o \? Cincinnati at 1.2« P. M. Dr.;iy (except
Sundays). Stops only at Wilton, Worlhviile, and Lu-
grange ; arrives at Louisville, 5.20 P. M.

M-.K e^ MASJL. leaves Cincinnati 5.00 H. M
QJP* C3 Daily (-xcept .-unday>). Stops reimlarly

at Walton, iLl!it,t n, Glencoe, Sparta, L berty, Wortfiville,

CrimpKellsbuig, Sulphur, Ligrange, fe^ee Va'ley, Anchor-
age, and when flagged, at South CnvingtoQ, Maurice, i nde-
pendence, Bank Lick, Verona, Zion, E igle, C-r.ollton,
Pendleton ; arrives at Louisville £0.00 P. M.

r&JrfT* "S /P. KICiHT EXWtESS leaves Cin
1^^» M. *ty cinnati at, 11.15 P.M. Dady (except
Saturdays). Stops regularly at Worchville, Lagrange, and
when flagged, at Walton, Verona, hi liston, (jlencue, Sparta,
Liberty, Kaule, Campbellsburg, Sulpiiui-, Pendh-ton Pewee
Valley, Anchurage ; arrives at Louisville at 5.00 A. M.

XTT3 ^'°- ® connects at Lagrange with the Lexington
Trains, arriving at Frankfort at ii.14: P. M., Lexington
7 45 P. M., QUICK TIMK.

JtTr'The B(-'st K-nute to the SduUi. More Daily Trains
and Quicker Time than any Line from Cincinnati.

11ENRY SrKFFKE, Gen. Ticket Agt

I'incinnatij llamiiton & iiaytou Railroau.

Trains run to and from Cincinnati as follows:

DEPART. ARRIVE.

Eastern Express (b>ie "Railway). 7:00 A. M. C:3tfP.M.
do . do do .. il:!:, P. M. 7:00 A. M-

Toledo, Detroit & Canada 7:15 A. M. 10:^5 P. M-
do do do (1:30 P, M. 7:UUA. M

Lima. Fort W^yne &l Chicago 7:15 A. M. 10:^5 P. M-
do do do ....2:30 P.M. 5:40 P. M.
du do do ... 6:30 P. M. ?:30A. M-

Sandusky, Cleveland & Buffalo... 7:Id A. M. 5:40P. M.
SjjEinnbeld Aceominodttion .... 2:^0 P. M. l0:*-0 A. M.
Sandusky, Cleveland &. Buffalo,. 0:SOP M. 10:30 A. jl.

Munciei Indianapolis 7:15 A.M. 10:25 F. M.
do do 5:00 P.M. 1:20P.M.

Hamilton, Eat-jn &. Richmond.., 7:lo A. M. 10:25 P. M.
do do do. ... 5:00 P. M. ltj:20A.M.

Hamiltcn Accommodation 0:30 A.M. H:05 A. M.
do do 6:50 A m!

Trainsrun SEVEN MINUTES FASTER than Cincln-
jatitime.
For ailinformationand throughtickets, please applyat

tneoldothce,south-eas: corn erof Broadwayand Front; Rur-
net House Office, corner Vineand Bakerrtreets.and at the
ra3pective depots. East Front and West Sixth streets

.

D. McLARKN. Gen'l Superintendent.
SAM ,LST«:PHfc^SON,GenlTick ,tAg ,

t.

Jmnibuaescall for passengers

I'he Old And Reliable Route.

ThrouKh to Pittsburg without Chaitgn.
The PITlSBUliG, FORT WAYNE & CHICAGO RAIL-

ROAD, in ciTinection with the Cincinnati, Himilton &
Dayton, and Little MiamiRaihoads, still cont :nue to trans-
pori produce and merchandise between Cincinnati and
Pittsbusg, Philadelphia. B^iltimcre t New York or Boston,
and ail Eastern points with the greatest promptitude and
di^pateh.

For lUtes, Bills of Lading, or any information desired,
shippers v\ ill please apply to

IT. W. BROWN & CO.,
No- 27 West Third Street, Cincinnati.

W. P. SH1NN. Genera) Freight Agent
Pittsburgh. Pa.

S€AL IROS WORKS.
TCSTABLISIJEP 1821.

MORRIS T A S K K R c^ CO
MA Vl'FfcCT'-RKRc o?

L ap-W titled AmerlcanCharcoallron Golf-
er Celtics— from 1H to 10inchesouts ! dedi'imeter,cu

t

in ii'_'finitelenirths.

\^"rougiit Iron Welded Tul>es—from % inchto
8 i nones inside diameter, with screw and socket con ne< t

tions, for Steam, Gas Water, or other purposes, and lit*

tin<-s of every kindto suit the. same.
WrougJit Iron Cralvniilzed Tubes—slronj

and durable, designed especial'y for Water purposes.
Ca«t ZronGas or Water Pipe— 1£ toJ4inche£in
diameter. and branches- for same. &c.

Gas WorltsCastlngre, etc., etc.

PUIIiADEJLPHIA.
HTEPHEK M'JRP.IB, CH A S . WHKKLER
TH08. T.TAWKBR, JR.. s. P M.TA.6KUR

II V. U. MORRIS.

P J

URAND SCENERY!
^-QUICKEST ROUTED
OS Miles in Distance Saved

Baltimore& Ohio R.R.
—TO—

BALTIMOBE,
PI1ILADELPHIA

,

NEW YORK, and

BOSTON,
TTITH THE PEIVILEGE OF GOIXG TOWASHINGTON

NO CHANGE OF CARS
From Cincinnati "Rd 1 +1Tn r\T»0 and nut 0NB

or Columbus to -O^i. ULj-LlVj.1. tf CHANGE
i'hilad* Iphin and 2feiu York.

Ask for TICKETS and D„U:„„.. I, ni,l„ D D
BAGGAut checks YiaDahimore&UhioK.K

J. L.WI'.SON, Mnster of Transportation.
h. M. COLB, General Ticket Agent.
G. B.GIBSON, General Western Passenger Aeent.

JANUARY 1st, 1870.

Cincinnati to St. Louis Without
Change of Cars.

Ohio & Mississippi Railroad,
For St. Louis, Cairo, Louisville, Evansville, St. Joseph

Jsfferson City, and all points on the Lower Mis-

sissippi .River, and on the the Illmois

Central Railroad.

T&AINK K.U2V' AS FOXX9WS
St- Louis, Evanavills and Cairo
Mail 7:15A.M. 10:55 P.31.

Osgood Accommodation.... 3:10 P. M. 8M5 A.M.
Through Western Express 5:10 P. H- P:30 P. M-
Nizht Express - 10:20 P. M. 6:00 A. M,
The 5:10 P. M. train runs daily. Trains run by Vin-

rennestirne, 12 minutes slower than Cin'ti time.

For tickets or inr'ormation applyat Offices, 132 Vine
Street. Corner Front and Broadway ; and at Depot, Foot
Mill Street.

E. a. BONDURAKT. Superintendent, Cin.O.
C.E. FOLLETVGec'l Tick't Ag'l, St. Louis, Mo.

iiill EUQ m T1BCKS

As in use en (he National Despatch Line of

Cars, adapted to two or more gauges. For
inform ution apply to

The Lobdeli Car Wheel, Tire & Machine Co.

Manufacturing Agents.

Wilmington. Delaware, or
CHA§. BOCKCS & CO, HoKton, Mass.

2-12-9,63

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL, TIRE 4 MACHINE
COMPANY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Estsblisherl in 1836.

Allkinds ofEailroadMachinery
GEORGE G. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BR.ENNAN, Treasurer.
WM.ff. LOBDELL, SecretM»

12-6-70,82
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E. D. MANSFIELD, - -

T. -WRIQHTSON, - -

A. J. HODDEK, --- -

- (-Editors.

CINCINNATI, - - Thursday, March 9, 1871.

The Dayton & Cincinnati Railroad*

IMPORTANT DEOIStOK.

The following is the decision of the Superior

Court of Cincinnati, in full bench, upon the

ca6e so long pending, in which the question

of the validity of the sale of that part of the

road from Sharon to Dayton, to the Cincin-

nati, Dayton & Eastern Railroad Company,

was contested.

It is interesting to both lawyers and railway

managers :

A
George E. Donner, &c. | In General Term.

1605 vs.
f

Reserved.

The D. & C. R R. Co. J Feb. 7, 1871.

Hagans, J. : In February, 1847, 1848 and

1849, the Legislature passed several acts by

which the Dayton & Cincinnati Railroad Com-

pany became incorporated. It was known

generally as "The Short Line Railroad," and

is so designated. It had power to construct a

road from Dayton to Cincinnati, though in the

first two acts it was called by other names, and

was authorized to construct roads with differ-

ent termini. The Board of Directors was

made "competent to transact all the business

of the corporation," and to issue and sell

bonds, &c., and made capable "to have, pur-

chase, receive, possess, sell, convey and enjoy

real and personal estate," &c, and the right

to complete any part of the road and put it

in operation which the interests of the road

may require to be first completed.

The company was duly organized, located

its road, and commenced work in 1852, and

in April, 185H, a mortgage upon the entire

line from Dayton lo Cincinnati for $1,000,000

was made to Wm. J. McAlpin and Peter Od-

len, trustees, to secure the bonds of the com-

pany to that amount, and 72 of them for

$1,000 each were sold or disposed of in the

Bame year. It appeared that about $700,000

obtained principally from stock subscriptions,

had been expended within three miles of Cin-

cinnati, chiefly on what is known as the Short

Line Tunnel, and that this was about the

whole expenditure of the company in the con-

struction of the road.

The company became insolvent and unable

to proceed with the work. Donner and others,

plaintiffs, owned 33 of the mortgage bonds of

the company, brought suit, in May, 1859, to

foreclose the mortgage and obtain payment o'

these bonds, and on motion a receiver was ap-

pointed to take charge of the unfinished road

and other property of the company, and the

plaintiffs obtained judgment and execution in

1860 for nearly $44,000 To the petition sun-

dry judgment and other creditors were made
parties, and filed answers and cross-petitions,

and, among other things, sought to subject

unpaid stock subscriptions to the payment of
their judgments.

In this state of affairs, the Cincinnati, Day-
ton & Eastern Railroad Company, known as

the "Eastern road " and so designated for

convenience, became the owners by assign-

ment from the plaintiffs and others, both of

the judgment they had obtained and also of

the bonds of the Short Line company, upon
which the judgment was founded, to the num-
ber of 65, in all 65,000, and accrued interest.

Donner had no decree for sale at the time,

but was pressing his claim in judgment against

the Short Line company, while other creditors

by judgment to a large amount were doing

the same, the company being utterly insol-

vent, as is alleged. It appears that on the

28th July, 1865, the Short Line company, up

on the previous action of the Board of Direc-

tors appointing two of the members of the

board for that purpose, sold by written agree-

ment and conveyed to the Eastern company

by indenture in due form, reciting its owner-

ship of the right of way it had acquired, and

other rights for side tracks, depots, station^,

&c. ; that it had been engaged at work chiefly

near Cincinnati, where it had expended a

large amount of money arising from stock

subscriptions; that it had incurred liabilities

for borrowed money, existing in part in its

mortgage bonds, secured on its entire road

and property
; and that proceedings in fore-

closure to sell the road were pending, and it

had not the means or credit to complete the

road, but was in imminent danger of having

its entire road sold under the proceedings

aforesaid, in consideration of $55,000 cash

received, and of further covenants, the Short

Line company agreed to sell in writing, and

did by indenture, this agreement being made
part of it, give, grant, sell and convey and

confirm to the Eastern company, its succes-

sors and assigns, all its right, title and inte-

rest in and to so much of the right of way,

roadbed and ground appropriated or intended

for side tracks, depots, stations and other ap-

purtenances of the same in its full length and

breadth, as extends and is situate in and from

the city of Dayton, in the county of Montgom
ery, to the town of Sharon, in the countv of

Hamilton, including all its said line and ap-

purtenances, situate and lying between said

termini in Dayton and Sharon ; and also the

right to locate, construct, maintain and ope-

rate, for the exclusive and perpetual use of

said part (the Eastern company), its succes-

sors and assigns, a single or double track of

rails on and along that part of the right of

way and roadbed of the Short Line company

which extends from the town of Sharon to the

point where said roadway intersects the road

of the Marietta & Cincinnati Railroad Com-
pany. It is expressly understood, neverthe-

less, by both parties to this indenture, that the

same is not intended, or to be construed, to

pass or include the capital stock of the Short

Line company, or any part thereof, whether

paid or unpaid, or the franchises of the Short

Line company, or the vendees of its right of

way or its other property not hereinbefore

granted, but the same are reserved and re-

tained by the Short Line company.

The agreement referred to in the indenture

bears date the same day, and provides, in ad-

dition to the consideration of the $55,000 cash

paid as set forth in the deed above recited,

that the Eastern company shall keep the Short

Line company, in so far as regards the direc-

tors, stockholders, and all the franchises and

property not included in that conveyance,

harmless and indemnified against the payment

or liability to pay or be made answerable

upon the mortgage bonds of the Short Line

company, and intefest, whether in judgment

or otherwise, then owned and held by the

Eastern company, to the amount of $65,000,

naming and numbering them :
" it being un-

derstood that neither the said bonds, or the

interest, or the coupons thereon, or the judg-

ment rendered on them, or the mortgage by

which they are secured, aTe in any manner

paid or satisfied in whole or in part by this

contract; but the same are to remain in full

force, capable of being at any time made ope-

rative and available, either to protect and con-

firm by sale or otherwise the title" of the

Eastern company "to the right of way and

appurtenances hereby sold, or in case of the

failure of the title conveyed by said " the

Short Line company "as herein stipulated,

then to become fully operative against the

said " the Short Line company, "and all its

property and franchises, in as full and ample

a manner as if this contract had not been

made." Upon the happening of the same

contingency of failure of title, the agreement

provided for the repayment, or security there-

for, of the $55,000 paid as part consideration

of the conveyance. The $55,000 paid in

money, it is alleged, was distributed among
the creditors of the company.

Upon this security, the Eastern road, in

November, 1866, issued mortgage bonds to

the amount of $2,000,000, few of which are

outstanding, the balance having never been

negotiated. But the Eastern company before

the year 1870 turned over all its rights in the

agreement and property conveyed to it by the

Short Line company to the Sandusky road,

which, by reason thereof, as the testimony

shows, has made a running arrangement at a

considerable profit with the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton Railroad Company, which is

operating a line of road from this city to Day-

ton by way of Hamilton, and, as may be sup-

posed, the Eastern company does not intend

lo do anything with the property it owns by
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virtue of this conveyance from the Short Line

Company.

In this suit various entries were made and

roceedings had, until in March, 1870, a de-

cree for sale was entered in behalf of the Cin-

cinnati, Dayton & Eastern company, on the

bonds held by them, and motion was made to

set the same aside. It seems an appraisement

of the property mortgaged was made under an

order of sale issued, at $27(1,000, but an order

was entered staying proceedings until the de-

termination of the motion to set the decree for

Bale aside, which was afterward done.

A number of large stockholders in the Short

Line company, owning 966 shares, shortly

after the consummation of this sale, viz: on

the 16th October, 1865, brought an action in

this court to set aside the conveyance and to

restrain the Eastern company from doing any

thing under it. While this suit was pending,

the majority of the stockholders of the Short

Line company executed a paper in which they

Btate that the plaintiffs in that suit do not re-

present the subscribers to the paper, and that

"they approve of the sale and decree that the

same shall be in all things confirmed, and are

ready to give their assent in any form. They

are satisfied that said sale was necessary and

judicious, and they regard it as highly benefi-

cial to the stockholders and creditors of the

said Short Line company."

In this case both corporations file answer

in 1865, in which they both allege that the

plaintiffs represent the only stock out of 8,459

shares opposed to the sale, and they both ask

the court to affirm it.

'On a hearing of the cause, in April, 1867,

a temporary restraining order was allowed in

this cause, on the plaintiffs executing bond in

$1,001), which was never done; and on the

19th March, 1870 a final decree in favor of

the plaintiffs was entered, and a motion to set

that decree aside duly made, and afterward

granted.

In 1869, Richard Mathers and Samuel

Beresford, executors of George Mathers, de-

ceased, filed a creditor's bill up->n a judgment

they had obtained against the Short Line

company, and alleging the same was a Hen

on all its property, and upon which they had

levied an execution. To this action the plain-

tiffs made the Eastern company and the other

creditors parties. They alleged that the sale

to the Eastern company was void, and asked

a marshaling of liens and a sale of the pro-

perly of the Short Line company. To this

petition, among other answers, is one filed by

the Eastern company, on February 20, 1870,

in which its ownership of 66 of the mortgage

bonds of the Short Line company, including

those in the Donner judgment, is set up, the

provisions of the mortgage to McAlpin and

Odlin stated, the priority of the lien asserted,

and prays that in case any sale is made, that

its rights may be ascertained and determined,

and the amount of it3 bonds and interest be

first paid out of the proceeds of the sale, and

other relief. Not a word is said in this an-

swer, it will be observed, about the contract,

the sale and conveyance to this defendant by

the Short Line company of July 28, 1865, nor

of the fact that it had, before this answer was

filed, disposed of all its interest in that agree-

ment and purchase to the Sandusky road.

To this answer a reply is filed, that the

effect of the sale and convevanee by the Short

Line company to the Eastern company, on

July 28, 1865, was to satisfy and pay said

mortgage bonds held by the Eastern company

as it alleges.

No answer appears to be filed by the Short

Line company in this case.

At the April term, 1870, these causes on

motion, were consolidated, and then, at the

January term, 1871, came on for hearing, and

the causes together with the testimony taken

before the judge at the trial, were reserved to

this court.

It appears farther from the testimony, that,

immediately on the completion of the agree-

ment of sale by the Short Line company to

the Eastern company, that they set about re-

surveying the line from Sharon to Dayton,

changed the route in some places, surrendered

the old rights of way and took new ones, and

took new stock subscriptions from the holders

of stock in the Short Line company, which

was surrendered, and were about to contract

for the building of the line, when, as they

allege, the injunction allowed in the Coleman

case stopped the project, and made it neces-

sary to abandon the enterprise; but certainly

before that time the Eastern company had be-

come merged in the Sanduskv company, which

bv means of this very property made a very

advantageous running contract with the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton company. For

the evidence shows, that, it was the imminence

of the contract to build this road, that brought

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton company

to terms. Rush R. Sloanewas and still is the

Pres'dent of the Eastern company, as he

claims, and as such holds the 66 bonds of the

Short Line company, payment of which he

demands. But it has not escaped the atten-

tion of the Court, that he is and has been also

the President of the Sandusky road, which has

reaped and is now reaping all the very profita-

ble advantages, larger than its cost, of having

held the property of the Short Line company

as a means of obtaining its entrance into Cin-

cinnati over the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day-

ton company, much cheaper than the con.

ctruclinn of an entrance of its own.

The contract, sale and conveyance of July

28, 1865, as between the Short Line company

and the Eastern company, must be held bind-

ing and valid. It does not appear well that

the Eastern company, after insisting in two

answers that the contract is valid and bind-

ing, and having in the meantime given the

Sandusky company the benefit of the same.

by which it has obtained a very valuable ad-

vantage, larger than its cost, to come in the

same action in 1870 and set op the mort-

gage bonds and ask that they be paid again

by a sale of all the corporate property and
franchises of the Short Line company, and
by consequence be entitled to recover back

the $55,000 cash which they had paid for the

property they have and are now enjoying, and
which has long since been distrihnted to the

creditors of the Short Line company. If there

were nothing more in this case than this, we
should hold it to be equitable to deny a sale

on the prayer of the Eastern company to sat-

isfy these bonds.

Again, although the contract provides that

only in the contingency of failure of title to

the part of the property conveyed, the Eastern

company may set up this claim. In any other

case, the bonds were to be used to make the

conveyance operative and available. It would

be unjust to allow them to so use and reap the

advantage of the property embraced in the

contract as to make it the interest of this com-

pany to demand and insist upon a sale of the en-

tire corporate property of the other party to the

contract, as though the title to the property

conveyed had failed. We prefer to make these

bonds operative and available, according to

the contract as to the property conveyed, and

leave the' parties where by the contract they

have placed themselves, and to hold the con-

veyance and subsequent use of the property as

a satisfaction thereof. The propriety of- so

holding is sustained by the acquiescence of

both companies for a period of some four

years.

The cause of Coleman and others, however,
fairly presents the question of the validity of
the contract of July 28, 1865

It will be observed that this contract em-
braces only the corporate property of the

Short Line company, and expressly excludes
the capital stock, the franchises of the com-
pany, the residue of the right of way and other

property of the companv. It is admitted that

the Short Line company had expended mainly
all its means on the three miles of its line, in-

cluding the great tunnel, near and in this

city, and was unable to proceed with the

work, was largely in debt, was harrassed with

suits and judgments and taxes to a large

amount, which it, was unable to pay, and that

its creditors, knowing the practical insolvency

of the corporation, were pressing tor payment
and threatening to sell the whole property,

which must have resulted in a fatal sacrifice

and loss to the proposed road. The embar-
rassments surrounding the enterprise at the

lime were insurmountable. The directors of

the company, to rid themselves of the most
pressing of these demands, to save that por-

tion of the property which was the most valu-

able to all parties, because the most of its

means had been expended there, by this sale,

made with the assent, of all its siockholders

except these parties, in facl, preserved the en-

terprise from ruin, and paid off one hundred
and twenty-one thousand dollars of debts,

leaving still in the hands of the company the

only available and valuable property it ever

had. The proceeds of the sale went, to the

creditors of the road, and was unquestionably
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highly advantageous to the stockholders and
other creditors of the company. The transac-

tion presents, therefore, a strong claim that it

should he upheld.

It is objected that this sale was destructive

of the company. We do not think there is

much force in this objection. The corpora-

tion is certainly not extinct. It may be that

the Short Line company may yet have the

power to build its road to Dayton by another
route. It may even repurchase very cheap
from the Eastern or the Sandusky company
the property sold, or its use, which has ceased

to be valuable to them. The convevunce of

the right of way was not the grant of a fran-

chise, but of one of the means by which a
franchise may be enjoyed arid passed by the

conveyance. The Eastern company, it is ad-

mitted, had the unquestionable right to obtain

what it did For it has a franchise to con-

struct and work a road irom Dayton to Cin-

cinnati, and there is no reason why it may
not purchase a right of way o r the Short Line
company, as of individuals. It was simply a

perpetual easement, and all the. conditions

upon which the right of way was originally

obtained were neither defeated or violated.

{Junction B. B Co v Buggies, 7 Ohio St. 1;

Coe v. Col <£ Ind. R B. Co. 10 Ohio St. 384;
1 Redfield on Railways, 247-251.) Besides,

by the charter, the company had the right "to
commence, complete and put in operation any
part, of said railroad " The disposition of this

property does not therefore destroy the enter-
prise.

An examination of the charter of the Short
Line company shows that it had the necessary
power to obtain the right of way and to make
the conveyance in the form and manner it

did. (2 Redfield, 692 ) But it is again ob-

jected lhat'the whole matter was done by the

board of directors. Besides the general power
of the directors over the corporate properly
conferred expressly by its charter, we think
the Supreme Court of Ohio, in the case of
Hatch v. The Cin. & Lid. B B Co. 18 Ohio
St. 92, and Goodin v. Eoans, 18 Ohio St. 167,
where this point was made by counsel in the
argument. In tr-e first of those cases, the
grantee was not complaining of the transac-

tion on that ground, so here the Eastern com-
pany can not complain as we have seen. It

was Hatch who complained of the want of
power of the board of directors to make the
conveyance of the Whitewater Canal to the
Cincinnati &, Indiana Railroad Company, and
for that reason claimed that the land had re-

verted to him, and that its value was the

measure of his damages. In the second' of
these cases, the power of the board of direc-

tors of the Short Line company, under that

clause of its charier which empowers the direc-

tors " to transact all business of the corpora-
tion," passed under review. And it was held
that the board of directors might, without re-

ferring the question to the stockholders, accept
the provisions of the 14th section of the Act
of 1848, by which they had taken subscriptions
of real estate to its capital stock, though they
had no right to take such subscriptions under
the original charier. Adapting the language
of the Supreme Court in that case to this, we
may well say :

" From the nature and charac-
ter of this sale, there would seem' to be no
necessity for referring the question of sale to

the stockholders. The disposition of the cor-
porate property was not intended by the Legis
lature to be confided to the individual corpo-
rators, butto ihe corporate body." The charter
states thatt he directors shall be "competent
to transact all business of the corporation."
This sale, then, was business of the corpora-

tion, which the directors were made "compe-
tent to transact." It would seem that the
stockholders could not have sold and trans-
lerred this property. No one was competent
to do it but the board, at least, if the stock
holders could do it so might the board ; and
this would seem to be conclusive that this

contract was not ultra aires The subsequent
assent and acquiescence of all the stockhold-
ers, except those joining Coleman in this suit,

representing but a very STjall n'inorily, fur-

nishes strong reason for declaring this sale to

be valid, as in the judgment of these stock-

holders the transaction was to the great ad
vantage of all the creditors of ihe corporation.

And certainly, if the board had the power to

contract, under the circumstances shown in

the testimony, it was their duty to do so, if

thereby they could at once satisfy the most
clamorous of the creditors, and pay their

claims, and still have all that was really valua-

ble in the enterprise, as far as tbey hal car-

ried it.

But it is said, the property of the Short Line
company was in the hands of the receiver of

this Court. Having found that this contract
was not illegal, we do not see how the mere
fact that the property of the corporation was
in the hands of a receiver can alfect it. While
he represents the rights of both creditors and
stockholders, be can only assert them when
tbey are affected by the fraudulent or illegal

acts of the board of directors, and may repu-

diate illegal transfers of property by the direc-

tors acting in the name of the corporation.

(Edwards on Receivers, 141.)

A number of cases were cited to us in argu-

ment, but we find nothing fairly opposed to

the views we have expressed, and a decree
may be taken accordingly.

Burnet & Follelt,

Caldwell, Coppock it Caldwell,

King, Thompson & Avery,

Ii. B Warden, Wall & Disney,

Durbin Ward, Tilden & Maxwell,
For parties.

The ISouthern 9CaiIroa<l.

We give a large portion of our space this

week t" the following able speech delivered

in the Kentucky Senate upon questions that

grow out of our Southern Railroad Bill. It

will repay a careful reading :

The Senate having under consideration a

bill from the House of Representatives eutii

tied "An act to authorize the Trustees of the

Cincinnati Southern Railroad to acquire the

right of *vay, and to extend a line of railway

through certain counties in this common-

wealth," and the question being on ihe pas-

sage of the bill, Mr. Carlisle addressed tho

Senate as follows :

Mr. Speakeh, I had not determined unlit

this moment lo trouble the Senate with any
remarks upon this bill. It had been my pur-

pose to submit the question on the passage of
this measure to the vote of tb,e Senate, so far

as I was concerned, upon the discussion which
has already taken place; but reflection has
satisfied me that justice lo myself and to the

people whom I represent, demands that \
should sav a few words in vindication of my
course with reference to it, and in refutation

of tht; charge so frequently made here and
elsewhere, that we were asking the General
Assembly to do something inconsistent with

the dignity and bouor ofl-he State. I regret

my want of preparation, and feel many mis-
givings as to my ability to do anything like
justice to the subject under the circumstan-
ces; for I speak sir, without any hope or ex-
pectation of intluencing to any extent the re-

stikof the vote about to be taken. But it

seems to me that the highest, tribute tha
friends of this measure can pay to the intelli-

gence of its opponents, is to submit for their

|
consideration the reasons which have con-
strained us to give it. our support. It is my
purpose to do this as briefly and concisely as
possible, without elaboration or rhetorical dis-

play; and if the arguments are justly entitled

to any weight, it is difficult for me to believe

that the gentlemen who are now opposed to

the bill will refuse to listen to them or to give
them a careful and unprejudiced considera-
tion. This much is certainly due to the
friends of every measure presented for the

action of the general assembly, and this the
friends of the present measure confidently

expect will be accorded lo them. Although
my constituents and the entire section of tho

State to be affected by the construction of the

proposed road are deeply interested in behalf
of this bill, I shall make no appeals to the

Senate not based upon what I conceive to be
sound arguments and proper considerations
of public policy. That this is a matter of
very vast importance, not only to a large,

populous and wealthy portion of our own
Slate, but also to the people of Tennessee,
Georgia, and other sections of the South, ap-
pears to be very generally conceded, even
among its opponents. The importance, and
in fact the absolute necessity of this measure
to at least one-third of the people of Kentucky,
have been so fully and clearly demonstrated
by the gentlemen who have preceded me in

this discussion, that it would be a useless

consumption of lime to dwell at any length

upon that aspect of the question. [ could
add nothing to what has been so well said by
the Senator from Boyle (Mr. Talbott) in the

speech which he has just concluded. When
the people of so large a portion of the State,

numbering not less than seventy-five thousand
qualified voters, and representing in an emi-

nent degree the virtue and intelligence of all

classes of our population, are almost unani-

mously appealing to us for the passage of a
measure which affects them and iheir mate-
rial interests almost exclusively, a proper re-

spect for their opinions and claims demands
that we should give thein a fair and impartial

hearing with a view of granting them such re-

lief as we can consistently with our honest

convictions of public duty. We are not at

liberty to presume that such a people have
misunderstood their own true interests, or that

they have overlooked or failed to appreciate

the interests of their fellow citizens in other

portions of the State. However important

and desirable the growth and development of

their own region of country may be to them,

I am satisfied that they would hesitate long

before asking the representatives of the people

to give their sanction to any measure of inter-

nal improvement inconsistent with the rights,

honor, or general welfare of the State, or cal-

culated in the slightest degree to impair the

prosperity of any considerable number of its

inhabitants. They want no exclusive privilege

or unusual special legislation in derogation of

the rights of others, but they do demand and
have a right to demand that equal and exact

justice shall be done to all without reference

to geographical position or local prejudices.

Although this has been presented some-
what in the form of a Cincinnati measure,

and has been constantly characterized as such
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by its opponents, it is well known to every

body, and to none better than to the Senators

upon this floor, that it did not originate in that

city. It is not at all necessary to go at length

into the history and results of the efforls that

have been made from time to time by the

people of Kentucky and of the South, to de-

vise some means by which they could secure

the construction of a great trunk line of rail

way to connect the Northern and Southern

systems, and yet it can not be altogether in-

appropriate to allude briefly to some of the

more recent movements that have been made
in that direction. The great necessity of

such a road, and its almost incalculable value

to the people of the South, has been felt and

appreciated for at least thirty years. The
agitation of this subject first commenced, I

believe, in the State of South Carolina. Pub-

lic meetings were held at Charleston and

perhaps elsewhere in that State, the subject

was thoroughly- discussed in the public press

and otherwise and a delegation composed of

her best known and most influential citizens

was appointed to visit Kentucky and the city

of Cincinnati for the purpose of presenting

the merits of the enterprise and securing co-

operation and aid in its presentation. The
appeal was made to our people and the people

of Cincinnati, but the attempt to secure the

necessary means failed. The project, how-

ever, was not abandoned, but was kept alive

in the public mind of both sections not only

by the constant necessity which existed for

such a means of communication, but also by

frequent attempts on the part of business men
to devise some plan by which this great defect

in the railroad system of the country could be

remedied. But until within the last two years

it seemed that all their efforts would prove

unavailing, and that the commerce between

the two sections would be forever compelled

to follow the expensive and circuitous routes

already constructed and in operation. About
two years ago, however, the necessity for this

road was felt to be so great that the people of

Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama,
determined to make one more united and
vigorous effort to secure it. Large and influ-

ential delegations of business men from a
majority of the counties named in this bill,

and from various other counties in the

State, as well as from the States lying

south of us went to the city of Cincin-
nati and made an appeal -to her people for

assistance. These delegations represented
the substantial commercial interests of their

respective localities. They were accorded a
respectful hearing by the city authorities and
by the citizens and committees representing

the various trade organizations of Cincinnati.

I know of my own personal knowledge that

for weeks the committees of the City Council
and the Board of Trade and Chamber of
Commerce listened patiently and attentively

to the arguments and appeals of these gentle-

men. The merits of various routes were
strenuously urged by the delegations repre-

senting the country throueh which they would
pass ; the advantages of different cities in the
South as termini of the proposed road were
presented and discussed by the delegates in

person and through the public press; large
donations of land and money wore pledged
on the part of counties and cities competing
for the location of the road, and every proper
argument and appeal that could suggest itself

to themind3 0f earnest and able men was
pcessed upon the consideration of the com-
mittees This sir, was the origin, the very
beginning of the measure now pending for

our decision. It came from Kentucky aud

the South
; and it was urged upon the atten-

tion of Cincinnati with all the eloquence and
powers of persuasion which the chosen repre-

sentatives of Kentucky and the South could

command. The result was the passage by
the General Assembly of the State of Ohio of

the act which was approved May 4, 1869, en-

titled " An act relating to cities of the first

class having a population exceeding one hun"
dred and fifty thousand inhabitants.'

1

This is

what is commonly called the '" Ferguson bill."

Perhaps sir, no public measure has ever been
more generally misunderstood and misrepre-

sented than this one. It has been urged again
and a<rain, inside and outside of the Legislature,

as an objection to the bill under consideration

that if the proposed road should ever be con-

structed, it would be managed and operated
by the city of Cincinnati or her trustees, and
would be used exclusively in the interests and
for the benefit of that city to the prejudice

and perhaps destruction of the trade and
property of a city within our own limits. In
fact, this idea has constituted the staple—the

Very substance—of all the arguments that have
been made asainst the bill. It is the founda-
tion upon which the whole opposition rests

for its support That it is an erroneous view
of the subject can be seen at a glance by any
gentleman who will take the trouble to read
the provisions of the Ohio act. By the pro-

visions of that act, whenever the city councils

of any of the cities to which it applies shall

declare by resolution that a line of railway is

essential to the interests of said city, a board
of trustees shall be appointed with authority

to borrow money for the purpose of construct-

ing such railway, and to issue bonds in the

name of the city not exceeding in amount the

sum of ten millions of dollars. The Trus-
tees are to be appointed by the Superior Court
of the city if there be one, and if not, by the

Court of Common Pleas, upon the application

of the city solicitor, and they are required to

execute the bond with surety for the faithful

discharge of their duties. But before any
appointment can be made, or auy proceedings
had, except the mere preliminary action of

the city council, the law requires the question

of providing the line of railway to he submitted
to a vote of the people. By the third section

of the act, the gentlemen who may be appoin-

ted by the court, and their successors, are

made the trustees of that fund of ten millions

of dollars, which they are to expend in pro-

curing the right of way and in constructing a

line of railway between the termini designated

by the city council; and by the ninth section

it is expressly provided, that as fast as por-

tions of the road are completed, the trustees

may lease the right to use and operate such
portions, and upon the final completion of the

whole road it is made their imperative duty
to lease the right to use and operate the whole
line to such person or company as will com-
ply with the terms and conditions that may be
prescribed.

I have stated fairly all the provisions of

that act bearing upon the question involved
in the objection to which I have just alluded,

and I submit it to the candid judgement of ev-

ery lawyer and jurist in the land whether these

trustees possess any power whatever under
that act to use and operate a road as the rep-

resentatives of the city of Cincinnati. It

seems to me that there can be but one answer
to the question. It is answered by the posi-

tive provisions of the very law under which
they were appointed, and from which they
necessarily derive all their powers. They are
simply trustees of a certain fund, and the

whole exteut of their power is to issue and

negotiate the bonds upon which that fund is

to be raised, and to expend the money in the
construction of a line of railway. Not only
does the act fail to confer upon them any
power to use and operate a road, but it by al-

most necessary implications prohibits them
from doing so, because it provides that they
shall leave it when completed. No one, I

presume, will controvert the proposition that
these trustees and their successors must look
alone for a definition of their powers as fiduci-

aries to the provinces of the law from which
they derive their authority. Their powers
and duties as representatives of the city are
specifically enumerated in the law, and the
power to operate a railroad is not among
them. We do not propose, even if we could
do so, to enlarge or add to these powers. The
bill under consideration is in perfect harmony
in this respect with the Ohio act, and contem-
plates a leasing of the road by the trustees

when it shall be finished. It must, therefore,

according to the requirements of both acts,

pass out of their hands into the hands of a
lessee or lessees. If any citizen of Kentucky,
or any association or company composed of
citizens of Kentucky should desire to lease

and operate the road, ample opportunity will

be afforded them to do so. Competition for

the privilege of leasing and running it will be
open to all the world. What then becomes
of the argument which has been so earnestly

and persistently urged in the Legislature and
before the people? Will it be seriously con-
tended that the lessees will run the road ex-
clusively in the interests of Cincinnati, or that

they will make unjust discriminations against

our people and our other railroads and cities ?

I shall undertake to show hereafter to the en-

tire satisfaction of any unbiased mind, that

they will have no power to do so under the

provisions of this bill, even if they desired it.

But what motive could they have to operate

the road at a pecuniary loss to themselves by
carrying the merchandise or agricultural pro-

ducts of one city or section at so low a rate as

to injure or destroy the trade or business of
another city or section ? It is unreasonable
in the highest degree to suppose that they will

be willing to sacrifice their own pecuniary in-

terest merely for the purpose of promoting the

prosperity of one place and diminishing the

trade and growth of another. No sir, we need
have no such apprehensions. They will be

actuated by the same motives of profit and
gain which have from time immemorial gov-

erned the owners and managers of liens of

public conveyance upon which the people

have been compelled to rely for the means of

transportation As I have said, by the terms

of the Ohio act the question of providing a
line of railway was required to be submitted

to a vote of the people before any trustees

could be appointed or any bonds issued. Un-
der the resolution of the city council, and the

proclamation of the Mayor, it was submitted

to the people of Cincinnati at a special elec-

tion ordered for that purpose, and by a ma-
jority unprecedented in the history of that

city, a majority of more than ten to one, they

declared in favor of the proposition to tax
themselves to pay the interest and principal

of teu millions of dollars, to be used in the

construction of the road. This is the manner
in which they responded to the appeals cf

Kentucky and the friends of the road in the

South. The affirmative vote upon this ques-

tion represented to a very large extent the

wealth and commercial and manufacturing

interests of that great city. It was intelli-

gently cast after a thorough discussion of the

whole subject iu all its aspects pecuniary aud
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legal, and is entitled to be received as an ex-

pression of the deliberate judgment and pur-

pose of the people. Clothed with the autho-

rity conferred by the general assembly of the

State of Ohio, ratified and sanctioned by the

votes of the people and the judgments of

their courts, these trustees present themselves

before the Legislature of Kentucky and re-

spectfully ask at our hands the privilege of

acquiring the right of way and constructing

this great trunk line of railway through our

territory. But sir, unexpectedly to them and

to the great mass of people directly interested

in the construction of the road, they have met
trom the very beginning with opposition of

the most serious character, and that too al-

most exclusively from sections of the State

whose interests can not possibly be injuriously

affected by the success of their enterprise.

They have not asked you to give them an act

of incorporation, or to exempt them from any
of the burdens or responsibilities imposed by

law upon the citizens and companies of our

own State, or upon foreign companies doing

business here. They present themselves sim-

ply as the representatives and fiduciaries of a

corporation already created under the laws

of Ohio, and they seek only our consent that

they may discharge the duties imposed by

their trust within the limits of our jurisdiction.

Sir, other foreign corporations have not been
so respectful, but relying upon the law of

comity alone, and without the express sanction

of Legislative enactments, they have come
into your State from every quarter, North,

Sou,th, East and West, and have opened offi-

ces and proceeded to transact their corporate

business. Not one of them has ever been
driven out or molested. On the contrary, our
settled policy has rather been to protect and
encourage them. But now, for the first time
in the history of the State, the representatives

of foreign corporations came before us and
offered to submit themselves to the exclusive
jurisdiction of our courts, and to the su-

pervision and control of our Legislature
in order that they may secure the simple
privilege of expending ten millions of dollars

of their own money in the construction of a
much needed public improvement which will

certainly be fully as beneficial to the people
of Kentucky as it will be to them. And this

privilege sir, we are about to refuse. Upon
what grounds of public dolicy or equal justice
we are to justify this refusal, either now or
hereafter, 1 confess myself unable to imagine.
For my own part, I do not hesitate to avow it

as my opinion that these gentlemen have a
perfect legal right to acquire title to a strip of
land one hundred feet wide, or two hundred
feet wide, if they see proper, through any part
of Kentucky and construct a railroad upon it.

There is no law in Kentucky or elsewhere,
to far as I know, to prohibit any man or as-

sociation of men, whether citizens of the State
or not, from purchasing land and construct-
ing a railroad upon it any more than there is

to prohibit the erection and operation of a
mill or manufacturing establishment. Every
man has the right to purchase and hold real-

estate and to erect and maintain on it what
he chooses, provided it is neither a public or
private nuisance. There is no legal power
deposited any where to prevent it, nor is there
any legal process which could be used to hin-
der or delay it. Of course they would be
compelled to acquire the necessary land for

the location of the road by private contract
exclusively, and could not proceed legally
to condemn and appropriate the property of
an unwilling owner. Thev would encounter
legal difficulties only when they should find it

necessary to acquire lands owned by infants

or other persons laboring under legal disabili-

ties. The idea that the grant of a franchise

is absolutely essential in order to authorize

the construction and operation of railroads,

can not be supported by sound reason or re-

spectable judicial authority. But these trus-

tees have not chosen to resort to this course,

which I admit would have been somewhat un-

usual. They have been elected to make their

application here to the representatives of the

people, and to designate in the bill which they

have presented precisely what powers and
privileges they desire to exercise within the

State. How has their application been re-

ceived, and what kind of consideration has

been given to their bill? What arguments
have been addressed to the Legislature and
the people in opposition to it? We have
heard many appeals to prejudices which
should have been long since allayed, and
much declamation about the honor and dig-

nity of the Slate, but the real arguments have
been few, and based upon a total misappre-

hension of the active provisions of the bill.

I question no gentleman's motives
; I deny no

gentlemen's right to differ from me upon any
matter of public concern. On the contrary,

I cheerfully accord to all the opponents of the

bill the same measure of integrity and devo-

tion to the public weal that I claim for my-
self. It seems to me that we differ so widely

upon the present occasion simply because we
do not understand the provisions of the bill

in the same way. Why sir, I have been in-

formed that lemonstrances against the pas-

sage of this measure have been extensively

circulated and numerously signed in various

parts of the State, based entirely upon three

palpable misapprehensions of the bill. In
the first place it is stated in three remon-
strances, as I am informed, that no juris-

diction whatever is reserved to our courts

over actions that may be brought by or
against the trustees or lessees of the road

;

Becondly, that unusual and extraordinary pow-
ers and privileges were proposed to be granted
as regards the running and operation of the

road; and thirdly, that the Legislature would
have no power to alter, amend or modify the

act. Now sir, I assert without fear of success-

ful contradiction, that no grant or act of in-

corporation can be found upon the statute

books of Kentucky or any other State in

which more ample provision is made for

the security and protection of the people,

not only in the three particulars just

named, but in every other respect, than is

made in the bill now under consideration

;

and I challenge any Senator who is opposed
to this measure to point out in any charter
ever granted in Kentucky a single provision
intended to guard and protect the rights of

the citizen that is not already in this bill, and
pledge myself on behalf of its friends that we
will, with the permission of the Senate, imme-
diately insert it. We are unwilling that these
misrepresentations, whether willfully origno-
rantly made, shall longer circulate without
refutation. We are asking for no unusual
or exclusiveprivileges oroppressive legislation.

We would not. agree to any bill which failed

to secure iu the most ample manner the rights

of all the people to be affected by it. If any
body is to be injured or oppressed in person
or estate by the operations of the trustees or
lessees, it must certainly be the people
living and owning property along the line

of the road, and not those whose homes
and interests are in remote parts of the

State. These people are our immediate
constituents, and have entrusted their inte-

rests for the time being to our guardian-
ship. We are therefore deeply interested in

having full security provided fir them, and in

all the consultations which preceded the pres-

entation of the bill as well as in those that
have occurred since, we have insisted that

every limitation and condition under which it

was possible for the road to be constructed
and operated at all should be inserted for the
protection of our own people and the public
generally. This has been done, as I shall en-
deavor to show the Senaie by a brief exami-
nation of the bill as it now stands.

As before stated, this is not an act of incor-
poration. There are no words of incorporation
in the bill. It is a simple grant to the trus-

tees in their representative capacity of the
power to secure the right of way and to con-
struct a railroad in Kentucky subject to cer-

tain restrictions, limitations and conditions.
The only important part of the grant as re-

spects the right of way, is the provision which
enables the trustees to condemn land by legal

proceedings and appropriate it to the use of
the road upon payment of its value to the own-
er As to the restrictions and limitations, it

is provided in the first place in the eleventh
section of the bill, that a lien shall exist upon
the line of railway and its appendages in the
hands of the trustees to secure the payment of
the principal and interest of the bonds that

may be issued in the name of the oity of Cin-
cinnati for the ten millions of dollars, but it is

expressly declared that such mortgage shall

not affect the lien of any vendor for land sold

to the trustees, nor be held to include the rol-

ling stock used in operating the road But
the road when completed is to be leased, and
the lessees will probably purchase and place
upon it additional rolling stock, which will

belong to them and not to the trustees. This
contingency is also anticipated in the bill, and
it is provided in substance that any mortgage
that may be made by them on the rolling

stock, Bhall not have precedence over, but
shall be at all times inferior in priority to

judgments that may be obtained against them
by citizens of this State for wages, materials,

and supplies in running the road
; for dama-

ges for breaches of contracts, of affrightment,

for injury, loss, or destruction of property put
on the cars for transportation, or for any in-

jury to person or property occasioned in the

running of the road. There are no such se-

curities provided for the citizen in any act of
incorporation in this estate as are contained
iu this section. 1 do not know what will be
the value of the rolling stock necessary in the
use and operatioa of a grand trunk lino of

railway like this, couneciing, as it will, the
whole systems of the North and South, and
moving the freight of vast regions of country
in both sections, but I presume it will be many
millions of dollars, perhaps almost, if notquite,

as much as the cost of constructing the road
itself. This great mass of property is set

apart and preserved free from any mortgage
or other lieus, out of which the people of Ken-
tucky can by ordinary legal process enforce
satisfaction of their judgments. Does any
Senator know a railroad in the State at tha

present time owned and operated by a corpo-

ration, against which the citizens can, by legal

process, enforce the collection of even the

smallest sum of money ? I know of none, and
do not believe there is one in the State. They
are all covered over with mortgages and in-

come bonds, pledging the roads wiUi their rol-

ling stock, depot houses and grounds, machine
shops, fuel, and even the very tolls and freights

which the conductors and other agents receive

from passengers and shippers, for the payment
of debts due or owing to non-residents of Ken-
tucky ; or they are transferred by deeds of

trust to non-residents of the State and held as

security for the payment of bonded debts held

in the East and in Europe. The capitalists

abroad who invest their money iu the bonds of
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these companies at a discour.t of fifteen or

twentv cents on the dollar, with interest paya-

ble semi annually, are made perfectly secure,

.while our own citizens who furnish labor or

material, or suffer loss by reason of injuries

to person or property, are left without remedy.

All this has been done under the authority of

legislation, and gentlemen have never raised

their voices in protest against it. The repre-

sentatives of the people along the route of the

road proposed to be constructed under this

bill, have at no lime been willing to confer

upon the trustees or lessees authority to create

liens upon all their property and thus place it

beyond the reach of general creditors. If any
better system can be devised to accomplish our

object we would be glnd to adopt it.

The maximum charge for transportation on

the proposed road, is fixed in the bill at thirty-

five cents per hundred pounds on heavy arti-

cles, and ten cents per cubic foot on articles of

measurement for every hundred miles, and
four cents a mile for each passenger. This is

the very highest rate that they are permitted

to charge. It appears to me that the people

wouid have no reasonable cause of complaint

upon this subject, even if they should be

charged the highest rate allowed for the trans-

portation of freight. A barrel of flour for in-

stance, weighing two hundred pounds, would

have to be carried under, this regulation one

hundred miles for the sum of seventy cents
;

and this too, when the cars must be stopped

and the labor furnished to take on the freight

at the point of shipment, and again when it

reaches its destination to put it off.

1 come now sir, to consider the question of

the jurisdiction of our courts over the persons

and property of the trustees and lessees of fhis

road, to which so much importance has been
attached in some quarters. That it is, ow-
ing to the peculiar structure of our sys-

tem of government a somewhat difficult

question to deal with, I readily concede.

But I think it can be made tolerably plain,

that under the conditions of the bill, nei-

ther the trustees or lessees can invoke the

jurisdiction of any other tribunal without at

once losing all the rights, privileges and im-
munities conferred upon them by the general
assembly of this State. Iu the first place, in

order to facilitate the exercise of the jurisdic-

tion reserved to our courts, and to diminish
the expense and trouble of litigation, the trus-

tees who construct the road, and the lessees

who operate it, are required to keep an agent
in every county through which the road may
run, upon whom process may be executed in

all actions brought against them. It is then,

by the provisions of the fifteenth and sixteenth

sections of the bi-11 made an express couditiou

upon which the trustees are authorized to con-
struct and maintain the road, and upon which
any person or company may lease it or any
part of it, or make any arrangement for ope-

rating it, that they thereby waive the right to

remove any care from any of the courts of this

State to any of the courts of the United States,

or to bring a suit in any of the courts of the

United States against a citizen of this State;

and it is declared that a violation of this con-
dition shall operate as a forfeiture of all the

rights, privileges and immunities granted in

the act This forfeiture is to be enforced in

any court of competent jurisdiction by an ac-
tion instituted by direction of the General As-
sembly in the name of the commonwealth, and
it may be for any failure to comply with any
of the terms, stipulations or obligations im-
posed for the benefit and security of the com-
monwealth or people. If it be at all possible

to reserve exclusive jurisdiction in our courts
it is certainly done by these promises. They
are as strong, explicit and comprehensive as
it was possible to frame them. There is no
ambiguity about then) or any way tq avoid

their operation if they are valid. But it- has
been very earnestly and ably contended that it

was not competent for us to limit or take away
the jurisdiction of the courts of the United
States, and that therefore these provisions
were inoperative. That sir, is not the ques-

tion as I understand it. No friend of this bill

has ever been uncandidor thoughtless enough
to assert that we can destroy the jurisdiction

of the federal courts in any class of cases to

which it extends under the Constitution or

acts of Congress, or that we can absolutely

prevent the trustees or lessees of the road from
appealing to that jurisdiction if they see prop-

er to do so. But what we contend for is, that

we can in any grant which we may make to

them, stipulate that in case they should choose

to avail themselves of the right to deprive our
courts of jurisdiction, they shall not continue
thereafter to exercise certain other rights for

which they are dependants alone upon our
consent. This position I think, can bo sus-

tained by the highest judicial authority, as

well as by a process of reasoning based upon
the clearest analogies of the law. I recognize

the principle that jurisdiction, that is, the

power to hear and determine ca3es, is an attri-

bute of the court, and not a property of tho

person sueing or being sued, or a quality of

the thing which constitutes the subject of the

litigation. Hence, parties can not by consent
or argument, destroy or take away the legal

or constitutional power of any court to deter-

mine a judicial question properly brought be-

fore it. If, therefore, an action were brought
in a United States court hy the trustees or

lessees against a citizen of Kentucky, and the

requisite facts existed to give the court juris-

diction under the constitution of the United
States and laws of Congress, the citizen could

not defend the exercise of that jurisdiction by
pleading the provisions of the act of the Ken-
tucky Legislature, however positive and strin-

gent those provisions might be. But it does

not follow by any means, that the party who
thus resorts to a tribunal abjured, by his sol-

emn compact may not legally terminate or for-

feit other rights of a different character se-

cured to him by that compact. The Supreme
Court of the United States has repeatedly de-

cided that special acts of a State Legislature

conferring rights, privileges and immunities
upon individuals or associations of men,
whether such acts be in the form of charters

of incorporation or grants of property, are

contracts within the meaning of the federal

constitution, and that they have, therefore, a

legal obligation. The legal obligation of a

contract consists of the duty of performing it,

which is recognized and enforced by the law,,

or in other words, it consists iu its binding
force on "the party who makes it. There can
be no contract without a legal obligation, nor

can there be any legal obligation subsisting

between parties by their voluntary consent

without a contract in the broadest sense of the

term. Now it is made an essential and
inseparable condition, or stipulation if you
please, in this grant, that the beneficiaries, who
are the trustees and lessees of the road, ex-

pressly insure the right to bring suit in, or

transfer suits to the federal courts where our

citizens are parties, and they agree and bind
themselves that if they should violate this con-

dition or stipulation, their grant shall termi-

nate, and that they will surrender it back into

the hands of the State. I say this is an essen-

tial condition of the grant, for it enters into

the very consideration or moving cause of the

contract. Without it the grant wou.d not be

made, and for a violation of it the grant must
cease. It is in the nature of a limitation upon
the duration of the rights and privileges con-

ferred by the Legislature. I hold that it con-

stitutes an important part of the legal obliga-

tion of the contract even according to its most

limited and technical meaning, and that the
law will enforce it, not by preventing the
trustees and lessees from prosecuting actions
in the federal tribunals, but by compelling
them to surrender the privileges and immuni-
ties acquired from the State of Kentucky under
this bill. It is a valid and binding contract,

unless its consideration be vicious or immoral,
or it stipulates for the performance of an act
contrary to law or public policy. Certainly
sir, none of these prohibited elements enter
into this grant. There is a vast difference be-
tween a stipulation to perform an illegal act,

or to omu the performance of a legal duty,
and a stipulation merely to refrain from the
assertion of a legal right. The latter is wh.. t

the trustees and lessees agree to tie, and I

challenge any one to show to the satisfaction

of this Senate, or of any respectable judicial

tribunal in the country, that such an argument
is in violation of law or contrary to public
policy. What law is violated, or what rule of

public policy is contravened by these provisions

of the bill ? Is it contrar7 to law or to a sound
and enlightened public policy for the State of

Kentucky in making a grant of great, and valu-

able privileges like these, to provide for the

protection of her citizens by her own courts

and her own Legislature ? As a matter of domes-
tic policy the object sought to be accomplished
is a wise and beneficent one, and as no other
sovereignty or jurisd:ciion is impaired, it must
be accepted as a legitimate and proper exercisa

of poffer. It seems to me that the gentlemen
might about as well contend that because the

constitution of the Untied States declares that

no law should be passed impairing the obliga-

tion of contracts, it would be against public

policy for the Legislature to reserve the right

to repeal, alter or amend acts of incorporation.

But in addition to these considerations, this is,

as I have already said, one of the conditions

upon which the grant i3 made, and it is re-

quired in the bill that it shall be accepted be-

fore the grantees enter upon any lands in this

State. The act of entering upon lands, or the

exercise of any other right conferred, would of

itself constitute an acceptance of the grant
with all its conditions and limitations, but in

order that there may be no question in the

matter, a separate and distinct act or declara-

tion is required. If they accept at ali, they
must take it subject to all the reservations and
restrictions enumerated in it. They cm not

claim ihe rights conferred and at the same
time repudiate the obligations imposed by the

bill. They take it with the conditions attached,

and they can enjoy it so long only as the condi-

tions are not violated or broken. The rule and
the reason are the same as in the case of the

devise or conveyance of an estate to a man, to

be heid and enjoyed so long as he shall not re-

move to or reside at a particular place. The
couditiou does not operate to prevent him ab-

solutely from removing to or residing at the

.designated places that is. it does not deprive

him of the power or legal right to do so, but if

he exercises the right his interest in the estate

instantly ceases. This is a plain and undispu-

ted preposition of law, a id it is as applicable

to grants made by a legislative body as it is to

those made by private individuals. Of course,

in either case, if the condition be illegal for any
of the reasons 1 have stated, it will be void.

But, sir, passing fromjhat view of the sub-

ject which considers only the right of the

courts to ascertain and declare a forfeiture of

the privileges proposed to be conferred by

this bill, I rely with implicit confidence upon

the unquestioned power uf the Legislature it-

self, as expressly reserved in the act of 1856,

and substantially reasserted in the sixteenth

section of this bill, to repeal the entire grant

absolutely whenever there shall be a violation

of any of its conditions or an abuse of any of
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the powers delegated. This raises the ques-

tion far above all the technical canons of

judicial construction about whicli lawyers can

quibble or judges can hesitate. It lifts it to

the broad level of all these great subjects of

exclusive legislative cognizance, whicli affect

the general welfare of the people, and confides

its determination to the sound judgment and

discretion of the people's own chosen represent-

atives. By the provisions of the act of Feb.

14, 1856, all charters and grants, and all other

statutes, passed after that time, are subject to

amendment or repeal, at the will of the Legis-

lature, and in the sixteenth section of the bill

under consideration, after enumerating vari-

ous conditions and stipulations, and immedi-

ately following the condition ill relation to the

institution and transfer of suits, it is declared

that "a violation of such condition shall ope-

rate as a forfeiture rf all rights acquired un-

der such lease, or arrangement, which forfeit

ure, and all other provisions of this section,

this Commonwealth reserves the right to en-

force by all necessary remedies and additional

legislation." And then follows the amend-
ment whicli was proposed in the House of

Representatives, and accepted by the friends

of the bill, reserving the right to alter, amend
or modify the act, and to regulate by general

laws the rates of charges for the transporta-

tion of freight and passengers over the road.

Here, then, is a wide field for the future exer-

cise of legislative power over this whole sub-

ject, expressly reserved by existing laws and

by the provisions of the bill itself; and over

the exercise of this power it will not be pre-

tended that any court, State or Federal, can

have any control whatever. Unless, therefore,

gentlemen can successfully assail the future

Legislatures of the State, upon the ground
that they will be wanting in the fidelity and
vigilance essential to the discharge of their

public duties, they can not complain that am-
ple security is not afforded, or ample remedies

reserved. If the trustees or lessees abuse any
power actually granted, the Legislature can

and I think will, amend the act and diminish

that power, or provide additional safeguards.

'If they wantonly exceed their powers, or vio-

late any material condition of the grant, the

Legislature can, and I think will, repeal the

act absolutely. 1 am willing to commit the

interests of my immediate constituents in this

matter to the care and protection of their

representatives who shall come after me as

members of the General Assembly. They will

be compelled to decide upon the character

and extent of legislation necessary for the pro-

tection of the people, and they will be respon-

sible directly to the pjople themselves for any
failure to supply that legislation.

Much has been said, from time to time,

about the necessity of providing for the ap-

pointment of five Kentucky trustees to act in

conjunction with the trustees named in the

bill, and to watch over and protect, the inte-

rests of our citizens, and it has been urged
that a failure to do so would be placing the

people of Kentucky at the mercy of n foreign

corporation. Indeed, the preservation of the

dignity and honor of the State itself has been

supposed by some gentlemen to depend in a

great measure upon the incorporation of such

a feature in the bill. I submit, sir, that in

the provisions of the bill to which I have called

the attention of the Senate, we have secured

to the people the control, guardianship and
protection of a more competent and responsi-

ble body of men than would be likely to be

procured as Trustees. We have made the

members of the General Assembly of the State

of Kentucky, cliosen by the people of Ken-

tucky, and acting under the responsibilities

of their official oaths, the trustees, not of the

road, but of the rights and interests of the

people as against the road and its owners and
managers. What higher security do gentle-

men want? Are they willing to commit the

interests of the people, and—to repeal their

favorite expression—" the dignity and honor
of the State," to the keeping of five trustees

appointed by the Governor and acting without

official responsibility—for it has never been

proposed to require them to execute a bond
or take an oath—and yet unwilling to repose

the same measure of confidence in the wis-

dom and official integrity of the members of

the General Assembly? I prefer to intrust

this matter to the higher and more responsible

body, and I believe the people, when they

understand it, will agree with me. In the

hands of the Legislature it is beyond the reach

of the Federal tribunals which gentlemen
dread so much, and free from the operations

of all those unfriendly influences which might
be concentrated upon trustees appointed by

the Governor.

These, Mr. Speaker, although they would
seem to be sufficient, are not all the securities

provided in the bill for the benefit of the peo-

ple. There are others of a different character,

intended to insure cheap and equal rates of

transportation, and at the same time to pro-

tect the interests of other railways in the

State. I said at the beginning of my remarks
that the lessees of this proposed road could

not, if they desired, make any discriminations

against the citizens of Kentucky, or so man-
age the road as to promote the prosperity of

one section or city at the expense of another,

and in support of this statement I desire now
to call the attention of the Senate to some
other provisions contained in this sixteenth

section. In it they are in positive terms pro-

hibited from making any discrimination

against the citizens of this State in carrying

freight or passengers, or any unjust discrimi-

nation in favor of through freight or passen-

gers against way freight or passengers, or

agiinst freight or passengers from other rail-

roads connecting with this road in this State;

and they are required to charge and receive

only the same, and no more, for the same
services in transporting freight or passengers

foing to or coming from one connecting road,

that they charge or receive upon those going
to or coming from any other. In this respect

again this bill is different from all the railroad

acts in Kentucky. No other one contains any
such provisions or any equivalent clauses for

the protection of traveleis and shippers of

freight, or for the benefit of connecting roads.

They explain themselves, and no comment of

mine could make them better understood.

Those who live along the lines of the railroads

now in operation in this State, will certainly

understand them and appreciate their impor-
tance. The shippers of way freights, on some
of these roads at least, are constantly com-
plaining of the extortions practiced upon
them, and. appealing for legislative relief. It

is certainly wise to provide in advance against

these unjust discriminations, and this, we
think, has been effectually done in this bill.

This measure has been discussed as if it

were a contest between the cities of Cincin-
nati and Louisville, and we have been urged
not to authorize the construction of this road
because it would give an undue advantage to

a city in another State over one in our own.
Sir, I do not so regard it. I do not advocate
the passage of this bill as a Cincinnati or

northern measure, but as a Kentucky and
southern measure. I entertain no feeling of

hostility to the city of Louisville, and would
not purposely do anything calculated to di-

minish her power or prosperity. On the con-
trary, I sincerely trust lhat her growth and
progress may he as steady and as enduring
as the flow of the great, river that runs by ber
side. Let her continue to extend her trade and
enrich her people by fair competition, upon au
equal footing, with other localities and com-
munities, and no voice will ever be raised
against her among the friends of this measure.
I do not believe that the construction of this

road will be in any respect prejudicial to the
city of Louisville, but that it will, on the con-
trary, be highly beneficial to all classes of her
pcpulation. It will give them a new and inde-
pendent line of communication with the South,
striking the southern system of railroads at its

most important point, a point from which lines

of railway radiate in almost every direction.

This road, if constructed upon anything like

an air-line, will intersect and cros3 the Kuox-
ville branch of the Louisville & Nashville road
somewhere between Lebanon and Stanford. It

must necessarily cross that branch road at a
point considerably nearer to the city of Louis-
ville than to the cit}' of Cincinnati, thus se-

curing to Louisvihe a shorter line to Chatta-
nooga than Cincinnati will have. Will some
gentleman tell mc how this arrangement of the

means of transportation can injure the mer-
chants and manufacturers of Louisville? By
the provisions of the bill to which [ have just
called the attention of the Senate, the lessees

and managers of the proposed road can make
no discrimination in carrying freight or pas-
sengers to or from this Knoxville branch.
They are bound to receive and carry all

freights and passengers, no matter where they
come from or to what point they may be going,
and they must carry them to and from this

branch load at the same rates charged for car-
rying to and from other connecting roads.
When, therefore, the merchant or other pur-
chaser from the South reaches the junction of
these roads, he has his choice between the mar-
kets of Cincinnati and Louisville, with the ad-
vantage in favor of Louisville on account of
the fact that it is reached by a shorter route.
These are facts which no gentleman can deny,
and j'et the oppouents of the measure have
never ceased to assert that the passage of the
bill would work great injury to Louisville by
giving to Cincinnati superior facilities for

transportation. This, then, is not a contest
between the cities of Cincinnati and Louisville,

but it. is simply, in one of its aspects, a question
whether or not a single railroad company shall
continue to enjoy an absolute monopoly of the
carrying trade of the South through Kentucky.
It is a question whether or not any competing
road shall ever be constructed for the benefit

of the people. This question we must decide
to-day, and then it will remain only for those
who are interested in the subject to approve of
or condemn our action.

I have now, Mr. Speaker, presented and en-
deavored to explain and vindicate the most
important provisions of tfiis bill so far as they
affect the interests of Kentucky and her peo-
ple. There are other provisions in relation to

the taxation of the road 'by the State, and the
duration of the grant, which is not necessary
to recite or dwell upon. If I have mis-stated
any of its provisions, or drawn any erroneous
conclusions of law or of fact, there are gentle-

men here entirely competent to correct my
mistakes and refute my arguments. As my
main purpose in addressing the Senate this

morning was to explain the bill, and to answer,
to the best of my ability, the various objections

that have been urged against it, 1 ought, per-

haps, to conclude my remarks at this point.

But there are one or two other considerations,

of minor importance to us, not arising directly

from the provisions of this bill, but somewhat
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connected with it, which have been frequently

alluded to by its opponents, and which may as

well be briefly noticed. It has been said that

the Ohio act under which these trustees were

appointed is unconstitutional. If this were

true, sir it would be wholly immaterial to us

and to the people of Kentucky. It is a ques-

tion affecting alone the interests of the tax-

payers of Cincinnati, and the holders of the

bonds that may be issued. Those who invest

their money in the bonds might lose their in-

vestments if the act under which they were

issued should ever be declared unconstitutional,

but the people of Kentucky would still have

the road. That could not possibly be taken
away from us. We are not asked to purchase

a single bond, or subscribe a dollar of stock to

this enterprise. The road is to be constructed

exclusively at the cost of the city of Cincin-

nati, and the validity of the act under which
she expends her money is a question for Ohio

lawyers and Ohio courts to determine. They
determined it in favor of the constitutionally

of the act upon every occasion when the ques-

tion has been presented. The members of the

Legislature, acting under the responsibilities

of an oath trj support the constitution of that

State, passed the act almost unanimously, and
the Superior Court of Cincinnati, in the pro-

ceedings for the appointment of trustees under

the act necessarily appointed its validity. The
same Court in general term in an action in-

stituted by tax payers for the express purpose

of testing its constitutionality, unanimously
decided that it was a constitutional and valid

law. In that case the Court after elaborate

argument and citation of authority, concludes

its judgment in these words :

" Upon the whole case, we hold that the " act

relating to cities of the first-class, having a

population exceeding 150,000 inhabitants,
" passed May 4, 1869, and the act of March
25, 1870, supplementary thereto, both of which
are recited in the petition, are constitutional

and valid ; in which opinion we are unanimous."

But, sir, if gentlemen are not satisfied with

these legislative and judicial declarations in

support of this particular act, 1 would remind

them of the fact, that in the Supreme Court of

Ohio, the tribunal of last resort in that State,

passed upon and construed the provision of

the constitution relied upon before the "Fer-

guson Bill" was ever dreamed of. The ques-

tion arose upon an application for a writ of

mandamus which went up from the County of

Warren. In the year 18ci7, the Legislature of

Ohio passed an act authorizing County Com-
missioners to lay out, construct and improve

roads on petition of a majority of the laud

owners along and adjacent to the lines of the

roads. The Commissioners of Warren County,

after a petition had been presented as required

by the act refused to confess the report of an
engineer who had been appointed to let out the

work upon contract, and refused to take any
other step in the matter upon the sole ground,

that the act was unconstitutional. I will not

occupy the time of the Senate by reading from

the report of the case further than is necessary

to show precisely what questiou was presented

and how the Court decided it. (Mr. Carlisle

here read Irom the case as reported in 17 Ohio
State Reports, 558, to show that the Commis-
sioners had based their refusal solely upon

the ground that the act was unconstitutional,

and that the Court recognized that as the only

questiou presented). It will be seen from what
1 have read that the sixth section ot the eighth

article of the Ohio Constitution, which declares

that the General Assembly shall never author-

ize any county, city, town or township, by
vote of its citizens or otherwise, to become a

stockholder in any joint stock company, cor-

poration or association whatever, or to raise

money for, or loan its credit to, or in aid of

any such company, corporation or association,

was expressly relied upon by the Commis-
sioners to justify their refusal to act, and the

opinion of the Court shows that their position

was not sustained. A peremptory mandamus
was awarded. I am not undertaking to make
an argument upon this question, but merely to

state what has been the action of the Ohio au-

thorities. Its discussion involves very import-

ant and difficult questions concerning the na-

ture and extent of the power of taxation,

which would doubtless be quite interesting to

the members of the legal profession, but

tedious and unprofitable upon an occasion like

this ; for, as I have said before, we can not pos-

sibly be injured by its decision one way or the

other. It affects the people of Ohio alone and
the Courts of Ohio are the forums in which it

should be tried.

Mr. Speaker, if we listened only to those

gentlemen who oppose this Bill, we would be

led to conclude that the proposed road began
in Cincinnati, extended towards Cincinnati

and terminated at Cincinnati. They appear

to forget that it will traverse the State of Ken-
tucky for a distance of two hundred miles

through its richest agricultural and mineral

regions—and that it will open to the markets

of the North and South vast sections of country

now wholly inaccessible except by the most
primitive modes of conveyance. They appear

to forget that it will add immediately and di-

rectly ten millions of dollars to the taxable

wealth of the State in a species of property

as permanent and immovable as the Boil upon
which we tread. How much more it will add

by the increase of production and trade, by
stimulating enterprise, by arousing the ener-

gies of our people and enhancing the value of

lands along the route, no man can certainly

tell—he can only approximate it by a compari-

son of the results which have followed the con-

struction of similar works of internal improve-

ment elsewhere. It has been said that thirty

millions of dollars is a low estimate of the

amount which will be directly and indirectly

added to the value of our taxable property.

I do not know how this may be, for I confess

myself unable to make a cold calculation of

the dollars and cents which this particular en-

terprise promises to bring to the people or to

the treasury of the State. My attention is

fixed and my interest is centered upon the ob-

vious necessity of the general system which

the construction of this road will inaugurate,

and which must ultimately lead to the full de-

velopment of all the great resources of the

Stale. This will be the grand trunk from

which branches will project to every material

point in the State New lands will be brought

into cultivation, thriving cities, towns and vil-

lages will spring up, mines of lead, coal and

iron will be opened, the almost inexhaustible

products of our forests will be made available,

and the old commonwealth which now lingers

in the rear of her sisters, doubting, hesitating,

and reluctant to take a new departure, will

present such a scene of activity and prosperity

as few of her sons have ever dreamed of, and

will become in the course of time as celebrated

for her wealth and power as she is now for the

courage and hospitality of her people. It will

contribute as much to the cause of education,

in the promotion and dissemination of general

intelligence among the people, ns any common
school law that we have ever enacted; for all

experience teaches that if the people are

afforded the means of cheap and rapid commu-
nication of their material products and of their

thoughts and opinions, they will educate them-

selves in all the useful and practical branches

of knowledge. Actual contact with the world,

and actual experience in its affairs, are worth

to the great mass of the people more than the

learning of schools and colleges. I do not un-

derstand the value of institutions of learning,

but I hold it to be our duty to furnish every

auxiliary means of education within our power.
We must open up the avenues of trade and
commerce, and let into Kentucky the streams
of practical knowledge which now flow around
her. Then she will prosper and grow; her
citizens will be contented; her laws will be
obeyed, and she will stand among the States of
the Union a striking example of the happy
changes that can be wrought by wise legisla^
tion.

But, sir, if we are determined upon a policy
which will forever lock up her vast resources,
obstruct the channels of communication, and
Btifle the energies of her people, we must pre-
pare ourselves for a subordinate and depend-
ent position in this great confederacy of States,

and we must expect that position to become
more and more dependent and humiliating year
by year. We must move forward or we must
go backward. Position is one great law of
the universe. Stagnation is death to political

communities as well as to natural bodies, and
it is for us to say now whether we will be borne
on with the current which carries our neigh-
bors and friends, or float idly awhile upon its

margin, to sink at last beneath the weight of

our prejudices and folly. The bare contempla-
tion of such a fate, even as a contingency of
the distant future, should arouse us at once to

the most vigorous efforts to avert it. And
when it is remembered, sir, that we are to drag
down with us our natural friends and allies

of the South, who are now struggling as hero-

ically for a triumph over her misfortunes of
the late war-as they struggled during its con-

tinuauce for the success of their arms, we aro
assuming a degree of responsibility which
should warn us to pause and consider before

we strike the fatal blow. This proposed road
will penetrate to the very heart of the South-

ern system, and connect with lines leading to

the commercial centers upon the Mississippi

and upon the gulf and sea. Tennessee Georgia,

Alabama and South Carolina, four States

bound to us by many ties of friendship and in-

terest, are appealing for access to the markets
of the North and East, but Kentucky stands

like an armed enemy between them and the

communities which they desire to reach, and
warns them off of her territory. She proclaims

to them that her soil is too sacred and her dig-

nity and honor too precious to be polluted by
their commerce.

This idea of State rightB is too finely drawn
for my comprehension It is not the plain,

sturdy, old-fashioned doctrine of our fathers,

but a mere apparition, invoked for the occasion

by the incantations of gentlemen in search of

a substitute for an argument If the sover-

eignty of this stanch old commonwealth can be

overthrown by the influence of a few peacea-

ble and quiet gentlemen with a railroad, it

must certainly stand upon a more precarious

foundation than we have generally supposed.

But, sir, I have detained the Senate longer

than I intended, and will not trespass longer

upon its time. I ask no Senator to vote for

this measure against his honest convictions of

duty; but I do ask all to give it a thorough

and impartial consideration before voting

against it. No Senator can say that his con-

stituents are not interested in a measure
which will increase the wealth of the people

and the revenue of the State by developing

the hidden treasures of our mountoins, mul-

tiplying the products of our valleys an I

plains, and awakening a new spirit of activity

and progress among our citizens: I thank th3

Senate for the patience and attention «im
which it has listened to my remarks.

fi@"The North Georgia coal region is esti-

mated to extend through an area of 240

square miles, and expected toyield 1,300,000,-

000 tons.
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The Pennsylvania Railroad and the Tun-
nel Route.

The action of Congress requiring the bridge

company to raise the bridge 25 feet highen

has raised a new, question with the railroad

company, with the bridge company, and in

fact with the interests of Cincinnati, and with

the public. It is the interest of all parties

that the bridge should be built ;
and that the

railroad company should have all reasonable

facilities in entering the city, and in transact-

ing their business. No doubt the city will be

willing to do all to accomplish these objects

which can be reasonably expected. The new

question which rises is—if the bridge be put

25 feet higher in the air, how are the cars to

get on or off?—for to grade on to a bridge

25 feet higher will require some distance to

do it in. Supposing the grade was 75 feet to

a mile, the additional distance required for

the grade will be one-third of a mile, we may

safely say half a mile in addition. On this

state of fact, it is very plain that the present

Miami depot can not be used for that purpose.

Where then shall the road find depot grounds ?

And how grade up to them ? This is a ques-

tion which was not raised in the bridge dis-

cussion ; but which to the company was the

important one. We understand that this

question is now under consideration by the

Pennsylvania company ; and since that com
pany is the lessee of the Miami road, and the

largest stockholder of the bridge, it may be

considered the party in interest, and the only

one to decide upon this question. Governed,

no doubt, by the same motives which govern

other companies in business, we do not expect

it to decide upon any other grounds than

what it believes to be its real interest. Hence
we beg leave to make some suggestions as to

what that interest is.

1. We will remark, that in providing for the

future all the great railroad companies of the

country have fallen far short of a just esti-

mate of what they really needed in the way of

depots and accommodations. Take the very

two companies involved in this case. The

kighest estimate made by engineers of the

amount of business to be done by the Little

Miami Railroad did not amonnt to one-fourth

ofwhat it actually does. It is the same with

regard to depot grounds and tracks, the com-

pany have bought four times as much as they

had originally. Even the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company had not in the beginning any

comprehension of the business they have done,

or the accommodations they would require.

The same is true of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton road. It has been compelled to

buy new grounds and make new tracks, and

now has not half enough. We say this, be-

cause, in endeavoring to avoid a present ex-

pense, the- Pennsylvania company may make

a mistake, by not providing fully for the fu-

ture. Hence it is the part of wisdom to con-

sider thoroughly any plan3 which may be pre-

sented for the solution of what certainly seems

a difficult problem.

2. We therefore suggest that in the present

look of affairs, the tunnel route is what the

company ought to take. Let us examine it.

The thing needed by the Pennsylvania com-

pany is depot grounds to which they can grade.

They can not do it to their present depot.

Where can they get them ? West of Deer

creek it is literally impossible without expend-

ing millions of dollars. Bast of Deer creek

it is only possible by grading round their pre-

sent track very high up, buying very valuable

ground as a right of way, and finally buying

new grounds at immense expense. This is

the only course left if it be determined to

come on to the bridge by their present track

through the city. How much all this will

cost we do not know; but we are quite sure

it will be a great sum. For it must be ob-

served that to do the business the company

justly expects to do will require a large

amount of ground, and the approaches to it

of easy grade.

But this is not all. Conceding the possi-

bility of making a short curve from the bridge

and getting a track through the water works

ground to a depot above, conceding this, it is

liable to serious objection. It is a dangerous

working machine to be elevated high above

streets and buildings, and grading through a

mile of houses. It is not only dangerous, but

difficult in working. Such a plan willun-

doubtedly cost a great deal, and be difficult of

performance. We will suppose then that gra-

ding up Egglestor. avenue, the company gets

new depot grounds above. As a depot this

might do well; but how are the cars to pass

from the bridge to the Miami road? Clear-

ly by grading round in the east side of

Deer Creek, and then returning from the de-

pot to the bridge. This is obviously uot ma-

terially different from the other plan in its

difficulties. It will cost a great deal to grade

to the depot on the east side of Deer Creek
;

and it will be an indirect and dangerous way.

What then remains? The-

simplest and best

of all the plans. Finish the tunnel, and go

direct from the bridge to the tunnel directly

on through Sharon. We do not know, but

from what we hear, should think the tunnel

could be finished and depot grounds obtained

for no more than the routes we have here al-

ready described can be got. If this be so,

then the tunnel route i3 clearly the best.

What is the objection ?

S. Here we come to the observation we

made at the commencement of this article,

that the great railroad companies have in al-

most all instances, underrated and mistaken

their true interests in providing for the future.

It may bo so now. What is the objection to

the Pennsylvania Company making the tun-

nel ? It is said the adoption of the tunnel

involves the making of a new road, or branch

20 miles. Well, for the sake of the argument

we will call it 30 miles. For .the true plan

would be to continue the Wilmington road

through the tunnel. Well, what would it cost,

tunnel, depot and all? We say, with a pretty

good knowledge of what railroading is, that

the whole need not cost over $1,800,000.

Well, how much less than that will buy the

right of way, depots and houses through the

city ? We will suppose that this could be

done for $800,000 ; and these $1,000,000 extra

be required to carry it to the Wilmington

road, or a branch through the tunnel ; would

not that be repaying the company ten-fold?

Let us see : 1, Depot grounds on the upper

plain of the city would be out of comparison

the best in the city for the distribution of

persons and freights ; 2, From this depot to

Loveland, or any similar point on the Miami,

will be two miles shorter than the present

line, and three miles shorter than the Mari-

etta line, and 3, this new line will be abso-

lutely needed by the Pennsylvania Company.

Why? Because of the very measures the

company has already taken in securing its

south-western connections. What is the

bridge built for? Why obviously to make a

continuous connection through Cincinnati

with Louisville, Nashville, and especially

Memphis. Now if such connection be made,

the main route for the immense growing

trade of the South-west will be through Cin-

cinnati and over the Cincinnati route. Even

if the "Southern road" be made it will con-
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tribute directly to the same end. What will

be the consequence ? An immense increase

of business over the Southern road. How is

it to be done? We undertake to say that, it

can not de dene by any present arrangements

the company are making. No provision has

been made for four tracks, and yet four tracks

will be absolutely necessary. Thus, a clear

sighted policy for the future will make a new

road through the tunnel, which can probably

be done for half what it will cost in a few

years. Let the tunnel be made and the say-

ing of the late John Kilgour be fulfilled, that

when the tunnel was made, the cars of the

Little Miami Railroad would be the first to

run through.

A Good Thing-.

Mr. George P. Cabler introduced to our

business men a novel and most valuable sys-

tem of advertising.

He publishes as a center of a 12x25 sheet in

good type and upon excellent paper a con-

densed Railroad Tariff South, which is very de-

sirable if not actually necessary to every ship-

per of goods to any point in that section of

the country. Around this center are placed

the cards of some of our leading business

houses, the whole making a neat, compact

and valuable office reference.

Altogether, this is to our mind the best ad-

vertising plan that has come under our ob-

servation, and from its ready endorsement by

the leading business men of our city, we infer

they agree with us.

8®"Cotton grown from Alabama seed in

Merced county. California, this year, compares
favorably with Brazilian and Egyptian cottons,

and is superior to the best Southern Uplands
for spinning purposes. The effect of the dry
equable climate of California is an improve-
ment in the staple yielded frum the same seed
as planted upon Southern uplands. There are

large sections of the State well adapted to

cotton culture, and there is no good reason
why, at some future time, this interest should
not become an important one ou the Pacific

slope.

Jfap-Some interesting calculations have
been made in regard to the quantity of gold
in circulation at different periods of the world.
The estimaiion is that there was at the begin-
ning of the Christian era, $425,01)0,000 ; at
the time of the discovery of America, 857,-

000,000; in 1600, §106,000.000: in 1700,
8350,000.000; in 1800, 81,123,000,000, in

1843, 2,000,000,000; in 1853, §3,000,000,000;
in 1870, 80,000,000,000. The whole of the
last mentioned sum melted down, could be
contained in a cube measuring twenty-six
feet on the side.

aS-Over 5,000,000 packs of cards are made
in ttiis country annually, and these vary in

price from the common steamboat, star or
calico back, at 818 a gross, up to the Great
Mogul cotlon plant backs, at 8150. Massa-
chusetts buy3 more of the high priced cards
than any other State.

88T"By the laws of Iowa no quails can be
shot beioie 1875.

THE SHERMAN BILL.

Speech of Hon. Thomas WrigliNon in the
Kentucky Senate on the Resolutions

Instructing our Representatives
in ^Congress to Oppose it.

A Republican View of the Powers of < on-
grcss and the Rights of Cincinnati.

Pending the resolutions adopted by the

Kentucky Legislature with reference to the

power of Congress to endow the Cincinnati

trustees with franchises which Kentucky had

refused. Senator Wrightson (Rep ,) of Camp-

bell, spoke as follows :

Mr. Speaker—The resolution now before

the Senate is one that should receive our
most, serious consideration, and not be lightly

or flippantly disposed of. There are several

very grave questions involved in it; and, al-

though I do not anticipate the majority of

tins body will concur in the views I shall pre-

sent, yet-sir, I deem it my duty to this Senate,

to my constituency, and to the great Com-
monwealth of Kentucky, that I should on this

occasion endeavor, although in a feeble man-
ner, to prevent our putting the State of Ken-
tucky on the record upon the wrong side of

a great national and political question, and
that, too, in the light of history, in the face

of precedent, and contrary to fact

To more properly understand this question,

it would be well first to review the history that

Kentucky statesmen have recorded on this

question, that is, of the right of Congress to

do, or to aid in doing, certain things within

the boundaries of the States; second, whether
the work proposed to be constructed by the

bill pending before Congress, and which we
are asked to condemn, is of the character of

those advocated by the distinguished gentle-

men who have preceded us in these halls
;

third, whether this right or power is conferred

on the Congress of the United Slates by the

Constitution ; and fourth, whether they have

ever exeicised it and been sustained in so

doing by the Supreme Court of the United

States.

I trust the Senate will bear patiently with

me and accept that apology which is so es

sential under the circumstances, it being well

known to you all that 1 am not a lawyer. It

is therefore with great diffidence that I under-

take to discuss in the presence of some of the

best legal talent of the State the grave ques-

tions of constitutional law.

We will, at the outset, inquire what is pro-

posed to be done by the Congress of the Uni-

ted Slates that we are now asked by the reso-

lution under consideration to censure and
condemn, and to exercise that delicate right

to instruct our Senators and request our Rep-
resentatives to oppose.

It is, sir, a measure introduced by Senator

Sherman, of Ohio, entitled " A bill to p.omote
the construction of the Cincinnati Southern

Railway."

This, you are aware, is not a new measure.

It is one that has occupied the thoughts and
engrossed the ablest talent of many of the best

and leading minds of this and other Slates for

the past thirty-six years. It is u work, sir.

not merely local in its character, but of na-

tional importance—not confined in its effects

and influences to the State of Kentucky, but,

sir, it affects the interests of other States

both North and South of us. In 1835, Gov.

J. T. Moorekead in his message thus alludes

to it

:

" Another scheme no less imposing, and
presenting considerations of even greater

magnitude to Kentucky is now proposed, to

unite the Ohio river with the Atlantic ocean,

by a railroad of seven hundred miles in ex-

tent, terminating at the city of Charleston, in

South Carolina ; and from the manifestation

of public favor with which it has been re-

ceived, flattering assurances are deduced of

the earnest and decided concurrence of the

States through which it will pass in its imme-
diate construction. *****
A moments reflection nan not fail to satisfy

the most inattentive observer of the vast and

abiding stake which ibe citizens of Ken-
tucky, of the whole West and South, and of

the nation at large, have in the completion of

those interesting projects. Viewed as chan-

nels of commerce and intercommunication

between the Stales, the most sanguine calcu-

lations must fall short of the reality in esti-

mating the amount of pecuniary interest in-

volved in tbem; viewed in connection with

the luture grandeur of our State, they chal-

lenge our beany co-operation; and when we
regard their influence on the permanence pf

our institutions, on the safety and repose, and
the perpetuity of the Union, We feel ourselves

by one spontaneousimpul.se discarding names
and distinctions derived from local or geo-

graphical positions, surmounting -every con-

sideration of pecuniary benefit, and preparing

to take part iu their accomplishment with ihe

ardor and patriotism of American cinzens.

The policy of uniting the various parts of our

widely extended confederacy by ties of social

and commercial intercourse indissoluble as

the elements of which they consist, is mani-

festly important to all the purposes of inter-

national wealth and prosperiiy; but its im-

portance becomes at once conspicuous and
inestimable from its connection with the

higher object of preserving the integrity of

its

n
parts. Of all the calamities which threaten

or can befall our country, it is a conceded

point that national dismemberment is the

most dreadful in anticipation, as it would be

unquestionably, the most fatal in its effects.

Whi.e the means of averting it are under our

control, not to avail ourselves of them would

be to prove that we are faithless to the highest

and most sacred of political obligations, to the

memory of our ancestors, to the interests of

posterity, and to the great cause of human
liberty throughout the earth."

Such an appeal as that from the Governor

of Kentucky, patriotic, statesman-like and re-

plete with sound wisdom, was well calculated

to produce a result in the minds of the legisla-

tors of the day. It did. It was very like the

effect produced ou this Legislature and the

people of ihe State when it was annouueed

that Cincinnati would knock at our doors and

ask permission to spend her millions to con-

struct this very "channel of commerce and of

intercommunication between the States;"

nearly all sections of the State alike wanted

it and desired the advantages that its con-

si ruction would create. The final fate of this

measure, so recently before us, and the one lo

which Governor Moorehead in his message of

December 28, 1835, referred, was remarkably

similar. It was impossible for the road pre-

sented for the consideration of the present

Legislature, to go to every county seat or pass

by every man's door, (otherwise it would un-

doubtedly have been a law to-day,) and the

bill of 1835 was killed by the effort to force

the projectors of the road to construct three

lines through Kentucky instead of one.

There is sir, another remarkable coincidence

in the parallel; that is, the bitter opposition
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to the measure of the present session came
from the two points which the two divergent

branch roads which, by the bill of 1835, were

forced to be simultaneously constructed, and

which loaded itdown and killed it

—

Louisville

and Maysville. Thus much for the history of

this enterprise.

Allow me now to attract your attention

briefly, to the views expressed by Kentucky
statesmen in relation to the right or power of

Congress to construct works of internal im-

provementin and through the Stales. Governor
Metcalfe in his message to the Legislature da-

ted December 7, 1830, says : "I shall not at-

tempt here to discuss the constitutional power

of Congress to make or conslruel public roads.

It would surely be a useless labor. The State

of Kentucky, by legislation in all its solemn

forms, and by resolutions equally solemn, has

asserted and reasserted that power, and de

clared that principle with almost entire unan-

imity.

"The Congress of the United States by

many acts hasc'aimed the power and carried

it into praclice with ihe sanction and recor-

ded votes of the President, [ihe President

here alluded to was General Jackson,] he

then being a number of that body. With you,

then, the question is no longer an open one.

It rests securely upon authority."

Further on in the same message, Gov. Met-

calfe remarks :

''Thus encouraged, the last Legislature

.again took up the subject, and as a manifes-

tation of the deep interest so generally felt in

favor of a speedy construction of that part of

the road embraced by the act of incorporation,

authorized a subscription of stock on the part

of the State, and on the part of individuals, to

aid the General Government in the perform-

ance of a work, every part of which ought to

have been made, as is the practice in other

cases, entirely at the expense of the latter."

Again :

"In the veto message, I think I see much to

deplore. In it I clearly see the prostration of

one of the best and most benificent princi-

ples of the constitution—the loosening of one

of the strongest ligaments of our Union—the

paralysis of that strong hand which alone is

able to accomplish the great and noble end of

keeping this wide-spread and growing nation

one and indivisible, by the associating aud
fraternizing powers and influences of internal

improvements."
'this is said in reference to turnpike roads,

for railroads were scarcely thought of wheu
this was uttered. If true, how much stronger

is it, when applied, as by Moorehead, almost

prophetically, to railroads—those bands of

iron, with hooks of steel— linking together

"our widely extendea confederacy by ties of

social and commercial intercourse indissoluble

as the elements of which they consist."

On January 1st, 1828, Robert WicklifFe,

chairman of the Committee on Internal Im-
provements, made a most exhaustive report on
this subject, which was adopted by the Senate

of Kentucky, together with a series of resolu-

tions as offered by Mr. Beatty. Indeed, sir,

Mr. Wiekliffe takes the bold and broad ground
in the report referred to that the union would
be a curse to Kentucky if this power did not

exist in the General Government, to open roads

or avenues for commerce.

The report says:

"If the new-fangled construction contended
for prevail, to-wit: that to facilitate and secure,

free from such vexation, the intercourse be-

tween the States, that Congress has no power
to open a communication, either by land or

water, between the States, then indeed may
we not only consider the grant of the power to

regulate commerce a dead letter, but we may

look for all the evils which that grant was in-

tended to check, by monopolizers engrossing

the navigable waters of many of the States,

and some of the States tariffing others, by
closing upon them their navigable streams, or

by shutting them out from an intercourse by

closing their highways and only opening them

for premiums or duties. That the General

Government possesses the power, should ever

be maintained by Kentucky ; otherwise, in-

deed, the Union may prove to her a curse

rather than a blessiug Dissolve the Union,

and the State of Kentucky might, as a sover-

eign State, buy or conquer for her citizens an
otftlet for their merchandise to other States or

nations."

The report further says :

" It is not difficult to perceive what will then

be our condition as an interior State, in our

exchanges with the citizens of Alabama and
Mississippi, with Tennessee between us and
those States. With the people of Tennessee

we can never have much commerce. We raise

few articles of which she is a buyer, but we
raise many of which Alabama and Mississippi

are; and they raise articles indispensable to

us ; but we can not reach the3e States unless

Tennessee gives us a road to pass on. Ten-

nessee has no interest in facilitating our ex-

change, unless we pay her transit or ware-

house duties, and we become sellers to her

citizens of our products, and buyers from them
of those of Alabama and Mississippi. May
she not then avail herself of her position to

obstruct the intercourse between our citizens

and those of Alabama and Mississippi? And
whether we look to the Carolinas or Georgia,

we have either Tennessee or Virginia between

us and the consumers of our products. Nor
ought we to overlook the fact, that at no dis-

tant day a free communication to the great

Northern lakes may be of vast importance to

our country. In fact, whether we look to the

South, North, East or West, we are everywhere

dependent upon the National Government for

a free intercourse and exchange of our labor

with other States and foreign nations. Situa-

ted as we are, we repeat again, it is of vital

importance to us and our posterity that we
maintain the power in Congress to open such

natioual highways as may be essential to

carry into complete effect the powers to regu-

late commerce between, the States."

Let me ask, sir, is it not singular that to-

day we are asked by the resolutions from the

other house to promulgate a doctine that in

other times was regarded as "new-fangled,"

and as fatal to all the cherished interests of

Kentucky ? Times must have changed, in-

deed, and become "sadly out of joint," if, in

the days of the Wickiiffes, and Mooreheads,

and Metcalfes, it was not only constitutional

and right, but " vital importance to us aud our

posterity, that we maintain the power in Con-

gress to open such national highways as may
be essential to carry into complete effect the

powers to regulate commerce between the

States." Can great constitutional principles

chauge like a weathercock, with every wind

that blows? Or is it because some other ox

than ours is gored ? These, sir, as 1 stated in

the outset, are grave questions, and can not

be answered here, as at the' hustings, with a

joke or a jeer, but they challenge the discre-

tion and wisdom, not of interested partisans,

but of statesmen. I trust, sir, they will re-

ceive that consideration which their import-

ance demands.
Mr. Wiekliffe defines in a very specific man-

ner, the character of the improvements that it

was deemed Congress had the power to make.

The report further says :

"The river must pass through two or more

States, as the Mississippi does, so as to make
an interference with it on the part of Congress,

under the power to regulate commerce between

the States, constitutional. The same may bo
said of the canal around the falls of the Ohio,

or the canal to connect the Chesapeake and
Delaware waters. To justify the nation in

opening a road, it must either be necessary to

regulate commerce between the States, or to

pass the national mails on, or the national

troops and munitions of war, or all of them.
" We do not advocate the power of Congress

to make roads, or meddle with the waters of

any State; where such interference is not ob-

viously necessary to effect some one or more
of the powers conferred on Congress—con-

fining the power thus to its true constitutional

limits—the States will have ample powers left

them over their soil, to make State roads and
canals for all State and sectional purposes,

while for all national ends and purposes the

national energies can and will be exerted for

the general good."

It should be remembered that it was roads

—

national roads—not rivers, that Mr. W. is

I
arguing about. "The river must pass through
two or more States, as the Mississippi does, so

as to make an interference with it on the part

of Congress, under the power to regulate com-
merce between the States, constitutional." If,

instead of the "river," you would just say the

"road" must pass, etc, and you have the ex-

act position assumed by Kentucky forty years

ago. and the present case involved.

The report concludes by the following:

"The savings to the nation in the passing

of the mail, the celerity and security with

which it would pass, offer to both the govern-

ment and the people incalculable benefits.

Between Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi, it opens a communication of the

greatest importance to each Slate, and highly

calculated to'increase and reward the industry

of all, by a convenient and mutual exchange

of the products of labor. To our own State it

offers peculiar local benefits. Taking its rise

on the shores of the Ohio river, it then must

pass through the most populous and flourish-

ing part of the State, crossing in its course

many navigable streams, at points from whence

they are navigable to the Ohio. Your com-

mittee, therefore, recommend that application

be made by the Legislature, to the Congress of

the United States, to obtain the passage of an
act of Congress, providing for the establishing

and constructing said road."

The resolutions are not less explicit. The

second and third of the series read as follows:

"2. Resolved, That it is the deliberate opin-

ion of both branches of the Legislature, that

the Government of the United States constitu-

tionally possess the power to make and con-

struct canals and roads within the United

Stales and territories belonging to and under

the Government of the Uuited States, for the

purpose of furthering the military operations

of the Government and the transportation of

the mail; and that said Government has the

rio-ht to judge and decide when those objects

call for and demand such improvements
(

"3. Resolved by the members aforesaid, That

we most cordially approve of the policy of the

present Administration in its efforts to extend

the great National road from Wheeling to Co-

lumbus in the State ot Ohio; thence to Indi-

anapolis, in the State of Indiana; thence to

Vandalia, in the State of Illinois; theuce to

St. Louis in the State of Missouri ; and we
equally approve the policy in extending a

branch of said road by Chillicothe, in the State

of Ohio; thence to Maysville and Lexington,

in the State of Kentucky ;
thence to Nashville,

in the State of Tennessee, and thence to New-

Orleans."

THE APPELLATE COUKT OF KENTUCKY

has decided this matter in a manner, sir, that

it seems to me ought to satisfy the mind of

every gentleman on this floor. The ease is a
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very celebrated one. It is that of Dickey vs.

The Maysville & Lexington Turnpike Road
Company, wheiein M. W. Dickey, by virtue of

being a mail contractor, claimed the right to

pass over the road without paying the custom-

ary tolls. Chief Justice Robertson delivered

the opinion of the court. 'J he Chief Justice

very properly held that Dickey had the r ; ght

to use the read "only as others have a right to

use it," and that he should be '• compelled to

jay the prescribed toll." But, in reference to

ihe power of the General Government to "es-

tablish post roads," Justice Kobertson says:
" .And hence the interest being thus common,

and the power, therefore, national, the buiden
and responsibility a, so should be, and undoubt-
edly is, equally national in each and every
State. The right to judge and the responsi-

bility of judging as to what roads and kind of

roads the United States shall have for ]OSt

roads having been devolved on Congress, a
State can neither exercise any controlling au-

thority in that respect, nor be held responsib e

for any deficiency in any of its facilities neces-

sary or proper for the most effectual transpor-

tation of the mails." * * *
"The national power louse the land of a

citizen or a State lor an armory or a fortifica-

tion is undoubted and irresistible. The con-

stitutional obligation to pay the owner a just

equivalent, if it be demanded, is equally un-
doubted and inevitable. Yet, nevertheless,

there is no conflict of power or right, and the

supremacy of Ihe general government is un-
questioned and unimpaired." * * * "And
so far the two powers over post offices and post

roads are identical; but the latter is, in other

important respects, more comprehensive and
efficient than the former; for we are clearly of

the opinion that both the objects contemplated
by the grant of the new power to establish

post roads, and the plain constructive import
of the grant itself, as made in the Constitution,

show that this comprehensive and express
power was given, not for authorizing the mere
designation and use of State roads as post

roads, but for enabling the general government
to make, repair and keep open such roads in

every State as might, under any circumstances,

be necessary for the most effectual and satis-

iactory fulfillment of the great national trust

of transporting the national mails safely, cer-

tainly, speedily and punctually, without any
necessary dependence on the policy, or will, or

purse of any one of the States; and these were,

in our opinion, the only ends for which that

express power was given."

Again

—

" Whether we consider the popular use of the

word 'establish,' or the definition of it by the

most approved legicographers, or the admitted
import of it in the preamble and in the fourth

clause of the eighth section of the Federal Con-
stitution, it must be understood to mean, not
merely to designate, but to create, erect, build,

prepare, fix permanently. Thus, to establish

a character, to establish oneself in business,

to establish a school, or manufactory, or go-

vernment all common and appropriate phra-
ses- is not to assume or adopt some pre-exist-

ing character, or business, or school, or manu-
factory, or government. To establish in each
of those u;es of the phrase, clearly expresses

the idea of creating, preparing, founding, or

building up." * * s " Just so, also, is it

used and understood in the Federal Constitu-

tion."
'* * '*

" These questions are, we think, too plain for

grave debate or serious doubt. But, if Con-
gress can thus reconstruct or repair a road for

a post load, its power to make one de novo can
not be consistently doubted, 'ihen it must, as

we think, be admitted that there may be cases

in which Congress has the constituiioual au-

thority to repair, reconstruct, and even make,
roads for post roads. But if the power exiets

in any case, it must exist in every case in

which a post road is necessary or is estab-

lished."
" And under the plenary power to establish

post loads, Congress must, therefore, have as

much right, to make and repair roads as the

States ever had, for Ihe purpose of having
suitable post roads. The cousent of a State is

not indispensable; lor, if the Constitution

gives the power, it exists without the concur-

rence of any State ;
and if the Constitution did

not delegate the power to Congress, the consent

of a State, or of all the States, could not give

it, without an amendment of that National

charter, from which alone Congress derives or

can derive legislative authority." • 4
"The Constitution only designates certain

general ends, and expressly confers only cer-

tain comprehensive powers. Subsidiary powers
are implied, and could not have been enume-
rated. All powers necessary and proper for

executing the enumerated powers, or for ful-

filling the duties imposed by the Constitution,

are implied, and7exist as certainly as if they

had been expressly given—excepting so far

only as they shall have been prohibited."
" As the general, and not any State govern-

ment is responsible for the faithful and satis-

factory execution of this impoitant trust, and
must of course possess, not only the exclusive

right to decide as to the best modes of fulfilling

it, but supreme power to provide and enforce

the requisite means for attaining the general

end, it must have the authority to judge whether
ihe roads in any State are suitable or sufficient

for proper post roads ; and if, in its judgmect,
there be, anywhere, any deficiency of road
facilities, it must have the implied power to

supply the deficiency, either by construction,

reconstruction, or reparation, as it shall con-

sider most expedient."

"A State can not claim the right to decide

whether she has all the roads which the general

government needs for transporting the mails,

nor whet.rer all her roads are in a suitable

condition for post roads."
" But the power, in each class of cases, to

execute the national trust, independently of

State provision or State consent, is equally un-

questionable; and, in case of post roads, the

occasional exercise of that power would doubt-

less be not only just but greatly advantageous.

Where there shall not be, in every respect, a

suitable post road, it is, in our opinion, the

duty of the general government to employ alt

the means which shall te necessary and pro-

per for securing such a road as the public inte-

rest demands."
It is very clear, then, sir, from the position

assumed by the then and now venerable Chief

Justice, of our own State, what is the power
of the general government in the premises;

indeed, it is not only a power but the duty,

according to Justice Robertson, of the genet al

government to construct such post roads, aud
that the general government is to be the only

judge of when they are necessary and proper,

and that, too, "independently of State provi-

sion or Stale consent."

But the Chief Justice very properly remarks,

and as necessary to the protection of the rights

of States and of citizens, " that, unless Congress

shall elect lo exert its right of eminent do-

main, and buy a State road, or make one, or

help to make or repair it, the Coustitution

gives no authority to use it as a post road

without the consent of the Stale or owner, or

without making just compensation for the

use."

I have already absorbed too much time in

furnishing the proofs that vhe doctrine of tho

power of Congress to construct roads through

States is not a new one in Kentucky, or I

might proceed almost ad infinitum to do so. I

will not longer weary your patience on this

branch of the subject, but will proceed at once

to discuss the plain, simple proposition— does

Congress possess the power lo do what is pro-

posed. The proposition to my mind, sir, is so
simple that 1 regard it as almost self evident.
Let us see with what powers the Constitution
of the Uniled States does invest Congress. It

is clothed with Ihe power lo

—

" Provide for the common defense and gen-
eral welfare of the United States; "

" To regulate commerce with foreign nations,
and among the several States; "

" To establish postoffices and post roads ;

"

And
"To make all laws which shall be necessary

and proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing powers."
When the Federal Constitution was adopted

by the people of the United States, a national
government was formed, de novo—not as States,

but by " We, the people of, the United Stales."

It is a notorious fact that the question was
discussed, and with a great deal of ferver,

whether they should foim a Confederacy of
States, or a National Government; and also
that, as soon as it was decided in favor of the
latter, some of the members of the convention
left, supposing that they had no authority to

construct a national government. All the
members of the convention except three—Mr.
Mason and Mr. Randolph, of Virginia, and
Mr. Gerry, of Massachusetts—signed the Con-
stitution when finished, and the objection
urged by these gentlemen was that it had tco

much of the national and not enough of the
federal principle in it. Nevertheless, it is

well known that Mr. Mason and Mr. Randolph
contributed as much as any other two gentle-
men toward the completion and perfection of
this great and much praised work.
Let us inquire, sir, for a moment, what is a

government—the National Government. ' It is

undoubtedly possessed of the sovereign power
over the Uniled States. It is independent of

any other powers, and has the inate ubility to

govern itself, and is the only power in the

United States that can levy and collect taxes,

can declare war, make peace, enter into

treaties, coin money, regulate commerce, or do
any other act characteristic of national sov-
ereignty.

Now, sir, all these powers or evidences of
sovereignty, are actually prohibited to the

States by section 10 of article 1 of Ihe Con-
stitution; and if we will read it carefully we
will have a much better and truer conception
of State sovereignty. Let us look at it a mo-
ment. It reads

:

"No State shall enter into any treaty, alli-

ance or confederation, graut letters of marque
or reprisal, coin money," etc. And
"No State shall, without the consent of Con-

gress, lay any imports, or duties," etc. And
" No State shall, without the consent of Con-

gress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep troops or

ships of war in time of peace, enter into any
agreement or compactfcyith another State,"

etc.

Sovereignty, it will be observed, is the right

and power to make laws and enforce them.
National sovereignty is to exercise this power
over the entire nation. State sovereignty is

that legitimately exercised over a State, mu-
nicipal over a city, aad parental by a parent
over his family. Yet they are all separate and
complete in themselves—different in their na-
ture and sphere. But, it is well known that

in all cases of supposed conflict of jurisdiction,

the lesser must give way to the greater.

This sovereignty of the United States for

national purposes does not interfere with the

legitimate sovereignty of the States, as mani-
fested in a local or municipal capacity; and
that is exactly what is meant to be understood

by "the powers not delegated to the United
Stales by the consiitution, nor prohibited by it

to the States, are reserved to the Stales respect-

ively, or to the people." Everybody knows
that the power to enact exclusively State or

municipal laws, that is laws affecting only th
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individual State, is veBted in the States them-

selves, and not in Congress; it is not prohibit-

ed to the States by the constitution, and is

therefore among the reserved rights of the

States. A State Legislature has the power to

levy State taxes, regulate courts of justice, or

other local police affairs, and do many other

things not necessarily national in their na-

ture ; and they are therefore sovereign in their

local or municipal character. But they are

not sovereign in a national capacity, because

Congress in that respect is the only power that

can perform national acts, such as levy taxes,

make war, regulate commerce, etc., as before

stated. For the States to undertake it would

be rebellion. Of this we have had enough.

The sovereignty of the United States was in-

herent, and not granted to it by the Slates.

The idea of granting sovereign power is ab-

surd. True, the term is used in the Constitu-

tion, but it is a misnomer. Sovereign power
can not be the subject of a grant. The crea-

tion of a National Government created a na-

tion, and necessarily invested it with sovereign

power, and, really, with all sovereign power,

except so far as there are limitations in the

Constitution itself.

There can be no nation if there be no gov-

ernment; and a government, to be national,

must possess sovereign power over the nation.

The powers specified above, viz: to "provide

for the common defense and general welfare of

the United States; to regulate commerce with

foreign nations and among the several States
;

to establish post offices and post roads, and to

make all laws which shall be necessary and
proper for carrying into execution the forego-

ing powers," together with many others enu-

merated in section 3 of article 1, are inherent

to the National Government, and would as

necessarily belong to it if not in the Constitu-

tion as they do now that they are enumerated.

Let me ask, sir, what kind of a naLional

government it would be that had no power to

levy and collect taxes and imports, and to pro-

vide for the common defense— no power to de-

clare war or make peace— to enter into treat-

ies or regulate commerce with foreign nations

and among the several States, or to coin or

borrow money or punish criminals ? It would
be without vitality— a nonentity—that could

not be called a government, and could not ex-

ist a day

!

If Congress could exercise any one of these

powers without an exprtss enumeration of it

in the Constitution, then it could all of them
;

and they are therefore inherent to the national

government, as a sovereign national power.

Hence in legislating upon theBe subjects. Con-

gress only exercises its legitimate powers of

legislation, and not a granted or delegated

power.
The people of the United States in their na-

tional character are one people, and the people

of the several States are not considered as f'oi-

eigners to each other. There is but one gen-

eral government, and in all our intercourse

with foreign nations, the United States only is

recognized. The Constitution begins with,

"We, the People of the United States," and it

is also provided that "the citizens of each

State shall be entitled to all the privileges and
immunities of citizens in the several State3."

Titese clearly prove the national and sovereign

character of the general government. That I

am not alone in my views on this subject, and
that it is not "new-fangled," sir, allow me to

quote a few words from a very respectable au-

thority, Gen. George Washington, in his

letter, dated Sept. 17, 1787, he says:

"The friends of our country have long seen
and deBired that the power of making war,

peace and treaties; that of levying money,
and regulating commerce, and the correspond-

ing and executive and judicial authorities

Bhould be fully and effectually vested in the
|

general government of the Union. • *

"It is obviously impracticable, in the Fede-
ral government of these States, to secure all

rights of independent sovereignty to each, and
yet provide for the interest and safety of all.

Individuals entering into society must give

up a share of liberty to preserve the rest. The
magnitude of the sacrifice must depend as well

'on situation and circumstance as on the object

to be obtained. It is at all times difficult to

draw, with precision, the line between those

rights which must be surrendered and those

which may be reserved; and on the present

occasion this difficulty was increased by a dif-

ference among the several States, as to their

situation, extent, habits and particular inte-

rests.

"In all our deliberations on this subject we
kept sleadily.in view that, which appears to

us the greatest interest of every true Ameri-
can—the consolidation of our Union ; in which
is involved our prosperity, felicity, safety

—

perhaps our national existence. This import-

ant consideration, seriously and deeply im-

pressed on our minds, led each State in the

convention to be less rigid on points of inferior

magnitude than mi^ht have been otherwise ex-

pected; and thus the constitution which we
now present is the result of a spirit of amity,

and of that mutual deference and concession

which the peculiarity of our political situation

rendered indispensable."

What a wonderful letter, and how clear'y

those sages saw the difficulties that were to

arise in the history of that couutry they had
sacrificed so much to redeem, regenerate and
recreate ? AVliot a purpose they had in view

—

how much they thought for us and ours 1 Says
the venerable Fatherof our Country, "In all our

deliberations on tins subject, we kept steadily

in view that which appears to us the greatest

of every true American— the consolidation of

our Union, in which is involved our prosperity,

felicity, safety— perhaps our national exist-

ence." Next to that immaculate exclamation

on the cross, "Father, forgive them, for they

know not what they do!" this is the most sub-

lime prophetic exclamation in the history of

the world.

Lastly, has the general government, through
Congress, ever exercised the powers constitu-

ting that national and sovereign character we
have claimed for it? We assert, without fear

of contradiction, that it has, ever since the

adoption of the Constitution, which was in and
of itself declared to be the supreme law of the

land, and that any law or statute of any State

contravening those powers is void, and has

been held by the Supreme Court. The most
celebrated case in point, is that of Gibbons vs.

Ogden. Chief Justice Marshall delivering the

opinion. (9 Wheaton, page 5o2.) The points

made in this case, and which are deemed to be

conclusive, are :

"The laws of New York granting to Robert,

R. Livingston and Robert Fulton the exclusive

riglit of navigating the waters of the State

with steamboats, are in collision with the acts

of Congress regulating the coasting trade,

which being made in pursuance of the Consti-

tution, are supreme, and the State laws must

yield to that supremacy, even though enacted

in pursuance of powers acknowledged to re-

main in the State.

"The poiver of regulating commerce extends

to the regulation of navigation.
" The power to regulate commerce extends to

every species of commercial intercourse be-

tween the United mates and foreign nations,

and among the several Stales. It does not

stop at the external boundary of a State.

" But it does not extend to a commerce which

is completely internal.

"The power to regulate commerce is gene-

ral, and has no limitations but such as are pre-

scribed in the Constitution itself.

" The power to regulate commerce, so far as

it extends, is exclusively vested in CongreBS,

and no part of it can be exercised by a State."

These points are almost sufficiently clear and
explicit without quotations from the elaborate

and exhaustive opinion of Chief Justice Mar-
shall upon the character, genius and power of

the National Government. Why, sir, if there

had been a better comprehension of the true

nature and National characteristics of the
poweis of the general government, I have en-

tirely too much faith to believe that the Ameri-
can people, or any portion of them, could have
been deluded into the late politicians' war,
that brought so many sorrows on our beloved

land. But, sir, notwithstanding the good seed

sown broadcast over the land in the letter of

General Washington, in which it is declared

that "In all our deliberations on this subject,

we kept, steadily in our view that which ap-

pears to us (he greatest interest of every true

American —the consolidation of our Union ; in

which is involved our prosperity, felicity, safe-

ty—perhaps our national existence," other

seeds tvere sown—at a later day—not wheat,
but. tares. These brought forth fruit

—

legiti-

mate of ils kin'd—rebellion, and ourconsequent
sufferings and sonow9. They are past—and
my prayer is, God grant that we. nor our
children, nor our children's children, to the

remotest generation, may never see the like

again :

i hief Justice Marshall says of the Constitu-

tion :

1 This instrument contains an enumeration
of powers expressly granted by the people to

their government. It has been said that these

powers ought to be construed strictly. But
why ought, they to be so construed? Is there

one sentence in the Constitution which gives

countenance to this rule? In the last of the

enumerated powers, that which grants ex-

pressly the means for carrying all others into

execution, Congress is allowed to make all

laws which shall be necessary and proper for

the purpose."

It is further remarked that "the subject to

be regulated is commerce; and our Constitu-

tion, as was aptly said at the bar, being one of

enumeration and not of definition, to ascertain

the extent of the power it becomes necessary to

settle the meaning of the word. The counsel

for the appellee would limit, it to traffic, to buy
ing and selling, or the interchange of commodi-
ties, aud do not admit that it comprehends
navigation. This would restrict a general
term, applicable to many objects, to one of its

significations. Commerce undoubtedly is traf-

fic, but it is something more: it is intercourse.

It describes the commercial intercourse be-

tween nations and parts of nations in all its

branches, and is regulated by prescribing rule s

for carrying on that, inteicourse. * * No
example could more strongly illustrate the uni-

versal understanding of the American people

on this subject.
" The word used in the Constitution, then,

comprehends and has always been understood

to comprehend navigation within ils meaning;
and a power to regulate navigation is as ex-

pressly granted as if that term had been added
to the word 'commerce.'

" To what commerce does this power extend ?

The Constitution informs us, to commerce 'with

foreign nations, and among the several States,

and with the Indian tribes.'

"It has, we believe, been universally admit-
ted that these words comprehend every species

of commercial intercourse between the United
States and foreign nations. No sort of trade

can be carried on between this country and
any other to which this power does not extend.

It has been truly said that commerce, as the

word is used in the Constitution, is a unit,

every part, of which is indicated by the term.

"If this be the admitted meaning of the

word, in its application to foreign nations, it

must carry the same meaning throughout the

Bentence and remain a unit unless there be
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some plain, intelligible cause which alters it.

" The subject to which the power is next ap-

plied is (o commerce ' among the several

States.' The word 'among' means inter-

mingled with. A thing which is among others

is intermingled with them. Commerce among
the States can not stop at the internal bounda-
ry line of each State, but may be introduced
into the interior."

Now, Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that this

ought to suffice to silisfy any candid mind
of the power of Congress over the traffic or

commercial intercourse between the Slates,

and of the national character of the General
Government, but, sir, in contradistinction,

let me read further what the Chief Justice

says in reference to that peculiar class of traf-

fic that is exclusively under the control of the

Stales, and is, therefore, among the reserved
rights of the States. Justice Marshall says :

" It is not intended to say that these words
comprehend that commerce which is completely
internal, which is carried on between man and
man in a State, or between different parts of

same State, and which does not extend to or

affect other States. Such a power would be
inconvenient, and is certainly unnecessary."

Further:
"The genius and character of the whole

Government seems to be, that its action is to

be applied to all the external concerns of the

nation, and to those internal concerns which
affect the States generally; but not to those

which are completely within a particular

State, which do not affect other States, and
with which it is not necessary to interfere, for

the purpose of executing some of the general
powers of the Government. The complete in-

ternal commerce of a Slate, then, may be con-

eideied as reserved for the State itself."

Again Justice Marshall says:

"This principle is, if possible, still more
clear when applied to commerce, 'among the

several States.' They either join each other,

in which case they are separated by a mathe-
matical line, or they are remote from each
other, in which case other States lie between
them. What is commerce ' among ' them ; and
how is it to be conducted ? Can a trading ex-

pedition between twr o adjoining States, com-
mence and terminate outside of each ? And
if the trading intercourse be between two
States remote from each, must it not commence
in one, terminate in the other, and probably
pass through a third ? Commerce among the

States, must, of necessity be commerce with
the States. * * The power of Congress,

then, whatever it may be, must be exercised

within the territorial jurisdiction of the sev-

eral States. * * * The sense of the na-

tion on this subject is unequivocally mani-
fested by the provisions made in the laws for

transporting goods by land between Baltimore

and Providence, between New iork and Phila-

delphia, and between Philadelphia and Balti-

more.
In further illustration the Chief Justice re-

marks :

"A stale, it is said, or even a private citi-

zen, may construct lighthouses. But gentle-

men must be aware, that if this proves a

power in a State to regulate commerce, it

proves that the same power is in the citizen.

States, or individuals who own lands, may, if

not forbidden by law, erect on those lands

what buildings they please; but this power is

entirely distinct from that of regulating com-
merce, and may, we presume, be restrained, if

exercised so as to produce a public mischief."

In case of confl ct between the laws of a

State and the laws of the Congress, Chief
Justice Marshall states, that

—

"In argument, however, it has been con-

tended that, if a law passed by a State, in the

exercise of its acknowledged sovereignty,

comes in conflict with a law passed by Con-
gress in pursuance of the Constitution, they

affect the subject and each other like equal op-
posing powers."
Now, sir, what is the answer to this, the

very foundation of the Calhoun theory of
Mates' rights and superior State sovereignty?
The Supreme Court, through Chief Justice
Marshall, says

:

' But the f'ramersof our Constitution foresaw
this state of things, and provided for it by de-
claring the supremacy not only of itself, but
of the laws made in pursuance of it. The nul-
lity of any act inconsistent with the Constitu-
tion is produced by the declaration that the
Constitution is the supreme law." * * "In
every such case, the act of Congress, or the
treaty, is supreme

; and the law of the State,
though enacted in the exercise of powers not
controverted, must yield to it."

The Chief Justice closes his elaborate argu-
ment by the following remarks :

"Powerful and ingenious minds, taking as
postulaies that the powers expressly granted to
the Government of the Union are to be con-
tracted by construction into the narrowest
possible compass, and that the original powers
of the State are retained, if any possible con-
struction will retain them, may, by a course
of well digested but refined and metaphysical
reasoning, founded on these premises, explain
away the Coostitution of our country and
leave a magnificent structure, indeed, to look
at, but unSt for use."

Did any doubt remain, sir, of the power of
Congress to enact the bill presented by Sena-
tor Sherman into a law, I might quote other
authority, but I deem it unnecessary. An
honest difference of opinion sir, may exist as
to the policy or wisdom, of Congress enacting
the law in question, after the judgment of this

Senate has been pronounced against it. But,
sir, believing that I have clearly proveu the
right and sovereign power of Congress to act
in the premises, being petitioned so to do by
States and people, both north and south of our
borders, and by the people of our own State,

they being the parties most directly interested
therein, and to be affecled thereby, I can not,

consent to condemn the passage of the Sher-
man bill as "an interference with the rights
of this State," but must regard it as a legal
measure for the regulation of commerce
"among" the several States- if Congress in
its wisdom sees fit to pass it, I shall acquiesce
iu its decision, and shall not undertake to

place myself in a like position with the bull
who undertook to dispute with the locomotive
the right of way through the pasture; for,

while a disinterested observer might admire
his pluck, yet they would be constrained to

condemn his discretion I shall therefore vote
against the passage of the preamble and reso-

lutions as they came from the House, and vote
for the substitute.

figg-The Chinese prefer railroad work to

any other. Indeed it is very difficult to get

them to contract for plantation labor. They
have heard the fearful tales of the abuse of

their counlrymen in Cuba and Peru, and have
an indefinite idea that planters are necessarily

hard task-masters.

BST'An acre of land has been sold in the

city uf London for $B, 600,000, and in nearly

every portion of the city land is said to be
increasing in value every year.

J3@""The. imports of tea, sugar and tropical

fruits into the United States for the year 186!)

amounted to $1 24,CU0,0U0, or more than one
quarter of the value of all the imports.

JBSF"The artesian well of Lincoln, Nebraska,
throws a stream ol brine six inches in diame-
ter to a bight of over fifty feet. This stream

has sufficient volume and velocity to turn a
mill wheel.

B8®°A joint stock company for the manu-
facture of agricultural itnrjlements on a large
scale is about being established at Staunton,
Virginia, with a capital of not less than $50,-

000 nor more than 4100,000, in shares of S50
each.

8®"The best minesin Nevadaand California
are now in the hand* of English capitalists,

whose operations in that region are constantly
increasing, and succeed where Americans
fail, because they work for moderate profits,

instead of tor pushing up the stock to a high
price.

Jg^^The crown of England contains 1,700
diamonds, and is valued at $500,00(1. The
crown of Peter contains 887 diamonds. The
crown of Ivan contains 841 diamonds. The
imperial crown of Russia contains 2.500 dia-

monds. The crown of France contains 5,352
diamonds.

fieSf The Japanese merchants have ar-

ranged to ship 200,000 cards of silk worms to

Europe.

le Van's
IMPROVED BOILER

Single Acting for Hot
or Cold Water; com-
plete In Itself, with
\\ rough fc Iron Crank-
shaft and Connecting
Bod.
jKS~Fast and Loose

Pulleys, Meam Metal
Valves and Boxes fit-

ted up in the best man-
ner.
j8S~Photoffraphs A

Price Lists sent on ap-
plication, and entire
satisfaction gnaran-
teed in ail cases by

W.BarnetLeVan&Co
S. E. Comer

24th & "Wood Sts.,

PHLLUJA.

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb,
Tree & Shrub, and Evergreen Seeds,
prepaid by mail, with directions for

culture. Twenty-five different packets
of either class for $1.00. The six

classes $5.00.
2U.IM1U lbs. Evergreen and Tree Seeds; Apple, Pear,

Chn-ry, &c. ; Grass S*eds ; B-et, Cabbage, Carrot, Onion,
Squash, Turnip, and all Vege able and Flower Se'-ds, in
small or large quantities; also Small Fruits, Stocks
Bulbs, Shrubs. Kwses, Verbenas, &c, by mail, prtpairi.

New Giihien Bmded Japan Lily, ' •. Priced Descriptive
Catalogue sent to any plain address gratis. Agents
wanted. Wholesale List to Agents, Clubs ai_d the Trade,
Seeds on cwiuui-sjiwn.

B. M WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed Ware-
house., Plymouth, Mass. Established in iaii.

2 2-1.9 .

THE RAILROAD GAZE TT E, published in

Chi-aso, by A. JJ. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of L2J pages, as large as these of Every Saturday,

It contains a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let ar.d to he let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railruad operation and civil

and mechanical engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price S4 per annum, in advance

THE FIIMI OF Wai. J. YOUNG «fc CO.
Mathematical Instrument Makers, consisting of Wm. J.

YuUNU and Chas. S. IIellkr, was dissolved shortly be-

fore the death <! Wm. J. Young. The undersigned, the

late partner of said firm (who was with Mr. Yuung con-
tinuously fur Fifteen Yearn, will continue in the same
Hue of uusineBH, at No. 33 North Seveiilh street t

Cor. of Jr'ilburt.
CHAS. S. 1UIXKK.

PuiLiDELPHii, August 1, 1870. 29-9-70, 27
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American Railroad Progress

VAST INCREASE AND RESULTS.

In the Railroad Record for January and
February we published the names, length and

cost of the railroads of the United States.

Taking that in connection with the statistics

of railroads for the last thirty years, the re'

suits are most extraordinary We doubt

whether anything equal to it can be produced
in the material progress of the world. The
aggregate results for thirty years are as fol-

lows :

Mile*.

In 1840 2,167
," 1850 8,589
" 18'iO 31,195
" 1870 54,423

Cost.

$74,215,037
296,860,148

1,181,285,569

2,481,076,120

In 1840, the cost per mile was $34 250
" MM, " " " " 34',f,00
" I860, " « « 37,850
" 1870, " » « 46,000

The lotal increase of capital from I860 to

1870 was $1,299,790,551.

Thus there was from 1860 to 1870 (ten years)

the marvelous increase in railroads of 23,000
miles, and thirteen hundred millions of dollarsTn

capital! 2,300 miles of railroad were made
each year, and $130,000,000 of capital were
put in them ! Where is there any parallel to

that in material progress ! This is one of the

ways in which the nation is increasing so

rapidly in wealth. Now let us look at the dis-

tribution of these roads, and we shall learn
in ng more of this wonderful progress.

Let us compare them by sections for 1860 and

1870, thus:
In lSOD.In 1*70.

miles, miles.

New England (6 states) 3,609 4,506

Middle Atlantic 6 " 6 32110 925
Sotith'n " 6 " 5,454 6,154

S. W. incl. Ky., 6 » 3,719 5,623

N. W. center (old N. W.) (5 states) 9,712 15,547

W. of the Miss, and E. of the R'ky
mountains (7 states) 1,840 8,702

Pacific states 3 " 74 1,738

Territories 1,224

Here we observe that the greatest propor-

tional increase is west of the Mississippi, but

we are astonished at the vast increase of rail-

roads in the old North-western States (Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin)

which in the last ten years have made 6,000

miles of railroad ! The aggregate of railroads

in these five States is thus :

In Ohio 3 638 miles, 1 to each 1 1 sq. mile"
" Indiana... 3,277 " 1 " 10$ •'

" Illinois— .5,423 " 1 " 10 1-5"
" Michigan .1,733 " 1 " 33 "

" Wisconsin .1,475 " 1 " 36 "

" oldN. W.. 15,546 " 1 " 16 "

Now, taking the surfaces of the other sec-

tions, we find the following results:

In New England 1 mile to 17 sq. miles.
" Middle States 1 " 101 "

" Southern Atlantic__l " 37 "

" South-west 1 " 66 "

" West of Mississippi-1 " 80 "

" Pacific States 1 " 200 "

" Territories 1 " 2000 "

Here are two results worthy of note : 1. That

the only section which exceeds the old North-

west in railroads is the Middle; or, in other

words, the immediate vicinity of New York

and Baltimore, where nearly all the foreign

commerce of the United States centers ; but

the reader will observe that if we confine our-

selves to Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, there is no

section of the country exceeds them in the pro-

portion of railroads. In other words, Cincin-

nati and St. Louis have as large a share of

railroads as New York and Philadelphia. 2.

We may note another thing, that to bring the

proportion of railroads, east of the Rocky

mountains, in all sections, up to the popula-

tion in the old North-west (1 mile to 16 square

miles of surface), there must be 54,000 miles

(that is equal to all we have now) made. If

we throw in the Pacific States and the Territo-

ries, it is almost certain to be done in twenty

years ; so that two thousand Jive hundred mil ions

of do I ars will, in the next twenty years, be

added to the wealth of the United States by

railroads alone! We see then, in this single

department of railroads, how vast, how grand

is the material and the social progress of this

country ! We contemplate the progress of rail-

roads with the more pleasure, as they are really

a part of the great social system. They in-

crease the intercourse and multiply the re-

sources of the people. They are bringing the

ends of the earth together. It will be hard for

the nations to cultivate war, or to retain pagan-

ism, or to restrict commerce, or to confine

ideas, when the railroad and the steamship

have made all nations and all people but one-

great family.

Knickerbocker J.lfo.

It is a preity difficult thing to keep the ex-

penses of a great corporation within that

mean that shall in no wise impair the effi-

ciency of the management, and yet that shall

not be more than is necessary. The tendency
is to the extravagant extreme. There are so

many opportunities for leaks, and so many of

them at times occur, that the most vigilant

and faithful officers of such organizations find

great difficulty in preventing or stopping
them when they have started. And yet to do
this is the first and probably the most import-

ant step in that system of retrenchment and
reform which the first class corporations all

over the country inaugurated a short time
since, and that is imperatively demanded by
all parlies connected with these powerful con.
cerns.

To do a very large amount of business is

one thing, but if the costs of doing it are be
yond a certain limit that makes this business

profitable, that is quite another thing. The
less of such business the better. And yet we
know of companies that parade before tho

public long rows of figures to show what a

vast trade they have done the past year. This

is quite alluring to the uninitiated, but the

experienced and cautious man wants to know
what is on the other side of the account, and
what the margin is.

To illustrate better what we mean, let us

look at the costs of operating some of our

extensive life insurance companies. Take
thirty five of the New York companies,' and
we find that for the year ending December.

1870, according to official reports, that the

ratio of expense to all receipts, income, pre-

mium and interest, varied from 88 :15 per

cent, to 14.28 per cent. The first being the

highest, and the latter the lowest. Or, if we

lake the whole of the New York companies,

we find from the same authority that the ave"

rage ratio of expense to receipts is 17.01, and

that but six companies are operated down to

or below this general average.

Pretty nearly the same relation is sustained

if the ratio of expenses is considered in detail,

such as the expense to premiums only, or

claims and expenses to total income, &c.

There may be, and doubtless are, causes

that affected unfavorably some of these com

panies the past year, that are the natural and

unavoidable contingents of the business, and

may affect other companies at some future

period; but, in the main, are we not warrant-

ed in saying that those companies are the best

managed, and entitled to the highest public

confidence, lhat do their business at the low-

est ratio of expense ; and particularly if they

have been in existence little or no longer than

those that are operated at much greater cost?

We think there can not be two opinions upon

this question, and that every one will agree

With us.

Now let us look for a moment at the bu s ;.
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ness of the company whose name we have

placed at the head of this article, the Knicker-

bocker Life of New York. We select this

company because it illustrates, in all particu-

lars, what we are attempting to establish,

better than any other.

This company is not yet twenty years old

(organized, if we remember right, in 1853.)

Its total assets are 57,398,991. Last year,

1870- it issued 5,625 policies, received in pre-

miums $4,286,837. Its income for that year

was §4,743,295, and it paid death claims in

the sum of $896,200, and dividends to the

amount of $427,351.

This is a large business, and yet, whilst it

is much beyond that of many of the compa-

nies of New York, it is below that of a few of

the old companies of that State. It received

1,992 policies above the average number taken

by all the companies of that State, which in-

sured $6,664,078, over the same general cal-

culation, and received in premiums $2,932,121

in excess of the average receipts.

Now let us see how it stands, comparatively)

iD the ratio of expenses.

The average' ratio of expense to income,

premiums and interest is 17 61—of this com-

pany it is only 14.28. The average ratio of

expense to premium only is 20.14— of this

company it is 15.81. The average ratio of

claims and expenses to total income is 35.22.

The Knickerbocker shows but 33.18. Thus

it will be seen, in the business done, this com-

pany is largely above the average, whilst in

ratio of costs it is as handsomely below.

This is what- we mean by retrenchment and

reform, by "keeping the expenses of a great

corporation within the mean that shall in no

wise impair its efficiency, and yet that shall

not be more than is actually necessary." Such

a business is always safe because always pro-

fitable. The financial storms that dash other

proud corporations to pieces, but strengthens

such an one as this. It is founded upon cor

rect principles, managed honestly and wisely,

and needs but to be known to be appreciated

and patronized.
» •

—Mr. James Fisk, Jr., has filed a bill

against the Union Pacific Railroad Company
and Credit Mobilier, praying that they be

restrained from all operations. Mr. Fisk

claims 5,000 shares of the stock of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, which the latter

refuses to deliver, withholding also his rights

as a stockholder, thus damaging him to the

amount of §4,500,000, which sum he seeks to

recover.

—They have a steam shovel on the Missis-

sippi Central Railroad which takes from the

solid bank of earth and loads a train of eigh-

teen dump cars in thirty-nine minutes, carry-

ing oat about seventy-five cubic yards of dirt.

—The railroad bills that passed the Nevada
Legislature provide that no Chinamen shall

be employed. The penalty is a forfeiture of
their privileges.

—On the average throughout the year, one
railroad train per minute leaves London.
That would be 525,000 trains a year.

Gallipolis, McArtlmr and Columbus Bail-
road Company,

This organization was recently effected for

the purpose of reviving an old project, and to

meet the demand for a railroad from Galli-

polis into the interior of the State.

It starts out with great advantages, and if

its affairs are properly directed, as we have

no doubt they will be, there is every reason

to believe, its road will become one of the

most profitable in the State.

Already, an old work, with considerable

right of way, worth a large sum of money,

passes into its possession as a gratuity, and

so great is the local interest in this under

taking that large subscriptions have been

made to its stock interests, and there are the

strongest evidences that soon the requisite

means will be supplied to euable the company

to grade the road, and place it in first-class

credit, when its completion becomes beyond

question.

The contemplated route for this road is one

of the most natural that can be pointed out.

Extending from a river front at Gallipolis,

a natural business center, with considerable

capital and established trade, back into a

country that abounds with all the industrial

resources that are necessary to sustain a dense

population, and create a most extensive and

profitable commerce. Besides, connecting

with other roads a few miles distant from the

river, that lead to all important points in the

East, West, and on the Great Lakes, and what

is of equal importance, becoming a part of

the great Virginia thoroughfare in its reach

for a share of the traffic of the interior.

It seems to ns that this movement is ex-

ceedingly propitious. The railroad spirit is

fairly aroused in all that part of the state.

More so, we believe, than in any other part of

it. The value of the coal, -iron, stone, and

timber, that lie there in such profusion, is

fully appreciated. They are bound to be called

quickly into requisition, and made to pay

their share of tribute to the common wealth

of the country. There is a demand for them

at the trade centers for conversion inio the

wares of commerce, as well as in the lower

Ohio and Mississippi countries, for ordinary

consumption. The great agricultural flow

has passed beyond this State to the west, and

now the new era of mineral and manufactur-

ing development has begun with us, and these

sources of wealth, that have so long lain dor-

mant are coming into use, and promise to in-

augurate the most remarkable prosperity that

has ever befallen us.

If this is true, what a glorious future awaits

the country thisrailway is intended to traverse ?

It has every native element to produce the

largest results, and it needs but the advantages

of this enterprise to attract thither capital and

skill, by which these long concealed fountains

of wealth will be opened, and their golden

harvests gathered for the common good of

every individual and interest affected by its

success.

It ought, therefore, to be aided vigorously

by every one of its beneficiaries. Its prosperity

ought to be made common cause with the

people of every town it passes through or near,

as well as those of the country it will be"built

to supply. Such unanimity in such a country

and among a people with the pecuniary capa-

city they possess, would make short work of

this undertaking, and within the coming year,

or eighteen months, at the furthest beuin to

realize something of the benefits this road, in

full operation, is sure to bring them.

Within a few weeks good men have been

selected for the management of this import-

ant work. They have a deep interest in its

success, and to our personal knowledge, are

working constantly and zealously for its

welfare.

Now let them be supported by a right hearty

good will, and we predict it will soon be ap-

parent that public confidence has not been, in

this case, placed amiss.

Commissioner Wright's 1st Vol. lor 1S70,

The first volume of Commissioner Wright's

Report upon Railroads and Telegraphs, for

1870, is in our judgment one of the most

valuable works yet issued upon these import-

ant interests in this or any other State.,

It seems to us that it is precisely what is

needed to give our people an intelligent un-

derstanding of the legal status and relations

of the railroads of the State. They have un-

dergone such extensive and rapid changes

within the past few years, that it has been

about impossible to keep np with them, and

the best of our lawyers, as well as railway

managers, have sought in vain for such facts

as are readily found in this volume.

Here are all the laws of Ohio that relate to

railroads, with copious notes of Supreme Court

decisions upon them, and the laws of Congress

that relate to railroads; and the charters of

the various companies of the State, whether

existing under special charters or the general

law, and all the amendatory acts of the Ohio

Legislature relating to these works, and the

leases and sales, and capitalizations, and re-

organizations and consolidations that have

taken place in our railroad affairs up to the

present time, and these are chronologically

arranged, with reference to the laws of this

and other States, by which these organizations

and changes are effected.

The work is gotten up in law style, as it

should be, with good paper and type, and with

abundant marginal references, and a com-

plete index.

Already we have used our copy so much
that we hardly know how we ever got along

without it. And how every lawyer and rail

road manager in the State can afford to be

without it long, we can 't very well under

stand.
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Mr. Wright has done the State and the rail-

way managers thereof great service in giving

them thin volume. It could hardly have been

obtained in any other way than through a duly

appointed officer, with powers, etc., as are

given the Commissioner. It gives evidence of

great labor and patience on the part of Mr.

Wright, and considering the other work im-

posed upon him, and the fact that he has but

one assistant in his office, reflects great credit

upon his ability for, and interest in the duties

of the position he so creditably occupies.

Newark, Somersett and Straitsville
Railroad.

Mr. J. S. Birkey, of Newark, Ohio, who is

m.anaging director of the Newark, Somersett

and Straitsville Railroad Company, made us a

pleasant call a sbort time ago, and posted us

up upon the progress of the work and the pros-

pects of this important road.

This is an old scheme that has passed

through about every stage of affliction known

to the history of such enterprises, but at the

same time it has lost none of its value or im-

portance, and is likely soon to be made a liv-

ing reality. The present company are work-

ing under a most admirable financial policy, at

once sound and effective. They have secured

local assets adequate to the completion of the

grading of nearly or quite their whole line, and

to the ironing and equipment of the first sec-

tion from Newark to Somersett, a distance of

twenty-four miles. With these means they

have finished this first section which is doing

a good local business, and they are moving

ahead rapidly with the grading to the immense

coal beds of Straitsville. They pay promptly

and keep themselves clear from the embar-

rassments of a floating debt.

Such a programme if persisted in must give

the company high credit in the money markets

of the country, and when they offer their bonds

upon such a basis as they will thus secure,

there will be but little or no difficulty, we think.

in finding purchasers for them at good rates.

As a local undertaking this is one of the

most promising we know of in our State, it

will form the missing liuk in another direct

line from the Ohio river to the lake, and pass-

ing through a country remarkably blessed with

a most fruitful soil, extensive formations of

a most valuable building stone, salt springs

that will return haudsomely upon the invest-

ment that renders them productive, vast de-

posits of the richest bituminous coals, iron ore

of almost every variety and quality, and in

great quantities
;
and timber of the hard wood

species equal to a most extensive demand
Such resources, stimulated into commercial

utility, must give a business to this road at

once certain, continuous, and largely profit

able upon any cost it is at all likely to re

quire.

There is a future to this road even beyond
this splendid local traffic. Wheu it is come

pleted to the line that shall be the extension

of the Chesapeake and Ohio road, now so far

advauced toward completion, it will have a

connection to the new city upon the sea-board

and play a most important part in the im-

mense trade that will find this route from

Central Ohio to this favorable point of transit

to the marts of the world.

We know the gentlemen in the management

of this road. They are worthy of the highest

public confidence, and will prove themselves

equal to their undertaking.

~luclunaii «fc Mackinuw Railroad.

GREENVILLE, 0.

We notice from the papers that the people

of Greenville, Ohio, have had a conference for

the purpose of reviving the work upon this

grand old scheme. The meeting, we learn,

was largely attended by the best citizens of

the place, and after the usual talk about the

matter, a subscription of $10,000 was at once

secured, and a pledge to increase this to

$30,000 was given, provided the effort to

resurrect the work was encouraged by the

people along the line of the road.

The better to know what is wanted, the

services of P. Pomeroy, the former engineer

of the work, and a man we know well and will

swear by, was secured to pass over the line

and estimate the cost of placing the roadbed

from Greenville to Van Wert in a condition

that will render it so attractive to capitalists

that they must and will take and finish it.

We are promised these estimates as soon as

they are made. When they arrive, we shall

make such use of them as will be of benefit to

the managers of this work, in a place and in

a way that they can't probably themselves

reach.

As a preliminary movement this is a good

one. It ought to be followed up vigorously,

because at this time, and with the surround-

ings of that road, a good zealous effort to

complete it is sure to be successful.

There are many unfinished roads in the

West that are being revived under the flush

of railway prosperity, thic are not comparable

to this one, either in local necessity or profit,

or as important links in a great thoroughfare,

demanded by the times and the rapid develop-

ment of the extensive resources of a country

hitherto unproductive,

This work should go on without cessation,

and it needs but a hearty co-operation of all

the interests affected to complete it within the

coming twenty months.

—The territory already given to the Pacific

Railroads of this country is larger in area

than that of Prance I It would accommodate
the entire population of the United States.

The land we have given to railway corpora-

tions in this country is greater by some thirty

millions of acres than the united areas of

Prance, Italy, and United Kingdom, which

have an aggregate population of 90,000,OOQ

of persons.

Sharp Practice.

If you want to see just the keenest, sharp-

est practice that the human brain can be

twisted to, just watch the movements of the

chief fuglemen of a railway company that

want to drive another such company to terms,

or that seeks to obtain some particular ad-

vantage that this other company may enjoy.

The tricks and frauds of the stock market or

the gold room are nothing to it.

The last dodge about here, as we are in-

formed, is to quietly yet quickly get a bill

through the Legislature, the title of which

shall be the farthest possible from conveying

the idea of the text, and that is so obscurely

worded as to seem fair and unobjectionable,

and to conceal the true purport and intent of

the law, but which will give any railway com-
pany that may desire it the right to the use of

any other railway company's tracks that may
be laid upon the street or streets of any town

or city in the State. Or, if more than this is

wanted, the right to condemn such track or

tracks, or the whole street upou which they

may be placed.

If this is not about the coolest piece of cor-

porate impudence on record, we are much
mistaken.

Why not just condemn for use the whole

of the track of some competing organize,

lion, and be done with it at once, and there-

by rule out an annoyance and a restraint upon,

the greed of a monopoly? It would be easy

to get appraisers who know nothing about the

value of such interests and who could there-

fore soon learn not to put it too high
; or such

a movement could be made to involve the

company owning such tracks into a protracted

and costly litigation, by which its stock would

be affected, and its credit, for a tirne at least,

impaired. Such refractory companies ought

to suffer somehow, arid this is probably aa

good a way as any other, if not the best.

Years of opcupation and use, vested rights,

the cost and trouble of building up a valuable

business, are all nothing, it seems, and are to

be treated as "trifles light as air."

The game however will probably be blocked.

Its tricks were discovered in due time, and

are oeing ventilated. This is all that is neces

sary to insure the whole bill a good hearty

kick out of the Legislature; and it is a pity a
similar application can not be administered

to its projectors.
" For ways that are dark, and tricks that

are vain," commend us to some railroad^ pro-
jectors.

A Move in the Right Direction.—Qq
'Change, President C. W. Rowland on Monday
morning appointed the following Committee
on Southern Ohio Railroad, from Cincinnati,

via Hillsboro and the " Jackson Coal-fields,"

to the mouth of Symmes creek, to connect
with the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad : Thos.
R. Biggs, Abner L. Prazier, and John Grubb
The above gentlemen are to co-operate with

Col. W. H. Trimble in securing one-half the

money for the survey of a part of the above,

the from Hillsborq to Cincinnati.
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Dayion «fc Cincinnati K. K. (Short l^ine),

Election.

lone little'For some years this company has di

more than keep up its organization. It has

been, like many other good enterprises, so en-

tangled in the meshes of the law, that every

effort made to rescue it but embarrassed it the

more.

Within the past year, however, the net has

been cut in so many places, and so thoroughly!

that now it bids fair to come out clean and

stronger than ever

During the long period of stagnation through

which the work has passed, it has lost none of

its importance, and, ina general sense, none

of its value. It is a greater necessity to-day

than when it was concocted, and all attempts

to find a better entrance, or a cheaper one, into

this city from the north have signally failed

Importance is added to this project by the

proposed construction of railroad lines in the

interior of the Miami valley—by the building

of the railway bridge across the Ohio river

—

by the prospective development of the vast and

varied resources of the South, and the construc-

tion of the Southern road; and particularly by

thg success and importance of the Chesapeake

& Ohio road

It is for these reasons, we suppose, that the

stockholders of this old tunnel route, as well as

the people generally who are anxious for its

success, have revived their interest in it, and

that a, trifle over six thousand shares were

voted at the company's annual election of offi-

cers, on the 21st inst.

This meeting was harmonious throughout,

and resulted in the selection of the following

officers for the coming year :

A. J. Hoddek, President.

K. Beresford, Treasurer.

Q. 13. Ellard, Secretary.

!*ebanon.

For some time we have known that there

was a substantial movement to build a road

from some point on the Little Miami road to

Dayton via Lebanon.

From the following dispatch to the daily

papers of our city on Monday last, it seems

the movement has taken definite shape, been

given to the public, and is meeting with suc-

cess.

Little Miami, Lebanon & Dayton R R

—

The slock hooks of the Little Miami, Lebanon
& Dayton Railway Company were opened here
yesterday afternoon, and over ten per cent, of
the capital slock was immediately subscribed
by our leading citizens.

Holly Water-works at Ironton Ohio —
The contract for the erection of Holly Water-
works buildings in Ironton, Ohio, has been
awarded to R T. Coverdale, of Cincinnati, for

$58,786. This includes the putting down of

three and a half miles of the mains, the work
to be completed hy the 1st of OctoliPr'next

;

the machinery to be furnished by the Holly
Manufacturing Company, at a cost of $36,200,
and is to have a capacity of two million gal-

lons each twenty-four hours.

A 1* lea for Narrow «auge Kailroads.

[From the Railroad Gazett".]

Office of Paul Brothers, C. E
,

}

Akron, Ohio, fr'eb. IS, 1871. }

Messrs Editors:—In your issue of Janu-

ary 28, some criticisms were made upon nar-

row gauge railroads, and in the course of

your article some extracts are made from a

pamphlet which advocates the introduction

of such lines.

As we are the authors of that pamphlet we
take the liberty of replying to the article.

In order to more fully substantiate our

course, we desire to introduce a few more
paragraphs from the pamphlet:

" We find in the report of the Commissio-

ner of Railroads for llie State of Ohio for

the year 1808, a list of the thirty-five railroad

corporations then existing in the Stale, and

that of this number, representing 3.200 miles

of road, only seven representing 540 miles of

road, or but one-sixth of the entire length,

paid interest and dividend from the start.

" Other roads, with an additional length of

770 miles subsequently became profitable,

making' the number of paving roads at that

time some 40 per cent, of the whole length.

"We find also many roads sunk every dol-

lar of their capital slock, the loss in this way
amounting to nearly forty millions of dollars.

'• Other roads were mortgaged for more
than they were worth, thus entailing loss on

the part of the holders ot their bonds, and it

would not overstate the case to say that in

Ohio the losses from entire and partial sacri-

fice of stock, and on capital advanced in the

shape of loans, etc., would amount to sixty

or seventy millions of dollars.

" The history of railroads in other Slates is

the same as in Ohio—one of financiil embar-
rassment and failure—and it is worth our

while to enumerate examples to show the

great losses which have been sustained in

railroad building.

"The unprofitable nature of railroad in-

vestments is something every one is aware of,

and so generally is this understood that capi-

tal is invested in them, not with the expecta-

tion or scarcely a hope of ever realizing from

it as a direct investment, but for considera-

tions of a wholly different character.
'' That by opening a new avenue of commu-

nication it may stimulate business, develop

resources, and enhance the value of real es-

tate, or as a means of competing with rival

towns, prospering under the effects of rail-

roads they have opened.
" These are the considerations which influ-

ence the building of railroads, and the required

capita! is generally contributed, not from the

accumulations of capitalists, but withdrawn
from productive industry, paid by anxious,

struggling, enterprising men, who can ill af-

ford the loss of the money, hut hope for an

increase of business and profits from the ef-

fects of a railroad."

We desired to show that the reason why
railroads have proved to be so unprofitable

was from their great cost, and to show that, if

a cheaper system could be adopted it would

be a move in the right direction.

In what way can this cost be reduced ?

The principal items of cost in building

railroads are the superstructure and equip-

ment.

As to the cost of superstructure, you criti-

cise ihe estimated cost of a 5 ft. in. and 3

ft. fi in. line |n Canada.

It is worthy of remark, that while this esti-

mated cost is largely ill favor of the narrow
gauge, it would be still more so were the pri-

ces brought up to the American standard.

You ask "Why?" Can we use a lighter rail

on a narrow gauge than we can on a wider
one ? And inasmuch as you change the Ca-
nadian estimate by putting the weight of the

rail tlie same ill bolh cases, we mu^t under-

stand that you claim that no saving can be

effected in weight of rail.

As the weight of rail is determined by the

weight of cars passing over it, we will pass

the point and proceed direc'ly to consider

the main question as involved in the weight
of cars You claim that on branch lines of

ordinary gauge the weight of cars can be re-

duced to the same proportion of dead to pay-

ing weight as is now used on the narrow
gauge.

Is it not true that, however much you may
reduce the weight of cars on the ordinary

gauge, on a narrow gauge they could be still

more reduced and still have thesame strength ?

Yuu instance street cars as carrying but

little dead weight and affording as good re-

sults as any narrow gauge.

Do you not know that street cars are only

drawn at low rates of speed, by horse power,

and are never bunted violently together or

subjected to the usage they would be were
they put in regular trains?

The weight of cars depends, to a certain

extent, upon the service to be perloraied by

them, but more upon the treatment they re-

ceive

We find this very subject treated of in a
leading editorial article in your paper, of

November 12, in which yuu say :
" Cars most

be -built for the^ rough usage of people who
have no interest, or at least take none, in

handling them carefully." And that " Master

Mechanics who so seldom receive credit and
so often censure, are prone lo act on princi-

ples which are safest to themselves."

We are surprised to find lightly constructed

cars recommended so soon afterwards in the

same editorial columns where you have so

fully stated the objections which have pre-

vented their use.

Supposing, however, that on a branch line

from here to Cleveland such cars were intro-

duced.

The advantage over the narrow gauge that

you claim would result from their use, would

be in saving break of bulk

Would you send those cars from Cleveland

to Chicago, or New York, sandwiched between

heavy cars, in long trains, and bunted and
jammed by heavy locomotives?

However carefully and tenderly thpy might

be used upon their own line, they would be

subjected to harsher usage on other lines than

they could bear, and monuments of the folly-

of such an undertaking would be strewn along

the lines wherever you sent such cars.

The concln'ding objection you have made to

narrow-gauge railroads, even for branch roads

in new countries, is that " they may, in a ma-
jority of cases, reasonably expect to develop,

in time, a business which will require a wide

gauge to accommodate it
"

We might here discuss the relative capacity

of the gauges, but think we had better first

inquire what amount of capacity is required,

as upon this point some writers seem to have
gone very much astray.

We think that, as a general thing, " branch

roads in new countries" need not trouble

themselves about the capacity they may re-

quire "in time," and, in fact, most "branch
road-*," and some roads which call themselves

"great through lines" in some of ihe older

States could have done all the business they

had to do and been run with more profit to

the stockholders had they been built with one-

half their present capacity or cost.
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In fact, the report of the State Engineer

and Surveyor of the State of New York, for

the year 1808, shows that the average number
of trains passing over the roads of that Slate

was only eleven and a half per day.

But supposing the business did increase to

such an extent that a wider gauge would be

considered necessary. We will say nothing

about double tracking, but say a third rail

might be laid and thus run both wide and
narrow cans on it at the same time.

It would not be necessary as you say, ''to

make a violent change," or that " all the roll-

ing stock be replaced with other of entirely

different construction."

We can refer you to examples in support

cf this.

We have seen trains on the Oil Creek Rail-

road, in Pennsylvania, composed indiscrimin-

ately of cars of 4 ft. 8 in. and 6 foot gauge,

the company having a third rail, while it) Ohio

the Mahoning Division and the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, both roads of the ordin-

ary gauge, are double railed to pass the trains

of the Atlantic & Great Western with a gauge
of G feet.

In answer to your question " why can we use

lighter rail ?" we will say we have shown what

governs the weight of rail to a great exlent;

but when we wrote our phamphlet we had
considered your plan of light rolling stock to

save break of bulk, and found it impracticable,

for the reasons we have before stated, and our

comparisons are drawn from roads now in

operation and not from a class of rolling slock

that was abandoned years ago.

Having considered all the objections you

have raised against narrow-gauge roads, let

us consider whether we can materially reduce

the cost of railroads by using a narrow-gauge,

and in so doing we can make further use of

your own article.

In your criticism on Canadian line, you
show that it is cheaper, even by your own fig-

uring, than your own plan of light cars which
you propose to use

In another place in the same article you

say: " That the cost will be somewhat, less if

the rails are placed nearer together, we will

not deny," and in another place, '' We do not,

of course, intend to say, there are "not cir-

cumstances in which it will not be an advan-

tage to place the rails nearer together," in-

stancing a coal-mine as an example where it

would be "impossible" to place them far

apart.

We can show you coal-mines where there

would be no difficulty in using cars of a 4 ft.

8 in. gauge, and the reason why coal roads in

this vicinity have been built on a narrower

gauge, is mainly because such roads have

been considered far more economical.

You instance a temporary road for exca-

vating and removing earth as an example
where it might be advisable to use a narrow

gauge.

If it would be advisable for earth, why not

for minerals, grain, or merchandise ?

"The discounts of agents, brokers and
middlemen," are referred to in our pamphlet

as swelling the cost of railroads, and we think

we can explain what we mean by it.

A railroad 50 miles in length, we wi'l not

over-estimate it if we say it costs $30,000 per

mie : total cost, II, 500,000.

rom two to live hundred thousand dollars

(scarcely ever exceeding the latter figures) is

raised by stock subscriptions. The balance is

borrowed money obtained by mortgaging the

road. First, second, and even third mort-

gages are resorted to—the former bringing in

some cases nearly their par value. The
second and third mortgages are sold at great

sacrifices and by paying large commissions.

Could we build a road for $1,000,000,it would

stand a far greater chance of being a paying

road.

The sacrifices, etc., were made in raising

the last half of the money required to build

the road, and in many road-i the last $500,-

O'iO in bonds scarcely .realized half that

amount, because of the uncertainty of the

enterprise being a paying one for the amount
of capital required.

We will not here discuss whether some of

the existing lines that are doing a large and
profitable business might still further increase

their dividends by changing to a narrow
gauge. Our present purpose is to recom-

mend a system that will make railroads pay

where they would not if buiit upon the ordin-

ary plan.

Are the'-e not a good many railroads in the

country where a saving of two or three thous-

|

and dollars per mile would have saved a great

manyindividualsand communities from bank-

ruptcy ?

Yon admit the narrow gauge to be cheaper;

so do we. And now Ohio is suffering for want
of more mileage of railroads and not for want
of capacity on the present lines; as thtre is

not a road in this State that could not do

more than it is now doing. Now how shall

we double our mileage? Go over our old

ground and sink another sixty millions of dol-

lars, and in the end have a few large corpor-

ations buying our roads when we are bank-

rupt, and then keeping our industrious me-
chanics and farmers poor by their unjust

taxation for the transportation of our freights?

Or shall we huild narrow-gauge roads which

we can afford to own and operate to the ad-

vantage of all, and which, instead of being a

constant drain on us, will be a source of re-

venue to our citizens. Path, Brothers.

class, 15 miles; third class, 10 miles; fourth

class, 6 miles; and the price of freight in pro-

portion to speed If you are in a hurry, pay
for it. From these trunk lines, side lines of

the same gauge, but with generally a single

track. From these, and also from the trunk

lines, the narrow gauge, 3 feet, 80 inches, and
2 feet will come in to the relief of all, and
will be emphatically the country roads—the

farmer's road.

"The narrow gauge will have its cheap
road, bed, culverts, and bridging, will have its

light track, will have its small engines and
cars ; all will be of as good workmanship, and
as comlortable and convenient for both pas-

sengers and freight, as the present cars ; and
all can be accommodated by having roads;

and they will pay for the transportation such

sum as the speed at which they wish to move
demands.

" The cost of the four track line would be
from $100,001) to $150,000 per mile

" Cost of the single or double 4 feet 8.J inch

gauge side-lines, from $80,000 to $80,000 per

mile.
" Cost of the narrow-gauge, from $fi,000 to

$10,000 per mile, as per locality
;
and when

the narrow-gange line should become too

heavily taxed, or extended in length beyond
what was intended in its inception, it can
easily be converted into a 4 feet 8h inch

gauge by widening its embankments and ex-

cavations, extending culverts, making stronger

bridges, putting down new ties and iron, and
using your narrow-gauge track and equipment
where its location is required,"

A Karrow Gauge Railway Scheme.

The following is the plan proposed by Mr.

F. R. Djland, Superintendent of the St Paui-

and Pacific Railroad, for a system of narrow-

gauge lines for the agricultural district of

Minnesota, and designed as feeders for the

main lines. The application of the plan,

however, does not seem to be limited to any
one locality :

"In my opinion, we have reached the point

at which the narrow-gauge system coues
to relief. A varied experience since 183S,

with the American railroad system, all the

way from Massachusetts to Minnesota, leads

me to the following conclusions :

" That irrm the rapid construction and con-

solidation of trunk lines, and the varied re-

quirements of patrons thereof, it is necessary

that the lines across our continent, from east

to west, should be composed of four tracks, 4

feet b£ inch gauge—two foe passengers, and
two for freight, with sidings at every ten miles.

" The whole business of these lines should

be governed by the speed of the trains.

" Passenger trains denominated first-class

should have a time card of 50 to 60 miles per

hour, on which all willing to take the risk

could travel, and the price per mile would be

in prooortion to the expense of maintaining

such trains.
" Second-class passenger trains at a regular

speed of 25 miles per hour.

"Third-class passenger trains at 15 miles

per hour.
" For passage on either class we would pay

our money and take our choice.

"On the freight tracks their wonld be run

four classes of trains.

" First-class, 25 miles per hour ; second

Magnetic Motive Power.

If we mistake not, we are in the dawn of a

new and economic motive power. We are

strongly induced to hail magnetism as the

coming worker for millions of men and for

purposes innumerable. Some will smile at

this. It is right they should. The idea has

been discouraged by electric writers as vision-

ary and impracticable. They have asserted

the impossibility of any such economic use of

material for the production of magnetic power,

as could ever justify the hope of its substitu-

tion for steam. They were right so long as the

battery was regarded as the source of power
instead of a mere initiative, such as results

now seem to prove it to be. Our theories of

electro-motive force may require it be re-ex-

amined and, perhaps, changed. The axiom
that a given magnetic force is the exact pro-

duct of a given consumption of zinc or chemi-
cals, must now be challenged and put to proof.

We confront now the proposition that, al-

though the electro-motive force may be in the

battery, yet that the magnetic power which
follows it3 application is capable of indefinite

enlargement without increase of the initiative

agent. We are brought face to face also with

the fact that'wlien a magnet is performing its

maxium work, the battery which started the

magnetic power is most at rest I In other

words, that the magnetic power is not pro-

portioned to the size or consumption of the

elements of a battery, although dependent
upon it as an initial force. We do not pretend

to explain this problem, but we can tell wliat

we have seen.

A few days ago we accompanied, on invita-r

tion, several gentlemen to the works of Mr. H.
M. Payne, of Newark, N J. On a small shelf

we found a Daniels battery of four cells, the

ingredients of which were the bi-chromate of

potash in the porous cell, and diluted sulphuric

acid, of ordinary strength, in the outer vessel.

It was entirely inodorous. Beneath it, firmly

bolted to the floor was an iron circular frame i
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of a diameter of about eigteen inches, the

width of the periphery or rim being about five

inches. Five apertures equi-distant were cut

into the edge or face of this iron case, three

and a half inches in length and of the width

of the frame. Into these were inserted the

faces of five iron cores, coiled with what
seemed to us No. 14 covered copper wire,

standing out from the frame and firmly fast-

ened thereto. In the interior was a wheel, on
whose rim were set six additional magnets,
the same as on the iron case, and so set that

the faces of the magnets in their revolutions

would meet each other at different yet regular

periods, corresponding with the double crank
device in locomotives to prevent a dead center.

By acting on the periphery, all waste of power
was of course avoided. On the shaft which
extended from the magnet wheel, there was
placed a belt wheel of the usual diameter,

connecting with a wheel shaft on the ceiling,

which in its turn, was connected by a belt

with a circular saw on a bench. No power
was gained by the diameter of the wheels, as

they were all equivalents of each other. The
wires were then connected, when, on the in-

stant, great rapidity of motion was at once
acquired, the floor of the room shaking
violently with the power developed. Pieces

of wood were sawn rapidly, and without ap
parently disturbing the rapidity or evenness of

the motion. Two gentlemen, weighing 170
pounds each, endeavored to stop the motion
of the wheel by the pressure of a concave
break, having a surface six inches by four,

bearing on the belt wheel, but without visible

effect. This rapid and effective action has

been watched nine consecutive hours by in-

vestigating parties, without any preceptible

decline of power, and with a consumption of

less than half a pound of zinc, a cost of less

than half a cent per hour. The power devel

opment was rated at two-horse, and can be

maintained for twenty-four hours without in-

termission at a maximum cost of ten cents.

Such, at least, is the statement made to us by
Mr. Payne, and confirmed by a well-known
gentleman, who thoroughly examined it. By
increase of diameter and width, or by multi-

plication of wheels, and the number of mag-
nets, the power can be largely increased, so

we were assured, by the same number of cells

This was proven by the fact that by the addi-

tion of wire in the circuit of sufficient length

to surround another set of magnets, no dimin-
ution of power was apparent, although the ac-

tion of the battery was necessarily less ; thus
another wheel with similar power could have
been added. The tour cells we saw were
staled as eapab'e of maintaining the speed and
power produced in our presence for sixty

hours without renewal, at the cost of about a
single stage fare on Broadway per day.

In this machine, so utterly simple as to

challenge the scrutiny of the most ordinary
mind, we see the dawn of a new power, capa-
ble of endless application at a minimum cost,

and destitute of the usual element of danger.
It occurs to us very strange that what is just

being proposed as a possible status of facts by
a learned divine in England, should prove the

self-same theory which an American citizen

has been privately and persistently developing
in actual practice for years. To what it may
give rise we have no prophet's ken to tell. If

the premises demanded are proven to be cor-

rect, its application is infinite. We may yet
see the Atlantic crossed by huge vessels, pro-

pelled without an ounce of coal, by a power
the initiative of which the captain may place

beside his writing desk iu his cabin, which a
child can apply, and the littlest finger may
btop.

—

Journal of Ike Telegraph.

Metallic Railway ™ars.

That iron cars must be heavier than those
of wood is the main reason urged against
their adoption, although their liability to be
hotter in summer and colder in winter may
have had considerable to do with the manner
in which they have been ignored by railway
companies, despite their manifest and, we may
add, their manifold advantages. But it ap-
pears that weight alone is not, after all, so
great a f^ult in some varieties of railway
vehicles; at least this is the inference to be
drawn from the sleeping and drawing room
cars, weighing in the neighborhood of thirty

tons, which have of late become quite common,
especially on western roads. The reason why
weight is a drawback in the one case and not
in the other undoubtedly exists in this, that
the one giving comfort and pleasure in travel-

ing is made to pay, while the other affording
only safety is not. Still we hold, as we have
always done, that iron is the only material fit

for use in the construction of railway cars,

and believe that, if one half the attention was
devoted to perfecting the application of metal
to this purpose that is naw expended in the
decoration of wooden cars, our railways would
soon be supplied with cars as light, as com-
fortable, and nearly or quite as cheap as the
combustible and easily splintered affairs now
running on all our railways.

Probably there has never been, in this

country at least, a railway ear made with
proper choice of material and proportion of

parts. Iu such, the structure of the trucks

might, perhaps, remain essentially unchanged,
although iron in the place of wood would even
here be preferable. But the car-body would
necessitate a careful combination of steel and
iron to unite all available lightness with
strength to support the superincumbent load.

With these, for all passenger traffic, would
need to be used some means of avoiding the

undue heating of the car in summer, and the

contrary result in the colder seasons of the

year. This would be found in the employment
of some preparation of paper or woody fibers

finely comminuted, and made fire and water
proof by chemical treatment, which, by the

way, might be extended even to the uphols-

tery. This done, and proper appliances pro-

vided for illuminating and warming, we should
have a railway carriage combining the advan-
tages held most important in wooden cars,

with those acknowledged to be possible only
in iron ones.

—

Artisan.

Immense Gas Cooking Stove.—The London
Mechanics' Magazine gives an account of a
gas cooking stove, manufactured for the Earls
wood Lunatic Asylum, and capable of pre-

paring a dinner for one thousand persons. It

measures 16 feet in length, 6 J feet in hight.

and '1\ feet in depth, weighing about three

tons; and is so constructed as to perform
every variety of cooking required under any
circumstances, with the exception of boiling

or steaming, for which other provision is made
in the asylum. The gas when used is mixed
with atmospheric air, and the stove is calru

lated to consume 150 feet of gas "per hour.

Many advantages are claimed for this stove,

both on the score of economy and convenience.

It is stated, as the result of experiment, that

the loss of weight in cooking 184 pounds of

meat, was -only 18 pounds, while the loss in

cooking the same amount by a coal fire was
34 pounds.

Pacific Railway Through Traffic.

The most visionary among our railway pro-

jectors never, in their wildest dreams, foresaw

the results which have so speedily followed the

opening of avenues of traffic from the great

Lakes to the Pacific coast, the completion of

which project has inaugurated a new aud
startling state of affairs.

The arrival of the Pacific Mail steamship,

Great Republic, at San Francisco, with the

large freight of 1,700 tons of teas, silks, etc.,

shows the increasing trade with Eastern Asia

over the Pacific roads. Of this cargo, 270
tons, comprising 5,700 packages of tea, are

for firms in Chicago to be sent over the road.

It is stated that the Pacific Mail Steamship
Line can obtain freight enough for its vessels

to run double the number of their present

trips to profit. The direct trade with China
by.Western cities is becoming established, and
is the result of the Pacific railroads. The
saving in freight forms an important item.

The advantages of the roads to this trade with

China are working greatly to the benefit of

the Pacific coast and Western States, ea well

as New York. Another unlocked for result

and rather singular fact—until explained—is,

that the receipts of bullion from the Pacific

States are on the increase in New York, aud
falling off at San Francisco. The explana-

tion is, that so many of the mines are near the

line of the Pacific road, that New York is

found the more convenient market without

much additional expense. It is, perhaps,

probable, if not fully admitted in California,

that alihough the Pacific road may have thus

far brought no very decided advantage to the

trade of San Francisco, either in merchandise
or bullion, that it will be very likely to become
a great distributing mart for foreign merchan-
dise and domestic produce, since it is reason-

ably certain that the great bulk of California

staples will naturally continue to be drawn to

that point.

The following is a statement of through

freight forwarded to the East over the Central

Pacific Railroad, in January, as furnished by

C. W. Smith, General Freight Agent:

Wine, lbs 105,454

Cotton, (Tahitiau) 31,275

Tea 457,177

Wool 97,040

Leather 177,317

Silk 82,174

Hides 4,634
Quicksilver 20,475

Hops 4,474

Arms 14,970

Straw Hats 8,528

Glue 4,477

Fish 9,501

Lumber and Shingles 98,603

Unspecified Merchandise 406,087

Total for January 1,521,988

All the above specified freight was from San
Francisco, except the lumber and shingles and
26,000 lbs. of the wine, which went chiefly

from Sacramento.

—About thirty days grading remains to be
done on the Peoria & Rock Island R. R., as we
learn from the Cambridge democrat.

J36sF" The first iron vessel built in England
was a canal barge 70 feet long, 6 feet 8J
inches wide, built of 5-16 inch plates, at Bir-

mingham, in 17b7. The first iron ship that

went to sea was the Aaron Manly, built near

Birmingham, aud put together iu London iu

1820.

8@°*Wisconsin furnished nearly 250,000,000

feet of lumber during the past year.
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Hallways In the United States.

There are now in the United States 50,000
miles of railroad. The cost of these works
exceeds $2,000,000,000. Their annual earn-

ings exceed $400,000,000, and equal $11 per

head of our entire population. They trans

port, ar.nnually, 125,000,000 tons of freight,

or over three tons to each person, assuming
our entire population to be 40,000,000.

The value of their tonnage, at the low esti-

mate of $100 to the ton, equals $300 per head,

and an aggregate sum of $12,500,000,000—

a

sum six times greater than their cost. Every
mile of road constructed adds five times its

cost to the aggregate value of the property of

the country.

All this vast commerce and wealth are

wholly the creations of railroads, and within

the short space of twenty years. Such results

are possible only in a country like our own,
the market for whose staples, whether for home
consumption or exportation, is within a nar-

row belt lying immediately on its north-eastern

coast-line, and more than 1000 miles from the

great seat of production. Wheat, the most
valuable of our cereals, will not bear trans-

portation over ordinary earth-roads more than
350 miles; over railroads it will bear trans-

portation 3500 miles. These works, conse-
quently, are the only ones that have given, dr

that can give, a commercial value to the pro-

ducts of the interior. They increase the
value of these products just in ratio as the

cose of transportation is reduced. But for

them many of the most densely inhabited,
wealthy, and prosperous portions of the
country would have remained as wild and un-
cultivated as they were one hundred years ago.
But for them, our commerce, considered in

reference to its vast magnitude, would hardly
have had an existence. They lie at the founda-
tion of, and sustain all the varied interests of
the country.

—

Exchange.

Railway Passenger Traffic—There are
sixteen railways in Great Britain, each of
which carried more than five million of pas-
sengers in the year 1869. The Manchester,
Sheffield & Lincolnshire line carried 6,991,371;
the North British, 8,507,171 ; the Great North-
ern, 8,733,764; the Caledonian, 9,226,684; the
North-eastern, 11,944,315 ; the Great Eastern,

13,008,907; the South-western, 13,143,453; the
Chatham, 13,963,882 ; the Midland, 15,567,454;
the Brighton, 16,560,431; the South-eastern,
19,157,205; the North London, 20,620,750; the
Lancashire & Yorkshire, 22,643,002 ; the Great
Western, 23,103,406 ; the London & North-
western, 28,758,886 ; and the Metropolitan (in-

cluding the District, St. John's Wood, and half
the Hammersmith), no less than 36,893,791.
These numbers are below the actual ones, as
they do not include the holders of season or
periodical tickets ; the number of journeys
taken by these persons is not known, but it

has been estimated at about 350 each. The
Great Eastern had, in the year 1869, 4,899
holders of such tickets; the Great Northern,
8,261; the Great Western, 4,300; the Lanca-
shire & Yorkshire, 8,487; the London & North-
western, 11,299; the South-western, 8,651; the
Chatham, 8,568 ; the Sheffield, 1,814; the North-
eastern, 4,928; the Caledonian, 6,671; the
North British, 6,918.

_' Allowing there to be 11,744,664 quar-
ter sections of land (of 160 acres to' each
quarter section) in the United States, and
supposing each quarter section capable of
subsisting only 20 persons, there would be
means of support for 234,893,280 human
beings, approaching near to the estimated
number of inhabitants at present iu China.

The Value of Low Railway Fares.

In the report of the Massachusetts Railway
Commissioners, after adverting to the increase
of fares and freights upon the railways of the
State since 1860, they say:
As a contrast to this policy, and to lend

force to the criticisms they propose to make
upon it, the commissioners wish here to call

attention to the results of a different course
pursued elsewhere during almost the same
period. The Belgian railway system now ag-
gregates 1,703 miles in a territory of 11,403
square miles of area, being a mile of railroad
to each 2,900 souls in its population and to

each 6.69 square miles of territory. Massa-
chusetts has 1,491 miles in a territory of 7,800
square miles of area, being a mile of railroad
to each 971 souls in its population, and to

each 5.23 square miles of territory. Both are
manufacturing communities, and though the
population of Massachusetts is less dense than
that of Belgium, it is far more disposed to

move from place to place. So much is this

the case, that in spile of the reduced rates in

use in Belgium, and the more than two-fold
population there, in 1868 its railway system
carried only 23,607 passengers for each mile
of road as against 19,700 per mile for the
same year on the Massachusetts roads. In
regard to freight, however, the case is differ-

ent. The Belgian roads in 1866, transported
12,211 tons per mile of road, while the Massa-
chusetts roads transported only 4,948. There
are, therefore, no fundamental differences as
regards physical or economical or industrial

conditions, which should cause the experi-
ence of the one community to be wholly inap-
plicable to the other.

In 1856, in spite of a considerable increase
in the miles of railroads worked, the freight
movement of the Belgian roads was found to

have seriously decreased. Instead of making
good the deficiency in receipts by increased
rales on existing business, the administration
met the emergency by accepting all traffic

that offered at greatly reduced special rates.

This policy succeeded so well that in 1872 the
principle was adopted as regards minerals
and raw materials of a regular low scale of
charges, with a reduction according to dis-

tance. This resulted in the following year in

an increase of 72 per cent, in the tonnage of
this class of goods.

In 1862 the principle was extended to goods
of the next class with similar results. In
1864, freights were re-classified, and the new
principle applied to all except the first class,

or small parcels, which in this country are
known as express matter. The result was
summed up by the Minister of Public \Vork3
as follows: In eight years, between 1856-64,
the chargei on goods have been lowered, on
an average, by 28 per cent.; the public have
sent 2,706,000 tons more goods, while they
actually saved more than $4,000,000 on the
cost of carriage, and the public treasury has
earned an increased net profit of $1,150,000.
A further reduction, made subsequently to

this statement, in 1864, exceeded even these
results, and under it the tonnage rose from
4,479,000 tons in 1863, to 6,533,000 in 1864.

In 1865, the government, encouraged by
these results, turned its attention to fares, now
applying to them the principles before applied
to freights. A general scale was adopted, in

which tbe charge per mile was diminished in

proportion to the length of the journey over
22 miles. For distances less than 22 miles
the old rates were retained, varying between
1.2 and 2.5 cents per mile according to the
class of carriage. Above the 22 miles the

!

rates rapidly decreased until the fares for dis.

tances over 155 miles were as low as one cent
per mile for first class, and seven mills per
mile for second class tickets. Under this

system the fare from Boslon to Albany, for

instance, would be respectively $2, $1.40 aod
$1, according as it was paid for a first, second
or third class ticket. The effect of this

change was a singular and very striking illus-

tration of ihe immediate influence of any re-

duction of rates on the volume of travel. The
traffic wi'hin distances of 22 miles, on which
no reduction was made, scarcely increased at
all. Between 22 and 46 miles, on which dis-

tances the reduction was small, it increased
only 20 per cent., while on distances over 46
miles, on which a heavy reduction was made,
it nearly doubled.

—

Am. R'y Times.

Narrow Gauge in Colorado.

THE DKNVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILWAY.

The requirements of the route laid down
for the D. and K. G. R. are essentially and
especially for a narrow gauge track. Whilst
a wide gauge might be built and operated
from denver to Ihe Ark. river, there are por-
tions beyond over which it is hardly possible
to construct or operate a wide gauge road.
If a break in gauge is necessary, certainly
Denver is the best place to make it. Much of
its business will be with Denver. A great
share of its freight will come or go no further.

This will be especially the case with ores and
minerals, because here, or near here, will be
erected reduction and smelting works. A
town lobe devoted to (hat business will spring
up somewhere on the Platte adjacent to Den-
ver, within the next year or two. A system
of railways radiating therefrom w'rtl penetrate
the mountains in all directions; will bring
together all the various ores, coal and fire

clay, from all parts of Colorado. They must
be narrow gauge, because in most places
where they are required wide gauge roads can
not be built. The D. and R. G. is the first

line of this system. Its track will be three
feet in width ; others following will conform
to that, and the result will be a wide net work
of uniform roads, co-operating together for

the development of this wonderfully rich

mining region with its vast and varied re-

sources. Along the entire length of this

line—850 miles to El Paso—are rich mines
of gold, silver, copper and other minerals.
Many of them are in situations which can
never be reached by wide gauge roads, but
can be by narrow ones. Each mine and each
town for miles on either side, will have its

branch road, all being feeders to the main
line Cars will be loaded at the mines, run
down to the main track and picked up by
through trains, going through to the smelting
and reduction works, without reshipment, re-

turning to the mine with coal or other
freight.

—

Rocky Mountain News.

Bg^The imports into the United States in

1869, amounted in value to about $438,000,-
000, of which it is estimated, $273,000,000,
or 62J per cent, consisted of articles abso-
lutely or practically impossible to produce in

the country.

The Detroit Post thus sums up the
manufacturing interests of that city : capital
invested, $10,000,000; value of annual pro-
ductions, $21,000,000; of wages to laborers
and mechanics, $6,000,000; number of em-
ployees, 9,000.
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Press and Bar.

The David Dudley Field controversy l'as

been prolonged by a fitful dropping fire. The
bright affirmation of Mr. Bowles, that an at-

torney at law is responsible for the character
of his client, was embraced by only two or

three journals that were constitutionally silly,

or had a particular spite at Mr. Field ; but. the

discussion was enlarged by other journals

upon the rational proposition, which no one
denies, that an attorney is responsible for whit
he does for his client. Upon this, several

journals have undertaken to make a case for

the condemnation of Mr. Field. But the

infirmity of this assumption ot judicial duty

by the press is illustrated by the Iribtine's

effort, which gave ten specific charges against

Mr. Field, every oue of which Mr. Field pro-

nounces untrue. Can the Tribune prove

them? The onus is thrown upon it. If it

does not establish them, it will stand convic-

ted of calumny.
Of course, the Tribune supposed that the:*e

things were so notorious that they could be

assumed to be true. And it seems to hold

that a public journal may pronounce and exe-

cute judgment against an individual upon
common report. Thus newspapers may first

make the reports and then pronounce judg-

ment upon them.

The selection of an attorney for the mana-
gers of the Erie Railroad as tbe exclusive ob-

ject of this moral office of the press, gives it

an air of insincerity, not to say cowardice.

In what is the Erie management worse than

the Vanderbilt management? Has Gould in-

creased the Erie stock without consideration ?

His is but a squirt to Vanderbilt's water main.

Has he robbed the stockholders of dividends

who had none before he came in ? Vander-
bilt at one stroke rohhed the people of the

dividends on 28 millions of stock, created

without consideration, and made a perpetual

charge upon them. And this is but the he-

ginning of his levies upon the people.

It is a matter of common notoriety that the

largest increase of the stock of the Erie road
under Gould was made in a struggle to save

it from the clutches of Vanderbilt, and that

the chief avails of this issue went into Vander-
bilt's pocket Surely his defeat of Vanderbilt
in this case was for tbe interest of the public ;

for it kept the Erie road out of a combination
of all the great lines And Vanderbilt has
exercised as great a power in degrading the
Legislature of New York as the Erie manage-
ment. But the press exalts its virtue by as-

Eailing an attorney for the Erie Company,
while it dares breathe no word against Van-
derbilt, and its editors even assist to honor
his bronze statues. There may be in all this

an exaltation of the press as a great moral
engine, but the point of virtue has not to us

been perceptible.— Cincinnati Daily Gazelle,

March 16, 1871.

The Technologist says: One cord of
wood cut and split line and corded up beneath
a shelter while it is yet green, will give more
heat after it has become seasoned I ban two
cords of the same kind of wood which has
been continually exposed to the alternate in-

fluences of storms and sunshines.

fiSy The expenses incurred for the work
of the defense of Paris are estimated at

50,000,000 francs, and the amount expended
in artillery is said to be 10,000,000 francs.

8§P It is estimated that 2d0,000 bales of
coton, worth $75, 000,000, will be lost this year
for want of laborers to gather the crop.

— The work on the Northern Pacific Rail-

road has not been retarded by the winter.

Recently the bridge across the Mississippi at

Brainard was completed, and a train of cars

crossed it containing a numher of officers or

the road. This bridge is 113 miles west of

Lake Superior, and the road is graded nearly

to the Red river, 150 miles further. A mile

or two of track is laid daily, so that one can

begin to calculate when the great worK will

be completed to the Pacific.

Tramways.—Mr. E. E. Allen, Pelham-place,

Brompton, proposes to form the rail of a Z
shape, so as to be reversible, either in one piece

or two angle irons thickened at the angles.

When these angles are large
;

so as to rest on the

ballast without sleepers, he serrates or rough-

ens so much of the horizontal portion of the

angles as lies beyond the thickened edges upon
which the wheels run. The groove for flanges

of wheels is formed by a light angle iron at-

tached to the timber or other sleeper or lower
angle rail. On steep inclines he employs an
additional rail in the center of the track, the

upper surface of which may be level with the

road.

—

London Mining Journal.

The East River Bridge.—The Brooklyn
caisson of the East river bridge is almost com-
pleted. The interior is nearly filled with stone

and concrete, making it now one solid mass of

masonry inside. The work outside is pro-

gressing rapidly, huge blocks of granite being

laid one over the other in a most substantial

manner. The work on the New York side be-

gan some time since, and is progressing as

rapidly as possible uuder the circumstances.

The caisson is being built at Hunter's Point,

and will be floated into its place, near Roose-

velt street ferry, as soon as spring opens.

Floating Mail Bags of Zisc.—Eight hun-
dred letters, says the Paris Rappel, have lately

reached Paris from the provinces, by a singu-
lar means of transport. The carriage which
brought them was a zinc ball, twenty-five

centimetres in diameter, and the rail on which
it ran was the current of the Seine. It had
occurred to M. Steenackers to fill two hollow
hemispheres with letters and then solder the

two together. These hemispheres had little

wings like those of a mill wheel. The weight
was calculated so that this ball thrown into

the Seine moved at a certain depth below the

surface. The current striking the wings made
it progress rapidly. The postal administration

in Paris was informed of the plan, and had the

balls sent by M. Steenackers fished up at a

water gate contrived on purpose.

Movable Axles.—The Russian government
has given orders to construct a number of rail-

way carriages with movable axles These
carriages will have the advantage of fi'.ting

the broad gauge of their own rails as the nar-
row one adopted in the rest of Europe. In
other words, while foreign troops can not be
sent to Russia in foreign railway conveyances,
the Russians will be able to enter foreign ter-

ritory in their own.

It costs nearly $2,000 a day to print

the official proceedings of Congress.

BSF* The sponge trade of Florida is be-

coming an important branch of industry.

8®=- During 1870, 100,000,000 bushels of

coal were mined in the vicinity of Pittsburg.

Road Steamers—The Director General of
the post offices in British India is putting the
new rubber tired road steamers in that coun-
try. An apparatus which costs at the rate of
seven hundred dollars per mile for its first

establishment, will convey one hundred and
twenty persons and fifty tons of freight, at the
rate of ten miles per hour. This outfit includes
four engines, and the distance daily traversed
is about seventy miles. Two engines are run,
and the other two are reserved to provide
against accidents. For short distances, of
comparatively small traffic, or for short col-

lateral branches of iron roads, the road steamer
would certainly seem to be better adapted than
regular iron locomotives. The saving in equip-
ment is very great.

CffiT'On the 1st of January, 1870, there were
in force in the United States, 706,328 life poli-

cies taken out in American life insurance com-
panies. These policies assured the vast sum of

$2,002,906,163.

BOp—The total number of policies issued by
the New York city life insurance companies
in 1870, was 120,792, insuring the sum of
§303,906,006.

J8@fThe total appropriations for 1872, made
at the last session of Congress, amounted to

$163,414,681, being §5,563,050 in excess of the
appropriations for 1871.

6®" The damage done by the bombardment
of the Strasbourg Cathedral is estimaiel at
$300,000.

figg" Nearly 400,000 bales of cotton have
been received in Mem phi* since September 1st.

RECEIVER'S SALE.

Jacob T. Martz, Receiver of "1

th« Cincinnati and Macki- |

naw Railroad Company, { The Slate of Ohio Darke
p ainliif, f County Common Pleas, No.

vs.
| 3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said |

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alias order of sale made by the Court of
Common Pleas, within and for the cmniy of Darke, ami
State of Ohio, at the June Term, A. 1>. ]K(is«, of said Court,
in the above entitled c.ise.and to me, as Receiver, appointed
by said Court, of the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-
road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-
cry, at the floor of the Court-house, in Greenville, in sa«d
County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,
at the hour of 2 o'ch'ck, P. M., of said day, the following
described properly, rights, franchises, &c, of the said Cin-
cinnati and Mackinaw Kailroad Company, situ te and beir.g

in the counties or Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert, in said
State of Ohio, to-wit: The Road Bed *nd right of way of
the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a
railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of
Darke, Mercer, and Vac Wert to the town of Van Wert, in

said 1 st named county, in the State of Ohio, including the
bridges, fixtures, and culverts, railroad ties on the same, or
intended for thesdd road, together with the right of way
owned and held by said Company fur the construction of
its said road, together with ad the rights and franchises of
s. iid Company for the construction uf and maintaining its

road in the said State of Ohio, togeiher with all other
property real and personal, belonging t't said Company, in
said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the conjunction
of its said road.

Appraised at Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Tents of Sale, Cash. W. A WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R. R. Co.

C Calkins, Attorney ; March 23, lb71. 23-3-70, 5t.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE, pubiishedin

Chba^o, by A. N.' KKLLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 21 puges, as large as these of Every Saturday.

It contains a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let and to be let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articlea

both original and selected on railroad operation and civil

and mechanical engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance.
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The Korthern Pacific Railroad Company,

ITS CERTAIN SUCCESS—AND VALUE OF LANDS.

In two former articles on this subject we

specially touched upon the geography, climate

and resources of the great North-west (partly

in this country and partly in the British Pos-

sessions) of which this road must be the out-

let, and for a long lime without any competing

route. Now we shall show the certainty of

its success, the immense value of its properly,

and the value of its bonds. So unknown is

this immense country which lies north of the

Missouri and west of Lake Superior, that it

was necessary to make clear the natural re.

sources of that country, the mildness of its

climate, and the certainty of speedy settle-

ment, before we could show the immense

value of the properly intrusted to the care of

this company. This we have done. Let us

recapitulate some of the salient points we

have made :

1. The route of the Northern Pacific will

(as surveyed) be in the valley of the Missouri

and on the Yellowstone for about 1,000 miles,

to a low pass of the Rocky mountains (about

5.000 feel), and therefore the local traffic

(which is always the great profit of railroads)

must be derived chiefly from the Missouri

valley, and the great region north of it and

west of Superior and Winnepeg. This is

direclly, and in its whole extent, tributary to

the Northern Pacific by the valley of Red
river, through which a branch of the Northern

Pacific is now constructing.

2. What is tbe extent and resources of that

region ? This region is from the 45th to the

55th degrees of latitude (about 600 miles) and

1,000 miles from east to west, making 600,000

square miles in area. The State of Ohio is

40,000 square mile3. Hence, there is in this

undeveloped region (without a mountain or a

sand plain in il) an area equal to fifteen States

like Ohio, or eleven equal to Illinois. The

quality of this land is generally, as testified

to by all observers, equal to what is called

wheat land, that is, undulating upland well

drained. It is well watered in every direc-

tion, on its western and northern sides, with

abundant timber, and in places abundait

coal Such a country is equally well adapled

to wheat, oats, grass, and all common vege-

tables.

3. What is the climate ? The testimony of

the officers of the U. S Exploring Expedition

of the observations (recorded in Blodgett's

Climatology) and of travelers agree, that the

climate on this undulating upland is milder

than it is south of it, that cattle can feed out

all winter, and that, in fine, this is proved by

isothermal lines to be the same climate with

the best part of Europe, in Germany and

Northern France, and New England. The

isothermal line of the 50th degree passes

through Chicago, Cleveland, Harrisburg and

the wheat region of the Black sea. These

facts are enough to determine beyond the

shadow or a doubt that this great country will

be settled upraiid that speedily. In all our

boasts about the vast table lands of this coun.

try we have forgotten that the largest part of

the good lands are taken up. But, happily,

this great North-west was left untouched, be

cause its character was not known, and people

were looking to the South west. Hence, we

have now this new, virgin world to go to, and

to which the Northern Pacific road is to be

the great pioneer, and of which it holds a

large piece itself. It is, therefore, palpable,

that that region will be rapidly settled, and

the Northern Pacific will carry the people in

this great tide of immigration.

The next question is, for how much and to

what extent is the immense landed endow-

ment of tbe company available?

Congress, in order to make the construction

of this work perfectly certain, passed a sup-

plemental act in 1870, giving authority to the

company to take other lands, within twenty

miles of the road, when lands originally grant-

ed were taken up, as they were in some in-

stances. Thus the entire grant is made cer-

tain to the extent of the original grant. This

was twenty alternate sections on each side of

the road in the territories, and (en alternate

sections in the Stales. This is 25,600 acres

in the territories per mile, and 12,800 acres in

the States. Besides this is granted the right

of way, 200 feet on each side of the track, and

ground for stations, depots, &c. ; and also the

right to all materials which may be necessary.

The total amount of this grant is, in round

numbers, 50,000,000 acres. This is double

the size of the State of Ohio, and double the

size of Holland and Belgium together, and

will without difficulty support eight millions

of people.

In estimating what may be got for this

lend, allowing of course a few years for the

sale of the whole, let us take only 1,000 miles,

which lie between Lake Superior and the sum-

mit of the Rocky mountains. This lies four-

filths in Minnesota and Dacotah, the residue

in Montana, and is unquestionable as to qual-

ity, climate and availability. About 200 miles

nre in Minnesota. This will be distributed in

about the following proportions:

In Minnesota 2,560,000
" Dacotah 15,360,000
" Montana 5,120,000

These are in round numbers, but will be

near the truth. The whole of this land is as

available as any iu the central western States,

and, as we have shown heretofore, the tide of

immigration must go onward rapidly in that

direc.ion. Tbe inhabitants of Northern Eu-

rope, who are now fast tending to this, move

on their own lines of climate, ard are fast fill-

ing up Wisconsin and Minnesota. Now what

are these lands worth? This is not difficult

to tell, allowing for time and improvement 1

We have several clear tests. The alternate

sections of the Government can not be sold

under$2 50 peracre. The Illinois Railroad had

a Government grant a few years since of

2,595,000 acres, in a prairie and generally dry

country. This company have sold 2,000,000

of acres of this land at an average of $12 per

acre, producing $24,000,000. These were

credit sales, on time, and the company had

no difficulty in the collections. Looking to

the character of soil, water, climate, fyc, in

central Illinois, we should think it evident

that the lands of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road were fully equal intrinsically to those of

the Illinois Central, and fully equal prospect-

ively in value. Indeed, so good a judge as

Mr. Wilson of the Central Road Land De-

partment says they are worth more. He says,

lhat from much information and experience,

be thinks the lands of the Northern Pacific

are worth 50 per cent more than those of the

Illinois Central. The actual selling price of

lands within what is called "the American

desert," on the Kansas road, are selling for

$i HO ; but these lands can not compete with

those of the Northern Pacific. The school

lands of northern Minnesota (within the re-

gion we have here described) sold in 1865, at

$6 30 per acre. With all these tests before

us, we can not place the minimum value of

the lands east of the mountains, amounting

as above to 23,040,000 acres, at less than an av-

erage of $8 per acre, making for that thousand

miles, $184,320,000. If we pnt the remaining

27,000, 000 at the Government price on roads of

$2 50 per acre, it will amount to $67,500,000.

The aggregate money value of the land grant

to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
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will, therefore be §251,820,000. Any rational

examination of the land grant to the North-

ern Pacific, the quality of the soil, the cli-

mate, the character of the people who are

going to this region, and the sales of similar

qualities of land, will lead to the conclusion

we have just expressed, that the magnificent

endowment of the Northern Pacific is worth

at least two hundred and fifty millions of

dollars- The construction of the Northern

Pacific is therelore a certainty, so far as

money or foresight can determine it.

Let us look a little now at its state and

prospects. We see that 188 miles, which we

believe is the section immediately west of

Lake Superior, is nearly or quite completed.

The Red river branch, which goes to Pem-

bina (and doubtless will be completed to Fort

Garry in time), is to be finished this summer.

Thus the Northern Pacific is not just begin-

ning in a wilderness, to go through barren

lands, but it is already pushing on through

fertile lands, good climate, with the work

well under way, and settlements fast follow-

ing its track. But yesterday almost, scarcely

a white settler dare remain in Dacotah. To-

day, they are goins in by thousands. The

following is the 1870 census of the territories

through which the Northern Pacific Railroad

passes

:

Minnesota 460,037
Dacotah 11,830

Montana 20,59+

Idaho 14,886
Washington 23,271

Here are 530,000 people on the route of the

Northern Pacific road. The following is the

progress of population in that space in twenty

years

:

In 1850 6.077
" 1860 17+.699
[M 1870 530,57+

It is very evident that this country will

have (allowing for the diminution of the

ratio) full 1,200,000 inhabitants in 1880, pro-

bably more. In the mean time, the Canadian

Government has been awakened to the need

of opening up communication with the great

central region, west of Lake Winnipeg and in

the valley of the Saskatchewan. We have

said in previous articles, and we repeat, that

the tide of immigration, which is recently

getting in towards Kansas, West Missouri and

Nebraska, must by sheer necessity be soon

deflected to the north-west. When we reach

the center of Kansas, and have gone one-third

of the way into Nebraska, we have exhausted

the lauds, which can be cultivated without

irrigation, or where fuel can be cheaply ob-

tained. The farmers who are going from the

middle and central west States will not under-

take the additional expense of labor and capi-

tal required for irrigation and the transporta-

tion of fuel. They will go where good lands,

well watered, with abundant fuel, can be had.

It- is probable that the relative increase of

Minnesota, Dacotah and Montana will be

equal to that which poured into Ohio and

Indiana, at least so long as the good lands

last, and that will be till long after the North-

ern Pacific Railroad is finished and become

the great artery of central North America.

Scarcely anybody, even the most intelligent

people, have even a faint idea of the grand

progress of railroads in this country, or of the

effect they are producing on the migration of

people. Since 1860 (which comprehends the

period of our tremendous war) we have made

23,000 miles of railroad! It has added im-

mensely to our wealth, and is carrying the

tide of population over our western plains.

How New Tork is Going to Do it, and
How Cincinnati Must Do It.

For some years New York has felt the want

of a method of quick transit from one ex-

treme of the city to the other.

To meet this demand all sorts of plans have

been proposed, but no one of these meet with

anything like general approval. None of the

means tested and approved in the large Eu-

ropean cities seems to satisfy the Gothamites-

They must have a way of their own. It is for

this reason, we suppose, that the last sugges-

tion is that of a viaduct railway (the proposi-

tion of one Mr. Genet) attracts more attention

than any other.

As we understand it, the roadway is to start

near the City Hall and run to Bleecker street,

between Center and the Bowery, from this

point branches are to be made to the east and

west sides of the city, between Third avenue

and the East river on one side, and parallel

with Seventh avenue on the other side. There

are to be four separate tracks, so as to accom-

modate slow and fast trains.

It is estimated that this work will cost one

hundred millions of dollars, and will require

about five years to complete.

To accommodate this roadway it will be

necessary to cut right through solid blocks of

buildings a track of at least forty feet in

width, in many instances destroying them en-

tirely for the uses they are now put to. Upon

this space are to be erected solid granite

pillars, fifteen or twenty feet high, or an earth

embankment of this hight is to be made, so

as to bridge all the cross streets high enough

to admit the passage of the present street cars

or other vehicles. In this embankment, or

between these huge granite columns, are to

be stores and rooms beautifully fitted up, and

upon each side of this great roadway are to

be elegant boulevards and promenades.

This is a stupendous undertaking, and yet

it is all quite feasible; and as something of

the kind is an absolute necessity, this or an

equally extensive and grand scheme will some

day be accomplished.

Ju3t what is going on in New York, is to a

modified extent moving in all our large cities.

The question of quick transit from extreme

points of our cities to their business centers,

and from their suburban towns to the same
localities, are questions in daily agitation, and

so they will continue until they are solved by

the supply of this growing demand.

To apply this mailer to ourselves—to the

city of Cincinnati. Let us ask what are we
doing? This is a pretty difficult question to

answer. There is considerable talk in oar

midst about it, but it is without the force of

organization or a settled purpose.

There is probably no city in the country

whose prosperity would be advanced as much
by quick and certain transit, between its su-

burbs and center, as Cincinnati. Located

upon a semicircular space of about twenty-

three hundred acres, it is the most densely

populated city in the country, and what is

worse there is no possible way for it to expand,

except upon the beautiful plain, that stretches

northward from the top of Walnut Hills. Al-

ready our people are building extensively

upon the hill sides, and are settled in good

sized villages upon their summits, and are fill-

ing the narrow space from the hill slope to

the river, and are following Mill creek and
the Little Miami bottoms far into the country

;

and thousands find their homes in an adjoin-

ing State.

Our city must grow upon the upper plain of

Walnut Hills, if it is to grow at all, and one

of the most powerful auxiliaries to this growth

would be a rapid and certain means of transit

from the lower to this upper section of it.

Without some such means as this we can

hardly see how this growth and consequent

development are to be brought about.

For the occupants of the slopes and the im-

mediate tops of these hills, it is likely rail-

ways of the narrow gauge or Festiniog pat-

tern will be constructed. They are practical

for such a traffic, and can be built to suit

localities, as they curve about, and rise

upon grades that in ordinary railways are im-

practicable. Indeed, we learn that just such

a scheme is now seriously under consideration

by the denizens of College Hill and vicinity,

and we hope it will be successful.

But the principal relief must come from

railway lines that shall pass through the hills,

and ramify through the plain beyond to meet

the demands of the trade. This is no extra-

ordinary work. It is not comparable with

what is proposed in New York and other

cities of America, or with what has been done

in European cities for such relief.

The partially made tunnel from Deer creek

through the Walnut range illustrates what we
mean, and proves the ease and practicability

of the undertaking. If this work was carried

through, as it most assuredly ought to be, it

would be 9,990 feet long, a distance that can

be safely and easily passed over by rail in the

space of four minutes, and without crossing a

single street or alley, a matter of no small im-

portance. At the termination of this four

minute run opens out one of the most beauti.

ful parts of the whole Miami valley, that with
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such a means of rapid, certain, cheap and

frequent transit, would become densely popu-

lated for many miles around. It would be-

come part of our city, and though separated

from it by a range of hills three hundred feet

high, would be nearer to its business centers

than some parts of the twenty-three hundred

acres within the lower plain.

From the northern terminus of this tunnel

would extend lines of street railroads, as the

city would extend upon this upper plain bring*

ing a business to this channel of communica-

tion with the lower city, th-it would tax its

utmost capacity, and make this now neglected

property altogether the most valuable within

our corporate limits.

In the course of time other channels would

be cut through these hills, meeting local

wants, until, as an eloquent and experienced

gentleman recently remarked in a public argu-

ment upon this subject, " there would be three

tunnels through the Walnut Hills instead of

one, and all would be fully engaged in the

immense traffic that the people of this city

would do among themselves."

This is a subject of great importance to us,

quite as much so as it is with the people of

the city of New York, for whose accommoda-
tion it is proposed to spend one hundred mil-

lions of dollars. Aud it would be well if our

thinking men, and moneyed men, and city

managers, would anticipate the future a little,

and thus save millions of m >nej aud facilitate

our city's prosperity.

"The Eternal Fitness or Things."

"The right man in the right place," is a

trite old maxim, and every one of any experi-

ence in the world knows that without the

right man in the right place, things are very

likely to go wrong. And yet how rarely is

this rule observed by us, even in matters of

the greatest importance? We are so prone

to allow direct influences to swerve us from

our better judgment that we are constantly

committing errors in these particulars, that

bring upon ns the very calamities we seek to

avoid.

In no respect do we make these mistakes,

or allow these influences to interfere with us

60 much, as in the management of our rail-

way corporations. We act as though 'we

thought that because it is a great corporation

to be managed, the common principle of " the

right man in the right place," that we observe

aud insist upon in less important matters, can

be ignored with impunity. There never was

a greater mistake, as we think the history of

nearly every railroad built in this country

proves. It is difficult to tell how many of the

misfortunes that have befallen these great

enterprises can be attributed to the neglect of

this important rule, but we are safe, however,

in saying that much the larger number of

them might have been avoided, if compeleut

men had been their managers.

What else can be expected than blunder^

and frauds, where there are such innumera-

ble opportunities for their commission as the

extensive and complicated affairs of a railway

corporation affords, when men are at the head

who are the merest tyros in the business they

profess to manage, or disqualified for such a

position, by both culture and natural capacity?

Suppose that a disqualified man was at the

head of a large jobbing house, or retail store,

or manufactory, would not every sensible man
who knew it be sure that such jobbing house,

store, or manufactory, would not prosper, or

would most likely fail? Qualification, that

is, an intelligent understanding of the busi-

ness engaged in, together with natural apti-

tudes for it, are the requisites for success, and

are imperatively demanded in everything we

engage in, except politics and railroading.

These are made the spoit and prey of adven.

turers, empirics and demagogues.

Because men have been successful bankers

or lawyers, or mercantile operators, it does

not follow that they are fit for railway mana-

gers. Success in these avocations are good
commendations. Such men usually possess

-that activity, comprehension and keenness of

intellect that capacitate them to win in most

any business they may engage in, but as rail-

roading has become a profession, and that

too, of a high and complicated order, and that

to excel in requires the entire occupation of

the best of brains, it must be learned, like any

other profession, by close application, devo-

tion, and years of practical experience. There

is no "royal road" to knowledge in this pro-

fession, any more than there is to any other,

and therefore to jump, so to speak, from the

business of a life, into this, and expect to be

successful, is to trust more to luck than to

the logical results of experience and good-

sense.

The best managed railroads in America are

those presided over by railroad men, who have

for many years at least made railroading their

business, and who have become proficient

therein. The Pennsylvania Central and Bal-

timore & Ohio companies are examples of

this intelligent and experienced direction.

The results are known to the world.

When railroad stockholders understand

this matter better, or observe it more closely

than they have hitherto done, they will not

allow all sorts of dead weights to be cast upon

the broad corporate shoulders, but will under-

stand that though they seem to load down
others, it is only seems, as it finally falls upon

all in proportion to their individual interest.

Then, and not until then, will railroads rise

to their highest possible standard and pro-

duce results that their projectors have long

claimed ought to flow from them.

Some things can be done as well as others.

But some men can not do these things as

well as others. To insure success, the "right

man must be in tb.3 right place."

Are Railroad Bonds a Good Investment ?

We unhesitatingly answer this oft-repeated

question by saying that first mortgage rail-

road bonds have proved to be among the very

best securities that are offered in our money
markets, because they are perfectly safe, and

pay a good rate of interest.

If we consider the vast amount of such

securities that have been floated, we venture

the assertion that (aside from the national

bonds) they have yielded larger returns, with

less loss of either principal or interest, than

any other investments made by our people,

whether they consider bank stocks, gas stocks,

insurance or manufacturing investments, or

the common favorites, note and mortgage

upon realty.

Remember, we say first mortgage bonds,

because there have been Hoods of mortgage

bonds sent out among our people, most of

which nre as valueless as much of the first

issue of stocks of our railroads. These were

second and third mortgage bonds, or income

bonds, or deferred bonds, or some security

that was subordinate to the first mortgage

lien, and that was placed upou the market

when the companies issuing them were pressed

for means, and sold at speculative prices, and

used to gamble with in the money market,

instead of being held as permanent invest-

ments.

Such securities have no market now. They

would probably not even command what we

have denominated speculative prices, because

their legal status is known, aud experience

proves that they are liable to reverse the rule

that governs the first lieu, and grow worse as

the road they are upon grows better.

What the test of time has demonstrated in

this matter in America, it has done in Europe.

There, such securities as we call first mort-

gage have sustained the highest reputation, so

that any new railway of merit finds little or

no difficulty in capitalizing its first debentures

at good prices.

This, probably, to most of our readers,

would be sufficient proof of the accuracy of

our answer to the question that heads this

article. This is the proof of experience, or

of thorough and continued trial, and worth

all, and more convincing thau all, the theo-

rizing that could be advanced.

But it is interesting t j consider this subject

somewhat in detj.il. Whilst experience has

proven that first railway bonds are safe and
profitable, it has also taught us why they are

so, and why tbey are safer upon some roads

than upon others, and why the exceptionable

cases to this general principle have occurred.

In the first place a railroad must have a

good local traffic, as this business is certain,

and can not very well be taken from it by com-

peting lines. Or else it must hold so com-

manding a position b3tween two important

commercial centers, or in the great thorough-

fare of the country's carrying trade that it can
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not be superseded by ''cutoffs," or sborte

and better and cheaper routes.

Most all our railroads develop a local busi-

ness greater than is anticipated before they

are made, and if this trade was carefully

nourished it is probable that every mile of

railroad made in the country could be brought

to the paying point, upon a legitimate cost

This is the vital principle that underlies the

safety of railroad bonds. The road mutt earn

the money, or it can not pay its obligations,

and it will not be likely to gather these earn-

ings if the country through which it passes,

or the connections it makes, can not supply

the business. This is its debt paying capa-

city, and therefore of the first consideration

to creditors.

The next question of importance is the

perpetuity of this capacity.

Now, mortgages upon real estate, particu-

larly if improved, rather deteriorate in value

than otherwise, by the depreciation of build

ings, &c, or, for many reasons the property

may become less desirable, and therefore less

valuable. But a railroad grows better with

time. It makes its business, effects connec-

tions with other roads, improves its facilities

for traffic, becomes an established thing in the

countrv, to which all other interests accom-

modate themselves. It therefore improves as

a security for its bonds, as well as in its capa-

bilities to meet their coupons regularly, and

to pay the principal sum when due.

Indeed, examine this question as we may,

we shall reach the conclusion that first mort-

gage railroad bonds are about the most desi-

rable investments that our people can place

their surplus capita! in.

Ohio A- Mississippi Railroad.

DIRECTORS' MEETING—ANNUAL REPORT OF 1870

—CHANGE IN THE DIRECTORY.

The directors of this company met at their

room on Fourth street, on the 22d inst., for

the purpose of considering the question of

changing the gauge of the road from six feet

to that of four feet nine inches.

Two directors made vacancies in the board

by resignation, which were filled by the elec-

tion of Daniel Torrence, of New York, as

representing the New York Central road, and

John King, Jr., of Baltimore, in behalf of the

Baltimore & Ohio road.

The directors matured measures to at once

change the gauge as proposed, and directed a

sufficient force upon the work to complete it

by the 1st of August next

Forty new locomotives are ordered to be

built. Ten old engines are to be at once

changed for the new track, and three hundred

new freight cars are to be built as quickly as

possible, and such other improvements are to

be made upon the road as will place it up to

the highest standard of efficiency and conve-

nience for both freight and travel.

The president of the road made an elabo-

rate report upon the earnings and expenses

of tho road for 1870, as well as much other

interesting and valuable matter concerning

the company.

We condense from this report the following

exhibit

:

EARNINGS.

1870. 1809. 1868.

Passengers $1,213,137 5S $1,192,030 03 31,23(1931 92
Freigl.t. .. 1,789 1 3D 55 1 5(I7,«K7 07 I.'i3i>.8l8 96
Exp. and mail... 155,859 94 158,019 '.7 146,239 79

Total $3,168,137 05 $2,915,547 47 $2,904,04'! 65

This is a very handsome advance in busi

ness, and augurs well for the future.

This increase is in part to be attributed to

the business of what is known as the Louis

ville division, which was opened for trade on

the 1st of April, 1870, and for the first nine

months of its operation yielded the sum ol

$89,803 32j and gave to the main line busi-

ness that produced the sum of $145,216 48.

The aggregate expenses paid by the com-

pany during the year amounted to $3,151,

368 46, which includes the following items :

Maintenance of way and structure $609, 173 14

Motive power and cars 374,785 12

Transportation 954,847 16

Damages to property and passen-
gers. 34,860 02

Interest on bonds 443,676 92

Interest on preferred stock 295,276 56

During this period $382,000 of mortgage

bonds and $310,875 of preferred stock were

sold at good rates.

The following is an exhibit of the funded

debt of the company :

Old bonds of all classes, exchange-
able for new consolidated bonds $3,672,000

Consolidated bonds 2,862,850

Total bonds $6,534,850

The total preferred stock $4,030,000
Total common stock 20,196,614

Total stock $24,226,654

Upon the 1st day of January, 1870, the

company had on hand, cash, $110,357.

The cost of the Louisville division, up to

January 1, 1870, was $1,822,289.

The company used during the year, 87 en .

gines, five of which are wood burners.

They own 1,448 cars

The number of passengers carried during

the year, between Cincinnati and St. Louis,

was 384,305.

The number of tons of freight carried during

the year was 664,476.

The gross earnings of the line between Cin-

cinnati and St. Louis, for 1870, was $3,188,-

137. When we consider that in the year

1858 the receipts upon the same line were

only $1,473,310, it shows a steady and satis-

factory advance.

On the whole this is the most interesting

report of this company that has ever been

issued. It shows that the road has a certain

nnd prosperous traffic, and that under good

management, and with the new gauge, it must

rise to a first-class standard.

Tlic Asiatic & European Railway lane.

There exists but one natural depression

across the North American continent It is

fortunatefor the Northern Pacific Railroad

that it is located in this great trough ; unfor-

tunate for other transcontinental enterprises

that they cau find no similar advantage in

other latitudes,

A local value and advantage, in the nick of

time, caused California and San Francisco t>

become the objective points of the Union and
Central Pacific Railroads, and it is as well

that events happened as they did. We can
now safely adopt the proper route, the North-

ern, the more southerly one being completed.

Had the Northern been built first, it is doubt-

ful when, if ever, the Omaha and San Fran-
cisco route would have been constructed.

From the time of Lewis and Clark down to

Whitney and Stevens, the wisest heads have
urged the Upper Missouri and Yellowstme
route, for reasons now obvious, but which then

failed to attract the attention they deserved.

Whitney, a .out 1844, and for several years

both before and after, besought Congress and

public men to listen to his project, but without

avail. He died without seeing the hope of his

heart accomplished. The report of Gov. Ste-

vens, of Oregon, is understood to have been

partially suppressed, as it was in favor of a

route too far north to suit the then Secretary

of War, irom Mississippi, who had official

charge of the reeonnoisance.

While the Union and Central Pacific Rail-

roads cross the hump of the continent, climb-

ing over four successive ranges—the Rocky,

8,235 feet; the Wasatch, 7,463 feet; the Hum-
boldt, 6,169 feet; and the Sierra Nevada,

7,042 feet—the natural configuration of the

land at the point traversed by the Northern

Pacific Railroad presents but one range, the

Rocky, having an elevation at this point of

about 5,000 feet. How is this ? The Rocky

mountain range trends to the north-west, anil

is reached by the Northern Railroad at a point

500 miles west of the meridian where the

Union Pacific strikes it. While the Union

road is traversing the elevated desert from

Cheyenne to the Wasatch, embracing two

grand summits, the Northern route is pursu-

ing the valley of the Yellowstone, at an eleva-

tion more than 3,000 feet below the level of

the Union road. After crossing the Rocky,

the Noithern road reaches the waters of the

Columbia river, and pursues an easy grade to

the Pacific, while the more southerly road has

yet two grand sumaiits to cross, the Humboldt

and the Nevada.

Nature has only hewed one grand gap in

the Sierra Nevada, that traversed by the Co-

lumbia river. There is only one such chance .

fortunately for the world it is in the right

place. Situated further south it would have

injuriously deflected the highway.

Let us accept the situation.

Edward H. Knight.
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The Atlantic &. Great Western Ballroad
to be reorganized and fixed up in tip top
style.

The last mail from Europe brings the new
that at a recent conference in England of the

parties interested in the Atlantic & Great

Western Railroad, it was determined to reor-

ganize the company upon a proper basis, and

place the road in a (irst-elass condition. To
do this, two millions of dollars were at once

provided for, which is to be disposed uf under

the trust of Gen. McClellan, Senator Thurman

and W, B. Duncan.

"It is proposed to issue £-100,000 converti-

ble 7 per cent stock at the price of 75, to meet
the payments that will he necessary in order

to confirm the acts of foreclosure by which the

entire property is to be brought back to the

control of its proprietors. Only £20 uf the

£75 is to be paid up in the first instance, and
this £20 will be returned on or before the let

of September next, if the reorganization of the

company shall not then have been established.

Should the balance be called up, interest will

date from the 1st of March, and the stock will

be redeemable at par within three years (thus

giving a bonus of 25 per cent ), or convertible

at the option of the holders into 7 per cent

first mortgage bonds of the reorganized com-
pany at the price of 80. At the same t me it

is stnted to be probable that only part of the

balance of the subscription price will be called

no, and in ibat case the allotment of each

£100 will be reduced only to the extent of the

sum not required, so that, lor instance, in ad-

dition to the £21) first called only £20 more
be called, the holder of the allotment on which

£10 in all had thus been paid would receive a

definite certificate for £05, the extra £25 re-

presenting the bonus that would accrue from

the paying off of the whole bond at par, and
which is to attach to it in any case. The trus-

tees of the reorganized company are to be

Gen. McClellan, Hon. A. G. Thurman and Mr.

W. B Duncan, and applications for the stock

are to be addressed to Messrs. Bischoffsheim

& Goldsi hmidt. A circular from the presi-

dent of the company which accompanies the

prospectus, describing the position and re-

sources of the undertaking, states, in confirma-

tion of the views originally expressed, that
' since

7

the opening of the line, notwithstanding

the financial difficulties into which it was im-

mediately plunged, the traffic has gone on in-

creasing 300,000 tons annually.' It is under-

stood that the litigation with the Erie company
has been concluded in a satisfactory manner,
that the harmonious working of the two com-
panies has been provided for, and that the only

obstacle to the immediate return of the pro-

perty to the proprietors is the claim of the

Dutch bondholders, which will be'removed by

the payment of their coupons, the money for

which is to be provided by the stock issue now
proposed. * * * The applications for

the £400,000 reorganization stock of the At-

lantic & Great Western Railway already ex-

ceed that amount, and the subscription list,

therefore, will be closed on Thursday, at noon,

for London, and on Friday for the country."

Pennsylvania in the last ten years

gained more in population than any other

Stale in the Union except Illinois. The latter

gaii.ed 800,000; the former 600,000, and more.

What is remarkable in the case of Pennsyl-

vania is that every county in the State made
a gain.

North and South Railways.

For many years we have maintained that

North and South thoroughfares were essential

to the true unity of the country, and that the

time would come when they would do a most

extensive and profitable business. The re-

sults of the war are hastening our anticipa-

tions, and the following interesting letter from

General Rosecrans shows that he has become

an ardent advocate for such line3 of com-

munication.

THEY ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE UNITY OF A GREAT

NATION—OUR STATESMEN SHOULD USE EVERY

LEGITIMATE MEANS TO MULTIPLY THEM.

That immense stream of immigration which,
for the last three centuries, the Old World has
been pouring into the new, fills thoughtful
minds, with ever increasing wonder, present-

ing new phases of human life and new social

and political combinations of the highest
interest and significance.

The history of civilization in the past has
been main y that of the inhabitants of Hit

borders of navigable waters. The incentives

to industry and emulation furnished by those

means of easy intercourse and commerce
seem to have been necessary to elevate men
from the savage state.

Polished urbane manners appear to have
come only from the attrition of individuals,

due to the close contact of the polls -urbs—
city.

But railways, like navigable waters, are

iron rivers affording more easy and rapid

means of commercial and social intercourse
than even rivers, lakes, and oceans.

The electric telegraph is a vaster element
of interchanging thoughts than the most in-

timate city life. It brings into communication
the minds of inhabitants of distant contin-

ents, to-day, more nearly than were those of

inhabitants of neigboring towns one hundred
years ago.

Yet, notwithstanding the introduction of

these new elements, and the wonderful results

they must produce in modern civilization, the

fundamental principles of its development are

unchanged and unchanging. We still live

under the dominion of inexorable laio.

As of old, man continues to be molded by
the forces of nature, and surrounding circum-
stances. As of old, climate, topography, soil,

food, and other conditions, control individual,

social, and political developments. As
formerly, like external conditions give rise to

similar customs and institutions, and unlike

produce diversity. Now, as formerly, popula-

tions surrounded by unchanging external cir-

curustancescrystallize and become immovable.
And they spread more readily on east and
west than on north and south lines—on
isothermal parallels than on meridians; be-

cause less change of habitand life are required

in moving on the former than on the latter.

Inhabitants of the same parallels of latitude

will more readily live under the same political

institutions than those dwelling on the same
north and south lines, which require other

bonds of unity. So railways will more na-

turally be built on easterly and westerly than

on northerly and southerly lines ; and the

habits and tastes of those who live along any
one of these east and west lines will gradually

assimilate, while those of the people on the

banks of the adjoining iron river to the north

or south will be different.

Under the operation of these principles our
country would gradually become divided into
great easterly and westerly belts of population,
differing in character, habits, etc.

Our own national experience proves this to

demonstration We have many eastward and
westward, but few north and south lines, and
the ideas, tastes, and habits of the people are
more alike on the east and west than on
north and south lines, though having the
same origin.

Bat north and south lines are the necessary
bonds to unite the great east and west belts of
differing population. And, since the opera-
tion of natural causes does not so readily pro-

duce them, that unity which our common
Government and aspiring civilization demand
must be secured bv wise statesmanship pro-
viding North and South railways.

Does not our own experience demonstrate
this necessity ? What but comparative non-
intercourse between the great body of the
people North and South made possible the
rebellion ? Had the ppople of the two sec-
lions been accustomed In travel and traffic on
north and south lines of railway at short in-

tervals apart, could even the virus of slavery
have brought upon us the gigantic war which
slaughtered more than half a million of our
bravest and best, and loaded us with debt and
taxation ?

Does anybody believe we would now be one
nation, did not the great Mississippi bind to-

gether the people of the West and South even
as lakes and climate clasp them to the East
by lines of commerce and travel?

No! legislators for the nation, and leaders
of political parlies. Expedients to court
popularity are shams—principles alone will

endure and govern. It', then, you desire the
unity of this nation—if you yearn and are
willing to labor for a newer and higher civiliza-

tion

—

multiply your North and S mlh lines of
railway.

This is a "higher law" which neither sec-

tion nor party, statesman nor political organi-
zation, can disregard with impunity.

Obedience to that law now demands from
Congress needful legislation :

1. In favor of the Cinci nnati Southern Rail-
way, the construction of which in 1856 would
have prevented or greatly shortened the war
of the rebellion, and will soon end Ku-Klux
by filling that region with a thriving popula-
tion.

2. In favor of the other north and south
lines in Louisiana and Texas.

3 The extension of that great national

route, lb<9 Kansas and Pacific, seven hundred
miles southward down the Rio Grande to El
Paso.

4. The Denver City road southward and
northward.

5. The Pacific Coast road from San Diego
to San Francisco.

Let it never be forgotten that north and
south roads are relatively of the greatest na-
tional importance—some of them indispensa-

ble to national unity
;
and that wise statesman-

ship, rather than natural causes, must be
relied upon to insure their construction.

— Chronicle. W. S. Rosecrans.

— John T. Wilson, formerly of Aurora. III.,

and Ass't Master Mechanic on the Union Pa-
cific, has accepted a similar position on the

Central Pacific at Carlin, Nev.

JJ@- About $15,000,000 worth of artificial

flowers are used annually in America. They
are chiefly made in France.
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Newport Wnler Works.

AN ACT to authorize the city of Newport to

supply itself and others with pure water

and to establish water works.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General

Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That the city of Newport, in the county of

Campbell, is hereby authorized to supply itself

and such neighboring towns, cities, communi-

ties and individuals, whether in or out of this

State, as may contract therefor, with pure

water from the Ohio river. And for the pur-

poses of this act may establish works at any

point on the said river within the county of

Campbell, such supply and distributing reser-

voirs as may be deemed necessary, and build

and lay all necessary aqueducts and conduit

pipes, and purchase or condemn lands, ways

and materiuis for the said works, reservoirs,

aqueducts and pipes, and the construction

thereof, and for all necessary appendages

thereto.

Sec. 2. That upon the application of the

city council of the city of Newport to the

county court of Campbell county, the said

court shall appoint three commissioners, two

of whom shall be residents of said county out-

side of the city limits, and the other an en-

gineer cf said city, who shall be sworn faith-

fully to discharge their duties under this act

to the best of their skill and judgment, and

whenever said city shall be unable from any

cause to agree with the owner of any land or

material required for the site or construction

of the said works, reservoirs, aqueducts,

bridges or conduits, or other appendages, it

shall be the duty of said commissioners to

view the land or material required, and to

fix the amount of compensation to which the

owner or owners may be entitled, and to make
out and return to the office of the clerk of the

county court a report in writing, particularly

describing the land or material valued, and

the interest or duration of interest valued, and

the amount, of damages assessed ; the said

report shall give the name of the owner and

state whether such owner is a resident of the

county, and whether a married woman, infant

or person of unsound mind. The clerk shall

file the report, endorsing thereon the time of

its being tiled, and if the owner resides in the

county he shall forthwith issue a summons
commanding the owner to appear and show

cause why said report should not be confirmed,

which summons shall be forthwith executed

by the sheriff oa other officer to whom it may
be delivered. The re.port shall stand for hear-

\na at any term of the county court commen-
cing not less than ten days after the execu-

tion of the summons. If the owner is not a

resident of the county, the court, at the first

term after the report shall have been filed,

shall appoint an attorney to delend for such

owner, who may file exceptions at any time

not later than the next terra, and upon excep-

tions being filed by tlie owner or by an attor-

ney to delend fur him, or by the city of New-
port, the court shall, unless upon questions of

law arising upon their face the said exceptions

be overruled, order a jury to be empaneled
forthwith to try the facts m issue, uuless for

good cause shown the trial shall be continued.

If no exceptions be tiled, the report shall be

confirmed, and upon the confirmation of the

report, or the verdict of the jury in case of ex-

ception, this court shall render judgment con-

demning the laud or materials, and upon
tendering the amount assessed, in either ease,

to the owner or into court, the city shall be

awarded a writ of possession, to issue lorth-

.with: Provided, That in all cases an appeal

shall lie from the judgment of the county

court to the circuit court within sixty days,

and from thence to the court of appeals, but

no such appeal to the circuit court shall sus-

pend the execution of any writ of possession :

Provided, That nothing herein shall exempt
said city from being compelled to comply with

the judgment of the court of appeals, and to

perform the judgment of the circuit court

thereunder.

Sec. 3. That for the purpose of raising

money to construct the said water works,

reservoif-s, aqueducts, conduits, and necessary

appendages, the city council of the city of

Newport is authorized to issue the bonds of

the city to an amount not exceeding three hun-

dred thousand dollars, payable not more than

thirty years after date, with semi-annual inte-

rest coupons attached for a rate of interest not

exceeding eight per centum per annum*, and to

sell and dispose of the same and receive the

proceeds thereof. The said bonds and the

coupons attached shall be a lien upon all the

real and personal estate liable to taxation in

the city of Newport to the extent of the an-

nual taxes thereon for this purpose, and upon

all the properly of every description pur-

chased, condemned, constructed or used by

the city for the purpose of supplying pure wa-

ter as aforesaid, which liens shall have prece-

dence except as to State taxes.

Sec. 4. The city council shall, by ordinance,

provide for the form of the said bonds and
the manner of their attestation, and where

they and the coupons shall be made payable,

and in the same ordinance shall levy an an-

nual tax upon all the taxable property of the

city to pay the several instalments of interest

and to provide for a sinking fund to redeem
the principal at maturity, or any part or the

whole thereof before maturity : Provided,

That this section and the preceding one, to-

gether with the said ordinance, shall be print-

ed or engraved on the back of each of the

bonds to be issued in pursuance of this act.

Sec. 5. The fund hereby authorized to be

raided shall be a separate fund, and the re-

ceipts and disbursements of the same shall be

under the control and direction of the city

council. No money shall be paid except on

warrants signed by the city clerk and coun-

tersigned by the president of the city council,

upon a vote of the council, or such executive

or water works committee as it may appoint

Sec. 6. The city council shall have power,

from lime to time, to fix the rates for supply-

ing water to the citizens and such others as

they may supply, and to contract for the rates

to supply other cities, towns and communities,

but all excess over and above the actual ex-

penses shall be paid into the sinking fund to

redeem the said bonds and pay the interest

thereon, until the said bonds shall be fully

redeemed, principal and iuterest, when the

excess of water rates shall be paid into the

city treasury, and go to lessen the general

city taxes.

Sec. 7. In the construction of said water

works the city council of Newport are autho-

rized to acquire, make, construct and own,

such necessary avenues, ways, bridges and
aqueducts, including a bridge and aqueduct
across the Oaio river, and the necessary

appurtenances thereto, not interfering with

the navigation of said river, buildings, via-

ducts and ornamental grounds as may be

deemed necessary or convenient for the same,
and to pass such rules and ordinances, and
establish such police regulations and appoint

such officers to enforce the same as may be

necessary for the proper protection of said

property, not inconsistent with the laws of

this State. The assessment of said water

works and appurtenances for taxation shall be

as may from time to time be provided by gen-

eral law.

Sec. 8. That if any person or persons shall

willtully, by any means whatsoever, injure or

destroy any portion of the water ,jipe8, hy-

drants or fixtures, or any part of the pumps,

engines, buildings, avenues, viaducts, bridges,

reservoirs or other appendages of said water

works, or shall willfully let on the wa'er to

flow after ii has been btopped in accordance

with the rules provided to be enacled in the

foregoing section of this act, or shall throw or

cause to be thrown filth or dirt into, or other-

wise render impure, the water used or fur-

nished by said water works, such person or

persons, upon conviction thereof, before the

proner authorities, shall be liable for all dam-
ages occasioned by such act or acts, and shall

furthermore be considered guilty of a misde*

meanor and may be fined at the discretion of

the jury in any sum not exceeding one thou-

sand dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding

one year, or both. And it shall also, in like

manner, be unlawful and with like penalties,

for any person or persons to erect, construct

or operate any slaughter house, tannery or

like manufacturing establishment, or do any

other thing to injure or render impure the

water of said water works, on the banks of the

Ohio river or the streams emptying into the

same, within two miles above the pumping
house of said water works. This section shall

in no wise be considered as changing the law

in relation to arson or house burning, or will-

fully setting fire to any of the buildings or

other structures hereby authorized to be

erected

Sec. 9. When said water works shall have

been built and put in operation, or sooner, if

in the opinion of said city council it shall be

to the interest of said city to do so, the man-
agement and prudential affairs connected

therewith and thereto belonging, shall be en-

trusted to a board of trustees, to be called the

trustees of the Newport water works, which

shall be composed of five members, one of

whom shall be the president of the city court"-

feil, one member of the city council, elected

by that body, and three citizens of Newport,

elected by the people, at the usual time, and

in the same manner as other city officers are

elected, and who shall serve for six years, ex-

cept that those elected at the first election

shall be classified, so that the term of one of

ihem shall expire at the end of two years, one

at the end of four years, and one at the end

of six years, and one trustee shall be in like

manner, elected every two years, after the ex-

piration of the term of the trustee whose term

first expires. All the powers, privileges and
immunities conferred by this act on the said

city council of Newport, or otherwise, except

as to passing the ordinance for the issuing the

bonds authorized to be issued, the levying of

the tax to pav the interest, and to liquidate

the said bonds, and the management, of the

sinking fund, are hereby bestowed and con-

ferred upon the said board of trustees

Sec. 10. For the faithful discharge of their

duties, the said trustees shall be duly sworn

on oath to be administered by the mayor of

the city of Newport, and give a bond with

good security to said city, conditioned as may
from time to time be ordained by the council.

They shall keep a record of their doings and

proceedings, and shall once a year, or ol'tener

if required, make a report to the city council.

The said board of trustees shall annually elect

one of its members president of said board.

Upon the organization of said board they may
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employ a clerk and such other assistants or

officers as the duties ot the board may require,

and from time to time fix and regulate their

salaries. The management and control of

the water works fund, except as herein other-

wise provided, shall vest in the board of trus-

tees. Moneys shall be drawn from said fund

only by a vote of the board, upon warrants

signed by the clerk of the board, and counter-

signed by the president of the board of trus-

tees. The city treasurer shall be the treasurer

of the water worlis fund. The trustees shall

be liable to removal by the circuit court, for

just cause, upon suit instituted by the order of

city council, subject to appeal to the court of

appeals. In case of vacancy occasioned by

death, resignation or otherwise, the city coun-

cil shall by appointment fill the same, until

the next city election.

Sec. 11. This act shall take effect from and
aftents passage.

AN ACT to amend an Act, entitled "An Act
to authorize the city oj Newport to supply

itself and others with pure water, and to es-

tablish water works." Approved January

26, 1871.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That tor the purpose of facilitating the con-

struction, completion, and extension of the

water works authorized to be constructed by
said act, approved January Ztilh, 1871, when-

ever, at any time, before the completion of

said water works, and the furnishing of water

to the citizens of Newport, or thereafter, in

the opinion of the city council ot the city of

Newport, it shall be deemed to be the interest

of said city to sell, convey and dispose of the

same, or any part thereof, not including, un-

der any circumstances, the supply main, and
distributing pipes connected with said works,

used to supply said city of Newport with wa-

ter, to any individuals, trustees, or corpora-

tion, either in or out of the State, they are

hereby authorized to do so: Provided, That
in case of any such sale, transfer or convey-

ance, provision is made, by contract, for the

proper and full supply of the city of Newport
with pure water for all purposes; said cuntract

shall be based upon an equitable pro rata cost

of pumping, storing, and supplying the same
to the distributing pipes, and shall not exceed

the maximum price at which said supply of

water shall be furnished by the purchasing

party to the city council or board of water

works trustees of the city of Newport of five

cents per one thousand gal Ions of water ; and no

charge, howsoever, shall bu made for waier

used for extinguishing fires, the supply of the

public buildings, or other public use: And pro-

vided further, Such sale or transfer shall in

no wise convey from the city council of the

city of Newport, or the board of water works

trustees, in the before- mentioned act author-

ized to be elected* the control or regulation of

the rates or charges for water, to consumers
thereof, in the city of Newport; neither shall

the rates or charges for water to consumers

in said city, in case of such sale, ever be

higher than is now charged by the water

works board of Cincinnati, or may hereafter

be charged, for similar service of water to

citizens or consumers of water in the city of

Cincinnati, or other city that may purchase

said works and be supplied with water there-

from. The price contracted to be paid for

said water works, or any portion of the same,

shall not be less than their actual cost, or the

cost of such portion ; and the sum received

be applied to the liquidation of the debt au-

thorized to be created by said act. The

rights, powers, and immunities conferred on
the city council of Newport by said act, to ac
quire, construct and operate said water works
and appurtenances, except as to condemning
lauds, issuing bonds in the name of the city

of Newport, levying a tax on the property of

the citizens of the city of Newport; also to

control, manage, and extend the supply and
distributing pipes ; to manage the water works
fund of the city of Newport; and fixing and
regulating the rates of charges for the supply

of water to the citizens and consumers of wa-

ter in the city of Newport, and such other

powers as are inherent to the proper manage-
ment and control of the above, and which are

hereby expressly reserved to said city council

or board of water works trustees of the ciiyof

Newport, shall, in case of such sale, transfer.

or conveyance, provided for in this amend-
ment, inure to, and be conferred upon, the

purchaser in like manner, and as fully as they

are by said act conferred upon said city.

Sec. 2. Upon the completion of the con-

struction of the aqueduct and bridge across

the Ohio river, authorized to be constructed

by the above cited act, it shall be lawful to

collect tolls for traffic across the same ; the

said tolls shall be, for similar traffic, the same,

or no more, than is now allowed by law to be

charged by the Newport & Cincinnati Bridge

Company for traffic across their bridge.

Sec. 3. This act shall take effect lrom and
after its passage.

Iron Instead of Wood for Building.

Architecture in our large cities owes much
to iron, and the debt, increases year by year.

It seems but yesterday that the first experiment
was ma le by way ot testing the usefulness of

iron for building purposes; and many a New
Yorker can remember that tali structure in Cen-
ter street, in whose erection this material for the

first time bore a prominent part. .For years
afterward no other attempt was made in the

same direction. But, meanwhile, the facilities

for obtaining and working iron increased, and
by degrees builders made room in their minds
for the idea that, iu the essentials of strength,

durability, and variety of adaptation, iron might
possibly be the equal of any other material.

This step gained, architects gave countenance
to the novelty, and giving a reign to tasteful

fancy, soon educated the public mind to an ap-

preciation of the new building material. The
final triumph is seen in the many beautiful

specimens of iron architecture wnich ornament
our principal streets.

That this has been a development of -vast

practical utility, no one will now question
; the

only wonder is that it was delayed so long,

i.apitalists have been compelled to recoguize the

advantages uffere.l by a building material which
combines that blissful element, economy, with
every other essential of success. Uegiuniug
with the minor trimmings, builders have goue on
progressively until beams, girders, arches, tluted

columns, massive pillars, and finally entire

fronts, furnish iron with a most varied field of

usefulness. When whole squares are occupied

with a single iron structure, like that of

Stewart's retail store, and iron arches like

those of the new Vanderbilt depot, may safely

span a space of three hundred feet, it becomes

a matter of doubt whether we have at present

made more than a mere beginning in the use of

this metal.

liut there is another view which it is neces-

sary to take of this subject, in the interests of

the public. There is danger of taking too much
for granted, both as to the safety and durability

of some of these hastily erected iron buildins-s.

And, even in those rrost oarefully constructed,

defects of a fatal sort may too easily find ad-
mission. It is safe to assume that compara-
tively few of the thousands of heams and
girders, upon which so much depends, are very
rifforouslv tested before they are put in their

place. Elsewhere, if not here, there has been
discovered much faulty construction in this par-
ticular. The too general use of slight iron
columns, as a support to beams, is open to ad-
verse criticism. Often, perhaps usually, a
structure of double width has no central support
other thnn these iron pipe stem", which are thus
made to do duty for substantial partition walls.

In the absence of any system of preliminary
testing, the e is no guarantee against the
" ca^in? in," at any time, of the whole struc-

ture. W here, as otten happens, floor after floor,

from cellar to attic, is made dependent upon
such frail stays as I he-e, it becomes a very
practical question how far it may be wise to

carry this hazard uis experiment.
The ace-pied theory that, iron buildings are

fire-proof, or that an admixture of iron ren-
ders other structures fire-proof, is not always
borne out by experience. It is alledged by some
that the effect of heat upon the iron components
of a L'uilding is to warp and weaken them to a
degree whicu increases the danger of destruc-

tion. But a well-built edifice of iron is capable
of withstanding till ordinary ace'dents. and by a
system of preliminary testing, and the use of

stouter columns, many of the other dangers re-

ferred to may be diminished.

—

N. Y. Times.

Compressed Air as a Motor.

In an able paper by Mr. J. F. Raskins, ap-
pearing in the Engineering and Alining Journal,

we glean some interesting statements concern-
ing the history of this subject. Mr. Ha-kins,
who is an earnest advocate of the system, in-

forms us that there exist three plans underlying
its utilization as far as the subject has been de-

veloped. These are "the water column," ''the

piston immersed in water," and the "piston

simply packed and lubricated by water or other

fluids." Of the first class we are informed that

there are several varieties, all, in the op nion
of the author, containing in them the elements
of success.

They operate upon the the general plan of

starting and stopping a column of water.

Those at Mont Cenis are stated to have been
very successful and economical. They have
small engines actuated by compressed air, which
operate the induction and eduction valves.

They are placed at an inclination, drawiug
their supply of water from cisterns, thus in-

suring clean water. With them they compr^BS
air to 60 and 70 pounds io the inch, and some-
times more, as they may require. Other ap-

paratus, depending on a column of water for

its power, has been constructed, and there are

seveial parties now experimenting in that di-

rection.

Of the immersed class of compressors we are

told that there are also several. They Ho well

tor low pressures, but not as well for high ooes,

the difficulty being that the p ston, io miving,

has also to move a large body of water, which,

of course, absorbs an amount of power equal to

its own inertia.

Concerning the vital point of transmission,

the opinion is ventured, based upon the exten-

sive experience at the Hoosac Tunnel opera-

tions, that no difficulty is experienced.— Jour-

nal Franklin Institute.

ggg- The Phoenix Iron Company, of Phcenix-

ville are now manufacturing the material for

the international bridge to cross the Niagara

river, at Buffalo, aud auotner to cross the Mis-

sissippi at Rojk Island. The latter will be the

heaviest structure of the kind in the world.
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Paper Car Wheels.

Our attention is called to a new car wheel
which we have examined as thoroughly as pos-

sible without taking the work to pieces. This

wheel—that is, the body of it.—is male of paper,

and Messrs. R. N. Allen and S. \V. Kimball, of

Brandon, Vermont, have secured a patent
therefor.

Two trucks, of six wheels each, were made at

Brandon for trial. After running nearly a year
on Eastern roads they were transferred to a car

of Pullman's Palace Car Co 's line, under which
lhey have been used several months, and ehow
no signs of wear. Their construction is diffi-

cult to describe in detail without drawings and
diagram^, lhey consist, however, mainly of a

tight filling between tire aid hub, of pressed

paper—paper of tue best, fiber, subjected to a
pressure of a ton and a half to the square inch.

But few, we suppose, are conversant with the

capabilities of compressed paper. The very
test "calender rolls"—used in fiuishing "sized"

paper, and for some other purposes, are made of

pressed paper, in preference to ivory, bone, steel,

or other material. Toe reasons are that it is

not only almost wholly inelastic, but yields

nothing to climatic changes. Hot or cold, wet
or dry, paper ihus treated rpmtins the same.
When sutlioienily pressed, it may be treated as

bard wood is ; it may be turned ia a lathe, holes

may be drilled or bored in it, it is susceptible of

a high degree of polish, etc. In short it is un-
like a ything and everything but itself. The
inventor conceived the idea of using pressed

pappr in the construction of car wheels, because

wood and all other substances thus far tried

have been found objectionable in one point or

another. Paper would seem to answer the pur-

pose admirably because it is noiseless; it does

not swell nor shrink with the weather, it affords

a stay to the tire and a latteral support in turn-

ing curves, aDd at the same time adapts itself

to any trifling inequality of the inner surface

of the surrounding tire, which wood or iron fail

to do; and, finally, it seems to he stronger than
any other material—many times stronger than
any other material of the same weight—of

which a wheel can possibly be made. Wood has
been tried, not altogether with success, and the

objections to steel "skeleton," or "corrugated,"

or "patent spokes" wheels are well understood.

In these wheels, the usual steel tire with its

"rail flange" is used. Upon the axle, as a cen-

ter, two heavy, cast-iron flanges are fastened

parallel to each other at right angles with the

axle, and in the plane of the diameter. The
inside one has an 8-inch radius, the outside one
completely covering the outer disk, and over-

lapping the tire half an inch. Through the

compressed paper, from flange to flange, are

passed strong bolls of the best iron, secured by
nuts "screwed home" firmly, and near enough
together to hold the paper in its place, without
unnecessary cutting away of its fibre or weak-
ening the flanges. And it is worthy of note,

that it has never been found necessary to tighten

a nut on any of them from the first day of opera-

tion to the present! The paper forms a solid

wall between the axle and the tire, the flanges

doing nothing but keep the paper in proper
posiuon. The strain comes upon thepaper— the

tire, of course, doing its duty as in eveiy other

wheel.
We can not too highly commend the liberal

enterprise of the Pullman Co. in their settled

policy and determination to "get the best" in

every branch of car manufacture, regardless of

expense, whether of money, time, or skill. The
history of car building under their auspices is

p'e-eminently the history ot the most marked
and most needed improvements in whatever is

essential to safety and comfort, as well as ele-

gance in passenger equipmeut. We may be
sure, as regards the paper wheel, that they will

not adopt or recommend it unless it proves itsel

superior to any other known device, and its

adoption on their cars is equally a foregone

conclusion should its superiority in all essen-

tial respects be thus demonstrated. We shall

look, therefore, to results of farther experiments

now making with great interest, and trust that

capitalist and railway managers here will take

a like interest therein.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE, publinliea in

Chicago, by A. N. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 21 pages, as large as these of Every Saturday-

It contains a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

gress of neiv roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let aid to be let, summaries of annual reports

illustrated descriptions^ railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civi|

and mechanic'jl engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance
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RECEIVERS SALE.

Jacob T. Mnrtz, Receiver of 1

the Cincinnati and Macki-
naw Railroad Company, [ The State of Ohio. Do.t1z*

p ainliff, f County Common Pleat, No.
vs. | 3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said |

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alias order of sale made by the Court of
Common Pleas, within and for the connly of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Ttrm. A. L>. lrt>8, of said Coutt,

in the above entitled case, and to me, as Receiver, appointed
by said Court, uf the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-

road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-

cry, -it. the dour of the Court-house, in Greenville, in said

County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,

at the hour of m2 o'clock1
, P. M., of «aid day, the folloiriDg

described properly, rights, franchisee, &c, of the said Cin-
cinnati and Mackinaw Itailroad Company, situ <te and being
in the counties ot" Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert, in said

State of Ohio, to-wit: The Road Bed *nd right of way of

the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a

railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, iu Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of
Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van Wert, in

said last named county, in the Slate of Ohio, including the

bridges fixtures, and culverts, railroad ties nn the same, or

intended lortliesnid road, together wiih the right of way
owned and held by said Company for the construction of

its said road, together with all the rights and franchises of

sud Company for the construction of and maintaining its

road In the said State of Ohio, together with all other

property real »nd personal, belonging to said Company, in

said State of Ohio, iutended to be used in the construction

of its sail road.

Appraised at Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Turns of Sale, Casu, W. A. WESTON,
Receiver, Ctn. & Mack, R. R. Co.

C. Calkins, Attorney ; March 33, 1871. 23-*-70, M.
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The Development of Wealth and Iudustry
in the United Stales.

One of the curious things in the progress of

the United States is the comparatively little

effect which the war, its losses and debts, had

on the development of industry and popula-

tion. That it had some effect, and in com-

parison with small communities a great one,

there is no doubt; but that effect was not a

fourth part of what even the most intelligent

persons supposed. In the four years of the

war, it is estimated that 500,000 persons died,

who were in some way connected with the war,

who were killed, died of wounds or diseases

and sufferings caused by the war. This gives

an average of 125,000 each year. But a care-

ful estimate of deaths in the usual ratio for

our then population shows that there were

about 600,000 deaths per annum. The num-

ber who died of the war, therefore, did not

make but 21 per cent, of the whole, and a

large part of them would have died naturally

at home. It therefore appears that the actual

deaths caused by the war had but little influ-

ence directly on the increase of papulation,

but indirectly it had more influence. For ex-

ample, the number of marriages in Ohio were

diminished 5,000 per annum during the war.

This was caused by the fact that the great

body of those who went to the war were young

unmarried men. The number of births, in

the year after the war, were of course dimin-

ished in proportion; and ihe same was true

throughout the country. When the census of

1870 was taken, the ratio of increase was

diminished, but the actual increase was pro-

digious. Then the increment, the actual

amount added, in each decennial period, was

as follows:

From 1790 to 1800 1,375,000
" 1800 to 1810 1.924,000
" 1810 to 1820 2,399,000
" 1820 to 1830 3,228,000
" 1830 to 1840 5,134,000
" 1840 lo 1850 6,122,000
" 1850 lo 1860 8,252,000
" 1860 to 1870 7,500,000

Thus we see that, in actual increase, the

amount in 1870 was only 700,000 less than in

the previous ten years; and, as I he returns

are yet imperfect, it may be there is no de-

crease. The decrease of immigration caused

by the war had also a great effect; but with

all these causes, we see the aclual increase of

population in ten years is near eight millions.

The increase of weallh is even in greater pro-

portion; but before we estimate that, let us

turn to the effect of this vast increase of popu-

lation on Ihe weallh and prosperily of the

next ten years; for this is the most interesting

of all these problems. Look at it Of 8,000,-

000 of people 1,600,000 are able bodied men.

If they were all common day laborers they

could not get less than $1 per day, or at 300

working days in the year $480,000,000 in a

year; in ten years $4,800,000,000. The ac-

tual loss of perishable material consumed by

this population can not be estimated at half

that. The gain by machinery in these days

is supposed lo equal that by human labor.

Then, without reference to arts or commerce,

we have in the next ten years $5,000,000,000

added to the weallh of the country by the in-

crement added to the population of the coun-

try since I860. But this increment is but

slightly over a fifth part of the whole, so that

on this basis twentyfire thousand millions of
dollars will be added to the wealth of the

country by 1880. Call it $20,000,000,000!

and you will see that allowing for annual in-

terest the additional wealth in 1880 will be

ten times the entire national debt! One per

cent, annually on the increase of wealth in this

country will pay off the entire national debt!

If this be correct, and it is entirely demonstra-

ble, the reader can see what a period of extra-

ordinary activity, industry and commercial

advance must be made in the next ten years.

Nothing but the hand of Providence, in some
extraordinary calamity, can prevent such a

result.

But let us test this increase of wealth by a

reference ti the facta of the last ten years.

A few days since we gave the material facts

in the railioad progress, by which it appeared

that in ten years, from 1860 to 1870, the num-

ber of miles of railroad added were 23,000,

and the increase of capital no less than

$1,300,000,000. This vast increase was in the

single department of transportation, one of

the least of the depaitment* of industry. This

is one of the modes in which ihe new labor is

applied; and this progress is going on with

even increased rapidity.

Take the increase of foreign commerce,

which is represented by imports and exports,

the aggregate for two decennial periods has

been

:

In 1851 $439,167,366
" 1861 715,560,434
" 1871 1,020,000,000

We see that the increase of foreign com-
merce has been as great from 1860 to 1870,

as from 1850 to 1860. This is a sort of unit

representing the profits of commerce.

Tuke another test. It is ascertained that

the increase of industrial products from I860

to 1870 is 50 percent. This represents the

advunoe in the aclual resulti of labor. On
the basis of 30,000,000 population, labor rep-

resents 18,000,000,000 in ten years, and 50

per cent, of that is $9,000,000,000 (nine thou-

sand millions of dollars), nnd thus we see

another and the greatest element of advance.

Let ns lake another, the value of properly.

After taking off (by act of legislature) $180,-

000,000 from the valuation tnnde by the aBsef-

sors, the value of property in Ohio was an in-

crease of $500,000,000 on that of 1860 Ohio

is about the 14th part of the American Union.

And thus you see that in the mere mutter of

naked properly, at low valuations, seven thou-

sand millions of dollars were added to the

value of 1860.

We present these facts as conclusive evi-

dence of the vast and altogether unprece-

dented progress of wealth in this country.

Indeed, our own prior history does not furnish

a reliable precedent for the present Not only

do other nations present no parallel to this,

but nothing in the hislory of the whole human

race presents a parallel to the growth, strength

and prosperity of this nation. May God guide

it to a successful issue!

Springfield and Cincinnati Railroad.

"Lebanon, Ohio, April 3d, 1871.

" Editors R. R. Record: Gents.—At a little

conference among a few o( our citzens to-day,

ihe question of the whereabouts of the Spring-

field and Cincinnati Railroad came up, and as

we were, either separately or collectively, un-

able to tell much about it, except that it was

making very much such a noise a little way

east of us as it made here a short time ago,

we thought we would write you for the infor-

mation, knowing that you keep posted upon

such matters.

"Can you tell us where it is, or where it is

going to be, if it is to be at all, and bow far

the thing has dragged itself along, or been

dragged along by some one, and whether any

one is being fooled by it again, or whether it

has got over such tricks, etc.

I write for a few of the humbugged sub-

scribers
"

C. Gr.

Well, this is piling it on rather thick, and

if it was not that this Springfield and Cincin-

nati speculation is an old friend of ours, to
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which we have often before paid our compli-

ments, we should hardly attempt to gratify C,

G. and the " few humbugged subscribers " he

represents. We can 't answer all his ques-

tions now at any rate, and we have no idea

that if we sought the parties who are manag-

ing this itinerant corporation, and solicit the

information our friends seek, we should be

any the wiser, and, consequently, neither

would they.

Our humbugged friends, for whom we deeply

sympathize, ought to have learned by this time

(and from what they write we think they have)

that a railroad, like most other things, has an

inside as well as an outside, and that the out-

side is usually not the visible sign of the true

state or condition of the inward. And that,

as the inside workings are more powerful than

those of the outside, they rule, and therefore,

to judge what'3 up by seeing what's out, is

merely to guess, and, consequently, be wrong

quite as often, if not oftener, than to be

.right.

Really, there is no rule by which this

phenomena can be explained. Thus far it has

baffled the skill of our ablest men to solve.

Even the actors in such matters say they

don't understand it, and can't account for it,

though they all become affected in pretty

nearly the same way, differing only in inten-

sity, according to disposition and tempera-

ment, and culture in the mysterious business.

Our friends, who confess themselves to have

been humbugged by one of these things, will

therefore, cot expect us, we hope, to answer

the questions they crowd into the last para-

graph of their letter. We assure them that

we are not of the insides of it, to begin with,

and next, if we were, they would probably be

the last persons on earth to give credence to

what we would say upon this matter.

Our "being posted" therefore, does us very

little good in thi3 case, except so far as con-

cerns the outward and unconcealed doings

and expressions of this Springlield and Cin-

cinnati organism, which we suppose C. G. and

his associates know something of, if not as

much as ourselves.

All we know is, that this company was

organized to construct a railroad from Spring-

field to this city, through the counties of

Clarke, Greene, Warren, Butler, and Hamil-

ton. But, that afterward it concluded to

verify the old maxim, that "the longest way

round is the shortest way home," and to go by

Dayton and include Montgomery county.

And they have done a great deal of survey-

ing, of the rambling order we should think ;

and also proceeded to obtain the right of way

before the line is definitely located, or the

owners of the property through which this

road is to pass advised whether the cuts and

fills are to be very shallow or very deep. This

13 a little unusual, we think, but may be all

right with this company. We hope so at any

rate.

And then they have bought a large tract of

very valuable land for depot uses some where are probably to meet a local question, and

near the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
j

worthy of the consideration of the people of

depot grounds, which they are to pay for " if
the road is built, or the company needs it."

So says our informant. This is a well timed

precaution and bound to inspire faith in the

economy of the managers of this organiza-

tion.

And again, so we learn from the daily press,

this company is pressing a bill through the

Legislature of Ohio, by which they can con-

demn to their own use the track or tracks of

a competing line through the city of Dayton,

and of Cincinnati too, we suppose, if the

humor should so direct them. And this too,

before they have defined their own route be-

tween these points, or cast a shovelfall ofearth

toward the construction of their own road.

To some folks this may seem a little pre-

mature, but it is only those who are not intel-

ligent upon such matters a»d who have so

failed to see the equity of this measure as to

call it a Plunder Bill, and say that the legis-

lature would disgrace itself to pass such a

law.

There are such obtuse people most every

where, and while they are very annoying, they

are necessary, we suppose, "to make up the

world," and we must put up with them the

best we can.

Now, this is about the extent of what we

can tell our correspondent and his friends.

" Where it is going to be," " or if it is to be at

all," "or who is dragging it," "or who is fooled,

etc.," it is impossible for us to positively say"

They must draw their own conclusions. We
have drawn ouis clear out, and await patiently

the proof of the soundness of our judgment,

that time only can give.

The Gallipolis, McArthur «fc Columbus
Railroad.

We give place this week to a long and inte-

resting letter from the energetic president of

this road, in which he treats, first, upon the

character, value and condition of his work,

and second, advances some original and valu-

able thoughts upon the relative merits of the

4 ft. 8J and the new narrow or 30 inch gauge

for railroads.

Mr. Langley shows that he has the object of

his charge deeply at heart, and that he is mov-

ing it forward with that sort of strength and

earnestness that must overcome all obstacles,

and lead him on to success. Certainly such

zeal in so good a cause ought to command
the highest public confidence and respect, and

we shall be much mistaken if the people of

the country this road is intended to supply,

do not partake of Mr. L.'s enthusiasm, and

come to his aid with all the resources in their

power. To do otherwise would be to sleep

upon their rights, and lose perhaps one of the

best opportunities they ever wiil Lave for a

splendid material prosperity.

Mr. Langley's reflections upon the "gauges"

his section of the country. He has evident'y

thought upon the subject, and, as he says,

read all that be could find to read upon it.

His views are, therefore, entitled to respect.

Yet we are of the opinion that this "war of

the gauges," like the old one upon the same

question, years ago, will not be settled by dis-

cussion, but by actual experiment.

We urge all parties interested in the G,
McA. & C. R. R. to read Mr. Langley's letter

carefully. It will pay them to do so.

Gallipolis, March 28tb, 1871.

Eds R. R. Record:—I notice in your issue

of the 23d instant an article headed, " Galli-

polis, McArthur & Columbus Railroad Com-
pany," in regard to which road [ propose to

make a few remarks :

By 1 he proposed route, or rather routes (for

several are proposed), for said road, we enter

the great coal and iron ore bed of southern

Ohio at 19 to 20 miles from this place, and

from this point pass continuously through said

belt to Logan in Hocking county, being from

40 to 45 miles. And if lucated on the best

route, the road will not be at any time in that

distance one mile from heavy beds of coal

and iron ore of superior quality, besides lime-

stone, burrstone, fire clay, salt water, and

agricultural products, in almost unlimited

quantities; and while the general topography

of the country, for two tiers of counties back

from the river, is very rough and hilly, we find

that we can get a location for our road with-

out at any time passing two miles from an air

line from here to McArthur, in Vinton county

And that if located on the best route, all things

considered, viz: business, distance, grades,

curves and cost, it will not cost over from

$7,000 to $9,000 per mile to grade, bridge and

prepare it for the track, and I have my doubts

whether it can not be done inside of $7,000

per mile, and I have no doubt but the old

road bed from McArthur's station to Logaa

(about 27 miles) can be prepared for the track"

including about 9 miles not yet graded, at a

cost not exceeding $75,000; but to build the

road for those figures the best location must

be selected, the most strict economy must be

practiced, middlemen, brokers and agents

must be avoided as much as is practicable,

the work must not be commenced until the

company is prepared to carry it through to

the finishing of the grading without having it

saddled with a large floating debt; every man
employed by the company must be required

to perform his full duty.

The amount of work done and donated to

the company, with the right of way through

(which has nearly all been donated to the

company), is doubtless worth $150,000; and

about $300,000 tc $325,000 (of which the larger

portion is already subscribed) more should,

and I have no doubt will, prepare the road

bed for the track. And with such a basis aa
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this donation gives, with the advantageous

routes for a cheap road, and the immense

traffic (he route promises, the stock of the

company should always be worth a large pre-

mium, as each subscriber will have a propor-

tiotnite interest in the donation. The route

is so favorable, and presents so many advan-

tages for a very heavy business, that I have

no doubt but the road will pay heavy dividends

to stockholders from the start, and, if they de-

siie it, enable them to hold as a sinking fund

for the redemption of their mortgage debt

(which may be created for the superstructure

of the road) or to be used for the improve-

ment of the road, the dividends on the above

donation. The mineral and other resources

on and near the line of this mad will supply it

with all the work it can do for ages.

Messrs. Paul Brothers, in your last issue, in

their argument in favor of a narrow gauge

railroad, say, "A railroad 50 miles in length

[I suppos-e they refer to a 4 ft 8 in. gauge],

we will not over estimate it if we say it costs

$30,000 per mile, total cost §1,500,000." I

think we can build a number one or first class

road through to Logan for materially less than

|20,000 per mile.

Again, they say, "You admit the narrow

gauge to be cheaper, so do we. And now

Ohio is suffering for want of more mileage of

railroads, and not for want of capacity in the

present lines, as there is not a road in this

State that could not do more than it is now

doing." If such is the case, why would it

not be good policy for the projectors of a tail-

road just to consider what amount of business

their ruad would probably command at the

start, and build their road to meet that de-

mand; if the business would be light, regu-

late their grades to meet it by following as

near as practicable the natural grade of the

ground; they could regulate the cost of their

road bed according to the amount of grade

they gave it. If they had to run light trains

in proportion to their capacity over their

road, they pass with high speed over much

higher grades than are usually adopted. When

if running with trains up to the full capacity

of their engines on the narrow gauge road,

which they would undoubtedly have to do if

they took what might be half a load for the

heavier engines, they would require their

grades to be cut down much flatter than would

be required for the half loaded trains on a

broad gauge with heavier engines, and thus

in all probability make the cost of grading

their narrow gauge road as much if not more

than for the broad gauge for transporting half

loads; then all the broad gauge would have

to do aB its business increased would be to

lower their grade3 at a few heavy point', and

thus increase their capacity. We have among

us some (very few) advocates for a narrow

gauge for our line. I am no ecgineer, and

probably ought not to speak of such matters,

but wheuever a narrow gauge is spokeu of to

me for a road of any considerable length and

much business, it sounds to me like proposing

the use of one horse and cart to do the work

of a two, four or six horse term
;

in each case

you would need but one teamster, and the six

horse team would move full six times the

weight of the one horse cart, load the same

distance per day, wh'le the cost for manual

labor would be the same, say $1 per day for

each team, thus making the,cost for operating

the teams much greater for the light than the

heavy team in proportion to the work done-

Would there not be the same relative differ-

ence in the cost for manual labor between a

broad gauge with heavy equipment and nar-

row gauge with light equipment, besides the

more rapid wear of the light superstructure

and equipment if run with the same speed a3

the broad gauge, and to the extent of trans-

porting an equal amount of freight in the same

space of time, besides the greater danger of

collisions from the great multiplicity of trains

running at a high speed

The road we propose to build, as I have be-

fore stated, will run through a mineral dis-

trict, the business of which must be heavy

from the start, and must rapidly increase to

keep pace with the rapidly increasing con-

sumption of coal and other freight on its line,

and my recommendation to our company is to

locate the road on the best route all things

considered as near a straight line as is prac-

ticable, to admit of keeping it within the

mineral belt (which should be reached at

nearest point possible), between this and its

connection with the old road bed at McAr-

thur's station on the Marietta road, or at Mc-

Arthur's. Then estimate as near ns practica-

ble what amount of business the road can

command, and construct it accordingly. If

the business to be done at the start will admit

of heavy grades, at the few points on the

route that from the nature of the ground will

need them, for the purpose of materially re-

ducing the cost of the road bed, adopt them for

short distances, then ns the business of the

road increases reduce them. I think it far

better to do so than to attempt to reduce the

cost by running the road around hills, or by

deep and heavy cuttings for the attainment of

very low grades ; by running around hills in-

creasing the length of the road, and thereby

adding to the cost of the superstructure, and

adding by curvature to the dangers of opera-

ting it, and if heavy grades are adopted (say

in no case over 70 feet, and I think probably

none will be required over 50 feet per mile),

as the business of the road increases and the

company may be able to cut them down. By

adopting this policy, the company with its

limited means can much sooner bring into

use the old road bed that is now dead capital,

and soon have the whole line at work, thus

inducing business enterprise and capital to

come among us, and inducing the erection of

more furnaces, rotliug mills, all kinds of

manufactories, with the general and rapid

development of the mineral and other wealth

of the section through which our road will

pass.

The opening of this and other roads pars-

ing through similar sections, will open the

only kind of a field in which I can understand

how a narrow gauge road can be made profit

able, as compared with a broad gauge road,

and of that I have some doubts, though on

each side of the through track, extending

some miles from it, there would be immense
beds of mineral that, must be moved to the

main through track, which possibly might be

done on a narrow gauge road economically,

because its narrow gauge would better adapt

it to following the short turns and curves that

would necessarily have to be followed through

so hilly a country, the hollows of which lead

into the valleys through which the main track

"broad gauge'' passes; but when these nar-

row gauge trains would reach the main track

they would have to be unloaded into cars

adapted to the main track, or the car bodies

with their load would have to be shifted on to

platform cars of main track, or there would

have to be another pair or set of rails placed

on the main track between the broad gauge

rails, and these narrow gauge cars run on to

that narrow track, and I suppose might be

coupled to trains on main track, and run

through to their destination; by the latter

course the expense of an extra set of opera-

tives (except brakemen) and engines might

be avoided, and the narrow gauge made pro-

fitable; or, I suppose the narrow gauge trains

might be run through on the narrow track

with their own operatives and engines, but for

a through road of any considerable length,

that has much heavy traffic, I can not under-

stand how there can be any advantage gained

by the narrow gauge, with its additional army

of expensive operators that would be required

to do the work that the broad gauge would do

with the smaller number.

I have read nearly everything I have seen

in print for or against the narrow gauge (I

mean what I have said in regard to a narrow

gauge to refer to a 2 or 2£ ft. track, with bight

of rail and equipment to correspond), and I

have seen nothing yet that could induce me

to adopt the narrow gauge for any road, ex-

cept when the business was comparatively

light and likely to continue so, or through a

section where the road was compelled to have

very short curves, and where a slow rate of

speed was all that was required. Admitting

that the cost of construction might be far less

for a given number of miles on a narrow

gauge than on a broad gauge, would not the

cost of maintenance be far greater in propor

tion to the capacity of a 2J ft. gauge, as com-
pared with a 4 ft. 8 in. gauge, the difference

in cobt ot operatives alone would be a large

item of expense, &c , &c.

Respectfully yours.

W, H. Lakoley.
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P. S. Expect to get a connection with the

Chesapeake & Ohio road at this point, and

think we will have one of the best, it' not the

best dividend paying roads in tho State for its

length, or indeed for any length. We have

an experienced engineer at work who is ener-

getically engaged in examining the different

routes and parts of routes, with the object of

finding the best, and will soon be prepared to

commence the suneys. Geographically, there

are but few points in the country as favorable

for a large manufacturing city as Gallipolis;

fronting on the Ohio river, about 3 or 3J miles

below the mouth of the Big Kanawha river,

with high banks, presenting great advantages

for bridging the river, a fine agricultural

country around it, and one of the most healthy

sections to be found in the country—all that

is needed to make a large and populous manu-

facturing city of it is cheap transportation to

move the wealth of the interior to the river.

Give us our railroad, with moderate rates of

freight, and business enterprise and capital

will soon follow in its wake, and in some in-

stances precede it ; for as soon as the work it

fairly commenced strangers will be among us

looking out for favorable locations for busi-

ness. L.

The Equitable Life.

Mr. H. B. Hyde, the vice president and ac-

tive man of the society, made our city a short

visit a few days since, and was so pleased

with the increased business and prospects of

the society in this Slate, under the vigorous

management of their agent bere, that he con-

cluded to give him such enlarged facilities as

this new trade demanded, and for this pur-

pose leased the large and elegant room in the

rear of the Burnet House, lately occupied by

the Central National Bank, which is hereafter

to be kDown as the Cincinnati Department of

the society's New York office.

This room is to be fitted up in the finest

style, and supplied with all the necessary ap-

pointments for the society's extensive busi-

ness in this state, and will be the most splen-

did business department in our city.

This is a flattering testimonial to both the

enterprise of the society as well as that of its

agent, Mr. T. H. Hodder, who has already

established himself, by his energy and effi-

ciency in the life assurance business, as a

worthy representative of this most wonderful

and prosperous organization.

RoCKPORT AND CINCINNATI RaH.ROAD.—At
their recent meeting the Boaid of Directors

of this road ele.-ted officers for the ensuing

year—and we think made a judicious selec-

tion. Hon. Josiah Kirby, the newly elected

President, lias, by his own ability and inven.

tive genius, made for himself a respectable

fortune, and rank highly as a citizen. In en-

tering upon his duties lie takes with him a

good business experience, with mature judg-

ment, and a firmness that well fits him for the

position.— Gazette.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad River—
Routes.

At last there seems to be life in the Ohio

extension of this scheme.

At any rate, here is a movement from an

old quarter that indicates sufficient vitality to

start the whole project in motion.

Whether it is but another spasm remains to

be seen. We hope not, though we confess our

fiars.

The Gazette of the 31st has the following,

sent from Ripley, Ohio.

" A meeting of the corporators of the Chesa
peake and Cincinnati Railroad was held at

Portsmouth, Ohio, on the TIA inst. Judge
W W. Johnson, was made Chairman, and Col.

Wm. M. Boles, Secretary. There were dele-

gates present from Lawrence Scioto, Brown,
and Clermont counties, and among oiher busi-

ness transacted was the passage of a resolu-

tion . autliotizing tnd instructing John P.

Terry, Esq., to take charge of the business of

completing the survey of the proposed route

of tbe Chesapeake and Cincinnati Railroad

This is a matter that should be attended to at

once, as it is of tne utmost importance that

the survey may be ready to present to Mr.
Huntington, on his way to Portsmouth, some
lime in April, and in order that no delay may
be experienced in tbe work each county should

have the money raised to bear tteir propor-

tion of the expenses of the survey. This the

corporators should attend to.

The prospects for gelling a road along the

river were never so iavorable, and this should

infuse new life into the citizens along the line,

lhe advantages of this route over any other

now talked of in connection with the Chesa-

peake and Ohio road are various, but the

principle one, and the one which seems to be

great desideratum with the Directors, is tbe

easy grade. New is the time for tbe people

along the line to work. The assurances for

building the road amount to almost positive

certainty. Our citizens are wide awake, and
our quota for Brown county is ready to put

into the hauds of Mr. Terry. What will you
do in Hamilton, Clermont, and Adams?

The Sprinsrfield and Cincinnati Railroad
in Columbus—A Heavy Lobby.

The heaviest lobby that has been here this

winter is now in the city to operate for or

against Mr. Odlin's Senate bill compelling

railroad companies now running their tracks

through Sixth street, Dayton, to grant the use

of their track to the Short Line Railroad

All the week the clans have been gathering,

and, as I predicted soma days since, the affair

has now assumed the shape of a square tight

between the Pun Handle, Erie, and Cincinnati,

Hamilton and Dayton Railroads, on the one
side, and the New York Central and Short

Line interests on the other. Milton Sayler

leads the former combination, and Mr. Shoe-

maker heads the Short Line forces.

I had not supposed, until to-night, that any
very serious interests were involved in the

matter, but an intelligent gentleman, who has

means of knowing all about it, informs that

the defeat of Mr. Odlin's bill will probably end
for the present, the whole Short Line pro-

ject.— Gazette, April 5.

Just as we supposed. The life of this

Springfield and Cincinnati scheme depends

entirely upon what it can steal from other

railroad companies; for so we, as well as

others, call the objects of this bill it is trying

to fcr^e through our Legislature.

Jfarrow €tsug;e Railway.

REPORT OF TBE COMMITTEE APPOINTED AT THE
UNION HALL MEETING, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

The history of existing railways would, most
naturally, deter any community from engaging
in any new enterprise of a like character, in

asmuch as the people—original stockholders-
have experipned, generally, serioi's loss to the
extent that they have given private means to

secure such constructions. It has long since

become well understood that most of the ex-
isting lines of road were so expensive in con-
struction, and were operated at such ruinous

cost, that they could not be held in lhe inter-

est of original constructors. The ownership
or control of nearly all existing lines in Ohio
has passed into the hands of remote parties,

who are alien to our supposed interests, and
beyond the reach of our influence, either com-
mercial or political. Complaints of the man-
agement of existing lines are universal as-\l e
system uself, reaching all parts of our nation.

Hence the need of devising and cheap means
of such as we can ourselves construct, own
and control in our own interests.

These views have impelled popular a i lent ion

to the subject of narrow gauge railways in

various parts of the United Slates and the

Canadian Dominion, and although a few of
this class of roads are already in success-

ful operation, the suhject has not been can-

vassed with a view to the general and wide
spread advantages, which may be involved ill

making a system of narrow gauges extensive

as the system of wide gauges.

It is claimed by responsible parties, who
have thoroughly investigated the subject, that

a narrow gauge three feet, railway, capable of

doing the ordinary business of any of our
present lines, may be construcied at about one-

third the cost of the usual Ohio gauge, and
that the cost of equipment and operating will

show corresponding advantages in favor of the

narrow gauge.

The British Association, of Liverpool, has

lately procured the thorough investigation of

the practicability of cheaper transportation by
means of narrower tracks. The report of the

committee is favorable They say:

"The wagons for a line of three feet gauge
weigh each one ton, and carry a maximum
load of three tuns. Supposing that the same
number of wagons and trains were run on the

narrow gauge as on the broad, it follows that

the average one ton of merchandise now car-

ried, would easily be taken in a wagon weigh-

ing one tun instead of four tuns; and that the

gross load passing over the line for one year

would be only 20,1100,000 tuns instead of

50,1/00,(100, while lhe same amount of paying
weight would be carried in eiihercase; that

is, the small wagons, which are capable of

tarrying three times the weight of goods now
actually carried in a four tun wagon, would
only have to carry one-third of that quantity,

and would produce the same paying load as

the heavier wagons."
One of the ablest of our American journal-

ists, in briefly commenting on the foregoing,

says

:

" The basis of these statements is not only

the careful figuring of the engineers, but to a
large extent, the actual expeiienco in Wales
and elsewhere, where the narrow gauge has

been in successful operation. While the com-
mercial hisiory growing out of the develop-

ment of lhe West has shown how largely

rails must, supersede water transportation in

America, it is also equally obvious to one who
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lakes note of the freight cars (or 'wagons,' as

the English call them,) of nowadays, their

enormous weight greatly exceeding that of the

burden they are able to carry, that there is

need of great modifications of the present

system before the best advantages of the rail-

road system will be gained. The demand for

improvements is especially imperative where
hundreds of millions of bushels of grain, and
millions of tons of coal, are to be annually
transported over such distances that their cost

is at present more than doubled in getting

from the producer to the consumer. If Eng-
land needs the new freight gauge, America
needs it far more."
The Paul Brothers, Civil Engineers, of

Akron, Ohio, having thoroughly prepared
themselves, now make a specialty of narrow
gauge railways, and have already constructed

one line in Ohio for local purposes. On our
application they have furnished us a brief

statement of estimates, &c, which comes
within the purposes for which this committee
was constituted, and we present as follows :

"The narrow gauge is atliacting a great

deal of attention, and our time is very much
taken up in answering letters upon this sub-

ject to parlies in all parts of the United States.

Of the lines now in successful operation in

Europe, we have obtained statistics in regard
to rolling slock, operating of roads, &c, and
in no instance are their expenses as great as

upoi: the wider gauges. These lines carry

passengers and general freight. We have
quite a number of narrow gauges in this

country, and about fifteen miles in successful

operation in this (Summit) county for mineral
traffic

"Ihe cars upon these roads in this vicinity

are mostly loose-wheeled cars, and weigh about
one-third the load they carrv, hut are not con-
sidered advisable for roads of over ten miles

in length. The car considered best adapted
for long lines is a tight-wheeled car, of winch
we have some in use, and of the kind gener-
ally adopted in Europe upon the narrow
gauges.

"Locomotives, eight to twelve tons, cost

$4,500 to $7,000.
"Fi.ur-wheeled house cars, weight 4,000,

carrying 8,000 lbs
, cost $185 to $200.

"Passenger cars, capacity for thirty passen-
gers, cost, $1,000 and upward, according to

style and finish.

"Iron rail, thirty-two pounds per yard, costs

$3,750 per mile.

"lies, 2,260 per mile, at twenty-five cents
each, $506 per mile.

"Joints and spikes, $400 per mile.

"Track laying, $250 per mile.

"Grading and masonry, (ordinary) $2,500.
"Bridging, can not estimate without survey.
"Right of way, can not estimate.

"Ballasting, according to circumstances,
probably 2,000 yards per mile.

"The above gives a chance for a general
estimate without buildings. We have refrained
from giving estimates as a general thing,
without specific knowledge, as there are manr
instances where the traffic would be light, in

which a still lighter rail might he used, and
locomolives not exceeding five tons in weight

i
. ,,

"
would answer everv purpose.

We have additional information on the
subject of the greatly reduced cost of these
roads, in the fact, that a line of road three
and a half feel gauge, from Toronto, Capiial
of Ontario, Canada, two hundred miles in

length, stretching from that lake port into the
interior of Ihe Province, has been put under
contract at $15,000 per mile, iucluJing equip-
ment. "Equipment for the first forty miles :

six engines, eight passenger cars, (each to

carry thirty six passengers,) three baggage,
fifty four-wheel box and house cars, and fitly

six-wheel platform cars. Twenty-five miles ol

iron are already laid, upon which a speed of
thirty miles per hour has frequently been
made."
From the specifications in this contract we:

extract the following additional particulars

I

"Bail, 40 lbs per yard; curves, 462 feet radius;

grades, 1 in 48, or 110 feet to the mile; track,

well laid, 20 inches ballast; ties, 7 feet long,

7 by 4i inches; light rolling stock; engines 11

by 18 inch cylinders, 3 feet 3 inch driving
wheels, four or six wheels coupled; center of

gravity kept low; flooring of cars 2 feet 7

inches from rail; passenger cars thirty-five feet

long, 8 feet 6 inches wide, carry 36 passen-
gers, 3 pairs wheels 2 feet in diameter."

This subject has been under investigation

among the enterprising and intelligent people
of Massachusets, and recently indorsed by a

committee of the Legislature of the Common
wealth as worthy of encouragement, recom-
mending 3 feet gauge.

We need net limit Ihe feasibility of these

narrow gauge roads to short lines and strictly

local purposes, in view of known facts. The
needs of cheap modes of transportation and
universal in the interior of the continent, are

therefore if practicable for the purposes we
have immediately in view, they may be con-
stituied into a system, having connections
eastward to the sea board, westward to the

limits of civilization, permeating every sec-

tion of production and trade. They would
constitute a most thorough means of develop-

ment of the resources of the country, and by

cheapening freights enhance the local or home
value of products.

By adoping. the policy relied upon for the

construction of the Cincinnati Southern Rail-

way (through Kentucky's sacred suil,) raising

the means by public credit, and through lo-

cally constituted authorities assuming per-

manent local control of these lines, ihe inter-

ests of ihe people will no doubt be best served.

There is justice in requiring all to contribute

to those things of a public nature which dif-

fuse advantages to all alike. General con-

tribution and permanent local control are fea-

tures of ihfe first importance to be considered

in any new enterprise of this kind which the

people may undertake. If there is any force

in the argument that such measures are con-

trary to the letter or spirit of our Ohio Con-
stitution, let us lake measures lo change the

Constitution. Let us have such judicious

safeguards enacted in the legislation on the

subject as our best men can suggest, and with

a public sentiment alive lo the needs of our

day, we can proceed to secure advantages of

a new system of cheap transporlation, which
will be of inestimable value to the industries

of our Slate.

An immediate want of the communities
represented in the meeting which authorized

this committee of investigation, is a railway

eastward to the coal and iron, counties of

South-eastern Ohio. We can build a narrow

gauge with private means, through co-opera-

tion of the people in the towns and counties

through which such a line must pas3. But
adhering to the cardinal ideas of diffusing the

cost as well as benefits, and assuring perman-
ency in ownership and control, the better plan

of procedure seems to be through public

authorities, and by means of public credit.

Coal is to-day advertised for sale on cars

in Columbus, at nine cents per bushel. The
same coal, transported from the Hocking
region over a narrow gauge road, may be put

down in Springfield, and Troy, and Dayton at
Heven or eight cents per bushel, thus making
practicable in these several localities enter-
prises in all branches of iron manufacture.

George H Fret,
On behalf of the Committee.

Springfield, 0., March 23, 1871.

The Railroad Outlook Encouraging—
Light Ahead — Railroad prospects are grow-
ing brighter daily, and our cit Zens seem to

leel renewed confidence in the completion of
our Eastern line to connect with the great
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, since the strong
encouragement given by the president of that
road to Col. Trimble on his recent visit to New
York. All of course understand that if the
C & O adopts our line as its connecting link

with Cincinnati and Da\ton, its success is

assured beyond doubt, nnd Hilishoro will be a
point in one of the great railroad lines across
the continent

As an indication of the hopeful spirit pre-

vailing, we may statte that the quota ol our
town for the expense of Ihe survey of the
Rymnies creek line and the new line from here
to Cincinnati, amounting t> $500, was all sub-

scribed last week, in a few hours-

Col Trimble and Capt Gore, his efficient

chief engineer, are now reconnoitering on
the line we.-t of here, and in a few days
will enter the field with a full engineering
corps, either on that portion of the line, or the
Symmes creek route, as may be decided upon.— Hlllsboro Gazelle.

Northern Pacific Railroad —The follow-

ing items of progress are authorized by John
Ross, who has the contract for laying on the

east division of the road.

The party expected to complete the iron to

Mud river, 28 miles east of Brainard, on Satur-

day, January 21, save a little ballasting here
and there. It is expected to complete the

track laving to Brainard by March I.

Nine locomotives, 130 h\it and 20 box cars

comprise the rolling stock now in operation.

Four locomotives and 70 cars are on the way.

Sixteen hundred men are at work on the east

division. The worst pait is built; the rough-

est territory, the heaviest swamps, and the

most difficult piling and bridging. The bridge

across the Mississippi will be com pk ted as

soon as the track is done t) Brainard. This
will enable the iron to he laid immediately
from the river west, as all the heavy grading
will be ready by March There are two en-

gine houses at the Junction, and one 30 miles

west A third will be built at Mud river, the

end of the track.

Adulteration of Paper.—Few persons are

aware of the extent to which paper is aduheraed
by fine white clay, for the purpose of increasing

the weightfur a given thickness, and thus obtain-

ing a higher price for the article. The substance

mainly used for this purpose is sulphate of lime,

which gives to the paper a gnod color and an
apparent firmness of texture, but which really

weakens it, and materially affects its durability.

Paper of good quality ought not leave, after

burning, more than two per cent, of ash ; but it

is quite common lo meet with paper of which
one-third or one-fourth consists of silica and
clay. Ten years ago it was estimated by good

authority that sixty thousaud tons of kaolin

were used in ihe manufacture of paper in Europe,

instead of rags; and it is probable that the

amount employed at ihe present time is vastly

greater in proportion both in Europe and
America.
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The Life of Rails —In the last annual re-

port of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
some interesting facts are given concerning
the use of steel rails on the road. The expe-
rience of the past year has been satisfactory.

The steel rails laid in 1861, on the Beaver
Meadow division, look as well as they did a

year since, with the exception of three rails,

which show signs of wearing out During the

paFt year 13 98 miles of track have been relaid

with steel, making the amount of steel track-

row 82.Hl miles. In 1869 the company laid

1,580 tons of the best English iron rails, guar-
anteed to last from live to seven years; but
they have not proved satisfactory, and the re-

poit says that it is demonstrated that " nothing
shoit of all steel, or steel-headed rails will

prove economical under the present heavy
and rapidly increasing traffic of the road."

The relative value of steel and iron is illus-

trated b) the experience at the scales at Pack-
eiton. The first iron rails laid upon the scales

lasted 1 year and 28 days, and passed a ton-

nage of 2,268,675 tons. The second set of

iron rails were in use 7 months and 19 days,

and passed a tonnage of 1,52-1,870 tons. Steel

rails laid May 28, 1869, have passed 5,509,881

t jiis and show no perceptible wear. The com-
pany has contracted for 1,0(JU tons of bteel

rails to be laid this year, and we judge that

before many years the whole road will be re-

laid with steel. All our other railroads hav-
ing a heavy traffic to carry wi 1 probably be

relaid in the same manner.

—

Ece. Bulletin.

TnE Origin of Locomotives.—Somewhere
about the year 1780, so runs the tale, a travel-

ing millwright—in those days of the kintrs of

mechanics—footsore, and with the broadest if

northern Doric accent, stepped at Soho, a

locality once indicative of field sport-*, but

then and now the factory of Boulton & Watt,

and asked for work. His aspect was little

better than one of '" begsrary and poor looks,"

and Mr. Boulton had bidden jim God speed

to some other workshop, when, as he was turn-

ing away sorrowfully, Mr. B suddenly called

the poor fellow back: "What kind of hat's

yon ye have on your head, my man?'' "Its
just t mmer, sir," replied the man. " Timmer,
my man!" ejaculated the manufacturer; "just

let me look at it—wbere on ea-th did you tret

it?" "I just turned it in the bithe," said the

mechanic, with a just flush of pride "But
it's oval, not round, my man," said Mr. Boul-

ton, in surprise, "and lathes turn things

round." "Aweel! I justgar'd the lathe gang
anither gate to please me, and Id a long jour-

j

nev hefore me, an' I'd thocht I'd have a hat

to keep out water; and I had no muckle to

spare, so I just made ane." By his inborn in-

g°nu'ty the man had invented the oval lathe,

and made his hat with it, and the hat very

soon led to making his foit'iue, so mysteri-

ously do trifles work out great ends The fact

was, Mr. Boulton was a mr'ii of sharp penetra-

ti n. and not one at all likely, in those days
when good workmen were scarce, to lose sight

of so valuable a helper when he found him;
and so the alter famous Win. Murdoch took
suit and service under Boulton & Watt, and
in 1784 made the first wheel vehicle impelled

by steam in England.— Scientific American.

Washington & Richmond Railroad.—The
Governor of Virginia has signed the bill char-
tering the Washington & Richmond Railroad
Company, some of the conditions of which,
says the Baltimore Sua, are not likely to be
very burdensome to t'ie Pennsylvania Rail-

road, in whose interest it was passed, to-wit:

the indorsement of the bonds of the Norfolk &
Great Western road by the Pennsylvania com-
pany is not required till $2,00(1,000 of solvent
subscriptions have been made to the stock of
the roid, and no one knows where they are to

come from; and the guarantee of §15,000 per
mile to the bonds of the Piedmont & Putimac
road by the Pennsylvania company, another
of the conditions of the Washington & Rich-
mond charter, is only for the superst'ueture
and equipment of that road. Of course the
road bed must be made from means otherwise
raised before this guarantee can be demanded.
This road is t> run from the Chain bridge, or

the Aqueduct bridge, on the Potomac, near
Georgetown, to Aldie. in Loudoun, and thence
to the Alexandria & Manassas road, at or near
Rect'iitown, and thence t) the Shenandoah
Valley road, at or near Luray

EST" The trade of the United Slates with

Mexico is now as follows, accordiug to the

latest official returns : Exports from the Uni-
ted States to Mexico in 1809. $8,887,699 ; im-
ports from Mexico 10 the United Slates in

1869, £7,232,006.

Narrow Gauge Railways in Massachu-
setts.— A joint committee of the Massachusetts
Legislature ha»e reported a bill to authoiize the

construction of na' row gauge railways. The bill

proviles that any branch railway hereafter
constructed in this State may adopt a eratwe of
three fe ton the ex sting gauie or four feet eight,

or one-half inches, and no oiher gauges shal be
used in this State. Any associaton of persons,

a majority of whom shall be citizens of this

Commonwealth, aud all of whom shall be citi-

zens of the United Stales, is authorized to locate,

construct, maintain, and operate, within the
limits of any town in this State, a branch rail-

way with a gauge of three feet, with suitable
tracks, stations and equipage; provided, (hat

at a meeting of the legal voters of said town,
two-thirds of such voters shall authorize the

construction of the roid. Upon recording
articles of association the association shall be-

come a body coipornte, with all the powers and
privileges, and subject to the duties and liabili-

ties affecting railway corporations. Any rail-

way corporation now esl.b ished may locate,

and miintain as a part of its railway system,
one or more narrow gauge branch roads, pro-
vided the county commissioners where the road
is to be located determine that the public con-
venience or necessity require it. The bill also

makes provisiou for the tian-fer of freight from
the narrow gauge roads to the existing roads.

A New Modive power.

The successful tunneling of the Alps has so

clearly demonstrated the value of compressed
air, as a motive power for driving machinery,
that on every hand preparations are in pro-
gress to utilize it, not only in propelling sta-

tionary but in tunning locomotive machinery.
The Mont Cenis tunnel would not, have been

completed had it not been for the use of com-
pressed air. The tops of the mountains were
loo high above the roid-bed to sink shafts irom
the surface, and the men could not labor so far

beneath the earth without some means of ven-
t laiion. Compressed air furnished not only
all the power requisite for the drilling ma-
chineiy, but an abundance of pure, fresh air
for respiration. The quai tz rocks were so hard
that the action of the driil produced such a
halo of sparks that no other light was requisite
when the dril s were iu operation. Here were
scores of ram under the crest of (he Alps—miles
from the entrauces of the tunnel and the pure
breezes of heaven—yet at the same lime fully

and constantly supplied with power to work

their machinery, suffic ; ent light for all pur.
poses, pure, wholesome air, and that too. at a
temperature best suited for constant and com-
fortable employment.

Streams of water near the entrances of the
tunnel, on both sides of the Alps, sufficient to

drive machinery to compress the air, were easily
found. This compressed air was soon demon-
strated as amply sufficient lo work a piston
similar to the working of machinery by means
of steam but without either its beat or danger.
Some of the machines used were of 250 horse
power. After the machinery was complete the
sole expense uf the motive power, beyond cling
and ordinary wear and tear, was ihe neressary
oversight of the water power. Fuel was un-
necessary, and the danger of explosion was no
more feared than an exira breeze of wind to a
fatigued traveler.

by ineaus so simple, yet so powerful and
efficieut, this treat woik was steadi y carried

on through hard quariz rock, muoh of tbe dis-

tance thiough white crystal quartz nearly as
hard as a diamond. Holes, ihree inches in di-

ameter and three feet in depth wtre drilled.

Nearly a hundred of these woul I be drilled be-

iore charging, and then machinery would be
Withdrawn a few paces till all these cavities

could be charged, and the whole exploded at

one time, bringing down an immen e amount of

rock to be removed by the railroad, which was
pushed forward on both sides of the mountains
as fast as the (unuel progressed. Thus, on and
un, by night and by day, this great work was
pushed. Neither summer's heat nir winter's

cold interrupted their work or affected their

machinery.— Chicago Journal of Commerce.

Fast Trains.—We commend (o certain of our
cotemporaries who took us to task for our stric-

tures on "the fast-train folly," (he following
from Herapaih's (London) Railway Journal, of

December 31

:

There is one way of improving railway prop-
erly which requires neither the expenditure of

more capital nor any alteration or addition to

the linp of works. It would have a most po-

tent influence on the rate of dividend, would
be easy of accomplishment, would tend greatly

to the prevention of accideu.s, and would there-

fore tend to promote traffic while reducing
working expenses prodigiously . A wonderful
cure, verily 1 What may it be? It is an ex-
pedient as simple as effective. It is only to re-

duce the speed of the trains. We have long
pointed to this remedy. But simple as it is it

is a most difficult tning to do. If any one
were to invent a means of carrying on the war
of trains in a more intensified degree, he m<ght
be listened to with eagerness, but the man who
counsels peace and good-will toward neighbors

has nothing new to propose, while he places

himself in direct opposition to the active mea-
sures of the day. The very topmost speed is

that which each Company strives to gain. If,

however, moderatiou would only take the place

of competiiion as a rule of couduct in railway
matters, the result would be an immense benefit

to railway proprietors. The life of an engine and
the life of a rail, nay, the life of a passenger,

would be lengthened considerably, and while
railway Companies thus saved large sums in

workiug expenditure, the public would be ac-

commodated in a more sensible manner.

fijg"* The surveyors of the Tehuantepec ex-

pedition, at last accounts, were on the moun-
tain east of Tarifa. If water can be obtained

there for the supply of the summit level, a

canal can be built at a less cost than by any
other route. A party of navy officers are sur-

veying the head waters of the Almoloya river

and other streams west of Tarifa. If, as is

leared, an adequate 6upply of water, is not

found, tbe party will proceed to Nicaragua.
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United States Securities.

Gs of 1881.

Dated 1861, and redeemable in 20 years

from January 1st and July 1st of that year.

Interest 6 per cent, in gold, payable semi-
annually, January l.-t and July 1st These
bonds were issued in three series:

Under act Feb. 8, 1861 (dated
variously in 1861) ._ $18,415,000

Under act July 17 and Aug. 5,

1861 (dated Nov. 16, 1861)... 50,000,000
Under act July 17 and Aug. 5,

1861, in exeh. for 7-30s (Nov.

16, ISfil) 139,317,150
Under act March 3, 1863, and

principal made especially pay-

able iu gold co i n (dated June
15, loG4) 75,000,000

5-20s of 1862.

Commonly termed old 5-20s. Dated May
1st, 1862. Redeemable after 5 years, and pay-
able in 20 years from date. Interest 6 per

cent, in gold, payable 1st of May and Novem-
ber.

Issued under act Feb. 25, 1862. ..$514,771, GOO

5-203 of 1864.

Dated Nov. 1st, 1864. Redeemable after

5 and payable m 20 years. Interest 6 per

cent, in gbld, payable 1st May and Novem-
ber:

Issued under act March 3, 1864
(principal specified as payable
in gold) ; $3,882,500

Issued under act June 30, 1864... 125,561,300

5-20s of 18G5.

Dated Nov. 1st, 1865. Redeemable after 5

and payable in 20 years. Interest 6 percent
in gold, payable 1st May and November:
Issued under act March 3, 1865 $197,777,250

5-20s of 1865.

Dated July 1st, 1865. Interest 6 per cent

in gold, payable January and July. They are

redeemable in 5 and payable in 20 years :

Issued under act March 3, 1865,

in exch. for 7 30s converted,

and amount Aug. 1, 1868, tj...$332,928,850

5-20s of 1867.

Dated July 1st, 1867. Redeemable in 5

and payable in 20 years. Interest 6 per cent.

in gold, payable l>tJan. and July:
Issued under act March 3, 1865,

in exch. for 7-30 notes, and
amount Aug. 1, 1868, to $371,346,350

5-20s of 1868.

Dated July 1st, 1868. Redeemable in 5

years and payable in 20 years. Interest 6 per
cent in gold, payable Jan. and July 1st:

Issued under act March 3, 1865,

in exch. for 7-30 nctes, and
amount Aug. 1, 1868, to .$39,000,000

10-403.

Dated March 1st, 1864. Redeemable in 10
and payable in 40 years. Interest 5 per cent
in gold, payable 1st of March and September
on all registered bonds, and on all coupon
bonds of the denomination of $500 and $1,000.
On the $50 and $100 bonds interest is paid
annually, March 1st:

Issued under act March 3, 1863,
and supplement March 3, 1864,
principal payable in gold $291,567,300

17. 3. PACIFIC RAILROAD SECURITIES.

Dated January 16, 1865, and variously
thereafter. Tbese bonds are issued by the
Government under act3 of July 1st, 1862, and

July 2d, 1864, to companies receiving their

charter from Congress, which gives them the

right to construct ra'lroads t) and from the

Pacific coast, and on the completion of each
twentv miles of track t) receive at the rate of

$16,000, $32 000 or $48,000 per mile, accord-
ing to the difficulty of constructing tile same.
They are payable thirty years from date of

issue; and are registered iu bonds of $1,000,

$5,000, and $10,000.

All of the Government bonds are issued

"Coupon" or "Registered." Coupon bunds
can be changed into registered bonds, but

registered bonds car. not be changed into cou-

pon. Coupon bonds are in denominations of

$50, $100, $500 and $l,00O, the registered

bonds the same, with the addition of $5,000
and $10,000.

Timing Telegrams.—An important act is

now pending in ihe Slate Legislature, requiring

telegraph companies to record the tune at which
each message is received by them for transmis-
sion, and to write or print the same upon the

copy as delivered at its destination. Tae sim
pie law in question would cause every message
to bear upou its face the evidence of any un-
usual or unnecessary delay which now pass un-
detected, would impose no onerous burden upou
t lie companies, nor would it in any way increase

the expenses of transmitting messages, but its

effect would be good in preventing many of the

delays in the forvvaiding of dispatches which
may now pass unnoticed.

Tunnel to Lake Ligles, California.— Ac-
cording to the Auburn Stars and Stripes, Von
Schmidt & Co. will commence a tuunel fur

tat ping Lake liigler within a mouih or six

weeks. The tunnel will be Cjmroenced at the

head of Squaw Valley, where the distance
through the mountains will be about three

miles. 'Ihe lime necessary to complete the

luuuel is estimated at twenty mouths. The
p< tiject has been talked of fur years, and there

is no doubt of its being feasible—the only ques-

tion is, will it pay? Que thing in its favor is,

thai the supply would be perpetual aud ample.

The flow of one hundred thousand inches from
the lake to this side of the Sierras would make
scarcely any perceptible difference in its height.

Ratid Growth of Timber.—The statement

made by our Lane county correspondent rela-

tive to land in Oregon, wli ch twenty years ago
was prairie, nut which now is covered with a

youugaud vigorous growih of limber, is one
which would Oe apt 10 strike a stranger with

surprise. Yet such is the fact. We have no
doubt that since the settlement in the Willametta
Valley by while people, the area of timber land

instead of decreasing ha3 actually been in-

creasing. For one acre denuded of its forest

by ihe settlers in our timber land, two acies of

prairie have doubly been coveied with a thick

and thrifty growth of young timber. It is, in-

deed, astonishing to witness the steady en-

croachments made upon cur prairies by the

ever-advancing fortsis. We have noticed the

same fact in the lualitau plains, which is spoken
of by our correspondent. Land, which tweuiy
years ago was prairie,, is now covered with a

heavy growth of young timber.— Oregon Herald.

Analysis made by an experienced

Eastern chemist, it is claimed, shows Utah
salt to be purer than the famous product of

Turks Island, and it has been found that not-

withstanding the present high rates of freight

on the Union and Central Pacific Railroads,

it can be furnished to points as far east as

the Mississippi river, and as far west as San
Francisco, at a profit to the manufacturers.

Mielii^ran'.i E'liiievclopeu Wealth.

The immenso wealth of Michigan, yet un-
developed, is scarcely suspected by the best

informed. The following it»ms from the De-
troit Free Press' account of Prof. Wine-hell's

survey will be new to most people:

An undeveloped deposit of fine building
st me, in Little Traverse bay, has been already
alluded t>. The adaptation of the Ionia stono
ti architectural purposes, has been recently

demonstrated by actual experience. A simi-

lar appearance is presented by dressed speci-

mens ol the Lake S a peri or sandstone, quarried
near Marquette. Recent y, there has also

been opened a new quarry in the Marshall
sand-tone, in the southern part of Jackson
county. The stine present-) a grayish-green
color ; it is homogenous in structure, and suf-

ficiently coherent lor ordinary purposes.

Within the limits of the Marquette iron re-

gion are deposits of marble which promise to

develop into a product of commercial impoit-
ance. In the Menominee region, as is known,
occur beds of beautiful white marble, which
possesses the fineness of grain, the purity and
translucency of good stituary marble.

The State is supplied with unlimited qnan-
t ties of material for quicklimes, and hydraulic
limes of the first class.

In respect to clays, there are probably no
variet es want ng. I make especial tint's of a
beautiful material for the manufacture of
white and lemon colored cricks and wares oc-

curring in the banks of Spring lake, near Grand
Haven. Undoubtedly similar clays exist in

many localities

The explorations of the survey have re-

vealed the probablp extension of valuable gyp-
sum deposits across the noitaern poition of
the peninsula.

The salt product of the State is to be the
subject of investigation, by a special assistant.

The m itttr is p istp ined to another year In

the meantime, it may not be amiss to state

that the manufacture is extending and im-
proving.

The Huron gritstones retain their pre-emi-
nence in the market, unimpaired; and it is

known that superior honestines and oilstones

may be wrought out from the Huronian 3Chists

of the Upper Peninsula.

Unlimited quant ties of coloring substances
are afforded by the ochre and manganese beds
of various parts of the State. Yellow and red

ochres are especially abundant in the St. Mary's
Pen:nsula.

The swamp lands of the State afford vast

quantities of peat for all the varied uses to

which that substance can be applied.

Waterproof Glue.—We find the following
in ihe Builder: "One ounce of gum sandarac
and one eunce of maslic are to be dissolved to-

gether in a pint of alcohol, to which an ounce of

white turpentine is added. At the same time
a very thick glue is to be kept ready mixed
with a little isinglass. The solution of the

resin in alcohol is to be heated to bailing in a
glue pot, and the glue added gradually with
constant stirring, so as to render the whole mass
homogeneous. After the mixture is strained

through a cloth it is ready for use and is to be
applied hot. It dries quickly and becomes very
hard, and surfaces of wood united by it do not
separate when immersed in water."

To prevent the spontaneous combus
lion of coal on board ships a id n coal bunk-
kers on steam vessels, a spri.ildii g of coal tar

ia used
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Railroad Items.

—The quantity of public land owned by
speculators, including railroads, is about

7-10,0(10,000 of acres. Tbis leaves over 900,-

000,000 to be taken by settlers. The land

owned by the railroads and speculators is

also lor sale to settlers, so there is unoccupied
land enough in the country to give from six-

teen to seventeen millions of men a farm of

one hundred acres. The railroads are mak-
ing this land accessible, and the man who
pays ten dollars an acre with railroads gets

his land cheaper than he would pay twenty-

five cents an acre without railroads.

—A law hasjust been passed by the Ohio
Legislature which requires railroads to con-

struct platforms or aprons between passenger

cars upon their lines, with side-boards or net-

work of wire or strap-iron at each side of

said bridges, of at least equal height with the

ordinary railings upon car plallurms.

—The bridge actoss the Mississippi at

Brainard, Minnesota, completes the Northern
Pacific Railroad 113 miles West from Luke
Superior. The grade is finished 150 miles

further, and, at the present rate of progress,

trains will run to Ked River before September
next.

—The Wheeling Register states that three

or four short narrow ^ause railways are talked

of in West Virginia. The latest project is a
narrow gauge road from Petersburg, Grant
county, via Rnmney, to some point on the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

—There are now 400 Chinese and 300 while

laborers at work on the Northern Pacific Rail-

road. The Company are pushing the work
vigorously, but will undoubtedly avail them-
selves of the six months' extension of time to

complete the first section.

—The Denver and Golden City Railroad
transported 5,245,307 pounds of freight, from
its commencement last October to last Febru-
ary 1st, says Carter & Co.'s Circular for

March.

—Of sixteen English Railways, each car-

ried over 5 000,000 passengers in lHiii), grad-

ing from 6,991,371 as given to 38,893,701.
Five roads carried over 20,000,(00 each,

— Capitalist} are now talking of building a
thousand mile railroad across the Andes, at a

cost of $30,000,000. It is tj connect the Ar-
gentine Republic with Chili.

—The earnings of the Central Pacific Rail-

road Company for the month of January were
in 1871 *524.480; in 1870, $413,104; in-

crease $1 1 1,376.

—A colony of French Canadians have pur-

chased 23,000 acre9 of land of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, and will settle

some fifty families the present season.

—Of 90,000,000 railway passengers in

France last year, only two passengers and four

railway servants were killed, and 112 passen-
gers and 61 servants injured.

—In 1867, there were 9,000 miles of rail-

way being operated in Germany, and in 1869
their receipts amounled to $75,900,000.

—O it of the 93 counties in Indiana, 71 are
crossed by one or more railroads.

There are but twenty-six cubic feet of

gold now used in the world.

J}®"" Soluble glass is coming into use in

Europe for "waxing" floors, and is found to

answer the purpose admirably. The sailor s

idea of copper-bottoming the tops of the

houses with sheet tin ain't so bad after all.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE. publishcdln

Chi?a;o, by A. N. KELLOSG. is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 21 pa?es, as lar^-" as tbrse of Every Saturday.

I ton tains a complete record of railroad news:— the pro

-

press of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let R"d to he let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civil

and inechanic-.I engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of nilroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance.

NEW 7-30 GOLD LOAN.

SAFE! PROFITABLE! PERMANENT!

The exports of cotton to Great Britain
this year already exceed those for the same
period in 1870, 548,000 bales.

CUAHLSi A DASA, Editor.

Ik goto Weekly Jnm.
A N'jv/sptipcroi tticl'vescnt Times.

latj^d^^ lor lccjIo lio-.v oa liartls,

IncluSrKg Far.ne s. J.'!echa ic3. Merchants, Prc-

leis.o^al .A'cn, V." w ii;c;'S, T.uir.isio, p.isl a 1 Ma>
nai? of Uoaesc Foii.s. aad tliaV/ivc-, Co.-;s, end
Daa^Utei'iOi allsuca.

Cr le=s taai On« Cent a Cspr. Let there bo a
Sui) CiuL> at cvjry Tost Office.

s^ii-weekly i>u:: 9 es a xuaii,
of t'.i-) B::mo £lz2 an 1 gc:i2r:.l Chiractar as

Tn:: WEEHLr, b?.t vntli a j:r::a;ci- variety cf

mlscel aneoua readme, a::d f.un^hin^ tlie irwa
to itssunsuribttsivith g: cater fresiness. becausa

it comes twice a wcel; instead of oace only.

TEL": DAIL.T Self, S3 A YZAH.
A preeminently r^al b'e newspaper, Tvith the

larires'. cironlatiju in the worul. irr.ee, inde-
nendent, and tearle.-K in noiltics; Al the news
from everywhere. Tw > cen;s a copy ; by mail,
50 eeats a month, or $G a year.

TEHM3 TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUX.

Five copies, one year, se^arateiv a: tlreesart,

Four Dollars.
Ten copies one ve-vr, senarateiv addressed (a^d
aa extra cony to the getter up ol'cluo).

Eijrbt Dollars.
Tvcntv conies, one yc:ir, pcpnratclv addressed
(a^d an extra copy to Lne getter up of einb).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copi"R. one Tear, to one address (and tno
Semi- Week.y one year n setter no of club),

Thirty-tUrce Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year. ceparateiv andresFCrf (v\<i
tac Semi- Week ]y one year "o iref.ter up c dun),

Tliirty-flve Dollar?.
One hnndred coides, odg year. t-> rne address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter in of
cluo;. Fifty Dollars.

One buidred conies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily lor one year ro me treUer
upofelab), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five conies, one year, separately nrldie^ed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten corlcF, one rerr. rcnnralclv adcirebsed (and
an extra copy to eeuer up of el m),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEXD XOVll EIOXEY
in Tost nfu>e orders, checks, or dinff* on N*ew
York, wherever convenient. If not, then resistor
tnc letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Pnb!iehc\
Boa office, Isew York City.

JAY COOKE & CO.,
OFFER FORSlLE ITPAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST THE

First Mortgage Land Grant Gold Bonds

OF THE

NOETHEEtf PAOIFt.0 EAILE0AD 00.

T'lese hand* are socure.L./i'frf, by a Fir-st XI >rtgi«e on
the R >:id itself, it* r'-iILij-iUi^k aid nil eqaipmet tH;

sec'tiul. by a Pirwt >lnr*g:i re on Us fnt:rc Land 'Jr-nit. be-
ing rnce tha*i TwrJicy Two 'i':.ou.iMud Acr-i oT Lin J to
each mile of Jt-iart.

The U'lilHH'.: fue from United St-t?s T*s; the Prin-
cipal arnl inJt*fest 1JC pnyi'de hi flold—tlie ^riaeip-il at
tie or*] of Thirty y-yird, and th-j Inki.-es 1 Senti-cunDally,
at tlie fate of Sjev^n and Three Ticnths Pek Cent, per
annum.
Th«v areUnifd In denominations of SI00, S>00, Sl,0H0,

So.niifl, and SHi.OtH).

Thtr Tru-'ioe^ under the Hirtui^e are 5I«3rs. Jiy C »ofee»

of Pliiladi'lphi'** ami J. l3d,rirTnnmp-*»Ti, Presiduot of the
PenDsyi^iiuifi Cent'-nl rt>ih'oiu) C^miMiiy.
These No^th'vn P«;:tic "-. Kl !>>n Is will, at all tim '8 he-

fore maiurity, he rrce;vjj»le ::t I'fn Pkr Cent. Premium
(or 1 1»'). hi exclmntfe for the Cump-iny's Uwls at their
lowest pHce.

In id rtimi to their absolute safety, the^e Bonds yield
an fheome binTcr ** li lievp, tiian any otf'Or firfl-cla-s
security. Ppmuiis ho dint* United St*tcs 5- Wvfl can, by
cjnv'iilin; them inln Nor.li^rn PncifiL:R, iocrj-\ne 'heir
yearly inome one-third, and still navo a peifirctly reliable
investment.
HOW TO GET TIIKM.—Your neire«t Bmk or Banker

will supply t!i«3e Bunds U) Any desire J amount, mid of -my
iv wled d-n'Mninntion Persona visiting to Exchanire
ptr.cks or other bonds lor the-^e. c-m do so with any of uur
A>.rentH. who will allow the highest cuirent price for all
MARKETABLE SECURITIES.
Those livin'jr in loe.ilities remote fmm Binks, may send

money, or otJier bonds, d'reclyto us by express, and we
will send hack Northern Pacific Brmds at our own risk

and without cost to the inve tor For further information*

p imphlets. maps, etc., 'all on or address the underai^ned*
or any of the Banks or Bankers employed to sell this Loan*

•

FOR SALE B7

IIKWSON, WnlTR & CO.,

ANDREWS, BISSELL &. CO.,

FIIANKLIN BiNK,
K. KINNEY & CO.,

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

RECEIVER'S SALE.

Jacob T. Martz, Recfivor of
the Cincinnati wnd Macki-
naw Riilroad Company, I The State of Ohio Dark*
p ainl iff, f County Common Pleas, No.

vs. | 3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said |

R.iiiroad Company. J

By virtue of an alia« order of sale made hy the Coort of
Common Pleas, within and for the connly of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Term. A. L>. ]HGi, of said Court,
in the above entitled case. anil to me, as Reciver, appointed
by said Court, of tie said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-
road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-
cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in said
County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,

at the hour of 2 o'clock. P.. M., of said day, the following
describi-d property, rights, franchises. &c, of the siid Cin-
cinnati and Bliickinaw Kail road Company, situ teand beirg
in the counties of Darke. M'-rcer, :uid Van Wert, in said

State irf Osio, to-wii: TVie Road Bed . nd riL'ht of way uf
the sa'd Cincinmti and Mackinaw KailroAil ComoHny for a
railroad, commenc nji at a puint near Gre^ivdle. in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extendinir through the counties of
Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van Wert, in
said I ist named county, in the St»te < f Ohio, including the

bridges fixtures, and culverts, railroad lies on the s«me. or
intended for the said road, together with the riylit of way
owned and held by said Company f r the construction of
its said mad. toother with all the rights «nd franchises of
sol Company for tie constriction of and maintaining its

road in the said State of Ohio, together with all other

p operty real nnd personal, belonging t-> sa : d Company, in

saiil State ot Ohio, intended to be used in the construction
of its -ai 1 road.

Appraised i t Seventeen Thousand Do'dsrs.

Teru.s of Sale, Cash. W. A WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R. K. Co.

C. Calkins Attorney; Marcbii3, IB71. 23-3-70, 3t.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
A squarels the space occupied by ten lines ~f Nonpareil.

Oneiquare,singleinsertion $ 2 0°
*' '* per month 5 u"
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14 " perannum 25 0°
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WRIGHTSON &, CO., Propr's.

The " Tannel," and its relation to the

Growth of Cincinnati.

We propose to exhibit some reasons for the

completion of the "tunnel," which have not

been heretofore considered, and which bear

directly on the growth and prosperity of this

city. To do this, we must describe in some
measure what the city is, and what it must

become, if its people have any sagacity or its

development any proportion to that of rther

American cities. In this country, though

cities grow in different ratios, slow or fast,

yet they all grow. Assuming this as a pri-

mary fact, we shall endeavor to show: 1. At

what rate Cincinnati may be expected to

grow; 2. In what directions
; 3. What facili-

ties and means Bhould be furnished to aid

that growth; and 4. How far those facilities

and means when furnished will return to the

city, and to those who advance money for en-

terprises, profits for their advancements. The

place which the tunnel will have (if the gene-

ral scheme we advocate be adopted) is that of

one of the principal means of extending the

growth of the city, and giving values and fa-

cilities to property and population which lie

north of the city.

In making this exhibit we shall be obliged

to go over more ground, and take a wider

view, than we have been accustomed to take

in this paper; but this is one of our objects,

to take a more comprehensive view of great

enterprises and plans for the future than is

taken in mere newspapers. Let us then look

at Cincinnati, as to what it is, and what it

may become.

1. What is and will be the growth of Cin-

cinnati? We readily concede that if we are

to regard this city as ceasing to grow, as be-

coming a sort of Amsterdam, where a man
never builds a house except for the necessity

of his own use, and never expects to sell it at

its value, if that is to be the case, we concede

that no great enterprise is worth undertaking,

the Southern road, the bridges, and the ave-

nues, might all in such case be thrown aside.

But such is not the case with western towns,

and can not be. We must recollect, also,

that all public improvements are both cause

and effect; they are not only the results o^

growth but the cause of growth ; and the men
of business and property can not aff>rd to

neglect them. The lesson of American cities

is that all useful public improvements have

paid in the fullest sense of the term. New
York is the city which has grown the most;

but it is also fiat in which the most costly

and enormous improvements have been made.

Two are now proposed, and will probably be

made, which exceed anything in the cities of

the world ; one is the bridge over the East

river to Brooklyn, and the other the rail-

road viaduct. The cost of these will be

enormous, but they will be made, and they

are scarcely greater than what are already

made, in the Central park and the magnifi-

cent avenues. But let us take what Cincin-

nati is, and then compare it with that city

which is almost exactly like it, in every par-

ticular, Philadelphia. First. What may we

expect Cincinnati to be? The growth of

Cincinnati in thirty years has been:

Increase.

In 1840 4G.300,
" 1850 115,100, 150 per cent.
" 1860 161.000, 40 "
" 1870 218,000, 36 "

The diminution of the ratio (a diminution

always occurring in the later periods of cities)

is evidently arrested, and a decennial increase

of 36 per cent, is the least which can be ex-

pected. Then, the population of the next 30

years will be in round numbers as follows

:

In 1880 300,000
" 1890 410,000

The advance will probably be more, as we

shall presently see it has been in Philadel-

phia. But this is the very least; and this

shows us that in about tweuty-two years (a

very short time in the growth of cities) the

population of Cincinnati will be doubled;

that is (putting it in a practical form to be

understood), 220,000 people (all that are now

in the city) will be added on, and must have

houses, churches, streets, avenues, parks, &c.

Where are they to be? Three-fourths of the

new mass of people must be north of the city.

Hence, the need of new avenues
; but we have

not come to that part of our argument. We
now proceed to show that the growth of Cin-

cinnati will in all probability be much grea'er

than what we have stated. In all cities there

is a period wh"n rapid growth for a short time

ceases; and then if it has innate vigor it goes

on with still greater strength and growth.

Take New York, for example:

Increase.

In 1810 P6 000
" 1820 123 708 30 per cent.
" 1830 202,589 70 "

" 1840 312,000 50 "

There is nothing in this to show the New
York of 1,000,000 in 1870. From 1810 to

1840 (30 years), there were 216,000 added on
;

but (from 1840 to 1870) there were 700,000

people added on ! But Philadelphia is an al-

most exact parallel to Cincinnati in its con-

dition, industry and growth. Take this little

table, in periods of ten years, Cincinnati from

1850, Philadelphia from 1820:

Philadelphia. Cincinnati.

In 1820 112,000 In 1850 115,000
" 1830 161,00(1 " 1860 161,000
" 1840 220,000 " 1S70 218,000
" 1850 340,000
" 1860 560,000

The parallel is exact, and hence we mav
conclude that in twenty years Cincinnati will

be much more than doubled. Philadelphia is

a city, not of foreign commerce, but of manu-

factures, and so is Cincinnati; and coal and

iron are the materials for the prosperity of

both. Cincinnati, therefo-e, we conclude,

loill be doubled in twenty years.

2. In what directions will it be extended ?

If any of our readers happens to know any

thing of the topography of Cincinnati and ita

environs, they know that the hills on which

Mount Auburn, Walnut Hills and East Wal-

nut Hills are situated, is an island, a geologi-

cal island, which declines as much to the

north as to the south; that is, at a distance of

four miles due north or north-east from Fifth

street market, you are as low as the upper

plain of Cincinnati, or nearly so. On the

north-east is the little valley of D?er creek,

and on the north-west a branch of Mill creek,

and there is in reality a valley on the north

side of the hills, which extends from the Ohio

to Mill creek. The result of this is, that if we

suppose a tunnel finished through the north-

ern hills, that it opens out on a fine plain

country, but little higher than the upper plain

of the city. Now, bearing this in mind, let

us see how the city is extending. Already

the city is crowning the bights of Mount Au-

burn and Walnut Hills. Two entire wards

are there; no less than ten churches are there;

schools are there; and in fine, Mount Auburn

and Cincinnati are to be, not the northern

skirts, but the very center of Cincinnati. Now
suppose twenty years pass by, and 220,000

people put on the north side of Cincinnati,

what happens ? From the northern entrance

of the tunnel there will be not suburbs but a

part of the great city itself, extending north

and east. If then the tunnel should be made,
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nnd the railroad carry the outside citizens to

their business for ten cents, as it can afford

to do, then it will afford the great body of

mechanics and operatives cheaper residences

and cheaper living than can be had in Cov-

ington, Newport or any other quarter. It

costs ten cents now to the resident in Colum-

bia doing business in Cincinnati, but the tun-

nel roi.te can compete with that, or with any

possible route to the country. If, then, the

tunnel route be completed, the growth of the

city north will be ft II further increased. In

fine, the tunnel at this moment affords the

finest speculation, and the most certain mode

of giving cheap homes to men of moderate

means, which has yet been proposed in the

history of Cincinnati.

The other heads of this subject we shall

consider in another article.

Bast End ngaiitst the West End.

We don't exactly see why these ends should

be against each other at all, and think it the

narrowest selfishness that will array the one

against the other, or seek to improve the one

and impoverish the other.

What our city needs is such general im-

provements as will make it better, safer,

cleaner, healthier, more convenient, more

beautiful than it is, so that it miy grow in

value and in population, and retain its right

to be the Qieen City of the West. And if

there is a nuisance at the east end that can

be removed, or converted into a business lo

cality or a place of beauty, it ought to be

dune, and who dares to say thut the whale

city would not be benefited by it?

And so, too, of the west end. Any improve-

ment wanted there that will promote the local

and general welfare of the city, ought to be

made. And it would be very much easier to

make all these improvement*, it this lair and

reciprocal spirit prevailed than it is now that

a b t:er antagonism exists between these

metropolitan extremities.

What possible interest can it be for one

part of the city tc grow and prosper, and an-

other to languish ? We would as soon think

of palsying one of our limbs or bodily mem-
bers, or allow one of them to become atrophied

by disuse, with the hopes and expectations

that the counter limb or member would be

strengthened thereby, as to carry out this silly

war between the parts of the body politic of

our city.

The question is not what wards have the

largest number of people, ihe largest propor-

t on of taxable properly, but the good of the

city as a unit, iet it fall in wbat<oever locality

it may.

When this spirit prevails in our Councils,

we shall be more prosperous, and shall be

freed from the curses ol j .bs, and the wasting

of the people's substance upou valueless work.

The Railroad Bill.

The railroad B'll now before the Ohio Sen-

ate, that proposes to allow one Railroad Com-

pany to appropriate (steal) the track of an-

other such company passing through any city

or village of the Stale, provides: That, if

these companies can not agree upon the terms

of such uses, that these tracks may be appro-

priated, and the enjoyment thereof by the

several companies shall be determined by the

common council of the city or village such

track or tracks may pass through.

We have not the bill before us, but these

provisions are in it In plain Bullish this

means, first, that if one Railroad Company
owns a valuable track or entrance into or

through any city or village of the State that

it may have originally paid largely to secure,

and rendered very valuable bj the constant

expenses it may have put upon it or its sur-

roundings, or in concentrating other lines of

road to that locality, and the utmost capacity

of which may be required for its own busi-

ness, another and perhaps a rival company

may quietly step in and appropriate (steal) a

share of these privileges and advantages, to

the injury of the real owners, and to the pre-

judice of their obligations to other companies,

and for all these, merely pay a sum of money

that may be assessed by a jury, obtained, and

influenced, nnd ignorant, and pnjudieed, as

juries sometimes are.

And second, that the control of this part of

the company's road shall be tiken directly

away from it, and subject to that of a cet of

men who may, and ptobably would in many in

stances, be ele* led by all the corrupt means

known to our local politics, for the express pur-

pose of favoring one of these corporations at

the expense of the others. A set of men who

know nothing of the wants nor necessities of

these roads, and who by their blunderings and

trickery would do an incalculable injury to

these corporations and the public.

There is no use in saying these things would

not occur, that it is intended to be fair, and

will be honest, and all this aott of worn-out

claptrap. Every man who knows any thing

about such matters, knows that such oppor-

tunities as are offered in this bill for fraud and

corru| tion are invariably taken advantage of,

and work the greatest kind of mischief and

that continually.

If there were no other reasons why this bill

should be damned and kicked out of the

Legislature, these are sufficient. It was con-

ceived in corporate sin, and had belter never

be brought into life, iban to be born in legis-

lative iniquity.

Out with it. It is unworthy a moment's

consideration.

This obnoxious bill was defeated in the

Ohio Senate yesterday, after the above was

in Ijpc.

Personnl.

We received a most satisfactory visit frrm

Mr. W. W. Taylor, the Stale Engineer of

Georgia, whose headquaiters are at A'lanta.

Mr. Taylor gave us a great deal of valuab'e

information about public improvements in the

South, and particularly in the State of Geo .

gia. He tells us that the people of the South

are alive to the importance of railways as a

means of developing the resources of the :

r

country, and attracting capital and settlers

thither ; and are willing to do all in ihe'r

power to aid these valuable works. He also

informs us that the narrow or 30 inch gauge

road is meeting with a great deal of favor in

the South, and is likely to be generally adopt-

ed for lateral lines.

We are pleased to 6nd so scientific and

practical an engineer as Mr. Taylor approving

the " narrow gauge," and recommending it to

the people of his State. It is just the thing;

for them. Adapted to their country, within

their means to construct, and of sufficient

capacity for the business of any section of the

country such roads are likely to be construct-

ed through.

The South is the great field of this conti-

nent for the " narrow gauge railway." We

hope to learn, within the coming year, that

several of these contemplated lines are com-

pleted, and proving tbat all the Record has

claimed for the narrow gauge is Irue.

B^» We were gratified last week with a

call from our old personal friend, Col. W. P.

Hurlbert, of Georgia. Most of our citizens

will remember the Colonel as the companion

of Gov. Bullock and others, when in attend-

ance at our "Cincinnati Southern Railway"

meetings at the Board of Trade rooms, as

delegates representing the interests of Geor-

gia Col. H. has been connected with the

railroad and transportation interests of the

South for the past thirty years, and is perhaps

more conversant wilh its wants and necessi-

ties, as well as its resources than any other

man. He says that they will adopt the nar-

row gauge (30 inches) for all lateral and local

roads in Georgia, as best suited to their wants

and adapted to their means to construct.

Notice.

On and after the 20th of this month, all

persons having stick of the Dayton & Cincin-

nati Railroad Company, or claims against it,

can have the same adjusted according to the

terms of the capitalization of said company,

matured April 11, 1871, by applying at the

company's otlice, 167 Walnut street, Cincin-

nati, 0.

A. J. HoDDER, President.

' G. B. Ellakp, Sec'y.
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The Trade with. Asia.

"In front of Sin Francisco (sau rather, op-

posite the Pacific Coast) are 745,0(10,000 of
hungry Aniatics who have spices, tea. coffee,

drugs and dyes, to exchange for meat and
grain."—Guv. GlLPtx, of Colorado.

The rise or fall of cities has accompanied

the acquisition or loss of the trade of South-

ern Asia. The possession of Chinese works of

taste and utility by ihe ancient Assyrians and

Egyptians shows that at the farthest reach of

historic time the trade was established between

Mesopotamia and Egypt, in the West, and '• far

Cathay," in the East. The Arabs sailed their

craft by the Chinese "way marker," the mari-

ner's compass, many centuries btfore the

Christian era, their zoron and aphron. South

and North, marking the Chinese mode of giv-

ing preference to the South as the abode of

ligln, heat and vitality.

That wonderful nation, the Phoenicians, pros-

pered not so much through what they made or

raised as what they bought, carried, and sold.

The tin mines of the Cassiterides (Stilly) were

not too far beyond the pillars of Hercules, the

region of fogs, and, presumably, of darkness an

desolation; the tin mines of Malacca, and the

spi'.-e lands of the Eastern Archipelago, were

not 1 10 far in the East. The 27ih chapter of

the prophecy of Ezekiel is the best picture on

record of merchant Tyru.9. "Situate at the

entry of the sea (the Mediterranean) a mer-

chant of the people fur many isles.'' Her

shipping was "fir trees of Sennit!," with "ce-

dars of Lebanon to make masts," and oars

made of the oaks of Bashan. At Tarshish,

near the site of the present Cadiz—were "the

multitude of all riches, with silver, iron, tin,

and lead," collected from their Atlantic and

Baltic stations. Arabia yielded her flocks,

Sheba her spices, precious stones, and gold
;

Asshur her apparel and manufactures in wood,

Egypt her fine linen with broidered work, To-

garmah horses and mules, Didan ivory and

ebony, Judah honey, oil and balm, Damascus

the wine of Hebron (Aleppo) and white wool,

Javan and Dan bright iron, (steel) cassia, aud

calamus.

Solomon traded with Hiram of Tyre, giv-

ing corn, wine, and oil for skilled work arid

manufactures. The copper of Syria and the

tin of Britain united to make the bronze for

the lavar and other vessels of the Jewish

Temple. Fired by an ambition to obtain a

part of the Oriental trade, Solomon built Raeb

bek and Tadmor of the wilderness, the Pal-

myra of Zenobia, and at a later period, the

success of Solomon in directing trade may
have been the cause of the invasion of Pha-

raoh Shishak, who pillaged Jerusalem and the

Temple, seven years after the death of the

man whose wise laws and wives were equally

numerous.

"And thus he played hia part."

Pelra, also, was the creation of the Orient il

trade, and still stands, hewn from the solid

rock and proof against decay; but the solitude

of these cities is only relieved by the occa-

sional encampment of an Arab sheik or the

visit of a Christian traveler. It is many long

years since the commerce of the East passed

through Idumea " to Ezion-geber and Eloth
"

on the Red Sea.

Tyre, by its success, provoked the jealousy

of the great nations of its day. Nebuchad-

nezzar determined to root it out and destroyed

1 leral Tyre so that Mesopotamia might pre-

dominate. Alexander, two centuries after-

ward, -destroyed insular Tyre in order that

Greece might become u maritime power.

Syria and Egypt struggled lor some cen-

turies for the possession of the wooded coun-

try of Lebanon and Bashan, as the only re-

sort for timber to build ships for the Oriental

I trade. Rome destroyed Carthage that she

might have no maritime rival, and so the mer-

chant princess followed the fate of her queen-

ly mother who was bewailed by the muriners:

" What city is like Tyrus, like the destroyed

in the midst of the sea? When the waves

went forth out of the seas, thuu filiedst many
people, thou didst enrich the kings of the

earth with the multitude of thy riches and of

thy merchandise." Ez. xxvii, 33-4.

As the trade shifted, cities rose and fell ; the

caravans of the merchant made the wilderness

to blossom, and again ibe majestic piles of inn,

sonry were left fur the owls and ihe bats. No
such massive masonry as that of Bielbek is

found in any other part of the world; the

columns of Palmyra
11 Stand sublime,

Flyin* their Bhadown from on high,

Like diaW which ibe wizard Tims

Has raised to coui't his ages by.
1 '

Antioch was for a time the second city of

the Roman Empire. Aleppo once had 300,-

000 inhabitants.

In 1000 A. D- the spot now known as Or-

muz, on the Persian Gulf route, was a barren

rock, but a lew years of permanent occupa^

lion of the spot as a free port, changed the

barren islet into one of the wealthiest cities

of the world.

Near the close of the 15th century Christo^

pher Colon sailed west to find India, and

named the nations of the new Continent. He
thought he was upon the outposts of the great

land which had long been so toilfully reached

by the Eastern routes, and he died without dis-

covering his mistake.

From the profits of the Asiatic trade proud

Venice rose "from dirt and sea-weed." For

this, Vaseo di Gatua circumnavigated Africa,

as the Phoenicians had done more than twenty

centuries before, in the time of 1'haroah

Necho, and recorded by Herodotus.

Genoa took a share.

Holland traded close and worked the sweat

of the Indies into spices, which she converted

into her image of God—specie. She is still

carrying on her heartless work at a heavy

profit in cash. Did Great Biitaiu 90 griud

India, the revenue from Hindoostan would

pay the interest on her national debt, and all

other national annual expenses.

The British, of course, are working hard for

the direct route tu Hindoostan, and by the im-

provement of the Persian Gulf and MesopO'

tamia route expect to revive the glory of
many fallen cities of the middle ages. • Or-

mnz, Antioch, Aleppo, Cyprus, and Rhodes
have a second history before them; Crete,

Brindisi, Venice and Genoa will each obtain

a renewal of their ancient fame." So says an

English traveler. He very forcibly adds:

"Alexander of Maced mi was the first man
who took a scient lie vinw of ihe impnitmce
of the Persian Gulf mule, bit we hale hitherto

drawn but little profit from the lesson con-

tained in his commission to Nearcleus to sur-

vey the coast from the Indus to the Eu-
phrates."

We are not so immediately interested in the

British possessions in India, as in the still

greater and more populous regions which face

its on the olhpr side of our Pacific ocean.

Our own look-out upon the Pacific may he

called 20° of latitude, say from 8J a to 50°,

counting in British Columhia as we are going

ahead together. The Chinese and Japanese

have a reach of say from 22° to 45°. In-

dia is only reached by a long detour around

the Peninsula of Malacca which reaches almost

to the equator. *

The Cincinnati A Mackinaw Railroad.

The notice in onr columns for the sale of

this road seems to have attracted the atten-

tion of quite a number of railroad men in

different, pans of the count-y. The fifth letter

of inquiry about the condition and value of

this work is now before us. We have taken

great pains to answer all our friends fully

upon this subject, and if there are any nther3

who desire similar information we shall be

pleased to give it to them.

Some of these parties are pecuniarily strong

enough to make short work of this project,

and at the rate it is offered there is no such

speculation in all this part of the country.

The Hempfield Railroad Solp to the
Baltimore anp Ohio Railroad.—At the sale

of ihe Hempfield Railroad, in Philadelphia, on
Thursday the road was purchased by John
King, Viee-President of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad Company, the price being
$131,000 The Wheeling Register says:

Though not unexpected, our citizens will be
glad to receive this news. Jt gives promise
of renewed life and vigor to the Hempfield, and
additional trade to the city. '1 his will make a
link in the new through line from Ee.st. to

West via ihe Piit-fburg and Connellsville Rail-

road. Now let our citizens offer liberal in-

ducements to ihe Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

for them to establish 1 heir shops here, and the

transfer of the Hempfield to the Baltimore,

and Ohio road will he one of the greatest that

ever happened to wheeling.
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Charter of tUe Soniliern I'acilic J(ailron<l

toiniwny.

AN ACT to incorporate the Texas Pacific

Railroad Company, and to aid in the con-

struction of its road, and for other pur-

poses.

Section 1.

—

Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United Stales

of America in Congress assembled, That John

C. Fremont, James L. Alcorn, G. M Dodge,

0. C. French, John D. Caldwell. J. J. Noah,

A. C. Osborne, Timothy Hurley, C C. Pool,

Silas N. Martin, John M. Corse, George E.

Wentworth, Philip H. Morgan, J I). Cameron,

Marshall 0. Roberts, James L. Hodges, John

Ray, W. Vermilye, Enoch L. Faucher, Charle3

F. Livermore, Joseph H. Oglesbv, John Why-
lock, Daniel Drew, F. S. Davis, W. Orton, A.

C. Babcock, Thomas A. Scott, Samuel D. Hoff-

man, H. Ramsdale, William H. Jackson, R.

C. Parsons, Delos W. Emmons, M. A. South-
' worth, John H. Hall, G. C. Kinzey, W. P.

Clark, James Dart, H. Jacobs, L. T. Smith,

W. P. Dole, C. A. Weed, A. P. K. Safford, H.

MeCullougb, Charles Jackson, Elisha Dyer,

Alfred Anthony, James Hoy, M W. Benjamin,

H. D. Cooke, Joseph K. West, W. S. Hunting-

ton, J. M. Tebbetts, C. C. Leondrige, D. D.

Porter, M. Woodbull. Hiram Price, M. U Hun-
ter, W. T. Walters, J. B. Brownlow, T. A. Mor-

ris, Owen Tuller, J. H Ledlie, R. M. Bishop,

Samuel Craighead, D. N. Stanton, Augustus

H. Whiting, G. L Johnson, J. W. Goodland,

.Powell Clayton, Samuel Tate, W. Bolton, H.
Robinson, George Maney, 0. H. Bynum, M.
Burns, J C. Goodloe, E. G. Barney, Cyrus
Busey, J. W. Forney, J. Lockwood, E. M. Da-
vis, N. Patton, W. Flanegan, G. O'Brien, G.

P. Buel, G H. Gidding, J. J. Newell, E. W.
Rice, R. M. Shoemaker, Samuel Sloan, S. W.
Morton, J. B. Bowman, L. M. Flournoy, J. J.

Hinds, G. R. Weeks, J. T. Ludling, B. C. Gil-

bert, B. D. Williams, Thomas Oicott, G. A.
Fosdick, Harry Hays, P. S. Forbes, John T.

Sprague, L. R. Marsh, A. W. Beckwith, J. C.

Stanton, Cyrus H. Baldwin, A. J. Hamilton,
Rush R. Sloan, Silas C. Colgrove, Samuel D.
Jones, N. H. Decker, William N. Leet, B. F.

Allen, J. B. Chaves, Augustus Kountze, John
N- Goodwin, William S. Rosecrans, Michael
Hahn, H. C. Warmouth, J. S. Williams, G. M.
Spencer, L. J. Higby, W. C. Kimbali, and all

such persons as snail or may be associated
with ihem, and their successors, are hereby
created a body politic aud corporate in fact

and in law, by the name, style, and title of
the Texas Pacific Railroad Company, and by
that name shall have perpetual succession,

and shali be able to sue and be sued, olead and
he impleded, defend and be defended, in all

courts of law and equity within the United
.Stites, and may make and use a common seal

;

and the said corporation is hereby authorized
and empowered to lay out, locate, construct,
furnish, maintain and enjoy a continuous rail-

road aud telegraph line, with the appurten-
ances, from a poiut at or near Marshall,
county of Harrison, Slate of Texas; thence
by the most direct and eligible route, to be
determined by said company, near the thirty-

eecond parallel of notth latitude, to a point
at or near El Paso; thence by the moft direct
and eligible route, to be selected by said com-
pany, through New Mexico and Arizona, to a
point on the Rio Colorado, at or near the
south-eastern boundary of the State of Cali-
fornia

; thence by the most direct eligible
route t:> San Diego, California, to ship's chan-
nel, in the bay of San Diego, in the Slate of
California, pursuing in the location thereof,

as near as may be, the thirty-second parallel

of north latitude, and is hereby vei-ted with

all the powers, privileges, and immunities

necessary to carry intj effect the purposes of

this act.

Sec. 2. That the persons named in the first

section oi this act shall constitute a board of

commissioners, (twenty of whom shall consti-

tute a quorum for the transaction of business),

to be known as the Texas Pacific Railroad

commissioners, who shall meet in the city of

New York, within ninety days after the pas-

sage of this act, at a time to be designated in

a notice to be signed by the person first

named in the list of corporators and six of

his associates, and to be published for two
weeks in, at least, one daily newspaper in New
York, New Orleans, and Washington; and,

when so met, they may cause books to be

opened for the subscription of the capital stock

of said company, and when twenty thousand
shares, amounting to two millions of dollars,

shall have been subscribed, and ten per

centum actually paid thereon, in money, to

the treasurer to be elected by said commis-
sioners, who shall give>bond tor its safe keep-

ing and payment to the treasurer of the com-
pany when organized, then itshall be lawful for

such subscribers or stockholders, or a majority

thereof, to organize said company in accord-

ance with the provisions of this act, and to

elect not less than seven, nor more than seven-

teen directors, a majority of whom shall be

necessary to the transaction of business, and
shall hold their office for one year and until

their successors shall be elected and qualified
;

and the said directors shall immediately pro-

ceed to elect a President, Vice-President,

Secretary and Treasurer; the President and
Vice-President shall be directors. At all

elections fur directors, "each share of stock

shall be entitled to one vole, which may be

given by the holders in person, or by proxy,

who shall also be a shareholder. The direc-

tors shall hold their offices for any term not

exceeding three years, as may be provided in

the by-laws; and the annual meetings cf

stockholders shall take place as provided for

in said by-laws.

Sec. 3. That the capital stock of the Texas
Pacific Railroad Company shall be fixed by the

board of directors, at a sum not exceeding fifty

millions of dollars, in shares of one hundred
dollars; and when the amount is so fixed, it

shall never be increased except by consent of

Congress. Assessments upon said stock shall

only be made by a majority vote of the whole
number of directors at a regular meeting,

which said assessments shall be paid at the

expiration- of thirty days alter a notice given

in one newspaper in each of the cities of

Washington, Philadelphia, New York, and
New Orleans.

Sec. 4. That the said Texas Pacific Rail-

road Company shall have power and lawful

authority to purchase the stock, laud grants,

franchises, and appurlenances of, and con-

solidate upon such terms as may be agreed
upon between the parlies, with any railroad

company or companies heretofore chartered

by congressional, State, or territorial au-

thority, on the route prescribed in the first sec-

lion of this act; but no such consolidation

shall be with any competing through line of

railroads to the Pacific Ocean.
Sec. 5. That the said company shall have

power and authority to make running arrange-

ments with any railroad company or companies
heretofore chartered, or that may hereafter be

chartered by congressional, State, or terri-

torial authority; also to purchase lands, or

to accept donations, or grant of lands, or ether

property, from States or individuals, for the

purpose of aiding in carrying out the objects

of this company.
Sec. 6. That the rights, lands, land grants,

franchises, privileges, and appurtenances, and
property of every description, belonging to

each of the consolidated or purchased rail-

road company or companies, as herein pro-

vided, shall vest in and become absolutely the

j

property of the Texas Pacific Railroad Com-
pany: Provided, That in all contracts made
and entered into by said company with any
and all other railroad company or companies,
to perfect such aforesaid consolidation or pur-

chase, the indebtedness or other legal obliga-

tions of said company or companies shall be
assumed by the said Texas Pacific Railroad
Company as may be agreed upon, and no such
consolidation or purchase shall impair any
lien which may exist on any of the railroads

so consolidated or purchased ; but said com-
pany shall not assume the debts or obligations

of any company with which it may consoli-

date or purchase as aforesaid, to an amount
greater than the cash value of the assets re-

ceived from the same.
Sec. 7. That the said Texas Pacific Rail-

road Company shall have power to make and
enforce rules and by-laws for the election of

its officers and the government and manage-
ment of the business of the company, and lo

do and perform all needful and proper things

to be done and performed to promote the ob-

jects of the company hereby incorporated, not
inconsistent with the laws of the United States

and the provisions of this charter.

Sec. S. That the right of way through the

public lands be, and the same is hereby,

granted to the said company for the construc-

tion of the said railroad and telegraph line, and
the right, power, and authority is hereby given

to said company to take from the public lands

adjacent to the line of said road, earth, stone,

timber, and other materials for the construc-

tion thereof. Said right of way is granted to

said company to the extent of two hundred
feet in width on each side of said railroad

where it may pass over the public lands; and
there is also hereby granted to said company
grounds for stations, buildings, woiksbops,

wharves, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables,

water-stations, and such other structures as

may be necessary for said railroad, not ex-

ceeding forty acres of land at any one point.

Sec 9. That for the pnrpose of aiding

in the construction of the railroad and
telegraph line herein provided for, there is

hereby granted to the said Texas Pacific

Railroad Company, its successors and assigns,

every alternate section of public laud, not

mineral, designated by odd numbers, to the

amount of twenty alternate sections per mile,

on each side of said railroad line, as such

line may be adopted by said company, through

the Territories of the United Slates, and ten

alternate sections of land per mile on each

side of said railroad in California, where the

same shall not have been sold, reserved, or

otherwise disposed of by the United States,

and to which a preemption or homestead
claim may not have attached at the time the

line of said road is definitely fixed. In case

any of said lands shall have been sold, re-

served, occupied, or pre-empted, or otherwise

disposed of, other lands shall be selected in

lieu thereof by said company, under the di-

rection of the Secretary of the Interior, in

alternate sections, and designated by odd
numbers, not m'ore than ten miles beyond the

limits of said alternate sections first above

named, and not including the reserved num-
bers. If, in the too near approach of the said
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railroad line to the boundary of Mexico, the

number of sections of land to which the com-
pany is entitled can not be selected immedi-
ately on the line of said railroad or in lien of

Liineral lands excluded from this grant, a like

quantity of unoccupied and unappropriated

agricultural lands, in odd numbered sections

nearest the line of said railroad may be se-

lected as above provided ; and the word " min-

eral," where it occurs in this act, shall not be
held to include iron or coal: Provided how-
ever, That no public lands are hereby granted
within the State of California further than

twenty miles on each side of said road, ex-

cept to mahe up deficiencies as aforesaid,

and then not to-exceed twenty miles from the

lands originally granted. The term "ships
channel," as used in this bill, shall not be

construed as conveying any greater right to

said company to the waterfront of San Diego
bay than it may acquire by gift, grant, pur-

chase, or otherwise, except the right of way,

as herein granted: And provided further,
That all such lands so granted by this section

to said company, which shall not be sold, or

otherwise disposed of, as provided in this act,

within three years after the completion of the

entire road, shall be subject to settlement and
pre-emption like other lands, at a price to be
fixed by and paid to said company, not ex-

ceeding an average of two dollars and fifty

cents per acre for all the lands herein

granted.

Sec. 10. That when the route of said rail-

road and telegraph line shall pass through the

lands of private persons, or where it may be
necessary for said railroad company to take

any lands belonging to private persons for any
of the purposes herein mentioned necessary
to said road, such right of way through or title

to such lands shall be secured in accordance
with the laws of the State or Territory in which
they may be situated.

Sec. 11. That the Texas Pacific Railroad

Company shall have power and authority to

issue two kinds of bonds, secured by mortgage,
namely: First, construction bonds; second,

land bonds. Construction bonds shall be se-

cured by mortgage, first, on all crany portion

of the franchises, road-bed, or track of said

railroad, and all the appurtenances thereto be-

longing, when constructed or in the course of

construction, from a point at or near Mar-
shall, to ship's channel, in the bay of San
Diego, in the State of California, as aforesaid.

Land bonds shall be secured by mortgage, first,

on all or any portion of the lands hereby
granted in aid of the construction of said rail-

road »3 is provided for in this act; second, on
lands acquired by any arrangement or pur-

chase or terms of consolidation with any rail-

road company or companies to whom grants

of lands may have been made, or may hereafter

be made, by any congressional, State, or terri

torial authority, or who may have purchased
the same previous to any such arrangement
or consolidation : Provided, That all "the

moi tgages made and executed by said railroad

company shall be filed and recorded in the

Department of the Interior, which shall be a

sufficient evidence of their legal execution,

and shall confer all the rights and property of

said company as therein expressed : And
provided also, That '.he proceeds of the sales

of the aforesaid construction and land bonds
shall be applied only in the construction, opera-
alion, and equipment of the contemplated rail

road line: And provided further, That said

mortgage shall in no wise impair or affect any
lien existing on the property of said company
or companies at or before the time of such
consolidation.

Sec. 12. That whenever the said company
shall complete the first and each succeeding
section of twenty consecutive miles of said

railroad, and put it in running order as a first-

class road in all its appointments, it shall be
the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to

cause patents to be issued conveying to said

company the number of sections ot land op-

posite to and coierminous with said completed
road to which it shall be entitled for each
section so completed. Said company, within

two years after the passage of this act, shall

designate the general route of its said road,

as near as may be, and shall file a map of the

same in the Department of the Interior; and
when the map is so filed, the Secretary of the

Interior, immediately thereafter, shall cause
the lands within forty miles on each side of
said designated route within the Territories,

and twenty miles within the Slate of Califor-

nia, to be withdrawn from pre-emption, pri-

vate entry, and sale : Provided, hoivever,

That the provisions of the act of September,
eighteen hundred and forty-one, granting pre-

emption rights, and _ the acts amendatory
thereof, and of the act entitled "An act to se-

cure homesteads to actual settlers on the pub-
lic domain, approved May twenty, eighteen

hundred and sixty-two, and the amendments
thereto, shall be, and the same are hereby ex-

tended to all other lands of the United States

on the line of said road, when surveyed, ex-

cept those hereby granted to said company.
Sec. IS. That the president of the company

shall annually, by the first day of July, make
a report and file it with the Secretary of the

Interior, which report shall be under oath, ex-

hibiting the financial situation of the com-
pany, the amount of money received and ex-

pended, and the number of miles of road con-

structed each year; and further, the names
and residences of the stockholders, of the di-

rectors, and of ail other officers of the com-
pany, the amount of stock subscribed, and the

amount thereof actually paid in, a description

of the lines of road surveyed and fixed upon
for construction, the amount teceived from
passengers and for freight, respectively, on
the road, a statement of the expenses of said

road and its fixtures, and a true statement of

the indebtedness of said company and the va-

rious kinds thereof.

Sec. 14. That the certificates of the capital

stock must be signed by the president and
secretary, and attested by the seal of the com-
pany, and shall contain an extract from the

proceedings of the board of directors fixing

the amount thereof, as well as from this act,

authorizing such issue. All the bonds and
mortgages issued by said company must be
signed by the president and secretary, and
attested by the seal of said company,
and shall contain an extract from the law
authorizing them to be issued. The face

value of said bonds shall be one thousand
dollars in gold, and shall be redeemable at

such times, and to bear such rate of interest,

payable semiannually in golf, as may be de-

termined by the directors. The total value of

the construction bonds to be issued shall not

exceed thirty thousand dollars per mile of

said railroad, and the total face value of the

laud bonds shall not exceed two dollars and
fifty cents per acre for all lands mortgaged;
the total amount of each to be determined by
the board of directors.

Sec. 15. That all railroads constructed, or

that may be hereafter constructed, to inter-

sect said Texas Pacific Railroad, shall have a

right to connect with that line; that no dis-

crimination as regards charges for freight or

•passengers, or' in any other • matter, shall be

made by said Texas Pacific Railroad Com-
pany, against any of the said connecting
roads; but that the same charges per mile as
to passengers, and per ton per mile as to

freight, passing from the said Texas Pacific
railroad over any of said connecting roads,

or passing from any of said connecting roads
over any part of said Texas Pacific railroad,

shall be made by said company as they make
for freight and passengers over their own
road : Provided also, That said connecting
roads shall reciprocate said right of connec-
tion and equality of charges with said Texas
Pacific railroad : And provided farther, That
the rates charged for carrying passengers and
freight, per mile, shall not ex'-eed the prices
which may be fixed by Congress for carrying
passengers and freight on the Union Pacific

and Central Pacific railroads.

Sec. 16. That said road shall be constructed
of iron or steel rails manufactured from Ameri-
can ore, except such as may have heretoforo
been contracted for by any railroad company
which may be purchased or consolidated with

by the company hereby incorporated, as pro-

vided by this act.

Sec. 17. That, the said Texas Pacific Rail-

road Company shall commence the construc-

tion of its road simultaneously at San Diego,
in the Slate of California, and from a point at

or near Marshall, Texas, as hereinbefore de-

scribed, and so prosecute the same as to havo
at least 50 consecutive miles of railroad from
each of said points complete and in running
ordtT within two years after the passage of

this act; and to so continue to construct each
year thereafter a sufficient number of miles

to secure the completion of the whole line

from the aforesaid point on the eastern bound-
ary of the State of Texas to the bay of Sari

Diego, in the State of California, as aforesaid,

within ten years after the passage of this act;

and upon failure to so complete it, Congress
may adopt such measures as it may deem
necessary and proper to secure its speedy
completion.

Sec. 18. That the President of the United
Stales, upon the completion of the first sec-

tion of twenty milns, shall appoint one com-
missioner, whose duty it shail be to examine
the various sections of twenty miles as they

shall be completed, and report thereon to him
in writing; and if, from such report he be
satisfied that said company has fully comple-
ted each section of its road, as in this act pro-

vided, he shall direct the Secretary of the In-

tenor to issue patents to said company for the

lands it is entitled to under this act, as fast

as each section of said road is completed.

Sec. 19. That the Texas Pacific Railroad
Company shall be, and it. is hereby declared

to be, a military and post road; and for the

purpose of insuring the carrying the mails,

troops, munitions of war, supplies, and stores

of the United Slates, no act of the company
nor any law of any State or Territory shall

impede, delay, or prevent the said company
from performing its obligations to the United
Stites in that regard: Provided, That said

road shall be subject to the use of the United
States for postal, military, and all other go-

vernmental services, at Pair and reasonable

rates of compensation, not to exceed the price

paid by private parties for the same kind of

service, and the government shall at all times

have the preference in the use of the same for

the purpose aforesaid.

Sec. 20. That it shall not be lawful for any
of the directors, either in their individual

capacity or as members of an incorporated

or joint stock company, to make any con-

tracts or agreements with the said Texas Pa-
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cific Railroad Company for the construction,

equipment, or funning of its road, or to have

any interest therein; and all such contracts

or agreements are hereby declared null arid

void, and nil money or property received un-

der such contracts or agreements may be re-

covered back for the benefit of the company
by any stockholder.

Sec. 21. That any railroad company whose

route lies across the route-of the Texas Pacific

railroad may cross the same, and for the pur-

pose of crossing shall have the right to acquire

at the double minimum price all lands, whether

of the Uniled States or granted by this act,

which shall be needed for a right of way two

hundred feet wide through said lands, and lor

depots, stations, sidetracks, and other need-

ful purposes, not exceeding for such purposes

forty acres at any one station.

Sec 22. That the New Orleans, Baton
Rouge & Vicksburg Railroad Company, char-

tered by the State of Louisiann, shall have

the right to connect by the most eligible route

to be selected by said company with the said

Texas Pacific railroad at its eastern terminus,

and shall have the right of way through the

public land to the same extent, grui ted here

by to the said Texas Pacific Railroad Com-
pany ; and in aid of its construction from

New Orleans to Baton Rouge, thence by the

way of Alexandria, in said State, to connect
with the said Texas Pacific Railroad Com-
pany at its eastern terminus, there is hereby
granted to said company, its successors and
assigns, the same number of alternate sec-

tions of public lands per mile, in the State of

Louisiana, as are by this act granted in the

State of California, to said Texas Pacific Rail-

road Company; and said lands shall be with-

drawn from market, selected, and patents

issued therefor, and opened for settlement

and pre-emption, upon the same terms and in

the same manner and time as is provided for

and required from said Texas Pacific Railroad

Company, within said Stite of California:

Provided, That said company shall complete
the whole of said road within five years from

the passage of this act.

Sec. 23 That for the purpose of connect-

ing the Texas Pacific railroad with the city

of San Francisco, the Southern Pacific Rail-

road Company of California is hereby autho-
rized (subject to the laws of California) to

construct a line of railroad from a point at or

near Tehachapa pass, by way of Los Angeles,

to the Texas Pacific railroad at or near the

Colorado river, with the same fights, grants,

and privileges, and subject to the same limila

tions, restrictions, and conditions as were
granted to said Southern Pacific Railroad
Company of California, by the act of July

twenty-seven, eighteen hundred and sixty-six:

Provided, however, That this section shall in

no way affect or impair the rights, present or

prospective, of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad
Company or any other railroad company.

Approved, March 3, 1871.

Lacqueiuxo Varntsit.—A varnish recom-
mended as well adapted for lacquering pictures
and engravings, as well as for preserving dried
plants and flowers, is prepared by pounding up
ten ounces of gum sandarac, four ounces of

mastic and half an ounce of camphor, and add-
ing ihree quarts of strong alcohol. The mass is

to be frequently shaken up, and finally placed in

a warm si toat i en until it settles. Plants coated
wii lit lii-t varnish will, it is said, be protected from
destruction by insects, and will retain their

colors fresh and unchanged. This varnish does
not. peel off, and therefore can be applied very
thin.

A New Pacific Railroad.

Some interest has been excited in Wall street

by the announcement, of the Canadian Inter-

oceanic Railroad. Encouraged by the grow-
ing prosperity and rapid success of our Pacific-

Railroad connecting the Atlantic sea-board
with San Francisco and the Orient, some
British capitalists long ago projected a line to

pass from sea to sea through British territory,

from Halifax to Vancouver's Island. The
scheme has been in abeyance; but on Wed-
nesday, at Ottawa, Sir George E. Cartier, on
the part of the Canadian Government, pro-

posed in the House of Commons that any
company undertaking the const-uction of the

road shall be aided with $1,500,000 a year.

This new Pacific Railroad enterprise having
thus been formally adopted by the Govern-
ment of the Dominion, doubtless with the

sanction of the Imperial Government at home,
it only requires that a dividend of 5 per cent,

a year should be guaranteed on the whole
capital; and 180 millions of dollars which
the road will cost could doubtless be easily

raised in England. To this guarantee there

is considerable opposition by the advocates of

light taxation ; and the subject has further

complications by being connected with the

rather unpopular measures for the immediate
admission of British Columbia as an integral

part of the Canadian Confederation. In the

unsatisfactory state of the finances of the

Dominion the opposition is very active, but
its success is doubtful.

The railway will be 2,500 miles long. It is t")

be begun in 1873 and finished by 1881. The
work is to go on simultaneously at both ends
By the new route British Columbia is to be
connected with the Canadian railways by a

road which will give England a short path to

India and China over her own territory and
subject to her exclusive control.

The route has not been fully surveyed as

yet; but its general direction is along the 50th
parallel, our Southern Pacific road taking rhe

32d parallel, the Noribern Pacific the 46th,

and i ur Great Central Pacific route the 41st
parallel. The new Canada Pacific is to start

from Bute Inlet, opposite Vancouver's Island,

and to terminate at Lake Nil igon, to the

noithwest of Lake Superior. At Bute Inlet

the harbor accommodations are very good
Crossing the Cascade mountains at the Tete
Jaune pass, at a low elevation, the new road
is to descend in easy grades down the gradual
slope of the Saskatchewan Valley to Manitoba.

This is the district formerly known as Prince
Rupert's land, surrendered by the Hudson's
Bay Company last year, but not at once con-

federated with the Dominion. The population

in 1809 of the whole te r rilory comprised in

British Columbia and Manitiba was reported

at 28,405 persons Their t.til commerce in

18(55 was £228,591, in 1806 £202,448, in 1867

£11 1,790, in 1868 £112,699, in 1869 £152,926.
In 1870 ihe commerce Was about £280,01)0,

while the population is estimated at 45,000 It

is easy to see that in such a sparse unde-
veloped region the local traffic lor years to

come must be extremely small. Much re-

liance is placed on the large land grant, and
the income therefrom will be considerable,

though in so high a latitude the temptation to

emigrants will be much less than in our own
sunnier and more irivit ng lauds. The through
traffic, as experience shows, will yield very

small net earnings toward paying the guaran-
tied 5 per cent, on the outlay. As the road
will therefore be a dead weight on the Cana-
dian Treasury of six and a half millions of

dollars a year, at least, it is not difficult to see

the ground of the vehement opposition the

scheme is meeting from a few economists in

the Canadian legislature.

There are rumors, however, that the Imperial
Treasury will in some way interpose, and the

railroads of British India show that England
is prepared to make great sacrifices to secure
in any contingency a free development and an
uncontrolled communication for her oriental

customers and her Indian possessions. As a
great military road the British Pacific offers

advantages which can not be over estimated
for the consolidation and unification of the
Colonies. At present our Central Pacific road
offers the only swift route through an English
speaking country to the ports of the western

coasts of this Continent: while the Panama
railroad offers similar facilities 1 1 the ports of

South America. The Asiatic ports of Russia,

the newly opened ports of Japan and China,
the Sandwich Islands, the Spice Islands, N*w
Zealand and Australia, are all developing a
new active trade with this country and with

Europe. Still the through freight will cost
heavily on this long English railroad, and will

seek other less costly and established routes.

Travel and express freight may, perhaps, be
attracted from the better known routes t> the
new British road. But it is uncertain. There
is every reason to believe that the tpn year3
in which this road is to be finished will make
New York the undisputed master of European,
and San Francisco of Asiatic communication
over this Continent.

Moreover, England will find the Suez route

to India, whether by railroad or canal, both
cheaper and quicker than her proposed Inter-

oceanic Railway. The Cape of Good Hope
route will be cheaper, if not quicker. From
England to China the time by way of Suez may
be less, but the cost higher. To Japan and
New Zealand the route over some parti of
this Continent will be much the quicke.-t. as

also to the Pacific ports, from Sitka in the
uoith to Valparaiso in the south. But before

this road is opened, travel will become so ac-

customed to move in our channels of trans-

portation as tj be loath t ) leave them. " Trade
loves its old grooves," as we are told, and we
should not have attracted to our new American
routes so much of the through traffic with the

Orient, but for the disturbance of the old

routes of travel by the gold discoveries, the

Crimean war, the Indian mutiny, the troubles

in Egypt, the Suez Canal, the Mont Cenis
summit and tunnel railways, the wars and ru-

mors of war in Continental Europe, and finally

by the disturbance of the old Marseilles line

of packet steamers and their transfer to

Brindisi on the Adriatic, whence steamers can
find a much shorter line of voyage to Alex-
andria than from Marseilles. So great a
revolution has not had its analogy in the

changes of the grand routes of commerce
since the taking of Constantinople by the

Turks and rhe discovery of the Cape of Good
Hope by Vasco Di Gama. Our Pacific Rail-

road was not constructed a year too soon to

enable it to attract over our terrilory the rich

Oriental commerce thus disturbed from its old

channels. When the quietude has been re-

established and trade has become established

in its settled grooves, it will not be so respon-

sive to new impulses or susceptible of new
directions.

—

The Chronicle.

—The following figures serve to show the

magnitude of railway traffic in England and
Scotland: On sixteen of the leading lines of

road there are, 7,925 locomotives, 17.6 46 pas-

senger cars, 135,990 freight cars, 8,?7j cattle

cars, and 73,751) coal cars.
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Karrow Gauge Railways.

The contest between the advocates of the
broad gauge and narrow gauge railways has
been definitely settled by experience in favor of
the latter. There are but few engineers, and
those certainly not of the highest order of in-
telligence, that are boll enough to advocate
Mr. isambard Brunei's theory of ihe advant-
ages of the extreme broad or seven feet gauge.
He had followers with influence enough in
this country to lead to the coiisirihetiouT.of a
few six-feet gauge roads, of which the Erie
Railway is a good type, and their history from
first to last has been one of disaster mechan-
ically, and therefore financially. Competitive
experience has definitely settled all questions
in lavor of the narrow or 4 feetSj inch gauge
for the great trunk or back-bone lines One
by one ine broad gauge lines are being re
duced in width, both here and abroad, and in
a few years they will all have disapr eaied, and
will be remembered only as ambitious failures
We have at all times been strenuously in favor
of identity ilnoughout this country, and have
advocated the 4 feet 8i inch as the one that
ought to be adopted, and we still have a good
degree of confidence that it will finally be so
for the great connecting lines'of travel; that
the 4 feet 9 inch, the 4 feet 10 inch, the 5 feet,

5 feet 6 inch, and all other exceptional gauges,
will finally be merged into one harmonious
system of really connecting railways There
is no need of discussing the advantages ol
such a result, both to the public and the
owners of railway properly. But while the
great mass of railway managers and engineers
have been striving to bring railways of this
country imo the narrow or prevailing gauge,
it has been practically demonstrated that ex-
treme narrow gauge lines, from 4 leet 9 inch
to 3 leet fi inch in width are capable of giving
a large degree of accommodation both for
passenger and Ireight traffic, and that ihe de-
creased cost of construction is so considerable
that these maybe builtin certain sections,
with hope of piotit, where it would be impos
sible to sustain a road with the prevailing
gauge. The success of these extreme narrow
gauge lines is indisputable, and as they are
beneficial to sparsely seitled communities for
local accommodation, and fur feeders for the
main lines of Iravel, it is well that they be
brought into harmoni.us relations with these,
and so systematized that ttiey shall be in har
inony with each other. It would be an act of
extreme folly to repeat the mistake which has
been so fully shown by "break of gauges" in
the general system; and therefore, to avoid
i-ueh complicaiions, the width ol these teed-
ing or spur lines should be settled by legisla-
tive enactment. The Railway (Jummutee of
the Stale of Massachusetts have had this
matter under consideration, and have made
an inteitesriog report, in which the general
subject is discussed with great abiliiy and
fairness by ihe chairman, Mr. George A.
Parker, the well known and eminent civil en-
gineer, who has evidently given the matter a
good deal of attention. The practicability of
interpolating a narrow gauge system is fairly
discussed, and the questions of cost of con
strurtion alluded to as well as the compara
live cost of operation; and the report finally
closes with a bill authorizing the construction
of roads wub three feet gauge in this Slate.
We ccpy below that portion of the report in
which the question of the first cost of the nar-
row and the prevailing gauge is compared, and
shall heiealier prii t such poitions of the re-
port as will more immediately interest our i

readers:— I

Let us estimate the cost of building and
equipping one mile of a cheap railway, 25
miles long of 2 feet 9 inch gauge, where the
average depth of cuttings and embankments
may be reckoned at four feet. The sectional
dimension*, and ihe bridging, masonry and
sidings being deduced and averaged from a
surveyed line, and Ihe eqiiipment'conl'ormed
as nearly as practicable to the recommenda-
tions of the India commitiee and of practical
builders in this country, the prices bein^ ac-
tually guaranteed by the latter, viz.

§4,243 00
352 00
175 00
4(11) On
250 1)0

1,513 no

Rail

Sleepers

Spikes

Joint fastenings
Laving track

Embankment, 6,062 cubic yards.
Cuttings, 5,fi29 cubic yards'. L480 01)

Rock cutting, 1,611 cubic yards... 1,611 00
Ballast. .".

l
?

i)ii() 00
S'dings 2D0 00
.Masonry and bridges 1,140 00

Rolling slock for whole road say:
Engines, 3 $18,000 00
Passenger cars, 5... 5 5110 1)1)

Mail & bag. cars, 2... 1,200 00
Merch'dise cars, 35. 6,125 00

" " 25. 4,000 00

$34,825 00-1-25 = 1,393 00

$13,757 On
And Ihe estimate of cost of same road with

similar grades and alignment, wilh a gauge of
four feet eight and one-half inches, with" the
usual provision for rolling stock, viz :

Ral| 3 $6,600 on
Supers 924 00
Spjkes 264 00
Joint fastenings 700 00
Laying track 325 00
Embankment, 8,604 cubic yards. 2,151 00
Cutting, 11,703 cubic yards 1,627 00
Rock cutting, 2,085 cubic yards... 2,085 00

l.iast 2,000 00

334 Oil

B,

Sidings,

Masonry and bridges 2,000 00
Rolling stock for whole road, say:

Engines, 3 $18,000 00
Passenger ears, 5... 20,000 00
Mail & bag. cars, 2... 2 600 06
Merch'dise cars, 30. 30,000 00

" 20. 16,000 00

$116,600 00-25 = 4,664 00

$23,974 00
The difference is nearly that of one to two,

and shows that where cheap roads is practica-
ble, the use of the narrow gauge may reduce
the cost about one-half, without reducing nec-
essary efficiency.—American Railway Times.

The Cincinnati ami Newport Bridge.

As Congress has decided that this bridge
must be elevated so as to give more clearance
for the passage of steamboats, it will be nec-
essary to change ihe approaches at the Cin-
cinnati end, in order that the grade may not
he too steep, and we hate been informed that
ihe following pUn is under contemplation by
the railroad c impanies who are directly inter-
ested in ihe completion of tne structure:

It is proposed to complete the Deer Creek
Tunnel, which has been abandoned for a
dozen rears or more, and t> carry the track
down Eggleston avenue, and from thence on
to the bridge by an easy grade.
D we remember rightly, this tunnel <s twenty-

nine feet in the clear, and will afford ample
room for three tracks, thus making it one of
the most desirable routes for running trains
into the city, as there will be no da"nger of
horses becoming scared by the locomotives,
and the cars can be run at the highest speed as
soon as they enter the lunnel
The advantage of this route will he appar-

ent when it is remembered that most if not
all of the railroads which center here are com-
pelled to run a number of miles through some
of the most contracted and thronged streets
before they can reach the corporate limits of
the city. This is not only a great source of
danger to the cilizens, but it is also an annoy-
ance to the railroad companies who are com-
pelled by the city ordinances to run their trains
at a very slow speed while passing through the
s reets.

Another great advantage peculiar to the
tunnel route would be the facility it would af-
ford of supplying the city with fuel—a con-
sideration of Ihe first magnitude in a lan-e
manufacturing center like Cincinnati.

Cars can be filled at the mines, the trains
run through the tunnel, nnd the coal emptied
into yards in Deer Creek valley without any
exira handling whatever ; the cars to be em-
ployed for this purpose being provided wilh
doors in the bottoms, which, when opened, will
deposit the coal wherever desired. If our
memory serve, one mining company, at the
time this tunnel was first, projected, proffered
to deliver coal at eight cents per bushel.
We consider this one of the most desirable

improvements that could be suggested for the
benefit of this city, and feel confident that if
the proper amount, of energy and nitro-glyeenn
be applied to the tunnel it will go through.
Industrial Press

Value of Iron Products of Cincinnati,
To show the great value and rapid increase of
manufactures of metals in Cincinnati, we
have collected the following tabular statement
from reliable data:

Single-rail Tramway in England A new
form of i-ingle-iail tramway has lately been
introduced in India, wilh a satisfactory result.
The vehicles used, in addition to the ordinary
wheels, have a pair of flingei wheels, one be-
hind the other, running on ihe S'ngle rail I

product of 1869, an increase of over 200 per
which is laid at the center of ihe track. The

I

cenl - since 1860. We should call that not

Value of Iron Products.
In 1840 $ 1,728,549
" 1850 4,143,900
" I860 5,305,606
" 1869 17,068,628

Adding some other lines of metal Manufac-
ture, and we have about $20,000,000 as the

Other Metals.

$1,058,040

1,209,190

1,464.738

2,820,086

flanged wh-cl- are adju-ted by a screw, so as
to take all the weight uff the ordinary wheels
without lifting them from Ihe roadway. An
expeiirneutal line baa been laid, in part, at an
incline of 1 in 40, aud along this a pair of
bullocks draw a load of three tons. The ad-
vantages are— first a very g<eat diminution of
power expended in hauling, as complied wilh
traction on common road9; s con llv, that 'he
cost of cousttuction is only one-half that of an
ordinary tramway with two lines of rails.

only a fair increase but a very rapid one.

®Sg~ The Nevada Slate Journal says : The
Rocky Mountain coal trade is beginning to be
quite an item in the way of freight, at least.

Scarcely a freight train from the east passes
through here but has from five to twenty cars
loaded with coal. Evanston, on the Union
Pacific Railroad, 26 miles ea<t. of Ogden, is

the place from whence the coal is shipped, aud
is mostly consigned to San Francisco dealers.
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Kentucky Aid to Railroads.— D. Howard
Smiih, Auditor of Kentucky, has compiled a
complete list of t'ne railroads aided by the dif-

ferent counties and towns of the Stale, giving

the amount of aid pledged by every place.

The aid as distributed among the railroads was
as follows:

Bardstown and Louisville SfiO.flfJO

Cumberland and Ohio 2,200,000
Covington and Lexington (572,000

Danville and McMinnville - .. 300,000
Evansville, Henderson and Nash-

ville f.79,000

Elizabethtown and Paducah 2,69.S,000

Glasgow Branch 125,000
Jeflfersonville 167,000
Louisville, Harrodsburg and Vir-

ginia 300.000
Louisville and Nashville 2,115,300
Lebanon Branch 508,000
Lexington and Big Sandy 584,000
Lexington and Danville 218,000
Maysville and Lexington, and Lex-

ington and Covington 94,000
Maysville and Lexington 387,333
Maysville and Lexington, and

Maysville and Sandy 240,000
Madisnnville and Shawneetown

Straight Line 105,000
Nashville and Northwestern 27,000
New Orleans ar.d Ohio 300,000
Owensboro and l-iuthrie 400,000
Owensboro and Russellville 947.350

Richmond Branch 717,000
St. Louis Air Line 500,000
Shelby ville 540,000

Total $14,933,983

—The Pittsburg and Connellsville Railroad
was 6ually completed April 10, giving Pitts-

burg a direct connection with Baltimore. This
company has for years been struggling under
heavy disadvantages pecuniary and legal

Five years ago, rival interests were brought to

be»r against the company, which seemed
almost friendless, and an act passed the Penn-
sylvania Legislature forfeiting its charter for

abuse and misuse of its corporate franchise

The passage of this act was a crisis in the

history of the road, the forfeiture of its char-

ter being considered oppressive, and stirred

up the friends of the road to unceasing ener-

gy. After a long struggle, the nullifying act

was repealed, and the company restored to its

franchise, and the city of Baltimore and the

Baltimore and Ohio road then took an active

interest in its behalf, subscribing largely to

its Stock, and through the active co-operation

of President Garrett, of the Baltimore and
Ohio road, its early completion was assured.

Since that time President W. O. Hughait has

pushed the road with extraordinary vigor, and
t -day, together with B. H. Latrobe, Cjief

Engineer and the former President, performed
the duty of spiking the last rail at a point

near Mineral Poir.t. Immediately upon its

completion, the first train proceeded to Cum-
berland, passing over a temporary road which
had been constructed over Brook tunnel, which

is not yet completed. The total length of the

road from Piitsburg to Baltimore is three hun-

dred and twenty-five miles; the highest grade
fifty feet to a mile. Express trains, when
running regularly, are expected to make the

distance from Pittsburg t> Washington in ten

hours, via the Point of Rocks route. When
completed, the road will have cost nine mill-

ions of dollars. Through passenger trains

will commence running next Monday.

—The contract for the construction of a

tunnel at Baltimore, connecting the Baltimore

and Potomac Railroad with the Northern

Central, has been awarded to Mr. Thomas Rit-

ter, of Philadelphia. The tunnel will be

7,400 feet long, and cost over $1,000,000.

—The St Paul and Sioux City road will be

completed by the end of this year.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE, publishedin

Chiiajo, by A. N. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 21 pa^es, as large as these of Every Saturday.

It contains a complete record of railroad news: —the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let ar.d to he let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civil

and mechanictil engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance
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tae letters containing money. Address

I. "W, ENGLAND, Publisher,

^ ,
Sun office, New York City.

JAY COOKE & CO.,
OFFEE FOR SALE AT PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST THE

First Mortgage Land Grant Gold Bonds

OF TBS

NOBTHEEtf PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

These hood* are S9cu red,./trs!, by a First Mort»;aze on.

the R tad ititrlf, Ha nili:ig-sio;k and all equipment*;
second, by a First UortgaL'e on lis entire Lan 1 Ormt.be-
ing more than I'wenLy-Two T:iouddnd Acr-s of Land to
each mile of Road.
The Bnmlsarti fee from Unite! Stites T-i*; the Prin-

cipal and int'ftat are payable in Gold—the Principal at
the end of Thirty yearn, and the Interest Semi-annually,
at the rate of Seven and Three Tenths Per Cent, per
annum.
They areUmed In denominations of $100, SjOO, Si, DUO,

55,11110, and S n),0l)0.

TheTnwtee* under the Mortgage are Messrs. Jay C mke,
of Philadelphia, and J. Edg-tr Thompson, President of the
Pennsylvania Central Railroad Company.
These Northern Pacific 7-:i0 Bonds will, at all tim°s be-

fore maturity, be receivable at Ten Per Cent. Premium
(or Mi'), in exchange for the Company's lands at their
lowest prioe.

In addition to their absolute safety, these Bonds yield
an income larger w. b-lieve, than any otiier first-cla«s
security. Persons holding United States S-'-O's can, by
converting them into Northern Pacifies, increise fheir
yearly income one-third, and still have a perfectly reliable
investment.
HOW TO GET THEM.—Your neirent B*nk or Banker

will supply these Bonds id any desired amount, and of any
needed d'-nomlnation Person.* wishing to Exchange
stocks or other bonds for these, c m do eo with any of our
Agents, who will allow the highest current price for all
MARKETABLE SECDItlTlES.

Thise living in localities remote from Binks, may send
nnney. or other bonds, directly to us by express, and we
will send back Northern Pacific Bonds at our own risk
and without cost to the inve tor. For further information'
pimphlets. maps, etc., call on or address the undersigned*
or any of the Banks or Bankers employed ^o sell this Loan'

FOR BALE ST

HEWSON. WHITE & CO.,

ANDREWS, B1S3ELL & CO.,

FRANKLIN B INK,
E. KINNEY & CO.,

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

RECEIVER'S SALE.

Jacob T . Martz, Receiver of 1

the Cincinnati and Macki-
J

naw Railroad Company, ( 71>e State of Ohio. Dark*
p.ainliff, f County Common Pleas, No.

vs. | 3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said |

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alias order of gale made by the Court of
Common Pleas, within and for the connty of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Term, A. L>. 1H6**, of said Court,
in the above entitled case, and to me, as Receiver, appointed
by said Court, of the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-
road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-
cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in safd
County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,

at the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M.. of said day, the following

describi-d property, rights, franchises, &c, of the said Cin-
cinnati and Mackinaw Hailrnad Company, situate and being
in the counties of Darke, Mercer, nnd Van Wert, in saiil

State of Ohio, to-wiu The Road Bed i nd right of wAy of
the said Cincinniti and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a
railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending: throueh the counties of
Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van Wert, in

aairt 1 ist nameri county, in the State of Ohio, including the

bridges fixtures and culverts, railroad ties on the siine. or

intended for the s tid road, together with the right of way
owned and held by said Company f>r the construction of

its said road, together with all the rights and franchises of

add Company for the construction of and maintaining its

road in the said State uf Ohio, together with all other
property real anri personal, belonging to said Company, in

said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the construction

of its sail road.
Appraised ht Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Terms of Sale, Cash. W. A. WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R R. Co.

C Calkins Attorney; March 23, 1871. 23-3-70, 5t.
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THE NEED OF IT TO CINCINNATI.

In onr la9t article on this subject, we dis-

cussed the two propositions of: 1. At what

rate Cincinnati will grow; and 2. In what

directions. We found that both the condi-

tions and the growth of Cincinnati are almost

precisely parallel with those of Philadelphia.

Cincinnati is exactly thirty years behind

Philadelphia; and laking the later thirty

years back, we find the growth of both pari

passu, side by side. This comparison shows

6oine things most encouraging to Cincinnati
,

for the conditions are so parallel that we have

no reason to doubt that the next twenty years

of growth will be fully equal to the twenty

years of growth in Philadelphia from 1840 to

I860. What was that? As follows:

.In 1840 220,000
*' 1850 340,000
" i860 560,000

The increase of population in Philadelphia

from' 1840 to 1860 was 340,000; and there is

no doubt that of Cincinnati in twenty years

will be equal to it, provided Cincinnati takes

the same means to develop its own growth

and resources. Why not? The growth of

Philadelphia in that twei.ty years grew out of

the application of capital to two objects: 1.

The development of coal and iron; 2. The
development of all possible railroads and
facilities of transportation which could bring

anything to Philadelphia. Doing those two

things has made Philadelphia what she is.

Will Cincinnati do the same? This brings us

to our third question: What facilities and
means does Cincinnati need to furnish in order

that she should thus grow? Let us see.

1. She requires to make the Southern road,

because that road will be in regard to Cincin-

nati precisely what the turnpikes, canals and
railroads were to Philadelphia, connecting

her through Pittsburg with the West. In fpite

of New York and Baltimore, Philadelphia

really did the largest part of the western busi-

ness, and to this day does a large pait of it

If Cincinnati bad a direct railroad to the

South, which would connect directly with

Augusta, Savannah, Charleston and Wilming-

ton, she would command four-fifths of the

whole Suulhern trade But Kentucky has re-

fused the right of way; Congress delays action,

and really we do not see that the Southern

Railroad is any nearer completion than it was
thirty years ago. We are profoundly sorry

tor this, but the truth must be spoken. Well,

suppose we lose the Southern road; what

next?

2. Cincinnati, like Philadelphia, requires to

have coal and iron cheap and abundant. This

is the very condition of her existence as a

manufacturing city. How is she to develop

the iron and coal interests? She is to pro-

vide facilities and encourage railroads, which

can bring those essential elements of pros-

perity into the city cheap. That is the re-

quired condition. Now take for example the

following case: The Cincinnati & Wilming-

ton Railroad begins at Morrow (Warren Co.),

and ends at Zanesville. That is, it has no

independence of its own. It must be tributary

to some other line. It has been bought up

by the Pennsylvania company, who are mak-

ing a little branch to connect it with the Pitts-

burg road at Dresden. All this is very well

for a passenger route, but what does it do to

develop coal and iron? Nothing. Well, let

us now imagine what might be done. We
have described in these columns the immense
value and extent of the Sunday creek coal

mines. Now let the Wilmington road from

New Lexington (a point on that road) be fin-

ished to the "great vein" in Sunday creek

valley, and from Morrow into Cincinnati,

through the tunnel on to ihe upper plain of

Cincinnati; then let the road be supplied with

the oval iron coal cars, with the coal dumped
into them at the mines and dumped out of

them at (he coal yard, and coal can be retailed

in Cincinnati at 10 cenis a bushel, and the

road make more profit than the boats make
on the river. But how is it now? There is

not a coal road into Cincinnati ; not one that

has the means and facilities o 4" carrying coal

cheaply. What is the result? Theconsumers

of coal in Cincinnati pay a million of dollars

more per annum than they need to do. Of
all the roads into Cincinnati, the Wilmington

road is the best calculated to make a coal

road; first, because if continued to Sunday

creek it will penetrate by far the best coal

mines; but also because, being untrammeled

by other roads, it can be carried through the

tunnel without embarrassment. The Penn-

sylvania company have, we believe, eithe -

bought it or leased it, but that is only so mui h
tronger reason wl y it should be completed.

The Pennsylvania company are able to do it,

and they can engage in nothing more profit-

able. And now we come to the next thing

required.

3. Cincinnati needs the Tunnel, and needs

it greatly. It was very natural that the first

railroads should seek to enter Cincinnati by

Mill creek valley. It was apparently much,

cheaper (although in Ihe long run it has

proved much the dearesl), and the little val-

ley apparently offered the most local traffic.

This was, we say, natural; and yet, in some
respects, delusive. But the route has some
great and serious defects, which can not be

remedied. In the first place, it was round-

about. If we suppose the Tunnel to be an ac-

tual fact, and take some point (such as Sha-

ron) 10 or 12 miles out, and then take a cen.

tral point on the upper plain of Cincinnati,

the connecting line between the two points

will be nearly two miles bhorter through the

Tunnel, and can be run much quicker. Then,

supposing a depot on the upper plain at (he

termination of the tunnel route, the distribu-

tion of passengers and freight will be easier

and cheaper. But again there is another and

great reason for the completion of the Tunnel,

which is intimately connected with the com.

fort, convenience and economy of the future

of Cincinnaii. We have already shown that

in the next twenty years there must be added

to this city 220,1)00 people. After allowing

fully for those who may go east and west on

the Ohio, and for those who may go up Mill

creek valley, 100,000 of these people must

settle on and norlh of Mount Auburn and

Walnut Hills. Of these again full 50,000 will

live north of the hills, in some villages or su-

burbs, from Sharon to Cincinnati. How are

they to be reached? There is no possible

way conceivable by which they can be reached

so well and so cheaply as by the Tunnel. And
here let me observe that it is of the utmost

importance that great cities should provide

cheap and comfortable homes for its working

people. If such homes can not be got, the

best patts of the mechanics and workingmen

must emigrate. The progress of a city can r.ot

be aided in any way so well as to make living

cheap and comfortable lo work people. This is

an element of city success. In the heart of a

city this end can not be attained The Tunnel

enterprise will embrace this feature. The

desideratum of Cincinnati at this lime is one,

two or more village towns, laid off so conve-

niently, and wilh houses and lots furnished so

cheaply and so comfortably that workmen can
afford them, and have no inducement to live

in the close parts of the city. The Tunnel,

therefore, will bring bealih, comfort and econo-

my to the suburban residents, and Ihere is

nothing else can do it. On the basis that the

tunnel will be made, we shall in another

number demonstrate the great profits of such
an enterprise to its shareholders.
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Texas Pacific Railroad.

The corporators of the Southern or Texas

Pacific Railroad met in New York on Satur-

day last, subscribed the amount of stock, and

paid in the sum required by the recently

granted congressional charter, and took the

steps necessary for a complete organization

of the company.

It was surprising to see with what avidity

the stock was sought for. When the basis of

the subscriptions were agreed upon, names

were written and cash paid almost fast

enough to make an ordinary man's head

swim.

Marshall 0. Roberts subscribed for $1,100,-

000, and planked on the table one hundred

and ten one thousand dollar bills. John C.

Fremont was~allowed to subscribe for $500,-

000, for which a check was given by his

friends for $50,000. This left but $400,000

to be divided among the rest of the corpora-

tors, each being allowed to take $5,500, and

the necessary $550 each were soon piled up

in the hands of the treasurer, Sam. Sloan, Esq.

A general good feeling prevailed, although

there were some who were a little disappoint-

ed at not being allowed to take more stock,

and a few who were disgusted and refused to

take any. Among the former was the presi-

dent of one of our Ohio roads terminating

near Sandusky, who made a great time about

it; although he had never turned a wheel in

favor of the enterprise, or spent a copper or a*

"bait of breath" to procure tbe franchise.

Among the latter we noticed the cadaverous

features of a Boston operator, well known in

Alabama. We understood, however, that he

afterwards sorely repented, and tried to re-

trieve his error, but it was too late.

We understood that there were several par-

ties who were willing and desirous to assume

the responsibilities that were taken by Mr.

Roberts, waiting in the ante-room, and with

the cash in their pockets. This we know to

have been the case
;
and hence argue that the

congressional charter, published in our last

week's issue, offers something tempting to

capitalists.

It was understood that Hon. T. A. Scott, of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, and who was pre-

sent at the meeting, was the full e'|ual part-

ner of Marshall Roberts in his venture.

This is a sure guarantee of the speedy con-

pletion of the road, and the financial success

of the enterprise.

The present corporation will combine in its

possession the benefits of all existing fran-

chises, both Stite and National. Hence,

there will be no conflicting interests. This

would not have been attained under any other

management than that of Mr. Roberts; and

therefore the present organization is the very

best that could have been made for the enter-

prise, and is an additional guarantee of per-

fect success.

Tbe Chesapeake A Ohio Railway.

Again, and for about the twentieth time at

least within a year, there is a slight stir in our

city about the Ohio extension of this road.

What it will amount to is quite uncertain,

though if we should base our judgment upon

prior movements in the same direction, we

shculd simply say "nothing." We hope for

better things, however, as the time draws

rapidly near when something must be done if

at ail.

Just ten months ago, one of the editors of

this paper made a visit to Virginia and to the

work upon the Chesapeake road in that State.

He then wrote that within a year the work

would he so far completed towards the Ohio

river, that we ought to be in an advanced

?tate with the extended line to our city, and

ought therefore to go to work at once.

There was a little flurry upon tbe subject

then as now, but it was less than a nine days'

wonder, and relapsed again into the old ac-

customed indifference.

The present movement is upon the river

route. Soon we shall have signs of life again

upon what is known as the inland route.

And when tb&t is the case, the Hillsboro

route, tbe only one that kept continuously in

the land of the living, will stir again.

In some instances a little well timed fric-

tion between conflicting interest ot this sort

is productive of good results. But as this

city will doubtless be called upon for her

share of aid to these lines, and it must neces-

sarily be a large share, it is doubtless best

that this aid shall not be rendered insignifi-

cant and valueless by division. All three of

these lines will not he made, hence there

ought to be a full consideration, and that

as soon as possible, of the relative merits

of these routes, and the best one selected,

and upon that one all our efforts concen-

trated.

We believe surveys have been made of them

all, and that the necessary data for such a

conclusion is at hand. If not, let such mea.

sures be inaugurated at once as will secure it

in the shortest possible time, and then let the

proper parties decide the route, and upon that

go to work with a right good will that shall

ride down all obstacles and lead to success.

What is our Board of Trade doing in this

matter? Had it not better organize a move-

ment to this end ? Let it lead off, there will

be plenty of followers.

,., The Lake Tahoe Water Company pro-

pose to tunnel the Sierra Nevada five miles to

bring water two hundred miles to San Fran-

cisco, and deliver the city twenty million of

gallons daily for fifty years, in return for six

million six per cent, thirty-year bends, to be

delivered on the completion of the work, no
payment before. 1'he Board of Supervisors

passed u resolution of acceptance. Colonel

A. W. Von Schmidt is at the head of the

work, which will commence in May, and is

expected to be completed in four years.

The Paul Brothers.

One of these gentlemen made onr sanctum

a short visit on Monday last, and posted ug

up generally upon the progrefis of the nar-

row gauge railway movements throughout

tbe country.

We were pleased to learn that our sanguine

expressions about the success of tbe narrow

gauge is already more than realized, and that

the more roads built of this style, and the

more experiments made with tbem but de-

velops capabilities greater than their moat

ardent advocates have claimed for tbem.

The Paul brothers, three in number, and all

thoroughly educated and practical engineers

early espoused the narrow gauge in America,

and have become famous as being au fail

in all that relates to it. They have made
this subject a specialty, and are, doubtless,

the best posted engineers to be found in the

country in all that relates to the new railway

I rack.

The brother who visited us was en route for

Georgia, where he goes at the instance of

Eastern capitalists who are interested in the

construction of the system of such roads be-

ing planned throughout that State, and, in-

deed, we may say throughout the entire South.

Mr. Paul promises ns an original article

occasionally upon his specialty, which, we are

sure our readers will await as anxiously

as we do.

The Dayton, stiil water Valley «fc Saginaw
JCallroad.

A friend of ours, just from Dayton, dropped

into our office to-day, as he says, just to in.

form us that on Monday last a trifle over

$12,000 was subscribed by Dayton citizens to

the capital stock of the above named road, and

that this is but one of several installments of

nearly equal amounts that will be taken in

other parts of the city.

He also informs us that heavy subscriptions

are being made to this road all along its line,

and that the gentlemen leading in tbe scheme

assert most positively that the road will be

made, and that too, much sooner than is ex-

pected by outsiders. This is most gratifying

intelligence.

Tbe Clncinnat 1 * Mackinaw Railroad.

We understand that a committee from

Greenville, Ohio, were in this city on Tuesday

last on business connected with tbe Cincin-

nati and Mackinaw road. Their object was

to ascertain what connections can be had with

the road leading from Eaton into this city.

Our reporter did not ascertain whether their

mission resulted in all that was desired or

not. We hope so however, but if not, we can

assure these gentlemen there is no need for

discouragement upon that head, as when the

time comes, such connections, or perhaps bet-

ter ones, can be easily obtained.
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SHORT LXJ^li:.

Dayton and the Short Line.

[Correspondence of the R. R. Record ]

Dayton, Ohio, April 17, 1871.

I was very sorry to notice in the columns of

my " old reliable " newspaper so ill-natured

and savage an article on Mr. Odlin's railroad

bill as appeared in the last number. The

writer of the' article surely could not have

understood the situation when he talks about

thieves, stealing the property of others, etc.;

he is simply talking for effect, for such a thing

ns pay is out of the question with such men as

have heretofore conducted the Rf.cord.

The question is a very simple one Years

ago the city gave permission for certain rail-

ways to lay tracks through Sixth, Shawnee,

Cooper, and other Etreets, and to that extent,

that our city is encircled by railways, and one

can scarcely drive in any direction from the

center of the city without having to cross one or

more railway tracks. The nuisance is almost

intolerable. Now another railway asks the

independent right of way over the very tracks

it is now using by permission of another com-

pany. This the city granted on condition that

the other road shall be fully and amply com-

pensated. This is all there is of it If this

is stealing, your people have a very delicate

sense of that offense. But how about the

"stealings" of the road you so earnestly de-

fend? From Cincinnati to the depot in Day-

ton is fifty-nine miles. The law allows the

road to charge three and a half cents per

mile, or $2.06£ for the trip; yet, for years

past, that very honorable and much abused

corporation, whose property is about being

filched from it, has charged $2.15, or eight

and a half cents more on every through pas-

senger, than the law allowed them. Now they

charge $2.10, or three and a half cents extra.

This has amounted to many thousands of dol-

lars, and yet none of the keen-sighted writers

of the press seem to have discovered it. No
doubt, if they had, we should have heard of

it (in a horn) long ago.

Now, Messrs. Editors, please put your-

selves right on this question. The people

of Dayton have no desire to wrong the

C , H. & D , or to appropriate their property.

They simply want to prevent other streets from

being destroyed by railway tracks while the

streets already used for that purpose are am-

ple to accommodate all the roads that may

wish to pass through here for years to come.

The question, in a nut-shell, is whether t'je

C, H. & D. shall enjoy a monopoly of the

trade of Miami and Mad River Valleys, or

share it with another that has as good a right

to it as the C, H. & D. Yours, truly, D.

Editorial Remarks: We take great plea-

sure in doing whatever of justice that may he

iu our power to the parties interested in the

new Dayton Short Line enterprise. We have

never intended to do them a wrong. If, bow-

ever, there has not been more chenaneganry on

the part of the leaders in this movement, and

if had it not "come out every time" just as

the Record had previously said it would, ex-

actly contrary to the high promises made, then

might we possibly have some confidence in

the integrity of the present movement. We
confess to having had but little, and we have

not been alone in this opinion. This, how-

ever, has nothing to do with the merits of the

present question.

The question is, has the Legislature the

right to grant the power to one railroad, a

creature of the law, to override the rights of

another co-equal creature of the same law?

And, if that principle, as stated by our cor-

respondent, should be carried out as to a part

of the track of the C, H. & D. why not con-

demn the right to use the entire road? thus

avoiding the necessity of constructing the

new ?

Would not this be creating a new form of

corporation "buggery," hither^ unrecognized

by the statutes, or in the annals of crime, and

to which the epithets objected to by our cor.

respondent are time and unmeaning. Who-

ever heard of one co-equal overriding another

of the same genus, without a distinction of

sex. The idea is not only preposterous, but

monstrous.

Is there not something else besides the con-

venience of the citizens of Dayton, to be

gained by the passage of this law? Will not

the "Short Line" save at least "half a mil-

lion" by the operation? It is a very strange

doctriue of eq.uity that would force a railroad

to furnish the facilities for hs projected rival

to destroy its own business, even if, as sug-

gested, compensation is tendered.

There is another point which we observe in

an article from a Dayton correspondent using

the same signature as the one above, and evi-

dently from the same pen, published in the

Gazette of the 19th inst., which destroys his en-

tire argument, and obviates the necessity for

the passage of the bill. The sentence is as

follows:

"The C , H. & D. has no vested right in

these streets any more than anybody else.

It is simply there by consent of the city of

Dayton, which has the right to give the same
privilege to others if it sees fit."

Now if this is true why apply to the Legis-

lature at all? Certainly the Courts can give

the asked for relief.

But the truth is, "D" is in error; the wily

manipulators of "Short Line" have made

use of the warm feelings, and ardent desires

of our Da) ton friends, and enlisted all their

sympathies to enable them to perpetrate a

wrong, by the passage of a general bill, on

which there can be no limit, and through which

innumerable outrages might be perpetrated in

every city and village in the State.

Let us ask "D" another question: By

what route is this Short Line to enter Cincin-

nati ? By the C, H. & D., by the new Cin-
cinnati & Baltimore, by the Little Miami,

or by the "Tunnel," that we are informed has

recently been assured to be constructed at an
early day? This same bill will enable them
to condemn an entrance over any of the above,

and may do the same thing at every town and

hamlet between here and Dayton, even if it

could not by the authority of this bill con-

demn the use of the whole trackl

In reference to the sins of the C , H. & D.

in relation to over-charges for passenger traf-

fic, we remark that we are not their confessor,

and our correspondent and the public have a

proper remedy at law. We shall certainly not

undertake their defense.

The garrulous imputations in the following

from the Gazette article, already quoted from,

are certainly beneath contempt, and the writer

but does himself injustice. He says:

"It is not to be at all presumed that the

incog, scribblers of these paragraphs are in any
way influenced in their opinions—as it has
been asserted by a leading journal was the

case, in manufacturing public opinion in fa-

vor of certain water-works—namely, $100
greenbacks! Ob, no. * * * *

" You may depend upon it, Mr. Editor, that

the opposition to this bill is of the same stripe

as that which opposes your Southern Railway,
high bridge, cheap gas, etc., etc. I am sorry,

therefore, t.) see a paper that I have confidence
in countenance any such opposition, even
negatively, by lending its columns for the

abuse of those who are endeavoring to pro-

tect their own interests without wronging any
one."

The silent imputation of our motives at the

close of our correspondent's first paragraph is

equally unfounded, unjust, and unworthy of

recognition. We will, however, casually re-

mark that we are perhaps under fewer obliga-

tions to the C, H. & D. than to any other road

leading into the city.

In regard to the causes that breed the op-

position to our "Southern Railway" in Ken-

tucky, our correspondent evidently knows so

little, that did he know less he very clearly

would know nothing.

It Hight Have Been Prevented.

" Near Red Bank, on the Little Miami Rail-

road, yesterday, a covered wagon wa3 dashed

to pieces by a train, on a crossing. The horse

was killed, and the driver badly injured, hav-

ing an arm and several ribs broken in addi-

tion to injuries to his face and body."

—

Com-
mercial, April Idth.

The electric alarm would have prevented

this accident, and without half the cost that

will probably be required to fix this matter

up, to say nothing of saving all the suffering

and probably the life of this poor man, etc.

When will corporations become wise? The

old adage of "penny wise and pound foolish"

over again.
^

«

8®* Great Britain has 160,000 miles of

macadamized roads.
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Tiie Savannah Convention*

Our esteemed friend, Samuel Stevenson, the

gentlemanly and efficient General Ticket

Agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

Railroad, has returned from his trip to the

South, whither he went to attend the Railroad

Ticket Agents' Convention, recently held at

Savannah, Georgia.

Mr. Stevenson informs us that the attend-

ance at the Convention was large, and that

its deliberations were characterized by har-

mony and good feeling.

There were but few changes made in the

railway tariffs, and but little business of more

than local significance transacted.

Mr. Stevenson says that the Savannah peo-

ple were pleasant and quite sociable, and did

all they could to make the delegates to the

Convention comfortable. He saw nothing of

the Ku-klux nor its attendant monsters, and

is in every way quite pleased with his visit

The next Convention will be heid at Philadel-

phia.

8®* Railroad travel is really a luxury when

surrounded with the comforts and coveni-

ences that are found in such cars as the

Morning Star, the Jay Gould, the Jim Fisk,

etc., on the Erie Railway. We have tried it

and know what we are talking about. The
real truth is, the management seem deter-

mined that the traveling public shall have

their money's worth regardless of the cost in

giving it to them. But then, they can afford

it better than other roads that are eternally

concerned about paying high dividends on

their scrips and watered stocks.

The Cincinnati Gazette of April 19th

1871, in nn able article upon ''Cincinnati anu
its Future," says

:

"A seeoiid class of improvements are those
which facilitate and cheapen the comfortable
lining of mechanics and workingmen. 'J, his is

a grand point. This can only be done by giv-

ing Ihem houses, lots, markets and railroads
cheap. How can you do ihis? Evidently by
putting tens of thousands of the future people
out-ude the city limns, in pleasant towns,
built purposely for them, and carrying them
ior a minimum price. Mr. Stewai t is building
a town on Long Island tor this purpose. The
New Jersey Central Railroad does this, when
it starts a train of cars trom Mew York to

Elizabeth and other country towns, every ten
minutes, and carries them for a minimum
price. From six to twelve miles uorth of
Cincinnati can be had good sites for half a
dozen such towns, and all that is wauled are
iacilnies for getting to them. The avenueu
now making will help, and the city ought not
to hesitate a moment in furnishing them; buL
they are not the only roads by any means.
'ihe street car lines must be run out on all

the avenues. Rut ibis is not all. In some
Way the tunnel should be finished. We hear
of street car elevators, &c, &c; but it is plain

that all the gelling up and down hills in any
way can not be as good us going straight
through ihe hills, and r.ence it is that the lun-
fcel road, if it be ever made, will be lar the

best. The problem of extending Cincinnati
is reduced to just this—ot giving cheap houses
and cheap living to the workingmen It can
be done, and it ought to he an object, alike

benevolent and patriotic to every inun, who
has acquired his wealth by ihe labor of others
(and who has not?) to help the great mass
of workingmen to cheap homes and cheap
living."

A Bill

To amend section four ofthe act, passed April
\bth. 1857, entitled an act to amend ihe act

entitled an act to provide for the creation

and regulation of incorporated Companies
in the State of Ohio, passed May 1st, 1852,
and to regulate Railroad Companies,

Section 1.

—

Be it enacted by the General
Assembly of the State of Ohio, That section

tour ot said amendatory act of April 15th,

1857, be so amended as to read as follows:

"Sec 4. When two or more railroad com-
panies heretofore formed or hereafter formed
under a general or special law, have laid down
or shall hereafter lav down in ihe same street,

public way, alley or opening, two or more
tracks of the same gauce into or through any
city or incorporated village, it shail and may
be competent for the council of such city tr
incorporated-yillage to require said railroad

companies tcffise said railroad track in com-
mon, and to pass their locomoiives and
cars over each of said tracks only in one
direction; and when such Irack shall have
been laid, no street or streets running in the
same general direction shall be granted or
appropriated to the use of any other railroad

company for like purposes, unless for con-
trolling reasons of necessity or public con-
venience, Ihe council shall otherwise deter-

mine and allow, but such other company desir-

ing to use said tracks in common with the
companies owning and controlling them, may
acquire said use by agreement, or failing

therein may appropriate ihe same, including
the right of way, subject to such regulations
for the enjoyment thereof by the several com-
panies in common as the council may estab-

lish
;
provided, however, that the appropria-

tion authorized as aforesaid, shall be made in

the manner and upon the terms provided by
law for appropriating private property to the
use of corporations, except that in no case
shall such appropriation be made until the
council by resolution, shall first determine the
same to be expedient; but the jury in assess-

ing compensation to the companies owning
said tracks, for the qualified use thereof
sought to be appropriated, shall allow no
greater sum than ihe whole valuation of said

tracks with the right of way therefor, divided
by the whole number of companies using the
same, and thereafter the expenses of repairing,

renewing and maintaining said tracks, shall

be borne by ihe companies so interested in

like proportion, unless they shall otherwise
agree."

Sec. 2 That section four of said amenda-
tory act, pa sed April 15th, 1B57, be and ihe
same is hereby repealed.

Sec 3. Tins act shall take etTect and be in

force from and aller its passage.

—The Joint Railroad Committee of the New
York Legislature have reported on the New
Hamburg disaster lhal toe testimony is so con-
flicting that they can not make up a report
meeting the approval of a majority of the
committee, and therefore submit the testi-

mony lor such action as the Legislature may
deem proper.

First Class Railways for Investment.

Railway managers and operators under-
stand that the cost of railway operation is

governed by the degree of perfection of the
road and rolling stock. That is, the better
the conditions the cheaper can the traffic be
carried. This is reasonable enough, on the
face of it, but how few managers seem to be
governed by the fact which is so self-evident
to any intelligent person who has bad a
moderate degree of experience. The fact
that many railways with ill drained road-beds,
with defective rails, and not the best designed
rolling stock, still pay dividends, is no proof
that that condition is not an evidence of the
most wasteful extravagance, to call it by no
harsher name. Leaving out the question of
safety to passengers, and the certain expenses
attending the want of it, the fait exists that
the cost of carrying passengers and freight
is very much less per mile and per ton where
ihe management insists upon perfection in
every detail of the permanent way and the
rolling slock. Roads managed like the Penn-
sylvania, the Boston and Providence, and a
dozen others we could name, are to-day carry-
ing their traffic at a much less cost than those
economically managed roads where the rails

are out of level and plane, where the wheels
pound out the joints, and the rolling stock
groans and creaks with every motion of the
wheels. The allowance of these peculiarities
is always at the expense of future dividends.
The new road that A. T. Siewart is now hav-
ing built on Long Island is intended to test

the question of the real value of a first class
railway for fast passenger traffic *.t low prices.

Everything about this road is to be first class
in every respect, Irom the road-bed to the last
detail of the rolling st ick. Every practical im-
provement which experience in this conn try ai.d

Europe has shown to he valuable will be here
applied, and when finished, at a cost of cer-
tainly not less than $1UU,0(>0 per mile, hourly
and perhaps half-hourly trains will be run at
from thirty or forty miles per hour for pas-
sengers at very low rates. The intelligent

gentlemen who have this matter in charge are
very confident lhat the enterprise will show
favorable results, not only in building up a
very large traffic, but a very valuable return
upon the large investment. It will be a\
model road in many respects. As we have
already stated, the rails will have puddled stee!

heads with iron flanges, 64 lbs. to the yard, 4J
inches high, and the joints secured by fish-

plates. The locomotives and cars will have
the Griggs Elastic Wheel, the Westinirbouse
brakes, and Ihe Miller platforms, and some
details of the track copied lrom foreign prac-
tice will be of a novel character. We under-
stand, likewise, that Whitman's improved
sleeper, which has met with favorable recog-
nition on many New England roads, will here
have an additional trial of its merits. When
this road is in running condition we design
to give a more full account of its details, and
wilh others shall look lorward to the results

of its operation wilh the greatest interest.

We think it will here be demonstrated lhat a
first class railway, built with cash, and oper-
ated under intelligent supervision, can be
made to pay a handsome return upon the
cost, at greatly i educed prices for travel.

—

American Hallway Times.

The complete returns of the last cen-

sus show the toial population of the United
Slates, territories, and District of Columbia to

be 38,588, 1«U, against 31,443,321 iu lS6U.

Increase, 22. tj per cent.
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H arrow Gauge Railroads.

THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND THEIR ADVANTAGES

—

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE PAUL BROTHERS.

Akron, Ohio, April 10, 1871.

Messrs. Editors,— Your correspondent,

knowing the interest that is felt regarding

narrow gauge railroads, called, to-day, on the

Paul Brothers, when the following couversa-

t.on ensued

:

" What ia meant by a narrow gauge rail-

road ?"

By narrow gauge railroads we wish to be

understood as referring to those railroads

having tracks with the rails placed nearer

together than the ordinary distance of 4 feet

b£ inches, the gauge preferred being 'A teet,

although there are circumstances where a

different gauge might be recommended.
"Do you consider such railroads practica-

ble for general (reighiand passenger trattic ?"

We do, the question being whether they

possess sufficient capacity and accommoda-
tions.

As far as the capacity of the road is con-

cerned, we believe a narrow gauge railroad is

capable of doing all the business usually re-

quired.

The accommodations for freight and pas-

senger traffic depend to a certaiu extent upon

the width and dimensions of the cars used.

For minerals, grain, or ordinary merchan-
dise, there is no difficulty in using very small

cars, and it is rarely that any freight is met
with that the cars that could be run on a three

ieet gauge would nm afford ample space, the

principal question being the economy with

which freight can be carried.

For passenger traffic, comfortable arrange-

ments have been successfully secured on

gauges as narrow as two teet, by the adoption

of a different plan for seating the passengers.
" What is the comparative cost ot construc-

tion and equipment?"
Thisdependsu[.on the character and amount

of traffic, but in general we think it should

not exceed two-thirds of the cost of a road
built upon the ordinary gauge.

It must be remembered, however, that from

its adaptability to sharper curves, it may olten

be economically constructed and successfully

operated where to build a road upon ihe

ordinary gauge would be so expensive as to be

out ol the question. This would especially

be the case in a hi.ly or mouutaiuous region.

Again, where the traffic is light, and a low

rate of speed would be sufficient, tue cost may
be much lurther reduced, and tnus extend tbe

beueht of cheap transportation by steam over

iron rails to many sections of the country
which otherwise could nut hope tor it. We
have no doubt that such lines could be built

In a moderately level country at Irom $7,000
to #10,0(10 per mile, and prove good invest-

ments tor capitalists, and be more beneficial

to the inhabitants in developing the resources

of the country than lines on the ordinary

gauge costing $25,000 to $30,000 per mile
would be.

" What is the comparative cost of working?"
In Norway the two gauges, ordinary and

narrow (the length of the iatter being about
120 miles), have been worked under charge
of the same government engineer, Carl Pihl,

and under circumstances where the relative

economy of working could he closely com-
pared, and the working expenses of tue nar-
row gauge were eight per cent. less.

A great saving in working expenses is

efiecied by the larger proportion ot paying
loads that can be carried on the trains.

Take, for instance, one of the ordinary plat-

form, or gondola cars, used for carrying coal.

On the ordinary gauge they weigh eight tons,

while the load they carry is ten tons, or ratio

of dead weight to paying load is as eight to

ten ; while in the narrow gauge lines we have

in operation in this country, the dead weight

is only about one-third.

Any railroad man will readily understand

the effect such a saving in a dead weight

would have in the cost of working.
" What is the relative cost lor maintenance

and repairs?"

A very large part of the receipts of every

railroad ia nnmediaiely invested in keeping

the roadway, structures and working machin-

ery in order. Could we be able to materially

reduce this expenditure, it, would lurgely in-

crease the per centage of net revenue.

We claim to be able to do this by the nar-

row gauge; the lighter engines and cars do

not have so destructive an effect on the track

or on themselves.

Any one who wishes lo satisfy himself on

this point can do so, here in Akron, by no-

ticing how the heavy engines used on the or-

dinary gauge grind, crush, and oreak the rails,

while the light equipmeut used on the nar-

row gauge roads has scatcely a perceptible

effect.

" What are the drawbacks ?"

The only disadvantage resulting from a

narrow gauge that we consider worth our at-

tention is the break of bulk or transhipment

of goods that would be necessaty ai any
point where it may meet with another railroad

having a wider gauge.
ttut when we reflect that we have not yet

attained a uniformity in this matter, and that

gauges of 6 feet, 5 teet, 4 feet 10 inches, 4 feet

y inches and 4 feet 8j inches are still in com-
mon use, and that a difference of two or three

inches has just as much effect as so many feet,

it will be sale to say we can not be much
worse off in this respect than many existing

lines having the ordinary gauge.

But admitting that this drawback is as seri-

ous as Borne have claimed it to be, we can not

consider that it will materially detract Irom

the other striking advantages we have enu-

merated
"What are the advantages?"
We consider that freight can be more cheap-

ly transported on a narrow than on a wide

gauge, and that this will hold good for a traffic

as large as must of the roads in the country

at present command.
For a light and purely local traffic, the ad

vantage is beyond comparison in favor ot the

narrow gauge.

Many have made loud complaints, and even

sought for legislative action in order lo com-
pel railroads to make no discrimination in

favor of through traffic against local traffic

Undoubtedly much of this discrimination is

unjust, and so far as it is so, we will not un-

dertake to defend it; but it should be con

aidered that the present system of heavy trains

is not adapted to carrying small lots and vary-

ing loads of freight with the same economy of

full trains, and thus we can have a partial

explanation, at least, that, while the actual

cost of transportation by rail is only one-tenth

or one thirtieth what it, is by wagon, it ia rarely

reaorled to for short distances.

The light trains of the narrow gauge would

be admiiably adapted to carrying on such a

traffic with protit to the stockholders, and
affording facilities for transportation at a rea-

sonable cost to the people along the line, and
tnere are many parts of the country where
such lines could be successfully introduced

and mainly supported by such a traffic, where
an ordinary railroad would not only sink the

capital invested in building it, but could only

be worked at a loss.

In conclusion, we will enumerate the ad-

vantages of a narrow gauge line:

1. Practicability.

2. Saving in first cost.

3. Greater economy of working.

4. The smaller per centage of revenue re-

quired for maintenance and repairs.

5. Its especial adaptability to carry on a

local traffic, thus increasing thf amount of

profitable business.— Cincinnati Gazette,

Injuries to Passengers Standing on Plat-
forms— Rule as to Furnishing Seats —In a
case soon to appear in the 51st vol. of Ills.

Reports

—

the case ol Q linn vs. Illinois Central

Railroad Company— t tie lollowtng principles

were laid down :

"One of a large funeral party, who took

passage upon a train to go a distance of twelve

milea, was standing upon the steps of the plat-

form of one ol the cars, holding on to the rail-

ing, when the conductor came along collecting

fare. In making change for a bank-note
which the passenger paid for his fare, the wind
carried away the paper as it was passing from
the hand of the conductor to that of the pas-

senger. The latter, in attempting to regain

it, and as he was then standing on the edge of

the platform, or on the steps, lost his foothold

and fell against an embankment., was thrown
back under the cars and killed. The cars

were quite full but there was alanding-room in

all of them. In an action against the com-
pany, under the statute, to recover damages
lor the death of the deceased, it was held: it

waa the negligence of the deceased, not that

of the company, which caused his death, and
there could be no recovery.

" While it is negligence on the part of a rail-

road company, for which they should be held

strictly accountable, not to furnish comfort-

able silting accommodations for their ordinary

number of passengers, or even for an exra-

ordiuary number, upon due notice, yet the

same strictness should not apply when a train

is unexpectedly crowded by a large party going
only a few milea.

"And even if it waa the duty of the con-

ductor, in this case, lo have advised the de-

ceased to enter the car from the plalform, at

least while paying hia fare, his fai'ure to do
so Was as noihing when compared with the

gross negligence of the deceased."

Detroit River Tunnel.— It is given out by
those reputed to be well informed, that the

tunnel under the Detroit River, from Detroit

to Windsor, will he commenced during the

coming summer. The plan is t i construct

three tunnels, two of which are to be about

sixteen feet in height, arid running parallel to

one another across, and uniting at one en-

trance and exit at each end. A third will be

made of smaller dimensions, say five feet in

diameter, to act as a main drain, and to be

situated underneath and between the other

two. The work will be commenced on the

last named tunnel first, so that the drainage

of the work may be effected as fast as they

are carried on. Present appearances justify

the aurmise that this valuable engineering

work will l^e completed in about two years.

—

American Railway Times.

The United States consumes 40,000,-

OOn bushels of salt annually, or one bushel to

each inhabitant.
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Preserving; Railway Ties.

While, in European countries, the preserva-

tion of railway ties is almost universal, there

is still a great indifference in this country
concerning this subject It is true that the

press has of late given greater attention to

wood preservation ; but while doing so, it has

failed to point out those processes which alone

have given satisfaction. In order to be gen-

erally applicable, the impregnating mutenal,

especially for railway ties, must be cheap anu
easily accessible The machinery, while in-

expensive, should be light, and so constructed

as to be readily movable to the spot where the

ties are to be treated ; and finally, the satur-

ating material ought to be ol the best preserv-

ing qualities. But what is to be said when
alleged preservatives, long ago rejected in

Kurope. are gravely offered to the American
public, as has lately been done by the author
of the Practical Treatise on Soluble or Water
Glass, a book almost unanimously praised as

a meritorious publication of technical litera-

ture? Indeed, in such instances, information

is very much needed.

In order to afford protection against decay,

the preparation employed should form an in-

soluble compound with the albumen of the

sap; it should seal the pores against the en-

trance of putrescent matter; and the ligne-

ous fibre should not be injuriously affected by

its action. Among ttie many compounds pro-

posed, there is not any one which will meet
these requirements as well as the oil of creo-

sote, or the heavy oil of coal-tar. Having
proved a perfect preservative from decay in all

instances when properly applied, this oil is

now, with a very few exceptions, universally

used on European railways. Ties properly

creosoted have never been known to rot, even

if exposed lor over twenty-hve years. The
density of the wood is also greatly increased,

and the ties acquire almost the density of

oak.

Concerning the plans for impregnating
wood, our remarks shall apply to the pressure

process, the vapor process, and the method of

Seely.

THE PRESSURE PROCESS.

The wood and liquid being contained in and
nearly tilling a closed and strong iron re-

ceptacle, more liquid is pumped in until a

high pressure is attained, and the liquid is

forced into the pores of the wood The pres-

sure required for the purpose approaches two

hundred pounds, to the square inch, and the

apparatus is consequently very heavy and ex-

pensive. Only well seasoned and dry wood
is suitable for this process, as it is evident

that, if the pores of the wood be occupied

with sap, no amount of simple pressure will

so condense the sap as to permit the entrance

of the preservative liquid. The great cost of

setting up and working this process, and the

fact that it can be effectively used for unsea-

soned lumber, have prevented its extensive

introduction into the United States.

the vapor process.

This process was first carried out on an ex"

tensive 6cale uy Lucken, in 1811, and was re'

vived in England by Frantz Moll, in 1835, and
quite recently by several inventors in this

country. This plan was proposed at a time
when the value of antiseptics was over esti-

mated, and when the necessity of sealing the

pores of the ligneous tissue was overlooked.

It was also supposed that, by simply exposing
Ihe wood to the vapor of coal-tar, a sufficient

amount of the antiseptic would be carried into

the potes to afford perfect protection. Leav-

ing out of the question the injury of the wood
by the great heat (400° to 700° Fahrenheit)
necessary to volatilize the products employed,
it is evident, since the space occupied by creo-
sote vapor is eleven hundred times that of the
same weight of liquid creosote, no available
amount can be got into the wood. And even if

it should be completely permeated, no useful

end will be attained, owing to the fact that
vapor on condensation will leave the pores
empty.

THE SEELY PROCESS.

The writer has already had occasion to call

attention to this process, by which, within
the past three years, large quantities of rail-

road timber have been successfully treated.

Although one of the most recent processes, it

has attained a high reputation, and is already
spoken of as the only one fulfilling the re-

quirements of scientific and practical investi-

gation.

The process, in brief, consists in subjecting
the wood to a temperature above the boiling

point of water and below 300°, while im-

mersed in a bath of creosote oil for a suffici-

ent length of time to expel the moisture.
When the water is thus expelled and the

pores contain only steam, the hot oil is quick-
ly replaced by a bath of cold oil, by means of
which change the steam in the pores of the

wood is condensed, and vacuum formed, into

which the oil is forced by atmospheric pres-

sure and capillary attraction. Among the

advantages of this plan, the following may be

named: The thorough air-drying which is

required by the pressure process is obviated;
the expulsion of the sap, and the amount of

oil forced into the wood, is perfectly under
the control of the operator—any desired frac-

tion of the vacuum of the pores may be filled

at pleasure. On examination with the micro-
scope, of wood saturated by Seely's method of
treatment, every pore was found completely
filled with oil, and this not only on the sur-

face, but also in the center of the piece ex-

amined.

—

National Car-Builder.

Narrow Gauge Railways.—A civil en-

gineer in Texas advocates the construction of
narrow gauge railways with wooden rails as

adapted to thinly populated districts in I exas,

where traffic is light and it is utterly impos-
sible to get money to construct ordinary roads.

Chaiters have been obtained for two such roads,

and they are likely to be built soon. A rail-

way thirty inches wide and eleven miles long
is to be built in Greene county, Tennessee, at

a cost of $20,000. The rails are of wood,
and are to be stripped with iron. This is

getting the cost of railways down to a pretty

low figure. As the construction of these nar-

row gauge lines has got to be accepted as a
" fixed fact" in all the States, it would be well

for the different legislatures to pass laws

designating the width, so that the narrow
gauge system will be identical throughout
The railway committee of the Massachusetts
Legislature has recommended a gauge of

three feet, and doubtless this will receive the

legislative sanction. It is to be hoped that

other States will conform with this movement.
The best engineering authorities in this coun-
try and in Europe are in favor of three feet

for the narrow gauge railway system.

—

Ameri-
can Railway Times.

Railroads in Mexico—Herapath's Rail-
way Journal, of December 31, 1870, eives a
report of the meeting of the stockholders of
the Mexican Railway Company. From the
report read at the meeting it appears that

there are 116 miles of railroad in running
order from the city of Mexico to Puebla, which
during the first ten months of 1870 earned
$545,330; the working expenses for the same
period amounted to $298,625, leaving $246.-
705 as profit. The section of the road from
Vera Cruz to Paso del Macho is 47 miles long,

and during the first 9 months of 1870 earned
$143,205; the working expenses amounted to

$138,370, leaving only $4,835 profit. Part of
the sum charged to working expenses, how-
ever, was used in construction. The pay-
ments made by the Mexican government dur-

ing the first 9 months of 1870 in aid of the

extension of the road amounted to $723,483.

The company is now engaged in building an-
other section of the road, from Paso del Macho
to Fortin, a distance of 24 miles, requiring

the construction of three iron bridges and two
tunnels. The report says that the traffic is at

present entirely local, and that until the re-

mainder of the line is completed, through the

difficult Maltrata pass, and along the plain

country at the top, the commerce between
Mexico and Vera Cruz will continue to be
carried on along the very fine old road built

in the time of the Spanish viceroys, which is

still useful for all purposes. The work of
completing the road will be very expensive.

Alter passing Fortin there is an enormously
deep ravine which will be very difficult to

cross, next comes about 20 miles of easy
work, and then the ascent of the Maltrata
pass, a distance of 23 miles. The next point

in Boca del Monte, which is 8,100 feet above
the level of the sea. There is, however, a sec-

tion between Boca del Monte and Elsinal,

about 23 miles long, which is exceedingly dif-

ficult, and can not be built unless a large

amount of funds be subscribed.

JS6?" The expenses of our wars with Indiana

since the beginning of the century amount to

more than $400, 000,01)0, while the amount of

money spent in attempts to educate them has

only been $8,000,000.

The Life of Rails.—In the last annual
report of the Lebigh Valley Railroad Com-
pany, some interesting facts are given con-

cerning the use of steel rails on the road.

The experience of the past year has been
satisfactory. The steel rails laid in 1864, on
the Beaver Meadow Division, look as well as

they did a year since, with the exception of

three rails, which show signs of wearing out.

During the past year, 13 93 miles of track

have been re-laid with steel, makirg the

amount of sieel track now 32.31 miles. In
1869 the company laid 1,530 tons of the best

English iron rails, guaranteed to last from
five to seven years; but they have not proved
satisfactory, and the report says that it is de-

monstrated that "nothing short of all steel,

or steel-headed rails, will prove economical
under the present heavy and rapidly increas-

ing traffic of the road." The relative value

of steel and iron is illustrated by the experi-

ence at the scales at Packerton. The first

iron rails laid upon the scales lasted 1 year

and 23 days, and passed a tonnage of 2,263,-

675 tons. The second set of rails were in

use 7 months and 19 days, and passed a ton-

nage of 1,524,870 tona. Steel rails laid May
28th, 1869 have passed 5,509,381 tons, and
show no perceptible wear. The company has

contracted for 1,000 tons of steel rails to be

laid this year, and we judge that before many
years the whole road will be relaid with steel.

All our other railroads having a heavy traffic

to carry will probably be re-laid in the same
manner.

—

Evening Bulletin.
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The Coal ud Iron Deposits of Great Brit-

ain and West Virginia.

From a recently published report on the

"Mineral and Agricultural Resources of the

Kanawha Valley,'' by Howell Fisher, geolo-

gist and mining engineer, we extract the fol-

lowing interesting comparison of the coal de-

posits of Virginia with those of Great Britain

:

" The coal area naturally depending upon

the New river and Kanawha valleys of West

Virginia for its outlet (in fact by its contour

inaccessible by other passable outlets) em-

braces a territory of over six thousand square

miles, the extent of which is more readily

comprehended when the fact is slated that it

is quite equal in superficial extent to the

whole productive coal area of Great Britain,

from which is now mined over one hundred

million tons of coal per annum. The great

variety and fine quality of the coal of the mid-

dle sections of this field are well known and

frequently attested. The fine, fatty bitumin-

ous, the splint and the cannel, are the princi-

pal varieties. The work, 'Coal, Iron and Oil,"

by Daddow & Bannan, edition of 1866, page

34, speaking of this location and its coal,

says: 'Coal river, Elk river and Gauley diverge

from the Great Kanawha, and spread their

branches over one of the richest and most

magnificent coal regions in the world, and

bring down their wealth to one common cen-

ter on the Great Kanawha. The coals of this

region generally are better, purer and more

available ,for ail t
1 e requirements of trade

and manufacture, than the coal from any

other portion of the Alleghany coal field The

seams of coal are more numerous and their

thickness greater than in any other portion of

this coal field; it can be mined cheaper, and

with more economy generally, under the same

rates of labor, than in any other region in this

country, without exception." The peculiar

splint coal of this section is a superior fuel in

its raw state for the manufaiture of pig iron.

Statistics of analysis made show the Kanawha
coal to be among the purest found in the

world. The number of workable beds is vari-

ously stated from seven to fourteen. There

are five items that affect the value of a coal-

field: First, quality of the coal; second, quan-

tity; third, accessibility of the coal itself;

fourth, market. The last, one of the most

essential, will be given to this region by the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. In the third

item, the most essential to cheap and profit-

able working, this region stands unrivaled.

It has been stated before that the chasm of

the river renders it most peculiar service in

its relation to the coal. Cutting all the coal

strata for nearly its whole length entirely

through, and gelling down among the shales

under the coal, this river has caused the nu-

merous streams which pierce this whole coal

region to cut down through most of the coal-

bearing strata on their courses, leaving the

coal entirely above water level, accessible at

hundreds of points by simply scraping off the

surface soil; so that, so far as the mere get-

ting of the coal is concerned, two thousand

dollars will open a mine ready to ship one

thousand tons per week. There is no region

in the world where less physical labor will

prepare a mine for delivery of coal at the

drift's mouth.
"This will be made clearer by a compari-

son of the position of coal here and in Great

Britain in this respect. In Great Britain, and

in fact in almost all of the European coal-

fields, the coal is deep below the water level.

To reach the seams, requires the expenditure

of years of labor and vast sums of money iu

sinking shafts or pits, and in erecting pump-
ing and hoisting machinery, to be maintained

and renewed at heavy annual expense. It is

authoritatively stated that the cost of sinking

shafts in the Newcastle region of England to

the depth of one thousand feet has been, in

many instances, one thousand dollars per

yard. In the great northern coal field of

Great Britain, producing twenty million tons

per annum, there are two hundred pits or

shafts, costing in first outlay for sinking and
machinery, fifty millions of dollars, to which

must be added the necessary expense of con-

structing and maintaining proper air courses

and their accessories requisite to the safety of

the employees. There are now invested, sim-

ply in pits and machinery for pumping and
hoisting the one hundred million tons pro-

duced in Great Britain, two hundred million

dollars, and this vast sum is destined to utter

destruction in serving the purpose for which

it was used. These pits and machinery being

constructed, they involve a certain amount of

labor for every ton of coal got, in addition to

their cost and renewal. Now, in this great

coal-field, crossed by the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railroad, nature has already sunk all neces-

sary pits and shafts, which need neither re-

pair, renewal, or labor to work them. The
laws of gravity have provided the most per

feet, permanent, and costless pumping ma-

chinery; and the most perfect ventilation of

the mines and safety of the employees, instead

of requiring scientific knowledge and anxious

thought, is simply a matter of the most ordi-

nary care, the almost perfect freedom from

noxious gases being the natural result of the

position of the coal strata."

Railway Progress
will show the progress

in this country from 1

—The following table

of railroad construction

827 to 1871:

Year.

1827...

1828...

1829...

1830...

1831..,

18H2...

183a...

1834...

1835...

18H6...

1837.

Mile's

open.

3

3

.. 28

.. 41

.. 54

. 131

.. 576

.. 762

.. 918

..1,102

.1,431

Yearly
iDcreuse

1838 1,843

1839 2,224

1840 2,797

1841 3,819

1842 3,877

1843 4,174
1844 4,331

1845 4,522

1846 4,870

1847 5,336

1848 5,682

1849 0,350

- 25
13

13

77

445
186

156
184
229
412
447
577
522
558

297
137

211

348
466
346
668

Year.

1850..

1851..

1852..

1853..

1854..

1855..

1856..

1857..

1858..

1859..

I860..

1861 .

1862..

1863..

1864..

1865..

1866..

1867..

1868..

1869..

1870..

1871..

Miles
open.

, 7,475

. 8,589

, 11,027

. 13,4 97

. 15,672

. 17,698

. 19,251

, 22,625

. 25,000

. 26,755

. 28,771

, 30,593

.31,769

.32,471

. 33,860

.34,442

.35,351

. 36,896

. 38 822

. 42,272

. 48,860

.51,435

Yearly
increase.

1,125

1,144

2,438

2,470

2,175

1,726

1,853

3.374

2,465

1,665

2 016
1,892

1,176

702
1,389

582
900

1,545

1,926

3,450

6,588

5,574

JJ©~ An experiment has just been made at

St. Petersburg for the purpose of testing the

utility of the electric light as an agent in war-

fare, and the success of the trial was unexam-
pled. With a piece of ordinary field artillery,

on a dark nighl, every shot fired hit the target

at a distance of 1,660 yards, or very nearly an

English mile, both the mark itself and the

surrounding objects to a considerable distance

being rendered perfectly distinct by the light

tbrowD upon them.

B@" The revenue of Great Britain last year

amounted to $336,830,765 in gold.

The Longest Tunnel in England.

The London and North-Western Railway

from Liverpool and Manchester to Hudders-
field and the North, passes through a range
of hills separating Marsden on the Yorkshire

side and Diggle on the Lancashire side, the

range bearing the name of Stand Edge, and
it has now three tunnels running through il,

one a canal tunnel, and the other two for the

purposes of the railway. The first named was
commenced in 1794 and completed in 1811;

length, 5,451 yards, or 3 miles and 171 yards;

cost, 123,803^., and the loss of life during its

progress was serious. The first of the two
railway tunnels was made by Mr. T. Nichol-

son, contractor for the Woodhead Tunnel,

which is shorter than the Stand Edge one by

about 40 yards, Stand Edge being 3 miles and
60 yards long. It was commenced in 1845

and completed in November, 1848; the cost

171,003^. 12s. 3Jd , of the approaches 30.605J.,

making a total of 201. 608£, and the largest

number of inr-n employed on the undertaking

was 1,953 Nine fatal accidents occurred in

its construction. Messrs. Thomas Nelson &
Sons, of Carlisle, were the contractors for the

new tunnel; the work was commenced in the

middle of April, 1868, and was completed in

the middle of October, 1870, or six m in'.hs

earlier than tne time specified. Its exact

length is 5,435 yards, one yard less than its

twin tunnel; but the actual length con-

structed by the Messrs. Nelson is 5,297$
yards, the difference arising from a short

piece at each end having been made when
the first railway tunnel was executed. The
whole length is lined with red bricks, faced

with blue Staffordshire bricks. The height

of the tunnel inside the brick work is t-venty

feet, and the width fifteen fet-t The t (tal

quantity of brick work built is 52.156 cubic

yards, the tot*l number of bricks used being

16,831,149, the weight of which Amounts to

68,000 tons; 6,271 tons of coal, 472 tons if

coke, 2,421 tons of lime, 140 tins of cement
were consumed; and of powder, 1,744 casks,

equal to 174,400 lbs.; fuses, 35,853 coils,

each 25 feet, equal to 170 miles, candles,

8,745 dozen pounds, equal to 104,940 lbs ; oil,

6,416 gallons; and vast quantities of timber

were used. The rubbish was conveyed away by

means of tramways, which ran throurh pas-

sages under the railway, and was tipped into

the boats on the canal before mentioned. It

was conveyed through "break-ups" or cross-

headings, of which Messrs. Nelson constructed

twenty-one, but only sixteen were used at one

time. For the conveyance of the material

used in the construction of the tunnels twenty-

five boats and four steamboats were con-

stantly plying, and an immense expense had

to be incurred in erecting huts, providing

business offices, and putting down costly plans

for economizing labor. Only one life has

been lost during the construction, hut there

have, of course, been plenty of accidents of a

less serious nature. The work has been pro-

nounced satisfactory in all respects, and the

line is reported as being one of the smoothest

portions of railway traveling in the kingdom.

The line was opened about the middle of last

mouth for regular traffic.— Times.

8@~ The coffee plant attains the hight, in

general, of eight to twelve feet, and sometimes

even to thirty feet.

J®" Nearly all the brimstone the world

uses comes from Sicily—about 300,000 tons

annually.
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Railroad Items.

—The Southern Pacific Railroad Compnny
filed on amended certificate of incorporation

April 15, at Sacramento, with the object to

purchase, construct and operate a continuous

line of railroad from San Francisco through

the counties of San Mateo, Santa-Clara, Mon-
terey, Fresno, Kern, Tulare, San Bernadinn,

and San Diego to some point oti the Colorado
Hiver, distant seven hundred and twenty miles,

as near as may be from the point of begin-

ning; also a branch road from Tehackepe, to

pass via Los Angeles, to the Texas Pacific

Kailroad at or near the Colorado Hiver, dis-

tant three hundred and twenty-four miles; also

a line from Gilroy to Santa Cltra, passing

through Santa Cruz and Monterey counties to

Salenos City, or some point near it, distant

forty-five miles; also such other branches as

the Directors may hereafter deem advant-

ageous to be established The Directors of

the company are Lloyd Trevis. Leland Sand-
ford, Charles Chocker, C P. Huntington,
Mark Hopkins, Charles Wayne, Peter Dona
hue. Capital, $75,0U0,0(J0,

—The annual report of the President of the

Illinois Central Railroad Company, shows that

the net earnings of the road, including the

net earnings of leased lines in Iowa, was

$2,857,321.. The capitals >ck is $25,27«,710,

and the total amount of bonds outstanding is

§tV23o,000, tne aggregate of stock and bonded
debt being $33,513,710, on which the net

earnings of the company's roads would be 8}
per cent. This, however, is exclusive of the

operations of the Land Department. The
original grant to the Illinois Central was
2,595,000 acres, of which the company still

hold 415,610 acres.

—It is rumored, says the White Pine News
of February 21st, that the surveying parly for

the preliminary survey of the road for the

narrow gauge, between this place and Elko,

is complete, and may be ordered to start at

airy time within twenty-four or forty-eight

hours. This looks like business, and from the

reputation of the parties having it in charge,

it will be no kid glove affair, but hard, ex-

peditious work.

—England is a great iron producer and
exporter. Taking the subject of Iron rails,

we find that in January last she exported
28,2fi4 tons to this country, 22,338 to other

countries, so that after all, we are her best

customers for railroad iron.

—A party of gentlemen from Chicago, and
another from Fountain County, Indiana, were
in consultation yesterday with State Geologist

Cox, with reference to the most feasible route

for a railroad from the mining region of

Clay County to Chicago. The pnject is a
new one, and the parties moving in it are said

to possess abundant means to put it through
at once.

—The Southern Pacific Railroad to lead,

from San Francisco to the Colorado River

—

eighty miles now in operation-—has been
mortgaged for $28,000,000 to raise funds for

its completion.

—The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Min-
nesota road will be extended to Blue Earth
City by January 1, 1872.

BSS°" The total lumber product of Michigan
for lrt70, according to the most, accurate re-

turns accessible, is 1,550,056,278 feet.

—Surveyors have commenced to survey the
route for the Utah Southern Railroad.

—It is proposed to connect Reno, Nevada,
by a narrow gauge railroad The survey of

the proposed route has already been com-
menced.

JOgg™ The ship Research, 1.300 tons burden,
has just sailed from Philadelphia with $10,267
barrels of refined petro eum, valued at $100,-

000, being the largest cargo of this article

ever shipped from anv port in this country.

THE lAlLROAO CAZETTE.publishedin
Chi?a2o. by A. N. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 2) pa^es, as lars:* as those of Evert/ Saturday.

Itcontnins a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

press of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let A"A to he let, Buramaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civij

and mechanics! engineering, and discussions of the rela-

lions oF railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price S4 per annum, in advance

NEW 7-30 GOLD LOAN.

SAFE! PROFITABLE! PERMANENT!

CHAGLEi A. DANA. Editor.

A Newspaper oi the Present Times.

Iatentloa lor People Now on Earth.

Inducing Farmes, 5!ccha:i.C3, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Ken, YT-Jikers, Tainlcers, and a 1 Man-
ner of Honest Folks, anj tbe Wive^, SoiS, and
Daughters of all suca".

ONLY ONE DOliLAS A YEAR :

ON£ IIUNDU/ED COPIES FOE, S50,

Or less than One Cent a Cony. Let there he a

$50 Club at evory Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAR,
of tas s.nr.o eiza and gencrr.l character as

TH^ WEEKLY", but with a frrcatn- variety of

miscellaneous readins, and fjrnl^ain^ tlio n nws
to its subscribers with c: eater freshness, because

U come3 twice a week: instead of once only.

THE DAI1/T SIN, SO A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

lartres Circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and leai-le.-s in politics. Ail the news
from everywhere. Twi cents a copy; by mail,
£0 cents a month, or §6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separateiv acdress-d.
Four Dollars.

Ten copies, one vear, senaratelv addressed (aud
a a extra copy to the getter ua of cluo).

Eizht Dollars.
Twenty copies, one year, Pepnratclv addressed

(a_id an extra copy to the getter up of club).
Fifteen Dolla^o.

Fifty copies, one Tear, to one address <aDd the
Senu-Week'.y one year to metier u p of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
tae Senii-Weeklyoneyearro eetfer un oi cluh),

Thirty-ave Dollars.
One hundred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the jrerter ur> of
cluaj. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately na>
dre ;sed (and the Daily for one year to tneeetter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately nddTeeeed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten coricfl, one yerr. pepnralelv addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of club),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUIt MONEY
In Post Office orders, checks, or drafts on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
tne letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLANM, Publisher,
Son office, New YorK, Cite.

JAY COOKE & CO.,
OFFER FOR SALE AT PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST THE

F.rst Mortgage Land Grant Gold Bonds

OF THE

NORTHERN PAOIFiO RAILROAD 00.

Tnesebond* are secured, first, by a First Morfcrase oo
the Rial it>«>.-lf, its r -llinij-aio :k aid all equipment*;
sscond, by a First Vlortga,'e on its entire Lao 1 '>nnt. be-
ins more than l'wemy-Two I:toUrt*nd Acr-s of Land to
each mile of Road.
The Bin Is are f ee from Unite 1 Sttti* T*\; the Prin-

cipal arifl mt'rest are paya tie in Gild—the Principal *t
the end of Thirty years, and th-j Interest Semi-annually,
at the rate or Sev«n and Three Tenths Per Cent, per
annum.
They areivmed in denominations of SI00, $500, 31,000.

SS.tiiiO, and $Ui,0uo.

Thy Tru-tee* under the Mortgage are Messrs. Jay Cooke,
of Phila lelphia, atid .1. Ed-.rarThomp-ion, President of the
Pennsylvania Central Railroad Company.
These Northern Pacific ~-'AQ B >n Is wit J. at all timas be-

fore maturity, be receivable at Ten Pkr Cent. Prkmium
(or I Id), in exchange for the Company's lands at their
lowest price.

In addition to their absolute safety, these Bonds yield
an income larger w- b-lieve, than any other first-class
security. Persons ho ; ding TJnittd States 5-0*3 can, by
converting them into Northern Pacific, increise *heir
yearly income one-third, and still nave a perfectly reliable
investment.
HOW TO GET THEM.—Your nearest Bank or Banker

will supply Uir-ae Bonds iD *ny desirei amount, and of any
needed denomination Persons wishing io Exchange
stocks or other bonds for these, cm do ho with any of our
Agents, who will allow the highest current price fur all
MAHKF.TABLE SECURITIES.
Those living in localities remote from Banks, may send

money, or other bonds, directly to us by express, and wo
will send back Northern Pacific Bonds at our own risk

and wiihout cost to the inve tor For further in formation
*

p imphlets. mips, etc., ^all on or address the undersigned*
or any of the Banks or Bankers employed lo sell this Loan9

FOR SALE BY

HKWSON WHITE & CO.,

ANDREWS, BISSELL & CO.,

FRANKLIN B VNK,
K. KINNEY & CO.,

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

RECEIVER'S SALE.

Jacob T- Martz, Receiver of
the Cincinnati and Macki-
naw Railroad Company, ( The State of Ohio Bar};*

p aintiff, \ County Common Plea*, No.
vs. ) 3,28U.

The Road Bed, &c, of said |

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alia* order of sale made by the Court of
Common Hleas, within and for the Connty of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at th- June Term. A. IK 1*63, of said Court,

in the above entitled ctse. and to me, as Rec-iver, appointed
by said Court, of the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-

road Company, issued and directed, 1 wiliaell at public out-

cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in said

County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,

at the hour of "-2 o'clock, P. M., of said day, the following

described properly, rights, franchises. &c., of the said Cin-
cinnati and M:tci-inaw Kailroad Company. niiu de and beinr

in the counties of Darke, M'-rcer, ihd Van Wert. In s»id

State of Ohio, to-wit: The Koad Bed nd ri*rht of way of

the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Kailroad Company for a

railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Daike
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of

Darke, Mercer, and Var. Wert to the town of Vau Wert, in

said 1 ist named county, in the State «f Ohio, including tl e

bridges fixtures and culverts, railroad ties on the s-ime. ur

intended forlhesdd road, together with the right of way
owned and held by saiii Company f »r the construction of

its said road, together with ad the rights *nd franchises ' f

8aid Company for the construction of and maintaining its

road in the said State of Ohio, together with nil "'.h-r

property real and personal, belonging to sa<d Compn y, in

said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the construction

of its saii road.
Appraised *t Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

TeriLS of Sale, Cash. W. A. WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R. R. Co.

C- Calkihb Attorney ; Marchi3, 1871. 23-3-70, 5t.
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WRIGJITSON ti, CO.. Propr'H-

Tbc Tunnel.

THE PROSPECTS EXPECTED, AND THE ENDS

ACCOMPLISHED.

In our two former articles we have treated

of what Cincinnati might become, of what it

needed, what facilities it ought to furnish in

public works (of which the tunnel is one), and

now we eotne to speak of what many will re-

gard as the all important point to those who

engage in it. This is, what great ends are to

be accomplished for the city; and if citizens

engage in it, what prolits may they individu-

ally expect ? In one word, will this work pay

to those who engage in it? We have our-

selves spent a great deal of time and labor in

trying to help the public good without getting

much reward, but we have no idea there are

enough fools of that kind (we speak the lan-

guage of the world) to do this work without

some prospect of pay. Moreover, we assume

as a demonstrable principle, that if any pub-

lic work is really useful and beneficial to the

public good, that it will pay those who do it.

Sometimes the reward is delayed and comes

late, but it will pay.

What will the tunnel accomplish which

should be paid for? We have seen and ex-

examined the report of the company, and

found from that what it will do, and what its

cost will be. The objects of the tunnel are

twofold : 1. To make an entrance for railroads

to the upper plain and heart of the city, which

they havo not now got; 2. To supply an out-

let and inlet to the immense suburban popu-

lation which must soon live north of and

beyond the hills. The first object was that of

the original projectors, who expected, if the

tunnel was made with two trucks, all the rail"

roads would actually enter through the tunnel

And if the tunnel was made at this time, we

have no doubt several roads from the north

and east would do. so. Granting this, we

nevertheless think that in a very few years

the transit of working and business people,

who live in towns and villages beyond the

hills, will make much the largest part of the

business and profits of the road. Indeed, we

think the tunnel will pay handsomely, if it be

made simply on the principle of a street car

route. This is a bold proposition, but we

think perfectly demonstrable. Let us now

look into the cost and profits of the tunnel

road. The report gives the following facts:

1. Tunnel, 10,000 feet in length.

2. Tunnel road to Sharon (in all), 12} miles.

3. Total cost, $1,200,000.

This cost includes every possible contin-

gency, the tunnel, steel rails, locomotives and

cars, so that there can be no more afterclaps.

This is the whole capital required. The road

goes to or near Sharon, which is 10 miles be.

yond the tunnel, and that 10 miles may cost

$500,000; so that, really, $700,000 is all re-

quired for the tunnel and its equipments. But

we shall take the whole road to Sharon as the

basis of calculation, because without it we

shall not have facilities for outside peop'e.

Let us then begin fairly.

1. The income expected from railroads.

We can estimate, from other companies, noth-

ing which is not directly for their interests,

and therefore we shall look only to that. If

the tunnel road begins at Sharon, there will

be but 12 miles between that and a point on

the Little Miami Railroad called Gainsborough,

which is also 7 miles from Lebanon, in the

valley of Turtle creek. The Pennsylvania

road now owns the Wilmington & Zanesville

road, which is about to be connected at New
Lexington with the Sunday creek coal mines.

Now, it will be the direct, immediate and in-

evitable interest of that company to continue

the Wilmington road through the tunnel to

the upper part of Cincinnati, so that an iron

coal car can be filled at the mouth of the

mine and dumped in the coal yard. Sup-

posing that to be the fact, we affirm without

the fear of contradiction, that that road would

command the coal trade of the north half of

Cincinnati, for the carting of coal from the

river to the upper half of Cincinnati will cost

as much as the actual cost of carriage on the

railroad. We leave this hint here, and say

that the Pennsylvania road will, for irresisti-

ble reasons, go through the tunnel when made.

The Chesapeake & Ohio will assuredly be

finished to Cincinnati, and the best route will

be by the east fork of the Miami, and the

cheapest through the tunnel. The Marietta

has found another entrance, but it is two miles

longer than it ought to be. Of these three

roads we may safely assume that two of them

will an through the tunnel, and will be

to pay each 6 per cent, on the cost. We have

then $144,000 per annum from this source.

2. The income from suburban inlet.

How long will it be when the work on the

tunnel is nearly completed, and it is certain

the road will be made, before there will be

three or four towns laid out between the north

end of the tunnel and Sharon ? Suppose only

two such places are started, which together

cover 600 acres, divided into lots of (although

they may be of very different sizes to suit

the demand) 50 by 200 feet; this will give

16 lots per acre, or allowing for alleys and

streets, 14, which will give 8,900 lots. Sup-

posing them to be occupied at an average

of 5 persons to a family, there would be

40.000 people in these suburban towns. But

no doubt the adjoining proprietors would

lay out grounds, and increase the number

of lots to suit the demand. Now we think

we bear somebody, who lives in the pre-

sent only, say, this is a nice calculation o>i

paper; who ever heard of towns filling up with.

40,000 people in a day ? Stop, my dear sir,

we don't propose to fill it up in a day. It will

take a little time to make the road, and a little

time to get ready, and in this while Cincin-

nati is fast increasing and overflowing. Let

me tell you, dear sir, that 20,000 people have

gone in three or four years to Elizabeth, 15

miles from New York, and tens of thousands

to other places further off. But Cincinnati is

not New York, you say. Certainly not ; but

how long since New York was no larger than

Cincinnati. We saw it half the size of Cin-

cinnati. We have demonstatod in a former

article that in twenty years Cincinnati will, in

all human probability, receive 250,000 people

in addition to what she has now, and that

150,000 of them will be north of the crest

of Mount Auburn. There will bean average

of 7,000 people per annum going north of the

hills and ea^t of Mill creek. Half that will

be in the vicinity of the tunnel road. We say

then, with unhesitating confidence, that if this

plan be carried out, the 40,000 people in these

towns, ai.d many more, will soou be there.

Between Cincinnati and Sharon, on the line,

there are now 3,000 people to use the road.

The lots in the villages being sold very low,

will, with the adjoining country, settle up at

an average of 5,000 per annum ; in 1882 there

will be 50,000 people on the line of the road,

and in 1890 more than 100,000.

Let us now make some estimate of what

business thi3 rate will produce. The census

show3 that there are about 40,000 people in

Newport and Covinston, and more in adjoin

ing villages. Marshal Hickenlooper employed

his deputies at the ferries to ascertain how

many persons crossed and did business in

Cincinnati. He found no less than 27,000

people on the Kentucky side who really be-

longed to Cincinnati and did business here.

This furnished nearly 10,000 persons crossing

the river every day. Here we have data
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which is reliable. We may count 1 in 4 of

the suburban population going in and out

every day. The lots and houses in the su-

hurban villages will be decidedly cheaper

than in Newport and Covington. The work-

ingmen, as we said, will go there at the rate

of 5,000 a year. Now we shall have this

result after the road is finished :

1st year, say. 2,000

5th " 7,000

10th " 12.000

loth" 17,000

20th " 22,000

Now, suppose these are commuted annually

at the very small sum of 10 cents per day, or

$35 per annum; then we have $70,000 re-

ceipts the first year, $245,000 the 5th, $120,-

000 the 10th, $595,000 the 15th, and $770,000

the 20th. Now add to these the minimum

railroad receipts, and take the 10th year as an

average for the whole, and we have:

Railroads $120,000

Passengers 430,000

Way freight , 40,000

Total $580,000

The cost of running will not be half that of

common roads, and can not be put at more

than 25 per cent. Then we have the result:

Capital $1,200,000

Net profits 460,000

Actual profits 38 per cent.

In our opinion this calculation can not be

impeached, and the results are likely to ex-

ceed it.

m

The Springfield & Cincinnati Railroad.

We received a letter from a friend making

the inquiry why we opposed the building of

the Short Line Railroad so violently, when it

is notorious that we have hitherto been its

especial cHampion.

We reply, that we are not opposed to the

building of the Short Line Railroad, nor have

we changed our opinions of its merits and

necessity, nor our belief that its construction

is only a question of time. All that we have

said and written upon this scheme for the

past 15 years we now approve of and indorse,

and expect to say and write again before the

enterprise is completed. And in our present

" violent opposition " we do not understand

ourselves as opposing the making of this road,

but on the contrary as being its best friend.

Our reasons for taking the course in this

matter that we have are beeause we have no

faith whatever in the present movement, that

proposes to build this road. From the begin-

ning to this moment we have believed it a

de£p laid plan, that has been persistently car-

ried out, to force the C, H & D. company to

pas3 its road into the hands of some other

company, or ring of adventurers, upon their

own terms, or to so affect the stock of the C,

H & D. road as to enable these speculators to

buy it up at a discount from its real value,

and thus make a sDug sum of money by the

rise when they abandoned their opposition

scheme, or enable them to control the road at

its next election for directors.

These things have been done before, and

by some of the same parties who are manipu-

lating this movement, and they have won, as

we hope they never will again; for the C ,
H.

& D. road is about the only one of any im-

portance in our State, that has not been

wrested from its owners, and placed under the

control of foreign interests.

All that this new Short Line company have

done, up to this time, is not of a kind to in-

spire faith in their professions. If they were

really in earnest about building the road, why

make such a feint as they did on the Lebanon

line; why couple all their guarantees and

contracts with conditions that relieved the

workers of the scheme from personal responsi-

bilities; and, above all, why make the terrific

onslaught upon the C, H. & D.'a interest that

is now going on in Columbus?

It is now nearly a year since this Springfield

& Cincinnati concern was organized. It was

ushered into existence with the announcement

that it was going to make this new road in a

very short time— five or six months we be-

lieve. But instead of moving an inch of

ground towards this end, it has been beating

about a little section of the Miami valley that

lies in an oft explored and thoroughly ran-

sacked strip of about fifteen miles wide and

sixty miles long.

One would naturally suppose that a com-

pany organized as this claimed to be, and

backed by such vast sums of money, and such

indorsements of other well known and power-

ful companies, as it was announced this one

was, would have done something more than a

little surveying and a large amount of blow-

ing by this time, if they were in good faith.

Had they gone to work when they started, by

this time the road would have been nearly or

quite graded; and what trouble, we ask, would

it have been, under such circumstances, to.

have secured an entrance into Dayton, either

by legislative action or some other equally

effective means, just where they desired ?

Twenty or thirty miles of graded road, and

the work going rapidly on, would be tenfold

more potent in the present struggle at the

Stale capital, than all the lobbyists who are

there to wheedle and coax stubborn legisla-

tors, the illuminating influence of "Old Bcur

bon,"—or the logical power of the money that

ought to be expended upon the work, if ex-

pended at all.

The company can't plead poverty, or want

of experience, or time ; they may plead eccen-

tricity and a new mode of railroad building, a

desire for an experiment, by commencing at

the other end of things than that long since

settled by the profession and experiennce as

the proper one. But even this would avail

them nothing, as it is too transparent to de

ceive even that unfortunate fellow who has

but " half an eye."

Now, whether right or wrong, we have given

our own interpretation to all this maneuvering,

and it is that this company did not mean to

make the new road, if they ccnild avoid it.

Then what do they mean? is the most natural

of questions in this connection. They are

certainly not doing this for the mere fun of

the thing. We think they meant to drive the

C, H. & D. into their pockets, some way or

other, either by securing a lease of the road

upon term3 most profitable to themselves or

those they were created to serve, or by de-

pressing the stock of that company, and specu-

lating in it. And believing this, as we did at

the start, and as we have ever since and do

now, we became " violently opposed " to the

movements and designs of this company, not

the Short Line, and so warned the people

upou the line of the road not tJ permit them-

selves to be used, and again deceived, and

their project for a road injured, by aiding the

selfish designs of this mythical company.

In this we did our duty as railroad jour-

nalists, and still believe we were right, and

shall continue to do just so, under the same

circumstances, in the future.

We hope this will satisfy our friend, that it

is not the Short Line road we oppose, but a

company that use it to kill it, and by its destruc-

tion secure their own ends.

We are occasionally reminded that this

company has made and recorded a mortgage

for a million or two of dollars, and that large

sums have been offered the manipulators of

the scheme to abandon it, which have been

refused, and that a great deal of money had

been expended in surveying and in the ser-

vice of agents to secure right of way, etc,

and now, that propositions for the work are

invited. All very true, and it may all be

turned to good account. But we remember

and so do our readers, that four or five years

ago the Cincinnati, Dayton & Kastern Rail-

road Company went much further than this

upon the same work, they spent three times

as much money, obtained tan times more local

interest, made unconditional contract* for ex-

tensive property in and out of tbe city, and

absolutely awarded the contract for building

the road to responsible parties, and yet they

abandoned it all when the designs they had

planned from the beginning were only then

attained. So this amounts to nothing.

But without following this matter further,

wejsimply say, that while we can not counte-

nance such ventures, as we think the present

one is, we will most earnestly aid any com-

pany, by all the means in our power, to make

this new road, and that if the Springfield &

Cincinnati Company, in order to save what it

has invested in its past year's operations, and

secure an independent line into the city,

should undertake to do this work, we shall be

found just as ardent in our support of such

an effort, as we have been violent in our op-

position to its late gerrymandering.
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J. II. Potter.

This gentleman, so well known in railroad

circles of the West, gave us the pleasure of

bis company for a few hours on Saturday last,

and informed us upon the organization of

new railway projects, and the progress of old

ones, in that section of the West where he has

been operating since he left this city, and of

which, Burlington, Iowa, is the center.

Our readers will remember that Mr. Potter

became connected with the Burlington &
Cedar Rapids road about two years ago, as

President of the construction company, that

bad assumed the responsibilities of complet-

ing that work. Under his auspices it was

prosecuted so rapidly that it is finished and

accepled by the railroad company, and, we

are pleased to say, is in full and successful

operation.

No sooner was this work off the hands

of this company, than they engaged to

construct the Burlington & Southwestern

road, a line that reaches from Burlington

across the southern part of Nebraska, and

into Kansas, upon some eligible point of con-

nection, yet to be determined, upon the Kan-

6as Pacific road.

Mr. Potter tells us that all the work done

by his company has been paid for with means

raised in the State of Iowa,^and by the inter-

ests that are the direct beneficiaries of the in-

vestment. This speaks well for the enter-

prise of the people of that young, go-ahead

State, and their intelligent appreciation of

the importance of railroads as a means of

rapid improvement.

We wish the wealthy citizens of our city,

and of parts of our State, where unfinished

railroads are either dragging their slow length

along, or standing stock still, could be in-

Spired with this sort of spirit. We have the

capacity to do all that we confess is necessary

in these particulars, but we want a little more

confidence, and a little more nerve. With

these our Southern road would advance, and

the Ohio extension of the Chesapeake & Ohio

road would be far oh its way, and the tunnel

entrance through East Walnut Hills would I e

in progress; and several other improvements

necessary to the prosperity of our city would

be out of the talking period where they have

so long tarried.

Our friend shows the effect of the hard

work he has gone through. He can not lift

the weights in the scales that he could when

he left here, by at least a quarter of a hundred,

nor is be rounded up and as flush in color,

(though much more so in money) as he once

was. But he is cheerful and active as ever,

and en route easLward, where we hope the

"salt-sea breezes" will soon restore him to

his original proportions.

Bfiy There are 74,000 doctors in the United
States, or one doctor to 518 inhabitants. In
1860 there was one doctor to 572 people.

Personal.

Mr. Harry W. Puller, the South-western

Agent of the Erie railway, who is located in

Kansas City, made our place a flying visit a

few days ago, and in the midst of his hurry

complimented us with a call.

We were quite pleased to learn that Mr.

Fuller's prosperity has been largely advanced

in material things by his location in Kansas

City, and also, that the affairs of the Erie in

and about that locality are in a most prosper-

ous condition.

Mr. Fuller, by his courtesy and diligence in

the exercise of his duties, has won an exten-

sive popularity, and the highest approbation

of his company, and is, therefore, capable of

a future usefulness, to himself and employers,

of the first order.

Messrs Ed. F. Fuller, H. P. Clough,

J. B. Clement, Charles F. Southgate, and

Thomas B. Paxton, all of this city, were

yesterday elected directors of the Straitsville

Coal and Iron Mining Company.

The Newark, Somerset & Straitsville

Railroad will be formally opened to Somerset

to-day. There is to be a grand excursion and

banquet to celebrate the occasion. We regret

that we are unable to comply with an invita-

tion to these interesting festivities.

Virginia Water Line.

Perhaps more than any other great work

of internal improvement this is the most im-

portant, not only to the great central west,

but also to the entire country, that has ever

attracted the attention of American statesmen

and political economists. The North Ameri-

can continent, it is well known, is divided

into natural sections by long ranges of moun-

tains and large systems of water courses.

While the basin of the lakes affords an in-

valuable avenue for commerce on our north-

ern frontier, for one-half the distance across

the continent, yet the outlet is not in our own

territory, and we are tributary to another

power1 for any foreign traffic that may le

floated on the waters of this great artery

The territory of the United States is clearly

divisible into three sections, the basin of the

Mississippi and the Atlantic and Pacific

slopes.

The great Appalachian range of mountains

on the east, and the Rocky mountains of the

west, form the boundaries of the valley of the

Mississippi, which is the great central basin,

perhaps the most extensive and productive in

the world. Situated within the temperate

Zone, with an alluvial soil, unsurpassed, or

rather unequaled, in natural resources and

productive capacity by any portion of the

earth's surface of equal extent, it is destined

to become the great garden of the earth, pro-

ducing an amount of surplus food products

the limit to which is only bounded by the

market, and the capacity of the various lines

of commerce to transport

The route of the lakes, which but touches

on the extreme borders of the interior basin,

is, as we have already remarked, but partially

under our control. Although this difficulty

has, in a great measure, been overcome by
the construction of the New York canals.

The other natural outlet to this traffic is the

Mississippi itself and its tributaries. The
great distance to be traveled, the dangers of

eu If and ocean navigation, combined with the

detrimental influences of climate upon food

products while in transit, amount almost to a

prohibition.

The next reliance then, must be on artifi-

cial avtnues for this class of traffic. Rail-

roads, that stop not, neither do they hesitate,

for river or ravines, for hills or for mountains,

have been constructed, and the whole world

knows with what results, both as to the de-

velopment of the west and the east. An im-

mense territory, but recently the solitary abode

and pasture ground of the buffalo, is now
divided into cultivated fields and occupied

by happy homes, where refinement, education,

civil liberty, and all the blessings of an ele-

vated civilization, are to be found the same
as exists in the oldest settled countries of

Europe. All developed by railroads.

Railroads, however, have a maximum capa-

city for traffic, and a minimum of compensa-

tion below which they can not profitably exist.

While there will ever be sufficient traffic for

the great lines that do exist, or all that may
hereafter be constructed, yet cheaper transit

than they can furnish is needed for the food

products of the west.

The great question is, how can this result

be attained? In the solution of this problem

not only the entire west is concerned, but it

i3 of vital importance to the great cities and

manufacturing depots of the eastern or Atlan-

tic slope, as well as to the food consumers of

Europe.

We answer, by the construction of the Vir-

ginia water line ! connecting the waters of the

Mississippi with those of the Atlantic.

IS THIS PRACTICABLE?

This question is definitely settled by the

very able report of Major W. P. Craighill and,

assistants to Gen. A. A. Humphreys, chief of

togographical corps, U. S. Engineers, being a

report of the results of labors performed last

year, in obedience to a resolution of Congress.

On this question Major C. remarks:

" Thequestion of practicability is settled by
the data furnished by the reports hereto at-

tached. They determine also that the cost

will be, in round numbers, $50,000,000. A
most interesting feature of the work is the great

tunnel. A few years ago men would have
appalled at that undertaking alone.

"The recent completion of the Mount Cenis

Tunnel in Europe, and the rapid progress now
made with the execution of the Hoosac Tun-
nel in this country, with the experience gained
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in these works, and the improved facilities

daily corning into use for carrying on such

operations, induce us to approach such an

undertaking as the making of the Lorraine

Tunnel, not only without apprehension of fail-

ure, but with a feeling of assured certainly of

success. It is no longer an extraordinary,

but an ordinary undertaking. The Lorraine

Tunnel, by the last location, derived from the

survey of 1870, will be 7.8 miles in length.

The length of the Mount Cenis Tunnel is 7£
miles; that of the Hnosac being 4 J miles.

The Lorraine Tunoel, from the circumstances

of its position, will take a shorter time for its

execution than the Mount Cenis and Hoosac
Tunnels, although longer than either of

them."
THE WATER STJPPLY

would be ample for the most enlarged traffic

that the route could accommodate, and it

would be open at least ten months in the year.

On this point the report says:

"We have assumed a trade of 180 boats per

day, but it will be prudent to provide a supply

of water for 200. Allowing them one and one-

half locks full of water to each boat, passing

the summit level, we will require 300 locks

full of water per day for a maximum trade.

The greatest lilt between Greenbrier and Cov-
ington, the portion of the line to be supplied

from the summit level, is 14 feet, and the looks

being 120 feet by 20, we have 300 locks by 120

by 20 by 14, equal to cubic feet

per day 10,080,000
Evaporation on 21.9 miles, (the

tunnel being excluded,) £
inch per mile per day, cubic ft. 225,264

Filtration, cubic feet 5,240,400
Waste at structures, cubic feet. 43,200
Leakage at lock gates 1,728,000

Total cubic feet 17,316,864
The minimum flow of theGreen-

brier, as gauged by Captain
McNeil, was 97 ft. per second,

or per day 8,380,800

Leaving to be supplied from
other sources 8,936,064

Suppose the flow of the Green-
brier to continue at its mini-
mum for an average period
of 120 days, the total quanti-
ty to be furnished would be,

cubic feet 1,072.327,680

The reservoir surveyed by Mr.
Lorraine will contain 4,806,-

000,000 cubic feet, and the
observed discharge of the
stream, (where it has been
gauged,) for a year of much
iess than the average rain-

fall, is 5,484,229,000
Diminish this by the evapora-

tion of one-fourth of an inch
per day for one year, from
the surface of the reservoir... 899,405,100

tion of reservoirs, with which it might he

filled throughout its length of 60 miles, in

which any desired amount, of water from the

spring and winter floods might be stored up
for use in limes of drought."

COST.

As no one will dispute the importance of

such a work, or possibly the necessity for its

construction, the only remaining questions are

what will be the cost, and will it pay. After

a most careful examination of the whole pro-

ject, and thorough survey by the Government

engineers (and they had the advantage of the

previous surveys made for the State of Vit

»

ginia), the following is given as the detailed

estimate:

"The estimates for this work (given below)
contemplate tie construction of the whole in

a substantial manner, proportionate to its im-
portance and the gravity of the results which
would attend any stoppage of its use, caused

by failures in its mechanical structures:

From mouth of Fork Run to

Greenbrier, at mouth of How-
ard's Creek, exclusive of tun-

nel $ 2.383,474

Tunnel 13,253,310
Down Greenbrier and New

Rivers 13,243,541

Down Kanawha River, (85
miles) 973,900

Ten per cent, contingencies.... 2,986,420

$32,840,618
From Richmond to Fork Run. 14,781,644

Total $47,622,262

And we have available for the
canal 4,584,823,900

Or a surplus of 3,512,496,220

"As fears have been expressed by some per-
sons not familiar with this subject, that a reser-
voir supplied chiefly from rain-fall might fail

to furnish the anticipated supply, it is well to
observe that the valley of the Greenbrier
River is extremely favorable for the coustruc-

"The idea of connecting the woters-of the
Atlantic slope and the Mississippi Valley, bv
joining the head-waters of the James and Ohio
Rivers, has long been entertained by dis-

tinguished men. It is certainly a very at-

tractive project, from its simplicity and the

grandeur of its results, both in a physical and
Commercial point of view. It is far older
than railroads, and so the use of the canal, as

the means of connection, was proposed. When
the railroad was introduced, public attention
was turned in that direction, to the exclusion
of the canal.

" Notwithstanding the immense increase of

facilities for transportation which have been
created in the past twenty or thirty years, the

great West and Northwest have overrun them
in their exuberant productive capacity, and
after testing all other routes by rail and exist-

ing canals and lakes and rivers across the
continent, and by river and gulf to the At-
lantic, are calling loudly for the construction
ol a great, cheap, short, national highway, to

carry to market their surplus products. This
voice must be heard and heeded. The na-
tional character of this work is demonstrated
by the statement just made.

"If a river existed along the whole extent
of the proposed route of the water line, it

would, unquestionably, receive from the Gen-
eral Government such improvement as it

needed. This connection belongs to the same
class of works as the Louisville and Portland
Canal on the Ohio River, and the improve-
ment of the Des Moines and Rock Island
Rapids ou the Mississippi."

WILL IT PAT ?

There is one thing certain, it will pay the

producer and the consumer, whether it be

made to pay the constructor or not; but we
think the following table clearly demonstrates
that it need not necessarily be unprofitable

even to the constructor:

" In the present uncertain and embarrassed
condition of the Ohio and Kanawha naviga-

tion, heavy freights are carried for about 1.8

mill per ton per mile. It is then too much to

assume that by a systematic organization and
the use of larger boats the cost may be re-

duced to 1} mill. We will, however, put it at

2 mills.

"I estimate the cost on the Greenbrier and
New Rivers at 3 mills per ton per mile, and
on the canal at 3.6 mills, making an average
of about 3.16 mills per ton per mile, or $1.52}
for the whole distance from Ohio to Rich-
mond.

The entire cost of the improve-

meut will be about $48,000,000

Six per cent, on which is $2,880,000
Annual cost for maintenance 387,200

3,267,200

"With a trade of 5.000,000 tons per annum,
a charge of C5.3 cents per ton on the through
route will pay these expenses at the rate of
1.34 mill per ton per mile, making total cost,

with tolls, but without profits to carriers, 4.5

mills per ton per mile.

Per ton.

The average charges for ten years

from Chicago to New York have
been by the water lines $ 7 66}

And by Central Railroad 14 31
From St. Louis flour has been carried

to New York by rail for 13 00
And by way of New Orleans for 11 50

"The actual cost of transportation per ton

per mile by the Virginia water line would be
as follows:

From St. Louis to mouth of Kanawha,
903 miles, at .3 cent $2 71

Mouth of Kanawha to Richmond,
480 miles, at .316 cent... 1 52

Richmond to Hampton Roads, 100
miles, at .25 cent 25

Two Transhipments 40

Cost from St. Louis to New York,
without tolis on canal or profit

to carriers 4 88

From Dnbuque, Iowa, one of the

cities on the Mississippi nearest

to Chicago, to New York by rail is

1,145 miles; one ton of freight

moved over this distance, at .12

cent per mile, would cost $13 74

" From Dubnque to New York, by rail to

Chicago, and thence by the northern water
lines, cost as follows:

Dubuque to Chicago, by rail, 188

miles, at. 12 cent $2 25
Chicago to Buffalo, by the lakes,

1,042 miles, at .2 cent 2 08
Buffalo to West Trov, by Erie Canal,

350 miles, at .4...' 1 40
West Troy to New York, by Hudson

River, 151 miles, at .25 cent 38
Three transhipments 50

$6 62
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" From Dubuque to Hampton Roads by Vir-

ginia water line will cost:

Dubuque to mouth of Kanawha, by
river, 1,367 miles, at .3 cent $4 10

Mouth of Kanawha to Richmond,
480 miles, at 316 cent , 1 52

Richmond to Hampton Roads, 100
miles, at .25 rent 25

Two transhipments 40

Total $6 27

"Showing a difference from Dubuque of 29

cents per ton by the Virginia water lines over

that by the lakes, although the difference of

distance against it is 241 miles. Of all points

on the Mississippi, Dubuque is one of the most
favorable to the Northern lakes, in this com-
parison. The Virginia route is open several

months, during which the Northern lines are

closed by ice, and is free from the dangers
which affect that navigation during the busiest

months of the grain movement.
"In addition to through freights from the

West to the seaboard, the trade of the Vir-

ginia line will be increased by local develop-

ments. The coal deposits of the Kanawha
have beeu worked with marked success,

though to a comparatively limited extent.

Bituminous, cannel, and splint coals ate found
in abundance, and are mined with very little

cost. The iron ores of East Virginia, lying

near the line of the canal, cover large tracts

of country. They are of excellent quality,

and will be extensively developed by cheap
coal from the Kanawha. Three-fourths of
the salt works, formerly so productive, are
now, I am informed, "dead rented" to pro-

prietors of ether works en the Ohio, to pre-

vent their competition. Thev are capable of
any required development. The general ar-

gument for the construction of this work is to

be found in the necessity for more lines of
transportation, and for cheaper rates from the
Northwest to the Atlantic, as set forth in the
memorials to Congress of the States of Vir-

ginia and Iowa. Time has not permitted me
to present from original sources such statistics

of Western production and transportation as
would have been desirable.

" The surplus products of the Northwest
exceed twenty-five million tons, of which from
five to six million come to the Atlantic Stales
over our four trunk lines of railway and the

Erie Canal. The total wheat and corn crop of
1868 was nearly 1,000,000,000 bushels, of
which there were received at the lake ports

84,000,000 bushels; shipped to New York, by
water, 53,000.000; by rail, 14,000,000, and
exported, 30,000,(^00 bushels. In 1869 the re-

ceipts at lake ports were 113,000,000 bushels;
at New York, 02,000,000 bushels, and the ex-
ports for the year ending June, 30, 1869,
35,000,000 bushels."

Science and Common Sense.— Professor
Huxley eays: Science is, 1 believe, nothing
hut trained and orgauized common sense,
differing from the latter only as a veteran
may differ from a raw recruit. ; and its methods
ditk'i- from those of common sense only so far
as the guardsman's cuts and thrusts differ from
the manner in which a savage wields his club.
The primary power is the same in each case,
aud perhaps the untutored savage has Hie more
brawuy arm of the two. The real advantage
lays in the point and polish of the swordsman's
weapon; in the trained eye, quick to spy out
the weakness of the adversary; in the ready
hand, prompt to follow it on the instant. But
»fter all, the sword exercise is only the hewing
and poking of the clubman developed.

Relations between Business and Legisla>
tion.

The people of the United States suffer in
nothing more than in the senseless mixture of
purely business affairs with political issues and
parties. Questions of dollars and cents are
allowed to be complicated and sometimes identi-

fied with the fate of this or that political party.
It is hard to tell whether the party or the busi-
ness interests suffer more severely from this

course. But there can be no doubt whatever
that the whole people are seriously injured by
it. Abuses are maintained and even intensified
because they may benefit or injure this or that
political programme. The Republican party is

afraid to reform the currency and tax laws,
simply from the fear of losing supporters who
are interested in the maintenance of existing
abuses. It does not stop to consider that sup-
port of this kind is always duubtful and some-
times dangerous. In the same way, the Demo-
cratic party tolerates monopolies and extortions
for the sake of the precarious support of parties
whose loss would be in reality a gain. In fine,

the welfare of the country is subordinated to

the interests of a party. The question asked
is not whether any policy will be beneficial to

the people, but whether it is likely to promote
the welfare of a paity. We have true and
honorable men in all parties who honestly de-
sire the prosperity and happiness of the people
above all things. But their influence is lost in
the remorseless caucuses that bend down all
opposition to everything that involves the wel-
fare or " harmony of the party."
This blending of business with politics is the

greatest evil of our American system. In for-
eign countries the science of politics is devoted
to the promotion of the business interests of the
community. In this country politics, divested
of science, is made the paramount considera'ion.
In England if a commercial or financial meas-
ure is introduced by government it is referred
to the interests more immediately concerned.
Parliament merely ratifies the decisions of
London merchants and bankers and Manchester
manufaciuiers. If a loan is to be introduced
or a tax 10 be levied, the banking and commer-
cial interests are consulted as to the probable
effect on the material interests of the country.
Some years ago Mr. Gladstone resigned the
Premiership and gave the Disraeli party a two
years' lease of power, simply because the mer-
chants and manufacturers represented that a
dissolution of Pailiament at that time would be
prejudicial 10 business. The Imperial Govern-
ment constructs great lines of railroad and
manages the Internal affairs of the Indian Em-
pire iu deference to the policy of Manchester
cotton manufacturers. Fleets and armies are
employed in all parts of the world to open new
avenues of commerce and extend the markets
for English manufactures.

Iu Eugland the celebrated William Pitt sus-
tained the great war against Napoleon Bona-
parte by a financial policy based on the views
of Adam Smith, the famous economist. In the
United States, economists like David A. Wells
and Charles Moran, in place of shiping the
financial and commercial policy of ihe country,
are driven from official position and openly ig-
nored. The opinions of specialise and men of
practical experience are over-ruled, and crude
immature notions are pushed in defiance of the
protests of business men and merchants. We
adopt the obsolete and exploded systems of for-
eign countries, aud incorporate in our commer-
cial and financial legislation, the blunders of
centuries. The simple and desirable process of
funding the debt at a lower ra.e of interest is
made a means of crushing industry by means
of excessive taxation, and an inconvertible
paper money. It is scarcely too much to say
that the process of recovery from the losses of
the civil war has been arrested ten years by the

lundering financial and commercial legislation
lhat has been persisted in since the restoration
of peace. Our public men of all parties have
been slow to learn the great lesson of states-
manship that the political situation is always
ruled and controlled by social conditions. Th s

fault arises chiefly from a very excellent feature
in American politics. Befo'e the civil war ihe
Federal Government imposed scarcely a feath-
er's weight of burden upon any section or in-

terest. Commerce, manufactures, territorial

development, and railroads were free to grow
and expand unrestricted by any centralizing
influences, with (he natural result of unbounded
prosperity to all classes. There was no Federal
Banking Law, and the merchants of New York
and New Orleans, and the manufacturers of
New England improvised a system that was ex-
actly suited to their wants, and which was,
probably, the best in the worll.
The war changed all this. The necessities of

deriving a great revenue necessarily imposed
heavy taxes on productive industry. Every
interest in the country was compelled to slure
the general burden, and properly so. This
brought taxatim—manufactures, commerce,
finance, and currency—almost for the first time
within the domain of party politics. It. is little

wonder if our public men were incapable of
dealing with the new issues thus presented.
They were compelled to trea t every puhject
hasiily and according to the immediate exigen-
cies of the hour. 'Ihe people almost welcomed
every increase of taxation, because it seemed
to promise a more speedy termination of the
war. It is little wonder that blunders were
commuted. But (he error of our politicians lay
in perpetuating them after (he necessity for
their eX'steoce had passed away.

But the error carried widi it its own redress.
The people on whom devolved the bin dens of
taxation and finance aradually awoke to their
(rue interests, and the reeult is the fo-mation
of the Revenue Reform movement, pledged to

make politics subordinate to the business wel-
fare of the communTiy. This new Revenue
Reform party is gradually influencing or ab-
sorbing both the old political parties, and is

retiring into private lite Ihe leaders who were
more prominently identified with the abuses of
financial and commercial legislation. We have
now the positive assurance that hencefonh the
financial and business legislation of the country
will be conducted on sound economical princi-
ples.

—

N. Y. Economist.

Thk Next Cotton Crop.—We have closely
examined our country exchanges for the last

three or four weeks to ascertain the intention
of the planters with regard to the next cotton
crop. From nearly every section of the South
the reports agree in stating that the acreage
under cotton will be largely reduced this Spring.
In some districts, it is said, not half as much
cotton will be planted as was last season. On
the whole, we may safely estimate from twenty-
five to forty per cent, reduction in the acreage.
Planters now fully realize the folly of their ac-
tion last season in entirely neglecting food crops.
They have paid pretty dearly for their experi-
ence, and the cotton crop of the South will hence-
forth, no doubt, be kept within the proper limit
of 3,000,000 bales.—N. O. Picayune.

Galvanic Element with One Liquid.—

A

galvanic element with one liquid, as recently
announced, consists of a galvanic cell, coin-

posed of zinc and carbon, placed in a fluid

made up of 40 parts of water, 4.5 of bichro-

mate of potassa, 9 parts of concentrated sul-

phuric acid, 4 parts of sulphate of soda, and
4 parts of the double sulphate of potassa and
iron, Ihis producing a very regular current.

It is said that the zinc need not be amalga-
mated and that no gas is evolved.
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Improving Prospects of Business.

The condition of general business is so de-

pendent on the financial operations of the

Federal Government which lie outside the

ordinary range of transactions, that it is usually

difficult to predicate its prospects with any rea-

sonable certainty. But at the present time a

Temarknblecombination of circumstances points

to results which are favorable to at lea9t a
decided improvement, if not to downright pros-

perity.

As a first and indispensable element of busi-

ness activity, we find nearly every class in

want of some commodity or proiuct of which
the others possess a sufficient surplus to consti-

tute a basis of exchange. The South and West
have products of all kinds which are in press-

ing demand by the Eastern States and for Eu-
ropean consumption. In the same way, the

Eastern States and foreign countries have the

commodities which are required by the South-
ern planters and Western farmers. At the

present time, the West possesses a very large

quautit.y of breadstuff's. Chicago has stored

Bo less than $10,000,000 worth of grain and
flour, awaiting the opening of navigation for

transiortation to tide water. The stock in

Chicago is not proportionately larger than is

held in other ports, and the whole forms only

a small proportion of the quantity still retained

by farmers in the interior. In the South, we
find the bulk of the cotton crop has been sent

to market but the prrceeds of the portion that

remains behind will be large'y devoted to the

purchase of commodities for household and
personal usee, and for the plantation. The
Tobacco and other crops are also large, and a

vast surplus of agricultural products of all

kinds etiil ren ains to come forward. As the

condition of busiues3 is usually determined by
the su'plus of commodities that may remain at

the close of the season, after the first pressing

demands of the producers tor taxation and
other purposes have been defrayed, it will be
seen that we have sound elements of prosperity.

The surplus of agricultural reserves that can
be brought forward toward the close of the sea-

son, like army reserves in a battle, usually

turns the scale in the direction of prosperity or

the reverse.

but the medium for the interchange of these

commoditit8 remains to be considered. On this

point the indications are satisfactory, 'the

federal Government is deeply interested in

maintaining au easy money market, and this

insures a sufficient supply of currency to move
the crops to market It is true, the surplus

legal tender reserves of the New York City

banks are reduced to a margin that would be

risky under other circumstances; but this is

Caused by the flow of money to the interior

for the movement of the crops, and in a few
w eks it will return again. '1 he accounts from
Europe point to a very large demand for nearly

all kinds of American produce. Our own har-

vest prospects are so far all that could be de-

sired. From Europe the harvest reports are

less favorable. Manchester is prosperous, and
increasing its consumption of cotton. On the

Continent, the cotton mills suspended during
the war are reopening, and cotton is beginning
to be in demand. In New York the imports
since June 30, 1870, are over $50,000,000 in

excess of the amount during the corresponding
period in the previous year. Then again, navi-

gation opens early this year. The Lakes are

already open, and it is announced that the Erie

Canal will open, wilh the reduced toll sheets,

on the 22nd of April.

But there is still another favorable element,

the indications now point to the success of the

new fi»e per cent. loan. This involves a per-

manent reduction of the rates of interest by
the heaviest borrower. The result will be that

the Government will be partially withdrawn
from competition with private borrowers, and a

large amount of capital will be devoted to busi-
ness purposes and to railroad and other im-
provements for sake of the increased interest
that can be derived. In a short time nearly
all kinds of interest bearing stocks will be
more profitable than Government bonds. This
will increase the tendency of permanent or fixed
capital toward Government investments. Bank
and insurance capital, trust funds and money
that is intended to secure a permanent income
Will be invested in Federal securities. On the
other hand, the immense active floating capital
of the country will flow, as of old, in industrial
reproductive channels, with the result of an
increase of employment, and a new impetus
toward the development of our resources.

It will be seen then that the country con-
tains all the essential elements of prosperity.
The only drawback jb the unredeemable paper
currency; the taxes that press upon industry,
and the persistent withdrawal of so large
amount of money from reproductive industries
to the unnecessary payment of the principal of
the public debt. Durinrg the first quarter of the
present calendar year, the debt has been re-

duced $22,370, 198, or §6,000,000 more than last

year. During the last six years, the debt has
been reduced $198,000,000. The average an-
nual reduction during the last two years is

$112,000,000. This involves a taxation in ad-
dition to the large current expenses of the
Government that is exhaustive. All political

parlies, however, seem to be at last convinced
oi the necessity of sweeping reforms in finance
and taxation, and it is quotable that in another
year, the more serious obstacles to business
prosperity will be swept away.
The only unfavorable sign is the attempt

now being made to render money artificially

dear. A powerful clique is said to be formed
to "corner" the money market. We can only
hope that the movement will fail, and the indi-

cations all point to that result. The Secretary
of the Treasury was the means of breaking up
a combination of this kiud, and as the success
of the new loan depends on an easy muney
market, there can be no doubt that he will oper-
ate eo as to overthrow this movement against
industry.—A'". T. Economist.

Labor Conducive to Long Life.—In view
of the short duration of life entailed by some
occupations, it must be regarded as a conso-
ling, yea a sublime fact, tliat labor in general
does not tend to shorten life; while on the

other hand, idleness and luxury are product-
ive of the same results as the roost unhealthy
occupations. Dr. Guy, an Englishman, in

calculating the average duration of life of the
wealthy classes, arrived at the very surprising
result, with regard to adults, that the higher
their position in the social scale, the more un-
limited their means, the less also the proba-
bility of a long lite. We have been so long
accustomed to consider the possession of
riches as the best guarantee for physical wel-

fare, that many will be surprised to hear from
Guy that "the probability of the duration of
life lessen", with regard to the adults in each
class of the population, in the same degree as

the beneficial impulse for occupation is lack-

ing. If a person who for a long time has
lived an active life, retires from business, it

may be taken lor granted, with a probability

often to one, that he has seized the most ef-

fective means to shorten his life." We may
smile at the soap maker who, after having
formally retired from business, went, never-

theless, on each day of soap-boiling to his

workshop, but it must also be acknowledged
that his instinct did not mislead him. Of all

conditions in life, idleness is the hardest for

nature' to combat ; and this is especially trun

of persons who have accustomed themselves
to a busy life.

The Life of Locomotives —At a recent
meeting of the British Institution of Civil En-
gineers, an interesting paper was read on the
maintenance and renewal of railway rolling

stock. The author of this paper stated that
observations, extending over forty years, lai
enabled the average life of each individual
pat tot' a locomotive and other rolling stock
to be accurately ascertained. The lives of the
different parts of the locomotive engine vary
considerably, the break-blocks and other small
parti requiring renewal every six months,
while the side frames, plain axles and other
parti, will last for thirty Tears. The first

series of extensive renewals, which occur at
intervals of live years, consist in the replace-

ment of the brass tubes, and the cost during
thirty years amounts to $4,865. The renew-
als of crank axles follow in periods of six

years, and the cost during thirty yoars amounts
to SI,280. The principal renewals, however,
take place at intervals of seven and ten years,

and include the substitution of new engine
tires, boilers, fire boxes and other expensive
portions, and the cost during thirty years

amounts to $10,595 The whole net cost of

renewal during thirty years, however, amonnts
to $24,450, or $815 a year. The total original

cost of the locomotive is placed at $8,940,

and it is therefore calculated that the "mean
money life" of the locomotive described is

practically eleven years, the phra3e "mean
money life" being understood as the period

during which a sum equal to the cost has been
expended in repairs. Again, taking the num-
ber of miles run as the measure of life, and
considering 20,000 mi es per engine as the

average annual work, it follows that when a
locomotive has run 220,000 miles, an amonnt
equal to its first cost has bpen spent in rppairs.

In reference to the method of expressing the

wear and tear of a locomotive by a curve, it is

proposed to assume that the dilapidation in-

creases as the square of the lime and tie

curve alluded to becomes a parabola, the mean
ordinate or averagejnnning value being taken

at two-thirds of the original cost.
» m

Congressional Appropriations for 1872.

—

The following table shows the aggregate

amount appropriated by the appropriating

bills of the lute Congress. It will be seen that

the appropriations for 1872 are in excess of

those for the current fiscal year:

Indian ... $5,729,369 22

Fortifications 1,477,500 00

Rivers and Harbors 4,305,500 00
Military Academy 310,069 50
Consular and Diplomatic 1,469,134 00

Pensions 29,050,000 00
Post Office 21,151,413 00
Army 27,719,580 00

Deficiency 10,569,559 75

Sundry Civil 22,583,5110 66

Naval 19,841,306 25

Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial 19,207.749 24

Total appropriations for 1872, $ 1 63,4 14, brj 1 62
" 1871. 167,815,131 64

The Rrain of Wrought Iron.—While good
wrought iron shows a uniform jagged grain,

moderate in size, the grains of cold short iron

are arranged in a somewhat stratified man-
ner. Wrought iron rendered cold short by a

continued cold hammering (the aggregation

of the iron being thus deranged) shows a fine

grain with a strong lustre. Burnt iron has
coarse, uneven, angular grains of strong lus-

tre; iron containing particles of crude metal,

uneven, coarse, and fine grains; iron which

is brittle, owing to the presence of silicon, a

mixed grain and fibrous texture.
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Industrial Statistics—The following facts

have been obtained at the Census office of the

increase per cent in the number of establish-

ments of productive industry returned by the

assistant marshals in 1870, over the number
returned in 1860:
Alabama 43, Arkansas 76, California 41,

Connecticut 73, Delaware 26, Florida 263,

Georgia 91, Illinois 189, Indiana 112, Iowa
235, Kansas 324, Kentucky 48, Louisiana

142, Maine 47, Mary and 93, Michigan 173,

Massachusetts 62, Minnesota 288, Mississippi

47, Missouri 242, Nebraska 332, New Hamp-
shire 25, New Jersey 59, New Yrrk 59, North

Carolina I, Ohio 107, Oregon 267, Pennsyl-

vania 64, Rhode Island 58, Tennessee 106,

Vermont 69, Virginia and West Virginia 45,

Wisconsin 129. Nevada is omitted from the

statement on account of the small number re-

ceived in 1860. Texas and South Carolina

not made up.

Increase per cent, in the number of farms

returned by the assistant marshals in 1870

over the number returned in 1860 :

Alabama 22, Arkansas 7, California 1 9, Con-

necticut 4, Delaware 19, Florida 50, Georgia

2, Illinois 40, Iowa 93, Indiana 23, Kansas

257, Kentucky 28, Louisiana 23, Maine 4,

Maryland 10, Michigan 52, Minnesota 154,

Mississippi 49, Missouri 55, Nebraska 216,

New Jersey 16, New York 8, North Carolina

21, Ohio 7, Oregon 48, Pennsylvania 13,

Rhode Island 3, Tennessee 43, Vermont 8,

Virginia and West Virginia 18, Wisconsin 51.

In Massachusetts there appears a loss of 26

per cent., and in New Hampshire of 2 per

cent. Nevada is omitted from the statement

on account of the small number received in

1850. Texas and South Carolina not made
up.

Silver Ore in Nevada—The successful

working of the newly discovered silver and
lead carbonate mines in Nevada and Utah
creates more than a White Pine excitement

in the Pacific States. One mine is now pro-

ducing bullion at the rate of more than $1,000,-

000 annually, in three little furnaces that cost

about $5,000 each, and nearly fifty per cent,

is net profit. The most productive mines so

far opened are in the Eureka district, Lander
county, Nevada, and Little Cottonwood dis-

trict, 25 miles south-east of Salt Lake city.

The Eureka district produces more precious

metal a month than White Pine at its best,

and is accessible to San Francisco by railroad.

There are now in operation at Eureka twelve

furnaces, which produce about 25 tons of bul-

lion a day, worth $9,000, or $2,5CO,O0O a year.

The main vein in the mines is ten feet wide,

and the entire width is rich pay ore, yielding

about 25 per cent, of metal—four tons of ore

to one of base bullion. The amount of ore in

eight is very large. On the Eureka four shafts

have been sunk at intervals of 200 feet, and
they show the rich carbonates all the way
down. The deepest has reached a depth of

200 feet. On the Phoenix claim, adjoining,

there is one shaft 50 feet deep, and another of

20; and the Jackson mine, next to the Phoe-

nix, has three shafts about 100 feet apart;

and all of them, for their entire depth, are in

the same rich carbonate of lead.

—The whole length of all the railways in

the wotld is about 120,000 miles. The cost

of the same was in round numbers ten billions

of dollars. Those of Great Britain are the

most costly, and those of the United States

the least so. The railway system of the wot Id

is supposed to give employment to over one

million persons.

Extravagance Among Business Men.

Extravagance in_living is rapidly becoming
the besetting sin of all our large cities. In
fact, it is getting to be one of our national
characteristics, and even foreigners who visit

us, and who are familiar with the luxurious
habits of the upper classes of European society,

are astonished at the recklessness with which
Americans now-a-days spend their money.

In this respect, things are different with us
from what they were in former times. The days
of republican simplicity and frugality, when
our fathers were content with the gains of

legitimate business, and honesty among the

commercial classes was the rule rather than the

exception, having given place to an era of fast,

living, as well as acquiring wealth. But the

great trouble with us is, that the personal and
family expenses of a large portion of our busi-

ness men, during the last few years, have in-

creased much faster in proportion than their

means of indulgence.

Formerly, the partners of every well-to-do

mercantile firm were in the habit of allowing

a large portion of their annual profits to be re-

invested as additional capital in their business,

and of living plainly and economically upon the

balance until able to retire upon a competency.
Now, every young man, as soon as he becomes
established in business, in order to secure his

entree into society, must affect a princely style

of living, which compels him to spend all his

income, and sometimes to encroacli upon his

capital.

It is a notorious fact, since the close of the

war, with the great falling off in business

profits consequent upon the general shrinkage

of value, a great many nierchants and manu-
facturers have been living beyond their in-

comes. They know very well that if they con-

tinue to go on in this way they will soon have
ruin and bankruptcy staring them in the face.

But they prefer to run the risk, and trust to

better times, or in some lucky stroke of specu-

lation to retrieve their fortunes rather than re-

trench. They are men of the world, courting

popularity and influence, whose wives and
daughters move in the charmed circle of fash-

ionable cociety, and they can not bear to give

up any portion, however trifling of their out-

ward display of opulence, for fearing of losing

caste.
— m •

The Price of Steel Rails.-1- Ilerapath's
Journal states: We hear that every steel rail

manufactory in the country is now full with

orders lor the next two years, and that the

price of the best Bessemer steel rail is some
£12 per ton. The difficulty now appears to

be not to pay for steel rails but to get them.

This great demand for them arises from the

marked economy in their use. Considerable

savings are being made by our railway com-
panies in the maintenance charges, due to

steel rails. Thus experience has already sup-

ported theory as to the great advantage of

steel rails.
» . —

How Creosoting Protects T;mber—Ac-

cording to Dr. Letheby, creosote acta as a

preservative agent in the following ways:

1st. It coagulates albuminous substances, and

gives stability to the constituents of the cellu-

lose of the young wood. 2d. It absorbs and

appropriates the oxygen which is within the

pores of the wood, and so cheeks, or rather

prevents, the slow oxidation of the ligneous

tissue. 3d. It resinifies within the pores of

the wood, and in this way shuts out both air

and moisture. 4th. It acts as a positive poi-

son to the lower forms of animal and vege-

table life, and so protects the wood from the

attacks ol fungi, acari, and other parasites.

A Itlarvelons Loom.

A week ago, says the Hartford Post, we
copiei an article from the Tribune relative to a
new machine with the above name. Since then
we have seen it, witnessed its operation, and
examined samples of the cloth made on it.

From those observations it appears that the

claims made by the owners of this patent,

although almost incredible, are fully sustained

bv the facts. As a matter, therefore, of in-

terest to our readers we append a few remarks
arising from a somewhat critical examination
of the machine and its products.

The process of cloth making on this machine
is a combination of those of knitting and weav-
ing, a "warp" and "filling" being used, and
the product is an actual cloth, not merely a
loosely knitted fabric. The quality of the goods
thus produced is unquestionably good, and it

is difficult to see the limit to the possibilities of

the machine. By a close study of its construc-

tion and operation, one who is acquainted with

the machinery and processes generally used
and employed for the production of textile fa-

brics must acknowledge that the claims of it3

proprietors can not be controverted, and especi-

ally when he witnesses the operation of weav-
ing. Thev claim that it is adapted to the pro-

duction of cloth, either woolen, cotton or linen,

of any degree of fineness, "stockiness" or of

any quality.

In fact, it combines the advantages of the

Jacquard and the common loom, and is equally

adapted to weave carpets or fine cloth. The
width of the cloth or the length of the web is

I

i

hi i cl only by the size of the machine, and
whatever the width, the linear amount is the

same with the circumferential speed. We s:iw

the machine weave handsome woolen cloth at

the rate of a yard a minute. This ra'e may be

increased, as the machine will readily do good
work at a speed of 40 revolutions per minute,

weaving at the rate of one inch of cloth per

revolution. The proprietors will warrant 250
yards per day, of excellent woolen cloth, on
each machine, including all necessary stoppages

for relinquishing the yarn.

No previous "beaming," "drawing-in," or

"dressing" is necessary for the warp, as on an
ordinary loom. Nothing bu carding and
spinning, and winding on bobbins is required.

In fact, the machine uses merely the yarn from
the bobbin, and as fast as one bobbin is ex-

hausted another is put in its place, anil the pro-

cess of cloth making goes on indefinitely.

There is actually no waste of material, no ends

of warp or debris ot filling to be thrown aside,

all is used, and it matters not whether the yarn

is slack twisted or hard twisted, good wool or

shoddy, the yarn cau be utilize!. The texture

of the cloth can also be governed readily by a

simple and almost instantaneous adjustment of

one part of the machinery.
Tue cloth produced by this machine is of ex-

cellent quality, will not ravel under any cir-

cumstances, is firm, even in texture and
susceptible of a high finish. Tne machine
seeojs to point to a revolution in some portions

of our clotii manufacture. We understand that

a company is now being formed in this city to

control the manufacture in thi3 State.

The corn crop of the United States for

1870 was 1,100,000,000, a gain over last year

of more than five bushels to the acre. The
hog crop is a little over 20,000,000 tons, 15

per cent less than that of 1869.

The large amount of deposits in the

savings banks of New York is attributable to

the fact that some of th>! institutions are al-

lowed to receive $5,000, and in some cases

$10,000 from a siugle depositor. ^
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Progress of the Hoosac Tunnel.—The
Hoosac (unnel was advanced 405i feet during
March—the east end 153 feet, the central
shaft 84 feet, and the west end 104 feet, while
6-ib feet of brick arch was completed. The
water in the central shaft continues to ad-
vance, and will do so until the new pumps,
which are being put in position, are set in mo-
tion. At present, it is about 9 feet deep in

the shaft and tunnel, and as the tunnel is ex-
cavated for over 200 feet from the shaft, a
vast amount of water will have to be. pumped
out before the work can be resumed. The
cutting off from work of two faces is rather a
6erious matier, and likely to retard the finish-

ing of the tunnel greatly, but the Messrs.
Shanley have taken hold of the matter in

their usual energetic style, and during the
summer months the work will progress steadi-
ly from all fo

v
ur faces.

New Traffic on the Mississippi.—A large
pait of the rails used in the Mississippi valley

are now imported by way of New Orleans,
coming up the Mississippi river in steamboats
or barges. Freights from Liverpool to New
Orleans are usually very low, as vessels carry-
ing cotton from New Orleans can not easily

get cargoes buck, and not infrequently are
compelled to return in ballast. Once at New
Orleans, the distances to all points on the
Mississippi river and west of it (direct) are
less than the distances from New York, and
river rates are niiturally less than rails rate.

The Mississippi Valley Transposition Co. has
recently completed a contract for the trans-
portation of 2(1,000 tons of rails in barges from
New Orleans up the river, and has just taken
another to transport 30,000 tons.

Another new feature in the Mississippi river

traffic is the transportation of pig iron from
the furnaces at Grand Tower (on the Missis-

sippi between St Louis and Cairo) to New
Orleans on the way to Philadelphia 1 It is to

be mixed with Scotch pig there, rolled into

rails, and then shipped back to Missouri to be

used.

—

Railroad Gazette.

Detecting Breakages in Rolling Stock.—
Self interest is of great aid in sharpening

men's faculties, and the managers of the Ba-

varian railways take advantage of the fact to

sharpen the eyes of their employees to detect

fractures or breakages in any part of their

rolling stock. In Bavaria one of the rules of

the railway system is to the effect that a re-

ward, varying in amount from half a florin to

one florin and a half, according to the import-

ance of the case, shall be paid to every man
employed at the stations, or on the lines, who
discovers and makes known a flaw, defect, or

break in the axle, axle-holder ("bandage"),
or spring of any carriage or engine attached

to a train, or any defect or break in a coup-

ling-iron.

Industry—Man must have occupation or be

miserable. Toil is the price of sleep and ap-

petite, of health and enjoyment. The very

necessity which overcomes our natural sloth is

a blessing. The whole world does not contain

a briar or a thorn which Divine mercy could

have spared. We are happier with the sterility,

which we can overcome by industry than we
could have been with spontaneous plenty and
unbounded profusion. The body and the mind
are improved by the toil that fatigues them.

The toil is a thousand times renewed by the

pleasures which it bestows. Its enjoyments
are peculiar. No wealth can purchase them.

They flow only from the exertions which they

repay:

Substitute for Washing-soda.—A German
scientific journal recommends laundresses to

use hyposulphite of soda in place of common
waBh:ng-soda. It does not attack the fabric

in any way, and at the same time exerts some
bleeching action, which greatly improves the
appearance of the linen and calicoes.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE.publishcdin
Chicago, by A. 2). KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 21 pages, as large as those of Every Saturday.

It contains a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let ard to he let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civij

and mechanical engineerins, and discussions of the rela-

lionB of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price S4 per annum, in advance.

CBAIiLEi A. DAXA, Editor.

lottar u £ttw.

A Newspaper oi tlie Present Times.

Inrcndeu Tor People Kow oa Earth.

Including Fanners. Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, Workers, Thinkers, and all Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the. Wives, Eo»s, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOL.LAIT A YEA11 !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOE. S50,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there no a

$50 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, $2 A TEAR,
of th3 same Eize ana general character at

TH3 WEEKLY, but -with a creator variety of

miscellaneous reading, and famishing the new*
to its suuscribeis with greater freshness, because

It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAII/Y SON, SO A YEAR,
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

larjrest, circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Twi cents a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separatelv atfdress°d.
Four Dollars.

Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter up of cIud).

Eight Dollars.
Twenty copies, ono year, separately nddressed
(and an extra copy to the petterup of Clnb).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, to ope address tand tlio
Semi- weekly one year to getter up of club),

Thirty-three Dollars,
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
tne Semi-Weekly oneyenrto getter up ofclnb),

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, one year, to one address
tand the Daily for one year to the getter un of
club). Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily for one year to the getter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Fivo copies, one year, separatelv addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten copies, one veor. separatelv addressed (and
on extra copy to getter up of clnb),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post Office orders, checks, or drafts onNev
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the lettera containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher.
Sun office, New York CI***

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS"OF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (heguo.

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Sever.il thousind men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The jrrade

is nearly completed HGti miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota, including its purchase of the St. Paul
Sl Paciflj Road, the Northern Pacific Company now has
413 miles of completed road, and by September next this

will be increased to at least 5G0.
A Good Investment. Jay Cooke &. Co. are now

elling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Prufitib e and
per'ectiy Safe investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
'1 hey have 30 years to run, be tr Seven and Three-Tenths
per cent, gold interest (more than & per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
ruaw ano its Equ ip ai entj , and also, as r'<iii m tne Road if

•onpleted , on
2;$,«00 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or

BOO Acres for each $l,0iHJ Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denomination*: Coupons, 8100 to $1.0;0; Registered,
$.00 to Sin. "Ml.

Lnnds for Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30*9 are at
all times receivable at ten per cent, above par, in ex-
change forthp Company's Lands, at their lo * est cash price.
This renders them practically interest bearing li:-'d

warrants.
Sinking- Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to Lhe re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage. Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds Fifty Million Acre*. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicn is more
PROFITABLE OR rUFE.
.Exchanging U. S. Five-Twenties. The suc-

cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender or United States C per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties, thus realizing a handsome
profit, and gre-iily increasing their yearly income.
Giber Securities.— AH marketable Stocks and

Binds will be received at their higheat current price in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
charges on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven -Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c-, can be obtained
on application at any ageDCy, or from the undersigned.

FOB BALE BV JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washixgton,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

By BANKS and BANKERS generally throughout the country

.

"^BCEIYER'STSALEr"

Jacob T. Martz, Receiver of

the Cincinnati and Macki-
naw Railroad Company, ( The State of Ohio. Dark*
plaintiff, f County Common Pleat, 2io.

vs. | 3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said
|

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alias order of sale made by the Court of
Common Pleas, within and for the connty of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Term, A. D. 186$, of said Court,

in the above entitled case, and to me, as Receiver, appointed

by said Court, of the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-

road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out.

cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in sa :.d

County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAT 6, 1871,
at the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M-, of said day, the following

described property, rights, franchises, &c, of the said Cin-
cinnati and Mackinaw Railroad Company, situate and being

in the counties of Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert, in said

State of Ohio, to-wit: The Road Bed and right of way of

the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a

railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of

Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van Wert, in

said lust named county, in the State *>f Ohio, including the

bridges, fixtures, and culverts, railroad ties on the sane, or

intended for the add road, together with the right of way
owned and held by said Company for the construction of

its said road, together with all the rights and franchises of

sud Company for the construction of and maintaining iti

road in the said State of Ohio, together with all oiher

property real and personal, belonging to said Company, in

said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the construction

of its said road.

Appraised at Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Terms of Sale, Cash. W. A. WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R. R. Co.

C. Calkihs Attorney ; March23, 1871. 23-3-70, 5u
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CINCINNATI, - Thursday, Mat 4, 1871

;PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,

By Wriffhfson <£- Co.,

OFFICK-No. 167 Walnut Street

Subscriptions —§ 3 per annum in advance.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A square is the space occupied by ten line* of Nonpareil.

One<j<iuare,sioglein&ertion « $2 0°
*' " per month 5 «0
" " six months 15 0<>

" '« peraunum 85 0<>

'* column.singleinsertion .. 7 U0
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WRIGHTSON & CO.. Propr's

Tlje Chesapeake A Ohio Railroad Con-
nection.

We have written so much upon this subject,

that we are pleased to publish the views of

any other party, and therefore cheerfully give

place to Mr. Langley's letter.

What Mr. L. 6ays of the route he defines is

undoubtedly correct, and we are ready, just

as soon as it can be brought under a vigorous

and strong organization, to give it our best

support.

Hitherto we have advocated no special route

for this connection (though three or four have

been presented),! because they are all good

lines, and unfortunately all in about the same

stagnant condition. The Hillsboro route has

been kept before our people, and we have

therefore spoken most about it. We are for

the line that shall be the first vitalized, and

if Mr. Langley's route becomes that one, we

shall support it with all our might and main :

Gallipolis, April 26th, 1871.

Editors Railroad Record :

Gentlemen— I notice frequent remarks in

the Record in regard to a connection of your

city with the Chesapeake & Ohio road by rail,

at different points and by different routes, but

have seen but little if anything in regard to a

route through this place, which is undoubtedly

the shortest route by which that eompany can

reach your city from the mouth of Scary on

Kanawha river, from which point they star

to reach Catlettsburg; thence, I understand,

they propose to run through Kentucky and on

to Memphis, and possibly cross the river be-

tween Catlettsburg and Gtiyandotte, and run

thence to your city and Dayton, though 1

think such crossing is not yet decided upon.

By reference to your maps you will find that

a line from S<ary to this point passing from

here south of Centreville, in Raccoon town-

ship, Gallia county, to a connection with the

Hillsboro road via Symmes creek, and thence

to your city, is the shortest route that can be

found, and has light grades, and can be

cheaply built; then by this route the Chesa-

peake & Ohio company would have an outlet

by our road to Columbus, thence to the lakes,

the north-west, &c. And by our road, in con-

nection with the Hillsboro road, your city

would have opened to them the mineral field

of Jackson, Vinton, Hocking, Perry and

Athens counties, by a shorter route than any

thing yet opened to them; by which they

would receive immense amounts of coal and

iron, besides other products of that region,

most all of which is indispensable to the com-

fort and prosperity of your citizens.

We started an engineering party yesterday

afternoon to run a line from here to Mr. Trim-

ble's Hillsboro line on Symmes creek, to get

the distance over the shortest practicable

route, and to get an estimate of the cost of

building the road. I had an interview with

Mr. Huntington, at Guyandotte, last week,

and he gave me all the encouragement for a

connection with their road at this point that

we could reasonably expect in the present

situation of our enterprise. He says they

want to reach Memphis through Kentucky,

and also want to reach your city and St. Louis,

and also through the interior of our State to

the north-west via mouth of Kanawha at this

point Would not this be their best point for

crossing the river, and from here reaching

Columbus and the lakes via our road, and

your city via the Hillsboro line, the first 10 to

15 or 20 miles from here running over the

same track? It would certainly be the short-

est route by many miles, and cost much less

money to construct the road, furnish more

business, and not have the competition thpy

would necessarily have on the river line, especi*

ally for heavy freights. And to become a link

in a great through road like the Chesapeake

& Ohio, the road should be as short as prac-

ticable, and the shorter between given points

the less curvature there would be, consequent-

ly the faster they could run.

I will take the liberty of sending you a re-

port of C. B Shaw, C. B. (of- 1852), in which

you may find some facts of interest. You will

find on the first and second pages his remarks

on the route from here to Symmes creek, at a

point about where Mr. Trimble now strikes it

with his Symmes creek survey; but I think

we will get a practicable route by the present

Burvey to that point from 1 to 3 miles shorter

than be makes via the Rodney route he speaks

of in his report.

I have always thought, and yet think, that

to your city the Hillsboro road would be al-

most invaluable, if run into the mineral belt

of southern Ohio, to a connection with our

road that will run 40 or 43 m 1 -s continuously

through beds of coal, in the aggregate 12 to

20 or 25 feet thick, and beds of iron ore from

3 to 7, 10 and 12 feet thick in the aggregate,

or to a connection with any other road run-

ning in same direction ; or if it was extended

itself through these mineral beds, to have such

a road and such a connection, and also a

connection through this end of our road with,

the Chesapeake & Ohio road, would certainly

be a great gain and advantage to your city.

We also want a connection through the Hills-

boro road with your city, but do not expect

the city to aid us to the extent of a dime

(though any aid would be thankfully received),

but if they would unite and help put the Hills-

boro road through to reach our route, and

you say as much as the merit of the route will

justify you in saying, it will doubtless be a

powerful lever with the Chesapeake & Ohio

company; and if they adopt this route they

will have, as stated above, the shortest, cheap-

est and best route from Scafcy to your city via

Hillsboro, and the north-west via Columbus,

that can be found. And with so advantage-

ous a route fully brought to their notice, I do

not think they would ever be induced to run

a line down to your city along the river,

though of course different persons will have

their own views of the advantages of the dif-

ferent routes, and no doubt but they will go

where their interest leads. We shall push our

matters along as fast as circumstances will

permit. Respectfully yours,

W. H. Langley.

The I.ale Fight at Colnmbns.

The fight between what were called the

"long horns and short horns,' in the Ohio

Legislature, for the past six weeks, and that

closed triumphantly for the " longs," was one

of the fiercest and most persistent and bitter

contests of the kind ever waged in this State.

Nothing like it (in intensity) has occurred in

our General Assembly for many years.

But the curious feature of this whole war

is, that it was a combination of three hundred

millions of capital against six millions—an

attack of the New York Central, Lake Shore,

C, C. & C, and C , S & C. roads, represented

by an experienced and hitherto successful

ring, stimulated by a large margin in the dis-

tance, against the little C, H. & D. road,

represented by its managers and friends, in

which the lesser party completely routed and

put hors de combat the great Goliah of the

East This is the first stunning blow the

gobbling monster has had, and as it cornea

from our little David of the West, we hope it

will "lay him out" as completely as another

Eastern Goliah, a long time ago, was simi-

larly done for.

Too much praise can not be awarded to the

managers of the C, H. & D., for their pluck
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in this encounter, and particularly to Daniel

McLaren, the president of the company, who

toiled early and late from the first signs of

this war to the final discomfiture of his ene-

mies, and whose Gaelic obstinacy and tenaci-

ty of purpose gave confidence to his support

ers that there was to be no suspension of

hostilities, nor kid-gloved fighting, and that

the end must be the success that has crowned

his efforts.

The Short Line Railroad.

SPRINGFIELD AND CINCINNATI.

The following, from the Gazette of the 3d

inst., we think reflects the views of our people

upon this subject. Let us see how much

work will be done by these Short Liners this

coming season. There is plenty of time be-

fore the meeting of the next Ohio Legislature

to nearly or quite complete the grading to

Dayton, and then anything that is necessary

for the success of this new line (that does not

interfere with the rights of other corporations)

can undoubtedly be obtained:

"The effort in the Legislature to secure

certain privileges at Dayton for the so called

Short Line Railroad failed. This, however,

should not prevent the building of the road.

There must be room enough at Dayton for

the new road, without encroaching upon the

rights of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
company, and if the Short Line company are

in earnest, they will no doubt find a way to

get through the city of Dayton on their way
to Cincinnati.

" It has been hinted, however, that the fight

at Columbus was not so much for or against

a new road as it was to secure a sharp bar-

gain in a lease of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton company ; that if the so-called Odlin

bill had passed, the Short Line would net have

been built, but the owners of the C, H. & D.

company would have been forced to lease

upon terms which can not now be secured;

while now that the Odlin bill has been de-

feated the lease will be consummated upon
terms not so favorable to the Shoemaker inte-

rest. It would thus appear that the fight at,

Columbus was not for or against a new road,

but a sharp turn in a game for a lease.

"If this version of the contest is incorrect

the Short Line will, of course, be built. There
ia room enough in this city and in Dayton for

au independent line, without infringing upon
the vested rights of others; and if, therefore,

the Short Line shall not be built, the failure

of the Odlin bill can not be assigned as a

reasonable excuse.

"That it would advance the interests of

Cincinnati to have the great New York Cen-
tral trunk line enter this city over a road of

its own is quite clear; but it is equally desira-

ble that the Cincinnati, Hamilton <fe Dayton
road, which has important Western and Nor-

thern branches, and also accommodates the

Erie road, should also be maintained as a dis-

tinct institution. To have all the trunk lines

center here upon conditions that will place

each upon an absolutely independent fooling

is important, and any project looking to such

a result will be warmly seconded by our citi-

zens."

Commissioner Wright's ICeport.

2d vol, 1870.

We have received a serviceably bound and

cleanly printed copy of the second volume of

Commissioner Wright's reports upon the rail-

roads and telegraphs of Ohio, for the year

1870.

From the cursory examination we have thus

far given it, we find that it contains such re-

turns of the railroad and telegraph companies

of the State of Ohio as are required by law,

for the year ending June 30tb, 1870, ex-

tihibited in a tabulated form, under pro-

per heads, and with such references as are

convenient to the experienced statistician, or

necessary to the general reader for the full

and proper understanding of the immense

amount of information they contain.

These detailed statements are of incalcula-

ble value, not only as a check upon the wild

ventures or ruinous neglects that continued

authority and seclusion from public scrutiny

provoke in the minds of some of the managers

of these important interests, but as a means

of informing the stock and bondholders, and

all others who may have investments in these

projects, of the condition and value of their

property. And it also enables our railway

officials to compare their skill in manage,

ment, and learn from the experience of each

other.

Before such exhibits were had, the working

of each individual corporation was a sealed

book to every other, and in many instances

but a cloak to the most outrageous frauds

upon the stockholders and creditors, and an

imposition upon the public.

There is nothing like thorough ventilation

to keep corporations as well as individuals in

a high tone of moral and physical health.

Mr Wright prefaces this volume with a sum-

mary of complaints and violations of laws, by

some of these corporations, according to the

requirements of a section of the act creating

the office he holds.

The principal of the e complaints are:

1st. Rates for transportation of persons and

property.

2d. Injuries to railroads.

3d. Speed of trains in towns and cities, occu-

pation of streets and alleys by cars and loco-

motives, and railroad crossings.

4th. Fencing railroads.

5th. Railroad officers dealing in railway se-

curities, or interested in transportation com-

panies.

6. Heating and lighting cars.

7th. Reports of railroad companies.

Under each of these heads the commissioner

makes such remarks as are appropriate, and

gives a great deal of valuable information

and some most wholesome advice, that both

the railroad companies of the State as well as

our legislature would do well to consider.

He also treats briefly in this preface, upon

the accidents that have occurred upon Ohio

railroads, and upon the "Increase or Water-

ing of Stock," a principle he illustrates moat

admirably, by presenting the results of such

an operation in three of the most important

companies of the State. He gives a passing

but sufficient notice to roads in progress and

new companies incorporated during the year,

to the question of county and municipal aid

to railroad companies, and refers to several

communications upon railroad subjects, placed

in the appendix, that are from distinguished

persons of the State.

These subjects are of especial interest to

railroad men. Some of them are the live

questions of the profession, and will have to

pass through all the stages of discussion be-

fore anything like a scientific and set'led con-

clusion is reached. It is time they were pass-

ing through this ordeal, hence the commis-

g oner has rendered the State a great service,

in giving them an official start.

There is much more in this volume which

we would like to notice in this review, but

must pass for the present. We expect, how-

ever, to refer to it at some other time, not in

a general notice, but by making some of the

suggestions for improvement, made by Mr.

Wright or his correspondents, in railroad

affairs, or the statements of some of our lead-

ing companies, the texts for future articles in

the Record.

Mr. Wright merits the thanks of the profes-

sion and the railway press, not only of our

State but of the country, for the thorough and

able manner in which he has done his work.

It compares favorably with that of any other

State, and must be productive of good results

to. the great, growing, and we might say ar#

sorbing interests such efforts are intended to

represent and assist.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R —The Balti-

more & Ohio road has now a most advantage-

ous communication with the West. Froru

Cumberland, it has three Western extensions.

1. To the Ohio River at Parkersburg, thence

through Ohio to Cincinnati, with a branch to

Portsmouth. 2. To the Ohio River at Wheel-
ing, aud thence to Columbus, Ohio, with a
branch to Sandusky, on Lake Erie. 3. To
the Ohio River at Pittsburg From Pittsburg

to Chicago it has now uuder construction an
air-line. The trade between Baltimore and
Chicago, and through Chicago with the Nort! -

west is daily increasing. The European
steamers from Baltimore make that city a
competing market for breadstuff's and provi-

sions with New York. Already a large return

trade has set in, and dealers in all parts of

the West are already finding tbe Monumental
City a good place to buy in. When the road

from Pittsburg to Chicago shall be completed,

this trade between the two cities will become
permanent and extensive.

—

Chicago Review.

There are six millions of real estate

owners in the United States, the farmers being

four millions of the number.
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Cincinnati A Michigan Railroad.

We are pleased to find that the friends of

this important scheme are moving with a

vigor and earnestness that betokens some-

thing more than mere talk.

We know personally some of the leading

men in this enterprise, and can vouch for

their good faith and zeal in this movement,

and as this road would be one among the

very best in the North-west, we see no reasons

why their efforts should not be successful.

Bradford, 0., April 28.

According to published notice, representa-

tive men along the line of the Cincinnati &
Michigan Railroad met at Bradford Junction.

T'ie meeting was organized by electing John
Sowers, Esq , Chairman, and William Com-
mons and Owen Ellerman, Esqs., Secretaries.

The President called on N. P. Guffee, of

Mercer county, to explain the business of the

meeting as lollows: To consider the feasi-

bility of building a railroad from the Micbi
gan State line, running through the counties

of Williams, Paulding, Van Wert, Mercer,

Darke, Miami and Montgomery to German-
town, and thence to Cincinnati; The road to

be extended north to Hillsdale, in Michigan,
connecting with the road now running from
that point to Mackinaw, and constituting an
almost air line from the last named place to

Cincinnati. The route had been surveyed
and was ptncticable, mid passed through a

country of greater resources than any other

proposed North and South line. That the

main object of tbe meeting was to take the

required steps to raise the stock necessary to

build road bed and furnish ties, as incorpora-

ted companies were ready to furnish iron and
machinery, and build the road, as soon as

such stock could be secured. The speaker,

in a plain and brief manner, explained the

advantages of the line. Other gentlemen
made remarks relative to the work, when ihe

meeting look recess until 1 o'clock P. M.
'Ihe meeting reconvened at the hour agreed

upon, when the subject was again canvassed,

and it was decided that the road could and
ought to be built. A motion prevailed to

appoint a general soliciting commiitee to

procure stock and complete permanent or-

ganization. The following gentlemen were
selected : N. P. Gutfee, E. Alberry and Dr.

Murphy, of Mercer county; L. Crager, lieu-

ben liuuch and B.Adlemau, of Darke county
;

J. Sowers, S. L. Hoover, D. R. Rice, C. Eller-

man, Geo. Neizley, I. C. Hall, Dr. A. C.

Bubbs, P. Christian, L. Ammon and Wm M.
Note, of Miami county; H.M. Turner, S. L.

Herr, Eli Deal, Wm. Zeigler, C. Musselman,
Dr. J. J. Antrim, C. W. Dunmfer, J. Zehring,

D. Kohrer, S. W. Turner and A. B. Tobias, of

Montgomery.
N. P. Gutfee stated that the counties north

of Mercer had already pledged stock enough
to build tbe road through those counties:

The following resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That all slock or donations sub-

cribed be made conditional and payable when
the road is bulk and cars running to the

point at which such stock is subscribed; and
that the holders of stock subscribed at any
point, be authorized to select an agent to bold
tbe subscription papers, not to be delivered to

the company until the road is built and cars
running to that point.

Upon motion, it was decided to publish the

proceedings of the meeting in the Railroad

Record, Cincinnati Gazette and Enquirer,
when the meeting adjourned to make room
for the commiitee to effect an organization.

John Sowers, President.

Wm. Commons, Secretary.

Tlie Knickerbocker Life.

We call especial attention to tbe following

official statement of the condition of this com-

pany. It is made in compliance with a law

that requires it to be filed with the Audiior of

State, and to be published generally, in order

that the company retain its right to do busi-

ness in Ohio.

It is a most gratifying exhibit.

Auditor op State's Office,
Department of Insurance,

Columbus, April 4, 1871.

It is hereby certified that the Knickerbocker
Life Insurance Company, located at New
York, in tbe State of New York, has complied

in all respects with the laws of this State re-

lating to Life Insurance Companies for the

current year, and has filed in this office a
sworn statement by the proper officers there-

of, showing its condition and business at the

date of such statement (December 31st, 1870),
to be as follows :

Amount of Joint Stock or Guar-
antee Capital paid up $100,000 00

Aggregate amount of available

Assets, including the sum of

$3,842,700 16 in premium
notes held by the Company on
Policies issued 7,398,991 60

Aggregate amount of Liabilities

including re-insurance 6,744,951 01

Amount of income for the pre-

ceding year in cash.. 2,326,485 30
Amount of expenditures for the

preceding year in cash 1,595,552 01

Amount of N. tes used in pay-
ment of Losses and Claims
during the year 64,705 83
In witness whereof, I have hereunto sub-

scribed my name and caused the seal

[seal ] of my office to be affixed, the day and
year above written.

Jas. H. Godman, Auditor of State.

The Cleveland Leader, commenting upon

this statement, says:

"Any great corporation, having the inte-

rests and investments of so many thousand
persons as the "Knickerbocker" Life Insu-

rance Company, should be guarded and guid-

ed by protective laws, and able and honest
management. While the recent careful and
laborious official examination of New York
life insurance companies has been going on,

conducted by the able and unbending Insu-

rance Commissioner (Hon. Geo. W. Miller),

people have carefully watched its results, and
those interested in tbe " Knickerbocker Life"

have reason to continue their confidence in

this staunch, reliable company, which has
again complied with the laws legulating life

insurance, and again received the official seal

of soundness.

"All things considered, no company (of

the same age) in the United States has con-
ducted its business upon a lower ratio of ex-

pense than the " Knickerbocker," and to-day,

with its twenty-one thousand members and
sixty-two million dollars of insurance, with an
annual income of five million dollars (steadi-

ly increasing) and agencies well established

throughout the United States who can ques-
tion that it has not been ably and honorably
managed, and in a sound financial condition?
"Tbe liberal features of its policies merit

the attention of business men, being non-for-
feitable, grace allowed for application of paid
up values, no restriction upon travel, suicide
does n.ot forfeit the policy, and dividends are
paid annually upon the 'contribution plan.'

Other liberal features, not incorporated in our
old policies, have been added, which do not
in the least compromise the soundness of the
company, and greatly advance the interests of
the insurer.

— - m i

Krupp's Cast Steel Rifled Guns.

With the beginning of the American rebel-

lion commenced a comparatively new era in

the science of war. Old notions began to be

obliterated, and tbe Christianity of warfare to

pass away like the morning dew. In olden

times the tender conscience was wounded at

the idea of shooting with intent to kill. The

selection of skilled men, armed with choice

weapons, to act as sharp shooters, instructed

to "pick off" the officers, was horrified into

direct murder, and all firing must be done in

volleys, and at random (except in a charge)

to constitute Christian warfare.

The truth is, there is no Christianity in war-

fare at all. Hence, it is all nonsense to talk

about conducting a war on Christian prin-

ciples.

The true science of war is, to destroy the

enemy as speedily and as effectually as possi-

ble, with the least cost, injury, or loss to

one s self. This is the very acme of the pro-

fession.

To the perfection of this science, no one

country has contributed all the approved in-

ventions. We propose, however, in this con-

nection to speak only of one, the Krupp Cast

Steel Breech-loading Gun. To show the su-

periority of these guns over others, we give

the following extract from a private circular

of Thomas Prosser & Son, of New York, the

American agents of the house of Fried. Krupp,

of Prussia. It says:

" The largest Krupp Guns used at the siege

of Paris were twenty-four pounders, or as they

are now called, fifteen centimetres (about six

inches). The weight of this gun is about six

thousand pounds; charge of powder, four and
a half to five and a half pounds; weight of

projectile, fifty five to sixty pounds. The
French forts were armed with the largest

marine guns of the French fleet, but the ac-

curacy of the twenty-four pounders soon dis-

mounted them, piercing the casemates and
reducing Fort d'lssy to a heap of ruins. Dur-
ing the entire sieae operations, as well as in

tbe artillery fights, tbe loss of the Germaus
was insignificant.

3
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24 P'd'r Siege Artillery, 6,000 55 to 00 4%to 5 J£
Wl'dVM. Hoop Qun, 8.000 77 15 47.70

II loch Krupp Uun 55.0UII 493 83 74.10

15 Inca Rodman Gun. ...39.000 450 SOtolOO 26. to 43.
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" Smooth bore guns are of little use against

iron-clad ships. The above table sbows

that the penetrating power of a 15-inch Rod-

man Gun, weighing 39,000 lbs., with 60 lbs.

of powder, is equal to 26 80 foot-tons, and
with 100 lbs. of powder, equal to 43.00 foot-

tons, while the 24 pounder Krupp Gun, weigh-

ing only 8,000 lbs., and with only 15 lbs. of

powder is equal to 47.70 foot tons. A ship

armed with this light weapon would be more
than a match for any vessel with as many
15-inch guns on board as it could carry.

"The latest competitive trial of Steel Guns
took place on the Steinfeld at Vienna, in Oc-
tober, 1870, between a Krupp 9-inch Breech-

loading Gun and a 9-inch Armstrong Muzzle-

loader.

"After 111 rounds (with prismatic powder),

the Armstrong Gun snowed a split 26 inches

in length, and was declared to be completely

unfit for service.

"The Krupp Gun fired in the same time 210

rounds—the Gun and the breech-loading ap-

paratus being pronounced perfect at the close

of the trial."

Chinese Labor in Cotton Mills.—An ex-

periment with Chinese labor in the manufac-

ture of cotton goods has been tried at Baton

Bouge, Louisiana, which promisis to lead lo

important results. The Superintendents the

State Penitentiary in that city, Mr. S. L.

James, finding that the demand for the cot-

ton goods manufactured by the convict labor

under his direction exceeded the supply, con-

ceived the idea of doubling the production of

the Penitentiary workshops by employing
Chinese to work the looms at night. He ac-

cordingly secured a force of one hundred and
Bixty Chinese, lately employed in building one
of the Alabama railroads, and set them to

work, and the ease and rapidity with which

they learned the business surprised even the

originator of the idea. He reports that they

became experts in a lew weeks, and that tl ey

are now fully as good as any workmen in this

branch of industry whom he has ever seen.

They are exceedingly diligent, always appear

to be absorbed in their employment and seem
to prefer working at the looms and spinning

machines to any other form of employment.
They are paid twenty-two dollars a month in

gold, and even at these wages Mr. James con-

siders them quite as cheap as convict labor.

The results of this experiment are attracting

jEUcb attention throughout the South, and we
understand that several cotton mills are pro-

jected in different localities in which white la-

bor will be employed by day and Chinese labor

at night. Should these plans be carried out,

there is reason to believe that such enterprises,

would, if well managed, prove largely and per-

manently profitable. By keeping mills in

constant operation a much larger production

is possible with a given investment of capital

in machinery and appliances, th'an if such

machinery is worked only eleven hours out of

twenty-four, and while the prices of goods
thus produced may be lowered, the profits of

manufacture will be increased. The idea of

Mr. James is a good one, and the fact that the

cloths manufaciured at the Baton Rouge Peni-

tentiary find an immediate and profitable

market, shows that the experiment may be re-

peated elsewhere with advantage to both the

producers of cotton aud the consumers of

cotton fabrics.
i

JBSF" Alabama, which in 1860 was the thir-

teenth State, as regards population, is now the

sixteenth, and Mississippi, which was the four-

teenth, is now the eighteeuth.

Our {Schools Generally, and in Oblo
l>articnlarly.

The heading of this article naturally leaves

out colleges and universities. In common
parlance, when we speak of common schools

and academies, the latter means essentially

the same as those which, for the most part, in

the North are called high schools. It is of

the effects and benefits principally of common

schools that I purpose to write in this essay,

not excluding, however, some references to

the advantages of academies.

Common schools and academies are essen-

tial means of moral and mental culture. They

are a prerequisite to college education, and

in many instances have actually, with the aid

of self improvement, resulted in the highest

efforts of genius and some of the grandest in-

ventions of science. Robeit Fulton had no

higher than an academical education, yet he

invented the steamboat Nor bad Oliver

Evans any higher education than that of an

academy, except as he educated himself from

what he bad learned at one, yet he was the

author of several important steam inventions;

that, for instance, called the elevator, for lift-

ing barrels of flour, 4c, into the upper stories

of warehouses; also of other steam inventions

for mills and the movement of flour barrels,

&c, in other directions, called the conveyer,

the drill, the hopper-boy, and the descender.

He proposed to Stephen Girard to make a

railroad across New Jersey, if Mr. Girard

would furnish the necessary capital, but Mr.

Girard regarded the idea as a mere hallucina-

tion, aud in a conversation with his own at-

torney, William J. Duane, characterized Mr

Evans for so doing as "one visionary." But

Mr. Girard was himself a strong proof that a

common school education, with industry, econo-

my, honesty, perseverance, and a more than

ordinary native capacity, may qualify a man

to become immensely rich, therefore, of course,

to acquire a less degree of wealth. George

Stephenson, who was the inventor of railroads,

near the time when Oliver Evans discovered

their practicability, had only a common school

education (scarcely that in the ordinary de-

gree). But he availed himself of it to extend

his knowledge by the perusal of useful books,

principally of those which would enlighten

him in questions of mechanism, for which he

had natural capacity of the first class. His

leisure hour3 were often occupied with these,

and to him sleep was often coy, when intent

on mastering their reasonings and discussions.

Thus, at thirty years of age, the boy who had

tended cows at eight years of age had become

one of the greatest practical mechanics, the

mender of clocks needing repairs, the practi-

cal solver of difficulties arising in the excava-

tion of coal pits, and the maker of a fit steam

engine for a miniature railway eight miles

long; in short, the accomplished steam en-

gineer, who knew more about the steam engine

than any living man of equal years. Thence-

forward his march was by an easy progression

to the very foremost position as a steam en-

gineer. Occasion soon arose for the exercise

of his great powers. Liverpool and Manches"

ter had expanded under the inventions of

Arkwright, Compton and Hargraves for the

manufacture of cotton, until the ordinary

modes of transporting merchandise of various

kinds between them did not suffice to dispose

of the rapid production of the Manchester

mills and the accumulated merchandise of the

great commercial city. There was a man at

hand whose God-given genius had received its

first high improvement from a common school,

which was the basis of his self culture, and

who was equal to the task of removing the

obstacles to further commercial and mechani-

cal progress. A company was formed to con-

struct a railway between Liverpool and Man-

chester. The fame of George Stephenson had

reached them. He conferred with some of

the directors, of whom Mr. Cropper, a Quaker

gentleman, was one. The number of miles

between Liverpool and Manchester is sixty,

enough, on such ground—for some of it was

truly difficult—to solve the most important

questions in eivil engineering arising on rail"

roads, and task the faculties of a first class

engineer, while not so great as to render tedi-

ous the completion of the work. Four years

of laborious exertion and eminent skill fin-

ished its construction.

A question of intense interest arose in this

novel enterprise, and one greatly hazardous

in the view of men much less of engineers

than Stephenson. All of the engineersopposed

the theory of Stephenson, that in any railroad

of considerable length the locomotive engine

alone could ensure success. Even Mr. Crop-

per, highly as he estimated him, opposed him
in this. But at length, by the force of his

facts and reasoning, Mr. Cropper was won
over, and having a very great pecuniary inte-

rest in the railway his accession to Stephen-

son's opinion carried the day in its favor.

The stationary engine, the pet of the majority,

was rejected, and the locomotive adopted.

This was one grpat turning point secured.

It was to engineering success what the battle

of the Metaurus was to the Romans against

the Carthaginians in the second Punic war.

Another remained. It was, if effectively an-

swered, " to win the long disputed world on
Zaraa's fatal field." It required gigantic in-

tellectual power and energy; they were pre-

sent in the person of George Stephenson.

This turning point or question was, how to get

an engine of sufficient power to bear a remu-

nerative weight and propel it with adequate

rapidity. The furnishing of one of this class

was thrown open to competition. A day was

fixed for the trial of such engines as might be

presented. The engine was to be capable of

moving a moderate number of tons at the rate

of twelve miles an hour. At the appointed
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day four principal competitors appeared; Ste-

phenson's engine obtained the prize. This

engine averaged on the trial 14 miles an hour

and during a certain part of it, went up as

high as 29 miles an hour. There was no nice

balancing the scales to know who had succeed-

ed, Stephenson had distanced all competition.

When Mr. Cropper s"aw the results, he lifted

np bis hands in admiration and exclaimed,

" Now, indeed, is George Slepheuson deliv-

ered."

And then and there, as well as on numerous

occasions elsewhere, were proved the grand

consequences which may flow from a common
school education. The first great light in the

mind oi George Stephenson was derived from

such an education. It was from that seem-

ingly low pedestal that he climbed the higbts

" where fame's proud temple shines afar."

Ages might have passed but for the common
school, ere railroads would have been invent-

ed, but common school education came along

and fon^^ he boy, on whom it poured its

anointing oil, lod lo, he becomes the king of

engineers. He exerted while alive, a world-

wide beneficence, and acquired a world-wide

fame. They are destined to increase and not

to diminish. Columbus discovered America,

and in every age he shall be celebrated ; but

George Stephenson is the author of that in-

vention by which the commerce of the world

will be revolutionized in favor of America a

hundred and fifty years in advance of what

would have happened without it. The re-

sults were as favorable to his personal as

to the interests of mankind. He acquired a

large fortune, and a considerable part of it in

the middle period of life. But, had I time, I

could cite many instances of persons who by

the aid of common school education have ac"

quired eminence and opulence.

Boys of Ohio, it is within your power, by

attention, iudustry, economy and propriety of

conduct, with the Divine blessing, to obtain

like distinction and signal benefits. W. A.

Manufacture of Perfuhes.—A few years ago
nearly all the different kinds of perfume and fla-

voring extracts were imported principally from
France; but we now manufacture almost all that

used here, and export considerable quantities

besides. The manufacture of these articles is

carried on to a greater extent in this city than
in any section of the country, and employs a
large amount of capital and a great number of
work people, principally women and children.

Several large concerns have made fortunes on
some particular kind of extract which has suited

the taste of the public, while others have lost

large amounts on something equally as good, but
which has failed because of a badly selected

name and injudicious advertising. Much of the

success of this kind of goods is dependent on the

name they bear and the method of putting it be-
fore the public. Nearly every person ofany note
who comes to this country has some kind of per.
fume named after them, and if they are popular
the articles thus named are sure to become to.

Nearly every country town of any size has its

manufacturer of perfumery, which finds ready
sale in its own neighborhood, but the finest kinds
are manufactured here, and now take the lead
over all kinds, either foreign or domestic.

Dayton A Cincinnati (Tunnel) Railroad.

Cincinnati is celebrated for dormant enter-

prises. Had the "good things" that were
suggested for the development of her com-
mercial and industrial resources twenty,

twenty-five or thirty years ago by her few sa-

gacious and lar-seeing citizens, been adopted

and carried forward to completion, our city

might to-day have been nearly double its

present size, and had quadruple its present

general tralfic.

Of this character of enterprises is the South-

ern Kailway, advocated by Dr. Drake, Ben.
Drake, and others, most of whom have passed

away, although some few still remain to wit-

ness the same influences defeating this pro-

ject at the present time that deleated it thirty-

five years ago Its defeat then, and now, it

is true, was partially beyond our control; and
hence we, as citizens of Cincinnati, are per-

haps not wholly responsible for it.

There are others, if not ot equal import
ance, yet at least worthy of the careful and
candid consideration and best efforts of every

well wisher of our city's prosperity.

Perhaps first among these we might men
tion a project first suggested by Erasmus
Gest, in elaborate articles, published some
fifteen or sixteen years ago, for a through
connection and grand central depot lor all

the railroads coming to the city, by means of

a tunnel under Sixih street. The depot was
to be in the Sixth-street Market Space, as near

as possible to the center of the city. Had
this work been constructed a vast amount of

traffic that has been diverted hy routes con-

structed lo avoid the city transfer would have
passed over our young railroads, and given

them strength that would have enabled them
lo have at least, "held their own," insiead of

being as they are to day swallowed up by lines

that have grown up into vast monopolies by

the more favored legislation and aid of other

cities. The roads thus built by our own
money, and for the purpose of ministering to

our own traffic, are being abstracted from our

control to swell the commercial importance
of other communities.
The Dayton & Cincinnati (Tunnel) Rail-

road is another very marked example of this

class of dormant enterprises of our city. That
it was a work of the very first importance to

our city every one admi'ted. But, for causes

that we will not now undertake to explain or

defend, it has lain dormant for fifteen years

or more, with nearly three quarters of a mil-

lion of money spent on it. the accumulated
interest on which, alone, would have more
than sufficed to complete the work, and made
it not only a financial success, but one of
the most important adjuncts to the traffic

of the city.

Jealousies and bickerings among leading

managers of course sacrificed much of the

valuable property of the company, and in-

volved it in the most interminable meshes of

the law.

These are all ended now, we are informed,

and the company free from all legal difficulties

and wholly free from debt. The old stock

has been capitalized at a minimum figure,

and is to take a " back seat," and efforts are

to be now made to complete the work.

By the construction of this line of railroad

greatly increased facilities will be furnished,

especially for passenger traffic, not only to

the great lines radiatinu to the north and east,

but also for local neighborhood trains for subur-

ban denizens. It will shorten the actual dis-

tance on all the lines several miles, and the

equated distances more than three times as

much as the actual. Crossing no streets, in-

terfering with no great highways, high speed
can be maintained into the very depot, instead
of the snail pace now required for the great
distance through our extended city limits.

The local traffic alone, it seems to us, at the

start, would go far toward making it a paying
investment, and the natural increase >n this

class of business must soon make its stock
one of the very best in the market.

This enterprise is in new hands, who seem
to understand their business, and appear to

be determined to accomplish results. We
wish them a hearty Godspeed.— Cincinnati
Chronicle.

The First Locomotive — The first locomo-
tive that ever did service in the United States
is now Ivinsr outside of a foundry at Carbon-
dale, Luzerne county. It ought to be pre-

served somewhere as an interesting relic of
Ihe early days of railroading. The following

description of its trial, taken from Dr. Hoi-
lister's History of the Lackawana Valley, will

be read with interest:

The first locomotive-engine introduced and
worked in America, was run upon the Dela-
ware and Hudson Railroad, in the year 1K28,

and Hone's Dale, (named from the late Philip

Hone,) offered its friendly glen for the pur-

pose of conducting the experiment. This
locomotive, called the "Stourbridge Lion,"
was built in England, of the best workman-
ship and material, and most approved pattern

of that date. The road passed out of Hones-
dale by a sharp north-westerly curve, with a
moderale grade, and was carried over the
Lackawaxen by a long hemlock treslling, con-
sidered too frail by many to support the ereat
weight of the mysterious looking engine all

ready for the hazardous journey.

As the crowd gathered from far and near,

expecting that bridge, locomotive and all,

would plunge into the stream the moment
passage was attempted, no one dared to run
the locomotive across the chasm but .Major

Horatio Allen, who, amid exhultilion and
praise passed over the bridge and a portion of
the road in safety. The engine, however, was
abandoned, as the slender treatling forming
much of the body of the road, sufficiently

strong for ordinary cars, was found too feeble

for the "weight and wear." Major Allen, in

the account of this first trip of a locomotive
on this continent, says: "As I placed my
hand on the throttle, I was undecided whether
I would move slowly or with a fair degree of

speed; but believing that the road would
prove safe, and preferring, if we did go down,
to go down handsomely and without any evi-

dence of timidity, I started with fonsiderable

velocily, passed the curve over the creek safe-

ly, and was soon out of hearing of the vast

assemblage. At the end of Iwo or three miles

I reversed the valve and returned without ac-

cident, having thus made the first railroad

trip by locomotive ever made on the western

hemisphere."
. ^^^ »

Influence of Iron on Wateb.—It is not gen-
erally known that a few scraps of iron will pre-

vent the bad odor from forming in water left lo

stand for days and weeks. The metal removes
the free oxygen in the water, and thus prevents

the oxidation of the organic matter that may be

in the water. A better agent for rendering river

watersweetacd healthy is to employ chloride of

iron. A very small quantity suffices to throw

down the organic matter and thus to purify

water. There are few disinfectants so valuable

as the chloride and sulphate of iron, and they

ought to be kept about every household. They
are equally important to stop bad bleeding from
the nose or from cuts.
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Tbe Railway Profession.

It is well recognized that vigorous and con-

tinued exercise of the bodily functions tends

to develop and strengthen the entire muscu-
lar system, and that, in analogy to this prin-

ciple, exercise of the mental (unctions edu-

cates and develops them, not merely in one
direction, but in all their powers.

In no other department of busy life, with

its thousands of complications and conflicts,

is this principle so admirably exemplified and
illustrated as in that of railway management.
In the hurry, jostle and jar of an exciting

business life, with its many cares, anxieties

and duties, our railway men, as the rule, stand

pre-eminent for their quickness of perception
;

for methodical habits of thought by which
they are enabled to grasp and comprehend at

once—at a very glance—the difficulties and
perplexities of any given, sudden emergency,
and for masterly executive ability in the issue

of prompt, efficient instructions in the hour
of danger or disaster—be it physical, finan-

cial, or political. Many are the men known
in this profession who would have made most
excellent admirals or generals! We hazard
the averment that nine in ten of them would
have made belter naval or military com-
manders in our late war, than the same pro-

portion of men taken from any other profes-

sion—especially when compared with the

"political" generals at whose hands we suf-

fered so much disaster in the outset!

The reason for this is obvious. To illus-

trate : If a man be kept driving shoe-pegs,

exclusively, for years, he will degenerate
bodily and mentally into a mere machine—

a

very dexterous one, it may be, but still nothing
better than a shoe peg manipulator. Put that

same man in a forge or machine shop and set

him to handling ponderous sledges and deal-

ing with intricate and nice machinery, and he
will develop all his physique, even if he does
not become a peculiarly skillful artisan. So
too, let a man be confined to the penny-half-
penny dealings and trade of an obscure coun-
try grocery, the magnitude of whose opera-
lions may be measured by a gill cup and a
herring, and such a one if he does not de-
generate into an exceedingly small specimen
of humanity, will, at any rate, never develop
a full-sized, liberal-minded, generous man-
hood.

Railway men are educated in one of the
veiy be.-t schools lor a large mental discip-

line. Except ill the rare instances in which
by accidents of fortune, men inherit, as it

were, a commanding position in the profes-
sion (and then, they find themselves compelled
to deler to the opinions and advice of others
of experience), the great majority have as-

cended, by successive and laborious steps, the
ladder which leads from the counting-room
stool in the railway business office to com-
manding positions in great corporations,
where their influence is telt to be almost na-
tional in extent and importance.

It is in such a school that such men are
educated and developed as Thomson, Scott,
Garrett, Vanderbilt, Gould, J. G Smith, Og-
den, Joy, Tracy, Douglas, Blackstone, Phil-
lips, Parsons, Dunlap, McCullougb, the la

mented Turner, and a host of others of whom
our country may well feel proud, and who
would be its pride in any profession. Such
circumstances and surroundings can not fail

of exerting their natural and valuable influ-

ences upon mind and character— habits and
command of thought. It is not every one, to

be sure, who can attain such pre-eminence.
A man must possess the native, congenital

material to be cultivated and wrought upon,
or all the training of a life time will prove
fruitless.

Accordingly we are well prepared to find,

as we do, that our distinguished railway man-
agers are, as a class, men of fine native abili-

ties. We find tbem to be, almost without ex-
ception, possessed of vigorous intellects, whose
processes are peculiarly rapid and accurate;
of comprehensive, liberal views—enterprising
and extensive purposes—and generous emo-
tions; and these excellent faculties and char-
acteristics are not confined to the manage-
ment of their roads alone—they are carried
with them into all their walks in life and re-
lations to their fellow men.

Purchasing Tickets.—How very annoying
it is for one to stand near a place to purchase a
ticket for some railroad station, or some enter-
tainment, and have a person stand directly in
front of you who neither knows where he wants
to go, or if to a show, what part of the house he
desires to sit, and a few general suggestions
will not come amiss in regard to the matter. If
at a railroad ticket office, get your money ready
prompily—if in script, lay it out so that it can
be easily counted; await your turn, and then
hand it 10 the ticket seller, stating where you
wantt) go and how many tickets you want.
He will thus be enabled to pass you your tickets
at the same time he takes your money, and
saving time; but if you want to as* him for a
ticket, which he gets, and then you are obliged
to feel in your pockets to get the money, it

causes delay to many others who are waiting to

purchase also. Put your ticket in some con-
venient place, so that when you are called upon
to present it to the conductor, you cau get it at
once, and not make that officer wait for you to

fumble over all your pockets before being able
to find it. If you find it necessary to pay your
fare on the cars, give the officer who collects
the same as near the right sum as possible, as
they at best have uot any too much time be-
tween stations to make change.

In visiting an entertainment, arrange your
money so that it can be counted readily, pass
up your money and state how many seats you
want and where you wish to sit, and by the
time you have finished your instructions, the
tickets are hefore you. How many have grown
impatient to see persons occupy the attention
of a ticket-seller until they could get their
money out of a fob-pocket, all wadded up in a
heap thin making many wait for his neglect.
After purchasing your tickets, and coupons are
attached for reserving seats, one can readily
separate them before reaching the door where
the tickets are taken up, when the tickets can
be handed quickly over to the door-keeper, thus
avoiding a short stoppage at the door for the
door-keeper to tear off its coupons. All these
little stuppages take time, and are many times
a great aunoyance, and can be readily remedied
by observing the suggestions just given.

'II W

B@~ When you.are passing over a railroad
next time, just think that you are on a line of
a connecting net work the sum total of whose
meshes is 50,UOU tciles, that the total cost of
this network distributed to our whole people
would give $50 to every man, woman and
child in the land; that the earnings of these
iron meshes annually would allow each indi-
vidual $11, counting our population forty
millions; that they carry 125,000,000 tons
of freight; that the value ot this whole ton-
nage equals §12,500,000,000—remember these
things and you will torm no mean idea of the
magnitude of our railroad System. Remem-
ber, too, that every mile of road adds five
times its own cost to t le aggregate wealth of
the country.

Improvement of Railway Property.

One method of making railway property
more productive is by a reduction of the rates
of speed of, trains, anoiher is by making the
price of tickets correspond with the speed of
the trains. On most of the roads of this

country there is no difference in the price of
a passage between a fast and a slow train.

Manifestly there should be. The difference
in the wear and tear of nn express train go-
ing thiity-five or forty miles to the hour and
one going twenty miles, is very great, and
this difference in the greater wear of track
and rolling stock should, as nearly as may be,

be represented in the price ot passage. Goods
sent by last trains should pay a higher rate
likewise than if sent by tbe regular slow trains
for the same reasons, i. e. they cost more to

carry One of oar English cotemporanes
deprecating the tendency to increase the
speed of trains without a corresponding in-

crease in the receipts says:

"There is one way of improving railway
property which requires neither the expendituie
of more cap.tal nor any alteration or addi-
tion to the line of works. It would have a
most potent influence on tbe rate of dividend,
would be easy of accomplishment, would tend
greatly to the prevention of accidents, and
would therefore tend to promote traffic while
reducing working expenses prodigiously. A
wonderful cure, verily! What may it be?
It is an expedient as simple as effective. It

is only to reduce tbe speed of trains. We
have long pointed to this remedy. But, sim-
ple as it is, it is a most difficult thing to do.

If any one were to invent a means of earr-
ing on the war of trains in a more inte sihid
degree, he might be listened to with eager-
ness, but t'le man who counsels peace and
good will toward neighbors has nothing new
to propose, while he places himself in direct

opposition to the active measures of the day.

The very topmost speed is that which eacb
company strives to gain. If, however, modera-
tion would only take the place of competition
as a rule of conduct in railway matters, the

result would be an immense benefit to rail-

way proprietors. The life of an engine and
the life of a rail, nay, the life of a passenger
would be lengthened considerably, and while
railway companies thus saved large sums in

working expenditure, the public would be ac-

commodated in a more sensible manner.

—

Times.

Railroad Car Axles.—In view of the re-

sults of a recent accident in England, caused
by the breaking of a railway car axle from tl t
unsoundness ot the material, by which eighteen
persons lost their lives, Sir Joseph Whitwonh,
the eminent English mechanician, urges the
great importance of the use of every possible

means for detecting the unsoundness of the
iron used in axles of railway carriages. As
the best method fur this pjrpose, he advises
the drilling of a hole through the center of its

axis for its entire length, thus opening to in-

spection and examinaticn that part of the ma-
terial which in the case of ordinary manufac-
ture, is most liable to flaws. The hole should
be about one inch in diameter, and with suitable
mechanical arrangements might be drilled at an
average cost of thirty-seven cents an axle.

With the outside turned and the inside thus ex-
posed to view, a serious flaw in tbe axle, which
is only about four and a half inches in diameter
could hardly escape discovery. This plan will

also diminish the tendeucy of the axle to get
heated, by removing the material near the neu-
tral axis, and, under the ciicumstances, would
reduce the internal strain, and thus render the
axle safe.
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Kansas Pacific R. R.— This company pro-

pose to carry excursion parlies over the road
at the following rates for the year, from Lea-
venworlh or Kansas City to the following

points and return.

Air. Beverly R. Keim, the recently appointed

General Ticket and Passenger Agent, of the

road, who by his energetic efforts and influ-

ence has contributed to this consummation so

much to be desired, has recently issued a cir-

cular from which the rates are taken :

Perbons.

For 25 to tor SO to For over
50. ICO. 100.

Lawrence. Kansas...! 3 00 $ 3 00 $ 2 50
Topeka, Kansas 5 25 5 00 4 50
Wamego, Kansas ... 8 25 8 00 7 00
Junction City, Kan. 10 25 10 00 9 00
Abilene, Kansas 11 75 1 1 00 10 00
Brookville, Kansas. 14 00 13 00 12 00
El.is, Kansas 20 00 18 00 16 00
Wallace, Kansas. ... 26 00 24 00 22 00

r Carson, Colorado... 29 00 27 00 25 00
Hugo, Colorado 32 00 30 00 28 00
Lenver, Colorado ... 50 00 45 00 40 00

Excursion Paities to leave Kansas City or

Leavenworth in a body. Tickets good for 30
days, but e.vtecded to 60 if requested. Ex-
cursionists can return on any passenger train.

-The above rates are for passage only; sleep-

ing cars and meals extra— but. at such re-

duced prices as to make it a cheap and at the
same time luxurious trip to any who can
afford to travel at ail. This is a wise as well

as very liberal step in advance taken by the

new agent of this popular company, and it

needs no arguments to convince us that the

proposition will be largely accepted.

Baltimore & Ohio R. R — Track-laying

was completed on Monday, Mr. B H Latrobe,

Chief Engineer, and former President, driving

the last nail at Mineral Point. The first train

immediately proceeded to Cumberland by a
temporary roadover Brook tunnel, which is not
yet completed. A correspondent says:

"The total length of the road from Pitts-

burg to Baltimore is 325 miles; the highest
grade, 50 feet to the mile. Express trains are
expected to make the distance from Pntsburg
to Washington in ten hours, via the Point of

Rocks route. When completed, the road will

have cost $9,000,000. This company has for

years been struggling under many disadvant-
ages, pecuniary and legal. Five years ago,
rival interests were brought to bear, and an
act passed the Pennsylvania Legislature foi-

feiting its charter for 'abuse and misuse of its

corporaie franchise
1

This was the crisis in

the history of the road, the forfeiture of the
charter being considered oppressive, and
stirred up the friends of the road and in-

creased its energy. After a long struggle the
nullifying act was repealed and ihe company
restored to its franchises, and the city of Bal-
timore and the Baltimore & Ohio road then
took an active interest in its behalf, subscrib-
ing largely to its stock, and through the ac-
tive co-operatioD of President Garrett its early
completion was assured. Since that time,
President W O. Hughart has pushed the road
with extraordinary vigor.

" Through pussenger trains commence run-
ning next Monday."

A report from the mining district near
Salt Lake says that there will be 2,000 tons of
silver ore forthcoming during the approach-
ing summer.

Artificial Stone —We have hitherto so fre-

quently spoken of the Ransome artificial stone
that any description of its nature or mode of

preparation is unnecessary here. We note,

however, its introduction to use in this country,
not as one might naturally suppose, in the

cities of the East, but in those of the Pacific

slope. Among the structures there being con-
structed of the new building maiertal is a
church in San Francisco. Among the minor
uses to which it is applied may be mentioned a

front for a church at Benicia, and decoralions

for cemeteries at other places. Although these

items show no very eaten led applications, they

serve to illustrate the appreciation winch the

material has met with on the const for building
purposes. Another and quite different purpose
is also subserved by the artificial stone in the

manufacture of grindstones, one of which for

the California file-works weighs one and one-
half tons.

We are not aware that the Pansome stone
has been tried on the Atlantic coa9t, and have
no data whereby to compare it with the dozen,

more or less, of artificial building stones brought
forward and lauded within one-half that num-
ber of years past. But it is quite certain that

a superior material of the kind is Deeded in the

architectural and engineering ptactice ef the

day, and it is time mat such was fonhcoming,
or, if already produced, made manifest in prac-

tical form. The belon coiynet for bridges and
monoliths, the Ransome stoue for ornaments
and building blocks, the chloride of magnesium
cement for the same purpose, to say nothing of

those based upon the eouployment of oxalate of

lime and similar substances for binding sand
into solid blocks, have each their advantage-,
and. it is to be presumed, their drawbacks, but

none appear to have met with the approval from
our engineers requiied to insure their tangible

and uudisputed success.

—

American Artisan.

Fibboits vs. Granular Iron.—The following
is an extract from a paper recently read befoe
the American Society of Civil Engineers, by
J. Dutton Steele: "some years since an ex-
periment was made under my observation bear-
ing upon this point : Riils made of fibrous and
granular iron were laid alternately upon a
heavy freight-bearing road; at the end of six
mouths, the fibrous heads showed the most
marks of wear; at the end of twelve months,
the granular heads began to break up, and the
result was that the soft, fibrous rail wore out
two of the granular. Iu the early railroad ex.
perience, a patent was taken out in England
for making the heads of rails of granular iron,

and at least two patents have since been taken
out in this couutry for the same object, bur all

with the same result—all have passed into
oblivion under the test of practice. There are
several problems in the weir of rails which
may be worthy of note. We all remember
what a run the double-headed rail h id in Eng-
land, and how signal has been its failure; the
first head subjected (o the action of the wheels
became granulated, and its tensile strength de-
stroyed, so that when the rails were inverted
they broke. True to the same principle, we
find that any cause which changes the posi-

tion of rails in ihe tracks, so as o alter the

bearing of the wheels upou them, causes their

destruction. It they aie reversed side for side
to the flanges, they waar out quickly, and even
if they are taken up from one point in the road
and laid down in another, by which means the

. bearing of the wheels upon them is, of nece -

I sity, more or less changed, the granulated sur-
! face is broken up, and their durability is de-
1 creased."

Preserving Wood.— Here is the latest project

for preserving wood from eremacausis. Whether
it is better than the majority among scores of

plans proposed for the same purpose is not ab-

solutely manifest at first sight. The inveutor
cuts the wood into two or more equal parts or

slabs, boring them at equal distances to receive

the trenails to unite them, and immersing the

said slabs in a solution of coal-tar and powdered
charcoal, either hot or cold, in equal or unequal
pans, which not only thoroughly impregnates
ihe slabs with carbon, but coat9 the surface

with an adhesive material, so that, when put
together, their adjacent sides will adhere to

each other, and form interior partitions ur walls

of antiseptic or preservative agents extending
from one end of each slab to the other; he then
unites these slabs by trenails or dowel-pins in

such manner as to clinch them as firmly and
Biilidly as if they were of a single piece. The
timber thus prepared is immersed in a solution

consist ng of asphaltum or mineral pitch, 80
parts; sulphur, 5 parts; arsenic, 5 parts; coal-

tar, 5 parts
;
powdered charcoal, 5 parts, aggre-

gating 100 parts.

—

American Artisan.

—The Railway Companies of Great Britain

during 1870 paid $1,558,575 as compensation
for injuries suffered on their roads. Of this

amount the Great Northern Railway paid

$140,000; the Great Western, $100,000; the

Lancashire and Yorkshire, $97,900; the Mid-
land, $124,940; the London and Northwestern,

$369,025, and the London, Brighton & South
Coast, $237,205.

—The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
Railroad Company earned in March, $1,301,-

000. This is $135,000 ahead of the same
month last year. For the three months of the
calendar year, January, February and March,
the earnings are $385,000 ahead of last year.

Growth of Iron Interest in the United
States.—In 1810 the eniire amount of pig
iron made in the United Stites was 54.000
tins. In 1869 it amounted to nearly 2,000,000
tons. Our first ton of railroad iron was rolled

out in 1844, while in 1869 the interest had in-

creased to 600,000 tons, one-half being pro-

duced in Pennsylvania and one sixth in New
York. The Lake Superior iron district, in

1856, shipped 7,000 tons of ore, but without
making a single t in of pig iron ; but in 1869,
the shipments had increased to 633,238 toti3

of ore in addition to 39,000 tons of pig iron.

The entire production for thirty years, includ-
ing 1869, was, of ore, 3,000,000 tons, of pig
iron, 400,000 tons. And, as to quality, this

latter is said to be superior to three-fourths of
that manufactured in England.

Rolling Railway Axles.—A communica-
tion was recently made to the British Asso-
ciation upon a method for shaping railway
axles by rolling pressure, instead of by ham-
mering, the result being accomplished in two
minutes, instead of half an hour, as required
by the usual method; the axle at Ihe same
time being not only Buperior in quality, but
more uniform in size, and of course capable
of being produced more cheaply. The ma-
chine consists of three rollers, regulated so as
gradually to press more closely together, thus
reducing the diameter of the bar, and extend-
ing its length until shaped to the size re-

quired. Axles of any length can be rolled in

this manner with collars at any part. The
rollers are geared to revolve in alt the same
direction, their friction imparting motion to

tho axle. It was thought by the author of
the communication that the rolling process
would tend to obviate those flaws in the axles
which so frequently cause disasters on rail-

ways.
—

BST The bullion product for 1869 was $63,-

500,000.
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Wire Rope.—This class of rope now enters

very largely into the rigging of vessels for cer-

tain portions, of which it is much better suited
than that made of hemp, such as for fore-and-
aft stays, extra preventer stays, and all places
where elasticity does not need to be combined
with strength. Coal mines and all kinds of
deep shafts are generally fitted with wire cables
for hoisting and lowering heavy bodies of ore
and sending down men. While this kind of
rope remains new it is much better for mere
strength than any other kind, but. as soon as it

begins to wear, it requires renewal sooner than
hemp; this arises from the extreme difficulty of
laying up so stiff a material as wire evenly, so
that each wire shall take an equal strain, and
unless each strand of any kind of tope is evenly
laid in, the rope will soon wear out. For this

reason wire rope suddenly parts, when to all

appearances from the outside, it is in good con-
dition. Hemp rope, when properly made, wears
from the outside, but wire rope from the inside,

and it consequently gives no warning when
used up. Many of the ships built in these days
are rigged with wire rigging when first built,

but when the time arrives for re-rigging hemp
is almost universally used, as from its elastic

qualities it is not found to strain the hull so

badly when the vessel is rolling in a sea way.
Iron ships' wire rigging is much the best, and
is very generally used both in this country and
abroad. One or two factories in this city and
Brooklyn are now doing a very good business
in this line, and make any length to order which
is a great convenience to consumers.

Natal Cotton.—Eight bales of Natal cotton
have arrived in Liverpool from port Natal, via
London, shipped by Mr. G. W. Baker, who has
taken an interest in the cultivation and ship-

ment of c>tton from the Natal district. Very
little of this cotton has yet found its way to

Liverpool, butoccasional small parcels have been
sold in the London market. The cotton is rather
brown in color and of regular staple, consider-
ably shorter than American, but finer and of

greater length than the ordinary African cotton.

This parcel was sold at 8|d. per lb., and it is pro-

bable that if the cotton arrived here in quantity
it wou d find its way into consumption at J to Id.

under the price of middling American.

—

Man-
chester Examiner.

A New Mode of Evolving Light.—Mr. An-
drew Pritchard writes to " Nature " as follows :

" A singular phenomenon of the evolution of
light has been recently observed by me. By
tearing sharply a piece of twilled calico into
strips in a room well guarded from light, a per-
ceptible luminosity was clearly distinguishable,
which appeared at its maximum at the final part-
ing of tue fabric. This phenomenon is exceed-
ingly well marked in dry, new calico, and ap-
pears to me due to the dressing, as after being
washed no light is evolved. Whether attribut-
able to electricity, phosphorescence, or fluor-

escence, 1 leave for further investigation. The
light appears similar to that produced on break-
ing a lump of sugar in the dark So far as I can
ascertain, the phenomenon of light being evolved
on tearing a fabric is new.

' The Southern States are beginning to

cultivate China grass, to be used as a substi-

tute for silk. A machine and process for its

separation have already been patented. The
Louisiana planters have raised the most of
this grass; but they sell it in London, where
it is worked into what are called Japanese
silks.

The conjoined capital of all the bank
ing houses of the Rothschilds in London,
Paris, Frankfort and Vienna is said to be, in

our money, not less than $500,000, 0l>0.

J8@- It costs $2,000,000 to build and $375,-
000 a year to run a first class American naval
vessel.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE, publishedin
Chicaso, by A. N. KELLOGG, is a Weekly Illustrated

Journal of 24 pages, as large as those of Every Saturday,

Itcontains a complete record of railroad news:—the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let :r<l to he let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civil

and mechanic*! engineering, and discussions of the rela-

tions oTrailroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance
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B©*' In the valley of the Upper Red river

and its tributaries there is an abundance of
the best quality of black walnut timber, such
as is used in the manufacture of furniture.

CHARLES A. DANA. Editor.
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up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Fivo copies, one year, separately addressed.

Eisrht Dollars.
Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
on extra copy to getter up of clnb).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post Office orders, checks, or draft* on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the letters containing money. Address

L W. ENGLAND, Publisher.
San office, New York QS*m,

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern PacifJcRailroad

RAPID PROGREsToF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacificcoast. The «Tade
i3 nearlv completed /&6*i miles we-tt*ard from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over ISO miles of finished road,

and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern

border of Dakota. Including its purchase of ths St. Paul
& Pacific Road, the Northern Pacific Company now ha»
4.13 miles of completed road, and by September next this

will be increased to at leant 500,
AOood Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a ProfiUb e and
perfectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Go'd Bonds oftbe Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They h ive 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than Jf per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
road and its equipments, and also, as f<<st as tne Road is

soccpleted on
2S,O00 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or

SOO Acres for each $1,(H)U Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, $10 J to $1,0 JO; Registered,

$ 01) to $10,(100.

Lauds lor Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30'a are at

all times receivable at ten pee cent, above par., in ex-
change for the Company's L-inds, at their to * est cash price.

This renders them practically interest bearing land
WARRANTS.
Sinkings Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-

tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds Fifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-

cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.

With their ample security and high rate of in.erest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicu is more
PROFITABLE OR BaFE.
f£xchaii£in£ U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender of United States 6 percentB- Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties, thus realizing a handsome
profit, and greatly increasing their yearly income.
Oilier Mecur ilies.— All marketable Stocks and

B jnds will he received at their highest current price in ex-

change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
charges on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c, can be obtained

on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.

»*.* jay COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agents Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

By BANKS and BANKERS generally throughout the country

.

RBCEIVER'S~SAL'Er~

JacobT. Martz, Receiver of

the Cincinnati and Macki-
naw Railroad Company,
p.aintitr,

The State of Ohio. DarJc*
County Common Pleas, No.
3,280.

The Road Bed, &c. . of said

Railroad Company.

By virtue of an alias order of sale made by the Court of

Common Pleas, within and for the comity of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Term, A. D. 18titf, of said Court,

in the above entitled case, and to me, as Receiver, appointed

by said Court, of the said Cincinnati and Mackinaw Rail-

road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-

cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in said

County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,
at the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M-, of said day, the following

described property, rights, franchises, &c, of the said Cin-

cinnati and Mackinaw Kailroad Company. situate and being

in the counties of Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert, in said

State of Ohio, to-wit: The Road Bed mid right of way of

the sa'd Cincinnati and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a

railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of

Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van Wert, in

said l^st named county, in the State nf Ohio, including the

bridges fixtures, and culverts, railroad ties on the s-tme. or

intendeil for the s -id road, together with the right of way
owned and held by said Company for the construction of

its said rnad. together with all the rights and franchises of

said Company for the construction of and maintaining its

road in the said State of Ohio, together with all other

property real and personal, belonging to said Company, in

said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the construction

of its said road.

Aopraised »t Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Terns of Sale, Cash. W. A. WESTON,
Receiver, Cin. & Mack. R R. Co.

C Calkins Attorney ; March 23, 1871. 23-3-70, St.
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WRlfiHTSON <& CO., Propr's

Coal Transportation by the Tunnel, and
Cheap Coal ior the l'eonle.

We have in several article's made clear

certain things of great importance to the fu-

ture of this city. Among them are the fol-

lowing:

1. That if Cincinnati grows, (as it hereto-

fore has done,) in the ratio of Philadelphia,

and as we know from precisely the same cau-

ses, Cincinnati will have in ten years (1880)

420,000 people, and in twenty years (1890)

650,000. But this growth must be the result

of manufacturing industry and railroad facili-

ties.

2. That of a population (say of 500,000 in

1882) 200,000 must be beyond the crest of

the northern hills. We need no argument

to prove this beyond what we see with our

eyes. Look at, it. There are Walnut Hills,

Mt. Auburn, Corryville, Avondale, Clifton,

Madisonville and Norwood, growing more
rapidly than any part of Cincinnati. Take
as an evidence the churches. Those suburbs

together have IS churches, which shows, per-

haps plainer than any other sign, that the

.
people are moving rapidly over the hills.

Now where are they going to get coal? If

we suppose that coal is to be carted (as it now
is in the city below the hills) up those hills to

the consumers, every bushel of it, then it will

cost more to carry it from the river to the

consumer, than it will to carry it by railroad

from Sunday Creek mines to the city. We
shall nut go into details here; but it is obvious

to one who makes this calculation. The rail-

road will be largely and profitably paid at five

cents a bushel, with properly constructed

cars, from Sunday Creek to the tunnel. Now
let us consider this question a moment.

3, We showed that the cost of the tunnel and

road to Sharon (full for the best construction)

complete, would be §1,200,000 From Sharon

to Morrow, say 20 miles, made in the most,

perfect manner, §1,000,000. From Morrow

to New Lexington (the Wilmington road) is

already constructed and belongs t> the

Pennsylvania company. From New Lexing-

ton to the Great Vein, (Sunday Creek) is now
constructing by the Atlantic and Lake Erie

Company, and may be put down at $800,000.

Now in order to show what muy be don,-, we

will suppose these companies act together (as

it is clearly their interest to do,) aud then see

what is the result.

The capital employed in the railroads may
be estimated as follows :

Tunnel road $1,200,000
Sharon to Morrow 1,000,000
Wilmington road 2,000,000
Sunday Cieek

, 800,000

$5,000,000

Cincinnati now imports 3G, 000. 000 of bush-

els of coal per annum. The additional popu-

lation which (as above) we have estimated

on the north for the next ten years, will re-

quire 20,000,000, to say nothing of the com-

petition of the railroad ccal in the heart of the

city. Say this coal from Sunday Creek—the

best in the country and therefore to be pre-

ferred—is brought at five cents per bushel

from Sunday Creek tj the main depot. Then
the coal traffic will stand thus with the rail-

roads :

20,000,000 bushels of coal at 5 cts. $1,000,000
Cost of transportation 50 per cent. 500,000

Net profits of the road 500,000

Ten per cent, of $5,000,000, is $500,000.

Thus we see that without any other business

whatever, the road would make 10 per cent.

But each of these roads would have its own
particular business, as the Wilmington road

now has. If these roads then co-operate, the

tunnel road will receive $120,000 per annum
on this coal traffic, without supposing that it

has any special interest in it. This is the way

the railroad account will stand Now let us

look into the actual working of the coal busi-

ness with regard to the supply of the people

and the economy of such carriage.

Coal in Cincinnati costs the consumer in

his home about 14 cents per bushel, occasion-

ally cheaper, oftener more. Thi3 is made up of

four elements, the cost of labor at the mines,

the freights at the river, the profits of the im-

porter and the cartage. Of these, the cartage

to those in the lower part of the city is about

2 cent}, and to those on the upper plain about

3 cents. If it had to be carted from any

point on the river to that population which

we have supposed to be on or over the hills, it

could hardly be done for 5 or 6 cents per

bushel. That, the reader perceives, is no

more than the railroad freight. Now we pro-

pose, if the the tunnel is made, to furnish coal

permanently and uniformly to the consumer

by railroad for 11 cents per bushel, and this

with ample profits to the railroad and the mi-

ner. It will be done thus :

Miner and proprietor 4 cents.

Railroad carriage 5 "

Cartage (average) 2 "

Now, the only point about this of which the

reader can have any doubt is the transporta-

tion, the railroad part of it ; and if the rail-

roads are no better prepared and take no

more interest than they d") now, vie may well

doubt whether they could transport coal

cheaply, and that has evidently been the

opinion of most people in Cincinnati ; and so

they have made no effort to get up compeli-

tion with the river. But this opinion is a total

and plain mistake. Look at the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad carrying millions of tons of coal

to Baltimore, right beside a canal! The

reason is that the railroad has adopted the

proper means and prepared itself for the

work; and here we may say that the facilities

for carrying coal from Sunday Creek to the

tunnel, (supposing the two points to be con-

nected) are greater than in Baltimore. Let

there be the iron cup dumping cars expressly

for coal, and at the Great Vein (Sunday

Creek) the coal can be shoveled Hunt in, and

on the tunnel road it can be dumped off at

any depot selected. The cost will be almost

nothing but the carriage; and the whole

northern population of Cincinnati will have

coal by rail cheaper than they can possibly

have it by river.

The Cincinnati «fc Mackinaw Railroad.

IMPORTANT PRELIMINART MOVEMENTS.

Last week, by previous arrangement, the

President and three of the directors of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad met

at Greenville, in Darke county, Ohio, to con-

fer with the people along the line of the Cin-

cinnati & Mackinaw Railroad upon ways and

means by which this grand old work can be

completed.

The attendance of the citizens and persons

interested in the work was unusually large,

and the greatest good-will and harmony pre-

vailed in the deliberations.

The plan under consideration contemplates

the construction of a new road from Eaton in

Preble county, to Greenville, thence upon the

old Mackinaw line to Van Wert, a point upon

the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railroad,

and hereafter to Hillsdale, Lansing, Saginaw

and the Straits in Michigan.

After considerable interesting discussion

upon the merits of the line, its condition and

the best plan to work it up, the C, H. & D.

folks retired to prepare a proposition to the

people which resulted in the following as the

basis of a contract between the parties in in-

terest :
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BASIS OF CONTRACT PROPOSED BY THE C, H.

AND D. R. R. CO.

The following we hereby submit as a basis

of a proposition to the parties interested in

the completion of a line of railroad from
Eaton, in Preble connty, to Van VVeit, in Van
Wert county, Ohio

:

1. If the parties in behalf of the road will

grade, culvert, bridge and tie that section of

this line between Eaton and Greenville, and
in addition thereto, provide ample grounds
for station houses, side-tracks, &c, for a first

class railroad track, and provide the sum of

$1,000 per mile towards the cost of ballasting,

&c, to be paid when this section is in full

operation, and will convey said road bed so

prepared, free from debt, and without stock

or any other liens whatever, to the C, H. and
D. E. R. Co., said C, H. and D. Co. will at

once iron said section of road, and equip and
operate it as a first class railroad.

2. If a second section of said line, from
Greenville to Celina, in Mercer county, Ohio,

is placed in the same situation, we will ac-

cept and complete that section in like man-
ner.

3. And if a third section, being that part

from Celina to Van Wert, is so completed as

the other sections, we will likewise complete
and operate that part of the line in the

same manner as the other sections of said

line.

This proposition being submitted to the

meeting, a committee of those from each

couuty along the line of the road as far north

as Van Wert was appointed to examine it

and report back any alterations or amend-

ments thereto. After due deliberation this

committee reported the following counter

proposition :

The corporation to be organized from
Eaton' to Van Wert, as an entirety, will se-

cure the right of way for main and side-tracks

and grounds necessary for station-houses, and
grade, culvert and bridge the line of road be-

tween said points, and furnish ties on said

line, all of a quality suitable for a first eluss

railroad, as constructed in Ohio and Indiana
;

and as soon as thus constructed and prepared
(which is to be within two years,) the line to

be delivered to the C, H. & D. R R. free

from debts or incumbrances of any kind;
and the said C, H. & D. R R. on its part to

accept the same as thus prepared, and pro

ceed at once to put on the iron and rolling

stock as required for a first class railroad in

Ohio and Indiana, and shall run cars over

said entire line within one year from the time

it is 6o prepared and delivered to it, as above
provided for. And within the same time to

erect suitable station houses at proper and
necessary points for the accommodation of

the business of the country through which it

passes.

It was evident from these expressions of

the parties that an agreement between them

could probably be reached, and it therefore

became necessary that each party should be-

come qualified to conclude and enter into a

contract to carry it out.

This could only be done upon the part of

the C, H. & D. interest by consulting with

the remainder of the directors and the stock,

holders of the company, and upon the part

of the citizens by conference with all the

parties interested upon the line of the road.

For these purposes the meeting adjourned,

to meet again at some future time and place

as early as possible to report progress.

Our readers will recognize in this the revi-

val of an old scheme and a good one. What
it will amount to remains to be seen. As a

preliminary movement this is all well enough,

but can the details be worked out, that is the

question. For ourselves we have no doubt of

it, if the right parties are set to work and

supported in their efforts. This plan will

certainly give the people the long wished for

road, and although they make great sacrifices

to obtain it, they will be amply compensated

by its indirect but certain benefits.

What has been done during the past week

since the adjournment we are not advised,

but as there is no time to be lost, and both

parties seemed to be anxious, we suppose

they are at work, and we hope they find the

prospects encouraging.

Dayton & Union Railroad.

During the past week we made two trips

over this road, from Dayton to Greenville and

return, and are pleased to say that we found

it in good order, well managed, possessing

first-class equipment, and making excellent

time.

For some years this road has been under

the superintendency of Mr. S. R. Stimpson,

who has certainly made the most of it, and

who deserves great credit for doing so, as the

line is a short one, and its direction being out

of the course of great east and west thorough-

fares, it was cut off from important connec-

tions and reduced to (almost strictly) a local

business. This state of things Mr. Stimpson

comprehended at any early day, and at once

set to work to produce the largest results out

of this trade. He studied the local interests

of his road; stimulated, as far as he could,

the development of the country through which

it passed ; rendered his management popular

by serving the wants of the people, and by

inaugurating a strict yet discreet economy.

He is now reaping the reward of his efforts

in a good and growing traffic, adequate to

render his road profitable, and that no com-

petitor can take away, or even interfere with.

This road ought to be merged into some

long line reaching up into that northern sec-

tion of country, so full of industrial resources

and yet without railroad communication with

the rest of the world, and at the same time

connecting with some road leading to this

city. This, we believe, will be its fate. The

northern section we speak of is opening up,

and can not long be deprived of railroad

facilities, and new schemes are far advanced

that will give the requisite connections with

this city. When these are on the way, or are

completed, Mr. Stimpson's usefulness will be

extended, and his experience and discipline

in railroad management find the scope it

deserves.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad .

The stockholders of the C, H. & D. R. R.

met in annual session on the 9i h inst., in the

company's buildings in this city.

The meeting was organized by calling John

G Lowe, Esq., to the chair, and electing F.

H. Short, secretary.

The first business in order was the report

of the committee appointed at the last annual

meeting of the stockholders to examine into

the affairs of the stock yards of the company.

Hon. Henry Slanbery, being chairman of

the committee, presented a full report tbere-

on, and recommended the adoption of a reso-

lution relating thereto, which was adopted.

The report of the committee appointed to

traverse and examine the road, reported by

W. H. Davis, their chairman, that they found

the road in good condition, and the manufac-

tories and shops properly conducted and under

the direction of efficient and competent mana,-

gera.
,

They recommended the building at Cincin-

nati of a large and capacious coal elevator,

to meet the growing demands for this kind of

fuel for the company's locomotives anil ma-

chine shops, as well as part of the ordinary

domestic consumption.

The committee report a large increase in

the grain business at Toledo; to meet this

want, they urge the building of a new and

enlarged grain elevator at that point.

They also report skill and efficiency on the

part of all the officers and employees of the

road.

Daniel McLaren, the president of the com-

pany, submitted his annual report, from which

we abstract the following interesting items:

Gross earnings of the company..$1,270,621 98
Transportation expenses 627,2^5 93

Leaving for interest on bonds,

taxes and dividends $643,326 05

The operating expenses have been 49 36-100

per cent of the gross earnings.

Earnings per mile $21,177 03

Number of passengers carried 753,787

Tons of freight moved in narrow-gauge

cars 486,030

The net earnings have been 12 68-100 per

cent., out of which two cash dividends have
been paid to the stockholders, ol 4 per cent,

each, free from Government tax.

Since the last annual report the project of

constructing another road between Dayton
and Cincinnati, through the Miami and Mill-

creek valleys, appears to have taken a definite

shape, under the name of the Springfield &
Cincinnati Railway Company. It is under-
stood to have made arrangements for a lease

of that portion of the Cincinnati, Sanduskv
& Cleveland road lying between Springfield

and Dayton, and have surveyed and projected

a line from the latter point to Cincinnati by
the way of Franklin, Middletown, Sharon,

Lockland, &c. This enterprise is intended

to furnish a line for the use of the New Ycrk
Central, Lake Shore, Cleveland, Columbus it

Cincinnati, and Cincinnati, Sandusky & Cleve-

land Railway Companies, to Cincinnati and
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the South west. While it is not supposed, on

our part, to he called into existence by any
public necessity, and from its proximity to our

road will become a competitor for a portion of

our business, we should have been glad, on

our own account, not to have to encounter its

rivalry, and willing to have made reasonable

sacrifices to obviate the same; still we are

nevertheless bound to contemplate that it will

be put inlo actual operation, with whatever

consequences the necessities of the case en-

tail. We feel confident, however, that by

diligent cultivation of our advantages, strict

economy and prudent management, the pro-

perty of this company and its net increase

will continue to satisty the just and reasona-

ble expectations of the stockholders.

The secretary of the company, Mr. F. H
Short, read a report detailing the finances of

the company, which was highly approved.

The election of directors for the ensuing

year resulted in the choice of Daniel McLaren,

S. S L'Hommedieu, Wm. Goodman, Geo. T.

Stedman, Samuel Fosdiek, H. D. Huntington,

Lowell Fletcher, Cbas. W. West.

We shall make the particulars of the presi-

dent's report the texts for future articles for

the Record.

Tbe Battle of the Horns in Columbus.

In the late contest in Columbus betweeu

the "long and short horns," the most con-

spicuous, indomitable and successful worker,

was Hon. C. L. Vallandigham. He went into

that, fight, as he goes into everything of the

sort, with all his might and soul. For five

weeks, every day, and all day (and we are

nearly safe in saying every night), he was at

work everywhere that he could do the least

good for his cause, whether by making friends

for the " long horns," which he favored, or

thwarting tbe schemes of the "short horns,"

which he opposed. He was the first to plan

for the one, and first to discern the plans of

the other. His pluck, zeal and determination

kept all his followers up to their highest work-

ing point, and his skill and judgment directed

them in the channel that held the majority

fast as in a vise, for weeks, and then utterly

routed them.

We watchpd this maneuvering with a great

deal of interest, and saw, we think, wherein

lies Mr. Vallandigham's power in politics.

He controls men, not so much by his talents

and learning, as by his strong will, tireless

energy, aud courage in encounteringobstacles.

These qualities he never exercised in a

more eminent degree than in the struggle of

which we speak at Columbus. Strong men
represented the other side, and were not re-

miss in a single duty; but no such man led

them as this gentleman. If there had been, we
could hardly have predicted the result; but

had he been upon the other side, we think there

can be but little doubt that the " short horns
"

would to-day wear the laurels of success.

The manufacture of paper was com-
menced in Philadelphia in 1732.

Tbe Cincinnati & Mackinaw Railroad.

By virtue of an order from the Court of

Common Pleas pt Darke county, Ohio, this

road was sold at Greenville, on Saturday last,

for $11,333, to John S. Winner, Thos. Turpen,

S. R. Stimpson, Mr. Moore and Chas Mateh-

ett—$500 being paid down, and the remainder

to be paid on or before the 20th day of June

next.

These gentlemen purchased the road on

behalf of the interests of Greenville, and the

country northward along the line, and for the

purpose of carrying out as far as practicable

the arrangements made concerning it, of

which we speak in another column of this

paper.

We understand that if this arrangement

can not be carried out satisfactorily, these

purchasers will transfer the road to any com-

pany that will secure its completion at the

earliest possible period, and at the price they

are to pay for it.

This is a splendid opportunity for some

good company to secure a long line of graded

road for a mere trifle of its real value.

Railroad Change—Ft. Wayne, Mctncie &
Cincinnati R. R.—The general offices of the

company will hereafter be at Fort Wayne.

Mr. Jno. J. Grafton has been appointed Gene-

ral Ticket Agent Officers and agents of

other companies having business transactions

with this road, will please address communi-

cations accordingly

Meeting of Corporators of tbe Xronton,
Portsmouth and Cincinnati Kailroad
Company.

A meeting of the corporators of the above
named company was held at the Crawford
House, in the city of Cincinnati, on the 8th

of May, 1871. Colonel Kinney, President of

the Board of Corporators, took the chair and
called the meeting to order, and thereupon,

on motion of E. P. Evans, Esq., C. A. White
was appointed Secretary. Benjamin Kline,

Chairman of the Committee, heretofore ap-

pointed to employ an engineer and procure a

survey, plat and profile of the route for said

road, and to raise means to defray the ex-

panse thereof, made report and presented a

full and complete plat and profile of the

road.

On motion, it was ordered that the commit-
tee heretofore appointed on survey be contin-

ued, with power to take and collect subsciip-

tions to pay the expense of making the sur-

vey and report, and to make such alterations

and corrections in the route as surveyed as

they may think proper ; that all funds collec-

ted by them be forwarded to the Treasurer of

the Board and be paid out by him upon the

order of the Chairman of the Committee, ap-

proved by the President of the Board.

On motion, it was further ordered that

books tor the subscription of stock be opened,

and for that purpose a committee ot three

from each county through which the road

runs be appointed to open books for the sub-

scription of stock and to solicit subscriptions
;

thereupon the President appointed said com-
mittee as follows:

John Shillito, John Carlisle and Benj"

Kline for Hamilton county; J. R. Foster'
Paul Meehr and John Goodwin for Clermont
county; John P. Biehn, J. R. Gray and Dr.
Wm. Elsberry, for Brown county; Rev. Jo-
seph Smith, E. P. Evans and J. N. McClung,
for Adams county

;
Philip W. Noel, S. E.

Warner and Emanuel Miller, for Scioto
county ; Hiram Campbell, S. B. Hempstead
and Judge Johmon, for Lawrence county.

On motion, it was further ordered that said

several committees, in the several counties,

be authorized to fill all vacancies that mty
occur; that they have power to add to their

numbers as they may see proper; that said

committees report from time to time the

amount of stock subscribed in the several

counties to the President of the Board, and
that as soon as a sufficient amount of stock

is subscribed to authorize the election of
officers for said company, that the President
call a meeting of the stockholders for the

election of officers and the organization of
said company, and that to that end he give

notice of the time, place and object of the

meeting, as required by law.

On motion, it was ordered that the pro-

ceedings of this meeting be published in the

several papers printed in the city of Cincin-

nati, and the several counties through which
the road runs.

On motion, the meeting adjourned.
P. Kinney, President

C. A. White, Secretary.

Northern Pacific—Engineering; Features

In another place we have adverted to the

progress and prospects of this road. To give
a better idea of the extent and reach of its

route and required outlays, we present the
following statistics:

The road is divided into six great sections.

1. From Lake Superior to Yellowstone river,

550 miles. 2. Along the Yellowstone to Boze-
man's pass, 420 miles. 3. Bozeman's pass to

Hellgate river, Mountain division, 225 miles.
'4. Hellgate river to Pend d'Oreille lake, 205
miles. 5. Pend d'Oreille lake to the mouth,
of the Lewes river. 6. Mouth of Lewes river

to Puget sound, Columbia valley division, 377
miles. The estimated cost of building and
equipping this road will be $85,277,000, or

an average of $42,638 per mile. The follow^

ing table shows a summary of the items of
the probable cost of construction and equip-

ment:

Grading, masonry, bridging, track

and ballast $60,320,000
Sidings, &.C 4,200,000
Contingencies, including superin?

tendeuce and engineering:...,... 5,000,000
Telegraph line 800,000
Buildings. ;.. 2,312,000
Rolling stock , 3,615,000
Branch road ......... 1,200,000
Extra work, &c 800,000

Total... ........$78,047,000

Interest on bonds over receipts

during construction 7,230,000

Total $85,277,000

The expense of construction will not be ex-

cessive, remembering that the grade is much
lower, that there will be no tunneling, not as

much trouble from snow as on the New York
roads, and abundance of the very best wood
and productive coalfields all along the route.— Chicago Review.
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Tlie Detroit Tunnel.

We are informed that this grpat work is to

he construcied as soon as possible, and that

work will be commenced immediately.

It may not be amiss to refer here to some
of the leading features of this work. It will

enter the ground on the Detroit side, near the

present station of the Michigan Central, and
extend north-eastward about 2,000 feet nearly

parallel with the river. Thence it turns by a

curve of about 60 degrees to and under the

river, the curved portion being about 2,500

feet long. Thence the course is straight for

about 2,200 feet and uearly to the Canada
shore, whence a curve of about 50 degrees

and about 1,800 feet long brings it to the open
cutting on the Canada side in a direction

parallel to the river. The entire length of

the tunnel underground is to be 8,568 feet, or

about 1 1-1-5 miles. There are Id be, in fact,

two tunnels, parallel to each other, one for

each track, it being esteemed cheaper to make
two than one large enough for two tracks.

The estimated cost of the work, including
right of way and track laid with steel rails, is

$2,650,000. The engineer believes that it

can be completed within two years

It becomes every year more and more ne-

cessary for the Michigan Central and Great
Western to improve their means of transit at

Detroit river. The stream is not too wide to

be bridged—about half a mile—but a bridge
high enough to clear the masts of the vessels

sailing on the lakes would be very costly, and
the commerce is so great that a draw-bridge
would need to be open almost constantly dur-

ing the season of navigation. A charter has
been obtained for the tunnel, and authority

to construct it from both the United States

and the Dominion of Canada.

1 From a statement compiled from the
Treasury returns, showing the whole importa-
tion of each class of manufactures into the
United States from 1858 to 1870, inclusive, it

appears that white" the whole importation was
§23,000,000 less in 1870 than in 1869, yet the
receipts of carpets were $1,400,000 greater;
of manufactures of flax, $5 500,000 higher; of
hemp goods, SI,000,000 higher; and of cloth-

ing, $5,000,000 higher; while there ^as a de-
crease, on this comparison, of $5,000,000 in
wool and worsted goods; of $14,600,000 in cot-
ton goods, and of $0, 100.000 in manufactures
of silk. It is proper to remark, however, that
in 1860 the receipts of cotton goods were about
$7,500,000 above the average. The statement
shows a very wide variation in the consump-
tion per head of population. In 1862, when
we suffered from the first effects of the war,
the importation was $'i 40 per capita; and in
1866, the first year after the war, it rose to

S5 80, the highest average. It appears that,

out of a total of §1,619,000 000 of dry goods
imported into the United States within the last

thirteen years, 31,104,000,000 were received at
the port of New York, showing that, on the
average, the importations at New York are over
two-thirds those of the whole United States.

Iron.—In the United Slates there were manu-
factured, in 1840, 347,000 tons of iron; in the
same year, in Great Britain, 1,500,000 tons.
In 1869 in the United States 1,916,000, and in
Britain 5,200 000 tons. During the former
year about 3i times more in Britain; in the
latter, 23 times. We have not kept pace with
pur demands or resources. Britain- has in-
creased ber iron manufacture more rapidiy
than her population or the demands of her
citizens.

Pneumatic Transit under Cities.

Our readers are aware that London has one
underground steam railway system, which is

operated with great regularity and increasing
success. Its total length is now 13^ miles. It

was built in two sections, and opened as fast

us completed—the first in 1863; aud the last

—Westminster bridge to Blackfriars— 1 J miles,

in May, 1870. The last report of the company
shows that during the first half of 1879, over
19 090,900 of passengers were carried, au ave-
rage of uearly 112,000 per day.
Judging from the statement of Mr. Beach in

his letter, and from those that have privately

reached us tnrough other channels, the problem
of speedy, economical, sate and pleasant under-
ground transit may be regarded as decisively

solved on a system superior to that in success-

ful operation in London.
The railway commences at the foundation

lines of the splendid marble building corner
Warren street, and extends in a curve down
Broadway. The lower terminus is to be at the

South terry; but the present operating section

only extends a little below the City hall, about
309 feet.

The bed is 21 feet below the surface; the
diameter of the tunnel is 9 feet; the passenger
car is about the size of ihe ordinary street

cars, tastefully fitted up, brilliantly lighted,

and with Btyits for 22.

The visitor descends a few steps to the ele-

gant waiting-room, at one end of which is the

mouth of the tunnel. On taking seats in the

car, the conductor closes one of the doors, and
louches a telegraph signal, when the car im-
mediately moves rapid, y down Broadway. The
changes of motion, effected with exceeding
gentleness, are almost imperceptible. The car

glides smoothly along with little noise; the
atmosphere pure and fresh, is without cinders,

dust, gas or smoke.
The average rate in this short section is

seven miles per nour; the average pressure in

operating the car is only one-third of one
ounce per square inch; but at starting that
pressure rises nearly to one ounce to the inch.
The wheels, at certain points on the route,

press a telegraph key, sending a signal to the
engineer, who turns a valve aud revers.es the

air current, without stoppage of the machinery.
The iEolor or blowing machine by which the

current is produced, consists of a pair of great
wings, geared together, and turned by steam,
and capable of discharging 100,090 cubic feet

per minute, enough to fill three three-story city

dwelling-houses.
During the construction of the tunnel the

entire travel of Broadway passed on as usual,

over the heads of the workmen, safely protect-

ed within an immense boring machine, pushed
forward by powerful hydraulic rams; aud as
fast as it advances the masonry i3 built up
within its rear. *

The general plan is to lay a double line of
tubes from the South ferry, under Broadway,
the eniire length of the island

; with a branch
at Union square, under Fourth avenue to Har-
lem river. >Such a road would carry forty
thousand passengers per hour, at a speed of

thirty miles per hour.

The stations will be a quarterof a mile apart;
also there will be express cars, making but
few stops. The running time will be:

South ferry to City hall, 2 minutes.
City hall to Fourteenth street, 4 minutes.

" Twenty-third " 5 "
" Forty-second " 7 "
" Central park (59ih) 5 "
" Seventy-ninth St., 11 "
11 110th street, 13 }

"

" Harlem river, lo "
" Manhattanville, 16 "

The estimated cost is one million dollars per

mile below Twenty-third street, and two mil-
lions per mile above Twenty-third street.

The principal difficulties in respect to grades
and curves that would be met in any city line
have been purposely introduced in the present
Broadway section, which has a grade of 1 in
20, and curve with radius of 50 feel.

The company claim to have demonstrated
the following points:

1st. Thit they can build under streets, with-
out invading private property, interfering with
vault privileges, or serious disturbance of
pipes and sewers or of the surface.

2d. That they can effectively operate their
railways, without shaking adjoining build-
ings, subjecting passengers to gas, cindeis or
dust, and detentions from storms.

3d. That they can operate railways, secure
from accident, rapid for transit, and safe for

passengers.— Chicago Reoiew.

Tin anil tlic Sources of its Supply.

Straits tin comes from the mountainous re-

gions of Lower Siam, where the ore is mined by
the natives and brought down by them in bas-
kets lo Junkseytown, on the west coast. It is

here bought and smelted by individuals o 1-

companies, and comes to the market by differ-

ent brands—principally, however, with name
of " Bousted " on the bottom of the slab.

Malaoca tin comes from Singapore; the ores
are, however, mined principally in the moun-
tainous regions of Malacca and in the same
range of mountains as those of Lower Siam,
but the tin commands a preference over the

ordinary Straits tin by reason of the richer

and more uniform character of the ores from
which it is smelted and the more skillful man-
ner in which the work is done.

Banca tin comes from the island of Banea,
which is located but a short distance off the

eastern coast of Sumatra. This is the finest

and best tin known, and brings from 2 to 3

cents per lb. in gold more than either Straits

or Malacca. The island of Banca belongs to

the Dutch, and the tin is under the control of

the Dutch Trading Company, who bring the

tin to Amsterdam and make sales annually

—

giving due notice to purchasers. The sales are

made by auction, and usually comprise the

product of the previous year. The stock of a
current year is never sold till the whole pro-

duct of the year has been ascertained.

Billitan tin comes from the island of that

name, which is just a little distance south-east

of Banca. This is a tin which, although re-

garded as superior to Straits and Malacca, i><

not very extensively used in this country, and
sells at about the same price.

English tin is mined in Cornwall, the south-

western portion of the mainland. These mines
have been worked from the earliest known re-

cords of ancient Britain. The mines have now
been worked down to such a low depth that

the cost of mining and raising the orejjand

pumping out the water is so great, that unless

the price of tin is very high—say from £130
to £140 sterling per ton— the result is finan-

cially disastrous. The English tin is found in

what would be called lean ores—not rich or of

a high grade or per centage, and frequently
associated with copper—copper and tin alter-

nating in the same veins or lodes— conse-
quently requires greater manipulation or re-

fining, and the result is a tin not so good or
pure, for purposes of alloy with other metals
in the arts, as either of the above described
brands of tin from the East Indies.

It is a remarkable fact that in the economy
of nature tin has never beeu fouud in workable
quantities excepting in the abjve described
localities.

#35"" An immense woolen manufactory is to

bo started soon a.t Fort Scott, Kansas.
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C«s>per.

The metal known as copper derives its name
from the Latin word cuprum, which also desig-

nated that part of the island of Cyprus in

which this metal was first mined by the an-
cient Greeks.

Copper was one of the first metals known to

man, and was employed for a variety of useful

and ornamental purposes. From it were made
images, instruments of war, mechanical tools,

and many household utensils. 'Bronze is a

union of copper and tin, and claims priority

over all other alloys. It. is alluded to in the

fourth chapter of Genesis, where Tubal Cain
is described as £,an instructor of every artificer

in brass and iron." The word brass in this

connection signifies bronze, for this date was
anterior to the discovery of the composition of

copper and zinc. The Syrians and Phoenicians,

and likewise the Greeks and llomans, used
copper very largely in the erection of monu-
ments and statues. Sometimes these struc-

tures were of pure metal, but most commonly
they were made of bronze.

Copper is very malleable, and also very duc-
tile. So great is its tenacity that a copper
\vire is capable of supporting a very great
weight without breaking. Copper is exten-
sively used for the sheathing of ships, for mak-
ing boilers, kettles and cooking utensils. In

India, on the occasion of the death of a Hindoo
of rank, custom provides that every Brahmin
present at his funeral be presented with a brass
cup, and the number thus disposed of is some-
times very large.

The liability of copper to oxidation from ex-
posure to air or damp is its principal defect,

but this is in a measure overcome when al-

loyed with tin. The compound is less liable to

Tust and gather verdigris. It is also harder,
denser, and more sonorous. If the tin equals
one-sixth of the mass it is very brittle, and the
proportion must be lessened until the proper
medium is attained.

Bell-metal is made of an alloy of copper, tin

'"and zinc, and is extremely well fitted to the
purposes for which it is used. For cannon, a
lower proportion of tin is commonly used.
Some kinds of bell-metal contain, besides the
usual alloy, small quantities of antimony and
silver.

An alloy of copper and tin, when the latter
metal does not exceed one-third of the mass,
results in a very beautiful compound, of the
color of steel, very hard, and susceptible of a
brilliant polish. It is used to some extent in
the construction of mirrors. This application
of the metal is one of great antiquity, and is

mentioned by Pliny, the historian. These
mirrors are admirably adapted to the reflec-

tion of light for optical purposes; and this

combination is therefore called speculum metal.
Copper is abundant in Ureat Britain, Saxony,

Sweden, Russia, China, Chili, Prussia, Japan
and the United States. The most productive
mines in England are those in Cornwall. In
this country Lake Superior is the great copper
mining region of the Continent. The copper
mines of Sweden ate supposed to have been
worked over one thousand years. In the 17th
century the Dalecarlia mine yielded an annual
product of 8,000,000 pounds of pure metal; but
it has since greatly fallen off, and the quantity
now obtained is limited. The copper mines of
Chili are also very rich, but the best ore is ob-
tained in Japan, which coutains the richest
mines of this metal in the world. It is much
purer, and brings a higher price than any
other variety of bar or slab copper.

—

Ar
. Y.

Merc. Journal.

0®" The whole extent of the publio domain
of the United States is now about 1,000,000,-
000 acres

!

Tea Culture in the Uititeu States.

Experiments made of late years, upon a

limited scale, in South Carolina, California

and Tennessee, have demonstrated that the

climate of many parts of the United States is

well adapted to the cultivation of the Chinese
tea plant. In China it is grown between the

twentieth and fortieth degrees of north lati-

tude. It does not require a waim climate, is

very hardy, and is said to thrive better where
subject to freezing in winter, than where it is

not so exposed. The soil, it appears should be

light and well drained ; and the plant, while
it grows in some sections of China on the hill

sides, in a wild state, flourishes best with care-

ful culture on the plains, where the soil is well
drained and not too rich. One crop of leaves

usually is gathered in the spring and another
in the fall, the spring gathering being con-
sidered the best. The plants are set in hills,

very much as we plant corn, three to four feet

apart; the growth is about three feet in bight,

and an ordinary plant is productive for about
ten years, at the expiration of which time it

requires to be renewed. It requires three

years' growth before the plant attains suffi-

cient size to produce a crop worth gathering.
The chief difference between black and green

tea is caused by the mode of curing and the

age of the leaves. The leaves of green tea are

dried quickly, without being exposed after

gathering, while the leaves of black tea are

allowed to lie out exposed to the action of the

dew.
The proper time for planting, is in Novem-

ber and December; the plants are hardy and
prolific. The pickiug season begins about the

1st of April and continues until October, dur-
ing which time there is a continuous series of

'flushes," or pickings, from fifteen to twenty
days apart. The yield of a well cultivated
plantation is about one pound of prepared tea

to the plant, or four pounds of leaves in their

green state. An acre of land will sustain
about twelve hundred plants, and consequently
yield that number of pounds of tea when in

full bearing. The Chinese method of preparing
and manufacturing tea is very primitive, and
is no doubt capable of important improvements
by the aid of machinery, especially in the roll-

ing process. As to the market for this product,
the quantity of tea consumed in the world is

enormous. Great Britain alone consumes
about sixty millions of pounds, and the United
States about forty millions.

Dr. Smith, of Greenville, South Carolina, has
cultivated tea in the mountainous districts of
that State, exposed to the frosts and ice of win-
ter without injury. It is his opinion that there
is no climatic obstacle to its successful culti-

vation in the United States If the experi-
ments in tea culture now making in California
and South Carolina prove successful and re-

munerative, there will hardly be a limit to the
extent which the culture may assume on the

Pacific coast, as well as in the hilly regions of

some of our Southern States.— Economist.

BQf Fur and leather clothing is used by
about half of the inhauitable globe, for these
materials prevail in Siberia, Northern Europe,
two-thirds of North America and the southern
extremity of South America.

$2?* Postage stamps of the denomination
of seven cents have been issued by the govern-
ment. They are designed especially to pre-

pay letters to Germany, seven cents being the

rate to that country.

J8@P°° There are 3,000 acres of oyster beds
in Chesapeake bay, yielding annually 25,000,-
000 bushels of oysters In Baltimore, upward
of $10,000,000 are employed in the business
of canning oysters.

The Uses of Iron.

Iron cuts away the rawness of utter barbar-
ism in the shape of the ax which clears the

forest. It exhibits itself as the foremost vas-
sal of civilization in the plow which turns the
soil, and the scythe which cuts the crop. It

proceeds to give the town its huge water pipes,

the individual the delicate hair spring of his
watch. It then furnishes the nails, chains and
anchors, as well as composes the cannon of our
gunboats. But unquestionably the full value
of iron is not grasped till we come to the magic
word—railways. We can not, perhaps, more
forcibly illustrate this fact than by inviting
the reader's attention to the positiou of iron-

retaining Belgium. Its relation to iron bank-
rupt nations is most enviable, most fortunate.
In the first six months of this year it exported
1,057 tons of rails to Spain. Belgium happens
to have iron now Spain only used to have it.

Belgium can sell her irou across the counter
in iron-worshiping 1870. Spain, as an irou
dissemiiiutingcouiitry, flourished magnificently
only to collapse belore the dawn of this iron
at-any-price age of steam. From 1711 to 1718
the quantity of iron sent from Spain to Great
Britain averaged 1,500 tons. From 17^'J to

1735 the average was 1,770 tons. After about
1750 the exportation grew less, till in 1795 it

ceased altogether; and now iron is imported
from Belgium by Spain. Again, Belgium,
during the first half of the present twelve
months, provided Russia with 10,500 tons of
rails. History, on the other hand, tells us how
in Russia there has always been, till it would
have been most useful, a wealth of iron ore,

though in early times we find a penury of in-

foimation about them. In 1509 a treaty was
drawn up, which allowed the English the privi-

lege of smelting iron ore in return for teaching
the Russians how to work the metal, and on
condition cf their paying a half penny for

every pound they exported. Previous to his
journey in foreign lands, Peter the Great threw
his whole 8uul into iron. He himself toiled in

iron works. He then apprenticed himself to

the trade in Saxony. He obtained, as the nu-
cleus of artistic skill, a dozen workmen from
the king of Poland, in obedience to his com-
mands, in 1719 Colonel Herring traveled me-
thodically throughout Europe, with a view of
draining dry ail the sources of information
about iron. His return was the signal for set-

ting up. wire manufactories, forges for steel,

and all the thousand and one appliances of
iron. Thus Spain and Russia have had their

cakes. They can not eat their cakes and re-

tain their iron too. Belgium "comes up smi-
ling " and supplies them both at famine price.— English Ex.

Protection of Stone by Salts of Copper.—
Dr. Roberts, of Paris, recommends earnestly
the use of salts of copper, as the best preserva-
tive against the weathering of stone in a moist
climate; and endeavors to prove that the
wasting away of sandstone and granite is due
to various causes, one of the most important
of which is the development of a minute lichen
(the Lepra antiquitalia). This plant is so de-
structive that the beautiful marble sculptures

in the park, at Versailles, would be completely
destroyed by it, in the space of fifty years, un-
less precautions were taken to arrest its rava-

ges. Dr. Roberts states that the amount of

weathering away of rocks of all kinds, granite

not excepted, is much greater than the public
generally are aware of, especially when sub-

jected to the influence of a moist atmosphere.
Thus, the obelisk of Luxor, which was brought
to Paris, from Egypt, forty years ago, has be-

come completely bleached out, and full of smal\
cracks, while for the previous forty centuries
during which it stood in Egypt no change had
been produced.
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Iucrease of Large Cities.

The population of New York city in 1850

was 515,537 ; in 1800, 813,669, an iucrease of

nearly 58 per cent. ; aud in 1870, 920,341, an
increase since 1800 of nearly 14 per cent.

Philadelphia had 50^,572 in 1851), and 565,-

529 in I860, an increase of over 38 per cent.

;

and 057,159 in 1870, an iucrease since I860 of

over 10 per cent. The iucrease of Philadel-

phia has been over 2 per ceut. greater during
ihe past ten years than that of .New York.
Brooklyn increased from 96,833 in 1850 to

260,051 in 1S00, aud 390,001 in 1870, an in-

crease of over 175, and nearly 49 per cent.

respectively:

thieago increased from 29,963 in 1850 to

109,200 in 1800, and 348,709 in 1870, an in-

crease of nearly 205, aud 219 per cent, respect-

ively.

Si. Louis increased from 77,866 in 1850 to

160,773 in 1800, and 313,013 in 1870, an in-

crease of over 100 and nearly 95 per cent, re-

spectively.

Baltimore increased from 169,054 in 1850

to 212,418 in 1800, and 270,299 in 1870, an iu-

crease of nearly 20 and over 30 per cent,

respectively.

Boston increased from 136,881 in 1850 to

177,840 iu 1860, and 250,701 iu 1870, an in-

crease of nearly 30 and 41 per cent, respect-

ively.

Cincinnati increased from 115,435 in 1850
to 101,044 in loOO, and 218,900 in 1870, an in-

crease of nearly 40 aud 36 per ceut. respect-

ively.

Ban Francisco increased from 34,776 in

1850 to 50,802 in 1800, and 150,361 in 1870,

an increase of over 63 and nearly 105 per
cent.

Washington increased from 40,001 in 1850
to 01,133 in 1800, and 189,238 in 1870, an in-

crease of nearly 53 and 79 per cent.

Pitlsburg increased from 40,001 in 1850 to

49,217 in 1800, and 87,215 in 1870, an increase
of nearly 6 and 77 per cent, respectively.

J6@"° The area of the organized territories

ol tue United States, including Alaska, is

greater than all the States that have been or-

ganized as parts of the Onion. There are
about a thousand million acres of land in

these territories, as follows:

Washington ..: 44,796,160
New Mexico 77,508,640
Utah 54,065,043
Dacotuh 90.590, 128

Colorado 06,K8U IIUO

Montana 92,016,640
Anzoua 72,9110,240

Idaho 55,288,160
Wyoming 62,645,068
Indian 44,154,240
Alaska 369,529,690

A grand total of 1,036,445,919
In this vast domain there are not over halt

a million of white inhabitants. It is richer
than the acres included in the organized
Slates. We need a population of one hundred
millions, and with tliese we would hardly have
enough fur neighborhood purposes, and that
concentration in cities which such a cuuuiry
requiresfor commercial convenience, and lor

the encouragement of the arts and sciences.

fig?" During the year 1870 491 ships passer)

thruugh the Suez canal, ot which 319 were
British, 75 French, 26 Austrian, 3 Spanish, 15

'lurkish, 32 Egyptian, 9 Italian, 2 Ottoman,
2 Dutch, 2 Poriugue'ie, and 1 each Russian,
Danish, Greek, Zanzibarian and American.
No ship passed through the Canal under the

North German Aug.

Sugar vs. Cotton.—The Early County (Ga.

)

Areu<s presents the following interesting state-

ment of the comparative profits of sugar and
cotton culture: A err respondent writes the
results of an experiment in the cultivation of

cotton and sugar cane, giving the cost and
relative profits of each crop He planted six

and a half acres in cotton, and estimates the
cost of working, picking hauling and ginning,
at £47— the yield being 060 pounds of clean
cotton; which, at 15 cents a pound, amounts
to $99 90, allowing a profit of $52 90. Of cane
he planted one and a half acres, and estimates
the cost of seed, manure, planting, working,
cutting, hauling, grinding and boiling, at

§90— the yield being 12 barrels of sugar, ave-
raging 200 pounds each, 5 barrels of sirup, 136
gallons, and 4 barrels of molasses, 130 gallons;

which at 18 cents a pound for the sugar, and
75 cents a gallon for the sirup and mollases,
amounts to $031, showing a profit of $541 50.

These figures appear rather incredible, but the
correspondent certifies that they are correct.

Here we have an acre and a half of cane, yield-

ing a net profit of $488 00 more than six and
a half acres of cotton ! The correspondent, we
think, estimates his sugar and sirup too high

;

but putting them at the minimum price, we
still have a large amount over the profit of the

cotton.

The failures in the United States during
1870, it is reported, amounted to 3,551, involv-

ing liabilities of $88,242,003, against failures

during 1809 amounting to 2,799, involving lia-

bilities of $75,054,000. The failures in New
York city and Brooklyn during 1870 amounted
to 480 involving liabilities of 21,370.000. The
failures in Pennsylvania duriLg 1870 amount-
ed to 418, involving liabilities of $10,682,000,
against failures during 1809 amounting to 306,

involving liabilities of $7,844,000. The amount
of liabilities assigned to the failures in the
principal States iu the United States during
1870 amounted as follows : Ohio, failures 260,
liabilities $7,950,000; Massachusetts, failures

207, liabilities $7,598,000; Illinois, failures

214, liabilities $3,910,000; New York (except-
ing the cities of New Y'ork and Brooklyn), fail-

ures 388, liabilities $5,092,000; Michigan, fail-

ures 168, liabilities $3,227,000; California, fail-

ures 60, liabilities $2,423,100. The inferences
derived from the full table of statistics are not
considered as satisfactory, inasmuch as an in-

crease of twenty-five per cent, in failures, aa

compared with 1869, and thirty-three percent,
as compared with 1868, itis asserted, indicates

a discouraging want of success.

Zincing Iron.—A new way has been pro-

posed by lioque for coating iron with zinc
without the aid of heat. The metal is tho-

roughly cleaned by immersing it in a bath
composed of J, 000 liters of water. 250 liters of
hydro-chloric acid, 50 liters of sulphuric acid,

20 liters of glycerine, and afterwards rinsing
it in another bath of water containing 10 per
cent, of potash. It is then ready for the zinc-
ing bath, which must be prepared as follows:
Water, 1,000 liters; tin salt, 5 kilos; chloride
of zinc, 4 kilos

;
bicarbonate of potash, 8 kilos;

sulphate of alumina, 4 kilos; chloride of alu-
minum, 10 kilos. The iron is immersed in
this mixture from 3 to 12 hours, according to

the thickness of the coating it is desired to

have. The process is admirably adapted to

the galvaniziug of iron castings, hollow ware,
statuettes, aud objects that will not bear the
heat of the ordinary method. The fineness of
the deposit can be regulated by the strength of
ihe bath.

—

Journal of Appicd Chemistry.

Diversification or Industries.

Notwithstanding the low pr : ce« of mostkinds
of agricultural producs, the farmers and plant-

ers in all parts of the country are actively en-
gaged in putting in their cops, and as the

season is an early one, we have no doubt the

area to be devoted to the leading staples, will

be larger than ever before It is true that

there is considerable talk at the South about
plantiug more corn and less cotton, bit the

simple fact that no other crop will yield so

ample a money return as cotton, even at cur-

reat low prices, is sufficie t to rais** a doubt
abmt the suggestion being ac'ed upjn by the

planters to any considerable ex'eut. Iu the

West, the seeding of spring wheat and oats has

been nearly completed, aud the farmers are

preparing for corn planting. in those States

where winter wheat is grown, the plant is

generally represented as looking well aud the

promise of a good harvest was rarely betier at

this period of the season. As the country
grows in population and indnstres, more ^rain

is required lor home consumption, and it is

altogether probable that, the limit of our ex-

po- ts of breadstuff's has been reached. With a
diversification of industries in the West, bring-

ing the European laborer here '0 his subsis-

tence, iuMead of sending subsistence acioss

the Atlantic to the lar.orer, t.iis limitation of

exports is scarcely a matter for regret. Di-

versification of industries, indeed, is one of the

first necessities of the country. It will bring

into use our vast resources of water power and
coal ; it will add to the value of laud by fur-

nishing local marke 8 close at hand. This will

increase the value of all labor bv multiplying

its opportunities for exertion. It will si siain

wages by competition among employers for

laborers. It will relieve us from an important

p.rtof that exhaustive tax of transportation

which devours the substance of nations by im-

porting what they should produce, and export- .

ing what they should consume. It will add an
insant and enormous value to those vast

stores of minerals aud metals, hitherto com-
paratively worthless, and worthless because

put to no other use than to sustain the surface

of the continent, and hold the world together.

Finally, by a diversion of caoital and energy
it will put a stop to the insane fury that so

long as a fertile acre of laud ltmiins unculti-

vated now drives us to it, however remote, and
then raises the cry for railroads and ship ca-

nals, to export its life to the ends of the earth.

However great may be the natural proluctive-

nesa of a country, without variety of employ-
ments its impoverishment is certain.

IltiiB* Chinamen coat

livered, in Tennessee.
,000 a hundred, de-

How to M«ke Paper Transparent.—The
E gineering and Mining Journal says that artists,

architects, land surveyors, and all who have oc-

casion to make use of tracing paper in their

professional duties, will be glad to know that

any paper capable of the transfer of a drawing
in ordinary ink, pencil, or water colors, and
that, even a stout drawing paper, can be made
as transparent as the thin yellowish paper at

present used for tracing purposes. Tbe liqu.d

used is benzine. If the paper is dampened with
pure, fresh distilled benzine, it at once assumes
transparency, and permits of tracing being
made, and of ink or water colors being used on
its surface without any "running." The paper
resumes its opacity as soon as the benzine
evaporates, and, if the draw.ng is not then com-
pleted, the requisite portion of the paper must
be again dampened with the benzine. The
transparent calico, on which indestructible

tracings can be made, was a most valuable in-

vention, aud this new discover}' of the properties

of benzine will prove of further service to the

art profession, in allowing the use of stiff paper
where formerly only a slight tissue could be

used.
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Spot* on the Sun.

Many theories have been advanced with re-

gard to them. Ualileo thought they were
pitchy scum surmounted by clouds, thrown up
from the heated body of the sun and wafted
around on an illuminated atmosphere. Cut
his means of observation were imperfect. It

did not occur to hiin to use a colored glass.

and his observations were confiued to periods

when the sun was near the horizon or veiled

by clouds or fog. When they came to be bet-

ter observed, this theory was abandoned, as

well as many others that succeeded it. About
1773 Prof. Alexander Wilson, of Glasgow, ad-

vanced another theory, founded upon a careful

examination of the aspects of the spots; which
with some modifications from late discoveries,

obtains at the present time. His idea was that

they were conical cavities in the illuminated

surface of the sun, analogous to cyclones in

the atmosphere of the earth showing a darker
stratum of the sun at the bottom. The normal
condition of a well-developed sun-spot may be

described as consisting of a very dark center,

varying in shape, called the umbra, which is

the lower and darker stratum at the bottoui of

the vortex, surrounded by a gray marginal
disc, much larger, called the penumbra, which
is the conical or funnel-shaped cavity in the

luminous surface. Sometimes a still darker
spot is seen on the umbra, called the nucleus,

which is presumed to be the opening into a

still lower stratum. The sun rotates in twenty-

five and a half days
;
but as the. earth advances

in its orbit in the same direction, its appareut

rotation to us is 27.3 days
;
and the average

passage of a spot across the disc is about thir-

teen and a half days. As the spot first makes
its appearance on the eastern edge of the hem-
isphere, it is seen only as a long, narrow line

of the penumbra—as if one were approaching

the crater of a volcano from a level, and got

sight of the opposite side of the crater. The
next day, as it advances, a glimpse of the um-
bra is seen, as if over the edge of the nearest

side of the cane, and so on, till it approaches

the center of the disc, and gives a view into

the whole cavity, as if one were suspended in

a balloon directly over tho crater. As the

spot rotates toward the western edge these

aspects are reversed. It was from these ap-

pearances that Wilson founded his theory. We
know now that what we see of the sun, except

through these spots, and at the time of a total

eclipse, is an intensely luminous envelope,

called the photosphere, consisting of incan-

descent metallic gases, iu-which iron, copper,

sodium, and raauy other metals are held in a

gaseous condition by the intense heat. The
idea now is that these gases, becoming cooled

by contact with external space, or a cooler ex-

ternal atmosphere, are precipitated, and rush

in descending currents toward the center,

breaking away the photospheie, and exposing

lower and less luminous strata. This is con-

firmed by the spectroscope, which shows the

presence of descending currents in the penum-
bra, and by stereoscopic views, which present

the spots as funnel-shaped cavities. It was
once thought that the umbra was part of a

solid crust of the sun, if there is anything
solid there; but the spectroscope shows it to be

composed of incandescent gases, in constant

agitation, and it would doubtless appear lu-

miuous were it not in such juxtaposition with

the photosphere.

—

J. J. DixwM in the Atlantic

Monthly. •

Blarik XjOimI Pencils.

_ ' The annual product of pepper in Su-

matra is 28,(1011.000 pounds; Islands of Ma-
lacca straits, 3,000,000; peninsula of Malay,

3,733,333; Borneo, 2,fioo, 067 ; Siam, 8,000,-

0(K); Malabar, 4.(100,0110, making a total of

50,000,000 pounds.

The best black lead pencils are made from a

natural ore of plumbago, obtained from Bour-
rourdale, in Cumberland, but the more common
sort from an artificial compound of plumbago
dust and antimony. The lumps of pure plum-
bago, when scraped and freed from dirt, are of

irregular form, varying geuerally in size be

tween a waluut aud an egg. These lumps are

cut into slices by a circular saw, which is put
iu motiou by the operator turning a winch and
fly wheel with one hand, while he applies me
lump of ore with the other against a metal
face set at a proper distance from the disc of

the sun, so as to act as a gauge or stop for pro-

ducing the proper thickness iu the slice. The
saw runs vertically, and the ore is applied be-

low it, the aunkman gradually raising it

against the saw till the piece is cut off, when it

falls down, slice upon slice, on a table below,

these being of different sizes, from one to two
inches in length, and of various breadths.

Pieces of cedar are cut bj' a fine circular

sawintosquare prisms of the intended length of

the pencil, or rather into such thicknesses that

two of them together form a square, one of

them thicker than toe other, so as to admit the

groove cut to receive the lead, to be in one
piece only, this groove being ploughed out by
a proper gauge plane. The operator takes one
of the slices of plumbago brought to a straight

edge into glue, then inserts it iu the groove,

and with a sharp instrument makes a cut oti
I

each side a<oug the edge of the wood, when '

by a slight force it breaks off, leaving again a
|

straight edge. This is now dipped again in
;

glue, and inserted at the end of the last piece, I

and again cut off until the length of the

gro.ive is filled with the lead lite whole up- I

per surface is then smoothed, and the other
j

piece of wood glued on; the pencil is then
|

square and rather rough.

It is now taken to be made round, prepara-

tory to which it is passed along a circular saw,

set to an exact gauge, and cut also to a certain

length. In order to give it its cylindrical fig-

ure, it is passed through a square hole in an
iron or steel puppet of the exact size of the

pencil, and forced along by the workman. On
the other side of this puppet is the revolving

apparatus which cuts the pencil round, it cou-

sins of two gauges and a small iron plane, re-

volving around an open center. Beyond this

is a cylindrical hole iu a steel plate; as soon

therefore, as the first end of the pencil is cut

round, it is forced into this circular hole, and
before the workman has lost the means of push-

ing it forward at the end that is square, the

cylindrical eud is pushed through the circular

hole, so as to enable him to seize it with a pair

of wooden nippers, and it is thus pushed and
drawn quite through, and comes out beauti-

fully round and polished.

8@" France will have to pay 5,000,000.000

francs to Germany as a war indemnity. This,

in five-franc pieces, would weigh 35,000 000
pounds avoirdupois. To transport all this gold

by rail, supposing each car to carry 11,000

pounds, a train of 6,000 cars would be required.

When spread out on the ground, one touching

the other, these five-franc gold pieces would
reach almost around the globe. If five-franc

pieces enough to make this amount were placed

one above the other they would make a column
of gold 1,670 miles in Light. If this column,
having its base in Paris, should topple over in

the direction of Berlin, Berlin would be only

one-third of the whole distance reached by the

coin at the top of the column. A quick cashier,

abie to count 10,000 five-franc pieces in an
hour, supposing that he commenced at the age

of 30, would be nearly 70 years of age before

he finished counting it, in case heshculd count

eight hours daily for 300 days every year.

Wool iv its Passage to Velvet Carpetino.
—The material passes from the wash to tho

combing machines, which separate, the long
from the short fibres. The long are passed
through rollers, and assume a form called

"sliver " which falls into a hollow cylinder set

for its reception, while the short, fibres vanish
in a mysterious-looking box at one side of the

room. These slivers are then passed through
a drawing-frame, twenty or more of them
united and drawn out so as to equalize the
thread ; eight or ten of these threads are again
subjected to the drawing process and reduced
to one. This operation is repeated as often as

it is necessary to produce uniformity. These
long fibres form the warp of the carpels, while

the short are used for the '• woof" or 'filling."

Iu the spinning-room both staples of the wool
are placed on the ''spinuiug-j icks," which op-

erate with great rapidity. When it leaves the

"jacks'' it is in the form of coarse yarn, tightly

rolled on large spools, then wound into skeins

when it is ready for the dye house. By the

American system of •'folding" part of the yarn
skeins are subjected to a parti-colored dyeing.

Parti-colored yarns are used for w irp. Other
bundles of yarn are submerged in rolling

steaming floods of colored liquids of evevy hue.

Sulphur is used to bleach the portion intended
to represent while. Prom the dye-iooin the

yarn is conveyed to the drying-room and thenco

to the winding room The threads are here
wound on large cylinders for the printers, and
each filling of the cylinder makes but a sin-

gle (bread in the warp of a pattern. These
skeins, after being printed with one hundred
or more shades of colors, and placed in boxes

on a little railroad car are shoved into a boiler

where from four to six pounds pressure of

steam is applied. When the colors are thor-

oughly fixed, the skeins are dryed and pressed
through setting machines, when the yarn is

ready for the Bigelow loom. These have on
the end of each of the little wires used to rise

the pile of the Brussels carpet, a small knife,

which, while it weaves, cuts the pile and makes
it velvet. The fabric is next subjected to the

process of "shaving," and after that to the

rolling machine. The carpets are then rolled

marked with the number of the pattern of each
roll, number of yards etc., and are thus pre

pared for removal to the warehouse.

Locomotive vs. Horse.—Commenting on
the figures given in the Railway Review, con-

cerning the cost of locomotive operation on

the Chicago, R. I. & Pacific Railway, the Un-
derwriter says :

" It appears that the average

cost per mile is but 21 50 cents, or $21 56

cents for 100 miles. A train of 20 ears con-

taining 15(1 tons of merchandise may be drawn

for this small cost On a turnpike mad, it

would require 40 Conesto^a wagons, with 200

horses, to do the same work at two miles an

hour. So that it is fair to consider the value

of a locomotive equal to that of 200 horses,

with the advantage of doing its work in a

tenth of the time and at less than a twentieth

of the cost. The locomotive will work day

and night when continuous service is re-

quired."

Water-tight Clothing.— Balard recom-

mends the application of acetate of alumina

for the purpose of rendering clothing imper-

vious to water. The cloth is to be immersed

in a mixture of solutions of acetate of lead and
sulphate of alumina; by mutual decomposition

of the salts, acetate of alumina is produced on

the cloth, aud when the goods are dried, basic

ascetate of alumina adheres to the fibre, and

thus protects it from the action of moisture.

The process is particularly recommended for

military goods.
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— Narrow gauge railroads, on account of

their cheapness and their practicability in

place? where it would not be possible to con-
struct roads of the ordinary width, are attract-

ing much attention in some parts of the United
States. A thirty-mile road is in process of
construction front Cape Girardeau to the iron

banks in Bollinger county, Missouri, of which
one mile is finished. The cost of this mile,

laid with T rail, has been SB,5r!7 60, and the

cost of the entire thirty miles is estimated at

§218,000, allowing $16,875 for bridges, cul-

verts, &c. The road bed is feet wide on top,

following the rise and fall of the ground where
it does not exceed 70 feet to the mile, and
winding round high hills and steep grades in

curves of 200 feet radiu3, less than one-third

that required for the ordinary gauge. Rolling
stock sufficient for the requirements of such a
road—say 2 locomotives, 4 passenger cars, HO
platform cars and 10 box cars—are estimated
at £27,000 additional, making a total cost for

road and equipments of $240,000. For min-
ing and all hilly regions the narrow track

roads are peculiarly adapted, and they are
also likely to come into extensive use as feed-

ers to established lines of railway.—iV. Y. Sun.

— The railroad companies of Great Britain

during 1870 paid $1,668,585 as compensation
for injuries suffered on their roads. Of this

amount the Great Northern Railway paid
$140,ii00; the Great Western, $100,000; the

Lancashire & Yorkshire, $97 000; the Mid-
land, $124,940 ; the London & North-western,
§379,025 ;

and the Loudon, Brighton & South
Coast, $237,205.

— The freight shipped from California east

over the Pacific Railroad in March was 2,744,-

346 lbs., or 75 per cent, increase over the

February shipments Most of the freight was
shipped direct from San Francisco, including
tea, coffee, silk, wool, hides, leather, hops,
quicksilver, whaelbone, &c.

— The following figures serve to show the

magnitude of railway traffic in England and
Scotland : On sixteen of the leading lines of

road there are, 7,925 locomotives, 17,636 pas-

senger cars, 135,990 freight cars, 9,575 cattle

cars, and 63,750 coal cars.

— The railroad survey from Nevada city,

via Grass valley, to Marysville, has been com-
pleted, even to the making up of the report

by the engineer who made the survey.

— The track is now laying on the Northern
Pacific Railroad at the rate of one mile a day,

and over 3,000 men are employed in the con-
struction of the work. Cars are running two
miles beyond Brainard.

— The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railroad Company will shortly commence to

lay a second track between Toledo and Buf-

falo, and from Elkhart to Chicago, usinv steel

rail 8.

— Capitalists are now talking of building a

thousand-mile railroad across the Andes, at a

cost of $30,000, 000. It is to connect the Ar-
gentine Republic with Chili.

— There are in the world about 120,000
miles of railway, that have cost $10,000,000,-

000, and give employment to over 1,000,000
persons.

— Eleven thousand and eighty feet yet re-

main to be dug through the Iiuosac tunnel.

B®" The United States Supreme Court de-
cides that surplus earnings expended by a cor-
poration in improvements, &c, must, under the
Internal Revenue law, be returned by the in-
dividual stockholders as income, and that na-
tional banks can not make loans on pledge of
their own stock.

THE RAILROAD CAZETTE,pab"»hodln
Chicago, by A. S. KELLOGG, if a Weekly Illustrated

Journal nf 21 pa^es, as large as these of Every S.iurdarj.

Itcontains a complete record of railroad news: —the pro-

gress of new roads, elections and appointments of officers,

contracts let a^d to be let, summaries of annual reports,

illustrated descriptions of railroad improvements, articles

both original and selected on railroad operation and civil

and mechanical engineering, and discussions of the relt-

lione of railroad companies to the community.

This journal is prepared especially for stockholders,

directors, and officers of railroads, and all railroad em-

ployees. Price $4 per annum, in advance.

»fe

CDAKLEi A. DA^A, Editor.

A Newspaper oi tlie Present Times*

Intczdod for Poodle Now oa Earth*

Including Farmers, i\!echa"nc3. Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men*, Workers, Thin acrs, and ail Man-
ner of Ilonesr Foiks. and the Wivei, Eo^s, and
Daughters of all suca.

ONLY ONE D01L.LAZ2, A Y'SA'K I

ONE r£UNOHT:i> CGP2ES FOE S30,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there he a

$30 Club at evory Post Offlce.

SE3EI-WEEEXY SUN, S2 A TEAR,
of th3 same si2e and gcuerr.1 character as

THE "WEEKLY, but with a preatcr variety of

miscellaneous reading, and furnishing the n nws
to its subscribers with greater freshness, because

it coine3 twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAII/S" SUN; SO A YEAR.
A preeminently read .ble newspaper, with the

larsres' circulation m the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. AH the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE BOiLAE WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately acdress od.

Foeu* Uoilars.
Ten copies, one year, semrateiv addressed (and
au extra copy to the setter up of club).

EisrUt DoBlars.
Twenty copies, one year, separately addressed
(and an exira copy to the getter, up of club).

Fifteen DoBZai'G.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address (fiDd the
Semi- Weekly one year to getter no of club).

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
the Semi- Weekly one year to setter un 01 club),

Thirty-five DoMars,
ODe hundred conies, one vear, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter un of
club). Fifty Hollars.

One hundred coDies, one year, separately ad-
dre=sed (and the Daily ior one vear to ific getter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately RrldreVe'en'!

Eight Dollars.
Ten copies, one venr. separately addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of club).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUIt MONEY
inPost Offlre orders, checks, or draft* on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, then register
the letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sun office, .New York Cltw,

GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern PacificRailroad

RAPID PRQGRESIFOF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Paciuc Railroad, (begun

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy froiu

both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed iu Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The ar*<li

is nearly completed *6*> miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior: trains are running over ISO miles of finished road,

and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern

border of Dakota. Including its purchase of th^ St. Paul
& Pacific Road, the Northern Pacific Company now h-19

4/3 miles of completed road. and by September next tins

will be increased to at least 5G0.
A <*ooiI Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profit ib e and
perfectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds ofthe Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They b tve SO years to run, be ir Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than $ per cent, currency)

and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
road a.nd its equipments, and also, as fc»st as the Road is

completed on
2:5,000 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or

500 Acres for each $l,0t>u Bond- They are exempt from,

U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
denominations: Coupons, SiOJ to $1,0j0; Registered,
$'00 to SlUJiuO.
Ijaiitls for Bonds. Northern Pacific T-SO'a are at

all times receivable at ten pes cent, above par, in ex-
change for thf Company's Lands, at their lowest cash price.

This renders them practically interest bearing land
Warrants.
Kinking' Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to the re- purchase and cancella-

tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds fifty Million Acres. This-

immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-

cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicn is more
I'ROFITABLIl OR SAFE.
Exct&an^-ing' U- S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of the New Government 5 -per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender 01 United State* 13 percent?. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them fur

Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties, thus realizing a handsome
profit, and greatly increasing their yearly income.
Oilier Securities.— All marketable Stocks and

B nds will be received at their higheat current price in ex-

change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
charges on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven -Thir-

ties sent in return will be p-tiri by the Financial Agents-
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c., can be obtained

on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.

FOR SALE BV JAY COOKE & CO.
Philaoklfhia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

ByBANKSrtJirf BANKERS generally throughout the country.

"RECEIVER'S" SALET"

Jacob T. Marts, Receiver of 1

the Cincinnati and Macki-
naw Riilroad Company, I The State of Ohio, DarJce

p ahuilf, f County Common Pleas, No.
m.

I
3,280.

The Road Bed, &c, of said j

Railroad Company. J

By virtue of an alias order of sale made by the Court of
Common Pleas, within and for the conn'y of Darke, and
State of Ohio, at the June Term. A. L>. ISO*, of said Court,

in the above entitled case, and to me, as Receiver, appointed

by said Court, of the said Cincinnati aTnd Mackinaw Rail-

road Company, issued and directed, I will sell at public out-

cry, at the door of the Court-house, in Greenville, in sa ;d
County of Darke, on

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1871,
at the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M.. of said day, the following
described property, rights, franchises, &c., of the said Cin-
cinnati and Mackinaw Kailroad Company, situ 'te and being

in the counties of Darke. M'-rcer, md Van Wert, in said

State of Chip, to-wit: The Road Bed .nd right of way of

the said Cincinmti and Mackinaw Railroad Company for a
railroad, commencing at a point near Greenville, in Darke
County, aforesaid, and extending through the counties of
Darke, Mercer, and Van Wert to the town of Van VYert. in

said 1 ist named county, in the" State of Ohio, including the
bridges, fixtures, and culverts, railroad ties on the s^me. or

intended forthesdd road, together with the ri»ht of way
owned and held by said Company for the construction of
its said road, together With all the rights and franchises of
sdd Company for the construction of and maititainin p its

road in the said Slate of Ohio, together with all other
property real and personal, belonging to said Company, in

said State of Ohio, intended to be used in the construction
of its sai 1 mad.

Appraised at Seventeen Thousand Dollars.

Tera.s of Sale. Cash. W. A WESTON,
Receiver. Cin. &. Mack. R R. Co.

C. Calkins Attorney ; March 23, 1871. 23-3-70,5t.
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Chesapeake & Obio Railroad.

It is one of the curious things attendant

upon the history of Cincinnati and its enter-

prises, that while the city, as a corporation, is

often bold and enterprising, the great body of

citizens who have wealth (arid these are

many), business, traffic, and stores, and who

hope to increase all this, and grasp at every

opportunity to advance their individual inte-

rest, seems to be utterly indifferent or careless

tp any effort or enterprise to advance public

works for the benefit of the whole! In this

they are in striking contrast with the citizens

of not only New York, buj of Philadelphia

and Boston. The city of Cincinnati, as a

corporation, subscribed stock to the Little

Miami Railroad, the Whitewater canal, the

Eaton road, the Covington road, and recently

voted to pay out itself ten millions of dollars

for the Southern road! What have the citi-

zens done fur themselves ? How many of the

men who in Cincinnati have accumulated

great estates have ever put their hands to the

wheel of public enterprise ?

If the auditor's books were searched to see

who had risen from nothing to independence

or fortune in Cincinnati, how many of them

would be found ever to have aided in any

public work for the benefit of Cincinnati ?

We fear that record would be a mo.H shameful

one. It is perfectly true that taxes are high,

but it is also true that they are, with small

exception, not paid for any commercial or

public enterprise. They are either paid for

necessity or ornament, and much of it is

wasted on useless things. But we have come
to a time when, if the men of property, com-

merce and manufactures of Cincinnati do net

put their shoulders to the wheel, they need

not expect any farther successful advance in

business. Recently, Dr. Sabin and some mem-
bers of the Board of Trade went to work and

got a handsome sum for the Rockport road.

This was well, and so far as a roundabout

road through western Indiana and Kentucky

can do any good it will be useful. But the

good it does will be a mere trifle, compared

with what would be done with a south Atlantic

trunk line, which the Chesapeake & Ohio road

will be. We have failed, and may as well ad-

mit it, in getting a Southern road through, and

no man can safely say there ever will be one.

Cincinnati offered ten millions of dollars to

be expended in Kentucky, for her own bene-

fit, and failed. Now what can be done ? Full

one-half the advantage expected to be gained

can be gained by making the connection with

the Chesapeake & Ohio road. The connec-

tion will be direct with the south-east angle

of Virginia, and by the Danville road with

North Carolina roads, and also with the South

Carolina roads. All the south-east Atlantic

would be connected directly with Cincinnati,

and that is just the country which most needs

Cincinnati productions. Now let us look this

fact full in the face, and see what can be done

about it

:

1. The Chesapeake & Ohio is to be com-

pleted at an early day, for certain. If there

ever was any doubt about it, there is none

uow. Something more than a year ago, the

present energetic and able company began

work anew. The whole line to the Kanawha
valley was put under contract, and the grad-

ing is nearly finished. There are now about

4,000 hands employed on this work, going on

with energy. The mountain section, the hard-

est and most costly, is, we believe, put under

contract. In fine, it is certain that in a year

or two we shall have a new grand trunk line

to the Atlantic; and that line, when comple-

ted, will be a victory for Cincinnati, provided

always that Cincinnati is connected with it

by rail, and not otherwise. Shall it be? That

is the question, and now let us consider that

2. There are five lines proposed to connect

the Chesapeake & Ohio with the West (not

necessarily with Cincinnati), and only one of

these has any capital or energy in the work,

and that one, if it be successful and the others

are not, is almost fatal to the interests of Cin-

cinnati. This one is from the mouth of Big

Sandy through Lexington to Louisville. The

Chesapeake & Ohio, it is now understood, will

terminate near South Point, or the mouth of

Symmes creek. This i3 some 15 miles above

the mouth of Big Sandy, to which the road

will be extended. There has long been a

charter for a road, and part of the grading i

actually done, from Big Sandy to Lexington.

Now that work has been taken hold of ener-

getically. The Kentucky counties have sub-

scribed for it liberally, and a company of con-

tractors have engaged in the work who are

amply able to carry it on, and who have large,

experience. That work is likely to be made,

and where then will Cincinnati be ? It seema

to us, that if she fails with the Southern road,

and then fails to make a connection with the

Chesapeake & Ohio, she will fail totally in

getting the Southern trade. Half of all she

might expect of future commercial prosperity

will have utterly failed ? This is the situation

exactly ; and if anybody can see it in a better

light we shall be thankful for the informa-

tion.

3. Now, what means has Cincinnati of

making a direct (for it should be direct) con-

nection with the Chesapeake & Ohio? On
the Ohio side, there are three routes proposed

:

1st The river route, for which a charter wa3

obtained, from Ironton through Portsmouth,

Manchester, Aberdeen, Ripley and New Rich-

mond. There is scarcely a doubt that locally

this would be the most profitable route. It

would certainly take the large class of coast

passengers that now come to Cincinnati by

steamboats, and a large part of the local

freight. In one word, the road from Cincin-

nati to Ironton would be exactly like the

Hudson River Railroad. You will say, wheie

is Albany and the North ? Depend upon it,

the Chesapeake & Ohio to the Atlantic will

be fully equal to that. But we do not mean

to advocate any particular route, we only

mean to show what can be done.

The second route may be called the interior

route. This will likewise be by Portsmouth,

but will not be by the river. It will pass as

near as may be by the county towns of the

counties of Adams, Brown and Clermont.

Owing to the hilly country which will be

passed over, the road would go about 1 J miles

from Georgetown (Brown county), near West

Union (Adams county), and through Batavia

(Clermont county), by the east fork of the

Miami, to a point below Milford, and thence

into Cincinnati. This route has been sur-

veyed, and from the corporation line of Cin-

cinnati to Portsmouth is, we believe, not far

from 90 miles. This is a very direct route,

and may be made at not more than the ave-

rage cost per n ile. Now we ask, is Cincin-

nati so utterly hleless—are the counties on

the route so utterly blind to their own essen-

tial interests—that they can not make this

road? Is Cincinnati so dead to all that con-

cerns her own material interests that she can

not do her part?

We shall resume this subject in our next

number.

{SfgT" There are, in the eleven Territories of

this country, including Alaska, nearly one
thousand million acres of land, which, owing
to the sparseness of the population, may be

described as unoccupied. If the 40,000,000

who inhabit the States were diffused through

this vast land-ocean, they would be almost as

few and far between as the sails which, ac-

cording to the popular idea, "whiten every

sea."
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Vanderbilt and Ibe Erie.

Rumor has it that Vanderbilt has made so

captivating an offer to the Erie managers

that they can't very well resist its acceptance,

and that the old Commodore is therefore

likely to effect by purchase what he failed to

do a few years since by Wall street intrigue

and coercive measures.

It is well known that Vanderbilt has wanted

to control the Erie, not only because he will

fid the Central of its great competitor, but

because he thinks under his policy it can be

made to pay handsomely upon the sum it will

cost to secure it. The game would undoubt-

edly.be in the Commodore's own hands, be-

cause, if it does not pay under one tariff of

prices another could soon be made lhat would

remedy such little troubUs, and there will be

no escape for the dear public. They may
take their choice, and be bagged by Erie or

Central according to their humor, if they

choose to indulge in any such freaks.

It is said that Mr. Vanderbilt and his family

hold largely of Erie shares at low figures. If

this is so, and this long neglected stock is

brought up to the productive standard, a few

more millions will be added to their already

stupendous fortunes. At any rate, it can be

made a good stock movement for the wily

purchaser, because if he finds that Erie can

not be sustained or be made to grow up to the

profitable standard, he can under the flush the

new management would be sure to create,

drive it up high among the nineties, and at

the poise unload, and either buy in again

when the lowest effect of the reaction i^

reached, or leave it to be as it has been, the

foot-ball of Wall street gamblers.

In any event we see how Mr. Vanderbilt

and his friends will be very likely to make

money out of the movement. And if Messrs.

Gould and Fiak are to receive three millions

of dollars as a bonus to quietly get out of the

way, we can understand how they will make

a nice speculation. But what are the public

to gain by this operation ? We fear they are

the great drove of geese to be picked and

made the subject of sport for these gamesters.

We certainly have no reason to expect that

the Erie road will be as well managed for

the public comfort and convenience under

such a change as it has been since Gould and

Fisk have fairly controlled it. For say what

we will of these men, they have made the

Erie a first class thoroughfare, equipped it

most gorgeously, and done everything in t heir

power and more than was expected of them

to make the traveling public upon this road

comfortable and safe.

Indeed, this was their strong hold and

right well they knew it, and just as well have

they clung to it. The ups and downs of the

etock, the opinions of Wall street or of the

financiers of the world were nothing to them.

It was one of their favorite maxims "that

Erie dividends were all paid years in ad-

vance" And another ''that they were not

working the road for the benefit of Wall

street or Lombard street, but for themselves

and the great public.'
1 And no set of men

understood how to do this better than they.

Popular approbation, they well knew, would

give the road business, it mattered not what

its stock was worth; and business brought

money, and money, in connection with this

general approval, went far towards (if not the

entire way) controlling Legislatures, Gover-

nors, courts, juries and the press, and with

these in their favor what could they not do?

May we not ask what did they not do ? And
yet, all they did, sooner or later, was made

to work for the good of the people, and there-

fore the people looked on amazed, wondering

and yet approving. For what difference was

it to them in this war of money whether one

set had a little more or less than another.

To them it was a rich game of "dog eat dog,"

and they enjoyed the fun, and particularly

when the dog that caught the game for them

was the winner.

We fear it this sale is made all this sport

will be gone, and with it the low fares, the

prompt time, the gay palace and drawing-

room coaches, the elegant accommodations,

the modern conveniences that these gentle-

men have so admirably supplied, and that is

provoked only by sharp competition, and we

shall become the helpless victims of a mon-

strous and soulless monopoly.

Tne Great Cormorant.

For some months past the Pennsylvania

Central Railroad Company have been nego-

tiating with the New Jersey Railroads for the

control of all these interests under a lease.

So extensive an operation has caused a regu-

lar old fashioned ferment among the railroad

men, capitalists, politicians, lobbyists and

professional hangers-on of that little Com-

monwealth. Each of these classes have axes

to grind and have been working as best they

could to serve their interests regardless of

how others fared. But in spite of these petty

annoyances the negotiations have progressed

until committees appointed by the high con-

tracting parlies have held a conference at

Philadelphia, and after eleven hours debate,

so says the telegram, all the provisions of the

lease were agreed upon, and subsequently,

with a few trifling alterations, this agreement

was approved by the directors of all the New
Jersey companies, and now it needs but the

confirmation of their stockholders to pass

into full operation. Upon this point it is said

there will be no trouble, as the directors in

their confirmatory action reflected the wishes

of the leading and most influential stockhol-

ders of those roads.

We suppose that the measures must pass

through similar stages upon the Pennsylvania

Central side of the subject in order to render

it legal. But the result can not be questioned.

The managers of this great concern have

hitherto been so successful in their negotia-

tions, and stand so high in their professions,

that their wishes in this matter as well as

every other relating to their trust will be un-

hesitatingly and unanimously approved.

So far therefore as all these requirements

are concerned there is nothing in the way of

a speedy conclusion.

But at the eleventh hour a disturber ap-

pears in the shape of a strong competitor

who submitted proposals for these New Jer-

sey roads quite as favorable and safe as those

of the Pennsylvania Central, and offer in

addition thereto a bonus of a million dollars.

This is too big a sum to overlook in a trade

that covers upwards of forty millions of dol-

lars, and directly touches the interests of

seventeen out of the twenty-one counties of

the State. What it will all amount to is yet

uncertain, but it is probable that there will

arise a system of railroad diplomacy never
before equaled in this or any other country.

The event is one of the most momentous
that has shaped the history of New Jersey,

and is therefore watched with the greatest

interest, not only by the people of that State

but by those of Philadelphia and the city of

New York.

It is a little remarkable that New York
parties have not been more conspicuous in

this extensive transaction. They seem to

have been struck dumb with the boldness'and

magnitude of the operation, or else to have
considered that it would probably break
down, and then they would make a rush for

the ruins. In this they will undoubtedly be
disappointed. One or the other of these

strong parties will control these public im-

provements of New Jersey, and in either

event they will be worked to the especial in-

terest of Philadelphia. They are both enter-

prises of this city and favorites of the State

of Pennsylvania, the one being the Central,

and the other the Reading Railroad Company. v

Tbe Last Report.

THE RAILROAD MONOPOLY.—ANOTHER BIG

COMBINATION.

San Francisco, May 16 —Papers are being
drawn here to-day, securing the most exten-
sive and powerful railroad combination ever
attempted in the world.

It includes the Pennsylvania Central and
connections, from the seaboard to the Union
Pacific terminus at Ogden, Utah, and on this

side of the California Pacific, not the Central
Pacific but the Valejo opposition line, which
will be extended north to Goose lake, Oregon,
and connecting with the Oregon railroad to

Portland, possibly also to Puget sound.
Thence to Christmas lakes; thence eastward
along the south side to Snake river in South-
ern Idaho, making every connection with the

Union Pacific at or eastward of Ogden.
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This route will avoid heavy grades over the

Sierra Nevada and complete a continuous

line from the Atlantic to the Pacific indepen-

dent of the Central Pacific, and will be con-

structed immediately, all the capital having

been secured in Europe for the entire work.

No subsidies are asked, and the work will be

commenced within two months with all the

force that can be placed upon it. This is not

public here yet, but may be relied on as sub-

stantially correct.

The College II ill Railroad.

| jA short paragraph in the Commercial of the

]5th inst., intimates that the last effort to build

a railroad to College Hill was only instituted

for the purpose of enabling certain persons to

sell property; and because there was no de-

mand for real estate in that vicinity, the pre-

tended project was dropped. Though this

may have been true of the former, it can not

be said of this last movement.

The greatest difficulty to be overcome is

the petty jealousy which always exist in small

villages, and the fear that some one may make

a little money often prevents a public im-

provement being consummated; these two

causes have had the effect of temporarily de-

laying the construction of a road which would

not only have benefited the stockholders, but

all owners of property in College Hill, Mount

Pleasaut and vicinity. It can not be ques-

tioned but that, owing to the situation of Col-

lege Hill, it is the most healthful site for resi-

dences within driving distance of the city.

The prevailing winds in this portion of the

country are from the West; and as no swamps

or streams of any consequence are west of that

point, nor indeed any where in the neighbor"

hood, it is free from malarious diseases, while

mosquitos are entirely unknown in that ele-

vated region. The smell of factories, and the

nauseating stench from Si-keckerian institutes

and distilleries, never pervade and poison the

atmosphere, as is the case on the hills north

and east of the city.

The long hill, though very beautiful, has

first to be overcome, however, before this de-

lightful place is reached, and many who are

Dot fond of driving, or whose meaus will not

justify it, are compelled to find transportation

on an over-crowded omnibus, and a change to

railroad cars at Cumminsville, making com-

munication between College Hill and the city

not only disagreeable but difficult.

In these days, when the means of easy and

comfortable traveling are so readily obtained,

the omnibus is a thing to be used only in

times of the greatest necessity, and should be

dispensed with as soon as possible. A rail-

road to Mount Pleasant, passing through Col-

lege Hill, would obviate all the difficulties of

getting to those places, and make that region

of country, the mosteligible place in the vicini-

ty of Cincinnati for residences; and as God
has made it beautiful and healthful, a railroad

would make it desirable. Though the hill is

higher than any surrounding the city, still it

is not so high but that a railroad could be

built easily within the limit of the grade over

which a locomotive can ascend. With the

right of way granted for nearly the whole dis

tance, such a road could be built, and would

pay handsomely upon the investment. To

College Hill and Mount Pleasant run two lines

of competing omnibuses, and if these are sus-

tained by the present amount of travel, cer-

tainly a railroad with the additional and con-

tinually increasing travel would be a very

profitable undertaking.

From your paper we have estimates and

careful calculations of the cost of a narrow

gauge railroad, proved by practical examples

of railroads of that gauge built in different

parts of the country. From these accurate

statements, made by competent engineers, it

may be safely said that a narrow gauge road

can be built and equipped and put in running

order at a low figure, and would pay well on

the investment. Railroad.

Narrow Gange Railroads.

Editors Railroad Record.—In a late num-

ber of your paper we saw a letter dated Galli-

polis, from Mr. Langley, president of the

Gallipolis, McArthur & Columlius Railroad.

From an examination of the map, we estimate

the length of that line to be 75 miles, ''and if

heavy grades are adopted," he says, "in no

case need they exceed 70 feet per mile." * *

"Would it not be well to consider what amount

of business their road would command at the

start, and build their road to meet the de-

mand?"

This is exactly what we have been advo-

cating, but Mr. L proposes to do it by the

common gauge. He says :
" They could regu-

late" the cost of their roadbed according to

the amount of grade they gave it. If they had

to run light trains in proportion to their capa-

city over their roads they pass with high speed

over much higher grades than are usually

adopted. When if running with trains up to

the full capacity of their engines upon a nar-

row gauge, which they would undoubtedly

have to do, if they took what might be half

a load for the heavier engines upon the ordi-

nary gauge, this will in all probability make

the cost of running the narrow gauge as much

if not more than the broad gauge.

Mr. L. also takes exceptions to our estimates

of $30,000 per mile; this is $12,000 per mile

less than the average cost of the railroads

built in this State. He further says he thinks

he can build a first-class road for considerable

less than $20,000 per mile. We doubt it.

But his principal argument seems to be

against the capacity of the narrow gauge, and

we will try to make a comparison between the

capacity of the two systems. First. We will

estimate that of the ordinary gauge, using the

common engine and the ordiuary class of

cars, weight of locomotive 30 tons, weight
upon drivers 20 tons, one-sixth of which is

due for adhesion, 6,666 pounds (gravity 26£
pounds) deduct 26J x 20 plus 30, 10 tons on
trucks and 20 tons tender, x 26J plus 8 fric-

tion, leaves 5.101 pounds available for traction

at 34J pounds per ton, 5,101 ~ 34£ = 147.8

tons total load besides engine and tender.

Now the weight of an ordinary car is when
loaded 18 tons, divide 147.8 by 18, gives 8.2

car loads, or about 82 tons of freight. Let us

now see what can be done upon a 3 feet

gauge, and inasmuch as the Fairlie locomo-

tive has been so closely identified with the

celebrated Festiniog Railroad of Wales, we
will adopt it for this illustration, although

there is a 10 ton locomotive running upon a

narrow gauge railroad into this city, which is

made upon nearly the ordinary type of loco-

motives, that hauls a load of 60 tons of coal

up a grade of 105 feet perjj&ile.

A Fairlie locomotive weighing 16 tons, 1-6

for adhesion, 5,333 pounds, 26 J due to grav-

ity x 16 deducted from 5,333 leaves 4,909

available for draught, this divided by 26J, to

which is added 8 pounds per ton for friction,

gives 142 tons, total number of tons that can

be hauled, this amount divided by 6; 4 tons

load and 2 tons car weight gives 23 cars, or

92 tons of freight, or ten tons more per train

than can be hauled upon the ordinary gauge

with a 30 ton locomotive and gondola cars.

And we have a report of Mr. Spooner, super-

intendent of the Festiniog Railroad, in which

he shows that the earnings per train mile

and the percentage of working expenses were

less than those of any of the leading railroads

of England. And we are fully satisfied that,

the economical working or the capacity . f

the 3 feet gauge railroads can not be jus'lv

used in argument against them, and we will

further state that should break of bulk be

urged, we can say that we are fully satisfied

that it does not cost five cents per ton to

transfer the load from the narrow gauge to

the ordinary gauge in this city.

Respectfully,

Paul Brothers.

The accounts of the English telegraph

system for the year ending 1st April have been

made up, and the result is a revenue to the

Government of half a million pounds sterling.

Messages are now sent over all England at a

uniform rate of one shilling for ten words,

and the result of the reduction has been a

large increase in the number, which probably

exceeds ten millions annually. The system

has been adopted of renting certain wires to

newspapers during the night at a fixed rate of

£500 a year. This has worked exceedingly

well, and the newspapers making such an ar-

rangement find it much to their advantage.

fflg$~ The first knitting mill ever put up in

the United States was erected and operated

at Cohoes, N. Y., in 1832. The place has now
18 of these mills, which each turn out. an ave-

rage of about $100,000 worth of kni.ted shiits

and drawers annually.
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Blue Ridge Railroad.

Gen. J. W. Harrison, in a letter dated April

18th, 1871, furnishes some facts in relation to

the condition and progress of the work on this

important enterprise, in which the people of

Kentucky, and indeed the entire North-west,

are so deeply interested Gen. Harrison is a

gentleman of great energy and prudence, and

his heart and soul are engaged in the work.

The letter says

;

"For the last two years a competent corps

of engineers has been kept almost continually

in the field, revising the location and esti-

mates, resulting in shortening the distance be-

tween Anderson aud Knoxville at least fifteen

miles, with a proportionate saving of cost of

construction. By a change of location in

South Carolina, all the tunneling in that State

has been avoided, with a cheaper and shorter

line, leaving but one tunnel of any length on
the whole line, viz: Dick creek tunnel, near
Clayton.

The policy of the company has been to con-

fine the work to this tunnel—its completion
requiring the longest time. That work is now
so far advanced that it is no longer an obstacle

as to time, but the whole road can now be

made in eighteen to twenty months.
The unsettled state of affairs, aud the gene-

ral low prices of Southern securities, have de-

terred the company from forcing their bonds,
guaranteed by the State of South Carolina for

$4,000,000 (four million dollars), on the mar-
ket. Again, the war in Europe has prevented
an advantageous sale in that market, and the

company has thought prudent to await events
and only keep such work under way as would,
enable the contractors to finish the whole line

in the time stated above.

The assets of the company, it is believed,

if judiciously and economically administered,
will be ample to secure the ultimate comple-
tion of the road, but it will, of course, require

longer time, having to rely, perhaps upon a
Becond mortgage or aid from other quarters.

The means of the Southern people being
somewhat restricted, and the necessity for the

development of our great resources most ur-

gent, would it not be wise for the Georgia
"Railroad & Banking Company, the Augusta &
Hartwell Company, and the Macon & Knox-
ville Company to agree to connect with the
Blue Ridge Railroad—south of the mountains
—say at Anderson, Pendletm or Walhalla,
thus saving the heavy expense of the pass
through the Blue Ridge, dangeis .and losses

of short parallel lines generally devouring
each other, and at the same time secure all

the benefits of the connection, by expending
the amount saved towards the construction of

the Blue Ridge Railroad."

EST" The Australian gold fields are famous
for yielding large nuggets. In two years
there have been found in one minin" district

two nuggets, weighing 15 pounds each, one
of 17 pounds, one of 19 pounds, four of 20
pounds°each, one of 22 pounds, one of 24
pounds, one of 27 pounds, t>vn of 40 pounds
each, one of 43 pounds, one of 50 pounds, one
of 67 pounds, and now one of 93 pounds.
These statements are officially verified. .

C^° The corn crop of the United Slates for

1870 was 1.100,000,1)00 b'liBhels, a gain over
last year of more than five bushels to Ihe

acre. The hog crop is a little over 20,000,000
tons, 15 per cent, less than that of 1809.

Tbe Brio Railway.

The following sharp letter speaks for itself,

and shows that the Erie interests in this city

are in good hands. Mr. Shattuc is not only

bold but he is able, as this document proves,

to defend his trust and make all aggressors

wince. He wields a most pungent pen :

Erie Railway Company,
Passenger Department,

Cincinnati, O., May 11.

To the Editor of the Cincinnati Times and
Chronicle :

In your issue of tbe 10th insK I find the
following paragraph touching the interests

of the Erie Railway, which claims to be a
special dispatch from the Associated Press:
"An attempt was made on the night of

Sunday, April 30, to throw the Express train

No. 12, on the Erie Railroad, off the track,
near Deposit. The train was descending
Summit grade and approaching the station,

when at Seward's crossing it ran into an ob
struction. Its weight and speed, however,
overcame the resistance, and the danger was
escaped. The trackman on duty, after the
train had passed, found broken ties on the
track, and a fire on one side of the track
which had been kindled during his absence.
Two green hemlock ties had been placed on
end in a cattle-guard across the track, and
above these a- heavy oak tie had been placed
iu such a position that the front truck of the
locomotive would partially mount it, raising it

from the track. The weight of the engine
had fortunately been so great that the hem-
lock tie broke Bhort off, and the oaken ties

thus relieved shifted around, letting the
wheels drop again. The watchman at once
began removing the obstructions, when he
was assailed by a shower of stones Irom a
wood on one side of the road. He was com-
pelled to abandon his work and procure assis-

tance. Train No. 12 on this night was more
than usually heavy, it contained the Direc-
tors' car, upon which were Gould and Fisk
and several Division Superintendents who
were on their way to tbe city to assist in ar-
ranging the new time table. If the effort had
been a success it would have been attended
with great loss of life. The grade here is

fifty feet to the mile and the speed of the train
is irom forty to fifty miles an hour The
matter has not been made public before, as it

was hoped a clue to the perpetrators could be
obtained. Armed patrolmen have watched
the road from Deposit to Susquehanna since
the affair to guard against a repetition of the
attempt."

Permit me to say that it would have been
pretty difficult to have crowded more false-

hoods in the same space. As a general thing
there is some little foundation for such re-

ports, and particularly when they are sanc-
tioned by the "Associated Press," but in this
instance there are no grounds whatever for
the rumor It is worked up entirely out of
"whole cloth;" and from the minuteness with
which it is narrated, and the care that is ta-

ken to leave the impression upon the public
that, such attempts are likely to be made
again, I am convinced that it was concocted
by some malicious person or persons for the
purpose of disparaging the Erie and benefit-
ing conflict ng interests.

Upon reading the story, I at once made in-

quiry into the truth of it, and was astonished
to learn that nothing whatever was known of
it near the point where the obstructions
were said to have been placed. A further

examination proved that the Express train
No. 12 of Sunday night had, as usual, made
its regular time— that none of its officers had
reported to the home office anything about
the obstructions spoken of, or any other. The
watchman at Seward's crossing knows noth-
ing of being "pelted with a shower of stones
from a wood on one side of the road, nor
from any other place." He reports every
thing all right and as usual upou that night.
I found also that neither Messrs. Gould nor
Fisk was on that train, and that there is no
popular dissatisfaction at Deposit or therea-
bouts with theErie management, and thatthere
are no patrolmen, armed or otherwise, more
than the nsual watchmen upon the line,

"guarding the road from Deposit to Susque-
hanna to prevent a repetition of the attempt."
The whole thing is therefore a cluster of

the basest of lies, that only a most fiendishly

experienced ingenuity could ha7e invented,
and an effrontery that is reached only by Ion"
familiarity with the worst of published crimes.
Bad as is this report, I should hardly have

noticed it had it not been preceded by many
others of the same character for reliability

and in the same spirit, and doubtless from
the same parties. For months past there
have been weekly reports (and occasionally
oltener) of some accident or fears of one, or
of some local indignation that might produce
one upon this line. In nearly every instance
1 have found that either some trifling occur-
rence not even known to the passengers of
the train and never noticed upon other roads
has been magnified into a fearful catastrophe,

or there were no grounds whatever to base
them upon. There seems to be a systematic
plan of attack devised to interfere with the
well earned and merited prosperity of this

great thoroughfare. All other efforts to ren-

der this road unpopular having signally

failed, this, the lowest and meanest, because
cowardly, being under concealment, and
treacherous, striking where there is no reason
to expect a blow, is, it seems, to be persist-

ently applied, and the Associated Press and
the newspaper press of the country are to be
duped into aiding these villainous designs.

That this plan will fail, as have all others,

there can be no doubt, and if the parties, both
principals and agents, engage! in this nefarious

business are not brought, I o the punishment they

so richly deserve, it will not be the fault of
the Erie managers. Under such constant
provocations silence or indifference is no
longer a virtue, and the interests of the trav-

eling public as well as those of the company
demand the truth or falsehood of such rumors
to be established, and that justice be meted
out to the wrong doers, whosoever they may
be. When it is known that these attacks are

made maliciously by anlagcn stic interests, it

will doubtless be understood by the people as

a confession of the superiority of the Erie

over rival roads. It is this fact, 1 have no
doubt, that has prompted these assaults, as,

if the matter is looked into a little, it will ba
found that they have increased in number
and intensity as the road has increased in

popularity. All this sort of thing will avail

them nothing in the end.

A first-class road, with the cleanest and
best equipment, and the most convenient and
elegant accommodations, making good time

with the smallest per ceutum of misfortunes,

is a competitor not to be put down by false

dispatches, or materially interfered with by
the dripping venom of lying tongues.

Respectfully yours,

\V. B. SnATTUc,
General Southern Agent
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The Knickerbocker litre.

The Superintendent of the Insurance De-

partment of the State of New York has been

making an examination of the affairs of this

company, not in consequence of any charges

against it, but in accordance with a law of

the State of New York requiring it, and be-

cause he occupied an unusual amount of time

in this operation, the agents of opposing eom-

panies, and certain policy holders who had

attempted to impose upon the company and

through the efficiency of the managers were

foiled, began to drop the venom of suspicion

from their slanderous tongues, and started a

rumur that "all was not right," that "there

was something rotten," &c, and such villain-

ous hints as might be urged against the purest

man or woman or the strongest organization.

Those who know the old Knickerbocker best,

had the largest faith that the official examina-

tion it was undergoing would not only set

aside all these reports, but prove it one of the

staunchest and best managed companies in

the country.

Our readers will remember that the Record

took this position, and from week to week in-

sisted upon it.

The investigation is over, and the following

is condensed from the report issued from the

Insurance Department of the State of New
York, dated at Albany, April 29th, 1871:

The Knickerbocker was organized in 1853,

upon a capital of $100,000, and for the first

ten years its progress was slow. Since 1863,

however, its business had rapidly increased,

until, as appears by the annual statement of

the conditiou of the company, December 31st,

1869, it had outstanding 22,078 policies, in-

suring the sum of $66,398,439, with aggregate

assets of $6,680,965, and aggregate liabilities

of $5,860,701.

There were but three companies organized

under the laws of New York which reported

a larger amount of business done or more
assets. The business of the company was
done on the "note" plan, and consequently

quite a large portion of its assets consisted of

premium notes.

It had been intimated that note companies
were quite careless in regard to the accuracy

of the statement of assets, and Jfcat notes were
frequently included among the assets which
were, in fact, given for premiums upon poli-

cies not in force, and hence of no value.

The Knickerbocker being a leading note

company, it was thought best to make, at as

early a date as practicable, a thorough investi-

gation of all its affairs, with a view to settling

this aud other questions, at least so far as

that company was concerned.
The examination made has been most ex-

tensive and exhaustive. All tne notes, amount-
ing in the aggregate to over 25,000 in number,
have been separately examined, a full list

made and compared with the entries in the

books, and they have, without exception, been
found to be notes given upon policies in force.

Notwithstanding the thorough sifting to

which the assets of the company have been
subjected, howeve', I am happy to be able to

state, that thty amounted on the first day of

January, 1871, to the sum of $7,020,973 85,

while the liabilities, including reserve fund

and capital stock, amounted to $6,844,996 26'

leaving a surplus of assets over all liabilities'

of $175,977 59. This surplus, however, would

be increased to $550,662 84, by including the

amounts disallowed as above stated, which

are claimed by the company to be valid and
available assets, thus showing the company to

be entirely solvent and entitled to the confi-

dence of its policy holders and the public.

Complaints have been made against this as

well as other companies, of a want of fairness

and liberality toward policy htslders, but so

far as the facts appear, from my investigation,

I find that the Knickerbocker has honorably

and promptly met and discharged all legiti-

rrfate claims, the gross sum paid tor such
claims upon policies since its organization

amounting to $2,881,849 46, besides dividends

paid to policy holders amounting to $995,-

424 36.

In view of all the facts disclosed, I feel

warranted in saying that the company is en-

titled to public confidence.

George VV. Miller,

Superintendent Insurance Department
State of New York.

The Tnnnol Road Indispensable.

We heard a gentleman say that he thought

the city should make several inclined planes

or perpendicular lifts to enable all classes to

gpt upon the uplands, and out into the fields

and the open air. The fare to be only small,

so as to keep up the works, which should be

constructed to accommodate the multitude.

But the reply to that is, that the task will be

better done by private enterprise. The argu

ment points out the obstacle of the river,

which, although different from the hills, has

to be overcome by specific appliances, which,

of course, cost money to provide, and to keep

up. Individual and corporate capital have

addressed themselves to that undertaking, and
they are serving the public satisfactorily.

They might, no doubt, do much better, but

then if the public had intervened, the service

would be worse and the price higher than it

was at the ferries or the bridge. Other works

competing with these will have a constant

tendency to bring down prices. On the other

hand, such is the waste of public money, and
the corruption and extravagance of officers,

that we can not depend upon these means for

constructing the modes of egress from the

city to the region beyond the hills. Such
works will be quite as remunerative «s the

ferries and bridges, if not much more remu-
nerative, and we have no doubt that private

capital and skill will accomplish everything.

We see by the papers that the pioneer inclined

plane which is, no doubt, to be built, is now
in the hands of an organized company, and
it will be Nconstructed, to be soon followed oy

others.

But the tunnel railroad is the first and
greatest means of getting out of the city, and
settling vast numbers of people in homes all

over the plains and valleys, as well as the bill

sides north of Cincinnati, and upon the bran-

ches of Mill creek and the Miarais. The fare

Will be light, and for Sundays and holidays

no doubt very ample accommodation trains

will be run for light fare3, which will by far

be preferred to any other excursions from the

residents of the city. Once in the country,

and at the end of ten minutes' lime, the pas-

sengers, male and female, can spread them-

selves, over all the region round about in every

direction. Who knows but the tunnel is to

become the precursor of several others pier.

cing our amphitheater of hills in every direc-

tion. Gen. Durbin Ward has long since sug-

gested that the great streets of the city which
run north and south should not stop at the

foot of the hills, nor run obliquely up, but
should be produced on a line as straight as a
gun barrel, right through the obstacle into the

valleys beyond it—a most costly but magnifi-

cent project, which, we fear, neither this age
nor its successors are likely t> accomplish,

for the reasons which forbid all public expen-
diture but what is indispensable. And yet,

as the gentleman first quoted remarked, it is

true that for the public health, which depends
so much on ventilation and free supplies of
fresh air, these tunnels, or planes, or lifis,

which put people outside of the crowded city

into the country, are more valuable than
parks. But then in point of appearance tliey

do not co-rjpare with the latter. Things use-

ful are apt to be unsightly, and the American
public is prone to Sacrifice more to appear-
ance than to anything else. The chances
are also against their getting wiser as they
grow older.

Let us have the tunnel from Deer creek
valley as soon as it can possibly be donp.

The work is one-third advanced "into the

bowels of the land " and the completion of it

is in most competent and energetic hands.

We wish them immediate and distinguished

success. Another twelvemonth will, no doubt,

testify to the near approach of the end, if not

to the perfect work ; and then seeing will be-

come believing. Our fellowcitizpns, when
the thing has been done for them, will be
willing at all events, to patronize the finished

tunnel, and to swarm through it like prisoners

liberated out from their narrow houses into

the freedom of the common air, and the

straightening of their cramped limbs. The
whole region penetrated for a dozen miles by
this chosen enterprise, will teem with popnl i-

tion and employment. The hands of wealth,

taste and labor will bring out all the beauties

and qualities of the neighborhood, which will

more and more be the favorite abode of me-
chanics and other men of active lives, as well

as of retired and aged persons. A million

and a quarter of dollars will accomplish the

tunnel, twelve miles of double track steel rail-

road, and it will not take two years.

Baltimore and Ohio Extension.—The pre-

liminary survey of the extension of the Balti-

more and Ohio road from Pittsburg to Chicago
having been finally completed; a report has

been prepared with a careful comparison of

the most available routes and an approxi-

mate estimate of the cost. It will be submit-

ted and made public within a few days. The
line will be an air line about 460 miles long,

the grades lisht and the cost of construction

less than $20,000 a mile. The saving in in-

terest thus effected, as compared with that of

the Fort Wayne and Lake Shore roads, both

of which were exceedingly costly, will be

enormous, and greatly in favor of the Balti-

more road. Property holders alonj the

route are ready to subscribe one-half of the

necessary capital. The line will be deter-

mined within a few days, when a large force

of engineers will be put to work and the route

located. By the lime this is done, the cash

subscriptions, we are assured, will be suffi-

ciently large to float the bonds necessary to

ensure the speedy completion of this work,

which secures to Baltimore an unbroken and
independent line to Chicago, and to Chicago

a most important route to the seaboard.

—

Baltimore Gazette,
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The Public Debt Statement.

The public debt statement shows a reduc-

tion d urine April of $6,124,058; coin balance,

$1(16,468,979; currency balance, $12,796,860;

coin certificates, $20,488,500. The following

is an abstract of the principal points of the

ttatement:

Debt hearing interest in coin :

Bonds at 6 per cent $1,687,561,250 00
Bonds at 5 per cent 214,567,300 00

Principal $1,902,128,550 00
Interest 48,632,064 08

Debt bearing interest in lawful money:
Certificates of indebtedness

at 4 per cent $678,000 00
Navy pension tund at 3 p. c. 14,(100,000 00
Certificates at 3 per cent 36,345,000 00

Principal $51,023,000 00
Interest 286,166 10

Debt on which interest has ceased since

maturity :

Principal $3,069,012 26
Interest. 509,090 01

Debt bearing no interest:

Old demand and legal tender

notes $356,096,800 50
Fractional currency 40,570,997 50
Coin certificates. ..'. 20,483,500 00

Principal $417,151,298 00
Unclaimed interest 8,202 13

Total debt:

Principal $2,373,398,860 26
Interest 49,435,522 85

Total $2,422,834,383 11

Cash in the treasury:

Coin '..... $106,453,979 34
Currency. 12,796,860 63

Total $119,260,839 97

Debt less cash in the treasury:

May 1, 1871 $2,303,573,543 14
April 1,1871 2,309,697,596 27
Decrease during past month $6,124,053 13

Decrease since Mar. 1, 1871 17,135,303 78
Decrease from Mar. 1, 1869,

to Mar. 1, 1871 204,754,413 09

Bonds issued to Pacific Railway Co s :

Principal outstanding $64,618,832 00
Interest accrued not yet paid 1,292,376 64
Interest paid by U S 10,753,910 45
Interest repaid by transport-

ation of mails 2,831,186 94
Balance of interest paid by

the Unite.l States 7,922,733 51

Mechi says that, in 1852, England im-
poited $90,000,000 worth of cotton, manufae
tured it, supplied the wants of her own people,
and had $150,000,000 to export

{SaT" The spathic iron furnaces in Plymouth,
which draw from the only large mine of this

peculiar ore in the United States, make iron
do tough that a hundred sledge hammer blows
are required to break a bar of the pig, while
ordinary iron can be broken by hall a dozen.
They use this year 9,000 cords of hard wood
in charcoal, and make 6 tons of iron a day.

JJST" The navigable portion of the Missouri
river amounts in all to 3,150 miles The
channel varies from 300 to 1,500 yards, ex-
cept at low water when it is from 600 to 700
feet The river and tributaries drains 518,-
0U0 square miles.

Reasons for Adopting the Karrow Gange.

The Engineer of the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad gives the following reasons for

adopting the narrow or 3 foot gauge :

1. Because it will cost less, and the com-
pany will have a proportionately less amount
of interest to pay.

2. Because it will do all of the business

—

at, as is deemed certain, a less cost—and in

that way permit the road to carry passengers
and freight for a smaller compensation, there-
by developing the mineral country much
faster

3. Because it will permit the company to

make a uniform gauge in the mountains, with
rolling stock so light that it can be taken to
the mouth of every good mine in the moun-
tains, without a transfer of the coal or mine-
ral—which will be by far the largest traffic of
the road.

4. Because they are convinced that, they
can make passengers fully as comfortable as
the usual 4 ft. 8 in. gauge can—as the cars
on that gauge are too wide for one seat (on
each side) and too narrow for two. The
broad or 6 ft. gauge was adopted to obviate
the trouble of the narrow seats on the 4 ft. 8
in. cars; but it has been found to be a too
costly experiment. This company hope to

accomplish the object by the narrow gauge
car, with one swing or pivot chair on ea.ih

side—and increasing the number of cars in

the train, instead of carryitig ponderous cars
for a few passengers.

The company have given the question due
consideration, and are satisfied that the enter-
prising public of the Far West will prefer the
cheap transportation, with a small neat pas-
senger car, to the expensive luxury of thirty

ton cars. lis officers believe that ihey have
the best wishes of all good railway men, and
are willing to risk their reputation (and what
more can tiiey risk?) ou the narrow gauge.

G.

Regulating Railroads.

The new Constitution of Illinois requires
that laws shall be passed to regulate and limit

charges on railroads. Two bills on this sub-

ject have passed the Legislature. One of
these bills divides the railways of the State
into four classes, according to their gross an-
nual earnings to the mile. Class A, includes
all railroads earning over $10,000 to the mile;

class B, those earning between $8,000 and
$10,000; class C, those earning between $4,000
and $8,000; and class D, all earning under
$4,00U to the mile, annually. The maximum
charges per mile for passengers are regulated
as follows: For class A, 2J cents; for class

B, 3 cents ; for class C, 4 cents ; for D, 5J
cents. Various provisions are also made in

regard to details. The second bill deals with
freight. It prohibits the collection of rates

lor a short distance greater than those charged
for a longer distance; it enacts that no com-
pany shall charge more per mile for freight

over any portion of the road than is charged
for equal distances upon any other portion of
it. No company is to be allowed to increase
its rates between any two points, in conse-
quence of any decrease of other rates required
by the first section, and the charges between
any two points are never to be increased be-

yond those charged on the same section on
the corresponding day and month of the year
1870. One of these clauses, it will be seen,
touches the much vexed question of pro rata

freight, the eternal source of conflict between
railroad managers and those who live upon
the lines of their road. The law settles the
point distinctly, but adversely to the true in-

terests of the road. Freigbt ought to be
charged more per mile for a short distance
than a long one, and so loner as unregulated
competition exists, the railroads must dis-

criminate between through aud way busimB',
or lose all their through traffic. The latter

generally brings a return business. The for-

mer does not. It seems proper to put rates

down between points where there is compet-
tion, when it would be manifestly unjust to

make that rate the law for the rest of the

r iad

The Illinois experiment in legislation will

be looked upon with interest. It deserves a
fair trial, and as fast as its imperfections are
discovered, they 6'uould be abandoned. Ont
of all this some new facts bearing upon rai

-

way management will come, and some new
lessons will be learned. The subject, in all

its ramifications and possibilities, far outruis
the sagacity of those who most intelligent y
discuss it.

—

Si. Louis Jour. Com.

Suggestions forImprovement ofRailwn ys.

As usual after the occurrence of any severe

railway accident, the recent disaster on the

Hudson River Railway has showered upon us

a large number of suggestions relative to the

improvement of railways and their manage-
ment, so as to obviate such disasters in the

future. A great many of these suggestions

emanate from men who have no practical

knowledge of railroading, and so little theo-

retical knowledge as to render their sugges-

tions of no value.

There are others, however, worth conside-

ration. A Boston correspondent, referring

to the numerous accidents which have lately

o currcd in depots by passengers stepping

into or off from cars in motion, thinks rail-

road companies are morally responsible if

not legally so, for accidents of this kind
;

since such accidents, resulting from careless-

ness or imprudence of passengers, might be

prevented by a change in the construction

and arrangement of platforms in the depots.

He points out the fact that the platforms

are now placed so as to leave a space of

about two feet between them and the cars.

Persons walking along the edge of these

platforms are liable to slip and fall off under
the cars and be injured, and are sometimes
crowded off in the rush for seats in trains.

He suggests that a uniform height for

platforms i# depots should be adopted, at

least on the same road, and that perforated

shield-plates be attached to both sides of ears,

extending laterally so as to reach over and a

little beyond the edg s of the platforms, and
joining the steps ot ihe cars in a proper man-
ner. Also, that shield-plates be plai-pd be-

tween connected cars, to prevent passengers

falling between them ; ami thai also a Dm ge
with side railings should be placed between
connected cars.

He further suggests that cars should always

be coupled and uncoupled from above, in-

stead of from the side, as is usually the case,

and thinks the details of these improvement*
will offer little difficulty to engineering sKill,

and entail very little additional cost upon
railway companies.

—

Scientific American.

The deepest excavation in the Unit'd
States is a cop] er mine in Lake Superior. It

is 1,300 feet deep.
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Railways and Population.

According to the annual railway statement.

for January 1, 1871, our good old State of

Pennsylvania has at last lost her position at

the head of the list, Illinois, with her prairie

lands and cheap roads and land grants, hav-

ing managed to get ahead of us. This results

almost wholly from the enterprise of the great

main lines of railway leading from Philadel-y'

phia, New York and Baltimore, in aiding the

construction of new branches leading to St.

Louis and to the Western extensions through

Northern Missouri and Iowa. The same in

fluences seem likely to keep Illinois ahead of

us for several years to come, as the list shows

that the number of miles of road projected in

that State is 8,813, while the whole number
projected in Pennsylvania is but 6,81 0. The
history of railways in this republic, however,

shows that any superiority of any other State

over Pennsylvania in this matter can be but

temporary, as the slow but irresistible progress

made by the old Commonwealth is sure to put

ber ahead again in the long run. A glance

at the cost of the roads already built will

show the cause of our very gradual movement.

From this it appears that 5,(156 miles of com-

pleted and opened railway in Pennsylvania

cost $296,739,037, while 5,423 miles in Illi-

nois cost but $237,553,000. In fact, the cost

of railways is much greater in our State than

anywhere else in America, and in this respect

we stand at the head of the list—that is, in

the amount of actual capital expended upon

the construction of our own roads. This ari-

ses, first, from the extremely rolling, broken,

hilly and mountainous surface of the Stale,

the numerous and expensive tunnels and deep

cuts, etc. Many of our roads are shelves cut

in mountain sides, while others, in order to

find a practicaole route, are often obliged to

bridge the same stream a dozen times. In

the prairie regions of Illinois, straight lines

are the usual routes and heavy grades are

unknown. As, however, the surfaces of In-

diana and Ohio are very similar, and both

States intervene between Illinois and the sea-

board, it is odd that railways there make
nothing like the same progress. Ohio has

but 4,6S8 miles built, and Indiana but 3,277.

In the heyday of the Western railway fever,

all these States were ahead of Pennsylvania.

It is worthy of note that, at the present time,

the whole number of miles of railway built

and projected in Ohio foot up only 4,800, and

in Indiana, 4,865.

Comparing with these figures the census

returns of the population, we find thai Illinois

has bounded ahead with amazing strides,

while Ohio and Indiana have moved slowly.

In the number of people, Illinois is now
nearly abreast of Ohio, and far ahead ot In-

diana. We thus see that progress in popula-

tion is gauged by the railway movement and
it must be obvious that, if Illinois keeps on

with her railway building, she can not fail to

get ahead of Ohio in population, and give

even Pennsylvania a sharp tug. In compar-
ing our State with New York, we find that

our growth in railways far exceeds that of

our neighbor, and that our increase in popu-

lation corresponds. We find, nevertheless,

that New York has aroused herself in this

matter, and that, although she has but 3,892
miles of railway built and opened, against

our 5,056, she has altogether 5,453 miles pro-

jected, so that she is hard at work to make
up for lost time.

In Pennsylvania, there are large sections

that are uninhabitable without railways, as
the products are ponderous and transporta-

tion laborious and difficult by any other

means. And even in the old and well-settled

counties of Eastern Pennsylvania the pro-

gress of population is slow, because of the

deficiency of railways, as the people collect

near the built-up lines and neglect other

parts.

—

Exchange.

Origin of American Railroads.

Rev. Dr. Durfee, in the Biographical Annals

of Williams College, thus refers to the early

history of railroads in this country, in a notice

of Dr. Abner Phelps, of the class'of 1806. It

was during his senior year that an incident

occurred which subsequently led to the first

propositions for railroads. Mr. Phelps, in

reading an article in the "Encyclopedia,"

saw the account of the railroad used at New-

castle, England, to bring coal from the mines

and slate from the quarries in Wales. It

suggested to his mind the question, why not

transport goods in the same way on common
roads? It was often a subject of reflection

;

and his lather being a member of the Legis-

lature at Boston, he thus wrote, February 15,

1808:

"I see, by the papers, the Legislature of

the State of New York has before it a propo-

sition for a canal from the Hudson river to

the ereat lakes. If they succeed, perhaps we

may extend it through thin Slate to Boston.
" But I believe it will be found thai railways

are better adapted to the climate and business

of this country than canals. I wish you would

propose a railway from Aloany to Boston.

Make it a great State road. The counties

make roads, why not let the State make one ?

This will bring up a subject which ought to

be investigated, and people had rather talk

on such a subject than to be always discuss-

ing politics to no profit Please, sir, to think

of it ; and if you see it in the same light that

I do, you will propose it. Were 1 in the

Legislature I should not hesitate, but should

move it as the first object of atientiun."

This suggestion was not then acted upon.

Dr. Phelps resided a few years at Heading,

Mas-*., where he practiced medicine, and in

1816 moved to Bosion. In 1826 Dr. Phelps

was elected a member of the Houses of Rep-

resentatives from- Boston. Tlie Legislature

then held two sessions—one in June to organ-

ize, and one in January for business.

On the second day of the session (June 18,

1827), as appears by the journal, an order

was offered by Dr. Phelps, of Boston, which

was the first proposition ever made for a rail-

road before any legislative body in our coun-

try. An able and elaborate report was writ-

ten by Dr. Phelps and presented January 26,

1827. The report was signed by the chair-

man and George W. Adams—a son of John
Quincy Adams—and Emory Washington, since

governor of the Slate, and by a singular feli-

city, a graduate of Williams College. The
report closed with resolutions recommending
a survey. The Governor, in his annual mes-

sage, referring to ibe expected report, says:

"Their report will come recommended by the

assurance that their attention has been perse-

veringly directed to the interesting object of

their commission, and that, short of the. ex-

pense and labor of a board of scientific en-

gineers, a better source of authentic informa-

tion could not be resorted to by the govern-

ment "

In the resolves, commissioners were ap-

pointed and surveys were made for the road.

At the request of these gentlemen, Dr. Phelps

accompanied (hem as chairman of the legisla-

tive committee, and devoted the summer of

1828 to the work at his own expense, exploring

the whole route on foot and by his private

conveyance. *

Dr. Phelps always predicted, much to the

astonishment of his friends, that "the railroad

from Boston to Albany will one day be a
street, lighted, and lined with houses and
stores

"

Dr. Phelps continued to reside in Boston
until 1866, when he removed to Grantville,

near Boston, where he now lives, in the full

possession of his powers of mind and body, at

the ripe old age of nearly ninety-two years.

Vegetable randies.

In Auslria, Moldavia, the Caucasus and
near the Caspian sea, a vegetable wax of a
yellowish color, fibrous structure and light

specific gravity, ozokerite is found in large

quantities. In its natural state this substance
will melt readily, but will not burn alone on

a light being applied to it. When cut into

thin strips and wrapped around a wick it

burns readily without further preparation.

This substance has been introduced into

England by Messrs. Siemssen and Field, and
works for the conversion of the raw material

into a white semi-transparent wax ready
for the manufacture of candles have

been erected at Battersea, near the city of

London.
By means of a steam coil the crude mate-

rial is melted in tanks and run to a series of

stills holding from two to three tons each, in

which the ozokerite is distilled.

The distilled material, as it comes from the

condensers, is run into moulds and allowed

to cool. The cjkes thus formed contain an
oily substance which is removed by pressing

them between oil skins and canvass cloths in

hydraulic presses. The pressed cakes are

remelted and treated with sulphuric acid in

another set of tanks, which are steam jacke-

ted and provided with stirrers for mixing the

contents. The purified wax is drawn off into

kettles, from which it is run into moulds.

The prepared material is a hard white wax
which melts at 140°, the melting point of

paraffine beins; only 128°.

The candles made from this material are

said to be of high illuminating power, but

somewhat disagreeable to use, owing to thi

offensivesmell 'f the smoke which arises when
the candle is blown out. The use of an exting-

uisher would, however, remove this objection, or

perhaps it could be obviated by other means.
The chief of the by products is the oil pre-

viously mentioned, which is colorless, free

from odor, and gives also a brilliant flame.

Charcoal filters have been suggested in

place of the acid bath, but we are not in-

formed whether they have been practically

tested. We do not know whetner a material

like ozokerite exists in this country. It is

very possible that it does ; and in this case

the knowledge of the method of making it a

valuable article of commerce would probably

afford a basis for a large fortune to some-
body.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad—Four
thousand hands are employed along the line.

The iron will be laid on 100 miles of new
track this summer. It looks as if the road

would get through to Ohio in 1872.

8@" It has been estimated that at the present

rates of telegraphing the people of the United

States pay nearly twelve million dollars a
year.
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Quicksilver.

The following is the quicksilver produced
in 1868, 1869, and 1870:

IfiOS. 1869. 1870.

Mi'dc. Flasks. Flasks. Flasks.

New Almaden 25,600 17,000 11,000
New Idria 12 300 10,450 10,000
Redington 8,700 5,000 4,546

Sundry others 2,100 1,150 1,000

Totals 48,700 33,600 29,546

The exports to the different countries for

1870 and the three previous years were as

follows

:

To 1887. 1868. 1869. 1870.

New York 1,900 4,500 1,500 1,000

Great Britain 1,500 3,500

China 10,011 17,785 11,800 4,050

Mexico 10,042 14,120 8,060 7,088

South Ameriaa... 3,800 2,500 2,800 1,300

Australia 300 1,580 300 300
British Columbia 20 20 4 9

Other countries.. 280 501 51 41

Total flasks.. ..28,853 44,506 24,415 13,788

And our exports previously have been:

1858 21,142

1857 27,262
1856 23.740

1855 27,165

1854 20,963

1853 12,737

1852 900

186S 30,287

1865 42,469

1864 30,927

1863 26,014

1862 33.747

1861 35,905

1860 9,448

1859 2,399

The tables prefixed show the total produc-

tion from all mines on the Pacific slope to be

about 4,000 dusks less than in 1869, while the

exports have been 10,627 flasks less in 1870

than in the year preceding. The price a year

ago was 60c. against 90c. at this date. The
product of the Redington quicksilver mine for

the year 1870 has been 4,546 flasks, the com-
pany having used only one-half of their reduc-

tion capacity. It is understood that the com-
pany is under contract for all the quicksilver

they produce up to April, 1872, at $40 per

flask, and although this figure undoubtedly

affords them a handsome profit, it is not diffi-

cult to see how, in view of the great advance
in quicksilver (now selling at 90e. per pound,
or £68 85 per flask) they should prefer to pro-

duce, during the remainder of the contract,

only the half of their known capacity, choos-

ing rather to keep in their mine the rich

bodies of ore which they have recently dis-

covered, to be worked after the expiration of

their contract, when it will yield them at least

fitly per cent, more than if brought to market
now. This policy may operate rather severely

on consumers, by contributing to enhance the

price of quicksilver, but it can not be denied

that it is a very natural one for the company
to pursue under the peculiar existing circum-

stances. The local sale of quicksilver for-

consumption on this coast has been, in 1870,

30 per cent, greater than in 1869, showing a

mtewortlty increase, in spite of the largely

advanced price.

— A new style of railways will shortly come
before the public of England under the title

of the fen nier system. A single row of piles

carries a continuous girder, on which the

train runs, the carnages hanging down on

each side to within a short distance of the

ground. The carriages are so arranged that

inequality of weight on one side to the extent

of a ton will not affect the action. The small

qttanlity of land required, cheapness of con-

struction, and speed, are advantages claimed
for it.

B®" A simple method of restoring burned
steel to a workable condition consists in im-
mersing it in a preparation made by melting
three parts of pure colophony in a crucible,
and after it has become perfectly fluid, add-
ing, with continued stirring, two parts of
boiled linseed oil, care being taken to pre-
vent the mixture catching fire, of which there
is danger should the temperature be loo high.
A dark brown mass will ultimately be obtained
of the consistency of syrup, which has the
peculiarity that any piece of cast steel, how-
ever much burned, when immersed in it at a
red beat, immediately recovers it3 original
excellence; and should the operation be re-

peated several times successively, a quality of
steel is obtained of a fineness much superior
to that of its original condition. The tem-
pering is best done at a dark red heat in rain
water.

figg" Emigration to Texas has set in earn-
estly. It is reported that 119,000 persons,
with 1,664 wagons, from Tennessee and Geor-
gia, have entered that State since last Octo-
ber. It is noticeable that a large number of
freedmen are removing from the Northern
and Border States to supply the vacant places
of the white people leaving the older cotton
State.

-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESSOF THE WORK.
The buildlnp of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The grade
ia nearly completed 80*i miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Daki*ta. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& Pacific ltoad, the Northern Pacific Company now has
413 miles of completed road, and by September next this

will be increased to at least 560,
A Oo«<4 Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitib e and
perfectly Sate investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Go'd Bonds of the Northern Pacific Kaitroad Company.
They have 30 years to run, he ir Seven and Three-Tenths
per cent, gold interest (more than 8 per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the rntire
road and its Ko.utPMENTs. and also, aB fust as the Road is

completed, on
d3,<HM> Acres of X*anii to every mile of track, or

500 Acres for each $l,ui>0 Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, ©100 to $l,0,i0; Registered,
$100 to ? Hi. in hi.

Lands for Rontls. Not thern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten phu cent, above par, in ex-
change forth? Company's Lands, at their lowest cash price.

This renders them practically interest bearing land
warrants. -—

Sinking' Fun<(. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to the re-purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds b'ifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With tneir ample security and high rate of in erest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicu is more
PROI-'I TA.BLU OR SAFE.
Exc.hau^ing IT. S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender or United States 6 per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern l'acificSeven-Thirlie-», thus realizing a handsome
profit, and greatly increasing their yearly income.
Other .Securities.— All marketable Stocks and

B nds will be r-eeivedat their high*;at current price in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
charges on M<mey or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties s?nt in return will be ptid by the Financial Agents-
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c, can be obtained
on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.-—-JAY COOKE & CO.

Philadelphia, Nkw York, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

By BANKS and BANK EES generally throughout the country.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL.TIRE & MACHINE
COMPAHT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofKailroadMachinery

GEOROIE Q. LOBDELL,President

P. N. BRENNAN, Treasurer.

Wll. W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70,52

ll!)£ii|jpjgxm,
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

m §McMt^ Shm.
A Newspaper ol the Present Times.

Intended for People Now on Earth.
Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-
fessional Men, Workers, Thinkers, and at 1 Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, Boas, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOK S50,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a

S50 Clnb at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAR,
of the same size and general character as

THE WEEKLY;, bnt with a greater variety of
miscellaneous readme, and furnishing the news
to its subscribers with greater freshness, because

It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, SG A YEAH.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

largest circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mail,
60 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately addressed.
Foar Dollars.

Ten copies, one year, senarately addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter op of clao).

Eight Dollars.
Twenty copies, one year, separately addressed
(and an extra copy to the getter np of clnb).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copiPB. one year, to one address (and the
Semi-Weekly one year to getter np of clnb),

Thirty-three D ollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
the Semi-Weeklyoneyearto getter np of club).

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hnndred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Dally for one year to the getter np of
club). Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily for one year to the getter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to getter np of club).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post Office orders, checks, or drafts on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the letters containing money. Address

L TV. ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sua office, New YorK CSw,
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Navigation, even in modern limes, has by

no means been on the comparatively safe

footing that it now is. Among the evils ex-

perienced no further back than the beginning

of the 18th century, an unrealized desidera.

turn was a chronometer, which on long voya-

ges would suffer so lit' le variation that it

might be relied upon for a near approach to

the exact computation of time. At that pe-

riod, England had arisen to the maritime

ascendancy which she has had ever since,

except for a very short period during our

Revolutionary war, when it was interrupted

in the interest of the ascending fortunes of the

United States.

In the reign of Queen Anne, the British

parliament made an appropriation of £20,000,

which is $9G,800, as a reward to the man who

should make a chronometer that should not.

vary more than a certain small time (particu-

larized in the act), in a voyage to the West

Indies. The sum offered would, according to

the value of money tnen and now, amount to

nearly $200,000 in our existing currency,

which is but about 11 per cent below gold.

Of course, there was competition for this

magnificent reward—a reward worthy of a

great, enlightened and scientific nation. It

required a combination of some important

scientific knowledge with extraordinary artis-

tic sk ill to making chronometers, to obtain

this reward. But Harrison obtained it—a man

who had received nothing more than a com-

mon school education, and had long been a

maker of watches and chronometers.

Let it be here observed that the term chro-

nometer is derived from two Greek words,

chronos, time, and meter, measure, and liter-

ally, in its primitive meaning, signifies an in-

strument for measuring time; butin its usual

meaning in our lansuage, it denotes that in-

strument for measuring time which is peculi-

arly adapted to the measurement of a ship's

time in a voyage at sea. Unless becalmed,

or stopped by perilous accident, a ship at sea

moves night and day. If he has not a good

chronometer, a navigator at sea, on a long

voyage, is sometimes in extreme danger, at

night or in cloudy weather, of runuing on

rocks or shoals before be is aware of them.

By the chronometers in use before Harrison's

time, his computation of distance would neces-

sarily be crrotieons. Ofien he would think

himself many miles from land or shoal water,

at the instant be was running upon some

island or rock.

It is to Harrison, a pupil of the common

school and tbe shop, that we are indebted for

that greatly improved chronometer which

largely diminished the dangers of voyages.

He gave the first impulse to that improvement

in them by which they have now nearly reached

perfection.

The cotton manufacture, for iis present ad-

mirable machinery, is indebted almost equally

to two men, one of whom had uo other educa-

tion than a common school, and that which

he owed to the self culiuie which made it

practical. Compton was a highly educated

man, but as I am illustrating the benefits of

ihe common school, Aikwright is the person

who illustrates my position. He was a barber

by trade, but he possessed mechanical genius

in a very eminent degree. Living in one of

the cotton manufacturing districts of England,

his thoughts were directed to the invention of

a machine for spinning thread. He was very-

poor, and his wife thought that his time spent

in the effort to invent the spinning jenny was

unprofitably wasted. Suiting her action to

her thoughts, she broke bis models, made un-

der his direction by a man of great mechani-

cal skill. '' Let me alone," said he, " and you

shall ride in a coach." Having a diagram of

his demolished model, he had another con-

structed by the same ingenious mechanic

who had made the first Thus far the good

of the world and the great relief of the sex in

alter ages, this woman's righis assault failed

of its intention. After effoits, somewhat pro-

longed, Arkwright obiained a paienl. His

oaly means to carry his invention into effect

was to find a man of sufficient wealth and

sagacity to invest his money in a colton mill

for one-half of the profits fir a term of years.

Such an one he found, who invested £8,000

(about $40,00(1) in the business. The business,

of course, was greatly profitable to both of

them ; and after the term of their contract

had expired, Arkwright had the exclusive use

of bis patent. In about fourteen years from

the time he began the manufacture by the aid

of his partner's money, he died ; but such bad

neer. his profits from the commencement of

operations, that he left to his only son (who

was his only child), Richard Arkwright, two

millions of dollars. Arkwright was knighted

as soon as the success of his invention was

certainly known. His son, Richard Arkwright,

the heir of his estate, and who was more

largely engaged in the cotton mnnufaclure

than bis father had it in his power to be, died

in 1843, and was supposed to be the richest

private man then in the world. His estate

was computed to be worth $40,000,000. He
had live children, all of whom grew up and

were married.

Thus we see what additions to tbe wealth of

mankind, their safety and their comfort, have

actually been made by the awakened vigor of

intellect which common schools impart to

those who have had no other education. The

examples which I have uiven, although among

ihe most conspicuous, are but a lew out of the

many. Yet, without bringing into view any

more examples ot this efficiency for good, for

vast and momentous discoveries and inven-

tions, we may affirm, from these alone, with-

out the slightest hesitation, that they have

endowed commerce and social life wilh that

vast activity and rapidity of travel and ex>

change which distinguish the present genera-

tion, not only Irom the ancient world and the

medieval a^es, but from all the ages that pre-

ceded it. Under the mighty power with which

the common school invigorated ibe minds of

these individuals, events would fly wilh so

swift a course that seven years, tm \enrs,

twenty years, in which great overthioun and

revolutions formerly occurred, are completed

within a single year. Moreover, the ingenuity

of Harrison has enabled the mariner to plow

the ocean wilh much gieater salety lor a

hundred and fifty years past. Arkwrighi's

invention has for a hundred and two years

been piling up riches in warehouses, and aug-

menting comfort in private homes. And yet

its operaiions and effects in that century of

time are but tbe faint traces and the image

hardly visible of what it will do in the ages to

come.

But if common school education, evolving

the mighty genius which would otherwise lie

dormant among the common people, has

qualified particular men thus largely to influ-

ence beneficially the foitunes of mankind by

discoveries and inventions, what may it not

be expected to effect, what has it not done, tp

revolutionize the condition of nations, and

change the whole aspect of human affairs,

when imparted almost universally to the in-

dividuals of a nation ? Almost wilh our eyes

have we seen, assuredly wilh our ears have

we heard, the sound thereof has reached us

across the roar of ocean, what achievements
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it has accomplished in the most recent wars

of Europe. With measured step and formida-

ble stride, lo, Prussia advanced into the arena

of a war which wickedness and folly had de-

clared against her. She shook off the dust

of Jena, she remembers Magdeburg, and the

insulting and most rapacious spoliation of her

wealth and territory, remembers to avenge

them. The governments that had nourished

a system which denies common schools to the

people in general, were about to reap in defeat

aud desolation the fruits of this guilty plan.

Austria succumbed at Sadowa. Prussia, in a

single campaign, vanquished her so effectu-

ally and the other States in league with her,

that she stripped her and them of more than

eight millions of people and added them to

her own dominions. For more than fifty

years Prussia had been giving to her people

generally a good common school education.

It was a system nobly adopted and sedulously

cultivated by her government.

Four years elapse from this defeat of Aus-

tria to the commencement of the Franco-

German war. Prussian common school edu-

cation pursued the even tenor of its way,

while colleges continued their useful instruc-

tion, and the military school prepared the

young officer for the drill, the march, and the

camp; and military preparation pervaded the

policy of Prussia, who foresaw the coming

storm. France beheld Prussian aggrandize-

ment with "envy, jealousy, and cankered

spite." She looked with covetous eyes upon

the Prussian-Rhenish provinces.

What has been the result resounds through

the world. The prestige of the first Napo-

leon, and the military exploits of France in

the Crimea in 1855, aud in Italy in 1859, de-

ceived many in their calculation with respect

to her success.

The system of Louis Napoleon excluded

common schools for the generality of the peo-

ple, purposely and steadfastly. As a conse-

quence, France has been prostrated more

ignominiously than she was by the disasters

of 1814. At that date she succumbed to

banded Europe. Now she has succumbed, in

a much shorter time, to Prussia and her Ger-

man allies, comprising a population scarcely

two millions more than the French popula-

tion on that territory, which for more than

fifteen years, partly in the closing period of

the last century and partly in the beginning

of this, wagi d successful war with the great-

est powers of Europe combined. Now Prus-

sia has displaced her from the pre-eminence

she was supposed to have on the continent in

western and middle Europe. Prussia, a sec-

ond rate power even in the early part of this

century, has become decidedly the most power-

ful of the European continental nations. Her
common schools, properly organized, have

contributed immensely to this wonderful revo-

lution in her favor, and in the interests of the

hu-nan race. W. A.

Mississippi lit ver Improvement.

The Mississippi river and its tributaries

constitute the most important and valuable

natural system of commercial highways in

the world. On its bosom a greater tonnage

floats, with more and varied traffic, than can

be found on any other waters, the ocean alone

excepted. Still there are tribulations and

difficulties to be encountered and overcome,

even on the Mississippi, and the Government

has done much already to improve navigation

on the main river, as well as the tributaries.

Much is still left to be done, and will continue

to be needed 4s long as the melted snows of

the Rocky mountains Hows down the valley

to cool the waters of the gulf stream.

Nor is this all. The turbulence of the cur-

rent in flood times often changes the course

of the stream, and disastrous floods and over-

flows are the result, with an annual loss of

millions. How these are to be prevented is

a very important and interesting question.

Without professing to be an expert on this

subject, it seems to us as a natural sequence

that the true way to remedy the overflows of

the Mississippi is not alone in leveeing the

banks of the river, but in opening some other

direct outlet to the gulf, by the way of some

of the many bayous that lead from the river,

and by doing whatever may be practicable to

straighten the stream itself, whereby the fall

would be greater, the current more rapid, sedi-

mentation less, and the bottom of the stream

scoured to a greater depth. At extremely ex-

posed points the Craig batton piles of kyan-

ized timber, should be sunk, to prevent the

abrasions of the shore, the levees would then

become of a more solid and permanent cha-

racter, and the productive resources of the

country increased

The following interesting letter of Albert

Stein, Esq , of Mobile, in this connection, is

worthy of a most careful perusal:

"Captain A. A. Humphries and Lieut. H.
L. Abbot (Report upon the Physics and Hy-
draulics of the Mississippi river; upon the

protection of the alluvial region against over-

flow; and upon the deepening of the mouths
—Washington, 1867—page 19ti), say:

' The area of the alluvial land under culti-

vation below the mouth of Red river is not

less than 1,000 000 acres, which at $100 per

acre (by no means an extravagant estimate),

gives $100,000,000 for the value of the plan-

tations in that section, making a total value

of $260,000,000 for the land that will be ren-

dered perpetually cultivable by the expendi-
ture of $17,000,000.'

And this great achievement is to be accom-
plished simply by erecting levees upon the

margin of the serpentine banks of a very shift-

ing aud fluctuating river, having, in 1858, at

high water, between banks, from the Ohio
river down to the Arkansas river, a maximum
width of 7,670 feet, aud a minimum width of

2,240 feet; from the Arkansas river to Red
river, a maximum width of 7,800 feet, and u

minimum width of 2,350 feet; and bends ex-

tending laterally about ten (10) miles.

Our thesis is: That, without a proper regu-

lation of the Mississippi river, it is utterly im-

possible to make the levees permanent, and
consequently to render the alluvial land ' per-

petually cultivable.'

It is certainly absurd to assert, that the low
lands of the Mississippi river can be rendered
perpetually cultivable simply by levees, regard-

less of the consequences of the general eleva-

tion of the bed of the Mississippi by the detri-

tus, brought down from the higher regions by
the river and its tributaries, ur of the elevation

consequent upon the reflex effect of the elon-

gation of the bed of the river, by the deposits

at its mouth, which elongation is estimated in

the report at 700 feet per annum. The result

is, that the floods of the Mississippi continu-

ally increase in intensity, and the levees neces-

sarily become insufficient for the protection of

the low lauds agiinot inundation.

The Mississippi river being in its natural

state, the adjacent swamps and low lands were
filled and covered with water in time of flood

;

they formed receptacles for the accumulation
of a great quantity of water, and secured the

lower portion of the river from ihe destructive

ravages of high floods. These basins retained

the waters until they were gradually discharged

through the river, leaving in them a large por-

tion of the detritus, thus lessening the deposits

in the Mississippi.

These natural regulators of the hight of

the floods being shut off, by enclosing the river

between levees, the effect must necessarily be

a raising of the surface of the water, and, in

time of flood, to an alarming extent in the

obstructed meandering river below.

It is also important to consider the ordinary

causes of the inconstancy of the river, suah as

the sinuosities of its course, the variations of

its width and depth, and the irregularities of

its slope. In order to correct the evils result-

ins from these causes, it would be necessary:

1. To remove the prominent sinuosities which
throw the curreut successively from one bank
to the other; 2. To regulate the slope; 3. To
establish a proper cross-section in proportion

to the volume of water of the greatest floods;.

4. To adjust the direction of the discnarge of

the tributaries into the main river; 3. To cen-

tralize the current so that the greatest depth

and velocity may be in the middle of the bed

;

and, 6. To construct in the bed of the river

such artificial works as in*y be necessary to

maintain the uniformity of the section and
slope, and to prevent abrasion and scourage,

which destroy the regularity of the regimen.

Anysystem ot improvement that will effectu-

ally regulate and confine the river by means
ot levees must be based upon these principles.

But the advocates of the levee system have
generally paid no attention lo them, and have
restricted themselves to the mere construction

ot levees upon the margiu of the meandering
river as the sole protection and universal

panacea against floods. They have failed to

apply themselves to the task of giving to the

bed between the levees a particular form and
direction; in one word, they have neglected

the foundation of their work, aud unavoidably

it must come to ultimate destruction.

The regulation of the Mississippi would cost

far less than the levees, which system, as

heretofore in operation on its banks, is radi-

cally defective, and will never render the al-

luvial lands below the mouth of Red river
' perpetually cultivable.'

The total expenditures in Europe for

education, science and art is more than $100,-

00*3,000 per year.
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Our ^Northern Kailroad.

We learn from authentic sources, that ar-

rangements have been completed by which

the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway

are to furnish all the means necessary to com-

plete the Richmond road between Winchester

and this city.

This secures a continuous line from this

city to Ft. Wayne, and thence into the pine

lumber regions of the western elope of the

lower Michigan peninsu'a.

The road is to be completed in eight months,

and is to be worked by the Grand Rapids &
Indiana Company.

This finishes another of those works con-

cocted many years ago, and that has passed

through almost every conceivable misfortune,

yet, that never lost its value or importance,

and is to-day better than ever it was claimed

to be by its projectors

The next work of the sort to be completed,

is what was known as the Cincinnati & Mack-

inaw, now rebaptized under the new regime

as the Cinii(inarti!& Great Northern Railroad.

This seheWfe'r!wi'S started about the same time

as the Grand Rapids & Indiana, and very much

under the same circumstances. The similar-

ity continues by the afflictions this last named

road has also passed through. There is yet,

however, a gulf or two more for it to pass be-

fore it reaches the goal that has been attained

by its Grand Rapids neighbor. There is no

doubt, however, about its success. It is mov-

ing on with great rapidity, and with a power

that will now override all obstacles.

There are springs at work in this great

enterprise that are natural to it, and that have

long been known to those who have studied

the merits of this important work, but that

have remained sealed until recent events broke

them open. We hope, within the coming

month or two, to be able to announce the re-

vival of this old line, and with as strong back-

ing as its westerly cotemporary has been so

fortunate in securing.

Tbe Atlantic A Erie.

A telegram of the 22d said that, on that

day, ground was broken on the lake division,

Bucyrus to Toledo, of the Atlantic & Lake

Erie Railway, amid the ringing of bells, the

sounding of the steam whistles of the various

manufactories, and in the presence of an im-

mense concourse of citizens.

Speeches were made by Probate Judge R.

Lee, chairmau of the meeting, followed by

Messrs. James Clements, W, C. Lemert and

D. W. Swigart, the president of the road. 1 be

strongest assurances were given of the ability

of the company to iron and equip the road,

and the work of construction will be pushed

with vigor.

More bricks are made in Philadelphia
than any other city in the world.

Tbe Big Lease Approved.

The public interest in the lease of the New
Jersey improvements has not abated in the

least since the movement was made public.

It has undergone discussion from every con-

ceivable standpoint, and its effect, pecuniarily

and politically, has been duly considered.

The remarkable feature about this measure

thus far is, that the anti-lease sentiment has

not made much headway. As a general thing,

so vast and complicated an operation, when

publicly discussed, invokes a bitter opposition

that makes a very strong fight But in this

case, either through good management or the

merits of the proposition, the opposition may

really be said to have become weakened.

The first test of the project was had on the

19th ult., in the Juint Board of Directors of

the United Companies of New Jersey, and

was approved, and subsequently recommended

to the stockholders for their adoption.

There were twenty-five directors present,

and upon a final vote sixteen of these were

for the lease, and nine against it.

At once, the following gentlemen were se-

lected as a committee to present the lease to

the stockholders and secure their endorse'

ment of it: Samuel Welsh, R. F. Stockton,

John G. Stevens, A. L. Dennis, Cambridge

Livingston and Ashbel Welsh.

It is generally understood that the lease

will be ratified, and is regarded as a foregone

conclusion.

Personal.

Isaac B. Riley, the Engineer-in-chief of the

Newark, Somerset & Straitsville Railroad,

spent an hour with us a few days ago, and

told us all about the progress and prospects

of the work upon his road.

We were pleased to learn that this old and

valuable project has finally fallen into the

bands of enterprising and practical men, and

is now going ahead at a rate that insures its

completion within a very short itme.

Mr. Riley has brought his experience and

skill to bear upon this work, and made many

alterations in it from the original designs of

its projectors, and that not only reduces its

cost, but at the same time renders it in every

other respect more desirable.

For such a purpose no man is better quali-

fied than Col. Riley. He has been long in

the practice of bis profession, and possessing

rare natural qualifications for it, he delights

in those innovations that produce just such

results as we have mentioned.

This road is now opened from Newark, in

Licking county, to Somerset, in Perry county,

In a few months more it will be completed to

Straitsville, the locality of that marvelous

coal deposit of which we have written so

much, and of which so much more may yet

be written without exhausting the subject,

and that will give this road an enormous busi-

ness and quickly make it one of the product-

ive schemes of the State.

Peddling and Selling by Sample in Ken-
lucky.

We have had several inquiries in regard to

the legality of merchants selling goods in the

State of Kentucky by sample, or as is usually

practiced by that class of persons known as

runnel's. We have therefore been at some

pains to obtain correct information.

The following notes from Hon. John G.

Carlisle, with the copy of the law and the de-

cision of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky,

will make the matter plain :

Covington, Ky., April 28, 1871.

Hon. Tbos. Wrichtson,

Dear Sir:—Your favor is just received. See

vol. 1, page 104, chap. 842, Acts 1869-70, for

tbe law on the subject of selling by sample.

No local license would be required in Cov-

ington, and I think none in Newport.

Yours, &c„ J. G. Carlisle.

AN ACT to amend an act entitled " An act

to amend the several acts in relation to ped-
dleis," opproved March 4th, 1856.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky :

Section 1. That the act entitled "An act

to amend tbe several acts in relation to ped-

dlers,'' approved March 4th, 1856, so far as it

may apply to itinerant persons vending goods,

wares, merchandise, or other things, or offer-

ing to vend the same by sample, which are

not the products or manufacture of this State,

be, and tbe same is hereby, repealed, to the

extent that the said act shall not apply to, or

be enforced against, merchants or their agents,

residing in or out of this State, who may vend,

or offer to vend, by sample, goods, wares, mer-
chandise, or manufactures made within or

without this State, to merchants, dealers, or
other persons living within the State.

Sec. 2. That in lieu of the license required

to be obtained by the act referred to in the

first section hereof, the persons named therein

shall be required to obtain a license for the

whole State, to be renewed every twelve

months, and for which they shall pay a tax of

two hundred dollars ($200), to be a part of

the revenue proper; and the same shall be
governed and regulated by the provisions of

section four, article two, chapter eighty-three,

of the Revised Statutes, so lar as the same
are applicable, and said section to that extent,

is herebv re-enacted.

Approved March 18, 1870.

Covington, Ky., May 9, 1871.

Dear Sir:—The Court of Appeals did de-

cide last winter that selling by sample was

not peddling, but [ have not seen the decision

for a long time, and do not remember the pre-

cise language used. I suppose, however, that

if any city or town, having authority to do so

under its charter, should pass an ordinance

expressly requiring a license to sell by sam-

ple, the courts would enforce it. My recol-
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lection of the case is, that an ordinance pro-

hibiting peddling without a license was held

not to embrace sales by sample

Yours, J. G. Carlisle.

Frankfort, Ky., May 18, 1871.

Hon. T. Wrightson,

Dear Sir :— Below you will find a correct

copy of the decision of the Court of Appeals

of Kentucky, as requested by you.

Truly yours, W. P. D Bush.

Court of Appeals or Kentucky.

Commonwealth of Kentucky
vs.

Junes.

Opinion delivered January 20, 1R71. On ap-

peal from Lincoln Circuit Court

Hardin, Judge —The appellant having, in

Oct iber, 1870, as lite traveling apreiit of Charles

H Waters & Co., wholesale merchants of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, offered to vend the goods of his

principals, by sample, in the town of Stanford,

Ky., to W S. Hocker, a merchant of that

pl«ce, he was arrested, tried and fined in the

sum of $1(10 torso doirg, as for a violation of

the act of March 4ih, 1856, in relation to

peddlers (2 R S, 27ti), he not having ob
tained a license as a pedd er. as required by

that Statute. That judgment was reversed on

an appeal to the Circuit couit, and from its

judgmei t the Commonwealth Las appealed to

this court

The only material question presented for
' decision is whether the provisions of the act

of March 18, 1870 (Session Acts, vol 1, p.

104). repealing the act of 1856, as to "mer-
chants or their agents residing in or out of

this Slate, who may vend or offer to vend by

sample, goods, waies, merchandise or manu-
factures, made within or without this Slate, to

merchants, dealers or other persons living

within this Slate," exempted the appellee

. from lianility to the fine imposed by the infe-

rior court.

Auuougb the second section of the act im-

posed a tax in lieu of the license fees require!

by the act of 1856, we are of the opinion that

the effect of the entire statute is to exempt
permanent merchants and their agents, such

as the appellant and his principals appear to

have been, from responsib'l ty under the act

of 1856, leaving it, only in force as to iiinerai t

peddlers in the usual or popular meaning ol

that term, as contradistinguished from per-

mament or localized merchants, and that the

Circuit court properly so adjudged
Wherefore the judgment is affirmed.

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.—The report

Bhows the earnings of the canal company for

the month of March to be fill, 000, and the

total expenditures for the month to be Slti,-

000. The amount appropriated and paid by

the canal company since August, lr>7o, to

this date has been for overdue coupons on
the repair bond debt, $116,560; one-half

principal and accrued interest on same since

July 1, 1869, $110,850; making a total of

$227,410. The prospect of retiring the whole

of the repair bonded debt during the present

season is now very good. Alter this the

overdue coupons of the preferred bonds are

the next payments in priority, in accordance
with tie decision of the Court of Appeals
An order was adopted to remove the general

office to Frederick.

Book Notices.

Messrs. Geo. E. Stevens & Co., of 39 West

Fourth St., successors to the old publishing

house of Geo. S. Blanchard & Co., placed

upon our table a clean and well printed cheap

copy of Wilkie Collins' best work, " Basil, or

The Crossed Path, a Story of Modern Life."

Mr. Collins is so capital a story teller, and

so ingenious a plotter, and withal so favora-

bly known to the readirg public of England

and America, that he is accorded about the

highest place among living English novelists,

and his name is sufficient to insure a general

reading of anything he may give to the

public.

No one who has read either of his former

works, will forego long the rich enjoyment to

be found in " Basil, or The Crossed Path."

Here the story is full of that mysterious and

complicated plotting for which Mr. Collins is

more famous than any other writer of fiction
;

and it is as well sustained, and a3 full of

thrilling interest, deep passion, and real pa-

ihos, as his popular "Dead Secret," or "Wo-

man in White." The style is pure and sim-

ple, yet grand. It flows as easily yet as

powerfully as a great river, and its strong

words and finished sentences lead one along

to most magnificent climaxes.

There is no misunderstanding what this

popular writer means— no confusion in his

ideas, and no verbal muddling in his expres-

sions He tells his story so naturally, and in

every respect so well, that to commence it is

to secure its complete reading—having read

it you are sure to remember it—the best pos-

sible evidence of its power.

' We predict for this work a demand equal to

anything this gentleman has ever written, and

we shall not be surprised if it should prove

his most popular, as it is his best book.

The Westminster Review for April: The

Leonard Scott Publishing Co., N. Y. The

welcome face of this substantial quarterly

greeted us on Thursday last. It is a good

number, containing articles upon the follow-

ing subjects: Aristophanes; The American

Republic, its Strength and Weakness ;
Thomas

Hood; Battles in the Church; Public School

Teaching ; France, the Jesuits, and the Tient-

sin Massacre; Ste. Beuve; Army Organiza-

tion ; and the usual recognition of contempo-

rary literature under the heads of its several

departments.

The paper on "The American Republic, its

Strength and Weakness," will doubtless be

read by our thinking men with great interest

And although there is nothing new in it3

statement of facts to the intelligent American,

there are conclusions reached, and hints and

suggestions thrown out, that we shull do well

at least to consider.

Our strength as a nation we have never

doubted, indeed it has been a subject of na

tiona! boasting; but the weakness of the

republic we have heard only from other coun-

tries, or during'one of our great political feuds,

when each party was struggling for the ascend-

ency, and each warning the conntry of the

absolute ruin the success of the other would

surely bring about.

Since our late war, we claim respect for onr

military strength and skill, and the removal

of the great causes of that internal element

that threatened so long the conflict that finally

came, has given our people faith that all other

weaknesses are trifling, and like this grea*

one that was overcome, will be converted into

strength.

This is a most hopeful view of the situation,

we confess, yet it is one generally entertained,

and is such an appeal to our patriotism, that

it is well enough probably to indulge it.

The article upon Thomas Hood will be

found a most readable and gratifying paper.

Without being excessively eulogistic, it never-

theless was written by an ardent admirer of

that strange yet great man
(I fi,pd lets the light

into his daily living, wher^^.,-^ are to be

better seen and more accurately judged than

from what the world merely knows of them.

We have always liked the "poet of tb \

poor," but now that we know more of him,

his trials, his afflictions, and in the midst of

these, his true manhood, his never failing

sympathy with human suffering and distress,

his uncompromising cheerfulness, to say noth.

ing of his acknowledged ability, and inex-

haustible wit, our liking is converted into ad-

miration akin to love.

All the oth<;r articles are of the first order,

and worthy of a most careful reading.

Tlie Beckel Douse, Dayton.

It is very rarely that we notice in our col-

umns the hotels at which we happen to stop,

but in this case we must make an exception,

because this house, by reason of its spacious

apartments, cleanliness, elegant furniture,

splendid table, gentlemanly clerks and prince

of proprietors, rises so far above many of the

most pretentious of first class hotels, that what

we say of it is not puffery, but a recognition

of real metit, and a notice to the traveling

public that whilst "The Beckel " claims to be

a first-class hotel, it is not, like many others,

only so in price, but in every appoiutment and

particular, even to the fullest satisfaction of

the most exacting of travelers.

This is not our testimony alone, but that of

every one, we believe, who has stopped there

since Mr. Reibold became its proprietor, and

so it will be of all those who may stop there

hereafter, if the same good qualities are sus-

tained, which is sure to be the case whilst the

present landlord commands. We wish him

tie highest success.
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Our Railroad Accommodations Locally.

The Railroad Record is making a steady
effort to keep alive the scheme for getting out

of the eastern part of the city through the

old projected tunnel. Its labors are com-
mendable and arguments from every stand-

point are forcible, yet they seem to produce
but little impression, at least on those persons
and corporations who are in position to be
most benefited by the undertaking or best

able to carry it forward. That our East and
West roads have made a mistake in their

neglect of the advantages to be afforded by
that entrance to the city can not, we believe,

in view of all the points involved in the mat-
ter, be doubted ; especially has this seemed
to be the case with the Baltimore and Cincin-

nati— nee Marietta line—extension. But the

Pennsylvania road has also missed its oppor-
tunity there; and now that the Dayton Short
Line has become allied with the Baltimore
and Cincinnati line for the use of its depots
and tracks, there only remains the provision

for the accommodation of the Chesapeake
and Ohio road extension to make probable
the application of the Deer Creek valley to

the uses for which nature has so especially

well adapted it.

There is a prominent reason why this is to

be regretted that does not relate alone to the
accommodation of any one road, and that is,

we fail to establish that thorough environment
of the city with roads that will best effect

their exchanges one with another. There
will, at no remote day in the future, be a
necessity for having a Union Stock Yard,
accessible to every road centering here, not
only for the transfer of stock from one road
to another, but convenient for the local busi-

ness ot the ciiy, so that we shall be able
to dispense entirely with the driving of stock
about or through the city. There will be— in-

deed, there is now—a demand for easier and
less expensive handling of the articles of our
commerce and manufactures, and to this end
it will be necessary to afford opportunities

for the receipt and delivery of freights right

at the doors of our stores, factories and ware-
houses. There must, consequently, be a rail-

road policy or local management that shall

make these things possible, and for its ac-
complishment the opportunity of getting out
of the eastern side of our city into Mill Creek
vulley becomes a necessity for the best ac-
commodation of great industrial and com-
mercial growth.

There has been talk of the establishment of
a Union Stock Yard in Mill Creek valley,

somewhere near the Harrison road. This
Wuuld answer only partially the end in view,
and could only be a temporary provision,
since in a little while the land would become
too valuable for such uses, and the growth of
the city about it would make its removal
necessary on saniiary grounds. It is well
not to be short-sighted about these matters,
and to lake such steps in arrangements for
our future commerce as will not have to be
receded from. And even thuugh the eastern
part of the ciiy should be paralyzed by the
absence of a desirable outlet, it will be well
to consider how best to combine the other
advantnges we have lor accommodating the
commerce of our ciiy.

In this connection, it may be well to advert
to the fact that ihe extending and increasing
facilities that aie being afforded for seat er-
ing the population ol the city on to the neigh-
boring hills, makes more possible the exten-
sion ot every needed convenience in the way
of easy and cheap local transportation to the

materials of our commerce, and there should
no more be beard stupid objections to the
iransit of cars through our business streets

and avenues wherever our merchants and
manufacturers may require them for conve-
nience in receiving and shipping their prop-

erty.

Let it be hoped that a timely movement
may be made to facilitate an easy exchange
of the traffic of r ur rai roads and promote the

economical handling of the materials of com-
merce.

Much of what is said in regard to the ac-

commodation of our commerce will apply as

well to passenger transportation, tui I he former
is of the greater consequence.— Commercial.

An Interesting Coal History —The year
1820 marked the beginning of anthracite coal

mining in this country. The population of

the single county of Schuylkill and ihe tons
mined were as follows at the beginning of

each decade since 1820:
Years. Population. Tons minPd.
1-20 lt,3<9 r65
1830 SO ~W 89.9X4
18411 29.0S1 452,2!! I

1850 63.SII5 1,7 l-J.l 07
I860 '11.173 3,27(1 510
1:70 133,010 4,478,%!)

The population and production of the same
period, in the entire 170 square miles of an-
thracite coal lands, were as follows :

Tears. Population. Tons mined.
1-20 20,!U'U Mi)
18:lii 4-

J
-.li00 174 434

1840 70.111 864. 384
185U t:ill.090 3,358,690
I860 '.20.(00 P>13»48
1870 :i2„.uuo 15,723,03.1

The amount of anlbracite coal yet in the
earth is as follows, the area and the thick-
ness of the veins being accurately known :

Square Depth of
miles, coal, yards. Tons.

Central coat fields 126 15 5.854.yiil.0n

Southern coal fields 146 25 1 I.3IIH,S42.(IH0

Northern coal helds 198 15 9,179,872,"H0

Total 470 ... 26,343,6:5 Out)
Deduct one-ualf n aste in
mining ... 13,171.83",500

Which leaves of marketable coal, 13,171,-
837,500 tons, or a deposit equal 10 an annual
supply of 20,000,000 tons for tiOO years.

Within a circle of 100 miles, of which
Pittsburg in the western extremity is the cen-
ter, there is enough bituminous coal in the
earth to pay off the national debts of all the
governments in the world many times over.
And it has been estimated from geological
surveys, that this coal would pay our national
debt h'lty-four limes if its stupendous value
could be realized at once
Far down in the mines (in some instances

as much as 1,500 feet below the levei of the
rivers,) we have, in the small anthracite re-

gion, more than 400 miles of railroad not in-

cluded in the aggregate of railways in the
State. These subtenanean railways would,
if formed into one continuous line, reach
from Boston to Washington, or they would
form a double track from Philadelphia to
New York and back again. These facts are
all the more remarkable, jis the production of
grain and gold was $6,00*0,000 less in 1870
than in 18b9.

A firm in England is now making
leather belting by sewing the band along its

entire length with a pliable metallic wire.
This operation is said to increase the strength,
durability and adhesion of the belts, without
lessening the required flexibility, it is said
however, that the method is only serviceable
when applied to leather of the best quality.

Springfield «t Cincinnati Railroad.

THE CONTRACTS MADE FOR BUILDING THE ROAD
—PURCHASE OF PROPERTY IN THE CITY.

The directors of the Springfield & Cincin-
nati Railroad (Dayton Short Line,) yesterday
awarded the contracts for constructing the
road between this ciiy and Dayton, or rather
between Spring Grove and Dnjton, for it must
be remembered the new road is to use the

track of the Baltimore & Cincinnati Railroad
through the Millcreek valley.

The contract for the earthwork on the first

division lying between Spring Grove and Mid-
dletown, a distance of twenty-four miles, was
awarded t> Snell, Denton & Co.; masonry to

Bates & B.ites.

In the second division—Middletown to

Daiton—twent) -four miles, the contract for

ihe earthwork was awarded to Win. B. Chain-
berliin. of Hannibal, Missouri

; masonry to

James Hamilton & Bro, of Piqua, Ohio.

The work of bricklaying falls to the lot of
Wm. B. Chamberlain.
The contracts for constructing the bridges

have nor been made, the bids being so nearly
alike that it has been difficult to reach a con-
clusion. The track will be laid wuh steel

rails from the Cleveland rolling nulls.

Work is to be commenced within fifteen

days, and the road is to be ready for the
rails by the first of February, and to be com-
pleted for the cars on the first day of April

next.

The terms of the contract, though not made
public, are satisfactory, the work having been
contracted at as low a rate as is consistent

with speedy and substantial construction.

As additional news, it may be stited that

of late extensive purchases of real estate in

the city have been made by the new company,
amounting in the aggregate to $38-1,500.

The lands bounded by Fifth and Front and
Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette railway

track, with the exception of that part occu-
pied by Ross, Peltibone & Co., have been
purchased fur a lumber depot, making 175
leet front on Fifth street. On the south side

of Third street, between Wood and Mill

streets and extending to the Indianapolis,

Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad track, the
larger part of the property has been secured

;

also the greater part of the real estate lying

between the track and Front street and Wood
and Ramsey streets is to be used for freight

houses, &c.

The passenger depot will be the present
Plum street depot, which will be occupied
jointly by the Indianapolis, Cincinnati &
Lafayetie, Marietta & Cincinnati and the

Springfield &. Cincinnati Railroad Companies.
It will thus be seen that the new enterprise

has blossomed into substantial fruit, and that

the good citizens along the line of the proposed
road, many of whom have been inclined to

look with incredulity on the proposition to

build a short line road, will soon have dem-
onstraiions that will be quite conclusive .as

to the intention of the parties who have the

management of the enterprise.

According to the latest reports from
the isthmus of Darien, a new route for the

canal has been discovered. It is only 22
miles long, and the deepest cutting will not be
over 150 feet, perhaps not over 75 or 100.

B£g° The San Francisco Bulletin estimates

the value of the yearly fruit crop of California

at $5,000,000.
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Baltimore and Ohio Bailroad.

MONTHLY MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
— ELECTION OF A SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT

—

BALTIMORE, PITTSBURG AND CHICAGO ROAD, ETC.

The regular monthly meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road Company took place yesterday at the

office cf the company, Camden Station, J. W.
Garrett, President, in the chair.

Alter the transaction of the usual business,

the Piesident made the following remarks to

the Board ;

Gentlemen: The rapid increase of busi-

ness, the necessity for taking charge of addi-

tional branches, and the expansion of the

connections of the Baltimore and Onio Com-
pany lor some years past, have made the du-

ties of the general officers exceedingly oner-

ous. The Vice-President (Mr. King) has

labored wilh great energy, ability and effect-

iveness as the assistaut of the President, but

the constant enlargement of the sphere of

operations of the company causes, with the

greatest diligence and thoroughness, the ne-

cessity tor more aid.

In addition to the other palpable causes,

the recent completion ot the highly important

Pntsburg, Wellington and Baltimore road

and the pressure for rapid movements to en-

sure the early construction ot the Baltimore.

Pittbourg and Chicago road, the great line

from Pittsburg through Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois to Chicago, imperatively require the

appointment of an additional Vice-President.

Luder these circumstances the President was
gratified to be abie to state that Mr. William

Keyser had assented to accept such a position.

Although Mr. Keyser was quite a young man,
being but thirty-live years of age, he had al-

ready achieved a reputation for superior

business qualifications, for diligence, for

integrity and appreciation of the interests of

the public, which made it needless tor the

chair to express its judgment as to the

value nt the services which he would be able

to render to the company and the community
in the proposed position.

Great enthusiasm existed throughout the

Noi lb-west to secure in the interests of those

vast regions the advantages of the Pittsburg,

Baltimore and Chicago line—as a grand com-
peting route against the high charges and
greater distances to New York—to Baltimore,

their natural and most economical poit on

the Atlantic. Under the organization pro-

posed, immediate and effective steps would

be taken to decide upon the route, and secure

the early construction of the road.

The cliiet engineer of the Pittsburg, Wash-
ington arid Baltimore road (B. H. Latrobe,

Esq.,) had recently submitted a report in re-

gard to the various lines that had been pro-

posed in the interests of the several sections

which are pressing for the selection of their

respective routes. This report is highly fa-

vorable as 10 the low cost and large advanta-

ges ot several ot the proposed lines.

As it will be the policy of the Baltimore

and Ohio Company to make a large cash

subscription to the stock of this road, and as

it has been indicated that the remainder of

the capital required could be promptly se-

cured, the enterprise promised not only great

advantages to the terminal cities and the

intermediate and adjacent cities and territo-

ries, but the most remunerative financial

results, especially in view of the very limited

cost ot the line when compared with the roads

with which it would be brought into competi-

tion. It is therefore eminently judicious, in

every aspect of the enterprise, that arrange-
ments should be perfected to secure the great
fruitions which will flow from the early com-
pletion of the work.

At the close of the President's remarks Mr.
John Hopkins offered a resolution that the
office of second Vice-President of the Balti-

more and Ohio Company should be created,
which was adopted. Mr. Hopkins then nomi-
nated Mr. Wm. Keyser to fill that office. This
motion was seconded by Mr Wm. W. Taylor,
who expressed, from his intimate knowledge
of Mr. K for many years, his confidence in

his abilities, and his satisfaction that his ser-

vices could be procured by the company. The
nomination was then acted upon, and Mr.
Keyser was elected by the unanimous vote of
the Board.

—

Bait. Sun.

J®"ffe learn from the Nashville Union
and American of the 7th inst. that the em-
p oyees of the Alabama and Chattanooga
Railroad, who were so rich only a few weeks
ago that they felt justified in presenting t"

J. C. Stanton a seven thousand dollar silver

service set, a few days ago struck for non-
payment of back dues ; that one of these em-
ployees for demanding his pay was beaten
and bruised by Mr. Stanton and his son

;

that on account of these difficulties Mr
Sianton was arrested; that the creditors

of the road have filed a petition forcing it

into bankruptcy; that Mr. Crutchfield, an en-

dorser of Mr. Stanton, will lose ninety thou-

sand dollars by his confidence in the "great
developer;" and that the Pennsylvania Cen-
tral Railroad has leased the Alabama and
Chattanooga to take effect from the loth inst.

Other rumors in connection with that road,

not mure encouraging than these find credit

with intelligent men. The readers of the

Argus will not he surprised at anything that

may "turn up" in that quarter.

[This is just as we expected. Indeed, we

learned over six weeks ago, when in New
York, lhat the denouement would take place

in less than sixty days

—

Ed Record]

Hon. James A. McKenzie.—It will be re-

membered that this gentleman was the leader

in the Legislature in the interests of the op-

position to the Cincinnati Southern Railroad.

He was chairman of the railroad committee,

and fought hard in the interests of the Louis-

ville & Nashville Railroad. On bis return

home he became a candidate for the State

Senate, but was badly beaten by Col. L. A.

Syperl—McKenzie receiving only 15 votes to

64 for Sypert in the nominating convention.

In the race for the Lower House, McKenzie
only received 9 votes out of I'd—H. C. Cooper
receiving the nomination. Time makes all

things even-

—

Commonwealth.

Chambers' Journal gives this illustra-

tion of the power ot India rubber to deaden
sound :

" We once visited a factory where
some forty or filty.coppersmiths were at work

in a shop above our heads ; but what was re-

markable, scarcely a sound of their hammer-
ing could be heard. On going up-stairs we
saw the explanation. Each leg of every

bench rested on a cushion made of India

rubber cuttings. This completely deadened
the sound."

8SF* There are in the State of New York
133 savings banks, with assets amounting to

$220,000,000.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Bailroad.

The response of the West to the prospect

of this road connecting the Ohio with the At-

lantic, has induced the Chesapeake and Ohio
Directors to put forth every effort for the

early completion of the extension. There are

now six thousand men at work on a length of
two hundred miles of road ; which, we pre-

sume, is a specimen of activity in building

unequaled in the history of railroad construc-

tion in the United States, and indicates the

eagerness of the managers to avail themselves
of the advantages awaiting the completion of
the road. We learn that iron has been for-

warded to both ends of the extension and that

track-laying will be begun immediately. On
some parts of the line cutting and tunneling

has to be done, and at those points progress

is limited by the possibilities of engineering;

but there appears to be no doubt that, in a
few months, this great trunk connection be-

tween the West and the Atlantic will be opeo
through its whole length.

The completion of this road may be expec-

ted to create a quick development of the coal

and iron resources of West Virginia. It has

long been known that the coal deposits of

that section were amongst the largest in the

world, being thrice the extent of those of

England ; but so long as there was no rail-

road to convey the coal cheaply to market,

this immense source of wealth remained un-

touched. The same remark is applicable to

the iron deposits. We are not 6urpri-ed,

therefore, to learn that practical miners from
Pennsylvania and Maryland are making ac-

tive inquiry respecting mineral lands on the

line of the road in anticipation of its early

completion Great credit is due to the Capi-

talists conducting this enterprise for the

energy wilh which they are pressing the

much needed work to a quick consummation.
—New York Bulletin.

Railways in Texas.—The energy with

which railways are now being constructed in

the South-west is strikingly exemplified in

the success which thus far has attended the

building and extension of the road now
known as the Houston and Texas Central.

Th's corporation upon the completion of

their lioe will own and operate 465 miles of

road.

There are two divisions, known as the nor-

thern and western. The northern is being

constructed from the city of Houston south-

ward to Preston, on the Red river, a distance

of 350 miles, of which 170 miles, to Groes-

beck, are now built and equipped, and upon

which the company are running daily trains.

The western division is to extend from

Austin, the capital, to Hempstead, a distance

ot 115 miles, and of this section 60 miles is

completed and running. The company have

thus 230 miies in actual operation, leaving

235 miles yet to be construcied.

The earnings of the road in 1868 were

above $1,000,000 in gold, the company then

operating 141 miles. In 1870, operating 166

miles, the earnings, also in gold, exceeded

$4,500,000; and thus far in the present year

the earnings are considerably in excess of

those of previous years. The. Houston and

Texas Central are endowed wilh an almost

royal grant of land, which is also mortgaged

to the botrd holders to the extent of $6,400

per mile; and as the company issue their

bonds at but $20,000 to the mile, they can not

but be regarded as an absolutely safe trust,

and are issued only upon road thoroughly

built, equipped and in active operation.
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A Cheap Railroad for Light Traffic.

Oar ordinary railroads are far too costly

for our farming country, and what is needed

is something of a railway far less expensive

in construction and management—something

which shall combine the carrying capacity of

the railroad with the cheapness of the common
country road. Can this capacity and econo-

my be combined? Can the farming country

have a system of railway which it can practi-

cally control and operate for its own advan-

tage?
Will not a single-rail tramway, laid and

used as described, meet this requirement,

especially fur the farming country of Illinois,

Indiana and Ohio?
The single-rail tramway is no untried no-

Telty ; it has been successfully operated with

animal and steam power. In August, 1868, a

single-rail line was constructed by M J. Lar-

manjat, and according to the Annales Indus-

trielles, a 3 ton engine drew over it two
wagons up a long gradient of 1 in 14 and
round curves of 16 feet 5 inches radius. Seve-

ral lines have since been constructed in Por-

tugal, and recent accounts speak of their

satisfactory introduction in the thinly popu-

lated portions of India. In India they are

operated by animal power on gradients of 1

in 40.

To meet the requirements of our farming
country, I would propuBe the following single-

rail tramway, which is substantially the Lar-

marjat system adapted to our wants and re-

quirements.

The bed of an ordinary country road is

taken, and on this road-bed are laid—as on a

railroad—cross-lies, say 4 feet long, 5x7 in-

ches, at the distance of 2 feet 6 inches apart

from center to center, and upon these cross-

ties a single rail of U pattern is laid, of the

weight, say, of 25 lbs. to the running yard

If the country road-bed be firm, this will con-

stitute all of the permanent way. If not firm,

the portion of the country road traversed by
the side wheels must be made firm. To ac-

complish this, various materials would be

used. If wood were abundant, longitudinal

sleepers would be put down; these timbers to

be regulated by the traffic of the road and the

tractive power employed. Limestone would
be used, or any of the slates or sandstones,

refuse and cinders from furnaces, and waste

from coal mines, shells and gravel, or any
material which would give a firm bearing to

the outside wheels.

The carriages or wagons have four wheels,

similar to the ordinary car or farm wagon,
and in addition have two grooved wheels,

which rest and run on and along the single

rail described. These wheels are so adjusted

by springs that the chief weight of the wagon
is upon the central rail, without removing the

outside wheels from the roadway, as the out-

side wheels serve to steady the car or wagon.
The engines employed have the same wheels

M the cars or wagons—the driving wheels

resting on the ordinary road-bed, and with

them the central rail serves principally as a

guide rail. Increased adhesion is gained for

the engine, and tractive resistance is lessened

in the car or wagon. Larmanjat uses two
engines. One class, weighing 10 tons, is

capable of drawing a load of 50 tons up an
incline of 1 in 60, at a speed of 6 miles per

hour; the second class, of 5 tons, capable of

drawing a load of 35 tons up an incline of 1

in 60 at a speed of 11) or 11 miles per hour,

or, by changing the speed, of hauling the

same load up a gradient of 1 iu 20.

These results seem perfectly satisfactory,

and meet fully the requirements of our farm-
ing country.

As an estimate of the cost of one mile of

line of single-rail tramway, laid as described,

I would submit the following:

25 lb. rail, with cross-ties, spikes, joint fas

tenings, track-laying, sidings, and ballast for

rail, with country road-bed sufficiently firm

for the outside wheels, $2,800.

When road-bed is not sufficiently firm, and
stone, cinders, gravel or other material are

employed, say $3,300.

When roadbed is not sufficiently firm and
timber is employed, say $3,61(0.

These estimates would necessarily vary in

different sections.

The rolling stock for the Larmanjat system
is admirably adapted for the service. As an
improvement upon the system, and as an
economy required by our farming interest, I

would propose that the " box car " and " gon-

dola " be substituted by the farm wagon, so

that every farmer would have and own Lis

own rolling stock. This is the fruitful source

of expense and delay in the present system.

Every farmer has a good broad-wheeled

farm wagon, and under the single-rail system

this farm wagon may be made to serve the

part of rolling stock. By this system every

farmer would have a branch line running
into his barn, and with his own line and
switch, rolling stock and tractive power, he

would be independent of the delays and
changes incident to our costly system of rail-

roads W. N. Bulling,

Engineer Bait. & Ohio R. R
— Cor. R R. Gazette.

English Iaw—Prevention of Seir-Rlsks.

The English have a very sensible statute

which we think might well be enacted in this

country. In that country a man must not

jump on or off a train while it is in motion
;

if he does, he is hauled before a magistrate

and fined. The penalties are not merely
nominal, they are actually inflicted-?

.

In this country, among other inalienable

rights Americans exult in, is that of risking

one's own life and limb at pleasure. He may
scramble on or leap off a train under furious

headway, or make the most fearful jumps
after a departing boat, or off one of our
moving bridges, for instance, and it is no-

body's matter but his own, unless he happens
to be injured, in which ease he rushes for a
lawyer to Bee whether he can make a railway

or other company respond in damages for his

bruises. But it never occurs to him that he
hasn't a complete and unalterable right to

risk being reduced to mince meat under the

cruel motors of the iron horse, or to anchor
himself in the filth of Chicago river. With-

out stopping now to discuss this point—which,

however, upon the broad ground of public

policy alone we deny most emphatically—we
learn from the English journals that the law
punishing the rashness of passengers has a
most excellent effsct. Saltatory Englishmen
pause before they risk, not only physical

consequences, but a possible detention iu a
lockup over night and a vexatious interview

with a magistrate next morning. The few

seconds of time saved may be more than
compensated by detention in durance vile, to

say nothing of the fine—which may be a
heavy one.

While we do not believe in the policy of
" governing too much," and would interpose

the fewest possible restrictions upou the free

movement^ of passpngprs on railways etc , we
are of opinion that some restriction and pun-
ishment of the reckless temerity of hurrying,

res'less, impatient Americans who so often

pxpose themselves in the way alluded to,

would be a salutary measure. The English

system may be objectionable, theoretically, to

the high-pressure notions of Young America,
hut we believe an ounce of legal prevenlion

would be wpII worth more than the proverbial

"pound of cure" in such cases.— Chicago
Review.

Narrow Gauge Railroads —Several nar-

row gauge railroads are projected in Penn-
sylvania. A company has been chartered
to build a road of thirty inch gauge from
Philadelphia, to connect with the Penn-
sylvania Central in Chester county, passing

through Upper Darby, Hereford, Maple, New-
town and Paoli. In a wpek or two work will

be begun on another narrow gauge road from
Bell's Mills Station on the Pennsylvania Cen-
tral, in Blair county, across the Allegheny
mountains through Bell's Gap, a distance of
twelve miles, which will afford an outlet for

the coal, lumber and iron ol an important
mountain district. Some of the gradients

on this line will be over one hundred feet to

the mile. The Lancaster and Reading Nar-
row Gauge Railroad Company has been in-

corporated, WHh the right to build a road with

a gauge not exceeding four feet, from the

city of Lancaster to the city of Reading ; also

to construct branches. There is also a move-
ment on foot to build a narrow gauge road
from Media to Chester, in Delaware county.

Change of Management —At a recent

meeting held in this city of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Cincinnati & Indianapolis June
lion Railroad, Lewis Worthingion, for some
years past President of the line, tendered his

resignation, which was accepted, and James
A. Frazer elected to the position. James H.
Sheldon, who for several years occupied the

position of General Superintendent, the pa-

trons of the line will be glad to learn, has
been re-elected to that important position,

vice E. L. Wentz, resigned.

Friction matches were introduced into

Boston about the year 1836. In those times

there were thirteen matches on a card and
eight cards in a bunch, while now there are

but twelve on a card, the number of cards

composing a bunch being the same. In 1842

one firm in Boston manufactured daily about

one hundred gross, which was then considered

a very extensive business. Now this same
firm are turning out on an average one thou-

sand gross, or 14,400,000 matches daily, which
requires a yearly consumption of 10,000 cords

of sapling pine wood to make them, and the

use of 600 to 800 barrels of brimstone, as well

as from 40 to 50 tons of paper for putting

them up preparatory for the market. They
are also put up extensively in boxes for the

Southern tiade and expoit. Originally the

old lucifer match was used, which was ignited

by drawing it through sand paper; but they

soon went out of use with the introduction of

friction, and what was once considered to be

chances about the household has now become
a necessity.

B®" The total number of hogs packed in

Cincinnati this season, as reported in the

Price Current, is 498,000, against 317,000

last year.
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—It is proposed to lay down a cast-iron
tube for railway purposes between England
and France. The tube would be commenced
at one side of the channel, and laid at the
bottom of the sea, being built up inside a
horizontal cylinder or bell, to be constantly
pushed forward as the building of the tube
proceeded. The line selected for the tube to

be thus submerged is close to Diver on the
English side of the Channel, and would ex-
tend to Cape Grisnez on the French coast,

the distance between the two points being
twenty-two miles, and the average depth of
WHter one hundred and ten feet. According
t> this plan, the tube would be made large
enough for the passage of railway carriages

of ordinary construction, whilst the traffic

could be worked oy pneumatic pressure, thus

securing a constant supply of pure air, and
at the same time precluding the possibility of

a collision. It is estimated that a slow train

will be able to accomplish the distance in one
hour and six minutes, but an express train in

fortv-six minutes. Five thousand passengers
and ten thousand tons of goods could be con-
veyed through the tube daily.

—The export* of rails from Belgium in

1870 amounted to 122,926 tons, against 136,-

186 tins in 1869, showing a decline last year
of 13,261) tons. A falling off of about 15,200
tons occurred last year in the exports of Bel-

gian rails to Russia. The exports to Italy

also declined 9,000 tons; those to Turkey,
12,000 tons; those to England, 2,000 tons,

and those lo the Low Countries, 800 tons.

On the other hand, the exports to the Zollve-

rein increased nearly 20,000 tons last year;
those to France also increased 2,400 tons;

those to Sweden and Norway, 1,000 tons

;

those t) Spain, 3,700 tons, and those to Egypt,

1,000 tons last year.

—The Iowa Narrow-Gauge Railway Com-
pany, incnrporaied on the 21st alt., has its

office in Marshalltown, an organized capital

of $2,000,000, and purpose to construct these

roads from Marshalltown ; one north-west to

Webster city, 60 miles; one south-west to

Des Moines, 55 miles, and one south-west to

Waterloo, 50 miles.

— The magnificent double decked railroad

bridge of the Circular Railwav, where it

crosses the Seine a mile below the Champs
de Mars, has been knocked to pieces by the

tremendous marine gun batteries of the Ver-
sailles government on the slopes of Montre-
tout, firing at the rate of 80 shots a minute.

—A narrow-gauge railway is projected

from Memphis to Jackson, with fair prospects

of early construction. The Appeal says the

Iuka gravel turnpike costs §12,000 per mile,

and that the narrow gauge railroad will cost

less and will pay twenty-five per cent, profit

on its cost.

— The Alsatian railways pass into the

hands of the Gei man empire, in consideration

of the reduction of the sum total of the war
indemnity, by an amount equal to $65 000,-

000. The acquisition of the Thionville-Lux-

erabourg line is also provided for in the new
treaty of Frankfort, by which Germany re-

ceives immediately $900,000,000 of French

bonds, payable within a year, endorsed by

French and German bankers, and convertible

into consols or storks wt the option of the Ger-

man party. $100,000,000 of the bonds have

been taken by Rothschild and Erlanger in

France, and Hahn in Germany. The forts

east and north of Paris are to be at ouce

evacuated by the German troops, Belfort,
Longwy and Nancy held as hostages, and all

French prisoners in Germany sent home by
rail.

The product of ingot copper in the
Lake Superior district, from 1845 to 1870 in-
clusive, has been 113,386 tons, valued at $63 -

357,240 The product of 1870 was 12,946
tons, valued at $5,696,240, the largest of any
previous year, though half the quantity in

1864 brought $6,110,000. The total amount
of pig iron produced in the Lake Superior
region from 1K58 to 1870 inclusive, was 239,-

160 tons, valued at $27,799,809, of which
47,848 tons, valued at $5,339,804, was the
product of 1870.

Bfig- The gold deposits at the United States
Mint for the month of March were $325,542 61,
and the silver deposits and purchases $303,-
234 51—making a total of $628,877 12. The
gold coinage was $550,245, of the several
sizes, besides $20,458 06 in fine bars. The
silver coinage, mostly in dollars and half dol-

lars, was $146,549. The nickel coinage, three
and five cent pieces, was $7,400, and of bronze
one and two cent pieces $14,400. The whole
number of pieces coined during the month
was $1,665,245, of the value of $743,645 72,
including the gold and silver fine bars.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS~bF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Raiiroad, (begun

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extr-miiies of the line. Several Lhuusnnd men are
employed in Minnesnta and on the Pacific coast. The tirade
ia nearly completed US 1

* miles westward from LHke Supe-
rior: trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
aud track Uying is rupidlv progressing toward the eastern
border of Da&uti. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
&P.icifl: R-iad, the Northern Pacific Cotmany now h-ts

dl3 lulled of completed roan, and by September next this
will be increased to at least 500.
A Uo*nl Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Vri'fitab e and
perfectly Sate investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Go'd Bunds of the Northern Pacini: Railroad Company.
They h ive .'Jf> years tn run, be-ir Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than H per cent currency)
and are secured by first aud only moitijage on the kntlre
koao and its equipments, and also, as fast as tuc Road is

couph'ted on
24.000 Acres of Laml to every mile of track, or

500 Acres for each $ I,Onu Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, $L0J to $1 0.0; Registered,
$100 to $HUMI0.
Lauds for Bonds. Noi them Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten per cent above par. in ex*

c 'range for the Company's L tnds, at their lowest cash price.

This renders them practically interest bearing land
Warrants,
Sinking- Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortg-ge Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Itoad exceeds Fifty Million Acre<. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prio-

cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With t'leir ample security and hiah rate of in erest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicn is more
PROI-'ITABLH. or SaFK.
Exchanging; IT. S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of the New G 'vernment 5 ]ier cent Loan will compel
the e*rl.v surrender ot United State" percems. Many
hoid-rs ff Five Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern PaetficSfven -Thirties thus realizing ahaudsome
profit, and gre-ily increasing their yearly income.

Other Keen nliCM.— All marketable Stocks and
B nds will be received at their higheal currentpi ice in ex-

change tor Northern Pac-tic Seven-Thirties. Exprkbs
ctiAhORB on M-ney or B mds received, and on Seven-Thir-

ties 8**nt in .return will be p. id by the Financial Agents.

Full information, nnps, pamphlets, &c, can be obtained

ou application at any agency. r>r Trow the undendgned.

-o^Bv jay COOKE & CO.
Philadi-lphia, New Yohk, Washington,

Financial Agr fits, Northern Pacific Itailroad Co.

By BASKS avtd BANKERSfflicriiHy throughout (he ambry.
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WILMINGTON, DEL.
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GEORGE G. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BKENNAN, Treasurer.

WM.W. LOBDELL. Secretory

12-6-70,52

JStttt
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

A Newspaper oi the Present Times*

Intended for People Now on Earth*

Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, "Workers, Thinkers, and a:i Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, Sois, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR I

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOB. S30,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be &
$50 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAR,
of the same size anl general character as

THE WEEKLY, bat with a preatcr variety oX
miscellaneous readme, and. furnishing the n?ws
to its snoscribers with greater freshness, because

It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SEN, $G A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with ths

largest circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. Ail tbe news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy; by mail,
£0 cents a mouth, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately aCdress-d.
Four Dollars*

Ten copies, one year, Benaratelv addressed (and
au extra copy to the getter up of clnp).

Eight Dollars*
Twenty copies, one year, separately addressed
(aad an extra copy to the jietter np of clnb).

Fifteen Dollars*
Fifty copi°R. one year, to one a '1 dress caod the
Semi-w eekly one year to tretter n p of clnb).

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
the Semi-Weeklyoneyearrocetter un 01 ciuft).

Thirty- five Dollars.
One hnndred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter n*> of
club). Fifty Dollars.

One hundred conies, one year, separately ad-
dre=eed (and tbe Daily lor one year to f he setter
np of clnb), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately nffdrefctft.

Eight Dollars.
Ten conies, one veer, eeparatelv addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of cl'ib).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUtt MONEY
to Post Office order?, checks, or draft* on Nrw
York, wherever convenient. If not. tnen register
the letters containing money. Address

I. W, ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sun office, New York CS*».
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Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

In our number of the IPth inst , we spoke

of the necessity of connecting Cincinnati with

the Chesapeake & Ohio roai. At the present

time it is net evident that the Southern road

(as planned and inlended in this city) will be

made. We hope for the besl; and it may be

that Kentucky, or the National Government,

will at lust permit Cincinnati to construct a

national highway south. In the meantime,

however, we ought to make something certain.

We ought to have some highway to the south-

ern Atlantic. Here we may say, thai it is

much more impoitant to have a direct rail-

road to the south-eastern Atlantic than it is to

have one to the south-west or the gulf; for, to

the south-west we have the Mississippi river

and its tributaries, but to the southern Atlan-

tic we have nothing. If we make a great

trunk line to the south-west, we shall do well,

for in that vast country everything is progress-

ing with great rapidity, and we need all the

railroads we can get ; but it is our own field

now. It is not a new field, which we might

conquer. The last is what Cincinnati needs.

She needs new fields and markets for her

manufactures. This she can get on the south-

ern Atlantic, but will not get till there is a

direct railroad there. From the capes of

Delaware to the Savannah river, the whole

country on the Atlantic is supplied with manu-

factures from New York and Boston. This is

done partly by interior railroads, but far more

by the coastwise trade, through small vessels

and cheap carriage. Even flour, pork, cheese,

&c, which come from the west, are carried to

the southern Atlantic towns in that way. But

there are many anicles of manufacture, espe-

cinlly those of wood and iron, which can be

and are made cheaper in Cincinnati than in

any eastern towns. There, with the immedi-

ate and great export of provisions, would at

once create an immense traffic with the south-

ern Atlantic. Let us take a view of this mat-

ter in connection with the idea of a Southern

road.

The original plan of a southern road was to

make a trunk line from Cincinnati to Charles-

ton, through Knoxville. A pretty direct line

would not have been over 540 miles. Through

the Blue Ridge road constructing through

South Carolina (and the Rabun gap, Georgia),

the road may reach 700 miles. From Cincin-

nati to Charleston would 'not have taken over

28 hours of time, the same with that to New
York. The result would have been that Cin-

cinnati would have supplied the whole south-

eastern Ailantic with what it wanted, and the

trade of Cincinnati been nearly doubled. I'

the road were now made, through Chattanooga,

it would be substantially a road to the south-

west, not the southern Atlantic, and would

not be as valuable by any means as the road

to Charleston. Bui, as the matter now stands,

we may not get eilher, and let us examine bow

far the Chesapeake & Ohio may supply that

want. If we can not get a whole loaf, we may

get half a loaf of very good bread.

Let us now take up the map of the United

States and see how the land lies. Let us lake

a straight line to Charleston as the axial or

standard line (which it really is) of what Cin-

cinnati needs. Then draw a straight line

through Chattanooga, which goes nearly to

Pensacola. Then draw another to Richmond

(or Newport News), which is the Chesapeake

& Ohio route. The reader will probably be

astonished to find that the line to Chatta-

nooga is as far to the west as the Chesapeake

& Ohio is to the east; in one word, that the

Chesapeake & Ohio will be as useful and valu-

able a line, in reaching the heart of the South,

as the line through Chattanooga. The line

through Chattanooga is really a line to the

South-west. If it would reach the Carolinas

or Virginia it mustdo it wholly through lateral

lines. In this respect the Chesapeake & Ohio

will have decidedly the advantage. It will be

quite as much a southern road as one through

Chattanooga and Alabama.

Let us now look at some of the advantages

of the Chesapeake & Ohio in regard to the

local interests of Cincinnati. It is true that

the trade of the Kanawha valley is considered

as belonging to Cincinnati. But how? Only

by the Kanawha river, and the narrow bottom

of the Ohio But experience has proved that

the Kanawha is not reliable but a small por-

tion of the year for any large traffic. The re-

sult of this has already proved disastrous, and

seriously retarded the growth of the country.

A company of gentlemen owned a large tract

of very rich coal bed9 on the Kanawha. They

applied to a practical man to superintend the

coal works, on the idea of shipping coal to

Cincinnati. He examined the matter and
refused to engage in it, on the sole ground

that in consequence of the irregular naviga-

tion of the Kanawha, the men could not ba

kept steadily at work, and thus make it profit-

able. Otherwise it would have been a profit-

able business. Leaving coal out of view, it is

very obvious that it is only by a railroad that

the Kanawha valley and south western Vir-

ginia can be developed; and it is only by

opening up and settling that vast tract of land

south-east of Cincinnati, in Virginia, Tennes-

see, North and South Carolina, that Cincin-

nati can receive new and increased trade from

the region which is naturally her own field.

But if we suppose the Chesapeake & Ohio to

be made, the good effect will be only partial,

if the road stops at the Ohio river; for there

must be two transhipments in getting on and

off the river, and it is these transhipments

which make a great part of the cost of freight.

But there is a danger ahead which it is quite

surprising the business men of Cincinnati do

not see and take measures to prevent. The

Big Sandy road is now making from Big Sandy

t» Lexington. At Big Sandy it will connect

with the Chesapeake & Ohio, and at Lexinr.*

ton with Louisville. What ia the result if Cin-

cinnati does not make her connec ion? Why,

that there will be a complete cut-off from Cin-

cinnati I Trade will cross Kentucky and go

to St. Louis and the west. Can it be th;t

Cincinnati will suffer this? If she does, it

will be the most unaccountable fatuity; and

go far to show that she is willing to take the

place of Amsterdam, calmly reposing on what

she is.

At Richmond, railroad connections are

made with Norfolk, We'.don, Danville, Ra-

leigh, Newbern, Wilmington, Grsen b r3, Fa-

yetteville, Charleston, Columbia, Augusta and

Savannah. Thus the entire southern At-

lantic will be reached by the Chesapeake &
Ohio road, and every kind of manufactures,

grain and provisions be sent, in short time

and at cheap rates, provided the Chesapeako

& Ohio really terminates in Cincinnati. This

it will do, if the citizens of Cincinnati have

any public spirit, or any wish to advance the

interests of the city.

From Cincinnati to the Ohio terminus of

the Chesapeake & Ohio is about 120 miles.

The grading will be moderately good, and

may be made very easy except in the hills cf

the Scioto, where it will not be high. To
make this work there is the wealth and energy

of Cincinnati, Portsmouth and four counties.

Surely it can not be very difficult to accom-

plish, if the people really have any desire to.

Let some spirited citizens come forward and

set the ball a rolling, and it will soon be

done.
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Kentucky A Great Eastern Railway.

Pursuant to a call, the stockholders of the

Kentucky & Great Eastern Railway met on

the firBt day of Jure, and organized the com-

pany by the election of the following board of

directors: W. P. Cutler, Gen. J. C. Fremont,

of New York, James T. Brady, Esq , of Penn-

sylvania, Gen. N. P. Banks, of .Massachusetts,

Col S. W. Morton, of Kentucky, A. J. Hodder,

Esq , of Ohio, and Dr. John M. Duke, of Ken-

tucky.

At a subsequent meeting of the board, Col.

S. VV. Morton was elected President, James

T. Brady, of Pittsburg, Treasurer, and T.

Wrightson, of Kentucky, Secretary.

J. II. POTTER.

It is with more than ordinary regret that

we are compelled to announce the death of

this widely known and most worthy gentleman.

When he was with us a few weeks ago, we
saw in him the evidences of failing health,

but we little thought he would be stricken

down so soon.

Mr. Potter was well known among railroad

men, particularly in the West, and was most

highly esteemed, as a man of courteous ad-

dress, sociable, generous, and the very soul

of honor.

He was cut down in the very blossom of his

life, when he was full of hope, experience and

capabilities. His loss will be mourned by a

host of friends, all ofwhom sympathize deeply

with his bereaved wife and child.

Mr. Potter was an honored member of high

degree in the Masonic fraternity, and will be

buried by the Knights Templar of this city, on

Friday next, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

Cincinnati, Richmond & Chicago Railroad—Annual Election of Directors and Offi-
cers —Day before yesterday the annual meet-
ing of the stockholders of the Cincinnati, Rich-
mond & Chicago Railroad (the line formeily
known as the Euton, Hamilton & Richmond
road), took place at Hamilton. The annual
reports of the officers were presented, and
showed that the road is doing a satisfactory
business. Following this the election took
place, and resulted in the choice of the follow-
ing narr.ed gentlemen as directors: D. Mc-
Laren, George F. Sledman, Lowell Fletcher,
William Goodman, H. D. Huntington, S. S.

L'Hommedieu. E W. McGuire, Charles VV
West, F. H. Shott.

Subsequently the usual organization of the
board was effected, and the following ollicers
were chosen lor the ensuing year: D McLaren,
President; Geo. F. Stedman, Vice President;
F. H Short, Secretary and Treasurer.

The navigable portion of the Missouri
river amounts in all to 3,150 miles. The
channel varies from 800 to 500 yards, except
at low water, when it is from tiOO to 700 feet.

The river and tributaries drain 518,000 square
miles.

Chesapeake & Onto Railroad—What shall
. we do ?

We are glad our powerful daily cotempora-

ries are awakening to the importance of this

scheme.

We have been pondering upoD it for the

last two years, with some good effect it is true,

but not half that ought to have been accom-

plished.

The time is certainly at hand when we must

do something, or this poize will slip from our

grasp never to return.

s A few days ago it was announced from
Lexington that "all the money necessary for

building the Lexington & Big Sandy Railroad
had been subscribed. Responsible men, rep-

resenting the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad,
have taken $2,fiOO,OUO, and the contract is

signed. Work will commence immediately "

This settles the fact of a railroad from the Big
Sandy through Lexington to Louisville. Sup-
pose, then, Cincinnati does not make a con
nection with the Chesapeake & Ohio, where
is our connection with the southern Atlantic?

This is a case almost too plain even fur

comment. If we neglect to continue the

Chesapeake & Ohio to Cincinnati we shall

simply put Louisville just where Cincinnati
should be. We voluntarily give up our ad-

van'ages We say to ourselves: "We are es-

tablished. We want nothing new. It is

enough to be like Amsterdam " " There,"
said a merchant to an American, " no man
builds a house with any expectation of its

being worth cost. He only builds for the use

of his family." Cincinnati heretofore has
been the very onoosit-: of this. It has been
full of enterprise, and rejoiced in rapid im-
provement. Shall all this stop ?

The men who have contracted for the Lex-
ington & Big Sandy road are experienced and
responsible contractors, but they are not speci-

ally representing the Chesapeake & Ohio road
The basis of capital is furnished by the sub-

scriptions of Lexingt in and the counties

through which the road will pass. This is

just what must be done at Cincinnati if the

work is done at all. The Chamber of Com-
merce and the Board of Trade represent the

commercial and raanufai turing interests of

Cincinnati, and should take initial proceed-

ings in this matter
Since we last wrote upon this subject, we

see that the Chamber of Commerce has ap-

pointed a committee to have a survey made
by the way of Fayetteville, Hillsboro and Pike-

ton. The route is a good one, and on the

eastern end a good deal o f grading has al-

ready been done. If the river route be not
adopted, the Hillsboro will be as good as any,

especially with reference to the upper iron re-

gion. Leaving the question of routes open to

competition, we may find it interesting to look

upon the map and see wlmt may be done.

The straight line—although impossible to

make without very great expense—is, not with-

stand in<;, the one by which we must estimate

variation and cost. A straight line from Cin-

cinnati to the mouth of Sy mines creek, which
is understood to be the point of termination
of the Chesapeake & Ohio road, passes near

Georgetown (Brown county), Aberdeen, and
much south of Portsmouth, where the river

makes a northern bend. The Piketon route

would on an average be twenty-live miles

north of this. But on the Piketon route there

is a portion of the road already graded.

Again, a variation of these routes is that '

through the county sea's—Portsmouth, West
Union. Georgetown and Batavia. The last

line and the river line would coincide near
Georgetown.
One of the interesting problems connected

with either route is. where will. this road enter
Cincinnati? Shall it attempt to enter at the

foot of the hills, through Columbia and Ful-
ton, or shall it pass round on the norih, per-

haps entering a tunnel? When the Marietta
road was first surveyed, the best route was
found to come down by Milford; but by some
reason (probably the entrance through Syca-
more creek), the road was made where it is.

The want of the tunnel is compelling vast ex-
pense and confusion attending the attempts
to crowd everything into Mill creek and Deer
creek valleys.

This again brings up the fact that Indiana-
polis, Chicago and Cleveland have grand
union depots, into which all roads run, ar.d

whence a distribution of passengers and traffic

can be easily made. Is it impossible to have
such a depot at Cincinnati ?

We speak of the different routes with only
a desire to lay the facts before our readers.

There is room for much competition, and we
hope that, competition may give zeal, energy
and vitality to this enterprise, in which we
think Cincinnati has a great and enduring in-

terest We are glad to noiice recent indica-

tions that the friends of the river route are
waking up and proceeding with energy. It

is not unlikely that this route will oe able to

present the best show in regard to engineer-

ing. The grades must, of course, be low, and
the country productive. There are now four

different routes surveyed, or surveying, viz :

The direit route to Portsmouth, surveyed last

year; Hillsboro and Piketon route, also sur-

veyed ; the Fayetteville route, just undeitaken
by ihe Chamber of Commerce, and the river

route, now surveying.

We have, therefore, an evident zeal awa-
kened, and we trust that the public spirited

cit zens of Cincinnati will not let this suhject

rest till the Cincinnati road to the south-east-

ern Atlantic is made certain Nothing can
be more for the interests of this city, nor, we
may add, of the whole of southern Ohio. The
Kanawha valley will receive new life. The
great iron region will have a great, artery lead-

ing to this city. The river counties will re-

ceive new energy and soon douule their popu-
lation. From all this, even it we did not look

south of the mountains, this city would receive

a new impetus, and every dollar expended in

that work would be returned tenfolt. We are

quite confident that if the business men of

Cincinnati were to give this suhject a careful

examination they would do all in their power
to favor this great work.— Chronicle & Times.

The Rockport & Cincinnati Railroad—
Ground Broken.—The work of surveying the

Rockport & Cincinnati Railroad is rapidly

progressing. Two surveying parlies are in

the field, and three routes are receiving their

attention. While all the proposed lin.'S make
Jasper a point, they strike the Ohio & Missis-

sippi Railroad at three different places— Loo-

gootee, Shoals and Mitchell respectively. It

is believed the surveys necessary to locate the

route will be completed within three weeks.

The first ground was broken in Harbison
township, Dubois county, on Wednesday of

ibis week, at fifieen minutes after one o'clock,

this part of the line having been located.

Ninety-six paper mills in this country

were destroyed by fire during last year.
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Tbe Chesapeake A- Cincinnati Railroad.

Ripley, 0., May 24.

To the Editor of the Cincinnati Gazette :

There is a communication in the Daily

Gazette of the 11th inst, from the pen of

''E. D. M ," in regard to the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad and its connections, in which

the writer says :

"A line from Cincinnati on the Ohio side,

via Poit-imouth to the mouth of Symmes
creek, which is about the terminus of the

Chesapeake & Ohio. To make this line a

company was formed, which tiok out certifi-

cate February 1st, 1870. The capital stock is

$1,000,000, and the line of the road was sta-

ted to be by Ironton, Portsmouth, Aberdeen,

Ripley, Higginspoit and New Richmond.
This is the river line, and would have one

great point in its favor; that it would ut.-

questionubly be profitable and ought to tempt

capitalists to embark in it. It would stiiid

to Cincinnati ju-t as the Hudson river does

to New York. We have heard nothing fut-

ther being done with it"

What E D. M. says as to the business on

this route is beyond all question true. The
population accessible t > the road on the river

line, including both sides (Ohio and Ken-

tucky,) between Cincinnati and Portsmouth,

and not iucluding eiiher of those cities,

would number one hundred and thirty thou-

sand, while on what he calls the interior line,

or a modification of the river line, via Bala-

via, Georgetown and West Union, the popu-

lation would be sparse, nut exceeding twenty-

five thousand.

On the 3d inst. a corps of engineers com-
menced a survey of the line along (he Ohio
river at Portsmouth. They reached Ripley

to-day, and in a few days more the survey

will be completed, and when completed will

show that the river route is where the con-

netting link between Cincinnati and the

present terminus of the Chesapeake & Ohio

road should be made This will be found

true not ouly as to the local business, but

still more so when distance, grades, &c, are

considered. With this corps of surveyor*

are three of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

Company s engineers—Colonel Pryor one of

» them—and they are making a complete and

thorough job. Iu no place has the grade ex-

ceeded 15 feet to the mile, thus far, and gene-

rally it is not over seven. It will continue

the same to Cincinnati. The curves are gen-

tle, and in many places there are stretches of

five and ten miles perfectly straight. As one
of the engineers expressed it, "it will be like

building a road across a prairie." On such

a road a high rate of speed may be attained,

and a single locomotive will draw all the

cars you can hitch on to it. S.

— The round figures of the railroad interest

Bre easily learned and remembered The
whole length of all the railways in the world

is 120,000 miles. The cost of the same was,

in round numbers, ten billions of dollars.

Those of Great Britain are the most costly,

and those of the United States are the least

to. The railway system of the world gives

employment to over one million persons.

BO?" The value of hooks imported by the

United S'ates during the year 1869 was £205,-
383; while the value of books exported to

England was £10,277 The total value of ex-

ports to all countries was £676,459, and the

total imports, £134.963.

The Ohio River Railroad.

A Madison (Ind ) correspondent of the Cin-

cinnati Gazette, under date of May 26, says:

"Our city and county are becoming consid-

erably interested in the construction of the

Ohio River Railroad.

This road is to run from New Albany and
Jeffersonville to Cincinnati, running up the

north bank of the Ohio river, and connecting
wilh the 0. & M road at Aurora, Ind.

The company was organized about a month
ago, and have been moving in the matter as il

they meant business. A petition has been
presented to the board of county commission-
ers, asking them to appoint a time for holding

an election to determine whether our county
should take slock in the road or not, and the

commissioners have ordered one for next
month, and the question is, Shall our county
take $150,000 stick in the company?

iMeetings have been called in every town-
ship, and are to be addressed by our own pub-

lic spirited citizens, wtio feel the need of such
an improvement.
Our city will be a unit for the road, but, as

a large part of our county is back from the

river, and the road will run on one side of the

county, there will be some opposition from the

country.

We also understand the other counties

through which the road will pass are begin-

ning to take action in this enterprise, and
favorable reports reach us from them, which
give great encouragement to the directors,

and make them confident of success
,

The construction of this road will be of vast

importance to our city and county, as we have
but one road, and have to travel about twenty-

five miles north to make connections either

east or west. It will hlso be of no small im-

portance to your city and the traveling public,

as it will furnish a shoit route from New Or-

leans and Memphis to New York via Cincin-

nati, and also from the west

A company are now building an air line

road from New Albany to St Louis, all of

whith is under contract, and the work is being

pushed forward as rapidly as possible, a large

portion of the work having already been per-

formed. With this road completed, and the

Ohio River road built, a competing line from
Cincinnati to St. Louis and the west, wilh the

O. & M road, will be insured, which will re-

duce the rates of freight and travel.

The road will also cive Cincinnati another
route to Louisville and the south, in addition

to her other two, the influence of which will

be felt in the increased travel and commerce
from Cincinnati to the south and west, and
vice versa.

The immediate benefit to our community
will be an increase of the value of their pro-

perty, and direct communication with all im-
portant points east, west aud south.

Progress.

The Unpaid War Bills op the World —
Some industrious searcher into abstruse finan-

cial matters lumps up the unpaid war bills of

the world as follows :

In pounds. In dollars.

Great Britain.£ 780,000,000 $ 3,840,000,000
Cont. Europe.. 2,165,4X0,000 10,394,064,000
America 765,320,000 5,673,536,000
Asia 104,716,000 502,636,000
Africa., 39,655,000 100,314,000
Australasia.... 35,744,000 171,571,200

Grand total.. £3.910.865,000 $18,772,151,200

The Kcsqaehomlng Tunnel.

It is not generally known that a tunnel
which, for scientific engineering, and econo-
my, speed and durability of work, is not sur-

passed by the Mont Cenis or Honsae tunnels,

is being driven by the Lehigh Coal & Naviga-
tion Company, of Pennsylvania. The loca-

tion of the tunnel is near Summit Hill, Pa.,

and it is being driven for the purpor e of doing
away with the Switchback Railroad. It is a
continuance of an old mining tunnel known
as No. 7, and when completed will be nearly

a mile in length. The com|any adopted the

locution as the most central and desirable,

and the old tunnel having been driven 1,500

feet to the Mammolh Vein, marte considerable

less distance to be cut. Although little known
by the public, engineers of celebrity state that

the science of tunneling is here illustrated

undpr the most perfect conditions, and that,

the record of the work is eagerly examined
by expeit-i, both here and in Europe. The
work, to describe the whole of which would
requite too much space, was at the beginning

prosecuted by hand drilling, but. as soon as

the Burleigh drills weie introduced, they were

adopted after trial, and went into operation

March, 1870, since which time they have giv-

en great satisfaction! The tunnel is driven

through the coal measures, cultmg each vein

known in the region, and after passing through

them, it penetrates an intensely hard conglom-
eraie, leaving which, it enters red shale.

A brief descripiion of the Burleigh drills

used will be interettng. The drills are driven

by condensed air, which is pumped by s.x 20

horse power steam engines into a lurge iron

receiving tank, from which it is conducted
into the tunnel through a six inch pipe of

cast iron, aud is distributed by hose to the

thiee carriages which suppt rt the drills. I hese

three carriages suppoit the drills used for the

heading and the first and second enlarge-

ments. The heading carriage supports five

drills, the first and second enlargements hav-

ing each three. Motion is given t > the drills

by the action of condensed air in the cylinder,

the piston of which is connected directly witn

the drill. Their working is far superior to

that of any previous process, a three inch hole

having bee,n driven in sand.-t>ne in eleven

minutes, while the average progress in the

hard conglomerate rock is seven feet per

hour. The heading is now in the red shale,

and is proceeding at the rate of 35 feet per

week.

Work is soon ti be prosecuted from bfith

ends of the tunnel, and the boiler and blow-

ing engines are erected and in readiness at

the noith portal. When under full headway,

about On feet per week will be made, and at

that rate the two headings will meet in Sep-

tember. The enlargements follow upon the

heading, and it is expected that trains will

run through by January, 1872. The work,

when completed, will save great expense and
delay in moving trains upon the Lehigh Navi-

gation Company's roads, and will be quile as

much an object of curiosity to tourists as was

the famous Switchback Railroad, which has

been visited by many thousands.

—

Iron Age.

B@- Kansas leads all the Slates in the ave-

rage yield of corn, it being 48.4, followed by

Nebraska with 42.2, and California 4I.4. She

also stands third in yield of wheat, barley,

potatoes and hay, and seventh in buckwheat.

Sgp" Forty thousand tons of lead are im-

ported into the United States every jear.
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Statement of the Sun Dice" and Gila
Southern 1'nclac autl Atlantic ltuilroatl
Company.

The San Diego and Gila Railroad supplies

the California section of tbe 32d parallel

railroad line from tbe Mississippi river to the

Pacific Ocean ; and is projected to establish

intercommunication between the valley of the

Colorado river (and its branches) and the

Pacific Ocean.
The western terminus is at the bay and

harbor of San Diego, a safe and commodious
roadstead ; and the eastern terminus is at

Fort Yuma, on the Colorado, and at the

mouth of the Gila river ; which lies directly

eastwaid across the territory of Arizona for

350 miles, with several branches leading

north and south, and drains a geographical

area 400 miles long, east and west, and 200
miles wide, north and south.

The Bay of San Diego is 450 miles—45
hours south from San Francisco, and 2,780

miles—278 hours north from Panama, and is

in the same latitude wilh the principle ports of

China, Japan and Eastern Asia, and north of

the Sandwich Islands.

San Diego is within 10 or 12 miles north-

wardly of ihe Pacific end of the United States

and Mexican boundary line, which leads di-

rectly to the mouth of the Gila river, with a

right line distance of 148.7 miles, the boun-
dary line thus forming a directrix between
the termini of the railroad.

Between the bay of San Diego and the

Colorado river there are two grand physical

geographical features—the Sierra Nevada
mountains, and the Colorado desert.

The Sierra Nevada mountains rise contig-

uously from the Pacific coast to an elevation

of some 4,000 feet, in a distance of 50 miles,

and slope down to the Colorado desert, east-

ward, in about twenly mi!ea further, to an
elevation, only a few hundred feet above the

sea. The western slope of the mountains is

diversified by a system of valleys, ravines

and canons, connecting and rising like ter-

raced plateaus one above another, while the

eastern slope descends almost precipitately

to the desert. The desert extends from the

eastern foot of the mountains to the Colorado
river, a distance of 80 miles, and is a flat,

sandy, sterile plateau basin, with its depression

scarcely 150 leet above the sea. Its only re-

deeming feature is the so-called New river, a
drainage depression into which the oveiflow

of the Colorado river, finds its way from a
point some 20 miles south of Fort Yuma, dis-

charging an immense volume of water into a
yet lower basin of the desert some 50 miles

north of the boundary. The New river valley

is flooded to a width of ten miles (and olten

more) annually, and fertilizes the valley to

the extent that good gross is found sufficient

to graze herds of cattle, and io enable Indians

to raise indifferent crops of corn, squashes,

beans and melons.

A low range of 6and hills, with Pilot Knob
range of hills sui mounting them, cuts tbe

desert off from the Colorado river and forms
its eastern rim, being some 10 or 12 miles in

extent east and west. Their southern end
just reaches to the boundary line. This

range is usually spoken of as a part of the

desert. The peculiar topographical features

of the approaches and crossing of the Colo
rado river can not be described except by

maps; and the hay cf San Diego is best

studied from the United States Coast Survey
Chirt.

Two routes have been surveyed for the rail-

road. The first in 1855, by C. H. Poole, C. E.,

followed the San Diego river to its head, and
reached the summit of the mountains at War-
ner's Pass (which is 45 north of the boundary
line,) at an elevation of 3,630 feet, and 64
miles from San Diego.

The descent to the desert was made in 46
miles to an elevation of 445 feet by a very

crooked drainage valley—San Felipe and
Vallecita.

The line bearing aoutheastwardly, would
approach the boundary line at New river,

near the middle of the desert, and thence lie

near the boundary to Fort Yuma. This route

is about 230 miles long, increasing the air-

line distance by 54 per cent. Two subordi-

nate summits were found on the mountain
section, increasingtheelevation to be overcome
by 873 feet. The summit grades on the wes-

tern slope vary from 96 feet per mile to 452J
feet per mile, averaging 158J feet per mile

for a distance of 1 4 J- miles. The descent Io

the desert has natural grades of 175 feet per

mile for three miles, 263 feet per mile for

2 miles, and 125 feet per mile for 5 miles.

A more direct line was surveyed in 1869,

under the auspices of the Memphis, El Paso
Railroad Company of Texas, by Col. Thomas
S- Sedgwick, Civil Engineer.

This route leaves the bay by the Otay val-

ley and follows it to its head at Riley's sum-
mit to an elevation of 1,500 feet at 33} miles

from New Town, descends to the San Ysidro
canon, in 4 miles, 660 feet, and thence rises

continuously to the summit of the mountains,
at an elevation of 3,855 feet in 30J miles;

thence to the desert by a continuous descent
in some 37 miles to an elevation of 500. feet;

thence across the desert to Fort Yuma, a dis-

tance of 80 miles, (by estimation ) This
route will be about 185 miles long. If this

line were extended to the sea by Otay valley,

it would be only 180 miles long, an increase

of only 31 miles—or 21 per cent over tie
boundary line distance.

This line is remarkable as to general direc-

tion between its termini. A chain of valleys

was found leading directly eastward from the

bay to the head of Carizo canon (in which
the line was laid for nearly eight miles) which,

running nearly north, makes the only noticea-

ble break in the general good direction of the

line.

On the mountain section, the line ap-

proaches to within one mile of the boundary
in Ticate valley, and at the leaving of Carizo

Canon is 15 miles north of the boundary; in-

dicating that the line may be laid in a belt

of 15 miles inwidth (adjoining the boundary)
which can not be said of any known mountain
line of equal length in the United States.

The alignment is generally favorable to a
first class road.

The gradients rising to Riley's summit will

not exceed 90 feet per mile; descending to

the Ysidro valley, a gradient of 100 feet per

mile will obtain; and rising therefrom a gra-

dient as hi^h as 105, or probably 107 feet per

mile for 6 miles Thence to the summit of

the mountains, 23 miles, the gradients will

vary—being 80. 90 and 100 feet per mile in

sections; while from the Walker's Pass sum-
mit down to the Carizo Canon, a direct line

of 10J miles will give a gradient of 1 10 feet

per mile; while a more circuitous line, ma-
king the distance 15 miles, will give gradients

of 90 feet per mile. Adown the Carizo Ca-

non, and to the desert, the gradients do not

exceed 90 feet per mile, as surveyed, while

the desert portion is nearly level; and the

Pilot Knob hills can be crossed or turned

with light gradients.

The general character of the work indicates

a great cost of gradation on the mountain
section, while the desert section is far below
the average of even prairie p-ads.

Viaducts are indicated to a notable extent
That at San Ysidro Crossing will be from
2,000 to 2,500 feet long and 150 feet high;
while the bridge at tbe Colorado river should
be a clear span of 400 feet between bluff

banks of granite.

The only tunnel actually necessary to be
made is in getting out from the Cariz i Canon
to the desert by boring through its rim, and
will be less than 1.000 feet long ; but more
detailed surveys made show that two or three
others might be adopted with g»od economy,
depending upon the character of the road to

be built.

Tbe line will terminate at ihe best wharf-
age site on the Bav o( San Diego, on the

lands now owned by the company, and is

adapted to economical and efficient extension

to all desirable points on the bar.

This route is, at the least, 30 miles shorter

than the Warner Pass route, and is no more
expensive, mile per mile, and has more favo-

rahle gradients.

Good depot buildings and wharves will be
needed at San Diego and buildings at Foi t

Yuma, but few station buildings on the line.

Water stations can be established on the

desert, wilh wells 20 to 30 feet deep, and on
the mountains by springs A natural supply
of fuel can not be obtiined near the route

and would need to be supplied at considera-
ble expense.

The following approximate estimate of the

cost of grading, masonry (very little) and
bridging (almost entirely viaducts) is based
on Ihe hurried survey of the Trial Line, the

preliminary location of seventeen miles, sur-

veys made at Fort Yuma, and personal ex-

aminations. The road is estimated to cost

$22,500 per mile for gradation nniy; grada-
tion and permanent way, §35,000 per mile

J

and with wharves, depots, shops, and water
stations and sidings, $36,625 per mile, a to-

tal of $6,775,500.
The mountain section of the road, 83 miles

in length, equals a cost of $37,410 per mile
for gradation, and permanent way added,
$49,910 per mile, a heavy average; but the

desert section of 85 miles averages but $S, 940
per mile for gradation, and $21,440 with pei-

manent way.

This estimate is based upon an economical
adaptation of the roadway to the natural sur-

face ; and fairly represents the amount for

which the road can be built.

-The charter of the company provides for

an issue of $4,000,000 of capital stock, and
the same amount of first mortgage bonds.

The company has 8,500 acres of land availa-

ble as assets, from which from $l,000,0h0 to

$2,000,000 could be realized within five or

six years. The establishment of this road
would control an important trade with Ari-

zona and New Mexico ; not only wilh Cali-

fornia, but with New York via Panama Rail-

road rouie, and steamships which now stop at

San Diego en route from Panama to San
Francisco; and would be an indispensable

link in tbe 32d parallel railroad line.

Thomas S. Sedowick, C. E.,

CKJ Eag and Agt &. D. arid G. -fi It. Co.

New Turk, May 20, 1871.

The great bell on Notre Dame. Mon-
treal, is the largest but one in 'he world. It

weighs over 10,500 pouuds, and can be heard

forty miles.
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The Origin of Various Moilern Appliances-

No more vivid impressions of the immense

changes thai material progress has wrought

can be obtained, than will be furnished by a

slight research into the origin of some of the

usages and conveniences of the present day

For instance, the delicate purple and fine

linen of the tasteful lady and gentleman of

our day, are not, after all, so very far removed

front tile skins and hides in which our early

ancestors were clothed, that we can not dis-

tinctly trace the steps by which the improve-

ment of costume lias been achieved. At this

very day the dress of the North American

Indian, where he clothes himself at all, fairly

represents the leathern garb of the ancients,

the existence of winch the Latin word suere,

to sew; that taking the form of the noun

sulor (the cobbler or sewer of leather,) suffi-

ciently disclosed the fact that the latter had

once been a tailor as well. The skins of

animals were then the first material that hu-

man fingers sewed together alter the expul-

sion from Eden.

The ancient Greeks and the earliest inhabi-

tants of Italy got their ready-made clothing

from the SyrUn coast, for their words that

designate the body-dress and upper mantle,

viz: chiton tunica, are of Phoenician origin.

The spinning of linen, about which so much

has been written, was a very ancient Egyptian

handicraft, although the Greeks appear to

have imported their linen from Phceiicia,

since the words chiton and kitknn, meaning

linen, seem t > agree with the Phoenician ex-

pressions kilonet, ketouel, signifying the same

thing. Butlhe Colchian and Sardian linens

weroalso celebiated. The early Gauls and

Germanic tribes also had the art of spinning

linen at a very early day. The word that

designates it can, however, be found in all

languages of Europe, from the Bisque prov-

inces of Spain to the land of the Magyars.

bi the earliest day, the sails used on the

Mediterranean were made of linen, but Ta-

citus tells us that the Suevi had no sails to

their boats. Nevertheless, the Suevi were

the ancestors of the Swedes ar.d Norwegians,

and the deduction is that they had sails no

earlier than the appearance of the Romans in

the North of Europe. This would give the

nautical pre-eminence of the Scandinavians a

comparatively recent date, and place them

aboui in the position of the early Peruvians,

whose coasters had no sails until the Span-

iards came. However, the far-away ancient

pile-buildings of Switzerland, the remains of

whose towns and dwellings so far preceded

modern history, prepared cloth from flax,

and spinning shinties, or something very

similar to them, have been found among the

mound relics of Denmark. We find, too, that

Pliny telis us ot traffic by sea between Nor-

way and the Shetland Isles in his time, desig-

naiing the former count-y by the word Neri-

ffon, and the latter as Thule. How it could

have been accomplished without the use of

sails is not easy to make out.

Linen rags were first converted into paper

in the 12lh century, in Spain, but the idea

was ot Arabic origin.

Hemp, although unknown to the Greeks in

the time of Herodotus, was, nevertheless,

cultivated by the Scythians, who were also

acquainted with the stimulating properties of

the hasheesh seed. Hiera, of Syracuse,

brought it trom Khodanua, and also from the

country of the Cells. The most ancient Latin

author who mentions it was Lucilius, who

wrote about the year tf. C. 100. Tbe name

hemp is found in all the European languages

nearly unaltered, starting with the old Ger-

man word hanaf—m Latin formerly cannabis

The origin il use of some vegetables and

spices is Quite curious. Onions and garlic

are of South European origin ; the word sha-

lot, in Italian, scologui, reminds us that the

city of Ascalon was once celebrated for its

trade in young onions The Israelites were

great onion eaters in the days of Mtses, for,

as we find in Numbers, 11 chap., 5 v., they

longed on the march through the wilderness

forlhe onions of E_'Vpt :—"We remember the

fish we did eat in Egypt freely; the cucum-

bers and the melons, and the leeks and the

ouions and the garlic'

Cummin, in Hebrew kamnon, and in Latin

cvminum, seems to have traveled from the

Levant to Europe along with mustard, napy

and sinap'/, as the latier was called. The

Romans got the original name from the

Greeks The modern word mustard, in Ital-

ian noslarda. and the French moutarde, is

from the must or wine lees, with which it used

to he mixed.

The lentils, for a me33 of which Esau lost

his bitthright. gave iti name to Phakussa, or

the City of Lentils, in ancient Egypt. In the

fifth century the word phakos lentils indicated

an article of daily food in Athens. Bit the

Romans got another expression, lens or lendis,

from which our own is derived. Beans we

trace back easily enough t) the Homeric ex-

pression erebin—thos in Greek. Peas also

find their origin in ihe Grecian pisos.

The use of that very serviceable creature

the ass has quite a history. The Greeks im-

ported him from Syria, although his earliest

origin mu.st be loo'ked for in Alrica. The

crossing of his breed with the horse, Homer

ascribes to the Paphlagonians. Bees were

not known as a domesticated insect to the

Greeks at the time of their fine old epic

poems, for the Iliad mentions only the wild

swarms. This is strange, since, when Living-

stone the great African traveler penetrated

the Southern recessesoft.be negro Continent,

he found that the native tribes hived bees.

Our style of building, or at leai-t the erec-

tion of stone houses, comes directly from the

Romans, wh« were the pupils of the Greeks.

The Celts preceded the Teutons in this art by

several bun. til years, for the latter lived in

block houses until a comparatively recent

period in modern history.

The investigation that discloses these spe-

cial facts gives us thousand-fold testimony

that the great bulk of culture and improve-

ment has been concentrated within a com-

paratively small range ot centuries, and

speaks trumpet t.ongned in honor of the won-

derful activity of mind develoned in the epoch

now actually passing.

—

Merchants' Journal.

Articles of association of the Brazil &
Chicago company were filed with the Secre-

tary of State of Indiana on the 1st. Lost. The

road is to be built from Brazil, Clay county,

to Chicago, and will pass through the coun-

ties of Clay, Patke, Fountain, Vermilion and

Warren, in the State of Indiana. The total

lei.gth of the road will be about 181) miles.

The capitil stock of the company is fixed at

$1,000,000.

Bgg" The ticking of the clock at the Cam-

bridge Observatory can be heard in San Fran-

cisco. This is done by connecting the pen-

dulum of the clock to the telegraphic wire in

such a manner that the main circuit is broken

and instantly closed again at every swing of

the pendulum.

Tbo Coal Trade—Ititerostin;* Facts and
Figures.

The anthracite trade is now 2,733,001 tons

behind last year. Last year we increased

1,716,690 ton's over 1869. Had no suspension

taken place, and the offer made hy the coal

operators and companies been accepted, the

market this year would have taken from one

and a half to two millions of tons in'reise at

the low rates, which would have removed

nearly all the surp'us production from the

markets, so that another year's increase

would have absorbed t!ie whole increase at

better prices. As it is, there will be no in-

crease of anthracite this year, and we may

fall a little short of last year, and the whole

increase will be made up from domestic and

foreran bituminous coal, so that the anthra-

cite trade will be in the same condition next

year as regards its ability to overstock the

market All this is the result of the ill-ad-

vised suspension this year—and while il. may

pay a little bet'er (or the balance of the year,

it would have been financially, and in all other

respects, to the interest of all parties if it had

not tiken place, while it entiils another year

of difficulty and lower rat>*s to overcome.

Each one can calculate what he would have

received in at least twelve weeks of full wa-

ges lost during the suspension, ami how

much he can make np of <t in the twenty,

eight weeks remaining of the year np to De-

cember 1, at a little higher wages during

these tweniy-eight weeks.

From the best information we can glean,

there is a transporting capacity equal to

525,000 f> 550,000 tons a week during the

balance of the season. The whole supply of

anfhracite coal seDt to market last year was

15.368,437 tons. We have already sei t 1,-

762.418 tons to market, and for the remainder

of the season we can send at lea^t 480.O00

tons on an average up to December, which

would about bring it np to the supply of last

vear. If prices should rule at about i|t 50

put on board at Philadelphia, and say $5 at

ihe shipping ports- at New York, we think the

market will take about last year's supply;

but if they should, from any cause whatever,

run above these prices on an average, we

doubt verv much whether the market would

lake within half or three-fouiths of a million

of the quantity sent to market last year; and

the balance would be made up entirely with

bituminous coal, the increase of which al-

ready from all sources is at least 400,000

tons. '

'

.

B@- It is announced that a French chemist

has succeeded in discovering a process for

rectifying petroleum, by the addition of a

small quantity of a certain chemical product

(not named) to the liquid before disiilling, by

which means an oil is obtained without any

odor, even when burning, and the point of in

flammability of which is so low that it must

be heated to 177 degrees before ignition oc-

curs. The volatile gas, usually so readily dis-

engaged from mineral oils, becomes so fixed

that evaporation takes place, and consequently

the danger of fire and explosion is reduced to

the minimum. The oils thus prepared, it is

stated, can be made into soap, or can be

mixed with vegetab'e oils, and burned like

colza in carcel lamps. The soap made by

this new form of petroleum oil is said to be

very efficacious in diseases of the skin
;
and

it is also applicable to the destruction of in-

sects. Articles washed with this are claimed

to be ever afterwa:d free from attacks by

moths.
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An Eltclrlc Railway Signal.

If benefits can ever be said to flow from

disastrous railway accidents, I hey are most tJ

be realized perhaps in the active stimulus

thereby administered to the inventive genius

of our mechanics and engineers. Devices,

not or.lv with especial reference to economy
and—which is much the same—convenience

in operating R's, but looking to the assured,

absolute safety of persons and property car-

ried, have been elaborated from time to time

by inventors ; to many of which inventions

we have heretofote called the attention of

our readers.

1 he theory of operating a line of railways

with absolute safety might seeui to assume
and presuppose that all parts operated shall

be so stable, so thoroughly well put together

and so skillfully combined and managed, that

danger is not to be supposed or taken as possi-

ble from any defects in any of these particulars.

But in practice it turns out otherwise. Un-
lorseen ciicumstances will sometimes com-
bine; and as they are beyond all human pro-

vision, so they are beyond all human power

to aveit in their consequences. And there-

fore, in all successful railway management
these untoward circumstances are and must

be taken into account. Danger must be t.»-

ken to be omnipresent. Hence, on some
European railways (and we believe in America
also) the policy is adopted of never allowing

a train U pass a bridge, a road crossing or a

depot, un'il the engineer is assured that all is

saje. He is to assume the contrary till he is

inlormed positively! Under all circumstan-

ces the moot careful and energetic measures
musL be adopted lor the prevention of disas-

ters. Not only ought the very best materials

to be empio)ed in constructing the very best

appliances used in running trains, but among
other things lor giving early and intallible

warning of the presence of danger. These
remarks are suggested by noticing the trials

in New York of a recent electric danger sig-

nal, of which we give the following brief de-

Bcri) tion:

The system includes a series of devices by

which, through the agency ol electro-magnet-

ism, an a'arm signal is displayed and a bell

rung whenever a switch-rail is out of place,

a draw-bridge open, or a train approaching a

road crossing. Inclosed in a box at the point

of application to the main line, are several

metallic rods connected by electrical conduc-
tors with a galvanic battery yielding constant

currents whenever the circuit is completed.

The conducting wires, carefully insulated,

terminate at the signal-station in the cores of

two electro magnets. An armature directly

above the magnets acts by a lever upon a

Bigual stalf and the clapper of an alarm bell.

So delicate is the adjustment of the rods at

the point of application that the displace-

ment of a rail on either side of ttie main line,

or the withdrawal of a bolt that secures a
drawbridge, or the passage of a train over the

track, is sufficient to conneit the poles of the

battery and to complete the circuit. The
flow ot the current vitalizes the magnet at

the signal station and the armature moves,
ringing a boll and raising a colored signal.

The bell rings and the signal is uplilted until

the electric current has been broken by the

readjustment of the rail or the replacement of

tae bolt of the bridge, lhe magnet may be

acted upon at a distance of a inw yards or

many miles, so that an alarm may he soun-

ded at any distance from the point of danger,

and signals may be displayed in either direc-

tion at such distances as to allow the stoppage
of a train.

The apparatus is the same in principle for

every application. The applications are four

in number—to switches, drawbridges and
crossings, and in what is known as the "block"
system. By an attachment to switch-rails,

double warning is given to the eye of the en-

gineer and to the ear of the switch-tender,

whenever a switch is opened on the main
line so as to endanger trains. In the case of

drawbridges, alarm signals continue in ope-

ration until the draw is closed and the bolt

replaced. By the block system, the wheels

of a passing train come in contact with a
series of delicate levers, at intervals of two
miles on the main line, each of which closes

an electric circuit, by means of which a sig-

nal is brought into sight two miles in advance
of the train. At the same lime, the pressure

of the wheels upin another lever breaks the

circuit, and the signal at the station

falls by its own weight. This system,

by which a train registers ila position

two miles in either direction, is designed

to prevent collisions In like manner,
when a train is a mile and a half distant

from a crossing, a bell may be rung and a

signal displayed, by which teainstars will be
given timely warning.

Two of these applications—the attachment
to draw-bridges and switch-rails— have been

practically t^.-ted on the Morris & Essex and
the N. Y. & N. Haven lines. The apparatus

is inexpensive, and requires no more attention

in its operation than a single galvanic battery.

A Wonderful Invention.—We copy as fol-

lows from the N. Y. Times ot a recent date,

which can but excite a deep interest among
manufacturers: "Abel's new combination
loom, now on exhibition, is one of the most
wonderful and beautiful of recent inventions.

It occupies but one tenth the space of, and
accomplishes ten times more work than any
other loom. A boy can furnish enough power
for several machines. 'J he old needle is used,

but the bobbins are so free irom tension that deli-

cate threads can be knit and woven into a fine

sirong cloth. The entire operation is viewed
at a glance. The yarn passes direct from t le

bobbin. Knots are smoothly sheared, and
fresh bobbins are supplied without any inter-

ruption. There is no dressing, beaming, spool-

ing or warping; in fact the old method is en-

tirely revolutionized. The machine makes
twenty-five yards of cloth per hour. It takes

its own warp or filling from the same bobbin

as the weft threads. It weaves a cloth that

can not be raveled, of jute, flax, wool, cotton

and silk, and can produce tine blankets, strong

carpets, wool sacks, gunny cloth, bagging,
cotton, linen or silk textures—indeed, any
thing that can be woven or knit. The opera-

tion is more noiseless and beautiful than that

of the sewing machine. The introduction of

this invention into general use has already

commenced, and it bids fair to greatly reduce
the price of good and durable home made
cloth. Many persons possessing small water
and steam powers heretofore unavailable, will

now be enabled successfully to compete with

the larger manufacturers, who, by the old pro-

cess, required much more power and room.
No printed description can do full justice to

this invention, which -must be seen to be ap-

preciated."

„ Tae Value of liice.

The American people have made the cul-

ture of rice so much of a study, and pursued
its progress so scientifically, that our Carolina

rice is acknowledged to be the best in the
world. While growing, it is the most beauti-

ful of all American husbandries, and can not

fail to aitract the attention of the most dis-

interested reader.

It is a very important article of food in its

general usefulness. It is used for breads of
various kinds, cakes, pies, custards soups,

gravies; also as a diet for invalidt—is a me-
dicine in relieving a disordered condition of

the stomach and bowels ; it is invaluable in

the laundry, and is of great use in the manu-
factures, its Daste being made into a variety

of tasteful ornaments. All kinds of ft-Ck,

from horses to pigs, aie fiequently fed on rice

meal, the detritus of chaff' and grain; it is a
nutritious and fattening food.

The rough rice, or paddy, the favorite food
of the rice bird, may be given to poultry; it

contains so much silex in it-i rough husk, that

while feeding on it they need no gravel for

attiition in the gizzard. It is, therefore par-

ticularly suitable tor poultry on a long voyage,

or in places where ihere is no gravel in lhe

soil. The chaff is in demand for packing glass

or chinaware, and is also a perfect non-con-

ductor of heat

How to Build up our City.—Encourage
men to come and locale with us, especially

the worthy and act ve, whether they have cap-

ital or not. Those w 10 have means will pur-

chase lots, build manufactories and houses,

and give employment 10 labor. Stimulate

every legitimate enterprise by giving it proper
encouragement, or by uniting our industry

and capital in the cause. The importance of

our people spending tieir money at home is

great. There is not a qu cker or surer way
to build up a city than to foster and encour-

age home business. Home architects should
plan our buildings, and home mechanic*
should work for us. Encourage our own
manufacturers by purchasing what they make
that we may need, and above all things our
retail merchants should patronize the whole-

sale houses here. By this means all wi 1 be

benefited and our city will grow, tu p h a
course will enhance the value and demand for

houses and land. Let every man culti.a e a
public spirit, and tilk less than he works.

Help our neiglib >r. If he is in din.'er of
breaking down, prop him up in some way, in-

stead of kickii g him under—his taients and
labor are worm money lo the community.
Encourage our citizens and loca' uuthoriiies

in making public improvements, and stimu-

late every individual enterprise.

—

Exchange.

The daily consumption of coal in New
York city in winter is estimated at 20,000
tons.

The number of patents issued for the

year 1870, inclusive of reissues and designs,

was 13,321; number extended, 111 ; number
expired during the year, 2 543; number cf
trade marks registered, 131. Of these, the

number of patents issued to New York was
2,962 ; lo Pennsylvania, ',481; lo Massachu-
setts, l,44ri ; to Ohio, 982; to Illinois, 835

;

to Indiana, 452; lo Iowa, 2118 ; to Wisconsin,
223; to Missouri, 210; to Minnesota, 70; to

Michigan, 401; to California, 216; to Kan-
sas, 46. The amount of receipts by the Patent
Office for the year was $669,456. 7H; expendi-
tures, $557,147.19. Of the 181 patents issued

by the United States Patent Office for the
week enditig February 14, 1871, I.linois re-

ceived 13, Iowa 5, Wisconsin 2, Indiana 10,

Obio 11, Michigan 3, Minnesota 1, Missouri 3,

and California 4.
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Vinton of 1900.

Can any one realize the exceedingly proba-

ble fact that in 1900—only twenty nine years

from now—ihe population ol the United Stuies

will number 75,000,0110 of, we trust, free and
independent citizens? Yet, says the New
York Ecenivg Mail, Mr. Samuel F. Rubles
proves that tins will be the case, without mak-
ing allowance for annexations, North and
South, that will certainly come about, Mr.

Sumner and others ti the contrary, notwith-

standing. He shows the reasons for his pro-

phecy in figures, and although the old saw
that "figures won't lie," is the most unvera-

cious of proverbs. Mr. Ruggles' figures have

acquired u reputation of their own, and a

good one at thai. For the past thirty or forty

years he has been figuring about our internal

and domes-tic commerce; and although he

has ofien been accused of romancing in fig-

ures, the facts have always sustained his pre-

dictions. When, therefore, the ablest, Most
experienced, and most trustwonhy statistician

now living, tells us that we shall have a popu-

lation ot 75,000,000 in 1900, the younger pan
ot the present generation may as well consider

what awaits them in their maturity and old

age.

Seventy five millions of people in the United

States implies the settlement of the entire

South and West by as dense a population as

that of Massachuseits ; the reclamation of the

arid wastes of the great plains by irrigation ;

the development of Stales as strong as Ohio,

Indiana and Illinois, along ihe Rocky moun-
tains; the settlement of the Utah basin by

four or five millions of agricultural and pas-

toral people; the development of a tier of

agricultural Slates along our northern bor-

der, from Lake Superior to the Pacific, as

populous and prosperous as Missouri and
Minnesota; the growth of the Pacific States

into commonwealths as rich and populous as

that of New York and Pennsylvania. It

means that New York will cover the whole of

Manhattan island wilh a population of at least

two millions, to say nothing of ihe outlying

suburbs in New Jersey and across the East

river; that St. Louis and Chicago will each

become, in all probability, at least double

its present size, especially the former, and
that San Francisco will have half a million of

inhabitants. The national debt will have be-

come a tradition, and it will be difficult to un

demtand how it was ever hard to raise three

or I'oitr hundred millions a year by taxation.

Such are the glowing visions which are ex-

cited by the prosaic and careful figures of Mr.

Kuggles. If any of our readers are unduly

"bearish" in their tendencies, and inclined

to get the blues over our future, we advise

them to indulge in the line of speculation

suggested by his striking statistics, and carry

our predictions more into detail.

—

Si. Louis
Jour. Com

Erie and Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dat-
toN.—Messrs McLaren, West and Matthews,

who recently represented the Cincinnati,

Hamilton and Dayton Railroad in a conler-

ence with the Erie Directors, have relumed
They repoit that the contract between the

two roads at $180,000 per year has been re-

newed. There are other matters seized upon

in this connection, among which is the com-
pletion of the Muncie and Foit Wayne road.

' The Canadian fisheries are estimated

at $50,000,000 a year, employing 80,000 men.

SpoiltnneouH Combustion.

A contnbutor to the Boston Journal of
Chemistry says:

"Any light that can be ohtiined on sponta-

neous combu>tion adds not a little to the

value of real estate We believe a large per

centage of the (ires charged to incendiarism

are really owing to spontaneous combustion,

so called. We purpose giving three cases,

two of which have come under our own ex-

perience.
"1. Within a year, twenty eight rolls of

cotton cloth in one of our large dyeing estab-

lishments were dyed black and were delayed

a few days before they could be starched and

finished. Two of these rolls were discovered

to be on fire, not in flames but in a smolder-

ing condition, or charred into tinder; a third

roll was so hot that hands could not handle

t'r.e cloth, and the wooden roller upon which

the cloth was wound was heated almost to the

point of ignition.

"The rolls of cl"th destroyed were the first

dyed, and consequently had been longer ex-

posed than the others, which in a measure

explains why all the rolls were not in the

same condition.

"In the dyeing, the first rolls were dyed with-

out washing, by an oversight ot t : ie dyer.

This is the point of importance, as the chemi-

cal salts were left in the cloth. Logwood,

potash, sulphate of copper and sulphate of

iron con3lituted the dye, and we suggest this

explanation as the probable cause of the tire.

The potash and sulphate of iron change to

sulphate ol potash and hydrate of iron, by the

absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere, or

trom moisture in the cloth, and the heat thus

developed reaches the point of ignition.

Cloth in drying is very liable to contain hea-

ted moisture.
"2 Within a year a fire was discovered in

a silk-mercer's shop in London. The fire

originated in a lot of black-dyed silk, and was

discovered, as in the first instance, before

flame had burst out. The conclusion reached

was, that it was not safe to have black-dyed

silk in large masses, and that each piece

ought to tie so placed as to allow a free circu-

lation of air. We think it quite probable lhat

the explanation of the combustion is the same

as in the preceding case.

"3. In trying to get rid of rats in a dwel-

ling-house the floors were taken up in order

to cut off their ingress, if possible The box

that held the water pipes was found to be a

favorable resort for the vermin, and had ac-

tually been on (ire. The sides were charred,

but there had not been sufficient air to sus-

tain combustion. Upon investigation as to

the cause of the incipient fire, we are not

left long in doubt, for a store of remnants of

greasy cloths used in washing dishes were

found, which had been brought by the rats

(rom the kitchen. Some of these were

well saturated with grease and oils. This

fire was quite a distance from the kitchen

range, foity leet at the lca:-t

"It would be very natural in all these cases,

if the real causes had not been so apparent,

to attribute the origin of the fire to incendia-

rism

"We have a very firm impression that ihe

introduction of coal oils for lubrication of

machinery has very materially reduced the

number of lires from spontaneous combustion,

owing to the fact that the coal oils do not ab-

sorb oxygen ; and that for this reason, if for

no other, insurance companies can afford to

insure mill property for less rates than they

charge at present."

—

Scientific American.

The Manufacture of .Needles-

Although of universal use and the most

ancient origin—having been known either in

a rude or finished stite ever since fig leavei

were sewed into aprons ii theGirden of

Elen—the needle has a histiry with which

very few of those who use it daily and hourly

are conversant, l'ne process of its manufac-

ture is an extremely interesting one. A coil

of wire, such as is used for this purpose, will

ordinarily produce about 50,000 needles. It

is first cut by huge shears into lengths double

lhat of one needle, and the wires are straight-

ened by being rubbed backward and forward

upon each other while red hoi with a curved

iron bar. The "pointing" is next attended

to, and is done upon a dry stone revolving

very swiftly and partly covered with a sheet-

iron hood through which a current of air pas-

ses. This hood protect-! the workmen from

the deadly inhibition of fine particles of

stone and steel which formerly caused a

fearful mortality in this branch of industry.

The stiinping requires the use of a fixed

lower and movable upper die, corresponding

in form and operated with the foot ; and the

eyeings is done, usually by girls, w.th a dou-

ble-pointed vertical punch, two needles be-

ing pierced at each descent Children

are then employed in "spitting" the double

needles or threading them on short wires, alt j r

which they are broken in two and the birr

left in stamping filed off. The needles are

then made red hot and suddenly cooled by

dipping them either in oil or water, (the fi r-

mer is much preferred ) Having been again

heated they are gradually cooled and thus

"tempered," ready for scouring in oil and

emery, in which they are rolled incessantly

sometimes for a period of eight or nine days.

They are then laid out evenly, the heads

"blued" or softened with a red hot bar and

the eyes drilled and burnished until perfectly

smooth, in order that the warrant "not t> cut

in the eye" may be given. Finally, the nee-

dles are ground and set, an exquisite polish

given them upon buff leather, and the count-

ing, folding and packing conclude the work.

It should be remembered that twice or thrice

in course of their manufacture it is necessaiy

to sort them carefully, throwing out the bro-

ken and straightening the bent needles. Hew,
after so many operations requiring the great-

est care and dexterity they can still be sold

cheaply, would be a mystery, were it not for

the marvelous increase of productive power

obtained by the employment of machinery,

division of labor and systematical conduct of

business.

The census of Washington City pre-

sents some interesting features. Every State

and Territory in the Union, wilh the excep-

tion of some of the very youngest of the Ter-

ritories, is represented in the nativity of the

people. The population of the city born in

the United Stitea is 60,038 whites, 35.391

colored and 13 Indians. Of the foreign born,

there are natives of five Continents and up-

ward of fifty different countries, and eleven

born at sea. The greatest number from one

country is 6,918 from Ireland, from Germany
there are 4,133, and from England 1.235.

The totol foreign born population is 13,757. J

Copper and brass may be coated with

zinc ny immersing the aiticle to be coated in

a boiling hath of sal-ammoniac containing

either sheet or powdered zinc. The zinc thus

deposited is brilliant and firm.
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Heating by Water.—"Havine to draw up

some remnrks upon the circulation of water

in hot water pipes," says Mr. Alfred Smee,
''it occurred to me that the flow and return

might he managed by the use of a single

pipe instead of two as now universally adop-

ted I directed the experiment to be tried by

affixing to the sockpt end of a four-inch pipe

an inch supply pipe from an ordinary boiler,

and a second pipe communicating with the

bottom of the four inch pipe and the bottom
of the boiler.

"As I expected, the circulation was the

most perfect and rapid, the hot water flowing

along the upper surface of the pipe, and the

cold water returning along the lower surface

Two currents in opposite directions were
created in the pipe and the action was so

perfect that I ordered to be fitted up forthwith

a frame which has been in operation ever

since. This mode of heating by a single pipe

may be no doubt of frequent use, and mani-
festly, from the simple and portable nature of

the apparatus the arrangement will commend
itself to the attention of horticulturists."

JtSP'The shipping of the world, according

to the Bureau Veritas the French Lloyd's, is

composed of 59,old sailing vessels, measuring
in the aggregate 16,042,498 tons, and 4,132

steamers, measuring 2.79.i,4H2 tons. The
most imnortmt nations in the list are as fol-

lows : England has 23,165 sailing vessels,

measuring 6,993,153 tons, and 2,426 steam-

ers, measuring 1,651,767 tons. The United
States has 7,(125 sailing vessels, measuring
2,4110.407 tons, and 597 steamers, measuring
513,792 tons. France has 4,968 sailing ves-

sels, measuring 891.828 tons, and 288 steam-

e rs, measuring 212,976 tons. The North
German Confederation has 4,320 sailing ves-

sels, measuring 1,046,044 Ions, and 127
steamers, measuring 105,131 tons. Norway
has 3,652 sailing vessels, measuring 989,H82
tons, and 26 steamers, measuring 7,321 tons.

Italy has 3,395 sailing vessels, measuring
907,570 tons, and 86 steamers, measuring
36,358 tons. Spain has 3,036 sailing vessels,

measuring 515,607 tons, and 148 steamers,

measuring 72,845 tons.

The New Substitute for Silver —Minar-
gem, recently invented in Paris, and which
may be compared to silver, possesses according
t) the London Mining Journal, nineteenths

of its whiteness, malleability, ductility, te

naeity, sonorousness and density, while it has

a superior metallic lustre, wears better, is less

liable to be aeied on by the emanations of
sulphuretted hydrogen and is less fusible than
silver, mtnargent may be used for all purpo-
ses to which silver or ether white metals or

alloys are applicable. It is composed one
thousand parts of pure nickle, fifty part< of

pure tungsten, and ten parts of pure alumi-
num, and also the considerable proportion of
nickel which they have succeeded in alloying
with the aluminum. The metal is formed
inti ingotand molded in sand in the ordinary
way.

fi®" The totil product of sugar in the
world is estimated to be 2,800,000 tons, in the

following prnpottions ; sugar cane, 2,000,000
tons; bet-t, 1.30,000 tons; palm, 140,000 tons;

maple, 30,000 tons. Beets furnish one quar-
ter the sugar product of the world.

JOSS-Pentagraphic embroidery is the name
applied to an ingenious method of performing
ornamentil needle work, invented by Mr.
Billwiller, of St. Gall, England. A number
ot jointed frames are employed, each carrying
tambouring or sewing apparatus. They are
so arranged and connected together that the
needles they carry may be made to traverse
in any direction over the surfaces of the fa-

brics to be embroidered, and that the move-
ments of the several needles shall be simul-
taneous and similar. The needle frames are
also connected with a pentagraph having a
tracing point capable of being led by the
workman over the lines of a pattern which it

is desirable to copy, and when this is done
the needles will each travel in and work
along a path similar to that passed over by
the tracing point. Thus each needle will

produce embroidery resembling the pattern,
but not necessarily of the same size; usually
it. is preferred that the pattern should be on a
larger scale than the work produced by its

means.

About three-fourths of the lead used
in the United States is said to be imported.

Arizona contains 70,000,000 acres.

The cost of the occupation of Alaska
by the United States is $10,388 a month, be-

sides supplies, and is divided as follows : army,
$3,900; navy, $3,500; revenue cutter, $2,200

;

and Custom House, $700.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGREsToF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (bpgun

July last), is being pushed forward wiih great eoer»y from
both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Facificcoast. The tirade
is i:e mi'Iv completed 8G*i miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road
and track l-iying is rupid.lv progressing toward the eastern
border of Daunt i. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& Piicift,: Road, the Northern Pacific Company now h,»a

&13 miles of completed road.- and by September next this

will be in Teased to at least 5o7).
A C*ooil Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab e and
perectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Oo'd Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They h ive 30 years to run. he ir Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than S per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only moiUage on the ehtire
road and its HQ.(j[pMtiNTS, and also, as fust as Che Road is,

conpleted on
2-i.oOO Acres of Lan<1 to every mile of track, or

50O Acres for each $lJJito Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. T»tj Principal ami Interest are payable in liold;

l»enoiijinations: Coupons, SiOJ to $1,0,0; Registered,
S' Oi

' to $10,0(10.

Lands for Ilonds. Noithem Pacific 7-30'a are at

all- times receivable at ten tkb cent above par, in ex-
change for the Company's L imis, at their lo« est cash price
This renders them practically interest bearing land
warrants.
Kinking Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Laud Grant of the lload exceeds fifty Million Acre*. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of th« Company's bunded debt before it falls due.
With tneir ample security and high rate of in erest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, which is more
PftOKU'ABLH OR SAFE.
Exchanging U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the enrly surrender ot United State* per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific Seven-'fhirtie-. thus realizing a handsome
profit, and greitly increasing their yearly income.
Oilier Securities.— All marketable Stocks and

B rids will be received at their higheat current pi ice in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
ciiAhOKS on Money or B mils received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be p^id hy the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c, can he obtained
on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.

"»—» JAY COOKE & CO.
PHiLADRLPBtA, New Yohk, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

By BANKS and BAN KERS generally throughout tlie country

.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL.TIRE & MACHINE

COMPAKT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofKailroadMacninery

GEOBOE Q. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WM. W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70,52

utu
CHARLES A. DASA, Editor.

A Newspaper oi tae Present Times.

Intended for People Kow on Earth*

Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, "Workers, Thinkers, and a'l Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, Sois, and
Daughter* of all such.

ONLY ONE DOIiLAH A YEAR I

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOB SoO»

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there bo a

$50 Club at evary Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAE,
of the same sizs and general charactsr as

THE WEEKLY, bat with a greater variety of

miscellaneous reading, and furnishing the d°^s
to its subscribers with center freshness, because

It comes twice a week Instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, SG A YEAE.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with tne

largest circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. AH the news
from everywhere. Tw> cen:s a copy ; by mail)
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately ac" dress°d.
Foar Dollars*

Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (aud
an extra copy to the getter up of clno).

Eight Dollars*
Twenty copies, one yenr, separately addressed
(and an extra cupy to tne getter up of club).

Fifteen Dollars*
Fifty copies, one year, to one a'l dress rand the
Semi-VVeekly oneyearto setternp of club),

Thirty-three Dollars,
Fifty copies, one year, separatelv addressed (;ind
tae Semi-Weekly oneyearto getter ur» ot'clurt),

Thirty-five Dollars*
One hundred conies, one year, to cne address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter uiof
clu». Fifty Dollars*

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed 'and the Daily lor one year to tne irettcr
up of club), Sixty Dollars*

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Fivo copies, one year, separately addrePF ed.

Eight Dollars*
Ten conies, one vepr. cenaralelv addressed (and
on extra copy to getter np of cl ib),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR. MONEY
In Post Offire orders, checks, or draft* on New
York, wherever convenient, if not, tnen register
tae letters containing money. Address

I. W, ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sun office, .New York Ctt*.
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WRIOHTSOK &. CO., Prapr's

The Industry, Trade and Commerce of
Cincinnati.

We have received from the Board of Trade

its Annual Report, and a more interesting

document it would be hard to find. It gives

a full view of Cincinnati in all its outward de-

velopments of growth, trade, industry, manu-

factures and commerce. We can only glance

at it here in some of its most important points :

1. Of manufacturing and mechanical in-

dustry.—For three successive years the aggre-

gate results were as follows:

Values. Hands.

In 1869 $104,657,612 55,275
" 1870 119,140,089 59,854
" 1871 127,459,021 59,827

In 1871, each "hand" on an average turned

out |2,130 in value of product. How was

this composed ? The report gives the follow-

ing elements, viz:

Cash capital invested $51,673,741

Value uf raw material 66,040,085

Let us suppose that the profits on capital

are 10 per cent , and that is about the average

of profits on capital in the State of Ohio, then

we have these results, viz :

Value of raw materials $66,040,085
Interest on capital 5,167,374

Paid for labor 56,251,562

Value of products $127,459,021

The proportions are :

Raw material 52 per cent.

Labor 441 "

Profits of capital 3J "

The 31 per cent, on products make 10 per

cent, on the investment. The striking fea-

ture here is, that in the city of Cincinnati are

paid out fifty-six millions of dollars per annum

for labor. This is about an average of $1,000

per annum. But in this, it must be observed,

are included the proprietors, cashiers, fore-

men, book keepers, cleiks, and thousands of

skilled laborers. Nearly all of these get

more than a thousand dollars per annum.

This fifty-six millions is expended in all the

necessaries of life. It would be interesting

to know how much of this great sum must be

paid for product which most come from with-

out the city ; for, it must be observed, that

for clothing, rents, furniture, and a large part

of all used in a family, the money is paid for

things produced in the city; but the whole

mass of food, and of the raw material of other

products, must be paid for without the city.

Let us now look into some of tbe classes of

manufacture:

1st, we have the various pruduets of iron,

$20,804,000, and 10,723 bands.

2d, of wood, $12.700,1.00, 27,600 hands.

3d, of liquors, $17,945,000, 2,334 hands.

4th, of leather, $7,227,000, 4,647 hands.

5th, of clothing, $12,626,000, 12,663 hands.

We need not enumera'e others. The above

sufficiently illustrates the chief subjects of in-

dustrg in this city. One of the most interest-

ing points in the manufactures of Cincinnati

is the great variety of arts and employments.

There are in Cincinnati 363 different branches

of industrial employments.

2. Ofcommerce —The exports and imports

of Cincinnati for 1869 and 1870 were as

follows :

1869. 1870.

Exports $163,084,358 $193,517,690
lmpoits 283,9^7,902 312,978,665

Total commerce.. .$447,012, 260 $506,496,355

Among the articles of export which went to

pay for the 59,000 hands employed iu manu-

factures, etc.:

Furniture $8,892,000
Candles 1,500,000

Chairs 1,000,000

Manufactures of iron 5,000,000
" leather 1,200,000
" liquors 22,000,000

Flour 3,000,COO

Meats 14.500,000

Oils 7,000,000

Tobacco 15,000,000

It is obvious that the labor part of these

manufactures are fully compensated by the

expotts of products.

The shipbuilding was as follows :

Steam vessels 28 11,753 tons $752,000
Barges 15 8,113 " 77,600

Canal boats 9 466 " 15,300

The vessels enrolled at the port of Cincin-

nati in 1870 were

:

Vessels 282
Tons 53,230

Value $1,727,090

3. River commerce.—A very interesting arti-

cle in the Trade report is that which relates

to the actual commerce of the Ohio. It is far

beyond what any one would at first imagine.

Indeed, we did not suppose it could be BO

great; but on examination of the statistics

given we suppose they are not exaggerated.

The total annual value of river trade is given

at $716,000,000. Referring to the different

ports, we find the fo .lowing to be the values

at the principal points, viz:

Cincinnati $170,000,000
Pittsburg 150,000,000
Louisville (including Portlan 1 &
New Albany) 34,000,000

Wheeling 30,t.OJ,000

Portsmouth 12,000,000

Evausville 12,500,000

Padncah 40,000,000

Southland 30,000,000

Sieubenville 8,000,000

Pomeroy 8,000,000

Ironton 5 000,000

Maysville 8,000,000

Ripley 5,000,000

Madison 12,000,000

Jeffersonville 5,000,000

Cairo 20,000,000

In loakir.g into the river trade of the dif-

ferent States which border on the Ohio river,

we find in the aggregate the following results

in all but very small places:

Pennsylvania $160,000,000

Virginia 39,000,000

Ohio 222,000,000

Kentucky 106,700,000

Illinois 21,650,000

Indiana 65,800,000

Tbe reader will be struck with the disparity

between the south and the north sides of the

Ohio. Kentucky borders the entire south side

of the Ohio from the Big Sandy to Cairo irftd

in that entire distance has in the aggre_;:.ie

about $120,000,000. In the same distan.ce

(from Big Sandy to Cairo), Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois have a river trade of $300,000,-

000. If Kentucky had shown the same spirit

and energy in making public works and de-

veloping her resources, she might have come

nearly up to the industry and commerce of

the opposite shore.

f^The display of commerce, trade and indus-

try, both in Cincinnati and in the Ohio valley,

made by this report of the Board of Trade, is,

considering the newness of the country, most

wonderful; and there is no reason to suppose

it will not be continued through many years

to come. The development of the Ohio valley

is not half complete. Nay, it will be within

bounds to say, that it admits of fourfold the

population, the industry and commerce, which

it now has, and probably within another gene-

ration will receive.
:—

New Orleans, Mobile & Texas Railroad.

—Track-laying on the first western division

of the New Orleans, Mobile & Texas Railroad

was completed on Saturday to Donaldsonville,

63 miles from New Orleans, and the road will

soon be open for traffic to that place. The
grading is completed 20 miles further on.
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A'ARROW GAUGE.

Festiniog—The Cradle of the New Railway
System—History of the Initial Narrow-

Gauge Road in Wales—An English piper

on Railways— Three feet Against Four
\_Feet Eight and a Half.

We give place this week to two of six most
interesting letters upon this subject. They
were prepared by a gentleman thoroughly

competent for such an undertaking, and after

he had given the question a most complete

examination.

A recent letter to ns from an experienced

and well-known American engineer says :

''Having visited the little line in Wales and
gone over it several times with the manager,
Mr. C. E. Spooner, I am quite ready to en-
dorse all the English correspondent has said
in its lavor."

So are we, and therefore earnestly com-

mend these epistles to our readers.

We shall conclude the series in our subse-

quent numbers.

These letters were first given to the Ameri-

can public in the Philadelphia Press by an
English correspondent:

Festiniog, North Wales, May 11.

Ho. 1—The Festiniog ltiiilw >y.

Wales, not to be behind the rest of the
world, boasts its seven wonders, but one ot

the most wonderful things which it contains
is not included in the number; 1 mean the
Festiniog Railway.

This little line has attracted visitors from
almost all parts of the habitable globe.
"Wise men from the East"—Russian counts,
Egyptian beys, Anglo-Indian engineers, Nor-
wegians, Prussians, Austrians, French, Span-
iards, Italians—have been to see and criti-

cise the miniature iron road. New World
visitors too, from the States, the West Indies,
the Brazils, have crossed the Atlantic and
made their way to the Welsh hills to inspect
the "Torn Thumb" Railway, as it has been
called. Scarcely a week passes but some
authorized commission or some unauthorized
self-appointed inquisitor puts in an appear-
ance, and Mr. Spooler, the very courteous
engiueer and manager of the line, must some-
times begin to wonder whether he is secretary
or showman.

Haviog just paid a visit to Festiniog and
had a full opportunity of examining the line,

I have thought that a brief description of it

and a few remarks upon some points which
it brings up for consideration would not be
uninteresting to your readers.

If the Festiniog Railway were merely a
curiosity I should need to apologize for pro-
posing to trouble you with anything on
the subject, for you have curiosities ot your
own in abundance, both natural and artificial

human und mechanical. But the Feslinio<r
Railway is more than a curiosity; it is a
practical illustration of a most important
principle in railway construction It is a
fact—worth more than a thousand theories

—

which demonstrates thut the railways of the
future need not be the costly and often unremu-
nerative works which they have been in tlie

past; a fact which, I believe, is t> bring
about a revolution in railway matters and all

thai appertains ibereio.

Any such fact, 1 judge, will be of supreme
interest iu a country with vast expanses ot

territory still unpeopled, vast resources still

undeveloped; territory which must be peo-
pled, resources which must be developed,
mainly through the agency of railways; for

railways, originally the outcome of civiliza-

tion, the offspring of that ever fruitful parent,

Necessity, have now become the very pioneers

of civilization, the great ploughshares which
open up the virgin lands that mankind may
rejoice in the harvests of various kinds which
they are waiting to produce. Like the out-

stretching branches of a tree, railways,

whetever they spread themselves abroad,
carry with them seeds like those from which
they sprang, and thus population, industry

and commerce are made to cover the earth.

To ordinary visitors the Festiniog Railwav
begins at Portemadoc (which is situated at

the northeast corner of Cardigan Bay,) and
runs thence to Dinas and Duffros, villages

situated between Moel-Wyn and Manod, two
slate bearing mountains in the Festiniog dis-

trict. More properly speakiug, however, the

railway commences in the mountains, and
ends at Portemadoc, for its primary object

was to carry the slates from the quarries
which abound in the Festiniog district down
to Portemadoc, whence they are shipped t)

fie various markets. This still forms the

greatest part of the traffic on the line, al-

though a large passenger traffic has been de-

veloped during tue last eight years.

The line, which is a single one, was origin-

ally constructed in 1832 as a horse tram-way,
and was made of a nominally two-feet gauge,
the exact gauge being half an inch less than
that. Eight years ago Mr. Spoouer resolved

ou the bold experiment of converting it into

a locomotive passenger railway, ret lining the

old way, and thus setting at defiance the pre-

conceived theories of engineers as t-j the

width of gauge necessary for a line over
which steam engines should run. Years be-

fore that, the great "battle of the gauges" had
been fought in the country, and four leet

eight and a half inches had been adopted as

the "standard" gauge—the narrowest which
was at all consistent wilh the requirements of

railway traffic. Even that was regarded by

some as too narrow, and lines of seven feel

gauge were laid down at enormous expense
for the sake of some fancied advantages
which never resulted. Had any one ven-

tured to hint that a large traffic—equal to

any which was then contemplated—mighl be
conducted on a lice of two feet gauge, he
would have been scouted as a madman.
Facts, however, are stubborn things, and not

easily convicted of lunacy. A large traffic,

both passengers and goods, is conducted ou
a two feet gauge ; and, though I am not go-

ing to say that such a gauge is suitable for

uuiversal or even general adoption, the Fes-
tiniog experiment has made it clear lo all

but the most pigheaded that a much narrower
gauge than that generally adopted is amply
sufficient for the accommodation of all ordi-

nary traffic, and may be constructed and
worked at far less cost than the "standard"
gauge.

Let us then take a trip along the interest-

ing little railway, and see what it is and
what it does. Arrived at Portemadoc Sta-

tion, we find the train in waiting—a train

which looks almost like a child's toy, so dim-
inutive is it compared with what we are ac-
customed lo see. One might nearly sit as-

tride the engine, and the carriages look as

though a push would set them going. The
passtuger carriages are of two kinds; in

those of the oldest make She seats are ar-

ranged lengthwise, the passengers sitting

back to back as in an Irish jaunting car; in

those of more recent bund the seats are
placed crosswise as in ordinary railway car-
riages, and accommodate three passengers to

each seat, or twelve to a carriage; for sum-
mer tourists there are open carriages with
lengthwise seats and awnings overhead; and
for the quarrymen, large numbers of whom
go up the line every Monday morning and re-

turn every Saturday, there are low, open cars
without coverings, which each carry a dozen
workmen. The carriage fl >ors being raised
very little above the ground level, there is no
need for platf >rms at the stations, and one
step lands us in the carriage. Leaving Porte-
madoc, we pass along a strait and nearly
level embankment almost a rnile in length

which carries the line over Traeth Mawr, or
the estuary of the Beddgelart river. This be
ing crossed we immediately cornu»nce our
ascent into the mountain country, the line

from this point rising the whole way until it

reaches its terminus; the gradients vary from
1 in 60.68 to 1 in 186—the average gradient
being 1 in 92 for 12J inilea We can hardly
help crediting the little engine with a con-
scious pluck and determination as it manfully
climbs these steep inclines and draws after it

its long train of carriages and wagons The
line runs through the most enchanting and
romantic scenery, and at times in our upward
journey we look straight down into the beau-
tiful, fertile valley below, three or four hun-
dred feet beneath us, and along it to the
sparkling sea beyond, while the rugged rocks
rise high on the other hand and we gaze up
to the mountain tops. On we go alorg
our winding way, turning and twisting, as the

engine, like a thing of life, seems to choose
its mountain path with the nicest discrimina-

tion. At times the curves round which we
sweep are so small and follow each other in

such rapid succession that neither the engine
nor the brake van can be seen by a passenger
in the middle of the train, and the train it-

self will be on three different curves at once;
at other times the line takes a wide sweep
along the side of a great natural basin, almost
doubling back upon itself as it seeks its way
to higher ground. The curves, indeed, form
one of the most marvelous lentures of ibis

little line. The railway is nearly all curves;

in some cases they are not more than lj
chains in radius, yet trains glide round them
with the utmost ease, clinging to the moun-
tain sides and following their outlines with

unfailing fidelity. Part of the journey, by
invitation of Mr. Spooner, we perform on a
log of timber some 50 or 60 feet in length;

this affords us capital opportunity of judging
ot the capabilities of the line, and we are no
less surprised than pleased to find that we
pass over the line as steadily and smoothly as

in most first class carriages on ordinary lines.

The log is carried on a couple of "bogie"

trucks, and its passage over the sharp curves

is absolutely imperceptible. As we approach
the upper end of the railway we see, on either

hand, several branches running high up into

the mountains to the quarries, from whith

the slates are conveyed to the port below. On
all these, the gradient being very steep, the

traffic is worked by gravity, the loaded trucks

coming down to the quarry termini on the

main line and drawing the empty trucks up
by means of large windlasses. The return

journey down the main line is also performed

by gravity. Taking our seat in a litile open
car we make a rapid descent to Purtrnadoc,

spinning along at the rate of about thirty
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miles un hour without either traction or pro-

pulsion, thus serving to show us very forcibly

the gradients with which the engine had to

contend on the upward journey.

For its whole course the line, as will have

been gathered, runs through a rocky couutry,

yet, owing to the sharp curves which have
been available through the use of the very

narrow gauge, cutting, tunneling, &c, have
been avoided in a very remarkable manner.
The greatest cutting is 27 feet, the greatest

filling or embankment 60 feet, and there are

only two tunnels in the \2\ miles, one of 730
yards and the other of 60 yards.

The amount of work done by this little line

is astonishing. In 1869 between 9,000 and
50,000 tons of goods and minerals per mile

passed over it, and from 8,000 to 9,000 pas-

sengers per mile, a traffic equal to that on
some of our most flourishing "standard"
gauge lines. Seven locomotives are employed,
including one "Fairlie" engine, "The Little

Wonder," of which I shall have more to say

hereafter, and the rolling stock consists of 14

passenger carriages, 82 quarrymen's carriages,

40 goods, coal and lime trucks, and 852
slate trucks The slate traffic renders the

working expenses exceptionally high, in.-is-

much as the company have to supply and
keep in repair two-thirds more rolling stock

of slate wagons than if the slate companies
delivered their produce at the upper terminus,

besides the cost of oil and grease and addi-

tional stuff for the same ; then, all the slate

wagons liive to run empty one way over the

whole length of the line. Notwithstanding
this and other drawbacks, and the fact that

the rates are the same as on most other lines,

the working expenses of the line contrast fa-

vorably with those of other companies. On
the London and North-western Railway the

percentage of working expenses to gross re-

ceipts is 4 7 84 ; on the Great Western, 48 616;
on the North London, 52.7; on the Metropoli-

tan, 54; on the Last Indian, 49.4; on the

Great Indian Peninsula, 63 2; on the Bom-
bay and Baroda, 70.7. On the Festiuiog line

the percentage is 44.5, and if allowance
were made on the most moderate scale for

the exceptional circumstances to which I

have referred, the working expenses would
not be more than 31 per cent, of the gross

receipts.

I was somewhat anxious to know what had
been the effect of the railway upon the quar-
ries and the port, and was scarcely surprised

to learn that both had been developed in a
very rapid manner. PorUnadoc, from being
a little coast village with an occasional vessel

in its bay, has become a thriving port with

numeiojs wharves and many ships.

"It's the slates," say some of the quarry
pto,jrietors, "that have le n the making of

the railway." They forget that there are two
sides to the question, and that it may be said

with as much propriety, 'its the railway that

has been the making of the trade and of the

poit " So will it always be.

I fear that my letter has been unduly long,

but I will promise in my next, in which I want
to read one of the lessons taught by this little

railway, shall out be so lengthy.

No 2—Railways or No Railways.

The experiment at Festiuiog has made it

evident that by adopting a narrow gauge the

benefits of a railway may be secured in a dis-

trict where otherwise it would be impossible

to provide them. To quote the words of a
committee of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives, 'It is a wonder of mechani-

cal science, and a lamp of hope to the rail-

way forsaken everywhere " The Duke of
Sutherland, who accompanied the Russian
Commission on their visit to Festiniog last

year, exactly hit the mark when he said that

the question of gauge was, in many districts,

the question of railways or no railways.

Engineers have, in too many instances,

overlooked this most important point. Wed-
ded to old ideas, determined not to see a

fact which was in contradiction to their theo-

ries, they have opposed a reduction of gauge,
either altogether ignorant or altogether care-

less that their advice, if carried out, must in-

evitably debar sparsely populated or undevel-

oped districts from ever obtaining the facili-

ties of railway communication, and I am not

exaggerating when I say that through their

absurdly extreme conservatism and their will-

ful blindness many districts have been practi-

cally shut out from the world which might
now have been teeming with population and
rich in wealth of every kind.

How comes it that existing railways in

England are not much more profitable than

they are? It is not that they have failed to

develop traffic. The most sanguine hopes of

their piomoters in this respect have been more
than verified ;

facilities for cheap and rapid

communication have everywhere been appre-

ciated by the public. Yet, with all this suc-

cess, numbers of railways continue to yield a

poor return to shareholders on account of

their great cost of construction and their

great cost in working expenses, owing to the

broad gauge which has been so generally adop-

ted. Many a line is now a financial failure

which ought to have been a remunerative
speculation. Many a capitalist now receives

no dividend who ought to have a first rate re-

turn upon his investment, just becauae the

rails have been laid too far apart.

Hence, railway building is discouraged

Railways can not be built without capital, and
capitalists are not easily induced to invest

their money in speculations which, at best,

are only likely to yield them a very moderate
return, and that after some considerable lime

occupied in the construction of the line and
development of the traffic.

Once let it be generally and clearly appre-

hended that narrow gauge railways—capable

of accommodating all the traffic which is

likely to come upon them—can be construc-

ted at about half the cost and in t.early half
the time which are necessary for railways on

the old gauge, and the whole state of things

will be altered, money will be freely forth-

coming, railways will be pushed forward in

all directions, and the benefits of cheap and!

quick communication will be carried into

districts which are now hopelessly off the

road.

The revolution has commenced, and nothing

probably will now stop it. Already the little

Festiniog line can count up a numerous fami-

ly of descendant*, and the tide of opinion is

turning strongly in favor of the narrow-gauge

lines

In India, 5,000 miles of narrow gauge rail-

way are to be constructed at once, and a con-

siderable poriion of the broad gauge lines al-

ready in existence in that country are to be

converted into narrow gauge lines. Three of

the four engineers appointed to report on the

subject recommended a gauge of 2 feet 9

inches, and the fourth recommended the

adoption of a 3 feet 6 inches gauge. The
gauge decided upon is 3 feet 3 inches, the old

gauge being 5 feet 6 inches. In reference to

this important decision one of our leading

engineering publications says: "The inaugu

ration of the new railway system is a grand
era in the history of India, and it will be in-

teresting to note how much more rapidly her

resources develop, her local miseries decrease,

and her military positions strengthen, as

the new and cheaper lines are rapidly run
over the districts now standing so much in

need of them."
In Norway, Sweden, Russia and France ; in

Canada, South America and Queensland, nar-

row gauge lines have been adopteJ for some
time and are working successfully.

Nor have American engineers failed to see

(he advantages of the system. lam informed
that in the mining districts of Pennsylvania
roads have recently been constructed of a
2 feet 6 inch gauge. Only a week ago a re-

port (to which I have already referred,)

strongly recommending the adoption of a 3
feet gauge was presented to the Massachusetts

House of Representatives, and will doubtless

lead to immediate action. And I am glad to

learn that out in the Far West you have an
important line eight hundred and fifty miles

in length projected on the same gauge, and
that a portion of it is in rapid progress.

The choice is a most wise one, and will,

without doubt, rapidly hasten the development
of the rich tract of territory through which
the line is to pass. Even were there nothing

to be saved in the construction of the main
line, it is of prime importance that it should

be of narrow gauge. Every main railway

should be an artery into which numerous
veins or branches should run, thus causing

the life-blood of commerce to circulate through

the whole of the territorial system. Espe-

cially must this be the case in a mining dis-

tiict, where all the produce has to be gath-

ered up and sent to distant markets, and
where supplies of the necessaries of life must
be carried in day by day. These branch
lines if constructed by private individuals or

mining or manufacturing companies, will

most certainly be of narrow gauge, for those

who construct railways as part of their

"plant," and not as separate speculations, are

wise enough to see that broad gauge lines are

much too expensive to be indulged in. Hence
the necessity that the main line should be a
narrow gauge railway; the traffic of the

branch lines must pass to and from it without

transfer and without break of gauge, or time

will be lost and expense incurred which will

militate considerably against the utility of

the railway.

This question of branch lines is a highly

important one, and I am anxious that it

should not be overlooked. If a railway com-
pany will take care to lay down such a meia
road that branches may be run into it at com-

paratively small expense, they may safely

calculate that feeders will be constructed all

along its route. Every little watershed of in-

dustry, so to speak, will send down its rivulet,

and a full flow of traffic will roll along tie

main stream. If, on the other hand, the

gauge of a main line be such that connections

with it can only be made at a large cost, the

sources of traffic will necessarily be confined

to the narrow strips which lie along either

side of the road, and the regions beyond will

neither be benefited themselves nor contribute

to the dividends of the shareholders.

As to the main line itself, I need scarcely

point out that, if a narrow gauge railway can

be constructed at about half the cost of a

broad gauge line, the same capital will com-

mand the traffic of double the length of country.

A thousand miles of road can be built whero

otherwise only five hundred could be built,

and the case will be exactly parallel with that
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of a man who can keep two shops going in-

stead oi one ; if such a man can't make bis

fortune the faster, he has no one to blame but

himself.

In a territory only partially developed the

narrow gauge system offers an easy solution

of a difficulty which must oiherwise be felt.

Over the water you are enabled by a sort of

prophetic gift to term even your villages

cities. You are well assured that before many
years are over they will be cities in reality as

well as in name. Meanwhile, during the

period of growth, however brief that may be,

are they to be without railways, destitute of

the very chief cause of progress? Or is a

heavy capital to be idle for some years whilst

the railway waits for the increase of popula-

tion and the growth of industry? The nar
row gauge system, I say, affords the answer;
a thousand miles of such territory may sup-

poit a railway when five hundred could not.

In my next letter I propose, with your per-

mission, to show how it is that one thousand
miles of narrow gauge can be constructed nt

the same cost as five hundred miles of broad
giuge.

[To be Continued.]

I nion Pacific Railroad.

The road continues to make a splendid
Bhowing as respects increase of net earnings
compared with the corresponding period last

year. The April business was:

1871. 1870.

Earnings $604,247 58 $680,973 26
Expenses 268,401 94 474,355 65

Net $335,845 64 $206,617 61

Here is an increase of net earnings of $ 1 29,-

227 09 over April, 1870; and the total in-

crease of net earnings since January 1 (4
months) has amounted to $487,394 82. The
percentage of expenses has been reduced from
69 HO during the first fiscal vear (May 10,

1869, to April 30, 1870), to 53
_

16 during the
fiscal year ending April 30, 1871. During the
calendar year, 1870, this percentage was
61 34. The total net earnings of the second
fiscal year just ended, amounted to $3,435,-
257 09.

The road is now operated with increased
efficiency—with an economy that has no pre-
cedent in its previous history. Never before
was the promise of local development and
business so hopeful. Along all the tributaries

of the Platte there have been three years' full

crops. Immigration is rapidly increasing.
It is discovered that, taking into considera-
tion the quality of the soil, the character of
the climate, and the terms on which lands
can be obiained, there is no more inviting

locality in the near "Far West." The com-
pany are selling choice lands at $2 and up-
wards per acre, at 6 per cent, interest; and
with a slight, and, if necessary, no payment,
down. The company, too, offer the immi-
grants the most liberal inducements, as re-

gards rates both f.jr freight and passengers

—

a large proportion of the amount paid being
refunded to those who have settled on its

lands.

SSf Statistics show that there is about nine
times as much coffee consumed in the United
States as in Great Britain, and nearly three
times as much lea consumed in Great Britain
as io the United States.

Lease of ttae Sen Jersey Roads.

1. The lessee to pay the rent at all times

during the said term, notwithstanding any
futuie action of any of the corporations or

iheir stockholders
;
and in order to secure the

individual interest of each stockholder of the

lessors, the right is given him to prosecute

such suits as may be necessary to recover his

proportionate part of the rent, and to use, if

necessary, the name of the corporations les-

sors for that purpose; this provision, if de-

sired, to be endorsed on the certificates of

Btock.

2. The lessee to pay all taxes, transit duties

and other charges assessed or impused on the

lessors during said term.

3. The leasee to defend all actions, and pay
all amounts lhat may be recovered agaiust

the lessors, and indemnify them from all

claims, &c, during the said term.

4. The lessee to maintain and operate the

demised works at its own expense, and to keep
the same in thorough repair, working order

and condition, fully supplied with rolling and
floating stock and equipment, at least equal

to that now used, so lhat the traffic and busi-

ness shall be encouraged and developed, and
full public accommodation given on reasona-

b e terms.

6. The lessee to keep up the sinking funds

of the lessors, and to pay all their debts and
obligations as they shall become due.

6. As the several loans of the lessors shall

become due, they are to deliver to the lessee

a corresponding number ot the bonds secured

by the mortgage of April 20, 1871, whereby
to discharge the same, any difference in value

to be made up by the lessee. The difference

between the total funded indebtedness and
the amount authorized to be raised by the

mortgage, to be applied only to permanent
unpioveuients on the works.

7. The title of all afier-required property to

be taken in the name of the lessors respect-

ively, and such property to be subject to the

lease.

8. To aid in the development of the " Har-
simus cove" property, the lessors, whenever
the lessee shall have spent $400,000 in im-

proving the same, to issue to the lessee 3,u00

shares of their stock, and so from time to time

until $3,0(JO,000 shall have been so spent in

such improvements, and 22,500 shares of

stock issued. No other or further stock to be

thereafter issued by the lessors. The stock

so issued to bear the same rate of rett as the

present stock, and to be paid in like manner,
clear of all taxes.

9. The lessee to assume all the contracts,

liabilities and other obligations of the lessors.

All rights under existing leases to remain in

full force in the eveut of the future re-entry

by the lessors.

10. The lessee to pay $10,000 a year, to

enable the lessors to keep up their corporate
organization—the first half-yearly payment to

be made July 1, 1871 ; and to provide suita

ble offices in Philadelphia, Trenton and New
Yurk, for the accommodation of the directors

and officers of the lessors.

11. Such of the property of the lessors as

may not be necessary for the use of the works
may, with their assent, be sold, and the pro-

ceeds applied either to the permanent reduc-

tion of the funded debt, or to permanent addi-

tional improvements on the works.

12. 'lhe accounts of ilie lessee to be open
to the inspection of the President and officials

of the lessors—the leasees to furnish annually

on or before April 1, a detailed statement of

the business for the previous year ending De-
cember 31, and the works and premises them-
selves to be likewise open for inspection and
examination.

13. In case of default (continued for ninety

days) in paying lhe rent, or performing these

covenants and agreements, ibe lessors to have
the right to re-enter upon the premises, to hold

as of their original estate; the rent to be ap-

portioned to the time of re-entry; no claim
for damages for breach of covenant to be
affected thereby.

14. At the end of the term, the lessees to

re-deliver the works and premises to the les-

sors.

15. Covenant for further assurance.

16. These covenants to bind both parties,

their successors and assigns

The above is an abstract of the terms of the

lease offered by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company to the United Companies of New
Jersey. The capital of the New Jersey Kail-

road is represented by 62,500 shares, of which
two-thirds would be 41,667; Camden & Ara-
boy Railroad, 50,000, of which two-thirds

would be 33,334; Delaware & Raritan Canal,

49,996, two-thirds, 33,331. Copies of the lease

are placed for examination with Saml. Welsh,
chairman of the commitree, office 218 South
Delaware avenue, Philadelphia; with Robert
F. Stockton, in Trenton ; with Alfred L Den-
nis, Newark; and at the office of the New
Jersey Railroad Company, No. Ill Liberty

street, New York, at any of which points

stockholders favorable to lhe ratification of
the lease may leave their names.
By this lease, if accepted, all the property,

real and personal, of the canal and railroads,

passes to the lessees for 999 years, at a rental

of $1,948,500. equal to $10 per share, annu-
ally, on all the present capital stock, clear of

taxes, payable quarterly, beginning July 1.

The method of packing the tea which
is sent from Shanghai to San Francisco, and
thence over the Pacific Railway, is very pecu-

liar. The tea is placed in small baskets, hold-

ing one pound each, and three of those bas-

kets are adjusted to the mouths of three others

and strapped together. Then fifteen of these

parcels of six baskets are made up into a
package, and securely»covered with matting,

and in this style the tea is sent to market. It

is asserted that a cargo of teas can be sent

from Shanghai or Foo Chow to Chicago in

forty-five days. The ft eights are $3 25 per

hundred pounds to San Francisco, thence by
the Pacific Railway to Chicago, $4 20, making
$7 45 from Shanghai to Chicago. The through
freight by rail from San Francisco to New
York is $6 per huudred, so that the cost to the

Atlantic Slates is $9 25. The tea, it is as-

serted, is of a good, strong flavor and perfectly

sound. A short time ago a cargo of 11,000

packages, or 990,000 pounds of tea, was sent

to New York by this route, and more recently

a cargo of 40,000 pounds was sent to Boston.
—N. O. Cum Bulletin.

« m

Cincinnati Census—The population of Cin-

cinnati, by nativity, as shown by the census
returns, are as follows: Total while, born in

the United States, 130,763; colored, 5,860;

total foreign, 79,612; of the latter, there are

from British America, 1,193 ; England, 3,525;

France, 2,093; German States, 51,220; Ire-

land, 18,625; Italy, 399; Scotland, 787; Po-

land, 167; Switaerland, 905; Wales, 507

;

Turkey, 1. Of those born in the United States

there are : New England, 2,1^8
; New York,

3,597; Pennsylvania, 3,597 ; Kentucky, 3,723 ;

Indiana, 2,750; Ohio, 109,148.
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Pacific Railway Business.

Only two short years ago an event was
celebrated with great rejoicings, which has
proved productive of larger benefits than were
predicted by oven the most sanguine and saga-

cious of its advocates and projectors. At that

time was laid the last rail which united the

Central and the Union Pacific Railways, put-

ting the Pacific in uninterrupted communica-
tion, by rail, with the Atlantic coast and the

intermediate great inland cities. The event

has passed into the history of our railways,

not merely, but of those of the world, and its

anniversary is almost forgotten ; but the bene-
fits of that union began at once to be enjoyed,

and have continued in an increasing ratio.

This great trans continental highway, ac-

knowledged to be the boldest enterprise of its

nature ever consummated, has been a success
from its very start

To give an idea of the business done, we
take the f'o'lowing details from the statement
of C. W. Smith, Esq., f: eight agent of the

Central Pacific road. The monthly returns

of through freight sent east from California

during the second year, ending '.May 1, 1871,
were:

Pounds. Pounds.

May 3,018,495
June 4,481,632
July 2,238,290
August 2,890,990
September ...8,268,894

October 3,293,273

November.. ..3,304,029
December ...2,334,316

January 1,521,988

February.. ..1,506,248

March 2.744,316

April 4,913,071

Total 34,575,072

From 90 to 95 per cent, of this freight was
shipped from San Francisco. During the
first four months of 1870, the quantity of
freight shipped to the East over the road was
1,509,000 lbs., making a total for the sixteen
montns ending May 1, 1871, of 37,084,186
lbs , or 18,582 ions, an average of over 1,100
tons per month.

In the first four months of 1871, the through
freights were 10,412,857 lbs.; and for April,

4,798,071. Sacramento, Marysville, San Jose,
and some smaller stations, furnished a small
per cent, of the above, besides three cars of
live stock. The inward freight tralfic of the
road is much larger than the outward, and
embraces most all descriptions of merchan-
dise.

For the sixteen months from Jan. 1, 1871,
29,392 passengers were carried East, and 39,-

651 West To California it seems, then, that
so far as population is concerned, saying noth-
ing of business, the railroad has been of great
benefit And in addition to the ihrough pas-
sengers are the way passengers, of whom no
account is made above.

These figures—and they are but the sug-
gestive beginnings, demonstrate better than
any other argument, the fact that this great
thoroughfare was not a figment of the imagi-
nation, but is a veritable and very beneficent
fact, from which all sections of our country
that can be at all affected by it are to derive
incalculable benefits in the future. Such a
railway is a good thing to have in a country I

—a good thing for its owners, under such
management as the line now enjoys, and a
pood ihing for the cuuntry.— Chicago Railway
Review.

A wonderful discovery has been made
of coal mines and oil wells 30 miles from As-
pinwall, Central America The mines are re-
ported t> be inexhaustible, and the coal is

Baid to be of superior quality, equal, even, to
the best imported.

Tbe Quick Transit Question Solved at
Last.

The "New York Railroad Companies" pre-

viously known as the Viaduct Railroad Com-
pany, was formally organized last week.

Judge Hilton has been appointed as presi-

dent, with VV. B Duncan as treasurer, and E.

P. Barker as secretary. The directors were
then classified by ballot as follows, to hold

office for the terms respectively prefixed to

their names S

For 1 year—A. O. Hall, R. O'Gorman, P.

B Sweeny, W. R. Travers, C. A. Lemont.
For 2 years— R. B. Connolly, E. B. Wesley,

J. J. Bradley, J. F. Navarro, Charles L. Tif-

fany.

For 3 years—Aug. Belmont, A. T. Stewart,

J. J. Asior, Wm T. Blodgeit, G. F. D Lanier.

For 4 years—Wm. M. Tweed, W G Hunt,
Levi P. Morton, J. O. Jones, Hugh Smith.

For 5 jears—Henry Hilton, T. A. Osgood,
Henry Smith, J. T. Johnson, Wm B Duncan.

These names, it will be seen, include the

leading merchants, capitalists and politicians

of our city. The management is composed of

our most active and best known citizens, who
would not lend their names to any impractica-

ble or visionary scheme. Upon this point we
have the most satisfactory assurances that the

work will be prosecuted with due vigor and
economy. The capital required will be forth-

coming as it may- 0e wanted. The directors

alone could, if necessary, complete and equip

the new railroad out of their own means with-

out the issue of bonds to the public, but this

will not be required. The fir*t installment of

$1,1/00,000 capital has been already subscribed

for. The city government will then issue

bonds for $5,01)1',000, at the usual rate of irte-

ic.-t, said bonds to constitute a lien on the

railroad. The estimated cost of the railroad

is $21,000,000, but we doubt whether it can

be constructed ror that amount.
The plan of the proposed railroad embraces

many novel features, and includes some of the

best ideas advanced Irom tune to time by the

various advocates of quick transit. It seems
to be admirably adapted for the purpose re-

quired of moving the largest number of per-

sons in the shoitest possible lime. It is free

from the objections that rendered the Broad-
way tunnel, the Beach Pneumatic Tube, the

elevated and other quick transit plans so ob-

noxious to the public. Perhaps the very best

proof of the feasibility of the new plan is the

combination in its management of leading

citizens who persistent y opposed the various

schemes that for a number of years past occu-

pied public attention. All these persons con-

nected with the new undertaking have reputa-

tion, money and character to lose or gain by
the success or failure of the new railroad.

They have the strongest possible motives for

pushing it to a successful termination.

The much vexed quick transit question has

been solved in a manner that few persons

anticipated, and to which still fewer will ob-

ject. It involves the transportation of our
citizens from one point to another at a hight

level with, or perhaps a little higher than, the

second story windows of our houses. Our
people are to be whisked along on a railroad

elevatPd 12 or 18 feet high at a rale of 50 or

60 miles an hour. It is estimated that pas-

sengers can be csrried from the city hall to

Harlem in 12 minutes. This is about as fust

as the majority of people are desirous of

going.

The gold crop of Montana, for the year
1870, has yielded $44,000,000.

Minnesota Repndinting her R illroad
Bunds.

We have been waiting to see how the elec-

tion in Minnesota would settle the long out-

standing question of the railway bonds. A
year ago we published the statement of the
bondholders explaining the transaction up to

thnt date. In April, 1858, 80 per cent of the
voting population of Minnesota, then a terri-

tory, viz: 27 756 out of 35,490, adopted an
amendment to lite Constitution authorizing
the issue of $5,000,000 in aid of railroads.

Two millions were issued, when in 1860 the

amendment was expunged; and the State

government has been ever since offering the

holders, for their bonds, lands which the

United States government had granted to the

Territory of Minnesota for these railroads.

The Territory became a St ite with the amend-
ment to her Constitution, and issued 2,275

one thousand dollar bonds. The railroad

companies failed, and contractors and other

bondholders have never got ii terest Belore
the amendment of lHfiO which expunged that

of 1858 was adopted, the Governor foreclosed

the State mortgages on the railroads and
bought in the stocks at a uominiil price, and
the State, by a law passed in March, 1862,

granted the road3 to new corporators. No
interest on the old bonds has ever been paid,

but in 1870 lands, said to be not one fourth

the par value of the bonds, were offered for

them in exchangp, and of course were refused.

It is asserted by a writer in the New York
1'osl that these repudiated bonds were actu-

ally accepted at the State Treasury of Minne-
sota as security for the circulation of local

banks; and some of them were sold by the

State Auditor to capitalists of the Slate, and
the proceeds were applied to the redemption
of the bank notes. The Slate has therefore

twice issued the same securities and twice re-

pudiated its obligations to pay interest on i Is

paper. The election held last month, says

the Philadelphia Ledger, turned upon a bill

for a settlement by arbitration of the claims

of the bondholders. This bill was submitted

by the Legislature to the people, according to

the provisions of the constitutional amend-
ment of I860, given above. It has been voted

down, and the debt of the State once more
distinctly repudiated. If this action were
final. Minnesota would, indeed, have incurred

undying reproach. But it is not final; such
a question as this is never settled until the

debt is paid.

—

R. R & M. Register.

A new form of paste for attaching

paper hangings to walls, and one which, be-

sides possessing the merit of cheapness, has

the advantage of preventing the paper from
separating or peeling off, is prepared by first

soltening 18 pounds of finely powdered bole

in water, and then draining off the surplus

water from the mass. One and a quarter

pounds of glue are next to be boiled into glue

water, and the bole and two pounds of gypsum
are then stirred in, and the whole mass forced

through a sieve by means of a brush. This is

afterwards diluted with water t> the condition

of a thin paste t>r dressing, when it is ready

for use. This paste is net only much cheaper
than the ordinary flour paste, but it has the

advantage of adhering better to whitewashed

surfaces, especially to walls that have been

coaled over several times, and from which the

coating has not been carefully removed. In

some cases it is advisable, when putting fine

paper on old walls, to coat them by means of

this paste with a ground paper, and to apply

the paper hanging itself to this wiih the ordi-

nary paste.—Phila. Ledger.
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Improvements in Carpet Manufacture.

Some idea of the extent of the improve-

ments made in the manufacture of carpels

mav be pained from the fact that thirty-five

years ago Mes-rs. Deans, of Stewarton, in

Ayshire, Scotland, exhibited a carpel, eight

yards by six yards, called the Scotto Persian,

at the Museum of National Manufactures and
of the Mechanic Arts, in Leicester square,

London, which was considered at that time to

be the most magnificent piece of tapestry ever

manufactuied outside of Persia. Il was the

custom then," in weav'ng carpets, to hang be-

fore the weaver a design or pattern, on which

the various figures were traced in proper

colors; the weavers looked at these constant-

ly, because every stitch was marked upon

them as they were to be in the work. By this

means they always knew what colors and
shades they were to use, and how many stitches

of the 6ame color. In this they were assisted

by squares, into which the whole design was

divided; each square was divided into ten

vertical lines corresponding with the parcels

often threads of the warp; and besides each

square was ruled with ten horizontal lines,

crossing the vertical lines at. right angles

The workman, alier placing his spindles of

thread near him, began to work on the first

horizontal line of one of the squares. The
lines marked on the cartoon were not traced

on the warp, because an iron wire, which was

lunger than the widihot ten threads, supplied

the place of a cross line. This wire was
managed by a crook at one end, at the work-

man's right hand; towards the other end it

was fl <ttened into a sort of knife, with a back

and edge, and growing wider at the point.

The weaver fixed his wire horizontally on the

warp, by twisting some turns of a suitable

thread ot the woof around it, which he passed

forward and backward behind a fore thread

of the warp, and then behind the opposite

thread, drawing them in their turn by their

leashes. Afterwards he brought the woof

thread round the wire, in order to begin again

to thrust it inio the warp. He continued in

this manner to cover the iron rod or wire, and
to fill up a line to the tenth thread of the warp.

The weaver was at liberty either to stop here,

or to go on with the same cross line in the

next division, according as he pressed the

thread of the woof round the iron wire,

and into the warp, the threads of which he

caused to cross one another at every instant

;

and when he came to the enrl of the line, he

took care to strike in the woof he had used

This row of stitches was again closed and
leveled, and in the same manner the weaver
proceeded; then wilh his left hand he ran a

strong pair of shears along the finished line,

cutting off the loose hairs, and thus forming

a row of tufts perfectly even, which, together

with those before and alter it, formed the shag.

— Cabinet Maker.

83F* A Turkish recipe for a cement used to

fatten diamonds and other precious stones to

metallic surfaces, and which is said to strongly

unite even surfaces of polished steel, although

exposed to moisture, is as follows: Dissolve

five or six bits of gum mastic, each of the size

of a large pea, in as much spirits of wine as

will suffice to render it liquid. In another

vessel dissolve in brandy as much isinglass,

previously softened in water, as will make a

two ounce vial of strontr glue, adding two bits

of gum ammoniac, which must, be rubbed un-

til dissolved. Then mix the whole with heat.

Keep in a vial, closely stopped. When it is

to be used, set the vial in boiling water.

The Manufacture of Enameled Cloib.

Enameled clolh enters into many uses as a
substitute for leather. It is light and pliable,

and, at the same time, firm and durable. It

has all the appearance of leather, with nearly

its durability. lis most important use is that

of covering for carriage tops, for traveling

bags, and trunks. It is extensively employed
in the manufacture of cushions and upholster-

ing of a similar nature, and not rarely is it

worked up into rainproof coats and pants
We briefly describe the process of manufac-
turing the black enameled clolh which enters

mostly into consumption. The foundation of
the article is cotton cloth of the best quality,

made expressly for this manufacture. It va-

ries in texture and width according to the

kind of goods for which it is intended. The
cloth is taken from the bale and wound upon
a large iron cylinder, and looks in that posi-

tion very much like the huae rolls of home
made cloth, seen by the ancients in the gar-

rets and chambers of New England farm
houses, when weaving was in fashion. It is

now ready to receive its first coat, so it is

slowly passed through the machine, across

and between the huge iron cylinders, from the

smaller of which, at the top, it receives its

first coating of composition—a black, dis-

agreeable looking substance, composed of oil,

lampblack, rosin, and other ingredients,

boiled together, till about the consistency of

melted tar. From between the cylinders,

dressed in its black coat, the cloth is carried

to and wound upon a huae wooden frame, re-

sembling in shape the old fashioned reel. By
an arrangement of spokes upon the arms of

this huge wheel, each layer of cloth is kept

separate, so that no two portions of the cloth

will come in contact. The frame, with its

contents when filled, is passed into what is

called the heater, an apartment kept at a high

temperature, for the purpose of drying in the

coating or composition. After remaiuing in

the heater a sufficient length of time to com-
plete the drying process, it is removed and
passed through t'ie hands of workmen who
make all the rough places smooth. It is laid

on long tables, and the workmen, alternately

sprinkle with water and rub with pumice-
stone, till the whole surface is make perfectly

smooth. The cloth is then wound upon the

cylinder again, as at first, and passed through

the machine, to the huge reels and into the

heater, and again under the pumice-stone.

The cloth is passed through the machine five

times, or till the required thickness has been
laid on. After the last scrubbing down, the

fabric is taken to another department, tho-

roughly varnished and again passed through
the heater. It is now represented as a piece

of cotton cloth, with a thick, shining coat of

black, very much resembling patent leather.

But it has not yet received its leather finish;

so in another department it is passed through
the enamel machine, which consists of another

set of huge roliers, one of which covers its

surface with regular indentions resembling
the grain of leather. The clolh is now care-

fully measured, and rolled up in packages of

suitable size, put up in boxes, and is ready
for the market.— Carpet Trade.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.—Land sales

continue on the lower peninsula with unabated
activity. Within the past week Aspinwall has

bought a farm near Newport News for $25,-

000. The universal belief, well fortified with

investments of northern capital in that region,

is that on the completion of the Chesapeake &
Ohio road it will seek deep water in Elizabeth

city or York county.

—

Norfolk Virginian.

Transmission Through Pneumatic 1 ubr s-

The writer having been employed in design-
ing the extension of a pneumatic dispatch line

in which some heavy gradients were unavoida-
ble, it became necessary to ascertain by calcu-

lation the steepest gradient that could be
employed so as to obtain a sufficient carrying
capacity in the new section of the line under

I given conditions of engine power and of
lengih. Almost every text-book and paper on
the velocity of gases in pipes gave a different

formula, and the author therefore found it nec-
essary to attempt to construct a convenient
expression for the speeds of carriers of given
weight and friction, under various conditions
of pressure, gradients and dimensions of tube.

The problem of a successful pneumaiic sys-
tem is simply this: To make a given quantity
of air expand from one pressure to another in
such a way as to return a fair equivalent of

the work expended in compressing it. It is

ooviously impossible to regain the full equiva-
lent of the work, because the compression is

attended with the liberation of heat, which is

dissipated and practically lost. Therefore, in
designing a pneumatic sysietn, the first thing
is to contrive means of compressing the air as

economically as possible; and, in the second
place, to get back the available mechanical
effect stored up in the compressed air. irrespec-

tively of the work employed in compressing
and examining it. The writer considers that

small pneumatic tubes may be worked more
profitably than large ones. The great co-ive-

nience of and the practical facilities for work-
ing small letter carrying tubes have been am-
ply proved by the extensive systems already
laid down in Paris, Berlin, London, and in

other towns, as adjuncts to the telegraph ser-

vices. Tubes of somewhat larger diameter
would undoubtedly work sa'isfactorily. Even
still larger tubes, of a moderate length, might
also be found useful tor a variety of special

applications. But the author does not believe

that a pneumatic line working through a long

tunnel could, for pissenger traffic, ever com-
pete in point of economy with locomotive rail-

ways. A pneumatic railway is essentially a
rope railway. Its rope is elastic, it is true,

but it is not light. Every yard run of it, in a
tunnel large enough to carry passengers, would
weigh more than \ cwt. Ami it is a rope, too,

which has to be moved against considerable

friction, and in being compressed and moved
wastes power by its liberation of heat. In a
pneumatic tunnel, such as that proposed be-

tween England and France, in order to move a
goods train of 250 tons through at the rate of

twenty-five miles an hour, it would be neces-

sary to employ simultaneously a pressure of

1£ lbs. per square inch at one end, and a
vacuum of li lbs. per square inch at the other.

The mechanical offect obtained of the com-
bined—pressure and vacuum—would be con-

sumed as follows:

In accelerating the air . . 29'

In accelerating the train . 12 millions of

By friction of the air . 5721 footpounds.

By friction of the train . 300

The resistance of the air, therefore, upon
the walls of the tunnel would alone amount to

93 per cent, of the total mechanical effect em-
ployaile for the transmission; while the really

useful work would be only about 5i per cent,

of it. And to compress and exhaust the air

to supply these items of expenditure of me-
chanical effeot, engines would have to exert

over 2,000 horse power at each end during the

transmission, even on the supposition that the

blowing machinery returned an equivalent of

mechanical effect such as has never yet been

obtained. This would not be an economical
' way of burning coals.
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A New Motor.

Truly, this is an age of wonderful invention

*nd rapid progress—so much so, that t'\e ge-

nius of man, combined with science, brings to

light, almost daily, some marvelous discovery,

which is to urge forward still more rapidly

the car of civilization now moving forward

upon this continent. This reflection has been
called forth upon perusing ihe following from
the New Orleans Republican :

There was no small excitement last Tues-

day, on Canal street, at the appearance of a

street car careering along down from the horse

Btation to the Clay statue, wiihout horse, mule,

or any other draft animal bearing affinity to

the genius Equus, attached to it. Had there

beeu any smoke or fiz -fiz about it, people would
have supposed that a steam "engine had been

attached to a car to make it move, instead of

a mule or horse; but there were none of the

indications that belong to the steam motor, and
those who witnessed the car which went by it-

self, were compelled to find some other solu-

tion of the problem. It was, in fact, an ex-

emplification of the new motor invented by
Dr. Lamm, and which bids fair to supersede

the present modes of moving the street rail-

road car.

Some years ago a gentleman of large scien-

tific attainments, Dr. Emile Lamm, conceived

the idea of ammonia as a motive power. This

idea he fully developed by repeated and care-

ful experiments; and the result is. that street

cars can be propelled by a force which, there

is good reason to believe, will be equal in effi-

ciency to horse or mule power, and altogether

superior to it in economy.
The new motive power thus applied by Dr.

Lamm, is the substance known as aqua ammo-
nia. It is not necessary for the purposes of

this article to enter into a disquisition con-

cerning the chemical properties of ammonia
which is popularly known as hartshorn, and
is a strongly volatile alkali ; its properties for

common use being known to almost every

housewife. It is sufficient to say that the com-
bination of this substance with water and its

subsequent evaporation by a heat at ninety

degrees, produces a gas which, with the 'proper

mechanical appliances, becomes a motor equal

in efficiency to steam, but without the danger
of explosion which is inseparable from this

mechanical agency. Persons with a turn for

scientific inquiry can easily learn from the

inventor or the intelligent gentlemen with
whom he is associated, the scientific or chemi-
cal and mechanical principles upon which
this newly discovered motor is founded. The
popular mind, however, will judge of the mat-
ter alone by the results.

On Tuesday afternoon, a party of gentlemen,

among whom the New Orleans press was fully

represented, made a visit to the station of the

City Railroad Company, on Canal street, to

witness the practical results of Dr. "Lamm's
invention, by its actual application. A car
had been placed by the City Railroad Com-
pany at the disposal of the Doctor and his as-

sociates. This car had been fitted up for the

purpose of the experiment. The ammonia ap-

paratus takes up surprisingly little room, oc-

cupying not half of the platform ordinarily

in front of the usual city car To the unin-
formed observer, this apparatus ie little, if

any, different from the apparatus of any or-

dinary steam engine. It is, however, essen-

tially different, inasmuch that no fire whatever
is required in working it. The ammonia with
which it is charged is prepared at a station

fitted up for the purpose, and it is calculated

that at the end of each trip the container in

each car will be promptly charged, and this

operation will take up about as much time as

it takes to change a mu e at each trip of the car.

About half-past three o'clock, P. M., the am-

monia locomotive was in readiness, and the

car to which it was attached, containing a

number of gentlemen, proceeded down Canal
street. Making proper allowance for the cir-

cumstances that the car used was old and
passe, nothing could be smoother than the travel

down Canal street and back to the station.

The time of the passage was slightly faster

than the time of a mule car, but it was evident

to every one that the engineer (Dr. Lamm) did

not put on the full force of the apparatus, and
it was equally evident that the ammonia en-

gine attached to this car could have made a

train of half a dozen at least. The apparatus
was so arranged as to be astonishingly under
command, much more so than any vehicle to

which an animal is attached. The trip to the

Clay statue (where the car attracted the at-

tention of a large and excited crowd,) and
the return to the station, was eminently
smoo'h and pleasant, and satisfied all who
witnessed the experiment that it was decidedly

and unequivocally successful.

The practicability of the new motor, of

which Dr. Lamm is the inventor, is, we think,

established beyond cavil. We will in conclu-

sion make a remark in relation to its cheap-

ness compared with the present system of mo-
tive power for street cars. In making these

remarks we rely, of course not on personal

observation, but in the statements made by
gentlemen connected with the enterprise.

To take the City railroad, which runs from
the Clay statue to the cemeteries, for example,

we are informed that to run a car during the

prescribed hours, per diem, requires the ser-

vices of six mules, at a cost of $'200 each,

making an original cost of $1 200 fur motive

power to each car. The gentlemen connected
with the ammonia enterprise claim that an
engine to do all the work of these six mules
can be constructed for $400, making a saving

in the original cost of $-SO0. The feed of the

six mules now necessary for every car amounts
to thirty-five cents per day. The cost, of charg-

ing the ammonia engine per day will be about

eighteen, making a saving of one dollar and
ninety-two cents per day for each car.

Besides, it must be evident that the saving

in the repairing of the road will be no small

matter, as there wil, be no wear and tear from

the feet of the animals now used to draw the

cars.

We learn that this new motor has attracted

no small share of attention among those who
are likely to be interested in an enterprise of

this nature, and that it will be, in a short

time, adopted in more than one city railroad;

and there is little doubt, eventually in all.

Our Pins —There are eight pin factories in

the United States, whose annual pioduction is

2,000000 packs, each pack containing 3,360

pins, a total of 6,7 20,000,000 pins. One manu-
facturer's agent in Boston, says the Bulletin,

sells every six months from 700 to 1,000 cases

of pins, each case containing 672,000 pins.

The factory he represents turn out eight tons

of pins per week. Hair pins are jobbed by
the cask. There is but one factory that pro-

duces them. They turn out fifty tons per

month. The machine that cuts and bends the

wire makes 360. hair pins per minute, ready
for Japaning. Yankee pins are saleable in

nearly every city of the world, and the pro-

duction and consumption increases each year
about ten per cent. A very large percentage

of the hair pins in general use are imported.

The tariff does not protect this item of Ameri-
can industry, hence, the public pay for them
just about one-third more than they are worth.

Yankee enterprise is now seeking to develop

a more rapid manufacture and a more desira-

ble metal or substance, and in this way suc-

cessfully compete with foreign makes and cut

down the cost.

Where our Gold and Silver g >.—The
Ba'es of silver in New York, for consumption
by manufacturers of silver ware, inc uding
bars of refined and Mexican dollars, are slid
to aggregate $5,000,0:10 annually. Including
the consumption of precious metals by manu-
facturing jewelers of all sorts, this aggregate
is increased several fold, the estimates for New
York alone being $15,000,000 -that, is to say,

$5,000,000 in silver and $10.0'H),000 in gold—
and this is exclusive of what is known as

"rolled stock " or ribbons. The fact is assert-

ed that there ia more silver used for domestic
purposes in the United Stales than in any
other country in the world. This has hoen
true only within the last few years. Thirteen
years ago the sale of silver tea sets in this

country was quite limited. Now, sets ranging
in price from $100 to $800 are in constant de-

mand, and a family that does not possess silver

spoons or forks scarcely ventures to consider
itself respectable Almost every village in

the country has one or more residents who
make a pride of accumulating silver, and the

example of such is contagious when ci oum-
stances will permit. It is a fact not generally

known that before the war people in tlie South-
ern States bought more heavily of silver ware
in proportion to their population than any
other part of the country. Afterwards, much
silver ware was sent to New York from tint

section to be melted, but now the Southern
people are once more replenishing their stock.

— Chicago Jour. Com.

Coloring of Furniture.—Nothing contrib-

utes so much to enhance the beauty of a stuff

intended for ohairs, sofas, etc., as the selection

of the wood to which it is attached; and, re-

ciprocally, nothing contributes so much to in-

crease the beauty of the wood, as the color of

the stuff in juxtaposition with it. We should
assort violet or blue stuffs with yellow woods,

such as citron, maple, satin-wood, etc. Green
stuffs with rose or red-colored woods, as ma-
hogany. Violet or blue-grays are equally

good with yellow woods, as green grays aro

with the red woods. But in all these assort-

ments, to obtain the best possible effect it is

necessary to take into consideration the con-

trast resulting from height of tone; for a dark
blue or violet stuff will not accord so well with
yellow wood as a light tone of the same colors

;

and it ia for this reason that yellow dues not

assort so well with mahogany as with wood of

the same color, but not so deep. Among the

harmonies of contrast of tone, ebony or rose-

wood permits its employment with light stuffs

to produce contrasts of color. It can also be
employed with very brilliant, intense colors

—

scarlet, aurora, flame color, etc.

In South Australia there are two
branches of industry for the development of

which the climate of the colony seems especi-

ally adapted. Of these the more important

is sericulture, which starts under peculiarly

f ivorable auspices, inasmuch as the silk-worm

disease, which has for some years been preva-

lent in Europe is wholly unknown in Australia.

The mulberry trees introduced by the govern-

ment are in a most thriving condition. China
and Japan are near at hand, and oan supply

any number of eggs, and experiments have
already established the fact, that the quality of

South Australian silk is excellent. The other

culture ia that of Zante currants and Sultana

raisins. There are numerous vineyards in

South Australia, but the wine produced from

them can not compare with European vintages.

Switzerland, a country with a smaller

population than that of Scotland, maintains

an efficient army of 200,000 men, at an an-

nual cost of $3,330,000.
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To Frx Dttvwivas and Designs.—It miy

be useful to designers and others to know that

pencil and chalk drawings can be Bet by
washing them over with water in which
isinglass or any colorless size has been dis-

solved; it may be necessary, after the first

coat is dry, to go over it with a second coat.

When I his wash is perfectly dry, the work may
be varnished with one or two coats of a white
spirit varnish, or, what is perhaps preferable, a

varnish of equal parts of Oanada balsam and
spirits of turpentine; this last varnish will

produce a beautiful gloss, and possesses the

advantage of being able to stand washing with

soap and water. It will be found necessary
to apply the isinglass solution very gently,

and not go over any part a second time until

the first coat shall be perfectly dry, otherwise
the lines of the work may be disturbed. It is

also necessary to keep the work from the dust,

or particles may adhere to the lines and mar
the beauty of the work ; care must also be
taken to have the brushes perfectly clean.

'The exports of commodities, the growth,
produce and manufacture of the United States,

exported to foreign countries in American and
foreign vessels, from the port of Philadelphia,
during the month of April, 1871, amounted to

$1,276,687, of which $432,209 was in Ameri-
can vessels, and §844,388 in foreign vessels.

The chief articles of imports were $683,322
of petroleum, $10o,342 of wheat flour, $100.-

160 of corn meal, $29 978 of molasses, '$28,445
of tallow, $29,170 of boards, $26,000 of gold
and silver coin, $15,805 of oil cake, $11,156
of cotton, and $138,919 of cooperage. Of the

nationality of the vessels engaged in this traf-

fic 47 were American, 19 British, 12 Swedish,
3 North German, and 1 each of Italian, Rus-
sian and Danish.

Floating Mah Bags of Zinc.—Fight hun-
dred letters, sa\s the Paris Rappel, have lately

reached Paris from the provinces, by a singu-
lar means of transport. The carriage which
brought them was a zinc ball, twenty five cen-
timetres in diameter, and the rail on which it

ran was the current of the Seine. It had oc-

curred to M. S'eenackers to fill two hollow
hemispheres with letters and then solder the

two together. These hemispheres had little

wings like those of a mill wheel. The weight
was calculated so that this ball thrown into

the Seine moved at a certain depth below the
surface. The current striking the wings made
it progress rapidly. The postal administration
in Paris was informed of the plan, and had
the bp,lls sent by Mb Steenackers fished up at a
water g*te contrived on purpose.

"The Dominion of Canada, in 1870, im-
ported from the United Slates goods valued at

S24,728,106, and exported $32,984,652, making
an excess of exports of $8,256,546. The chief

article of export was lumber, valued at $4,-

064 044. The firewood exported was valued at

$419,616. The eggs sent from Oanada to the

United States amounted in number to 1,430,756

dozen. The other provinces exported to the
United Stales the following articles: Nova
Scotia sent coal, valued at $398,621; salted

salmon, $471,004; sawed lumber, $161,076;
firewood, $97,385; New Brunswick sent fish,

salted and pickled, $> 14.927; sawed lumber,

$194,236, and laths, $92,390.

Scel Foster considers European larch as

several times more valuable than chestnut,

and highly recommends it for fences, railway
ties, sills to buildings, and many other pur-
poses. Chestnut po-ts, he says, rot off in from
ten to twenty years, while larch siakes have
been used as piles in the London docks for

more than a thousand years.

The importance of the tin trade of
England may be gal hi red from the following
statistics: The total t.nmber of mills fully or
partially at work is stated at 164. The re-

turns received from the 99 mills show the
number of boxes of tin plate 866.985, and of
terne plates 298,892, making the total number
of boxes 1,165,877. The actual weight of the
whole returned is 54.HI4 tons. Estimating
that the 65 mills not returned produced at the
same rate as the 99 returned, they must have
made 746,461) boxes, showing the total num-
ber of boxes of tin plate made in the year to

be 1,912,337. According to this, the mills
will have worked only three quarters of full

time. But this estimate is thought to be too
low, and the following is offered by an experi-
enced manufacturer as being nearer the truth :

Mills going or ready to work in 1869, 164;
deduct 14 mills known to be stopping, and
mills calculated to he making black plate,

leaving the number of mills 150. These, mak-
ing on an average 3o0 boxes for 48 weeks,
would produce 2,160,000 boxes. But it is

thought that 350 boxes per week must be
nearer the average per mill This would in-

crease the es-timate by 360,000 boxes, showing
the total estimated value of tin plate in the
United Kingdom in 1869 to be 2,520,000
boxes.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS"OF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific B*ilr <ad, (begun

July la*t), is being; pushed forward with great energy from
both vxtr miiit*s of the line. Several thoustnd men arc
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The grade
is nearly completed 2G'* miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over J30 miles of finished road
and track laying is npidlv progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakoti. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& P'icifi- K>ad, the Northern Pacific Conn-any now his
4 13 miles of completed road, anil by September next this

will be in'Teased to at least JSHO.
A 4-osnl Investment. Jay Cook^ &. Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab e and
perectly Sa<e Investment, the Fir^t Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds of the Northern Picitic Railroad Company
They h'-we *tO years t«t ran. he tr Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than X per cent currency)
and -tr^ secured by first and unly mortgage on the kntire
i oad vnd 'T-* kqiip iWttNTa and also, as fust as cue Uoad ia

CirU'pleted on
2:»,000 Acres of Land to every mile nf track, or

S(W Acres for each $1,Oini Bond- They are exempt from
U. S. Tan; Principal ami Interest are payable in Gold;
lienondnations: Coupons, $10u to $1.0 0; Registered,
$100 to $10,ik*1.

Lands for lloiiils. Northern Pacific 7-30'a are at

all times receivable at ten per cent above par. in ex-
change fur the Company's L mils, at their lo * est cash price
This renders them practically interest bearing land
WARRANTS.
Sinking Knnd. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to there purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bunds of t'le Company. The
Land Grant of the Koad exceeds Kifty Mifli->n Acre". This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company^ b'Hided debt before it falls due.
With fieir ample security ; nd high rate of in ere6t, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whlci is more
PROFITABLE IIRSaFE.
Kxclian^ing V. S. Fl ve-Tu-onlies. The sue

cess of the N'ew Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the eirly surrender of United State* peroen;s. Many
holders of Five-Twenlh'H are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific Seven -Thinie-. thus realizing aha- dsome
profit, and gre >ily increasing their yearly income.
Other Securities.— All mtrkeiable Stocks and

B nds will be received at their highest current price in ex-
change tor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
changes on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties s^nt in return will be piirt by the Financial Airents.
Full information. m:ips, pamphlets, Stc, can he obtained
on ap plication al any agency, of from the undersigned-

«*««. jay COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New Yohk, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Hall mail Co-

By BANKS and QASKKUQ generally throughout the country

.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEELJIRE1 MACHINE

COMPANT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofKailroadMachinery

GEOROE Q. LOBDEIL, President

P. N.BKENNAN, Treasurer. '

WM. W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-6-70,52

CHAP.LE3 A. DANA, Editor.

A Newspaper ol the Present Times.

Intended for People Now on Earth.

Including Farmers. Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, YTuikers, Thinners, and a:l Mail'

ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, So»s, and.

Daughter » of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAS X

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOU 850.

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there he *
$50 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAE,
of the Bame size and general character ai

THE WEEKLY, but with, a greater variety of
miscellaneous readme, and furnishing the n aws
to its BUDsciibtjrs with greater freshness, because

It cornea twice a week Instead of once only.

THE DAILY SCN, SG A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with tha

largest circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. AH the new
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mall,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately ac"dress°d.
Foar Dollars*

Ten copies, one yew, seDarateir addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter up of cluo).

Eight Dollars.
Twenty copies, one year, feparatelv addressed
(aad an extra copy to the getter up of cinb).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address (and the
Semi-W eekly one year ti setter n p of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, .

ceparatetv addressed (and
the Semi-Weekly one yearto ratter up oi'cinh).

Thirty-five Dollars*
One hundred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter u*> of
club;. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily tor one year to f ne iretter
up of club). Sixty Dollars*

THE SEMr-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addre*Fed.

Eight Dollars*
Ten conies, one year, separotelv addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of clab),

Sixteen Dollars*

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post Offlre order*, checks, or draft* on Vew
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the letters contalnlnc money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher.
Son office, New York G&**
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Once More about the Chesapeake & Ohio.

When we are considering llie completion of

the Chesapeake & Ohio to Cincinnati, we are

not talking of a new rnad to the East, or to

the West, or to the South-west, through Ken-

tucky. We are talking of a road which shall

give Cincinnati a through trunk line to the

Southern Atlantic— that is, to the wnole coun-

try from Richmond to the capes of Florida;

and that is the grand want of Cincinnati, at

the present mouent. This want would un-

questionably have been best supplied by a di-

rect railroad through Kentucky to Knoxville,

but since that can not be got, the next best

and on the whole not much inferior route is

that which the Chesapeake & Ohio will fur-

nish, provided we make a connection with it.

This matter is so plain, that we confess to to

little surprise that there is not an immediate

and earnest effort to carry it through. The
Chesapeake & Ohio company will do all and
more than all we ever expected. It is a

strong company, with ample means, and with

a force of 4,(IU0 men actively at work. Nor
is this all. The company will make a south-

ern branch, which will make a through south-

ern road 1 This part of the work we have nut-

hen tofore mentioned, and will now describe

The chartpr of the company allows a branch

south from the mouth of Greenbrier river, and
this branch, being perhaps 65 miles in length,

the company has determined to make, in order

to secure an immense local traffic in coal and
iron. Thia branch will be from the mouth of

Greenbrier to the point where the Virginia &
Tennessee road crosses New river. This will

give a direct communication with the whole

of south western Virginia. The crossing of

Kew river in the valley is in a direct line, and

not very far from a point near the western

terminus of the North Carolina railroad sys-

tem. When the Chesapeake & Ohio reaches

the Virginia & Tennessee, the connection with

the Western road of Norlh Carolina will un-

doubtedly be made. We see, therefore, that

considering the mountainous region through

which any road tu the .southern Atlantic must

pass, the Chesapeake & Ohio will practically

afford nearly as good a connection with the

southern Atlantic as can be made. From
Cincinnati to Wilmington (N. C), is a straight

line 465 miles, and the railroad enmmunica.

tion can be made in 600 miles. In 24 hours

a passenger from Cincinnati could reach Wil-

mington (N. C), and in two days a barrel of

pork could reach there. The result would be

that Cincinnati would supply that whole sec-

tion with provisions, grain, manufactures, &c
No successful competition could be carried on

against her. She would be just as sure of the

trade of North Carolina as she is of any part

of Michigan by the Foit Wayne road.

In this way Cincinnati can secure the great-

est part of that trade wilh the South which

she has long coveted. And now we come to

the practical point. She can not have these

benefits unless she is willing tido something

No doubt it is the interest of the Chesapeake

& Ohio to do all she can to facilitate a con-

nection with Cincinnati, but it can not be ex-

pected that the company will make the road

from Cincinnati to the Scioto; for she can

take the road now m-iking from the Big Sandy

to Lexington and Louisville, and thence to

the South. If Cincinnati wants a snulheru

road to the Atlantic she must help make it.

She must put. her own shoulder to the wheel

The amount required will not be large, for

there is the city of Portsmouth and fuiir coun

ties to aid; but those counties can not raise

more than a third of what is needed. How-

ever this may be, it is certain that Cincinnati

has not in many years had such a prize wiihin

her grasp, and if there be not a strong effort.

made to secure il, then Cincinnati must have

lost all public spirit, and be in that inert if

not hopeless condition in which she neither

desires nor can expect future profit and ex-

tension. When a city gets into such a state,

it will be in vain for sagacious minds to point

out the road to success, or even foreign enler-

prise extend its aid. It will be beyond the

reach even of fortune to favor her We hope

such is not the condition of this city But it

looks very much as if Cincinnati was willing

to fold its artn-i, and he satisfied with making

contracts for street pavements, avenues and

parks, which are very well in themselves, but

which will not increase the business of the

city one particle.

Already all the railroads leading into the

city are held by foreign corporations, who

raise the price of freights (as they have just

done),,and thus levy a tax not only on the

western producer but the eastern consumer.

Anything which will increase competition on

these lines and especially make new markets

at the South will be good for Cincinnati.

This city is at this very moment at the feet of

foreign corporations. They do not even con-

descend to keep a general office in Cincinnati,

and all their officers are in other Stales; in

fine, Cincinnati is, at this moment, in regard

to railroads, a mere appendage of other cities,

literally left out in the c ild.

Now, if this city can make the tunnel, and

get some roads to the South, making new

markets, we shall soon have them at our feet.

They will not only be willing to come here,

but be much less exacting in their terms of

traffic.

0\ SCHOOLS GENERALLY,

And in the State of Ohio Particularly.

I begin by stating that in the references

which I make to laws in this article, I use.

John Brown's atid Win. .1. Duane's edititxn of

the laws of the United Sutes, published in

IMS. under the authority of an act of Con-

gress.

The first act to which I refer has Ibis title:

"An act to enable the people of the eastern

division of the territory north-west of the river

Ohio to form a constitution and State govern-

ment, and for the admission of such State into

the Union, on an equal footing with the orir

ginal States, and for other purposes. Ap-

proved April 30, 1802."

The first section of this act is simplv the

formal authorization of the State governinc t

in the said we.-tern division.

The second section defines the boundaries

of the Stite government authorized in the

first, section See vol. 3, page 4!)6.

The next law was one entitled "An act to

provide for the due execution of the laws of

the United Slates within the State of Ohio.

Approved February 19, 1803." See vol 3,

page 524.

The third and last law to which I have

cccasion to refer in this article is entitled "An
act in addition to and in modification of the

propositions contained in the act entitled 'An

act to enable the people of the eastern division

of the Territory north-we:-t of the river Ohio

to form a constitution and State government,

and lor ihe admission of such Stite into the

Union on an equal footing with the original

Stales, and for oilier purposes.' " Section first

of this act is partly as follows :
'' Be it enacted,

&c, That the following several tracts of land

in the State of Ohio be and the same are here-

by appropriated for the use of schools in that

State, and shall, together with all the tracts

of land hereafter appropriated for that pur-

pose, be vested in the Legislature of that

State, in trust for the use aforesaid, and for

no other use, interest or purpose whatever,
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that is to say :" An enumeration is then

made, in a spirit truly liberal, of the said

lands. See vol. 3, page 541. Act approved

March 3, 1803.

This act was in full accord with the wishes

of the people of the State of Ohio, who had

then very recently formed a constitution and

State government, and was truly expressive of

the views of the Revolutionary fathers, and

their sons who formed the government by

which this law was enacted.

Let it be observed that it is not only the

tracts of land in this enumeration that are

devoted to common school education, but

they arp "appropriated togither with all the

tracts of land heretofore appropriated for that

purpose." See section 7th of the act to ena-

ble the eastern division, &c, to form a consti-

tution and State government, page 496, vol.

3, act approved April 30, 1802, in the edition

of the laws already mentioned.

Thus the high endorsement of the common
school system of Ohio was coeval with the

existence of her Slate government. It is not

to be supposed, however, that common schools

were neglected anterior to her organization

as one of the United States. In the lapse ol

time from 1 787 to 1803 there were common
schools there to some extent. Probably they

were, in proportion to the population, as no.

merous and as well conducted as in any other

State of the Union recently organized. It is

not, even now, when many sihool teachers

are highly respectable both for character and

talent, but occasionally that we find one pos-

sessing the first class of talent. 1 have per-

sonally, in my youth, known one who besides

good qualifications in the common English

branches, would, had fortune favored him, have

filled the chair of mathematics in acollege with

high credit. No doubt, in the wide dispersion

at this day of our common school system,

many such exist, and there is no reason to

doubt that Ohio has her due propoition.

By examining the boundaries of Ohio we

find that her geographical position is one

extraordinarily favorable. The Rkciokd has

more than once, with the usual high ability

and sound logic that characterize its editorial

columns, proved that Ohio occupies the gate-

way to the great Atlantic seaports. Her

length is parallel to four-filths of all the At-

lantic poits that are and are likely to be in

the future the emporiums of commerce on

that vast ocean. This position gives her

great advantages, and entails upon her corre-

sponding responsibilities for the right appli-

cation of her great resources. She has done

well heretofore in ber common schools, but

no doubt she can yet do better; her colleges

and academies are highly respectable, and

will rUe still higher.

Equal genius is not bestowed on all ; but

God has given common sense 1 1 ninety-nine

in a hundred of our countrymen, and as a

basis with a sound system of common school

education the great mass of both sexes may
be developed into the virtue and intelligence

which constitute the essential strength and

true glory of a nation. It is in vain, as we
have recently seen, that despotism in church

and state titters its arrogant assumptions and

claims superior wisdom in ruling nations.

One of the necessities of its existence is the

ignorance of the people, and hence it avoids

common schools as poison, and where they

are forced npou it by the fear of public senti-

ment, they carefully exclude the most useful

knowledge. The result is, thev rush foolishly

into war; their thrones are demolished or

sternly shaken. For a time a portion of (hem

may remain in an impaired and shattered

condition. They may even, when recruited

by some patchwork remedies, make a despe-

rate effoit to regain their ascendancy, but

they will surely be defeated, and a final vic-

tory be gained over them that shall end them

forever.

With respect to what should be taught in

common schools, it is proper to fix the limits.

Spelling, reading and grammar, all these

should be taught well. There are various

books now, some of which are judicious selec-

tions. In arithmetic, the four common rules

and the rule of three and practice, and the

calculation of interest both simple and com-

pound. Composition, also, should be care-

fully required and mildly revised.

What is the proper course in the distribu-

tion of praise and premiums? Clearly it is

proper to use them ; but excess should be

avoided in either, and the teacher should be

emphatically impartial.

A question arises which has been vehe-

mently agitated: Ought the Bible to be used

in the common schools? My answer is

promptly and unhesitatingly, yes. I join

most heartily in the plaudits which have been

bestjwed on the Ohio judges who decided

that neither by the constitution ol the United

States, nor of Ohio, is the use of it forbidden,

and that it was in accordance with the consti-

tution of Ohio to use it in the public schools

Illustrious men, for this enlightened and pa-

triotic decision their memories shall be em-

balmed in the hearts of all good and enlight-

ened citizens, and the blessings of millions

now and forever shall be upon their heads.

Diderot was a famous infidel philosopher of

the last century, who waged war upon Chris-

tianity, but his secret convictions of the ex-

alled morality of the New Testament came to

light. One day a familiar friend called upon

him and found him giving his daughter in-

struction in the New Testament. His friend,

an infidel himself, expressed surprise. "Ah,

well," said Diderot, "alter all, where shall we

find better lessons of morality?"

Father Hyacinthe, in a sermon preached

before the Franco-Prussian war, but afier the

war between Austria and Prussia, said the

reason of the Prussian success was that the

Prussian soldier read his Bible and carried it

in bis knapsack. In the most recent tele-

graphic news from France to June 4, in a

letter, he says : "The second empire treated

social questions in the spirit of the Cffisars,

instead of seeking to solve them by the dis*

semination of education. It more than ever

imposed prolonged celibacy on soldiers, and

legalized the prostitution rjf women. The
Church also failed in its mission. It was too

much occupied with dogmatic questions and

too little with the instruction of iis flock."

There are strong signs that in Europe light

is beginning to radiate from various quarters

on the impoitanee of imparting instruction to

the people generally ; and to tliis end common
schools are absolutely necessary. W. A.

Chicago River.

We learn by private letter that the Chicago

river improvement is to be completed, and

the waters of the lakes and the Mississippi

to be min/led on the first day of July, 1871.

Of all the great works of this g reat city

there is none that is of more importance than

this. To the health of any compact commu-

nity, there are two things absolutely necessary

—pure water and pure air. The first they

have obtained by sapping the bottom of Lake

Michigan, two miles from the shore—a woik

thongh not difficult of execution in the blue

clays of the lake shore, ye; grand in its con-

ception, and successful in its results. Should

the supply at any future time prove inade

quate by the present works, as is suggested

by croakers that we have heard, it will be a

simple and easy matter to duplicate or other-

wise increase their capacity.

But it is to the supply of pure air, or rather

the removal of a great nuisance, in the befoul-

in" effects of the sewerage of Chicago river

to which we desire especially now to refer.

Heretofore, the winds of the lakes and of the

prairies have watted the noisome breath and

foul vapors of the Chicago river in every direc-

tion, spreading disease and premature death.

This is to be remedied. The cut between

Lake Michigan and the Illinois river is to be

opened and the water let through on the first

of July of this year, and a current established

of four and a half miles an hour. As a sani-

tary measure this was absolutely necessary;

but it has another bearing—its influence on

commerce. It will open a new water line of

trnffic to Chicago, co-extensive with the Mis-

sissippi valley, and if properly developed can

not fail to give an additional impulse to the

growth and prosperity of the Queen of the

Lukes.

Work ox tub Short Line.—A special dis-

patch to the Cincinnati Gazette, from Dayton,

dated June 14lh, says: This morning sub-

contractors commenced work on several sec-

tions of the Short Line Railway, between

Miildletown and llamilt n, and also between

Miamisburg aud Middletowu.
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New Music.

John Church & Co., the well known and

gentlemanly publishers of popular music and

dealers in pianos, have 6ent us the following

new music

:

"Return those Flowers to his Grave," by A.

McClure Griffin. This is a song, the words

touch the tender chords of the heart, and

will bring back sweet memories of the loved

ones gone before us. The music is very

gweet.

''Golden Dream Waltz," by Joe A. Stipp.

This is an .easy piece, simple and good for

beginners.

"Thy Hand," is a very sentimental song,

nevertheless it is a very pretty piece.

"Unfortunate Tailor," by Sol Smith Russell,

is a very excellent comic song, not surpassed

by any of li is former productions.

"The Clover Blossoms Kiss her Feet," by

Oscar Leighton, as would be supposed is a

"sweet thing;" we assure our readers that

those who buy it will not be disappointed.

Good words and sweet music.

"Oh, Say that You Forgive Me," by D. C.

Addison, is also very good, but more pathetic.

"Portfolio Waltz," by L B. Ross, is an easy

piece, nevertheless pretty.

New Koolcs.

"Thoughts for the Young Men and for the

Young Women of America, or a few Practical

Words of Advice. By L U. Reavis. With

the Ideal Man and the Ideal Woman, by Ho-
race Greelev " Price f 1. New York : S R.

Wells, 589 Broadway. Cincinnati: Geo. E
Stevens & Co., 39 West Fourth St

This is one of the timely little works of the

season, and will undoubtedly be warmly wel-

comed by the young men and women of

America, for whom it is particularly intended

Mr. Reavis has done his work thoroughly.

There is no mistaking his meaning. His en-

couragements are founded upon sound princi-

ples, and his warnings are such as every

experienced man of the world would urge

upon his sons and daughters. No young man

or woman can read this book without being

the better for it If there is any life or aspira-

tions for what is noble an J good in them, it

must be aroused, and this is the first step

towards that development and culture which

the author seeks to inspire.

Every parent ought to place this little book

in the hands of his children as soon as they

are matuied enough to understand plaiu An-

glo-Saxon language.

Its teachings are better than gold.

According to complete census returns,

the population of California is 560,228, includ-

ing 411,811 Chinese and 7,895 Indians. Of
the total population, there were born in Cali-

fornia, exclusive of t>,251 Indians and 485
Chinese, 11)3,151, and there were 209,827 born

in foreign countries. The resident popu'ation

of San Francisco is returned at 149,473,

which total includes 12,022 Chinese and 1,330

colored.

NARROW GAUGE.

Paying and Non-paving Traffic — Carrying

Capacity af the Road, Wagons.— Why it

would be Cheaper to Adopt the Narrow
Gauge —Drawbacks to its Introduction.—

Festiniog, North Wales, May 11.

No 3.—Cost or Construction.

I said in my last letter that the cost of con-

structing broad gauge railways had in too

many cases rendered the speculations finan-

cial failures, and so had discouraged to a

considerable extent, the further development

of the railway system, but that a clear and

general apprehension of the fact that narrow

gauge lines— fully equal to the accommoda-
tion of all the traffic likely to come upon

ihem— can be built at about half the cost of

lines of the ordinary gauge, must have the

effect of inducing capitalists to invest much
more freely in the work of railway extension

It rests with me now to demonstrate that

there will be such a saving as I have men-

tioned.

And here it will be well for me to define

what I mean by a narrow gauge line. Do I

mean a line of the same gauge as the Fes-

tiniog Railway? Certainly not. The Fes-

tiniog Railway, as I have shown, is capable

of doing a vast amount of work; and the

goods traffic upon it almost equals that upon

the London & North-western Railway, one of

our most flourishing lines; hut yet it would

undoubtedly be improved by a little extra

width; the passenger carriages especially

would be much improved thereby; and pro-

bably, if the line had been originally planned

for a passenger railway, it would have been

set out to a somewhat wider gauge. Other

railways, which may fairly claim the title

11 narrow gauge," range up to a grade of three

feet six inches or three feet seven inches, but

careful calculation has shown that two feet

nine inches or three feet is the maximum
gauge of which the capabilities can be made
fully available. This is a question depending

principally upon the construction of the roll-

ing stock, of which I will have to say more
afterwards; at present it will be sufficient. fr>

give the result of the calculation without en

terinw into the calculation itself. We will

take, then, two feet nine inches as our narrow

g i"ge.

Supposing that two perfectly straight and
perfectly level lines were constructed side by

side, one of 2 feet 9 inches gauge, and one of

the "standard," or 4 feet 8J inches jjauge,

there would be an unmistakable saving in fa

vor of the narrow gauge. I am aware that, it

has heen argued th»t there would not. The
carriages on a narrow gauge would be con-

siderably wider in proportion to the gauge
than upon a broad gauge line (as [ shall have

occasion t» point out subsequently), and it

has consequently been said that if the car-

riages are almost as wide on a narrow as on a

broad gauge there can be little saving in con-

structing the former The width of the line

itself, and, consequenily, the cost of it, will

be nearly the same in both cases. At first

siiilit this would seem 1 1 be so, but it must be

evident that with the narrow gauge, shorter

sleepers will be required, and with shorter

slpepers the formation will be narrower; then

the form ition (which is the area to be drain-

ed), being narrower, the water-ways on both

sides will be narrower, too, and the whole

width of the way will consequently be consid-

erably less than where the rails have to be laid

further apart. In the first place, then, the

narrow gauge implies a Having of about twen-

ty-five per cent, in the purchase of the right

of way, and a saving to that extent in the
cost of formation altogether may be calcula-

ted upon. Next, lighter rails and sleepers

and less ballasting may be adopted, for the
locomotives and trucks will be very much less

in weight than those on the broad gauge. In
some cases where the narrow gauge has been
adopted, too light a rail may have been laid

d^wn. but it will bp seen, I think, when I come
to enter more particularly into the question

of rolling stock, that a very great reduction
may safely be made in the weight, of the rail

below that which is required for the broad
gauge lines. The saving in permanent wav,
therefore, may. without doubt, be put down at

30 per cent Bridges, culverts, stations, ware-
houses, engine and wagon sheds, and build-

ings of all descriptions will be somewhat
smaller, and the saving under this head,
though not very large, will still be apprecia-

ble and worthy of consideration. In the roll-

ing stock, too, which may be included in the
original cost of the line, there will be a con-
siderable saving. It is sometimes argued
that, as the carriages and trucks will he
smaller and lighter, they will carry less loads,

and therefore a greater number will be re-

quired to accommodate the same traffic; so

that there can be no saving under this head.

1 hope to show, however, when we come to

consider the comparative cost of working
traffic on the two gauges, that there is an
error. The truth is, that the carriages and
trucks on broad gauge lines are too large and
too heavy fnr the loads which they carry as a

rule, and the same number of lighter and
smaller vehicles would do all 'he work. The
trains, therefore, on a narrow gauge line, in-

stead of being longer than on the broad gauge,
will be shorter, each carriage or truck being
shorter than those now in general use, and y t

carrying as great a load. This same conside-

ration disposes of the argument sometime?
put forward, to the effect that on a narrow
gauge railway longer sidings, stations, ware-
houses, etc., will be necessary to accommodate
the longer trains If the trains themselves
will be no longer, there is an end of the mat-

ter. Assuming, however, for the present, that

more vehicles and longer sidings, etc., would
be required on a narrow gauge railway, there

would still be a saving of about twenty-live

per cent, in favor of the narrow over the

broad gauge, if, as I have said, the two lines

were constructed side by side, and both per-

fectly straight and perfectly level.

But railways, unfortunately, are neither

straight nor ievel ; and directly we get away
from those data the comparison in cost of

construction tells much more in favor of the

narrow gauge, and this is a constantly in-

creasing ratio as the character of the coun-
try approaches ti that of the mountainous.

This arises from the fact that curves of

much smaller radius may be adopted on a nar-

row gauge than are possible on a broad gauge.

It is necessary that the wheel base of a car-

riage—that is, the distance from axle to axle

—should be at least twice the width of the

gauge over which it is t) run, otherwise the

carriage gets an awkward, unsteady, wiggling

motion, neither pleasant nor advantageous.
Manifestly, the wheel-base of carriages on a
2 foot 9 inch gauge can be much shoner than

a 4 foot 8j inch gauge, and the carriages will

pass, without any friction of the flanges of the

wheels, round much sharper curves; the dtag
friction is reduced in a similar manner. Any
oni evaaiiniug the wheth of a locomotive

or truck on a railway of the "standard"
gauge can not fail to see that, not only the

soles but the flanges of the wheels are polished
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by friction, making it plain that the flange

friction, even in passing round the curves

which are set out for their accommodation, is

veiy great. On the Festiniog line, on the

contrary, notwiihslandmg marvelously sharp

and continually recurring curves, the trains

glide along them with perfect ease, and the

flanges of the wheels are positively rusted.

It is easy to see that this power to adopt
corves of small radius gives the engioeer of

the narrow gauge railway an immense ad-

vantage in settling out his line. He may fol-

low the course of a river or the contour of a

mountain side with comparative ease. He
may double out of the way of heavy gradients,

long viaducts, deep Cuttings, expensive tun-

nels, and wind his way to bis desired terminus

with a consequent saving which in siiTe cases

•is enormous. In the case of the Fesliniog

Railway a cartful survey has been made, and
it has heen found that to construct a 4 feet

8J inch gauge line between the same points

would cost just eight times as much as the

present line did, ai.d five and a half times as

much as a line of 2 feet 9 inches gauge would
have cost. I have already remarked upon the

fact that though the line runs for all its course

through rock) and irregular country, there is

rtmaikably little filling, cutting and tunnel-

ing. A spclion, however, of the country

through which a line ot the "standard" gauge
iDiht pass (setting out the curves in due pro-

portion tc the existing ones), shows that these

heavy items in the cost of construe tion would

be multiplied to an astonishing extent.

It will he admitted, I think, that to have
constructed a line of "standard" gauge in

such a case as this would have been the ex-

tremest lolly. In any case, lie it remembered,
it is only a question ol degree : to spend £ 10,-

000 where £2, 1)00 would furnish all that is

required is foolish; to spend £4.0011 where
£2,1100 won Id suffice is on 1) a less degree of folly.

Promoters ol railways and intending share-

holders will do well to bear this in mind. 1

hope to show that narrow gauge railways offer

other and yet greater advantages over those

of broader gauge, but this alone, the vast dif-

ference in the cost of construction, is suffi-

cient to settle the great question whether a
railway shall pay or not. What that difference

will be depends entirely upon the character of

the country thinugh which the railway passes.

In a perfectly flat country the saving would be

about a fourth; in an ordinary country from
a third to a half; in an exceptionally rough
country very considerably more ; but in any
ea.-e sufficient to turn the scales of profit and
oss.

The general public, too, will do well to con-
sider the same fact. I believe that in some
cases where a narrow gauge line has been

projected there has b^en an antagonistic feel-

ing on the part of the people in the district

Ihrongh which it has been proposed that it

should pass. Sharing ^he unfounded preju-

dices of gome engineers, they have, fancied

that, in losing the broad gaoge, they would be

losing some advantage or ether, which they

can not define, and they have been indisposed

to be content with what has been offered them.

Such would see, I think—if they would lanly

consider this question of the cost of construc-

tion—that it is not always a que.-tion of broad

gauge or narrow gauge, but a question of rail-

way or no railway. It need not take lung to

choose between the two.

So. 4—Paying Traffic and Non-nnyingr
TruUic.

In their report upon the best gaugp f r the

railway extensions in India, Colonel S.rachey,

Colonel Dickens and Mr. Rendel said that

"the gauge selected should not only be nar-

row, but i he narrowest which would combine
convenience of transport for various Kinds of

gcods and passengers with reasonable speed
and wilh safety and economy in working." I

think 1 have already said sufficient to show
the soundness of their advice, since I have
demonstrated that a narrow gauge railway

may be constructed for about half the cost of

a broad gauge line. But there is another rea-

son, more forcible still, in favor of the adop-

tion of the narrow gauge, viz: that the traffic

can be worked upon it at much less expense.

The cost of construction comes but once; the

working expenses are continual, and, as such,

should be ws.tched with the utmost jealousy.

Every addition to thetn is so much decrease

ol dividend to shareholders or so much in-

crease of tariff to t he public ; every saving is

so much clear profit to go into the pockets of

one or the other-, or more probably of both

Whenever a load is conveyed on a vehicle

there is of necessity a certain amount of non-

paying weight hauled in addition to that which
pays. Wagon and had may weigh, say, four

tons ; it is evident that it. will be much more
profitable to the carrier it the wagon weigh
only one ton and the load three tons, than if

the wagon weigh three tons and the load only

one. In the one case the carrier earns three

times as much as in the other, though the cost

of haulage to himself is the same in boih

cases. Herein lies the great value of the nar-

row gauge system ;
it enables you to carry

the goods consigned to yon, which may be

called the paying traffic, wilh a much less pro-

portion tit weight of rolling slock, which may
be termed the non paying truffle, than is pos-

sible on the broad gauge; in other words, the

cariying capacity of a wagon in proportion to

its tare weight is much greater on a narrow
than on a broad gauge, and the profit of the

load is thereby greatly increased

Before going minutely into this maiter,

however, let me point out that on a broad
gauge lailway wagons of the full . carrying

capacity which it. ought to bear can never be
put. It will be remembered that I said in

a tormer letter that the rolling stock on a
narrow gauge will be wider in proportion than

it can be on a broad gauge, and that careful

calculation had shown that a gauge 2 feel 9

inches or 3 feet is the broadest of which the

capabilities can be made to ! lv available. From
his experience on the Festiniog line, Mr.

Spooner has found the following proportions

may safely be adopted in the construction of

rolling slock. Width of trucks, 2J timr-s the

gauge; depth 1J times; length, 4J times;

wheel base, 'l\ times.

On a 2 feet 9 inch gauge the dimensions of

the rolling stock would i irerefore be as follows:

Width of truck, b' feet 2 inches; depth, 4 feet

1 inch; length 12 feet 4 inches ; wheel base,

G feet 10 inches.

The tare weight of such a truck would be
two tons, its carrying capacity (reckoning it

as loaded with coals at forty-three cubic feet

to a ton) six t -ns, and the gross weight On
each wheel would consequently be two tons

Now let us look at what would be the result

if these same proportions were carried out in

the rolling stock on a 4 feet 8.} inch gauge
The dimensions would then be as follows :

Wiu'th of truck, 10 feet 7 inches; depth, 7

feet; length, 21 feet 2 inches; wheel base, 1

1

feei 9 inches.

The tare weight of such a truck would be

no less than ten tons six hundred weight, and
its proper load on the same calculation as be-

fore would be ihirty-oue tons, giving a gross

weight of upwards of ten tins to each wheel.

On a 5 feet fi inch gauge the gross weight on
a ivheel would be sixteen tons What sort of
axles, axle-boxes, wheels, rails and sleepers

would be required to bear cuoh enormous
weights may he more readily imagined than
calculated. Very wisely, the engineers of
broad gauge lines have not availed them-
selves of the full capabilities of their gauge,
and never will unless there should be a return

of the days when there were giants on the
earth. We may reasonably ask, however,
Why go to the expense of laying down a
gauge when, from the nature of things, you
dare not put upon it such rolling stock as ia

in proportion to it? Is it not much more
economical, much more in accordance with

the dictates of common sense, to be content
with a gauge the capabilities of which you
can fully utilize ?

But, putting this point aside, we come to

the one with which I set out—that the carry-

ing capacity of a wagon in proportion to its

own weight is greater on a narrow gauge than
on a broad gauge Thai arises in this way ;

Given the weight which a wa'ion shall carry,

the wider its floor area is, the heavier must
be its construction— for a ton of materials, if

spread out into a large surface, will not bear
so much as if put into a smaller compass; for

instance, the head stocks, cross bearers and
diagonals between the side soles of a wagon
or carriage must be increased in section in

proportion to the distance apart of the sole

bars, the Hooring boards must be thicker, the

axles, axle boxes and wheels must I'll be
strengthened, and thus the whole vehicle be-

comes heavier. So great is this increase of
weight in rolling stock in proportion to its

increase in width, that calculation shows that

while the proportion of paying weight to non-
paying weight (exclusive of engine and ten-

der) on a 2 feet 6 inch gauge railway may be
taken as 2.9H6, or nearly three to one. the

proportion on a 4 feet 8J inch gauge railway

is only 1,477, or not quite one and a half to

one; assuming in both cases that the trains

are loaded to their full capacity. Here, then,

in conveying a given load, we have a clear

saving on the narrow gauge of one-filth in the

cost of haulage. What reason can there pos-

sibly be why this extra twenty per cent of pro-

fit—for it'is all clear gain—should not be
secured and go into the pockets of the share-

holders? The advocates of the broad gauge
ought to bring forward more forcible argu-
ments than they have yet done before they
ask that such an advantage should be sacri-

ficed.

Nor does the advantage end here. The
calculation 1 have given is based on the sup-
position that the trains are loaded to their

full carrying capacity—a thing which rarely

or never happens Let us suppose (and the
supposition is within the actual slate of things)

that the trucks, instead of carrying their full

load, carry only a quarier of it We then
have on the 2 feet 6 inch gauge two trucks,

weighing together say two tons, carrying one
and one-half tons of paving load instead of
six tins; on the 4 feet h'$ inch gauge we have
one, a truck weighing four tons carrying just

the same, one and one-half tons, instead of sis

tons. In this case, we have, by the adoption
of the narrow gauge, a clear saving of more
than a third in the cost of haulage. When
ihe wagons run empty, as some ot them must
in their return journeys, along Ihe whole
length of the line, the saving will be exactly
half.

We may go a step further. If, as I have
said, the full carrying capacity of the rolling
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stick on a broad gauge railway is rarely or

never utilized, there 13 no need to provide

wagons of so great a capacity on the narrow
gauge It', tor inr-tance, the average actual

load of a broad gauge wagon, instead of being

six tons, is only one and a half torts, we shall

be safe enough if we provide a wagon which
will carry three tons; and th's again largely

reduces the proportion of non-paying to pay-

ing weight. Some reduction for the same
reason might, of course, be mads in the rolling

atock for broad gauge lines; but, on account
of the width of the platform, the reduction, »s

will be understood from what £ have previ-

ously said, must be more limited.

Mr. Fairlie, C. E, in an interesting paper
which he read last year before the British As-

sociation in Liverpool, gave an example on a

large scale, which I can not do better than
reproduce. He said that it was known and
everywhere admitted that the proportion of

non-paying to paying weight in passenger
trains is as much as twenty-nine to one, and
iii goods trains, exclusive of minerals, as much
as seven to one. Selecting the Loudon &,

North-western Railway, the good management
of which, he said, was universally allowed,'he

showed by a seties of calculations that the

goods traffic upon it, if carried upon a 'A feet

gauge, might be conducted at lico-Jifths the

expense which is now incurred. He had
shown that the proportion of non-paying to

paying weight in goods trains was as seven to

one; but to matte his argument thoroughly
safe, Mr. Fairlie took it as only four to one.

Reckoning the paying weight carried over the

line as ten million tons per annum, the non-
paying weight would then be forty million

tons, and the total weight hauled would be

fifty million tons. The wagons employed on
the line average four tins in weight; there-

fore, taking the proportion named, thev would
carry one ton of paying weight each. The
wagons for a o" feet gunge average one ton in

weight, and have a carrying capacity ol three

tons; it is evident, therefore, that they could

carry the one ton each, for which four ton wa-
gons are now employed.
The ten million tons of goods might be con-

sequently carried by wagons of the same
weight, that is, ten million tons, giving a gross

weight of twenty million tons, or two-fifths of

the weight now actually hauled. E ther,

then, the present traffic could he conducted at

two fifths the expense now incurred, or if suf-

ficient traffic could be commanded, a 3 feet

gauge would carry a paying load of twenty-

five million tons as against the ten millions
now carried, without increasing by one penny
the cost, of haulage and permanent way.

If the traffic on a well managed railway be
conducted at two and a half times the cost
which it need be, what must be the state of

things on a badly managed line? There is

litile cause to wonder that some railways have
failed to [lay.

It may be asked how it comes that wagons,
as a rule, carry so small a proportion of the
weight which they are capable of carrying. It

arises in a great measure from the necessity
(or quick despatch, which now almost uni-
versally exists A station-master receives a
consignment of goods, perhaps only the eighth
part of a wagon load

; he can not wait until

other goods come in to make up a full load

—

he must send them off at once; so, as Mr.
Fairlie says, the gallon measure goes olf w'th
only a pint in it; if a quart measure were at
hand, it would surely carry it just as well.

Where there is absence of competition, this

compulsion to quick despatch will of course
not be so great, and the wagons may be load-

ed more in accordance with their capacity,

but in any case some loss will arise in this

manner. Trains will run empty one way, and
numerous circumstances will conspire to pre-

vent the full carrying capacity of wagons from
being utilized. In India, where there is an
absence ol competition, it. is found that, on
the average, the weight carried does not ex-

ceed one fourth the weight of the truck em-
ployed to carry it.

Seeing that, of necessity, we must carry

some proportion of m n-paying load to that

which is profitable, common sense tells us

that we shuuld make the proportion as small

as possible. This the narrow gauge system
enables us to do, and thus assures to us an
enormous saving. How this fact affects the

question of profit and 1 >ss in other matters

I shall have occasion to show in my next
letter.

—

Cincinnati A Michigan Itailroait.

A Jacksonburg correspondent of the Cin-

cinnati Gazette, under dale of June 9, says:

A large meeting of the citizens of Wayne
township was held last evening in this place.

John Weaver, Esq , was cal'ed to the chair,

and Ohed Spencer appointed secretary Dr.

J. B. Owsley, Joseph Kutnler, Samuel Shaffer,

Gilhert Cox and John S. Pilaris were chosen
as committee on resolutions and correspond-
ence The meeting was addressed by C. C.
Poineroy Esq., of Chicago, Illinois, showing
the importance of the railroad to Cincinnati,

and the superior claims of the line to public

iit'ention. The people see the advantages of

the road, and will spare no effort to secure it.

At the conclusion of the address the follow-

ing resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, Learning that a railroad is pro-

posed from Cincinnati, Ohio, to Hillsdale,

Mich , and part of the route in progress of

construction from Greenville, in Darke coun-
ty, to Van Wert, Ohio, through the western
tier of counties in Ohio; therefore.

Resolved, That we will use our best efforts

to secure an extension of the line from Ham-
ilton to Winchester, through Jacksonburg,
and thence northward as direct as may be
practicable to Greenville, in Darke county,
Ohio, there making a connection, with the line

to Van Wert.

Resolved, That we are assured, by a n en-
gineer familiar with the route, and our own
knowledge of the country, that the line will

pass through a productive section of the State,

much in need of a railroad, and that it can be
cheaply built.

Resolved, That for the advancement of this

enterprise we invite the attention of the busi-

ness men of Cincinnati to it as one of great
importance to her prosperity, affording more
speedy facilities for the people to reach that
market

Resolved, That to Hamilton it will be of
equal importance, her superior water power-

arid manufacturing advantages making Ham-
ilton to Cincinnat' what Lowell is to Boston;
that this road will be the natiral channel for

everything necessary to sustain a manufac-
turing population.

The Future or Railroad Travel in our City

The New York Railroad is to commence at

a point near the City Hall, between Broadway
and Chatham street, probably about Tryon
row, the terminus of the new Brooklyn bridge.

The trunk line will terminate at. Houston or
Bleeekor street, between Broadway and the

Bowery. It will then branch off east and

west The eastern branch will run parallel

to the Third avenue, between that and the

East, river. The western branch will cross
Broadway at or near Houston street, and run
between Seventh avenue and the Norih river

to Kingsbridge. The trunk line from City

Hall to Bleecker street and the eastern branch
line thence to Eighty-fourth street will be first

constructed This portion of the work is ex-

pected to be completed by the latter part of

next year.

The road is not to be constructed through
any existing direct thoroughfare. It is to he
built sufficiently high not to interfere with ex-

isting street traffic. To this end it will be
elevated from 10 to 15 or 18 feet above the

surlace of rhe streets. At street crossings the

road is to bridge the street sufficiently high to

permit ordinary street cars, vehicles or pas-

sengers to pass under it. The materials are

to be of the best possible kind. It is to run
rinht through exi-ting blo'ks of buildings,

which are to he tiken at. a valuation, to be

decided in the ordinary manner. The road-

bed is to be sufficiently solid not to jar or
shake adjacent buildings. To this end it. is

to be independent of all other structures. The
roadbed may be sustained by earthwork, stone

or masonry, iron or marble pillars, or in any
other manner consistent with durability and
safety. The land on the surface covered by

the railroad may be occupied as stores and
warehouses, and under these again storage
vaults may be constructed.

The trunk and branch line will cut right

through blocks ojf buildings for a width suffi-

cient to afford space for four tracks— two up
and two down. One set of tracks is to be de-

voted to way traffic, ti accommodate passen-

gers going short distances. The other tracks

will he reserved for through trains from the

City Hall or Bleecker street direct to Harlem
and Kingsbridge The speed on the quick
through trains will be equal to the rale of
ordinary locomotives, while the speed on the

way trains will perhaps be only a lit'le quicker
than the present horse cars. The motive
power may be steam, electricity, condensed
air or airy other that the directors may decide

on.

Access to the railroad will be by means of

stairs from the street to apartments or waiting

rooms, which will he a liitle above the second
floors of the houses and on a level with the

cars. These wailing rooms will be located on
every alternate block. A sufficient number
of cars will be provided to afford seat* to every
passenger. Workmen's trains will be run to

convey male and female operatives from one
end of the city to the other for four or five

cents each. The fare on other trains is limit-

ed to 15c, and will probably average JOc.
All possible care will be taken to guard against

accidents The great drawback to the rail-

road is the liability to snow blockades in win-

ter. But it is said that new mechanical ar-

rangements will be employed to obviate this

difficulty.

The new railroad promises to be incompara-
bly better than any that have been devised.

It will certainly be much pleasanter and more
healthy to travel in the open arr above or over

the streets than fifteen or twenty feet under
them. It interferes with no existing interests,

and leaves the present street cars and stages

at lull liberty to run or not, as may be deemed
more convenient and profitable by the public

and the various companies.

The most important question, "Will the

enterprise pay?'' has been practically decided

by the shrewd, keen capitalists who have
identified themselves with the undertaking.
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Tlie cost of the real estate to be talsen for the

roadbed is estimated at §6,000,000. The con-

struction and equipment expenses are placed

at $15,000,000 It will be necessary to appro-

priate one-sixth of the real estate to depots,

leaving the remainder to be rented for mer-

cantile and other purposes. It is believed

that a sufficient number of lots containing

each a basement and first floor can be rented

at $800 a year each, to pay a dividend of 14

per cent, on the capital, with the aid of $3,000',-

000 a year estimated income. If the capital

invested be reduced to $11,000,000, with a

loan of $10,000,000 secured on the bonds and
real estate of the company, the dividends may
amount to 21 per cent.

These expectations, however, are to be re-

ceived with some grains of allowance It is

probable that the real estate may cost. $10,-

1100,000 or $12,000,000 in place of $6,000,000

as estimated. It may be anticipated that all

the people residing on the blocks which the

railroad will traverse, will bring in hills for

real or fancied damages. From the City Hall

to Bleecker street and thence by branch lines

on the east and west side of the city to Har-
lem and Kingsbridge is a distance of 15 miles.

The right of way for this distance through the

must populous parts of the city will cost an
immense sum Then again it will be three

years hefore any dividends can be earned, and
it may take several years before the increase

of population will enable the road to be worked
to its full dividend paying capacity The
stores, too, under the roadbed are not likely

to be occupied as rapidly as the directors

anticipate. Nevertheless, the work is a great

one. It will pay and pay handsomely at no
distant period, and its construction can not

fail to impait a new impetus to the prosperity

and resources of our city. Taken in connec-
tion with other pending improvements, it will

render New York the flnest and most conve
nient city in the world.

» > »

Cincinnati «fc 9Iacl£iuaw Railroad*

The citizens of Greenville met at the Court
House to hear the report of Mr. Pomeroy, in

relaiion to the condition of the grade of the

Cincinnati & Mackinaw Railroad Mr. Pome-
roy presented his report, which was us follows:

To F. Mc Whinney, A. Speice and others :

Gentlemen:—In compliance with your in-

structions, I have passed over the old grade
of the C & M R R., from Greenville to the

town of Van Wert, making the necessary
measurements to arrive approximately at the

cost of placing the roadbed in fair condition

to receive the superstructure. The following

is the result:
* RECAPITULATION.

Roadbed in Darke county $12,354
" Mercer " 6,558
" Van Wert " 9,437

Total $28,349

Cross ties in Darke county $1 7,100
" Mercer " ...... 17,400
" Van Wert " 9,000
Total $43,500

Graud Total [$71,849

The above estimate contemplates the rejec-

tion of all the old bridges, culverts, timber de-
livered, and ero3s ties. Should any of the

rejected items, on a more careful icspeclion,

be regarded as useful, it will be so much to

deduct from the grand total. The old grade
is in a very fair s'ate of preservation, having
suffered more from the indiscretion of the
citizens than from the action of the weather.

Very respectfully,

Phinkiias Pomeroy.

Responsibility of Express Companies.

An important decision, touching the re-

sponsibility of express companies, has been
rendered in the United States Circuit Court
of Alabama. The circumstances are these:
The plaintiff, a merchant in Mobile, forwarded
by the Southern Express Company, on the
26th day of May, 1866. the sum of $5,000, to

be delivered to one J. B. Alexander, a resident
of New York city. For this he paid the ordi-

nary charge of twenty-five cents for letters in

stamped government envelopes, thus leading
the employees of the Southern Express Com-
pany in the belief that it was but an ordinary
husiness letter, having no declared value.
The letter was carried by the Southern Ex-
press Company to Lynchburgh, Va., and was
there transferred to the custody and care of
the Adams Express Company, to be by it de-
livered to the person addressed in New York.
The delivery clerk of tins latter company, in-

stead of performing his duty with the fidelity

that usually characterized him, suspecting the
letter to contain valuable coments, opened it,

and filched the $5,000, which he found in bills

of large denominations. Complaint reaching
the Adams Company of the non-delivery of
the latter for Alexander, they set inquiries on
foot, and ascertaining the delinquency of their

clerk had him arrested and secured the greater
part of the stolen funds. A failure to deliver

the package to Alexander was considered
good grounds for suit by St. John, who came
upon the Southern Express Company. Judge
Wood delivered tje decision of the court at
great length, during which he laid particular
stress upon a provision in the Southern Ex
press Company's receipts for money packages,
which says "that this company is to forward
the same to its agent nearest or most conve-
nient to destination only, and then deliver the
same to other parties, they to complete the
transportation, such delivery t > terminate all

liability of this company for such packages "

Bit this was only one point; there were other.",

but the principal one was that alluded to

above, where the plaintiff, in order to save ex-
pense, fc rwarded the money in a letter sealed

in the ordinary way, and not in a large en-
velope sealed at each corner and in the center
with sealing wax, and having on the upper
side not only the directions but the precise
value of the contents.

Cheap Transportation.

The Chicago Tribune proposes to cheapen
transportation and enrich capitalists by cor-
structing a new double-track steel-rail road
between New York and Chicago, which, it

says, could be done for $25,000,000, and would
be profitable competing against lines with a
nominal capital of $75,000,000

The Tribune does not yet know that com-
peting lines increase freights instead of lower-
ing them, unless both competing roads can
run at. a great profit. Vacillating schedules
are the curse of honest commerce. Compa-
nies cannot be prevented from remunerating
themselves for losses they sustain in a freight
cutting war, afterwards. Merchants have
learned this long ago.

The Tribune should also know that $25,-

000,000 would never suffice to build and equip
a railway between New York and Chicago, with
all the now recognized necessities of the rail

road system. One hundred thousand dollars

a mile would not be an extravagant estimate
of the complete cost of such a line. New

grand through lines are no longer to be built

with iron, but with steel ; nor of only two
tracks, but with three. For such a road to

compete successfully with those now existing,

it must at least equal their condition, as that
will be five years hence. Five years hence
the Pennsylvania Railroad will have virtually

three tracks, and in a good degree steel tracks,

the whole way. When its low grade, slow
freight (Jefferson county) track is laid down,
which will be in a ^ear or two, it will be as
much -ahead of what it is itself now, as now it

is ahead of its competitors.

There seems to be no good reason for the

disturbance among the New York newspapers
about the lease of the New Jersey companies'
lines, such as the following, from the New
York Democrat

:

The control of the New Jersey railroads

adds immensely to the already overgrown
power of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, and affords another remarkable illus-

tration of the irresistible tendency toward
railroad centralization The Pennsylvania
Raiiroad Company, with a line only 480 miles
long, now owns or controls connecting lines

nearly 5,000 miles long. It recently swal-

lowed the Union Pacific Railroad, and it now
annexes the New Jersey lines. It has estab-

li-hed througb connections with and controls

the trade between St. Louis, Louisville, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago, Omaha, Sa:i Francisco and
the Atlantic ports of Philadelphia and New
York, and it will soon own the direct lines to

New Orleans and all the chief cities of the

South.

What is good for Philadelphia is good for

New York, since the relhtions of commerce
are chiefly maintained by invisible 1 •w* which
recognize no personalities City jealousies

are always mean things, and only entertained

by the meaner sorts of citizens. Philadel-

phians ought to be thankful that they have
two seaports, three in fait, at tbeir command
instead of one. And New Yorkers ought to

thank their stars that they have a million of

neighbors only a hundred miles away who are

industrious, rich and enterprising enough, not

only to fill their markets with dainties, and
their shops with goods, but to build for them
the best and cheapest avenue they have to the

great West.

—

R. R. Review.

Good News for Tourists.

"G L C ," the New York correspondent of

the Toledo Commercial, says in a recent letter:

"The preparations lor summer travel are

already beginning. The railway companies
are going to offer tremendous inducements to

excursioni.-ts this year—greater than ever be-

fore. The new fast lime table goes into effect

on all the great trunk lines on the loth inst.,

and it is calculated to run through from New
York to Chicago even an hour or two quicker

than by the famous lightning lime of last year.

Another new feature this season will be the

throwing open to travel of the newly com-
pleted Niagara Falls division of the Erie Rail-

way, which is destined to open a new phase of

excursion travel to lhat delightful spot, by en-

abling passengers to leave New York after

breakfast in the morning, and go through to

Niagara Falls by daylight, reaching there in

time for supper. Tins may seem wonderful

at first sight, but remember we are living in

an age of successive wonders. \'et one can
not avoid a linle start of surprise at the won-

derful improvement in modern excursion tra-

vel, which enables a tourist to take his seat
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after breakfast any morning in one of those

recently constructed palace coaches, the Queen
City, the Orescent City, the Jay Gould, or the

James Fisk, Jr. (each costing upwards of $25,-

000), and to be whirled at the rate of thirty

miles an hour pasta panorama of ever-chang-

ing beautv, to the Canadian border, reaching

there in season for a good supper and a quiet

smoke bef >re bedtime.

"And for the convenience, too, of travelers

from the West, passing through Buffalo from
the Lake Shore route, yet desiring to view

Niagara Falls, en passant, the Erie Company
have determined to issue, free of charge, to

all such, tickets from Buffalo to Niagara Falls

and return, thus affording an opportunity to

visit without extra cost this grandest of natu-

ral wonders."

The Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad.
Serious Riot among Unpaid Lakorers.—
Nashville, May 14 —Much excitement is re-

ported in Chattanooga by passengers from
that, place, occasioned bv the seizure of trains

on the Alabama and Chattanooga railroad

and stspping them by a mob of unpaid em-
ployes. The stopping of trains prevents the

transportation of supplies to the other em-
ploves on the line, who are in a state of starv-

ation. Business houses in Chattanooga are

closed, fearing a mob. S'anton, the builder

of the road, avers that he is not to blame for

this state of affairs; that, if let alone, he can
pay out. The Chinese employes demand to

be sent back to California, willing to abandon
their claims.

Chattanooga, June 14.—A committee of

creditors of the Chattanooga and Alabama
railroad company, after a consultation with

Stanton, recommend resistance by all lawful

means the present movement to put, the road

into bankruptcy, that St mton be appointed to

operate the road and a financial accent selected

to receive and disburse all the income. That
the debts due to the laborers and employes be
paid first, that a full examination he made of

the actual situation of the road and its present

indebtedness, and that an extension of one,

two and three years, with interest at eight

per cent, he granted Stanton, in wjiose hon-

esty and ability to pay every dollar of the

debt they express full confidence.

Railroad Contract Ratified.—At meet-

ings held yesterday of the Marietta and Cin-

cinnati, and Cincinnati and Baltimore Rail

road Boards, the contract with the Cincinnati

and Springfield Short Line Railroad Company,
giving the laiter the use of the new road, in

from Spring Grove Junction, was formally

agreed to on the following terms: The Cin-

cinnati and Springfield Short Line Company
to pay $85,000 per annum until fhe double

track shall he completed, within ihree years,

then $40,000 per annum for five years, and
ever after that $45,(100 per year. And, as

stated some time since, the Cincinnati and
Springfield Company take $100,000 of the

first mortgage bonds of the Cincinnati and
Baltimore Company. Furthermore, $35,000
per annum of the lease money named above
is to be euaranteed toward the payment of

the interest on the $500,000 issue of bonds by

the Cincinnati and Baltimore Company. We
understand that the slock of the Cincinnati

and Baltimore Company has been taken with

the exception of about $135,000.

Movement or Ores.

The report of the State Mineralogist of Ne-
vada for the two years ending with 1870, gives

statistics showing the amount of ores and
metal shipped from Eastern Nevada by railroad

in 1869 and 1870. The figures for 1870 close

with the month of November. During the en-

tire period it is worthy of note ihat only 3,885
pounds of ore was shipped eastward. The
shipment of ores to California during the two
years was as follows:

1869 1870.

Pounds. rounds
January 12 186 764,707
February 14 796 4)4,788
March 36,000 797,641

April 299,266 1,018,303

May 100,848 919,327

June 178,656 960,262
July 173,010 1,334,190
August 182 717 1,280 845
September 245,620 987,182
October 352,037 2 066,771
November 724,837 1,556,593

December 627,562

Total 2,947,535 12,030,609

These figures show two interesting facts:

First, that about all the ores shipped from
Eastern Nevada for reduction comes to Cali-

fornia, either to be worked in San Francisco,

or to be shipped thence to England. The lar-

gest poi'ti.ni of the ores have been shipped
from this country at a cost of about $12 a ton

for freight and handling, after reaching San
Francisco. The other fact is that the increase

in the yield of the mines of Eastern Nevada-
since the opening of the railroad, and the con-

sequent facilities for shipment has been near-

ly 600 per cent. In fact, scarcely any of the

mines in that region could have been wo>ked
without the facilities for getting the ores to

market afforded by the railroad. It will be

seen that in twenty-three months 9,4x9 tons of

ore was shipped. This ore was worth on an
ave a e at least $100 per ton, or in the aggre-

gate $948,900. ,

In addition to the above, there was shipped
from Eastern Nevada metal (lead and silver

extracted from base metal ores) as follows, in

1870:

Shipped. Shipped.
West, lbs. East, lbs

January 119 247
February 320 Oil

March 182 782 225,937

April 92 257 336,794

May 191,346 382,867

June 278,246 920,303

July 307,967 777,340

August 582,700 477,243

September 446,490 62,183

October 309,728 482 994
November 974,070 263,828

In 1869 102,485

Total 3,907 969 3,929,431

Here we have 3,9181 tons of metal shipped

last year, worth about $250 per ton on the

average, and, in the aggregate, $979,625. The
production of metal did not commence until

the latter part of 1869, and that, as well as

the shipment of ores, could not have been at-

tempted without railroad facilities. The in-

crease in the shipment of metals, it will be

seen, has been great, going from 119,247

pounds in January, up to over 1,200,000

pounds in November. It will also be noticed

that while the shipments in this direction have
been constantly on the increase, shipments to

the East since June have been diminishing,

showing the cheapest and favorite route of

shipment to be toward the Pacific coast.

We have no means at hand of knowing the

amount of pure bullion shipped from Eastern
Nevada since January, 1869. That probably
would have been about the same had there

been i.o railroad; so that the railroad has in-

creased the yield of the mines in "23 mouths
to the amount of ores and metal shipped, as
follows:

Value of ore shipped $918,900
Value of metal shipped 979 625

Total $1,928 525

Or, in round numbers, $2,000,000 added to the

real wealth of the country, and the production
increasing at the rate of from 300 to 400 per
cent per annum.
As will be seen above, owing to the far

cheaper rates of freight, the natural tendency
of all this wealth is to move in this direction,

but much of it—the greater portion—slips

through our hands, and is lost to our local

trade, because we have not provided proper
reductiou works for operating on the meials
and the ores. Two or three first class reduc-
tion works in this city would get all the ores

and metal they would be able to handle for

the next half century. The railroad system
has as yet only slightly tapped the mineral do-

posits of the interior. This year will show
four times the yield noted above, and the next
will manifest a still greater increase. Why
does not Sacramento make an earnest effort to

benefit itself, by handling a goodly portion of

this wealth? There is no place on this coast

so well adapted as is Sacramento for red net on
works to handle ores and meials from the mines
of Eastern Nevada and Utah.— Chi. Jour. Com.

Blood.—By the aid of a microscope it is

seen that blood consists of minute round bod-
ies floiting in an opaline liquid; these are

termed corpuscles. They are so very small

that one cubic inch of blood contains no less

than eight hundred million corpuscles. Blood
is rather heavier than water, as is seen when
a drop is let fall into the transparent liquid;

it falls through it. Iu about fifteen minutes
after blood is drawn from the body, it ceases

to be fluid, and becomes a gelatinous mass.

After standing for about twenty-four hours it

separates into two distinct parts'—one a watery
fluid, which is called serum; the other, a sul-

idified mass, coagulum. The red co or of blood

is due to a substance called hematine, which
exists in the corpuscles. The coagulum con-

sists in the main of a body called fibrin — flesh

producer—masked by the color of Ihe hema-
tine. This fibrin differs but little from the

nature of the white of an egg. The blood ful-

fills every office in the body by restoring and
building it up. Certain matters are elimina-

ted from the blood to produce hair, nails, skin,

fat, muscle, bone, brain, etc. It is therefore

obvious that the blood mu-t be of a complex
nature. As a single fluid, it contains more
known elements than any other known neural

body ; among others may be mentioned phos-

phorus, lime, magnesia, iron, sulphur, soda,

chlorine, potass, etc. In its natural condition

it contains fat and sugar. The average com-
position of blood indicates that in every thou-

sand parts from a male, it contains 780 of

water; from a female, 790 of water.

—

Septimus

Piesse.
- • »

*

flg^* Last year 33,739 immigrants arrived

at Boston. In 1869 the number was 34,784.

BSg" There are already 2,500,000 mulberry

trees in California, for the use of the silk

worms, and more are constantly being planted.

fl@?" California exported to Europe from

July 1, 1870, to December 15, 1870, wheat
valued at $5,219,157.
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Zin'o Water-Paint.—The unpleasantness of

occupying a newly painted house may readily

he avoided by the use of zinc water-paint.

I'nwdered oxide of zinc (which may he healed

with a little potato starch, if move ''body" be

wanted) is combined with the desired mineral

or -vegetable color, and with this an aqueous
solution of chloride of zinc, to which some tar-

trate of potas«a has been added, is then mixed
;

the water-paint thus formed being applied

with a brush on the surface to be coated. In

half an hour this paiut will be perfectly dry;
and the object of the alkaline tartrate is to

make the drying process less rapid. The ad-

vantages of using the waier-paints are very
numerous; they are more durable than oil

paiuts, do uot blacken by exposure to sulphu-

rous vapors, are devoid of odor, dry quickly,

resist dampness and the action of water, can be

cleansed with boiling water and soap like oil

paiois, and preserve the wood to which they

ate applied from decay and render it less com-
bustible. This latter property may be in-

creased by the addition of borax. Both i lie

oxide and the chloride of zinc can be manufac-
tured without danger to the health of the

workmen, sold at a low price and kept for any
length of time iu any climate.

Camels ix Nevada.— About seventeen milej

east o' the city is to be seen a herd of tweuty-
six camels, all but two of which were born and
raised in this State. I hey fouud no difficulty

in rearing them, and can show twenty-four
fine, healthy animals, all of Washoe growth.
The camel may now he said to be thoroughly
acclimated in this State. The ranch upon
which they are kept is sandy and sterile in

t'<e extreme, yet the animals feast, and k> ep
fat on such prickly shrubs and bitter herbs as

no other animal would touch. When left to

themselves, their delight, after filling them-
Belves w th the coarse herbage of the desert, is

to lie and roll in the hot sun. They are used
in packing salt to the mills on the river, from
the maishes lying iu the desert, some sixty

miles to the eastward. They have anitna-'s

that, easily pack 1,0U0 pounds.— Virginia City

Enterprise.
. .

Counting Machine.— .1 Norwegian inventor

lias invented an adding or counting machine,
which, while it ernp oys a familiar principle,

varies in detail somewhat from others whicn
have preceded it. It uses keys movable on a
horizontal axle, one key for each number from

Lu y ; also mechanism transferring the pres-
sure from these keys to the dial plates, so as-io

indicate the number corresponding with the

key; also mechanism by which the tens aud
hundreds aie transferred to (he succeeding
numerical seies. It will be seen by those fa-

miliar with the subject that no new principle

is involved in the construction of the machine.
The details are, however, so worked out that

the machine is said to be much more convenient
than those that have preceded it.

A New Minkral IJlue.—A new mineral blue

has recently been patented in France, consist-

ing of ten parts of tuugstate of soda, eight parts

of protochloride of tin, five of ferrocyanide
of potassium, and of perchloride of iron.

This new coloring matter is said to present the

general appearance and physical characteris-

tics of Berlin blue, but differs essentially, by
its greater body and by its resistance to the

action of the sun, maintaining its color in spite

of continued exposure to the solar rays.

JEap- The manufacture of spool cotton was
commenced in the United States in 1854, at
Willimnnlic, Conn. In lrtlill, the Hadley Com-
pany commenced in the Holyoke valley the
maniilacture of these goods, and in less than
eighteen months had forced a complete revo-
lution in the character of the cotton sold, by
the superiority of the article they produced
Up to 1 8(io, the finest grades of Engish six-

cord spool were to No. 46. The perfection ot

the American article compelled all makers
seeking to supply a family with spool cotton,
to run their six-cord cottons up lo No. 100
And now American ingenuity beats the world
in a nine-cord cotton in the high numbers
The growing popularity of American cotton
and thread in the workshops and factories,

has crowded down the price of the English
goods twenty five per cent., and American
makers, to compete, hardly make two percent,
on their production. To secure honesty in

this competition, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island manufacturers have secured the enact-
ment of a law in their respective States, mak-
ing it a penal offense to ticket cotton differ

eutly from what it actually measures, or to

copy other manufacturers' labels.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
or THE

NorihernPacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

E^J^'he commerce of Boston, says the Tra-

veler, is increasing. Nearly fifty per cent,

more foreign goods have been emered at that
pjrt since January 1st than in the eaiue time
last \e -r.

The building of Hie Northern Pacific Rattf'iad, (begun
July lust), is beinjj pushed fonvard with {Treat energy from
both extr mittes of the line. Suveral ihuusund men ar^
employed in Minnesota and on the Pncifioco-ist. Tliesrrade

is i:e ii'lv COiapleted 2(i'» miles westward I'mm Lake Supe-*
nor: trains are ruuninjr over WO miles of finished road
audt-ack Uying is npidlv progressing toward the ^astern
border of DaKota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& P.icifi: Road, the Northern Pacific Com any now b »s

<& i3 miles of completed rond. and by September next this

will be increased to at least 5<*0*

A <.*<hmI Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are non-

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab e and
per ectly Saie investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Uod Uonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
'1 hey h ive HO years ti> run. he ir Seven and Three-Tentns
percent, g'dd interest (moiv than S per cent currency)
;i ml a«v secured by first atnii-nly moit^age on the KNTtRt
H't/Mi anh its equipments and alsu, as fast as cue Road is

completed on

23,"00 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or
5<tO Acres for each $ I,Ohij Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tat; Principal ami 1 tit** rest are payable in Gold;
Mrrimni nations: Coupons, $i.l)u to $1,0..U; Registered,
$-W to $)0,utio.

Lands for KoniiS. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at TEN putt Cent, above par, in ex
change fin the Company's L in. Is, at their io * est cash price
This renders them pr-.ctically interest bearing land
WARRANTS.
Sinking Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to he devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First MiirtgsgtJ B;>nds <>f the Company. The
Land Grant of the Knad exceeds Kitty Million Acre*. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded dent before it falls due.
With tneir ample security and high rate of in erest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people ( whicn is more
PRQI-'ITABLH. OR SAFE.

Kxcliaiiffin^ IT. S. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
ttie e-n'l.v surrender 01 United Suite** peroenis. Many
holder,g of Five-'lVeniies are now exchanging -them fur

Northern Pacific SWeh-Tliiriie- -thus realizing a handsome
profit, and j/,re-.tly increasing theiryearly income.

Other Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
R lids will be received at their higheat curreMprice in ex-
change mr Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. ExeRicss
ciiAhOF.s on Money or B mds received, and on Seven -Thir-
ties sent in rt-turn will be p .id by the Financial Agents.
Full information., maps, pamphlets, &c, can be obtained
on application at any -gency, or fromthe undersigned."— «JAY COOKE & CO.

piiiLADKLPiitA, New Yohk, Washington,

Financial Ag< nts, Northern Pacific Kallroad Cc.

By BANKS and UA.SKET\,S generally throughout the country.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL. TIRE & MACHIHE
COMPAJJT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkmds ofEailroadMachinery

GEORGE G. LOBDELL, President

P. S. BBENNAN, Treasurer.

WM. TV. LOBDELL. Secretwj

12-5-70,52

KBS&ftt
CBACLE3 A. DASA, Editor.

A Newspaper of the Present Times*

Intended for People Now oa Earth.

Inducing Farmers. Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, Workers, Thinkers, and a.l Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, Soas, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOE. S30,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there ho a
' $50 Club at ev;:ry Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAR.
of the same size and general character as

TH3 WEEKLT, bat with a jrrcatcr variety of

miscellaneous readim, and famishing the n^ws
to its suDscribeis with greater freshness, because

it comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, SO A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, -with the

lar^es: eiriialation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. Ail the news
from everywhere. Tw • cen:s a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a mouth, or$6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately acdress°d.
Four Dollars.

Ten copies, one vear, sennrateiv addressed (and
aj extra copy to the getter up of clno).

Eight Dollars.
Twentv copies, one year, Fep'tratelv addressed

(a-.d an esira copy to the getter np of clnb).
Fifteen Doling.

Fifty copies, one year, to one address (odcI tue
Semi- Weekly one year f> setter no of clnb).

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one rear, 5eparateiv addressed (aid
tue Semi- Weekly oueyearro jretrer ui> o» riuiV),

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, one year, tr> one ad rlrc?s

(and the Daily for one year to fhe ci-tter in of
club;). Fifty Dollars.

One hnidred cnoies, one ypar. separately ad-
dressed innd the Daily lor oue yenr to i no irpl'cr
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SE.III-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately nridip^cl.

Eight Dollars.
Ten conies, one yerr. Feparalelv addressed (aud
an extra copy to getter up of rd m),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post *"im>c orders, chsp.fcs, or draft* on *>w
York, wherever convenient If not. tneri regismr
tue (otterd contaiuiua money. Addrcs*

I. \7. ENGLAND, Pnb'isb"-,
San office, .New York Clu.
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WATER.

The question of the water supply of Cincin-

nati is still— like the water itself which the

citizens are using—unsettled. There is one

fact, however, that remains, and that is, that

the citizens of Cincinnati are still drinking

the same filthy decoction of stables, street

washings, sewerage, and seepage from the

vaults of East Walnut Hills, and the entire

section of the city above the present works

that they have been drinking for some years

past.

There is one consolation, it is not done ig-

norantly. The Trustees of the Water Works
have told us of it; the Board of Health have

promulgated against it ; the Mayor has " mes-

saged " against it; and the daily press have
" editorialed " it, until all have lost their

effect. Indeed, it is not thought of, except on

special occasions, after a thunder storm or

distillery fire, or some other disturbing ele-

ment; even then it i9 soon forgotten, and we

go on imbibing the vile compound, as poor

Joe Myers said of it, "in all its peculiar fresh-

ness," without a "qualm" of conscience or of

stomach.

But,

It is to be remedied. We are glad of that,

will exclaim all humanitarians, and lovers of

that attribute that is next to godliness.

This will be hailed by all as a step in the

right direction, and perhaps the boon is so

great that but few will enquire or care to ask

after the manner of its coming.

It is, however, a subject of sufficient impor
tance to justify the most diligent inquiry and
the fullest investigation.

No plans or projects that may be presented

for the accomplishment of this great result—

the supply of pure water to Cincinnati

—

whether interested or disinterested— involv-

ing as this question does the outlay of millions

of the people's money, and next to pure air,

the most important element of health.

The purity, as well as the abundance of the

water supply is important also to manufac-

turers who use it in steam boilers.

Our City Council, on Oct. 20th, 1864, very

wisely took the matter under consideration,

and appointed a commission "to take into

consideration the best method of obtaining an

abundant supply of pure and wholesome water

for the city." They were "authorized to insti-

tute and carry out all requisite and prelimin-

ary surveys and investigations for ascertain-

ing the most economical and practicable mode
of supplying our city with pure water," etc.

This duty was performed by the commission

in the most common sense method, not by

undertaking to do themselves what they knew

nothing about, but by the employment of a

competent person to do the work for tliem.

The commission selected James P Kirk-

wood, of Brooklyn, N. Y., after an elaborate

canvassing of the reputation of the loading

engineers of this country, to make the investi-

gation and report.

THE RESULT.

The commission instructed Mr. Kirkwood,

and, "not wishing to limit him in time or ex-

pense, or spare any pains in making the most

searching investigation," he made perfect sur-

veys of all suggested plans of obtaining water

by gravitation, either from streams or by gath-

ering grounds to collect into lakes the rain-

fall. The commission, however, finally re-

mark that " We regard the question, therefore,

as to the source of supply for our city as

definitely setled for all time, and that the

Ohio river is the only means from whence

this city shall derive her supply of water."

This problem being determined, the next

questions to solve are where to locate the

works, the character of the works to be erect-

ed or constructed, and their extent or capa-

city.

Less than a decade in the history of our

eily has changed if nut the individual opin-

ions of the commission, the public senti-

ment, at least, in reference to the location

of the proposed new works Tne commis-

sion say: "The location [Crawfish creek]

of the works, as made by Mr. Kirkwood,

are as high up the river as can well be

obtained without crossing the Little Miami,

which we do not think worth while to advo-

cate now. Perhaps fifty or a hundred years

hence the extensions of the city may be such

as will demand Ihe then city authorities to

carry their works beyond the Miami river, and
locate the reservoir on the hills east of that

stream, and even then the reservoir, as now
proposed, will doubtless be retained as part of

the system for supplying the city with water."

Notwithstanding the a 1 ty of the comn ia-

s on, and the high proiessional attainments

and character of their engineer, this plan was

abandoned, and the "Garden of Eden" insti-

tuted.

Against this, we have not one word to say;

except that it is now determined—by the Water

Works Board, by the Board of Health, by the

City Council, and by the vox populi— hat the

source of the supply must be above the mouth
of the Little Miami.

Nevertheless, in the language of the com-

mission, "even then the reservoir [Garden of

Eden] as now proposed [being constructed],

will doubtless be retained as part of the sys-

tem for supplying the city with water."

How clearly and with what precision the

commission foretold the "coming" method.

No error committed, except as b< the time re-

quired for its development—their "fifty or

one hundred years" being condensed into

SIX years.

It is evident that the world moves—advan-

ces. The water is to be obtained from an un-

contaminated source—above the mouth of

Five Mile creek, on the Ohio side of the river.

"So far, so good !"

" ONE THING YET THOU LAOKEST I"

What is that? Why the very essence or

gist of the whole matter 1 Pure water.

How can that be ? Why, we thought if the

water was obtained above the mouth of the

Miami, we should escape all city sewerage

and the other abominations alluded to I

True.

But let us refer to the report of the com-

mission again.

PtTRE WATER.

Theysay: "The water as now obtained

from the river, a large portion of the year,

needs filtering to render it clear and ft ee from

the sedimentary matter held in solution."

They scarcely need to have told us that

—

everybody knows it. Surely there should be

no controversy on this point. There is, how-

ever,—and the Ohio river water is to be

pumped into our cuisines and stomachs, as

heretofore, with "all its peculiar freshness,"

varied only by standing a few hours longer in

the Garden of Eden I

THE REMEDY.

Mr. Kirkwood says there are two ways of

doing it, and as the commission—remember

it was our commission— paid him liberally, we
ought, and have a right, to make the best pos-

sible use of the information which he gives

us. He says :

FIRST.—FILTRATION.

"The greater the amou nt of sediment carried

by a river, the longer must be the time given
it to deposit the coarser portions of this sedi-

ment, before placing the water in the filter

bed. The water can always be reduced in

this way to a condition which shall make the

filtering process successful, and render it,

finally, clear and limpid."

This has been entirely omitted in the calcu-
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ati ons of ihe promoters of the present project

to supply Cincinnati with pure water!

SECOND —SEDI51ENTATION.

Mr. Kirkwood further says :

" I desire to repeat here that the filtering

bed is not necessary except as an economizer

of time and space. With large reservoirs of

deposit, of capacity to admit of the water

lying still, under its worst conditions, from

ten to twenty days, they would not probably

be necessary."

THE ONLY REMAINING QUESTION

Is, can either of these plans of furnishing

pure water be successfully carried out by the

project recently promulgated by the Water

Works board and their engineer ? If not, why

then we will have failed of our purpose, and

our money wasted 1 The water of the Ohio

river would not be pure unless either filtered

or sedimented. Is this necessary? The high-

est talent of the country says it is! While

those to whom "we are tying," leave us to in

for that it is not. Both plans involve a cost

of between two and three millions. With the

one we get what we want—pure water—with

the other we don't I It is for the citizens to

say—"you pays your money, and you takes

your choice."

IT CAN BE DONE
By going to Kentucky ! In the hills of Camp-

bell county are landlocked basinn, a series of

them, in the language of one of our Trustees,

"made by the Almighty on purpose ior reser-

voirs for Cincinnati
!''

They can be had, and either or both the

plans suggested by Kirkwood fully carried

out, and nothing but the purest water ever

be furnished to the distributing reservoirs.

All the necessary legislation has been ob-

tained, with the approval of the Trustees

There are neither legal nor physical obstacles

in the way. Neither would

THE COST
Exceed that proposed for the inefficientseheme

contemplated; and if it did, in the language

of the commission, we think "that an abundant

supply of pure water is worthy of almost any

expenditure of energy and means."

The construction of a new water works and

the expenditure of near three millions of dol-

lars for them is a serious matter. It is not a

work for to-day, neither will the present tax

payers pay for it. The work is for the futurei

and the future will be made to pay the cost.

Bonds will be issued to meet the liability

We are, therefore, in duty bound, in makinc
the expenditure, to have a due regard for the

wants and necessities of those whose nioney

we propose to expend. Hence, if there is not

sufficient breadth of comprehension as to

the wants and necessities of the future on
the part of those who have the charge of this

matter, let them have the good sense of the

commission, and employ some one wh'> bts

We shall then notonly be acting with common
sense, but with justice towards those who will

have to liquidate the debt. Let all plans be

examined, and the best adopted.

Apaches.

The outrages of the Apache Indians in Ari-

zona, New Mexico, Sonora and Chihuahua

(the two latter States being in Mexican terri-

tory, and for which we are, by treaty, responsi-

ble), has been a crying evil for many years.

Despicable in numbers, cowardly in demeanor,

yet audacious in their rapacity, cunning and

treacherous, and without a single instinct in-

dicative of humanity that is not possessed in

common with the wolf, they have become a

nuisance and a stench on the face of the earth,

and should be removed.

This is not a new position with us. It is

one that we have long occupied and defended

in the Record. We are glad to learn that

Gen. Crook thinks he can carry it out.

We still believe, as we have often before

stated, that there is a cheaper, better, and

more efficient way of doing it. But then who

ever heard of Government adopting anything

different to their own way of doing things.

The Government method is to send white

troops to hunt the Indians in their mountain

fastnesses; in many instances in localities

where the feet of white men have never yet

trod. The Government usually sends cavalry

—on foot.

The Indians are well mounted, admirably

appointed in their accoutrements by the fos-

tering care of the Government, and are fami-

liar with every by-path, short-cut and hiding-

place in their country.

White troops may and will succeed in cap-

turing and killing a few, but it is next to im-

possible for them to tree them or to follow

them to their holes and drag them out.

The construction of the Southern Pacific

Railroad, so wisely provided for by the Go-

vernment, when building and built, will do

more than the troops towards extinguishing

this pest.

There is, however, another method, that we

have previously suggested in the Rkcord,

that is, to let "dog eat dog," that can be em.

ployed more cheaply and efficiently than the

present system.

There is a numerous tribe of Indians in

Arizona known as the Papagos. They are

"peaceable, industrious, sober, thrifty (for In-

dians), have always been friendly to the whites,

brave, familiar with the habits and haunts of

the Apaches, have always whipped them in

every contest, and with a mortal hatred of all

the Apache family. Upon the entire west-

ern coast these people are the most truthful

and virtuous, and we doubt if any Christian

eommtMiily preserves with greater care, female

chastity.

The Papagos have never been cared for by

Government; they have never needed it.

They have been good Indians, and therefore

did not deserve any presents or encourage-

ment.

Nevertheless, we can see no good reason

why they should not be employed by contract

to extinguish the Arabs—or hell-hounds—of

the American" continent, tbe Apache Indians.

We say they can do it cheaper and better

than it can be done by white men. Why not

let them try it? at any rate as auxiliaries, if

not on an independent and separate coutract.

We prefer the latter, it will not cost one quar-

ter as much

figf Gen. John C Breckenridge, F. K.

Hunt, Esq., of Fayette county, and Judge

Simpson, of Clark county, were elected th e

Kentucky directors of the Lexington & Big

Sandy Railroad. The other six directors were

New York parties interested in the CheBapeake

& Ohio Railroad. t

The city council of Maysville (Ky.)

proposes to contribute towards the construc-

tion of a railroad to Flemingsburg.

Tunnels under Baltimore —The difficulty

and expense attendant upon tbe transmission

of freight and passengers across tbe city of

Baltimore, between the termini of the various

roads on the noith and south, has been such

as to demand some remedy. The war between

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and the

Baltimore & Ohio road determined tbe former

company to construct a route of its own t>

Washington and, hy securing further connec-

tions, lately effected, to the South. To accom-
plish this, the Baltimore &, Potomac .Railroad

is being built, and affords a direct route from

Chicago via Pittsburg and Harrisburg, the

Fort Wayne, Pennsylvania, and Northern Cen-
tral being the roads used to Baltimore and
Washington. This road has projected a tun-

nel of 7,40U feet in length to pass under the

city of Baltimore from the terminus of the

Northern Central Railway. The work will

cost $1,250,000, and is wholly built in the in-

terest of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which

thus opens an independent line to Washing-

ton, Richmond and the wtiole South, with an
ultimate connection and control of the South-

ern Pacific road. The contract for this tun-

nel has been let to Thomas Ritler, of Phila-

delphia.

Another tunnel is proposed, and bids for it

sought, extending some 3,400 feet under-

ground, with a surface road also. This is

styled the Union tunnel, and runs from Belvi-

dere bridge to tidewater atCantou The cost

will be from $800,001) to $1,000,000. Tbe
road and tunnel, not. over three miles in length

will be used by five other roads, the Northern

Cent'al, Baltimore & Potomac, Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore, Western Maryland,

and Baltimore & Ohio, to all which it affords

transit through Baltimore, and connection

with the several roads named. It is owned
and built, principally, by the Canton company,

to whose wharves it extends, and can not fail

to be highly profitable. Certain restrictions

in the charter secure to all ruads connecting

the right to its use on payment of certain

stipulated tolls. Work is tj be commenced
at once on both tunnels and vigorously pushed

to completion. The result is looked upon as

highly advantageous to the city of Baltimore,

and particularly to the Canton company. A
Pniladelphia contractor has also obtained tbe

Union tunnel, the expenditure on the two

being over $2,000,000.
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New Jersey Railroad.

ANKOAL MEETING AT JERSEY CITY—APPROVAL OP

THE LEASE.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the New Jersey Railroad Company was held

in their office in Jersey City on the 7lh inst.,

with a very large attendance of stockholders,
|

as it was understood lhat the proposed lease

of the road to the Pennsylvania Central would

be discussed. Much interest was also mani-

fested in consequenceot a rumor that a change
would be made in the board of directors by

the removal of Messrs. Gregory, Howell and
Ferry who were understood to oppose the

lease. The meeting organized with the fol-

lowing officers : John R Ford, of New Bruns-

wick, chairman; R. W. Siites, of Morristown,

and Col. Jonn Kean, of Elizabeth, vice do.

;

H J Southmayd and John F. Jackson, secre-

taries.

Alter some preliminary business, Mr. Ash-

bel F. Welsh, the general president of the

joint companies, made a statement as lollows ;

Gentlemen :—As you already know, a nego-

tiation has been made with the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company lor the lease t> them of

your canal, railroads, property and franchises

for 99y years, at such rent as will give yon a

clear annual dividend of ten per cent, on
your stock. The acceptance or rejection of

this offer belongs not to your representatives,

but to you alone. I have, therefore, aided in

the preparations to bring the question before

you, as well as in securing such provisions as

most, effectually to protect your interests;

scrupulously avoiding myself, and as far as

possible preventing in others, any action or

public expression tending to take the decision

out of your hands. I have also advised offi-

cers and employees not to mingle in the con-

flict about the lease, since it has come before

the stockholders; as any hostility incurred

by them as partisans, impairs their usefulness

as officers.

When it was proposed that the board of

directors should express their opinion in favor

of the lease, I opposed it—partly because I

thought the properly worth more than we
were to get for it, and partly because 1 thought
it wa3 not a question for the directors, but for

the stockholders only.

But the board having spoken and acted,

their presiding officer is not at liberty to speak
or act on the subject disposed of.

As this lease will probably be ratified by
the stockholders, and it is not probable that 1

shall again have the honor of addressing you,

I take this occasion to say a few words about
the policy which the present administration
has pursued since the consolidation of these

companies.
This policy has been to make the avenues

of traffic betweeti the two great cities of this

continent—the maiu trunk through which the

traffic of the South and South-west seeks the

commercial metropolis—lully adequate to their

purpose; to make them peiform all the duties

of their location ; to do this at the least possi-

ble expense; to end the thirty years' war be-
tween some of the companies and the public

;

to guard against competition, or to make com-
petition harmless, by the sufficiency and supe-

riority of our facilities and the moderation of
our rates, and consequent increase of busi-

ness; and to continue to show that, if corpo-
rations have no souls, they may have integrity

and honor; and by all these means to add
greatly to the amount, and especially to the
certainly of your dividends.

Of course the increase of facilities required

a large increase of investment. 1 his was uot
only wise, hut unavoidable. Our railroads

weie calculated for a small high-priced busi-

ness, and in lhat state of things the threat-

ened competition, prevented only by our im
provements, would have been ruinous. The
aim was to prepare for and develop a heavy
business which could be but little affected by
competition.

Though our increase of investment is great,

though some of the expenditures have not

yet had time to tecome productive, though
the work and materials used in the mainte-

nance and operation of our roads have been

from 60 to 80 percent, higher than before the

war, though the public demands for more
luxurious accommid.itions have added greatly

to our expenses, and though many of the

rates have been very much reduced, yet the

percentage of profits now made on the whole

enlarged investment of our four companies is

not greatly different from the percentage on

the former small investment. The greater

proportion of stock receiving 10 per cent, to

debt receiving 6 per cent , and the great in-

crease of taxation, the gold premiums, &e
,

have prevented this equably from appearing

in the dividend fund. The United States

taxes since the consolidation have averaged

something like one and a half per cent, on

our stock more than they probably will here-

after, and our works, run down at the close of

the war, are now in belter condition than ever

belore.

Mr. Welsh then proceeded to state the em-
barrassments of their roads, showing that ihey

were never intended for the heavy freight

traffic at cheap rates, upon which other suc-

cessful roads depend. The old system of

transit duties also absorbed all the profits,

and since they were abolished, four years ago,

the tonnage had trebled. But a great diffi-

culty remained—the want of a terminus and

storage facilities on the Hudson, fur if taken

at once to New York, the extra ferriage, ea:t-

age, storage and handling would cost as much
as hauling over 200 miles of railroad.

To supply this want the Harsimus cove was
purchased, and it ia to reach this seventy

acres now flowed by the tide that the Penn
sylvania company offer to lease our works at

ten per cent. This improvement involved

such expenses ($H,000,000) that it has been

postponed to this time. If we had made the

improvement at ouce, we should probably now
get twelve per cent., instead of ten, and could

have carried out more fully our liberal policy.

Mr. Welsh concluded as follows:

Should the lease fail from any cause, we
can not stand still. We should lose no time

in making this improvement; making it our-

selves—not in connection with anybody else,

but retaining all the power it coolers.

Then, with our unequaled location, our

ramifications among the sources nt business,

manufactories stimulated by low freights and
favorable locations springing up along our

route, the business of the South reviving, and
that of the whole country growing, with legal

trammels now removed aud valuable rights

obtained; we opening our doors to all con-

necting lines and all other parties on fair and
equal terms, and giving them assurance for

the future by permanent contracts; lifting

ourselves out of any old grooves that no longer

run in the right direction ; adopting a single

simple organization in place of the present

provisional government; shunning the tainted

air of legislative ante-chambers; then—we
do this—if the lease falls through, we shall

have little reason to regret the failure.

Mr. P. S Duryee, from a committee ap-
pointed at the last merlins, repirted thit a
plan had been prepared for consolidation of

the four companies, and a reduction of the

expenses, by the appointment of one set of

officers, etc. The proposed lease was also

considered, and it appeared more feasible to

a majority of the commitiee as a method to

accomplish a closer consolidation, and more
certain and satisfactory dividends.

-Col. Black, of Burlington, stated that he
was opposed to the lease. He thought we
should get 15 instead of 10 per cent. The
Pennsylvania Central Railroad with a debt of

$20,1)00,00(1 was grasping eveiyihing; they

went north, south and to the Pacific, and now
want to swallow us up. In Philadelphia we
could not be heard, but we have a voice here.

This company want to rule the country ;
they

have now about $40,000,000, and want $20,-

000,000 more, or about one-twentieth as much
as the debt of the United States. They want
to be our masters, to make us their vassals,

and bind us to the car of Juggernaut. They
ask to bind us for 1,000 years, or thirtv gene-

rations Where will be our country then?
On financial considerations, we should have

at least 15 per cent; but let this lease be

made and we may be sold out at. any time.

Don't put us in the power of the Anaconda, and
have us strangled in iis folds. He trusted

this lease would be carefully considered, and
that we would not accoic) 1 sh this iniquitous

scheme of giving away our t over to a usurper.

Col. Black spoke at length on the failure of the

Pennsylvania Central company to give in any
satisfactory statement of their affairs, and also

intimated lhat our own directors were con-

cealing something.

Mr. I). A. Hayes, of Newark, thought, the

chargeB of deception were of a remarkable

character. He thought our managers were

honest and fair-dealing men.
Mr John G. Stevens said we had four cor-

po:ations all under independent management,
but united in their interests If this lease is

not made, he thought the proposed centraliza-

tion would be desirable. The allegation of

Mr Black appears to arise from a conversa-

tion with Mr. Gaizmer, who only spoke for

himself, and who, it is well known, was not

only opposirg the lease but also employed

counsel to that end. He protested agaiust

the company being made responsible for Mr.

Gatzmer's personal conduct.

Mr. Duryee said general assertions were

easily made, but take the property of the com-
pany throughout the road, and can we work

it so as to get 10 per cent out of it? Rich

men, who have plenty of money, may say run

the road and get only f> per cent., but those of

us who depend on 10 per cent for our living,

look at it in another light. We hear of uidif

ference to competition. Why look at our

Newark traffic ? Who thought, after the build-

ing of the Morris road, that another road to

New York would be built, costing more than

the entire cost of our road from New York to

the Raritan, and although run at the cost of

the Central Railroad, was a material loss t>

us? What we want is dividends.

Mr. Daniel Dodd protested against this de-

sultory discussion.

Mr.Duryee offered a resolution that this

meeting endorse the action of the joint board,

in arranging a lease to the Pennsylvania Cen-

tral Railroad by which we will be guaranteed

10 per cent.

On motion correspondence was read be-

tween Mr. Black and Mr. Gatzmer, in refer-

ence to the affairs of the company—Mr. B.

making many inquiries into the affairs of the
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company, and receiving an answer in general

terms.

Mr. Voorhees said Mr. Black should remem-
ber that Mr. Galzmer had a salary of $8,000.

A motion to lay the resolution on the table

was lost.

Mr. D. Dodd, of Newark, said this develop-

ment of Mr. Black was to his mind a strong

argument in favor of the consolidation. There
are four or five different companies under
different managements. The question for us

is where can we get ten per cent. Our state-

ment of last year shows that our earnings
were only 6f per cent, instead of 10. If we
improve Hursimus cove, we must spend $3,-

000,000, and where is this mouev to come
from unless we can pay the interest on it. If

the Pennsylvania Central with its thousands
of miles of connections, can only earn Cf per

cent, they may be able to pay us 10 per cent.

to attain our facilities. If we do not take up
the offer, Mr. Dodd doubted not that another
road (the N. J. Central) might give them in-

ducements to locate within 1,000 feet of our
line. They are bound to have an outlet to

New York, and if we do not give it, then
somebody else will.

Mr. Mahlon Runyon, of New Brunswick,
asked what remedy we had if the Pennsyl
vania Central should fail to pay the 10 per

cant., and bow can we recover ?

Mr. I. W. Scudder said the remedy is two-
fold—one by re-entering, and the other by the

covenant in the lease.

Mr. Hayes thought a bird in the hand was
worth two in the bush. The Pennsylvania
Central, if they could not get our road, would
have some other. [A stockholder— that's a
bugbear ] Gentlemen may call it a bugbear,
but so it was said of the Newark & New York
Railroad, which we might have prevented, and
did not; and that cost us over $200,000 per

year, and is increasing. The Morris & Essex
Railroad Company embraced the offer of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad
to prevent opposition, and experience showed
the wisdom of it. There were other roads
which could be obtained, and the Pennsyl-
vania Central would secure one. Now let us

make sure of our 10 per cent, and accept our
lease.

Mr. Duryee said the whole thing resolved

itself into this : Shall we refuse this lease and
be content with seven per cent, or shall we
accept it with ten per cent. ? Shall our stock

be worth only par, or shall it. stand at 130, to

which it has risen from 117 since the lease

was proposed? Harsimus cove has lain idle

for three years and 83,000,000 is wanted for

its improvement; can we spend that and pay
ten per cent. ?

The resolution of Mr. Duryee approving the

iease was then carried by a large majority.

The polls were then opened, and the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected directors : Dudley
S.Gregory, Henry R. Remsen, Hamilton Fish,

Alfred b. Dennis, George R. Chetwood, Mar-
tin A Howell, Ferdinand Suydam, Nehemiah
Perry, Isaac \V. Scudder.
The vote was as follows :

Whole number of shares 72,9.52

Whole number of votes 43,817
Remsen 43,817
Dermis 43,818
Howell 43,748
Perry 42,840

Gregory 42 771

Fish 43,817
Chetwood 43,817
Suydam 43,817
Scudder 43,817

Messrs. Howell, Gregory and Perry, whi
had been opposed to the lease, were re-clef ted
without much opposition, the decisive vote
endorsing the lease being regarded as 6ulii-

cient to warrant their official endorsement of

it, aside from their personal views.

After the meeting, the company took their

usual excursion on one of the ferry boats of

the company, which had been handsomely
fitted up for the occasion.

Railway Safety. A
THE BLOCK SYSTEM IN ENGLAND.

Mr. Alfred Watkins, an English railway

superintendent, has published a pamphlet in

which he thus describes the " block system
"

of signaling in use on the Southeastern Rail-

way, ' a plan so efficient," says The Economist,

"that for three years it has enabled that rail-

way to be almost alone in ils exemption from

even minor casualties."

Tbe true objecis to be attained in unim-

peachable train signaling are—I presume to

consider— first, that no train shall be allowed

to leave one signal station until that signal

station has asked leave from the signal station

in advance, and such second signal station

has replied in the affirmative; second, lhat

when the train has been so allowed to leave,

the sehdin'g station shall inform the receiving

station that the train has left, and the receiv-

ing station shall acknowledge fh'it he has been

so informed ; third, that the signals of danger

shall not be lowered until this process has been

gone through; fourth, that a record, taken

down at the moment, shall be kept in each

signal box of the time of all signals.

These four conditions complied with will

secure safety from collision so far as it can be

secured by human agency. These conditions

can only be realized in our modern practice

by the use of the telegraph and the absolute

"block" system. They are, and have long

since been, realized on every part of the South-

eastern system. I know of no other railways

where the whole of the system is in applica-

tion, except on the South-eastern, and Lon-
don, Chatham & Dover. These two railways

had no accidents to report last year, whereas

the greatest and most prosperous of our rail-

ways—tbe London & North western, Lanca-
shire & Yorkshire, and North-eastern—con-

tributed 64 out of the 122 accidents which

disfigured the railway calendar of the whole

empire. Again, an electrical means of com
munication—electrical because in no other

way can an instantaneous and certain signal

or message be conveyed—should be estab-

lished in the case of trains running long dis-

tances, between the driver and the guard. I

nuw proceed lo describe the system by which

the four essential conditions which I have laid

down are and have been secured: On the

South eastern, the personnel of the signal box,

or station, consists not merely of the "minis-

tering," but also of the "recording" angel.

The signalman, specially selected for intelli-

gence, and paid good wages, is accompanied
by a youth who must understand, having been
carefully taught, the use of the telegraph sig-

nal and speaking instruments; who records,

with the clock before him, the exact time of

all signals giveu and received.

Tbe signal box is specially constructed, and
placed so as to give a full view of the line

and outside signals. It is made comfortable
and warm ; it is well lighted at night ; it con-

tains a clock, the telegraph instruments, the

levers of the points, connected with the sig-

nals by the "locking" apparatus, and is fur-

nished with a box of fog signals, and with

baud signal lamp aud signal Hags.

Baltimore A Ohio Terminal Facilities and
Ocean Macs.

Among notable points visited during a re-

cent sojourn at Baltimore, was the great ter-

minal station of the Baltimore & Ohio road at

Locust Point The company have here twen-

t)-seven acres of water front. From its docks

one European steamer departs and another

arrives each week. There are no fewer than

fifty vessels, regularly engaged in the Atlantic

coast trade, which take and discharge their

cargoes here. Of these, there are always

three or four, and often eight or ten ships

loading for foreign ports; and often four or

five discharging. One can form no concep-

tion, except from observation, of the great

variety and immense aggregate of freight

handled. Not to mention ordinary articles,

such as grain, tobacco, etc.—tbe well known'
New York house of Phelps, Dodge 4 Co. im-

port and receive here 30,000 boxes of tin each
week, making this the exclusive depot for the

accommodation of their Western and South-

western trade. The oil-cake (export) trade

here amounts to 30,000 tons per year, all by

foreign vessels. From these docks, too, the

excellent coal obtained along the line of the

B. & O. road (mainly at Piedmont and Cum-
berland ) is loaded into canal boats, which go
to Buffalo "without change;" and, not less

notable, ocean ships here take cargoes of it

around the Horn to San Francisco. The coal

delivered here the week previous to cor visit

amounted to 3,250 car loads; brought partly

in wooden cars of the ordinary length, and
partly in irou cars, of which the company
have 1,750. The principal domestic ship-

ments, however, are lo Philadelphia, New
York and Boston. Tbe company have two

iron warehouses, each 650 feet in length—one

for foreign and the other for coastwise busi-

ness exclusively. The foundations are jost

laid for an ele'v&tor 100 s 100 leet, and 117

feet high, having a capacity for 600,000 bush-

els, to be ready for tnis season's fall trade.

The foundations rest upon 4,400 piles (yellow

pine and hemlock), from 30 to 60 feet in

length, all cut off at the low water line
;
aud

consist ot 10 feel of stone masonry laid there-

on. For transfer to the other city docks

—

from \ mile to 1J mites—the company will

have two barges (one now running, the other

building) 145 feet long, and 33 feet in width,

each carrying eight cars at once These
facilities will enable the company to load and
unload sixteen cars at once.

All these improvements have been made
within three years. They mark the era of the

company's policy to make their terminal city

an entrepot through which the Great West
and the seaboard markets not only, but those

of the Old World may fiud speedy, safe and
economical exchange.

In this connection, the European steamship

lines landing at these docks deserve a recog-

nition for offering facilities, both for freight

and passengers, equal to the older ones whose

vessels land at other ports. Two lines are

operated—one to Bremen, which began run-

ning in March, 1868 ; the other to Liverpool,

the famous "Allan Line," which began run-

ning in December last. The steamers of tbe

Bremen line (2,500 tons) are, Baltimore, Ber-

lin, Leipzig and Ohio. The staamers of the

Liverpool Hue (3,000 tons) are, Caucasian,

Caspian, Ottawa, Nova Scotian. All con-

structed on the same model, the description

of the Leipzig, which we thoroughly examined,

will suffice for all. They are built of iron,

each in seven sections, constituting sepa-

rate, wnter-ligbt compartments. Dimensions:
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length above deck, 340 feel ; 39 feet beam

;

30 feet depth of hold. Tbe passenger accom-
modations are for 65 to 70 first-class and 800
steerage. The arrangements for both classes

are equally perfect of their kind The cabin

is very airy; is artistically finished in native

woods, and elegantly furnished; tbe arrange-
ments for lighting and ventilation are admi-
rable; connected therewith is a roomy, neat

and comfortable ladies' private parlor ; as also

a pleasant gentlemen's sitting room, with all

needed lacihties for passing the time pleasant-

ly in a social way. The staterooms, accom-
modating two persons, each having his sepa-

rate berth in either end, are 7 feet square, and
every attention has been paid (not alone in

the matter of light and air) to the wants of

the occupant.

Tbe emigrants' quarters are arranged with

a thorough regard to comfort and health.

The company boards the emigrants—one ex-

cellent feature of which is the furnishing of

ire3h-baked bread each day.

The facilities for the debarkation of the emi-

grants, and their transfer to the cars en route

for their destination in the Far West, merit

special mention and commendation. Here,

for example, is this population of 8UU German
emigrants just sent West from the Leipzig.

They have made the trip from Bremen in four-

teen days. They arrive in health and spirits,

—indeed, as we learn, there has been no sick-

ness among this class (we do not see how
there can be) during the three years of the

operation of the Bremen line. Ere the vessel

reached the dock, every eulrance to the de-

pot and wharf was closed, and no person per-

mitted inside whom the company do not know,
and who has not authorized connection with

its offices. On one side the passage way into

the spacious depot, the new-comer found a
ticket office; on the other a broker's office.

There was no haste, no confusion. Nothiug
was done "on compulsion." At the ticket

office all needed information was officially

given in the emigrant's own language; at the

broker's office (in charge of the company's
regular banker, a house of reputation here
and in Europe), he had his gold exchanged
at current New York rates. Connected with

the depot (in which they are undisturbed dur-

ing their stay) he found all needed facilities

for bathing, etc. In the transference of their

persoual effects, like dispatch and security

were afforded; as also for passing through
the Custom House. As the result of all, if

the vessel arrived previous to the hour of 12

M., all who were bound for the West found
themselves comfortably on board the train

leaving Baltimore at ti P. M.
As illustrating the facilities for freight ship-

ment to Europe by these lines, it may be sta-

ted that just prior to the departure of tie last

three steamers, the company found that they

would, unexpectedly, have room for 500 tons

more than was provided for. In response to

a telegram from Baltimore, this amount of
ireight was shipped from Chicago in cars on
Monday, and was on board the steamer on
Saturday evening, ready to sail.

— The directors of the Chicago & North-
western Railroad Company re-elected at Chi-

cago, III., on June 2d, the following officers:

John F. Tracy, president; M. L. Sykes, vice

president; A. L. Pritchard, secretary and
treasurer; J. B. Redfield, assistant secretary.

Mr. Dunlap, who had been re-elected director,

resigned, and B, F. Allen, of Des Moines, was
elected in his place. William C. Ferry, of
Chicago, was chosen director in place of John
B. Farmer, deceased.

The Kailronils of IVxhs.

Horace Greeley, writing to the New York
Tribune, from Columbus, Colorado county,
Texas, under date of May 26th, 1871, says :

'But for railroads, Texas is doomed by na-
ture to stagnation, impotence and barbarism.
As yet she has barely begun to be penetrated
by railroads. A line north by west from Gal-
veston to Houston (50 miles), and thence by
Hempstead, Navasota. Bryan, Hearne, etc , to

Groesbeck, in Limestone couniy, soon to be
extended to Corsicana, in Nevada county (say
250 miles from Galveston), with a branch from
Hempstead westward across the Bi azos through
Washinglon county to Giddini;s, 55 miles, soon
to be extended 50 miles further to Austin, the

State capital, with anoiher from Harnsburg,
6 miles below Houston, through Fort. Bend
and Colorado counties, across both the Brazos
and Colorado to this point (84 miles), such
are about all the pieces of railroad now in

operation in the State. The piece from Shreve-
port, Louisiana, westward through Harrison
and Smith counties to Hallsville (56 miles),

is rather a suggestion than a practical road.

And these are about all that are tn operation
to-day. The work of providing this people
with necessary railway communication is bare-

ly well begun.
"But that is half the battle. At last, nearly

every line seems to be in the hands of solvent,

capable, upright men, who are backed by am-
ple capital, and is pushed with vigor and clear-

sighted resolution. Tbe Texas Central is

going right on north by west to meet one of

the Kansas Pacific roads at the north line of

the State, near Gainesville or Sherman. A
new road, the Great Northern, 3triking north
by east from Houston, pushes directly north
from Houston, crossing the Southern 1'acibc

near Tyler, strikes the Red river near Fort
Towson, and connects with the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, from Kansas, near that point.

The Chattanooga & Mobile is now pushing
due westward through Louisiana, and expects
to reach Houston before this time next year
These, with tne Southern Pacific, now certain

to be vigorously prosecuted, will give Texas
not less than 1,000 miles of completed rail-

road within a year, and 1,500 within two
years.

"But the most important and effective single
line of railroad in the State is the Interna-
tional, which connects at Fulton, Arkansas,
ou her north-eastern border, with one from
Cairo, Illinois, and thus with Chicago and
New York, running diagonally through Texas
lrom north-east to south-west, crossing tbe
Southern Pacific and the Great Northern near
Tyler, the Texas Central near Hearne, and
thence pushing straight for AuBtin, the capi-

tal, and thence to San Antonio, and so to the
Rio Grande not far from Loredo. This road,
though begun last November, and impeded
by the necessity of importing corn at a cost of
$2 10 per bushel, and hay at $85 per ton for

its oxen and mules, has been pushed right

vigorously in either direction, and will have
crossed both the Brazo-s and Colorado, and
reached Austin on the one band and the Trin-
ity on the other by next May. Two years
hence it will have been completed from Ful-
ton to San Antonio (400 miles), and will then
have brought the heart of this State within
four days' travel of the commercial emporium,
where it will be known as one of the most
judicious and successful railroad enterprises
ever planned. It will carry more beef cattle

than any road on the globe, and it will bring
into Texas more immigrants than railroad

ever carried into any State till now.

"I close with a single instance of the spirit

in which our Northern railroad bnPders are
met by the people of Texas. The Legislature
having granted a liberal subsidy in State
bonds to the Southern Pacific Railroad, Gov.
Davis felt constrained to veto the bill. The
Legislature thereupon repassed it bv a vote of
seven or eight to one in either House; and
the Democratic vote in the affirmative was,
like tbe Republican, all but unanimous. And,
while no man questions the puritv of the
Governor's motives, I have heard no dissent
from the satisfaction with which the triumph
of the measure is received

"

Railroads in Arkansas.—The Memphis &
Si. Louis Railroad has been put under con-
tract from Helena to Mnrley, and the road is

to be completed from Helena to the Missouri
line in July, 1872.

Twenty miles of the Cairo & Fulton Rail-
road, from Lit tip Rock northward, are com-
pleted For ne-irly twenty miles beyond, the

roadbed is readv for the iron. Probahly a
connection with the St Louis & Iron Moun-
tain Railroad at the Missouri line, will he
made in twelve or filteen months, making
direct communication in almost an air line be-

tween Little Rock and St Louis. The sur-

veys and locations souihward are complete for

a distance of about 75 miles

The Memphis & Litile Rock Railroad, which
was recently completed, is 150 miles long, and
was commenced 18 years ago. In the present
age of railroad building it would not take 18
years to construct a road 150 miles long I

Railroads in Texas.—The Legislature has
granted a charter fir the "Mexico Gulf Branch
of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad." This
grants to the company all the rights and ad-
vantages of the general railroad laws of Texas,
which gives sixteen sections of 640 acres each
for every mile of road constructed The road
is to run from St, Louis to Sabine pass, through
the States of Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, and
a portion of the Indian Territory. Sabine
pass is at the mouth of the Sabine river, which
separates Texas and Louisiana.

Maysvii.le & Lexington Railroad —The
Carlisle Mercury of the 8th inst., savs: The
public will join us in expressions of joy, when
they learn that the large tunnel is completed.
On Saturday last a horse and cart passed
through for the first time, the obstructions

having all been removed
; since that time the

masons have worked with remarkable zeal,

and on yesterday concluded their labors. The
"last touch" has been given, the completion
of the stupendous work is accomplished, and
all is now ready for the rails.

Paducah & Memphis Railroad.—The Mem-
phis people are considerably aroused over the

projected Memphis $ Paducah Railroad. It

is stated that the Messrs. Norton, Trimble and
others agree to complete the road from Troy
station to Memphis, if the city of Memphis
will take $250,000 stock or pay $200,000 in

money, the road to be completed in from 12

to 18 months.

— The stockholders of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railroad Company, re-elected

the old board of directors, at Chicago, III.,

on June 7th, except that H. Kennedy was
chosen in place of John Hearn, of Erie, Pa.,

deceased. The old officers were re-elected by

the directors.
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Railway Snbuldies In California. *

The Supreme Court of California have re-

cently—through Judge_ Wallace, who pro-

nounced a very able opinion—decided that

municipal aid granted to railways is constitu-

tional in that State. The opinion, for which

we are indebted 10 the San Francisco Bulle-

tin, is too long to give entire; but we present

such a synopsis of it as will enable our readers

to gather its tenor aud the grounds upon

which it is based :

The Stockton & Visalia R. Co. vs the City of
/Stockton.

An act was passed by the Legislature of

California, approved April 1, 1870, entitled

"An act to empower the city of Stockton to

aid in the construction of the S. & V. K. It."

In subslauce, it directs the municipal autho-

rities of the city to donate $3U0,UUU to a com
pany who propose to build a ceitain railroad,

having a permanent terminus in the city.

TJuder its provision the bonds of the city fur

the entire sum are to be placed in the hands

ot three persons who are to deliver the bunds

to the company from time to time, as the

work gradually progresses. These bjnds

bear interest annually at a fixed rate, and to

pay the interest as well as the principal, the

act directs the municipal authorities to levy

an annual tax in the usual manner. The
authorities have pursued the directions given

them by ihe Legislature so far as to prepare

and deliver the bonds to the persons named,

but they now refuse to levy a tax to pay the

interest thereon.

To compel them to do so, application for a

mandamus is made by the railroad company.
The application is resisted upon a single

ground—"that said act and all its provisions

are and ever have been repugnant to and in

violation of the Constitution of the State.''

It is thus apparent, says the court, that the

case must turn wholly upon the question of

constitutional power in the Legislature to

enact the same, and our duty begins and ends

with a consideraiion of that point of law.

We are not here to pass upon the motives of

the authors of the statute. We have no au-

thority to reform or call them to account for

the manner in which they have conducted

public business. Questions regarding the

mere policy of the statute—as to whether it

is in iiselt a wise or foolish law—whether its

anticipated operation will promote or retard

prosperity, are not for us to consider, for

these questions involve mere political in-

quiry.

1 he authority of the judiciary to consider

of the extent of the legislative power in tlie

enacting laws was formerly denied in, tolo.

In the early days of the Federal Constitution

borne most distinguished public men and Jef-

ferson himself maintained that no court had

rightful authority to declare a statute uncon-

stitutional which had leceived the sanction of

the popular will acting through its represen-

tatives. An impeachment of a judge ot a

Stale Supreme Court was, at a lafcr period,

instituted for an attempt to uphold this power

admitted to be anomalous, aud upon his trial

but a single vote was wanting to his conviction

of usurpation of authority. Though the

power itself is now admitted, it is conceded to

be always of the utmost delicacy to exercise,

and was never to be exerted except when the

conflict between a statute and the Constitution

is palpable and ineconcilable ; and to this

eflect the authorities are substantially uniform.
* * * * * * * #_ *

We think that adjudications in this court

give the correct definition of the judicial

power to declare a statute unconstitutional,

as now maintained by the general current of

authority. It is said (12 Cal., 384,) that it

"should never be exercised unless there is a

clear repugnancy between the inferior and
the organic law." Again : (17 Cal., 30) "But
the Legislative department, representing the

mass of political powers, is no further con-
trolled, as to its powers or their exercise, than

by the restrictions of the Constitution. Such
restrictions must be shown before the action

of the Legislature as to either can be held to

be invalid. But it is equally well settled that

the power to declare an act unconstitutional
is not to be exercised in doubtful cases, but
that a just deference for the Legislative en-
joins upon courts the duty to respect its will

unless the act declaring it be clearly inconsis-

tent with the fundamental law."

The law-making power is the supreme
power in the State, and the Legislature in its

exercise impersonates the aggregate sover-

eignty of the people. Hence, the Legislature

is politically omnipotent, except as its power
has been limited, qualified, or absolutely with-

drawn by the Federalor State Constitution. * *

Whenever, therefore, it is alleged, that a

statute enacted iu due form by the Legisla-

ture is in excess of its authority to enact, it

is necessarily the allegation of an exception
contrary tj an admitted general rule; and,
therefore the construction is "strict against

those who stand upon the exception, and libe-

ral in favor of the Government itself." Hence,
when we are called upon to declare that the

Legislature has no authority to enact a par-

ticular statute, it is necessary that we be

pointed to the clauses of one or both constitu-

tions supposed to have taken away or limited

the power to something else than the subject

to which it is applied. The "spirit of the

Constitution" imposes no limitation tothelegis

lative power. A limitation ought to be some-
thing definite in itself—as definite as a sum
to be subtracted from a larger one in order to

ascertain a balance.

The "spirit of the Constitution" as an inter-

diction upon legislative power was repudiated

by this Court in Patterson vs Supervisors of
Yuba Co. (13 Cal., 182), in which Judge
Daniel, of the Sup. Court of the U. S, said

that if "a law might be declared unconstitu-

tional because of its supposed repugnance to

the spirit of the Constitution, judges ought
to employ a medium to procure authentic

revelations from that spirit" The "spirit of

the Constitution" as a means to ascertain the

powers of other departments would partake
too much of the personal spirit of the individ-

ual judges for the time being —and chameleon-
like it would be apt to prove of any color

which the peculiar views of tho^e having the

spirit in their keeping might impart to it.

The rule requiring that an alleged limitation

upon the powers of the State Government
should appear either by words or by an impli-

cation necessarily flowing from them, and
without which they can not have their natural

force and fair import, is firmly established.

It assumes that it was the intention of the

people that their representatives should exer-

cise all political power except such as the

people themselves have singled out and for-

bidden to be exercised at all, or permitted to

be exercised only upon certain conditions.

If, however, there be among the great powers
of government a single one upon which more
than upon any other we would anticipate that

the intended limitation of the power would
have lound exact and careful expression upon
the face of the Constitution itself, that one
would be the power of taxation—for it is noto-

rious that in this country and elswhere it has

more than anv other proven to be the exhaust-

less source of political disquiet and disturb-

ance.

In this country the Revolution, as it is well

known, originated in the idea so firmly fixed

on the popular mind that taxation should be

imposed on the people only through their

chosen representatives. Hence, iu organizing

the Federal Government the House of Repre
sentatives were given the sole power of origi-

nating bills for taxation, and various consti-

tutional provisions upon this particular sub-

ject are to be found in the Constitutions of
some thirty-three States. It would be some-
what strange in view of that histiry if it

should, after all, appear that those who framed
the Constitutions of the States, and especially

that of California, should have failed to limit

the power of taxation in eve- y respect deemed
practicable. We accordingly find in the Con-
stitution of California an important limitation,

not upon the extent of power itself, but upon
the mere mode upon which it was to be exer-

ted. Taxation was thereby required to ope-

rate equally and uniformly, and upon the ad
valorem principle. No attempt was made to

limit the power itself.

Taxation originates in the financial neces-

sities of government, and necessities illimita

ble by human agency—the means of the sup-

ply to be adequate must be illimitable too.

It can not be foreseen by the framers of a

constitution who would limit the power of

taxation, what may be the necessities of the

government at a given time, or under the

pressure of attack without support, or insub-

ordination within, its borders; or what pecuni-

ary means it may need iu its possible struggle

with those difficulties which it is the very pur-

pose of government to meet and overcome.

To assure tbe public safety it therefore dic-

tates that the State be clothed with power to

command its entire material resources. * *" *

The (constitutional) convention understood

well that they had not limited the power of

taxation and the reason why they could not

veuture upon the experiment. This is seen

by § 37, Art 4, where they restrict tbe power

of municipal corporations to impose taxes;

this restriction could be safely imposed be-

cause the safety of the State was not supposed

to be committed to the municipalities. That
the convention would have impused some limi-

tation upon the taxing power of the State bad

it been considered advisable, can not be

doubted, for they limited tbe public indebted-

ness to a fixed sum, (Art 8,) but they omitted,

and evidently'ex industria, to place any limi-

tation upon the mere power ot the State' to

impose taxes. The principle upon which

taxation is to be imposed is pointed out, but

the extent to which it may be carried is left

unlimited, except by Legislative discretion.

It is to be exerted to raise money tor public

use. The "public use," though mentioned in

the Constitution, is not mentioned with refer-

ence to the power ot taxation or in connection

with any limitation upon it. It is declared

(§ 8, Art. 10) that private property shall not be

taken for "public use" without just compensa-

tion. No constitutional definition of the

words "public use" is, however, given iu that

instrument.

For much the same reason as that men-

tioned concerning limitation upon taxation,

the "puilic use" seems to have been left in a

large measure to the determination of those

who were clothed with the exercise (of the

power of eminent domain) in view of possible

contingences rather than to a tempt its re-

striction by anticipation.
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"Public use," "public purpose" and "public

policy" are much the same in import. "Pub-
lic policy"—the policy upon which govern-
ment affairs are conducted for the time being
—is legislative policy in the main, und "pub-
lic use" and "public purpose" ars largely de-

pendent upon this policy—notoriously varying
in our country from time to time with the ac-

cession to power of political parties differing

from each other as to the system of measures.
The resolve of a legislative body, by which a

tax is imposed or private property taken, is

therefore necessarily a legislative determina-
tion that the public use is to be promoted by
the tax or the taking directed.

The Legislature, in the case before us, hav-
ing determined the construction of the contem-
plated road to be a matter of public concern,
and as such authorized taxation to aid in the

work, the question arises as to how far that

determination is open to review in the courts.

That question was answered by this court in

the Napa Val. R. Co. vs. Napa County (30
Cal. 437): "Railroads concern the public in-

terest as m'atters of legal judgment, and how-
ever that conclusion may be opposed to the

fact in the case at bar makes no difference,

the «ction of the Legislature on the question

not being open to review by the judicial de-
partment of the Government. '

It we could review the legislative determi-
nation upon that point at all, a question
would necessarily arise as to the extent to

which that review could be carried here.

Could we substitute our judgment upon that

point for that of the Legislature absolutely,

as we sometimes substitute our judgment lor

that of a court from whom an appeal has
been prosecuted to this court? If it was the
intention that we should do so, it would seem
that the law shriftd have pointed out some
mode by which we could get belore us in an
authentic form the facts and circumstances
upon which the Legislative Department pro-

ceeded in the case. In the absence of these
facts and circumstances we would be unable
to say that an error had been committed at

all. A case might, indeed, be presented in

which it might appear beyond a question that

a tax had been imposed, or property taken for

a use or purpose in no sense public; "where
there was no pretence that the public was to

be benefited thereby," and in such case it

would be our duty to interfere and afford re-

lief. But should we interfere in any other
than such a case, we would but substitute a
policy of our own for the legislative policy,

aud our will for that of the representatives of
the people, the legislative judgment may bave
discovered a public use and benefit in the en-

couragement of a particular class of im-
provements; it may be a public use in the
building of a bridge, a road or a mill, and
may, in that view, aid its construction by giv-

ing it public funds. We may be ourselves
unable to see why the particular work thus
selected for aid should be preferred !o another
work which has been wholly overlooked; but
we can not, upon such a view, forbid the gov-
ernment's aid to the work selected, any more
than we could direct a similar bounty to the
other work. * * *

The rule applnable to the case at bar is,

that if it is possible that the work or object
B lected by ihe Legislature for aid concerns
the public use, we must consider that it does
in fact do so; if possible, therefore, the city

of Stockton may have a public interest in this

railroad—then ine legislative action is conclu-
sive here that the city does, in fact, have such
a public interest therein.

The field of legislative policy is vast in ex-

tent—it embraces in its ample range what-
ever can be supposed to promote the interests

of the body politic, enhance the public reve-
nues by increasing the value of objects to be
taxed, facilitate the free interchange of com-
modities, or improve the social, moral or

physical condition of the community. These
and other light purposes fall within the con-
stitutional power of the Legislature as being
of a public character to be fostered and ad-
vanced in its discretion. Within this broad
range it is tor the Legislature to select such
objects as in its judgment may appear as de-

serving the munificence of the Government,
and in so doing "the Legislature can not be
held to any technical or narrow rule.'' The
discretion to determine what is and what is

not a public purpose is confided to the Legis-
lature, and in the exercise of this discretion

that body may, and indeed habitually does,

clearly overstep the mere actual necessities of

the public administration. In California, for

instance, did any one seriously question the

authority of the Legislature to appropriate
the public moneys to meet the personal wants
of the overland emigration in 1852? Yet, in

the absense of the legislative discretion in-

volved, in point of mere constitutional law
the overland emigrants had no right to be led

and clothed out of the public pocket more
than other ppople. * * * As we have already
sa ; d, under the rule laid down (30 Cal. 417),
this legislative determination is conclusive
upon this Court. It was there held that "rail-

roads concern the public interest as matter of

legal judgment." and that when the Legisla-

ture had determined that a particular road in

fact concerns the public interest, its determi-
nation is not open to be reviewed by this

Court.

But even if the rule were otherwise, the
result would be the same. Should we under-
take to review the legislative determination
that this road concerns the public interest,

we could not disturb it, unless we are pre-

pared to say that there is actually no possi-

bility that the proposed road could in any de
gree promote the public welfare. It is conce-
ded by the respondent that the road itself is

one which the State might have lawfully

constructed at the public expense.
It is not denied that the State may, in the

exercise of the power of eminent domain,
take from unwilling proprietors ihe lands nec-

essary for the building of the road Yet such
a taking can only be supported upon the

theory of a "public use" to be promoted.
Can there be a use which is sufficient in a
constitutional point of view to seize the prof-
eny of all ? It so, we have not found it.

We know that a distinction has of late been
attempted between "public use" for purposes
of eminent domain and "public use" for pur-

poses of taxation. A quasi public use is

therefore intended to be something more or

something less than the "public use' pure
and simple mentioned in the Constituiion.

Those who have originated the phrase "quasi
public use" have, however, omitted to give it a
definition. In fact the term is employed for

the sole purpose of distinguishing a mere
fictitious public use from a real public use,

and thereupon it is argued that the power of
eminent domain which may be exerted in

favor of the road as being for public use,

does not establish that taxation may be exer-

cised for the same purpose, because the public

use which will support the former is not actual

but only quasi—but that the public use which
is requisite to authorize taxation must be
something more.

The results of such reasoning is that the '

license by which a citizen holds his money i*

of a higher and better character than the

license by which he holds his land, and a
"public use" to which one may lawfully refuse

to contribute his money to-day is nevertheless
one to which he may be compelled to surren-
der his house to-morrow.

It is said that in ihe case at bar the act is

not taxation within the meaning of the Con-
stitution, because it. is "simply taking the

money of one man and giving it to another,"

and that therefore it is not the raising of

monev to meet "the public consumption or

expenditure," nor to provide "for the use of

the State, nor for the use or benefit of the

Stale Government." Ihis proposition is

based upon the alleged fact that the corpora-

tion which is to receive this money is a private

and not a public corporation, and that the

road is to be operated by the corporation for

its own benefit.

The general power of the State to build

such a road as this one is admitted. The
authority to build it upon the basis here adop-
ted is denied. It is not the power to construct

but the mode of its exercise which is ques-

tioned. We might put this objection at rest

by simply repeating the language of Judge
Baldwin in delivering the unanimous opinion

of this Court (17 Cal. 30): "But the Legisla-

tive Department representing the mass of
political powers, is no further controlled as

to its powers or the mode of their exercise

than by the restriction of the Constitu-

tion." * * *

When it is said that the Government pos-

sesses the power to prosecute a public enter-

prise through a private agency, the power t >

compensate such an agency is necessarily

conceded, otherwise the power would be
practically incapable of execution, and so nu
power at all. The power to compensate the

private ugency is therefore clear enough, the

measure and mode of that compensation are

mere details which will vary with the prevail-

ing habits of the public service, the condition

of the public treasury, or the mere policy

which would seem to recommend one plan as

preferable to another. Of the propriety of tho

mode of compensation adopted in a particular

case, it is for the Legislature to judge, and no
provision of the Constitution is violated in

the mode adopted here. * * *

The power of the State to foster and regu-

late internal improvements is unquestionable.

Should we deny to the Legislature the posses-

sion of this power, or attempt to narrow its

clear constitutional scope by applying to it

the uncertain measure of our own views, we
would in the hope of accomplishing a tempo-

rary good permanently mar the symmetry of

the structure of the government itself

Under constitutions substantially like ours,

railroads, though operated by private compa-
nies, are by mere legal conclusion for "public

use;" the power of eminent domain, confes-

sedly exercisable in behalf of 'public use,"

may therefore be exerted in behalf of rail-

roads under legislative permission; as foster-

ing the "public use," aid may be extended to

the construction of such roads by the power

of eminent domain or of subscription to capi-

tal stock and by donations made by cities and
other political subdivisions of the State under

the authority of the Legislature first given

(or subsequently obtained) and such is the

purport of judicial decisions of the highest

courts of our largest States. These decisions

cover a period of little less than a half a cen-

tury of time; and they embody the views of

constitutional law with reference to the ques-

tion before us, which were entertained by
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some of the most distinguished jurists who
have shed lustre on the American bench
Upon authority, and upon principle as we'l,

we think that the ait in question can not be

said by us to be in any sense unwarranted by
the Constitution, or beyond the constitutional

authority to enact.

It i3 ordered that the writ of mandamus
issue as prayed for. Wallace, J

Rhodes, Ch. J. concurred fully ; Judge
Crockett concurs but submits a separate opin-

ion. Judges Sprague and Temple concur
solely on the authority of decisions in this

and other States.

The Owensburo &, Russellville (Ky
)

Railroad, we learn, is now in operation for

twenty miles to Livermure, on the Green

river, and has been put under contract for

fifteen miles more, to a point where it will

join the Elizabethtown & Paducah Railroad,

which will give Owensboro a connection with

Louisville. This is the line on which the

Rockport Railroad relies for its Southern con-

nections.

6®*" Charles E Stewart has recently been

appointed master mechanic of the Panama
Railroad. Mr Stewart has been in the em-

ploy of the company, in the mechanical de-

partment, at Aspinwall, for a number of years.

— The annual election of directors of the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad
Company, was held at Albany, N Y.. on June
7th. Thirty-five millions of stock were voted
on, and last year's board was re-elected entire
The following are the names of the directors:
Cornelius Vanderbilt, William H Vanderbilt,
Horace F. Clark, Augustus Schell, James H
Banker, Samuel F Barger, William A Kis-
sam, H. Henry Bax er and Joseph Harkey,
all of New York city; Henry R Pierson, Al-
bany, N. Y. ; Chester W. Chapin, Springfield,
Mass ; George J. Whitney, Rochester, N Y.,

and Jas M. Marvin, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

— The Topeka, Atchison & Santa Fe Rail-
road is in running order from Topeka to Flo-
rence, 106 miles, and is being constructed
from Florence to Newton on the south, a dis-

tance of HO miles, and from Topeka to Atchi-
son on the north, a distance of 50 miles. It

is also contemplated to build a link from Car-
bondale to Olathe, where a junction will be
effected with the branch of the Missouri Pa-
cific Railroad now building from Pleasant
Hill, thus giving St Louis direct rail commu-
nication with the counties in Kansas, lvino- in

the valley of the Arkansas river.

— The annual meeting of the bond and
stockholders of the St. Louis, Alton & Terre
Haute Railroad Company was held in St.

Louis, Mo, on June 6th, and the following
directors, whose term of service had expired,
were reelected; Levi Davis, of Alton; An-
thony Thornton, of Shelby vt lie ; George W.
Parker, of Charleston, 111 ; Thomas Dowling,
of Terre Haute. The directors organized, by
selecting Charles Butler, of New York, presi-

dent; George W Parker, of Charleston, 111.,

vice president; W. G Broughton, general
superintendent: Vf.W Thomas, secretary and
auditor, and H S. Depew, general freight
agent of the line. This road is leased by the
Indianapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company,
but the company still operate the Belleville &
Southern Illinois road, which it is proposed to

extend to Paducah, Ky.

—The $50,000 necessary to be sub-cribed
before the Frankfort, Paris & Big SaDdy Rail-
road Company could be organized, was ob-
tained jy individual subscriptions, and the
stockholders met at the Bourbon House in
Paris on the 6th inst. The following named
gentlemen were elected directors, viz:
Bourbon—B F. Pullen, B. F. Rodgers, and

Gen. J T. Croxton.
Franklin—Col. J. Stoddard Johnson and

E. H. Taylor, Jr.

Scott—Capt. J. E. Cantrill, Noah Spears
and Alex. Thomas.

City of Louisville—Dr. E D. Standeford.
Montgomerv—W. S. Richart.
Bath—J S' Richart.

—It is stated that the Elizabethtown &, Pa-
ducah Railroad Company have recently effect-

ed the sale in Europe of a large amount of
mortgage bonds of the road, the total amount
sold up to-this date summing up about $3,000,-
000. The price obtained, we learn, was eighty-
five cents iu the dollar This will insure the
completion of the road to Paducah in from 12
to 15 months from this time.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

NorihernPacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

The building of the Sortheru Paciac Railroad, (begun
July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extrmilies of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and onthe Paciflccoast. Tliegrade
is nearlv completed Vtf'i miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
aod traek laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& Pacifl. Road, the Northern Pacific Company now hris

4 13 miles of completed road. :ind by September next this
will be increased to at least 560.
A Good Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab e and
perrectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds ofthe Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They h*ve 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than # per cent currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the khtire
roaii ind its equipments, and also, as fast as the Road is
conpleted, on

23,000 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or
BOO Acres for each $ IJJiMI Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, SiOU to $I,Uj6: Registered,
$100 to S 10,0(10.

Lands for Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at
all times receivable at ten peh cent, above par, in ex-
change for the Company's Lands, at their lo * est cash price.
This renders them practically interest beakino land
WAKRANT8.

Sinking Fnnd. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds Fifty Million Acre*. Thil
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is
no investment, accessible to the people, which is more
PROFITABLE OH SAFE.

Exchanging; V. S. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender ot United States fl percenls. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for
Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties, thus realizing ahandsome
profit, and greatly increasing theiryearly income.
Other Securities.— All marketable Stocks and

Binds will be received at their higheat currentpricein ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
cllAHORSon Money or Binds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, ic, can he obtained
on application at any agency, or from the understgned.

,0ESAtEBT JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Cc.

By BANKS and BANKERS geiieralli/througlwutthe country.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL, TIRE & MACHINE
COMPAJTY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofEailroadMachinery

GEORGE Q. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WM. W. LOBDELL. SeeretMf

12-5-70,52

uu.
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

A Newspaper ot the Present Times.

Intended for People Now on Earth,

Including Farmers, Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, Workere, Thinkers, and all Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, Soas, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR $50,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let taere be a
850 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAR,
of the same eize and general character as

THE WEEKLY, but with a greater variety ot

miscellaneous reading, and furnishing the news
to its snoseribers with greater freshness, because
It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, SG A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

largest circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy; by mail,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately addressed.
Four Dollars*

Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter up of club).

Eight Dollars*
Twenty copies, one year, separately addressed
(and an extra copy to the getter up of club).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one rear, to one address rand the
Semi-Weekly one year to getter np of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
the Semi-Weekly oneyearro -retter up of club),

Thirty-five Dollars*
One hundred conies, one vear, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getterm of
club). Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (nnd the Daily for one year to the getter
np of club), Sixty Dollars*

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten conies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of club).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND TOUR MONEY
In Post Office orders, checks, or drafts on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLANn, Publisher,
Son office, -New York CKv.
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FlSHKILL ON TBK HUDSON,

June 21st, 1871.

I am glad I had no "pass" over any railroad

to the East, because [ can now say what I

think of the said railroads; not that I ever

said anything contrary to my opinion, but that

I have abstained from something. I left the

town of Morrow on the Panhandle route. All

the world knows that we are swallowed up in

Ohio by the great corporations. Perhaps they

will buy the State after awhile; but at any

rate, they have bought all the roads. The

"Little Miami," which I thought a model

road, has been swallowed up by the "Penn-

sylvania," and so has the "Cincinnati & Zanes

ville," so recently has the New Jersey roads,

and so on. The time is near when no man

can cross the country in any direction without

leave of one of three or four great corpora-

tions; and by combination of those great cor-

porations (as is now doing) he may be com-

pelled to any terms they impose. But you

will say, it is their interest to give you the

best terms, and as cheap as possible. If there

were competition between these routes, that

would be the case; but in their combination,

not at all. Just now, the three northern lines,

which carry almost all the traffic of the West,

have raised the rate of freights from 35 to 40

per cent I don't know whether that is too

high, but I know that it is conclusive proof

that they can raise the price as much more, if

they please. Where will this end when all

the great transit lines are in the hands of

three or four men? and they are very nearly

so now.

But let us get on. I went to New York in

2G hours. It took my father 26 days, for he

bad to buy and go in his own carriage. For

this vast change in time and cost I am as

grateful as any one; but there is still a ques-

tion. Is this vast and useful machine con-

ducted as well as it can be ? No one need be

told that the Pennsylvania road is almost a

model in management. It meets with few

accidents, and the conductors and managers

are pleasant and civil men But I have some

comment to make on that. You hear a great

deal said about the "palace cars," and their

comforts, etc. This is very well ; and they

really are very comfortable; but the charge

for them is at least double what it ought to

be. For example, I got a small stateroom,

with two berths for two ladies, and the charge

was $8. Then I got a berth for myself in the

common sleeping room (for which no charge

ought to be made in any case), and was

charged $1 for that. Here are $12 for three

berths. Now for what is it necessary to make

that charge? The capital in a palace car is

a few hundred dollars more, and the company

should have interest on that Again, the car

thus arranged will perhaps hold 8 or 10 per-

sons less, and something should be allowed

for that. But one-fourlh the charges they are

now making wil' cover the whole of that; SI

each for these extra berths is amply enough.

As at present arranged, these extra berths in

palace ears are only a contrivance to extort

money from invalids and ladies, who can not

sit up.

Again, the price of tickets, $20 from Cincin-

nati to New York, is not too much. That is

perfecty fair. But why should one who gets

on at Morrow, Columbus or Coshocton be

made to pay much more in proportion than

one who gets on at Cincinnati? What more

expense is he? Take my case, for example.

I had an annual ticket to Columbus, 120 miles

from Cincinnati. I had a right to suppose

my fare to New York would be something less.

Not at all. It was actually morel My fare

was: from Columbus to Pittsburg, $7 40; from

Pittsburg to Philadelphia, $10; and from

Philadelphia to New York, $3 25—in all,

$20 05. From Cincinnati it is $20; so that,

taking into view my ticket to Columbus, I was

actually charged $4 more for getting on at

Morrow than I should have been at Cincin-

nati I I don't say these charges are too high

I only say, they are wrong. I say more, they

are contrary to sound policy. I was, practi-

cally, a way passenger ;
and if there be any

thing true in railroad policy it is that way

passengers should be encouraged. They make

the great bulk of passenger traffic, and the

charge from point to point should be if not

less'at least no more than the pro rata for the

whole line. In my opinion, the great railroad

corporations are fast driving themselves into

an issue wi'.h the country.

But let us return to our trip. It was short

and pleasant. There was nothing to complain

of in the comforts of the journey, and every

thing to commend in the excellent manage-

ment of the Pennsylvania road. One thing I

noticed, which seemed unaccountable,—the

Ohio part of the road was smoother and with

less jarring than the Pennsylvania; I had sup-

posed it was the reverse. The fact is, our

Ohio roads are generally in very good condi-

tion, probably the best, on an average, in the

country.

We arrived in New York at 2 P. M., and

immediately went up the Hudson River Rail-

road to this place—Fishkill. One would think

this old part of the world would be destitute

of all railroad excitement. Not at all. There

are more railroad enterprises here than in

Cincinnati. 1. There is the Dutchess & Co-

lumbia Railroad, just finished In the east-

ern part of Columbia county adjoining Salis-

bury (Conn,), there are iron mines of very

peculiar and excellent quality. Some capital-

ists in New York have made that the basis of

a railroad some 40 miles long, which brings

the aforesaid iron down to the Hudson by the

way of Matteawan creek. This road really

has a good business, and the iron is likely to

make a large traffic. 2 The Hartford & Erie,

you know, has failed ; and that was a good

scheme to make a road from Boston directly

to the West and the Pennsylvania coal mines.

That company has failed, but the object will

be accomplished. Some enterprising genius

has got a charter from Fishkill to a point east

on the Harlem road, and to that again there

is a Connecticut road chartered and progress-

ing, and which will be made. So the great

road from Boston west, and going through

northern Pennsylvania, will be made, through

this place. 3. There is quietly going on, al-

most unnoticed and unknown, a railroad on

the west side of the Hudson. I found that

out by a newspaper advertisement. Twenty

miles are completed, to New Paltz, and it ia

under contract to Kingston. Thus, you see,

railroad enterprise is not over, on the old

Hudson.

But, one of the great questions is, how,

when and where to bridge the Hudson! What

would the last generation have thought of

bridging the Hudson ? They really are going

to bridge the Hudson. Gen. McClellan and

his co-engineers have decided that the Hudson

can be bridged at Fort Montgomery. I dare

say, but what will the bridge do there? The

river is very narrow there, and easily ap-

proached. But on the west it runs right

against the Sugarloaf. Whatthen? So, they

threaten to bridge the river at Poughkeepsie.

Well, go ahead I Bridge the world. But, in

the meantime, I am yours truly. E.D. M.

— A deed of trust for $2,000,000 of the sec-

ond mortgage bonds to be issued by the Illi-

nois & St. Louis Br-dge Cumpany has been

recorded. Solon Humphreys and John A.
1

Stewart, of New York, are the trustees.
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Capt. Hall and the North Pole.

It is with no ordinary satisfaction, and we

doubt not fully shared with us by many of our

readers, that the announcement is received of

the sailing of Capt. C. F. Hull for tbe polar

regions. We have personally known Capt H.

for about twenty years, and although we can

not exactly say that we fully enter into his

en'.husiasrn over the hope of reaching the

North Pole, yet we sympathize with and wish

him Godspeed in his efforts.

Some of our oldest citizens will remember

(rjerhaps forty years ago) the excitement over

the theory of Symmes that the North Pole was

a hole, or hollow tube through the Earth, full

of genial light and heat, with all the glowing

glories that are often painted for the future

world, and the expedition that was planned

in Cincinnati and came near being carried

(with old man Symmes at the head of it, and

failed only from lack of Government aid) into

an actual search for this fairy land. Some are

still living who were volunteers on this expe-

dition

Cincinnati again has the honor of promo-

ting, and this time of sending out one of her

citizens to see if the theory of "Symmes'

Hole" be true.

The following is an interesting account of

the vessel and her appointments: .

The steamer is about 400 tons measure-
ment, considerably larger than the Advance,
in which Dr. Kane undertook his famous voy-

age, and about the same size as the Germania,
which left Bremen two years ago on an expe-
dition to the Arctic seas. She has been
planked all over her sides with six inches of
solid white oak timbers, and has throughout
been nearly doubled rn strength ; her bows
being almost a solid mass of timber, sheathed
with iron, and terminating in a sharp iron

prow with which to cut through the ice. Her
engine, which was built some years ago, at

Messrs. Neafle & Levy's works, in Philadel-

phia, is exceedingly powerful and compact,
taking up but comparatively little space, and
being peculiarly adapted for hard and severe
work; and the propeller is arranged in such
a manner, that it can be unshipped and lilted

up on deck, through a shaft or '' propeller

well " in the stern, which is a great advantage
when the vessel is under sail or surrounded
by floating ice that might easily damage the

blades. And, even in the worst case, a sup-
ply of extra blades has been provided, so that

if by accident one should be broken, it can
always be replaced. There is also an extra
rudder on board, and several suits of sails and
sets of spars of all dimensions. Of the two
boilers, one is supplied with an apparatus to

use whale oil for tbe generation of steam, as
this will, in all probability, have to be relied

upon when other fuel gives out, not only to

furnish the propelling power, but also to heat
up the vessel throughout by steam, which will,

of course, be necessary, as soon as the cold

and wintry regions have been reached.

Steam will merely be used as an auxiliary,

as the Polaris is rigged as a foretopsaii

schooner, and is fully able to sail and steer

under canvass only. A novel and interesting

feature in her construction is a new sort of

life-preserving buoy, which is placed on the
outside of the vessel, in the stern, and can be

lowered into the water by touching a spring

which is placed near the pilot house. By
touching another spring, an electric light,

which is lixed upon the buoy about two feet

above water, is ignited by completing the cir-

cuit of an electric current from a galvanic
batiery on board; and no matter how dark
the night, or how obscure the arctic winter,

the buoy can always be dislinctly seen, and
the man who has fallen overboard will know
in what direction to swim for hope and help.

Another excellent and peculiar part of her

outfit is a canvas boat, the invention of Mr.

Hegeman, of Saratoga county, N. Y., by whom
it has been patented, and from which Capt.

Hall expects great results. As yet but one of

these boats has been received, but another

and smaller one will be added before the ves-

sel leaves New York. The boat that we saw
is 20 feet long, 4 feet wide and 2 deep, has a

carrying capacity of 4 tons, weighs only 250
pounds, and can carry with perfect ease and
saleiy 20 men. It consists of an interior

frame, built of hickory and ash woods, over

which is stretched a canvas cover that has

been previously soaked in a preparation to

render it pertectly waterproof; and the whole
boat can be taken apart and folded together

in a space less than one-eightli of its original

size, in about three minutes, and by the assist-

ance of a couple of men only. When folded

up it is perfectly flat, and can be transported

on a sledge across the ice without the least

difficulty. When open water is reached the

order of things is exactly reversed—the boat

is unpacked and spread out, and the sledge

and i}s contents taken on board, dog team
and all.

As to those who are going to be the princi-

pals in this adventurous and dangerous expe-

dition, they are, all told, 29 men. There is

not a man among them whose qualities and
character have not been well tested, from the

captain down to the cook. The leader and
commander-in-chief is, of course, Capt. Hall;

next in the command comes Capt. S. O. Bud-
dington, an old whaler, of 30 years' experi

ence, 21 of which were spent in the Davis
strait and Baffin's bay. He is an old and
trusted friend of Capt. Hall, who has implicit

faith in his long experience and acknowledged
ability. Tbe second officer is Mr. H. C. Ches-

ter, also a whaling man, of 12 years' experi-

ence among the ice ; and the third officer is

Mr. William Morton, who was Dr. Kane's
trusted friend and companion, and is the only

living mortal to whom it was ever permitted

to look upon the open Polar sea. He had the

sad privilege to accompany Dr Kane to Ha-
vana, and to bring his remains from there to

Philadelphia for interment. Mr. Einil Schu-
mann occupies the post of first engineer, and
the scientific corps will consist of three gentle-

men, one of whom, Dr. Emil Bissells, of Hei-

delberg, Germany, will attend the expedition

as a surgeon naiuralist. A student from the

observatory at Ann Arbor, Mich , will proba-

bly be '.he astronomer; and an officer of the

Signal Service Department will be aboard in

the capacity of meteorologist. Besides these,

there will be a blacksmith, carpenter, steward
and 14 sailors, besides the Esquimaux inter-

preter, Joe, and his wife, Haunah. The latter

interesting couple, with their little daughter,

are genuine specimens of the Esquimaux, but

having been iu constant company with Capt.

Hall for eight years past, they speak very good
English, and have acquired civilized manners.
Joe is a famous hunter and "sealer," and his

little wife is quite an accomplished woman in

a "small'
1

way, with considerable talent for

languages and music. Their little daughter,

who will accompany them, is five years old,

and has been for some time at school in Con-
necticut, where her parents have beer, lately

residing, tbe guests of Captain Buddington.

They will join the ship at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, and a nice cosy little cabin bas been
filled up for the exclusive use of them and
their child. They are glad to visit once mure
their native fields of snow and ice; and it is

not at all certain that they wili again return

with the expedition,

Although Capt. Hail expects to accomplish

his purpose of penetrating into the great Polar

basin, if such an one really exists, and visit

ing the North pole, in less than three years,

the Polaris bas been provisioned for four

years, which cm be extended to six, with a

little economy and judicious distribution of

rations. The great staple of provisions is the

so-called "perami^au," which is composed of

three parts of selected dried meat t> one part

of the best suet, mixed with some other ingre-

dients. The food is both nourishing and
wholesome, and there is no danger of scurvy

through the absence of salt.—th*t pestilence

of Arctic travelers—to be feared from its use.

It is packed in 45 pound tin cars, hermetically

sealed, and of this there is no less than 10,0'ID

pounds stowed away in the hold, the manufac-
ture of which consumed and condensed 2!!,-

000 pounds of ordin try beef and 5,0^10 pounds

of suet. Besides this, there is any quantity

of dried and dessieaied vegetables, such as

potatoes, tomatoes, onions, etc , and a large

stock of flour, biscuits, sugar, coffee, tea, con-

densed milk, canned fruits, and all other

necessaries for a protracted voyage. Capt.

Hall, however, expects to be able to econo-

mize these provisions to a very considerable

extent by substituting in tbeir place the meat
of the reindeer, musk ox, walrus, and other

game of the regions be is about to explore.

Everything has been done to make the quar-

ters of both crew and officers as comfortable

as the rather limited space would permit; and
the between decks and cabins are perfect

models of cleanliness. Tbe staterooms, for

the officers and scientist, are plain, but gotten

up in good and convenient style, and the cabin

aft is a perfect drawing room in miniature.

Handsome chromos decorate tbe walls, and a

fine cabinet organ, a present to Capt. Hall

from the Smith American Organ Manufactur-

ing Company of Boston, promises cheer during

the long arctic winter. A handsome carpet

covers the floor, and there is an air of calm,

comfort about this little room.

A Big Thing.

At a recent meeting (June 12th) in Phila-

delphia, to listen to a lecture from Hon. Wm.
D. Kelley, "On the Development of the North-

western Portion of the Country, and the Effect

of Building the Northern PaeiQc Railroad on

the Trade and Commerce of the Middle States,"

the meeting was presided over by Gov, Geary

—and four hundred vice presidents.

To a "superficial observer" it would appear

that "vices" prevailed (to an alarmiug extent)

in Philadelphia.

But, then, it must have been—like the sub-

ject listened to—a big thing, and not easily

handled. "Mine Got! What a coduntry !"

— Arrangements have been effected for the

immediate extension of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas Railroad from Hurrisonville, Mo., to

Paoli, Miami county, Kansas, to be completed

by October 1.
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Norttiei'ia Pacific Railway.

LFCTURE OF JUDGE KELLEY.

The United States Mining Register thus

alludes to the very able lecture of Judge Kel-

ley, in relation to the development of the great

North-west by the construction of the Northern

Pacific Railroad:

The Northern Pacific Railway runs through
the richest of wheat iands^ Minnesota, the

richest) of metalliferous countries, Montana
and Idaho, the most prolific and salubrious of

climes, Oregon and Washington, Judge Kelley
spoke especially of the climate of the 47th and
48th degrees of latitude along which the road
would run, as being more temperate and equa-
ble than that of Philadelphia and Baltimore.
The meau temperature of Olympia, at the
head of Puget sound, is that of Norfolk, Va

,

but there neither the cold of winter nor the

heat of summer is felt. Cattle browse out the

year round. The valleys of Idaho, Montana
and Dacotah are full of game, buffalo, elk

and antelope, which brave the severest win-
ter; and worn out emigrant stock run wild
and grow plump and strong by spring.

Judge Kelley then enlarged on the immense
wool feature of the great. North-west, and pro-

phesied (we think without sufficient reflection)

that it would become the greatest sugar grow-
ing

—

beet sugar-growing region in the world.

The route of the Northern Pacific crosses the
Rocky mountains at Cadott's pass, which is

only 4,950 feet above the sea, 3,000 feet below
the level of the Onion Pacific at Sherman.
The speaker then compared Puget sound as

a terminus with San Francisco, with a better

coast and harbors, and nearer to China. And
he summed up the advantages of the route in

the words of Capt. A. A. Humphreys and Lt.

G K. Warren:

"The advantages of this route are - Its low
profile, which is important in relation to cli-

mate; its easy grades and small amount of
ascents and descents, both important if the
road should be developed to its full working
power

; tbe great extension west of the prairie

lands; in the supplies of timber over the west-
ern half of the route; the facilities which the
Columbia river and its tributaries, and the
Missouri will afford to the construction of the

road; in the short distance from the Missouri
to a seaport of the Pacific; in the western
terminus of the road on Puget sound being
nearer to the ports of Asia than the termini
ot the other routes; in the proximity of the
eastern terminus to Lake Superior, from which
a continuous navigation for seagoing vessels
extends to the Atlantic ocean; and in the
existence of coal on Puget sound."

He Ihen adduced the interests of Pennsyl-
vania and Philadelphia in the road, as a home
lor our surplus population, especially our me-
chanics when past the age of successful com-
petition with younger workmen—and as a
reservoir into which to draw off from the At-
lantic seaboard the European inflow.

"What effect," he asked, "what effect upon
the commerce of Erie with her unrivaled har-
bor, must the completion of such a work have?
Vessels leaving the head of Lake Superior
will discharge their cargoes at Erie for New
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore; and it re-

quires but little power of the imagination to

behold the city of Erie equaling Buffalo, Cleve-
land and Detroit, and expanding into gene-
rous rivalry with Chicago."
These facts expressed by the orator were none

of them new; but ihey were none the lessimpor-

tant to those who listened to his eloquence, and
none the less grand in themselves. It wa« easy
to scoff at Whitney's subject in 1846. It is im-
possible not to believe it a comparatively easy
enterprise in 1871. No one can doubt for a mo-
ment trains of cars will run as regularly along
the Northern route to Puget sound five, or

perhaps three years heuce, as they run now
over the Central route to San Francisco But
very few havo made themselves acquainted,
as Judge Kelley has, with the natural neces-

sity for such an event to come to pass, or with
the consequences to millions of human beings
destined to cover those plains, fill those val-

leys, and line those mountain sides, with the

homes and workshops of civilized society

Those who heard him speak last Monday
night made a large stride forward jn their

comprehension of this the next newWreat
event of our day. Si

Railroad Monopolies.
f

Can anything be done to check the growth
of huge railroad corporations? And it so is

tor the public interest to prevent that growth?
Or can the evils incident to such monopolies
be safely lelt to exhaust themselves and to

work their own cure? Such are some of the
questions which have long been agitating the

minds of our thoughtful men, and they have
been stirred up anew by the recent gigantic
operations of the Pennsylvania Railroad. In
1861 this company had a capital of $31,224,-

415. Last year its capital had augmented to

$71,572,823, and it is now the richest and
most powerful corporation on this continent.

The development of its resources has been un-
exampled. In 1868, the Erie road, jealous
of the progress of the Pennsylvania Central,

sought to cut off its Western connections and
confine it to its own State. These efforts,

after a temporary success, were at length over-

come, and the Pennsylvania Central now owns
by perpetual lease a far reaching network of

roads, which radiate to all points in the West
and South west. By one of these it reaches
Chicago, by another St. Louis, by another
Cincinnati; and the report was lately started

that it has almost perfected its arrangements
tor a permanent control yf the rich traffic with

the Pacific coast and with China and Japan.
The must recent achievement of this enter-

prising corporation is the lease of the roads
and canal of the United Companies of New
Jersey. The Pennsylvania road thus perfects

its complete control of one of the great routes

of commerce between New Yo.k and the

West, and gets possession of our chief means
of communication with the South. The main
line of the Pennsylvania road from Philadel
phia to Pittsburg is 344-

9 miles. The branch
lines are about 50 miles and. the leased lines

1 1) 7 miles. These lines amount to 601.0 miles,

and the total track they have in operation is

1,136.5 miles. The leased lines, whose capi-

tal and operating accounts are not included

in the returns of the Pennsylvania company,
amount to 1,947.2 miles, and their total track

to 2,311.7 miles. This company also owns a

majority of the stock of the Cumberland Val-

ley and Northern Central Railroad Companies,
as welLas 16,545 shares of the Harrisburg &
Lancaster company ; 25,547 shares of the

Connecticut company; 31,636 shares of the

Philadelphia & Erie company ; 70,251 shares

of the Pennsylvania Canal Company, and a

considerable amount of other railroad and mu-
nicipal stocks and bonds. The total amount
standing on the books of the company, as

representing these investments, was, Jan. 1,

1870, $20,055,741 93.

In May, 1871, the Pennsylvania company
took a lease of the works of the United Com-
panies of New Jersey, for the term of 999
years, agreeing to take the property and fran-

chises of these companies and to assume all

their obligations, and pay 10 per cent per
annum on their share capital. The United
Companies comprise the New Jersey Railroad
&, Transportation Company, the Camden &
Amboy Railroad Company, the Philadelphia
& Trenton Railroad Company, and the Dela-
ware & fiaritan Canal Company. Their leased
lines, which will also pass under the contiol

of the Pennsylvania company, extend over
nearlv every county in the southern half of
New Jersey ; and the extensive improvements
at Harsiraus cove in Jersey City will be re-

sumed and finished on a larger and more
complete scale.

The nft revenue of the road has risen from
$3,500,001) in 1861 to $5,250,000 in 1868,

$5,000 000 in 1869, and $6,250,000 in 1870.

The dividends were 1861 6 per cent. ; in 1862
8 per cent; in 1863 9 per cent ; in 1864 10

percent.; in 1865 10 per cent. ; in 1866 9 per

cent; in 1867 6 per cent.; in 1868 8 per

cent.; in 1869 11) per cent, and in 1870 10

per cent. How far these earnings may ue in-

creased or sacrificed by the recent union with

the New Jersey roads remains to be seen.

These corporations consist of a union of the

Delaware & Raritan Canal, the Camden &
Amboy Railroad and the New Jersey Railroad.

The first two were united forty years ago, and
all are now parts of this grand Titanic con-
federation of railroads, which aims at no dis-

tant day to hold in its grasp the whole of the

through route of transportation from New
York 10 San Francisco, and thence to control

the vast lucrative commerce of India and the

Orient.

There have been some threats of opposition

to the absorption of the New Jersey roads into

this union. And there is no doubt that the

stockholders of these companies could give

trouble if they so desired. One objection

which has been raised to the lease is that there

is no penally for its violation. If the Penn-
sylvania company, like so many other great

over extended corporations, should become
impoverished and fail to fulfill its obligations

to pay 10 per cent interest on the capital

stock, the stockholders complain that they

have no redress.

The chief objections to the new arrange-

ment come, however, from the rival compa-
nies, or are made on behalf of the interests of

the public. Already a rival combination is

spoken of which will prove, if carried out, a
formidable competitor for the most lucrative

part of the business, of which the Pennsylva-

nia Central seems to aim at obtaining the

monopoly. In this competition, indeed, is one
of the chief safeguards of the public against

the evils of huge confederations. These evils

are twofold: first, political; secondly, commer-
cial. How great the political evils may prove

to be, we can as yet but faintly perceive. It

is easy to see that a great, rich corporation,

controlling millions of dollars and thousands

of voters in several States can be so managed
bv shrewd men as easily to obtain, if un-

checked, an influence in tbe State legislatures,

and even in the National administration, hos-

tile to the public interests and destructive to

good government. The history of this coun-

try, however, is full of examples of the elas-

ticity with which our free institutions adapt

themselves to circumstances, and of the fer-

tility of resource with which our national life
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protects itself and controls or avoids the most
formidable dangers. These political evils,

therefore, must, like so many others, be left

to evuke their own cure; and they will, in all

probability, prove much less formidable than
has been anticipated.

As to the commercial evils of these great
railroad monopolies, they are more obvious
and admit of more certain treatment. If a
railroad has the absolute control of any route

of travel it will certainly charge extortionate

rates. But rival lines will be created by the

very extortion, and in any case our railroad

system is too far completed to allow of this

monopoly on the chief through routes. It will

be confined to local traffic, and will then have
but a short-lived career. As a partial preven-
tive of these and other classes it has been pro-

posed to compel the railroads to publish week-
ly a full and trustworthy statement of earn-
ings. This is done by the English railroads.

It it were enforced here, the light of publicity

would offer a partial but valuable check to

some of the evils to which we have referred.

It is very fortunate that this outcry against

monopolies and the growth of vast corpora-
tions which has provoked it, did not spring up
till our railroad system was sufficiently exten-
sive to render impossible many of the worst
evils of monopolies. And, moreover, the con-
centration of large masses of capital in a few
hands, is both a result and an indispensable
condition of that rapid material progress which
is now in its incipient stages, and is destined
in its fuller maturity to render monopolies
more difficult and competition more free.

—

Chronicle.
> m »

Electric Bells on the Boston & Albany
Railroad.—The Boston & Albany Railroad
Company is giving a trial to the system of
electric bells invented by Mons. Pierre Prod-
homme, of Paris. It is applied to a train run-
ning from this city to Worcester, and yester-

day was attached to the 1.30 P. M. train. By
this instrument communication is established
through a train of cars from the locomotive to

the hindmost car. It is attached to the coup-
lings in an ingenious manner, and can be
manipulated so as to separate one car from
another. By a simple pressure of the finger
a beli is made to ring in either car from and
to the locomotive, in case of danger, or for

other reasons, the utility and convenience of

this system is apparent. The fact that it has
been applied to 22,C0O cars in France, and
nearly as many in England, shows its real

value. Though used in France and England
very extensively, it has never until the pre-
sent been applied in this country. Superin-
tendent Firth saw the merit of the system
while in Europe, and it is chiefly through his

influence that it is now having a trial —Hall-
way Times.

Coal in Alaska,—A San Franciscodespatch
announces the discovery on tbe mainland of
Alaska, and in the Aleutian islands, of im
mense deposits of cannel coal of the most
valuable description, in the immediate vicin
ity of a good harbor. A company to work
the deposits has been formed in San Fran-
cisco.

Tennessee Iron.—Certain Pennsylvania
capitalists, who purchased a tract of land in

Alabama containing immense quantities of
iron, propose to furnish the Southern Pacific
Railroad with all the iron required to lay \U
track, and the construction of its engines and
ear wheels, for ten dollars a ton less than it

can be done elsewhere, either in Europe or
America.

The New Jersey Railroads.

In connection with an exhaustive article on
the extent, earnings and capital of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad in the New York Tribune,

is the following resume of the New Jersey

branches which are to be absorbed by this ag-

gressive corporation.

There are few railroads whose workings
are more complicated than those of what is

called "The United Companies of New Jersey."

They consist of a union of the Delaware &
Raritan Canal, the Camden & Amboy Rail-

road, and the New Jersey Railroad. The
first two were united as far back as 1831.

The whole series of roads, including the

Philadelphia & Trenton, own the following

properly:

1. Sixty-five miles of canal, connecting the

Delaware with the harbor of New York, and
forming a part of the chain of inland naviga-

tion from Chesapeake bay to Long Island

sound and the northern lakes, and also form-
ing the main water outlet from the Schuylkill

and Lehigb coal fields to the Eastern States.

It is navigable for vessels of 250 tons.

2. Two main lines of railroad, forming two
routes between New York and Philadelphia,

one of which connects with the railroads lead-

ing south and west from Philadelphia, and the

other with the railroads through Southern New
Jersey. These lines and their branches con-

sist of 165 miles of railroad, of which 104
miles are double-track, with 60 miles of sidings.

3. Terminal, station, wharf and ferry pro-

perty, shops, dwellings for employees, and
other real estate, outside of the right of way,
worth now upward of $6,000,000.

4. Rolling and floating stock, including up-
ward of thirty steamboats.

5. A controlling interest in 260 miles of

auxiliary roads, of which 35 miles are leased,

and in bridges, ferries, horse railroads, &c,
used in connection with main lines. They
also lease and operate 31 miles of other rail-

roads, including the connecting railroad to

West Philadelphia and the line from Camden
via Pemberton to Hightstown, N. J.

The United Companies, in short, own, ope-
rate or control 65 miles of canal and 456 miles

of railroad, aud including double track, 106
miles, and sidings, 74 miles—in all, 636 miles

of track.

The rolling stock consists of: Locomotives,
128; cars—passenger, 193; baggage and mail,

40; house and stock, 612; platform mail and
line, 478; total, 1,323. 1 his does not include
the stock of auxiliary roads.

The floating stock is, Steamboats—passen-
ger, 3; ferry, 12 ; freight, 4 ; towing, 14; total

steamboats, 33; freight barges, 5 ; car-floats,

carrying 8 to 10 freight cars each, 10; schoon-
ers, 20; coal barges, 21; canal boats, 77.

Tbe total receipts for 1869 were $7,612,-
989 70. Of this $2,835,422 70 was for passen-
gers, $2,785,541 43 for freight, and $1,043,-
865 64 for canal tolls. The net profit was
SI,578, 154 60. Two dividends, each five per
cent., were paid in 1869. The total of the
stock, bonds, debts, Ac, is $33,693,694 81.
Of this $4,999,600 is stock of Delaware A
Rarilan Canal, $5,000,000 stock of Camden
& Amboy Railroad, $6,250,000 stock of New
Jersey Railroad, and $12,601,401 funded debt.

The Camden & Amboy monopoly owned
New Jersey so absolutely and used its privi-

leges so ill, that most of us are pleased at its

virtual extinction. But here is a huge corpo-
ration whose control extends not merely over
a little State like New Jersey, but a great com-
monwealth like Pennsylvania, It succeeds
to the rights of Camden & Amboy over the

Legislature at Trenton. It molds, as recent

experience has shown, the Legislature at

Harrisburg. Its influence in Ohio and Indi-

ana threatens soon to become formidable

;

and it is making rapid advances southward
We may well ask ourselves with some anxiety

whether the Pennsylvania Railroai is here-

after to appoint Congressmen and Presidents,

and whether anything can be d >ne to regulate

the power of these great corporations before

it is too late.

louisville A Nashville Railroad.

The extension of the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad, and the great increase of labor and
responsibility of its officers consequent there-

to, induced the board of directors to appoint

two vice presidents. On tbe 8th of April last

Hon. Judge Houston was elected first, and
Mr. Albert Fink second vice president. A few

days ago Judge Houston resigned his position

as vice president, and Thomas J. Martin, Esq.,

was elected to fill his place During the tem-

poraryabsence of the president, Mr. Martin will

attend to tbe duties of bis office. Mr. Fink is

in general charge of tbe operation and con-

struction of the roads onder tbe control of the

company and its connections, and Judge Hous-
ton retains the position of general attorney

for the company.— Courier- Journal.

If all railroads had as much practical skill,

talent and integrity at their command as the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad has in the

person of its second vice president, Mr. Albert

Fink, there would be a great many more of

them in a condition "above suspicion."

Industries of Austria.—The following are

late statistics of the industry of Austria. In

that country about 8,000,000 persons are en-

gaged in mechanical and manufacturing pur-

suits, whose annual productions amount to

about $653,000,000 gold. Of that numoer of

persons about 4,000.000, who live chiefly in

Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Gallicia, Buko-
wina, Hungary and Transylvania, are weav-

ing linen, annually producing fabrics worth

about $70,000,000 Woolen goods are pro-

duced by about 400,000 persons in 268 facto-

ries to tbe annual amount of $65,OOO,000. In

154 cotton factories 350,000 persons produce

annually fabrics to the value of $56,000,000.

Iron bars (3,500,000 cwt.) and iron rails (1,-

750,000 cwt.), to the amount of $37,300,000

per annum, are made in Styria, Carinthia,

Bohemia, Moravia, Hungary and Lower Aus-

tria. Articles of food are manufactured by

about 250,000 persons. Austria numbers 50,-

000 flour mills, 300 beet sugar refineries, 3,200

breweries, and 105,000 distilleries. Leather

ware is manufactured in 7,800 factories by

about 230,000 persons, and its value per an-

num is $46,500,000. Earthen ware is manu-
factured by about, 50,000 persons, and worth

per annum $11,600,0(10. Glass, chiefly pro-

duced in Bohemia, is made in 300 glass houses

by about 60,000 persons to the annual amount
of $9,566,000. Chemical products of the an-

nual value of $23,300,000 are manufactured

by about 50,000 persons.

Atlanta A Richmond Air Line Railroad.

—A proposition is to be submitted to ihe vo-

ters of Anderson county, S. C, on the first

Monday of August, for the county to subscribe

$300,000 to tbe capital stock of the above

company.
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Chicago, Bock Island A Pacific Rttilroad,
1870—71.

The annual meeting was held on June 2, at

the company's oflfice in Chicago.

The president congratulates the company,
as well he may, on an increase of business,

regularity and safety of operation, and mate-

rial decrease of operating expenses. The
public, it is grateful to say, share in congratu-

lations on results in operaiing economy that

have brought corresponding reductions in

charges to the advantage of producers and
shippers along the line.

We present statements of receipts and ex-

penditures during the year eliding March 31,

1871:

GROSS RECEIPTS.

Passengers $1,713,123 16

Freight 4,023,271 60
Mails 83,190 63
Express 83,543 70

Rents 82,820 42

Int. on loans, &c, 42,337 78

Total $6,028,287 29

EXPENSES.

Operat'g expenses $3,218,610 43
Legal.. '. 24,884 43
Taxes on r'l estate

and U. S. Gov... 161,964 20

Total 3,405,459 06

Net receipts $2,622,828 23

Rent on P. & B.

Val. Railroad... $125,000 00
Interest on bonds. 617,751 75
Dividend, iuclud'g

taxes 1,229,466 00

Total 1,972,217 75

Surplus earnings $650,610 48

Percentage of operating expenses
to gross earnings 53 39100

Percentage of operating expenses
to gross earnings, includ'g taxes

and legal expenses 56 50-10U

The gross receipts, compared with those for

1869 70, show a large increase. The opera-
ting expenses, compared with those of the

previous year, $3,456,791 24, show a decrease
of $51,332 18.

In connection with the above very favorable

result of the entire operations of the road, it

should be noted that the total increase in

transportation earnings amounted (exclusive

of interest, etc.) to $385,292 10—the increase

in freight earnirgs being $436,269 40, or 12J
per cent. Among principal items of outlay

included in the above statement of expenses
were: land and land damages, $589,843 65;
equipment, $349,369 04; grading, including
masonry, $229,724; superstructure, bridging
and second side tracks, $122,660 54; station

buildings, etc., $132,342 89; fencing account,

$102,098 77; the total expended on these and
on quarrying for ballast, water supply, new
shops at Chicago, bridging at Rook Island

and engineering, amounting to $1,718,184 57.

The equipment has received additions of 18

locomotives (12 received and 6 building), and
1 day, 2 sleeping and 210 freight cars. The
equipment now numbers 145 locomotives, and
3,058 cars. Another freight, depot has been
erected at Chicago, 60x600 feet; and the new
fence amounts to 275 miles board and 25
wire.

In maintenance of permanent way there
have been put down 110,979 ties, 2,873 tons
re-rolled iron, and 3,011 tons steel; and 18,-

876 rails have been repaired in the shops.

Track has been laid as follows:

Miles.

Rp-rolled rails 30 46
Steel rails 33 24
Steel-capped rails 1.13

Total 64.83
s

The road now has 63 14 miles of steel rail.

The total of miles of track is now 719—side

and second track, 129; main and branches,
5 HO.

In connection with the present high value

of the stock of the company, increasing steadi-

ly of late in the mat ket, a resume of President
Tracy's report relating to the operations of

the land department is especially significant:

The land commissioner reports that the

grant has been pretty much adjusted; that

during the year he has received from the

(United States) Interior department eertifi

cates for 160,373 10100 acres under the act of

Congress of dune, 1864, which is all claimed,

except some few scattering tracts now in

course of investigation at Washington. Sales

have been made during the past year of 28,

022 8 100 acres for the sum of $213,575 39—
an average of $7 63 per acre. In addition to

this there has been received something over

$4,000 from compromise of the title to about
2,000 acres of "Rejected Swamp Selections,"

referred to in the last annual report. The
sales have been made almost exclusively to

actual settlers, in small tracts ; and farms are

being opened upon nearly every tract. The
market price of lands has increased during
the past year in nearly all the counties where
the company's lands are situated; and it is

expected that the average price of lands sold

during the coming year will be fully $8 50 per

acre.— Chicago Railway Review.

Metropolitan Branch op the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad —A letter from Point of

Rocks, Md., to the Washington Chronicle,

speaks encouragingly of the progress of the

work on the Metropolitan Branch of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, which, as is well known,
is a direct line from Point of Rocks to Wash-
ington city. The Chronicle s correspondent

thinks that, before the 1st of next January this

entire line will be completed. Mr. Randolph,
the engineer in charge of the work, thinks

before that time it will be in good running
order. Large numbers of cross ties are being

distributed alcng the line, and 1,500 men and
more than 300 horses are pushing the work
through. Soon the iron will be brought on,

and the work of laying the track commenced.
Some difficulty is experienced in getting cut

stone for bridges, nut all streams will be

trestled until stone can be obtained, so as not

to delay the work. The best of iron will be

laid upon this route, ao as to make it first

class in all respects.

Important Contract.—The Danville (Va )

limes states that parties interested in the

Pennsylvania Central Railroad have conclud-

ed a purchase of a large part of the State's

interest in the Richmond & Danville road.

The Times is gratified at this, as it will insure

a great through line from New York to New
Orleans through Danville. But it may be

borne in mind that the extension of the Orange
& Alexandria Railroad from Lynchburg to

Danville, now under construction, accom-
plishes the same end over a shorter route.

A New Method of Slntixhtenintr High
Chimney;*.

It is so frequently the case that the chim-
neys of our large mills and manufactories,
owing to faults in the construction, or other
causes, become inclined from the perpendicu-
lar, entailing great expense and trouble in

remedying the evil, that any new device for

accomplishing this object must prove a matter
of interest. The following account, cundensed
by a foreign paper from ZeilsrJirifl fur Bail-

wesen, explains a method lately adopted with
much success in Germany:

It is a well known fact that high chimneys,
however carefully built, often lose their ori-

ginal straightness soon after their erection and
assume an inclined position or a curved shape,
so that it becomes necessary to straighten

them. Recently, a very high chimney, erected
in chemical establishments at Barmen, Prus-
sia, was successfully straightened by a new
method. This chimney is 331 feet high. Its

exterior shape is octagonal, with a clearance
of 8 feet throughout its whole length. This
gives it an interior sectional atea of 33 square
feet. The socle is quadratic in section, 20
feet wide and 40 feet high. The upper or
pyramidal part of the chimney is octagonal,

291 feet high. The exterior diameter of the

latter is 17 feet at the base of the pyramidal
part. This diameter is reduced 2\ inches on
every 10 feet upward. The masonry is 7

bricks thick in the basement, 5 at the base of
the pyramidal part, and 2 at the top. In the

spring of 1868, remarkable for vehement and
long continued gales and storms, this chim-
ney suddenly assumed an inclined position to-

ward the north-east. The deflection of the
chimney was considerable at the end of May,
and seemed yet to increase, and threatened

an overthrow. Some layers of bricks in the

chimney at distances of 50 feet from each
other were painted black outside. The hight

of these black lines above the socle being
known, these lines were, by means of a theo-

dolite, projected on a plank situated on the

eocle of the chimney, to find the deviation

from ihe vertical line at these different hights.

It was thus ascertained that the chimney at a
hight of

251 feet was out of line 45 inches.

210 " " " 30 "

160 " " " 16 "

110 " " " 5 "

The socle stood perpendicular. As the de-

viation was still increasing, and as it would
have done too serious an injury to the manu-
factures of the establishment to set the chim-
ney temporarily out of use, it was necessary
that immediate action should be taken in the

matter. The ordinary method of straighten-

ing chimneys was resorted to. A hole was
made through the whole thickness of masonry
on that side of the chimney which required
lowering four feet above the top of the socle.

Into this hole a saw was introduced with which
a horizontal cut through one-'ialf the chimney
was attempted. But as the thickness of the
wall was considerable, and the bricks hard,
and as the saw could be manipulated from one
of its extremities only, the effect of sawing,
after two hours' work, was scarcely percepti-

ble. The hole through the chimney having
been made without ti/ouble, and the difficulty

experienced in sawing, led to the idea to

gradually remove a whole layer of bricks,

replacing it by a thinner layer, thus to pro-

duce the desired slit. Before, however, this

operation was performed, the experiment was
made with an old inclined chimney 120 feet
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high. Wben the method had there proved

practicable and successful, it was concluded

to treat the new chimney the same way. A
layer of bricks was broken out by means of

pointed east steel bars, from 1J to 5 feet in

length, and flat shovels, with long bandies,

were used to lay those bricks which had to be

placed near the inside of the chimney. A
space of five inches was left, each time between

the newly laid bricks and the old ones of the

next division, to break out the latter with

greater facility. As soon as the operation

was performed, the chimney began to move,

and by slight oscillations settled down on

the new layer of bricks, and there remained

quiet.

Japan 'fiYa.

In the year 1848 Japan exported over a mil-

lion pounds of tea, although of an inferior

quality ; since this it has very much improved,

as we have seen by the six different experi-

ments with green and black teas at the last

Exhibition in Paris Reunion likewise for-

warded samples of excellent quality, produced

from plants which the French procured from

Japan ; and the Pekoe sorts were equal to

any of the same descriptions of ChiDa tea.

We are convinced that Japan teas, of the

qualily of which the Japanese have reason to

be proud, will in time have a great influence

on the European markets. The tea plant is

called, in Japan, Tsia, and cultivated not as

elsewhere, in large gardens and plantations,

but merely on the banks of lakes and rivers.

The first harvest takes place towards the end
of February. The newly plucked leaves are

collected in paper bags, and dried with the

greatest care and ceremony; they are not

sent out of the country, but are stored up in

porcelain jars of enormous value, and the

handling of them is only permitted with

gloves. The second harvest takes place to-

ward the end of March or the beginning of

April. The third, and most plentiful, follows

a few weeks later, when the leaves have ob-

tained their full development. The quality

of the tea generally depends upon the age of

the leaves, the youngest of which are the best.

The earliest leaves are called Iiziban; those

of the second harvest, Niban ; and those of

the third harvest, Sanban. The finest, quali-

ties are ground to powder, and so stored up.

Four qualities of Niban are distinguished.

The Sanban sorts are similar to the tea ex-

ported by China to Europe. The last, quality,

which is consumed by mechanics and peas-

ants, is called Banty'aa, and it suffers no
change when exposed to the air, while with

the belter soits the contrary is the case. The
finest specimens for the emperor's court are
grown on a hill near Mialio, in a position

especially adapted fur their cultivation.

Great care is always paid to the thorough
drying of the leaves, and we think that the

Chinese might here take a lesson and improve
the tea sent to us. We also notice that the

Japanese employ snow water, or rain water if

the former is not to be had, and such water
develops the aromatic properties of the tea

more than spring waier In Japan the island

of Kipon, especially, produces a large quan-
tity of tea. Nagasaki furnishes more of the

ordinary and middle kinds, while Yokohama
yields both fine and middle descriptions. The
finest tea comes Irom Yamasiro or Darjee,
and does not appear oh the market till the

beginning of September. '1 he districts of
Gothoo and Hadcliidyi produce good tea, but
iu small quantities.— Welthandel.

Hardening of Rails.

At Demitoff 's works in Salda Nischne, some
years since, it was accidentally discovered

that ordinary iron rails gain essentially in

hardness by sudden cooling. Want of room
in the mill necessitated the removal of a part

of the rails, while still red hot, to the outside

of the building where the ground was covered
with snow. Subsequent experiments made by

the commission appointed by the Government
to test the rails, revealed the fact that the raiis

thus suddenly cooled were harder than those

gradually cooled, and since this time all the

mills in Russia harden their rails by cooling

in water.

In the works of Von Putilow, near St. Peters-

burg, rails with mild puddled steel heads are

allowed to cool in the air until they cease to

be luminous, before immersed in water; but

in other mills rails of hard iron are plunged
into cold water immediately after leaving the

saws.

As these rails are found perfectly reliable

in Russia, where the temperature in winter is

often 40 to 60 degrees below zero, there can
be no question of their applicability elsewhere.

The danger of fracture in good hardened
rails depends obviously only on»trhe degree of

hardness, and this depends only on the amount
of carbon present in steely irons, and on the

temperature atwhich the hardening is effected,

and there can scarcely be any tenable ground
why rails should not be hardened while many
other articles are, in which fracture is equally

to be feared.

The hardening effected by sudden cooling

is indisputably less dangerous than that im-

parted by phosphorus, and in case of iron free

from impurities, when we compare rails hard-

ened on the one hand by the addition of car-

bon (approaching steel in composition), and on
the other by sudden cooling, the advantage of

safety would undoubtedly be in favor of the

latter— to say nothing of the expense of manu-
facture.

In this conueetion may be mentioned that

at Salda Nischne, and also at Wolkinsky, a

photo-meter, the invention of Director P-ala-

now of the former works, is in use to deter-

mine the temperature of the rails after leaving

the rolls, by the amount of light emitted, so

that the ends may be sawed off at a proper
temperature, thus securing perfect regulantv
in the length of the finished rails.— Translated

for the Bulletin of the Iron and Steel Associ-
ation, by Thomas M. Drown.

B@?" In 1861 the value of American ship-

ping engaged in foreign commerce was esti-

mated at $108,01)0,(10(1, and the gross earnings
therefrom $36,000,000. In 1869 its value had
fallen to $70,000,000, and its earnings to $23,-

000,000. In 1860 the American tonnage en-
tering our own ports from abroad was in ex-
cess of foreign tonnage entering our ports by
3,507,374 tons In 1863 that excess had fallen

to 1,974,320 tons. Kut in 1869 the relative

positions were reversed, and the excess was
on the side of the foreign tonnage by 1,945,-

026 tons. In*1860 the value of imports and
exports carried in American vessels was dou-
ble that carried in foreign vessels—$507,000,-
000 to $255,000,000. In 1869 the positions
were reversed—$586,000,000 in foreign ves-
sels to $289,000,000 in American vessels.

Woolen Mannfactnres in the West.

We hear some flattering accounts of the

progress of woolen manufactures in Michigan.

It is said some old factories of small dimen-
sions, which have lain idle since a former
speculative season in woolens, will be reset

agoing this year. This looks well for progress

in Michigan, and shows that the home demand
for our woolens is advancing, slowly perhaps,

but surely.

Some of our manufacturers of cloths and
tweeds are progressing to a point where we
may soon expect to perceive them touch the

excellencies of the Eastern manufactures. In
the last month or so, some cassimeres have
been sent to this city from Flint, which greatly

exceed anything thrown upon the market be-

fore The texture appears to have greatly

improved, showing more care this Beason than

last on the part of Michigan farmers. They
appear to have taken the greasy matter out of

the wool by a little more attention to the

cleaning of the fleece. Hence a finer quality

of tweed has been produced, which, under the

hands even of the inexperienced, has a soft,

velvety fineness, greatly ahead of the brittle,

hard, earlier productions. These finer pro-

ductions are sold, also, at prices far below

the old ones, though the quality of the goods
is so much superior. In regard to wool, it is

plain that manufacturers will not advance
upon present rates, which have Btarted np
from 2i to 5 per cent. The California wool

will come alone in good time, to ease the mar-
ket a little. Then a cessation of work, or a

slack in it for a little time, will put things on
their old footing.

In any case, the present scarcity will readily

disappear when the new clip comes into mar-
ket, and in the meantime it seems cootrary to

experience that enough of wool should not be

in reserve to meet the moderate demand of

the next two months. Speculators always

hold over some choice lots until late. Manu-
facturers understand this, and will not be
likely to set too high a value on their own
fabrics, much less to submit to any exorbitant

demand from producers. Even as it is, we
are informed that several Eastern manufac-

turers, of large means, have met agents abroad,

in anticipation of combination at home.

—

Ex-
change.

— The stockholders of the Nashville & De-
catur Railroad have ratified the lease of their

road to the Loaisville & Nashville Railroad.

J&g^
1
' Mr. E. Weare, of Stonehouse, England,

has patented a method of utilizing waste
thread in the manufacture of textile fabrics.

He accomplishes the end sought by returning

the waste threads to the condensing carding

engines by means of mechanism, the greater

part of which is attached to one of the scrib-

blers, by preference to the last. Over the end
of the carding engine, rollers are fixed, over

which rollers the waste thread from one side

of the engine is conducted to the other side,

and the threads from The two sides of the en-

gine thus brought side by side. The waste

threads are taken up by or coiled upon a roller

or spool driven by any convenient gearing

from the carding engine or otherwise; and
the said roller or spool, when filled with the

waste threads, is conveyed to the scribbler

(the axis of the roller or spool placed in suit-

able supports), and made to bear or rest en a
second roller or drum, which has a slow, uni-

form rotary motion communicated to it,

whereby the waste threads are uniformly de-

livered into the sliver as it comes off the scrib-

bler. The sliver passes to the condensing

carding engine in the usual way.
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How to Paint Brick Buildings.

In all our large cities, brick must continue

to be the article most in use for constructing

the walls of buildings, for the reason, if for

no other, that the laws forbid the use of more
combustible materials. The porous nature of

this material and the mortar in which it is

laid up is the only serious obstacle to its en-

tire success as a building material possessing

the grand requisites—beauty, durability and
economy.
The moisture of our winter atmosphere with

the changes of temperature, are continual

causes of the disintegration of exterior brick

surfaces. The water which during a thaw or

winter rain storm finds its way to all the ex-

posed interstices of a wall, and the freezing

temperature which so quickly succeeds destroys

the cohesion of the particles. The great de-

sideratum in this connection is some material

which, being applied at not too great a cost,

shall render the exposed portion of the surface

entirely water proof. Up to this time oil

painting is the only process which has been in

any degree successful; and this brings us

back to the important question, how to paint

exposed brick surfaces? Pure white lead is of

all known pigments the most expensive and
least durable for this purpose. It soon disin-

tegrates under the influence of sunshine and
storm, and loses whatever waterproof charac-

ter it may have possessed when first applied.

Thereiore it should not be used on brick work
except when a white surface is absolutely re-

quired.

It must be borne in mixid that paints are

durable mainly because of the water proof

quality of the oil in which they are used.

The natural pigments—called ochres or earth

paints—do not in any degree act upon the

oil ; while others, as white-lead and the chro-

mates of lead do affect the oil chemically and
impair in a measure its tenacity or water-

propf quality. When work is painted simply

to preserve it from the action of the weather,

color and appearance are frequently unim-

portant considerations; and whatever mate-

rial will most economically realize the de-

sired result is most desirable. The deposits

of ochre were deposited in ages long past ; and
it is reasonable to suppose that if these mate-

rials had been liable to change, the change
would have taken place during the ages that

they remained unappropriated to the use of

man ; but experience teaches that they are not

subject to those changes which belong to most

of the artificial products used in painting.

These premises being admitted, it follows

that the natural pigments are not only the

most economical but the most durable for

painting brick houses. It is an important

question how and where the proper materials

can be obtained with a fair piospectof tolera-

ble if not absolute purity. As a rule, the re-

spectable, established master-painters of the

cities use the very best materials: but outside

the cities the services of city skilled workmen
are not readily obtainable, and the owner must
avail himself of such labor as he can command.
It is not safe to purchase a package of paint

which does not carry with it the name of

some respectable manufacturer as a guaran-

tee of its quality. The writer's experience

demonstrates the fact that the most durable

paint for brick painting is a mixture of finely

ground French yellow ochre mixed with an
equal quantity, by weight* of American white

zinc. The color is a soft shade of buff, most

pleasant to the eye, and permanent to the last

degree both in color and material. Venitian

red, an artificial ochre, or red oxide of iron, is

in common use; but it does not hold oil like

the yellow ochre, and makes a coating far less

water-proof. It is a seemingly durable paint

because the stain which it imparts to a porous

surface remains long after the oil has been
washed away. It can not be used with white
zinc, because of the unsuitable pink tint it

produces; and because this pigment (Vene-
tian red,) when tinted with white, becomes
highly fugitive in color.

The condition of the wall is also very im-
portant in painting brick surfaces. The work
should be done in dry, warm weather, when
the moisture which bricks absorb during the

winter and spring seasons has dried out;

otherwise the paint will not be apt to adhere
tenaciously but will scale or peel off. The
joints in the stone coping on brick walls re-

quire constant looking after. These should be

made absolutely impervious to water by the

application of a mass of soft paint-skins both

on the top and edg«s ; and when this hardens
to the point of cracking, it should be removed
and renewed. Mortar and cement for such
purposes are altogether useless. The joint,

too, between the wall and the coping under-
neath should be well filled with paint-skins

j

before painting; for no matter how water-
proof the surface may be, if the water be al-

lowed to percolate through the joints in the

coping, the integrity of the wall will be de-

stroyed.

A paint into which carbolic acid enters as

one of the component parts has recently been
discovered, and some exposed brick walls of

considerable extent have been coated with it.

It is now undergoing the test of time and atmo-
spheric changes. The inventor has not a

shadow of doubt as to its entire success; but

declines to put the material upon the market
until by actual trial its durability shall have
been demonstrated. If the hopes of the inven-
tor should be realized, the question how to

paint brick houses will receive a new and sat-

isfactory solution.

In the mean time, it will be well to bear in

mind the fact that good results in painting
are possible only by the use of good materials.

The best of the kind are always the cheapest.

Tin—Where Obtained.—Tin is one of the

most valuable of metals and its use constantly

increasing. In a pure state it possesses no
properties injurious to health. Its ores are

not so widely and generally distributed as

the ores of iron, copper and lead, but in cer-

tain localities immense deposits of this beau-
tiful metal are found. In Cornwall, England,

tin mines were worked before the invasion of

the island by the Romans, and the mines of

this district are the most important in the

world. Tin ores of a very fine quality are also

found on the Malay peninsula : Banca in Asia,

and in Bohemia and Saxony in Europe. They
also exist in Mexico in small quantities. Tin

ores are found in veins, or in detached masses
in alluvial soils where they have been carried

by the action of water. The latter ores are

hence called stream tin. The examination of

the deposits of stream tin frequently leads to

the discovery of the principal vein from which
the broken mass of ore has drifted. The pre-

sent commercial tin is the celebrated Sanca
tin, brought from the island of Banca, which
lies east of Sumatra. This tin is employed in

the manufacture of the finest bells. It is al-

most chemically pure; English tin is more or

less contaminated with arsenic, iron and lead.

— Exchange.

Any hard, steel tool, says the Bostcn

Journal of Chemistry, will cut glass witb great

facility wlien kept freely wet witb camphor
dissolved in turpentine. The ragged edges of

glass vet-sels may also be thus easily smoothed

by a flat file.

8@™ California has 40,534 orange trees,

7,851 lemon trees, 45,655 fig trees, 29,000

olive, 41,815 almond, 12,474 prune, and 39,-

438 English walnut trees.

The Spectroscope in Steel Manufacture.
—The science of astronomy is not alone to be

benefitted by this marvelous instrument, for

we learn that during the past few months, al-

most simultaneously in England and in

America, it has been brought into use in the

manufacture of Bessemer steel, to aid in deter-

mining the right moment at which the fusion

of the metal is complete and it is ready for

casting. By means of this instrument the

flume issuing from the furnace containing the

steel is analyzed and the spectrum is watched
until it is seen to change its color to a deep
crimson—a change which indicates with inva-

riable accuracy that the precise moment has

arrived for shutting; off the blast and for com-
mencing to cast the metal.

It was, however, for some time found impos-

sible to determine with nccuracy the state of

the molten metal when manganse was present

in the iron; but science has at length tri-

umphed over this difficulty, and an instrument

called a chrom>pyrometcr has been devised,

consisting of a combination of colored glasses,

two being ultramarine blue and one dark yel-

low, which so accurately indicates the state of

the metal that it is said nn ordinary workman
may be entrusted with its use.

This is a remarkahle and un que application

of an instrument which has already proved of

inestimab'e value to the scientist, and we hail

with pleasure its introduction in the important

branch of our manufactures, believing that it

is but the opening of a field of scientific iuve-t-

tigation whicn may be aueuded with important

results in the manufacture of steel.

Cameo Cutting.—Rome is now the chief

seat of the art of cameo cutting, two kinds of

which are produced—those cut in hard stone

and those cut in shell. The stones most valu-

able fuf this purpose are the oriental onyx and
the sardonyx, provided that they have at least

two different colors in parallel layers. The
value of the stoue is greatly increased for

this purpose if it has four or five differently

colored parallel layers, if the layers are so

thin as to assist in marking the device of the

cameo. For example, a specimen of stone

which has four parallel layers may be useful

for cameos of Minerva, where the ground would
be dark grey, the face light, the bust and hel-

met briwn or grey. All tuch cameos are

wrought by the lapidary's lathe with pointed in-

struments of steel, and by means of diamond
dust. Shell cameos are cut from large shells

found on the African and BraziUian coasts,

and generally show two layers, one white and
the other a pale coffee color or deep reddish

orange. The subject is out wiih small steel

chisels out of the white portion of the shell.

Shells adapted for cameo cutting are dense,

thick, and consist uiually of three layers of

different, colored shell material. In one va-

riety of these shells each layer'is composed of

very many thin plates, that is laminated—the

lamine being perpendicular to the plane of

the main layer, and each lamina consisting of

a series of elongated prismatic cells, adherent

to their long sides. The laminae of the outer

and inner layers are parallel to the lines of

growth, while those of the middle layer are at

right angles to them. In another variety,

known as the cowries, there is an additional

layer, which is a duplicate of the nacreous

layer, formed when the animal has attained

its full growth.

8g^*There are four ranges of hills, each

about, twenty miles long, parallel with the Me-

nominee river in Wisconsin, which were re-

cently discovered to be almost solid iron, and

are estimated to contain ten times more metal

than the whole of the Lake Superior ranges

combined.
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— The Louisville Ledger says : The stock-

holders of the Elizabethtuwn & Paducah Rail-

road held their annual meeting at the office

of ihe company, in Louisville, on Saiurday.

After reading the reports of the various offi-

cers, showing the company to be in a flourish-

ing conditiun, the following gentlemen were

elected directors for the ensuing year : W H.

Dulaney, S. B Thomas, R A. Robinson, J S.

Lithgow, T. L. Barrett, Dennis Long and Jas.

Trabae. The road is doing a very good busi-

ness. When it is opened to Greenville, it is

expected that the receipts will be nearly

doubled. At Rockporl, 77 miles from Eliza-

bethtown, there is a lino quality of coal, large

quantities of which will be taken out daily.

There are several Fink bridges, and one of

the Baltimore Bridge Company's patent, the

largest one between Elizahethtown and Green-

ville It spans the Big Clifiy. There are 23

stations on the road, as fullows: Elizabeth-

town, Cecelia, Long Grove, Stephensburg, East

View, Big Clil'ty, West Chfty, Grayson Springs,

Litchfield, Millwood, Coneyville, Spring Lick,

Horse Branch (present terminus), Pigeon

Roost, Elk Lick, rieaver Dam, Hamilton, Ren-

der, Rockport Green River, Nelson Creek,

Ownesboro Junction and Greenville. The
country is rolling, and any quantity of timber

all along the road.

— The Cincinnati & Springfield Railroad

Company paid inio Court, at Dayton, on the

i-6ih inst., $19,900 for the ground appropri-

ated by the company for passenger depot pur-

poses The location is on the up-town side of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton company's

derjot, between Ludlow and Wilkinson streets,

giving the new road decided advantages.

— At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Michigan Central Railroad at Detroit, June
26th, the following gentlemen were elected

directors for the ensuiug year: Jas. F Joy,

of Detroit; Jno W. Brooks, Nathaniel Thayer,

Sidney Bartlett and H. H Hunnywell, of Bos-

ton ; Erastus Corning, of Albany; and Geo.

F. Talman, Moses Taylor, and John Jacob
Ai-tor, of New York. The present officers

were all re-elected.

— A number of prominent railroad officials,

representing the Pennsylvania Central, Tole-

do, Wabash & Western, Decatur & St Louis,

Chicago, Alton & St. Louis, Indianapolis & St.

Louis, North Missouri, St Louis, Vandalia &
Terre Haute, Pennsylvania Company, Illinois

& St. Louis Bridge Company and others, were

in consultation in St. Louis on Monday last,

in regard to the location of the Union depot,

the construction of a tunnel from the bridge,

&c, but no definite action was taken.

— The formal opening of the Pittsburg &
Connellsville Railroad on the 26th inst., was

celebrated by an excursion of the city council

and prominent citizens of Baltimore, Cumber-
land and various points along the line of the

road from Baltimore to Pittsburg. The excur-

sionists were met at Cumberland by Mayor
Brush and a committee of the city council,

and a large number of Pittsburgers.

— At the annual election of the Milwaukee

& St Paul Railroad Company, at Milwaukee,

on the 10th inst, the old officers were re-elect-

ed. The lour directors elected for three years

are, Alexander Mitchell, Russell Sage, Selah

Chamberlain and Julius Wadsworth.

— The stockholders of the Connecticut

River Railroad Company voted to lease the

Mount Tom & Eas-t Hampton Railroad and
guarantee its stocks and buuds tj the amount
of $100,000.

— The decision of the United States Dis-
trict Court, placing the Alabama & Chatta-
nooga Railroad in bankruptcy, was reversed,
on the 26th inst., in the United States Circuit
Court, at the cost of the petitioner below, and
the road again ordered into the possesion of
Stanton & Co. — . -

—

BOP" Timber planting has been begun in

Iowa with a zeal highly commendable, and
some big work will be done, it is said, toward
securing the premium offered by the State
Agricultural Society for timber growing One
gentleman of Sioux City, it is stated, will plant

250,000 trees on his farm this year; another
has commenced planting 250, 0^0 trees in Lyon
county, and still another is planting 80,000
trees—chestnut, larch, maple and Cottonwood
—in Ida county. At this rate Iowa will soon
become a timber State. Tree planting is also

being prosecuted at a lively rate in Nebraska.
In one day 16,000 young trees passed over a
single line of railroad A company of Swedes
have contracted for 12,000 cottonwoods to set

out on their farms. This tree planting is now
a regular routine of agricultural settlements,

and can not fail to produce the most beneficial

effect upon the climate and productive power
of the State.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun

July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extr-mities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. Thegrade
i3 nearlv completed 20** miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are ruuning over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& I'.iciti ; Road, the Northern Pacific Company now has
413 miles of completed road. :ind by September next this

will be increased to at least 560.
A Good Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab eand
perfectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds ofthe Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They have 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than if per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
road a.nd its equipments, and also, as fust as the Koad is

completed, on

2:5,000 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or

500 Acres for each $l,0"u Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Ta\; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations*. Coupons, $100 to 31 0.0; Registered,
$10uto $10,0(11).

Lands lor Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten pee cent, above par, in ex-
change for the Company's L^ds, at their lowest cash price.

This renders them practically interest bearing land
WARRANTS.

Sinking- Fond. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant <»f the Road exceeds Fifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people) whicu is more
PROFITABLE OR SAFE.

Exchanging IT. S. Fl ve-Twenties. The sue
cess ofthe New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender ot United Stated per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific Seven-Tliiriie*, thus realizing a handsome
profit, and greatly increasing theiryearly income.

Other Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
B -nds will be received at their higheat current price in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties, Express
charges on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, Sec, can be obtained
on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.m— JAY COOKE & CO.

PHILADELPHIA, NsW YORK, "WASHINGTON,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Railroad Co.

By BANKS and BAHKER&yeneraLllilhroiUjhouUhecoutarf.

THE LOBOELL

CAR-WHEEL.TIRE & MACHINE

COMPAWT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofEailroadMachinery

GEORGE G. L0BDELL, President

P. N.BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WM. W. LOBDELL. Secretory

12-5-70,52

'VOX.

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

A Newspaper of tlie Present Times.

Intended for People Now on Earth.

Including Farmers. Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, Workers. Thinkers, and all Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, So-b, and

Daughters of all such.

ONLI ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR S50,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a

850 Clnb at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A TEAR,
of the same size ana general character as

THE WEEKLY, bnt with a preater variety of

miscellaneous reading, and furnishing the newa
to its subscribers with greater freshness, because

It conies twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SCN, S6 A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the'

larsest circulation m the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately addressed.
Four Dollars*

Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra cony to the getter up of clnD).

Eight Dollars.
Twenty copies, one year, separatelv addressed
(aad an extra copy to the getter np of clnb).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address (and the
Serai-Week'y one year to getter np of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separatelv addressed (and
tue Semi- Weekly one year to getter no oi'cluh).

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter up of
clubj, Fifty Dollars-

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed i and the Daily for one year to t be getter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separatelv addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten conies, one *retir. separatelv addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of club).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Pn^t Ofllre or!er=. checks, or drafts on New
York, wherever convenient If not, tnen register
tne letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sun office, New York Cttv.
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The New Railroads—From Sly Point of
View.

There is no fact, startles thinking minds

more than that the United States has made
.23,1)00 miles of railroad in the last ten years!

During those ten years we had four years of

mostly war, carried on upon a vast scale. One
would have thought there would have been no

roads made except for military purposes. But

the great North west— that far country which

is always growing, and which we are always

tearing of, but which seems to be constantly

going on—on—on—and is still the North-west

—was all out of the war; and the stream of

migration kept on, and the railroads were

made to carry it on. So, while eveiybody in

the o'd part of the country was thinking of the

War, the frontier kept moving on, and the rail-

roads were made to move with it. So, in ten

years, there were actually made 23,000 miles

of railroad, or an average of 2,300 miles each

year. This railroad cost an average o( $45,'

000 per mile, or in the aggregate, cost $1,035,-

000,1 00. This construction employed steadily

300,000 men each year; a part of which, but

comparatively a small part, were in Europe,

making iron. We may safely assume that

250,000 able-bodied men were employed in

this country constantly in making railroads;

many of them, of course, in the factories,

making iron and cars. In view of this tre-

mendous expenditure, we may ask where did

the money come from? The railroads, like

the Government, used credit liberally, hut half

the cost of tnese railroads was paid in gold.

This, however, $50,000,000, was a small frac-

tion of the net annual gain of the nation.

The Government, for several years, levied on

the country an annual revenue of $400,000,000

per annum. The State governments must

have levied $50,000,000. Thus the Govern-

ment and the railroads levied on an annual

capital of $500,000,000; but this was proba-

bly not over half the net gains of the nation.

At this time the net annual gains to be rein,

vested must exceed a thousand millions, the

calculation being made on the productive

value of crops, rents and investments. We
see, therefore, there was really no difficulty in

accomplishing what was done. But there re-

mains a curious fact, upon which we are

about to comment. This is, thai while 2,300

miles was the average annual result, in the

last year there was made 6,000 miles. This

fact shows that railroad construction is now
rapidly increasing, and that the average con-

struction for the next ten years is likely to be

much greater than it was the last The de-

mands of the Government upon the country is

reduced $150,000,000 per annum. The reduc

tion of the public debt has been, and with the

abundance of money probably will be, $100,-

000,000 per annum. The Government alone,

by reducing its demands, adds $250,000,000

per annum to the active capital for enter-

prises. Add to this the increased profits re-

sulting from the employment of all labor now,

in peaceful industry and the flow of immigra-

tion, and we see there is in the country an

immense, constantly accumulating fund for

new investments: It is for this reason that

money is now becoming cheaper, with the

probability that the rates of interest will go

on diminishing. For this reason, also, it is

probable that the increase of railroad construc-

tion will go on. We have demonstrated in

this country that with a population of 50 to a

square mile, railroads may be profitable at 1

mile of railroad to 15 square miles. We see,

therefore, that even in the old Slates, railroads

may yet be much increased. But, when we

cross the Mississippi, we find that in Arkan-

sas, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Minnesota,

there may yet be made over 10,000 miles of

railroads, without encroaching on the proper

limit of construction; for while this construc-

tion is going on, these States will soon fill up

to a population of 50 to a square mile.

But when we go beyond these Slates to the

Central and North-western Territories, their

extent and capacities are so great that we

can now form no adequate conception of the

amount of railroads they may require. We
hazard nothing in saying that in the next

twenty years there will be an annual increase

of railroads'to the extent of 5,000 miles per

annum, or 100,000 miles. This seems entr-

mous, but an examination into the movement

and economy of the couutry will make this

probable.

In the meanwhile we must notice here that

the railroad construction in the old States

and those which have most railroads, is still

going on. Take New York and Ohio as ex-

amples. Here in New York, there is the Mid-

land road going on, which will be 200 miles.

There is a railroad constructing on the west

side of the Hudson to Kingston, and it now
seems that the Hartford & Erie will be com-

pleted, which will go through Dutchess county

to Fishkill on the Hudson. Now, go to Ohio.

We have the Atlantic & Erie, from Toledo to

Pomeroy, much of it under contract, making

200 miles The Chesapeake & Ohio, contin-

ued to Cincinnati, will he made, making 130

miles. The Short Line is under contract,

making 50 miles. The Dresden Cut-off, 20

miles, is nearly completed ; and there are

several others in this State spoken of with

much confidence. We may be quite sure, that

full 500 miles of railroad will be made in Ohio

in two or three years coming.

In the same way, we see that Kentucky,

Tennessee, Alabama, &c , must go on with

their roads. In those three States not less

than 3,000 miles will soon be made. Looking

to these facts, it is evident that we are to have

an immense amount of investment, of labor,

of skill, and of development, in the next few

years. We need only look in the advertising

columns of newspapers to see that the t'de of

investments is in that direction. The bankers

of New York are constantly offering new rail-

road schemes to the public, and as yet very suc-

cessfully. More than half the great loan of

the Chesapeake & Ohio is taken, and the com-

pletion of that work is placed beyond a doubt.

It is much to be desired that the wealthy citi-

zens of Cincinnati could see that the continu-

ation of that road to the city should be made

immediately. Here I may say, by the way,

that the Chesapeake & Ohio have secured the

Bi» Sandy & Lexington, so that you see at

once, that nothing but a rousing up, actively

and energetically, will save Cincinnati from

being left out in the cold so completely that

nothing can save her in the south.

I have no interest in either of these lines rf

roads, but it gives me a sort of distressed feel-

ing that a thing so obvious, so plain and pal-

pable for Cincinnati, should be neglected. It

is said, verbum sap., and if so, the inference

is that Cincinnati is not wise.

Yours truly, E. D. M.

FlSHKIIX ON THE HoDSON,

June 28, 1871.
»

Bg^- We have been asked the liabilities of

the North Missouri Railroad, In the early

history of the road the S'ate of Mis nuri ad-

vanced the amount of $4,50 1,000 in bonds, the

proceeds of which weie spent on construciion.

I he State has surrendered its lien on the road

therefor. Not including this sum, therefore.

the obligations of the road amount to fully

$26,000,000— 1st mortgage, $6,0(0 000; 2d

mortgage (under which sa'e is to be made),

$4 000.000; a 3d lien of $5,000,000; common

stock, $8,500,000; floating debt, $2,500,000.

To the above should probably be added $3,000,-

000 accrued interest. It is natural to pie-

surre that the purchaser of the road must

assume the above responsibilities.

—

Jour. Com.
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Bine Ridge Railroad.

We publish in to-day's issue a letter from

Gen. Harrison, the President of the Blue

Ridge Railroad Gen. H. does not overstate

the case, in his eulogistic remarks relative to

the importance of his road to the traffic of

Cincinnati with North and South Carolina,

Georgia, the West Indies and South America.

If there was any railroad, sense in Cincin-

nati, it would not be necessary to make such

an appeal to our citizens a second time. The

case is too clear. But there is not; and that

is the reason why even the railroads that we

have got and partly paid for, have slipped

through our fingers, and are now being used

to force trade to fill the coffers of other com-

munities more energetic and far-seeing than

ourselves.

With two millions of cash money, in hand

we would contract to complete the road- be-

tween Cincinnati and Charleston, and that too

on a line that would give us a monopoly of

the traffic.

The whole line should be nnder one single

management, from Cincinnati to Charleston,

without break of gauge or change of cars.

This consolidation could readily be accom-

plished. It requires but a small amount of

nerve, and but little management to do it-

Can it be done in the interest of Cincinnati ?

It could, and should be, but will not be..

Those who could put in the money—the one

thing lacking—won't—and those who would,

can't.

We have no man in our midst with railroad

experience, who can command the capital

from private sources, and public subscriptions

in aid of any enterprise is not consonant with

the Constitution of the State. Between this

•upper and nether millstone the railroad enter,

prise of our city has been and will be crushed

out, until the new fields and markets for our

manufactures and products are preoccupied,

and we are forced to take a second class

chance and be brought into square competi-

tion with every other producing market of the

country, with the disadvantage of railroad

freights constantly pitted against us, by roads

that run from us, instead of to and for us.

It is useless, we think, for Gen. Harrison to

come here, with the expectation of getting any

assistance—material— for the construction of

the Rhie Ridge Railroad. "Silver and gold,

have we none"—(that he can get at;) but if

he comes and wants any resolutions we will

pledge him the "Chamber of Commerce" and

the 'Board of Trade," and if he deems it

necessary a series framed by the combined

wisdom of both boards of our City Council,

—

we will give him an opportunity to make a

speech, and perhaps some of our Solons will

consent to speak back at him, be shall be

toted through our streets to see the magnifi-

cent structures erected since the war from the

profits of shoddy and whisky, and then from

Clifton heights and the towers of Mrs. Bowler

and Mr. Probasco's residences, he shall see the

glories of our suburbs, and be dined and wined

and sent home with the best of wishes for his

success. This is all that we can, or rather will

d>; but he must look elsewhere for that aid

that he so much needs, and which our true

interests dictate we should not hesitate to

furnish.
» m

Personal.

f^Of James Charlton, the gentlemanly and

efficient General Ticket Agent of the North Mis-

souri Railroad, we are informed has resigned

his position with that road, to fill the vacancy

occasioned by the resignation of A. Newman
the General Ticket Agent of the Chicago, Alton

& St. Louis Railroad.

J3Sr- Our old friend, Chas. E. Follett, Esq.,

the General Ticket Agent of the Ohio & Mis-

sissippi Railroad, has resigned the position

which he has so ably filled for many years on

that road, to become the General Ticket Agent

of the St. Louis, Vandalia & Terre Haute

Railroad, taking the place of Frank Chandler,

resigned.

ft®"" We understand that Mr. A. Newman,

the efficient General Ticket Agent of the Chi-

cago, Alton & St. Louis Railroad, has resigned

to take-effect July 1, 1871.

figsT" We are informed that John W. Con-

logue, Esq., the very able Superintendent of

the St. Louis, Vandalia, Terre Haute & Indi-

anapolis Railway, has resigned.

A Fact for Travelers —G. L. O, the New
York correspondent of the Toledo Commer-

cial, writes of the Erie Railway in a recent

letter, thus

:

Trains run regularly on time, full of pas-

sengers, and the new coaches recently put
upon the road are marvels of elegance and
comfort. The Erie was never in such splen-

did working order as it is to-day—and people
are beginning to appreciate its comforts, not-

withstanding the efforts of its rivals to mingle
the litigation in which its managers are en-

gaged with the actual business and operation

ot the road itself.

Oregon & California Railroad.—This road
extends from the city of Portland, Oregon, to

the California State Line, following for about
150 miles the Willamette river. The Willa-

mette valley is from 20 to 60 miles wide, very
fertile and well settled. The road is finished

to the city of Albany, 80 miles, with 20 miles

more graded and bridged ready for the iron.

The capital of the State—Salem—50 miles
from Portland, is located on this line.

fig^* The patent of the invention of the late

Henry Burdeo, of Troy, N. Y., for a horse

shoe machine, dated June 30th, 1857, has

been extended by the Commissioner of Pa-
tents, on proof submitted in the case. It is

computed that the invention has saved to the

public $32,800,000 during the past 14 years.

The examiner's report admits a saving of

$18,000,000. The extension is for seven years,

from June 30th,

Blue Ridge Railroad.

Office of the President,

Columbia, S. C , June 28, 1871.

Hon. T. WlMGHTSON,

Editor Railroad Record

:

After many vexatious delays, occasioned

mainly by the peculiar condition of the finan-

ces of this State, and the distrust of capitalists

to invest in Southern securities, the Blue

Ridge Railroad Company in South Carolina

is again in a condition I hope, to press the

construction along ihe line more vigorously.

A new company, composed of capitalists in

South Carolina and New York, is now form-

ing, who propose to complete the road in a

short time on certain conditions. Thi3 propo-

sition includes the issue of a preferred stock

for $2,000,000, bearing 7, 8 or 10 per cent,

until road is completed, after completion to

have same preference over stock now issued.

The new company to hold or retire old stock.

The company in this State and in New York

propose to subscribe at once for one-half of

this preferred stock. With the $2,000,000 of

preferred stock, and the $4,000,000 mortgage

bonds indorsed by the State of South Caro-

lina, rtiis road can be completed in two years

from this date.

The advantages of this direct connection

between Cincinnati and the nearest Atlantic

port have been demonstrated for the last thirty

years, and are being strengthened and forti-

fied by the experience of each succeeding

year. The excess of freights paid on your

produce and manufactured articles by the

consumer in the Southern States, by the way

of Baltimore or New Orleans, would pay for

the construction of this road every three or

five yeai-s, to say nothing of the profits made

through a direct trade with the South, West

India islands and South America.

The connection by way of the Blue Ridge

Railroad is deemed so important by the peo-

ple of Georgia, that no less than four roads

have been recently chartered with liberal State

aid, viz., $15,000 per mile: the Augusta &
Hartwell Railroad to Clayton; the Athens &
Clayton; the Cartersville & Clayton, and the

Macon & Clayton or Knoxville Railroad Com-

pany. So lhat you will perceive that when

once in connection with Knoxville yon will

have the most direct and cheapest communica-

tion with North Carolina, South Carolina, and

almost all of Georgia.

With great deference, I would suggest that

the true policy to be pursued by Cincinnati, in

endeavoring to establish close railroad com-

munication with the South is so clear as to

render argument or demons ration alniost.un-

necessary. It is, in a word, to make use of

the road already constructed from Cincinnati

to Paris, and thence to build a road via Lon-

don, to connect with the Knoxville & Ken-

tucky Railroad at the Stite line

—

a distance

to build of 150 miles, at a cost of say $5,000,-
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000; or, following the road already built a little

further, to Nicholasville, complete the connec-

tion to the Kentucky & Knoxville Railroad,

by constructing 140 miles of road at about the

same cost.

It would seem that when returning reason

calls the people of Cincinnati from following

the ignis fatuus of the direct road to Chatta-

nooga, a scheme which looks to others as if it

bad been devised mainly for the purpose of

finding a place to spend ten millions of dol-

lars, to accomplish an object that could be

gained more quickly and easily by the expen-

diture of half that sum, they will turn their

attention again to their first project, viz., a

connection with the Southern sectionvia Knox-

ville, which offers all they need at so small a

comparative cost.

But pardon this digression. What we now

propose is to appeal to the citizens of Cincin-

nati, either as a corporation or as individuals,

to come to our aid, and subscribe at least one

million of dollars of this preferred stock. The
State of South Carolina, city of Charleston,

and individual stockholders, have already paid

in and expended on this road nearly three

million of dollars. We purpose now to retire

this old stock and permit new parties to come
in with 12,000,000 preferred stock, and by the

use of $4,000,000 mortgage bonds guaranteed

by the State of South Carolina, build the road,

and own it after it is completed. Surely the

people of South Carolina are in this giving a

sufficient guaranty of their great desire for

this western connection. And if after more
than 30 years' advocacy of this road on the

part of your people, they should decline now
to aid to this small extent, we may well doubt

their sincerity, or the importance of the con-

nection to them.

I have addressed you on this subject, be-

cause I know your great desire, and have read

your constant appeals for this great enterprise.

Please place it again before your people, and

if likely to be successful, the Blue Ridge Rail-

road Company will aid in any manner which

may be suggested.

I have for the last four years devoted my
time to fostering and encouraging this enter-

prise, and now feel that the road may be se-

cured beyond a doubt, with a small amount of

aid from your city. But if we should fail in

the end, the people of South Carolina wil|

always remember with gratitude the unceasing

efforts you have made in a common cause

with them. Yours very truly,

J. W. Harrison,

Prest. B. R. R. R. Co.

A New Niagara Bridge at Buffalo.—The
acts of Congress and of the Dominion Parlia
ment have authorized the construction of a
new bridge across the Niagara at Buffalo.
The act authorizing its construction makes it

a post route. The work will be under the
superintendence of the directors of the Grand
Trunk Railroad.

Gen. Buruside on "Change.

THE VINCENNES * CAIRO RAILROAD.

Just before the adjournment of the cham-
ber of commerce, Saturday, General Burnside
addressed the body in the interest of the Vin-
cennes & Cairo Railroad. The general was
introduced by President Rowland, and said:

My Friends of the Chamber of Com-
merce—I am glad to meet you undertdifferent

circumstances from those under which I last

met you. Then our minds were all resting

on the probabilities of war; in fact, upon the

possibilities of maintaining the integrity of

our government. Now, happily, we are free

from all those annoyances, and I come here

to talk with you upon the pursuits of peace.

I have been at work upon a railroad from Vin-

cennes and Cairo for some three or four years,

and circumstances over which [ had no con-

trol stopped the work. It is now upon the

eve of being recommenced. It has been sug-

gested to me that some of the donations
whicli were given the road, which have lapsed

in consequence of the loss of time in building

it, and which can not be reinstated under the

uew constitution made by the State of Illi-

nois—it has been suggested to me that the

business men interested in that section of the

country would give their best efforts to rein-

stating their donations, with the view of al-

lowing the work to go on. Cincinnati is

largely interested in a railroad from Vin-

cennes to Cairo. It is useless for me to talk

to the merchants and business men of this

city upon this point. They realize it as well

as I do. I do not come here with a view of

urging you to the pursuit of any course not

directly for your interest; I come merely to

see whether you can not do something toward
reinstating the original donations given for

the road, and thereby allowing the work to

progress. You all know as well as I do that

capitalists will not invest their money in

building new roads through sparsely settled

countries, with the distinct knowledge that a
long time must elapse before they will receive

any revenue from their money, unless they

can have some encouragement from people

along the line of the road. It is very easy to

build a road through countries where public

lands are passed over, because the govern-

ment grants large subsidies to those roads.

In the southern part of Illinois all the gov-

ernment land is taken up, and nothing can
be obtained in aid of the construction of

roads, except from people along their lines,

and individuals in commercial centers inter-

ested in trade along the roads. The desire is

that the merchants of Cincinnati interested

in the trade of southern Illinois should sub-

scribe or donate to this road a sufficient

amount to make good their lapsed subscrip-

tions. The merchants of Cincinnati origin-

ally subscribed some $50,000; it is now de-

sirable that they should make up from $150,-

000 to $200,000.

If the business men. of the city make this

donation, I can only say that I believe it will

be for their interest, and assure tbem that the

road will be built; and built as a connection
road with the Ohio & Mississippi road, which
leads into this city. I have no disposition to

urge business gentlemen to do what they

think is not wise and proper for them to do;
1 merely state these facts in a plain, homely
way. My opinion really is that the reinstate-

ment of their old donation, with such addi-

tions as they may think proper, would be to

their interest, as well as to our own.
In conclusion, the general invited inquiry

from those present as to the plans and pros-
pects of the proposed road, and no curiosity
being manifested, he took his seat.

Mr. John A. Gano then moved that a com-
mittee of three be appointed to confer with
General Burnside and General Baum, who is

also here in the same interest, as to the means
to be employed to renew the original dons-
t'ons to the road. The motion was carried,
and President Rowland said he would an-
nounce the committee on Monday,

Tbe road of Gen. Burnside in one of very

great importance to the city of Cincinnati,

and shoud meet with a careful and candid

consideration of its merits.

In this connection, however, it would be

well to look at some suggestions offered by a

correspondent of the Commercial, which are

worthy of being carefully noted. Whether

there are any engineering obstacles in the

way of either project, we are not at present

prepared to say. But this we will say, that

the latter would be much more of a Cincin-

nati line than the one contemplated by Gen.
Burnside, to Vincennes, and we think less

liable to be gobbled up by other interests.

The correspondent says:

I desire in this article to call the attention
of your business men and capitalists to some
railroad movements in South-west Indiana,
and Southern and South-eastern Illinois. There
was a time when from both these fields your
business reaped a profitable harvest, and both
may be made again tributary to Cincinnati
commerce. A railroad has recently been
built from Shawueetown, in the South-east
corner of Illinois, on the Ohio river, to Edge-
wood, on the Illinois Central, thirly-five miles
north of the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad,
which it crosses at Flora. Another railroad,

known as the St. Louis and South-eastern
Railroad, now nearly completed from St.

Louis to Evansville, with a branch leaving the
main line at McLeansboro and going to

Shawneetown. Among the other proposed
roads is one from Grayville to Mattoon ; an-
other, from Vincennes to Mattoon. Those
roads that are now built and those proposed
in Southern Illinois are interested in carrying
commerce from your city. Now, we of Posey
and adjoining counties, propose a railroad

from Mt. Vernon to an intersection with the

Rockport and Cincinnati Railroad. The ac-

tion of your citizens in making this enter-

prise a success, has determined us on this.

One line will pass through the counties of
Posey, Gibson, Pike and Dubois—intersecting

the Rockport and Cincinnati Railroad, either

at Jasper or near there.

Those counties can and will raise their pro-

portionate share of the required sum to build

the road. Your readers are no doubt in-

formed of a railroad organization known as

the Indianapolis, Vincennes and Cairo Rail-

road. After various struggles aud reverses it

was completed from Indianapolis to Vin-
cennes, and fell into the hands of the Penn-
sylvania Central.

At the time this movement was commenced
there was no railroads io Illinois souih of the

Ohio and Mississippi road, except the South-

ern end of the Illinois Central from Sandoval.

But during the struggle for life of the Indian-

apolis and Cairo Railroad, the Shawneetown
and Edgewood, and St. Louis and South-east-

ern, with its McLeansboro branch and its

proposed branch to Paducah, all came into

existence, and have occupied, to a consider*-
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ble extent, the territory proposed to be con-
trolled by ihe Vincetines and Cairo Railroad.

The line of the Vincennes and Cairo Railroad

follows the general direction of the Wabash
river, depending for business for about nineiy

miles on the same country that does the Shaw-
neetown and Edgewood road, as well as the

Wabash river. At a point on this proposed
Vincennes and Cairo road, known as Powell's,

it is less than twenty-tive miles irom this

place. Now would it not be a good railroad

proposition—a good Cincinnati railroad pro-

position—to bring this road east twenty or

twenty five miles and unite it with the Cincin-
nati and South-western Railway at this place,

and thus make it certainly a Cincinnati route.

Would this not be better for the Cairo road
than for it to run due north, or nearly so, for

seventy-five or eighty miles to Vincennes, es-

pecially since one of the counties decline to

aid the enterprise? While this would, in our
judgment, be the best for the Vincennes and
Cairo road, I suggest: Is it not the only way
Cincinnati can control the trade and com-
merce of Southern Illinois?

You may think we are anxious for the

prosperity of our own town and comity. So
we are; and we will do our share—more than
any county from Indianapolis to Cairo has
done. But while the programme suggested
will benefit us, we appeal to the unanswerable
logic of facts whether your interest does not
lie in the same direction.

North Carolina Railroad.—In the case of

Anthony H, fcjwazey vs. Ihe North Carolina
Railroad Company, and David A. Jenkins,
Public Treasurer of North Carolina, Judge
Bond, of the Circuit Court of the United
States, Fourth Circuit, and District of North
Carolina, has made a decision that the act of

1849 creates a lien upon the stock in favor of
bondholders, and upon dividends declared, or

to be declared, upon the stock; and that no
subsequent legislation of the State could con-
stitutionally impair this lien.

That the North Carolina Railroad Com-
pany, its officers and directors, be restrained

by the injunction fiom paying to the defend-
ant, David A. Jenkins, or to any person or

persons, who may, on behalf of the Slate of

North Carolina, demand the same, any and
all moneys accrued or to accrue as dividends
upon the stock held by the State of Noith
Carolina in the said North Carolina Railroad
Company, and that S F. Phill.ps, of the city

of Raleigh, be appointed receiver, to take anTi

receive into bis possession all moneys now or

hereafter to be paid by the North Carolina

Railroad Company as dividends upon the

said slock, and especially moneys heretofore

ordered by the said Company to be paid on
and after March 1, 1871, as a dividend upon
the said stock.

The bonds referred to were issued by the

State of North Carolina to aid in the con-
struction of said road. Samuel Phillips was
appointed receiver on giving bonds for $200,-

000.

The Pacific Railroad Claims.—Washing-
ton, June 23 —Attorney-General Akerman
has rendered an opinion to Secretary Delano
in the case of the Atchison branch of the
Pacific Kai'.road, adverse to the claims of
that company to lands and to bunds for the
extension of that road beyond 100 miles from
Atchison. This is the road known as the
Pomeroy Branch Union Pacific. The lands
and bonds asked for amount to from $5 000,-
0U0 to $7,l)0u,000.

Virginia <& Tennessee Railroad Company.

The revenue and expenditures for the two

years ending September 30, 1869 and 1870,

compare as follows:

Revenue from— 1860. Ja70.

Pas».-ni-'ei' traffic $309 .!«> 16 $335 7.0 23

Mail s-rvice 20,5in> 20,51)0 (It)

Express service 28 .'.33 56 24 Tin 211

T.. n n ge irarbc 666.6 77 67!) 3:«i 85
Miscellaneous sources.. 4. 104 36- 3, 108 01

Gross earning!! $!I29 I84 85 $-1,1163" 822 29

Operating exp taxes, tie 610,496 88 6:t0 7i-5 59

Net revenue $3IP,6-'7 97 $427,036 70
Gross revenue per mile 4.3IT 1)9 4,9' I '3

OperatiDj. exp pei mile 21-52 79 2 975 63

Net reven e per mile 1,489 20 1,995 5u

The increase in 1869-70 over the previous

year was : gross revenue, $134,637 44, or 14 5

per cent.; operating expenses, $26.2H8 71, or

4 3 per cent., and net revenue $108,348 73, or

34. 1 | er cent

These results surpass those o c any previous

year, and evidence the solidity of the founda-

tion of which the business of this road is

based, and the wise policy under which it baa

been conducted.

The expenses of the road department af-

ford the most gratifying evidence of the value

of the improvements made. For the year

1869-70 these have been ^1 17.859 58 as

against $139,922 80 for the previous year,

showing a decrease in the very respeetaMe

sum of $22 063 22, or 15 8 per cent., and
when considered with refetence to the unils

of measure, stand for the year now passed at

$554 74 per mile of road, 22.77 cents per

mile run by revenue trains, and 20 11 cents

per mile run bv all trains as against the cor-

responding results of the previous year, which

were $653 85 per mile of road ; 29 68 cents

per mile run by revenue trains, and 25 42

cents per mile run by all trains; a deduction

in favor of the past year's operations of 23

per cent, for revenue trains, and 21.5 per cent,

for all trains.

The rolling stock owned by the company at

the close of 1869-70 consisted of 42 locomo-

tive engines, and cars— 18 passenger, 4 mail

and baggage, IP& uox freight, 73 stock, 89
platform an J 20 caboose—total, 309 cars,

being an increase during the year of 36 cars;

86 have been retired and 120 placed in ser-

vice

The following statement compares the fund-

ed debt at close of the last two years :

1868-69. 1069-71).

1st mortgage boon's $4 4,(ji0 00 $4114 00ii 00
2d mortJ age bonds G.niill (l<) (O'llil
3rl or enlarged mortgage b nds 99 • 00 09 . 00 00
Income nvrUiagt: bi.n Is 119 00 00 113 00
4 li m .rti:a»e bonds 7 7H...OO 00 846 III "0
Registered cei'liB'-ales 112.419 76 116 12!" II

1 merest inn ling bowls 2(14201101)

Interebt past due and uu.unded 3-9.189 37 13 .H4j 00

Totil S2,8^8,639 13 $i.899,2i>0 11

From a comparison of these statements it

will be seen, that there has been an increase

in this class of indebtedness of $70,629 98.

of which, however, $35,659 60 is for interest

which had accumulated on the past due cou-

pons, heretofore repO'ted as outstanding,

mainly at the outset of ihe present adminis-

tration, and then unfunded, of which no ac-

count has been taken, because of the impossi-

bility of estimating at that date the amount
thus due.

The flouting debt is given gross at $688,-

89! 22, of which $506 201 34 is by notes and
acceptances and $182,689 94 by open ac-

counts.

The resources ff the company s.s an offset

to thie class of debt consists of $154,000

eight per cent, bonds rated at 80, $123,200;
open accounts, $243,747 0-1 : storehouse sup-
plies, $57,457 73, and cash, $12,343 77—total,

$436,848 54.

The net floating debt is therefore $252,-

042 74.

Norfolk & Petersburg Railroad Com-
pany — The revenues and expenses of ihe
Norfolk & Petersburg Railroad for the fiscal

years ending September 30. 1869 and 1870
r

are compared in the following statement:

Revenue from— 1869 1870.

Passenger traffic... $52,506 07 $61,966 1&
Freight traffic 251,696 85 286,9.10 61

Other sources 324 45 216 82

Gross revenne. $304,527 37 $348,083 59"

Expenses, taxes, etc. 183,357 02 200,166 21

Net revenue $121,170 34 $148,917 38

The increase in gross revenue in 1870 over

that of 1869 is, $44,556 22, or 14 6 per cent.

;

and the expenses §16,809 19, or 9 per cent.

The net revenue has increased $27,747 03, or
23 per cent. In 1861 the gross revenue of
the road was only $96 621 74.

At the close of 1870 the company had 10
locomotives, being an increase of one, and
194 cars, being an increase of thirty during

the year. The car equipment is now as fol-

lows (all four wheeled): passenger cars, 10;.

mail and baggage, 2; box freight,. 114; stock,

2; platform, 64; and timber trucks, 2.

South Side Railroad Company—The reve-

nues and expenditures resulting from opera-

ting the road in the years ending September
30, 1869 and 1870, compare as fullows:

Revenues from— 1869. 1870.

Passenger traffic... $82.692 49 $99 643 24
Freight traffic 345.791 42 395.783 30
Mail service ..,- 6,649 92 6,649 92

Express service 2,394 28 4,619 03
Other sources 3 790 85 6,181 14:

Gross earnings $440,920 96 $512,876 63
Operating expenses. 337.795 58 332,724 70

Net revenue $103,125 38 $180,151 93

The increase in gross revenue was $71,-

955 67, or 16 3 per cent ; in expenses, $5,-

070 88, or 1 5 per cent, and in net income,
$77,026 55, or 74 7 per cent.

This large increase in gross revenne and
decrease in current expenses has resulted in

a net revenue sufficient to meet every demand
for interest on the funded debt, and in a sur-

plus of $71,853 80 as against $23,555 38 for

that of the preceding year.

The present stock of cars on the road con-

sists of 5 passenger, 5 mail and baggage, 142

box freight, 72 flat, and 15 cattle—total, 237.

The motive power consists of 17 engines, viz:

3 passenger, 7 tonnage, 5 material and 2
switching.

The Delaware Bridge—The obstacles

which have stood in the path of this import-

ant enterprise have at last disappeared, and
there i3 everv prospect that before the year

has expired the work upon it will be ener-

getically in progress. ' The original plan of a

draw which met with some objections on the

part of the Examining board, has been finally

ahandoned, and the plan of an elevated bridge,

offered by Thomas S Speak man, chief engi-

neer, has met with approval.
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Suburban Railways—Their Cuusliuctlun
auil Mftcraliou.

At the lime when the various lines of rail-

road leading from New York into the interior

were built, the principal object was to accom-

modate a mixed traffic of freight and passen-

gers, carried over long distances; and the

consolidation of lines stretching tar westward,

with the pro6t resulting from it, has made the

short traffic ot comparatively less importance

as a source of income, under the present

method of managing it As the short traffic

has gradually increased so as to require

special trains, these have been merely dupli-

cates of those used for long travel.

In reviewing the methods proposed, as

adapted to the. requirements of this short

traffic, prominence has lately been given to

roads of narrow gauge, on account of their

financial success in Wales, and also in some
parts of the Continent of Europe. It is

claimed that these roads are cheaper to build

as well as more economical to operate.

The principal saving in cost ol building

such roads is made up as follows: In the

quantities ot land required, and of excava

tiou and embankment; in the use of shorter

ties; and also the saving in cost of equip-

ment; as such roads require light engines

and cars The saving in construction may be

about as follows: When a road has light cuts

and fills of not more than 15,000 cubic yards

to the mile, there will be about one-sixth less

earth to be moved. But this saving will be

rapidly lessened wben the cuttings are deeper

than 6 leel, the saving being only made in

the road bed, which is only a smail purt of

the excavation in deeper cuttings. In these

the slopes furnish most of the material.

These require the same amount of eaith to

be removed for a narrow bed as for a wide

one, so that with any work, except that under

6 feet depth of cutting or heigt of embank-
ment, the saving will be inconsiderable The
ties will be shoiter by the difference between

a 3 foot and a 4 foot 8j inch gauge, which is

the difference between the width of the two

sy.-tems, the present one and that under con-

sideration.

The above are (he principal items in which

any saving can be made, for cheap and light

cars can be used on either gauge; but those

on the present gauge will give more accommo-
dation to passengers. With these slight ad-

vantages, there is the serious drawback, that

such roads, if they enter upon those now
built, will require a third rail to be laid for

their use. This objection will have force

upon any lines to be laid near the large

cities, though there may be exceptional cases

where it does not apply. There heing no ad-

vantages in the 3 foot gauge sufficient to re-

commend it in prelerence to that used at

present, the various modes proposed for the

accommodation of the short traffic on the

present lines will now be considered. That
one now adopted to a limited extent, using a

car with engine in one end, is adapted to car-

ry about 80 passengers, but is not suited to

carry more, and to slop and start, so often as

is required; nor can they be reversed at the

ends of the route without a turn table, should

it be desired to run the engine always ahead
ot tbe passengers, 'lhey were not considered

suitable for ibe Loudon Mt-tiopolitan hue,
which is ihe one that seems to have studied

the adaptation of I he cars suited to its traffic

with care, because they did not supply suffi

cient power to get up speed as rapidly as re-

quired wub frequent stops.

As nothing suited to the purpose of con-

ducting the sbcn traffic seems to be in use at

present; it may be seen what is required, by

an examination of the eleme' t* of cost of

the present trains in detail. A train to carry

100 passengers consists of the engine and
tender of 25 tons, a baggage car and two

long cars, amounting in all to 77 tons, in-

cluding the weight of 100 passengers, or to

1,550 lbs. for each person carried. The long

cars have more than 600 lbs. weight for each
person earned.

The attendants, with their wages by the

day, are an engineer at #3 48, a fireman at

$2 25, a conductor at $3 88, a baggage-man
at $2 24, and three brakemen at $5, or a totil

expense by the day of §17.07. Besides this,

the cost by the mile run, is as follows : Fuel,

#0.071), oil and grease, $0 013, engine repairs,

$0 13, car repairs. $0 10, being a totil ex
pense by the mile of 33J cents It wi 1 be

seen by the above, that the dead weight
hauled per passenger is very great, and this

requires an unnecessary outlay lor aitpnd

ance, and aUo for hauling. If ihe dead
weight per passenger can be reduced, a pro-

portionate saving of labor and fuel and oil,

can also be made.
With these ends in view, the following plan

is now suggested, for local traffic of passen-

gers residing not more lhan 20 m les from

the city, a distance about equivalent to one
hoir's ride in the horse cars up tiwn.

The cars proposed are to be a compromise
between the horso and the rail cars. They
are to carry the passengers, seated as now in

tbe long cars, on seats for two at the side of

the ear, with a middle passage and end doors

With seats 2£ ft. apart, a car will carry 40
passengers, if made 25 ft long. These cars

are to be set on axles with as wide a base as

the curvature of the road will permit, with

but liitle overhang at the ends; and should

be fastened together by spring couplers so as

to have the train move as one mass. In

other respects, they would be modeled 'like

the horse cars These weigh about 2 tons,

and carry safely more than twice the num-
ber they can seat. By allowing a ton addi-

tional for tbe framing and bracing of the pro

posed car, it would then weigh 3 tons, for 40

persons. Assuming now that 200 persons are

to be carried, 5 cars and their load will weigh

30 ions. The engine for such a weight may
be lighted, and not exceed 10 tons It should

be made to run either end foremost so as to

make no delay at the end of the route, by go-

ing on a turn-table, hut merely switch off, and

back to its pla. e at the head of the train, in

the direction of the next run. Requiring but

little fuel and water for its light load, the

tank can be put on the engine frame near

the ground A train made up in this manner
will have great stability, tbe water and passen-

gers being about 2 ft. nearer the ground than

at present.

The total weight will be 40 tons, with

power and adhesion sufficient to slop and stait

quickly, and it will move sleadily, since the

cars are bound tightly together, and they also

have a low center of gravity. With the same
expenses per t hi moved as those of the train

mentioned above, and assuming that 10 trips

can be made in 16 hours, the cost of a 20
mile run will be $1.15 for attendance, and
$3 32 for fuel, oil and repairs, or a t>ul of

$4 47 per trip, with a capacity to carry 125

passengers through the whole length of the

trip Starting from the city with 200 persons,

and leaving part of the load at every station,

will give that number as the average through
20 miles. The actual cost of carrying 1 pas-

senger 20 miles will be 3-410 cents for train

expenses. This is rather less than the rae
at which it is staled that cheap passing! r

irainsare now run 10 miles out of Louden,
which is given as 25 cent* per week, ur 1^
cents for 2U miles

Snould a part of this saving over present
rales be atluined, the accessibility, and also

with this the value of citv suburb*, would be

so much increased, to the mutual interest of
land-owners and railroad*, that even sugges-

tions of what may be done will not be out. of
place, a-s calling attention to the suhje. t.

—

I
1

. McDunougk in Van Nustrand s Magazine.

Resources of tbe North-west.

Says the American Exchange and Review :

Puget sound, on Ihe borders of which will

be the future metropolis of t'je north Pacific

coast, is an inland sea, dot'ed with islaud8|

and joined t> the Pacific by a gateway called

the Strait of Fuca, 80 miles in length, 10 to

12 in width, and Irom 20 to 100 fathoms deep
in all it-* pa i ts. One arm of the sound exieuds
northward from where it joins the strait, and
the others southward; both divide and ramify,

until the sound, with all it-s bays and deep
water inlets present* a shore line of 1,833

miles, a. id extends across two degrees of lati-

tude. There is no obstruction ai the entr mee.
The mouth of the strait is easily entered in ail

weather For 150 miles the mid channel is

300 feet deep, and remarkably free from all

hidden dangers. On each side of the main
channel, and in the various bays which will

be the real harbors and shipping ports, the

water is still deep, but not too deep tor an-

chorage. The holding ground is excellent.

The waters abound with fi<h of great variety

and excellence. The cod banks of Alaska are

now known t > be as extensive and productive

as those of our Atlantic coast. These fisher-

ies are necessarily tributary to the trade of

Puget sound. Besides, the climate of Wash-
ington territ >ry offers for curing fish just ihe

required medium of temperaiure—an average
of 40 degrees in winter and 62 degrees in

summer. The fisheries are 800 miles nearer

the drying racks and the shipping ports of
Pujet sound than to those of San Francisco.

These advantages will govern the location of
the fishing trade. The best whaling ground
left to American harpooners is within eighteen

days of the western terminus of Ihe Northern
Pacific Railroad. The basin- containing the

sound and us branches is bounded on the east

by the Cascade range of mountains, and shel-

tered on the west by the Olympian or Coa-t
range. This depression between the two
mountain ridges is about 75 miles in width,

and that part which is not occupied by the

waters of the sound is mainly covered with

magnificent forests, which extend to the very

summit of ihe mountains. Here grows that

Puget sound timber of which so much has
been written— fir, cedar, pine, spruce, hem-
lock, oak, maple, Cottonwood, ash, dogwood,
alder, and some of the smaller varieties. The
forest of giant fir aud cedar are traversed by

ten rivers, which fl >w down fro n the Cascade
mountains and empty i' to the sound, furnish-

ing ten alluvial valleys of agricultural land,

and supplying for logging purposes another

thousand miles of inland shore line. In con-

nection wiih the remarkable climaie (in which
twenty varieties of fl ivvers are known to be in

bloom at the beginning of January), the pro-

ductive capacity of the soil of the Puget sound

region is great, botji as ti quantity and qual-

ity. Puget sound is no exception to the wheat
yield of the Pacific slope. All the other cere-
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a's are grown to perfection ; oats aie particu-

larly plump ami heavy. The small grains are

at heme in Washington territory. Pork is

usually fattened upon peas, wheat and barley,

and it 13 claimed can be made as chnaply as

upon corn in the western Slates. Fruits of

all kinds, except the peach and the grape, are

raised in great profusion. Oregon and Wash-
ington apples are exported to San Francisco.

Potatoes and other vegetables grown on the

north coast, are also in high favor in San

Francisco market. The turnip yield will be

most abundant.

Cincinnati «fc Chattanooga Road.

AN APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.

In a speech at Meridian, Mississippi, on the

7th of this month, W. J Sykes, Esq , of Mem-
phis, said that he had been warmly in favor

of the lease of the North & South Railroad to

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company,
as the best if not the only mean3 of securing

the earlv completion of that great work, so

much needed by the whole country He had
advocaied this policy in a speech at Elylon,

Alabama, in March last, and he was rejoiced

to know that it had been effected He was

net terrified by the clamor about a Louisville

monopoly, for he felt assured there were other

means of preventing this if it should be at-

tempted. As Lomsville had now obtained

virtual control of all the roads from Louisville

t" Pensacola, she should no longer oppose the

Cincinnati Southern road.

Kentucky should, by all means, yield to the

wishes of her sister Slates of Mississippi, Ala-

bama. Georgia and Smith Carolina, and per-

mit tl is road t> be built, under such restric-

tions and guards as would protect her own
citizens. Certainly it was no more an in-

fringement of Slate rights, ot which Mr. Sykes
had always been an advocate, to permit a ciiy

or corporation in another State to build a rail

road through Kentucky or Tennessee, under
proper restrictions, than it was for a railroad

corporation in another S'aie to boy, lease or
control a railroad in Alabama and Tennessee.
Neither was. according to his notions, a viola-

tion of State's rights. Tennessee granted the

right to Georgia to build a railroad 11.10 Ten-
nessee, and upon her "sacred soil," as far

back as 1850, and, in doing so, did not feel

that she had given up any of her rights. State

lights were i n 1 ended for the protection of ibe

people, and not as a barrier to progress and
improvement If Kentucky would build ihis

Cincinnati Southern Railroad herself, it would
be better than for ("incinnaii 10 build it ; but
if Kentucky is either unable or unwilling to

do so, certainly there can be no rea-onable
objection to pern ilting Ciminnati to spend
ten millions of dollars in constructing a rail-

road through Kentucky and Tennessee, which
is to form a great outlet lo the Southern Stales,

and which will add so much 10 ihe wealth of

the people of Kentucky, and to the revenues
of ihe Slate.

It is to be hoped that Kentucky will herself
gran', the right of way to thin road to be built

by Cincinnati, upon terms satisfactory to all

parties, in order that no pretext may be af-

forded for congressional interference. The
people of Mississippi, Alabama. Georgia aid
South Carolina ask this from Kentucky, not
for the sake of Cincinnati, but for the ad
vancemenl of their own interests. Whilst
they might prefer Louisville to Cincinnati,

yet they wish the privilege of trading with
either as may best suit ibem. Tht-y make an
appeal to the generosity, magnanimity and

senre of justice of the people of Kentucky to
permit Ihis road to be built, which appeal,
thev can not believe will be made in vain.

—

Chattanooga Times.

Bempiila A I.iitle Rock Railroad.

Supt's Office, M. & L. R R R.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 15, 1871.

R. C. Brinkley, Esq., President:
Sir—I have the honor to submit the follow-

ing report of the operations of the road in this

department, for the year 1N70.

The receipts from both divisions of your
road have been as follows :

From passengers $100,733 19
From freight 61,179 09
From other sources 7 913 47

Total cash receipts $169,825 75
For mail service credited on pur-

chase of property from the U S 10,651 76

Total $180,477 51

The expenditures have been:

Conduct'g transport' n. $75,768 19

Motive power 52,130 10
Maintenance of way... 81,731 18

Maintenance of cars... 14,578 08
:— 204,207 55

Excess of expenses over receipts $23,730 04

By an examination of the table hereto at-

tached you will find that the losses occurred
in the first five months of the year, aud while

the road was only partially operated The re-

ceipts lor the months of January, February,
March, April and May. on the Eastern Divi

sion, only amnunied to $9,537 58; expendi-
tures for same lime, $39,224 35. Expenditures
over receipts, $29,686 77. Of this amount
there was an expenditure of over $20,000 for

maintenance of way alone.

LAND DEPARTMENT.
This department has also been under my

management. During the last year an in-

creased demand has taken place for lands,

and more lands have been sold during t 1 e

fast year than during all the preceding years
since the war, and at better prices

The sales of lands have amounted to 4,506,-

46 acres, at an average per acre of $4 52
;

making total sales for the year, $19,299 80;
town lots sold at Brinkley, $5,665; total lands

and lo;s sold, $24,964 80. Fully one-half has
been received in cash and the remainder on
one and two years' time, with eight per cent,

interest

Blue Ridge Railroad.—We had the pleas-

ure of meeting with Gen. J. W Harrison yes-

terday, and we rejoice to know that he is in

good spirits in respect to the early completion
ol the Blue Ridge Railroad. Notwithstanding
the great anxiety of the people of this section

10 be informed of the exact condition and
prospects of this great enterprise, yet we
are satisfied that it would not be prudent pre-

maturely to disclose the present programme
for its successful construction. Suffice it to

say, that new friends and capitalists have
come to the aid of the company, among whom
it is more than gratifying to learn that

Charleston is ably and mo.-t energetically

represented. The patient and untiring devo-
tion of the preside.. t seems at last about to be
rewarded, and ihe consummation of present
expectations will be the best guarantee of
faiihful services in behalf of Ihe interests com-
mitted to his charge.

—

Andersonville Intelli-

gencer.

Grain Transportation on the Upper
Mississippi.

Very tew have any idea of the vast amount
of grain carried, chiefly from Minnesota land-

ings, on the Mississippi river, on its way to

Chicago and Milwaukee. Several lines of

steamboats and barges find their chief busi-

ness at this time of year in carrying grain and
flour from these landings to the railroads.

Indeed, the largest part of the product of
Minnesota has heretofore been carried on the
Mississippi to La Crosse, Prairie du Chien,
Dubuque and Fulton, there to be transferred

to the Chicago & North-western, the Milwau-
kee & St. Paul, or the Illinois Central, for

transportation to Lake Michigan
The Milwaukee & St. Paul alone has had a

through line by rail 10 the lake, but the com-
pletion of the North-western's line between
Winona and La Crosse has made a rail outlet

to one more railroad h'therto entirely depend-
ent on the river, and the West Wisconsin and
the Baraboo Air Line will soon uring the rail-

roads still more clusely into competition with

the steamers.

But this year a new diversion has been made
on the river itself through the Lake Superior
& Mississippi Railroad, which seeks to carry

the wheat and flour of Minnesota to Duluth
for lake shipment. It has now a line of

steamers and barges which run between Wi-
nona and Stillwater, to which little town on
the St. Croix river the Duluth road has a

branch; and as the rail transportation by this

route is only 150 miles, in place of 4'J0 or 500
to Lake Michigan, aud the distance by lake

from Duluth is about the same as from Chi-

cago, it will readily be seen that it is able to

make low rates ; indeed, we are informed that

there has been a reduction of the rate on lour
frcm Winona to New York from $1 50 to %\,

chiefly on account ol the competition of the

Duluth route.

—

Railroad Gazette.

Mich'gan Central Railroad.—A survey

has been made for a line to connect the Air
Line wiih the Detroit & Hillsdale, and in con-
nection with these and the Ceniral for a new
and shorter through line between Chicago and
Detroit. A line has been run from Manches-
ter, on the Detroit & Hilisdale. — miles west

ol Ypsilanti, west to Homer, which is on the

Air Line, — miles west ot Jackson. This line

is 39 miles long. Why it should be construct-

ed 10 Manchester is not ea-iy to see, as it would
then have to run along the Hillsdale road for

12 miles, reaching it first at Brooklyn. The
line from Chicago to Detroit by this design

would be as follows:

Miles.

Michigan Central, Chicago to Niles 93

Air Line, Niles to Homer 80
New line, Homer to Brooklyn 27

Det, Hillsd. & Ind., Brooklyn to Ypsilanti 36
Michigan Central, Ypsilanti to Detroit... 30

• Total 266

as against 284 miles by the main line of the

Central, and 272 miles by the Central & Air

Line via Jackson. All the lines are controlled

by 1 lie Central, which, when all are open and

in condition, will ihus be able to save 18 miles

on the present route to Detroit and the East,

by which time, probably, the Canada Air Line

will give it a line only 495 miles long to Buf-

falo, 917 miles long to New York by the Erie,

and 935 miles by the Central.
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The New Jersey Railroad Lease.—Pro-

ceedings have been commenced in the Court

of Chancery, at Trenton, to test the validity

and constitutionality of the proposed lease by

the united railroad companies of New Jersey

to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company On
Saturday last a bill was filed in the clerk's

office of the court by a large number of the

stockholders of the united companies, among
whom were John Black, Henry H. Longstreet,

Samuel C. Forker, Thomas N. Adams, Thos.

Robb, Caleb R Smith, Samuel Rogers, Win.

R. Vandegrift, David Harmer, Jacob M. Doug-
las, of Burlington county; Henry D. Johnson
and Robert (J. Hutchinson, of the county of

Mercer; Ira C. Voorhees and Louis Sto^t, of

Middlesex; and Charles Bartels, Jediah Hiu-

gins, John V. Capner, Avery Parker and
others, of the county of Hunterdon, asking

the Chancellor to restrain by injunction the

officers and directors of the united companies
from executing said lease anoWransferring
the property and franchises of the company
to the Pennsylvania companies. The Chan-
cellor, on the filing of the bill, grained a tern

porary injunction, with a rule to show cause

the 25th of July why the same should not be

made absolute.

—

Am. Railroad Journal.

Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad —Jesse

L. Williams, receiver of the Grand Rapids &
Indiana Railroad Company, has made his fiual

report and account ns such, and has been dis-

charged from the duties thereof by an order

of the Circuit Court of the United States for

the Western District of Michigan. J K. Ed-

gerton, in his official announcement of the

some, says the contract now in force between

the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad Com-
pany and the Continental Improvement Com-
pany obligates the latter to complete and
equip, at its own cost, the Grand Rapids &
Indiana Railroad, with all its structures, ma-
terial, furniture and appurtenances, including

station grounds and right of way, suitable for

a first-class railroad, from its terminus in Port
Wayne to Little Traverse bay, Mich., 330

miles, by June 3, 1874, in consideration of

which the Continental Improvement Company
has the right, during the period of construc-

tion, to operate the road, receiving its earn-

ings, etc., but will pay all expenses for run-

ning Ihe same. The road north of Paris, its

present northern terminus, 200 miles dom
Fort Wayne, is being pushed forward rapidly.

— The St. Louis & Santa Fe Railroad is

attracting considerable attention throughout

Kansas and western Missouri. That portion

of the line from Fort Scott to Humboldt is

under contract, including the bridging of the

Neosho at Humboldt. The Eldorado, Butler

County Times says: "By an examination of

the map, it will be seen that this will make an

air-line railroad from St. Louis to Santa Fe
The-counties in Missouri, on the line of this

road, are working up several millions in bonds

to aid in the immediate construction of this

all important* road The most superficial ob-

server will admit that tbe construction of the

St Louis air-line railroad to Fort Scott will

necessitate its construction farther west. In

view of this fact, and that the Fort Scott road

will be coinpleled to Humboldt this year, a

lively interest is being taken by the people

along the fifth parallfl to secure the construc-

tion of this road to Wichita and farther wes
as soon as possible. Greenwood county has

already voted $2011,000 in bonds to aid in' the

construction ot an east and west road. Sedg-
wick county voted $200,000 in bonds for the

ame proposition a year ago.

The Union Depot Company whose or-

ganization was announced in a former issue,

decided upon the following working arrange-

ments : Pro-rating to be made on tonnage of

freight passing through tunnel or going to de-

pot, through tunnel or otherwise, and each
passenger, baggage and express car entering

depot or tunnel, to be assessed the same as

ten tons of freight, and the roads to run all

their passenger trains running beyond the

present liraiis of St. Louis 1 1 and from the de-

pot in St. Louis; no charge to contracting

roads for locomotives or emptv cars; privi-

leges of depot to consist in the use of tracks

in depot, sidings for empty trains, waiting,

baggage and conductors' rooms, ticket and
telegraph office; ehoii e of tracks to be at the

option of contracting lines, or determined by

lot; passage of trains through the tunnel lo

be regulated as by Bridge Company : earth

contracting railway to use depot and tunnel;

rates to be made by board of directois by two
third vote—the contracting roads to subscribe

at least $50,000 each to capital stock, and
represented by one member of the board.

The total subscriptions to stock at the meet-
ing amounted to $1,500,000, as foil iws : O. it

M., $100,000; t , W. & W., $250,"00; St. L,
V. &.V. R,$ 100,000; Ind'lis&St L,$50,00U;
N. Mo., $100,000; 111 & St L. Bridge Co.,

$100,000; P., C & St. L, $259,000; Penn-
sylvania Co., $200,000 ; Iron Mount, $50,000;

Chi & Alt., $50,000; J. B Eads, $5 000; J.

D. Smith, $5,000; Andrew Carnegie, $10,000:
Thomas A Scoit, $5,000; William Taussig,

$10,000; J. H. Brition, $5,000; A.N Crystie,

$105,000; D Torrance, $5,000; L B Par-

sons, $100,000. Total, $1,500,000.— Jour.
Com.

Chicago & North-western Railroad.—The
iron on ihe Baraboo Air Line had last week
been laid eight miles beyond Madison, to

within twelve miLs of Lodi. The iron is be-

ing laid at the rate of half a mile a day,

Work has been commenced on the bridge

over tbe Merrimack river, and grading has

been begun west of Baraboo, Mr. George L.

Dunlap, who has been connected with this

company from the besrinnirg, and has had

charge of its operation as general superintend-

ent, or general manager for thirteen years, has

resigned his position as general manager, and

is succeeded by Col. James H Howe, who has

been solicitor of the company since 1864.

Atlantic, Mississippi & Ohio Railroad
Company.—The Legislature of Virginia, by

an act passed and approved June 17, 1870,

authorized the consolidation of the Norfolk

& Petersburg, the South Side, tbe Virginia &
Tennessee, and the Virginia & Kentucky
Railroad Companies into one corporation.

Such consolidation was consummated Novem-
ber 12, 1870, and ratified by the several com-
panies, which from that dale took the title of

the "Atlantic, Mississippi & Ohio Railroad

Company;" and these railroads are now
operated respectively as divisions of the A.,

M. & O Railroad, all under the Presidency ot

Gen. Wm. Mahone, the distinguished railroad

financier at d manager of Virginia.

American Steel *—According to the Manu-
facturers' Review, ten years aao, eighly seven
per cent, ol the steel for machinery and edge-
tool purposes used in ihe United Slates was
of foreign make. To day we are assured that

the consumption of foreign steel is as one to

eight. The United Stales produces ninety

per cent of all the steel consumed in machin-
ery, edge-tools, and for agricultural purposes.

The progress in American steel dates from
1859, since which date it has been demonstra-
ted that a reliable ai tide of tool steel can be

had at home. Tbe products of Pittsburg steel

works in the form of spring steel, homoge-
neous sheet, table and fine pocket cutlery, etc.,

are in general use Tne product of these

works exceeds nineteen thousand tons of sti-el

per annum. The homogeneous cast steel

boiler and tire box plates made in Pittsburg

are pronounced the best in the world. We
are inlormed that the leading railroad com-
panies and locomotive works throughout 'his

country have ceased using the foreign art cle

entirely, owing to the superiority of the Pitts-

burg steel.

— A branch railroad, about four miles in

length, to connect the Central Railroad of

New Jersey with the Newark & New York
Railroad, has just been commenced, to be

completed in about five months. The road

commences at E izubetli, and runs in a i-traight

line across the Salt Meadows. As there will

be no heavy excavations to make, or aulhes

to span, it can be constructed at compara-
tively little expense. The trajk, when com-
puted, will be tie means, it is believed, of

restoring all ihe meadow lands lying west of

it, as it will be laid upon an emhankiuent high

enough to shut out tbe ovei flows from the

river.

The Tredegar Iron Works, at Rich-

mond, Virginia, now turns out five tons of iron

ti one before the war, and last year manufac-
tured 17,000 tons of wrought and cast iron, in

addition to implements, bringing $2 000,000

to the city of Richmond. They work from
800 to 1,000 hands, and have capacity for

from 1,500 to 2,000.

— The directors of the New York & Oswe-

go Midland Railroad Company, at a meeting

in Os*ego on July 1st, let the unfinished por-

tion of their road in Delaware and Sullivan

counties, to be finished in one year This

completes the road from Oswego to New York.

The Bed of the O ban — It has been defi-

n tely ascertained thai the greatest depth of the

i.cean does not reach 3,0o0 fathoms in any
part where telegrapuic lines have been laid.

The bed of tne North Atlantic c nsisls of two
valleys, the eastern extending f om 10 to 30

deg., the western from 30 to 50deg.,west longi-

tude. The extieme depth of the eastern val-

ley is under 13,000 feet, which is less than the

aliitude ot Monte Rosa. This valley has been

traced southward to the equator. It is separa-

ted from the western valley by a ridge in 30
deg. west longitude, in which the average

depth is only 1,600 fathoms. This ridge termi-

nates to the north in Iceland, aod southward

to the Azores, so that it is volcanic in its ch i-

racterat both extremities, tsextreme beadth
appears to be under five hundred miles, aud
ihe Atlantic dejpeos from it on both sides.

Explorations carried on in the Mediterranean,

t lie Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, showed
similar uniformity in the level o; the sea bot-

tom; and the general conclusions arrived at

by C.pl Oshorn were, that, in the deep sea

thi-re is an absence of bare rock, and that there

are no rough ridges, canons or abrupt chasms.

Moreover, 'hat the oepth of the deep sea is n.<t

affected ny currents or streams, eveu by tho-e

of such magnitude as those of the Gulf Stream
;

but it rather resembles the prairies or pampaB
of the »merican continent, and is everywhere

covered «ith a sort o ouze or mud, the debris

of tae lower forms of organio life.

—

Nature.
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Spontaneous Fikes.— I^ives have heen found

tc occur in >voods remote from the h*bi!atioos

of man in the Departments of des I.andes and

de laGironde, in Franne. Instead of attribut-

ing them to incendiaries they are now supposed

to arise in a natural manner. The resin of the

trees exudes and forms itself into transparent

spherical lenses, which aci. as burning glasses.

]t does not appear that, any one has seen any
such effect by the unassisted powers of nature,

or that the suggestion is anything more than

v. bold venture of French imagination. It is

indeed a possibility that all the conditions

might concur, of a pelucid globule gelling i
-

self hardened exactly in the right, position to

bmig a sharp focus upon a piece of wood suffi-

ciently dry and rotted to be properly iufluni-

mahle, and then upon the other side coaxing

the sun to pour its rays through the instru-

ment at exictly the right angle, at the very

moment, when assured of a nice fanning breez
;

but the probabilities against its occurrence

once in a cycle are sufficiently enormous to

lead a careful m nd to exhaust all other possi-

bilities first, such as benighted travelers, or

Lu tsmen, or gip-ies, or even the friction of

dry tree branches together, or strokes of

lightning.

French Cotton.—The rich cotton manufac.

turers of Southern Alsace are in despair at the

prospect of annexation to Germany. They will

find themselves cut off from the rich markets of

Pari), Lyons and Marseilles, distant only

a few hours by rail, where they have

established commercial relations of many
years' standing; and forced to the new
and remote markets of Northern Germany.
Shut, out hy the Black Forest from any direct

communication with Wurtemburg and Bavaria,

they will have before them a thinly populated

ami mountainous district, untraversed by any
railway, and behind them a customs frontier,

dividing them from their old mnrkets. Their

only outlets will be South into Zwitzerland or

North to Frankfort, while the prospect of hav-

ing no seaport nearer than Bremen or Ham-
burg fills them with dismay.

Bamboo Fibre.—Thi- article has of late been

imported to a considerable extent into this

country, and will in time become a very impor-

tant article of commerce. It is used as a sub-

stitute for Palmetto leaves, the fibre of wh ch

was used Bome time since for mixing with any
mater. al for the manufacture of textile fabrics,

but which was abandoned on account of the

d-friculty of procuring a sufficient quantity to

supply the demand lor it. I he Buuboo has

bi-en experimented with and found to answer
the same pu pose, and.it. is now imported from

the West India islands in large quantities and
the deu.aud increasing rapidly. When the

experimenfwas first t led, the bulk was a very

great objection, as freights were too high to

make its use pre Stable, but laiely it has been

brough here after having been crushed in a

cane mill and then pre sed into bales by a

powerful presH, which condenses its bulk and
renders it easy oftrausjo lation at reasonable

rales. After the raw material arrives here it

is soaked in some one of the alkalies and by

this proi ess the wood is separated from the

long s Iky fibre which is very soft, and which

is m ide in India into a kind ot coarse silk, but

a C'»ns.deiable quantity is used to mix with

Chinese and Indian silks and ciapes.

8€F*Tt is eaid that iron ores containing phos-

phates can be pu'ified by treatment, first with

sulphuric acid and a subsequent wishing with

Witer. In some cases, instead of sulphuric

acid some other oxygen combinations of sul-

phurate et'ployed. ores whicu contain sul-

phir'tsand earboaatcS should be roasted De-

lore the treatment just referred to.

A River in the Ocean.- There is a river in
the ocean. In the severest drouths it never
ft;ils, and in the mightiest floods it never over-
flows. Its banks and its bottoms are of cold
water, while its current is warm. The Gulf
of Mexico i its fountain, and its mouth is

the Arctic Sea. It is the Gulf Stream.
There is in the world no other so majestic
flow of water. Its current is more rapid than
the Mississippi or Amazon, and its volume
more than a thousand times greater. Its wa-
ters as far out as the Carolina coasts are of an
iudigo blue. They are so distinctly marked
that the line of junction with the common
sea water may be traced by the eye. Often
one half of the vessel may be perceived float-

ing in the Gulf Stream water, while the other
half is in the common water of the sea, so
sharp is the line and the want of affinity be-
tween these, waters ; and such too the reluc-
tance on the part of those of the Gulf Stream
to mingle with the waters of thf sea. In addi-
tion to this there is another peculiar fact.

The fishermen on the coast of Norway are sup-
plied with wood from the tropics by the Gulf
Stream. Think of the Arciic fishermen burn-
ing upon their hearths the palms of Hayti,
the mahogany of Honduras and the precious
woods of the Amazon and Orinoco.

7-30 GOLD LOA

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL, TIRE & MACHINE

COMPA3TY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofBailroadMachinery

GEORGE Q. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WE. W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70,52

The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun
July last), is being putsbed forward with great energy from
both extr miiies of the line. Several thoudind men are
employed in Mi lines. t;t and on the I'.icificeoast. Thegrnde
is newly completed #<>*» miles westward from Luke Supe-
rior: trains are running over 130 miles of finished road
and tiack 1-tying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of DaKota. Including its purchase of the St Paul
& P'tciti. Road, the Northern Pacific Coim any now h .s

4l3 miles of completed road and by September next this

will be increased to at least 500.
A <Joo<9 Investment. Jay Cooke & Go. are now

selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab eand
per ectly Sare investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
God Bonds ot the Northern Paubc Railroad Company
'lhe.v hive 30 years to run. betr Seven and Three-Teutns
percent, gold interest (mort- than S per cent currency)
and ar^ secured by first and only mortgage on the kntike
road and its equip .aKNTS and also, as frfSt as cue Road is

completed on

2£,O00 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or

BOO Acres for each $l,Ono Bond They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in 'told;

Denominations; Coupons, $ iOd to $ I 0; Registered,
S'OUto ® 10,1100.

Lands for Ronds. Northern Pacific 7-311's are at

all titnes receivable at ten pica cent above par, in ex
c iangefo. the Company's L i mis, at their to est cash price

This renders them practically interest beakinq land
warrants.
Kinking- Fnnn". The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to he devoted to the re purchase and cancella-

tion of the First Mortg-ge Bonds of t'ie Company. The
Land Grant of ;he Itoad exceeds Kifty Million Acre-. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-

cipal of the Company's bonded rie'it before it Falls due.
With tieir ample security and high rate of in erest, there is

no investm *nt, accessible to the people, whicn is more
proi-mtablh. ur safe.

Exchanging U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess of the New G ivernmeut 5 per cent Loan will compel
the eirly surrender OT United State* G percenls- Many
holders of Five Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern Pacific S<?ven Thinie-,thusrealizing ahaodsome
profit, and gre vly increasing theiryearly income.

Oilier Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
B nds will beceeived at their higheai currentpi icein ex-
change 'or Northern Pucnc Seven-'l hiriies. Express
cm Ah oks on Money or Bonds received, an 'I on Seven -Thir-

ties sent in return will be pud hy the Financial Asrents.

Fuh inf irmatinn, maps, pamphlets, &c, Can be obtained
on application at any -gency, or from the undersigned.—< JAY COOKE & CO.

PHILAD- LPHIA, NEW YORK, WaSHINQToN,

Financial Ag'M% Northern Pacific Railroad To.

By HAZiKli and uAisKk.BL&yenerullythrGVqhout the country.

CHARLES A. DANA. Editor.

m$ gotta*mm$&m
A Newspaper of the Present Times*

Intended for People Now on Earth,

Including FarmerB, Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, Workers, Thinkers, and a 1 Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Wives, SoiS, and

Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOE, 850,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a

$50 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAR,
of tb.3 Bame Eize and generr.l character as

TH3 WEEKLY, but with a creatcr variety of

miscellaneous readme, and furnishing the n°ws
to itssuDscribeis with greater freshness, because)

It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SCN, SG A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

Iar<res circulation in the worid. Free, inde-
pendent, and tearless in poiitics. A'l the news
from everywhere. Tw • cen:s a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a month, or SG a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately acdress°d,
Foar Dollars.

Ten copies, one veivr, sensrateiv addressed (a-d
aj extra copy to the setter up of cluo).

Eisht Dollars.
Twenty conies, one yenr, sepnratelv addressed

(a~.d an extra -copy to the setter up of club).
Fifteen Dollars.

Fifty copins. one year, to one address (and tue
Semi-W eekly one year ti cetter n d of club).

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year. °eparatelv aidressen (;v.d
tae Semi-Weekly one year *o eetrer m> o cluKJ,

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred coi-ies, one year, to rne address
(and the Daily for one year to the cdter in of
cluhj. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred cooies, one year, separately nfl-

dre-sed (and the Daily lor one year to ' ne irel'er
up of club), feixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five coDies, one year, separately nridre^ed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten coricp, ore verr Fenara^v addressed (and
an extra copy to geuer up of c\ ib),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
in Post <^fuVe order?, chocks, or rimfrs on >"ew
York, wherever convenient If not. tnen re^isiur
tne letters containing .uoney. Address

I. W. EyOLAJO, Pnb'isne-,
Sim office, iJew York C^v.
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Stuck Morals.

It is not a new thing for gigantic swindles

of stockholders to be perpetrated. If it were,

there wuuld be a new crime to record The
hislory ol almost every railroad in this coun-

try could add a mite to the long catalogue of

fraud, swindle or misfortune, if you prefer to

so term it, that has befallen its stockholders.

Yet there is a sott of naturalness in them m II

that gives a color of necessity to them that

takes away from them that moral obliquity that

otherwise would attach.

We do not refer to the morals of stock

gambling as practiced in Wail street, as re-

cently illustrated in Rock Island. This last

method is merely a question of endurance or

de'th of purse on the pait of the different

operators. Perhaps the most striking illus-

tration, of this " game " in modern times, was
the " movement" in Harlem, whereby "the

Commodore " obtained the entire stock of the

road and a bonus for doing so. This was the

key to bis present position.

Many praiseworthy schemes, have been

ruined financially, and the entire stock sunk

by hypothecations to meet the unfortunate

disability of the managers to comply with

the terms made with contractors to furnish

money at a certain rate per month. This is

easily accounted for; and although there-

suits are lamentable, yet they are not marked
with that moral terpilude, and do not present

(hose demoralizing characteristics that are

dishonorable in either the ''Rock Island,"

" Harlem/' or the following, wbich is but a

sample of many cases of wholesale robbery,

made respectable by its magnitude and au-

dacity :

THE NORTH MISSOURI RAILROAD—THE PLANS FOR

GETTING IT CHEAP, ETC.

St. Louis, July 11.

The report of the city council committee
to investigate the affairs of the North Mis-
souri Railroad, which made to council last

evening, has given rise to much comment to-

day, as it discloses a stale of affairs quite
surprising to this community. For the first

lime the true history of the transfer of the
slate lien on this road has been made public.

This lien, amounting to $fi,438,000, was sold
March, 186rf, not to the company, as was sup-
posed, nor to the directory, but to outside
parlies, for $200.0110, who immediately sold it

to the railroad company for $9,0(10,000— $1,-

000, dUO in second mortgage bonds, live mil-

lions in paid up stock, they holding the lien

us collaleral security. This practically bur-

dened the road to an extei.t of over $15,000,-
000, and plunged it into bankruptcy. The
original stock of two and a half million dol-

lars, previous to the above transaction was
intrinsically woith par, but ihe issue of $5,-

OUO.OOO additional ran it down to about three
cenis on the dollar, and it was subsequently
bulled and beared at the pleasure of the board.

Ihe road is advertised to be sold on ihe 26ih
ol August for non-payment of interest on the
second mortgage bonds, issued as part pay-
ment of ihe slate lien, but the city and county
owning half a million each of the original

stock, take the ground that the second mort-
gage bonds and the new stuck were illegally

issued, and have taken steps to prevent the
sale of the road, and otherwise protect their

interests. The whole thing is regarded as a
stupendous swindle, but the cream of the
project is the Pennsylvania Central & Kansas
Pacific Railroads, with some outside parties

who propose to buy the North Missouri for

the paltry sum of $h', 000,000, sink the original

siock and a floating debt of about $2,000,000
and get possession of a road actually worth
$20,000,000, and rapidly increasing in value.

Ihis game, however, will be effectually block-

ed, and the interests of the city and county
as well as citizens who own about $1,0011,000

of the original stock, will be protected, if

there is any viitue in law.

Personal.

It was a most agreeable surprise to us to

meet in our sanctum a few days ago, our old

and esteemed friend Daniel Whitcomb, Assist-

ant Superintendent of the Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad,

Mr. Whitcomb has been long in the railroad

profession and has passed successfully through

many of its most onerous ai.d responsible

stages, he has grown up with the railroad

interests of the west, and is recognized as

among the most skillful railroad men of the

country. Energy, the most devoted attention

to business, a good social nature, united to

fair abilities are the qualities that have won

for him this enviable reputation, and they will

take him on, we hope and believe, to the

superintendency of one of the largest and

most prosperous roads. His whole training

fits him for such a position, and we should

like to see his fine powers brought out by the

duties of such a responsibility.

Conductor Evans of the C, H. & D.

road made us a short call one pleasant day

this week, and amused us with some of those

rich and racy anecdotes for which he is go

famous, and that he gathers in his daily

rounds between this city and Dayton. It is a

rare good nature, that keeps a man up, in the

trying profession of a railroad conductor, to

that constant, cheerful point, that pleases

everybody, and wins popularity with all classes

of people. Yet it is an essential quality for

success in this avocation. Heaven save us

from traveling with a surly, or indifferent, or

negative conductor.

In this possession Mr. Evans is without a

superior, and adding to this bdmirable merit,

integrity, sobriety and industry, he is one of

the best officers upon this well managed road,

and that is saying a great deal.

T. J. Gettier, E"q., well known in ship-

ping and railroad circles for so many years-

has received the appointment of local super-

intendent of the Great. Western Dispatch. If

experience and a full knowledge of the "ins.

' and-outs" of the business is of any advantage,

I
the Great Western has secured them in Mr-

I Gettier. Tom is "no slouch;" and if business

for the line is to be secured by "get up and

git'
1

they have undoubtedly got the "right man

in the right place."

D@T* H. P. Clough, Esq., so long connected

with the interests of the freight department of

the Broad Gauge lines between this city and

New York, has been seduced from his first

love, and is now fairly inducted in charge of

ihe well known and popular Merchants' Dis-

patch, It would have been very difficult for

the managers of the Merchants' Dispatch to

have made a more judicious selection, either

as to integrity, capacity, or the extent of busi-

ness acquaintance. Mr. Clough has opened a

new and convenient office for the accommo-

dation of shippers at No. 3B West Fourth st.

Mr. Clougj will be ably assisted by E. P. Doty,

as contracting agent

g@=" We learn that D Lyman Gibson, the

well known and popular passenger agent, has

been appointed Agent of the Indianapolis,

Bloomington & Western Railroad. Office at

No. 3 Burnet House. We don't like to eay

anything mean of any one, but we will ven-,

ture to say that there is not a "cleverer fellow"

in the whole passenger fraternity than Gibson,

and that the I , B. & W. might have "gone a

great deal further and fared much worse."

Open for Travel —The Albany (Oregon)

Democrat savs :
" We are authorized to an-

nounce that 'the Willamette Valley & Cascade

Wagon road, leading from this citv to Eastern

Oregon, via Lebanon, Sweet Home, Soda

Sprfngs, Fish Lake, Ochoco, Crooked River,

Camp Harney, &c, is now open for travel."
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The Galveston, Houston «fc Henderson

Railroad.

The decision of the United States Supreme
Court, in the case of this railroad, validates

the bonds, and will, in effect, cause the road

to be sold for the benefit of Cowdrey, James,
and others, or, in other words, give them the

road; for, holding the bonds, no other party

could afford to bid against them. But it is

not a lien on the Junction road, nor on the

Real and Personal Estate Association. The
bonds under which Cowdrey claims were:

1.—Mortgage of 6 per cent, due
them, including ster. ex. say $750,000

2.—Mortgage of 10 percent, princi-

pal $750,000 due them, including

interest, say 1,450,000
3.—Mortgage of 8 per cent, princi-

pal say $2,000,000, with int., say 3,500,000

Total S5,700,000

In addition to these claims held by the

bondholders and parties to this suit, there are

others:

1,—A fourth mortgage to Robert
Pulsford,on which there is due say $150,000

2.—The Houston, Tyler & Trinity

Railroad Company have a mort-
gage which is a first lien on about
two miles of the Houston end of

the Galveston, Houston & Hen-
derson Railroad, say 40,000

3.—At the commencement of the

suit the city of Galveston owned
the bridge, but this is now the

personal property of Cowdrey and
James, say 100,000

4.—The Real and Personal Estate
Association own the depot and
grounds at Galveston, which are

said to have cost 40,000

Total $330,000

It is understood the decision gives to the

plaintiffs the 52 miles of railroad, with all its

equipments, and a claim against the State of
Texas for 512,000 acres of land, subject to the

Pulsford mortgage, the Houston, Tyler & Trin-

ity mortgage, and the ownership by the Real
&nd Personal Estate Association of the Gal-

veston depot and grounds.

I©* An exchange says : "The cost of a
recent great strike in the Pennsylvania coal

regions was something tremendous. The
struggle lasted 138 days, and resulted in a
loss of wages to the working people of up-
wards of $20,000,000. Some 30,000 miners
lost in wages an aggregate of $10,350,000,
and 40,000 other people—such as railroad

employees, coal handlers, and iron workers,
who were indirectly affected by the strike

—

lost in wages $1 1,040,000 more. Adding these

two sums together, we have an aggregate loss

in wages of $21,390,000."

This was only the direct Iosb to labor ; it, no

doubt, also filched from the poor, in the in-

creased price paid for coal, and put into the

pockets of dealers and operators, an equal

amount. If this be true, then the cost of the

strike is incorrectly stated; it should be $42,-

780.000.

— The Louisiana and Missouri River Rail-

road, and the Hannibal and Moberly Railroad,
are each striving to reach the North Missouri
Railroad, at Mexico, and it is believed they
will reach there about the same time— 15th
of July.

Toledo, Wabasli & Western Railway.

The annual report for the year ending Dec.

30, 1870, shows the following earnings and
operating expenses compared with 1869:

Earnings. 1869. 1870.

From passengers $1,274,539 $1,242,891
" freight 2,681,235 3,009,025
" mails 72,049 81,993
" express 79,105 78,595
" miscellaneous.... 145,411 132,133

Total $4,252,342 $4,544,640

Expenditures, viz.

:

Iron and superstructure $538,617 $450,203
Roadway and structures 513,666 6^3,272

Cars, engines, &c 49,733 468,278
General expenses 1,549,386 1,654,510

Total $3,051,404 $3,236,264
Net revenue 2,200,938 1,308,376

Compared with the previous year, the gross

earnings of 1870 show an increase of $292,-

298; increased expenditures, $184,859; and
net increase, $107,438.

The receipts from all sources and the ex-

penditures on all accounts in 1870 were as

follows:

RECEIPTS.

Gross revenue for 1870 $4,544,640
Proceeds of stock 914,281

Cash from 1869 55,320
I. H. Knox & Co 91,434

Connecting roads and individuals... 33,162

Total $5,638,840

EXPENDITURES.

Operating expenses for 1870....

Equipment
Construction ,

Miscellaneous ($1,316,178 44) v

Interest less unpaid coupons
Meredosia bridge in New York ... .

Coupons, Han. & Naples Railroad

Coupons of previous years

Profit and loss

Assets of current year $356,011
Less bills payable, $56,690

audlessoverdr'n, 206,740 263,431

236,264

635,850

357,956
iz :

1,200,139

625
24,634

25,012

65,866

92,580

Total $5,638,840

The equipment of the line has been largely

augmented during the year, by the addition of

636 first-class cars of various kinds, and other

business facilities, which will contribute to the

removal of a want that has hitherto seriously

affected the business of the road. The gene-
ral renewals of the rolling stock and machin-
ery have been prosecuted systematically and
thoroughly, so that they are now in a superior

condition of efficiency.

The improvements made upon the track

and superstructure have been unusually ex-

tensive ; over 81 miles of new iron have been
laid with fish joint, and about 70 miles of old

rails have been mended and replaced. The
general roadway has been much improved by
more thorough ditching and the removal of

perishable structures and the substitution of
permanent ones.

During the year, the Decatur & East St.

Louis Railroad Company was merged into the

Toledo, Wabash & Western company, by an
act of consolidation; owing, however, to the

lateness of the completion of the road and the

incomplete warehouse and station accommo-
dations, its value as an auxiliary has been but
partially disclosed.

In the month of June, the Hannibal Jfc Na-

ples Railroad, together with its branch to

Piltsfifld, passed into the control of the To-
ledo, Wabash & Western company. It should,

however, be stated that the earnings and ex-

penses of said railroad are wholly excluded
from those of the Toledo, Wabash & Western
Railway. The control of this line to Hannibal
insures to the main line the almost exclusive

traffic of the rich and productive country lying

between the Illinois & Mississippi rivers, and
the still more important object the final esta-

blishment of a great through route between
Toledo and Kansas city.

The superstructure of the iron railway bridge

crossing the Mississippi at Hannibal is now
being placed in position and the construction

work upon the only remaining link of the line,

between Hunnibal and Moberly, is rapidly ad-

vancing to completion and will be completed
during the coming summer, arrangements
having already been perfected for the control

of this bridge and the line west of Hannibal,

their completion secures the continuity of the

Toledo, Wabash & Western Railway between
Toledo and Kansas city, and gives the short-

est and most practicable line between the

lakes and the South-west.

With a view to further strengthen their posi-

tion, the company have effected favorable ar-

rangements for the eoutrul of the road now iu

process of construction between Decatur, Lin-

coln and Pekin. It is expected that this line

will be opened for business early iu the autumn
of 1871.

The early completion of the new railroad

from Lafayette to Bloomington is looked for-

ward to wnh interest This line, like the last

one referred to, passes through trie most pro-

ductive counties of Illinois aud Indiana, and
will secure to the Toledo, Wabash & Western
Railway a large traffic in grain, &c , which

will naturally seek an outlet east by way of

Toledo.

The company are now operating 631 miles

of road, viz : the main line (in Ohio 75.5, in

Indiana 166 9, and in Illinois 212 4), 4o4 8

miles; the Keokuk branch, 41.2 miles; t.e

Naples branch, 4 miles; the St. Louis divi-

sion, 109 miles; aud the Camp Point & Qjincy
(leased), 'it miles. The weight of iron avt-

rages 60 lbs. to the yard.

The equipment of the company at the close

of 1870 consisted of 130 locomotives and the

following cars: passenger 54, sleeping 3, di-

rectors' 1, smoking 4, mail and baggage 33,

box freight 1,696, stock 391, platform 280,

coal 406, caboose 52, and others 58— total,

3,111. Engine houses, 13; stations, 120.

New iron put in track, 81.2 miles; iron re-

paired and replaced, 76 5 miles; new ties put

in track, 310,290; new passenger buildings, 2.

INCOME ACCOUNT.

Balance of net income $1,308,376

Income account of 1869 540,956

Capital stock 3.166,855

Total resources $5,016,187

Construction and equipment $994,400

Construction and equipment 1,225,159

Discount on capital elock 2,252,573

Profit and loss 65,866

Balance carried tj next year 478,187

- Total $5,016,187

The company commence the year 1871 with

materials, fuel and oth»r available assets to

the amount of $691,849 23, in which are in-

cluded material and fuel, $292,835 52; cash,

$173,231 97, &c.

The company is entirely free from floating

debt.
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The Warrow Gauge.

Philadelphia, June 20, 1871.

Samuel Wilkeson, Esq.,

Secretary Northern Pacific Railroad

:

The subject of railways with gauges nar-

rower than the present standard has already,

in this country, become of very great import
ance, and many professional and amateur en-

gineers have rushed into print with statistics

to show the immense superiority of such roads,

in economy of construction, and actual carry-

ing capacity. It has been reserved for the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway to demonstrate,
practically, how such economy is effected, and
in what manner it is proposed, and to make
tbeir road, constructed on the three feet gauge,
as efficient in point of carrying capacity, as

roads of standard gauges as at present con-
ducted.

While the discussion has proceeded in pa-

pers, magazines and pamphlets, the builders

of the Denver ifc Rio Grande line have been
steadily at work, until now the first 80 miles

of the line is graded, bridged and tied ; roll-

ing stock completed, and nothing but the per-

verse delays in the arrival of the iron hinders

the completion of the road and it3 opening
for traffic.

The construction and capacity of this roll-

ing stock alone furnish the solution of these

two questions of economy and capacity, and
the statistics below given will prove of very
great interest to every one who knows what a
railway is.

The engines adopted for this gauge are of

the same patterns as the standard engines in

use on the Pennsylvania Railroad, with but
slight modifications, and were adopted after a

careful comparison of those in use on both
foreign and home roads.

The passenger engines have four driving
wheels of 36 inches diameter, and one pair

leading wheels; cylinders, 9x16 inches; weight
on drivers, with water in the boilers, 20,000
pounds; total weight, 25,000 pounds. A four
wheeled tender accompanies it, weighing 15,-

000 pounds empty.
Freight engines have six driving wheels,

36 inches diameter, with one pair leading
wheels; cylinders, 10x16 inches; weight on
drivers, 25,000 pounds, and a total weight of

30,000 pounds. Tender weighs 15,000 pounds
empty.

In the construction of passenger cars, there
has been perhaps too much deierence paid to

prejudices in favor of existing patterns to ob-
tain the full benefits of the narrow gauge sys-

tem. These cars have the following dimen-
sions: Length, 35 feet; length, including plat-

forms, 40 fet-t; hight inside to center of dome,
7 feet 9 inches ; diameter of wheel, 24 inches

;

hight of floor beams above rail, 27 inches;
capacity, 35 passengers. These cars are hand-
somely finished in the style of the Pullman
car, and give the same seating room as the
cars of the Pennsylvania road. They are
thoroughly ventilated and comfortable, and
are eight wheeled, with an arrangement of

springs which makes them very easy on track.

Their weight is 16,000 pounds. Freight cars
are made of present patterns, but are four
wheeled. They weigh but 4,000 pounds, while
having a capacity of 10,000 pounds.

This is but a short and imperfect descrip-

tion of this rolling stock, but is necessary to

a ready comprehension of results given below
•—results based on actual comparison of ac-
tual power of engines and actual weights of
rolling stock on the 3 feet and 4 feet 8} inch
gauges respectively.

We have taken the Pennsylvania Railroad

for purposes of this illustration, because it is

ably managed and near at hand. The stand-
ard passenger engine in use on that road ha3
a weight on drivers of 40,000 pounds, or just

double the capacity of the engine on the Den-
ver & Rio Grande, but has a total weight, in-

cluding tender, of 105,000 pounds, or 52J
tons.

Their usual local passenger train consists

of:

Tons.
4 passenger cars, seating 53 passengers

each, and weighing each 40,000 pounds,
or 20 tons..„ 80

1 baggage car 14
1 engine and lender 52J

Total U6J
This train will accommodate 212 passen-

gers, if full.

To carry the same number of passengers on
the three feet gauge, we require :

Tons.
6 passenger cars, seating each 35 passen-

gers, and each weighing 8 tons 48
1 baggage car 4
1 engine and tender 20

Total weight 72
or leas than one-half the total weight of the

train on the standard gauge. Then, since the

smaller engine has one-half the power of the

larger, it follows that it can readily take its

load wherever the larger engine can go ; and,

on the authority of M. Baird & Co., who from
their long experience may certainly be con-

sidered trustworthy in such matters, can take
it at a speed of 36 miles per hour as readily

as the oilier can run 40 miles per hour.

But follow this out in freight traffic, which
is the paying traffic of any road, and see the

result.

The capacity of the freight engine on
Three feet gauge is, on average low

grades 405 tons

Deduct weight of engine and tender 22£ "

Leaving for load 382J tons

Cars weigh 2 tons to carry 5 tons, of

this load then 2-7 would be cars,

or say 108 tons

Leaving for paying freights 270 tons

On standard gauges freight engines

having double the weight on dri-

vers will have double the capacity,

or 810 tons

Deduct engine and tender 60 tons

Leaving for load 750 tons

Cars weigh 10 tons and carry 10 tons,

then of load one-half will be weight

of cars 375 tons

Leaving for paying freight 375 tons

This shows an actual capacity for the nar-

row gauged freight engines of nearly three-

fourths that of an engine of more than 2£
times its weight.

But we have supposed, in this case, that

cars on both gauges are always filled, which,

unfortunately, is far from being the case.

Statistics show that on the standard gauges
more than four tons of dead or non-paying

weight are annually carried over these roads

to each ton of paying freight. In other words,

the average amount of freight carried in each

car is but one-fourth of its capacity. Allow-

ing that this discrepancy may extend to the

three feet gauge also, which, from the smaller

size of cars, can scarcely be expected, and
this is the result

:

3 feet Gauge.

Cars weigh 2 tons and have capacity of 5 tons
Then in load as above of ...382 tons
There will be weight of cars 234 tons
Leaving weight of paying freight 146 tons

4. 8J Gauge.

In load as above of. 750 tons
Weightof cars 600 tons
Weight of freight 150 tons
or only 4 tons more than on the narrow gauge.

This then is the practical result of the nar-
row gauge theory, and from this follow natu-
rally all the principles of economy in con-
struction and operation, cheap freights, large
dividends, its adaptability to other than moun-
tainous countries, the feasibility of doubling
the number of miles of our railway systems
at no more than former outlay, the easy de-
velopment of sparsely settled but valuable dis-

tricts, and all the long train of advantages
which will accrue to the stockholders of such
paying roads at, well as to the people along
their routes. S.

Look Before You Drink—Startling and
Hideous Creatures in the Water.—Since
the clear water supply has become permanent,
our citizens are constantly shocked on draw-
ing a bucketful of water, to find insects,

minnows, and other animated and inanimated
matter sporting and floating in the sparkling
fluid.

Many blame this frequency of occurrences
to the foul condition of the pipes, but this is a
mistake; these unpleasant things existed un-
der the old system, but were not discovered
because the color, shade and consistency of
the water prevented seeing the inhabitants,

and consequently, unobserved, they were
taken into the drinker's organs.

—

St. Louis
Jour, Com.

We congratulate our St. Louis friends on
their ability to see before they swallow. It

would not be of much use to look here. We
may, therefore, as well, and do, " go it blind."

Perhaps where

"Ignorance is bliss,

T'were folly to be wise."

Snch, at least, is the opinion of our water

works and city officials. As Bro. Moody
would say, " God bless them, and give them

a realizmg sense of the situation."

Settltng the "New North-west."—The St.

Paul Pioneer makes the following statement

in regard to emigration: The roads leading

to the Red river valley are literally covered

with emigrant wagons with their usual accom
paniments of families, furniture, and stock of

all kinds. The wagon roads from Sauk Cen-

ter to St. Peter show daily accessions to the

vast caravan wending its way to the fertile

regions of northern Minnesota. The extent of

the great incoming tide of humanity can be

best estimated on the main road between
Alexandria and Pomme de Terre. Two hun-

dred wagons per day pass over this portion of

the route north-west, and the camp fires are

seldom allowed to go out—a fresh train of

emigrants arrives almost as soon as its prede-

cessor has resumed its march. A noticeable

feature of this year's emigration is its quality

—the wagons come loaded with household

goods and farming implements, and are fol-

lowed by herds of cattle and other stock which

in quality would do credit to any country.
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Xbe Denver Narrow Gunge Road.

This is tbe most important experiment that

the new school of railway construction has yet
made. We have received a pamphlet pub-
lished in London, entitled "The Deuver & Rio
Grande Railway ot Colorado and New Mexico,
with a map;" and we understand from Mr.
Howard Schuyler, secretary of the company,
that its bonds have been favorably placed by
the bankers of London, which secures tbe com-
pletion of the whole line.

The organization of the road is as follows:

Directors— General William J. Palmer, of
Colorado; Robert II Lamborn, of Philadel-
phia, Pa ; William P Mellen, of New York;
A. C. Hunt, ex-governor of Colorado ; General
Thomas J. Wood, of Dayton, Ohio.

Officers

—

William J. Palmer, president; R.
H. Lamborn, vice president; Howard Schuy-
ler, secretary and treasurer; Saml. E. Brown,
solicitor; William H. Greenwood, manager of
construciion

; J. P. Mersereau, chief engineer.
Trustees for the Bondholders—John Edgar

Thomson, president Pennsylvania Central
Railroad, Philadelphia; Samuel M. Felton,
Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Rail-

way, Philadelphia; L H Meyer, New York
The published description of the country

through which the road will pass states that
the elevation of Denver city above tide is 5,200
fett; that of Sania Fe 7,100 feet, that of Chi-
huahua 4,368 feet, and that of the city of
Mexico 7,990 feet. It is a mountain land ot

pine forests, broken by/enclosed plains, called
parks, and extensive valleys of great beauty
and fertility. Coal beds crop out along the
eastern foot of the mountain range The
mountains themselves are rich in iron, gold,
silver, lead, copper, zinc, limestone, granite,
and clays.

The road is intended to run from Denver
city southward along the outcrop of the coal,

a hundred miles, past Colorado city; then en-

ter and ascend the valley of the Arkansas
river, south-westward, to Canon city, and wesl-
ward, forty miles, to Poncho pass. Here it

resumes its southerly course; crosses the
mountain divide, and get< upon the extreme
head waters of the Rio Grande in Homau's
park. This part of the line is thirty miles
long.

The rest of the way the road follows the Rio
Grande, south, for 140 uiles, crossing four
considerable rivers, which enter tbe great
river from the east; the last two of these
branches being the Cahora and Aroyo Hon-
da. The course of the road now becomes S.
30° W., and still along the east bank of the
great river; past San Juan, 60 miles, where
it has Saiita Pe to the east of it, distant 15
miles, San Felipe, Bernalillo, Atnsco, and
Pajanto, where it crosses t> the west bank of
the river. This point is 250 miles south of the
Arkansas river.

Here ihe line crosses at right angles the
proposed line of the Atlantic & Pacific Rail
road (coming up ihe Canadian fork, and head
waters of the Rio Pecos, by Fort Builer, and
Ai.t m Chico, through the Canou Blanco, by
Albuquerque).
The line of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad

wesiward from where it crosses the Rio Grande
(;it>d Denver & Rio Grande Railroad), at [

J a-

jarito is up the long valley of the Rio San Jose
(a branch of the Rio Grande), by Palmer's
surveys, to Campbell's pass, noithuf the Zuni
range of mountains, and south of the Sierra
San Mateo.
The railway under notice will be completed

and in running order from Denver city to

Colorado city, 80 miles this month, securing

the trade of the Platte canon, and of the mines
mid forests of the South park. This secures

the Lake pass, the only practicable crossing

of the divide between the Platle and the Ar-

kansas rivers. Grading has been commenced
in the Arkansas canon, 50 miles from Colo-

rado city, the most important entrance into

the park country, and into the southern and
western mining districts of Colorado. The
passenger and freight traffic of the Rio

Grande will be at once diverted to this new
route.

The description given of this canon by the

adventurous engineers of the road, endeavor-

ing t > discover some possible location line for

it through the great eanoii, would impress

even an expett who had been engaged on the

Soemmering, Bolsen orSantander lines in Eu-
rope. Mr. Schuyler and his party were three

weeks in the canon, entering it first at one
end, and afierwards at the other. But there

still remained halfamileofit midway beiween
the two ends entirely inaccessible Ice was
on the river ar.d on the rocks; his mpn finally

.refused to proceed, and left him and his com-
panion to fight it out by themselves. Sub-
sequently a more favorable season was se-

lected, and a second attempt to obtain a line

succeeded.

This remarkable mountain pass is 8 miles

long, and ihe river falls 4(10 feet in these 8

milts, flowing with great violence beiween
vertical walla of primary rock. The highest

point of the upper edges of these walls was
found to be 1,600 feet above the water below.

This was ascertained by horizonlal observa-

tions of it made from points a little higher

and lower than it, along a line run across the

mountain land for the purpose of connecting
the two ends of the canon before any line

could be got through the canon itself. The
river sweeps alternately the foot of one wall

and then of the other, and in these bends or

intervals there is always a talus of broken

rock fallen from above. The dangers attend-

ing the first exploration, in winter, may be
imagined.

The railroad finds footing upon the ledges

of the wall, and on the talus where it exists,

and parses the river twice by bridges. Per-

haps there conH not be found another speci-

men of ground so well adapted for bringing

out all the virtues of the narrow gauge under
difficulties. Mr, Schu) ler informs us that the

construciion of these eight miles through the

canon will b^ accomplished in three or four

months from the time of commencing work
upon it.— LI. S Mining Reqi*ler

Memphis & Ohio Railboad — ihe directors

of this company have passed a resolution re-

questing "that the formal articles of consoli-

dation between ihis company and the Louis-

ville & Nashville Company shall be entered

into in accordance wiih the terms set foith in

said agreement on or about the first day of

October, 1871." The road has long been ope-

rated by the Louisville & Nashville company,
forming its route to Memphis and its connec-
tion to the New Orleans aud Mobile routes.

— Articles of agreement for the consolida-

tion of the new Chicago, Canada & Southern
Railway Company and the Noi th-we.-Wn Ohio
Railway Company were filed at Indianapolis

on the 9th inst. The name of the new com-
pany will he the Chicago & Canada Southern.

Capital $3 0.10,000, in $100 shares. In the

consolidation, ihe stockholders in the North-
western Ohio company receive one share in

Ihe new company for every two held by thetn

It is understood the new consolidation is in

the interest of Erie.

The Fnlnre or our Railroads.

A correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette

(E. D. M ), writing from Fiahkill on the Hud-
son, says:

But ihis eternal "motion" bring9 ds to an-
other very practical thing. If is the increase
and the power of railroads. First let us look
at the increase of railroads. The la -t return
of railroads (January, 1M71

) gave 53,000 miles
of railroads in this country. Of this amount
23,000 miles were made in ihe last ten years.

But the most important fact is that 6,000
miles were made in the past year. At the
same rata we should make ibe enormous
amount of 60,1100 miles in ihe next ten years!
If *e may judge by what is now going on,
there will be ecen more; for it is easy to see
that in ihe years 1871 and 1872 railroads will

be made at a greater rate than in 1K70.

There are in almost every State new lines

eonslructirg, and one has only to look at tie
New York papers to see the mortgage bonds
of dozens of companies advertised, and all of
ihem apparenlly successful If we look into

the causes of this we shail find one leading
cause to he tbe ahundance and cheapness of
money, which 19 indirectly brought about by
the action of the government. The govern-
ment is actually yielding to ihe money mar-
ket two hundred millions ($200,000,000) per
annum, which it did not yield three years ago.

Half of this is in payment of ihe public debt,

and the other half in the reduction of taxes.

Again, the immense accumulation of gold in

the list twenty years has begun to be felt in

all the money markets throughout ihe world.

Money is discounted in ihe Bank of England
at 24 per cent., and on call in New York at 3
per cent. On first securities it can be had at

6 per cent In France the whole insiallment
of ihe German indemnity was taken up >y the
middle class of people. With the reduction
of government demands of $200,000,000, wiih
the industry of the country in full aclivity,

and with the money markets overflowing, it s

plain that good railroad schemes can get any
amount of money at reasonable rates. Hence,
railroad construction, especially west of the
Mississippi, will go on with unprecedented ac-

tivity. Here are some signs in the oldest dis-

tricts of country, which are quite remarkable.
"H. V. B ," in the Gazette, details several
railroad branches and auditions, which are to

make Washinglon (the capital) accessible to

the people from every side. Ihis would cost

millions. Then, here, in the olJest part of

New York, there are four new lines of road
making (including the Hartford & Erie, whii h,

though bankrupt, is togo on), besides a bridge
over the Hudson, which seem certain to be
made. In Ohio, there will be st least live

hundred miles of new road—if we dare include
the continuance of the Chesapeake & Ohio, of

so great interest to Cincinnati. Beyond the

Mississippi the number is legion. The great
Northern Pacific is going on with power and
raoidily. Immigration, if nothing else, will

make that go. Through Minnesota and Da-
eotah is pouring on the great tide of immigra-
tion, so that the lands, which there are good,
will make the road Unless some act of Pro-

vidence prevents it, we shall mane 60,000
miles of railroad in the next len years.

Much has been said against ihe land grants
to railroads— perhaps with reason. Bji there

will be one practicable good at'ending it

—

ihe

roads will be made and the country set: led.

A philosopher might usk, "What is the need
of settling it so fast? Your new lauds will be
exhausted in a few years." Exactly. But an
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American does not ask what is to happen in

the next generation. He is a spendthrift of

prosperity. He is only following the law of

"go;" and the faster the "go" the better for

him.
Well, you may now ask, "What is all the

railroading coming to?" We could not do
without it, if we looked to the mere transporta-

tion of western produce. But there is one
thing seems to slrike almost every one now a-

days— where is the regulator? If any one of

the States, like Obi}, were to attempt to regu-

late railroad fares and conditions, it would

very soon run against what the courts call

"vested rights;" and therefore the general

regulation of the roads can not be made, un-

less we go to the National government, and
that I should be very sorry to see. Ohio can

do something by way of police, and consistent

with its charters, which I wish were done.

But a far greater evil is putting the whole
freight business of the country in the hands
of half a dozen c impanies—we may say of

half a dozen men. There are 53,000 miles of

railroad, and 4.U00 miles, in the hands of

three or four companies, control all the rest,

by controlling the great markets. This is a

subject for future consideration. As to Cin-

cinnati, it is now completely under the control

of three companies, and has absolutely noth-

ing to say as to what railroads shall do. The
Liitle Miami sold itself to the Pennsylvania,

and the Marietta to the Baltimore road, and
Cincinnati people have now nothing to say

about these foreign corporations. These rail-

roads are good in themselves
;
but it is humili-

ating to see the great city of Cincinnati power-

less in the hands of half a dozen men of New
York and Philadelphia. Kentucky buffets

her on one hand, and New York and Philadel-

phia buy her up on the other.

The New Narrow Gnuge Engines now
ijtiiliiiuif ui tue Jink,. \tin Uurks— l'lie
New Tiieory Successful.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works of M. Baird

& Co. of this city, are now building some nar-

row gauge locomutives for the Denver & Kio
Grande Hailroad, on the new principle of the

very narrow three foot gauge. The rirst ot

these engines has just been completed, and is

now at the works, from whence it will be for-

warded in a few days to its linal destination.

Il is called the Montana, and is the first loco

motive ot narrow gauge lor general passenger

or freight service ever built in this country.

Its completion signalizes the "new departure
'

in railway practice, and consequently great

interest is naturally attached to it.

The engine is six wheeled, four ot the wheels,

40 inches in diameter, being coupled as dri-

vers, and one pair of leading wheels in front

having a swing bolster and radius bar, form-

ing what is known as a "pony truck." This
arrangement enables the engine to pass short

curves readily, as the rigid wheel base is only

six leet three inches. the general plan is

similar to that of ordinary full gauge locomo-
tives. The cylinders are outside, and placed

horizontally, and are 9 inches in diameter by

16 inches stroke. Its total weight in running
order is 25,800 pounds, of which 20,500 are

carried on the four driving wheels, and so are

available for adhesiuu. A four wheeled ten-

der, having a water capacity of 5U0 gallons

nud a coal capacity of about one and a half

tons, is attached.
'1 he proportion of driving wheels relatively

to the stroke of piston admits a speed of 30 to

40 miles an hour, with a lacihty equal to that

O.i the full gauge.

In addition to this, two other locomotives of

the same irauge are now finishing for the same
road, which are intended lor freight service

exclusively. They have each three pairs of
drivers and a pony truck.

As an evidence of the greit interest now
prevailing on the narrow gauge question, as

well as of the great business connections and
prominent standing of this Philadelphia manu-
facturing Hrm, this establishment now holds

contracts to furnish locomotives for quit^ a

number of narrow gauge roads, buih in this

country and Canada. The firm also receive

by every mail letters and inquiries for i nforroa-

tion on the subject from all parts of the United
States, from Mexico, from the British Posses-
sions, from South America, and from Ameri-
cans residing in India and China.

Railroad Building in California.

The San Francisco Bulletin says that with

ihe opening of summer there is renewed ac-

tivity in railroad building in California. In

the Inwer pait of the state, besides the South-
ern Pac fie, which is going ahead beyond litl-

roy, work has been resumed on the San
Joaquin Valley, already completed twenty
miles beyond Stockton, and forty miles addi-

tional will be finished during the present

season The Copperopolis Railroad, built for

twenty-eight miles from Stockton, is also to

be pushed forward. Here we have two rail-

roads, on nearly parallel lines, now under
Way in the San Joaquin Valley, pushing for

the southern extremity of the state; while on
a line nearer the coast a third road, ihe South-

ern Pacific, is advancing in the same direc

lion. The commencement of the Texas Pa-

cific from San Diego may be reckoned as one
of the certain events of the 6eason What
may be done with the project for one or two
branch lines to intermediate towns on the

coast remains to be seen.

North of San Francisco, a large force is at

work grading for the Sonoma branch of the

Vallejo or California Pacific Railroad A
report is current that a cintract has also been
let for 145 miles of the Eastern extension of

this road, reaching from Davisville, a few
miles south-east of Sacramento, to a point in

the Upper Sacramento Valley near Shasta
The report is probably premature. This sec-

tion of the Eastern extension will be entirely

on the west bank of the Sacramento river.

On the east bank, the Oregon branch of the

Central Pacific is already in operation and
one hundred and twenty-seven miles north of

the state capital, and is to be extended to the

Oregon border, ubuut two hundred miles fur-

ther.

Altogether, there will be considerable rail-

road building in California this season, widen
ing the field for labor and extending the

facilities of cheap and rapid communication.
A much larger proportion of the agricultural

region than ever before will be accessible by
rail before another farming season opens,

— The speedy completion of the Laclede
and Fort Scolt Rai road was made the subject
for the consideration of the County Courts of
Laclede, Dallas and Polk counties, recently,

and an order was issued by Polk County
Court to issue bonds subscribed, as fast as
the work progresses.

— The St. Louis and Southern Railroad
commence running trains through from
Evansville to Ml. Vernon, Ind , on the 1st,

and through to the Waoasli by the 15th. By
the 1st of November trains will run through
from St. Louis to Evansville.

The Great Bridge over the Missmirl be-
tween Council Blnflfr ami Ouiaua.

At maha an iron bridge is being built by
a bridge company for railroad and other tra-

vel, across ihe Missouri. It is to rest on eleven
piers, 250 feet apart, making the bridge full

3,000 feet in length. Its highl. from low wa-
ter to rail will be 60 feel. Each pier consists
of 2 round iron tubes, 8 feet in diameter, 2

inches thick, and extending down to solid
foundations 7U feet Oelow the bed of the
river. The last of ihe»e tubes is now being
sunk.

THE TUBES.

They are put together in sections of 10 fee'

each. One end is closed by an air-light cap I

ihe open end is forced by its own weight into
the sand, pneumatic pressure is applied to the
inside, forcing out the water to tue bot'oin of
ihe tube, where the air will come up in bubbles
outside.

Men ihen go to ihe boltom of the tube, re-

movo the sand, and allow the tube to sink.

Sections are added as the tuoe descends. If

It will not sink by its own weight, pressure is

applied to ttie lop by heavy weights, after the
manner of the old fashioned Yankee cheese
press. The sand is removed either through a
small tube from the bottom by pneumatic
pressure, or it is biought up in bags. The
deeper the tube is sunk, the greater is the

pressure required to keep the water out at the

boltom.

THIS PRESSURE

has often amounted to 42 pounds to the square
inch. Many men can not endure it, blood

bursting Irom the nose and ears. Three times

the amount of food is required for the laborer

here than would be necessary outside. But
how is it done? Let me explain farther.

A LABORER

enters a small iron box in the tube, and closes

an air-tight door behind him. Then he enters

the main lube and closes another door behind
him and proceeds to his work. Powerful air

pumps ate continually forcing the air into the

tubes at the tip. The two tubes of each pier

are placed 10 feet apart, giving 26 feet lor tie
width of each pier, including the space of 10

feet. When the tube is cleared of sand iota
rocky foundation, it is tilled lo the top with

solid stone masonry.

THE IRON SUPERSTRUCTURE

will be nearly like that of the bridge at Bur-
lington, on the Mississippi. No ice breakers

are necessary; the piers themselves have

proved of sufficient strength to resist every

thing of this nature. When completed it wi II

be a noble structure and one of tue points of

the West.

—

Eoe, Mail.

Consumption op Goi.o.and Silver.—The
sales if silver in New York, for consumption
bv manufacturers of silverware, including bars

of refined, and Mexican dollars, are said to

aggregate $5,000,000 annually. Including

the consumption of precious mer.als by manu-
facturing jewelers of all sorts, this aggregate

is increased several fold, the estimate of New
York being alone $15,000,1 00; that is to say,

$5,000,000 in silver and $10,000,000 in gold;

and this is exclusive of what is known as

"rolled stock," or ribbons. The fact is assort-

ed that there is more silver used for domestic

purposes in the United States than any other

country in the world.

—

Exchange.
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Karrow Gunge Railroads.

We have lately published much important
information, in reference to Narrow Gauge
Railroads, and we now direct the special at-

tention of our capitalist", to the fnllowirg

valuable views of the question in a financial

point, for which we are indebted to Messrs.

Paul Brothers, Civil Engineers, Akron, Ohio,

who are thorough practical men, and who
have made a specialty of this systpm.

As we have already slated, it must be
clearly understood at the outset, lliaj the con-

struction of Narrow Gauge Roads is not ad-

vocated for main trunk lines, but simply i>s'

tributary roads—as feeders to the great rail-

io»ds.

The views of our correspondents on these

roads (which can be cheaply constructed and
operated) are very explicit and to the point,

ar.d meriting the setious attention of railroad

men :

]ti this age of steam and iron, one of our
greatest aims is to obtain a rapid as well as

a cheap system of transportation.

In England and other older countries', the

turnpike system had made considerable pro-

gress before the introduction of railroads, and
us a natural consequence, there has always
been a general desire to make a locomotive
that would operate upon common roads and
it is now nearly perfected as far as the me-
chanical combination ; but the result is such
that it can not practically compete with rail-

roads nor be brought into general use, on ac-

count of the resistance of vehicles upon these

roads being so much gieater, than over the

smooth surface of iron rails, which we illus-

trate by the following table which is the re-

sult of an elaborate series of experiments by
Sir John McNeil. It being for

Stone pavement 29 41-100 lbs. per ton
Broken stone road 58 82-100 " "

Gravel 133 3-10 " "

Soft sand and gravel. ..285 7-10 " "

Upon iron rails 8 " "

By relerence to this table, it can easily be
seen that the reason why road steamers have
never nor can never be profitably introduced
for general traffic, is not altogether because
of defective machinery, but because the te-

sistance is so much greater than upon iron

rails, it being over sixteen times greater upon
the ordinary gravel road than upon the iron

rail: another objection being, that it costi
nearly as much to construct a good turnpike,

as it does to construct a railroad.

In this country, railroads are generally in-

troduced before turnpikes of good quality

are consiructtd; but a scarcity of means,
often induces the people to try to economize
in construction of railroads, and heretolote

this system of economy has not been carried

in the right direction, the course generally
taken being in inlerior work and cheap ma-
terials; and we desire here to show why rail-

roads of this class have been a failure, by
giving a history' of the manner in which a
great many of our railroads have been built,

and why they have cost so much.
In the country through which fhe line is

required, some of the leading citizens taking
hold of it, are enabled to organize a com-
pany and raise a stock subscription of say,

§4,000 per mile, upon a line of one hundred
miles in length. After spending a portion of
this, the President of the company collects

numerous statistics, showing the great amount
of traffic the road is likely to have when fin-

ished, and furnishing himself with plans and
profile of the line, goes to New l'ork to sell

the First Mortgage Bonds; there he finds it

is not an easy matter, to get what he con-
siders a fair price for them, as they are not
in great demand, and the supply is abundant,
there being railroad bonds there for sale from
almost every section of the country, and
bondholders of his description are as thick
as Brigadier-Generals were in Washington
during the war. But being a pretty shrewd
financier, he finds purchasers for bonds to
the amount of $10,000 per mile, at 85 cents,
realizing $850 000 upon the whole line, and
issuing $1,000,11110 in First Mortgage Bonds
to pay for it. Having this amount of money,
work is begun in good earnest, but knowing
that he must economize, an inferior quality of
iron of 50 pounds per yard, is purchased,
and when track-laying is begun, the contractor
who lays the iron is to have the use of a lo-

comotive and rolling stock, to deliver iron,

ties, etc , and the iron is first laid upon four
ties to each rail, over which the locomotive
is allowed to pass, to bring more ties and
iron, the track being laid upon clay without
ballast, the condition of the rails can be
imagined

; as soon as it is laid to the first

station, regular trains are started, but before
tbe road is finished, more money must be
raised, having spent $4,000 per mile of sub
scriplion, and $10,000 per mile in bonds;
$8,500 per mile, of this, being spent upon the

road, and $1,500 being discount upon the

bonds.

We furnish an estimate of the cost of
building the road

:

Per Mile.

Grading, etc $3,000
Iron, 50 lbs., per yard 6,280
Ties, 2,6-40 per mile 1,056

Bridges 1,000
Joints and spikes 750
Track laying 400
Water stations , 100
Engineering, etc 500
Sidings 750

Total for 1 mile $13,836

Total for 100 miles $1,383,600

6 Locomotives $75,000
105 House cars 89,000
105 Gondolas 68,250
4 Passenger cars 20,000
4 Exp. & baggage cars... 8,000
Buildings 55,000

$315,250

Total $1,098,850

This estimate show3 the actual cost of con-
struction t) be $16,988 per mile, and having
raised the sum of $12,500 per mile, there is

a balance of $448,850 required to finish the

line.

To raise this amount, it becomes necessary

to issue another set of bonds, and the Presi-

dent starts again to negotiate the Second
Mortgage Bonds ; this time he is doubly forti-

fied with statistics, being prepared to show
that the road has already or is about to de-

clare a dividend, but, in order to accomplish
this, he has charged all running expenses to

construction account; but he soon finds this

figuring does net answer as well in New
York, as it does with his stockholders, and
the fact that capitalists can not fully satisfy

thpmselves, that the net earnings will more
than pay interest upon the bonds already is-

sued, has a tendency to reduce the value of

the last bonds; but at last he succeeds in dis-

posing of them at 33 cents per 100, and to

raise this amount of money, it would be nec-

essary to issue $1,345,800 in bonds. With

this amount, be is enabled to finish the road
at a cost of

$400,000 Subscription
;

1,000,000 First Mortgage Bonds;
1,345,800 Second Mortgage Bonds.

$2,745,800 for 100 miles, or $27,458 per
mile, the actual cost for construction being
$16,988, and the cost for raising the money
$10,470, and, when finished, he has a road
without ballast or fence, with very little roll-

ing stock ; light iron, o rteu bent in such, a
manner as to be almost worthless, and with a
traffic that is not one-tenth part of what a
road properly built would be capable of doing,
if it had the necessary rolling stock, and in

order t'> make it pay expenses, the freight

tariff has to be so high, that the people along
the line who sacrificed their money in the
stock are scarcely any belter off, than whtn
they hauled their produce and merchandise
by team to distant markets.

With such a prospeit as this before a com-
pany, would it net be well for them to consider
the advantages of a narrow gauge, in regard
to economy of construction and subsequent
operation, and as both these questions have
been thoroughly investigated, and in every
instance have been proved, that it is cheaper
to build and operate a narrow gauge railroad,

than one of the ordinary gauge.
We will see, by the following actualities,

what would have been the result had a 3 feet

gauge been adopted:

ESTIMATE OF COST OF THREE FEET GAUGE.

Per Mile.

Grading, bridging etc $3,0n0

Ties, 2,640 per mile 660
Iron, 30 lbs. per yard 3,762

Joints and spikes 386
Track-laying 250
Ballast 500
Sidings 500
Engineering, etc 300

Total for 1 mile $9,358

Total for 100 miles $935,800

8 Locomotives $56,000
250 House cars 46.250
250 Gondolas 41,000
Passenger & baggage cars 12,0110

Buildings, machinery, etc. 50,000
Water stations 10,000

$215,250

Total $1,151,050

With a local subscription of $400,000, it

would require $751,050 to be raised. This
would require the issuing of $883,558 in

bonds, at 85 cents. This amount, added to

the subscription, would make a total cost of
$1,286,588 for the ICO miles, or $12,865 per
mile.

Such a road would be just as capable of

doing all the business that would be offered

as the wider gauge, and we have this road in

good order, ballasted. Under these circum-
stances the company could afford to carry
freights at such rales as ti build up a traffic

that would make it profitable for the stock-

holders, and a general benefit to the commu-
nity through which it passes.

— The Midland and Mackinaw is the name
of a new narrow gauge company, proposing
to build a road from Midland, Mich., on the

Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad, 19 miles

north-west of East Saginaw, north westward
about 50 miles to Houghton Lake, and thence,

eventually, due north to the Straits af Macki-
naw.
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Railroad Decision.

Railroad Companies— What Liabilities they

may incur under their Charter—Vomers of
liuad Superintendent.

The facts in the recent case of The Toledo,

Wabash & Western Railway Company vs. Ro-
drigues (',7 Ills. 188), are fully and clearly

stated in the following opinion by
Walker, J.—It appears, lrorn the record in

the case, (hut one Johnson, while in the em-
ployment of the railroad company, as a brake-

man, was run over by a locomotive and in-

jured. That the station agent at Jacksonville,

where the injury occurred, employed appellee

to nurse and take care of Johnson, and told

appellee that appellant would pay him for his

services. Appellee performed the services

and presented his bill to the station agent for

payment. He wrote to the general superin-

tendent, making a full statement of all that

had been done, but there seems to be no evi-

dence that this letter was received. After the

account was rendered, the general superin-

tendent conferred with the station agent in

reference to the various items and as to

whether the charges were reasonable, when
the superintendent, said if they were reasona-
ble he would pay the account, and made no
other objections at the time.

On the trial below, and in this Court, it is

insisted that these agents acted without au-
thority, and there is no legal obligation rest-

ing upon appellant to pay for these services

notwithstanding the employment by the sta-

tion agent, and the recognition of his contract

by the general superintendent of the road.

Although the charter of the company may not
in terms authorize the body to incur expense
on account of injury received by their em-
ployees, in the discharge of their hazardous
employment, yet it will not be seriously eon-
tended but that they may, in exercising their

franchises, incur such a liability.

Il, from the necessary hazards of the em-
ployment a person devoting h% energies to

promoting the interests of the company at a
moderate compensation without fault on his

part, is severely injured, and for a length of

time is wholly disabled, humanity, if not strict

justice, would say that when the company
have employed others to take care, and incur
the expense of his cure, they should be com-
pelled to observe their contract, and meet the

expense.
When an employee has been disabled and

rendered helpless, in the employment of the

company, we can see no reason why this is

not a sufficient consideration to support a

promise to pay for tue nursing and medical
attendance necessary to his cure, when the
agreement is express and not by implication.

To have that effect there should, at least, be
a request to perform the service. It is not

such a. duty resting on the company, that any
person, without authority from the company,
may render the service and compel payment.
The request should be express and explicit,

and from a person who is empowered to act
for the company.

In tbis case, appellee was requested to ren-

der the service by the local agent intrusted

with the affairs of the company at that station.

He wrote soon alter to the general superinten-
dent, informing him of what had been done.
Having written iu the usual course of busi-

ness, we must presume that the letter was re-

ceived Again, there is no evidence that he
countermanded the order, and not only so,

but he, when the bill was presented for pay-

ment, recognized the validity of the contract,

and said he would pay reasonable charges for

the services, and based his only objection

upon the high prices charged. 1'his, in our
judgment, made a clear case for a recoverv,

for a reasonable compensation, if these offi-

cers had authority from the company to incur

the liability.

Whether the station agent had such power
or not, the general superintendent was clothed,

and necessarily must be, with large specific as

well as discretionary powers. As his title im-

plies, he has a general superintendence of the

business affairs of the road, and we deem it

but a reasonable inference to conclude that

this was within the scope of these powers, and
when exercised, that the company must be
held liable. The corporation is governed
within its charter by the adoption of rules and
regulations for the purpose. These regula-

tions govern the action of the officers. By
them they confer powers and impose duties

upon their various agents and officers; and
by this means they exercise their franchises.

These regulations are private and not accessi-

ble to the public, and hence the difficulty of
other persons showing, except by inference or

circumstantial evidence, that any officer per-

forms any act within the scope of his author-

ity. It would, therefore, be unreasonable to

require positive proof of such authority. The
fact must be left to proof, as in other cases

And when it is known that the general super-

intendent manages all the business of his road

within his department, and binds the company
by contracts on its behalf, in regard to it<

general business, it may be safely inferred

that such a contract as this was within the

scope of his authority.

Although the instructions may not have
been strictly accurate, we do not see that they

could have misled the jury. Even if they

were not all precisely applicable to the evi-

dence, the finding of the jury was clearly

right, and the rejection or proper modification

of any of them could not have changed the

tesult.

The judgment of the court below most,
therefore, be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

—

Railroad Journal.

A Check to Railroad Concentration.

The tendency towards railroad concentra-
tion is likely to be checked in a novel and
unexpected manner. The lease of the New
Jersey railroads by the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company, is opposed by the commercial in-

terests of Philadelphia, and the Common
Council of that city has adopted legal meas-
ures to prevent it, either by injunction or

otherwise. The objection of Philadelphia to

the proposed lease is, that it would necessa-

rily shift the seaboard point of the great

chain of railroads connecting with the Penn-
sylvania Railroad from that ciiy to New York,
to the great injury and loss of the former.

This fear is, no doubt, well founded. The
Pennsylvania Railroad has outgrown the in-

fluences that created it, and now requires a

broader, wider access to the sea. It seeks
New York by an irresistible attraction It

carries its rich freights from the West, the

South, the Pacific, and the Far East, by and
through Philadelphia to this city, thus, un-

willingly or not, attesting its commercial and
financial superiority.

But will Philadelphia succeed in opposing
a barrier to the Pennsylvania Railroad in its

progress towards destiny ? T ne answer is

scarcely doubtful. It would be worth while

for New York to forego the advantages that

are to be derived from the direct acquisition.

of this vast railroad territory of nearly a

score thousand miles, for sake of the whole-

some example of a check upon railroad mon-
opoly. But the Pennsylvania Railroad, which
owns and controls the Pennsylvania Legisla-

ture, overrules the Cabinet and the President,

and bullies Congress, is not likely to ba
checked in its policy bv any measures that are

possible even to the great city of Philadel-

phia.

But the spectacle of a conflict between the

city of Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania

Company—the creature of its bounty—is sig-

nificant and important from every point It

opens the conflict of the future—the coming,

inevitibie struggle between the people and
the great, corporations. In this particlar case,

the managers of the Pennsylvania Railroad

are clearly in the right. It was an imperative

commercial necessity that they should con-

nect their vast network of railroads with the

great seaport and mercantile metropolis of

the continent. But, in a great many cases,

the railroad and other corporations have mani-

fested grasping, monopolizing tendencies that

are decidedly contrary to public order and the

convenience of the people. It is patent to

all observers that these institutions are rapid-

ly manifesting a disposition to override all

laws and regulations that interfere with their

profit and interest How t-> curb or subor-

dinate corporations to their purely legitimate

functions of ministering to the welfare of the

people and of the State, is looming np as the

question of the hour. It remains to be seen

under what circumstances ih= contest which

has been commenced by Philadelphia will be

renewed and continued.

But the fact of a contest, under any cir-

cumstances, between the citv of Philadelphia

and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company is

strange, if not ominous. The Railroad Com-
pany was originally organized by wealthy and
enterprising citizens of Philadelphia, to "ex-
tend the trade of the city with the West."

But " ihe West" of that day scarcely extend-

ed beyond Pittsburg, and the Pennsylvania

Railroad properly does not extend beyond

that city. But by means of judicious leases

and purchases, the Company is now the great-

est iu the world. Its connections extend—or

will soon do so—over the United States.

Philadelphia has naturally taken great pride

out of this famous Railroad Company, and
has undoubtedly derived immense advantage

from it. Much of the prosperity of the last

score years was derived from it. But this

prosperity was real and legitimate, and is

hardly likely to take to itself wings We
doubt whether Philadelphia will really lose

anything she now enjoys by the union of the

Pennsylvania and the New Jersey Railroad

Companies. The ocean commerce of Ihe

We»t and South will, of course, pass by and

through the city to New York. But it would

do tht.t in any case, and in effect, does so at

present. All the trade that Philadelphia now
er.joys through the Pennsylvania Railroad will

continue tj it. For the rest, we have only to

repeat that it was a commercial necessity

that the great railroad of the continent should

connect itself at last with the great seaport

and commercial metropolis

—

Economist.

— The St. Louis and Keokuk Railroad

after a short rest, is again underway Ihe

bridges are to be completed at once, and the

ties laid down between Hmnibal and the

Pike county line, and the unfinished grading

between Troy and the mouth of Big ereelt is

to be completed at once. Thi3 looks like

business I
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Sumac.—Among the commo'lities for which
New Yo k is the receiv Dgand dismbutiog de-

pot, American Mimac >s rapidly assuming an
important position, and bids fair to soon ex-

clude entirely the imported article, besides

leaving a large amount, for export after fully

supplying the domestic market. This material,

which enters so largely into our manufactures
of dyed goods and leather, was formerly all

imported, but now vast quanti ies are gathered

in Virginia and North Carolina, manufactured
on the ground and sent here. The lower grades

of imported sumac have been entirely sup-

planted by the domestic article, and as soon as

the gathering, curing and giinding shall be

more carefully attended to, will no doubt
supersede all grades of foreign production.

The slight difference which now exists between
foreign aud dome-tic snoiac is probably owing
to the fact that the first is cult'vated and the

latter at. present grows wild; but preparations

are being made to cultivate the plant in Vir-
ginia on a large scale, which will very much
improve its value. For tannine morocco, the

native p oduction when free tiom dirt is fully

equal to the be?t foreign, hut for dyeing, espe-

cially for fi e fabrics, the last named is pre-

ferred. Sicilian sumac is worth in this market
about $175 per ton, and the American already

demands as high as $110 for a choice article.

Libby's store houte in Richmond, once so noto-

rious as a military prison, is now u*ed as a fac-

tory for manufacturing sumic, and as much as

$100 000 in a single day has been paid for the

leaf ungroiind. The consumption of sumac
in this country amounts to nearly 9,000 tons

annually, of which w ; are now producing more
than one-half, with a prospect of a large in-

crease in a few years; and, as the u-es to

which it is putare daily increasing, the supplv
will probanly never exceed the demand. If it

should, we cau ship to Knglaud where the

consumption is over 20,000 tons yearly and
constantly increasing, with only the Sicilian

mark*t to draw from as yet, which is liable to

be closed at. any moment by complications
arising from the p esent war. This new field

for the profitable employnvnt of capital and
labor is a large one and well worth cultivating.

Th s city furnishes a market for nearly all the

sumac used in the United States.

Effect of Occupation on Health.—Tt has
ofteutime* been asserted that those exposed to

severe labor in the open atmosphere were the

least subject to sickness. This has been proved
a fa. lacy. Of persons engaged in heavy la-

bor in out-door exposure the percentage
of sickness in the year is 28.05. Of
those engaged at heavy labor in-doors, such
as blacksm lh.3, etc., the percentage of sick-

ness is 26.54— not much to be sure; but of
those engaged at. light occupations in-doors
and ou', the percentage of sickness is only
20.80 21.68. For every three cases of sick-

ness in those engaged in light labor, there are
four cases among those whose lot is heavy la-

bor. The mortal ty, however, is greatest

amjng those engaged in light toil, and in-door

labor is less favorable to longevity than labor-

ing in the open atmosphere. It is establ shed
clearly that the quantum of sickness annually
falling to the lot of man is in direct proportion
to demands on his muscular power.
How true this makes the a6s rtion, "Every

inventor who abridges labor and relieves man
from the drudgery of severe toil is a benefactor

of his race." There were many who looked
upon labor saving machines as great evil-", be-

cause they supplanted the hand toil of many
operatives. We have helped to cure the labo -

iug and toiliag classes of many such absurd
Dotinns. A more enlightened spirit is now
abroad, for all experience proves that labor-

saving machines do not destroy the occupations
of men but merely change them.

—

Scientific

American.

I.\DiA-RuBBEa Inexhaustible.—The belt of
land around the globe, five hundred miles north
and five hundred miles south of the equa or,

abounds in trees producing the gum of india-
rubber. They can be tapped, it is stated, for
twenty successive seasons without injury, and
the trees stand so close that one man can gal her
the sap of eighty in a day, each tree yielding,
on an average, three table spoonfuls daily.

Forty-three thousand of these trees have been
counted in a tract of country thirty miles long
by eight wide. There are in America and Europe
more than one hundred and fifty manufactories
of India-rubber articles employing souie five

hundred operatives each, and consuming more
than ten million pounds of the gum per year,

and the business is considered to be still in its

infancy. But to whatever extent it may in-

crease, there will still be plenty of rubber to

supply the demand.

ew are aware of the magnitude of the

production and sale of lanor-saving implements
hi connection with agriculture in this country.
It has been estimated that (he farmers of the
United States anuuUly expend between two
and three millions of dollars in reapiug aud
mowing mac -ines. The annual production is

now estimated at 125,000 machines.

7-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
The building of the Northern Pacific Rdilr.ad, (begun

July la*t), is being pushed forward iviih great energy from
both exlr milies of the line. Several thous.nd men are
employed in Mi nnesnta and on the Pacific coast. The grade
is ue-Hi'lv completed #<#*» miles west^^rd t'mm Lake Supe-
rior: trains are running over 130 miles of finished ruad
atidtiack laying is ivtpidlv progressing toward the '-astern

b'irderof DanoU. Including its purchase of the St PhuI
&l P.icifi ; K>ad, the Northern Pacific Couu any now h ls

413 utiles of completed rmd.nnd by September uext this

will be increased to at lea^t 500.
A Good Investment. Jay Cooke &. Cn. are now

selling, ami unhesitatingly recommend as a Pri-fiUb e and
per ectly Sale investment, the First ALn-tg^ge Lund Grant
G'J d Bunds ol the Northern I'^cinc. Railroad Company
'Ihe.v h lye 30 years to run. heir Seven and Three Tei.tns

percent, g'dd interest (more than S per cent, currency)
and ack secured by first and only moit^age on the untike
road and its equipments and also, as fast as cue Koad is

completed on

2:S %000 Acres of Land to every mile of trade, or

SOO Acres for each $l,UiU) Bond- They are exempt from
U. S. Ta\; Principal ami Interest are payable in Gold;
lienoujinaiions: Coupons, $10o to §1,0.0; Registered,

S 100 to Slb.utiO.

Lands for Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten pes cent above par, in ex-

change foi the Company's L mils, at their lo • est cash price

Tni* renders them practically interest bearing land
WARRANTS.
Sinking Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands

are required to be devoted to the re purcha-e and cancella-

tion of the First Mortgage Bunds of the Company. The
Land Grant "f the Koad exceeds Kifty Million Acre-. This
immense S nking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-

cipal of the Company's bunded debt before it falls due.

With t'Mrir ample security and high rate of in erest, there is

no investm-nt, accessible to the people, whicn is mure
PROl-'ITABLB. OR SAFE.

Exchanging U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue

cess of die New G >vernment 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the e-irly surrender or United Sute* percenis. Many
hoid-rs of Five Twenties are now exchanging them fur

Northern Pacific Seven Thinie-, thus realizing a handsome
profit, and gre aly increasing theiryearly income.

Other Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
B nds will be r-ceivedat their higheat current price in ex-

change lor Northern Pactic Seven-Thirties. Express
citAhOFS on Money or B mds received, and nn Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be ptid by the Financial Acents.
Full inf irmatbm, m-ips* pamphlets, &c-, c:tn be r.htained

on application at any «gency, crlromthe undersigned.—* JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agi nts, Northern Pacific Itullrnad Co.

By BANKS and aASK-ER&t/eneralli/lhroughotllthecounlri/.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEELJIRE OACH11
COMPAXT,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofEailroadMachinery

GEORGE O. LOBDELL, President

P. N.BKENXAN, Treasurer.

Wll.W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70..52

CHAELE3 A. DASA, Editor.

A Newspaper oi tbe Present Times.

Inzoadsd for People Now oa Earth.

Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, VTuifcers, Thinkers, and a 1 Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and tbe Wives, So»s, and

Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAH I

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR S50.

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a

$50 Club at evsry Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAR,
of th.3 same Eiz3 aa 1 general character as

THS WEEKLY, but -with a creator variety of

miscellaneous readme:, a^d famishing the n°ws
to its subscribeis with greater freshness, because

it come3 twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, S3 A YEAR.
A preeminently rsad.ble newspaper, with, tne

largest circulation in ihe world. Free, inde-
pendent, and. tearle?e in politics. A'l the news
from everywhere. Tw c-an:s a copy ; by mall,
50 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately ac dress°d.
Foil* Dollars.

Ten copie?, one venr, sen*rateiv addressed (a-*d
an extra copy to tbe getter up of cluo).

Eight Dollars.
Twenty conies, one year, separately addressed

(a.id an extra copy to tbe getter up of clnb).
Fifteen DolIa.ro.

Fifty copi°P. one year, to one rvl dress (and the
Semi- Weekly one year t-> setter ud of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addresser* pnd
tje Semi-Weekly oncyearto setter ur> oi clu^l,

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred copies, one year, tn r-ne address
(and tbe Daily for one year to tbegeftermof
clubj. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred coDies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (nrid tbe Daily lor one year to i ne uet^cr
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addreFFed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten corics, one yerr. renaratelv adnretsed (aud
on extra copy to getier np of el ib).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
in Post OfftVe order*. c^°cks, or draft* on >"eTT
Tort, wherever convenient If not. fnen rejiiLcr
tue letteri cootaiuini moaey. Address

I. "V7. ENGLANO, Publisher,
Son office, New York Cltv,
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E. D MANSFIELD, ----)
T WKlOflTSON, V Editors
A. J. HODDEK, j

CINCINNATI, - - Thursday, Jolt 20, 1871.

PUBLISHEO EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,

By IFriffhtson & Co.,

OPPICE-No. 167 Walnut Street

Subscriptions—$3 per annum in advance.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A square Et the space occupied by ten lines ofNonpareil.

Oae£quare,singlein»ertion 13b"
'* " per month 5 uu
*' ** six moulhs «.,.« 15 0*1
•* ** pet annum 25 U
** column.stuglt'nscrlion 7 00
*' *• pei mouth ...... 14 lit)

" ' six mouths 55 11°

«. t4 per annum 110 Oh
"page, single insertion... 35 00
41 '• perm.Mh 40 00
* " six mouths- , 135 00
"'- " peraniiom 240 00

Cardsnot exceeding foui lines, f 7 00 per annum.

WKIGHTSOlt & CO., Fnipr's

The Tunnel Entrance.

From the first inception of the project we

have ever been an advocate of the construc-

tion of this gateway for the traffic of the city,

having always contended for its importance

and necessity. It is true it has bad many
conflicting interests lo contend with, internal

and external, and great efforts, and a very

large amount of means has been expended to

crush it out of existence.

Ubere has been no period in the history of

the railroad interests ol Cincinnati when its

construction would not have materially added

to her commercial facilities as well as afford

extended means of developing our local sub-

urban traffic, so mmh needed to deplete our

overcrowded dormitories.

Jt is perhaps useless to detail the history of

the misfortunes that overtook the enterprise,

at a period wheu everything brilliant bad beeu

promised, or to allude to the apathy and iner-

tia that has since pervaded it, until it has been

almost forgotten, or alluded lo only as a chi-

merical project of a few madmen, or enthu-

siasts.

Of its necessity and importance, there is

but one opinion ; except on the part of a few

interested in rival interests. With the increase

of years, and tbe population and wealth of the

city, its importance and necessity has increased

in geometrical progression, until its construc-

tion much longer delayed would be almost

suicidal to the interests of the city, and especi-

ally of the east end.

Tatting this view of it, we are not aston-

ished to witness the wonderful "awakening
1 '

of interest that has recently taken place in

reference to this old and long dormant and

neglected but important enterprise.

It had been buried for so many years under

an incubus of legal troubles, apparently as

deep and unfathomable as the debris of Her-

culaneum and Pompeii, that even hope of a

resurrection had almost died out. The law-

yers bad been gloating over it, and growing

fat on the picking of its bones until its skele-

ton had become as dry as those in the valley

as seen by Ezekiel. The lawyers were beaten,

and there was a shaking and a coming together

of the parts, and a sound as of preparation for

life, vigor, existence. Form, Bhape, and sem-

blance had been given to it. But it was wor-

thy of one more struggle on the part of the

lawyers, who have no fear of God, ghost or

man, if they can only make anything; so the

effort is to be made to seize these gathered

bones and sell them to the New Jerusalem

Fertilizer Company to be ground into impal-

pable powder, and the interests of the city to

be disregarded,—a much needed public im-

provement again suspended and sacrificed for

supposed conflicting interests.

Can it, or will it, be done? We think not 1

This question comes up for a hearing to-

day (Thursday) before Judge Hagans, when

we trust that the Court will allow the winds

to blow, and breathe upon it, that it may live,

and render good service to this community.

Now we would remark to tbe legal gentle-

men, they may just as well

"Hang up tbe fiddle and the bow,"

And allow this work to go on, which, if it had

not been interfered with since the decree ol

court clearing it of legal disabilities, would

have shown by this time very commendable

progress.

It would, perhaps, be imprudent and im-

proper to say, that it matters but Intle what

the decision of tbe court may be, the work is

going to be constructed I I We would not,

and do not Bay it, as in contempt of tbe action

of court; but we do say, that tbe necessities

of our city will not "longer brook delay," and

will force this work to completion. Public

sentiment has fully set in this direction; inte-

rest and sympathy are alike awakened, and

tbe work must and will go on.

The contract has been made for its construc-

tion, Bigned, Bealed and delivered,—ratified

Engineers have already been looking over the

ground to see the condition and necessities,

—

tbe parties contracting are able, understand

tbeir business— the money is waiting, and the

whole work is to be finished without throwing

a single security on tbe market.

The result will be that the best avenue to

tbe outside of Cincinnati will be opened up,

the hills beyond tbe summit will be covered

with happy homes,—mechanics, merchants

and manufacturers, can step into the cars,

almost in the heart of the city and in half the

time required to reacu their homes now by

the ordinary street cars, they will step into

their comfortable residences, free from city

noise, dirt and malaria. It is a well known
fact that this road crosses, in coming into the

city not a single street or avenue—rapid time

can be made direct into the depot ; a distance

of two miles on this line will take you as far

from business center as seven or eight by the

other lines—and will be a saving not only of

the actual distance run, but also by tbe rapid-

ity with which trains can move, an immense

saving of lime. This much for local traffic.

Through traffic will be indebted to it fully

as much. It is useless to discuss whether tbe

other lines will use it or not. The truth is,

they have got to use it, and they can not help

themselves. Five or six miles of distance

saved, and the ability to run at full speed, are

arguments that railroad men comprehend, and

tbey will not fail to avail themselves of them.

Chesapeake * Ohio Railroad.

Quietly and silently this great work is pro-

gressing and moving forward towards the Ohio

river. The shortest living line between Cin-

cinnati and tide-water and the South eastern

trade. Has Cincinnati no interest in its con-

struction ?

Louisville has already Been to it, and got

the "traps set" for tbe shortest and best line

that can be made between the mouth of Sandy

and that city, to direct tbe traffic of the West

and South-west over her lines, and through

their ciiy. In this arrangement, she has, of

course, not consulted what would be the inte-

rest of Cincinnati, but pushed that line that

would be equally short, but as far away from

Cincinnati as possible—via Lexington. With

this we have no fault to find, no complaint to

utter. We merely state it as a fact, to which

it is folly to close our eyes.

Tbe question that revolves itself is, will Cin-

cinnati have any connection with the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railroad at all ? If so, how,

and by what means?

The honest indications are that she will

not, if it depends on Cincinnati to do anything,

very special, towards it.

It is true that there has been several series

of resolutions passed by the various public

bodies, and several preliminary surveys have

been run over different competing lines and

paid for by tbe parties interested. Yet there

is a lack of that organized effort and deter-

mination that is indicative of good faith and

a purpose to construct a great and much

needed work.

All will admit its importance. Nobody will

deny it. Yet there appears to be no leader

wbo can direct, organize and consummate

works of this character in the interest of Cin-

cinnati.

The Hillsboro line has exhibited the largest

amount of vitality. Col. Trimble, a gentlen an

of means, intelligence and energy, who has a

large landed interest on the route proposed
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has been pushing it. If he hud not, it would

have been equally dead with the others. But

even the condition of this is very problem-

atical. It is a matter of great doubt if with

sll his energy and interest he can vitalize it;

although he apparently possesses the confi-

dence and friendship of the managers of the

Chesapeake & Ohio line.

It may be that he will succeed and. con-

struct a portion of his line east of Hillsboro,

(his home) and then with the aid of Dayton

and the people in that direction secure a road,

connected at one end with the Chesapeake &

Ohio, and the other with a Chicago tendency.

This we think he can do, with less trouble

than he can reach Cincinnati.

This will be very nearly what the Chesa-

peake & Ohio want,—a direct connection with

Chicago—enabl'ng them to compete for the

great grain traffic of that city, and in which

they would have an enormous advantage, witb

their low grades and short line to tide-water,

over the other lines. In this the Chesapeake

& Ohio will no doubt willingly aid Col Trim-

ble, as they have already done, so liberally the

Lexington & Big Sandy, by subscribing two

millions to its stock, for the South-western

traffic.

Having thus secured the traffic of the South-

west, via the Lexington & Big Sandy, through

Lexington and Louisville, and of the North-

west turough Hillsboro, Dayton, etc , what in-

terest will they have in reaching out their

arms to Cincinnati ? Their great object will

have been accomplished, and there would be

nothing left to contend for but our local trade.

This it is true would be of value; but will

they not look upon it as of as much value to

us as them, and require us to pay for it ? It

would be contrary to the usual custom if they

did nott

We leel warranted in saying that we have

no faith that the Chesapeake it, Ohio Railroad

will contribute to any great extent to secure a

Cincinnati connection. Whether it is of suffi-

cient importance to secure it for ourselves, we
leave for our men of wealth to determine!

Union Depot, Memphis.—The City Council
of Memphis agreed on Wednesday til grant
the privilege lor a union depot for ail the rail-

roads, and one for freight in front of the lower
steamboat landing, and one for passengers in

front of the upper landing. The measure is

generally approved.

— The Iowa Narrow Gauge Railway Com-
pany, incorporated on the 21slult, has its

office in Marshalltown, and organized capital

of $2,000,000, and proposes to constiuct ihree
roads from Marshalltown: one noi to-west to

Webster city, 60 miles; one south-west to Des
Moines, 55 miles; and one south-west to Wa-
terloo, 50 miles.

— The change of gauge of the Ohio & Mis-
sissippi Railroad, from 6 feet to 4 feet Hj in-

ches, was made on the Noith Vernon & Jef-

feraonville branch on the luih inst , and Wr 11

he made on the main line, between St. Louis
and Cincinuati, ou the 23d inst.

Railroad monopoly.

The Pennsylvania Central Railroad has

leased, for a term of 99 years, the Indiana-

polis & Jeffersonville and the Jeffersonville &
Madison Railroads, thus giving them the mo-
nopoly of the routes lending to the great bridge

at Louisville. Its next step will probably be

to get control of the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad. —Kentucky Yeoman.

There is another thing the Tenman might

also have told as, and that is, that this gives

the Pennsylvania road the controlling interest

in the stock of the railroad bridge at Louis"

ville. It will, therefore, control not only the

routes but the bridges both at Cincinnati and

Louisville, and hence is supposed to have the

control of Southern traffic.

When this arrangement shall have been

consummated there will be very few lines now

constructed in Kentucky, certainly note of

anv prominence or value, that will not be un-

der the control of the great Pennsylvania line.

What the result will be in reference to Ken-

tucky legislation we are not prepared to say

Certain it is that we have no reason to sup-

pose it will, so far as the power of the rail-

road is concerned, be any more favorable to

granting the right lo construct the Cincinnati

Southern Railway than it has been heretofore.

Central Kentui ky has been robbed of this

franchise by the L.& N. Railroad monopoly

—

every side and cross road in the State aided

by their influence to do it ; either for the pur-

pose of sustaining the power of this monopoly,

or of exacting forced contributions from Cin-

cinnati and those interested in the construc-

tion of the Cincinnati Southern Railway. Will

this be any better if the Pennsylvania Rail-

road gets the entire control of the L. & N ?

It has had its hand on the throat ot the L.

& N. for some time and everybody knows it

Yet the Pennsylvania indignantly and virtu-

ously denied having anything to do with the

opposition to the Cincinnati Southern Rail-

way bill I

By the way, what will become of "eminent

domain," and Judge Philter's "Trojan

horse " if this should take place ? It seems

to us that " eminent domain " will have " de-

parted," and the gallant steed will be turned

out to die, being spavined, sweenied, ring-

boned, poll-eviled, pharsied, troubled with the

gravel, botts, and rheumatism, and wholly

unable to stand up to the " rack." The Leg-

islature last winter, blowed the "Trojan

horse," broke his wind, and foundered him by

passing the St. Louis & Iron Mountain Rail-

road charter, containing all the purported ob-

jectionable features ot the Cincinnati meas-

ure, whereby this line acquired and became

"entitled to all the privileges, rights and im.

munities, and be subject to all such restrict

ti' ns as are granted, made, and prescribed

for the benefit, government, and direction of

such company by the act of their incorpora-

tion," passed by the Legislature of Missouri,

and approved March 3d, 1851. That, too, with-

out having even a copy of the charter to look

at and see what it was. But then it was not

a competing line with the L. & N. ; and hence,

did not meet with its disapprobation. Besides,

Missouri was not an abolition State, and had

nothing to do with "stealing their niggers"

Can any measure be passed hereafter that

has not already been legislated upon in Phila-

delphia? Alas! for the "principle" involv-

ed 1 We shall see what we shall see!

—

Gaz.

Southern Ohio Railroad.

In answer to the numerous inquiries hv let-

terand oiherwise.as to the condition cf affairs

of the Southern Ohio Railroad, 1 wish to say

that the map. profiles and estimates have been

completed, and ihe report of ihe engineer and
my own statement of the character and claims

of the line forwarded to the president of iha

Ch. & O. Co. The map and profiles await his

order.

I expect also, with my chief engineer, to

accompany the chief engineer of the Ch. & O.
Co. over the line, about the last of this or the

1st of next month.

if the surveys of the corapetin? lines south

were ready tor submission to the president

and directors of the Chesapeake Co , a deci-

sion might be anticipated at an early day. It

seems to be recognized by all that no line can

be built in southern Ohio without aid from
that company.
What that decision will be, I can not say.

I think Iain justified in saying mat the tine

I have been instrumental in presenting is the

true line for the Ch. & O. Co and for the

country, and ought to win. The reasons for

this opinion, and the report of the engineer,

will be presented to the people on the line

when appeal is made for stock to aid in build-

ing the road. Wm H Trimble,
Pres't Board of Corporators.

What is a Railway Connection?—The fol-

lowing are the grounds on which the Supreme
Court of Maine, in the injunction case between
the Boston & Maine and the Poitland, Saco &
Portsmouth Railway Companies, su-t lined the

injunction until a final hearing and decision

of Ihe ease: In the charier ot the Portland,

Saco & Portsmouth Railway Company the

legislature reserved the right to authorize

other roads to connect with its road; and
alterwards authorized the Boston & Maine
Railway to connect with it. The case turned

upon the meaning of the term connect, aod
the court held unanimously that it means
not only a physical connection but a business

connection, so as practically to make one road

of the two thus connecting. Question was
also made whether the court has jurisdiction,

the statute having authorized the railroad

commissioners to fix times and terms in such

cases. Bu 1 the court held that it has jurisdic-

tion in this case, because the respondents

claimed that the statite requiring them to

draw the cars of a connecting road was un-

constitutional in respect to them, and denied

the right of the Boston & Maine company to

have their cars thus drawn, and because the

remedy through the railroad commissioners

would he so slow as to be entirely inadequate,

and in the meantime the righis of the public

as well as of the other complainants would be

most injuriously affected.
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Railroads aud Investors.

Judge Blarchford's decision on WeJnesday
in the Erie ease seems to have evoked appro-

ving comment trom all parties. The foreign

owners of the 60,000 shares in dispute are

gratified that the whole of their stock is or-

dered to be placed in a negotiable form in the

bands of the receiver of the court; and their

opponents are content to be allowed to regis-

ter the 30.0110 new shares, notice of the issue

of which has recently been given to the Stock

Exchange from the Farmers' Loan and Trust

Company, by whom the transfer books of the

Erie are kept When the history of the com-
plicated lingation of this corporation comes
to be written, it is boldly declared that many
of the deeper causes of the scandals of the

past four years will prove t> have been over

looked, and that various parties are implicated

who have so far succeeded in escaping public

opprobrium, though they have forced on others

the responsibility and the odium of grave

irregularities How much trulh there may be

in, these suggestions, we must leave it to the

future 1 1 decide One thing is certain. Al-

most the only excuse popularly made for the

piesent managers of the Erie road is that they

have prevented that great corporation from

falling into the hands of the powerful mono-
poly which has already got control of the

other direct avenues of commerce between

this city ar.d ihe great West. Of course this

plea does not excuse a want of integrity on

tiie part of anybody, and it is never permissi-

ble to do evil that good may come. Besid 8

there were abundant means to prevent hy

more legitimate action the absorbing of the

Erie corporation by the Vatiderbilt clique.

Such, however, is the general opposition to

monopolies, and so strong ihe antagonism to

their exiension, that much of that popular ac-

quiescence in the doings of the Erie managers
which has so puzzled foreigners is thus ex-

plained, and especially as those managers are

said tj have improved the accommodations of

their road, and to have greally added to the

facilities of freight and passenger travel.

This same violent opposition of the popular

mind to clique ownership of railroads is ex-

hibiting it-elf every day in various forms in

Wall street. To it is due the fact that so few

roads are regarded as offering safe invest-

ments in their stock. Three or four years

ago there was an increasing number of our

leading railroads in the East and West, the

shares of which were very largely held by in-

vestors. But scrip divideuds, cornering ope-

rations, and various other maneuvers of specu

lalive capitalists, have checked this movement.
The public prefer good railroad bonds to

doubtiul railroad shares, aud now, as an in-

evitable result, our railroads have passed al-

most wholly int > the control of powerful com-
binations of capitalists, who are moved by

considerations of private interest rather than

public advantage, aud who regard their seve-

ral roads as a speculative propei ty, to be mani-

pulated at the Stock Exchange rather than as

a grave public trust, confided to them by their

fellow citizens for the promotion of great na-

tional objects. We are in a transition period

of railroad development. The evils we refer

to will bring their own cure. What is wanted
is more rigid responsibility on the part of di-

rectors and managers of railroad property.

These men mu.-t be made amenable to an en-

lightened public opinion. If they betray their

trust, punishment must be provided. At an
earlier period this was ntt needed. Before

the war railioad building too often discouraged

and impoverished its votaries. And tue abso-

lute need ut communication was so impera-

tive that the construction of railroads was
thrown freely open to the public. The vast

growth of commerce, and wealih,and popula-

tion during the la3t ten years has destroyed

the safeguard of competition by making it the

interest of shrewd capitalists to manipulate

the traffic and the revenues of certain roads

with a view to raise the speculative value of

the shares at the Stock Exchange. The rela-

tions of these roads to the local traffic, and
the reciprocal dependence of railroads lor

prosperiiy on the growth of the districts they

traversed, was liable at any time to be reck-

lessly sacrificed to some through traffic ar-

rangement, or some Wall street speculative

operation. Hence have arisen colossal asso-

ciations to consolidate various companies, and
these have grown till a dozen large corpora-

tions threaten to control the whole internal

commerce of this country. Will these threats

be fulfilled? Of course they can not be car-

ried out in opposiiion to the will of the peo-

ple. For these corporations are the creatures

of legislation. Almost every other nation be-

sides ihe United .Sttes has assened more or

less explicitly the paramount rights of the go-

vernment over its railrjads. On the Conti-

nent of Europe many of the roads will in

course of years lapse into the ownership of

the government, and pay a revenue to the

national treasury Of course we do not re-

commend ihat such a policy of government
ownership should be adopted here It is not

quite in accordance wilh ceitain fundamental
principles of government, and is otherwise in-

admissible. But its discussion may serve to

show that 'he concessions entrusted to rail-

road companies fur the public good, confer on

the managers of these roads no po*er to fill

their own pockets by robbing ihe people, anl
that the rights of boards of directors are shut

in by very narrow bounds aud sharply defined

limits.

The answer to the demand for a remedy is

therefore not far to seek. There are nume-
rous indications that we are approaching a

new state of things, and that the evil is work-

ing out its own cure. First, investors are

losing confidence in clique railroads. The
public is wilhdrawing capital from railroad

shares and putting it into good railroad bonds
instead. If the fuel fails the fire will soon die

out Speculation can not live without the

capital of outride investors. It is notorious

that the schemes of the cliques' have for two

years and more brought disaster oftener than

profit. Under these circumstances they can
not long hang together and their dispersion is

a mere question of time. Anoiher lively op-

ponent of these clique movements is the pro-

jection of new competing lines of road. As
one of the numerous illustrations of this we
may mention the proposed short railroad to

Chicago. It is suggested by the opponents of

the Vanderhilt monopoly It proposes to

shorten the lime between Chicago and New
York to twenty hours, to tap the largest an-

thracite coal region in Pennsylvania, to place

Pittsburg 36 miles nearer to New York;
Cleveland, 120 miles; St. Louis, 77 miles;

and Chicago 96 miles. Ii promises to take

grain from Chicago to tide water at fonr-filths

the present cost, and to be ready for operation

by 1875. Such propositions are both a con-

sequence and a remedy of the evil we are dis-

cussing. Without the vast combination of

capitalists to which the railroad public have

been familiarized in the past few years such

la.ge enterprises could not be attempted; and
in presence of such enterprises ever waiting

to be realized, mischievous monopolies can

not long fetter the movements or oppose the
beneficent mission of railroad progress.

—

Fin.
Chronicle.

Poor's Railroad Manual for 1871-2.

This unique and most valuable work makes
its annual appearance enlarged to keep pace
with the growth of the gigantic system which

I it describes.

At the beginning of the present year 53 145
miles of railway lines were in operation. The
increase in 1870 whs unprecedented; 6,145

miles of new railroad having been construct-

ed; whereas in 1869 only about 3,500 were
made.
The total earnings of these roads in 1870

amounted to $450,000,000, from 125.000.000

tons ot freight, valued at more than $10,000,-

000,000.

These roads have cost nearly $2,500,000,-

000, representing ihe day labor of ihe entire

male population of the nation for an eniire

year. In fact the Manual shows that there is

one mile of railway track for every 723 inhabi-

tants, and if their gross annual earnings could

be equally distributed, each man, woman and
child in the United St 'tea would receive nearly

twelve dollars; this sum representing the car-

riage of 3} tons of freight, worth $2X2.

Our sketch (next week) of the old style of

toting food and merchandise in old times,

taken from "The Hallways of Canada," coti-

rasted with this aspect of modern transporta-

tion, may we.l strike the imagination with

wonder. It unveils a panorama of the work-

i g world. It shows comings of a strange

future.

When will the chronic famine in Egypt,
Persia, India, cease? When there are pub-

lished al Cairo, al leheran, at Cahul, at Ma-
dras, such Manuals as this. Over a com-
mon road a ton of m^ize or wheat costs

20 cents a mile; over a railway 1J cents a
mile. Wh t is the con e|ueu<e? Maize can
be moved only 125. and wheat 250 miles from
the place where it is grown, by common roads.

By railway, maize can go 1,600 and wheat
3,200 miles to market Minnesota atthe cen-

ter of this continent may feed its entire popi-

latton Famine drops from the list of the

world's plagues ; and with it pestilence.

And the same railway system which feeds all,

t -aches all, unites all, and keeps al! at peace.

Wars must cease when the railway system is

cumplete
Will it ever be ? Surely it grows fast enough

to give us hope of it In 1851 there was but

8,870 miles of it in operation In twenty

years the increase has been 550 per cent,

The entire railroad freight tonnage trebled

itself in the last ten years betveen I860 and
1870. The population of the United States

increases at the rale of 2} per cent, per an-

num. Mi Poor estimates toe rate of increase

of the productive power of the population at

four times the increase of the popula ion itself;

that is, the living wealth of ibe counny d mbles

itself every ten years, through its m iroved

and enlarged machinery, of which ihe railway

system is a chief item, lying at the base of

all.

What is a national debt of $3 000 010.000

to such a nation? As the N. w Y /rk Times
well says, revenue must mcre.oe w.ib wealth,

if taxation remains stationary anl taxation

must decline as revenue is mhanel; for a
million more tax payeia are i dded to the list

every year, and the policy of pay ng < ff the

nation's debt becomes at the same time easier

and more a matter of habit with the public

miud, which, with our system of free institu-
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tions, regards it, Dot as a political problem,

but as a mere matter of commercial business.

Massachusetts has one mile ol track to every

five square miles of land. Were all the States

and Territories thus furnished, there would be

60U.0OO miles of railway in running order.

Allowing one-half the area of the Union to be
uninhabitable, the remainder still demands
300,0110 miles of railway, of which only one-

sixth are constructed now. But Massachu-
setts coitinues to lay down new tracks. Where
is it to stop ? What mighty combinations are

in btore in the future for the Railway World?
The Pennsylvania Railroad combines under
its absolute control over 3,300 miles of line,

costing 1250,000,1 OO^and earning annually

$50,000,000—combines with these other thou-

sands of miles which it indirectly controls.

What foresight can predict the state of things

in ten, twenty or thirty years from now?
Timid minds stand awes-truck and cower be-

fore the spectacle, dreaoing they know not

what, because they do not see the heart blood

of the nation pulsating through these iron

arteries and veins. A healthy life always
takes care of itself. A nation like ours is as

Bell-regulating, self-renovating a machine as

any individual body of the organic world
;

cures its own distempers by instinct; and ap
plies all its faculties with unernn? wisdom for

its own good.— U S. Railroad Register.

Gen. Rosecrans has contributed to the

Alia California, the following respecting nar-

row gauge railroads:

"Regarded economically the railroad is a
hauling machine. Everyunnecessaryexptn.se
put upon this machine adds to the cost of^haul-

ing done by it. Every unnecessary cost in the

construction and equipment of railroads is a

public evil. It matters not whether this cost

results from blunders in engineering, blunders

in management, or|rascality in operating the

road, or watering the slock, the people have to

pay the interest on it. In this view why should

we pay for building a broad gauge when a nar-

row gauge will do all the work likely to be re-

quired. Evidently it would be a public wrong
for the owners of a railway franchise to build a

broad gauge when a narrow gauge will do ihe

work, and the public have a right to see that

it is done, and to hold those who thus prepare

needless burdens responsible for it. The ques-

tion comes up, therefore, wiih every new rail-

way line, and should be asked by the people,

Will a narrow gauge do the work ? The data

for the answer are to be sought in reason and
experience; but I will ask has the most crowd-

ed four foot eight and a halt inch gauge rail-

way in the United States more work than it

can do ? It that line of toad with this gauge,
which has the greatest traffic in the world,

does less than it can, and yet carries five times

as much freight over each mile as does the

moi-t heavily worked road in the United States,

why does the latter need so much more capa-
city than it has work ? If the heaviest worked
road in our country has ten times as much to

do as the average of roads in new countries

can expct to have in twenty years to come,
why should they be made to coat so much?
Why should our new roads be constructed
with a carrying capacity filiy times greater

than the work they will be called upon to do?
Any man who can show that they ought to be

80 constructed, can prove that one ought io

get n six horoe Concord coach to give a baby
an airing. W S Ruseckans.

« » .

— There is a movement on foot to build a
narrow gauge road from Media to Chester, in

Delaware county, Pennsylvania.

The Itn t lro»d Progress of a Tear.

The fourth volume of the " Manual of the

Railroads of the United States for 1871-2,"

compiled by Mr. Henry V. Poor, a copy of

which has just come to hand, possesses a pe-

culiar interest in view of the rapid progress

of railroad construction during the past year,

and almost as rapid increase of traffic and
earnings in all departments of transportation

by rail.

According to the mileage table prepared by
Mr Poor, there wee, at the close of 1830, 23

miles of railroad in operation in the United
States. Between 1830 and 1840 the number
of miles of railroad built was 3,515, making,
at the beginning of 1841, a total of 3,536

miles Between 1840 and 1850 the number
of miles added was 5,508; and the addition

in tbe len years eiding with 1860 were 21,-

614 miles. Between 1860 and 1870, 22,764

miles were added, making at the beginning

of the current year a total of 53,399 miles in

operation.

The greatest progress made in any one year
was in 1870, during which 6,145 miles were
opened. From 1861 to 1806 the progress of

construction was very much delayed by the

war and the disturbed condition of business

generally, only 3 273 miles having been con-

S'ructea during the four years of its continu-

ance, or 2,872 miles less than were opened in

1870 alone. With reference to future pro-

gress, Mr. Poor wisely refrains from venturing

any definite estimates. He thinks, however,

that the system is likely to extend very rapid-

ly for several \ears to come. The progress

made will depend largely upon the increase

of population, but as a given number of in-

habitants double their traffic every ten years,

it is Bafe to predict that railroads will con-

tinue to increase very rapidly for some time

to come, even in those States which can not

sdow a very large percentage of annual in-

crease of population. The State of Massa-
chusetts has one mile of railroad to every

5 27 square miles of territory.

A simi.ar ratio would give New York and
Pennsylvania about 9,000 miles respectively,

or more than double their present, mileage,

while it would give to Illinois about 11,600

miles, or two and a half times its mileage at

the beginning of the current year. In these

three States it is probable that the mileage
will increase rapidly until the Massnchus> tts

ratio is reached, but in most States it is doubt-

ful if the increase of population will be suffi-

cient for several years to justify any such in-

crease of railroad facilities as would be need
ed to give a rate ol mileage to territory equal

to that of Massachusetts.

The increase in the volume and value of

the tonnage traffic of our railroad system is

even more remaikable than the increase in

mileage. In 1851, the tonnage of the rail-

roads then in operation amounted to about
five million tons. In 1870 the net tonnage,
deducting about 30,0&0,U(M) tons for freight

passing over more than one road, and more
than once counted in the gross total, amount-
ed to 72,500,0011 tons The earnings of the

50,000 miles of road in operation last vear

are estimated at $450,OOU,000.—New York
Bulletin

The Viaduct Knllnmcl and East ftirer
Bridge.

At the last meeting of the Directors of the
Viaduct Railroad Company, the President,

Judge Hilton, stated that several corps of sur-

veyors were active'y engaged in making sur-

veys of the proposed roote, and that he had
expected that the committee appointed at the
meeting of a few merchants and capitalists in

the rooms of the Chamber of Commerce would
have been present to advocate the extension,

of the road below Chambers street: some ad-
vocating that it ought not to end short of tbe
Battery. The Committee, however, d'd not
appear The survey, it is said, will be very carej

fully made; one hundred and fifty engineers
are engaged on it. As soon as tbe survey is

completed, a report will be made to a com-
mittee consisting of Gov. Huffman, Mayor
Hall, and Commissioner Tweed, of the Depart-
ment of Public Works. The contemplated
road is to run about twentv-five feet above
the ground, on brick arches, between' trans-

verse iron ribs, supported by heavy iron

lateral columns artistically designed, them-
selves supported on inverted arches of solid

masonry bunt into ihe ground All available
spaces under the road will be couverted into

stores and markets.

The viaduct *brming the "approach'' to the
East River Bridge, from tbe depot at the
City Hall Park t> the anchor wall, will be
1,336 feet long, and 85 feet wide. To avoid
danger from fire in buildings beiow, it is pro-

posed to buy the ground needful for a wide
avenue in the line of the bridge, from Chatham
street to the river. On this, fire proof ware-
houses must, it is thought, be built, bo as to
make their framework in part of tbe viaduct

supports. The cost of this will be immense,
and the remark made at a meeting in the

Chamber of Commerce rooms (already re-

ferred to), that Brooklyn, unaided, can not
build the bridge, becomes intelligible The
Bridge Company do not seem disposed to

grapp'e with this question yet $2X),O0O.OO&

to $25,000,1)00 is the estimate of prominent
business men of the total cost of this work

;

and its managers begin to view favorably the

consolidation of the two cities, that the ex-
pense may be shared between them.

Inspection of the Bottoms op Wells.—
Sufficient light to enable any one to see the

water or en'th at the bottom of a well, can be

directed down a shall by means of an ordinary

looking glass. Il the well be under cover,

two glasses will be required, and our own in-

genious readers will, by a little experimenting,

be able to arrange them iu tbe right positions.

P*PEB UnDER-CLOTHES AND SpKEiDS—Th®
Japanese paper handkerchiefs are assuredly

coming, if a contemporary be right. The pa"

per collar manufacture has been extended to

less prominent but more important garments
of great strength and flexibility, which can be
sewed with a machine, giving seams almost

as strong as a wuven fabric. The inventor

has particularly applied it to the production

of petticoats, which are either printed in imi-

tation of ihe fasbiouabe skirts of the day, or

stamped out in open work of such beauty and
delicacy as no amount of labor with scissors

and needle could imitate. Tbe marvel is that

these really beautiful productions can be sold

at retail at fifteen cents each.

Imitation cretonnes and chintz for bed fur-

niture are also made, a set costing at. retail

about $1 50. Tbe felted m aerial is 8o flexi-

ble that a curtain may be twisted into a rope

and shaken out again, showing as little creas-

ing as chintz similarly treaied. There are

also t*ble ch.ths embossed with designs of

great neauty. This felled paper ra»y in the

end have a serious influence on the produc-

tion of the woven tabrics it is intended 1 1 dis-

place Imitation leather, impermeable io wa-

ter, is likewise made of it, and produces a

cheap and useful covering tor furniture, i nJ

even serves lor shoes.

—

Paper Trade Reporter.
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The Borax »1 Kevada.

Several months since we announced the

discovery ot extensive deposits of borates of

lime and soda in California and Nevada, east

of the Sierra Nevada, on plains or flats which
are covered by water in wet seasons. We
can add now that the expectation then enter-

tained of an extensive and profitable produc-
tion of borax bave been strengthened by the

brief experience since acquired. The borax
deposits ot California are tailher from toe

market, as well as inferior in richness and
extent, to those ot Nevada, and the latter

will probably lurnisb a large part of the borax
of commerce in the course of a Itw years.

The borax consumption of the world is

about 1 l,UiiU tons annually. The present price

in Europe is about $300 per ton, making an
annual value ot $3,bU0,O0U. In the United
{States it is sold by retail at the rate ot aoout
$5UU per ton. It is said that tbe Nevada bo-

rax can be lurnisbed with a large profit at

the rate ot $loU per ton, or one half of the

present price in Europe.
'lbe known borax deposits of Nevada, sup

posed to be valuable, have been "located" by
inaiviuuals wim have in some cases sold out

to compame . Ihe Nevada Consolidated
Company, ot this city, claims the beet of

these burax locations, covering an area of

20,000 acres at Columbus, i'lsb and Teal
Fiats or Lakes in Esmeraldo county, Nevada,
'140 miles south went from the Central Pacific

Railroad. 1 his company brought twenty-one
tons of crude borax lu this city some weeks
since and refined it here, obtaining ten tons
ot the pure boiax, which is beautiful in the
form, color and size ot its crystals ; and in

strength, according to tbe statement ot some
blacksmiths wbo nave tried it, it is superior

to the beet English borax. The company
are now negotiating wnh a pany of English
men tor a sale ot one hat the property tor

$500,000, and tbey say that if the sale is not
completed within a lew weeks they will put
Up extensive reduction works at Wadsworth
and commence the work of refining.

Ihe crude mineral consists of borate of
lime and borate ot soda, mixed witb sand,
mud, carboraie of soda, chloride of soda, and
magnesia. It is supposed that warm springs
ot boiacic acid rise in these flats or lakes and
thai, the acid uniting with tbe lime ot the
country rock, or witn soda found in the flats,

ioims tbe borates. At some points the water
is so hoi Ave let-t beneath the surface that a
man could not stand in it. In dry seasons
the water is found from one foot to Ave feet

below tbe surfac • About a hundred tons of
ciuoe material can be obtained from an acre
in the he.t places, and in tbe course of a lew
months it ib replaced, so that the supply seems
iuexhaustible. Coiumbus flat bas borate of
lime and chloride of soda. Teal flat bas
borates ot lime and soda Teal flat is eigh-
teen miles east and Fish fiat is leu miles south
ot Columbus.
The borate of lime is insoluble in cold

water, and the crude material is ground fine

and men washed, the water dissolving the
soluble impurities It is then dissolved lu but
waier which leaves tiie sand behind it. Soda
is added, and lbe boiacic acid abandons Ihe
lime to unite with tbe soda in borax, which is

then cryttalized. A second crystalization is

used to get the handsomest and purest borax.
By another process sulphuric acid is poured
into the hot solution of borate ot lime, ine
result being tue formation of Bulphate of
•lime, wbU h la Is as an insoluble precipitate,
white the bena^ e acid is left tree; and when

drawn off soda is added to make the needed
biborate of soda, the borax of commerce
The cost of redmtion is estimated to be $50
per ton of re6ned borax at the utmost. Bo-
rax contains a large per eentage of water,

and one ton of pure borate of lime has enough
boracic acid to make nearly two tons of

borax.

Several companies are preparing to produce
borax. At a borax flat of 1,280 acres, about
forty miles south of Wadsworth, on the Col-

umbus road, claimed by Troop and others, a
large boiler has been erected tor refining pur-

poses- The crude material is thrown into wa-
ter nearly boiling hot until saturation is

reached, and is drawn off into a vat, where
the borate ot lime erystalizes, with some im-

purities It is taken out, washed with cold

water, put into the boiler, and dissolved to

saturation in water at a temperature of 133

degrees, ihe hygrometer standing at 'M de-

grees. Cryslalization is then effected again,

and merchantable borax is obtained This
account of the process is given to us bv a
correspondent, and seems to imply that, the

crude material is a biborate of soda, needing
only to be treed from impurities and formed
into large crystals for commercial purposes.
The probability is. however, that the account
is not exact, and that other processes are used
in addition. We think there is no mistake
about Ihe high value of the borax deposits.

—

Alia California.

The London Quarterly Journal of
Science says that a considerable number of
gentlemen lately met at the Lancashire engi-
neering and compression casting works of St
Helen's Junction, to witness the new process
ot casting in brass and iron, chased and em-
bossed work of ihe most elaborate description.
The process, which was then for the first lime
exhibited in England, is an American inven-
tion, and its utility was (shown to consist in

this: That any design, whether in high or low
relief, chased on metal of any required pattern
or shape, whether flat as a door-plate or round
as a vase, can be reproduced bv casting ad in-

finitum, and each casting will show upon it

all the sharpness of the original casting.

Molds are made with a preparation of fine

clay. The making of one of these molds takes
from five to ten minutes. They have then to

stand twenty-four hours exposed to dry air,

alter which I hey are baked in a furnace for

eight hours These clay molds, into which
the metal is afterwards poured, are, to all in-

tents and purposes, encausfc tiles. The
molds are placed in a box, and the air is ex-
tracted from tbem so as to form a vacuum,
alter which the irollen metal is forced into
them, and in this way, in ten minutes, a cast
ng can be completed. When the casting is

taken out, the design, however intricate, is

found to be perfectly represented, with the
exception of removing a slight surface of clay
from it, which can be done in half an hour,
and the article is then ready to be sent to the
bronzer. instead of having to be put in the
chaser's hands. In this way an enormous
amount of cost and labor on ornamental arti-

cles in metal is saved.

— The Missouri, Kansas & Texas road has
been finished to Pryor creek, a point 35 miles
north of Port Gibson, and within 200 miles of
the Texas line.

— Of tbe 80,000 shares of $50 each, of the
Cincinnati & Terre Haute Natrow Gauge Rail-

road stock, 5,710 shares have beeu taken.
Tbe capital stock is $4,000,000.

Molded and Pressed Glass.

Flint glass, or crystal, forms one of the mngt
beautiful Varieties of this beautiful material,

and in its manufacture into Ihe various objects

employed, both for ornament and use, many
ingenious methods are employed Molded
flint glass may be considered one of Ihe m ist

important improvements in the modern treat-

ment ot this substance Its relractive and
cut like effects are so similar to those obtained,

at a much greater cost, by cutting the glass,

that it is not always easy to determine whether
it is really cut or not.

The peculiarity of modern molded glass is,

that the interior of the article has no indenta-
tions corresponding to the figure outside, and
its luster is consequently due to the inequali-

ties of its substance. The metal is first gath-

ered on a rod in the ordinary way, allowed to1

cool a little; some more is then laken up, and
the mass is immediately pressed into a metal
mold, on the interior of which the figure to be
impressed on the glass is indented. In this

way the exterior coating only fills the inden-
tations, the cavity in the interior preserving
its smooth and circular form When about
half formed, the projecting pai ts are made
slightly to separate from each other by quick-
ly turning the rod, while the workman at the

same time blows into it The article is then
brought as usual into the desired shape, and
in order to give it a polish, it is exposed to

heat just sufficient slightly to melt its exlernal

surface, which is called the fire-polish, and is

then annealed.

What is called pressed glass is a variety of
this last kind, and the operation of its produc-
tion is quite simple. A die and mold of the

desired shape are secured on a table; the die

is capable of being plunged into a mold by a
lever, thus forcing down the glass before it,

and causing it to assume the shape of Ihe

mold. It requires much practice to collect

the exact quantity of fused glass necessary,

and if this be not the case the article is spoiled.

It, is an extremely rapid and cheap mode of
producing glass objects. The effect, however,

is not so good as the last, and this method is

chiefly confined to very common objects

Another variety of pressed glass manufac-
ture is what is called drop-pi n^hing, and is

employed chiefly for making the drop work
and spangles for chandeliers, &c. Lumps of
glass are made expressly for ihis process, and
are sotened in a blast furnace. When suffi-

ciently soft tbey are then squeezed in pairs of
hot dies, and ihe required form is thus given
to them. They also require to be cut and
polished in the same way as ordinary cut
glass *

Grand Rapids & Isdiana Railway—Elec-
tion of Directors.—The stockholders of the

Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad met at

Sturgis, Michigan, on the 19th inst, for the

election of a board of directors Tor the ensu-

ingyear. There was a large attendance. The
following gentlemen were chosen : Joseph K.
Edgerton. Pliny Hoagland, Frank P. Randall,

J N. McCullougb, Thos. D. Messier, Springer
Harbough, M. Talcott, Andrew Ellison, Win.

A. Howard, Harvey J. Hallister, George H.
White, Byron M. Haucks, and J G. Waite

—

thirteen in all, making four more than hereto-

fore.

The party, numbering about fifty, then went
noith on a special train to the northern ter-

minus of the road, and to where rails are be-

ing laid.
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The Railrord sensation of tile Year.

A Short Line Railroad From Cincinnati to

New Turk—Plans Matured for Building a

Road One Hundred and Twenty Miles

Shorter than the Shortest Existing Route.

About three months ago there appeared!

notices in the pipers of the organization of

the Kentucky & Great Eastern Railroad, and

the election as directors of Colonel S. W.
Morton, of New York ; A. J. Hodder, of Cin-

cinnati : General J C Fremont, of New York;

General N. P Banks, of Massachusetts; Judge
William P Cutler, of Marietta; J. M. Duke,

of Maysville, and James 11 Brady, of Pitts-

burg.

Colonel Morton was elected president of

the board, Mr Hodder, vice-president, and T.

Wrighlson, secretaty.
'1 he ostensible purpose of this organization

was to build a road trom Covington to Cal-

lettsburg, Kentucey, and it attracted, at the

time, camparatively little attention. The de-

velupments of the last few days, however, have

put an entirely different phase on this project,

and reveal the fact that instead of being a

local project, it was really a plan for building

a road trom Cincinnati to New York city

The president of the road reached the city

yesterday, and though he is not disposed to

reveal all the purposes of the organization, he

and those associated with htm are willing to

let the world have enough light on the subject

to enable them to disc >ver a plan for con-

structing a road from this city to New York,

which they claim will be one hundred and

twenty mileB shorter, by measurement, than

the Pennsylvania Central, the shortest exist-

ing route.

1 he company contemplate the construction

of the road Ironi Coviugton to Catlettsburg, a

dUt.nce of 130 miles. Prom tue latter place

they proceed across the Slate of West Vir-

ginia over a route already surveyed, striking

near or at the Point of Rocks. From Cat-

let'sburg to Point of Rocks will be 230 miles,

making from Cincinnati to the Potomac, a

distance of 360 m>les. A part of the line

will be over the Maysulle & Big Sandy Rail-

road, the franchise and pioperty of which it

is said the new organization has purchased.

On this pait of the road work has been done

which is estimated at $300.000
1 hrough the State of West Virginia pre-

liminary surveys have been made, though the

exact route has not been determined.

From Point of Rocks connections will be

ipade with roads now existing, or construct

ing, thiough the Slate of Pennsylvania, the

cities of York and Reading both baing points.

By this line the projectors claim the dis

tance from Cincinnati to New York will not

exceed 626 miles, and may by contemp'ated

changes be even less than this. The new
line will compare with existing roads, accord-

ing to i he figures furnished by the officers of

the former, as follows :

Miles.

New York Central 880

E.ie H»l

Baltimore & Uhlo 777

Pennsylv .ma Central 746

Keniucky & Great Eastern 626

If this estimate is correct, and the gentle-

man vouches for it, the basis of actual sur-

vey, it will be seen that an immense advan-

tage will accrue to the new road One hun-

dred and twenty miles are equal to lour or

five hours of travel t> passengers, and in both

passeugers and freiget the saving in cost of

so much transportation is a matter of great
consequence.

But this is not all that is claimed for the
new line, for while the projectors urge that

the new route will be 12(1 miles shorter in

measurement, in equating distances by reason
of curves and grades, the distance saved, they
say, will with the former be little less than two
hundred miles.

The grade throughout the entire line is of
the most favorable nature. In Kentucky the

maximum grade will be fifteen feet. In West
Virginia, going east, 52J feet, coming west,

72 feet The value of ihe la'ler will be better

understood when it is remembered the maxi-
mum grade of the Baltimore & Ohio road is

117 feet.

Of the benefits of this road, if completed, so

far as bringing us coal, iron, salt, lumber and
oil are concerned, our readers need hardly he

informed. It-i consequence is one which
could not readily be overestimated.
The road from Cincinnati to Catlet'sburg

can be completed within one year, and the

the project irs say no reason exists why the

through line to New York may not be finished

within three years.

But this is not all of the project, for it now
turns out the same parties who are interested

in the road from Cincinnati to New York, are

also the moving powers in the proposition to

complete the old tunnel under Walnut Hills,

of which we have spoken heretofore. That
contracts have been made for the finishing of

the latter there can be no doubt. It seems,

then, that these are all but parts of the same
general plan for buil ling up another magnifi-

cent railroad inteiest which will connect Cin-

cinnati with the eeaboard, furnish to the new
route a safe outlet to the north-west, an I what
is probably more than all, to prepare a great

eastern arm for the Southern Pacific road, the

completion of which will not be delayed many
years.

In all respects there is more significance

about the project than any in the railroad

way that has lately found its way to the light

— Gazette.

Interesting Engineering Operations in

Chicago—It is reported that, after having

raised herself several feet out of the mud, Chi-

cago discovers that her river does not rnn to

suit her. The current of the river, which

ought to empty into Lake Michigan, was slug-

gish, and refused to move with the desired

alacrity.-- Efforts were made to quicken its

movements, but without avail. The people of

Chicago are determined that the sluggishness

of the river shall not hinder the progress of

their city, and hence have adopted no less

radical a way of obviating the difficulty than

that of reversing the direction of the stream,

and making, as a correspondent aptly ex-

presses it, the mouth of the river the iulet, as

in fact it should be.

In order to accomplish this feat, they first

erected large pumping engines to raise the

waters of the south branch of the river into

the Illinois and Michigan Canal, which em-
pties evei tually into the Mississippi. This

project proved expensive and inadequate, and
the proper surveys having been made, we un-

derstand that it is proposed to lower the sum-
mit level of the canal, so that the water will

flow naturally from the Chicago river into the

canal, and thence into the Illinois river, which
empties finally into the Mississippi The
drainage ol Chicago will ihus reach the sea

through the gulf of Mexico instead of through

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Tne distance be-

tween the mouths of the two gulfs is about

2,000 miles.

The.Charlestox Phosphates.—Many years

ago it was discovered that underlying the sol

at the depth of about six feet, for miles arouni
Charleston, was a bed of phosphatic rock.

Upon analysis, it proved to be adapted for

the manufacture of a superior quality of fer-

tilizer. These phosphates are the bones of

extinct animals and fishes. Among them
have been recognized the bones of the mam-
moth, mastodon, megatherium, myladon, neg-

alonx, phocodon, and several varieties of the

sauri. Also teeth and bones of horses, dogs,

sheep, cattle, hogs, etc. Pieces of pottery,

stone hatchets and human bores have also

been found in the same deposit. In its cru<f»

state, when ground fine it is said to be equ I

to calcined bone in fertilizing power, as it

embodies seven per cent, of organic animal

matter containing nitrogen, equivalent to oni -

half of one per cent ammonia
Fifteen companies, with an aggregate capi-

tal ot over $2 OIKI.Onn, are now engaged in

the manufacture of fertilizer from this mate-

rial They grind it fine, mix it with sulphuric

acid, which makes it a superphosphate, and to

highten its enriching properties, tbey effect a

chemical change of value hy adding a lit le

Peruvian guano In 1867 there were two

shipments, of five tons of this product to

Europe, for experimental purposes In 1868

there were 24 shipments of 30 tons; 1869, 82

shipments, 8,000 tons Now the companies

are shipping at the rate of 1,000 tons a d»v.

mostly to England. One company has a t on»

tract to deliver 200,000 tons.

Sewing Machines.—The numher of these

machines made by twelve principal companies

during tbe past year amounted to 320,6 69,

which, at the average of a first-class machine,

say $75, aggregated t til, $24,050,170. The
hrsi-ciass American sewing machine is to be

found in all quarters of the world, and l e

supply comes principally from this ciiy and

Boston. There are many cheap machines

which are sold all the way from two to twenty

dollars, which are not counted in these fig-

ures; also many cheap imitations of ihe best

American maibines manufactured in Eng-

land and on the Continent, which are sold as

of American make. Germany, in particular,

does a very lar^e business of this kind, Ham-
burg having no less than six .large factories

running, and finding a market principally in

Russia, with which country we have compara-

tively little trade. Notwithstanding this com-

petition, the machines sent from this country

command high prices abroad, on account of

excellence in workmanship and finish, and

are exported in large numbers annually. All

of the largest manufacti r r< have agencies

in the principal cities of Europe, and reeei A

large orJers from abroad by nearly eveiy

steamer. The largest numher mude by any

one c-ncern in a year was 86,781. Notwith-

standing the large amount of work which can

be done by these ingenious contrivances,

which used to be done entirely by hand, there

seems to be no diminution of hand-work in

many branches of business. As the cost of

manufacturing good machines varies from

$12 51) t > $60, and the puce at which they are

sold ranges trom $60 to $350, the profits of

the business are enormous.

The lending cities in New York State

have the fcllowing capital invested in manu-

factures: Syracuse, $11,871,500; Ror-h ier,

$15 i 0.1,000; Oswego, $5,lOt-,0O0; Utica, $6,-

225,000; Auburn, $5,075,000.
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Extinguishing Fires by Carbonic Acid.
**" :,"~ *." I .^_—. (SB * 9 I

It is well known that fires in coal mines
have been extinguished by pumping in vast

volumes of carbonic acid and alterwarda cool-

ing down the adils by waler. How far such
a method would succeed in the open air aud
wuli burning houses is a question that can
only be determined by actual experiment.
Oiie of the best ways of driving carbonic acid

out of caves and wells is to let down a red hot

caution hall. The rariticaiion and expansion
produced by the heat soon displaces the car-

bonic acid, and renders a descent ii t" such a

place possible. This experiment, frequently

shown in the chemical lecture room, would
seem to throw some doul t upon the probable

success of any attempt to play a stream of car

bonic acid upon a burning building Another
question to be Considered is the one of heat
of the combust hie material If it were possi-

ble to stop the combustion by a stream of cas,

the great heat would re-ignite everything the

in i mem the air was allowed free access un
le-s, as in the case of the coal mine, great

volumes of water were poured on to cool every
thing down below the point of ignition If

this be true, it would be easier to put the 6re

out by water in the first place than t> be at

the expense ql double engines for gas and wa-
ter. Another difficulty may arise in the trans-

portation of carbonic acid through iron tubes.

It is well known that this gas can be easily split

up or dissociated by passing through a system
of heated tubes, and although it is not probable
that the same thing would take place with

cold iron mains, it might be well to institute

an experiment or two before laying down a

few bnndied miles of pipe. When a tire is

put out by wat-r, the intrepid firemen are often

deluged with water to c >ol them and proteit

them from danger In the case of carbonic
acid, every living being would have to keep at

a safe distance, and a bad leakage or an un-
fortunate aiming of the pipe might produce
disastrous consequences.
We understand that at the last session of the

Legislature, a law was passed authorizing a
company t> lay pipes, three feet beneath the

level of the streets of New York, for the pur-

pose of extinguishing fi.es by carbonic acid.

It is intended to convey the gas in the same
way as illuminating gas is furnished to con-
sumers, from laige reservoirs or gasometers,
and to have— we can not call them hydrants
—but something on the same plan, for attach-
ing hose all over the city, ready to put out any
fires that may occur.

Whether private houses are to be furnished
with double pipes so as to enable the gas men
to deluge them if occasion should require, we
are not informed Nor is anything said in

the act of incorporation about furnishing free

soda water by saturating the Crotoii reservoir
with the gas. The whole scheme looks sus-

picious, ar.d we shouid really like to know if

the project has ever been seriously enter-
tained.— Sri. American.

A Spider's Engineering.

In 1830, at Newca-tle-on-Tyne, England, a
pent eman boasted to a friend that he could
introduce to him an engineer of more wonder-
ful skill than Robert Stephenson, who had just
made himself famous by perfecting the rail-

way locomotive. In fulfillment of the boast,

he brought out a glass tumbler containing a

litile scai let-colored spider, whose beauty, with
itH bright yellow nest on a sprig of laurustinus,

had induced a young lady to pluck it from the

bush where it was growing. When brought

into the house, it was placed on the mantle-
piece, and secured by placing a glass over it

In a very short time, this wonderful little

engineer contrived to accomplish the hercu
lean task of raising the sprig of lanrustinus, a
Weight, several hundred times greater than it-

self, to the upper part of the glass, and attach-

ing it there so firmly that, alter forty years, it

is still suspended wnere it was hung by the

spider.

In the Bible we read: "The spider layeth

hold with her hands, and is in kings' pala-

ces;'
1

but in its glass prison there whs nothing
for it to lay hold of—no peg, or nail, or beam,
on which to fasten its threads. Yet, in a short

time the little insect had accomplished its

task.

It is believed that this kind of spider always
deposits its nest upon trees, and never upon
the ground; and this may account for its

wonderful effort to raise the branch to the

upper part of the glass.

It may still he seen, dead and drv, hanging
by one of its threads from the top of its prison

house, with it-t little nest upon a leaf of the

laurustinus.— Boston Journal of Chemistry.

Paint.—Pant, when properly used, is a
source oi ornament, hut when of inappropriate
colors it d sfigu es rattier than adorns • he build-

ing to which it iB applied. By excludi g hoth

air and w iter, paint serves to preserve the tim-

ber to which it is applied, and for this purpose
the medium in which the pain is mixed is per-

haps of quoe as much consequence as the paint
itself. While lead has long oeen considered one
of the very best of prese vatives, while in fact

it is one of the very poorest. Comp red with
la np-black, it is a -ery iufe ior agent in pre-

serving wood, as may be seen by observing the

o<d sign boards at toll gates aud toll bridges.

Exposure for many years to sunshine and
storms will in most cases have removed not onty

the white p lint that covered the wood, but much
of the wood itself, while the characters which
signify the directions, rales, toll, etc., will be
raised above thesurface, like the letters used by
blind persons in learning to read The com-
bination of cirbon and oil used in painting the

letters has remained through all, bidding defi-

ance to the tool h of time himself. Such being
the case, we are left free to choose among the

colored paints such as will suit our fancy, and
correct taste indicates the avoidance of all glar-

ing and obtrusive colors. Hence, except in rare
situations, pure white is one of the least desir-

able colors that we have, although it is perhaps
one of the most common. Under some circum-
stances and especially in the cases in which it

was first adapted, such as little cottages nearly
hidden with roses ind creepers, and peeping, as

it were, from behind the trunks of tall trees it

looks very prefy, but when transferred to rows
of city or village houses, standing in the full

glare of the sun, it becomes most painfully
offensive.

«-

Productionof Pig Iron in Europe.—The
probable production of pig iron in the leading
countries of Europe in 1K72 is thus given:
Great Bi-itain, 5,1(10,000 tons ; France, 1,062.-

000 tons; Germany, 1, 9117.000 tons ; Belgium,
526.000 tons; Austria, 365,000 tons; Sweden,
291-1,000 tons; Russia, 420,000 tons; ano other
European countries, 100,000 tons. Assuming
that this estimate is approximately realized,

the production of pi? iron in Europe next
year will be about 9,773,000 tons. The actual
European production in 1866 was 8,3l3,0b0
tons.

What miaht not be the prodneti-in of pig
iron in the United Sta'es if the tariff policy of
the country could be made stable and reliable
for the next ten or fifteen years ? ,,

Glass Blowing;.

It is very curious what wonderful transfor-

mations take place in the original elements
from which glass is made when submitted in

a heated state, to the mysteries of the blow
pipe. By expert manipulation, and one or
two simple tools, glass is manufactured into

almost every conceivable shtpe and form.
Animals birds, ships, vases, bouquets, elabo-

rate toys, and gorgeous flowers are among the
wonders emanating from the workshop of the

skilful artists in this material Many o iri-

ous styles in this manufacture are worthy of

careful attention. Of these, the most import-

ant are various delicate scientific implements,
glass globes, glass eyes, plate glass, etc., etc.

The mmufacture of glass is said to have
been discovered by the Phoenicians Pliny

describes the circumstances as follows: (' A
company of Phoenician merchants having
landed on the shores of Palestine near the

mouth of the river Belus, were preparing for

their repast, and not finding any stones on
which to place their pots took some cak s of

nitre from their merchandise for that purpose.

The nitre being thus submitted to i he action of

the fire, with the s.ind on the shore, they to-

geth t produced transparent streams of an un-
known fluii, and such was the origin of
glass.''

This account is generally denied by chem-
ists, who discredit the possibility of substances
of this nature being liquified in the open air.

However this may be, it is certain that the

royal Egyptian mummies are decorated wiih
necklaces of glass beads, and that the art aud
mystery of glass nianuf cture was very per-

fectly known more than three thousand years
ago.

The wonderful Portland vase, so long be-
lieved to he made of cameo, is now known to

be made of two layers of glass, interwoven
with curious figures of singular grace and
beauty. It was found near Rome, in the six-

teenth century, enclosed in a marble sarcopha-
gus. For two hundred years it was the admi-
ration of visitors at the gallery of the Princess
Barheriui, at Koine but was subsequently
bought by the Duchess of Portland, for eighteen
huudred and seventy-two pounds sterling.

From the latter lady it derives the n.ime by
which it is at present known.

The most expert workers in glass are the
Bohemians and Venetians who raanuficture
fanciful work of the most exquisite forms.
For graceful outline and ornamentation, these
people surpass all other nations in this special

department. The colored Bohemian glass h is

a richness and beauty of finish ilia, is not di-

minished by constant use or lapse of lime.

The glass works of Clichy, in France, are
among the most celebrated in Europe, and
tt eir wares have a reputation in the four
quarters of the globe. In many special

branches of manufacture, England and France
excel oiher nations. The United Slates have
also made great progress in this beautiful art,

and many of nur own manufacturers equal
the finest productions of Euiope, in both plain
and decorated work.

Spun glass has been well-known to the in-

habitants of the East for many centuries.

Glaus threads of various colors were woven
with silit, and these gorgeous fabrics were
worn by the nobility and gentry of a hundred
years ago.

The courtiers of Louis the IV, wore flowing
wigs made of this material, and the blaok and
curling locks so nearly resembled ihe human
hair as almost to defy de'eotim. At the Con-
servi/ioire des Arts el Meters, at Paris, may be
seen a lion in glass, of the size of life, with
every limb and feature perfect. His hair looks
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fresh and life-like. With flashing eyes and
bristling mane he is intent on stifling a ser-
pent.

This application of the art is most remarka-
ble. The artist can assimilate the colors of
the object to those of the natural skin. The
finest production of the loom can also be imi-
tated iu the same way. Instead of plaster
cxsts and slutted bird? and beasts, the modern
museum can by this means secure an accurate
likeness of all objects worthy of preservation,
without danger of injury Irom moths, or the

effects of time.

—

New York Mercantile Journal.

Silk.

The si'k-worm moth (Bombyx Mori) is not
very large, has whitish wiugs, sometimes
tinged with gray, and is a heavy looking in-

sect, scatcelv using its wings; it is said that

being domesticated has probably changed its

habits in this respect. The silk-woim moth
lays from three hundred to seven hundred eggs
in about three days

Silk was first manufactured in China; and
it was forbidden, under pain of death, to ex-

port from China the silk-worm's eggs, or to

furnish any information as to how silk was
manufactured The manufactured article

alone was allowed to be told.

Silk was unknown to the Romans before Ju-

lius Caesar. He made a wonderful display

upon a great show day, at the Coliseum, of the

gladiatorial combat, by coveriug a tent with a
magnificent piece of Oriental silk. Although
so terribly expensive, as soon as known, great

use was made of it all through Europe, tien-

tleineu wore silk cloaks, and were very lavish

in their expenditure and display of the ex-

pensive material.

'bout the year 550 after Christ, two monks
who had heea in China endeavoring to muke
converts to their faiih, and who while there

bad closely obse< ved and become familiar with

the mysteries of making silk, procured iu In-

dia the eggs of the silk-worm moth; they hid

them in their hollow canes. Two years after-

wards they entered Constantinople with their

precious treasure.

The larva were fed upon mulberry leaves.

The monks gave instruction in the ait of rais-

ing the worms and manufacturing the silk;

and the p ople were very successful in the

whole mailer. Plantations of mulberry trees

were made all over the Eastern Empire South-

ern Greece entered into this new business ve-y

largely; and it is said that this was when
P'loponuesus lost its old name and was called

Morea, from the Latin morus, meaning mul-
berry.

In the beginning of the eighth century, the

Arabs introduced the silk-worm into ?>pain.

"it was not, however, until after the twelfth

century that sericulture, as the manufacture of

silk is called, really spread through Europe
Take ibis humble little worm out of exist-

ence, and what a loss, for purposes of dress,

ot trimmings, of sewing silk, ribbons, etc.,

there would bel Think how universally, in

every shape, B.Ik is used, and imagine how
hard it would be to obtain a substitute.

Efforts have been made to make silk directly,

without being obliged to wait for the cocoons

(the silk-worm's chrysa. is stale) by dissecting

the worm, observing its silk-producing organs,

and taking ibe matter of which the silk was
formed tram the body; but it was impossible-

Then attempts were made to produce silk di

reel y from the mulberry leaf; but this, too,

was a failure. The silk is only, thus far, to

be obtained as Dame Nature has provided.

—

Ouvtr Ojilic't Mayazint.

An inch of rain tailing upon an acre
of laud weighs about 100 tons.

Paper Clothing.—According to French jour-
nals, we have discovered a new kind of paper
in this country, characterized by unusual flexi-

bility and loughness, admirably adapted for
clothing of all kiuds. The cost of the material
is so cheap that a suit of clothes can be had for
one dollar. Besides clothing, we are also
credited with the preparation of napkins, table
cloths, and pocket handkerchiefs. The voraci-
ous frenchman asks how such clothing will
bear the rain, and presumes that it is made
water-tignt in some way, and thus weather-
proof. He also adds that this kind of paper
clothine is intended for the poorer cla ses, and
that it is impossible to distinguish it from the
genuine cloth.

The author of this information must have
taken lessons of the French ministry before
publishing it to the world. It is about as cor-
rect as the news now served out to the people by
the "Provisional Government."

7-30 GOLD LOAN

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun
July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extr niiiies of the line. Several ihuu.-i mil men arc
employed iu Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The grade
is nearly completed HO'i miles westward from Luke Supe-
rior; trains are ruuning over 130 miles of finished road,
and track Uying is rapidly progressing toward ttie eastern
border uf DaKuU. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& t'ic:ti K<iad, the Northern Pacific Coin, any now his
4 i3 miles of completed roSd. and by September next this

will be increased to at least StiO*

A Good Investment. Jay Cooke & Co. are now
selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Pmfitab e and
periectly Saie investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Go ul Uunds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
They have SO years to run, bear Seven aud Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than it per cent currency)
and ar- secured by first and unly mortgage on the entire
koau and its equip aknts and also, as t'..»t as cue Koadis
con piftcd

, on

2:5.OOO Acres of Lnml to every mile oT track, or
BOO Acres for each $ l.Odh Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in bold;
l»enoiuinations: Coupons, $i0i> lo $1 u 0; Registered,
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New Railroncls unci Old Lines.

PROGRESS OP EVENTS.

I have just passed over 3,000 miles of rail"

road, and seen and heard something of what

is going on. The progress of railroads, even

in the oldest States, is wonderful Three

things may be noted: First, what is doing in

the old States ; next, the competition of the

great lines; and lastly, the need of some com-

mon government for the railroad corporations.

1. In the oldest States, where railroad work

may be supposed to be through with, there is

yet new lines continually springing up and

likely to be made. Take some examples: In

Maine, there is the Portland & Ogdensburg

road, on which I passed 55 miles, and which

is about this time completed to Conway. The

object of this road is to pa^s through central

Vermontand northern New York, with a view

to regain the trade of that region for Port-

land. Another is a continuance of the East-

ern road from Portsmouth up through New
Hampshire, in the same general direction,

and will likewise pass Conway. Again, in

Massachusetts is the Hoosac tunnel, which

will be a grand work. It is through solid

rock, has already cost millions, and will cost

millions more. It will be completed in 1872.

It was the only way to make a direct line from

Boston to Albany, the rocky range of the

Hoosac mountains standing directly in the

way.

In Connecticut, the Western road is making

to connect the Hartford & Erie with the

Dutchess & Columbia at Millerton. The ob-

ject of this is to make the road from Boston

to Newburg, connecting with the Erie.

In New York, there is the great Midland

road, which is to be an interior line from Os-

wego to New York. With these are several

small lines, making in the Eastern States a

large aggregate of new lines. Of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio in Virginia, and the Atlantic &
Erie in Ohio, I have spoken before. So, if

we were confined only to the old States, we

shall find the amount of railroad construction

going on to be very large.

2 The competition among the great lines

is producing some curious results. First, it

is completely demonstrated that the shortest

and best lines will take the travel. There are

now four great competing trunk lines. In

considering the competition among theje lines,

we must take New York as the center on the

east side, for it is no matter whether the per-

son going east has any business or object

there or not. It is the point of distribution.

If people or goods aTe to go to Europe, they

go to New York as a point of departure. Il

they are going to New England, it is the same.

And even if they are going to Baltimore or

Philadelphia, they are almost certain to go on

to New York. This is the center, Ihe point of

distribution. Now, at or from this point there

are four great competing lines. These are,

the New York Central, the Erie, the Pennsyl-

vania, and the Baltimore roads. There will

be another when the Chesapeake & Ohio is

completed. The length of these roads is as

follows

:

Miles.

New York Central 880
New York & Erie 8K1
Pennsylvania 759
Baltimore 778

The Central and the Erie make a great cir-

cuit ,to the north, and in the end can not be

considered as direct lines from the valley of

the Ohio to New York. The Pennsylvania

road is now more than 100 miles shorter than

either of the noithem lines, and has a decided

advantage over the other. To tidewater, the

Baltimore line is the shortest; but the center

is New York, not tidewater; and the high

grades of the Baltimore road make it longer

than it seems.

If, now, a line be placed on Cincinnati and

New York, Harrisburg is on it precisely, and

Marietta lieaily, and we discover that a straight

bee line to New York is less than 500 miles !

We see that to go through Pittsburg is also a

great and unnecessary circuit. It is 250 miles

out of the way, and supposing that 100 miles

are lost in the necessary curves of a long rail-

road, a road ought to be made from Cincin-

nati to New York, at from 600 to 650 miles,

and we have no doubt it can be. Supposing

it to be 650, that would be a gain of 1 10 miles

over the Pennsylvania road, and would put

the competition of either of the present roads

out of the question. Can such a road be

made? From the account of the-'Objects of

the Kentucky & Great Eastern, which are

given in the Gazette, we suppose that, this di-

rect line to New York is intended by that com-

pany, and if we are correctly informed it will

have means enough to accomplish it.

There is also anolher reason why this road

should be made. It passes almost entirely

through a country where there are no roads.

Eastern Kentucky and West Virginia have al-

most no development, because capital has

heretofore not been applied to develop them.

It needs capital to open the mine?, cut the

timber and make roads, yet it is perfectly ob-

vious that when capital is applied to those

sections there will be a great outcome. Whe-

ther the immense surplus income of the coun-

try is now available lor that purpose, time will

determine; but it seems to us, from the signs

of the times, that these almost unknown re-

gions are now about to be brought to light.

In the meantime, however, the old trunk lines

are striving hard, not only to compete with

one another, but to maintain the vantage

ground they have heretofore had. When the

Pennsylvania swallowed the Little Miami, it

became obvious that the two great northern

trunks must either give up all idea of com-

peting for the trade of the Ohio valley, or they

must make some new connections. The Erie

has done this by its combinations with the

Great Western and the Dayton roads; but,

owing to the unfortunate litigations, have not

yet made their line complete. In the mean-

time, the New York Central has waked up to

the same idea. For a while this great cor-

poration sneered at the idea of coming to

Cincinnati, and was satisfied with the trade of

the lakes. So far as New York alone was

concerned, perhaps this was a correct view.

But there are other and greater consideration!.

There was the trade of Boston, of Vermont,

and of northern New York, which in regard

to the trade of the great West, ought and may

pass over the New York Central, Then there

was the traffic which the Lake Shore line

might reasonably expect from the Ohio valley.

So, at last, a combination of those interests is

now making what is called the "Short Line"

road, and which we may see finished at an early

day. Thus all the existing trunk lines have

come to Cincinnati and will center here. This

was an ultimate necessity, and has, perhaps,

come as soon as we could expect. This being

done, we now see the first steps in the great

enterprise of a direct line through West

Virginia to New York. We need not go into

any details, but only say that we expect to see

its completion in less time by far than it took

to complete either of the other lines.

3. One other subject I have alluded to here-

tofore, the common regulation of these roads.

The roads can avoid any interference with

their business and interests only in one way.

This is by always consulting the interests of

the public, and attempting no impositions on

passengers and merchants merely because
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they have the power. They will not have the

power long, if they excite the popular feeling

against them. There is in the country a wide

spread jealousy of the great railroad combina-

tions, not because they are yet injurious, but

because the public mind sees that if the whole

railroad traffic of the country comes into the

hands of four or five great corporations, a

combination among them may result, for a

time, in a vast imposition on both trade and

people. It should be the business of the com-

panies to carefully watch and defer to the

public feeling on this subject. If they do not

the General Government will interfere with

the certainty of sun-rising. The power of the

General Government to do this is unquestion-

able; but its exercise is not desirable, and

will not be made unless, as we sometimes see

signs of, the companies undertake to make

arbitrary power the means of imposition.

E. D. M.

Morrow, July 23, 1871.

What shall we do about it?

A well known and enterprising gentleman

of this city i-.omplained to us a few days since

of the want of that universal public interest in

or sympathy with such improvements as are

for the general good. " We are divided," he

said, " upon everything. Not by the ordinary

divisions of local factions or petty interests,

but by SJch large influences as either thwart

the object sought for altogether, or start it in-

to existence so crippled and sickly, that it will

never be productive of the good results it

would otherwise secure. There seems to be-

nothing like a community of enterprise with

us. If an improvement is suggested for either

end of the city, the citizens of the other attack

it; if the improvement is general, then a fac-

tion is organized to defeat it. But what is

much worse than these, the rich men of our

city, those who own the houses and the land

and the money, and control the corporations

that have grown rich from their impositions

upon the people, although the largest benefi-

ciaries of every improvement, are the least

willing to contribute anything towards the ad-

vancement of such works; and if by any

means they are likely to be forced to such

support, they throw every obstacle in the

way."

Recognizing the truth of this position, we

very naturally asked, What shall we do about

it? This we found was a question much
easier asked than answered. Objections are

easily made and theories are about as easily

propounded, but established customs are not

so readily overthrown, and a whole community
with fixed habits, and grooved thinkings, are

not changed like the righteous at the milleni-

um. They are affected by the steady and
constant accretions of the slow growth of cul-

ture—they must be educated out of the old

and into the new, and this again is only ac-

complished by that constant " pounding " that

is said to be the secret of business success.

It is a misfortune that this negative or di-

vided feeling infects our people. There can

be no doubt that our public interests are af-

fected unfortunately by it, and that our city

is permitted to progress but slowly; whereas,

under a different policy, it would keep pace

with the times, and be the recipient of its great

natural advantages. But it is a peculiarity of

human nature to avail itself of the opportuni

ties for ease, and comfort, and relief, from the

perils of business life, and when these ar"

attained, their fortunate (or perhaps unfor

tunate) possessors become wonderfully con-

servative. The progressionist is thus changed

—the radical converted—the active getting

period of life passes away, and the man be-

comes selfish and care-taking. It is for these

reasons that young and middle-aged men, in

the pursuit of fortunes and honors, are more

active, energetic and enterprising than when

they have reached the goal of their efforts,

and why young or new towns and cities are

more enterprising than when they become

older.

There is an abundance of latent energy,

and big wise heads, and strong wills and great

personal characters, in old communities, that,

if stirred, could and would accomplish the

most wouderful results in anything they would

undertake; .but how can they be called out?

When the nation was in peril they moved, and

with what tremendous results the world knows.

But nothing short of some such danger seems

capable of affecting their indifference to pub-

lic interests, or invoking in them a spirit of

reasonable liberality. They are so situated

in their possessions that every improvement,

whether made by the poorest inhabitant or

the united efforts and means of their more

enterprising fellow citizens, benefits these

conservative gentlemen more than it possibly

can those who struggle and suffer to create

them; and thus their avarice is appeased,

without either effort or risk upon their part.

The same is true of all public imorovements

that are made; and so they grow richer and

more indifferent to the welfare of the masses

of the people, and less useful than as citizens

they ought to be to their localities, and be-

come the '"bloated" real estate lords, and

bondholders, and bankers, and the droues of

the communities they live in.

It is no disgrace, we suppose, to become

rich, but what a fearful loss of power for good

is thus produced. What heavy dead weights

such folks are upon the shoulders of the live

men I No wonder there is an unholy long-

ing in some places for a few "fashionable

funerals."

But still the question, What shall we do

about it? remains unsolved. It is a problem

for the socialist, or, with a view to the com-

mon weal, for the statesman. Yet neither

of these seem willing to grapple with it. It is

not our province to do so, even if we felt able

or inclined. It is studded with difficulties,

and requires learned, calm and scientific con-

sideration. We can only state the question.

We know the difficulty exists, and feel its

baneful influences every day. And we, like

thousands of others, here as well as elsewhere,

ask the questions, What ought the wealthy

citizens of a community to do towards such

public improvements as are confessedly to

their interest? Why should they not do what

they ought? And if they will not do what

they ought, what should other citizens of such

communities do ?

These, to our mind, are the main questions.

There are minor considerations that grow out

of these and may lead a subtle thinker to al-

most any extent; but, for the present, is is

enough that we recognize the growing evil,

and ask ourselves, for serious deliberation,

What shall we do about it?

The Prosperity of the Coautry.

Senator Morton, in his brief addrees to the

members of the Cincinnati Chamber of Com-

merce on Saturday last, gave an encouraging

prospect of the national prosperity.

In substance, he said that the late treaty

concluded with England placed the United

States in the highest possible position with

the nations of the world, and commanded re-

spect for our power and confidence in the ob-

ligations of our people. It guaranteed to us

a long period of peace, and an uninterrupted

progress in the development of our vast and

varied interior resources, and the establish-

ment of profitable commercial relations with

the trading peoples of the earth.

He thought there were staunch assurances

of but few difficulties and much sunshine, in a

mercantile point of view, for us. That there

is more confidence in the stability of the coun-

try and the capabilities of the people, as well

as their commercial integrity, than there had

been during the whole experience of his life.

The honorable gentleman closed his remarks

by saying that six years of doubts and fears

have passed since the close of the war. The

threatened panic had been avoided, and that

there was now no apprehension of such a

calamity. Confidence was slowly rising—the

fevered activity that speculation superinduces

was substituted by steady and healthy action.

We have not attempted even to follow our

distinguished visitor in all his views upon the

glorious future that is now dawning upon this

country, nor to give his strong, terse, vigorous

expressions, but merely an outline of a few

strong grounds for what he so earnestly stated.

There can be no doubt that there is a gene-

ral belief among all classes of our business

men that we are entering a cycle of prosperity,

not as the reaction or vigorous rebound of a

period of depression, but as the result of great

individual and corporate activity ; the know-

ledge of our extensive sources of wealth, the
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demand for our products, the assurance that

the limit of declining prices is attained, and

the enormous volume of capital aggregated at

the commercial centers of the country that

holders are longing to set at work and render

profitable. And '.in addition to all these, the

bountiful wheat harvest now safely garnered,

and the assurance that the rapidly maturing

fall crops will be unusually large.

The outlook from this position is certainly

most gratifying. We are a blessed and ought

to be a happy people. It seems to us that it

will be our own fault if we do not prosper

during the coming half decade at least, as

never people prospered before. United, free

from internal dissensions or external mis-

understandings, with the confidence and re-

spect of the civilized world, universal health,

vigorous and buoyant commercial spirits, an

abundance of capital ready for activity, unsur

passed quantities of agricultural products, the

mountains, valleys, and even the streams,

from Penobscot bay to the coves and harbors

of the Pacific, teeming wiih unexplored riches,

and forty millions of intelligent people, ripe

in business experience and scientific know-

ledge, and with strong hearts and vigorous

brains—the most chronic croakers are struck

dumb, and Senator Morton's bright picture is

more than warranted.

Who knows but that we are in the beginning

of that " good time coming, for which we have

all been so anxiously watching and waiting.

Let us all believe so, at any rate, and be en-

couraged accordingly. And if it be so, we

shall thus make the best of the joyous event;

and if it be not bo, we shall nevertheless be

all the better and happier for such a mistake.

New Line to St. Louis.—The Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton Railroad has formed a
new line from Cincinnati to St. Louis, via the

Indianapolis and Vaudalia route, and will run

three trains daily with through coaches and
Pullman palace sleepers on night trains. Will

leave Cincinnati, commencing Sunday, July

23, at 9.45 P. M., reaching St. Louis Monday
noon at 1 o'clock, and thereafter leaving Cin-

cinnati at 7 A. M , 2 P. M. and 9.45 P. M.,
reaching St. Louis at 10 50 P. M., 5.40 A. M.,

and 1 P. M.

Toronto and Nipissing Railway.—The di-

rectors of the company which is carrying on
this line, accompanied by a few invited guests

—among others, Mr. C. J. Brydges, general
manager of the Grand Trunk Railway of

Canada—have made a trial trip upon the new
road from Toronto to Uxbridge—a distance
of 40 miles. The trip was considered a very
satisfactory one, Mr. Brydges, and other gen-
tlemen staling that they were favorably im-
pressed with the appearance and prospects

of the road.

Russian Railways.—At the commencement
of this year, there were 3,5U5 versts of rail-

ways in course of construction in the Russian
Empire. The longest of these lines was the

Smolensk and Brest. The concessions grant-
ed for Russian lines have 85 years to run;
at the end of that time, the lines conceded
will revert to the state.

Personal.

Col. S. W. Morton, of New York, and Presi-

dent of the Kentucky & Great Eastern Rail-

way Company, has been sojourning in our

city for a short time. Col. M. is one of th'

purchasers of the Cincinnati & Great Northern

Railway, and Las recently passed over that

work as far north as Van Wert, with a view

to placing a force upon it sufficient to secure

its completion within a short time.

It is quite possible that Col. Morton's busi-

ness may induce him to make this city his

headquarters. We hope this may be so, as

he is, in addition to being a most estimable

and social gentleman, a thorough and experi-

enced railroad man.

Jggg"" Our good-natured and worthy friend,

Gen. Ben. Le Fevre, of the Pennsylvania

Central Railroad, spent an hour or so with us

this week. The General looks remarkably

well, though we learn he was badly knocked

about in the late New York riots. We don't

know how much fun there is in such a muss,

but we will venture to say, if there is any,

Ben. found it.

We learn from our exchanges that there

was another Gen. Ben. Le Fevre iu the riot

who did some ground and lofty tumbling at

the first fire. This, we think, could not have

been our General Ben., although he too is re-

ported as a railroad man, because he is repre-

sented as having served in the Massachusetts

Legislature. Our Ben. served only in the

Ohio Legislature. No use in talking, gentle-

men, there must be two Le Fevres.

BO?" W. A. Weston, of Greenville, connected

with the Cincinnati & Mackinaw Railroad,

made us a short but pleasant visit last week,

Mr. Weston reports steady and satisfactory

progress in the affairs ol that old enterprise.

Bgg" S. R. Stimson, the Superintendent

of the Dayton & Union road, was in our

city a few days ago, upon business connected

with his road, and did not forget to call upon

his friends in this office. Mr. Stimson is

placing everything about his road in good

order for the large fall business that it will

have to do. We wish him success. He de"

serves it.

JJ@~ Judge McKemy, of Dayton, a gentle-

man well known throughout our State, and

who devotes what time he can spare from his

official duties to the study of the railway inte

rests of the country, gave us an opportunity,

late last week, to discuss these important sub-

jects with him. The Judge is an apt scholar,

and will soon become proficient in the intrica-

cies of the railway profession. When he un-

derstands the other parts of it as well as he

does the law, he will do to run a big enter-

prise.

The Judge has gone upon the line of the

Cincinnati & Great Northern Railroad for a few

weeks, to engage the people upon the line in

the new movement to complete that important

work.

Great Railroad Triumph

-

Six Hundred Miles of Rail Changed in Siven
Hours—The Ohio & Mississippi Railway
a Broad Gauge no Longer.

This is a day of great railroad enterprises,

and of mighty railroad feats. When the

Union Pacific road was constructed and track
laid at the rate of three and four miles per
day, we thought there was nothing left to be
done in this connection to astonish the people.

But in this we were quiie mistaken, for yes-

terday the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad au-

thorities and those in their employ accomplish-
ed a work which for completeness of prepara-

tion, extent of the work aud the dispatch

with which it was accomplished, quite eclipsed

all previous railroad feats.

In 1857 the entire line of the 0. & M. road
was opened, creating somewhat of a sensation,

inasmuch as it was a broad gauge, being

about 15 inches wider than the usual roads of

the country. The capacity of its coaches,

with increased comfort, attracted the atten-

tion of travelers, who were not slow to see

the benefits which the spacious cars furnished

them in their passage through the country.

There were those in that day that loresaw

what has since become plain to many others,

namely, that this increased capacity was at

the expense of rolling stock and track, and
that the broad gauge would hardly be able to

compete finally with the narrow gauge roads,

to which the railroad mind was more and
more turning each year.

The officers of the O. & M. road were im-

pressed for years with the disadvantages en-

tailed upon them by the 6 feet gauge, disad-

vantages in connections, in the through car

traffic, and in the increased amount of dead
weight constantly attached to the broad gauge
engines aud cars, and a change was medita-

ted as soon as it could be accomplished.

But it was not a child's work to make the

change. A large outlay of money was neces-

sary, and the preparations made were of no
ordinary magnitude.
On the 28th of January last the change to

4 feet 9 inches was determined on, and the

officers at once set themselves at work to pre-

pare for the work. It was, however, not uutil

April that active preparations began.

When it is remembered that the company
had 340 miles of road, besides the Louisville

division, 87 locomotives, 1,500 cars, hand cars

and other machinery, besides sidetracks, all

of which sooner or later had to be changed,

a part of it before the change in the track,

some idea of the activity of the measures to

be adopted may be formed.

Anticipating the new order of things, 40
new locomotives were purchased, all of which
have been delivered, and are now ready.

Five new passenger coaches were provided.

Twenty-eight engines aud seven hundred cars

of various kinds, were changed from the

broad te the narrow gauge, the engines at a
cost eacj of $3,500.

Besides this the broad gauge rolling stock

had to be so disposed as to have it all at last

where the changes could be made, which was
at Cincinnati, St. Louis, Vinceunes, and
Cochrane. Seven hundred and fifty new
freight cars and three hundred new box cars

were contracted for.?

While this was going on men were busily

employed preparing to change the track. All

the curves were surveyed, and ou nearly all

of them the track was laid, inasmuch as here

the chaDge could not so readily be made by
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moving in tbe old rails. The ties were cham-
fered, lhat is, hewn oft' with the adze on the

upper surface at the point where the old rail

was to rest, which was 7£ inches inwardly

from the old position. To taeilitate the busi-

ness, in the alternate cross ties, at the point

where the inner side of the rail was to rest,

spikes were driven so that the rail, when re-

leased from its old lastenings, could be moved
immediately against them, and at once occu-

py the new position. This work was proceed-

ing for weeks. At the same lime prepa-

rations were made to change side tracks. The
switches, small as they are, were troublesome,

but this was finally solved by cutting all the

rods that would be needed, aud then splicing

them, so that when tbe splice should be re-

moved the connection between the rod and
the outer rail could be made at once. To stiil

further expedite the business the old spikes in

the alternate ties were removed, in crder to

reduce the labor on the day of chauge to the

minimum.
The day for the culmination of the plans

drew near, and there was nothing incomplete.

The last passenger train on the broad gauge
left Cincinnati and St, Louis on Saturday

morniug. At daylight the bauds were sent

over the road. J be employees of other roads

had been drawn upon to the number of nearly

1,UU0, swelling the whole number for the last

day to about 2,500. The lorce was divided

into squads of 7 men, each squad taking one
mile, and the squads of eacli five miles as-

signed to a section boss.

At midnight, on Saturday, the rolling stock

of the road was all disposed according to pre-

arrangement, and the road bed was ready tor

the contemplated change. At the first blush

of dawn yesterday morning the work com-
menced along tbe entire line. The squads in

each section, divided in two parts, commenced
at the outside of the section and worked in-

wardly, tbe two parties approaching each
other. A part of the force drew the spikes

that held the old rails, aud when they were

sufficiently advanced, others were ready to

apply their tools, and shove tbe rail inwardly

to the place designated by the spikes already

driven—several rails might be removed at

once, for 11 must be remembered that on near-

ly the whole of the road is the fish-joint rail,

the several rails being bound logeLber as one,

so that it was like moving the whole track.

The rail once moved to its place, the remain-

der of the party came, and in the alternate

ties drove the outside spikes, which finished

the work.

Tbe first section fiuished was at Adarason,

at 4.25 in the morning. This was followed

by others lhat came in quick succession, so

that by 11 o'clock in the morning, T. Gazlay,

Esq., the attorney of the road, received a dis-

patch from Engineer Lovett, saying that the

work was done, having been accomplished in

an average time to each section ot ahout seven

hours.

It was a great work grandly prepared for

and triumphantly achieved. Without dispar-

agement to any, we may say that ail the work
pertaining to the superstructure and track

was prepared for by Thomas D, Lovett, Esq
,

chief engineer of tbe road, and executed uu

der his direction aud that of his laithtul sub-

ordinates, while the disposition of tbe rolling

stock aud clearing the road for the change
was ui.der the control aud management of J.

L. Griswold, Esq
,

general superintendent.

That they both did their duty faithfully and
ably our readers need not be informed. The
road, with its strong broad bed, hardly equaled
now for the capacity of its foundations, will

this morning bear the first passenger train of

the new gauge, leaving the city at the usual

hour—a splendid triumph for all concerned.

—

Gazelle, July 24.

The above is all very well in its way, but is

there not a superfluity of praise, as shown by

the result itself. It was intended to have the

work done by sundown,—it was completed by

eleven o'clock. A large number of employees

were paid full day's wages—Sunday wages at

that—when half the number of men could

have done the work soon enough for all prac-

ticable business, In advance, we are told, all

the measurements were made, the inside spikes

driven, and equal to seventy-five miles of new

iron laid in position.

The Richmond & Fort Wayne Railroad.

IT IS TO BE LEASED TO THE GRAND RAPIDS ROAD.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad at Sturgis,

Michigan, on the 1 Dth inst., a contract for

leasing the Fort Wayne, Richmond & Cincin-

nati Railroad to the former for the term of 99
years, was agreed upon and accepted by a

large majority of the stockholders. The pro-

posed parties to the lease are the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton road, Pennsylvania com-
pany, now operating the Pittsburg, Ft Wayne
& Cincinnati Railway, Grand Rapids & Indi-

ana Railroad Company. The following are

leading conditions of the lease: The Rich-

mond road, when ironed, to be equipped at

the joint expense of the Grand Rapids & In-

diana, Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and
Pennsylvania companies and operated in their

interest. The net earnings of the road, after

paying all expenses of running it, are to be

paid to the railroad company, or used for its

benefit in paying its bond interest, the three

companies furnishing funds for its equipment,
reserving 10 per cent interest of said amount
for their benefit. The ihree companies men-
tioned aUo guarantee the interest on one mil-

lion eight hundred thousand dollars in bonds
of the Richmond road, to pay any installment

of interest that it could not meet. There was
also an article providing for the transportation

of freight to Cincinnati, which it was agreed
that the C, H. & D. road throw all trade in

this channel that they can control, the favor

to be returned by the Northern road. We un-
derstand the above arrangements have already

been sanctioned by ihe Ft. Wayne Railroad
and C, H. & D. and Pennsylvania companies,
and it is thought will soon be entered into.

On the completion of the Richmond road be-

tween here and Richmond the consummation
of this consolidation will give a continuous
through line between Cincinnati and Traver3e
bay, a distance of about 470 miles.

QrjEBEU AND GoSFORD WOODEN RAILWAY.

—

The maximum gradient on this line is at the

rale of 200 ft. per mile, or about 1 in 25. The
maximum curve is about 800 ft. radius. Rock
maple is found to be ihe most durable wood lor

the rails; which are 4 in. by 7 in., the fourth

face being Ihe surface of the rail. The ties

or sleepers on the line are chiefly spruce, but

hemlock and tamarac have been found the

most durable. The locomotive employed
weighs 20 tons wilhout tender. The cost of

the roadj ranges from $5,000 to $8,000 per

mile.

Chicago, Bnrlimgton «fc Qnincy Railroad

REPORT FOR THE TEAR ENDING APRIL 30, 1871.

There were in operation at the beginning of
the year 603§ miles. Added during the year:

From

—

Miles.

Carthage to Quincy (opened December
25, 1870) „ 39|

Streator to Fox River Junction (opened
January 15 1871) 57J-

Keithsburg Junct'n to Keithsburg (opened
January 15, 1871) 5f

Total 70G

In addition to the foregoing, there were
built, but not opened for business until after

April 30, 1871

:

Miles.

West Aurora to Geneva (opened Mav 1,

1871) '..... 10
Mendota to Prophetstown (opened May

14, 1871) , 45J

Total 55£
Average length of road in operation dur-

ing year ending April 30, 1871 642
Average lengih of road in operation dur-

ing year ending April 30, 1870 532|

Increase.. .109i

A comparison of the statistics of the year
ending April 30, 1871, with those of the pre-

ceding year, shows as follows:

Earnings from 1870. 1871. Incr.

Passengers. ..$1,7 18,323 $1,830,304 $11,980
Freight 4,514,629 4,949,684 425,055
Miscellaneous ~ 388,820 527,696 138,876

Total $6,621,773 $7,207,685 $585,912

Expenses 1870. 1871.

Exclusive of taxes. ..$3,754,555 $4,202,977

Taxes 235,213 225,696

Total $3,989,708 4,428,674

Ratio exp. to earn. * 1870. 1871.

Exclusive of taxes 56 70 per ct. 58.31 per ct.

Inclusive of taxes 60.27 " 61.35 "

From the president's report we take the' fol-

lowing :

The expenses have been about one per ^ent.

in excess of the former year, and this year,

exclusive of taxes, have been 58.31 per cent,

and including taxes, 61.35 per cent, of the

gross earnings.

It will be seen that the ratio of the expenses
to earnings have increased within the last

three or four years from about 53 or 54 per

cent, to 81 per cent, of the gross revenues.

This is occasioned by the increased compe-
tition for business, having the effect to reduce
rales, resulting from the construction of new
roads, in which Illinois has been very prolific

within the past few years, and which has been
the natural result of the legislation of that

Stale, allowing its municipal corporations to

incur large debts to aid in their construction.

It has not been unusual for towns through
which a projected road mighl be planned, to

vole from $0,000 to $10,000 per mile to aid in

building such projected roads, and often as a
oonusl And this has been done even where
there have been railroads in close proximity.

Of course there have been many roads built

which will be of litlle value in themselves, and
of no sufficient value lo the towns through

which they run to compensate for their cost.

The system was a vicious one, and dangerous
to the credit of the State, aud has been not
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too early brought to an end by the prohibition

contained in the new constitution, adopted

during the past year.

The volume of all classes of business, taken

together, has been largely increased, and on

both local and through freights the increase

in tonnage is quite 20 per cent, in the aggre-

gate.

Of the very large items of business, it may
be stated that the number of cattle transport-

ed over tho road has increased from 116,882

head in 1869, to 208,102 in 1870, beiug an in-

crease of 91,220 in a single year.

The traffic in hogs was about the same as

the year before, being 554,413.

The traffic in lumber, always large, has in-

creased 2U per cent.

In corn, also always large, the increase has

been considerable, though in that article an

increase of HO, 600,000 of pounds is not to be

considered a large increase.

The increase of the gros's earnings

has been as stated $585,912 08

And in operating expenses the in-

crease has been 488,906 04

Leaving increase of net earn'gs $147,006 04

for the present year over the past.

The whole net earnings of the year over

operating expenses of all kinds, including

taxes and of interest on tbe bonds of the com-
pany, has been $14 54 per share.

While the local traffic of the road has been

fairly maintained, tbe through business is

rapidly increasing in volume, although done,

for the most part, under sharp competition

with the other lines, ,-,

The earnings on your road, for

instance, from passengers to

and from the Hannibal & St,

Joseph Railroad, have been... $299,557 00

From freight 1,007,957 63

Total $1,307,515 39

The earnings of your road, from
passengers to and from the

Burlington & Missouri River

road, have been $195,217 74
From freight 654,613 04

Total $849,830 78

It will be seen that the business exchanged
with the Hannibal & St. Joseph has increased

upwards of $300,000 in the year, and that

wilh the Burlington & Missouri has increased

upwards of $400,000.

The several roads which now constitute the

triliutary branches of your road have been
aided by this company, not so much on ac
count of their intrinsic value, as because, un-

der the liberal laws of Illinois, allowing towns
and municipal corporations to aid in construct-

ing railroads, and wilh the anxiety of the

country along their lines to have the roads,

such inducements were offered as were sure

to insure their construction, and the board
has deemed it safest to lend the helping hand
and make them tributary to your road, rather

than leave the communities to seek alliances

with other companies, and carry business,

which could best be done by your road, to

other avenues of trade.

About one half of these tribul ary roads have
been in operation more than one year, and the

earnings derived from the business of these is

much more than adequate to paying the inte-

rest on the cost to this company.
The Quiney & Warsaw road, Ottawa, Os-

wego & Fox River Valley, the Illinois Grand
Trunk (Prophetstown), are but just opened,

and, as yet, nothing can be said as to actual

earnings, but it is believed that they will be-

come equally valuable as tributaries to the

others, while all will increase in value much
beyond what they now appear to he worth.

The revenues of this company
derived from the business fur-

nished by the American Cen-
tral road was, last year $208,824 11

From the Keokuk & St. Paul... 349,217 42
From the Dixon, Peoria & Han-

nibal 165,010 39

From the Carthage & Burlington 97,3119 74
/

Total. $821,362 66

Even these roads do not at present show
what they will be worth to tbis company by
their earnings. The oldest is but recently

opened, and the business of the country is

hardly yet accustomed to them. We think it

safe to say that those opened the past year
will be, perhaps, of more value than these

The very large traffic now passing over the

main trunk lines of the company, between
Quiney aud Burlington, and Chicago, is so

heavy that the iron rail has been found inade-

quate to the business, and gives way rapidly

under its weight. The expenses of mainten-

ance of way, therefore, so far as the main
lines are concerned, have become very great.

Upwards of 78 miles out of 302 have been

taken up and relaid during the past year, and
it is quite likely, with the increased traffic,

the rail iron will not last three years in the

future.

Economy therefore demands that the whole
main lines be laid with steel as fast as the

iron gives way, though steel is much more ex-

pensive in the first instance.

The increased business, and the added num-
ber of miles of road operated by the company,
have required increased power and rolling

stock.

There have been put upon the road during

tbe year, 22 locomotives, making the number
now belonging to the company 175 in all.

There have been added to tbe rolling stock,

5 passenger cars, 9 new basgasre, mail and
express cars, 95 platform and coal cars.

The present equipment in cars consists

of 69 passenger cars, 45 baggage, mail and
express cars, 2,148 house, freight, and cattle

cars, 791 platform and coal cars, besides other

cars for drovers, etc., and maintenance of

way, used and necessary for repairs, etc.

The capital stock of the com-
pany now stands at $16,590,510 00

The bonded debt of the com-
pany, bearing interest, is... 4,316,000 00

Scrip issued to pay for Northern

Cross Ruad from Galesburg

to Qaincy, not bearing int... 239,250 00

$21,145,760 00

Amount due to bondholders of

Northern Cross, on foreclo-

sure and sale of the road... 256,206 95

Total $21,401,966 95

In addition to this cost of the Chicago, Burl-

ington &, Quiney Railroad Company proper,

are contingent liabilities for the bonds of the

branch railroad companies, amounting to

$6,758,002.

It will be seen that these various roads have

cost this company considerably more than the

amount of bonds upon tliem.

There has been expended at Burlington in

past years, upon grounds owued by the Burl.

ington & Missouri Railroad Company, in the

Mississippi, in filling them up, $304,631 50,
which is due from that company, having been
advanced with an agreement that it should be
repaid by deeding a portion of the land made
by it, and such money adjustment as might
be found just and fair for the balance.

Railroads of tho United States.

Progress of Railroads in the Vnited Stales,

and the Prohable Extent of their Construc-

tion in the Future

We have, in previous series of the Manual,
given a detailed sketch of the rise and pro-

gress of internal improvements in the United
Stales In no other country have similar

works been undertaken and executed on so

grand a scale, (or in no other has there been
a similar necessilv for their use. Our ppople,

advancing inland over unoccupied wastes,

had no markets but those they left behind.

The value of their products depended wholly
upon the cost of transportation. The earlier

settlements, consequently, followed, as far as
possible, the lines of navigable water courses.

As these were numerous along the whole
coast, and of unrivaled excellence, they served

for a long time as the means of social inter-

course, as well as routes of commerce. It

was not till alter our people bad crossed the

Allegheny range of mountains, and descended
upon the great plains beyond, that the neces-

sity for improved highways be>_'an to be seri-

ously felt. It was then seen that, without

them, the trade and commerce of the vast re-

gion would float down its two great rivers,

having their outlets—one under the climate

of the tropics, the other under the cold, almost

of the polar circle—and both far distant

from the great seats of population on the

Atlantic coast. It was felt, too, that the po-

litical fortunes of the future inhabitants of

that region—in time to become a majority of

the nation—would be moulded and controlled

by their material interests; and that, as our

government was founded on compact—not on
force —the only way in which such widely sepa-

rated communities con Id be held together would
be to apply adequate means of intercourse

between them. It was with such objects and
spirit that all our great works were at first

undertaken. A sentiment of patriotism, as

well as of interest—a wise political forecast,

as well as considerations of material advant-

age—mingled themselves in, and gave addi-

tional strength to, all propositions for the

construction of our great lines of public

works.

The works first undertaken were canals.

Four great lines, of the kind, were com-
menced by the States of New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland and Virginia, for the pur-

pose of connecting their navigable tide-waters

wilh the branches of the Mississippi, or with

the great lakes. From the formidable obsta-

cles encountered, only one—the Erie Canal

—

was completed. The others, after making
considerable progress, was abandoned, so

soon as tbe superior value of railways, as a

means of transportation, was fully proved.

The latter have now, with tbe exception of

the Erie Canal, wholly superseded the former.

They are everywhere practicable, and are

everywhere, and speedily, to become the com-

mon highways of our people.

The railroad first constructed in the United

States was the Baltimore and Ohio, of which

23 miles were opened for use in 1830. It
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was for two years thereafter worked by horse

power. The following statement will show

the number of miles opened each year since

the date:

Miles in Annual Miles in Annual
operation. Jnc. of operation. Inc. of

Tear. Mileage. Year. Mileage.

1830. . 23 1851. .10,932 1,961

1831. . 95 72 1852. .12,9ti8 1.926

1832. . 229 134 1853. .15,360 2,452

1833. . 380 151 1854. .16,720 1,360

1834. . 633 233 1855. .18,374 1,654

1835. ..1,098 265 1856. .22,017 3,643

183(i. .1,273 175 1857. .24,508 2,491

1837. .1,497 224 1858. .26,968 2,460

1838. .1,913 416 1869. .28,789 1,821

1839. .2,302 389 1860. .30,635 1,846

1840. .2,818 515 1861. .31,256 621

1841. .3,525 717 1862. .32,120 864
1842. .4,026 491 1863. .33,170 1,050

1843. .4,185 159 1864. .33,908 738

1844. ..4,377 192 1865. .35,185 1,277

1845. ..4,633 256 1866. .37,017 1,832

1846. .4,939 297 1867. .39,244 2,227

1847. ..5,599 669 1868. ..42,277 3,033

1848. ..5,996 397 1869. .47,254 4,999

1849. ..7,365 1,369 1870. .53,399 6,145

1850. ..9,021 1,656

The number of miles constructed in the de-

cade ending in 1840, was 3,5 13
;
in that end-

in}; with 1850, 5,508; in that ending with

1860, 21,614; and in that ending with 1870,

22,764. The greatest number of miles con-
structed in any one year was in that just

passed, in which 6,145 miles were opened.
The mileage constructed in 1869 and 1870
equaled 11,144 miles. The progress of rail-

roads, as will be seen by reference to accom-
panying tables, were seriously interrupted by
the war of secession. During the four years
of its continuance, only 3,273 miles were
opened—2,872 miles less than were opened
during the past year. In that period only a
very small extent of mileage was constructed
in the Southern States. Within the past two
years, great progress has been made in these
works in that section of country.

Of the ultimate extent of railway mileage
to be constructed in (his country no safe es-

timate can be made. It is likely to increase
very rapidly for many years to come. The
progress made will depend largely upon the
amount of increase of our population; but,

as the same number of people double their

traffic to these works every ten years, rail-

roads will, tor a long time, make rapid pro-

gress even in those States whose population
is comparatively stationary. The Stale of

Massachusetts has one mile of railroad to

5.27 square miles of territory. A similar ra-

tio would give to the States of New York and
Pennsylvania 9,000 miles of line respectively,

or more than twice their present mileage. It

would give to the State of Illinois nearly 11,-

000 miles, or two and a half times its present
mileage. In each of these States, the con-
struction of railroads will proceed rapidly till

the ratio of Massachusetts is reached. The
same may be said of other States having, in

the aggregate, an aiea of 5t'0,000 square
miles. When a mileage of 100,000 miles is

reached, the same necessity will be felt for

the continued construction of these works that

now exist.

Progress and Amount of the Earnings oj the
Railroads of the United Slates, and of
their Tonnage Traffic.

The rapidity of the increase of earnings of
the railroads of the United States, and of the
quantity and value of their tonnage traffic,

s still more remarkable than the rapid pro-

gress of these works. Their tonn ige, which
last year exceeded 125,000,000 tons, has been
almost wholly created by them since 1851,
the year of the opening of the Erie Railroad,

and the removal of canal tolls from the New
York Central line. The earnings of all the

roads in the United States that year were
$39,466,358 ;

the earnings from freight being
#20, 192,104, as shown in the following state-

ment:

Statement showing the length, earnings from
passengers, earnings from freight, and
total earnings of all the railroads in the

several Stales in actual operation in 1851.

Milea of Earnings Earnings
railroad in from from Total

States. Oi-eiation. pass'ng'rs. freight. earnings

Maine 284 $3(15,476 $519,241 $584,987
New H imp 415 635,901 686,103 1.S!'24 H04
Vermont 378 302,375 519.100 881,475
Massachusetts.. 1,107 3,8:11.075 3,23:1.139 7,054.814
Rhode Island.. 50 128.043 79.2115 2U7 M8
Connecticut ... 253 1,308.704 853,948 2,lli2 655
New York 1,05 4 8110,431 2,841849 7,642,280
Ne.v Jersey 2119 1,7:11 662 901,1.17 2.032,719
Pennsylvania.. 80S 1,836,6-2 4,161 297 6,997,979
Delaware 16 135.129 2,157 137,286
Maryland 321 665.857 1,403.617 2,0119,414

Virginia 441 4110,033 489.594 555.1127

North Carolina 249 33ll,6n9 310 609 647.218
South Carolina 241 333.576 607.141 1.0011,717

Georgia 058 432,063 1,386,592 1,8*9 261
Alabama 88 91,292 82,312 173 604
Mississippi 60 60.000 60.000 120,000
Louisiana 50 7o,000 70,1100 140.01)0

Kintucky 93 97,412 134,972 232,381
Ohio 638 96U.010 740,382 1,930992
Indiaua 86 109,589 245,047 354.636
Illinois 116 147 076 188,634 330.31U
Michigan 357 550,583 710,168 1,260,751

6,876 19,274,254 20,192,104 39,466,358

The total earnings of the 50,000 miles of

railroads in operation in the United States

the past year, at $9,000 per mile of line,

equaled $450,000,000. The increase in 20
years equaled $400,000,000, or $20,000,000
annually.

The total tonnage in 1851 of all the rail-

roads of the State of New York, having a

mileage of 1,703 miles, was 1,093,381 tons.

The average tonnage per mile equaled 623
tons. The number of miles of railroads in

the United States, and transporting freight

that year, was 8,838 miles. A tonnage for

all these, equal to that per mile of the rail-

roads of New York, would give an aggregate
of about 5,000,000 tons.

The gross tonnage traffic of the railroads of

the United States is now ascertained with

still more accuracy. In Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylva-
nia, Ohio and other States, the railroad com-
panies are required to make returns, among
other things, of their tonnage traffic. The
tonnage traffic of the railroads of Pennsylva-
nia, with' connecting lines, the past year,

equaled 43,643,799 tons, or 8,000 tons per

mile. That of the railroads of Massachusetts
for the same year, equaled 7,378,083 tons, or

5,438 tons to the mile. The tonnage of the

New York roads for 1870, equaled 13,803,159
tons, or 4,000 tons to the mile. The aggre-
gate tonnage of these three States, equaled
64,825,791 tons, or 6,338 tons to the mile of

line. A similar tonnage per mile, for all the

railroads of the United States, embracing say

50,000 miles of line, would give an aggregate
of more than 300,C00,0O0 tons. The tonnage
of the railroads of the other States will not

come up to the average of those named. The
average tonnage for the whole can not, how-
ever, be less than 2,500 tons to the mile.

Such a rale, for all our roads, assuming the

average mileage in operation for the year to

be 50,000 miles, would give an aggregate of

125,000,000 tons. From this aggregate, how-
ever, must be deducted duplicated tonnage

—

or tonnage passing over more than one road,

estimated at 30,000,000 tons. The net quan-
tity would, therefore, equal 95,000,000 tons.

The value of this tonnage is estimated at

$150 per ton, after deducting, say 22,500,000

tons for coals, ores, and other low-priced

freights—that of the tonnage for the whole
country being estimated at ihe ascertained

value of that of the railroads of New York.
The tonnage of the railroads of that State is

classified, in the returns made to the Legisla-

ture, in the same manner as is that trans-

ported on the canals of the State. The value

of the 'tonnage of the latter, classified under
the following heads: "Productsof the Forest,''

"Products of Animals," Vegetable Food,''

"Other Agricultural Products," "Manufactu-
rers," "Merchandise," and "Other Articles,"

is carefully ascertained Applying a similar

rate of valuation to the d.fferent classes of

the tonnage of the New York roads, the value

of the latter would equal, on the average,

$150 per ton. It is assumed that the tonnage
of the railroads of other Stales equals, in

value, that of the New York roads. Such a

rate would, for the merchandise tonnage of

all our roads—to wit, 72,500,000—give a
gross value of $10,875,750,000.

The tonnage transported by the railroads

in 1851 equaled 5,000,000. In 1870, the net

tonnage equaled 72500,000 tons; the increase

of tonnage in a period of 20 years equaled

67,500,000, or at the rate of 3,375,000 yearly.

The value of the railroad tonnage transported

in 1851, at $150 per ton, equaled $810,725,-

200. In 1870, its value, at $150 per ton,

equaled $10,875,750,000. The total increase

of value in this period of 20 years, equaled

$10,065,354,800. The annual increase of val-

ue equaled $503,267,7-40.

This vast commerce has been wholly crea-

ted by the reduction effected in the cost of
transportation. The cost, for example, of
transporting Indian corn and wheat over or-

dinary highways will equal 20 cents per ton

per mile. At such a rate, as already shown,
the former will bear transportation only 125
miles to market, where its value is equal to

75 cents per bushel ; the latter ouly 250 miles,

where its value is $1 50 per bisbel. With
such highways only, our most valuable cereals

will have no commercial value outside of cir-

cles having radii of 125 and 250 miles re-

spectively. Upon a railroad, the cost of trans-

portation equals 1J cents per ton per mile.

With such a work, consequently, the circle

within which corn and wheat at the prices
named,, will have a marketable value, will be
drawn upon radii of 1,600 and 3,200 miles,

respectively. The area of a circle with a ra-

dius of 125 miles is 49,087 square miles; that

of a circle drawn upon a radius of l,6UO
miles, is about 160 times greater, or 8,042,-

406 square miles. Such a difference, euor-

mous as it is, only measures the value of the

new agencies employed in transportation, and
the results achieved, compared with the old.

The railroads ot this country have au im-
portance in the domestic economy of its peo-
ple possessed by no other. They are, in fact,

the markets to every portion of it. Wheat,
that will bear transportation 2,500 miles over
railroads, will not bear transportation for

more than one tenth that distance over or-

dinary highways. Wherever they are con-
structed, they give immediately, and every-

where, a high commercial value to the pro-

ducts of labor. The value aud the influence

they everywhere exert is well illuslraled by
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the following statement, prepared by the

Treasurer of Iowa, of the progress of the

railroads of the State for the past nine years,

and of their earnings per head of population

during this period :

Miles of

Miles of Miles opened railroad per

railroad, each year. Populition. head of

Years. Population

1862.. . G26 778,000 1.243

1863.. . 653 27 830,000 1.271

1864.. 727 74 882,000 1.212

1865.. . 847 120 934,000 1 103

1866.. 1,060 213 986,000 .930

1867.. 1,238 168 1,038,000 .838

1868.. 1,448 220 1,040,000 .734

1869.. 2,081 533 1,142,000 .550

1870.. 2,683 602 1,194,000 .446

Gross Earn- Earnings ErirninErs per
ings per mile. he. li of pop.

1862.. . $1,109,346 $1,772 $1 42

1863.. 1,570,546 2,405 1 89

1864.. 2,553,699 3,512 2 89

1865.. 3,871,783 4,572 4 14

1866.. 4,118,006 3,884 4 12

1867.. 5.867 ,501 4.778 5 65

1868.. 8,024,931 5.541 7 36

1869.. . 10,409,950 5,002 9 12

1870.. . 11,932,352 4,447 10 00

The result for the whole country is almost

equally striking. In 18411, there were 2,818

miles of railroad in the United Statps. At

$3,000 per mile of line, (a large estimate)

their earnings were $8,454,000, or 49 cents

per head. In 1850, there were 9,021 miles in

operation, the earnings of which, at $4,000

per mile, were $36,084,000, or $1.55 per head.

In 1860, there were 30,635 miles in operation,

the earnings of which, at $4,000 per mile,

equaled $153,175,000, or $4.90 per head. In

1870, there were say 50,000 miles in opera-

tion, the earnings of which, at $9,000 per

mile, equaled $450,000,000, or $11.75 per

head. Such an increase of earnings meas-

ures, accurately, that of the wealth and com-

merce of the country due to the construction

of railroads, and explains lully the eagerness

with which works, which can produce such

marvelous results, are pushed.

It would be interesting to compare the pro-

gress of the internal commerce of the coun-

try, in amount of value, with that of its popu-

lation. In 1850, the net merchandise tonnage

of its railroads did not exceed 4,500,000 tons,

or 400 pounds per head. In 1860, the total

tonnage was 18,500 000, or 1,200 pounds per

head. In 1870, the total net tonnage equaled

72,500,000 tons, or 3,816 pounds per bead.

The value of the tonnage per head in 1850

equaled $29; in 1860, $84; in 1870, $285
per head Of course, this ratio of increase

will not be maintained alter railroad facilities

shall have been supplied to every portion of

the country. But in the older States, whose
population shows the slowest increase, the

tonnage of their railroads, wilhout much in-

crease of line, duplicates itself as often as

once in ten years. The tonnage of the rail

roads of Massachusetts, in 1860, equaled 4,-

094,364 tons; in 1870, 8,044,498 tons. Tbe
increase of population of the State in this

petiod did not exceed 12 per cent. The in-

crease of tonnage of the railroads of New
York for a similar period shows a ratio of in-

crease twice greater. It is safe to estimate

that the railroad tonnage of the country

would duplicate itself as often as once in ten

years, were there no increase of line or popu-

lation, from the progress made in its indus-

tries and in the mechanics arts.

—

Poor's Rail-

road Manual.

The Great Union Ruilroad Depot at New
York.

The great railroad depot in New York city,

erected by Commodore Vanderbilt, has been
completed and was formally occupied by the

railroad officers on Saturday. It is the larg-

est railroad depot in the country, if not in the

world. The building proper is 692 feet in

length and 240 in width. The center of the

facade is covered with a tower 130 feet in

hight and flanked at each end by towers 110
feet high. The north end is constructed en-

tirely of iron, and has teu huge iron arches
for the ingress and egress of trains ; while the

eastern side, which is tbe least imposing, is

for the most part built of brick, and will be

used chiefly for the freight department. On
the. s juth side of the wliole width of the build-

ini», to the depth of 40 feet, and to the hight

of 3 stories, is devoted to the waiting rooms
and offices of the New York & New Haven
Railway. On ihe ground fljor there is, first

of all, an ample baggage room; next the gen-
tlemen's wailing room and that for ladies.

On the second floor are the offices of the su-

perintendent, the stationery and store rooms,

the chief clerk, treasurer, attorney, president,

and the directors. On the third floor are t lie

conductors' room, store room for general ticket

office, printing room, and five other small offi-

ces for undetermined purposes The west
side of the building for its entire length, to

the same dep'.b and hight as on the south

side, is similarly designed for the business

and traffic purposes of the New York & Har-
lem Railway, the Hudson River Railroad, and
the New Yoik CJentral Railroad. In this way
the west and south end t ) the depth of 40 feet

are occupied solely by offices, and the central

space, 550 by 200, forms a monstrous car

house, to which admission is gained by the ten

iron arches at the north end of the building.

The hight of this immense car shed is 90 feet

The roof is formed of glass and corrugated
iron, and is supported by 31 semi-circular

trusses of iron, each measuring 4 feet in width

by 1 foot in thickness. High up on tbe walls,

in letters 6 feet high, are inscribed the names,
"C. Vanderbilt, President; W. H Vanderbilt,

Treasurer." There are 12 lines of railway

running the entire length of this stupendous
shed, divided into groups of two or three by
raised platforms, composed of stone and ce-

ment, for the accommodation of the four lines

which start from the Union Depot. M the

south-east corner of the building are two lines

of railroad which form the terminus of the

Fourth Avenue Railroad, by which passengers

will he enabled to step on board steam cars

from the street cars without exposure to the

weather. The cost of this immense depot,

including the real estate, is estimated at

$3,000,000.

Cincinnati &, Great Northern Railroad.

The following certificate of incorporation

was filed at Columbus, July 23, in the office

of the Secretary of State:

Cincinnati & Great Northern Railroad Com-
pany, capital stock, $4,000,000. Corporators:

A. J. Hodder, Durbin Ward, T. Wrightson,

S. W. Morton and Robert Hedger. The ter-

mini of this road is Cincinnati and a point

on the Ohio State line, in Williams county,

north of Bryan. The route is through the

following named counties : Hamilton, Butler,

Warren, Preble, Montgomery, Miami, Darke,

Mercer, Van Wert, Paulding, Defiance and
Williams.

The Importation or Iron.

Early this year we called attention to the

enormous consumption of iron and especially

railway iron, in the Uniied States. The con-

sumption is still proceeding on a vast scale,

and the United States have now become onr
best foreign customer for railway iron, having
pushed Russia and India comparatively into

the background. In October, for instance, we
sent to the United States 28,219 tons of rail-

way iron, as compared with 18,743 tons in

October, 1809, and 18,723 tons in October,

1808. Again, in the first ten months of this

year we exported railway iron to the United
States to the extent of 341 629 tons, against

202 829 tons in the corresponding ten mouths
in 1809, and 228,001 tons the corresponding ten

months of 1808. The increase in the exports

to October 31, this year, was thus no less than

78,800 tons, comparing 1870 with 1S69, and
114,638 tons comparing 1870 with 1808. The
increase in the demand for our railway iron

among the Americans has thus been even

greater this year than in 1809; and the ex-

tent of our commercial relations with the

United States, in the matter of railway iron,

may be gathered from the fact that of the

whole exports of British railway iron made to

October 31, this year, 36 per cent, or something

over one-third, went to the United States.

Yet the Americans appear to be making
great efforts to render themselves independent

of foreign countries in the matter of iron. A
report, drawn up by the Secretary of the

American Irou aDd Steel Association, shows a

wonderful expansion in the iron trade of the

Republic. Several of the Western States,

which a few years since were dependent upon
other sources for their pig iron, now practi-

cally meet their own wants in that particular.

The total production of anthracite pig iron in

the United States stood in 1860 at 510,211

tons; in 1869 it had risen to 917,160 tons.

The production of bituminous coal furnaces

appears to have increased with equal rapidi-

ty ; it amounted in 1869 to 553,341 tons, show-

ing an increase of 63 per cent, over the pro-

duction of 1868, or 74 per cent, over that of

1867, and of 105 per cent, over that of 1866.

While the production last year stood at 653,-

341 tons, it amounted in 1854 to only 54,485

tons; and in the fifteen years ending with

1869, inclusive, the annual average increase

in the make was 54J- per cent. The producdon
of charcoal made pig in 1869, in the United

States, was 392,150 tons, viz., 38,000 in the

New England States, 134,000 tons in the Mid-

dle States, 206,500 tons in the Western States,

and 13,650 tons in the Southern States. In

the last named States a number of old char-

coal furnaces, which were out of blast when
the war ended, have recently been repaired

and relighted. Three of these relighted fur-

naces are in Alabama—a State which is mak-
ing a great effort to develop her mineral re-

sources. The total production of pi? iron of

all kinds in the United States last year, was

1, 946,641 tons, and the strides which the pro-

duction is making are reflected in the fact that

it has been more than doubled in four years.

All this is interesting enough, but we must

pass on and see what America is doing in

making railway iron to supply the wants of

her ever-expanding railway network. Well,

in 1861. American railway iron was made to

the extent of 189,818 tons; in 1869 the total

had risen to 593,586 tons. But even then, the

Americans had in 1869 to import 345,000 tons,

making with the 593,586 tons manufactured

by themselves, a total consumption of 938.586

tons; and, taking into consideration the

growth of the American railway system, the

railway iron requirements of the Republic for

the next five years are expected to average

upwards of 1,000,000 tons per annum. The
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production of American rolling mills besides

rails, in 1869, was 642,429 tons, comprising
292,500 tons of bar and rod iron, 36,829 tons of

sheet iron, 68,000 tons of plates, 17,200 tons of

hoop iron, 146,400 tons of spikes and nails,

and 72,000 tons of axles, etc. Of the same
description of iron the United States imported
120,795 tons, making a total consumption of

rolled iron other than rails, in 1869, of 763,-

215 tons. Notwithstanding the substantial

progress which the American trade is making,
the United States thus still continue to draw
large supplies from Great Britain, the ship-

ments thence to the Union of all descriptions

of iron reaching an aggregate of 596,554 tons.

Of this quantity, 300,346 tons consisted of

rail, so that, after all, the work of railway
construction and maintenance among the

Americans is the great cause and mainstay of

their large consumption of our iron.

Will this large consumption continue? We
think it will, because, however strenuous the

exertions of the Americans may be to develop

their resources, and to stimulate the production

of their own metallurgical interests, there

never was a time in which so much activity

was displayed in the Republic in the work of

railway construction. In California, for in-

stance, three or four great lines are now being
built, and there is scarcely a State in which
kindred projects are not on hand. A rumor
comes to hand from San Francisco that a grand
consolidation is about to be formed between
the Pacific Railroad and its Eastetm connec-

tions, on the one hand, and China and Austra-

lian steamship lines on the other hand, with a

view to the control and development of the

commerce of the Pacific Ocean. For this pur-

pose a new company is to be formed, embrac-
ing the stockholders of both the railroad and
steamboat companies, and it will be placed
under the official management of several well-

known English and American capitalists.

But if this enterprise aims at the creation of
anything approaching a monopoly, it is not

likey to come to much, it is rather likely to

develop new competitions The railway and
steamship seem likely to absorb and to create

more and more American capital, and it is im-
possible to assign any limits to the demand
for iron in the United States.

—

London Colliery

Guardian.

Coal-producing Countries. — The United
States stands third on the list of coal-produc-

ing countries ; Prussia stands second, although

in the quantity of coal it produces it remains
far behind Great Britain, whose enormous pro-

duction of this mineral has, during the last

few years, exceeded 2,000,000,000 hundred-
weight annually. It is, nevertheless, in ad-

vance of the remainder of the States of Eu-
rope, and even of the United States. The
latest reliable statistics of the mining of coal

in the whole world are those recently pub-

lished by the Piofessor of Metallurgy of Leo-

ben, Peter Trummer. According to these data,

the production of coal in the different coal-

producing countries during the five years

between 1860 and 1865 amounted, in average
numbers, to:

Cwt.

Great Britain 1,330,000,000

Prussia 420 000,000
America (North and South) 350,000,000

France 222,000,000

Belgium 206,000,000

Austria 80,000,000

The remaining States of Germ'y 40,000,000

Spain and Portugal 12,000,060

Australia 8,000,000

Russia and Poland 700,000
Turkey 500,000

Sweden and Norway 300,000

Total 3,214,000,000

BAILROAD NOTICE.

The Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great
Northern Rail-oad Company hereby give notice that Books
of Sub-criptii,n to the capital stock of said Company will

be opened at the office of the Railroad Kecord, No. 167

Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday, the 56th diy
of August next, at II o'clock, A. M., of s.id day, and con-
tinue open at the same-place each day thereafter (Sundays
excepied), until stock Is subscribed sufficient to organize
Baid Company, and as mnch longer as said Corporators
may diteet.

A. J. HODDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. W. MORTON,
ROBT. HEDQER,

Corporators.
Cincinnati, July 27th, 1871.

LOAM
OF THE

MorihernPacsfic Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (hegun
July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Several ihuusund men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The grade
is nearly completed #6*'i miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
& Pacific Road, the Northern Pacific Company now has
4 13 miles of completed road. ;ind by September next this
will be increased to at least 500.

A 4iOA(l Investment. Jay Cooke &. Co. are now
selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitab eand
perfectly Sale investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
CJoid iionds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They have 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than S percent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
r<iad and its eqoipments, and also, as fast as tlie Road is

completed, on

2:J,000 Acres of Land to every mile nJ track, or
500 Acres for each SI,ODD Bond- They are exempt from
tJ. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, SiOU to $1,0j6; Registered,
S 100 to §10,000.

Lands for Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten per cent, above par, in ex-
change fort lie Company's L-inds, at their low est cash price
This renders them practically interest bearing land
warrants.

Sinking- Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to the re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the itoad exceeds Fifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, which is more
PROI'ITABLH. OK SAFE.

Exchanging1 U. H. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender ol United States G per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for

Northern 1'acificSeven -Thirties, thus realizing ahaodsome
profit, and greatly increasing theiryearly income.

Olher Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
Bonds will be received at their higheat current price in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Kxprkss
cuAKQr'.B on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c, can he obtained
on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.

'•—»' JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New Yohk, Washington,

Financial Agi nts, Northern Faclllc lialLroail Co.

By BANKS and BAN KiiRSjienerallylhrouqhouUhecountri/.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL.TIRE & MACHINE
COMPANY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofKailroadMachinery

GEORGE G. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BKENNAN, Treasurer.

WM.W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70,52

mx.
CHARLES A. DAXA, Editor.

A Newspaper of the Present Times.

Intended for People Now on Earth,

Including Farmers. Mechanics, Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, "Wuiircrs, Thinkers, and all Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the "Wive.-;, Eois, and,

Daughter*; of all such.

ONLY ONE DOIiL.AH A YEAR !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR S50.

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a

§50 Club at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, §3 A TEAR,
of the same size and general character as

THE "WEEKLY, bat with a preatcr variety of
miscellaneous readme, and furnishing the news
to its subscribers with greater freshness, because
It comes twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SCN, SO A YEAR.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

largest, circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mail,
£0 cents a month, or $6 a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately ac dressed.
Foar Dollars.

Ten copies, one yenr, sennrateir addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter up of cluo).

EicrUt Dollars.
TweDty conies, one year, separately addressed
(and an extra copy to the getter up of Club),

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address tarjd the
Semi-Weekly one year to setter np of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
the Semi-Weekly one year to eerier up ot'elub),

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, oDe vear, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the getter up of
club). Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed ( and the Daily for one year to I he jretter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMr-WEEKLT SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten copies, one vepr. separately addressed (and
an extra copy to getter up of club).

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
lnPost Office orders, checks, or drafts on New
York, wherever convenient. If not, tnen register
the letters containing inouey. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,
Sun office, New York CKt,
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B. D. MANSFIELD, --.-->
T. "WRIGHTSOBT, .... -^Editors
A. J. HODDEE, J

CINCINNATI, - - Thursday, August 3, 1871.

PUBLISHED EVERY TriURSDA v MORNING,

By Wrifftifson <V Co.,

OFFJCE-No.167 Wnlnnt Street

Subscriptions—$3 per annum in advance.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A square is the spaceoccupiedby tenlines ?f Nonpareil.

Onegquare.singleinsertion $ 2 GO
" lt

pel- month 5 oO
" 'S six months 15 «0
" " perannum 25 00
" column. singleinsertion 7 00
*' " pei month 14 00
" * six months 55 00
*' tL per annum 110 00
"page, sinpleinsertion 25 00
*' " per month 40 00
41 *' six months

: 135 00
" " perannnm 240 00

Cardsnotexceedingfourlines, $7 OOper annum.

WKIGHTSOS <& CO., Propr's

Pennsylvania Railroad Doings in Ohio.

We know of no better railroad than tbat of

the Pennsylvania company. It is successful,

well conducted and profitable. These are

signs of a good road. We commend it for a

well managed and safe road, for there are

scarcely any accidents upon it. But we have

some tfeings to object to, and we shall state

them plainly. First The road passes through

the whole State of Ohio, and has received

great favors from this State. Notwithstand

ing the bridge controversy, the road has the

use of the streets of Cincinnati for a great

length, and every facility for crossing the city

or the river. Both legislatures and city coun-

cils have given it great advantages, and the

company should be at least civil. Now, if we

understand, there is no office of the company

in Ohio, and therefore no one who is respon-

sible, or to whom application can be made for

anything. There are freight agents and su-

perintendents, but no one who is responsible

for the company. Now, in common civility,

the company should put an office in Cincin-

nati.

Again, $8 for a little state room, and $4 for

a common berth, is simply absurd. Such

charges are a gross imposition. Yet we paid

on the Pennsylvania road $12 for the berths

of three persons, one of tbem a mere common
berth. Are not such charges above those

allowed bylaw? And can the road escape

from this by saying the car belongs to another

proprietor? Is it not carried over their road

by their power? Are they not responsible for

such a transaction ? Certainly they are, and

if the laws are defective on this poir.t, the

Legislature should immediately correct the

evil.

Looking to the enormous combinations of

the Pennsylvania road, we have also looked

into the condition of their road in Ohio,

known as the Pittsburg, Cincinnati & St. Louis

Railway Company, including the Little Miami

Rai'road. The elements of the road are as

follows:

1. Pittsburg & Columbus, including Cadiz

branch, etc. Miles of road in Ohio, 157J.
Stock $4,250,422
Debt 8,179,937

Total stock and debts ,...$12,420,359

Cost per mile $79,922 92

2. Newark & Columbus. 33 miles.

Cost $1,360,000
Costpermile 4(1,145

This road is run in common with the Cen-

tral Ohio, but should b^ counted with the

Pennsylvania.

3. The Little Miami Railroad. This road

being permanently leased to the Pennsylvania

road is now part of it. The elements are

:

Miles 154 J

Stock $5,891,450
Debts 2,583,000

Total cost $8,474,450
as represented by stock and debts.

Cost per mile $51,586 01

Consolidating all these, we find the elements

of the whole line included in the Pittsburg &
Cincinnati line to be:

Miles 345

Total stock. $11,501,872
" debts 10,762,937

Total cost $22,264,809

Cost per mile $64,532

Deducting from the whole distance the Co-

lumbus & Springfield, the Dayton & Xenia,

and the Dayton & Western roads, the distance

from Pittsburg to Cincinnati is 277 miles.

No. of passengers carried 1,499,664

No. of tons earned 2,172,006

Gross receipts $4,094,299
Expenses 3,206,396

Net receipts $887,903

It will be seen that this is only 4 per cent,

net. But this is owing to the fact lhat the

road up to this year required a great deal of

work to finish the Pittsburg part; and to the

fact that the real earnings can not be told

without counting in the Indiana and Virgiuia

parts. The old Little Miami road made 6J

per cent, net, and taking the single line from

Cincinnati to Columbus, it made 8 per cent.

Tbe Pennsylvania road is proceeding rapid-

ly with the bridge at Cincinnati, and will pro-

bably run cars over it before winter. The
company has raised the piers 25 feet higher

with great celerity To our eye, it looks like

a very sharp curve where they come off the

bridge, but as the passage of trains will be

very slow, there will probably be no danger.

To get the grade, the ascent will be com-
menced at some distance above the present

depot. Altogether it will be a singular ar-

rangement, and we can not help thinking will

be attended with some difficulties. The ex-

pense of the new elevation will be near or

quite $400,000. To accomplish it, the com-

pany has been compelled to buy the whole

square where the Niles Works were. One ob-

ject, we presume, was to make a new passen-

ger depot, at the east side of Deer creek ; and

we must say it is needed, for the present pas-

senger arrangements are about as shabby as

any we have seen.

Cincinnati A Great Northern Railroad.

We learn from the local papers, that the

people upon the line of the above named road

are considerably agitated by the proposition

made them by the purchasers of the old Macki-

naw road, and we should think from the re-

ports that come to us that they were bound to

secure the construction of that much needed

work.

The proposition, as we understand it, is

that the people along the line of the road shall

raise the sum of one hundred thousand dollars,

which is to be paid on or before the first day

of March, 1873, providing that the road by

that time is completed so as to run cars there-

on from Greenville, in Darke county, to the

junction of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chi-

cago road at Van Wert, and in addition

thereto secure for the benefit of the new or-

ganization such grounds as ace necessary for

station houses, depots and machift^ shops

upon that part of the line.

This sum is the estimated cost of completing

the grading and placing the ties upon the 55

miles of road that lays between the points

above named. This offer is a liberal one, and

as it involves the expenditure of a large sum

of money among the people before any is re-

quired from them, and secures them the road

without risk on their part, they can well afford

to make a desperate effort to comply with the

conditions of the offer. It is a good, and

perhaps the best, opportunity they ever had

to secure the rapid completion of their road,

such an one as many western railroad compa-

nies would be quick to accept if they had the

chance.

There is another great advantage to the

people in having these parties control their

road, and lhat is that it will not be a feeble

fragment, that must rely on the local trSffie

for support, struggling to live, and not doing

half the good that it otherwise would to the

people who are making such efforts to call it

into existence, but it will be: merged into a

long line that will make connections with the

principal thoroughfares of the north, and that

will find an independent entrance into the
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city of Cincinnati. It will be well built, aud

most thoroughly equipped, and well support-

ed, and the people will receive such benefits

as frequent trains and a prosperous road can

give them.

This we think amounts to a great deal, and

ought to be another motive to stimulate the

public effort now being made upon the line to

comply with Col. Morion's proposition.

We understand that the question is to be

settled within the next thirty days. We do

hope thaL the people may succeed. They will

never regret it. It will be money invested

that will return quickly many fold. We were

amonu- the earliest advocates of this old pro-

ject, as the columns of the Hecord will attest,

aud we should feel a prophet's pride in being

able to chronicle therein its final and com-

plete success.

Narrow Gau^e.

There is no use of opposing it any longer,

the narrow or three feet gauge must be the

railway of the future. The thing has been

talked of, and figured upon, and discussed,

until there is but iittle more to say upoQ the

subject; it is exhausted, and the results are

that scientific, as well as what we call practi-

cal men, are favorable to the reduced gauge

—

the people have become convinced that it is

what they want, and best of all the experi-

ments that have for years been made with

these light roads, corroborate all that theorists

claim for them.

Railroads we must have—quick, certain

and cheap transit for men and things, is the

demand of the age. Give us these, and nearly

all other material blessings will soon be added

thereto But railroads of the old style and

size we can't have to the extent desired, be-

cause they won't pay ; that is to say, the cost of

construction and operating, and the wear and

tear and waste, are so great that all the busi-

ness that can be supplied by the country

through which they pass (done at reasonable

rates) will not pay the interest upon the in

vestment. For some time we have been try-

ing to remedy this. We have advocated the

cash system in railroad construction, by which

the first cost will be reduced. And the tho-

rough drainage of the road bed, and the use

of better iron, and improved machinery, and

Ton bridges, aud reduced expenditures in

r anagement, by which the cost of uperating

nould be diminished. All these have done
£omething towards the end desired, a great

deal indeed, yet not enough to accomplish

wnat i3 absolutely necessary. We have finally

struck the ax of reform ai the very root ol

these difficulties. There is no use compro-

mising with them any longer. Either rail-

roads must be built only in densely populateo

sections of the country, blessed with great

and diversified industrial resources, and as >,

thoroughfare between important business cen-

ters, or tbey must be modified so as to require

less money to both construct and work them

The old system of subsidizing su-ch works has

passed away. Hereafter they must stand upon

their own merits as produi tive enterprises,

just as mills, and factories, and stores do.

What could be more reasonable or natural

than that such improvements should be made

suitable to the business of the country they

are created to supply? There is no more

reason why a railroad should be built with a

capacity for doing four times the business it

will ever have, than there is in doing anything

else equally absurd. There is a fitness of

things in railway construction as well as in

everything else, and upon the discovery and

observance of this depends their success.-—

Hitherto these requirements have been disre-

garded, and we have built the same size and

kind of roads through sections of the country

that never can be other than thinly settled,

and supplying one class of freight that ample

time can be had to transport to market, that

we have through other sections that are dense-

ly populated, and that supply continuously

such products as must find quick transit to

points of consumption. "The eternal fitness

of things" is thus disturbed, and we suffer the

penalties.

If we look over our railroads and study their

business capacity, and what they really do, we

will find only a very few, and those of what

we designate as leading lines, are worked up

to their full capacity, and these only as they

near their principal terminus, usually one cl

our great cities upon the seaboard; and alter

they have gathered the traffic frcm a thousand

or more miles of the interior. The remainder

are variously worked, from fifty down to fifteen

per cent of their capacity, and therefore are

either non productive as investments or yield

but poorly on their cosi, and this often at the

expense of the road and its equipment, which

grow worse and worse until some direct effort

is made to revive them.

Now if such roads had been built, at hall

the cost, and yet with a capacity ti do the

business of the country quite as wed, if not

better, than those now existing, how differ-

ently would stand the account; the invest-

ment would have been productive, the roads

would be sustained and improved up to their

highest point, the business of the country they

serve would be done quicker, and cheaper,

and belter, greater accommodations would be

given to the traveling public, safety would be

secured, all interests connected with or affeci-

ed by these improvements would be satisfied,

and the number of such schemes would be

doubled with the same outlay, and thereby

parts of ihe country now languishing for the

want of such outlets would be biessed with

them.

This is exactly what the narrow gauge will

effect. There is no doubt about it. Let the

great through lines be extended, or new ones

made, of the standard gauge, with heavy cars

and machinery; they have paid and will con-

tinue to do so, but let us change lateral lines,

and local roads, and outlets to minor points,

that a nation's products do not gather upon,

to the American standard narrow gausre of

three feet, with light cars, and light, quick

machinery, costing less and paving more, and

we shall have all the railroads we want, be-

cause they will pav, and capital will not have

to be coaxed into them.

"Accessibility of West Virginia."

The West Virginia Monitor, speaking upon

this subject, says

:

Let the reader apply a rule to the man of
the United States, and he will find West Vir-
ginia on a straight line, 1° from either New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton to Cincinnati and St. Louis. (A straight

line from New York to St. Louis will also

touch Cincinnati.)
2° From Baltimore, Washington and Nor-

folk to Chicago.
'A° From Norfolk to the nearest pointon the

Union Pacific Railroad.
4° From Piltshurg to Charleston, S. C,

through the magnetic iron ore region of south-
western Virginia.

5a From I'ittsburg to the great southern
railroad center at Chattanooga which is con-
nected with New Orleans by an unbroken line

of rail.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad extends

thr 'Ugh the entire Siate from east to west,

touching the counties of Jefferson, Berkeley,

Morgan, Hampshire, Mineral, Preston, Taylor,

Harrison, Diddridge, Ritchie, Wood, Marion,
Monongalia, Wetzel, Marshall and Ohio, six-

teen counties in all

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, now in

course of rapid construction, and to be ter-

minated wiihin two years from this date, passes

through or along ihe borders of G.eenbrier,

Monroe, Mercer, Raleigh, Fayette, Kanawha,
Putnam, Cabeli and Wayne, in all nine cuuu-
nes.

I he Northern & Souihern Railroad to con-

nect Pittsburg wilh ihe Chesapeake &. Ohio at

Charleston, ihe eapitol of this Siaie. and now
being surveyed, will probably be located

thiough Kanawha, Clay, Braxton, Lewis, Har-
rison, Marion and Monongalia, three of which
have no other railroad communication
The Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston S C.

Railroad, also under survey, wili run through
Monongalia, Preston, Barbour or Tucker, and
U,'shur, Randolph, Pocahontas and Green-
brier, giving railroad facilities to at least lour

more counties not otherwise accessible by

rail.

The Washington & Ohio Railroad,-also ex-

perimentally surveyed all the way to Ravens-
wood and Point Pleasant on ihe Ohio river,

finished lo Hamilton, Loudon county, Va ,

and provided with capital nearly sufficient to

complete the road, crosses the counties of

Hardy, Grant, Tuclcir, Upshur, Barbour,

Lewis, Gilmer, Calhuun, probably Wnt, and
Jackson, ten counties in all, six of which
without other railroad connections.

The Panhandle Railroad crosses Brooke
county Irom easi to west.

Then we have the projected fifiy mile nar

row gauge railroad from Cered i t> the large

coal bell up Twelve pole river, which we have
good reason to believe will ultimately be uni-

ted with the slackvvater of Coal river lollow-
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ng the coal belt through the counties of Lin-

coln and Boone.

Thus we have forty-one counties out of

fifty two, which compose the State, accessible

by railroad at this time, or with reasonable

certainty within very few years. Among these

forty-one counties, not less than fourteen or

fiiteen will be either intersected or traversed

by two different railroads.

In addition to this the counties of Wayne,
Cabell, Putnam, Mason, Jackson, Wood, Pleas-

ants, Tyler, Wetzel, Marshall, Ohio, Brooke

and Hancock, are reached by the Ohio river,

onlv lour of which, Mason, Pleasants, Tyler

and Hancock, are not immediately accessible

by rail. The Kanawha river gives access to

the counties of Mason, Putnam, Kanawha,
Fayetle and Nicholas, the four latter of which

enjoy railroad facilities also.

This leaves only six counties out of fiftv-

two without communication by river or rail,

except by turnpike or county road connection,

requiring a drive o c from six to twelve hours.

From this statement it is apparent that

West Virginia is not very far behind her sister

States in these great improvements, that place

her vast industrial resources within easy reach

of the demands of commerce.

In addition to the above named enterprises,

that are doing so much good for that State,

may be mentioned that of the Kentucky &
Great Eastern Railway, a scheme recently or-

ganized, and in the hands of such strong parties

as insures its success at an early day. This pro-

ject will pass across the Stale (as we under-

stand it) upon the table lands of the mountain

range that divides the waters of the Kanawhas

and the Monongahela, and will be extended

to such points east and west of that State as

will make the best possible connections with

other roads that lead to the principal cities of

the sea front, and the business centers of the

west.

Such a road must be invaluable to West

Virginia. It will be an arterial line through

her dominions. A great trunk thoroughfare,

from which other lines of railway may extend

to every part of the State that demands and

can sustain such enterprises. When this line

is completed, we shall expect to find branches

leading from it into ber fertile valleys, the

regions of her inexhaustible oil supplies, her

marvelous deposits of coal, and her extensive

forests of valuable timber, and by means of

which every desirable part of the State will

become easily accessible, and her enormous

wealth, now latent and comparatively value-

less, be called into commercial activity, and

her people blessed with a high material pros-

perity.
. i

— The Oregon & California Railroad Com-
pany have a large force of men grading be-

tween Oakland and Eugene city. Engineers
are already locating the road on Smith's hill

and Yoncalla valley. It is expected to reach
Oakland by January 1st. We are also inform-
ed by a gentleman who has lately arrived from
California, that all is life and activity on the

California end of the route, and that it is be-
ing pushed rapidly this way. In less than
two years we may expect to have railroad
communication with both San Francisco and
Portland.— Oregon Sentinel.

West Virginia

We have received the first number of The

West Virginia Monitor and Real Estate Ad-

vertiser, published at Parkersburg, by J H.

Diss DeBar, late Commissioner of Immigra-

tion.

Mr. DeBar, in his introductory, explains the

object of his new venture as tollows :

But few of the political papers now pub"
lushed in West Virginia devote much space to

the material interests of the Slate, or are

patronized to a satisfactory extent by adver-

tisements ol real estate; and strangers con-

sulting their columns upon such topics, gene
rally find themselves more or less disappoint-

ed. In the course of our experience as an

agent and dealer in West Virginia lands, we
have long felt the want of a cheap and ready

medium of correspondence between the buyer

and the seller, sucn as is afforded by the lively

real estate journals published iu the other

States.

During our late incumbency as Commis-
sioner of Immigration, we have published and
circulated abroad many thousand books and
pamphlets descriptive ot the resources of the

Slate, but it was supposed that these public

documents could not vveil be used as a chan-

nel for the advertisement of private property,

without detriment to the impartial character

of the general information conveyed in the

text. Hence the reader contemplating in-

vestment or settlement in our Stale, was still

lelt without those practical data and points of

connection which the Monitor is intended to

supply.

Although relieved of the delicate responsi-

bility attaching to an official position, we pro-

pose, in the management ot this private enter-

prise, to preserve that strict regard for truth

and facts which in our former efforts to attract

attention to our State, we have always found

the most successful policy. No enterprise^

whether corporate or private, depending for

success upon the confidence of the public, will

be commended in these columns, unless we
are thoroughly convinced of its good faith,

soundness and practicability. And while all

advertisements of real estate are admitted
upon equal terms, we reserve for ourselves

the privilege, whenever deemed necessary, of

modifying the description of the property so

that no false impression may be conveyed in

regard to quality and title. We have mature-

ly studied the conditions of success in an -un-

dertaking like this, and shall endeavor to lay

its foundation with a view to that reliability

and stability of character, which alone can

secure the largest amount of benefit to the

public, and eventually to ourselves.

This is a good announcement of a good

purpose, and we most heartily hope it will

attract the attention it deserves, and be instru-

mental in bringing out the wonderful resour-

ces "f that gifted but neglected State.

The Monitor ought to be supported by every

person interested in West Virginia, and it

should have a large circulation in our Eastern

States, and in those parts of Europe from

which such large numbers of persons are emi-

grating to this country.

Personal.

Col S. W. Morton, President of the Ken-

tucky & Great Eastern Railway, returned from

a trip northward, through the counties of

Darke, Mercer and Van Wert, whither he has

been examining the old road bed purchased

bv him for the Cincinnati & Great Northern

road. The Colonel reports that the road bed

is in good order, that the country is full of the

finest crops, and that the people are so appre-

ciative of his proffers to build them a railroad

that they have gone to work with a will and a

determination to comply with his requisitions

that are sure to succeed.

The Colonel lelt on Saturday last for New
York, expecting to return to our city again

within a week.

Tennessee Roads.—The state railroad com-

mission, composed of Governor Senter and
others, have issued an order of sale of the

Ivnoxville & Charleston, Rogerville & Jeffer-

son, and Knoxville & Kentucky Railroads,

with their franchises, rolling stock and equip*

menis, at public auction on the 20th of next

September; and unless the decree of the

chancery court shall be complied with by the

Nashville &, North-western Railroad, ordering

the payment of its debt to the State within

thirty days from the 8th day of July, 1871,

that road, with its franchises and equipments,

will also be sold. It was also ordered, that

the interest of the State, being its mortgage

debt in the South-western Railroad, and West-

ern & North Carolina Railroad, will be sold.

It was also resolved that in the meantime

sealed proposals for the said roads and debts

will be received by the commissioners, and

can be sent to the comptroller at Nashville, to

be opened on the day of sale, and should any

such proposals be acceptable to the commis-

sioners, no sale of the road to which they ap-

ply will be made; but if no such proposals

are received, then the sale is to proceed.

The commissioners provide that payment may
be made in bonds of the State and their cou-

pons, one-fourth at the date of sale, and the

residue in one, two and three years from the

day of sale, with personal security and a lien

upon the property.

The president of the South-western Rail-

road is here, and offers to purchase said road

for the stockholders.

— The Portland (Oregon) Herald is in-

formed, by Mr. Wm. Davidson, that 23 miles

of the West Side Railroad will be completed
before the rainy season sets in. A~large force

of men will be employed in the work.

— The Third Avenue Horse Railway, of

New York city, is 8 miles long, and the ave-.

rage time for a trip is 80 minutes. The first

cars were run on October 10th, 1855, and

on that day carried 22,000 passengers. The

company now employs 800 men and 1,800

horses, and runs 300 passenger cars. The

depot is an extensive brick structure, to which

another story, costing $200,000, is to be added.

Every week 450 hales of hay and 3,700 bush-

els of corn and oats are used for horse feed,

which is ground and mixed by steam power.

In 1870 there were 25,500,000 passengers car-

ried on the road, and the daily receipts ranged

from $3,500 to $5,000.

fl@- The sale of internal revenue stamps

for^the fiscal year ended June 30th, 1871, for

tobacco, snuff and cigars, shows an increase

of $1,500,000 in receipts over the previous fis-

cal year. From the sale of whiskey stamps

there will be a falling off in receipts.
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Report on Uie Viaduct Railway.

The report of Judge Hilton, president of

the Viaduct Railway Company, has been pub-

lished, and places before the public authenhc
information respecting the construction of the

proposed work. Engineers have been for

some time employed in grading and making
calculations as to the cost and most desirable

mode of operations, and the results are em-
bodied in the report, and may be regarded as

authentic and reliable. 1 belotal expenses of

construction and equipment, including pur-

chases of real estate for the double line along
each side of the city, is estimated at $50,000,-

000, as follows;

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES—BOTH BRANCHES.

Real estate $51,000,000 per mile,

for a total of 15 miles, east and
west sides $15,000,000

Construction, rolling stock, &c,
$2,000,000 per mile 30,000,000

Probable contingencies, under es-

timates, &c 5 000,000

$50,000,000

ESTIMATED INCOME—BOTH BRANCHES.

Passengers ©1-3, 000.000
Freight, mail matter, &c 5,200,000

Rents of stores ...... 800,00(1

Gross annual income $19,000,000
Deduct expenses of management 8,500,000

Net annual income $10,500,000

These estimates, prepared by competent
engineers, and endorsed by our shrewdest

business men and capitalists, may be regard-

ed as trustworthy and correct. They indicate

that the undertaking is likely to prove amply
remunerative to investors. The estimate of

50,000,000 passengers a year for each line is

more likely to be under than over the mark.
70,000,000 passengers a year are now carried

by the various horse railroads between Broad-
way and the East river. This is exclusive of

the .large number conveyed on the various

steam railroads, stages, and steamboats. There
can be no doubt that the travel will increase

in proportion with the facilities afforded, and
that after the first few years, the Viaduct
Railway will yield a constantly and rapidly

increasing revenue.

We ate glad to see that Judge Hilton, in

his report, lays considerable stress upon the

freight transportation business. This is a

feature of the Viaduct Railway that has here-

tofore been too much overlooked. It virtu-

ally connects, or can be made to connect,

every merchant's store in the city with the en-

tire railway system of the continent. If the

proposed extension of the railway from the

City Hall to the Battery takes place—as it no
doubt will—no store or warehouse will be
more than half a dozen blocks from a shipping

point. It will then be the fault of our railroad

managers, generally, if they do not afford

farilities for the transportation of goods by

the Viaduct Railroad, without break of bulk,

directly to any or all the leading commercial
centers in the United States. The new dock
improvements will afford facilities for the dis-

charge of grain directly from the railway car

or canal boat into the holds of the trans-At-

lantic vessels. In the same way the Viaduct
Piatlway Company ought to make arrange-

ments tor the shipment of goods directly from
the stores of our merchants to their customers
in the Far West without reshipment or break
of bulk. In that case the $5,000,000 a year

estimates for freight may be doubled and
trebled in a short time.

Practicable arrangements of this kind for

the rapid transportation of goods to the inte-

rior, would indefinitely increase the business

capacities and wealth of our city. The long

line of trucks and carls employed in hauling
goods to and fro between the up-town freight

depots and the down-town warehouses, might
then be dispensed with to a large degree. It

costs almost as much to send a load of goods
one mile in the city, by a drayman, as it costs

for sending it 500 miles by steam. And in

the present active rivalry of the Atlantic cities

for the Western trade, even the comparatively
trifling difference between dray and steam
ear transportation for a couple of miles may
decide the entire current of trade.

To pass, however, to the other points of
Judge Hilton's report, we find that the esti-

mate of $1,000,000 a mile for real estate is

predicated on an average cost of $12,500 for

each lot. There is an average of 80 lots to a

mile. The bight or elevation of the proposed
railway is not stated, but it is understood that

it will be about HO feet above the level of the

street, or nearly level with the top of the third

story windows. The Viaduct wiil consist of

stone and iron pillars, masonry and earth-

work, and will, of course, be sufficiently strong

to avoid the slightest jar or shaking by the

rapid locomotion. Each branch line will oc-

cupy fiOO lots, making it total of 1,200 lots for

the double line. The directors propose to

convert about 1,000 lots into buildings or

structures suitable tor stores, warehouses and
manufacturing purposes, from which an in

come of $800,000 a year is anticipated. It is

understood that the eastern branch will be

constructed first, because the expense will be

somewhat less, the facilities greater, and the

demand larger for increased accommodation
for travel on that side of the city.

The North Missouri Railroad. —Attorney
General Baker, of this State, having been
called upon for an opinion as to the validity

of the mortgage bonds for the payment of

which the North Missouri Railroad is to be
sold next month, replies that without consider-

ing the inherent power of corporations to

mortgage their franchises and property, to

secure indebtedness on their part, about which
there is much conflict of opinion in the judg-

ments of courts of last resort of the United
States, he is constrained to the opinion that

this railroad company, the North Missouri,

had no authority to mortgage its franchises

or property without the express sanction of

the legislature, which the company did not

have. He fuither is of the opinion that the

North Missouri Railroad Company held no
authority to borrow money or pledge the main
line of th'eir road for the construction of the

west branch from Moberly to Kansas city, nor

for the erection of a bridge at St. Charles,

which is an enterprise owned and controlled

by a distinct company. He is also of the

opinion that the interests of the county as a

stockholder will be served by an application

lor an injunction to prevent the sale of the

road, and having the mortgage declared un-

authorized. .Judge Henry C. Clover concurs

in this opinion.
r m »

SOT" Maine is sending granite for the con-

struction of two of the iargest bridges in the

world. From Mosquito mountain, in Frank-

fort, it goes to St. Louis to outld the piers of

the great railroad bridge across the Mississippi

at that point. The great bridge across East

river, from New York to Brooklyn, is receiv-

ing material from Blue hill.

Increase of tbe Stock of tbe Lake Shore
Railroad.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad Com-
pany, to decide upon the question of issuing

tbe fifteen millions of the capital slock hither-

to unissued, was held at the offic« of the com-
pany in Cleveland, July 27th. Hon. Horace
F Clark, president of the company, presided,
and George B. Ely was chosen secretary. The
result of the vote is shown by the following
report of the inspectors

:

We, the undersigned, inspectors, do testify

that at a regular meeting of the stockholders
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Railway Com-
pany, held at the office of the company, in the
city of Cleveland, in the Slate of Ohio, on the
27lh day of July, 1871, called for the purpose
of voting upon the question of authorizing the
issue of the fifteen millions of dollars of the
capital stock of tbe Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railroad remaining unissued, and
of which meeting and the object thereof, thirty

days' notice has been given in one newspaper
published in each of the cities of New York,
Buffalo, .Erie, Cleveland and Chicago, two
hundred and thirty-eight thousand one hun-
dred and forty-nine and one-half shares of the
capital slock of the company were voted upon
by the holders thereof, in person or by proxy
in writing, in favor of the authorization cf
such issue, and eighty six and one-half shares
were voted upon by the holders tbft-eof, in

person or by proxy in writing, against the au-
thorization of such issue. We, therefore, de-
clare that two-thirds of the stockholders of
said company, voring at such regular meet-
ing, being more than two-thirds of all tbe

stock of the company, voted in favor of the

authorization of the issue of fifteen millions

of dollars of the capital stock of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad Com-
pany remaining unissued.

[Signed] Henry E. Parsons,
W. E. Clarke,
E. C. Sheldon,

Inspectors.

Cleveland, O., July 27, 1871.

The aggregate amount of stock voted in

favor of the proposition was $23,814,950, and
that voted against only $8,650. The whole
authorized capital stock of the company under
the charter is $50,000,000, the amount hitherto

issued being $35,000,000. The issue of the
remaining $15,000,000 is lor the purpose of

double-tracking the road, and other improve-
ments.

At tbe same meeting it. was voted to refer

the conditions of the issue of the $15,000,000
stock to the executive committee, which con-
sists of H. F. Clark, Augustus Schell and
James H. Banker. The knowing ones state

the improvements contemplated will not by a
large amount require the $15,000,000, and
that the residue will be distributed among the

stockholders by selling theui the new issue at
a sufficient reduction to make a handsome
thing lor them. The time of the new depart-

ure depeuds upon circumstances.

J3@°" At tbe recent annual meeting of the

Bank of Montreal, it was decided to increase

the capital or the bank to $12,000,000. If

this resolution be carried out and tbe capital

increased to that extent, the Bank of Montreal
will then be the third largest in the world,

taking precedence next after the Bank of

England and the Bank of France. In tbe

United States the largest bank has but $10,-

000,000 capital.
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The Eastern Terminus of the Chesapeake
*fc Ohio Railroad.

This is still in conjecture and dispute with

those not in the secret counsels of the com-
pany. Richmond, West Point, Yorktown,
Newport News and Norfolk are all contending

for it, Yorktown being quite positivetliat.it

is the favored point, quoting, in support of its

pretensions, a speecli recently made by Gen
Echols, of Staunton, one of the directors of

the road. But Gen. Echols has since ex-

plained that he meant to say that if Richmond
did not meet all the requirements of the road,

in shipping its freights. &c, then a terminus

would be sought where deeper water could be

obtained, either at Yorktown or some oilier

more eastern point. Still it is true that the

company is making a survey of a route to

Yorktown, and it is said that Mr. Huntington,
president of the road, has made extensive

purchases of land in Yorktown and vicinity

This looks very much as if Yorktown hs,d

been definitely lixed upon as one of the ulti-

mate termini, if not the terminus of the road

Yet, in recent communications to our city

council, the board of directors of the com-
pany have expressed themselves as willing to

fairly test the capacity of the pon of Rich-

mond to answer the demands of their road,

and have suggested three routes through the

city by which they would be willing to con-

nect the road with the wharves on the river.

Yesterday afternoon, Gen. Wickham, vice pre-

sident ot the road, accompanied a special

committee of our city council to examine the

proposed routes, and the commiltee seemed
to incline most favorably to that of a tunnel,

3,350 feet long, through Church hill, the high-

.est hill of the city. The estimated cost of

this tunnel is from $200,000 away up to $500,-

000, and it is a demand of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad Company that Richmond shall

foot the bill. The committee has as yet

arrived at no definite decision, but I am per-

suaded that it will report in favor of making
the tunnel for the road, so that it may have no

excuse for giving this city the go-by.

— The lense for ninety-nine years of the

Jeffersouville, Madison & Indianapolis Rail-

road to the Pennsylvania Central having fallen

through, the officers and directors of the Jeff-

ersouville Railroad have been negotiating for

the sale of their road and stock in the Ohio
river bridge. It is understuod arrangements
are bo far completed that the road will pass

into the hands of the Pennsylvania Centra!

corporation at an early day. "It is understood

the Pennsylvania Central takes §2,000,000 in

stock in the Jeffersonville road at 75 cents on

the dollar, and assumes the bonded and other

indebtedness of the Jeffersonville road. They
also agree to take the stock owned by the Jef-

fersonville road in the (Jhio liver bridge at

par. This sale will give absolute control of

the J., M. & I. R. R., and a controlling inte-

rest in the bridge to the Pennsylvania Central

company.

— The Central Railroad Company of New
Jersey announced a dividend of 4 per cent.

and Government tax, payable on the 20lh ult.

— The New Jersey Railroad and Transpor-

tation Company announces a semi-annual
dividend of 3 per cent., free of tax, payable

on the 5th of August.

— The Delaware & Hudson Canal Com-
pany have declared a semi-annual dividend
of 5 per cent, free of tax, payable Aug. 1,

Cincinnati Board of Trade.

MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS.

A special meeting of the directors of the

Board of Trade was held yesterday morning
a'. 11 o'clock. The object of the meeting was
to consider the subject of municipal taxes,

and to call the attention of the city govern-

ment thereto. It is proposed by the Board, in

the iuterests of manufacturers, to suggest to

the common council a mode of reforming the

present method of taxation, by which the

capital invested in the manufacturing indus-

try of the city will be exempt from taxation,

and at the same time to offer a plan by which
the city may receive an equal tax revenue.

Dr. J. H. Puhe was present by invitation,

and addressed theBoard at considerable length
upon the subject.

On motion of Mr. Thos. G. Smith, the sub-

ject was referred to the Committee on Taxa-
tion, with the request that Dr. Pulte furnish

them with his ideas in writing, together with

statistical reports relative to the same.
The following resolution, offered by Mr.

Haven, was unanimously adopted:

Whereas, It is announced that the Tennes-
see Press Association will visit our city, reach-

ing here on the 12th proximo; and
\Vhekeas, It is believed that the commercial

and manufacturing interests of our city will

be subserved and advanced by extending to

the members of said Association public wel-

come to the hospitalities of the city; therefore

liesoloed, That a special committee of live

be apooinied, to whom the matter shall be

referred, with lull power to act as in their

judgment may be deemed best."

The committee appointed is as follows:

George F Davis, Thomas G.Smith, James M.
Clark, James L. Haven, and the Secretary.

In reference to the proposed Union Depot,

a resolution was offered by Mr. Smith, and
adopted, as follows:

Whereas, It is reported that a project has

been inaugurated to construct a Union Depot
to be jointly used by the railroads centering

in Cincinnati, therefore

Resolved, That the Committee on Railroads

be instructed to consult with the proper au
thorities, to aid them to the fullest extent in

the immediate advancement of said enter-

prise.

On motion of Mr. Haven, Mr. Kinsey was
required to act with the Committee on Rail

roads in relation to the above resolution.

Adjourned.

J0@f The Postal convention between the

United States and Great Britain in relation to

money orders has been received in Washing-
ton. It is to go into effect on October 1st,

1872. Under the regulations of the conven-

tion money orders for $50 or less of American
currency, or ten pounds, sterling, or less, may
be obtained on England, Ireland and Scot-

land in the post offices of the United Slates,

and on any portion of the United States in

the post offices of the United Kingdom,

8®"° During June, the Philadelphia post

office delivered 1,021,176 mail letters, 495,378

local letters, and 348,780 newspapers; 1,290,-

022 letters and 136,028 newspapers were col-

lected.

fiSy The citizens of Rome, Ga , unani-

mously voted to subscribe $100,000 in aid of

the North & South Railroad to Columbus.

The Viaduct Railway.

According to a report of the president anil

engineers of the New York Viaduct Railway
Company, the estimated cost of the two roads
from the City Hall to the Harlem river at One
Hundred and Thirtieth street, and from the
City Hall to Manhaltanville, each being 7V
miles long, will amount to ¥50,000,000, or over
$3,0(10,00t) a mile. It is proposed that each
road shall have four tracks, two for fast travel,

making stoppages ut about two miles apart,

and two for way travel, slopping every half
mile. Twenty trains per hour, it is contended,
can be safely run on each track, and as each
train would average 300 passengers, it is cal-

culated that on the four tracks, 24,000 pas-
sengers could be transported every hour, and
336,000 during a day of 14 hours. It is ar-

gued that at present 300,000 persons ride daily

up and down, into and through the citv of

New York, on railroads, steamboats, horse
cars and omnibuses, and that 125,000 passen-
gers would make use of the Viaduct Railway
without necessarily reducing the profits of the
street cars and omnibuses. Assuming that

the travel on ench branch of the Viaduct Rail-

way, costing $25,000,000, will amount, to 140,-

000 passenger fares per day, or $50,000,000
per annum, the yearly receipts, it is calculated,

will amount 1 1 $9,500,000, distributed as fol-

lows: Passenger fares at an average of 13

cents, $6,500,000, freight, mail and express
matter, $2,600,000, and rents, $400,000.

The expenditures, it is calculated, will

amount to $4,250,000, leaving the net annual
income from each line of viaduct at $5,250,-

000. This sum, it is contended, will pay 7

per cent on $17,000,000 of bonds, and a divi-

dend of 50 per cent, on $8,000,000 of stock,

or 7 per cent, on $12,500,000 raised on bonds,
and a dividend of 33 per cent, on an equal
amount of stock The engineers, after full

consideration of the subject, did not consider
it expendient to extend the main trunk line

below the City Hall, as it would not be remu-
nerative to run all the trains to the lower end
of New York, but they have considered the

propriety of constructing a two-track road, 25
feet in width, down to the end of the Battery.

On this branch the cars would be propelled

by steam, at the rate of 20 miles an hour,

making stoppages about balf-way. The ex-

pense, however, would be very great, and the

construction of a line to the Battery is not ad-

vised. From the above statements it would
appear that the oostof securing "rapid transit"

in New York city will be immense, but that

the projectors are very sanguine as to the

success of the scheme.

Application of Compressed Air to Mining-.

The most successful application cf the pneu-
matic or compressed air principle in the per.

formance of the mechanical work in coal mines
is now to be seen ar, the Holmes Colliery, near
Rothnrham. Mr. Phillip Cooper, the well-known
mining engineer and the mauager of the col-

liery, has for some considerable time been en-

gaged in making experiments in order to as-

certain the exteut to which the compressed air

system could be applied. He has been so far

succ-ssful that water is now being pumped
from the pit and coal hauled along the tram
ways by means of power obtained from com-
pressed air. The air is compressed m the sur-

face by a double-cylindered steam engine, with

18 inch cylinder and 3 feet stroke, with two
air compressing pumps, 20 inches in diameter

and 3 feel stroke, worked direct, from the steam
engiue. Near this steam engiue is placed a
large air receiver, while corresponding with
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this in the mine, at a distance of nearly one
mile, are three receivers connected by short

cast iron pipes so as to form one, this plan

being found necessa>y in order that the

receivers could be made on the surface and
connected in the pit without riveting, as safety

lumps are exclusively used at thecolliery. At

this | art of the mine also, is an air engine with

two cylinders, each 14 inches in diameter,

with a 12-inch stroke, working two double-act-

ir-g force pumps 5 inches in diameter, with a

12-inch stroke. The compressed air is con-

veyed from the cumpres i"g engine in the

mine in 7 inch cast-iron pipes. The dischargi-

pipes of the pumping apparatus worknd by
this compressed air are 5 inches in diameter
and nearly 1,000 yards long, having a verticil

lift of nearly 100 yards. The apparatus was
first worked on the 6th of January last, aud the

steam engine was worked at the rate of fifry

strokes per minute, a uniform pressure of 25

pounds per inch being ruaintainfd for eight

hours at the surface and at the underground
receiver. The air engine was wor-ed dating
that time at ihe rate of fitly strokes per minute,

160 gallons of water per minute being raised.

Since that time the results have been even
more satisfactory, the apparatus working in a

better manuer than was anticipated.

Encouraged by this success. Mr. Cooper
turned his attention to adapting the compres-ed
air system to the hauling of coal, it having
hitherto been f und impossible to accomplish
this kind of work by water power, mid steam
having also failed through the geat difficulty

experienced in economically conveying it long
distances, or safely placing steam boilers under
the ground. After a variety of experiments
a successful result was again obtained, and
coal is now daily being hauled by means of

power supplied by the air engine. Many ex-

periments have been made in various parts of

the country to apply this principle of working
by comprested air in ooal mines, the result, in

the majority of cases, being that it was found
that a loss of about 75 per cent, of the power
was sustained in the transmission of the air

from the compressing engine on the surface

to the air engine in the miue. Mr. Cooper has
ascertained that this loss of power arose from
the fact of the pipes employed to convey the

compressed air being of much loo small diame-
ter, and the result of his experiments has con-
vinced him that, with a sufficiently large air

pipe, a power equal to one hundred horses can
be very economically transmitted to a distance

of one to one and a half mile, where it can be
used for all the purposes to which steam and
horse power is generally applied, such as
pumping water in the dip workings of the

mine, working coal cutting machinery, lifting

or hauling coal, in tramming it along the ordi-

nary bank levels or ends. Another advantage
is, that when not needed, the compressed air,

unlike steam or water, can be allowed to es-

cape into the woi kings of the pit, with a result

beneficial rather than otherwise. Nor need ihe

principle be confined to coal mining, tor Mr.
Cooper suggests that it might be extensively
and economically applied in large towns re-

quiring mechanical power at many different

places, if laid on in the streets the same as gas
or water and Ue pressure produced at some
central station. A series of experiments are
now being made at the Holmes Colliery, in or-

der to ascertain the relative power required
for compressing the air and that given out by
the air engines under different conditions of

velocity and pressure of both steam and air.

The introduction cf this system at the Holmes
Colliery is exciting great interest in the South
Yorkshire mining district

;
and on Thuisday

last, a large parly of scientific and other gen-
tlemen inteieeled in coal mining visited the
coldery to inspect the new machinery uow
laid down— Colliery Guardian.

Western Woodlands.

A very valuable article, with the above ti-

tle, appears in the March number of the Over-

land Monthly- The auther seems thoroughly
acquainted with his subject, and his statement
of the timbered area of the Pacific slope will

be read with general interest:

"The forests of the State of California are
estimated as covering an area of about 40 000
square miles. The famous Douglas fir forests

of Oregon and Washington Territory, cover an
esiimated area of about 65,000 square miles.

Idaho Territory is supposed to contain about
30 000 square miles of timber land, and Mon-
tana Territory about 35,000 square miles.

British Columbia and Alaska Territory are,

however, the possessors of the greatest area of

forest land upon the Pacific coast, the former
containing about 100,000 square miles, and the

latter about 150,000 square miles. Alaska is

pre-eminent as a lumber country, and what-
ever may be the real value of its mineral and
other resources, its forests alone afforded suffi-

cient inducements for the acquisition of it by
the United States. The trees forming the for-

ests of the State of Nevada, which are at best

limited in extent, are too scrubby to be mer-
chantable. It would thus appear, that about
4'20,000 square miles of the territory lying
west of the Rocky Mountains are covered with
timber. But to presume that the whole of this

is va'uable, or that all of that which is con-

vertible into lumber or other marketable mate-
rial is accessible, is erroneous. Thousands of

square miles of these forests are composed of

trees small in size and of inferior quality, and
consequently of no commercial value. Much
of it is also situated in localities distant from
the sea-board. This wilt continue to remain
untouched, unless other sources of wealth, of-

fering greater inducements for the construc-

tion of artificial means of transit, are devel-

oped Accepting, however, the hypothesis that

an equal quantity of msnufactuied lumber
can be obtained from every square mile of our
woodlands as is obtained on the other side of

the Rocky Range, the total quantity of timber
at present standing on our shores may be es-

timated as not exceeding 300,792,542,898
square feet. To obtain this result, we must,

of course, assume that all the timber growing
on the coast can be converted into lumber.
We are next led to inquire, how long will these

forests last at the present rate of consumption ?

The present number of saw-mills on the coast

are estimated-at about 800. These mills pos-
sess the capacity to produce about 7,0u0,000

feet of lumber per day of ten working hours.

Allowing, however, that the actual quamity
manufactured does not exceed 2,000,000 of feet

per day; by this means of consumption alone
our entire forests will have disappeared, un-
less renewed, within the short period of sixty-

five years.

Six hundred million feet per annum, seems
to be a most fabulous estimate; but a careful
examination of facts will at once convince us
that it is not an excessive one. According to

the annual statements of receipts of lumber at

San Francisco, during last year, Puget Sound,
Washington Territory, alone contributed 101,-

332,872 square feet of rough and dressed ma-
terial to this market, and other logging camps
on the coast contributed an aggregate of 117,-

902,029 square feet. In addition to the above,
an immense quantity of piles, shingles, fence
rails, railroad ties, telegraph poles, etc., was
also received, for which no definite measure-
ment can possibly be given. The lumber
freights to foreign markets aggregated 14,489
registered tons, the same being 2,948 tons in
excess of the shipments of 1869, and 11,909
tons more than the exports of 18G8. Of this,

14,205 tons were shipped at Puget Sound, 11,-

707 tons at Burrard Inlet, British Columbia

and the balance at the various lumber ports of

Oregon and this State. More than one-half of

the preceding estimate of our annual consump-
tion is thus accounted for in shipments from
cur lumbering camps on this coast. And the

woodman's ax is equally as actively engaged
in supplying the domesticdemands. Immense
quantities are leveled to the ground, and con-

sumed as fuel. Tne exactions of material to

carry on our mining operations are almost as

great, and an increased supply is required

each successive year by our railroads. Every
year the railroad system on the Pacific Coast

becomes more and more complete, and many of

those wooded localities, which are now inac-

cessible, will soon be penetrated, and the war
of extermination against them carried on with
renewed vigor. An idea of the great quantity

which our railroads consume may be formed
from the statement, made by good authority,

that the lines at pr -sent existing in the United
States require 218,100,000 square feet per an-

num of the very best timber for sleeperB, re-

quiring the denudation of 150,000 acres of

land to obtain the same. A further quantity

of 1,925.000,000 feet, valued at §38,500,000, is

consumed every year in the construction of

cars and buildings, and in the general repair-

ing connected therewith, aud the locomotives

running on these railroads burn annually a

total of about 8,000,000^000 feet, worth about

$56,000,000. Many of the forests now fur-

nishing the majority of the above material

will soon be completely exhausted, and we
shall then undoubtedly be called upon to fur-

nish it. This new demand will greatly hasten

that complete annihilation of our timber,

which is otherwise only too certain to be

speedily accomplished. Another agent, equally

as destructive as the ax, and against which we
have no apparent remedy, is also constantly

at work. Not a summer season passes by but

what thousands of acres are laid waste by fire,

whose origin, frequently attributed to sponta-

neous causes, is too often the willful work of

man. As it is evident that the period of the

existence of our woodlands will be materially

shortened by these additional demands, inde-

pendent of the natural increase in the quantity

of material required for legitimate purposes,

it no longer seems necessary to inquire as to

what length of time they will last, but rather,

Mow soon will they cease to exist ?

Vegetable Down—A Substitute for Horse
Hair —Owing to a diminished export of horse

hair from abroad on one hand, and to an in-

creased demand for the article for upholster-

ing purposes on the other, the price for horse

hair has risen enormously in Europe within

the past few years. The consequence has been

that the article hfis been "doctored " to an ex-

tent which in many cases has deprived it of its

value, while many proposed substitutes have

failed to introduce or maintain themselves in

favor with manufacturers. In view of these

facts, it is interesting to learn that Mr. Krat-

zenstein, a manufacturer of Amsterdam Hol-

land, has been very successful in finding a

substitute, which he has offered to the Euro-

pean market during the last three years, under

the name of " purified vegetable down." This

down is the envelope of the cotyledon of an
Indian fruit, for the cleansing and working of

which Mr. Kraizenstein had a special machine
constructed. The advantages claimed for this

material, which is offered on its own merits,

are: great durability
;
greater lightness, as a

mattress requires, according to its size, 6-8

pounds less of it than it would of horse hair;

it is easily worked and reworked, requiring

no preliminary preparation; greater cleanli-

ness. Being a purely vegetable article, it can
not become ihe home of moths or other vermin.

It costs about 38 cents (gold) per pound.
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Influence of Sound upon Itstiu.

A French savant maintains that it is in our
power to procure rain at any time when the
wind is in the right direction and there ate
clouds of vapor in the sky. The proper di-

rection of the wind must be determined for

each place of experiment, and the condition
of the sky must be studied before attempting
to hasten a rain fall by any particular sounds,
such as the ringing of bells or the firing of
cannon. During the siege of Sabastopol, as
soon as the cannonading commenced, the sky
was overcast, and a fine rain began to fall,

which was sometimes followed by violent
storms and whirlwinds.
As a consequence of the atmospheric chan-

ges, the mercurial column in the barometer
commenced to vibrate, and it was possible to

represent in a chart the exact state of the
siege by giving the hight of the barometer at
all hours of the day. Whenever there was a
truce of a few hours for the burial of the dead,
the change in the hight of the mercury at
once indicated it.

It has been found that the explosions of
powder magazines and the heavy blasts of
mines, as well us the violent ringing of bells,

have brought on a sadden fall of rain. Tn
some instances the striking of a clock in the
tower of a church indicated the exact hour of
isth commencement of the storm Whether
ethb was an accidental coincidence or attribu-

tale to cause and effect, it is difficult to say.
It was found by the ssime savant that of one

hulndred and thirty-three rain-falls, seventy-
six

c
ommenced at the sounding of the hour by

the church clock ; forty-two at the stroke of

the half hour, eight at the three-quarters, and
seven at the quarter.

In arge cities the varieties of sounds pro-
duce opposite effects, and may neutralize each
other, and it is difficult to study the phenome-
na; but in small towns, if we notice the com-
mencement of the rain, it is said that it will

coincide with the stroke of the clock.

The explanation given is, that the vapor of
water is formed of my iads of globules similar
to soap bubb es, which burst when the percus-
sion of the air is excessive, and thus run to

water and produce rain. When the sky is

overcast with such vapor, if we fire a cannon
the equilibrium is destroyed, the globules burst,

and the rain falls. If, however, the sky is

clear, the discharge of a cannon can not. cause
rain, as there is none in the sky to be made to

fall—but the vibrations in the air may effect

some distant, place where the clouds are al-

ready charged with vapor.
During the Crimean war, in Italy, and in

Bohemia in 186B, it was observed that a rain
storm attended neatly every battle. At Sol-

ferino there was a heavy storm of hail and rain
between 4 and 5 P. M

,
which obliged the

French to cease fighting, and thus probably
saved the Austrian army.

M. L. Maout, who has studied this subject
more than any other writer, recommends the
systematic establishment of meteoiological sta-

tions in communication with each oilier, to be
provided with cannon of suitable caliber, and,
when the wind is in the right direction, to

hasten a rain-fall, or to drive the clouds to an
opposite direction if a continuance of dry
weather is desired.

He firmly believes that it is in our power to

control the elements sufficiently to do all this.

It is easy to criticise and find objection to the
theory, but the best way would-be to try the
experiment. We read that in the present, un-
happy war in Europe the troops have suffered
greatly from rain ; and as the cannonading was
kept up for nearly a week, there may be some
connection between it and the condensation of

moisture. The fact that great battles are often
attended by rain has been observed since re-

mote antiquity, but no one has attempted to

draw any conclusion from this circumstance, or

to make any practical application of it. We
also know that the guides in Switzerland inter-

dict all talking, singing, or even whistling,

when a party is asceuding a mountain, as any
sudden vibration in the air produced by the

least sound is often sufficient to start an ava-

lanche that could sweep away the whole com-
pany in a moment..

In view of such facts and observations it may
be well to give the subject more attention than
it has hitherto received. Meteorology is one
of the most backward of our sciences, if it is

worthy of being called a science in its present

crude state, tlbservations with the barometer,
thermometer, hygrometer, and other instru-

ments are made at a large number of stations

in the United State3 and forwarded to the
Smithsonian Institute, and are published by
the Agricultural Department of Washington
every month; but no attempt is made to com-
pare, classify, and systematize them, and they

i

are of little value

We have in the Museum of the Central Park
of New York city, self-recording instruments,
and a most admirable system of obsei vations,

under the control of Mr. Draper, which could

be made of great value if the charts wete pub-
lished and the observations compared with
those taken in other parts of the country.

In England a practical application of the
observations is made by sending storm signals

to the coast, but we have never heird of any
attempts to " sow the wind and reap the whirl-
wind." It is also proposed in the United
States to have storm stations established along
the coast to warn our ships of danger.
As soon as 'he observations are established

a more careful study of the causes of storms
especially of rain, ought to be made, and if

sound has anything to do with them, we ought
not to be long in ascertaining the fact. The
whole science of acoustics is one that has been
more neglected than any other department of
physics; but recently Helmholz and Tyndall
have devoted more attention to sound, and im-
portant progress has been made in our know-
ledge of it The manufacture of all kinds of

musical instruments ha3 greatly improved,
and the application (if sound to flames show
how it may be possible to make a record of

each note very much as a photograph is taken
of a picture.

That, we shall, at some future period, arrive

at an exact knowledge of storms and be able,

in a measure to control thera, seems highly

probable. If they cau be influenced by sound,

and we can at pleasure bring down the rain

by a discharge of artillery, it would be a far

better use of cannon than to devote them to

the slaughtering of human beings in war as

has been too long done by the various nations
of the earth.

The discovery of a way by which sound
could be devoted to the production of rain

would not be any more wonderful than many
of the triumphs of science that have been wit-

nessed this century The subject is worthy of

the attention of our scientific men, and it is to

be hoped that their investigations will ulti-

mately be crowned with success.

Accounts from the seal fisheries on the
Newfoundland banks continue to report un-
precedented success. Three steamships have
arrived at the ports of St John and Harbor of
Grace, Newfoundland, with an aggregate of
o6,0U0 seal skins, and also full cargoes of seal
oil. Immense numbers of seals, it is stated,

blacken the ice for miles, and it is believed
that the hundred vessels still out will be
equally successful. The steamships will make
two additional trips this season, and, it is

anticipated, will be fully as successful aa on
their first trips.

Iron in Arcliitec'.tli'C.

The faults committed by those who use iron

in construction, generally arise from the fart

ti at they tlo not fully consider its capabilities

and requirements when artistically treated.

Iron is strong and conveys to the mind an idea

of strength, but. mnssiveness of appearauce
should not be the desired end when it is used

in budding. Here is a common error. From
the nature of the meal it must, to insure du-
rability, be protected from contact wit.li the at-

mosphere; painting beanmes necessary. the

character of this punting is an important,

thing to he considered. The ignorant, designer

causes the met il to be painted white in imitation

of marble, or brown to make it resemble sand-

stone, or gray, to secure the appearance of

granite. No greater blutider could be commit-
ted. With almost equal propriety mUht a
chimney be painted in imitation of wood.
Iron can not be made to resemble stone for any
great length of time looking at its surface

alone, and even could tuis be done, a glance at

th • slender columns sunporting an immense
weight would cause their proport ons to appear
unsafe and ridiculous. But iron can be made
to appear light and graceful, arid, suited as it

is for &uch an effect, it should be the aim of an
architect to produce w.th it the style of b ujding

to wh ch it is so well adapted. Consistency in

architec.ure is desirable; more, it is absolutely

n^ce-sary, and when iron is treated, not a^

stone or wood, b it metal, there will be no vio-

lation of any recognized law.

There maj' be arcbiiectural eTects and a due
observance of rules of the different orders in

iron as in atone. An acanthus leaf is as much
of an incongruity in stone as in metal, and 60

with all other imitation of natural Lobj-cts.

Hut in all these there is no attempt a decep-

tion We are not aske t to believe that the ob-

jects represented are more than itnitati ns.

The acanthus leaf is not colored green to con-

vey tii e idea 'hat it is a vegetable It. would
be false ami inconsistent to attempt so pilpa-

ble a deceit Hut it would be hardly more fool-

ish to do this than to paint iron in imitation uf

stone or wood.
Iron m iy he painted; and it may be made

beautiful in itself. It may properly exhibit

bright colors, and be picked out with gold and
silver until its surface sparkles It is for such
showy, graceful effects that this metal should

be used ; a materiel perfectly adapted for store

fronts or buildings of any class where the es-

seii'ials are lightness, strength and showiness,

rather than grave and ponderous effects.

—

From the American Builder/or April.

Startling Adulterations of Tea.

It would be a comparatively small thing for

the Chiuese to sell us their old tei leaves for

new tea, if they did nothing worse. But our

valuable monthly come jjpoiary the Food Jour-

nal, has been investigating the quality of the

cheaper kiuds of English tea, and in doing so

has thrown some very unwelcome light into

our teapots. The celebrated " Maloo Mixture,"

which we helped to expose s me time since,

consisted not only of old tea leaves, but of old

willow leaves and of other second hand adulte-

rations. In the wholesale market, Mr. Muter,

who has conducted 'hese Food Journal inqui-

ries, found some gunpowoer tea, which ought

to be the best, green, to consist of common ca-

per, faced with Prussian blue. Some " Mooing
Congou" he found to be almost entirely re-

dried leaves, and a sample of Kaisow was
greatly made up of rice husks and other mat-

ters. But this is nothing to the results ob-

tained by examining thirty-one samples of

cheap tea bought of various retailers in Lon-
don, and four bought in Birmingham. Of
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these thirty-five samples, which ware all tested

by an experieuced taster and valuer, not one
was worth witiiin eight-pence a pound of its

price, and many of them were worth but, a

few pence a pound. One sample, bousht at the

cheap price of sixteen-pence a pound, is de-

scribed as "very common dust, mixed with a

small quantity of reddish unknown seeds, and
iron filings much burnt; " while in one of the

Birmingham purchases there was rice faced

with plumbago and lampblack, with some pie-

ces of free plumbago scattered through the

mixture. Another mixture, sold at eighteen-

pence a pound, consisted of "common Tannings
mixed with broken stalks, rice-husks, fractured

tea buds and iron filings." Another sample
contained pieces of decayed wood, fragments of

reeds and stones, while another contained a

considerable portion of "exhausted leaves ren-

dered astringent with catechu ;" and in another
there were actually found a few feathers, scat-

tered among rice and pea husks and leaves of

the Chinese willow. The decoction produced by
this last compound is described as "very mild
tnd not unpleasant, but totally unlike tea."

ahese rice husks and iron filings seem to be

The commonest form of adulteration, and it is

fortunate that it is so, for they are at least

innocuous, and it is better to be cheated and
not poisoned than to be both cheated and poi-

soned, as the buyers of higher class tea some-
times are. A common black tea faced with
Prussian blue to make it sell as the finest green
tea, is actually p usonous. Indeed, it seems
likely that the real or supposed unwholesome-
ness of green tea is due more to its facing than
to anything in the nature of the tea itself.

There is, however, very little reason to believe

that the better qualities of lea are at all

seriously adulterated. Like other evils, this

one of adulteration falls moBt heavily on those

who can least protect themselves against it.

Those who have least money to spend have least

chance of spending it to advantage.
It is satisfactory to know that this adultera-

tion is not so much the fault of our English
tea dealers as of the Chinese. The demand of
the English market is for cheap tea, and the

ingenious Mongolians send us the cheapness if

they do not send us tea. They find that what-
ever they send we buy. The Government
takes duty on it as tea, the grocers buy it as

tea from the wholesale dealers, and sell it as

tea to their customers, and the customers,
Aiding the taste of the decoction with milk and
sugar drink it as tea. It may, of course, be
pleaded that it really does not matter what it

is so that it does duty by providing a vehicle

for the miik and sugar; but we may at least

plead that even when sold as cheap tea, rice

husks and iron filings are extremely dear. If

they make a passible decoction let us know it

and buy them at their natural price. The
government, at any rate, has no right to charge
a tea duty on these materials.

—

London News.

"Crystal Diamond" Cement.—This cement
is made according to the following recipe:

"Take half-a-dozen bits of gum mastic, each of

the size of a large pea, and dissolve them in as

much spirits of wine as to form a clear liquid
;

then in another vessel dissolve in brandy as

much isinglass, previously softened in water,

as will make up a two ounce phial of strong
glue, adding two small bits of gum of ammonia,
which must be rubbed until entirely dissolved.

This glue is then mixed with the dissolved

mastic, and gently heated and applied ou the

fractured metal by means of a camel-hairbrush,
and t:i king care to make the operation as quick
as possible, when the cement on its joints is

scraped otf and leaves no visible mark behind'.

The same result is effected en gla^s, china, or

when fastening glass on metal or metal on
glass, for ba^-reliefs, instead of writings with
gold leaf."

BAILH0AB NOTICE.

TJie Cincinnati & Great RTortEi-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cinoinnati & Great
Northern Railroad Compimy hereby give notice that Books
of Subscription to the capital stoclt of said Company will

be opened at the office of the Railroad Record, No. 167
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday, the 26th diy
of August next, at 1 1 o'clock, A. M., of s id day, and con-
tinue open at the same place each day thereafter (Sundays
excepted), until stock is subscribed sufficient to organize
said Company, and as much longer as said Corporators
may diieet.

A. J. HODDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. W. MORTON,
ROBT. HEDGER,

Corporators.
Cincinnati, July 27th, 1871.

GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun
July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacific coast. The grade
is nearly completed 26 fi miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
<Sc Pacific Road, the Northern Pacific Company now has
413 miles of completed road, and by September next this
will be increased to at least 560.

A Good Investment. Jay Cooke &, Co. are now
selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitabe and
perfectly Safe investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Oo'd Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
They have 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than <S per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the kntike
road \Nn its EQUIPMENTS, and also, as fast as die Road is

cotcpleted, on

2:j,O00 Acres of Land to every mile of track, or
50O Acres for each $l,Ono Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, $100 lo JgLlKO;" Registered,
$iOOto S 10,000.

Lands for ISonds. Northern Pacific 7-30'a are at

all times receivable at ten per cent, above par, in ex-
change fort hf Company's binds, at their lo \ est cash price.
This renders them practically interest bearing land
warrants.

Sinking' Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to ihe re purchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the lload exceeds b'ifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With tneir ample security and high rate of i merest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, whicri is more
PROI riADLh. OR SAFE.

Exchanging,- U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess of the New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender or United States per cents. Many
holders "f Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for
Northern PacificSeven -Thirties, thus realizing ahaudsome
profit, and greatly increasing theiryearly income.

OMica* Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
B :Q(ls will be received at their higheat currentpncein ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
charges on Mnney or Bonds received, and on Seven -Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c., can be obtained
on application at any agency, or from the undersigned.

,„..«..»» JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacific Kallrnad Co.

By BANKS awl BAS^^ ii 'i 'J'"":r'"lvthrouahoulthecomUTij.

TH£ LOBPZLL

CAR-WHEEL, TIRE & MACHINE
COMPANY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofBailroadMachinery

GEORGE G. LOBDELL, President

P. N. BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WH. W. LOBDELL, Secretary

12-5-70,52

CaAHLEi A. DAXA, Editor.

Mu §®lm ^fwfeltj Jim*.

A Newspaper of the Present Times..

Intended for People Kow on Earth.
Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-
fessional Men, vTviKers, Thinkers, and a 1 Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and. the Wives, So*s, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE BOLLAH A YEAR I

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR, 850,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there he a
§50 Clnh at every Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAR,
of the same size and gencrr.l character as

THE WEEKLY", but -with a greater variety of
miscellaneous readme, and fHrnlsainj* the n°ws
to its suDsciibbis with greater freshness, because
It comes twice a wceli instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, SG A YEAH.
A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

lanresi. circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and learle-s in politics. AH the news
from everywhere. Tw . cen:s a copy; by mail,
50 cents a mouth, or $Q a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, seoaraieiv ac dressed.
Foar Dollars.

Ten copies, one yenr, semiratelv addressed (and
an esLra copy to the getter up of cIud).

Eijrlit Dollars.
Twenty copies, one venr, separately addressed
(ajd an extra copy to the jretter up of club).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one Tear, to one address (arjd the
Semi- Weekly one year tA setter tip of club),

Thirty-taree Dollars.
Fifty copies, onn year, separately addressed (and
tue Semi- Weekly one year to getter ui> oi'cluh),

Tuirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, one vear. to one address
(and the .Daily fcr one ye.ir to the carter ut of
club}. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred conies, one vcar. separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily for one year to the tretter
op of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five conies, one year, separately addressed.

Eiffbt Dollars.
Ten copies, one yesr. seoaralelv adarebsed (and
an extra copy to getter up of clnh),

Sixteen. Dollars.

SEND YOUR- SIDNEY
In Post Offire order?.' checks, or drafts onVew
York, wherever convenient, if not, tnen register
the letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Pnblleher,
Sun office, New York C^v,
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'JTlie Atlantic &, Lake Eric Railway.

There is no railroad in the country so im-

portant as tins, of which so little has been

known or said. This road has sought rather

to conceal itself than to trumpet ils concerns

abroad. It is known rather by its doing than

its saying. We have made one or two notices

of it in the Record, but we have seen little or

none elsewhere. Having some recent informa-

tion we will give our readers what we have.

The Atlantic & Lake Erie Railway is, in

substance, to go from Toledo south-east through

Athens to Pomeroy, the southern end passing

through Sunday creek valley. The main ob-

ject of this road is to supply the north-west

with coal and iron from the mineral region of

Perry, Athens and Meigs counties, and on the

other hand to afford an outlet on the Ohio to

the produce of central Ohio goiug south. Sec-

ondary to this, but of great importance, is the

local trade and traffic of the interior counties,

and the development of such an immense and

invaluable mineral region as that in and about

Sunday creek valley. A mere glance at these

considerations will show that this road will

produce two great results, one is in benefiting

Toledo, and the other of more general import-

ance, the development of Sunday creek and
the region about it.

This road is almost all under contract, and

a considerable part ready for the iron. The
principal towns on the line, as under contract,

are Chauncey (Athens county), New Lexing-

ton (Perry county), Granville and Hartford

Licking county), Bucyrus (Crawford county),

and thence direct to Toledo. The road is, we
believe, about 250 miles iu length, a large

part of it passing through a country not aided

by railroads. Its construction is undertaken

on the true principle that the substantial

capital, the basis of the road, shall be fur-

nished by the people for whose benefit it is

made. This has been done in a most liberal

and sufficient manner. Large subscriptions

have been obtained before the road was put

under contract. Last year much of it was let

out to substantial companies, and since that

time much work done.

A gentleman interested in the work writes

us: "The work of grading in this county

(Licking) commenced two months ago, and

we hope now to push it vigorously. From
Bucyrus to Toledo the grading is well under

way, and it is expected will be ready for the

irou as soon as early winter, or before; so

that we expect to have a portion of our road

ready for the cars in a few months. The

change of line through Fairfield county (the

company had located their line on the west-

ern side of Perry county, but now on the east-

ern side of Fairfield) is a happy one, and by

it we save in cost of construction $200,UUU

from the hill route in the vicinity of the

Straitsville road, and will have no grade to

exceed 30 per mile between Granville and

New Lexington, and the country is as pro-

ductive and beautiful as in any part of the

State."

Having obtained a solid capital by private

subscriptions, the company have put a first

mortgage on the road sufficient to complete

it; and unquestionably it will be a first-class

security, since the road is located in a rich

part of Ohio, and has the trade of the North-

west at one end and the great mineral region

on the south.

The mortgage on the road is for $5,000,000,

and made in trust to the Union Trust Com-

pany of New York, and arrangements are al-

ready made for the negotiation of the bonds.

The mortgage deed of trust is said by com-

petent parties who have examined it to be one

of the best ancf safest drawn instruments of

the kind in this country. It provides for a

sinking fund, for the price at which the bonds

shall be delivered, and that the funds shall be

paid over to the company on the engineer's

certificate of completed sections, at the rate

of $16,000,000 per mile. As this will not be

half the actual cost of the road, the security

will be perfect, and as the road does not com-

pete with other lines, but on the contrary is

transverse to them, there is scarcely a con-

ceivable contingency that the bondholders

will ever have to coerce the road.

For ourselves, we think that this line must
be a very profitable one; and our reasons are

these: 1. That it has no real competition, but

takes trade in a different direction from that

of others. It takes the produce of the great

central counties to the south, not the east

and it must be remembered that the trade of

the south is now rapidly increasing. 2. We
expect a great and extraordinary result from

the development of Sunday creek valley.

—

When, about a year since, we gave an account

of that very interesting region, we have no

doubt some of our readers thought us extrava-

gant and enthusiastic. But whether so or

not, we can say that we never saw a mineral

region which, on the whole, is as valuable as

that. One has only to see what vast results

have attended the development of the coal re-

gion of Pennsylvania to see what we may ex-

pert here. We expect the completion of the

Atlantic & Lake Erie road to be the beginning

of great results iu the Sunday creek valley.

Tbe Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Kn.ll-

road Company.

This old and well managed company has

recently caught the spirit of the times, and

inaugurated a new and expansive policy that

will not only sustain it as one of the best pay-

ing corporations in the State, in spite of all

threatened competition, but add to its strength

at once, and soon such a per centum to its

income as will make its stock one of the most

productive and stable investments in the

country.

There can be no doubt about the wisdom of

these new movements. The conservative

period of its existence has passed, and it

must move up with the times, and the railroad

development of the country, and the circum-

stances which have been so rapidly forming

about it. And we are glad that the McLaren

administration had the sagacity to see these

things, and the nerve to recognize and turn

them to good account.

By these new alliances th't3 company now

controls as good a line to Chicago from this

city as any other, and a first-rate route to In-

dianapolis and St. Louis, and a line to Fort

Wayne and the rich region of the Western

slope of the lower Michigan peninsula. It

ought now to make a good connection with

Omaha, then the trunk entrance into this city

would be fed from all points, and worked up

to its fullest capacity.

This seems to be pretty well understood, as

the stockholders are sticking firmly to their

interests in this road, and outsiders are trying

hard to get hold of them. The stock is there-

fore rising.

Received.

We have received a most elaborate brief in

the case of the Covington & Lexington Rail-

road Company, appellant, against Winslow,

Bowler's heirs and others, appellees, a case

now pending in the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

This brief was prepared by Peter Zinn, Esq.,

attorney for the appellants, and shows that it

is a work of great research, that required pa-

tience, perseverance and learning to accom-

plish.

Mr. Zinn certainly makes a very strong case

for his clients.
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An »!<! Fossil.

There is one left, and he lives in Mercer

county; he is opposed to railroads, and ar-

gues against them thusly: " O, they bring

into the country a different set of people

—

folks with larnin, who want to git along with-

out work ; and who aint satisfied with one

suit of hum-made, but must have store-clothes,

and a clean shirt every week, and who go to

specalatin and fursing 'round. They spile

the country and are a cuss to it. They set

all the youngsters crazy—can't make 'em

work after that—they must have buggies and

paper collars, and shined boots; then they

aint so helthy, atfd doctors' bills run up -like

all sixty. It spiles bizness too, these railroads

do. Wh'ever there is a railroad, they don't

do bizness like we do—you can't sell so high

to the peeple; these smart felloes come in and

sell cheeper, and we'll have to pay a derned

sight more for butter'n eggs; it'll spile

the tortle, frog and catfish trade, we can't

make nothing out of it then, the reservoy

may as well dry up. And how are we ever

going to pay our taxes ? Much as we can do

now, and more too. If our land goes up, it

will all go up, and how are we going to foller

it? And then look at them telegraffs, they is

wherever railroads is, and tbey bring drought

into the country, and draw the iightnin, and

bring the small pox and measles to the pee-

ple. There's no use talking, men," said he,

" I'm deadly opposed to railroads, and won't

live in the county if one come3."

We supposed all these old "antediluvians"

were gone. It is a long time since we heard

a croak from one of them ; and besides, a

short time since, an eminent showman adver-

tised for rare cariosities, and "there was quite

a hunt over the country for some relic of lost

animals and things, and nothing of the sort

was reported except the bones of an animal

supposed to be of the kangaroo species. How
this old fossil in Mercer was overlooked we

can't imagine. He would have brought a

good price, and will now, unless upon exami-

nation it is found that a breath of civilization

will be likely to strike him dead. There is

some danger of that. The malarious swamps

of the Wabash, and the green, slimy spreads

of Beaver, agree with him yet, though they

are not what they were, and he may sicken

and die even amidst their chilly charms and

beauties.

It is a great pity this last lingering speci-

men of a miserable race can't be preserved

until Mr. Darwin can be sent for, so that his

famous theory of the " Descent of Man " from

pollywogs and mollygrubs may be substanti-

ated. He is the missing link, so long sought

for, that is wanting to connect the Africun

chimpanzee with the Hottentot. We hope the

scientific men of Mercer will keep track of

him, and when he rolls over, have him stuffed

and sent to Darwin as a tribute to his genius

in scientific researches.

For fear it may escape and die in the tan-

gled wildwoods of Beaver, and be lost forever,

wouldn't it be well for the enterprising deni-

zens of that country to fence in some un-

claimed eighty-acre lot upon the south side of

the reservoir, and clothe this "What is it"

with a breech clout, or a tow shirt, and an

old-fashioned pair of barn-door trousers, and

supply it with a barrel of tearbelly whisky, a

gourd, a crossbow, a flint tomahawk, a three

legged stool with a hole in the side to' allow

what it may have of a caudal appendage to

pass through, a wooden nozzled go-devil plow ,

a thrashing flail, an iron hook with which to

claw its food out of the ashes, and then let it

live in peace, away from the annoyances of

railroads, and steam engines, and manufac-

tories, and printing presses, and public schools,

and telegraphs, and sewing machines, and all

the other works of civilization.

A ©ood Chance for Profitable Investment.

The Valley River Land, Lumber & Boom

Company, of West Virginia, organized under

a special charter granted by the Legislature

of that State, is now making arrangements to

construct a boom across the river, remove

such obstructions as are in the way of large

floats of logs and timber, and to engage extend

sively in the business for which the company is

organized.

A competent engineer estimates that it will

cost but about $10,000 to put everything in

readiness for business, and that large profits

can be sustained, because

" This river and its tributaries above the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at Grafton are

navigable for floating timber for the aggre-

gate length of at least one hundred and sixty

(160) miles. For three-fourths of this dis-

tance the forest remains undisturbed and has

no other outlet to market than by this river,

rendering the right of booming under this

charter of great and increasing value.
' Strips of country three miles in width on

each side of the river, and its branches above

the railroad, contain over six hundred square

miles of superior timber, consisting in differ

ent localities of poplar, white oak, ash, cherry,

walnut, locust, hickory, pine, and other vari-

eties.

"The poplar, cherry, white oak and ash are

more abundant and larger in size than such
varieties are usually found elsewhere.

"This large and valuable area of timber

land is nearer and more accessible to Balti-

more and the Atlantic coast, than any other

tract of similar size and value in the country."

A limited interest can be had in this scheme

by addressing the president of the company,

Benjamin Wilson, Wilsonburg, West Virginia.

— The Chicago & Alton Railroad earned
last week §131,823 68, an increase over the

corresponding week last year of $25,770 40,

or almost 25 per cent.

— The contemplated tunnel under the De-
troit river, between Detroit and Windsor,
Canada, will extend 8,568 feet from portal to

portal. The estimated cost is $2,650,000.

Give Us Fresh Air.

Mr. S. F. Covington, who was called to

preside over the meeting held on Saturday

evening last, called to consider the question

of improving Deer creek valley, said :

"Cincinnati was more densely populated

than any city in the country. The population

of this city was about 36,000 to the sqnare
mile ; New York, the next most populous city,

had 32,000 to the square mile. Cincinnati

had about 58 persons to the square acre, Lon-
don had 40, Edinburg 40, and Dublin 32.

We had in this city abou"t 1,400 tenement
houses, containing about 16,000 rooms, in

which were domiciled 10,000 families, aggre-

gating between 38,000 and 40 000 persons.

There were 4,200 families in this city occupy-
ing only one room each, aggregating 16,000
persons. This state of facts must necessarily

result in disease and suffering and erime. It

was the duty of the philanthropist, of every

man, to use his best efforts to diffuse the popu-

lation. The territory of the city should be
enlarged, and every facility should be afforded

the people -of this overcrowded city to get

where they could breathe the pure air of

heaven. He hoped that street raidroads, af-

fording cheap fare, might be built upon every

street leading out of the city. The people

who were thus overcrowded were the men
whose industry was building up the city, and
it was the duty of the rich, those who had the

accumulated wealth, to aid them in securing

more comforts and better heahh.

"

Precisely. The territory of the city should

be enlarged, or, in other words, some rapid,

cheap and certain method should be devised

to diffuse our overcrowded population over

what is known as the upper plain of onr city.

Unless this is done, we would like to know

how our city is to grow. Shall we go on until

we number fifty, sixty thousand people to the

square acre? This will not do. Shall we fill

up the places opposite us in Kentucky? This

is an inconvenient and but a small relief. No,

we must get out into the glorious plain that

lays north of us, and this we can do best by

means of railways, narrow gauge and inclined,

and those now passing out by way of the river

lines, and Mill creek; but above and beyond

all others by means of the Deer creek tunnel.

There will be business enough for them all,

and there need be no jealousies with old inte-

rests of new projects that are devised for the

city's growth.

If once our pent-up population breaks loose

and begins to flow into the healthy and beau-

tiful valley northward, there will be no such

thing as stopping it until a larger settlement

will be formed there than is now included in

the area of our city defined by the Ohio river

upon the one side, and the semicircle of the

Walnut hills. Such opportunities will not

onlv draw our present numbers down to a.

healthy and reasonable limit, but it will afford

such advantages for our city's growth that it

will show a progress at the next national cen-

sus that will restore its lost prestige, and

again place her in the honorable position of

the Queen City of the West.
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If this tunnel was built, and trains were

running through it, so as to convey people a

distance of ten or twelve miles into the coun-

try, to and from the city, every half hour, and

at low rates, it would not be long before this

entrance would be used even with a quadruple

track, to its utmost capacity, and there would

be a demand for other tunnels through the

hills, or a very great enlargement of the pre-

sent one. The settlement of a hundred thou-

sand people upon the upper plain, with such

facilities, is only a question of a few years,

and a decade or two more with such a nucleus

will find the larger part of the city there, and

the question then presented, as it now is in

New York, how shall we get from one extrem-

ity of the city to the other quick enough,

cheap enough, and sure enough, to meet our

wants?

To some this may seem extravagant/ So it

would have appeared for New York twenty-

five or even ten years ago, but now it is a pro-

blem that must and will be solved, though it

require an outlay of an hundred million of

dollars. The Viaduct Railway wil^doubtless,,

be made, and enormous as its capacity will be

it will only serve a section of the great city,

and other roads of the same character or of

some better one will have to be made before

the demand will be met.

If our city is to grow, there can be no doubt

about the nature and extent of our wants in

these particulars. If it is not, then all efforts

to construct these works is a wicked waste of

raw material, and we may as well fence it in

and let it thicken up to any extent it can or

pleases. There is no use bothering about

Deer creek or Mill creek either.

But we are not of those who think Cincin-

nati is finished, or "will grow imperceptibly,"

as a paper in a rival western city suggests.

We are confident that she will grow rapidly

until she will include in ber corporate limits

six hundred thousand souls, and after that

slowly and perceptibly until she includes a

million. There is no reason in the world why
Bhe will not thus advauce. We are not mak-
ing comparisons with the future of other cities,

they will grow too, but we claim for our own
city this progress because of her geographical

position, the character and extent ofcountry
and the vast and varied resources contained

therein, which are directly tributary to her,

If we are right, or even half right in these

conjectures, who does not see that all sorts of

means .of communication must be had between
the upper and lower portions of the city, and
that such facilities must be among the most

profitable investments that can be had j they

will be certain, regular, and increasing with

the growth of the city and the wealth of its

people. When this condition of things shall

be reached, the million of dollars used for the

completion of the present Walnut hills tunnel
will be worth more than any million ever yet

invested in Cincinnati.

The Indianapolis Juncil»n Railroad 1©
pisss inso tiSne fiiasads or llae Cincinnati,
Hamilton «& Uayion.

FULL TEKMS OP THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE
PARTIES.

For some time it has been understood that

the officers of these roads have been consider-

ing the propriety of effecting the contract,

the particulars of which we give below.

These facts being settled, it now only re-

mains for the stockholders of the respective

companies to signify their approval, when the

Indianapolis interest will pass under the vigor-

ous management of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton company.

The status of the Indianapolis company,

upon which this arrangement was made, is as

follows

:

It is incumbered by a first mortgage to se-

cure $1,200,000, a second for $800,000, and a

third for $800,000 yet to be issued. It owes a

floating debt of about $1,000,000, and has
issued a preferred stock of over $1,000,000.

Its equipment is estimated at $300,000.

The contract is substantially the following

:

1. That the Junction Railroad Company
shall transfer and deliver to this company, as

owner, a majority of its common stock and
$500,000 of the preferred stock, so as to give

1 he Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad
Company the ownership and control of its

corporate organization and property.

2. That the Cincinnati, Hamiltm & Dayton
Railroad Company shall then, by riiraus of

that corporate organization, and not as lessee,

operate the road, in connection with its own,
to the best advantage.

3. That the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Railroad Company shall advance its notes to

the amount of 8500,000, payable in one, two,

three, four and five years in equal install-

ments, with interest at seven per cent per au-

num, payable annually, as a loan, with which
assistance the Junction Railroad Company is

to retire and extinguish the entire floating

debt, before the contract takes effect.

4. This loan is to be repaid, principal and
interest, out of the net earnings of the road,

after payment of interest on the first and sec-

ond mortgage bonds, and the entire issue

($800,000) of the third mortgage bonds is to

be placed in the custody of this company as

collateral security therefor.

5. The coupons on $000,000 of the second
mortgage bonds, up to and including those

falling due September 1, 1874, are to be cut

off and canceled, so that until March 1, 1875,

no payments, on account of interest on bonds,

will have to be made beyond $98,000 per

annum.
6. But the C, H & D. company is not in

any way to assume any liability for the June- 1

lion Railroad Company, nor guarantee the

payment of any of its obligations, principal or

interest,
1 > «

— The Lexington Observer and Reporter

says: "It is authoritatively announced that

General Breckinridge has withdrawn his pro-

position to the counties of Boyd and Carter

for subscriptions to the capital stock of the

Big Sandy road, He expresses the opinion

that the plan ior the early completion of the

road will fail, unless the good people of those

counties come down sympathetically with a
handsome subscription. Gen. B. is now in

Charleston, W, Va."

Itockport and'Cincinnati Itailro id.

E. H Sabin, the General Superintendent of

the above named road, has been for some time

gathering statistics to show the value of hia

scheme and its importance to Cincinnati.

That he has done his work thoroughly is

shown by his elaborate report published in

our city dailies on the 5th inst., and from

which we condense the following:

TRIBUTARY TO THE ROAD.

Square miles 5,990
Number of acres of improved land 1,482,953
Number of acres unimproved land 2,125,873
Number of acres of timber land... 2,125,873
Total value of lands at a low est. ..$50,782,644
Number of bushels of corn 8,266,145

" of bushels of wheat 1,875,585
" of pounds of tobacco 40,544,970

of horses.: 64,977
" of mules 16,315
" of cattle 151,635
" ofhogs 645,232
" of sheep 88,000
" of pounds of wool 259,000

Total population 207,311

The earning power of the road is based upon
whatever there is in over 5,000 square miles

of contributing country, of over 2,000,000
acres of land valued at over $50,000,000,
yielding over 8,000,000 bushels of corn, over
40,000,000 pounds of tobacco and more than
500,000 hogs, with a fair average of all other
agricultural products to furnish a profitable

tonnage for the road, we certainly have it.

And there are in this district 2,125,873 acres

of unimproved land yet to be brought into cul-

tivation and made tributary to the line of road
as well as to the commerce of this city.

Speaking of the mineral wealth of the coun"

try through which this road is to pass he says :

"Prof. E. T Cox, state geologist of Indiana,

in a letter to me says : 'You are probably

aware that the block coal of Indiana is the

most valuable fuel in the world for manufac-
turing iron and steel. For locomotive use,

and for all other purposes except the manu-
facture of gas, it is likewise unequaled. The
block coal of this State is attracting more at-

tention at this time than any other mineral in

the United States.'
"

"Prof. J. S. Newberry, chief geologist of

Ohio, says in his report :
' Nearly all the

iron used in the world at the present time is

manufactured with mineral fuel. * * * A
little more than thirty years ago it will be seen

that raw coal as a furnace fuel was then ad-

vanced as a new and wonderful discovery.'

"This 'raw coal,' as it is termed, adapted' to

the iron business without the coking process,

is fouud in great abundance on and near the

line of our railroad, and by its use a large per

cent, may be saved in the manufacture of

iron."

Prof. E T. Cox, geologist of the State of

Indiana, justly remarks in his report

:

" Next to agriculture, coal and iron form

the basis of a nation's wealth. England to-

day owes her greatness as a nation more to

the coal fields that lie within her borders than

to any other cause. Without cheap fuel what

would become of her vast workshops that have

made her mistress of the markets of the

world? * * * But England is dow in the

zenith of her manufacturing strength; her

warehouses are filled with goods and all the

markets of the world are glutted with the pro-
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ducts of her skill and enterprise. Still, with

her vastly superior natural resources, America
can look ahead to the time when the failing

coal fields of England will mark the decline

in her manufactures and place the former in

the ascendency."

"Overlooked as south-west Indiana has

been, with her almost exhaustless general and
block coal supply, she will yet contribute her

share to the improvement and development of

the iron manufacturing interest in the West

—

of which Cincinnati may and ought to be the

center—that we must yet reach in our race of

successful competition.
" Claiming that the block coal of south-west

Indiana is equal in quality and quantity to

that found in Clay county, Indiana, (and daily

shipped to Chicago and St. Louis, and other

manufacturing cities,) it is fair to present sta-

tistics from that county as illustrative of what
may be done in Dubois and Spencer in the

same line. I quote from Prof. Cox's report:

'The following is an exhibit of the quantity

and value of block coal and bituminous cok-

ing coals mined daily in Clay county :

Block coal shipped daily from Clay

county, 410 tons, valued at $2 50
per ton... $1,023

Block coal used daily in blast furna-

ces in Clay county, 300 tons at

§2 50 per ton 750
Bituminous coking coal mined daily

in Clay Co., 60 tons, at $2 120
Block coal mined daily in Clay coun-

ty, 710 tons at $2 50 per ton 1,775
Total tons of coal mined daily in Clay

county 770
Total value $1,895
Approximate yield for one year, 230,-

000 tons; value $366,000

"I submit another illustration giving the

approximate earnings of the road in the ship-

ment of ccal. I take them from the actual

figures of one coal bank on a western railroad

whose market facilities are not equal to what
ours will be, and based on bituminous coal

alone.
" It is this : Forty ear loads of 350 bushels

each per day, making 14,000 bushels or 538
tons, at the moderate rate of 78 cents per ton

;

making a daily earniug of $420, or $126,000
per anuum.

"I submit one more fact. Four miles from
Kockport in a sugar-loaf shaped hill, was what
was called the 'Knob coal bank." From two
mines, using wagons and a tram railroad for

transportation, they used frequently. to sell and
ship from the bank of the river at Roekport
25,000 bushels of coal per day, to steamboats
and for shipment south."

The Sup't says:

''The lumber trade must form a profitable

source of revenue to the road. When it is

remembered that there are 2,125,873 acres of

timber on and near the line ol road, timber of

superior quality—oak, walnut, poplar and
hickory—the reason for this assertion is quite

apparent. To a city as largely engaged in the

manufacture ol articles in which wood is the

'raw materia!,' this is an impoitant considera-

tion.

"Agricultural products vary with full or

short crops. But not so of coal and lumber.

We have these two now staple articles to se-

cure us a uniform and never failing source of

revenue.

"Taken altogether, gentlemen, you have
invested your money in a reasonable and fea-

sible railroad enterprise, and one that from its

geographical route and valuable connections
must be highly promotive of the material
prosperity of your city."

Person «1.

We learn that our esteemed friend, Mr.

John W. Brown, is appointed General Passen-

ger and Ticket Agent of the Indianapolis,

Bloomington & We-tern Railway, vice N. E.

Scott, Esq., resigned.

This is a first-class appointment, a3 Mr.

Brown is popular throughout the west, posses-

ses large experience in his business, and is in

every way qualified for the duties he has as-

sumed, however extensive they may be.

He has our best wishes for his success.

All communications relating to the passen-

ger business of this road should be addressed

to him at Urbana, Illinois.

Sensible—very.

The Commercial of the 8th inst says:

''If it really is desirable or necessary to im-

prove Deer creek valley, would it not be well

to consider the economical advantages of the

completion ot the tunnel, and do what maybe
within the province of our municipal authority

to encourage the location of railroad depots

and warehouses there. No better place can

be found for the establishment of a great rail-

road center."

And

"If the people want the lots of private citi-

zens located in Deer creek valley improved,

let them encourage the completion of the tun-

nel, in order that they may get their land

cheaply from the bowels of the earth."

The Metropolitan Underground Ruilway.

This line, which wa8 recently extended from
Blackfriars to Cannon street, was incorporated

by Parliament in 1854, ar.d on January 10,

1863, the line was opened for travel from Pad-
dington to Farringdon street by a public din-

ner, on which occasion Hon. Robert Lowe,
now Chancellor of the Exchequer, made a

humorous but practical speech, and predicted

that in a short time t'je line would form a nu-

cleus of what might become a circle connect-

ing all the great railways running into Lon-
don. In 1864 another company was formed
to run on an inner circle, and so great has

been the popularity of the underground rail-

ways, that in 1870 there were carried over

these routes 39, ! 60,849 passengers. The ori-

ginal line was increased every year by the ad-

dition of short links, and the recent addition

has extended the read to within two minutes'

walk of the Bank of England. The construc-

tion of the terminus and the approach to it for

a distance of 840 feet, was commenced about

the end of March, and since Uial time 2,000

men have been employed night and day upon
the work. In building the tunnel, vaults 12

feet deep, with two adjacent subways, were
discovered under Queen Victoria street, and
to carry the line under these passages, two
tiers of wrought iron girders had tu be used,

the lower tier supporting the subways and the

upper tier bearing the roadway of the street.

At another a perfect passage, 20 feet wide,

with a pointed arched roof, built of square
chalk, with roughly molded ribs, was discov-

ered. Houses were standing on the arch,

which is believed to be a work of the 14th

century, and also to be a portion of an under-

ground passage running down to the Thames.

The Blue Ridge ItaUroaJ.

Some weeks ago it was announced in these
columns that arrangements were then pro-

gressing for an effective programme looking
to the early completion of this great enter-

prise, so long cherished by the people of this

State. The consummation of these arrange-
ments are now made public. The State stock
in the Blue Ridge Railroad has been pur-
chased by an association cf gentlemen, em-
bracing leading citizeus and influential capi-

talists of this State, together with persons of
ample means and influence in Ne;v York.
This stock has been transferred upon the con-
dition that the State shall be protected from
loss upon the 84,000,000 guaranteed bonds,
and that the road shall be completed within
five years from the date of transfer. The
sum agreed to be paid for the stock is merely
Dominal it is true, but the new company
amply reimburses the State by affording pro-

tection from any loss upon the State guaran-
tee, and by rapid completion of the enterprise.

Besides, it is agreed that the Siate shall re-

ceive $10,000 per annum for five years after

the completion of the road, as a further pay-
ment for the stock now transferred. We are
not at liberty, perhaps, to mention the names
of gentlemen forming this new company, but
we can assure the public that many of our
most honored and respected citizens are in-

cluded in this combination of capital and in-

fluence, as will be acknowledged when the

transfer is entirely made and their names are
given to the world.

The plan for the completion of the road is

to change the gauge to three feet, and surveys
will be commenced without delay to make
the contemplated alteration. It is believed

that the narrow gauge, as it is termed, will

answer every purpose for the most extensive

business and traffic ever claimed for this

road. The subject has been thoroughly

matured, and all the sources of information

exhaustively explored with a view to the pro-

posed change. The facilities for meeting the

demands of trade and commerce are confi

dently expected to prove adequate under the

narrow gauge system, while the lessened ex-

penses ol construction and the low cost of

operating the road when completed, afford

the strongest inducements for a trial of this

system which is attracting so much attention

throughout the civilized world. In proof of

the assertion that this plan has been carefully

considered, we will state that Col. James P.

Low, Chief Engineer of the Blue Ridge Rail-

road, has in press an elaborate report on the

subject of narrow gauge railways, in which
the system is thoroughly discussed and its

merits aud demerits explained. The adap-
tation of the three foot gauge to the wants of

commerce in this State is reduced to an abso-

lute certainty by facts and figures. The re-

port will likewise contain valuable informa-

tion and interesting statistics concerning the

Blue Ridge Railroad, and we shall look for

its publication with anxiety

—

Anderson In-
telligencer.

For the purpose of coating fabrics and
tissues with metal, such as copper, silver and
gold, the material is first to be impregnated
with a solution of sulphate of copper, in am-
monia, and then dried. After drying the

whole is immersed in a warm solution of grape
sugar, which devi lopes oxide of copper, upon
which silver or gold Can oe electroplated in

the usual way.
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Tlie City of Baltimore tiid its Ureal Hall
road.

A late nnmber of the Baltimore Gazette

speaking of the change of gauge upon the

Ohio & Mississippi road, says :

"The New York and Erie Railroad and
the Atlantic and Great Western, broad gauge
roads, which were absolutely dependent upon

this road for their Mississippi connections, by

it lost a large and mast important portion of

their trunK line. The Ohio and Mississippi

road, which was a New York road, becomes a

Baltimore one, and a great feeder to New
York is suddenly diverted to a rival city.

This is what this change of gauge means.

We must recollect that this great work has

not been accomplished by Baltimore, but

chiefly by New York capital and enterprise,

and that Mr. Aapinwall and Mr. Torrance and
other New York capitalists, who, with the aid

of the Baltimore & Ohio road, have pushed

this matter througli and invested so much
capital in it are New York men who are fully

convinced that the great natural advantages
offered by this city, aided by its extended and
extending railway connections, must make it

soon a successtul competitor with New Yorls.

"To Baltimore this connection with St.

Louis is what the landing at San Salvador was
to Columbus, what the discovery of the Missis-

sippi was to De Soto. It is the accomplishment
of a great work, after many years of iong and
weary voyaging. We started for the Ohio
and reached there after many a tedious and
costly struggle, to find, after all, that we had
nothing but a local coal road, and that the

miles of heavy, costly work through the des-

ert of West Virginia did not even pay profit

enough on the investment to provide grease
for the engine wheels. We bought a road to

Cincinnati and spent hundreds of thousands
of dollars on repairs and equipment, and laid

out another million on a bridge over the Ohio,
merely to find that without feeders from the

far West, we could not expect to earn the in-

terest on the mortgage bonds of the Ohio
road.

"From to-day dates a new era in the com-
merce and trade of this city The Baltimore &
Ohio road, the Marietta & Cincinnati road, the

Baltimore & Cincinnati road, a small independ-
ent and very necessary link, affording direct

communication with* Cincinnati, to be com-
pleted by December next, and the Ohio aud
Mississippi road, now form virtually one line

of unbroken railway, the shortest and quick-
est between the cities of the Ohio and Missis-

sippi Valleys and those of the Atlantic sea-

board. Within a week one thousand new fast

freight cars of uniform gauge will be placed
on the new Hue for througli business. The
roads west of the Mississippi, as well as the
roads in Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky,
which could not before connect with this line

on account of the difference of gauge, now
become feeders to it, and a vast amount of
freight which hitherto had no outlet here will

soon come pouring in, arriving at our wharves
without break of bulk.

"Anticipating ihe great resu'ts which are to

flow from this connection, and satisfied from
his past experience of the capacity of Balti-

more to maintain ocean steamship lines, Mr.
Allan has already announced to his agents
here that he has fixed the days lor the sailing
of Liverpool steamers from this port every
four weeks up to the mouth of December, af-

ter which time he proposes to start a semi-
monthly line. With proper encouragement
given to tho largo business which will offer,

and the capital which will seek investment
here, even this will not afford sufficient accom-
modation for the foreign trade of Baltimore.

Baltimore is now the natural port of entry on
the Atlantic seaboard for Cincinnati, St Louis,

Louisville, Nashville, Memphis and other

great trade centers of the West aud South-
west. Already two cargoes, one of fruit from
the Mediterranean and one of sugars from the.

West Indies have been ordered here for St.

Louis by a house which hitherto has always
imported via New Orleans. This is but a

beginning. All we want, now that we have
opened means of communication to our city,

is to induce the active business men of the

country who have been in the habit of trading

with New York and New Orleans, to come
here and see and appreciate whai we really

have to offer theiu."

Tbe Union Pacific Railroad.

The building of the road across the conti-

nent has passed into history as the great and
most impressive event of our railway building

era. Built and in operation now more than

two years—the road still presents the great

administrative problem of the day. That
problem is, how to secure the development of

the country immediately tributary to the line,

and how at once to operate at a profit and
raise to the rank of paying investments the

securities of a road upon which as a national

enterprise the people have claims so strong

and just. To the working out of this result

the Dest administrative abilities of our day
are devoting themselves, under the direction

and largely in the person of Mr. Thomas A.
Scott.

Immediately on Colonel Scott's election to

the Presidency of the Union Pacific Railroad,

the Review was able to inform its readers of

the purpose of the new President, responding
to the desire of the owners of the road, to de-

vote thereto a very large share of his personal

attention. Setting out with the purpose of

securing the utmost economy consistent with

entire efficiency, the new administration have,

in the face of a material decrease in earnings,

operated the road at a profit. In one word,
during the five months ending May 31, the

ratio of expenses to earnings has been re-

duced from seventy-six per cent, in 1870, to

fifty-two and one-half per cent, in 1871, as

shown in tbe following table received from
the office ot the company:

May, 1870 May, 1871.

Earnings $802,5*6 09 $724,466 51

Operating exp... 476,090 61 264,9.3.3 51

Taxes paid 3,550 00 80,394 33

Net earnings... $322,945 48 $379,116 17

Jan. 1 to May Jan. 1 to May
31, 1870. 31, 1871.

Earnings $3,051,466 08 $2,682,110 24
Operating exp... 2,285,383 19 1,319,987 26
Taxes paid 3.3,302 69 87,777 71

Net earnings... $730,780 20 $1,274,345 71

During the first five months of

1871, earnings were less than
in 1870 $369,355 84

Expenses 912,921 35

Net earnings larger $543,565 51

Ratio of expenses to earnings :

Five months of 1870 76
Five mouths of 1871 52}

Narrow Claugc.

Mr. R H Lamborn of Philadelphia, writes
under date of July 15th :—The old war of the
gauges has beeu opened again. The contest
in which the 7 feet, the 6 feet, the 5 feet 6
inches, the 5 feet, the 4 feet 10 inches, and
the 4 feet 8} inches were pitted against, each
other, has by the same sure process of
natural selection resulted in the almost uni-

versal adoption of the last named and narrow-
est caUL'e.

The advocates of the three feet gauge claim
that in the majority of instances in which rail-

roads have been and are to be built in the
United States, the stockholders would be bet-

ter remunerated and the community at large
accommodated more thoroughly and at lower
rales tor freight and passage were three feet

used instead of the now wide gauge of four
feet eight and a half inches.

They claim that the whole United States
will ultimately be overspread by a network of
local narrow gauge roads, which will be em-
phatically the people's roads, and which will

poui their freight and passengers into great
trunk lines leading to the prominent centers
of trade.

They claim that there are mountain com-
munities where the people must for decades
remain without railroads if tbe broad gauge
is retained, but into which narrow gauge roads
can be built for sums that can readily be com-
manded; that the sparse populations of
our great raining and grazing Territories

must for many years depend upon a few main
East and West trunk lines and expensive
wagon transportation unless a cheap gauge is

adopted which will enable them to build
long local branches at small cost; that villa-

ges and country communities by thousands in

the districts controlled by lines yet to be built,

must, in case the broad gauge is retained, ex-
ist without, the advantages of local roads for

a generation longer, unless the new and
cheap machine—the narrow gauge road—
is adopted in its stead. Therefore, would it

not be well for stockholders and bondholders
before spending their money in laying another
rail upon the ponderous broad gauge plan to

pause and gravely consider the merits of the
new and cheaper system? Would it not be
wise for legislators forthwith to encourage by
proper laws a contrivance which promises so
much benefit to the great masses of their con-
stituents ? and is it not' due to the people who
so generously assisted the corporations that

are to-day determining the gauge for scores
of years and for hundreds of thousands of new
roads in our vast tranB-Mississippi empire,
that the plan best adapted for the early and
ultimate accommodation of the entire com-
munity shall be adopted and maintained ?

The Post Office.—The business at tbe

Post Office continues steadily to increase.

The report of the foreign department shows
that during the quarter ending June 30, 1871,

1,651,841 letters were sent, of which number
881,1 92 were British, 530,086 were sent by the

Bremen and Hamburg and North German
Union Lines combined, and 5,205 to France
direct. During tbe same time 1,566,995 let-

ters were received, of which 830,622 were
British, 499,346 came by the German lines,

and 2,520 from France direct The grand
total of letters sent and received were 3,218,

-

836.
m

JS®*" A recent live stock census of Great
Britain shows 9,235,0.32 cattle, 82,787,788
sheep aud lambs, aud 3,950,730 pigs.
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©air Railroads.

To give .some idea of the magnitude of this

interest in the United States, the following

figures are given: In 1830 there were but 23

miles of railroad in the United States; in

1840 there were 2,818 miles; in 1850 there

were 9,021 miles. In the latter year their

earnings were about$40,000,000, nearly equal-

ly derived from passengers and freight. In

1800 there were' 30,635 miles in operation,

while in 1870 their length had increased to

53,399 miles. In the former year the State of

Ohio had the greatest length of railroad lines,

being 2,947 miles. Illinois was second, with

2,917 miles; Pennsylvania third, with 2,802

miles; and New York fourth, with 2,700

miles. The assessed valuation of all the rail-

ways in the United States, in 1870, was $14,-

334,343,475, being an increase in ten years of

over $2,000,000,000.

The increase of the earnings of the rail-

roads of the country will, of coarse, show an

equally striking progress. For example, in

1850, with 9,000 miles of road, the earnings

from passengers and freight were about $40,-

OOO.COO, while in 1870, with 53,400 miles, the

earnings were $450,000,000, or nearly $9,000

per mile, an increase of $20,000,000 annually

for the past 20 years.

The total tonnage of all the railroads in

1850 was about 5,000,000 tons, while in 1870

the total tonnage was about 100,000,000 tons.

The total tonnage actually transported in

1870 was 72,500,000 tons, which, at a fair

estimate of current rates for transportation,

say $150 per ton, would give a gross value of

$10,875,750,000, being an annual average in-

crease in the last 20 years of $503,267,740.

To illustrate in the most forcible manner
the interest which the people have in the vast

system of railways, it is only necessary to say

that this immense increase in the traffic has

been brought about solely by the great reduc-

tion in the cost of transportation. Were rail-

way rates the same as those by the old means
of transportation, their construction would
never have progressed beyond the neighbor-

hood of great cities. For illustration, the cost

of transporting a ton of corn over the old-

fashioned routes was equal to 20 cents per

mile. The cost of carrying it to a market
town 125 miles from the place of its produc-

tion would, therefore, consume its value in

freight. Therefore the graic of the vast plan-

tations of the We'stern States would have no
value outside of a radius of 125 miles, and the

necessary result would be that there would be

very little production. Upon a railroad, with

thecostof transportation reduced from 20cents

per ton per mile, to 1 arid 1J cents per ton

per mile, the radius within which corn can be

marketed with profit is increased from 125

miles to 1,600. The circle described by the

radius of 12.3 milps contains but 49,087 square

miles, a territory but little larger than the

State ot Mew York, while the circle described

by tiie radius of 1,600 miles contains 8,042,-

406 square miles, or a territory two and two
thirds times as large as the entire area of all

the States and Territories of the United
States.

There is still another very interesting view
of the progress of our railroad traffic, which
may serve to illustrate their general import-

ance to the entire, people—that is, their pro-

gressive earnings per capita of population.

For instance, in 1841) their earnings were 49
cents per head ; in 1850 they were $1 55 per

head
; in 1860 they were $4 90 per head, and

in_lw70 they were $10 per head. Is it too
much to buy that such proportionate increase

of earnings affords the most accurate measure
of the rapid growth of our industrial resour-

ces and commerce, and that it is due in the

greatest measure to the construction and suc-

cessful management of our railroads?

In the domestic economy of our entire peo-
ple, there is nothing which possesses a tithe

of the importance of our system of railways

They furnish a market at every man's door
for all his varied products. The farmer upon
the prairies watered by the Platte river can
ship his corn or his beef to the New York
market with less difficulty than his father in

New England forty years ago carried his little

product to the market town. Wherever they

are built the value of all labor is enhanced,
and the laboring man is almost sure to find

remunerative employment.
The future of the railway system of this

country is difficult to foresee. The increase

of construction is most likely to continue with

equal rapidity for many years to come in the

same proportion as in the past twenty years.

Something will depend on our increase of

population, but as that is steadily and rapidly

increasing, and as the same population, leav-

ing out of the account any increase, will

double their traffic every ten years, the con-

struction must go on with undiminished vigor

for some years, even in the older settled States

where the increase of population is compara-
tively slow. Some estimate of what may occur

in the future can be made when it is shown
that the State of Massachusetts has one mile

of railway to every 5.27 mile of territory, The
same proportion would give New York about

9,000 miles, Pennsylvania the same, Ohio
nearly 8,000, and Illinois about 11,000 miles.

There is no reason we can imagine why the

construction of roads in each of the States

named should not progress until they shall

have reached the same proportion with Massa-
chusetts. In this way it is very easy to ima-

gine the existence, not many years in the

futnre, of a system of railroads in the United
States, aggregating 100,000 miles, and doubt-

less even then the same necessity will be ex-

perienced as now for the construction of other

lines.— Cummercial

Importations of Breadstijffs into Great
Britain.—The London limes of the 10th says:

It appears that our .vheat importations during

the half year just ended have amounted to

14,753,558 cwts., valued at£8,717,736, against

13,843,124 cwts., valued at £6,777,696 in the

corresponding half of last year. Of other

grain the value has been £5,673,004, against

£5,945,242, and of flour it has been £1,780,121
against £1,638,201. The total cost of our

supplies has therefore been £16,170,861, show-

ing an increase of £1,809,722, or about 12J
per cent, over that for the same six months of

1870. The sources whence our wheat impor-

tations have been derived are: Russia, 40 per

cent- ; America, 38 per cent. ; Germany, 9 per

cent.; Canada, 5 per cent.; Turkey, 4 per

cent ; Austria, 1 per cent. ; Chili, 1 per cent.

;

and other countries 2 per cent. Com pared

with the first half of each of the preceding two
years Russia and Canada figure for a large

increase, while Germany shows a decrease.

The Uniled States show a decrease from last

year, but a large increase on 1869.

Pacifie Railway Through Business.
*

The San Francisco Bulletin publishes a de-

tailed review of the trade of that city for the

first six months of the present year.

The merchandise exports show the smallest

aggregate seen for five years. The exhibit is

more apparent than real, however. The de-

crease is partly due to the diversion of east

bound freight in favor of the railroad. The
total decline of $1,200,000 shipments by water

in two years is compensated for by the fact

that goods to this value have been sent to New
York by railroad in the periods named.
The Bulletins tables do not show June

business of the Pacific roads. The following

shows the items of freight (in pounds) shipped

from San Francisco to the Atlantic States by

this route, during the first five months:

.Pounds.

Base bullion 28,350

Coffee 168,040

Cotton 88,986

Firearms 14,970

Fish V4.773

Glue 65,185

Hides 22,896

Hops 78,081

Leather 764,354

Oil 42,187

Quicksilver < 40,950

S.Ik 292,276

Spices • 27,450

Straw hats 8,528

Tea 2,465,019

Whalebone 8,649

Wine 780,630

Wool 7,493,391

Mdse 3,675,067

Total 16,137,787

During this period the passengers by rail-

way numbered

:

Arrived 11,548

Departed 8,108

Total 19,656

The arrivals and departures by sea during

the entire six months, amounted to 10,907.

In other words the Pacific roads carried twice

as many passengers as took vessel to all parts

of the world Panama passengers numbered

4,149—1,704 arriving, 2,445 departing.

JS®?" The total circulation of the national

banks is stated at $318,686,999.

BigF" During last year 940,000,000 letters

passed through the post offices of Great Bri-

tain, and of the whole number only 27,000
were alleged to be lost.

— The railroad from Vera Cruz to the city

of Mexico, according to a recent report of the

engineers, is completed for a distance of 186

miles, leaving 110 miles yet to be opened, the

length of the entire line, including a branch

to Puebla. The gross receipts during 1S70,

on the part of the line from the city of Mexico

to Puebla, a distance of 116 miles, amounted
to $067,000, and the receipts on the line from

Vera Cruz to I'aso del Macho, a distance of

47 miles, amounted to $197,170. During 1870

the passengers carried from Mexico to Puebla

were 1 18,990 in number. The chief obstacle

to the completion of this line has been the

great Methlac ravine, a natural fissure of for-

midable dimensions, which is 900 feet long

and 870 feet deep. At first it was proposed

to cross this ravine by constructing a viaduct,

but after a resurvey a plan was adopted by

which the road is to run along the cliff of

the ravine for some distance, until it reaches

a spot where the fissure can be bridged by a

work of comparatively iusiguificaut dimen-

sions,
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Karrow asa<! Broad Gauge Railways.

There seems to be a variety of opinion with

engineers and railway managers, in reference

to the most suitable gauge for railways in the

United States, some advocating the narrow

gauge, others the medium (4 ft. 8j in), while

many are decidedly in favor of the broad

gauge (6 ft ) But the whole thing can be

taken in at a glance by any practical man, let

him be an engineer, or hewer of wood, or a

delver of the earth, viz: different localities

require different gauges. For instance, the

railway now building from here to Danbury
should not be over a three foot gauge, for such

a road would cost but little over one-half as

much to build, equip and run for the next ten

years, as the 4 ft. 8£ in. road would cost, which

in ten years Would be a saving of at least two

millions of dollars in investment, interest and
economy in running, and would do all the

business that possibly could be offered in the

above named time. The ties, at the end of

ten years, would be rotten and would have to

be replaced; the iron or steel could be taken

up and used in building branches to the vari-

ous lateral villages which, in that lime, would
naturally spring up, and the narrow gauge
could be replaced by a 4 ft. 8£ in.; while in

the meantime the transportation of material

could be done by the narrow gauge prepara-

tory for laying the broad gauge, much cheaper
thau by horses and carts.

The great objection urged by the opponents
of the narrow gauge, is the reshipment of

freight, which is a mere bagatelle compared
to the immense saving which, probably, on a
fair computation would not be over one-eighth

or one-tenth of the amount saved. In other

words, if a 4 ft. 8J in. would pay 7 per cent,

per annum for the ten years, the narrow gauge
would, for the same time, pay 40 or 50 per

cent. Therefore, as well might you, Mr. Edi-

tor, have an elephant to draw a horse's load,

or a giant to do a boy's work, as to build

broad gauge roads where narrow gauge will

do as well. In the meantime, I will merely

add, that there are some localities near our

large cities, which will, in a short time, for

comfort and economy, require much broader
gauges than ever yet has been introduced in

this or any other country, the detailed plan of

which I will give you in your next issue ; .a

road that will be free from dust and cinders,

a traveling palace, which will be comparative-

ly free from noise; in which lectures, con-

certs, or political speeches can be given to

live or six hundred persons who are comfort-

ably and pleasantly flying over the earth with

entire safety, at the rate of 30 or 40 miles per

hour; a road that will accommodate the raul

titude of people living in the city of New York,
at less than half the rates now charged, yet

will be highly remunerative to the stockhold-

ers, and be the great breathing ai tery for our

noble metropolis — Cor. Port Chester (iV. Y.)
Journal.

— The Dubuque Herald says that within

the distance of live miles of Dubuque not less

thau three-quarters of a million of dollars will

have been expended before the first day of

January, 1872, on the Chicago, Dubuque &
Minnesota Railroad. The Iowa & Pacific

road—now an assured success—which will in-

tersect this road at some point near the junc-

tion with the Central, will open up the rich

treasures of the Turkey valley. And this

thoroughfare, too, will demand substantial

and permanent character on the part of its

powerful ally, earlier in the field—the C, D.

& M. road.

Baltimore and Ohio Extension to Chicago
—It is known that the engineers of the Balti

more and Ohio Railroad are now engaged in

surveying a direct route for the extension of

their road from Pittsburg to Chicago, and that

when the route is finally determined upon it

will be built without delay. The survey is

completed, we are informed, from Pittsburg

to Havanna, a small station on the Lake Erie

Division of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway,

eight miles south of Monroeville, Ohio. From
thence it is expected, according to the pro-

gramme now being pursued, the line will run

to Defiance on the Toledo, Wabash and West-
ern Railway, crossing on its way the Dayton
and Michigan Railway at a point now called

Ellsworth. If we are rightly informed the

engineers are now at work on this part ,of the

line From Defiance it is expected that the

engineers will work their way along the Bryan
and through Lagrange and Steuben counties

to Laporte. This route is being pursued un-

der the impression that distance is saved suf

ficient to atone for a loss of advantages of-

fered by one passing through Toledo.

—

To-

ledo Blade.

River an"d Rail Transportation.— The New
Orleans Picayune publishes a statement in

which it says : "It will he seen that about

fifteen per cent, of all the produce sent South
from St. Louis comes via the Iron Mountain
road. If the figures for the Illinois Central,

the O. & M. road and the two roads to Indian-

apolis could be ascertained, they would show, no

doubt, that at least tsventy-five per cent, of the

Southern bound freight from the West has
abandoned I lie river rcTute.

"The shipments South from Louisville and
Cincinnati would beyond doubt show a de-

cided preponderance in favor of the railroad.

Even as bulky an article as tobacco comes
through to New Orleans from the former
place nearly the whole season as cheaply by
rail as by river, and sometimes more cheaply.

"The river route has not been able to com-
pete with the railroads across tne country to

the seaboard, and it is even falling behind in

the competition with longitudinal roads, and
this is the case with both up and down
freights. Several cargoes of coffee have this

season gone through Mobile, and thence West
by the Iron Mountain road. Freight and in-

surance considered that is the cheapest route

for a St. Louis merchant to import coffee by."

— Several narrow gajige railroads are pro

jected in Pennsylvania. A company has been
chartered to build a road of 30 inches gauge
from Philadelphia, to connect with the Penn-
sylvania Central in Chester county, passing

through Upper Darby, Hereford. Maple, New-
town and Paoli. In a week or two, work will

be begun on another narrow gauge road from
Bell's Mills station, on the Pennsylvania Cen-
tral, in Blair county, across the Allegheny
mountains through Bell's gap, a distance of

12 miles, which will afford an outlet for the

coal, lumber and iron of an important moun-
tain district. Some of the gradients on this

line will be over 100 feet to the mile. The
Lancaster & Reading Narrow Gauge Railroad

Company has been incorporated, with the

right to build a road with a gauge not exceed-
ing 4 feet, from the city of Reading; also to

construct branches. There is also a movement
on foot to build a narrow gauge road from
Media to Chester, in Delaware county.

— The Illinois Central Railroad earned in

the month of June, S739.9S9 18, an increase
over 1870 of $27,342 55. The land sales

amouuted to $66,350.

Iron as an Element of Civilization.

Probably the truest stnn'lnrd hy which to

measure the value of an article, is to consider

the need that existed for it at the time of its

discovery, the uses that can be made of it, and
the position in which a given form of civiliza-

tion, or any essential portion thereof, would find

itself if it were to lack an element necessary toils

progress—an element the need of which miaht
be felt while the element itself could not be
supplied. Necessity stimulates the spirit of

discovery; and it is a part of the immutable
and exiict economy of nature that one of the

most useful and profitable results of discovery

is to create wants in conneciion with and in-

separable from every thing of value that has

ever been developed, whether from latent prin-

ciples into prac:ical systems, or from formless

masses into articles that serve practical ends.

When civilization had so far advanced that

mankind required houses to live in, huts and
cabins were first made to satisfy this want;
and when the artistic faculty which expresses

itself in architectural design was corubiued

with the domestic taste and the wealth that

exacted more beautiful and more commodious
dwelling-places than could be wrought from
earth-mounds, stone was found to ba an im-

provement for the purpose on any other mate-

rial that had hitherto been known. With the

increase of the population and the tendency of

people to aggregate in large cities, stone was
found to be too scarce and too unwieldy for the

multiiorm needs of the people and the rapidity

with which their interests demanded that it

should be handled. The necessity for a substi-

tute for stone for many of the objects to which
it had been applied suggested the possibility of

making artificial stone, and bricks were accor-

dingly iuvented. Then the principle of mak-
ing artificial stone was amplified and refined,

and through slow degrees chinaware, porce-

lain and kindred substances of utility and or-

nament were produced. So of all others of tin

useful and beautiful inventions and discoveries

by which the world has been beuefited. The
want of them, though frequently undefined,

was felt; and the means of supplying the

want were discovered and applied. Then the

supply, growing in excess of the demand, reac-

ted and, showing its adaptability to create

wants by its own worthiness and to supersede

inferior materials, established a sphere of its

own, created and multiplied new industries,

and was thus the means of promoting human
welfare aud of advancing civilization.

There are many of the constituent forces of

the great whole of inanimate nature that, when
discovered and developed, have contributed to

found true material civilization ; and, so vast

and mani fold have been the objects to which
they could be applied, that not only has civili-

zation been wholly unable to outgrow the need

of them, but the farther it advanced the more
absolutely it required them. Among these con-

stitueut portions of the semper utile we may
name gold, silver and copper. We do not wish

to slight the claims of these articles of multi-

form utility when we claim for iron an extent

of utility that surpasses that of gold, silver

and copper combined. So far as these three

metals serve as the representatives of money
they accomplish a useful purpose; but civiliza-

tion would by no means retrograde if they

were withdrawn. As regards their services

to the other requirements of civilization, satis-

factory substitutes have been found for them

in a majority .of instances. But for iron tlie

world kuows no perfect substitute. Other me-

tals may in some instances be advantageously

used in lieu of it ; but for absolute material

utility, in the most comprehensive sphere, on

the largest and most solid scale, and as appli-

cable to the greatest number of what may be

called the uses of detail, iron stands pie-emi-
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neat above any other one of the mineral pro-
ducts of nature.

The great superiority of iron over other me-
tals in such portions of both the light and
heavy work of the world as must be performed
by metal consists in the fact of its combining
the qualities_of malleability and durability in

a degree in which no other metal combines
them. (In this conneciion we leave platina

out of account, since the mine of it discovered

in Siberia some years since has been exhaus-
ted.) Iron may be either cast or wrought, and
it is susceptible of being tempered to the low-
est degree of softness in which a hard metal
need be used, and it can be tempered also to a

degree of hardness that will bore—as in the

case of the Alps tunnel—through flint. It can
be cast, rolled or molded into any conceivable

form, and in its product, steel, can be ground
to the finest edge. Concerning the uses to

which iron has been put, it would require col-

umns simply to name them. If the circum-
stance could arise in which the world should
be called upon to say which of the great metals
it must necessarily discard, iron would doubt-

less be the one it would retain in preference to

any other, and perhaps to all others, since no
other possesses such universal applicability.

None other is at once so cheap, so plentiful, so

varied iniis usefulness and so lasting. It has
superseded wood as the material for building

ships, whelher of sail or steam. For architec-

tural design it is equal to stone or wood, while

it is known to be cheaper, and it is believed to

be more durable as a building material when
kept properly painted. There is nothing for

metallic uses between a needle and steam ham-
mer—between a locomotive and a pen-knife

blade—-that can not be m ide at less cost and
of more lasting quality from iron than from
any other metal.

If to stamp its name upon a great age be an
honor to a metal, which, of all the metals, has
a post of honor like that of iron ? Among dif-

ferent peoples, and through successive ages,

when literature and the high arts flourished

contemporaneously with the poverty of the

masses -in other words, when railroads and
steamships were unknown—-when gold waB
money and coins were few—each of the great

epochs of nations was called their " golden age."

But iron has supplanted gold in poetry as well
as in fact. In this epoch of civil and religious

liberty, of general prosperity, diffused educa-
tion, large wages and large fortunes, we say
ttat we live in the iron age.

—

New York Paper.

Kaiirow Gauge in South-w-estern Pennsyl-
vania.—There is much interest in Fayette
county in regard to the proposed narrow
gauge road from Fairehanee to Greene county,

to go through on the coal level to the Monon-
gahela river, in order to open up the coke,

coal, lumber and ore interest. From present

indications it will be built. The Uniontown
Geitius thinks the day is not far distant when
Fairchance will be the center of several nar-

row gauge roads, all feeders to the Uniontown
and West Virginia Railroad.

—

Pittsburg Com-
mercial .

BAXLROAD NOTICE.

JSS?" The receipts of coin and bullion at

San Francisco during the three months end-
ing 30th ult., reached $11,545,894, of which
$4,165,209 was in silver bullion, $4,999,638
in gold dust and bars, and f2, 381, 047 in coin.

Included in the total for the quarter was
§442,486 in coin from Mexico, and §60,666 in

silver bullion ; the remainder was trom Cali-

fornia and Nevada. The remittances of coin

from San Francisco, by railroad, during the

same period, were 82,456,09U, very nearly
equally divided between gold and silver—all

except S7,20U shipped in June.

The Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnati & Oreat
Northern Railroad Company hereby give notice that Books
of Subscription to the capital stock of said Company will

be opened at the office of the Railroad Kecord, No. 167
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday, the 56th d-iy

of August next, at 11 o'clock, A. M., of siid day, and con-
tinue open at the same place each day thereafter (Sundays
excepted), until stock is subscribed sufficient to organize
said Company, and as much longer as said Corporators
may direet.

A. J. EOBDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. W. MORTON,
ROBT. HEDQER,

Corporators.
Cincinnati, July 37th, 1871.

-30 GOLD LOAN
OF THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

RAPID PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

The building of the Northern Pacific Railroad, (begun
July last), is being pushed forward with great energy from
both extremities of the line. Several thousand men are
employed in Minnesota and on the Pacificcoast. The grade
is nearly completed 366 miles westward from Lake Supe-
rior; trains are running over 130 miles of finished road,
and track laying is rapidly progressing toward the eastern
border of Dakota. Including its purchase of the St. Paul
&. Pacific Road, the Northern Pacific Company now has
4/3 miles of completed road, and by September next this
will be increased to at least 560.

A Good Investment. Jay Cooke &c Co. are now
selling, and unhesitatingly recommend as a Profitable and
perfectly Safe investment, the First Mortgage Land Grant
Gold Bonds ofthe Northern Pacini; Railroad Company.
They have 30 years to run, bear Seven and Three-Tenths
percent, gold interest (more than 8 per cent, currency)
and are secured by first and only mortgage on the entire
road ind its equipments, and also, as fast as the Road is

completed, on

23,000 Acres of Laud to every mile of track, or
500 Acres for each $1,0U0 Bond. They are exempt from
U. S. Tax; Principal and Interest are payable in Gold;
Denominations: Coupons, S LOU to §1,01)0; Registered,
$ 100 to $10,000.

Lands for Bonds. Northern Pacific 7-30's are at

all times receivable at ten* per cent, above par, in ex-
change for the Company's Linds, at their low eat cash price.
This renders them practically interest bearing land
warrants.

Sinking Fund. The proceeds of all sales of Lands
are required to be devoted to the repurchase and cancella-
tion of the First Mortgage Bonds of the Company. The
Land Grant of the Road exceeds Fifty Million Acres. This
immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel the prin-
cipal of the Company's bonded debt before it falls due.
With their ample security and high rate of interest, there is

no investment, accessible to the people, which is more
PROFITABLE OR SAFE.

Exchanging U. S. Five-Twenties. The sue
cess ofthe New Government 5 per cent. Loan will compel
the early surrender of United StateB G per cents. Many
holders of Five-Twenties are now exchanging them for
Northern I'acificSeven-Thirties, thus realizing ahaudsome
profit, and greatly increasing theiryeaiiy income.

Other Securities.— All marketable Stocks and
Binds will be received at their higheat current price in ex-
change lor Northern Pacific Seven-Thirties. Express
ciia.ro rs on Money or Bonds received, and on Seven-Thir-
ties sent in return will be paid by the Financial Agents.
Full information, maps, pamphlets, &c, can be obtained
on application at any agency, or fromthe undersigned.

„.*«.„ JAY COOKE & CO.
Philadelphia, New York, Washington,

Financial Agents, Northern Pacltlc Railroad Co.

By BANK3 and BAHK-V ii >i 'J>
:"<'r<'lt!/lhrou<

iholiUhecountr!i.

THE LOBDELL

CAR-WHEEL, TIRE & MACHINE
COMPANY,

WILMINGTON, DEL.
Established in 1836.

Allkinds ofKailroadMachinery

GEORGE Q. LOBDELL .President

P. N.BRENNAN, Treasurer.

WM.W. LOBDELL. Secretary

12-5-70,52

mvu
CHAKLE3 A. DAXA, Editor.

©foe §Ax Wttkty Jfeu.

A Newspaper oi the Present Times*

Intended for People Now oa Earth.

Including Farmers. Mechanics. Merchants, Pro-

fessional Men, TTurkers, Thinners, and a:i Man-
ner of Honest Folks, and the Tvive=, £o=s, and
Daughters of all such.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEA It !

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOE. S50,

Or less than One Cent a Copy. Let there be a
$50 Clnb at evary Post Office.

SEMI-WEEKLY SUN, S3 A YEAE,
of tae Game size and general character as

THE "WEEEXr, but with a greater variety of
miscellaneous readme, and furnishing the news
to its subscribers with greater freshness, because

it conies twice a week instead of once only.

THE DAILY SUN, $6 A YEAE.
_A preeminently readable newspaper, with the

largest, circulation in the world. Free, inde-
pendent, and fearless in politics. All the news
from everywhere. Two cents a copy ; by mail,
50 cents a mouth, or $G a year.

TERMS TO CLUBS.
THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN.

Five copies, one year, separately addressed.
Poh? Dollars.

Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to the getter up of club).

Eight Dollars*
Twenty copies, one year, separately addressed
(and an extra copy to the getter np of club).

Fifteen Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address tand tb©
Semi-W eekly one year to setter up of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and
tae Semi-Weekly one year ro setter up of club),

Thirty-five Dollars.
One hundred conies, one year, to one address
(and the Daily for one year to the setter un of
clubj. Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately ad-
dressed (and the Daily for one year to tne setter
up of club), Sixty Dollars.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addressed.

Eight Dollars.
Ten conies, one veer, separately addressed (and
an extra copy to getter op of club),

Sixteen Dollars.

SEND YOUR MONEY
In Post othVe orders, checks, or drafts, on New
York, wherever convenient. Xf not, then register
tae letters containing money. Address

I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,
Son office, New Tort C*w.
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Kentucky A Great Eastern Railroad.

A short time ago the papers announced the

organization of this company, without saying

what course its road was to take, or what it

was intended to do, and as the name did not

indicate these farts the public were li-ft in the

dark, until a city cotemporary a short time

afterwards announced that this new organiza-

tion was made for the purpose of constructing

am ther east and west railioad, which will

be shorter in actual distance by more than

a bundled miles than any of the present rail-

way thoroughfares leading from this city to

New York, and by reason of easy grades and

favorable alignment a further gain of at least

fift en miles.

This news was somewhat startling to the

railway men of the country, and brought forth

considerable discussion in the newspapers

upon the possibility of saving so many miles

in actual distance, as well as that of crossing

the Alleghenies upon grades materially less

than those of the Baltimore & Ohio and Penn-

sylvania Central roads.

We believe it was generally conceded that

there was much more in this scheme than was

at firsl sight upparetit, and that although there

might not be*so great a saving of distance as

was claimed, yet there would be enough to

warrant the construction of the road.

We now have a report from the president of

the company, S. W. Morton, of New York, in

which he sets out very succinctly, and willi

great clearness, under what legal authority

the Kentucky & Great Eastern is called into

eiisteuce, the objects of the company, the

local and general merits of the proposed road,

its advantages as an arlerial line, the arrange-

ments already made by which norlhern and

north-western connections will be had, the

cost of building and equipping the line, and

the profits that will arise from its earnings.

We can not do belter, in an attempt to con-

vey to our readers the claims of this enter-

prise, than to copy from (he report itself.

Speaking of the charier under which this

company is organized, the president says :

The Kentucky & Great Eastern Railway
Company, a corporation duly organized under
a special charter granted by the State of Ken-
tucky, which authorizes the construction of a
railway from the cities of Newport or Cov-
ington, Ky , to any point wilhiti the State, and
with the right to construct branch roads from
the main line from and to any point that may
be desired, and branches from the branches,
giving to all these branches the same rights

and powers as are enjoyed by the main stem.
It also auihorizes the company to buv, lease,

consolidate wiih or subscribe to the capital

slock of any oiher railway, in or out of the
Slate of Kentucky, and to obtain county and
municipal aid tiward-i the con-t-uction of the
road; also exempt-1 the properly of the com-
pany from Slate, county or municipal taxa-
-tton, until the road is completed and in full

operation.

This is a remarkable extent of authority.

Such a charier reminds us of the old privi-

leges that used to be granted by State legisla-

tures, when they knew little or nothing of the

powers into which a corporation, feeble as it

was in its beginning, might grow. At such

times almost anything in the way of a chatter

for a joint stock company could be had for

the asking; since then, it has been and stil

is part of the business of the legi.-lalures of

these same Slates to devise ways and means

to check the growih and influence of the

creatures once so encouraged and favored.

This charter is an improvement, so far as

the corporate interests are concerned, over

most of l he oid ones of which we have spoken.

It satisfies the modern wants of a railway

company, that are extravagant in comparison

with tiiose of earlier days, and enables it to

do, wiih every advantage to itself, all that an

enthusiastic advocate of corporate rights could

require. In some of our older States, where

railroad companies have been long in opera

tion, such a charter would be worth a very

large sum of money; ill a few years this one

will be equally as valuable, and another tike

it impossible to obtain, even from the gene-

rous State of Kentucky,

The present object of the company, and the

course of the road, is announced in the report

as follows :

The otject of the Company, for the pre-

sent, is to make a new line of railway, by
consolidation and otherwise, from the princi-

pal business centers of the south-western in-

terior States, such as Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Louisville, Memphis, etc, through a section

of country full of natural resources, to tide-

water at the c:ty of New York, uffirding

equally advantageous connections with other

large cities of the Atlantic seaboard, that will

be shorter by a sufficient number of miles to

command the business of these points and the

adjacent country, of easier grades, and at a
much less cost than either of the present
great East and West railway thoroughfares.

It is proposed to commence such a line

at Newport or Covington, Ky., opposite the

city of Cincinnati, at which points connec-
tions now exist with St Louis and Louisville;

from ihence running upon the Southern bank
of the Ohio river above high water mark to

the Big Sandy river, where connections are
made with the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad,

and Ibe interior towns of Virginia, and the

cities of Richmond and Norfolk; thence it

will pass to the western line of the Slate of

West Virginia, through which Slate it will he
continued, by special charter already gramed,
upon the table lands of the mountains that

divide the waters of the Kanawha and Moh-
ongahela; ihence by special charters across
the States of Virginia and Maryland, and
through the south-east corner of the Slate of
Pennsylvania to the State of New Jeri-ey

;

thence by running arrangement or consolida-

t'on over roads already constructed across the

State nf New Jersey to the city of New York.
The wh de distance from the city of Cincin-
nati being six hundred und forty miles, with

maximum grades going eai-t from Ci cinnati

to Oailetsburg, one hundred and ihirtv miles

of fifteen feet to the mile; from Catletsburg

east one hundred and forty miles, twenty six

feet lo the mile; and the next one hundred
and thirty-eight miles of fifty-tivo feet to the

mile.

This remarkable showing gives this route

the advantage of two hundred and forty miles

over the present longest road (the New York

Central) between this <ify and New York,

and one hundred and six miles over that of

the Panhandle, which is the present shortest

line between these cities, besides the further

advantages of superior grades and curvature.

The report claims also, that the location of

this line gives it such connection with all the

leading business centres upon each side of it,

that it is as good a route in distance, and

better in time, from Cincinnati to, Washington

city and Baltimore, than the lines now in

operation between these places. And it is

the best route from the South-west to Phila-

delphia, Boston, and all points in the New
England Stales, as a glauce at the map will

at once show.

President Morton says his road will he the

centre of a belt of country of (insurpa'-sed

industrial resources, which contains eighteen

thousand square miles,, and that lies in a lati-

tude of so mild and uniform a temperature,

that the road will be relieved from the incon-

veniences of snow and frost that so severely

affect the more northern routes. And lhat

there is contained within this belt an unsur-

passed agricultural country, now under a high,

state of improvement, and the very heart of

the iron and coal region of North-eastern

Kentucky, the immense cannel and bitumin-

ous coal deposits, mineral, salt and oil springs

of the Kanawha region of West Virginia, the

extensive gas bearing coal fields of the upper

Monongahela, and the moat densely popula-
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ted section of South-eastern Pennsylvania.

It also passes through the localities of the

finest and most accessible beds of slate, lime

and sand-stone, and forests of the most valua-

ble hard wood and pine species, such as are

in constant and increasing demand in the

cities of the seaboard, as well as the lower

river country.

The cost of the work thoroughly built and

equipped is given at $17,430, 000—and the earn-

ing power at the opening of the road is estimat-

ed at $8,466,000, and sixty five per centum of

gross receipts is computed for operating ex-

penses.

To such of our readers as may compare the

cost of constructing this work with that of the

mountain roads in existence, this estimate

will seem unreasonably low. We were so im-

pressed when the line was first defined to us,

but an examination of the surveys will con-

vince the most skeptical that it is high enough.

It is indeed a most remarkable route across

the mountains, altogether better than either

of the present roads, and we believe the best

that can be found.

Attached to this report is a correct and

clear map, gotten up by Bogart & Stillman of

this city, showing the relative position this

road will hold to that of others leading from

the interior to tidewater, and the connections

it will make with the lake region of the north-

west, and the river country of the south-west.

And there is also appended a copy of this

charter of which we have already spoken.

Mr. Morton has our thanks for not encum-

bering his report with intricate tables taken

from the last census report, showing all the

lumbering statistics of each precinct near or

through which his road is to pass, and for

omitting certified analyses of the coal and

iron and oil and other mineral products that

will go to make up the business of his road,

and for not boring us with the opinions of

"eminent tourists," and long editorial effu-

sions upon the merits of his undertaking. If

these ever were valuable in such reports they

have long since ceased to be so. Few persons

read such statements, and a less number study

them enough to understand them.

President Morton drives straight at his

work, opens at the beginning, and follows it

through by sectional divisions, so that he has

conveyed to us, in the briefest and clearest

way possible, as much information concertina'

bis scheme as can be obtained from a report

concerning it. And having given it to us in

good large type, clearly cut upon fine tinted

paper, he has secured its reading by all into

whose hands it may fall, and who can possibly

have the least interest in such an enterprise.

The latest revised tables at the Census
ofhce show the following aggregate of popula-
tion of all trie States ard organized Territo-

ries : White, H3,;''36,63ll ; colored, 4,879,323;
Indian, 7u,7K3; Japanese, 55

; Chinese, 63,-

196; total, 38,549,987.

IV li it we want.

If we had a man belonging to our city who

possessed wealth, experience, and the charac-

ter and influence that success in business

gives, and who was devoted to the growth of

our city, we would have the means of doing a

great deal for our city's good that we have

not now, and for which we are suffering.

To such an individual various schemes of

great public interest would be presented, and

if they were of sufficient merit to command
his respect and attention they would be secure

of that examination necessary to develop their

advantages, and a support that would ensure

their success.

For want of these many a good project

comes still-born into our midst, or is under-

taken with such feeble Bupport as to linger

and languish without producing its full bene-

fits to any one for many years, if at all, and

many an energetic man, full of skill and

genius, has taken himself off to some more

congenial locality, and given other interests

the advantages of thoughts and schemes which

we had not discovered, or if so, had not en-

couraged.

Such a man was the Hon. James Guthrie,

of Louisville, and is Mr Ogden, of Chicago,

and George Law, Cyrus W. Field, Peter Cooper

and Commodore Vanderbilt, of New York.

The writer was at an interview with one of

the above named gentlemen when a scheme

for an improvement valuable to the city in

which he lived was presented and discussed.

All efforts to interest leading men, or even to

secure the aid of the press of that city except

as paid advertising, had failed before this.

The subject was considered—the distinguished

gentleman required a few days to reflect upon

the subject, after which time he expressed his

approbation of it, and so signified to nfew lead-

ing gentlemen of the place; this secured a can-

did conference, and a critical examination into

the merits of the undertaking—the press

awoke to its importance, and spoke out strong-

ly and continuously. In the main it was

adopted, and has been one of the most valua-

ble adjuncts to that city's prosperity.

This is not the oniy case we could cite, and

if we should enumerate valuable inventions,

and well matured and truly scientific schemes

that have been suspended for years, and re-

vived with great results, or driven away from

where they were first proffered to the world,

we should fill a small volume.

The importance, therefore, of such an ora-

cle, so to speak, will we think be conceded by

every one, and the further fact, that we are,

just now at any rate, without such a blessing,

will doubtless be as generally acknowledged.

The question naturally arises then, What

shall we do about it? How shall we supply

this want in our social and commercial polity ?

We can't very well get up the man in time

for much good in this generation. And there

are fears that be might d-> as other promising

individuals have done with us, that is, as soon

as he becomes rich, become exclusive, Bhot

himself up in his shell, do nothing, and ima-

gine himself abused by the people because not

appreciated by them at his own estimated

worth. Or he may feel himself too large for

the place, and go off to New York or some of

the great European cities to spend the balance

of his life. Something of this sort has befallen

our city for the past twenty years, and may

again. It will not do, therefore, to wait for

the coming man, but attempt to supply his

place by the organization of smaller men into

a body, that shall be well regulated, and more

efficient in such matters than any single indi-

vidual can be.

In some places trade and commercial or-

ganizations attempt to meet this demand, and

sometimes do so in a satisfactory manner.

But we think it will hardly be claimed that

either our Chamber of Commerce—substantial

and respectable as it is—or our more recently

created Board of Trade—serviceable as it may

be to the business interests of the city—are

supplying this want with us.

No, what we want is a society of the lead-

ing gentlemen of our city, who shall con-

vene at stated periods, in some properly ap-

pointed place, there to discuss and duly con-

sider all questions of a public nature touching

the interests of the city, and after they have

been deliberated upon, give them such sup'

port as they merit, and devise such ways and

means as maybe within their power to render

them successful. Such a body of men would

be highly intellectual and wonderfully suggest*

ive, as well as a power that would not only pro-

mote the healthy growth and development of

our municipal interests, but thwart i he schemes

of rings and organizations formed only for

plunder.

To such a society would he presented all

railway projects desiring individual or corpo-

rate aid, bridge questions, parks, river inte-

rests, municipal buildings, city improvements,

&c. ; and such an association of gentlemen

would entertain persons from oiher sections

of the country, who visit us with a view to

making valuable improvements, or capitalists

who might be seeking investments, and who

by reason of the authentic information thus

obtained, and the good offices of sucb a soci-

ety, would be induced to connect their inte-

rests with our own.

We can conceive a number of ways in which

such a body would be likely to contribute to

the public weal, but as we only expected at

this time to call attention to this matter, we

leave it for further development, and we hope

fur the uid of other pens.

These thoughts were prompted by a recent

conversation with an eminent lawyer of this

city, who has felt this same public want as we

have, and who had before seriously thought of

attempting the organization of a club for the
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purpose of relieving it. He had expressed

his ideas to other leading citizens of our city,

who also approved of it. Here is a nucleus

for the society of which wo speak. Who will

move in it, and have the honor of being its

founder ? It is capable of, and would doubtless

soon become one of the most creditable, use-

ful and substantial bodies of the city.

Ohio River Bridges.

On Saturday last, the Pennsylvania Central

Railroad Company completed the purchase of

a large majority of the stock of the Jefferson-

ville, Madii-on & Indianapolis Railroad and

branches, and also of the Louisville bridge

that spans the Ohio river; and Thomas Scott

was al once elected president of both com-

panies.

Thus the Pennsylvania Railroad Company

adds to its already enormous possessions, and

secures the control of the railroad bridge

across the Ohio river at Louisville, as it has

that of the railroad river bridge at this city.

All through liues, therefore, between the two

great sections of the country must pay tribute

for crossing the Ohio river to this great cor-

poration, or build new bridges.

The country grows, and the Pennsylvania

Central follows it closely.

Personal.

We received a call last Saturday from Judge

McKeray, of Dayton.

The Judge has been canvassing the north-

ern pari of Darke com ty in the interests of

the Cincinnati & Great Northern Railroad,

and reports satisfactory progress in the wurk.

Judge M< Keiny is deservedly popular in

that pait of the State, and is an energetic and

most efficient canvasser. If there is any

come-out to the people there, he will find it.

triie Babcock. Fire Extinguisher.

Memphis & Charleston R. R.

Superintendent's Office,

Memphis, Tenn., March 28, 1870.

P. W. Farwell, Secretary,

Dear Sir :—The day after purchasing the

fifty Fire Extinguishers from your company,

we had an opportunity of practically testing

their value.

A box car, containing twenty-six bales of

cotton, was discovered to be on fire, and al-

though convenient to a hydrant, with hose

attached and playing upon the fire, the water

apparently had no effect. One of your Fire

Exlinguishers was brought into requisition,

and the fire completely subdued in one minute

I consider tiiem invaluable, and all depot8

and railroad trains should be provided with

them. Very truly yours,

W. J. Ross,

Gen'ISup't M. & C. R. R.

Good News From Mercer County.—We
were informed this morning that Mercer

county had raised $42,000 towards the Cin-

cinnati & Great Northern Railroad, and that

by Saturday night next her full quota, $50,-

000, will be secured.

This speaks well for the people up there.

They deserve to get out of the woods and we

belipve before long they will.

When we read a few days ago that the la-

dies of Celina were engaged in the canvass,

we were ready to bet our "bottom dollar" that

the railroad would win.

Railway Wrongs.

There is considerable in the complaint made

by a New York paper under the above head,

that it behooves our railroad men to consider.

Such things will not be allowed to go on very

long. The great and overpowering principle

of compensation comes in and regulates these

things, and the sooner this is recognized and

acted upon the better.

A wise management will foresee the inevita-

ble and anticipate it.

It says

:

" From the first the public accepted them
[sleeping and palace coaches] enthusiastically
when prices seemed reasonable. But what
was designed as a luxury the managers seem
determined should be a necessity, and the
public have no choice. Gradually the com-
fortable cars heretofore employed for way
travel were discontinued, or became so few in

number that no choice remained but a seat in

the palace, or sleeping car, at a price that all

travelers were not able to afford. Generally
on through trains one smoking car, with a
coach, a bare remove from an emigrant ac-

commodation, was offered to those who de-

clined the high-priced comforts of the palace
coach. In the common car, aside from the

bad ventilation, the passenger is denied the

cheap luxury of a civil answer, and half the

time the convenience of a seat. For through
travel, and for those who can afford it, the

palace car is an unquestionable advantage:
but there is no reason why the ordinary pas-

senger coach should not be at least as com-
fortable as before the introduction of the

former."

Webster's Calendar is the title of an al-

manac just received, published by Joel Mun-

sell, Esq , Albany, N. Y. It is the standard

—and deservedly so—almanac for a large

section of country around Aloany. It has

been published now fur eighty-nine years

consecutively, and for the last twenty five years

by the present publisher. The issue for '72

fully sustains the reputation of its predeces-

sors, and evinces the fact that although our

old friend Mcnsell is not as young as he used

to be when first we knew the calendar, yet it

has lost nothing of the vivacity of youth, but

is rather enriched by his ripening years. We
trust that he may live to issue not only the

centenary of Webster's Calendar but go at

least a "half belter."

Tne Deer Creels Valley.

The Commoner of last week has a long and

able article upon the above question, from

which we take the liberty of condensing the

following

:

"It is not enough to declare the valley a
nuisance, that must be abated, and resolve to

do it by mere resolution of the Council, with-

out specification of the ways and means. How
much work, and what kind of work it would
require; who shall do it and how it must be
paid for, and what other conditions belong to

the subject, must be diligently enquired into,

before the greHt task is to be undertaken.
There are many reasons why the agitation

should commence now, and be thoroughly
conducted. There is the sanitary reason

;

there is the railnad reason ; there is the high-
way reason, and the economical reason if the
improvement has eventually to be made, that
it should be done at once when the property

can be had at a fair price. Still, it will not
do for us lo plunge into so vast an enterprise
without the previous report of experts who
will fully and intelligently examine the whole
subject. There are three ideas of considera-

ble consequence that ought lo be observed if

the city is to handle the improvement of the
valley. First, that the property to be pur-

chased or leased, shall be bought or hired at a
fair price. Deer creek property, we are aware
under exceptional circumstances, has brought
high prices, as in the case of the Roman nose.

There should not be any repetition of that spe-

culation by Council, nor by a jury assessing
damages. Next, it seems to us, that the
criminal labor of the citv, and probably the

county, so far as it is able-bodied, should be
put down into suitable enclosures in the val-

ley and be lodged and fed there, and compelled
to work with the pick and shovel. A few des-

perate offenders mieht be sent to Columbus,
but all the rest, by law, shouhl be compelled
to work on the Deer creek improvement.

Next, we think that the valley should be
prepared for its obvious destiny of a railroad

center for many tracks, and for spacious
freight depots, and indeed for the other busi-

ness incidental to railroads. The eastern and
southern roads will all save not only in dis-

tance but in speed, by going through the

"Tunnel," which must be completed soon by
private enterprise. A score of tracks will be

necessary, and they should be laid straight

through the middle, with open daylight over-

head. Near the hill on each side of ihe val-

ley, but at a suitable distance, depots, stone

buildings should be commenced so that they

could be arched over the top, and extended
up and down, and out towards the tracks, to

be lighted from the front, and likewise with

gas. These structures should be firm, and
they can be so made from stone at hand, and
with lime and sand and dirt from the spot,

and brought there by the railroads. Such de-

pot buildings will be useful and suitable, and
could be distributed according to the railroads

demand. The *' tunnel" folks should deposit

their excavation over the whole valley, and
by that, and dirt obtained from the nearest

stone quarries and other sources, the creek

bed could be fi 'led up, and raised and leveled

so as to be as dry and extensive as desirable.

The Commoner then asks the Very pertinent

question; "How shall the cost be paid ?" and

answers by saying

:

"The Commoner has always contended that

such charges should be distributed; aDd paid
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first bv the property bounding upon it, which
to seme extent will be benefited more than
other property. The old lule was to goto the
extraordinary limit of fifty per cent.; but
the belter judgment of the legislature has re-

duced tbiit one-halt, or 1 1 twenty five per cent
The landowners on the border will be benefit-

ed, and they should pay lor it. Evidently,
the railroads can afford to pay lib-Tally for

the extraordinary advantages that will accrue
to them and they should be all made to con-
tribute their share !o ilie actual cost, besides
paying rent for special depot and other ac-

Ct mmnci-t'ons.

It will be observed that instead of one sur
face to sell or let, there will be two equally
available lor different purposes. The lower
level would he mostly it not altogether fur the

railroads. The upper level would be made
by filling out into tie valley over the topi of
the stone arches; and this could be perma-
nently improved, like any other patt ol tie
city, by houses and shops and stores. Paris
and Rome are cities constructed upon tucb
foundations loan incredible extent; and their

structures are of ihe most massive and impo-
sing character. The Baek Bay at Boston,
beyond the Common, was tilled up by a com-
mission, and land enough reclaimed to pay
millions of money mure than the expense.
We have been toid that it paid the State
debt."

The above are valuable suggestions, that

our thinking men would do well to consider.

Out of them something valuable and practiea

ble may grow, and a plan be devised that shall

secure the reclamat'on of this unsightly and

unwholesome part of our city to one of the

most valuable and beautiful sections.

The qutstion is up now; let it he thorough-

ly discussed, and all the light possible obtained

op in the best means to accomplish this de-

voutly to be wished result.

Ironton, Portsmouth A Cincinnati Rail-

completion of the subveys from cincinnati

to Portsmouth.

The corrective survey of the Ironton. Ports-
mouth & Cincinnati Railroad has been com-
pleted. 'Ibis, it will be remembered, is one
ol t'ie proposed roads Irom this city to a point
of intersection wild the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad, now approaching completion 1mm
Norfolk, Virginia, to the mouth of Big Sandy.
The surveys, accompanied by pruh'les, esti-

mates, &c, will be placed before the officers

of the Chesapeake & Ohio road at an early

period

According to this survey, it appears the
distance Irum Columbia (eastern suburb of

Ciiiciunat ) is from 92 to 93 tulles, winch, it

is claimed, can be reduced to 90 miles. The
maximum grade is only 35 feet, wnile the
curvatures are easy. The tunneling required
will be, in the aggregate, but 6U1) leel.

Through Clermot.t and Brown counties, a dis-

tance ol 54 roiies, >t is about a straight line,

with tew bridges and culverts of an expensive
character.

Beun Kline, Esq , chairman of the com-
mittee on survey, says ol the route:

Toe grading will not, it is considered, cost

over one million dollars, which amount, it is

not unreasonable 1 1 suppose, can be secured
alo-jg the route of the road, iucluding Ports-

mouth and Cincinnati subscriptions, and the

right of way, without cost to the company.
]t is believed that the merits of this route,

above all others, will commend it to ihe fa-

vorable action and co opernt on of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Railroad Company, when they

ci me to a final determination lo reach Cin
cinnalt as an objective point for their western
and south-western cnneciinnx, and it is un-

necessary lo expatiate lengthily upon the ad-
vai tuges of this railroad enterprise to the

Citizens of Scioto, Adams, Brown, C ertnunt

and Hamilton counties, Cincinnati included,

as they are well understood and appreciated
and will, I trust, be fully acied up to when
the entei prise i-hall be fully inaugurated, and
ihe proper time comes for action, with the

purpose of puituig it throuth.

Tbe Railways of the United Slates.

Mr. Poor, in his valuable Manual, gives the

following figures ;

The number of miles constructed in the

decade ending in 1840, was 3,5)3; in that

ending with I8.it), 5,5n8
, in t'nat ending with

I860, 21,614; and in that ending with 187",

22,764. 1 he greatest number of miles enn-

ftrucied in any one year was in ih.t just

passed, in which 6,115 miles were opened
The mileage constructed in 1869 and 1870

equaled 11,144 miles. The progress of rail-

roads, as will be seen by reference to acc< ro-

pati)ing tabies, was seriously ii terrutted by

the war of secession. During the four years

of its continuance, only 3,273 miles were
opened—2.872 miles less than were -opened

during the past year. . In that period only a

very small extent of mileage was conslruc'ed

in the Southern Slates. Within t'ie pa-tt-vo

years, great progress has been made iu tuese

works in that section of com, try.

The total earnings of ihe 50 000 miles of

railroads in operation in the United St-ites

the past, year, at $9,000 per mile of line,

equaled $450,0011,000 The increase in 21)

years equaled $4,000,000, or $20,000,000 an-

nually.

At the rate of traffic upon the railways of

Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania,
ihe amount upon the 50,000 miles in opera-

tion throughout the coumry wou d be more
than 3(0000,000 tons The tonnage of the

railroads of the other Stales will not come up
to the average ol tho>.e named. The aver-

age tonnage for the whole can not, however,

be less than 2,5'I0 tons to the mile. Such a

rate, for all our roads, assuming the average
mileage in operation for the year to oe 50,000

miles, would give an aggregaie of 125,10,1,000

tons F'nm ihis aggregaie, however, must
be deducted duplicated tonnage—or tonnage
passing over more than one road, estimated

at 30,000,t)i'0 t ois. 'Ihe net quantity would,

therefore, equal 95,000,000 ions.

Reckoning the value "of the tonnage at

$150 per Ion, and deducting 22.500,000 tons

for the low priced freight, coal and minerals,

and the value of the merchandise tonnage of

all our roads— to wit, 72,500,000 tons—gives

a gro-s value of £10,875,750,000.
The tonnage transposed by the railroads

in 1851 equaled 5 (K)0 000 In 1870 the nei

tonnage equaled 72,500.000 tons; ihe increase

of tonnage in a period of 20 years equaled

67,500,000, or at the rate of 3,375,000 yearly.

The value of the railroad tonnage transported

in 185-1, wt $150 per too, equaled $810,725-
200. -In !h7D iis value, at $150 per ton,

equa'ed #10.875,750,000, The total increase

nl value in this period of twenty years equaled

$10,065, 354, 801). The anuual iucrea.se of

value equaled §503,267,740.

The Cincinnati. Hamilton <t C.j-ion
KailroaU.

// Enters Upon a New and Enlarged Field—
The Contract by Which it is lo Reach
I'urt Wayne and Penetrate Michigan.

The close business observer need hardly to

be informed that the Cincinnati, Himibou &
DaWon railroad has of laie been considering

plans and taking steps that can not fail lo be
of great consequence t> ihe future interests

of that road. A cepting as a foregone con-
clusion that anoiher road was to be construct-

ed b'tween this cny and Da\tm, which was,
a' any rale, from the peculiar .-iiuaiiou ol af-

fairs, tun a natural consequence ihe ein-rgy

winch had been used Irom t me to lime to d- -

lay tin t even', directed by a business sagac ty

whi, h was able to turn a btiie temoorary lo^s

to a larger gain, has been a, t ve y employed
in an eflort lo ext-nd the business ii,fl leuce

ol this sterling ro»ul, and lo provide for it in

the finuie tribuiaries that, can not tall to be
to it never tailing sources of business

A few dajs ago we spoke particularly of
the contract which had been ei t J ed »<" be-

tween tie officers of ibis road, and the ap-
proval of the board of director?., and ihe

officers of the Ci ncinnati & Indianapolis Junc-
tion railroad, running trout Hamilton t> In-

dianapolis, by which, if the same be rat fied

by the stockholders, the latter road will pass

under the control of the Cincinnati, H mut-
ton & Davion railroad, thus giving the laiter

an independent and continuous roid from
this city to Indianapolis, a di-tance of 124
m,les. Ai the laiter place, wiin ihe admira-
ble sysiein of railroads radiating iu all direc-

tions into ibe Sti.te of Indiana, as Well as
peneirating Illinois and Slates still fuither

west, opportunities of close business connec-
tions if lie tiling ra>re will pre-ei t tietnselves,

thus opening up to the C H & D R R. and
to Cinciunat a territory and a rade of which

no turn in railroad affairs can deprive mem.
Bui allot ler stj p wan laKeu prior to this, to

which persons aside from those immediately
interested have give little a t-niioii It is .a

contract ei.tered n,t» between '.he Cincinnati,

Hamiltin & Dayton Riilroad Company; Cin-

cinnati, Richmond & Fort Wayne Rilroad
Company ; Grand Rapids &, Indiana R i lroad

Company, and lie Pennsylvania Comj auv, by
which the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dajtoi,

Grand Rapids & India a and Peunsvlvauia
Companies are to extend aid t> the fourth

ro .d now con-truiting between Richmond
and Fort Wayne by which ihe Cincinnati,

Himilton & Dayton Railroad is t> have cer-

'ain advantages at Fort \Va\ no and be ween
that city and Richmond, wnile from Fort

Wayne northwardly they are to have t ,e

benefits of the Cincinnati business that is to

pass over the Grand Rapids & Ind ana Rail-

road, which is now in process of consiriu tioa

through toe Siate of Michigan. Ihe Cincin-

nati, Richmind & Fort Wayne Railroad, now
constructing between Richmond and Fott

Wayne, a distance of about ninety miles, wid
be finished wilhin one \ear. The Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Day tin Railroad already has a
road to Richmond, so thit it will reach Fort.

Wayne, on the completion of the new road,

by a direct line.

Ai Fort, Wayne the new road connects with

the P t sburg, Fore Wayne & Chicago Rnl-
way, now opeiated and controlled by the

aforesaid Pennsylvania cum,,any, and with

the Grand Rapids & Indiana road

T>ie te-'n-i of the contract may be stated in

brief as follows:
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1 A lease of the road from Richmond to

Fcirt Wayne, when finished, to the Grand
Ripids & Indiana Railroad Company, for the

term of filly years, at the actual cost of run-

ning it.

2. A mutual contract between all the par-

ties fir an exchange of business by the line

thus finned, giving to the Cincinnati, Hamtl-
tin & D tyton Riilroad Company an exclusive

right, to the business of the new road and of

the Grand Ripids & Indiana road, to and
lion, and by way of Cincinnati.

3 A provision by which ihe new line is to

be supplied with machinery and rolling stock

by the three other companies in equal pro

portions, for which an allowance nl ten per

cent per annum on the appraised value there-

of is to be made hut] charged as pint of t'le

running exi-otises, the property so contributed,

however, to remain the joint propeny of the

parlies furnishing it.

4 The three companies, so using the Rich-
mond & Fort Wayne road, also, agree that in

case in atiy year the net earnings of ihe road

shall he insulficient to pay the interest, at

seven per cent., on one milium eight hundred
thousand dollars cf bonds issued lor its con-
struction, they will j lintly and in equal pro-

piotori, contribute the amount of the defi

C'Pticy, to he repaid, with interest, out of the

future earnings of the road

The Grand R»|iids & Indiana Railroad is

to extei d trom F.ji t Wayne to Li I tie Traverse

Bay in the upper part of the Stale of Michi-
gan, and fri in the latt-r point, will, of course,

be constructed to Mackinaw, a distmce ol

comparatively few miles. This road is now
finished through the State of Indiana, and
through the Slate of Michigan is well on to

its destmaiion A month ago the road was
running to Paris, in Michigan, and the sec-

tion of twenty miles north of that place was
ready for thp iron. The contract for grading
forty miles additional has been let, and when
this is completed but forty miles wi 1 remain
to complete, the road to Great Traverse Bay.
— Gazette.

Michigan may well point with pride to

its school buildings, scattered all over the

Slate. Battle Creek has just completed an

?8 U'OO school Ivmse. Other places, for the

same t>u rpose, have inve t-ni as follows: Fen-
ton, $+O,0;i0; Grand Haven, $4(1,000; Biy
Citv, $1011,001); Portage. Houghton countv,
*34,ii00; village of Mason, $22,0-10; Nile's,

£7.3,00'; Marshall, $l00,m).t; Hinsdale, $52.-

000. Ionia, $.40,000 ; K .lamazoo, SIOO,"00;
Grand R.pids $I5M.000; Adrian, $15.'), 000;
Howell, $H '),000; HolV, $27.0 (); Corunna,
$. ill, 111 111 ; Owosso, $j'i ()()(); Port Huron, $75,-

00.1; instaiitine, $31.01)0; Stu-rg-is, $30,000

;

Paw Paw, $45.00o; Ypsilanti, $84,000; Wy-
andotte, $40,000.

A great impro\ ement in electro plating

has recently been made. Upon the surface

of shee's of polished brass, tin, copper, steel,

or iron, of the requisite dimensions, the letters

and numbers of the sign are laid off and cov-

ered wiih aspha't'im, black varnish, or any
paint or material that will resist the acids used

in electro-plating. The sheets thus prepared
are coveted with a eoat of nickel or silver

plaiing, leaving the letters intact, and not

plated : then the signs are burnished, which
removes the paint, leaving the letters depressed

below the plating. They can be painted to

suit, the taste, or if upon brass or copper, can
be left without coloring.

Tile burrow Giiu^e Questiou.

WHAT IS A "FIRST-CLASS" ROAD.

The merits and demerit*, the expediency or

inexpediency, of narro.v gauges, have, become
the most prominent, because the m ist impor-

tant problem of 'he day in railway economy.
The question : What constitutes a first class

railway? is about lo he brought to the atten-

tion of our Government in construing the

contracts made w.th "Pacific" railways, where-
in that term is used or impiipd

Is a " narrow gauge " a "first-class" rail-

way ?

We have received from Hon W D. Mann —
a practical railway man and executive officer

of an extended railway intitnalely connected
with the Texas Pacific route—a copy of a let-

ter addressed by him ti the Secretary of the

Ii.terior which treats ihis subject in an ex-

haustive and ab'e manner. We regret that

we can to t give the letter entire. We condense
its contents, presenting the more important
points ;

Mr. Minn understands— as has heen re-

ported in the newspapers— that the Texas Pa
cific Railroad favors the 3 ft. gauge ; and it is

presumed they will ask the approval of it of

Government, as a compliance with the condi-

tion of their grant requiring a "first-class"

road To the success of the whole railway

system of the South-west, it is of paramount
import i nee that the gauge of all roads should

be uniform, and should be that which mo-t
nearly meets all the conditions and demands
of th;-t section. Comparatively, few roads are

built in the Siuth, wet-t of the Mississippi;

they are mostly on a 5 ft. <> in gauge, now
generally admitted to be too wide tot econo-

my. The : r gauge will be changed ; and will,

like new roads to be made, take their gauge
from the Texas Pacing. Whether ihen the

future system of south western railways shall

enj iy Ihe success which an economical gauge
contributes towards, depends on the aclion of

the Texas Pacific company—and that, will,

likely, depend on the decision of the Govern-
ment as to what is a firs'-"lass road. The
wriier defines a first class railway as one whic

most securely, rapidly, economically, and satis-

factorily accomplishes tiie traffic falling to .-it,

the particular gauge of its track being imma-
terial, so that these points are seemed. If it

is t-ue that p' evailing gauges are t >o wide for

economical oi erat ion, they can hardly be called

first-class roads, at least under the above de«

fiuition; an i accordingly Mr Mann addresses

himself to this question, and we shall present

his views entire, though in a condensed form

To determine what con-ttutes such a road

two considerations are presented : First, the

traffic likely to fall to it; second, whether a

proposed road will accomplish it safe y, rapid-

ly, economically, and satisfactorily. To illus-

trate: The Fesltntog Railway in Wales (much
cited by narrow gauge advocates) maysafelv,
etc , accomplish its traffic, viz: the transpor-

tation for a shoit Jistance, of iron, coal, etc,

and passengers. Heave it. would be a first-

class road iti its pi ice, while such a road might
utterly fail in accomplishing the traffic of the

Texas Pa-ific Railroad—the transportation of

live stock, cot oi, and light but hulcy freights

over gieat di-tances. Coal, iron, elc
, may be

concentrated and economically carried on ve--v

narrow cars, and passengers may cheerfully

sit cramped up in double seats lo tide an hour
or so, as on the Fesliniog Railway; but they

must have width of car enough for ease of

movement and sleeping when on a trip across

a continent I

It. is clain td for the Texas Pacific Railroad
that, owing i„ a shorter distance, superior cli-

mate, etc., it will naturally take the mass of
lrans-cont ; nental passengers. For I his very
reason no road on that line will be first-class

which d ies not from its gutge fur ish cars of
comfortable width. The transput tat ion of live

slock and Government animals will neces-
sarilv be a large share of 1 1 s business in nil

th» flit ire. No road for that line will be first-

class which can not salely and comfortably
trnasport live animals, cotton, etc , economi-
cally. The angle of stihility mint be pre-

served in constructing cars As said before,

on a very narrow gauge road, this may be
maintained in 'coal cars and cars f>r iron,

etc ; but to carry live stock the cars must
have a tpitiiii width,—must be wide enough
to place ihem athwart the car, on account of
oscillation under motion. Engineers agiee
taat wiih the average railways, ti admit of a

fair spei d. no car should be constructed with

a width, over a 1, greater than t.vice the wiiftb

of gauge. It i.s true that if lowered considera-

bly nearer the track than is now done the cars

might be two and a quarter times the widt i of

the gauge. 'The hoi lest engineer would not

recommend more tnun 2\ tunes the gauge
width for the car. Cars lor carrying live

stock safely and economically must have a
minimum width of 8 feet in Ihe clear, for even
if ihey can safely be carried longitudinally

with the car they can not be economically
stowed in narrow cars. It is doujtful if com-
fortable through passenger coaches can be
constructed with much less width tiian 8 lei t.

Tnese facts admitted, no road can fie first-

class on the Texas Pacific line which can not

run cars of 8 feet ir. width, thus requiring a
gauge of 4 feet. A passenger coach, it is

claimed, may be made comfoitible at 7 feet

wide, but even ibis should have a 4 It gauge,
as a car carrying passengers and involving

human life should really never be t*iee the
width of toe track gauge. It is possible that

by placing t'le body of cars as low as pract -

caole they may be bui t ti accommodate the
traffic of the Texas i'ac fie road with a gauge
of 3 ft. 6 in , but certainly a less gauge than
this would utterly fail fur ihe purposes de-
signed

Again, a first-class road involves one wi'h
engines with pouer capac'ty for busine 8.

Practical constructors of locomotives hold it

extremely doubtful if engines can be bui ti on
a gauge less than from 3 ft. (i in. 10 4 ft. w. h
fire box enough to burn ihe light woods which
must be the fuel of Ihe Texas Pacific and the

south-wesiei n roads, and
| rodu e the requisite

amount of steam This is a Highly important
que.-tion. 'Ihe general la lure of expensive
roads to pay ilividend J

,
hail cr-a'ed a clamor-

ous demand f r cheaper railways. In fact,

only cheap railways cm be built in many sec-

tions. In tue South-*eu the means io hu 'd

expensive railways can not be found It rau.'t

live on without, this meats of developmnt
unless a svslem of cheap railways can ie

adopted. It is doubtful whether the Southei a
Pacific Rai road can be bui t, except a plan

far cheaper than the usual one is devised.

One expensive railway to the Pacific coast is

opened, anil funds lo construct anoti or at

similar cost wi I not readiiy be gathered ;
bit

to build, roads so cheap as to utterly fail of

their purpose would be worse thin build ng
none, as whatever they do cost would he

squandered Again, eh> a mess of c ijustj ac-

tion or operating does n t wholly depe id upon
very narrow gauge. Admitting that we c^n
use light, small cars, light rsils, short cross-

ties aud light embankment, then with all that
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it is immaterial, as to cost of construction or

operwii nir, whether rails op spread 3 or 4 feet

apart, but it makes the vastest difference in

the safely o( the road and the speed that may
be at'ained. The cars must be large enough

to do tue work, the engines heavy and power

ful enough to haul the trains, and the rails

and supi rstruclure heavy enough to bear this

load.

Fix ng these points there is no perceptible

difference in the cost of machinery or of ope-

ration whether rails be laid 3 or 4 It apart.

The popular mind has caught the idea, Irom

the clamor for cheap railways, that narrow

gauge accomplishes it That does not neces-

sarily folio*. A road could be quite as ex-

pensively huilt on a 3 ft. as on a 5 It. gauge
What we real y want is a class of rolling stock

just as light and small as will propeilyand

economically do the limited work which the

greater number of our roads in the undevel-

oped West and South will Kave to do lor many
Tears to come. Then we need have rails and

substructure only adequate to properly sup-

port this weight of rolling stock. Then we
should fix a gauge for the tails which will give

a secure angle of stability to the cais and en-

gines which we have fixed upon as large

enough, and wide enough for our business

All this being obtained we shall have a fii>t-

class road, according to Mr. Mann's idea; and

shall secure what we must to get any roads at

nil in the West and South and what ihe popu-

lar mind demands—compatatively cheap rail-

ways. He would have the narrowest gauge

upon which a road can do its specific work

And as that work is similar throughout the

South west, an uniform gauge should be adopt-

ed. Many prominent railway men are led, in

the popular fever for cheap railways, to de-

matia a 3 ft. gauge; but they. have not suffi-

ciently si tidied details. Such a gauge is too

narrow fur South-western roads Four feet is

the true gauge—possibly 3 It t> in. may do.

The question is a grave one. If we can

build cheaply, a vast amount of railway will

lie constructed in the South-weal iir the next

five years. We are about to enter on a new
era in railway progress there. It is all im-

jnrtant thai an uniform gauge be adopted,

and that that gauge should he the correct one,

to avoid changes in the early future. The
Texas Pacific will govern the gauge question

in all that region. Much depends upon that

road making no mistake in this matter. They
must be permitted to adopt the narrowest

gauge that will properly and efficiently do the

wi rk the country demands, and perlorm Ihe

8 rvicP government will require. What this

shall be is loo grave a qiieft>on to settle hasti-

ly It involves points which only able engi

neers, car and locomotive constructors, and
piaitcal railioad opeiaiors can determine.

A> Government proposes to aid the Texas
Paufic road, and as it has a deep interest in

hiving an efficient road built, Mr Mann sug-

gests ttotaboaid comprising engineers ex-

perienced in construction of roads and loco-

motives, etc , and men engaged in operating

roads, should be convened to consider the

question of gauges and recotr mend one which
shall most nearly meet ihe points of efficiency

end cheapness The boaid should be big

enough to have all depai tments pet tattling to

the construction and Operating of railways

represented; should meet soon, and should

receive, orally or in writing, the views of ihe

advocates ot the vat ious gauges and systems
ol construction. On 'heir decision the Go-
vernment might act in relation to the Texas
Pacific, and undotil teuly ail roads in that sec-

tion would acquiesce, and thus the great de-

sideratum—an unilorm gauge—be secured in

the South-west.

It seems to us that views so ably and dis-

passionately expressed, can not but have their

due weight with our Government authorities,

as they ought with the railway profession and
ihe public; and we sincerely hooe, for the

henefil of the entire Soul I -western railway

systems and the country, lhat these sugges-
tions may be promptly acted upon.

—

Railway
Review.

Cincinnati A Terre Haute Narrow Gauge
Kuilrimd.

General Hunter addressed the Common
Council, last evening, in behalf of the Cincin-

nati & l'erie Haute Kailroad. He said that a

company of promineut men had been organr

ized tor the purpose of building a narrow
gauge railroad from this city through the

counties of Clay, Owen, Monroe, &c, on to

Cincinnati. That the road would run over

the. richest coal fields of Clay county, and
across ihe fine limestone and sandstone quar-

ries of Owen and Monroe counties. That the

track would be within a tew miles of the cele-

brated iron ore beds of Monroe county, where
there was enough ricn ore to supply the de-

mands of ibu country for jears t > come. Gen.
Hunter showed lhat by the Indianapolis &
Viiicennes road this city had lost a large trade

which had formerly come here, and by the

building of this road that valuable trade could

again be drawn to this market. 1 hat the sec-

tion of the country turough which the contem-
plated road wou.d run, embraced the finest

limber lauds in the Slate, and lhat tuousauds
and lens of thouoands of acres of this land

had never yet been invaded by the woodman's
ax, but the whoie country was dense witb

large timber, such as is used lor all kiuds of

building and mechanical purposes.

The company propose to build this road,

provided they can get the proper and neces-

sary encouragement along its line, li was
lolly to expect railroads to be built unless tue

people who were beni fii-d by them would

assist. T here never was a railroad built in

this country unless the people along iis line

helped do it, or it was assisted by the General
Government. The General showed that this

road, when completed, and stopping in this

city as its terminus, would increase the aggre-

gate value of ihe propeity of ihe ciiy at least

ten per cent. He askeu that ttie ciiy council

take the $100,00U which some true ago it ap-

propriaied lor the purpose of helping build a

road to B'oomfield, which road will never be

built, ami subscribe it tor slock intbe Cincin-

nati & Terre H.iuie road, which will then be

sure to be bunt. This will only be about one
per cent, on the taxubles of the city, and in a

siiictly financial point of view was a good
operation.

He made this proposition to the council,

thai if they would make the above appropria-

tion ol $100,01)0, the company would not ask

ol them the payment of one cent, until 25
miles of the road were entirely finished, and
ihe cars running from this city as far as Bel

river. And this 25 miles he promised should

be completed within four mouths from the

tune ihe council made the appropriation. We
were pleased to see present, and listening wnh
great attention to the remarks of the General,
many of our most enterprising and heaviest

bu-iiiess men. Some of them have seriously

lelt ihe loss of the Clay and Greene county
trade, and are desirous of doing lhat which
will again secure it

The advantages of the narrow gauge rail-

roads were forcibly presented by Gen. Hunter,

but as we have before us several articles oa
that subject, which we intend to give to our
readers from time to time, we will not refer to

what he said on this particular point now.

But this question, affecting seriously the fu-

ture of our beautiful city, is now before ihe

official authorities of the citv, and we hope
they will give it all the consideration its im-

portance demands.
The following is a list of the names of the

officers of this proposed road, who were elect-

ed on the 1st of August last :

President, N. M. McDowell, of Canton, 0.
Treasurer, John D. Scully, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Secretary. A B Quackenbush, of Pittsburg,

Pa. Directors: Wra. Blakely, of Wellsville,

0. ; James B Foley, of Greensbnrg; James
Small, of Bloomingion ; Linus A Burnett, of

Terre Haute.

—

Terre Haute Gazelle.

New Railway Organizations in Indiana*

Articles of association of the Vincennes &
Cairo Railroad Company, of the State of In-

diana, for constructing, •owning, equipping

and operating a railroad from Vincennes In-

diana, to the Wabash river, near the town of

St. Francisville, and to construct, in connec-

tion therewith, a railroad bridge across the

Wabash river, to connect with the Cairo &
Vincennes Railroad Company, of the State of

Illinois, were filed with ihe Secretary of State

yesterday. The articles provide for the build-

ing of said road from Vincennes, through the

conntv of Knox, on the itin-t direct practici-

hip mute, to a point on the Wabash river near

St Francisville, Illinois and will be about 10

miles in length. The capi al stock is placed

ai $100,000, divided into 2,0 10 shan s of $.50

each. The board of directors for ihe first

year are: Thomas R Cohh, Cyrus M. Allen,

William B. Robinson, G H Dustenberg, An-
drew J Thomas, of Vincennes; Henry M.

Burnside, ol Indianapolis; A. E. Birnside,

Providence, R. I. ; D R Lamed. Joseph P.

Cunis, Charles H H-itch, of New York City,

and Rowell Miller, of Cairo, III.

The entire capitTl stock is subscribed.

Articles of association ot the Indianapolis

& Nonh-weslern Railway Companv, agreed to

Aug. 1, 1S7I, were also tiled with the Secre-

tary of Siaie, yesterday. The company has

for its object the construction and maintaining

of a railroad from Indianapolis tirough the

counties of Marion", Hamilton, Clinton, Car-

roll, White, Jasper, Newton and Like, to the

State line, in the general direction ot Chicago,

Illinois, with western and not th-we-tern con-

nections. Est.im t"d length of line, 139 miles.

Capital stock, $3,00(1,001); divided iuto 6U,000

shares of $50 each.

— That is a long fence the Burlington &
Missouri Railroad Company is building. It

will put up not less than 201) miles of board

lence this year, at a cost of §175,000 or

$200,000.

gg^"" The postoffice department is congratu-

latui" itself on the increased prospects of

mailing the postal service self-sustaining. It

is found lhat the revenue thereof tor the

present fiscal year is $1,000,000 more than

last year.

8@" Out of the total exports of cotton

from ihe United States tuis season, up to Cue

latest mail dates, the shipment to other ports

than ihose of England and France, embrace

625,937 bales, compared with 231,070 lust

year.
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Wlij Money is Cheap.

The London Economist accounts for the

cheapness ol money by ihe simple and obvi-

ous explanation that "there is more of it.'

In support of this view it gives the following

table showing the increase of deposits in the

Bank of England, and other leading financial

institutions in London :

AMOUNTS OP DEPOSITS IN LONDON BANKS, JUNE 30

1H71. 1871). Increase"

£ £ £
Bank of England (July 51 34.22U 1)00 38 0.1,000 6,1.19.(00

London & Westminster.... 2-.!,7ue.uuo 19,000,000 3,luS,0oO

London Joint Stock vine

acceptance; 14 617,00(1 1-2 812,000 l,80~>,(lt)0

Union 18,715, (10 10,050,000 -.'.obS.UOU

National Discount Coinp'j 9,570,' Ml 8,U«! UU0 1.4 I 000

93,81)0,0u0 78,0 ll>,0ilU15 ,27tj,0 1

This amount only represents the additions

to the deposits ol the b've leading Hnaneial in-

stitutions in London. The increase is no doubt

general among the various banks throughout

Great Britain, amounting to a total of not, less

than #100,000,000. This addition to the re-

cent supplies of floating cap tal in England,

is by no means limited to that country. The

Bank of France wiihin ihe past year has in-

creased the available capital of the country by

an addition of $75,000,000 to tbe paper cur-

rency This currency is irredeemable, yet,

strangely enough has not fallen in value, but

is at par with gold. So far it may be regard-

ed, for tbe time being, as a veritable addition

to the capital of ihe country, and as having a

corresponding effect upon ihe money market

The Bank during that time also disbursed

about #150,000,000 in gold, and the late loan

called out a large amount of reserved or

hoaided wealih, amounting probably 'o not

less than $100,000,000. Here we have a total

addition of $325, 000,000 to the floating capi-

tal of France.

In the United States also large sums of

money have been thrown on the market The
July dividends on corporate, government and
private indebtedness paid out in this city may
be estimated at $100,000,000, and for the en-

tire country at as much more, making a total

of about $20(1,000,000. The increase of Na-

tional Bank deposits and the disbursements of

the Federal Government in liquidation of the

Public Debt, also constitute a large aggregate

The following table ot the additions to the

floating capiial of the three leading commer-
cial nations will afford a clue to the peculiari-

ties of tbe money markets of the world:

ESTIMATED RECENT ADDITIONS TO FLOATING CAPI-

TAL IN ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND THE UNITED

STATES.
ENGLAND.

Actual Increase in deposits of

Bve London banks .., 870 390,000
Esiin.and aduiiioi.s in a 1 other
banks in Great Britain 10(1.(00,000

$176,390,000

Inc-ease or currency
Ba.lt coin disbursements
Bejerved savings

FRANCE.
87.1,000,1100

lSll,i U0.0O
,11 . tan., 01)0

325,000,000

UNITED STATUS.

Increase of National Bank De-
posits, en. I. US June 10, ll"'. I...889,954,943

DisLuo-eioenisfor Bond purcha-
ses in curie cv. from Jkiai'ch,

1MJ9, to August, IB71 249,0211,656

Disbursements for Federal, Cor-
porate, and other dividends,
since July last 200,000 COO

much of this money has alreadv found its way
into permanent in vestment. But. nevertheless

this addition of capital to active circulation

must exercise an important influence on the
money market by increasing the supply of

funds. The actual results go far towards ac
counting for the unprecedented ease in money
It is now imnossiole to obtain more than 3 per

cent, for call loans in ihis city, and the ave-

rage rate is only 2 to 2 J percent. Short date
commercial paper passes readily for 5 per

cent", and long date paper is in better demand
than supply, at 6 to 7 per cent In fine, six

months discounts are now cheaper in this

market than were eall loans a few years hack.

In London the Bank of England rates of inte-

rest are down to 2 per cent., and have re-

mained longer at that figure than has ever
before heen known.

But the explanation of our London contem-
porary—that money is cheap bee ruse ihere is

more of it—does not entirely account for the

ease in the rates. The question still recurs,

why should money apparency accumulate
faster than the capacity of the community to

absorb it? The political disturbances in the

Old World, and the bad commercial and finan-

cial laws in the United States, would partially

but not entirely account for the existing con-
dition of affairs, and ihe absence of a demand
for capital for reproductive purpose. It is

probable that much of the so-called capital is

fictitious, and is the result of undue additions

to the circulating medium. A stih moie stal-
ling hypothesis has been advanced 1 1 the effect

that the prevalent theory respecting the pro-

ductiveness of cap til is erroneous Owing
to the continual labor necessary to mainiain
its productiveness, it is not said to be worth
more than the product of two years' labor

Without going further into this inquiry at the

present time, it is apparent that owing to a

combination of causes the money market is

likely to remain comparatively easy for some
time to come.

—

Economist.

633.994,' 99

Total SI 035 384,i.90

These Attires represent recent additions of

$1,000,000,000 to the floating capital of the

three leading commercial naiii.ns. No doubt

(.lability of Railway Company lor Deten-
tion of Baggage.

John Anderson vs. Toledo, W. & W. R R.

Co.— This case was an appeal from the Lee
Circuit Court (Iowa) to the Supreme Court of

that State, and recently adjudicated by that

latter tribunal. The facts sufficiently appear
in the opinion of tbe Court, Beck, J.

The plaintiff was a passenger upon defend-

ant's railway. Arriving at Keokuk, the place

of his destination, he presented his "check "

for his baggage, which, detained upon some
other road connecting with defendant's, had
not arrived, and was not delivered to him lor

several days afterwaid. Plaintiff in this ac-

tion claims damages at the rate of #3 for

each day's detention by the neg ! ect and care-

less handling of his baggage by defendant,

and in not delivering it within a reasonable

time
There is no allegation or proof of damage

done to the baggage. The plaintiff claims to

recover under the statute of Iowa, quoted
below. The Circuit Court int-tructed the jury

that if they found that the baggage had heen
unnecessarily and negligently detiined by de-

fendant or its connecting lines of road, they

should allow plaintiff $3 for every day's de-

tention on account of its non-arrival, alter

notice to defendant. The statute provides

"that proprietors of omnibuses, transfer com
punies, or other common carriers, doing busi-

ness within this State, shall be held liable in

an action at law for damages occasioned to

baggage or other property belonging to trav^

elers, through carelessness or negligent hind-
ling while in possession of the companies, or

common carriers, as above named.
" That fur everv day's d^te-ilion in con.se

quence of damage, as b"fore described, and
necessary delay of suit for same, said com-
panies shall pav to such person so delayed a
sum of not less than $3, which am mm. sh ill

be added ti the judgment for damages to

property, should the action he susttined"
The intention of this statute is obvious It

is to give travelers a remedy fir injimj done
their bagqage bv careless or neglijent hand-
ling, while in the possession of common car-

riers, and compensation in the wav of dama-
ges for d'ttntion caused thereby It dues not

provide for an, action to recover on account of
the detention of baggage —failure to deliver

same.
Biggage may be detained without damage

—iijury thereto. Such a case is not within

the statute. Under the statute, recovery is not

authorized fir detention of the traveler un-

less it be on account oj damage done to the

baggage In this view of the law and ihat it

is correct, is too plain to admit of discussion,

the plaintiffs petition and evidence do not

bring the case within its provisions. The

Circuit Court's instruction t.o the jury, above
set out, was therefore erroneous.

The cause is reversed.

Journal of Railroad Law.

The Legality of the Acts of a Corporation

out of the Slate

In the Supreme Court of the United States,

in the case of Ihe Galveston, Houston & Hn-
derson Railroad Company et al vs. N G.

Cowdrey et al., it has been decided that a
railroad corporation can not repudiate a
mortgage given to secure its bonds held by

ho!de r s in good faith, on the ground that its

directors authorized its execution, by a reso-

lution passed at a meeting he d without the

lim'ts of the Stale, the mortgage being, in

other respects, executed and recorded in due
form of law

Concerning the P wer of Counties to Grant
Aid to Railroad Companies

The Supreme Court of Kansas, in an opin-

ion of forty closely printed pages, more ex-

lensive and elaborate than anv we have else-

where seen upon the su'j j ct, has thoroughly

reviewed the entire law as to the right of

municipal corpo-ations to subscribe for stock

in railroad companies, and has decided the

law to be constitutional. The opinion cites,

probably, every important case in this coun-

try upon the subject.

The analvsis of the decision may be found

in the following head notes:

The Board of County Commissioners of the

County of Leavenworth vs. Edward Mil-

ler—Error from Leavenworth County—
Affirmed—Syllabus by the Court: Valen-

tine J
1. The queston whether the Legishitnre

possess the power to authorize counties to

grant aid to railroad companies by subscrib-

ing for stock therein, and issuing bonds in

payment therefor, when it comes to the courts

is purely a legal question, and the courts

have nothing to do with the wisdom or policy

of such legislation.

2 The Legislature have no inherent power,

but all their power is derived from the people

through the constitution of the Slate

3. The people, in their primary capacity,

possess all the political power of the Stale,
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and .may themselves authorize counties to

grant aid to railroad companies ; or tney may,
if they choose, delegate this power to the
Le^islatute, and allow the Legislature to

grant such authority to counties.

4. The Legislature can not exercise any
power retained by the people, or not delega-

ted by the people to the Legislature.

5. Where the provisions of an act are de-

signed lor the whole State, and every part

thereof, such act has, in contemplation of sec-

tion 17, article 2, of the constitution, a uni-

form operation throughout the State, notwith-

standing -the condition or circumstances of

the Slate may be such as not to give the act

any actual or practical operation in any part

thereof.

6. Section 8, article 11, of the constitution,

which prohibits the State from ever being a

paity in carrying on anv works of interna!

improvement, applies to the Slate in its sov-

ereign corporate capacity, and to the subor-

dinate political subdivisions thereof. It. pro-

hibits the State as a Slate, and not counties,

as being ptities in carrying on any works of

internal improvement.

7. There is noexptess provision of the con-
stitution which prohibits the Legislature from
authorizing counties to become stockholders

in railroad companies, and issuing their

bonds in payment for such st >ck.

8 All presumptions are in favor of the

constitutional vahdiiy of a stat'ite, and before

the courts can declare it invalid it must clear-

ly ap| ear to be uncousnliitional.

9. The power of the Legislature to pass an

act g. anting municipal aid to railroad com-
panies, must be found in tne general grant
of legislat ve power of section 1, article 2, ol

the consiiint on, which provides ihat the leg-

islative power of I he Su.te shall be vested in

ibe Legislature, or not at all.

10 At the time the constitution was framed
the term ''legislative power," had a definite

and precise signification wilh reference to

this question, es'ablished by legislative, ex-

ecutive and judicial Construction, pract C--

and usage, and ihe general understanding ol

the peoi le throughout the Uniied Stales,

which general understanding and significa-

tion was that the term "legislaiive power,' 1

included tne power to grant municipal aid I"

railmad companies, and, therefore, in the ab-

sence uf anything to the contrary, it mu.-t he

presumed that the people ol tins Siaie, when
they framed their consinution, u«ed said

terms with ihe signification generally given

to it, and, therefore, that they intended to

give to the Legislature ihe power to pass acts

gian ing municipal aid to railroad companies
11. It such was the intention of t >e peo-

ple, the constitution must be so construed by

the couits.and the courts have no power to

Bmend ii, or change any of its provisions, or

insert any new provisions in it, through the

means of judicial construction or interpreta-

tion

12. The aid given to a railroad compary
is nut t-ti icily for a private purpose, nor wholly
for a public purpose, though ihe object in

tended by the Legi-laiure is a public purpose.

13. The govemme' t may accomplish a
public purpose thioucl the means of a private

agency, a private individual or individuals, or

a-private corporation.

14. It is the ultimate object to be obtained
which must determine whether a tnrjg is a
public or a private | ur| ose.

15. ! he uitmaie ohji ct of the government
in sranting municipal lid to railroads, is tj

increase the taCiliti' s for travel and transpor-

tation from oue pait of the country to the

other, which object is in its nature a public

purpose
16. And if a railroad is made absolutely

free for every one who chooses to ride and
transport goods upon it, it is still a public
purpose, m t«ithstinding the government
may allow a (in oiher respects) private cor-

poration to own and operaie it, and to re-

ceive a compensation therefor, provided it is

a road for which the government exercises
the right of eminent domain and retains ihe

right to fix the compensation.
17. Taxation is ihe most universal power

possessed by governments, being an incident

and auxiliary of every other power, and may
be resorted t> whenever it is necessary to ac-
complish a public purpose, or to carry out any
other power granted to the Legislature.

.18. The localities along ihe line of a rail-

road may be taxed to aid its construction and
operation, if they choo.-e t. tike stock therein

and issue bonds thereto, and a fair rule of ap-
portionment of which the taxpayers can not

complain, is to allow the localities to be taxed,

'he privilege of saying how much the benefit

of the improvements is worih to them, and
for what amount they a r e willing to be taxed.

— The Ohio & Mississippi Kailroad Com-
pany, in narrowing the gau_re of their road
and stocking it with the necessary new equip-

ment, made another "new depart ire " Their
new engines, ins'ead of bei'ig gav wilh p >l-

ishpd brass and fancy painting, are of a uni-

form dead black. The saving in eo-t an 1 in

time spent in rubbing up will be very great.

Car Wheels and Axi.es —In an action re

cenlly tried in England against a railroad

company, it was testified that experience has

shown that, by tapping, defects can be dttect-

ed in the wheels bat not in t'ie axles, but that,

the only way to find out whether an axle is

Miund or not, is to break it. The plan ajojt-

ed is to break several specimens taken at

random from a lot of axles, in order to find

out whether the iron is good. II the t-sl he

satisfactory, the rest of the axles are taken
on trust. The breaking of railway axles very
seldom occurs. In the case before the court,

which was an action for damages again.-t the

railroad company, arising from injuries caused
by the breaking u 1' an axle, it was proved that

this particular axle had been in use for \H

>ears, and that afier ii broke a fracture ex-

lending around it to the depth of half an
inch was discovered This was the case in

the axle which broke recently upon the Maine
Central railway at Freeiiort,
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8@f A machine has now been perfected

which may oe applied to cooling the air of

theaters, halls, and all public or private edifi-

ces. One of these machines will either pro-

duce 200 pounds of ice per hour, or will fur

iiish in the same space of time 30,01)0 cubic

feet of air, cooled to a lemperatire of 83 de-

grees Fahrenheit. Ii is probable t lat in a few

years we will turn on from the same registers

the cool air in summer and hot air in winter,

l'be application of such an apparalus to the

pipes of a heater would be eX'temely simple,

and furnish just what we waut wheu the heater

is off duly.

fiST" An objection ti the use of enameled
iron for roofs consists, it is st.ted, in the un-

equal expansion, by heat, of the metal and
the enamel coating, so that a fracture of the

latter is produced. This difficulty Dr Dingier

has attempted to obviate by using a more
elastic coating between the metal and the

hard face.

—- The opponents of the Vanderbilt lines

propose to have their road built to Chicago io

1H75, to cheapen the carriage of grain hence
to tidewater by 80 per cent , t » shonen the

time of travel to New York to L'O hours, and
' the distance bv 'J6 miles from Chicago.

Insurance Companips E°duc9 Eates

Where it is Introduced,

BfB"Tlie atlent on of Praticul R-.ilrnnd
Mi-ii is einiesily invileil »» the rero.-il uf
wnrk.lon , will l<> Ihcfici liiat iiiiie-tciiilis

ol Hi- firo. t!i I kindle ii si»)inn», >ii nontl
piles, and on Trains ar* within ihe |i,nrer
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR vVELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H/J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

BAILR0AD NOTICE.

The Cincinnati &, Great Xortb-
era Railroad Company*

The undesigned Corpoiatois of the Cincinnati dr Great

Northern Kail oad Company t.ereby give notice ihai Boohs

of Sub cppti'in io he capital stock of SMid Company will

be op« ned at the noVce of the Railrnad Record, No. 167

\V,il-iut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday the ?6th d .y

of AUiju^t next, at 1 1 o'clock, A. M., of s id day. and con-

tinue open at the same ] lace each day there^.iter (SuDdays

excep ed), until stock is suliscnned suiheient to organize

eaid Company, and as OiUch longer as said Corporators

way diieet.

A. J DODDER,
DVRBIN WARD,
T. WRrUHlS >N,

S. W. MuKTON,
RUBT. I1KDGER,

Corjjut utort.

Cincinnati, July 27lh, U71.
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Shall we liave' the Kentncky & Great
Eastern ?

Since the notices in the papers of the plan

and route of the Great Eastern, we have be-

come deeply interested in it. It has been

long known that, taking Cincinnati and New
York as two points on a grand interior line,

all the routes heretofore pursued were far out

of the way. This was because there has been

no continuous line between Cincinnati and

New York made. They have all been made

by piecemeal, the pieces being made to con-

nect other points. The railroads between the

Eastern Atlantic and the Central West have

been made, like the streets of Boston, on cow

paths. So little was known, or apprehended,

of the future of railroads in this country, that

no line in the whole country, except the Union

Pacific, has been made on a predetermined

plan, crossing the whole country. Even the

New York Central, one of the most important

roads on the continent, was made originally

in seven parts. These were^gousolidated, but

in the end a new line, cutting off 30 or 40

miles, had to be built.

Now, let us suppose that a company were

formed to make a trunk road from New York

to Cincinnati Of course it would be impos-

sible to make it on a precise straight line, but

let us see what might be done. The Pennsyl-

vania road is now nearly 100 miles shorter

than any other, and of course has a great ad-

vantage over any other as a through route.

But, as we showed in a former article, Pitts-

burg is far out of the way, and the Pennsyl-

vania road at least 100 miles longer than a

route to New York need be. Now can not

that error be remedied, and yet the capital in-

vested be profitable? We think it can, and

let us examine the facts and see if it be not

so.

In our recent trip to New York, over the

Pennsylvania road, we saw one thing very

clearly, that the great body of travel from Cin-

cinnati east fhas been diverted from all of the

routes north to the Pennsylvania road. Why?
Obviously because the passenger can go to

New York on the Pennsylvania road in both

less time and less fatigue. If, then, we had

another and a direct route, 100 miles shorter

than that, taking the passenger in 22 hours

instead of 26, there is no doubt the great

stream of passenger traffic would go that way.

The same would be true of the freight traffic, if

as would be the case, the freight made a day

sooner. Now let us see if this will not be

true if the Great Eastern is made. In a for-

mer article we examined something of the

geography and the distances of the proposed

route. Let us go over the ground more
minutely, and in detail.

1. Take the best map you can get, and lay

your ruler upon Cincinnati and New York,

and you will find that it is just 500 miles direct

(rather under than over), not varying materi-

ally from the direct distance to Norfolk and

Charleston. New York, Norfolk and Charles-

ton are all on the circumference of a circle,

of which Cincinnati is the center. It would

be an immense benefit to Cincinnati, so great

that we believe it would soon have a million

of inhabitants, if we could have a direct radial

line to each of these places. On the direct

line to New York are Harrisburg, Beading,

and Bedford (Pennsylvania). We believe that

the passage of the mountains, near Bedford,

is deemed impracticable. The next best route

is a line that will be south of that. Hence

the route of the Great Eastern through West

Virginia is a near route, if those who make it

shall remember that being south of the true

line it should be the object to recover the true

line as soon as possible. If the road can find

a good grade, and we believe it can, through

the western counties of West Virginia, it can

strike Cumberland or Kanawha (Md.), and

thence through York (Pa.) to Reading, where

it is on the direct line, aud whence a direct

route to New York can easily be had. This

route will be, if advantage be taken of all the

cut-offs, about 625 miles, and will be 125 miles

shorter than the Pennsylvania route. What
will be the effect of this ?

2. We come now to consider whether this

will pay to the capitalist? In our opinion it

will, provided always that the company can

control the whole line from Cincinnati to New
York. This is essential. To put tbe matter

within entirely certain and reasonable limits,

we call the distance 650 miles; and we assume

(what we are assured by engineers who have re-

connoitered the route is true) that tbe grades

are easy. In that case, a passenger from Cin-

cinnati to New York can be put through in

four hours' less time than is possible on any

other route. This we consider as decisive.

That difference of time will determine the

choice of four-fifths of all the passengers who
go from the immediate valley of Ohio to New
York. That difference in the time of passen-

gers will make a day's difference in freight.

We consider, then, the difference of 100 miles

between Cincinnati and New York is entirely

decisive. Suppose, then, that only half of the

passengers and freight from Cincinnati and

Louisville (for Louisville is even more bene-

fited), goes over the Great Eastern, we say,

unhesitatingly, that, with the local traffic, it

will pay all the capital invested in it.

We hear that gentlemen of mind, capital

and reputation are interested in this enter-

prise. We trust they will go on, without any

fear or discouragement, for if they can com-

mand the shortest line from Cincinnati to

New York, we say, without fear of contradic-

tion, they will receive more remuneration for

capital than has been received from any rail-

road in America. Go on, then, and make the

greatest artery of commerce in this country.

Yielding a Little.

The standard gauge opposers of the narrow

gauge are having a pretty hard time of it.

They are not only out-figured and out-written

by the narrow gauge advocates, but the daily

experience of the new roads, wherever they

are in operation, contradict the charges made

against them. This is the knock-down argu-

ment, and we are astonished, therefore, that

the standard gauge men don't yield gracefully

and at once.

They are coming down, however. There is

no better evidence of this than the fact that

they are reduced to the argumentum ad ab-

surdam, and are asserting that the same prin-

ciples upon which the economy of the narrow

gauge are founded will warrant the construc-

tion of narrower gauges, and even down to no

gauge at all. This is the argument the Ga-

zette so flippantly advanced a few days ago,

and shows to what desperate straits it is driven

in this contest.

Another position recently assumed by the

standard gauge advocates is, that all the ad-

vantages of light rails, light rolling stock, &c. '

t

that they concede as the special property of

the narrow gauge, may be used upon roads of

the standard gauge. This is yielding a little

now, and paving the way for a general con-

cession of the whole argument.

There is no use in arguing the matter any

longer. To make statements, and array fig-

ures, and talk of mechanical principles, is

comparatively easy, but there stand the abso-

lute experiments (if official reports and the

statements of respectable individuals are to

be relied upon), which prove that narrow
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gauge roads are profitably worked upon grades

and curves that are not practicable in other

and broader gauged lines; and that this is

not done at the cost of speed. And also, that

the economy in the price of their construction

and equipment is such an ilem as not to be

disregarded by any means, particularly when

the business of the country such roads are in-

tended to supply will not pay upon the greater

cost of standard gauge lines.

Personal.

On Monday last, Mr. Ely, the able and ex-

perienced editor of the Stillwater Valley Ga-

zette, published at Covington, Ohio, dropped

in upon us, and stayed an hour or so, during

which time we had a pleasant chat with him

about the railroad interests of the country,

and the hopes and prospects of the Stillwater

valley for a road connection with the rest of

the world by rail.

Mr. Ely insists that the people through his

part of the country are wide awake to their

inteiests, and appreciate the proposed Still-

water Valley Railroad scheme so highly that

they will raise lots of money for the man or

company who will put it through for them.

It is a good project, and with such assist-

ance it ought to be made.

Mr. Frank Wade has been appointed

the General Ticket Agent of the Indianapolis,

Peru & Chicago Railroad, with headquarters

at Indianapolis.

8@°" Our old friend Frank Chandler has

taken charge of the General Ticket Agency

of the Ncrth Missouri Railroad. Frank;under.

stands his business thoroughly, and we have

no doubt the passenger receipts of the road

will show it.

Mr. Fred Follett has been appointed

to the position of General Ticket Agent of the

Ohio & Mississippi Railroad, and VVm. B. Hale

General Passenger Agent of the same road.

Both of these are good appointments.

JSgr Gen. Fremont, Col. S. W. Morton,

Judge Cutler and James T. Brady, reached

our city on Tuesday evening last. They are

Here iu the interests of the Walnut Hills Tun.

nel and the Kentucky & Great Eastern Rail-

road.

These are strong men, and they mean busi-

ness.

Beers' "Vibratory Rail.

Our attention has been called to a chart

showing three sizes of this new rail.

The inventor is a skillful and scientific

engineer, and claims that after a thorough

test of three years, his vibratory rail has fully

established its superiority over the rail ordi-

narily in use upon railroads, because it is 30

per cent, stronger in iron, and 40 in steel,

which is the result of utilizing that proportion

of dead weight and neutral axis of the T rail.

He also asserts that his form of rail and fas-

tening entirely prevents lamination or batter,

even at the joints; and that, the concussion

from the wheel, acting upon a modified spring

instead of an anvil, neutralizes the ordinary

oscillation of the train, and consequent rapid

destruction of the rolling stock as well as the

rail.

Mr. Beers thinks that all these advantages

will be secured by the use of his rail, and that

an economy in first cost will be gained of

$1,000 per mile in iron, and SI,500 per mile

in steel.

Would it not be well for some of our rail-

way managers to look into the merits of this

invention. It is a reform in the right direc-

tion, and if what is claimed (or it by compe-

tent and respectable parties, it ought to be

more geuerally known and adopted.

f&3$* A novel sperm candle has recently

been introduced in London. According to

the description, four lateral apertures near
the lower end of the candle communicate
from the outside with internal longitudinal

passages, so as to admit air. By this ar-

rangement, it is claimed, upward currents of

air will be formed^in the passages, which, is-

suing in close proximity to the flame, will

procure more perfect combustion and increase

the quantity of light given out by the candle.

The longitudinal passages may either extend
nearly up to the tip of the candle or pass
directly through it.

The Narrow Gauge tn Operation.—The
St. Louis Journal of Commerce says: The
narrow gauge railroad recently put in opera-

tion to connect Alexander's iron banks with

the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad is a complete
success, with some slight improvement in the

Iocomolive, which was the first of narrow
gauge ever built in St. Louis. We have here

a practical illustration of the economy of the

narrow gauge. The track is thirty-six inches

wide. The cars are built entirely of iron ; the

sides of the bed being \ inch, and the bottom
(doors) § inch iron. The cars are about 5 feet

long and 3} feet wide, and cost in St. Louis

$155 each. One of these cars, weighing 1,440

pounds, carries 2$ gross tons of ore; four

cars, weighing 5,7ti0 pounds, will easily carry

10 gross tons, while a common railroad car,

weighing 16,000 pounds, only carries 10 gross

tons; hence there is three times the amount
of dead weight in a large car to carry the

same freight, as one of narrow gauge. When
the roadway was planned, the company con-

templated using horse power, and put down a
light T rail—only 15 pounds to the yard

—

which is now used for steam narrow gauge,

but proves too light, and rails 25 or 28 pounds
to the yard will be substituted.

The Sew York Builroads.

The Annual Report of the State Engineer
and Surveyor of the State of New York con-

tains the usual tabulated statistics, which
would be of much more practical value if they

were accompanied with an index and fuller

comparative tables, giving in one view the

analysis of a series of years side by side with

the current year. The volume as it is, how-
ever, is sufficiently bulky, and contains 1,056

pages, with reports of 164 railroad corpora-
tions, besides 106 street railroad companies.
The former, as being the most important, will

attract the chief attention. Forty-two new
companies have been organized within the

year, and sixty different statutes have been
passed relative to the railroads by the Legis-

lature of this Slate. The aggregate length of

the roads is 7,16584 miles, and of roads laid

4,773.60 miles. The double track is 1,650.63

miles. Including sidings and branches the

whole length of road is equivalent to 7,930.1!*

miles of single track. The subjoined table

shows the annual growth of the great railroad

network to which the industrial wealth and
commercial predominance of New York are

largely due. The number of miles of railroad

opened for public travel each year are report-

ed as follows :

figy The velocity of electric waves through
the Atlantic cables has been ascertained by
Professor Gould to be from 7,000 to 8,000

miles per second Telegraph wires upon poles

in the air conduct the electric waves with a

velocity more than double this. It is a curi-

ous fact that the rapidity of the transmission

increases with the distance between the wire

and the earth, or with the hight of the sup-

port. The Journal des Telegraphes says that

wires placed upon poles slightly elevated trans-

mit signals with a velocity of 12,000 miles a

second, and those at a considerable hight give

a velocity of 16,000 or 20,000 miles.

1832 23
1

lf46 .. 8 23'Z
1833 1847 25 I860.... :.....:. t/2
1834 31

25
184"...

1^49 151

9
1835 38
1-36 78 1850 297 1R63 t.. 56

1851 227 47%
1853 237 Mft-5 118

55 371 1S66 ..„. 5o«
1840 j.... None. 1854 109 1867 94
1841 51 56 1868 169%

153 lanti 33>i 1869 3:0%
1843 U4 1857 23 1870 -370%
1844 64

This table shows the great impulse given to

railroad enterprise by the gold discoveries of

1848, and the rapidity with which the railroad

system of this State is now being extended by
new through routes after many years, during

which the existing routes from the seaboard

to the West have gradually become too limited

tor the vast traffic seeking this port from the

interior. The chief financial facts reported

in this volume maj be condensed as follows:

Capital stock by charter and acts of the Legis-
lature $335 370,210

Capital subscribed 2i3,332,606
" paid in 234,220,159

Funded debt S 107,238,276

i'loatlug debt 2,009,551

Total debt, funded and floating
Cost of construction and equipmeDt
.Earnings from passengers S2u 094.357

, " freight 45,162 057
" " " miscellaneous 3 693,028

112,307,831

249,228,836

6".549,444

Expenses—for transportation 46,132,947

for interest 6.494,859

for div.dends on stock 11,9.4,313

Length of roads in miles 7 16 .84

" laid 4,773 60
" double track i,6;0.o3

Miles run by passenger trains 13,916,438

Passengers carried, total 24 550,753
'• one mile 8I2,62<>,984

Miles run by freight trains 20.901,689

Tons carried, total 20.5,2,212
" " onemile 2,054,146,549

Persons killed 269
'• injured 264

The average cost for each passenger per

mile is stated at 2.2075 cents, and the ave-

rage rate of freight is 1.7016 cents per ton.

The average expenses for transportation were

67.42 per cent, of all the earnings. An inte-

resting table is given of the per Rentage of the

transportation expenses from 1862 to 1870, to

which we shall hereafter direct attention, as

well as to other matters of interest, now omit-

ted for want of space. For last year the ex-
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penses of the various New York roads are

given as follows: Erie, 74.62; Lake Shore,

62.93; New York Central & Hudson River,

63.26; New York &, Harlem, 62 21 ; Ogdens-
burg & Lake Champlain, 62 08; Rensselaer

& Saratoga, 59.63; Rome, Watertown & Og-
densburg, 64.12; Syracuse, Binghamton &
New York, 58.34 per cent.

—

Fin. Chronicle.

Misplaced Switches.

The recent serious and fatal accident on

the New York & Newark Railroad, by which

a train was thrown from its track in the path

of a train coming in the opposite direction, by

the misplacement of a switch, is the latest

melancholy addition to an already long list of

casualties of a similar nature, resulting, as in

this instance, from causes which might have

been averted by the adoption of simple pre

cautions against them. No one will deny that

persons entrusted with the responsible duty of

managing railroad switches, should so dis-

charge their duties that no accident should

occur through carelessness or neglect on their

part, but it is scarcely worth while to look for

perfect fidelity on all occasions from the irre-

sponsible servants of any corporation, and as

no man is infallible, every one, however faith-

ful, may at times make mistakes most disas-

trous and fatal in their consequences. In the

recent casualty on the Newark road, the re-

sponsibility for the loss of life rests quite as

much with the company as with the delinquent

switch-tender, inasmuch as no precautions

had been taken to provide against the conse-

quences of a possible neglect of duty by the

boy on whom the work of shifting the switches

devolved. The immediate sceDe of the acci-

dent in question was the junction of a, side

track, only used by gravel trains engaged in

hauling material for the construction of a
branch line with the main track of the New
York & Newirk road. This side track is sel-

dom used. On the morning of the accident,

however, it was opened to pass a train into

the gravel pits, and the switch-tender neglect-

ed to close the switch, thus leaving the main
track open. This should not have been possi-

ble. The switch at this point should have

been so constructed as to close itself auto-

matically when not held open. Had such a

switch been provided, the terrible accident

with its attendant loss of life and destruction

of property would not have occurred.

We commend this matter to the immediate
and serious consideration of the responsible

managers of every American railroad. The
system of self closing switches is now in gene-

ral use in England, and in some parts of the

Continent of Europe, and the introduction of

this great improvement has already been at-

tended with the best results in diminishing
' the risks of travel by rail. Under this im-

proved system, all switches communicating
with side tracks or turn-outs close automati-

cally—remaining open only so long as they

are held so by the switch-tenders. This in-

sures a degree of safety which can never be
attained so long as the proper management
of switches is dependent solely upon the intel-

ligence and fidelity of the employees, who
may lack the requisite experience, and who
are liable at any time to make mistakes, or to

neglect duty. It is one of the first conditions of

safety in railroad management that the rail-

road track always remain closed, except when
temporarily opened for a specific purpose, and
to secure this, all switches should, as we have
said, be so constructed as to close themselves
the moment they are left alone. This simple

precaution would prevent many of the acci-

dents which are now liable to occur at any
time through the carelessness or neglect of
irresponsible, intemperate or inexperienced
switch-tenders, and greatly diminish the pre-

sent great risk attending railway travel in

most sections of this country.

—

Iron Age.

Corrected Table of Measures.

We are obliged to our correspondent, D. C.

F., of Boston, for his criticism of a table of
measures reprinted in a former number from
a contemporary. Our correspondent remarks
that the measures there given make the bushel
3224 cubic inches, the half bushel 1242, the
gallon 264, and the half gallon 231 cubic in-

ches, and that these amounts do not agree
together; he closes with the desire that we
give a correct table. As, by calculation, we
now find that table to be entirely erroneous
from beginning to end, we will satisfy his rea-

sonable request.

A barrel contains 40 gallons, of 231 cubic
inches each, or 9,240 cubic inches.

The United States standard bushel is the
Winchester; its regular dimensions are a cyl-

inder of 18.5 inches, interior diameter, and 8
inches deep

; its cubic contems are. therefore,

9.25 x 9.25 x 3.1416 x 8, or nearly 2150.5 cu-
bic inches.

The United States standard gallon measures
231 cubic inches; consequently a box, 24 in-

ches by 24 inches square, and 16 inches deep,
will contain 9,232 cubic inches, or nearly a

barrel.

A box, 17f by 15 inches, and 8 inches deep,

will contain 2,130 cubic inches, or nearly a

bushel.

A box, 14J by 10 inches, and 1]-inches deep,

will contain 1,075 cubic inches, or half a

bushel.

A box, 8 by 8 inches square, and 8 5-12 in-

ches deep, will contain 538 cubic inches, or a
peck, very near.

A box, 7 by 8 inches, and 4J inches deep,

will contain 231 cubic inches, or a gallon

exactly.

A box, 6 by 6 inches square, and 3}/ inches

deep, will contain 117 cubic inches, or nearly

half a gallon (of 1 15£ cubic inches)

A box, 4 by 4 inches square, and 3J inches

deep, will contain 56 cubic inches, or nearly

a pint (of 57 J cubic inches)

—

Manufacturer.

United States Coast Lights.—Every even-

ing on the sea coasts of the United States,

nearly 400 lights, including beacons and light

ships, are lit. Of these there are 109 on the

New England coast; 90 on the coast of Con-

necticut, New York and New Jersey ; 103 on

the coast of Virginia, the Carolinas and Geor-

gia; 30 around Florida; 45 along the gulf of

Mexico, on the shores of Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiana and Texas; and the balance, about

20 or 30, on the Pacific coast. The most ele-

vated on the Atlantic coast are those at the

entrance of New York harbor, on the high-

lands of Neversink, N. J., consisting of two

towers and two lights, 248 feet above the

ocean level ; on the Pacific coast, that of

Point Farrallon, at the entrance of San Fran-

cisco bay, 380 feet above ocean level ; but the

highest of all is that of Point Loma, at the en-

trance of San Diego bay, Cal., being 457 feet

above the sea. The first are visible from the

deck of a ship for a distance of over 25 miles;

the second, 28 miles
;
the latter, more than 32

miles, the distance varying, however, in pro-

portion to the hight of the observer above the

level.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton &- Dayton Rail-
road.

STOCKHOLDERS MEETISG.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Cin-
cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad was held
yesterday morning, at the office of the com-
pany, in pursuance to a call issued ly the
directors. The object of the meeting was to

consider two contracts negotiated by the di-

rectors and by them submitted to the stock-

holders for their ratification.

John G. Lnwo, of Dayton, was elected chair-

man, and F. H, Short, secretary of the meet-
ing-

i'he contract with the Cincinnati, Richmond
& Fort Wayne Railroad Company, I lie Grand
Rapids & Indiana Railroad Company, and the
Pennsylvania Company, was first considered.

The following is an abstract of the contract:

"The Cincinnati, Richmond & Fort Wayi e

Railroad is constructing a line to connect
Richmond with Fort Wayne, in Indiana, some
uitiety miles in length, and will be finished

within the present year.

"At Richmond it connects with the line of

this company, known as the Cincinnati, Rich-

mond & Chicago Railroad. At Fort Wayne
with the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad,

and the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago
Railway.

"The contract embraces:
First. A lease of the road from Richmond

to Fort Wayne, when finished, to the Grand
Rapids & Indiana Railroad Company, for the

term of-fifty years, at the actual cost of run-

ning it.

"Second. A mutual contract between all

the parties for an exchange of business by the

line thus formed, giving to this company an

exclusive right to the business of the new
road and of the Grand Rapids & Indiana road,

to and from, by way of Cincinnati.

"Ibiid. A provision by which the new line

is to be supplied with machinery and rolling

stock, by the three other companies, in equal

proportions, for which an allowance of ten fer

cent, per annum on the appraised value there-

of is to be made and charged as part of the

running expenses: the property so contribu-

ted, however, to remain the joint property of

the parties furnishing it.

"Fourth. The three companies so using the

Richmond & Fort Wayne road also agree,

that in case in any year the net earnings of

the road shall be insufficient to pay the inte-

rest at seven per cent, on one million eight

hundred thousand dollars of bonds, issued for

its construction, they will jointly, and in equal

proportion, contribute the amount of the defii

ciency, to be repaid, with interest, out of the

future earnings of the road."

After some discussion, the contract was

adopted by a vote of 14,336 to 306.

The contract with the Junction Railroad

Company was then taken up. In consequence

of a suit having been instituted, on behalf of

the holders of preferred stock in the Junction

Railroad Company, claiming priority oyer the

second mortgage bonds, and the inability of

the managers of that company to compromise

with their creditors, as they anticipated, the

further consideration of this contract was

postponed until the same should be brought

before an adjourned meeting of the stock-

holders of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

Company, to be held upon the call of its

officers,

The meeting then adjourned.
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Narrow Gauge.

A writer in the New York World defending

the narrow gauge against the attach of' the

Chicago Gazette, among other things says :

" Let us now proceed to explain exactly

what is claimed for the new narrow gauge,
and see on what evidence the facts are based.

In a letter from Mr. Pairlie, the father of the

new narrow gauge system of constructing and
operating such lines, which appeared in the

World of August 2, he states the latest trials

made on the Russian narrow gauge tine

opened in Russia. I have now before me a

printed document giving the results of that

trial.

This line is known as the Imperial Livny
Railway. It is fifty-seven versts, about thirty-

nine miles in length. It is vouched for by
Count Alexis Bobimskoy, President of the

Russian Railway Department of Public Works,
and by Professor Saloff, President of the 'com-

pany, and a number of high State and railroad

officials and engineers, that one of Pairlie's

double bogie engines weighing twenty tons,

drew a freight train of the gross weight of

345 tons up a grade of 1 in 80 for a distance

of seven versts, or about five miles, on which
there were several reverse curves of from four

to six chains; that of this 345 tons 254 were
paying, and only 91 non-paying loads

;
that

the actual cost of the work and plant were 60
per cent, of the cost of Russian railways of

the five foot gauge. This test was considera-

bly in excess of the contract of Mr. Pairlie,

who is now Chief Engineer of the Russian
Department of Narrow Gauge Railways.

I have already, in the World of July 24,

contrasted the results of the European narrow
gauge lines with the New York Central. It

would only be a waste of time and of your
valuable space to repeat these facts in detail,

unless somebody denies their correctness. If

the writer in the Railroad Gazette wishes to

promote the public service and add to his sci-

entific reputation, let him revise his theories

on the basis of the latest'and most authentic

facts with which I have supplied him. Let
him also supply himself with the carefully

compiled reports of the commissions of emi-
nent experts, appointed by three or four Euro-
pean governments and the governments of

India and Queenland, who had a number of
experiments made in their presence on the

narrow gauge lines of Wales. If the conclu-

sions of these commissioners were right, then

the Gazette is wrong in its assertions about
"the fallacies" of those who are seeking to

introduce cheap railways into this country. I

have before me late copies of London Engi-
neering, the London Engineer—two of the

highest scientific authorities in the world

—

and the London Railway News, all contain-

ing lengthy articles sustaining all that Mr.

Fairlee and his friends and disciples claim for

the Russian and other narrow gauge lines.

Until we can have equal experience in this

country we must necessarily rely on that of

Europe.
As a science, railway construction and ope-

ration belong to thut class known as "experi-

mental sciences," and as the questions at is-

sue have been brought to the test of practical

experiment in Europe, it seems to be folly to

argue on the data supplied by the old gauges,

except for the purpose of making contrasts.

Nor are we bound to accept as argument what
might be done by improved rolling stock on
the broad gauges. What we have to do with

is what is doing on the best of them.
I showed, in an article in the World of the

24th July, that the actual freight hauled in

1869 on the New York Central, one mile,

amounted to 410,000,000 tons, and that it re-

quired an equal amount of rolling stock or

dead weight to do the work. As some errors

inadvertently crept into the figures contrast-

ing the results of the narrow gauge lines of

Europe with the Central, and as I had not

then received the account of the Russian
trials, I ask permission to state what the re-

sults would have been on the Central with a

3 feet 6 inch track and Fairlie rolling stock

—

taking the Russian tests as the basis of the

calculation. These tests showed that 91 tons

of rolling stock hauled 254 tons of paying

load up heavier gradients than any on the

Central line. The 91 tons does not include

the weight of the engine, say 19 tons, which
raises the total to 110 tons dead weight. If

the dead weight required to haul 254 tons is

110 tons, what will be required to haul 410,-

000,000 tons? Answer— 178,000,000, saving

232,000,000. The Russian narrow gauge is

3 feet 6 inches. In the article of July 24
three feet was made the basis of the calcula-

tion. The dead weight was set down at 153,-

000,000 for that width. If we add one-sixth

for the additional breadth of the Russian
gauge, it would make the dead weight 178,-

500,000, showing that the ratio of increase is

in proportion to the ratio in the breadth of the

gauge.

In the year referred to, the New York Cen-
tral carried 206,000,000 passengers one mile,

and in doing so it took 306,000,000 tons of

rolling stock to perform the work, or one and
one-half tons per passenger. The Ohio Slates-

man, describing the passenger cars of the

Denver & Rio Grande three foot gauge line

which had lattely passed through en route to

Denver, says: "they are finished in the most
modern style, with water-coolers, saloons, etc.,

complete. They will seat thirty-four passen-

gers, making a dead weight of only four hun-

dred pounds to each passenger. * * *

The cost of the narrow gauge car is about

$3,000, against $5,000 to $6,000 for the broad
gauge." The same paragraph goes on to say

that the Denver narrow gauge railroad costs

$12,000 a mile—that is about one-half the cost

of 4 feet 8$ inch lines. The facts quoted are

given on the authority of the builders, the

Jackson & Sharp Company, of Wilmington,
Del. Does the Gazette question them ? It

does not, but in a weak way attempts to show
that such cars can not be very comfortable,

that a six-fool man can not stand up in them
at the sides, though they are seven and
a half feet high at the crown of the arch.

Shall we receive such arguments from a writer

who, it is obvious enough, did not take the

trouble to visit and inspect them for himself?

Iron Rope.—The largest rope in the world

was recently manufactured at Birmingham,
England. It is reported to be 1 1,000 yards in

length, 5J inches in circumference, and weighs
over 60 tons. Made of patent charcoal wire,

laid round a hemp center, the rope consists

of 6 strands, with 10 wires in each strand.

Each wire measures 12,160 yards, so that the

entire length of the wire reaches the enormous
total of more than 412 miles. To this is to

be added the length of the yarn used for the

center, namely, 27 threads, each thread mea-
suring 15,000 yards, and giving a total length

of about 230 miles. Adding together the wire

and yarn, there is a grand total of 635 miles

of material—all going to make up a monster
wire and hemp rope a little under 6 miles

long.

The National Balance Sheet.

The following is an official statement of the

receipts and expenditures of the United States
Government for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1871:

RECEIPTS.

From Customs $206,270,408 05
Internal revenue 143,098,153 63
Sales of public lands 2,388,646 68
Miscellaneous sources 31,566,736 53

Total net revenue $383,323,944 89
Bal. in Treas'y June 30, 1870 149,505,867 78

Total $532,829,812 67

EXPENDITURES.

For civil and miscellaneous... $69,498,710 97
War Department, 35,799,991 82
Navy Department 19,431,027 21
Indians and pensions 41,870,892 32
Interest of public debt 125,576,565 93

Net ordinary expenses. ..$292, 177,188 25
Purchase of bonds tor sinking

fund, &c 120,735,147 IS

Total net expenditures. ..$442,912,335 43
Bal. in Treas'y June 30, 1871 109,917,477 24

Total $532,829,812 67

This statement is important as showing the

effects of the recent reductions of taxation on
the revenue. In place of the falling off and
possible deficiency in the revenue, as a con-

sequence of reduced taxation, as estimated

by Secretary Boutwell in his last annual re-

port, there is a surplus of $91,145,754. This
is the more remarkable as the reductions were
estimated as likely to amount to from $50,-

000,000 to $80,000,000. The result is in strict

accordance with economic laws, which prove
that every reduction is ultimately attended by
an increase of revenue. The tax-paying capa-
cities of the people are increased by a remo-
val of the burdens on industry, and experi-

ence shows that a very slight advance in the

price of commodities will exercise a most im-
portant influence in checking consumption.
The English Government has acted on this

principle with the result of considerably re-

ducing the burdens of taxation, without any
corresponding loss to the Treasury.

It is to be hoped that this lesson will not be
lost on our people, and that they will insist

upon receiving the benefit of the surplus in

the Treasury. The revenue will bear a reduc-

tion to the amount of $100,000,000, and if the

reduction exceeds that sum by $20,000,000 or

$30,000,000, there need be no apprehension
of a deficiency.

The following is a comparative statement of

the Internal Revenue receipts for the last

three years

:

1869. 1870. 1871.

$160,039,344 $185,235,867 $143,098,153

It thus appears that the Internal Revenue
receipts, under a revised schedule of taxation

that abolished several sources of income en-

tirely and reduced others very considerably,

is within £42,000,000 of the maximum of tor-

mer years. The internal taxes are now limit-

ed to imports on Spirits, Tobacco, Income and
Stamps. With the exception of the repeal of
the Income tax, which should take place im-

mediately, it might be as well to make no im-

portant modification in the other sources of
internal revenue, and give the people the im-

mediate benefit of the long promised reduc-
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tions in the tariff, the imposts of which are so

oppressive and vexatious. The receipts last

year amounted to the enormous sum of $200,-

000,000 in gold. This leaves a handsome
margin for a reduction to the amount of $7.5,-

000,000 a year.

—

Economist.

Progress of Railroads in the United Stales.

The railroad first constructed in the United
States was the Baltimore & Ohio, of which 23
miles were opened in 1830. It was for two
years thereafter worked by horse power. The
following statement will show the number of
miles opened each year since that date :

Annual
Miles in increase of

Year. Operation. mileage.

1830 23
1831 95 72
1832 229 134
1833 380 151

1834 633 253
1835 1,098 265
1836 1,273 175
1837 1,407 224
1838 1,913 416
1839 2,302 389
1840 2,818 515
1841 3,435 717
1842 4,026 491
1843 4,185 159
1844 4,377 192
1845 4,633 256
1846 4,939 297
1847 5,599 669
1848 5,996 397
1849 7,365 1,369
1850 9,021 1,656

1851 10,982 1,961

1852 12,908 1,926
1853 15,360 2,452

1854 16,720 1,360
1855..., 18,374 1,654

1856 22,017 3,643

1857 ..24,508 2,491

1858 26,968 2,460

1859 28,789 1,821

1860 30,635 1,846
1861 31,256 621
1862 32,120 864
1863 33,170 1,050
1864 33,908 738
1865 35,185 1,277

1866 37,017 1,832

1867 139,244 2.227

1868 42,277 3,033

1869 47,254 4.999

1870 53,399- 6,145

The number of miles constructed in the de-

cade ending in 1840 was 3,513; in that end-

ing with 1850, 5,508; in lhac ending with

1860, 21,614; and in that ending with 1870,

22,764. The greatest number of miles con-

structed in any one year was in that just

passed, in which 6,145 miles were opened.

The mileage constructed in 1869 and 1870
equaled 11,144 miles.

B&" The United States bonds reported by
the National banks as security for their circu-

lating notes, are classified as follows: 1881s,

$66,990,980; 5-20sof 1862, $30^34,400; other

5 20s, $97,572,500; Pacifies, $15,330,000 ; 10-

40s, $102,308,050; new funded loan, 5 per

cents, $49,277,650—total $361,922,550. The
new bonds on deposit as security for public

deposit are: 1881s, $1,968,500; 5-20s of 1862,

$1,575,100; other 5 20s, $6,197,700; new
funded loan, $2,063,500; Pacifies, $909,000.

English Railway Laws.

The New York Journal of Commerce informs
us that "England has certain laws regulating
railway travel which strike Americans as odd.
.In that country a man must not jump on or
off a train while it is in motion; if he does,

he is hauled before a magistrate and fined.

At a recent session of a London police court

two cases came up and were disposed of as

follows: As the Windsor train was approach
ing the Clapham Junction station, the driver,

mt being able to see the signals through the

fog, slackened speed. A passenger, being in

a hurry to get off, jumped from the train while

it was still moving, before it had reached the

platform. He pleaded that he thought the

train had st.ipped. The magistrate fined him
a small sum and costs. In the second case, a

workingman was waiting for a train at the

Battersea station. On its arrival, but before

it had stopped, he rushed to get on, and fell

between the platform and the carriages. He
was picked up, taken before the magistrate,

and had to pay a fine for his headlong temer-
ity. In this country one of the inalienable

rights which every American exults in possess-

ing, is that of risking his own neck or limbs

at pleasure. He may scramble on or leap

from a train moving twenty miles an hour, or

make the wildest ol bounds for a ferry boat

after it has lei t the slip, and that is nobody's
business but his own

; unless he happens to

be harmed by the rash attempt, in which event
hi9 first impulse is to consult a lawyer to see

whether the railroad or ferry company can not

be made to pay damages. But that he has
not a perfect right to take the hazard of being
chopped to mince-meat under the wheels of a
flying train, or to bury himself fathoms deep
in the mud of an East river slip, is a thought
that never enters his head. Without troubling

ourselves to discuss the question of a man's
right to take his own life, or cripple himielf—
which on grounds of the general public wel-

fare we deny in toto— it need only be said that

the English system of punishing the rashness
of railway passengers has a good effect. The
Englishman most prone to saltatory feats pau-

ses before he tries to execute them on railway
trains- It is not merely that a fine and pay-

ment of costs awaits him, but that he is de-

tained by the arreBt and examination before a

magistrate, after a lock-up, perhaps, over
night. For the few seconds that he would
have gained by leaping from a train before it

had stopped, he pays by the loss of a day or

night, to say nothing of money out of pocket
by the fine. This is a practical and personal
application of the venerable maxim, 'More
haste, less speed,' which the dullest of mortals
can appreciate' Our own opinion is that the

fewer hindrances and obstructions placed by
railroads and ferry companies on the free

movements of passengers the better. We are

opposed to the excessive precautionary mea-
sures of locking up cars when in motion, and
of erecting iron barriers at ferry docks, thus

fettering the free motion of a thousand per
sons of sense in order that one foolish indi-

vidual may be kept from hurting himself.

The desired end could be reached much more
easily by proceeding against the one foolhardy
or stupid man who makes all these contrivan-
ces necessary, than to subject the thousand
sensible people who need no protection to so
much inconvenience and bother. Theoreti-
cally, the English system may be objectiona-

ble to our high pressure views of personal
liberty, but practically it is an excellent

one."

What Makes the Sea Salt.

We published in our May number (p. 118)
a letter from a correspondent, who says it is

"a fact that the ocean was salt millions of
ages before there was any land at all." Ad-
mitting, (or argument's sake, that there was a
period when the ocean covered all the surface
of the earth, it must be acknowledged that the
bottom of the ocean was land, out of which
those materials which were soluble in water
would be extracted, to a considerable extent.

But it is not certain that the primeval ocean
was salt, in the usual sense of the word. Quite
possibly it contained predominately sulphates,
instead of chlorides. These sulphates, as many
suppose, have been precipitated in insoluble
forms. At the present day, al! rivers carry
salt and other soluble materials to the ocean

;

and, as the sole outlet of the sea is evapora-
tion, which carries pure water only upward,
and leaves the different soluble salts behind,
we are even driven to the conclusion that the
saltness of the ocean is continually increasing.
The Rhine, for instance, carries every vear to

the ocean 30,000,000,000,000 gallons of water,
every gallo"n of which contains 10 grains of
salts in solution. This river alone, therefore,

increases the salts in the ocean by the amount
of more than 20,000,000 tons per year. But
the Rhine is comparalively a small river, car-
rying not the two-hundredth part of the water
which the ocean receives from other rivers

,

moreover, its water is comparatively pure, as
most rivers carry more than 10 grains per
gallon. We may safely say, therefore, that
all the rivers of the earth carry every year
more than 200 times 20,000,000, or 4,000,000,-
ObO tons of dissolved salts into the ocean.

It is equally undeniable that rivers have
been flowing in this way for ages. Conse-
quently, we have only to suppose that circum-
stances have been, during a sufficient portion

of the past, what We know they are now, and
the saltness of the present ocean is a neces-
sary result, even 'if it. commenced by being
fresh.

Let us now see what geology has revealed
to us in this respect. Our correspondent ac-
knowledges that the ocean existed ages ago.
This agrees with the teachings of geology;
but we may conclude, also, that ages before
the existence of the liquid ocean, the whole
of it enveloped the hot nucleus of the earth as
an immense atmosphere of vapor or steam,
and containing, under heat and pressure, the
constituents of many rocks. We now know
to how great an extent the chemical activity

and solveut power of water, or its vapor, is in-

creased by heat and pressure.

When the earth had cooled so much as to

diminish gradually the solvent power of hot
water and steam, those substances which re-

quired the higher temperaturejand pressure to

be kept in solution were slowly deposited, in

the order of their different degrees>of solu-

bility, while only those remained in solution

which were soluble at the lower temperatures;
a portion of the salts contained in the ocean
are possibly, therefore, the remnants of a
much more concentrated solution, existing in

the early geological periods.

There were inland lakes at that time, as
well as now, forming deposits of solid salt,

crystallized out of their saturated waters, which
had received the washings from the surround-
ing country, a process which we may still ob-

serve in the Great Salt lake, the Caspian sea,

the Dead sea, and scores of others. By slow
upheavals or depressions, the water supply of

these lakes ceased; they dried up, and left the
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salt deposits in England, Prussia, Poland, etc.,

from which we now derive our so-called rock

salt, cr through which water runs, and by its

exit forms the different kinds of saline springs,

as is the case near Spracuse, N. Y., where the

salt deposits appear distributed in the strata

called by geologists the upper silurian, acces-

sible to the natural subterranean water cour-

ses, which are pierced with well3 and tapped

by pumping more easily than the solid salt

could be reached. No doubt many miles of

caves have been formed there hy the washing

out of the salt deposiis, now filled by water.

We have said that the saltness of the ocean

is still increasing. This is strictly true; yet

the present increase is very small when com-
pared with the enormous amount of marine

brine. Let us illustrate this by a brief calcu-

lation

The surface of the earth is, say, 200,000,000

square miles; the area of the ocean, say,'

three fourths, or 150,000.000, and its average

depth, say, two miles. We have, then: Total

amount of water, 800,000,0(10 cubic miles;

cubic feet in one cubic mile, about, 147,000,-

000,000; weight of brine per cubic foot, say,

64 pounds. Hence, weight of one cubic mile,

9,408,000,000,000 pounds, equal to 4,704 000,-

000 tons Hence, weight of the whole ocean,

],411,200,000,000,000,0ii0, or mote than one

fextillion of tons. As about one thirtieth of

this weight is salts, we have for the salts in

the ocean about 47,040,000,000,000,000 tons,

of which the 4,000 000,000 tons carried annu-

ally to the sea by our present rivers would
form but one ten-millionth part At this rate

it would take 10,000.000 years to make the

ocean as salt as it is now. But we need not

suppose so long a period, for many reasons.

In the first place, it is not likely that the

ocean ever was without saline matter in solu-

tion. In the second place, the activity of

rivers and springs in this regard must have

been much greater formerly than now, when
the land is pretty thoroughly washed out, In

the third place, we have taken no account of

the enormous action of the ocean itself on its

sides and bottom.

—

Manufacturer.

$Eg* The colleges and collegiate institu-

tions in the United States, according to a list

collected by the Commissioner of Education,
number 469, of which 306 are colleges, 66 Ro-
man Catholic schools, 68 female colleges, and
29 high schools for males. The Commissioner
has prepared a chronological table of the uni-

versities of Europe, from which it appears that

the first modern university was established at

Bologna, Italy, in 1119. The dates at which
universities were founded in other countries

of Europe are a3 follows: France, 1196; Eng-
land, 1201; Spain, 1222; Portugal, 1291;
Austria, 1348; Switzerland, 1368; Germany,
1386; Scotland, 1410; Belgium, 1426; Swe-
den, 1477; Denmark, 1479; Poland, 1570;
Holland, '1575; Ireland, 1593; Hungary, 1635;
Finland, 1640; Russia, 1755; Norway, 1811,
and Greece, 1823. The number of univer-
sities founded in Europe in each century was
as follows: 12th century, 2; 13th, 11; 14th,

15; 15th, 23; 16th, 19; 17th, 9; 18lu, 13;
19th, 21; making a total of 113.

B©" A peculiar method of manufacturing
bronze consists in introducing phosphorus, in

some form, during the process of melting the
copper, tin or other metals, which form the
basis of the compounds, the effect being to

very greatly improve the quality as regards
elasticity, hardness and toughness.

Journal of Railroad JL;iw.

RAILROAD COMPANIES— CAN KOT EXPEL PASSEN-
GERS BETWEEN REGULAR STATIONS.

The facts in the late case of the Chicago
and North-western Railroad Company vs.

Peacock (48 III., 253), are fully and clearly

stated in the following opinion by

Walker, J. —The first question presented

on this record is, whether an action of tres-

pass will lie against a railroad company
where the conductor forcibly ejects a passen-
ger between stations on the road because he
refused to pay his fare. It is urged that case

is the proper remedy and that trespass will

not lie. In the case of the St. Louis, Alton
and Chicago Railroad Company vs. Dalby, 19

III , 353, it was, after full argument and upon
mature deliberation, determined that the ac-

tion of trespass would lie against such a com-
pany for forcible injuries inflicted by their

emp'oyees while in the discharge of their du-

ties in operating their road upon a passenger.

And after reading appellants' argument in

this case, we see no reason for dissatisfaction

with the conclusion there announced, nor do
we feel the least inclined to modify or abridge

it in it* operation. We believe the rule to be
sound and strictly in analogy to the principles

of the common law, which is the base of our
system of jurisprudence.

It is also urged that this case is clearly dis-

tinguishable from that, inasmuch as the plain-

tiff in ttiat case was at no time in the wrong,

while in this case appellee .placed himself in

the wrong by refusing to pay his fare when
called for by the conductor. We are not able

to perceive that this creates or forms any well

defined distinction in fact and none in princi-

ple. The facts slightly differ, but so slightly

as to form no well grounded distinction. In

that case the conductor wrongfully used force

to eject a passenger from a train after he had
paid his fare, and because he refused to pay

an extra charge for failing to procure a ticket,

which be had applied for but could not obtain

of the agent, and after the assault and ill

usage he paid the extra charge and was per-

mitted to remain on the train.

The thirty-fourth section of the general law
regulating our railroads, declares that "if any
passenger shall refuse to pay his fare or toll, it

shall be lawful for the conductor of the train

and the servants of the corporatiou to put hi iu

out of the cars at any usual stopping place

the conductor may select " And this provi-

sion has been held to apply to all railroads in

the State. This, then, renders it lawful to put

a passenger from the cars at any usual stop-

ping place when he refuses to pay his fare,

and, by implication, makes it unlawful to put

such a passenger off at any other place. Then,
when the conductor expelled appellee between
stations on the road, he did an unlawful act.

And in this the two cases arealike. Trespass
was maintained in Daily's case, because he

had done no act or failed to perform any
which authorized the conductor to put hiin

from the train at that or any other place;

while in this case appellee had done no act

which authorized the conductor to eject him
from the cars at the place where it was done.

He failed to pay his fare when it was de-

manded, which authorized the conductor to

require him to leave the train at a regular

stopping place, and at such a place, he would
hvae been required to request him to leave

the cars, and in case he refused to then em-
ploy such force, and only such, as would be

necessary to remove him from the cars.

In Daily's case, the road was held liable

because the conductor used force where the

law did not warrant it. In this case force

was used where the law prohibited it, and
hence the two cases are alike. In this case,

it is true, apellee refused to pay his fare, but

the law had said that for that the conductor

should not remove him from a train except

at a regular station. The law, so far from
sanctioning the force used in this case, had
on the contrary forbidden it. By the use of

force in this case in ejecting appellee between

usual places for stopping on the road, it was
a trespass of its servants, precisely as in

Daily's case. Had the conductor stopped his

train and ordered appellee to get off, and he

to avoid altercation had obeyed, then, as no

force would have been employed in wrong-
fully putting him from the train, the case

would no doubt have been the proper remedy.
It will be observed that the Court in Daily's

case, in stating the case, and not trespass,

would lie, only refers to doing a lawful act

in a careless and negligent manner, and not

to the performance of an act which the law

has prohibited, as in this case, with force and
violence. What is there said would apply to

putting a passenger who refuses to pay his

fare from the cars at a regular station. Be-

cause appellee had failed to perform a legal

and moral duty it did not authorize the con-

ductor to take the law in his own hands, and
in violation of the statute forcibly expel him
at a place prohibited by the law.

It is next urged that the conductor was
warranted in what he did because appellee

said to the conductor that if he would stop

the train he would get off, as he had passed

the sta ion where he had intended to leave the

train, aud when it was stopped he refused to

leave. While such conduct is highly im-

proper, and it is well calculated to try the pa-

tience of any eondurtor, and which no doubt

subject appellee to damage for the wrong, and
may be a mitigating circumstance in the case,

we can not hold that it was a justification of

the acts of the conductor. The law had pro-

hibited him from forcibly expelling appellee

at that place, and the offer to get off there,

which was retracted, did not amount to a li-

cense to use the force and violence employed
in ejecting him.

It is insisted that the damages found by
the jury are excessive, and so much so as to

require a reversal of judgment. A careful

examination of the evidence in the case,

shows that appellee did not receive any se-

rious and lasting injuries; his face was
scratched and the skin was abraded slightly

on one or two places on his limbs. He, how-

ever, says he was kicked and hurt. Even
conceding this to be true, he seems the next

day, which was Saturday, and the next Mon-
day to have been about attending to his busi-

ness. It does not appear that he was con-

fined to his room even, much less being con-

fined to his bed from the injuries; he does not

appear to have lost any time or suffered pe-

cuniarily from those—injuries; he does not

seem to have been compelled to seek medical

advice nor to have incurred any expense

from his injuries. And when it is remem-
bered that he committed the first wrong by

refusing to pay his fare and having proposed

to get off if the conductor would stop the

train and then refused when the train was
stopped, we think a thousand dollars dama-
ges as excessive and grossly excessive. That
sum was held to be so in the Chicago, Bur-

lington and Quincy Railroad vs. Parks, 18

III , 460, and the Terre Haute, Alton and St.

Louis R. R. vs. Vanatta, 21 III,, 188, and the

judgment of the Court below in each of those
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cases was reversed for that reason. It is true

that in this case there was more violence em-

ployed than in either of those, but it seems to

bear no proportion to the verdict of the jury.

It may be urged that the life of appellee was

endangered, but it appears that if it was, it

resulted from his efforts to again get upon

the car after he had been expelled, and the

train had started. He seems to have been

ejected some three or four miles only from a

station and in the immediate vicinity of a

house and in a settled neighborhood. And
although in the night and when the weather

was cold, sti 11 he does not have seemed to

have suffered pain, injury to his health or any

great inconvenience. That he suffered in

dignity and some personal injury there is no

doubt, but when we see that he did the first

wrongful act and when we consider the ex-

tent of the injuries inflicted upon him we are

constrained to say that we regard the verdict

a9 excessive, and while railroads like indi-

viduals must be held to the performance of

every duty, they at the same time like indi-

viduals are entitled to the protection of the

law, and in case where they are parties we will

look at the circumstances in determining whe
ther damages are excessive which juries have

found against them. Had this been a verdict

against an individual under the same circum-

stances it would have appeared palpably ex-

cessive.

The Court below erred in refusing to grant

a new trial, and the judgment of the Court be-

low must be reversed and the case remanded
for a new trial.

Judgment reversed.

Railroad I,air.

Railroad Companies— What does not consti-

tute Negligence—Liability of Parents for
Negligence of Young Children.

The facts in the late case of the Pittsburg,

Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway Company vs.

Brumstead (48 111. 221), are fully and clearly

stated in the following opinion by

Bbeese, Ch. J.—This was an action of tres-

pass, on the case, brought to the Cook Circuit

Court, by Thomas Brumstead. against the

Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway

Company to recover damages fur an injury to

a minor son, occasioned by the careless man-
agement of the locomotive and train of the

defendants. The injury occurred at a station

on the defendants' road, in the State of Indi-

ana, called Castello.

The cause was tried by a jury, who returned

a verdict against the defendants of $4,500. A
motion for a new trial was made by the de-

fendants, which was overruled. On the plain-

tiff remitting, at the instance ol the Court,

$3,000 of the verdict, thereupon judgment was
entered against the defendants for the sum of

$1,500.

To reverse this judgment, the defendants

have appealed to this Court, and several points

are made, which we will notice.

It appears the injured party was a child

about lour years of age, living with his parents

in close proximity to the defendants' railway

track. On the day of the accident, he was
left, by his mother, who had occasion to visit

a neighbor,, in charge of his sister, a girl four-

teen years of age, and while she was engaged
in some necessary duty in the house, the boy,

without her knowledge, left the house, and
soon after was found, to all appearances, dead,

Dear the track, and was taken up and brought
to his house, oue of his feet crushed, and

otherwise wounded. It appears, a private

cart road ciossed the track near the dwelling

of the boy's parents, which was used, without

question, by every one who had occasion to

use it. It was on this road the accident oc-

curred, and was occasioned by an express

train running'with great velocity into a push

car in advance of it, going in the same direc-

tion of the train, and such was the force of

the collision that the push car was shattered

to pieces, a fragment of which struck the boy,

who wns on the private road, and some con-

siderable distance from the place of collision.

The first point made by appellants is, that

the child was a trespasser on appellants' right

of way, and his parents, in suffering him to be

there, were guilty of such a degree of negli-

gence as to tarnish a complete defense to the

company for an injury which would not have
occurred but for this wrongful intrusion, un-

less the company shall be shown to be guilty

of negligence so gross as to imply a willing-

ness to inflict the injury.

The place where the accident occurred was,

in fact, upon appellants' right of way, though
not upon the track The boy was struck while

on a road used by the public, which crossed

the track, and where he, in common with the

rest of the public, had a right to be, until the

company should forbid, or prevent, so much
of its right of way from use by the public.

The next point made by appellants is, that

the parents of this child were guilty of great

negligence in leaving him with his young
sister. We can not perceive, admitting it is a
duty of the most imperious obligation resting

upon parents, to use vigilance in the care of

their off-pring of tender years, that the parents

of this child were wanting in this requirement.

A mother can not be always, at all hours, with

her child, nor is there any necessity that she

should be, nor is it practicable. She must
perform her accustomed avocations; and in

one moment a child ol four years of age may
escape from her notice; it can nol be other-

wise. The parents of this boy, the evidence
shows, were in a .very humble walk of life,

who had, the mother especially, something
more important to do than to watch her child,

lest he came to harm. She baji to contribute

her labor to feed and clothe him, and it is un-

reasonable to demand she should have no
other employment than to guard her child

from danger. Leaving the child with his sis-

ter, a girl of fourteen years of age, and who
appears, from her testimony, to oe intelligent

and affectionate, was not negligence. It was
unavoidable, and she was trustworthy and
competent to take charge of the child. What
would be the public judgment of a rule of law
which should forbid a mother to leave a child

four years of age, with his sister of fourteen,

while their mother was providing for their

sustenance, or enjoying herself by a short visit

to a neighbor ? Such a rule would not receive

the sanction of any Court, and is not to be

found in any adjudged case, or in any legisla-

tive enactment, and has n^rfeason in its favor.

There was no negligence of the mother, and
the child was in a place where he had a right

to be, and at a safe distance from the railroad

track.

The remaining point is. there was no negli-

gence on the part of those having the train in

charge.

On this point, the evidence establishes neg-
ligence in two particulars: first, in loaning
the push car to be used by strangers, and sec-

ond in not stopping the train in time to avoid
collisions.

The loan of the push car, by the compuny's
agent to persons not accustomed to its use,

was a species of carelessness, nay, reckless-

ness, with which we did not suppose a faithful

and competent agent could be chargeable.
When the agent loaned it, he knew it was in

violation of his instructions, the result of

which might be pecuniary loss to his employ-
ers. His wrong act was, in part, the cause of

this disaster, and life-long injury But above
and beyond this, the conduct of the engine
driver, in charge of the express train, admits

of no justification or palliation. It is impos-
sible to believe he did not see the signals ex-

cited persons were making, warning the driver

of danger, and it is beyond all controversy he

could, if he had been ordinarily careful, have
stopped the train in lime to avoid collision

with the push car, which was in plain sight

for more than a mile. The fact that he sup-

posed the push car was under the conduct of

section men, who would take it off the track

on the approach of a train, is no justification

for his recklessness in crushing it to pieces.

He should have known the car was not under
the control of railroad employees, by the fact

they did not attempt to remove it from the

track on the signal being given. Not attempt-

ing it, the driver should at once have slack-

ened speed, and broke up the train. This he

could easily have done, and it was negligence

of the grossest kind in omiltiug it, and, for

the consequences, the company must be re-

sponsible. A railroad company has no right

to keep in its service such a reckless man.
It is also made a point by appellants, that

the Courterred in refusing to give instructions

moved by them, numbered two, three, four and
eleven.

The substance of number eleven was con-

tained in the eighth instruction given for ap-

pellants, and the other instructions above
specified were properly refused. Instruction

numbered two, leaves out of view negligence

of their employees in running the train, even
if the child was a trespasser on the right of

way, the driver had no right to run over him
and crush him. Instruction three is liaole to

the same criticism, and so is number four.

Perceiving no error in the record, the judg-

ment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Aeronautic*.

Since the days when Dae lalus flew from his

prison at Crete with wings constructed of fea-

thers and wax, the human mind has been fre-

quently exercised in the apparently fruitless

attempt to navigate the air. The science of

aeronautics, however, has hitherto received but
little recognition from the general public save

in the shape of ridicule, and although the Aero-

niutical Society of Great Britain has been in

existence more than four years but little ad-

vance/has been mide towards a practical solu-

tion of the problem. We believe it is true

that a modicum of success has attended the

elfortsof some ingenious mechanicians in Ameri-
ca, but no human being has ever yet raised

himself from the ground and floated in the air

by means of a mechanical arrangement put

into motion by the power inherent in his mus-
cles. The experiments, which were successful

in America so far as the model was concerned,

took place near San Francisco. In these the

flying machine was in the shape of a ship, 37

ft. long, 12 ft. wide at the planes, and 8 ft. di-

ameter of cylinder. It was furnished with

horizontal planes to support it when in the air,

aud with a small steam engine of about J horse

power to act as the motor in working the pro-

pelling wings and tail, aud we believe it was
also supplied with about 1,000 feet of gas to

assist in neutralizing the dead weight of the

machine. This apparatus is reported to have
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exhibited an ability to travel in any direction,

and even to work its way against a current of

air sufficiently powerful to ruffle the water of

the lake in the park where it was tried So
satisfied were those interested in the feasibility

of their plan that a company was formed to

construct a machine capable of carrying two
or three persons and a 5-horse engine and
boiler weighing only 3641b. were actually con-

structed, but what meabures of success has at-

tended the operations of the company is not

known. A Mr. Spencer, a few years ago, did

actually raise himself from the ground by
means of a wing, and was to have exhibited his

machine and repeated the performance at the

Crystal Palace, but owing to want of time and
means nothing further has been done in the

matter. About sixteen years ago a model of a

flying machine was exhibited at the Polytech-

nic, the principle of which was the continuous

rotary motion of an apparatus similar to a
screw propeller. In this model a spring is

wound up, which being let go sets in motion
revolving planes, and the machine is lifted

from the ground and sails in the air bo long as

the rotary motion is maintained by the spring.

It appears to us, however, that all attempts

hitherto made have started from the wrong
point, or have been based upon insufficient

knowledge. It does not follow that because a

bird soars in mid air by means of wings that

theref >re the mechanism necessary for a man
to accomplish a similar feat should be construc-

ted on the same principles - The fact is there

are no really scientific data on which to found
experiments having for their object the solution

of this problem. We are, as Mr. Glaisher says,

in total ignorance of the connection between
velocity and pressure in an elastic medium like

air, and in all probability what information we
do possess is based on incorrect conclusions.

We hail, therefore, with pleasure the announce-
ment that the Aeronautical Society intend to

inaugurate a regular series of experiments on
this the most important, part of the subject, the

facts elucidated by which, will, it is thought,

if properly understood, afford the only true

foundation for a science of aeronautics. For
this purpose an instrument has been designed

by Mr. F. H. Wenham, the construction of which
has been intrusted to Mr. Browning, and the

experiments will be carried out by means of a

fan not less than 30 inches in diameter, capable

of delivering about 3,000 cubic feet of air per

minute. In front of this fan a square wooden
trunk will guide the blast, and anord facilities

for ascertain ng its velocity and for testing by
an anemometer the force exerted on plane sur-

faces at different inclinations. When once
these data are obtained in a trustworthy man-
ner, the difficulties under which our mechani-
cians labor at present will be in a great mea-
sure removed, and in constructing machines
for actual experiment in the art of flying they

will be more likely to achieve success when the

conditions of the natural laws and the forces

with which they have to deal are known and
thoroughly apprehended. So far as our presen t

information guides us it would seem that it is

not so much great power that is required but a

small power skillfully applied in the proper

manner; so that given the requisite amount of

plane surface to enable us to utilize the air as

a so calltd solid support, all that w mid appear

to be necessary is the means of propulsion at a

speed sufficient to counteract the influences of

gravity. Whether this is to be obtained by
wings or a modification of the screw propeller

is a moot point at present. With regard to the

propeller as the elevating apparatus it has been

pointed out that if it does not rise it merely

churns the air, and is as ineffective as the

wings of a bird when the bird is secured to a

post by its feet. To utilize a propeller as the

elevating apparatus it must act on a fresh col-

umn of air at every revolution, and to obtain

this condition it is necessary there should also

be means of obtaining motion at an angle to

the direction in which the propeller would tend
to guide the machine.
With regard to the application of wings to

flying machines, it has been shown that amongst
birds the amount of wing service decreases as

the weight of the wing increases, and M. Hart-
ing, of Amsterdam, finds, from an examination
of thirteen species of bats that while the length

of the wing increases only in the simple ratio

of the animal's size, the area.of the wing surface

augments in the ratio of a square, and the

weight of the body of the animal in the ratio of

a cube. He also calculates that a bat of the

common species, Vespertilio murinus, weighing
about 1601b. would require wings each 87 in.

long, and with an area of 1,807 square inches,

to enable it to fly in the manner usual with
bats. His investigations into the wing surface

of birds as compared with their weight give the

following results:— the lark weighs 0701b.,

and has a wing surface of 11-625 square inches

,

the black bird weighs -1951b., and has a wing
surface of 16-430 square inches; while the

laughing gull, a bird of powerful and long sus-

tained flight weighs -4341b., and has an area of

wing of 51-305 square inches, an exception to

the rule, similar proportions being found in

nearly all the members of the family. But the

mere wing surface necessary for flying is only
one of the calculations to be made. Great dif-

ferences prevail amongst birds in respect to

the number of beats of the wing requisite to

rise from the ground and sustain the body in

mid air. | Thus, while the sparrow rises imme-
diately and almost perpendicu'arly, the alba-

tross must run some distance before it is ena-

bled to leave the ground, but once well poised

a very slight motion of the wings sustains the

bird in its flight, whereas the sparrow must flap

its wings continually.

We have omitted to notice balloons in con-

nection with aeronautics for obvious reasons.

The science of aeronautics is one in which the

problem to be solved is how to fly, not to float

at the mercy of atmospheric currents. A bal-

loon is essentially so unwieldy in shape and
size that we think attempts to guide it are all

that are likely to prove successful, although

M. Dupuy de Lome considers that his fish

shaped balloon, with its sail-rudder and Bcrew
for propulsion will move against the wind at a

speed of five miles an hour. It will be seen
from what we have said that the fundamental
principles of the science are not yet rightly

understood, nor have the necessary data for

successful experiments been obtained; but now
that the Aeronautical Society are seeking to

put the science on a true basis, we m»y possi-

bly hear some fine dayjof the triumphant result

of their labors. —Mechanic.

Victoria Stone.—In a communication upon
artificial stone made to the British Association

by the Rev. Mr. Highton, the well known fact

was adverted to, that certain forms of natural

silica occurring in various parts of Europe,

especially in England and Germany, can be

dissolved under proper precautions even when
cold. An important application has been made
of this soluble silica in the preparation of an
artificial stone which is harder than any natu-

ral stone except the hard granites and primi-

tive rocks. The process indicated for neutra-

lizing this, consists in first making a concrete

of any good hydraulic cement. When this is

dry, it is steeped in an alkaline solution of

silica in which is placed a quantity of free

silica. The following chemical process then
takes place : The lime in the concrete extracts

the silica from the solution leaving the alkali

free, which immediately attacks the free silica

and conveys it in its turn to the concrete.

This process goes on continually till the lime

in the concrete is saturated with silica. In

this way, within a week, the strength of th»
concrete is increased from 50 to 150 per cent.'
and to a still greater degree by a longer im-
mersion. As the alkali acts only as a carrier
of the silica, it is used over and over azain,
and it is in this that the economy of the manu-
facture consists. The substance thus formed
is known as silicated concrete, or the patent
Victoria stone, and it has been manufactured
on a grand scale in London, and several large
edifices have been built entirely from it. The
economy of its construction is such that it

promises to supersede natural stone, except
where the latter is very cheap and abundant.
In London it can be put in place in building at

a much less cost than natural stone.— Chicago
Sour. Com.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

«®"Tbe attention of Practical Bnilroad
Mon is earnestly invited to the record of
worKdone, and to the fact tbat nine-tentbs
of the fires that kindle at stations, In mood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

BAILEDAD NOTICE.

The Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great

Northern Railroad Company hereby give notice that Books

of Subscription to the capital stock of said Company will

be opi-ned at the office of the Railroad Record, No. 167

W;ilaut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday, the 26th day

of August next, at 11 o'clock, A. M., of s*id day, and con-

tinue open at the same place each day thereafter (Sundays

excepted), until stock is subscribed sufficient to organize

said Company, and as much longer as said Corporators

may direet.

A. J. HODDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. "V7. MORTON,
ROBT. HEDGER,

Corporators.

Cincinnati, July 27th, 1871.
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WRIGHTSOS &> CO., Propr's

Another View «f the Kentncky A Great
Eastern Railway.

We wish to present this subject as strongly

as possible, because we think it of great im-

portance. Its importance is threefold : First.

Because a gain of 100 miles in a trunk line

from New York to the center of the Ohio val-

ley is a positive gain to the whole commerce
and transportation of the country. Second.

Because it will at once give Cincinnati the

control or the advantage of the whole central

traffic of the country ; and Third. Because it

will be not only the shortest line to Cincin-

nati, but to all points in the central valley of

the Mississippi, to St. Louis, Memphis, and all

points connected with them. We have said

in a previous article, and now repeat most
emphatically, that if the Great Eastern is

really 100 miles shorter than the shortest line

now in existence, then it will pay a large pro-

fit to any company who shall construct it In

this point of view, there has been no road

constructed in this country which in its outset

promised as large profit as this does. We ask

the reader to examine this point. There is no
exaggeration or mistake in the proposition we
have laid down. Look at the great expense

and difficulty by which, after years of strutru-le,

the Pennsjlvania road secured the cut-off

called the Panhandle, and the control of the

Pittsburg & Cincinnati and the Little Miami
Railroad. But the result of all this is, that at

this time the Pennsylvania road carries three-

fourths of all the passengers between New
York and the valley of the Ohio. But that

was gained by only 100 miles gain on the

Erie and 30 on the Baltimore road. If, then,

we say, the Great Eastern gains 100 miles on

the shortest line between Cincinnati and New
York, it will assuredly- command the great

body of trade between New York and the val-

ley of the Ohio. Now the actual'gain, by sur-

veys made, over the existing trunk lines is:

New York Central 880 miles.
" via Erie & Gt. Western. ..8fil "
" " Baltimore & Ohio.. ..777 "
" '' Pennsvlvania road. ..746 "
" " Kentucky & Gt. East 640 "

Gain over the Central 240 miles.
" " Erie 221 "

" " Baltimore & Ohio ,...137 "
" " Pennsylvania 106 "

Here we see the fact established of 106

miles gain over the very shortest line I Fur-

ther the grades are less than those of the

Pennsylvania or Baltimore roads. The Report

says

:

'"The whole distance from the city of Cin-

cinnati being six hundred and forty miles,

with maximum grades going east from Cin-

cinnati to Catletsburg one hundred and thirty

miles, offifteen feet to the miie; from Catlets-

burs east one hundred and forty miles, twenty-

six feet to the mile; and the next one hun-
dred and thirty-eight miles offifty-two feet to

the mile."

These being the facts, there can not be any

competition, in through traffic, between the

Great Eastern and any other line. Now, let

us endeavor for a moment to form some idea

of what the business of t'jis road may be.

The Report gives an estimate on this point,

but we have a way of our own. The three

roads, viz : the Atlantic & Great Western (in

Ohio 350 miles), the Chicago & Pittsburg (in

Ohio 250 miles), and Pittsburg & St. Louis

(in Ohio 350 miles), having 950 miles in Ohio,

carried 5,400,000 tons of freight, and received

for it $11,923,000 This gives 6,000 tons of

freight and $13,100 per mile for receipts. If,

then, we consider the Great Eastern entirely

made to New York, 640 miles, this will give

3,840,000 tons of freight, and $8,384,000 re-

ceipts from that source. Again, these roads

carried 4,095,940 passengers, or 4 311 per

mile, and received therefor $5,482,751, or

$5,800 per mile. This, on a road of 640 miles,

gives $3,712,000. This gives a total result of

$12,096,000.

Operating expenses $7,862,400
Net profits 4,233,600
Supposing it costs $40,000 per mile

it is 25,600,000

A dividend of 8 per cent 2,048,000

It it will be observed that this is not half

the estimated profits Hence, if the gross re-

ceipts of the road should not exceed two-thirds

the estimate, the net profits would yet pay a

handsome dividend. In point of fact, we

know that an entirely new road takes four or

five years to be fully developed. We should

not, therefore, calculate on more than two-

thirds the above estimate. In the report of

the company, just published, the president

makes both the receipts and the cost less than

Wi do, but, on the other hand, takes only the

new road. We prefer to consider it as a

whole, from New York to Cincinnati, for it is

in that aspect only it can be a great success*

The estimates of the company we give in

full below, that they may be compared with

ours. We have made ours on actual results

of similar roads, which we consider the safest

mode.

" By careful and reconsidered estimates,

with a large allowance for contingencies, it is

found that the road from Cincinnati to the

Pennsylvania and New Jersey connection, a
distance of 498 miles, will cost $35,000 per
mile, well built, thoroughly ballasted, and with

stone culverts, iron bridges, station houses,

depots, machine shops, and an equipment
adequate to a verv large traffic, making a
total cost of $17,430,000.

" The road thus completed it is computed
will earn from local sources alone, free from
all rents for bridge crossing or tunnel rights,

or use of other lines, the gross sum of ten

thousand dollars ($10,000) per mile a year.

In addition to this, its through business will

equal, at a low estimate, seven thousand dol-

lars ($7,000) per mile per annum, which
(omitting its business from lateral lines) gives

a total earning power of seventeen thousand
dollars ($17,000) per mile, or an aggregate of
$8,466,000.

"Its operating expenses, both by compari-
son and estimate, considering the absence of
climatic difficulties, will not exceed sixty per

cent, of its gross receipts, but we estimate it

at sixty five per cent., which makes the gross

sum of $5,502,900, leaving an excess of $2,-

963,100."

In the estimate of the company too much
stress is, in our opinion, laid on local traffic,

and not enough on through. Our reason is

this: Eastern Kentucky and Western Virginia

is a sparsely settled country, and without large

towns. Its great abundance of coal and iron

is met by the competition of the same articles

on the Ohio side, and in Indiana and Southern

Kentucky. On the other hand, we think, as

we have said, that the shortening the distance

between New York and Cincinnati, and Mem-
phis, and St. Louis, 100 miles, is a matter of

incalculable value; make the road of easy

grades, and save 100 miles, and the great

bulk of the Eastern Atlantic traffic with the

Ohio valley will go over the Great Eastern.

We predict this in advance, without any fear

that future events will contradict our predic-

tion. We have written our views of this enter-

prise without any interest whatever to bias us.

We did not know of its existence, till the

enterprise burst upon us with the maturity of

at least a thoroughly digested plan. We find

in its list of directors, Gen. Fremont, Gen.

Bank.s, Col. Morton, and Wm. P. Cutler,

names which ought to give confidence to any

work whatever. We trust they may succeed,

and there will certainly be no difficulty in

getting the money, if anything we have said

here is true. We know it may be said there

are four trunk lines at this moment between

the East and the West. Certainly, that is just

it. Each one of these lines is this day over-
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whelmed with business, and each one of (hem

is so rich that they are buying and gobbling

up all the continuances they can get over the

whole country. It is proof positive that other

lines are needed, and they really are, in order

to make proper competition, if nothing else.

In fact, we look to the time when there will

be two or three other great trunk lines to the

Eastern Atlantic. Let the Kentucky & Great

Eastern step in and take the cream of the

coming harvest.

Interesting Letter from JKuysville.

RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS—VISIT OP GENERAL

FREMONT, ETC.

Matsville, Ky., Aug. 28, 1871.

Eds. Railroad Record:

The good people of this town are in a state

of ferment over the prospects of having a rail-

road which will place them in connection with

the rest of mankind. This is not to be won-

dered at when we consider two things: first

the state of the river, which prevents boats

from reaching here with any regularity, being

frequently not less than ;tweuty hours from

Cincinnati ; and second, the importance of

the line of railroad that is proposed to be con-

structed, to say nothing of all the advantages

that it is well known must accrue from the

success of such an improvement.

This place has a railroad history, but like

many others, it is not such an one as is parti-

cularly pleasant to refer to ; or, in other words,

its railroad interests are in history, and not

in living roads. But the people are neverthe-

less full of hope that their early efforts in this

direction are about to be made valuable to

them, and they have taken hold of the cause

again with new zeal, and with the strength of

desperation.

They are warranted in this by all the cir-

cumstances as we understand them. It is the

first time that the project has been under-

taken by a strong company, made up princi-

pally of experienced railroad men and capi-

talists. This commands the confidence of the

people. And the proposal to place this old

work in a road that is to be a short line from

the main business centers of the West to New
York, and, by connections, with Washington,

Baltimore, Philadelphia and Boston, gives it

a value beyond anything that was ever ex-

pected of it. Before, it had little or nothing

but mere local significance, now it rises to the

importance that can only be had in a great

and prosperous national thoroughfare.

Besides, the proposition of the new com-

pany to the people of this county for aid is

such an one as almost forbids opposition. It

meets every objection to such movements by

its fairness and the absolute security which

the people have against the payment of money

without the promised return therefor. The

more the subject is discussed here, the more

popular the measure becomes, and the largest

vote is predicted forthe .$100,000 subscription

to the capital stock of -the Kentucky & Great

Eastern company ever cast for anything of

the sort in Mason county.

The recent visit here of General Fremont,

and the railroad gentlemen who accompanied

him inspired the people with great confidence

in the capacity and good faith of the company.

I think it did more to unite these people upon

the enterprise than anything else could have

done. They say such men mean business,

and that, too, of the right sort, and it also ex-

hibited an appreciation of the work and the

people of the place and the county, all of

which is an appeal to the ruling feelings here-

abouts. This visit is often spoken of, and al-

ways with a great deal of satisfaction. The

guests made a good impression here, and if

they appreciate the people of Maysville as

much as they are respected by them (and we

have reason to know they do), the foundation

is substantially laid tor very pleasant and we

believe profitable relations.

When one looks about this place, as we

have done, with a view to the new life that i3

about to be infused into it, we are astonished

at the great natural advantages this locality

possesses for the making of a first-class city.

It is well located upon the Ohio river, and is

the business center of one of the most fertile

sections of country in the whole West. A
bidy of land lies back of this place (for the

products of which it is the natural outlet) that

possesses a substratum of limesloue, so freight-

ed with the qualities exhausted by heavy crop-

ping that it supplies the waste and keeps the

soil as rich and lively as it was in its virgin

state. There is absolutely no starving it out

:

nature's great renovator is here in its highest

condition, and is incessantly at work for the

good of the fortunate owners cf these beauti-

fully faced, well tilled and most charmingly

wooded and watered acres. Such a country

has the capacity to sustain a population as

that of England, or even Belgium, and feed

everyone well. It is no wonder that every

year there passes into the avenues of com-

merce from this section of country such an

enormous tonnage of freight, and so large a

number of horses, cattle and mule's, as the

statistics give it credit for. And yet, strange

to say, its richest resources are undeveloped,

though well known and thoroughly appreci-

ated by the people.

Within twenty-five miles of this place lie

embosomed in a range of hills great seams of

coal of the highest purity, and of the best

quality for smelting the immense deposits of

iron ore that are deposited near them. They

are within easy reach of the miner, and so

placed as to be removed at but little cost.

There can be no doubt of their value; tests of

every kind, and by parties experienced in the

working of such materials, have been applied

to them, and they stand attested as being

without superiors upon the continent. This

is a huge recommendation, but we are con-

vinced it is deserved, and will be sustained, if

ever these mines are called into practical

operation.

It is a reasonable wonder, therefore, why
this coal and iron have not been brought to

this city and here worked into articles of com-

merce, and thus made to sustain a score or

more of manufactories, that would require the

labor of a couple of thousand artisans, who,

with their families and the natural increase of

population incident to such a result, would

add at least five or six thousand more people

to this city, and who could all be fed so cheap-

ly from the products of the agricultural part

of this country. To our mind this wonder is

not very easily set aside. Such rare combina-

tions usually bring about these results, and

we can't see why they should not do so here.

If this had been done, Maysville to-day

would have twenty thousand people. She

would be infinitely richer than she now is-

Her taxable property would be ten times its

present sum, and tbe annual payment re-

quired upon it much easier paid than is the

much smaller sum required now. A large

share of the farmer's products would be con-

sumed at home, at good prices, and the best

of facilities for transportation supplied for

taking the balance to other consuming locali-

ties. The lands of this section of country

would be largely increased in value, and the

people generally would eujoy a higher pros-

perity.

It is not our province to account for this

state of things, though we have our theory of

the whole matter. But we very naturally in-

quire whether they are to continue thus or

not. And if not, we suppose it will be be-

cause some new commercial element will be

introduced here. It is pretty evident that,

without this, affairs will go on very much in

the future as they have in the past.

This new stimulus is expected in the com-

ing railway, concerning which the people here

are so deeply moved. There can be no doubt

about it. This magnificeut line of road is

exactly what is wanted to bring in capital,

and shrewd, experienced, money-making men,

who will be quick to see the great manufac-

turing advantages of this locality, and the

vast industrial resources that sleep hard-by,

and who will not be long in bringing them

here and starting manufactories that will be

ceaseless in their productions of articles of

commerce, so valuable that they will be sent

eastward to the sea front, and into all the vast

interior that lies west and south of this point,

and is so extensive as to afford a profitable

traffic to the great thoroughfare that will call

them into existence.

We would like to visit this place again at

the close of the first decade after the comple-

tion of this contemplated railway. The chauge
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would be so great that it would only be recog-

nized by its position and such substantial inte-

rests as the demands of commerce would not

require changed, that are time-honored and

venerable. And we would then like ta ask

the people of Mason county what sum cf

money they would take and be deprived of

this great improvement that had sent such life

into all their material affairs, and had placed

them in contact with all the world, relieved

them from their isolation, and that was adding

to their comfort and prosperity every hour.

It is sheer folly to think even of such a depri-

vation. It would be like attempting to force

the world back into the state of one of its past

geologic periods, there is no sum of money

that can pay a man for his life, and there is

no amount that could induce a community to

part with a railway once established, because

it is its business, and, to a large extent, its

social life.

This, perhaps, is a very good way to con-

sider the question now. These people are

asked by the company that proposes to con

struct this commercial artery, for the sum of

four hundred thousand dollars, not as a con-

tribution but as an investment that promises

large profits. Now the question they should

ask themselves is, not what we can afford to

do in our condition today, but when we are

in that active, life-giving, vigorous state that

this work will place us. Or, in other words,

having the road with all its advantages and

connections established, which the investment

secures, what would we take and be reinstated

in the condition of to-day. The difference be-

tween the sum paid and that asked-is the profit

of the transaction, and we venture to say it

will be so enormously profitable, that the most

obtuse citizen could see it and be willing that

it should be made.

From all that I can see and learn, I am
convinced that the people appreciate this rail-

way scheme. The farmer has argued himself

into the belief that it. will enable him to gtt

away his mules and cattle and grain quicker

and cheaper than he now can, and without

passing over the roads of three or four differ-

ent companies, and being subject to costly de-

lays and expensive handlings. The merchant

sees his profit in the prosperity of the farmers,

the moneyed man his gains in active capital,

and the laborer his living in the assurance of

steady employment and good pay. In all this

tney are right, except, perhaps, their estimates

are below what the reality will demonstrate.

Because of this general recognition of the

value and effects of this proposed work, it is

believed by those intelligent upon the subject

that the proposed subscription of the county

will be carried by a very handsome majority.

I shall ramble about this part of the world

a few days yet, and if I see or hear anything

suitable for your journal you will hear from

me again. Until then, adieu I

Traveler.

"An Efficient Fire Department."

From E. G. Megroe, Chief Engineer, Cincin-

nati Fire Department:

Cincinnati, Aug. 11, 1871.

To H J. Bond, General Agent Babcock Fire

Extinguisher, 22 West Fourth St. :

After a careful observation of the practical

workings of the Babcock Fire Extinguisher

for several years past, I am fully convinced

that their general adoption in manufactories,

public buildings, hotels, residences, &c, would

result in saving to our community annually

large pecuniary losses, and also afford us far

greater security from fire than we now enjoy.

They have already rendered valuable servi-

ces in connection with our Fire Department

in many instances, especially at the fire in the

block of buildings on the corner of Vine and

Fifth streets, where, by their use, a heavy

stock of clothing, hats, caps, &c, was saved

from damage by water.

A sufficient number of extinguishers, with a

proper organization, would make an efficient

fii-e department for towns and villages. I

heartily recommend their general use as a

protection against loss by fire and water.

Very truly, E. G Megrue,

Chief Engineer Cincinnati Fire Dept

Railroad** of the United Siates.

PROGRESS AND AMOUNT OF THEIR EARNINGS AND
TONNAGE TRAFFIC.

The rapidity of the increase of earnings of

the railroads of the United States, and of the

quantity and value of their tonnage traffic, is

still more remarkable than the rapid progress

of these works. Their tonnage, which last

year exceeded 125,0l , ()
>
U'JU tons, has been al-

most wholly creaied by them since 1851, the
year of the opening of the Erie Railroad, and
the removal of canal tolls from the New York
Central line. The earnings of all the roads
in the United Slates that year were $39,406,-

358; the earnings from freight being $20,-

192,404, as shown in the following statement:

Miles of Earnings Earnings
rai troitd in from from Total

Stites. operation. pass'grs. freight. earnings.
. 284 $3115.470 $2I9,'.>41 858i,987

y>e\v Hampshire 415 :>37 9ul 680,103 1,224,004
. 37-1 302,375 518 100 881,475

Massachusetts.. .1,107 3,f!2 1.675 3,233,139 7,054,814
Rhode 1 slum].... 50 128.433 79 20a 2W, 48
Connecticut .... . 253 1.308 7U4 853,948 2,102 052
New Y/ork 1,705 4.8lO,4:i| 2,84 1 .849 7,0(2,280

. 209 1,731.002 901,15/ 2,032,719
Pennsylvania ... . t9S 1,830,08-2 4,101 297 5,997,979

16

. 324
135.129

6 5,857
2,1.7

1,403.517ftiar.vlaud 2,009,114
. 441 4KO.D33 489 594 955 027

North Carolina. . 249 :i30 009 310 .liny 647.218
South Carolina. . 241 33.1 570 667,141 1,"I0 7|7
bei.rgia . 688 432 Ii09 l;38ii,59-2 1,819,201

. 88 . 91, !<2 82.3.2 173,004
. 6(1 9U.0UO 60.1100 120.000

70,(10
97,41-2

70,Oi

134.972
140,000
232,3*4. !I3

. 6j8 900,010 9(0,382 1,930.992

354,030
330 310

. 86 1119.589

. 116 147,078 18 ,634
357 550,583 710,168 1,21)0,751

8,876 $19,274,254 $20,192,101 $39,466,358

The total earnings of the 50,000 miles of
railroads in operation in the Uniied States the

past yeur, at $9,000 per mile of line, equaled
$450,1100,000. The increase in 20 years equal-
ed $400,(100,000, or $20,000,000 auuually —
Poors B. B. Jour.

Important Decision.

THE DAYTON TUNNEL RAILROAD—ORDER OF SALE

SET ASIDE AND DISMISSAL OF RECEIVER

—

FIRST SUIT UNDER THE CAPITALIZATION ACT
OF 1863.

Hagans, J.—George E. Donner et al. vs.

The Dayton & Cincinnati Railroad Company.
In Chambers. This cause, in which a judg-
ment was heretofore pronounced and decree
entered, now comes up on an order for sale in

the hands of the Receiver, and substantially

upin a motion by the defendant, tiled May 1,

1871, to dismiss the proceedings appointing
the Receiver and to discharge the said Re-
ceiver, on the ground that two-thirds of each
class of the creditors of the company, did, on
the 28th February, 1871, agree in writing

upon a plan for the adjus ment of \U indebt-

edness by capitalization, by virtue of an act
of the Legislature passed April 7, 1803, en-
titled " an act to provide for the adjustment
of the affairs of insolvent railroad companies
and for iheir reorganization without a sale of

the property thereof," (S & S, 120.) This
agreement was filed ou the 3d March, 1871,
in the office of the Secretary of Stale, who
certified thereti, as well as pursued the other

requirement of the act as to the publication

of uotice of the making and filing of such
agreement. It was also alleged that the Com-
pany kept a duplicate of said agreement at

its principal office in this cily under the third

section of the act referred to. In fact, an
entry granting the motion was made at the

June Tei m, 1871, but a motion was made and
grained setting that entry aside, and now a
motion is pending to set aside this last entry.

Upon the bearing the defendant produced the

certificate of the Secretary of State, and
claimed that it was sufficient and conclusive

proof thai the provisions of the statute had
been complied with, and demanded that the

motion be granted.

After copying the agreement, the Hon.
Isaac R. Sherwood, the Secretary of State,

certifies " that the foregoing is a true copy of
the agreement between certain of the credit-

ors and stockholders of the Dayton & Cin-
cinnati Railroad Company, whose names are
thereto subscribed upon a plan lor the adjust-

ment of the indebtedness of said company by
capitalization, filed in tVis offite on the 3d
day of March, 1871." He then ceitifiesto

the fact of the publication of the necessary

notices. The act nowhere requires the Sec-
retary of Slate to issue such a certificate.

Nor does it confer upon him any judicial

power to determine the tact or the sufficiency

of the necessary agreement, or of the notices.

His duty in these respects is wholly official

and formal. I he fifth section of the act re-

quires proof to be made ' in the Court where
such proceedings are pending," that the

agreement has been made, filed, and notice

thereof given, before '* it shall be the duty of
the Court to dismiss the same."

It seemed to me, therefore, that this was
clearly a case in. which, the Court should hear
proof of every thing made necessary by the

act, as the predicate of the exercise of the

power to dismiss the proceedings conferred

by it, and accordingly the proof was gone
into at great length.

The resistance to the motion is upon the

part of several comparatively small judgment
creditors and the Dayton & Eastern Railroad

Company. The rights of the latter were de-

termined by the judgment of this Court in

General Term. (1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 130.) That
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Company has no longer any substantial In-

terest in the controversy until that judgment
Bhall be reversed. The bonds which it held

are satisfied, and ought to be canceled.

It is not seriously disputed that the condi

tions as to the pendency of proceedings for

sale and a Receiver uamed in the first sec

tion, upon which it is made lawful for the

creditors of the Company to capitalize its in-

debtedness, exist. But it is said that the act,

taking its whole scope and extent, is uncon-
stitutional, because the private property of

those who resist this motion is proposed to be

taken—going on the hypothesis that the pro-

visions of the act are compulsory as to them

—

without compensation, and that the act im-

pairs the validity of their contract. To say

nothing of the claim made that this is a stat-

ute like the statute of limitations, or that it

affects the remedies, not the rights of the

plaintiffs, it seems to me that this is not the

time to urge this view of the act. It will be

time enough when it is proposed to bar these

plaintiffs of their interest and rights. Cer-

tainly, on the part of those who have assented

to the scheme of capitalization, no objection

on this ground can be made. It is entirely

constitutional that they may not only perfect

but proceed with the scheme, if there be two-

tbirds of each class of creditors and they have
otherwise complied with the provisions of the

act; and if they choose to incur the risk of

leaving these plaintiffs to assert whatever
rights they have in such form and at such
time as they please, there is no reason to ob-

ject. And when these plaintiffs do assert

them, it will be time enough to consider the

constitutionality of these parts of the act

which they allege affect them injuriously

The whole act is not unconstitutional, even
if it be admitted that part of it is. One part

of a section may be unconstitutional, and
another part valid, and must be sustained.

The point is not whether the constitutional or

unconstitutional provisions are in the same
act or in the same secliou, but whether they

are essentially or inseparably connected in

substance.

Cooley's Const. Lim., 177 et seq.

Sedgwick's Stat, and Const. Law, 489, and
cases cited.

This statute proposes to accomplish a sin-

gle object, and it it be admitied that some
of its provisions are void, still if enough re-

main to reach the end intended, as slated in

the title ot the act, it must be enforced and
then proceedings be dismissed. If the pro-

visions of the act are not so mutually depend-
ent as to warrant the belief that the Legisla-

ture would not have passed the residue inde-

pendently, then what is good in the uct must
stand. Applying these tests, I see no reason

to interfere with this agreement on this

ground.
The essential conditions upon which the

action of the Court is to be based, are lound

in the first and filth sections of the act Jl

must appear first, that judicial proceedings

are pending for the sale—not for the order

for the sale—of the road, and that the same
is in the hands of a Receiver.

2. Two-thirds in interest in each class of

creditors mu^t have agreed in writing upon a

plan of adjustment of the indebtedness by

capitalization; and
3. It must he proved in the Court where

such proceedings are pending that such agree-

ment has been made, filed wilh the Secretary

of Stnte, and notice thereof given.

Some stress was laid upon the claim that no
duplicate ot the agreement was kept at the

priucipal office of the Company, according to

the provisions of the third section of the act-

The original agreement, with the autograph

of creditors, is on file in the office of the Sec-

retary of State. It was in testimony that a

copy of that paper, including the signatures,

was kept in the office of the Company, as a

duplicate, for the signature of other creditors,

some of whom have actually signed it; and
it was proved that the signatures to the orig-

inal document were genuine. Both the certi-

fied copy of the Secretary of State, and tbe

copy kept in the office of the Company, as a

duplicate, were in evidence. Those who
signed the duplicate made no objection to it

on the ground that it was a copy. In fact,

they are bound by the agreement. Nor do

the parties here object to signing it on that

ground. No harm results to tbese plaintiffs

by the substitution of a copy of the agree-

ment for the duplicate mentioned by the act

It is urged that these plaintiffs have a right

to see the genuine autographs, to assure them-
selves of the bona fides of the agreement.

The proof is ample to that fact. The pro

vision as to the duplicate is directory merely.

No negative words are employed in the act,

which expressly or by implication forbid any
other manner of accomplishing the purpose

of that section. In fact, the substantial pur-

pose of tbe statute was accomplished; and
what was done was therefore sufficient, though
not done in the precise mode mentioned in

the act. As already indicated, the keeping

of a duplicate of the agreement at the office

of the Company, is not made by the act a

condition ptecedent to the action of the Court.

The precise mode is not made essential to

the validity of the agreement of capitaliza-

tion, but has reference rather to what occurs

after it is complete, and to what may occur

even after the action of the Court.

Let us now inquire whether the conditions

precedent to the action of the Court have
been performed.

It is not disputed that proceedings are

pending for the sale of the road, and that it

is in the hands of a Receiver. This I have
designated as the first condiiion.

The second condition relates to the agree-

ment. It is agreed that it was made, but ob-

jections are taken to its sufficiency and va-

lidity. The agreement recites the pendency
of proceedings appointing a Receiver for the

sale of the road, and the necessity for the ad-

justment of the affairs of the Company, and a

reorganization without a sale.

The basis of capitalization and amounts of

stock, debts, etc., have been before published

in the Record.-

It is objected, first, that there is no sufficient

classification. The plaintiffs are judgment
creditors, and there is no such class; but it

will be seen that tbe act puts "all other

classes" together in one class, as distinguish-

ed from "each class of mortgages " and the

"stockholders." Tuking an equitable view

of the application of the statute, which, being

remedial, may well be done, and construing

a statut« of this nature liberally, and consid-

ering the nature and justice of the claims

upon which ihese judgments are founded, as

compared with other claims in the agreement,
and there does not appear to be any sufficient

ground to erect a class for these judgment
creditors alone, for which the statute does not

itself provide.

Again, it is objected and proved^ that a num-
ber of the signatures of stockholders to the

agreement are made by James Goodin, pur-

porting to act as their attorney. Quite a

number of the persons, whose names are well

known, thus appear, some of whom are living

and bome had deceased long before the agree-
ment was executed. Without the stock of
those living, at least, there are not the requi-

site two-tbirds of stock. But the Company
produced the power of attorney, or proxy,
under which Goodin claimed to act.

The popular acceptation of the word
"proxy" is representation of a stockholder
of a moneyed corporation at elections for di-

rectors or trustees. It is in this sense that

the Legislature, in various acts, uses the word.

In the absence of legislation expressly au-
thorizing stockholders of such a corporation
to vote by proxy, it may be that tbe power to

do so is incidental.

Angel & Ames on Corp., section 493, and
cases. But this act (sections 3 and 4), under
which this motion is beard, uses the word in

a different sense, and provides that creditors

other than those signing the agreement may
come into the arrangement "in person or by
proxy." Whether the act authorizes the par-

lies to this agreement, when made, to act by
such a proxy as is named in those sections,

or whether the Goodin proxy be a power of

attorney coupled with an interest, and, there-

fore, as it slates on its face, irrevocable until

eighteen months after the tunnel is completed,
does not seem material to determine. Nor
does the objection seem well founded that the

signers to this Rower of Attorney, who execn-
ted it in 1859, could not have intended Goodin
to represent them in an act auihorizi-d by
legislation in 1863 For when we come to

consider the object for which this paper was
executed, and of the imporlaut powers con-
ferred by it upon Mr. Goodin, viz : the com-
pletion of the tunnel in which these parties

bad invested largely of their means, any par-

ticular act to be done by the attorney to that

end must be held under tbe circumstances to

have been on tbeir contemplation. It appear-
ed in evidence that before the original agree-

ment was tiled with the Secretary of State,

aud the notices given, those signers of the

proxy wbo were living at the time Goodin
assumed to act, asseuted to, approved and
ratified his execution of the agreement for

them. Thus they made his act their own.
Not one of these appeared in Court to disa

vow the act of Goodin, their attorney, though
perhaps all of them were in reach of the pro-

cess, and some of them actually present dur
ing the hearing of the motion This is true

of those who still hold the stock represented
in the proxy, as well as of those to whom
stock therein has been since transferred It

is not claimed that any of these did not or do
not fully understand the nature, scope and ef-

fect ol the act ratified ; and inasmuch as this

act of Goodiu's is not disavowed, but ratified,

they will be estopped from denying his au-
thority.

1 Parsons on Cont., 49-51.

McCully vs. The Pitts. & Conn. R. R., 32
Pa. St. 25.

Bredin VS. Dubarry, 14 S. & R., 27. Bing-

ham vs Pelers, 1 Gray, 139. Ish vs. Crane,
etc., 8th Ohio St., 520.

Some question was made at the hearing as

to the amount of the outstanding stock. The
books of the Company seem to be in hopeless

confusion on this subject, as well as upon the

other question, whether all the stock out has
been paid for. It seems, however, that is the

most satisfactory, and indeed the only, course

to pursue, which the Company took, viz. : to

take the stubs of the stock book as the best

evidence of the stock outstanding, and that

the Company had received payment therefor

in some satisfactory form. From a more
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careful examination of these stubs, it appears

that the actual number of shares out is 7,787,

or $389,350, being 672 shares less than the

statement in the agreement. Two-thirds of

the stock would be 5,191§ shares, or §259,566

67. It appears that 2,225 shares signed the

agreement personally, and 3,707 shares by

proxy, and ratified, making a total of 5,932

.'hares, or more than two-thirds of the stock

by 74lif shares. It was said by the plaintiffs

that they stood upon the statements of the

agreement as to the number of outstanding

shares, and that the Company was bound

thereby. But I don't see the force of the

c aim, especially when it was at their instance

that the inquiry into the true state of affairs

was gone into, and they must be bound by the

truth.

A very large part of the testimony and ar-

gument, went to the claims by judgment, and

otherwise which are properly put in one class

in the agreement. It was asserted that the

costs of the suit and the fees and expenses ol

the Receivers, amounting in all to some

§3,000 to $5,000, should be included in the

estimate of claims. But 1 think not. These

must be paid in full, and are by the fifth sec-

tion of the statute expressly to be provided

for. Two other claims against the Company
were presented, amounting in the aggregate

to some $5, 0011, which do not appear in the

estimate made. But these are and have been

disputed by the Company, and I do not see

how, on the hearing of this moiion, I am to

determine their propriety or impropriety, il

as here, the dispute appears to be bona Jide.

It would seem that the true construction ot

the words, "creditors of such Company,"
two-thirds in interest of which are to execute

ths agreement, must mean admitted creditors,

or those whose claims are fan ly indisputable,

and those that are in judgment or decree.

So holding, does not cut these creditoi'6 off

from asserting their claims in a proper way,

and, it successful, assenting to the capi-

talization, or otherwise, if they choose. The
whole amount of claims stated in the agree-

ment is $42,979 78—though Mr. Hodder
states it at $39,679 78—two thirds of which

is $28,653 18. The holders of claims amount-

ing to $31,171 have signed the agreement, or

$2,517 82 more than sufficient.

It is argued that this sum of .$31,171 is

made up of claims admitted by the Company;
it is true, but claims that were "got up" for

the purposes of the agreement, and some of

them allowed by the Company fraudulently or

by undue partiality, and that some of the

claims allowed were contracted by the Com
pany while its affairs were in the hands of

the Receiver. It may be, and, perhaps, is,

true, that the claims were allowed for the

purposes of the agreement; but I do not sie

that this of itselt should therefore vitiate tl e

agreement. Some of them do not seem to

have been presented to the Company until

the scheme of capitalization was resolved

upon. That the Company should then have

cast about to ascettain the true amount of its

indebtedness does not appear to be wrong,

but a necessity under the act; and its action

was therefore laudable and proper.

The Court then at considerable length

states the action of the special committee in

the review and allowance of the claims re-

ferred to, and aljso the objections made to

them, and concludes that the committee in

no wise transcended their duty, and thattheir

action was in all respects what it ought to be.

The question of the custody of the unis-

sued bonds was duly considered by the Court,

and declared to be the property of the Com-

pany, and ought to be in the hands of its

officers.

And this elaborate and very able decision

concludes with the following paragraphs:

It has not escaped my attention that no one

has said a word against the policy of such an

I agreement of capitalization as is in proof

here. On the contrary, such is the interest

manifested by all the parties to this suit in an

enterprise which has languished for so many
years, and into which so much hard cash has

been put to little purpose thus tar, that any-

thing which fairly promises the completion ot

a road both valuable and vital to the public

welfare would meet the approval of these

plaintiffs; and the Company does not appear

to have acted unadvisedly, improvidently, or

without due deliberation, but with a real

purpose to complete the enterprise.

As this is the first case that has presented

itself in the St-.ite under this act 1 have given

everv question a careful consideration. The
act itself demands a liberal construction

where necessary, because it is remedial. The
idea of, a natural equity in such a case is up-

held and approved by the greatest authorities

both in this country and in England; and if

any case deserves the application of this rule,

it is the present one, as it now appears.

The million will be granted

General J. D Cox, Warden & Ludlow, for

the motion; Judge Caldwell, T. C. Ware and
Wm. Tilden, contra.

Wrought Iron Ties.—An English scientific

journal makes the following interesting state-

ments: The new railway sleeper which has

lately been brought forward in England, is

likely, it is thought, to prove of special ad-

vantage in some respects, and particularly in

tropical countries. The constructors of the

various railways in India, for example, expe
rience the greatest difficulty in making and
maintaining the permanent way. The dry

rot, and those pests of India, the white ant,

are terribly destructive Sleepers sent from
England creosoted and "pickled" are not pro-

tected from the influence of the sun and ver-

min, and seldom or never last more than three

years. It was necessary, therefore, to find a

substitute impervious to the attacks of insects,

which might, be made perfect and ready to be
laid down wherever and whenever required.

The new sleeper is made up of a number of

webs and plates of rolled iron, rivilel together,

and pierced with bolt holes for the chairs.

This is estimated to save about twu-thirds of

the labor of laying, and leases but little work
to be done by native or other labor. The di-

rect cost is found to be not more than one
shilling each, above that of the best wooden
sleeper, and they are calculated to last ten

times as long in tropical countries, and three

times as long in Europe. Many eminent engi-

neers and railway constructors, who have exa-

mined these sleepers, express great confidence

in their superior adaptation.

86g°° Statistics for the quarter ending June
80, 1871, show a somewhat remarkable turn

in the tide of European immigration. The
number of actual immigrants arrived at the

pott of New York during the period men-
tioned was 101,015, of whom 30,814 were -na-

tives ol Germany, 26.149 were from Ireland,

and 29,529 from England and other British

localities. The number arrived at Boston
during the quarter was 10,442.

Bfitro-Glyceri ne.

SATISFACTORY TEST AT PILOT KNOB.

The following, from the St. Louis Journal

of Commerce, shows some curious facts:

The rapid development of the mining inte-

rests of Missouri have induced i he enterprising

mine proprietors, in keeping pace with the

"march of improvement," to employ not only
the Diamond drill, but a more powerful ex-

plosive than powder. We have the diamond
drill at work at several mines in this Slate,

very satisfactorily performing the same labor

at one-tenth the cost and in fully one-tenth the

lime required by hanJ
The next great desideratum is an explosive

agent, winch can be more salely handled, and
that will be mure economical and effective

than gunpowder, or the ordinary ulasung
powders.

A lew days ago, we announced the presence

in the city ol Dr. Carl VV. Volney, the efficient

and accomplished representative of the Lake
Shore Nilio-GH'cerine Company (of Paiues-
vi lie, Ohio), wno had just finished the work of

driving a tunnel tirough the hard liiiiogry pine

limestone 300 feel, at rianuibnl, to secure an
approach to the new bridge. The result was
that Dc Volney was at once engaged to make
a practical test tor the Pilot Knob Company,
and orders were given by President McCune,
that, the proper arrangements be made, either

at Pilot Knob or Shepherl Mountain, to give

a severe te.^t

Mining, being one of the specialties of the

Journal, our mining editor accompanied Dr.

Volney to Pilot Knob, to witness the test, and
is therefore able, as an eyewitness, to give the

result. On Monday two holes that had pre-

viously drilled in solid iron ore for powder

—

say 2 inches in diameter and from 8 to 9 feet

deep—The burthen of these were from 8 to 9

feet, and the iron ore was cleaned off— proba-

bly from 100 to 150 tons in each case, and the

ore broken so small that block holing or fur-

ther reduction could be dispensed with, All

who were present were greatiy astonished wiih

the result, and with the power of this great

explosive.

But the most astonishing result was attained

in blasting in the hard porphyry, wheie a hole

had been drill-d only 2 inches in diameter,

and 7 feet deep, with a burthen of about 10

feet, The explosion was truly terrific! It not

only broke off all the solid rock in front, and
on either side, but to a depth of 15 feet below
the hole, and shattered and loosened the pre-

viously solid rock some 6 or 8 feet back of the

hole—thus really cracking the rock in the

rear and on both sides, in an area of probably
30 feel.

Hundreds of tons of rock and ore were thus

thrown down by each of these explosions,

proving satisfactorily that this is the most ef-

fective and powerful explosive agent ever used
in this region.

The Arcadia House is fully two miles from
the location where the test was made, yet Mr.

Robinson of the Arcadia Hotel, and several

citizens of Ironton, state that they distinctly

felt ihe shock of the explosion.

The holes used for these tests had been
drilled for powder, and were not of proper

proportions. Had they been drilled for this

purpose, there should have been 12 or 15 feet

greater burthen—the boles should have been
20 to 30 feet from ihe edge of the rock or

iron.

Several points were satisfactorily dpcided :

1. That nitro-glyceriue is at least twelve times
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more powerful than powder; 2 That' one-half

the drilling can be saved by its use; 3. That
there is no ore or rock that can not be moved
by it; 4. That it cin be handled with safety

by those who understand it

The Lake Shore Nitro-Glyeerine Company,
of Painesville, Ohio, have already used it suc-

cessfully in driving the tunnel through at

Hannibal, and in mining operations at Lake
Superior during the past two years.

We have heretofore withheld our endorse-
ment, because it has been considered very

dangerous, either in transportation or in hand-
ling. But in the occasioti before us, we notice

that the ingredients of which this explosive is

composed are kept, entirely separate until they

sue needed for use, when they are brought
together. Until this combination, there is no
•more danger than from the breaking of a can
of Ditric or sulphuric acid. Dr Volney's plan

is to erect a shed at the mines, remote from
any other buildings, where small quantities

can be prepared, and thus the risk and danger
are avoided; and as he has used it probably
more extensively than any other person in

this country, and with greater success, we have
confidence in the results as foreshadowed by
him
We anticipate as a result of this practical

test, that our miners who have large masses
ot iron ore to blast, and railroad contractors,

will be interested in employing this most pow-
erful agency.

One feature that will be of interest is this:

The nitre-glycerine can be graduated, so that

a light charge will merely crack or loosen the

rock, or break it into small pieces as may be
desired. It is hardly necessary to say that

the last charge, in the porphyry rock of Pilot

Knob, was a large one, and that the result was
the most astonishing of any ever made in this

State I

' The amount of money sent across the

water bv immigrants to friends left behind,

principally to pay their passage to Atnetica,

is rather surprising. From the official returns

of the Emigrant Commissioners of England,
it appears that in 1870 there was sent from
this country, to Ireland principally, $3,030,000
in gold, of which $1,663,190 was for prepaid

passages. In the twenty-three years from
1848 to 1870, inclusive, it was upward of $81,-

670,000 in gold, being an average of about
$3,889,047 yearly But this amount is proba-

bly sucuewhat beiow the actual amount sent,

as it only includes what has been sent through
banks and commercial bouses. Of whatever
may have been sent through private channels
there is no knowledge. And these sums, large

as they are, are made up by careful savings
from the wages of servant girls and day
laborers.

#31°* Statistics of ballooi.ing during the

siege of Paris, in the late European war, which
have heen presenied to the French Academy
of Sciences, show that 64 balloons left that

city between the 23d of September and 2bth

ol January last They conveyed, besides the

64 aeronauts, 91 passengers, 354 carrier pige-

ons, about 3,000, U0U of letters and a large

number of dispatches Of these balloons, five

fell into tbe hands of the Germans, two were
lost at sea, and one crossed the North sea and
landed in Norway alter a voyage of about

1,000 miles in 45 hours.

J6@= There are 6,000,000,000 cotton spin-

dles now in operation in the United Stales, of

which over 2,000,000,000 are running on cloths

for printing, and produce 450,000,000 yards
per annum. .

The Detroit Tunnel.

The Detroit Post states upon authority that
work upon the river tunnel will be commenced
at once. All the money required has been
secured, and organizations have been effected
on both sides of the river, which in due time
will be consolidated. Mr. Cheesebrough, the
engineer of the lake tunnel at Chicago, will

have charge of the work.

The plan contemplates really a series of
three cylindrical tunnels. Two of these will

be for road purposes, each being 18J feet inte-

rior diameter. They will be parallel and 50
feet apart. This plan is deemed preferable to

a single tunnel with double tracks, both on
account of less liability to accidents and de-
lays, and on account of strength and economy
The third tunnel will only run under the river;

will be below and midway between the others;
is designed for drainage only, and will have
an interior diameter of 5 feet. This third

tunnel will be constructed first, in order to

fully develop the character of the soil, and to
drain the other two as the work progresses.
It is expected that the building of the lower
tunnel will fully determine the feasibility of
tbe entire projei t, and this will, therefore, be
completed before work is undertaken <on the
road tunnels proper. If difficulties are met
with anywhere, the drainage tunnel will be
likely to encounter them, and their nature
can then be determined before any great ex-
pense is incurred.

Work will be first commenced on the grounds
of the Detroit & Milwaukee Company, near
the foot of St, Antoine street. Here a shaft,

10 feet in diameter, will be sunk, and excava-
ting under the bed of the river will proceed
from that point As the excavating proceeds
a shell of brick masonry will be constructed
in a permanent manner. By the time the
middle of the river is reached, if the project
still appears feasible, operations of a similar
character will be commenced on the other
side, and the work will proceed from both
directions. The building of this experimental
and drainage tunnel, it is expected, will not
take more than two or three months, so we
shall soon know whether the proposed tunnel
is possible. On the successful completion of
the first, work upon the others will be imme-
diately begun and proceeded with, with all

possible dispatch. The engineer estimates
that a year and a half or two years will be re-

quired to complete the work. Of course much
depends upon the results ascertained in the
experimental tunnel. Il it shall appear that

the larger tunnels can unquestionably be built

without danger or delay, the work will be
pushed with all possible dispatch, and proba-
bly completed within a year.

The entire length of the tunnel, not inclu-
ding tbe approaches, will be about two miles,

and its estimated cost nearly $3,000,000 —
When completed it will be used by all roads
entering the city.

862=?* The total amount of public lands dis-

posed of by the Government, is stated at nearly
five hundred millions (447,266,080) of acres.

Of this amount 106,588 000 have been sold,

and the enormous balance of 300,000,000 of
acres have been given away for military ser-

vices, colleges, railroads, canals, wagon roads,

schools, asylums, public buildings, etc. Ac-
cording to this statement, the amount, left is

more than a billion and a quarter (1,387,732,-

350) acres, which includes Alaska—say about
fourteen millions of acres— yet to be disposed
of.

Journal of Railroad'Law.

Railroad Companies— When Liable as Car-
riers of Goods marked " C O D. '

—

Lia-
bility terminated by a delivery merely.

The fact3 in the recent case of The Chicago
& Northwestern Railway Company vs. Merrill

(48 111., 425), are fully and clearly stated in

tbe following opinion by
Lawrence, J —This was an action of as-

sumpsit brought against the railroad company
to recover for the value of some castings sent
over their road, from Geneva to Winnebago
in this State. The goods were marked as fol-

lows: "John L Page, Winnebago, goods by
R. R. cars, care of American Express Com-
pany, C O. D," and were shipped by the rail

road with the directions thus marked on
them. They were safe y delivered to Page
upon lh° freight He proved insolvent, and
Merrill the consignor having failed to recover
the price of his goods from him, has brought
this suit against the company, and recovered

a verdict and judgment in the Circuit Court.

There is no possible ground upon which
this judgment can be susiaiued upon the re-

cord before us. We held in the case of the

American Express Company vs. Lesem, 39
III , 313, that in an action against an express
company, the plaintiff might aver in his dec-

laration, and prove upon the trial in what
sense the characters C. O. D. were used in

the business of express companies and what
was the usage of those companies in regard
to packages thus marked; and what responsi-

bilities assumed by giving a receipt with

those characters written upon it. But in the
case at bar, although the goods were marked
C. O. D. the receipt given by the company
contained no such characters, nor any lan-

guage indicating an undertaking on the part

of tbe company to collect from tbe consignee
the price of the goods. Not only that, but

there is not a scintilla of evidence in the re-

cord, that this railway company ever under-

takes the duties of a collecting agent or that

it recognizes the characters C. O. D. when in-

scribed upon an article of transportation, as

imposing upon itself any additional duties or

obligations.

And not only was there an entire absence
of evidence showing such usage, but the di-

rect reverse was positively proven. Besides
all this, it was also shown that no bill for the

price of the goods was delivered by the con-
signor to the company, so that, if it had de-

sired to collect their value from the consignee,

upon delivery, it had not the means of doing
so.

Under these circumstances, we are utterly

unable to see upon what ground the liability

of the railroad company can be made to rest.

It simply undertook by its receipt to transport

these goods to Winnebago, and there safely

deliver them to John L. Page, who is named
in the receipt as consignee. This it did, and
there iis liability ended. It is true on the b >x

was written, besides the name of Page, as

consignee, the word" ''care of American Ex-
press Company." But in the receipt given

to appellee by the company, Page was named
as the consignee, and nothing is said about
the express company, and we understand
these words upon the box as merely indica-

ting that, if Page, the consignee, c mid not

be found to receive the good-, the appellant

might deliver them into the care of the ex-

press company. But Page did appear, and
claimed the goods, and the appellant deliver-

ed them to him as it was his duty to do.

And if it could be held that the exDress com-
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pany, and not Page, should be regarded as

the consignee of the goods, it appears that

the station agent of the railway company at

Winnebago, who received the goods, was also

the agent of the express company, so that, in

either event, the appellant made a proper de-

livery. The judgment must be reversed.

Judgment reversed.

—

Am. R. JR. Jour.

New Cement or Artificial Stone.

Many attempts.have been made of late years

to manufacture artificial stone, some of which
have been attended with more or less success

as far as regards the production of large

blocks, but have rarely succeeded for the pur-

pose of molding, or making medallions or mo
saics, or for emery-wheels, oil-stones, and arti-

cles of a similar character. In almost all

casses, too, the agency of heat has been re-

quired for producing articles in artificial

stones, and this has been found very objec-

tionable, as well as expensive. Attention is

called to some specimens of artificial stone in

the shape of medallions, mosaics, emery-

stones, oil-stones, imitation marble, etc., which
have been produced in a simple manner, by

molding, without the agency of heat, and
which appear to partake in every respect of

the nature of the stones they are intended to

represent. These specimens are formed from
natural materials, agglomerated by means of

a cement, the invention of M Sorel, a French
chemist, well known in connection with the

introduction into this country of the galvan-

ized iron process. This new cement is formed

of basic oxychloride of mignesium (carbonate

of magnesia and chloride of magnesium),
either pure or mixed with other substances.

The cement may be made in two different

ways, namely, either by diluting or tempering
magnesia, which may be more or less hydrated

and carbonated, with a solution of chloride of

magnesium more or less concentrated ; or by

adding to the magnesia chloride of magnesium
in a dry state, and employing water to form

the cement The cement thus produced is

specially white and hard, and may with ad
vantage be used in the place of some of the

best cements It may be made to take any
color, and be molded like plaster. It possesses

the same hardness, and will receive the same
polish as marble, thus enabling it to lie em-
ployed in the manufacture of artificial marble,

mosaic pavements and statuary. Imitation

ivory can be made from it for making billiard

halls and other similar articles, also medal-

lions, buttons, etc. The agglomerative pro-

perties of the cement are of the highest de-

gree, thus enabling the waste and otherwise

worthless materials of quarries to be utilized;

one part of the new cement will agglomerate

thirty parts of sand, chalk, and other materi-

als, the process being of a purely chemical

nature. By this means, where building matt-

rials are not present, they cau be made at a

very low cost. Excellent millstones and
grindstones can be formed by agglomerating

by this cement emery, sandstone, and other

hard materials.

—

Building News.

The Commissioner of Internal Reve-

nue is now refunding the tax collected on

rope and bagging of each bale of cotton,

known as the tare. The cotton tax collected

was about $80,(100,000, and the tare tax is

about $3, 000,000 ol that amount. The refund-

ing is in accordance with an act of Congress.

fl©" During the year 1870, Michigan turned

out 1,750,000,000 of white pine lumber.

Manufacturing Industries.

The following facts will be interesting to

the free traders, who think the country will be

mined by the tariff. It shows the manufac

tures of cotton at Fall River to have trebled

in ten years under the present tariff Who
has that benefited ? It has benefited the work-

ingmen and farmers. The capitalist at Fall

River has only received a fatr rate of interest

on his money; but the workmen have been

employed and the farmers sold their crops:

Statistics of Fall River manufacturing in-

dustries show some surprising results of the

increase of cotton spinning during the last

decade. In 1800 Fall River contained 192,-

620 spindles, representing a capital of $2,260,-

000, and macufactured 45,225,000 yards of

cotton per annum. It then had a population
of 13,200. Now it has 552,237 spindles, repre-

senting a capital of $r>, 740, "00. There are

manufactured annually 182,865,000 yards of

cloth. The population, according to the cen-

sus just taken, is 27,11'1 In this manufacture
are consumed, yearly, 25,258,000 pounds of

cotton, 30,000 tons of coal, 52,000 gallons of

oil, and 733,500 pounds of starch Besides

the mills engaged in the above named special

branch of manufacture, there are the Ameri-
can Print Works, which print annually about
75,000 yards of calico; the Fall River Iron
Works, a large and wealthy corporation, de-

voted to the manufacture of iron ; a woolen
mill, and several establishments where ma-
chinery is made. To meet the financial wants

of the community are seven national banks,

with a combined capital of $2,250,000, and
four banks, the largest of which has deposits

amounting to $5,000,000.

Stone Cement.—Hydrated silica combines
much easier with bases than common quartz-

sand (anhydrous silica) On this Prolessor

Boettger has based the employment of infuso-

rial earth, a white pulverulent mass, which

occurs in various localities in Europe and in

this country, in large masses, as the binding

ingredient of an excellent cement for stone-

work. He mixes equal parts of infusorial

earth and oxide of lead (litharge) with one-

half the quantity of hydrate of calcia (freshly

slacked lime) and linseed oil varnish to a

homogeneous thick paste, and obtains a mass

of extraordinarily great binding power, which

after some time assumes the hardness of com-
mon sandstone. This cement is applicable

in all cases where iron is to be fastened iu

stone, where artistic stone-work, such as foun-

tains, vases, statuary, etc., is to be mended;
in short, where small quantities of the bind-

ing material are required For the more
common uses of the mason and stonecutter,

this cement is, of course, too dear to permit

of extended application

The tonnage transported by the rail-

roads in 1851 equaled 5,000,000 In 1870,

the net tonnage equaled 72,500,000 tons; the

increase of tonnage in a period of 20 years

equaled 67,500 000, or at the rate of 3,375, OOu
yearly. The value of the railroad tonnage
transported in 1851, at $150 per ton, equaled
$810,725,200. In 1870, its value, at $150 per

ton, equaled $10,875,750,000. The total in-

crease of value in this period of twenty years
equaled $10,065,354,800. The annual in-

crease of value equaled $503,267,740.

A Turn of the Tide.

We commend the following paragraph to

Wells & Co., who have been telling about the

loss of ship-building in this country. It will

doubtless please them, since that has been

the great subject of their groans and lamenta-

tions:

A shipmaster from New York, superintend'

ing the con-truetion of several new steamers

on the Clyde, England, in writing home to a
friend, speaks encouragingly of the prospects

for American ship owners He says the Eng-

lish shipbuilders are beginning to lose money
through our competition. Tlie rivalry, stimu-

lated by the increased demand, is so great

that many of the owners of yards on the Clyde

are going to the wall, and none but the strong-

est will be able to hold out against present

prices The price of iron is slowly but steadi-

ly advancing; an inferior quality is now in

common use, which is often so brittle "that it

is absolutely dangerous to 'hrow it off a truck

for fear of breaking it;" the price of labor is

moving upward, and the work is badly done;
there is a continual conflict between workmen
and employers; and the underwriters discover

that bad workmanship and inferior iron are

making the risks upon seagoing ships more
and more perilous. The A.merican shipmaster

who makes these important statements goes

on to say that with American mechanics and
American material, "we can take the English

Lloyd's rules and reduce them 2U per cent.,

and build a ship stronger, more durable, and
consequently more seaworthy, than can now
be built in any part of the United Kingdom."

Waterproof Composition- for Wood.—Dr.

Scherznr, says the Eastern Budget, an Austrian

official at Pekin, has just eeiu to his govern-

ment some specimens of -a Chinese composi-

tion called "Schioicao," wbicn has the pro-

perty of making wood and other substances

perfectly watertight. He says that he has

seen in Pekin wooden chests which had been

to St. Petersburg, and had come back unin-

jured, and that the Chinese use the composi-

tion also for covering straw baskets, which

are afterward employed in carrying oil for

long distances. Cardboard, when covered

with the composition, becomes as hard as

wood; and most wooden buildings in Pekin

have a coating of it. It consists of three parts

of blood deprived of its fibrine, four of lime,

and a little aium.

J8@** Russia imported in 1867. and does

nearly every year,' about 38,000,000 roubles'

worth of raw cotton. But, strange to say, none

of this cotton comes from the United States,

and the cotton mills of Moscow and St. Peters-

burg, which run 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 spin-

dles, are almost exclusively fed lrom the fields

of Egypt, Brazil and India.

$g*g~ Russia is planning a grand exhibition

to be held in Moscow in 1872, and calls for

contributions of manufactures, apparatus, ma-

chinery, models, etc. Everything intended for

that occasion, provided the sender has the

certificate of the committee at Moscow, will

be forwarded at half rate and duty free.

J3@=" The Bank of PVance has reduced its

rate of discount from 6 to 5 per cent., and

that has helped to strengthen the tone of the

market, which has been buoyant there some
time. Many circumstances have combined to

! effect this.
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Good News for Beef Eaters.

For several years beef has been enormously

high, but we have hopes it will come down,

and poor people can eat meat. The following

is from the Journal of Commerce:

We have just received information from ihe

inspector that counts all cattle at, the Red
river crossings, coming north towards Abilene

on the Kansas Pacific, that, up the 1st of July,

820,000 cattle had been driven north from

Texas this season. All of these, with the ex-

ception of perhaps 100,0(10, will he pastured

on the prairies upon the lines of the Kansas
Pacific, Union Pacific and Central Branch,

and ultimately transported to market by these

roads. The wonder is, that such a vast num-
ber of beef cattle just upon our border, and
within two days' transportation, should not

more sensibly affect our retail markets. These
cattle can be purchased at about half the price

of our stall fed beeves, and the butchers should

be able to retail their meat in market at a

much lower fiaure, and still make a fine profit.

Hnw is it with the refrigerator cars? Can't
they do the same thing and enable the poor
man to have his roast nr steak without paying
quite a day's wages for either.

It appears from the official returns of

commerce to the Treasury Department, that

the value of domestic exports at the ten ptiu-

cipal ports nl the United States, during the

fiscal year 1870, was as follows :

New York $209,972,491
j\ew Orleans 107,658,042
San Francisco 82,186,021
Savannah 29,749,058

M ibile 22,422,681
Philadelphia 16,9118,072

Galveston 14,869,601

Baltimore 14,880,248
Boston 12,251,267
Charleston 1(1,772,071

B®*" The new St. Clair canal, connecting
Lake Huron and the St. Clair river with the

Detroit river, is completed. This canal does
away with the old time annoyances of naviga-
tion in Lake St. Clair, where the channel was
the narrowest and crookedest. It consists of
two dykes, 7221 feet long by 40 wide, made of

sand and clay enclosed in timber frames.
Liglitnouses are to be placed at each end, and
the banns are covered with willows. The
canal is 8,421 feet long, 416 feet wide at the
entrance, and 300 between the dykes. All

the woodwork above water has been treated

with carbolic acid, at a cost of §20,000. The
actual cost of the enterprise is about §428,000.

8@* An instrument has been invented that

marks "the ebb of time,'' showiug how many
minutes there are prior to any event. If

placed iD the post office, it reads: "Mails
open in 80 minutes;" one minute later it

reads "In 29 minutes," then in 28, and so on.

At a railway station it reads : "This train

leaves in 1U minutes," then in 8, etc., and
when the index reaches 0, the train starts.

Thus, any passenger, on entering a station,

knows just how much time he has got for get
ting tickets, checks, a newspaper, and a seat,

without consulting a watch or a clock to as-

certain the hour of the day.

fiST" California contains a larger number of
foreigners, proportionally, than any other Slate
in the Union. The census shows 336,393 na-
tives aud 309,839 foreign born.

Wht Circles Please the Eye.—Prof. Mul-
ler, in a course of lectures in Berlin, offered

a simple and mechanical explanation of the

universal admiration bestowed on these curves.

The eye is moved in its socket by six muscles,

o f which four are respectively employed to

raise, depress, turn to the right, and to the

left. The other two have an action contrary
to one another, and roll the eye on its axis,

or from the outside downward, and inside up-

ward. When an object is presented for in-

spection, the fir.-t act is that of circumvision,

or going round the boundary lines, so as to

bring consecutively every individual portion

of the circumference upon the most delicate

and sensitive portion of the retina. Now, if

figures bounded by straight lines be presented

for inspection, it is obvious that but two of

these muscles can be called into action; and
it is equally evident that in curves of a circle

or ellipse all must alternately be brought into

action. The effect then is, that if two only be

employed, as in rectilinear figures, those two
have an undue share of labor ; and by repeal-

ina; the experiment Irequently, as we do in

childhood, the notion of tedium is instilled,

and we form gradually a distaste for straight

lines, and are led to prefer those curves which
supply a more general and equable share of
work to the muscles.

Colored Cements —A writer in Complex
Reiidus states that colored cements which
harden rapidly may be made as follows': He
takes a solution of silicate of soda (sp. gr

1.298), and adds to it, while stirring, fir>t pul-

verized and previously washed, lixiviated

chalk, so as to form a thick mass, like butter,

to which are added, for coloring purposes, the

following substances: Finely pulverized enl-

phnret of antimony for black, iron filings for

gray, zinc dust for whitish gray, carbonate of

copper for bright green, oxide of chromium
for deep green, cobalt blue for blue, red lead
for orange, vermilion for bright red, and car-

mine fur a violet hue. This cement hardens
within from six to eight, hours, and may after-

ward be polished, becoming like marble.

COT" The total production of pig iron in the
United Slates in the year 1870 was 1,800,000
Ions. In addition to which 200,000 tons were
imported, almost, exclusively from Englind—
making the total consumption in the country
2 000,000 of tons. The production and con-
sumption of pig iron in Ihe civilized world in

1867 is stated at 9,500,000 tons.

figg- There are 450,000 miles of telegraph
wire in Europe, 190,000 in America, 14,000 in

India, and 10,000 in Australia. There are, in
addition, 30,000 miles of submarine cable, and
yet telegraphic extensions throughout the
world are going on at the rate of 100,000 miles
of wire per annum.

Money is so abundant and cheap in
England that a variety of new projects of a
more or less speculative nature are showing
themselves, though the general produce mar-
kets are, as yet, devoid of animation. The
rate of discount is said to be below that of the
Bank of England (two per cent ), with nothing
to be seen in the immediate future to produce
a disturbance.

About 850,000 tons of coal are nsed
annually in London to make some 8,000,000,-
000 cubic feet of gas, and the "little bill" for
the same amounts to more than $8,000,000.

fl@- Pittsburg ships 80,000,000 bushels of
coal annually.

In 1860 we exported but 1,500,000 gals.

of petroleum.- In 1868 it had reached 99,-

000,000, and last year it was 141000,000.
The increase in the flow of oil in Pennsyl-
vania, since 1867, has been nearly 50 per

cent.

— A set of paper car wheels, on one of the

Pullman cars running to Jersey C'ty, have
run over 160,000 miles of track, and worn out
entirely one set of steel tires, which have been
replaced. The ordinary wheels will only run
60,000 miles.

fi®" In London workmen are carried on
the railroads 120 miles a week for 21 cents.

BAILEOAD NOTICE.

Tbe Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great
Northern Riiiroad Compauy hereby give' notice that more
th;in t-n per centum of the cipital stock uthorized by
the Article* o f Association of said Company has ber-n sub-
scribed to-wit. ei.'ht thous -nd eight hundred and twenty
(t^U) sh res ; the said Corpurat'TS therefore give notice

for the said stockholders to inert at the orhce of the Kail-

road Record, No. Hi7 Walnut street, Cincinnati; Ohio, on
Saturday, the 30lh day of September, A. D. 1871, at 11

o'clock A. M. of said day, for the purpose of chojsing
sev-'n directors of said Cjmyany. A full attendance is

requested.
A. J HODDER,
DURBIV WARD,
T. WRIGHTS 'N,
S- W. MORTON
KOBT. HliDGER,

Corporators.

Cincinnati. O , Aug. 30, 1871. 31-8-71, 4.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

fi®"The attention of Practical Railroad
Mon is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, and to tlie fact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle at stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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The Advance of Business and Profits in
Railroads.

It was recently stated in a public discussion

that the freights and business of railroads had

declined from twenty to forty per cent. I We
don't know with what year the comparison

was intended to be made; but it was replied

to that statement that no business in the

country bad increased more than that of rail-

roads. What is the fact ? In 1858, the Com-

missioner of Statistics made a report on the

elements and condition of railroads; and last

winter the Commissioner of Railroads returned

the same elements for 1870. The period

elapsed is twelve years, but the comparison of

those periods will enable us to form some idea

of the real progress of railroads. As far as

possible we shall make that comparison.

Central Ohio.
In 1858. In 1870. Increase

No. passengers 155,122 212,470 30 p. ct.

Tons freight... 153,484 211,305 30 "

Total receipts.. $405,395 $835,760 100 "

Net " 164,097 u34,738 decrease

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indiana-

polis.

No. pass'gers. 306,328 583,694 SO p. ct.

Tons freight.. 843,094 831,644

Total receipts $1,454,455 $3,232,109 125 p. ct.

Net " 704,901 1,058,459 50 "

Stock & debt 11,499,129

Net profits 9 per cent.

Lake Shore, Cleveland & Toledo.

No. pass'gers. 711,685 987,500 32p.ct.

Tons freight.. 396,511 1,329,000 230 "

Gross receipts $2,181,789 $6,260,000 200 "

Net " 1,030,738 2,196,000 110 "

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

No. pass'gers. 353,931 735,017 210 p. ct.

Tons freight.. 268,819 419,350 GO "

Grossreceipts $467,944 $1,195,074 150 "

Net " 253.5G0 546,801 115 "

Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago.

No. pass'gers 825,000
Tons freight 730,000
Gross receipts $1,546,359 $3,409,000 110 p. ct.

Net " 577,787 1,380,000 140 "

We will not pursue these examples any far.

ther. The five roads we have given above are

exclusively in Ohio. They present the follow-

ing aggregate results

:

Five Roads.
In 1858. In 1870. Increase

No. pass'gers 1,528,116 2,518,681 65 p. ct.

Tons freight. 1,661,908 2,782,299 70 "

Five Roads.

Gross rec'pts $6,055,892 $14,922,943 161 p. ct.

Net " 2,730,783 5,215,998 90 "

Number of miles in 5 roads (length) 994

Total cost of road and equipments $58,650,000

Net receipts deducting all expenses $5,215,996

Net per cent, on actual cost 8J per cent.

The above facts enable us to draw some in-

ferences, which prove exactly what is the con-

dition and progress of railroads, for the above

companies are not exceptions to the general

rule, but on the whole fair specimens.

1. We see that the business of the roads

had in 12 years increased 70 per cent, or

about 6 per cent, per annum, from 55 to 60

per cent, in a decade. This is nearly double

the rate of increase in the whole population

of the country.

2. That the net profit available to the stock-

holders has increased 90 per cent, in 12 years
)

or 75 per cent, in a decade, a rate almost tre-

ble that of the growth of the whole country.

3. That the net profit is 8J per cent., which

is much higher than can be got for any per-

manent investment in capital.

The general conclusion from this is that

railroads, so far from declining in business or

profits, do exactly the contrary; and, what is

true of no other property, are constantly in-

creasing both their capital and their profits;

for it must be noticed that in this whole period

of 12 years these companies were taking a

large part of their income to increase their

capital. In other words, they have been actu-

ally making the roads out of their own income,

for some of these roads were not finished when

they commenced operation; and they are not

finished now, for there is not one with a double

track.

4. If the net income of these companies

shall (as the above experience proves) in-

crease at the rate of 75 per cent, in 10 years,

then the net profits of these five companies

will be, in 1880, 15 per cent, upon their capi-

tal, and we here predict they will be. For

observe, that the increase of gross income is

160 per cent., and supposing that to complete

double track, &c, a portion of this is used (as

it has been) to increase capital, still the in-

crease of net profits will go on at the rate

given above; and the general result will be

that both the business and profits of railroads

will go on till the profits accruing from that

kind of business will be greater than in any

other kind of business in the country. This

is the logical conclusion from the facts above.

There are three considerations which prove

not only that the present railroads will increase

for many years in their business and profits,

but also that new roads, when located where

they are really needed, must be profitable.

1. The natural growth of the population

and business of the country, which is at the

rate of 3 per cent, per annum, or 30 per cent,

in a decade. Suppose a road has, in 1870,

gross receipts $3,000,000, net receipts $1,000,-

000, then in 1880 it will have gross receipts

$3,900,000, net receipts $1,300,000. Here we

observe there is an advance on its net pro-

ceeds of $300,000, which is 8 per cent, inte-

rest on $3,650,000. This will be the result, if

it be an average road.

2. It is the effect of a railroad to draw busi-

ness from all lateral sources to itself, and that

effect is constantly going on.

3. A new road (as we have seen in the

tables above) is constantly expending a part

of its income in finishing the road, but in a

few years this ceases, and all the net income

goes to the stockholders.

Hence from these considerations we infer,

as a logical sequence, that the profits of rail-

roads must be in the future greater than they

have been.

Kentucky Letter.

Matsville, Ky., Sept. 6th, 1871.

I wonder if Cincinnatians know of this

pleasant town—so near them, and yet in some

respects so far away—as it takes nearly a day

to reach it at present. I don't wish to be un-

derstood as asking if the name and geographi-

cal position of Maysville is known, but its

beautiful location, its warm-hearted people,

and the richness and beauty of the surround-

ing country, which, if it had proper railroad

facilities, would make.it such a desirable place

in which to locate.

Situated on a curve of the Ohio, the view

up and down the river is one of which no eye

could tire, and the opposite bank, dotted with

houses and trees, with rich crops and pleasant

groves, from the water's edge to the top of the

sunny slope, is indeed lovely; while back of

the town rise the Kentucky hills, green and

beautiful— some in their natural wildness,

some claimed as homes and laid out in lawns

and gardens, but all crowned with trees.

The town itself is a quaint old place, but is

gradually being modernized, and the newer

houses show great improvement in architec-
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ture, while the residences on the bills are

sometimes very charming.

The drives are magnificent, each turn bring"

ing you to some new beauty in the landscape

and enticing you on and on, till the passing of

the hours commands your unwilling return.

The great need for a railroad bids fair to be

answered by the construction of the Kentucky

& Great Eastern through this town, which

will place Maysville within two hours of Cin-

cinnati, and on the direct route to New York.

Col. Morton and Mr. Hodder (president and

vice president of that enterprise) are here

now, and have laid before the people such fair

and desirable terms that it seems impossible

that they should not be cordially accepted.

The people are alive to their interests, and

see the importance of being on this grand new

line to New York ; the ladies especially, are

full of enthusiasm, and did the vote depend

upon their suffrages, there could be no doubt

of its being given on the side of progress, and

judging from their energetic support of the

scheme and the determination to have it which

we see mirrored in their bright eyes, we are

much mistaken if they fail to enthuse the few

old fogies who are trying to oppose the barrier

of their ignorance and prejudice to the flood

of progress and prosperity now seeking a

channel through Mason county to the East.

Come it must. The only question is, will

Maysville accept the terms of the company,

and lift herself ten years forward at one

spring, or will she let this golden opportunity

pass, and settle down into a pretty little river

town, too inaccessible to command either the

population or the capital her favorable loca-

tion would attract.

The only railroad here is one under process

of construction from here to Lexington, which

is nearly completed for twenty miles. It has

no passenger cars at present, but a ride over

the road in a baggage car showed us still

greater causes for admiring this beautiful re-

gion of country. Before, behind, on either

side, the ground rises in graceful undulations,

with here and there a cosy looking farm house,

while the Eelds were some covered with later

crops, some relieved from their grains already

garnered, and some beautiful with groves and

pasture.

Everywhere was that diversity and beauty

of landscape which have charmed our eyes

since we landed in Maysville, and we only

seemed to lack vision to take it all in, as we
bounced along.

The railroad is so new and insufficiently

ballasted that our ride was a very lively one,

arid one which for the cautioning of people

with delicate nerves should be labeled 'When

taken to be well shaken," like a mixture; but

the beauty of the route will cause any one to

forget all its little discomforts, or repay him

for them a thousand Ibid.

It is no cause for wonder that any one

should be delighted with this section of Ken-

tucky, but it is astonishing that any people,

so highly favored by nature, and so intelli-

gent as these, should be content to wait twen-

ty-four hours for their daily papers, or to con-

sume two days in going to and returning from

Cincinnati, when they could be in condition

to command the notice of their own and

neighboring States, and have all the advan-

tages that result from a large organized com-

munity like Cincinnati within their reach.

If they do neglect this fine opportunity, we

shall think their leading men are under the

ban of some fearful spell, and shall advise all

travelers to beware of this port till some

powerful spirit of light is found to exorcise

this genii of darkness. Alianda.

The Vibratory Hail.

Mr. Beers, of Brooklyn, N. Y., the inventor

of the Vibratory Rail, in a letter to us, says:

"The combination of principles embraced

in the Vibratory rail is the result of long ex-

perience, research and experiment, exteuding

over more than forty years of professional life>

including a tour of observation through the

principal railroad countries of Europe.

"Notwithstanding the universal adoption

and perfect satisfaction with the T rail, the

time will come when its use would be regarded

as quite as absurd as the use of a cable formed

of parallel fibers, each occupying a right line

from end to end, instead of the reverse, and

compound curves formed by a series of twist-

ed strands. A moderate strain would begin

to part the separate fibers one by one, in the

first case, while in the latter nothing would be

broken until the combined strength of the

whole mass was overcome.

"The Vibratory rail embraces principles

not readily nor indeed appreciable without

careful aud attentive study of the subject.

To aid those who may desire to understand

or appreciate the principles involved, I enclose

a brief analysis, published in the Railroad

Gazette of the 12th inst.

"Notwithstanding an economy of twenty

per cent, in iron, and twenty-five in steel, on

first cost, the rail will be more durable, and

the economy on the wear of equipment will be

quite as important

"The oblique form of the shank will strike

every one unacquainted with the subject as

an indication or source of weakness, whereas

it is really the initial source of the great in'

crease of strength, by necessarily enlisting

and originating elements of resistance which

involve the combined strength of the whole

rail in every direction, while if the shank was

strictly vertical nearly one-half of the availa-

ble strength would remain undeveloped, as in

the T rail."

— The Lake Tahoe and Central Pacific

Rajlrpad tunnel will be five miles long, through

S'dnl granite, nineteen feet in bight, aud
twenty-one feet wide.

Beers' Vibratory Rail.

This rail is the invention of Mr. S. A. Beers,

of Brooklyn, aud is intended as a substitute

for the ordinary T rail. It has been in use
on the Hudson River Railroad for three years,

and it is claimed by the inventor that it has
important advantages, which we present in

his own language

:

"To facilitate an explanation of this differ-

ence, the principle represented by the T rail

will be first considered :

"Any bar of iron, or any form of railroad

rail, contains three distinct elements of

strength: First, vertical, or perpendicular
strength; second, lateral, or transverse

strength; and third, t'irsion, or twisting

strength. In reference to 'he T rail, it should

be understood that but one of these elements,

that is the verticle, is or cau be used ; the
other two, which constitute about one-half of

its ultimate strength, are undeveloped; and
the metal out of which these forces #re crea-

ted, when placed in proper form and posi-

tion, is here present only as dead weight and
neutral axis; and being presented in the

shape of an anvil, transversely, every blow
from the wheel produces the greatest possible

amount of abrasion.
" As the direction of the load or force can

not be changed from the verticle, the form of
this rail is changed to an obiique resistance

by making the top of the bead and shank
overhang the bottom of the shank or fulcrum,

so that under extreme pressure, the head and
upper portion of the shank shall be deflected

laterally, while the whole rail or section may
or may not be subject to vertical deflection.

" By this change of form, the neutral axis

of t^ie T rail is placed under strain by trans-

ferring the fulcrum or initial point from the

center, as in the T rail, to near the bottom
of the shanks.

"This oblique shank then presents an over-

hanging spring, upon which a pressure or

weight of say two tons would produce a lat-

eral deflection of the bead and a longitudinal

fracture along the side and near the base of

the shank
;
provided the section of rail was

not more than four inches in length ; but
were it three feet in length, it would of course

require nine times the weight, or eighteen

tons, to produce the same effect.

"And if the rail was eight or ten feet in

length, then would be developed the third

element, torsion strength.

."As the head of the rail must be twisted

edgewise out of alignment, at the point of

contact, and for some distince each way
along the rail, before any strain can reach

the shank, hence it follows that any amount
of strain to which the rail is subject in use is

thrown upon aud carried by the strength of

the rail head laterally, or edgewise, and not on
the shans, however thin.

" And as the tendency to deflect is inward,

such tendency is met and neutralized by the

lateral force generated and intensified by os-

cillation of the engine in proportion to the

speed.

"This spreading force, which is superior to

the vertical weight of the engine (when run-

ning at. high speed), is met and resisted, not

by the tenacity of the inside spikes, as in the

T rail, but by the oblique shank forming a
brace in the direction of this thrust, or last

named force.

"As a result of this combination of princi-

ples, heretofore unused, the rail becomes a
compound, lateral spring of superior strength,

based upon the principle of reverse and com-
pensating curves, withiu which combination
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there remains neither neutral axis or dead
weight.

" Oscillation, on the X rail, increases with

the speed, and soon fixes a limit beyond which

it is unsafe to run, while the effect of speed

upon this spring power is reversed. As the

successive blows and changing pressure from
oscillation of the train are intensified by in-

creasing speed, and thus additional service is

thrown upon the rail, the spring power will be

more fully developed and held under constant

or continuous tension. Hence the greater

the speed the steadier will be the motion of

the train, so that speed will no longer be limi-

ted, as at present, by the imperfection of the

track, but be dependent upon the perfection

of journals and wheels.

"By this change of form and utilization of

the dead weight and neutral axis of the T
rail, the capacity of the vibratory rail is in-

creased fully 30 per cent, in iron and 40 per

cent, in steel; so that after reducing the

weight and cost 20 per cent, in iron, and 25

in steel, we maintain an important increase

of strength over the T rail of full weight,

thus leaving a 50 pound rail in iron"or steel

amply sufficient for the heaviest class of road,

and 40 pounds sufficient for any medium
class, or 80 pounds for any class of narrow
gauge.
"The fish plate fastening, as applied to this

rail, instead of spreading or breaking under
extreme depression at the joint, presents a

section of a cylinder; so that under the above
pressure it presents no breaking point, like

the thin lower edge of the vertical plate of

the T rail, but will spring inward instead of

outward, and thus place the entire surface of

the wide base of the plate and the whole of

the inner surface below the bolt under ten-

sile strains : Hence liability to breakage is

effectually prevented.

The outiide plate is simply a continuous
washer.

This fastening has but three bolts, the cen-

ter bolt acting directly upon the joint.

"The length of the plates is eighteen in-

ches, and the weight from seven to ten
pounds."

A National System for Time on Rail-
roads.—The contusion experienced by the

traveling public in respect to time is so great

that any thing like a practical system in this

direction must be received with favor. Mr.
C. F, Dowd, of Saratoga, N. Y„ has devised

such a system, which he calls .') a national

system of time for railroads." It is based
upon national longitude. It adopts Washing-
ton time for the eastern portion of the coun-
try as standard time; one hour slower than
Washington time for the Mississippi Valley;
two hours slower for the Rocky Mountain sec-

tion, and three hours slower. for the Pacific

States. These standards are designated by
the small figures 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively

placed in a little elevated position before the

names of the stations. Then, to designate
the minute difference between the local time
of any station and railroad time or standard
time, small figures are placed in a little ele-

vated position after the names of the stations.

These figures, when they indicate that rail-

road time is too fast, have a sign,
-f,

before

them, and the sign, — , when they indicate

railroad time too slow. The whole system is

very simple, and if adopted would very soon
be understood by the traveling public. If

adopied, the traveler could keep his own time
wherever he might go, and take the cars by
his own watch as well in one pait of the

country as in another.

X.ittle Miami Railroad*

NEW RATES TO COMMUTERS.

The following schedule of rates to commu-
ters took effect on Sept. 1

:

Monthly School Single rate
Between Cincinnati M trip 4»j trip Ticket on

and Tickets. Tickets. Ace. Trains.

Pendletou $2 45 §1 65 §0 10

Tusculum 2 45 1 65 15

Columbia 2 45 1 65 15

Linwood 3 00 2 00 20
Red Bank 3 40 2 25 25
Plamville 3 95 2 65 30
Newtown 4 1)5 2 70 30
Gravelolte 4 70 3 15 40
Milford 4 90 3 25 40
Camp Dennison.... 5 05 3 35 50
Miaraiville 5 25 3 50 5(1

Branch Hill 5 65 3 75 65
Loveland 6 00 4 00 70
Butterworth's 6 40 4 25 75

Foster's 75 4 50 80
South Lebanon 7 50 4 85 95

Morrow 7 50 5 00 110

Monthly and school tickets are good only

on accommodation trains, and for the month
for which they are issued. They will he on
sale at the ticket otijee of the Little Miami de-

pot, Cincinnati, on the last five and first live

days of each month.
B'amily commutation tickets, which include

all members of family and employees, will be

sold between any two stations, good on any
train which stops regularly at such stations,

at the following rates: 26 trips, at 2£ cents

per mile; 50 trips, at 2J- cents per mile.

Cl.esapeaZtc & Oliio Railroad.

A letter from the White Sulphur Springs,

in the Washington Patriot, says :

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad is now
under contract from this point to the Ohio
river, to be completed in July, 1872. Its ter-

minus on the Ohio is at or near the mouth of

the Big Sandy river, where the town of Hunt-
ington has been laid out on an extensive scale,

and important improvements already made.
A wealthy company have the matter in hand,

and have built hotels, workshops, dwellings,

wharves, &c, in readiness for the fast grow-
ing business of the road. The town is named
after C. P. Huntington, Esq., of New York,
the president of the railroad company. Gen.
Wickham, of Richmond, is the vice president

and the active manager of the company.
From Huntiugton to the falls of the Kana-

wha river, a distance of over a hundred miles,

the road wili be finished and the cars running
on it by the 1st of October. The connection
will be made from that point to this by a line

of stages, over a macadamized road. The
distance is about eighty miles. The whole
length of the line is under work, pushing
rapidly forward. From this place to Miilboro

they are making a new road, so as to super-

sede the hpavy grades of that portion of it.

When completed, in July of next year, there

will be no grade on the road greater than 29
feet to the mile—an unexampled achievement
in scaling the Alleghanies, and an advantage
over other projected routes.

It is impossible to conceive the immeasura-
ble advantages tu arise from this great enter-

prise to Virginia and West Virginia. Wash-
ington being now one of the centers of a great
railway network, will receive her proportion

of the benefits.

The Deer Oeels Tunnel.

We have learned lately that the decision of

the Superior Court is that this neglected work
is to be speedily resumed, and completed, and
the railroad system within the city put upon
its natural legs. If there ever was a circum-
locution office in the world, it is to be found
in the enormous losses every twentv-four hours,

of miles upon miles, to the several roads, and
days and weeks of lime to passengers, in con-
sequence of the cars being compelled to make
the circuit of the city. The Marietta road for

example runs twenty odd miles to reach the

city iron. Montgomery, distant not over twelve

miles from the center of business. The route

is worse than a horse-shoe track, and if the

thing can be helped, it ought not to be tolera-

ted for another day.

It seems, that the capital and the parties

are ready to proceed without delay. General
Fremont and his associates, both engineers
and capitalists, are here backing up Mr. Hod-
der, who is the president of the new company
and reputed to be one of the best posted rail-

road men among us.~ It remains for him to

verify the good opinion of his friends by an
energetic building of the tunnel, a work with
which it ought to gratify any man's ambition
to be connected, because of all such works it

will probably be the most lasting, if not im-

perishable. It is a burning shame that this

absolute necessity for the city—as much, and
indeed more so than the suspension bridge,

had not been finished long years ago. We
think it must have been fifteen years since it

wns abandoned, one-third done. It has stood

all that time, like a rock of accusation against

the enterprise of Cincinnati—the only city of
the North or West that would h-ive allowed it.

The completion of the tunnel, and for that

matter its prosecution, will make up the Deer
creek improvement at both ends and in the

middie. There must be some way, without
usurpation of city powers or sacrificing indi-

viduals, by which that Golgotha can be re-

deemed from its present miserable condition.

So many impoi taut reasons concur in its being
brought out of the pit in which it is now sunk,

that we look forward to its early redemption
so as to afford a proper grade for railroad

tracks by the score ; not only into Cincinnati
from the East and North, but from the South,
with room for all manner of accommodation
lor the most extensive railroad business, and
for all the shops, factories and warehouses
incidental to it.

The city can order almost what grade it

pleases, and private owners of property will

have to conform. The railroads as well as

the tunnel company will take hold in earnest,

and very soon the whole scheme of Deer
creek improvement will begin to take shape.

The day of deliverance from that sphynx can
not dawn too soon.

—

Commoner.

Galvanized Iron.—A method of estimating
the quantity of zinc existing in the plating of

galvanized iron, has been communicated to

the Philosophical Magazine by Mr. T. War-
ren. The principle of this method consists

in the use of mercury to dissolve the zinc,

when the loss ot weight can be easily ascer-

tained. But a thin coating of an amalgam
of iron and zinc will remain, which will take

up a certain quantity of mercury, and the

amount of this amalgam present is measura-
ble by the quantity of mercury it will take up.

To determine this quantity of mercury, the

iron is weighed, then heated to drive the mer-
cury off, and then weighed again, when the

weight of mercury which has mixed with the

amalgam will be at once ascertained.
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Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Lafayette
Railroad.

Compromise in the Legal Difficulties— Terms

of the Agreement already Signed by the

Majority of the Heaviest Creditors— The
Bankruptcy Suit to be Withdrawn.

This agreement, made by and between the

parties whose names are hereunto signed,

being the holders of the bonds of the Indiana-
polis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad Com-
pany, which are secured by a mortgage of the

property, rights and franchises of said Com-
pany, as well as those of the Cincinnati & In-

diana Railroad Company, to Benjamin ill

Smith and George Hoadly, Trustees, and
which are known as the bonds of 1869, and
creditors and stockholders of the Indiana-
polis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad Com-
pany, and of the Cincinnati & Indiana Rail-

road Company, to the extent set opposite their

respective names, as hereunto signed, parties

of the first part, inter sese, and Thomas H.
Perkins, William A. Booth, Preserved Smith,
Joseph Kinsey, and A. S. Winslow, parties of

the second part, witnesseth : That whereas
claims exist against the Indianapolis, Cincin-
nati & Lafayette Railroad Company, and Cin-

cinnati & Indiana Railroad Company, in the

manner following, to wit:

By the holders of bonds of various

issues prior to the mortgage of

1869 $6,400,000
By the holders of bonds of 1869... 2,000,000
Interest overdue and unpaid about 350,000
Floating debt, about 1,500,000
Contingent liability upon Cincinnati
& Martinsville Railroad Compa-
ny's stocks and bonds 800,000

Contingent liability upon the Little

Miami Railroad Company's and
the Indianaplis, Cincinnati & La-
fayette Railroad Company's street

connection bonds „ 525,000
Ditto, upon the Whitewater Valley

Railroad Company's bonds 1,000,000
To the holders of the Cincinnati &

Indiana Railroad Comp'y's stock,

guaranteed by the Indianapolis,
Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad
Company, about 45,000

By the stockholders of the Indiana-
polis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Rail-

road Company, about 5,700,000

And whereas, the debt of the company is

greater than there is any fair prospect of said

companies being able to pay, a large portion
of which is now due, and it is proposed that
the property and franchises of the said com-
panies shall be sold under foreclosure of the
mortgage of 1869 or in some other manner
such as the Trustees hereinafter named may
deem for the best interest of the parties here-
to ; that the unpaid interest and debt be fund-
ed

; the companies reorganized as one com-
pany ; and that the said bondholders, creditors
and stockholders shall have such interest in

the said reorganized company as the amounts
and position of their respective claims fairly

entitle them to, as hereinafter specified and
agreed, it being understood that the six mil-

lion four hundred thousand dollars of liens

prior to the mortgage of 1869 are not to be
disturbed by said organization. Now, there-

fore, for the purpose of carrying the said plan
into effect, it has been mutually agreed as
follows: The bondholders of the mortgage of

1869, subscribers hereto, the creditors and
stockholders of said companies, also subscri-

bers hereto, hereby irrevocably constitute and
appoint ThoB. H. Perkins, William A. Booth,

Preserved Smith, Joseph Kinsey and A. S.

Winslow, their agents, attorneys and trustees;

that they, or a majority of them, shall repre-

sent them and their claims in said roads, in

any legal proceedings in the settlement and
reorganization of said companies, in such
manner as to the judgment of said trustees

may seem best.

And the subscribers hereto hereby request

and require said trustees to procure or con-

sent to a sale of the road, as aforesaid, and to

attend said sale, and at such price as they, or

a majority of them, or the survivor of them,
may determine, to purchase the whole of the

property covered by and to be sold, and hold

the same for the trusts and purposes set forth

in this agreement; and to enable the said

agents and attorneys to make payment for

the said purchase, but for no other purpose,

we, the subscribers, holders of bonds of 1869
and debts, do hereby individually and irrevo-

cably invest them, and the survivor or survi-

vors of them, with the entire interest we have
in the said existing company or companies,
under the mortgage of 1869, or as holders of

debts or claims of any nature whatever as

affixed to our tames; and we respectively

agiee, the one with the other, and with the

said agents and attorneys, that we will, when-
ever thereto requested by said trustees, imme-
diately place in their hands such evidences of

the company's indebtedness to us, and to the

extent set opposite to our signature hereto, as

we may hold, and as may be necessary to

enable them to make payment therewith for

the said purchase.

It is agreed by the said agents and attorn-

eys that if they are enabled with the amount
of evidences of indebtedness with which they
are hereby invested, and which are by virtue

hereof to be placed in their hands, to purchase
the property and franchises covered by and to

be sold as aforesaid, they, or the survivor or

survivors of them, will make the purchase as

aforesaid at the said sale. The amount which
shall be bid for the said property by the said

trustees shall, however, be left entirely to their

discretion, and the said trustees shall not be
bound, in any way, to purchase the same, un-
less they can do so upon such terms and for

such amount as they deem advisable; but in

case the said trustees shall determine not to

make such purchase under this article, they
shall notify the parties of the first part of such
determination at least thiity days before any
foreclosure, bankruptcy, or other sale of the
said road, and of the property aforesaid, and
shall forthwith transfer and surrender to the
parties of the first part all securities, all evi-

dences of indebtedness which may have been
placed in their hands, and the agreement shall

thereupon cease and be at an end; and the
said parties of the second part agree that in

case the parties of the first part shall enable
them to purchase said road, either with the
securities and debts so to he deposited, or by
payments to them in money, then that they
will buy the said road on any mortgage or
sale thereof; and, in case they are unable to

buy the same, that they will bid on such sale

to the full extent that the securities, indebted-
ness or money of the parties of the first part
will authorize and warrant; and that said
parties of the second part will not become the

purchasers, or be interested in any purchase
of said roads, except for the benefit Of the
pirties of the first part and under the provi-

sions of this agreement; and any such pur-
chase shall enure to the benefit of the parties
hereto of the first part.

And it is respectively agreed between the
subscribers hereto, the one with the other, and
between all of them and the said agents and
attorneys, that, when the said purchase of the
property and franchises shall be made under
sale, subject to prior incumbrances, or other-

wise, the said agents and attorneys shall and
will hold the same on the trusts and for the

purposes following, namely:
First—That the said agents and attorneys

are, as soon as practicable after the purchase
of said property and franchises, to reorganize
the said company, under laws of the States of
Ohio and Indiana ; and that the said property
and franchises shall be vested in the company
reorganized.

Second—That the entire indebtedness due
to the holders of bonds of 1869 shall be paid

and liquidated by issuing new bonds, secured

by a mortgage bearing the same date as the

reorganization, principal payable in thirty

years, with seven per cent, interest, payable
semi-annually, represented by coupons at-

tached; and the first coupon maturing after

such reorganization upon each cf such new
bonds shall be cut off, and, with all interest

upon mortgage bonds due and unpaid at the

date of said reorganization, shall be funded,
so far as practicable, by said trustees, by pay-
ment in bonds having ten years to run, bear-

ing interest at seven per cent, per annumj

payable semi-annually, secured by sinking
fund of at least fifteen thousand dollars per
annum, and by a mortgage duly executed and
recorded, and which shall be a prior lien to

the proposed consolidated mortgage bonds.

The mortgage to be created to secure the

bonds to be issued in exchange for the bonds
secured by the mortgage of 1869 shall be a
consolidated mortgage over the whole prop-
erty to an amount sufficient to cover not only
the principal of the bonds of 1869, but also

trie principal of all bonds of the company em-
braced in the prior liens, amounting to $6,400,-

000; and after a sufficient amount of bonds,
secured by said mortgage, has been issued in

exchange for the bonds of 1869, the residue

shall be issued by the Board of Directors of

the reorganized company, only as required

either to be sold to redeem any bonds matur-
ing secured by prior liens, or to be exchanged
for any such bonds as may by them be deter-

mined ; and the same, to the extent of $6,400-
000 and their proceeds shall be used for no
other purpose whatsoever. The said consoli-

dated mortgage shall provide for the accumu-
lation from and after the 1st day of January,

1867, of a sinking fund of one per centum
per annum, on the amount of bonds that may
be outstanding on and after said 1st day of
January, 1867.

Third—That the entire floating debt against

said company shall be liquidated and satisfied

by the issue of income bonds of the company
so reorganized ; these debts to be made up to

the date of one year after reorganization, with

interest at seven per cent., at the rate of one
income bond (par value one hundred dollars)

for every one hundred dollars of debt and in-

terest so made up, and it is understood and
agreed that the total issue of said bonds, un-
der this agreement, shall not exceed one and
one-half million ($1,500,000) dollars; and
after payment of the interest upon the prior

bonds upon said road, and after the proper
payments to the Sinking Fund, said bonds
shall be entitled to receive in interest all the

net earnings of the company, as reorganized,

until the same shall amount to seven per cent.

in any one year. All excess over seven per
cent, in any one year shall be first applied to

discharge the unpaid interest upon said in-
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come bonds due in any prior year, together

with interest at the rate of seven per cent, per

annum on said unpaid interest, and after pay-

ment of all such interest in arrears, and the

interest thereupon as aforesaid, then such ex-

cess shall be applied to the purchase and can-

cellation of said income bonds as long as the

same can be purchased less than eighty per

cent, of their par value. But when, and as

soon as said income bonds shall reach the

price of eighty per cent, as aforesaid, then and
thereafter said excess shall be applied first to

the discharge of all interest in arrears as

aforesaid, with the interest thereon ; second-

ly, to a sinking fund of not less than twenty
thousand dollars per annum, to be applied to

the purchase and cancellation of said income
bonds, and thirdly, to dividends upon the

stock. Said income shall be payable twenty
years after date, aud secured by mortgage of

all the property and franchises of the reorgan-
ized company, and the same shall be the next
lien after that of the proposed consolidated

mortgage bonds. Thomas H Pferkins and
Henry A. V. Post shall be the Trustees of

said mortgage for the security of said income
bonds, or if either of them decline the trust,

then the vacancy shall be filled by said Per-
kins and Post.

Fourth—Said trustees may settle with the

holders of Cincinnati & Indiana Railroad Com-
pany's guaranteed stock with said bonds at

par.

Fifth.—That the holders of stock in the In-

dianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad
Company shall receive in exchange, one share

of new common stock in the reorganized com-
pany, of a par value of one hundred dollars

for every two shares of present stock.

Sixth—That said trustees may settle all

contingent claims of said company as they, or

a majority of them, may deem for the best

interest of the parlies hereto. It is agreed
between the subscribers hereto that all cases
of fractional amounts shall be adjusted by the

issue of scrip, convertible into mortgage bonds,
income bonds, or stock, as the case may be.

It is also agreed that said agents and attorn-

eys may use an amount of said income bonds
not exceeding one hundred and fifty thousand
($150,000) dollars, to settle with such credit-

ors as may have security for their debts, to

pay for their own services and for such servi-

ces, legal or otherwise, as they may require

in carrying out this plan. It is also agreed
that if the said trustees require any money to

carry out this agreement, they may sell such
an amount of income bonds as may not be
used, at such price as they deem proper. It

is further agreed that this agreement shall

take effect as to those signing the same, pro
vided the same is signed by two-thirdsin interest

of the bondholders of 1869, and by two-thirds
in interest of the unsecured creditors. It is

further agreed that said agents, attorneys and
trustees shall be liable for nothing save faith-

ful and impartial discharge of their duties un-
der this agreement ; that neither shall be lia-

ble for the default, neglect or malfeasance of
the others. It is further agreed by the sub-
scribers hereto, that they will each, when
thereto requested by the said trustees, execute
and deliver any agreements or papers that

may be necessary to enable said trustees to

carry out this agreement according to the

true intent and meaning of the same. It is

further agreed that the undersigned parties of
the first part shall not be liable for any char-
ges, expenses, costs or damages, for any acts
of said attorneys, agents or trustees, it being
understood that no authority to incur any per-

sonal liability is delegated by this agreement.

It it is further agreed that in case of the

death, resignation, or inability of either of

said trustees to act, the survivors or survivor
of said trustees may appoint some suitable

person or persons to till said vacancy.
Each certificate of stock of the reorganized

company, before the issuing thereof, shall

have indorsed upon it, and signed by the party

to whom it is issued, an agreement to give the

proxy of the holder and owner of such certifi-

cate, irrevocable for the term of five years
from the date of reorganization, authorizing
Henry A. V. Post and A. S. Winslow to cast

the vote of the said holder and owner upon
said stock for three members of the Board of

Directors, the said holder and owner reserving
the right to vote for the other six members of

the said Board, in person or by other proxy
as he may choose; and such proxy shall be
simultaneously executed and delivered to said

Post and Winslow, and said proxy shall con-
tinue for the said period without regard to the

transfer of said stock ; but each successive
holder of the same shall be bound by this

agreement, and all stock certificates shall

contain a reference to this agreement, and
each successive holder thereof shall give his

proxy as above to said Post and Winslow, or

the survivors of them, or to such person as

may de designated by a majority of the hold-

ers of such proposed income bonds, to act as

such proxy in case of the death or inability

to act of Post and Winslow.
It is understood and agreed that there are

to be three copies of this agreement for signa-
ture, all of which, when executed, shall con-
stitute but one and the same agreement.

In witness whereof, we, the agents, attorneys

and trustees, the bondholders, creditors and
stockholders within named, have hereunto in-

terchangeably set our respective names, the
day and year first above written

; and have
also stated, opposite our names, the nature
and amount of our interest in the said com-
pany or companies, and the places of our re-

spective residences ; aud the said parties of

the second part have also hereunto set their

hands the day and year first above written.
m

The Hamilton & Loveland Railroad.—
The Hamilton & Loveland Railroad Company,
which has been incorporated some months,
will employ Phineas Pomeroy, formerly of
Middletown, to survey their proposed route,

as soon as he completes the survey of the Cin-

cinnati, Twin Valley & Greenville Railroad,

upon which he is now engaged. The Hamil-
ton & Loveland Railroad is intended to ac-

complish two very important objects. One is

to give a second and competing road to Cin-

cinnati, and the other is to furnish a link to

the Baltimore & Ohio route to the West and
North-west. It will intersect the Short Line,
now building, at a point in the neighborhood
of Sharon or West Chester, and thus enable
the people of Hamilton to run trains to Cin-
cinnati over that road, making the distance
but little greater, if any, than by the Cincin-
nati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad. The con-
nection at Loveland with the Baltimore &
Ohio makes a direct line from Baltimore and
the seaboard to St. Louis, Chicago and the
great West. It is a much shorter line west
than via Cincinnati, and saves resbipment,
time and expense. The new road will run in

a pretty direct line from Hamilton to Love-
land, passing through a rich, fertile and thick-

ly settled country.

—

Lebanon, 0., Patriot.

— The first horse railway in this country
was the Harlem, established in 1832, but the
general inauguration of the American system
only dates back to 1853.

Deover •& Rio Grande Railroad.

The published description of the country
through which this important narrow gauge
road will pass states that the elevation of
Denver City above tide is 5,200 feet, that of
Santa Fe 7,100 feet, that of Chihuahua, 4,3«8
feet, and that of the City of Mexico, 7,990
feet. It is a mountain land of pine forests,

broken by inclosed plains called parks, aud
extensive valleys of great beauty and fer-

tility. Coal beds crop along the eastern foot

of the mountain range. The mountains them-
selves are rich in iron, gold, silver, lead, cop-

per, zinc, limestone, granite, and clays, The
road is intended to run from Denver City

southward, along the outcrop of the coal, 100
miles past Colorado City; then enter and as

cend the valley of the Arkansas river, south
westward, to Canon City, and westward 40
miles, to Poncho Pass. Here it resumes its

southerly course; crosses the mountain di-

vide, and gets upon the extreme head waters
of the Rio Grande in Homan's Park. This
part of the line is 30 miles long. The rest of
its way the road follows the Rio Grande
south, for 140 miles, crossing four considera-

ble rivers, which enter the great river from
the east; the last two of these branches be-

ing the Callora and the Aroyo Honda. The
course of the road now becomes S. 30 de^r.

W., aud still along the east bank of the great

river; past San Juan, 60 miles, where it has
Santa Fe to the east of it, distant 15 miles,

Santa Felipe, Bernalillo, Atrisco, and Pajari-

to, where it crosses to the west bank of the

river. This point is 250 miles south of the

Arkansas river. Here the line crosses at

right anglps the proposed line of the Atlantic

& Pacific Railroad, (coming up the Canadian
Fork, and the head-waters of the Rio Pecos,

by Fort Butler, and Anton Chico, through the

Canon Blanco, by Albuquerque.) The rail-

way will be completed and in running order

from Denver City to Colorado City, 8u miles,

this month, securing the trade of the Platte

Canon, and of the mines and forests of the

South Park. Thi8 secures also the Lake Pass,

the only practicable crossing of the divide

between the Platte and Arkansas rivers.

Grading has been commenced in the Arkan-
sas Canon, 50 miles from Colorado City, the

most important entrance into the park coun-
try, and into the southern and western mining
districts of Colorado. The passenger and
freight traffic of the Rio Graude will be at

once diverted to this new route.

There is a growing impression that

Congress will discriminate against those banks
which refuse to convert their 5-20 bonds, in

order to extend the funding operations of the

government beyond $200,000,000. There is

already some talk of making 5, 4J and 4 per
cent, bonds the sole basis of banking.

J3@s°" Banking in England is an exceedingly
profitably business. Taking the twenty-five

banks in London, and their branches in the

country, the gross profit is £1,197,744; ex-

penses, £418,815; net profit, £778,929; so

that only about 34 per cent, of the gross

earnings is expended in the cost of the busi-

ness, whilst in other countries it is 48 per
cent.

8®° The number of foreigners a short time

ago computed to be in London was nearly

300,000. Of these, 80,000 were Germans,
150,000 French, 50,000 belonged to the other

continental countries, and 10,000 were Ameri-
cans.
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Journal of Kailruad law.

RAILROAD COMPANIES—NEGLIGENCE OF PERSONS

INJURED NOT ALWAYS A BAR TO RECOVERY

RULE OF LAW AS TO C0KTBIBOT1VE NEGLI-

GENCE.

The facts in the recent case of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quiney Railroad Company vs.

Thomas Payne, administrator, etc., (49 111.,

499), are fully and clearly stated in the fol-

lowing opinion by
Walker, J'.—This was an action brought

by appellee, as administrator of Albeit Y.

Payne, to recover compensation, under the

act of 1853, for the alleged killing of Payne

by the Degligence of the employees of appel-

lants. It appears from ihe evidence that the

deceased was driving in a covered buggy

upon the highway, and at a place where the

road intersected with the railway of appel-

lants, and came in contact with a passing

traiu, and was instantiy killed.

It is averred in the various counts of the

declaration, that the railway company kept

no warning board at the crossing, that no bell

was rung or whistle sounded to give notice of

the approach of the train, as required by law,

and the engineer in charge of the train was

drunk at the time the accident occurred. The

company denied negligence on their part,

and allege that there was a want of ordinary

care on the part of the deceased as he ap-

proached the railroad.

On the trial in the Court below, there was

a large amount of evidence produced by each

party, but inasmuch as the case will have to

be submitted to another jury, we deem it im-

proper to discuss its weight or whether it sup-

ported the verdict. From a careful exami-

nation of the instructions given the jury, we

are satisfied they do not announce the law to

-the jury so clearly and distinctly that we can

see that they were not misled in arriving at

their verdict. They seem to conflict, and to

leave the jury a choice as to which class they

should adopt. A party has the tight to have

the law applicable to his case fairly, clearly

and distinctly stated in the instructions given

to the jury. It is not sufficient to say the

law in the case is correctly announced in a

part of the instructions, if it is incorrectly

stated in others.

This is the second of the plaintiff's instruc-

tions which the Court gave to tne jury.

" If the jury believe, from the evidence,

that the delendant was guilty of gross negli-

gence, under all the facts before them, in

running its train to and over the common
highway crossing, and thereby the death of

Albert Y. Payne was caused, then, even

though the deceased did approach such cross-

ing with some and a less degree of negligence,

while traveling on the highway, such negli-

gence of the deceased would not destroy the

plaintiff's right to recover in this action."

The third instruction given for appellees is

this:

"Even if the jury believe, from the evi-

dence, that the deceased, Payne, did with

fcome negligence, on a highway, approach the

railroad crossing of the same, yet, if the de-

fendant recklessly and with gross negligence,

approached with its [rain to and crossed said

highway, and thereby caused the death of the

said Payne, as charged in the declaration,

such negligence of the deceased would not

just'fy such gross negligence of the defend-

ant."

Appellee's fifth instruction is this :

" It was the duty of the defendant to oper-

ate its train in coming to and crossing said

highway with due care and precaution to

avoid injury to persons passing on said high-

way, and if by sounding the whistle of the

locomotive or ringing the bell thereof, in such
manner as could have been reasonably done
under the circumstances, injury to ihe de-

ceased would have been prevented, and by
wrongful failure so to do, the death of said

Payne, resulted as alleged in plaintiff's de-

claration, then the jury should find the de-

fendant guilty."

Appellee's sixth instruction is this:

" If the defendant had. erected and main-
tained a post on its track, some 80 rods east

from said highway crossing, at and from
which its trains in approaching said crossing

were accustomed, by whistle or ringing of a

bell, to give notice of its approach to such
crossing, and such whistle or ringing of be-1

would reasonably have prevented the accident

in evidence, and on the occasion in evidence
the defendant failed to ring a bell or sound a

whistle, and that thereby, and the negligence
of the defendant, the death of the deceased,

Payne, was caused, as alleged in the declara-

tion, then the jury should find defendant
guilty."

It is the established doctrine of this Court

that, although a plaintiff may be guilty of

negligence, still the defendant will be held

liable if his negligence is greater than that

of the plaintiff. Where the negligence pro-

ducing the injury is equal or nearly so, or

that of plaintiff is greater, then he can not

recover. Although he may be guilty of neg-

ligence, yet if that of the defendant is great-

er, amounting to gross negligence, he would
be liable. Negligence resulting in injury is

comparative and it is not required that the

plaintiff shall be free from all negligence, or

that he shall exercise the highest possible de-

gree of prudence and caution, to entitle birn

to recover, if the defendant is shown to be

guilty of a higher degree of negligence.

In the case of the Galena & Chicago Union
R. R. Co. vs Dill, 22 111., 264, it was said that

where the company have erected the proper

signs and notices at the point of intersection,

the highway traveler should, under ordinary

circumstances, heed its warning, and use

proper precaution to avoid a collision, and
failing t') do so, negligence more gross on the

part of the company only will render them
liable for injuries received. It was also held,

in that case, that each party had the right to

use their respective roads, but in doing so

they were required to use all reasonable pre-

caution to prevent injury to the other. That
the traveler on the highway had the same but

no greater right, to travel the highway over

the track of the company than the latter had
to pass over the highway, and that both should
exercise prudence in the enjoyment of their

several rights. But that the road was not re-

quired by statute to ring a bell or sound a
whistle.

If an individual in crossing a railroad

track, is guilty of negligence, that does not

authorize the employees to wantonly kill such
individual. His negligence may be a wrong
to the company, but he does not thereby for-

feit his life. If his negligence produces in-

jury to the company, the Courts are open to

them for redress. And it would be monstrous
to hold that because a person is careless in

regard to his safety, he thereby renders him-
self liable to destruction with impunity, by
persons operating railroad trains. Such a

doctrine can never be sanctioned in a court

of justice. In such a case, the employees of

the road should use every reasonable effort to

prevent the destruction of the individual, al-

though he is negligent. But at the same
time, if the deceased so acted that it was not

within the power of the engine-driver to pre-

vent the collision by the employment of rea-

sonable diligence and effort, then the com-
pany are not liable.

It will be observed that the instructions

given for the plaintiff, and which we have

quoted, do not recognize the rule here an-

nounced; and although they would probably

not mislead members of the profession, st'.Il,

to men not versed in the rules of law, they

were calculated to, and may have misled the

jury in this case.

It will be observed that these instructions

do not state the rules of comparative negli-

gence. The second only announces a rule

that a less degree of negligence on the part,

of the deceased would leave the company lia-

ble. This instruction does not define the de-

grees of negligence with accuracy. If the

deceased was guilty of negligence, then the

negligence of the company should have been

so much greater as to clearly preponderate,

as was said irr^t.he case of Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quiney R. R. Co. vs Dewey, supra.

But, taken alone and disconnected from the

other instructions given for appellants, this

instruction might not have been so far ob-

jectionable as to require a reversal.

The third is, however, more objectionable.

It informs the jury that if deceased was

guilty of some negligence, yet if appellants

recklessly and with gross negligence crossed

the highway and caused the injury, the com-

pany would be liable. The expression "some
negligence" is indefinite, and embraces every

degree of negligence except the highest and
most gross. Even if deceased had been

guilty of negligence approaching the most

gross, the jury would have been warranted in

finding for appellee, and that, too, although

greater than the negligence of the employees

of the company. Even though they are

guilty of recklessness and gross negligence,

the company would not be liable. And this

instruction is liable to that construction.

The fifth instruction correctly defines the

duty of the road, but entirely ignors the duty

of the deceased. And as the defense was

based on the theory of negligence of de-

ceased, to the degree that would exonerate

the company, this instruction should have

been modified so as to announce the proper

rule as to comparative negligence.

The sixth instruction fails to announce the

rule as to comparative negligence.

Although the fouith instruction asked by

appellants was incorrect and should not have

been given, still it was not accurate as modi-

fied by the Court before it was given. As
modified it ignored relative negligence of the

parties, and failed to announce the proper

rule and may have contributed to mislead the

jury. While the instructions given for appell-

ants laid down a different rule from that an-

nounced on appellee's instructions, still the

jury were, by all the instructions before them,

left to select and act upon either rule as it

mifht strike them as being most proper. In

this the instructions were wrong, and should,

when taken together, have been consistent

and have presented the law of the case with

accuracy and precision, that the jury might
have received aid thereby in arriving at a

true verdict.

For the error in giving these instructions

for appellee, and tbe giving of appellee's

fourth instruction as modified, the judgment
of the Court below must be reversed and the

cause icinanded.

Judgment reversed.
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Arkansas BailroatSs.

The following statement is made in a letter

to the New York World from Mr. D. B. Sickles,

late State Agent of Arkansas :

The total amount of bonds which may be
issued under the provisions of the State aid

law, is $11,4(0,000, of which $3,450,000 have
been issued to the several roads now in course
of construction. The following statements,
furnished to me by Hon. Henry Page, State

Treasurer, will exhibit the amount awarded to

each of these roads and their actual condi-

tion :

Length Completed
miles. Award. Issued, mis

Memphis & Little Kncl:.... 131 81200 000 $l,2iiu,l>00 i31
Little Kock Ik. Fi.it Smiill 150 1.5011,000 900.000 80
L Rock, fine Bluff, f».0. 160 2,400.000 760,000 20
Miss., Ouaujiita & K. B... HO 2.650,000 4.0,(100 20
Arkansas Central I."0 2.250,000 150,000 ...

Kansas City & l\>rt Smith. 100 1,500,000 Mone

Total 850 $11,400,000 $3,450,000 251

Memphis & Little Rock Railroad—comple-
ted and in running operation, 131 miles ; Little

Rock & Fort Smith— in running operation 80
miles; graded and ready for track, 50 miles;

Cairo & Fulton— in running operation, 20
miles; graded and ready for track, 20 miles

;

Little Rock, Pine Bluff & New Orleans—in

running operation, 20 miles
;
graded and ready

for track, 62 miles ; Mississippi, Ouachita &
Red River—in running operation, 20 miles;

graded and ready for track, 22 miles
;
graded,

but not finished, 68 miles.

These are the only roads entitled under the

law to receive State bonds. The $3,000,000
awarded to the Cairo & Fulton Railroad was
declined by the company, and that road is

now being pushed forward to completion by
Mr. H. G. Marqaand and several other well

known capitalists without a particle of aid

froA the State.

r
iL'2Ee llU£>Ortjl.

Our imports during the last six months of

1870 exceeded those of the last half of 1869

by over $25,000,000. For the first six months
of the current year the excess is estimated to

be not less than $60,000,000, making for the

twelve months just past an increase of im-

ports of some $85,000,000 over those of the

preceding year. The exports have also in-

creased, but to no extent comparable to this,

and there thus results an immense trade bal

ance against the country. This showing is

corroborated by the fact that the specie ship-

ments are almost unprecedentedly large.

From 1850 to 1860 the population gained
about 8,250,000, and the wealth about $4,425,-

000,060. Assuming the increase of popula-

tion evenly distributed through the ten years,

and that of wealth to have been proportioned

to the increment of population, the growth in

national wealth in 18611 was nearly $500,000,-

000. This augmentation consists of addi-

tional acres cultivated, more crops, farm im-
provements, new homes, additions to existing

homes, more furniture, new factories and ma-
chinery, new stocks of raw material and manu-
factures, new warehouses of merchandise, new
streets and highways, ships, steamers, piers

and railroads. The $500,000,000 was invest

ed in all these and like needs. Suppose it to

bave been mainly absorbed in one or two
directions. The result must have been im-

mense importations to supply other neces-

sities.

| In the last four or five years there has been
a vast absorption of the increase of wealth in

t'ie building of railroads, while wants of other

kinds were multiplying, and were even aggra-
vated by the roads thus built and put in ope-
ration. For instance, these roads create set-

tlement, invite immigration, and increase
population, and extend the agricultural region.

There is room for the apprehension that, the
excessive iuvestment of capital in railroad
building has prevented as great investment of
it in other enterprises as was desirable, and
that consequently a much larger proportion
of needed articles has been imported from
abroad. Connected with this fact must be
taken the multiplication of wants, and of the
means of supplying them, in the Southern
States. The condition of things in that sec-
lion has been steadily improving from a state

of impoverishment in which wauls were forced
to go nearly unsupplied to a stage of com-
parative ability to purchase, and in this im
provement the blacks have especially partici-

pated. The quantity of goods and wares of
almost all kinds now annually sent South
from St Louis, for example, is far greater
than at the best period of the. Southern trade
before the war. In effect, about four millions

of consumers have been added to the country
by the transformation of the slave, with his

simple and few wants scantily met, to the

emulous f'reedman, toiling for and aspiring to

the estate of the well-provided citizen. There
must be an increase of manufactures propor-
tional to this and other multiplications of the

demand, and such increase will take- place as

soon as there ceases to be more profitable

attractions for capital.

—

Si. Louis Democrat.

E£@° Five hundred steamers, at least, leave

our ports during the year for the British

Islands or the continent of Europe. The re-

cent European war has stimulated this foreign

travel, the scenes of the strife supplying an
immense interest to the traveler. Probably
50,000 tourists will use these steamers this

year, and estimating that each tourist spend
but $2,500 we have a total of $124,000,000 in

gold that have really been taken from us.

This is a large sum, and although some may
think that it shows the extravagance of our
people, it also speaks well for their prosperity.

Nothing is more productive of good results

than foreign travel. We shall, also, see the

result of this outlay in a continual flow of

emigrants to this country. We doubt not

that all countries really profit by this mania
for foreign travels.

ft®"" The simplest method of detecting adul-

terated tea, is to burn it and weigh the ashes.

Any kind of tea, from the best down to the

most common, must nut leave over 5 per cent,

of ash ;
while those adulterated sorts have

actually given 35 to 43 per cent, of ash, pro-

ving that at least 30 to 40 per cent, of worth-

less or injurious stuff had been added. If a

pound of such lea were to cost $1, it would
contain from 60 to 76 cents worth of tea, and
some six ounces of plaster, sold for about 6

cents per ounce.

— Horatio Allen has handed in to the

Poughkeepsie Bridge Company a plan for a

suspension bridge 130 feet above the surface

of the water, and 3,400 feet in length, with

two spans of 1,100 feet in length, and half

spans of 650 each, the towers to be of mason-
ry and the foundations to be constructed 70

feet below the surface of the water. The ca-

bles are to be of steel or iron, and the carry-

ing capacity of the bridge to be half a ton to

the lineal foot. The whole structure is to

cost $2,600,000.

Tbe Fatnre of Pittsburg.

The American Manufacturer, in a well con-
sidered article upon the future greatness of
Pittsburg, the Birmingham of the Western
TDontineut, says

:

Commencing with our leading manufac-
turing interest, iron, those who are best in-

formed aver that the total capacity of our 32
rolling mills has been increased at least one-
fourth during the past two years. One estab-
lishment alone numbers 96 puddling furnaces,

and is capable of reducing 200 tons of pig

metal every 24 hours. The additions inado
to the facilities of our 29 foundries proper
during the past IS months are evea greater,

a single establishment having increased its

melting capacity more than sufficient to make
an increase of one-sixth of the total melting
capacity. It is within the mark to say that

the melting capacity and corresponding facili-

ties of our foundries bave been increased at

least one-third during the past two years.

Pittsburgh to-day possesses facilities for the
reduction of 2,000 tons of pig metal per day.

During the last season a single run of coal

took out from this port 8,488,000 bushels of
our black diamonds. The total amount ex-

ported by river alone approximated 50,000,000
bushels.

The annual products of our steel works at

the present time amount to upwards of 19,001)

rons. Pittsburg supplies fully two-thirds of

ihe entire amount of steel consumed in the
United States.

The magnitude of tbe petroleum interest of
Pittsburg can best be understood from the

statement that in a brief period of five years
the exportation of oil yielded to it a business

and a circulation of money amounting to

nearly $47,000,000. The capacity of our 43
refineries in actual operation at the present
time may be estimated at 40,000 barrels per

week.

Tbe annual production of our glass facto-

ries aggregates a value of nearly $7,000,000.

The annual production of our flint glass works
alone aggregates upwards of 4,400 tons, worth
upwards of $2,000,000. Pittsburg makes half

of ail the glass made in the country.

In addition to these brief statements of a
few of our leading industries, there is our
lumber trade, aggregating $7,000,000 per an-

num, our tobacco trade, our 26 tanneries, our

5 cotton factories, copper works, 56 breweries,

27 machine shops proper, plow factories, loco-

motive works, and hundreds of shops properly

classed under the head of miscellaneous, in

all of which, we may add, the increase of fa-

cilities keeps pace with the marvelous develop-

ment of the leading interests, upon which they

depend laigely.

* * * It will be apparent, in view of the

past and present of Pittsburg, that her citizens

have no need to speculate concerning the fu-

ture. Her position to-day is a sufficient guar-

antee of her future prosperity.

fii8r" According to a high German authority,

recent investigations of a great variety of so

called washing powders—many of them of

loud-sounding pretensions and bringing high

prices—showed that their efficiency depended

entirely upon the amount of soda they con-

tained, which was, in most cases of so poor a

quality as to be of comparatively little value.

Tbe author advises the public, therefore, to

have nothing to do with any such compounds,

but to rely entirely upon obtaining a good

quality of soda, which may always b3 secured

and at a low price.;
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Gold ns a Standard of Value Condemned.

The New York Mercantile Journal says :

We can not discover a single valid objection

to a currency of paper issued by the Govern-
ment, the volume of which shall be adjusted

al all times by its convertibility iuto interest-

bearing government bonds, and re-conversion

into legal tender notes, in both cases at the

option of the holder. We earnestly desire

that our contemporaries of the press should

give this matter careful thought at an early

day, waiving all prejudice in favor of this or

that theory which tradition has handed down
to us.

AVe say that gold is not now, never was and
never can be a true standard of value. Ten
dollars of gold, notwithstanding its present

premium, will not buy as much corn, pork,

beef, butter, cheese, tea, coffee, etc., to-day,

as did one-half the same weight of the same
metal 30 years ago. Gold is a commodity,

and its value i3 governed by the law of sup-

ply and demand, the same as every commodi-
ty, and hence the use of it as a basis for our

currency is a relic of barbarism unworthy of

our times.

Does our legal tender paper dollar repre-

sent a dollar or not? It can not be said that

it is a dollar, and yet that it is not ; that is an

absurdity. If legal tender notes are dollars,

what right has the Secretary of Treasury to

pay a large premium in legal tender notes for

5-30 bonds, upon which the five year option

has matured ? If tbey are not dollars, but

promises to pay dollars, why are they not re-

deemed on demand ? They have been for a

long time outstanding, and still the Govern-

ment neglects to pay them.

All parties are agreed that the country

needs an elastic currency that will meet the

requirements of trade at all times. We claim

that the only method of protecting our cur-

rency is to issue a Government token, and
make it a legal tender for all debts or demands
public or private.

Another Dry-Plate Process.—Mr. H. T.

Anthony has used as a preservative, says the

Photographic Neivs, gum tragacanth and sul-

phate of iron. He says: "In using this gum
as a preservative, I found that an impression

could be obtained by a very short exposure,

but that it was impossible to get any intensi-

ty in the development. By adding a very

small quantity of protosulphate of iron to the

gum solution, its whole action was changed,

and it became possible to develop pictures of

extraordinary intensity."
1 i

— An experiment, known as the "lunch-

basket system," .has been recently tried on

one of the railroads in England. It is de-

signed for the accommodation of the travel-

ing public, who have no opportunity to obtain

refreshments on long journeys. The contract-

ors furnish baskets of an easily portable and

compact size and form, well stocked with the

materials for a comfortable luncheon—that

is to say, half a fowl, ham, bread and butter,

cheese, salid, a pint of claret or other light

beverage, plates, knives and forks, glasses

and napkins—the price being three shillings.

The baskets, which are made for the purpose,

are provided with every necessity and conve-

nience, and inside the lid is affixed a printed

card, requesting that, as no deposit is re-

quired nor charge made for the use of the

conveniences in the basket, all the articles be

replaced in their proper positions, and the

basket delivered up complete at the~eud of

the journey.

Combustion of Oxygen and Hydrogen.—
An interesting experiment to show the com-
bustion of oxygen in hydrogen, and of hy-

drogen in oxygen, has been published by Pro-
fessor Thomsen. A pair of narrow platinum
tubes, about £ in. long, but only a millimetre
in diameter, are constructed of thin platinum
foil, and by means of heat are fixed into a
pair of small glass tribes. These are to be
used as the burners of the two gases, hydro-
gen and oxygen. The glass tube3 are then
passed through openings about J in. apart in

an india rubber stopper, and the end of one
tube is connected with the oxygen, the other
with the hydrogen reservoir. After the cocks
of the reservoirs are proportionately opened
the hydrogen is ignited. The stopper with
its two burners is then inserted into a glass
tube, from 4 to 6 in. long, with its upper end
considerably contracted, but still left open.
The hydrogen now burns in oxygen, the melt-

ing of the orifice of the glass lube being pre-

vented by the platinum burner. If, now, the

oxygen be slowly turned off, "and the supply
diminished, the point is soon reached at

which the quantity becomes insufficient to

support the combustion of the hydrogen ; the

hydrogen flame expands, disappears for some
moments, then reappears at the oxygen burn-
er, and now without any interruption the oxy-
gen burns in hydrogen. If the oxygen cock
be gently opened, the flame withdraws itself

to the hydrogen burner, and again hydrogen
burns in oxygen. The phenomenon can be
repeated as often as desired without extin-

guishing the flame, provided that the increase
or diminution of the stream of oxygen is not

made too suddenly, while the oxygen is

burning an excess of hydrogen issues from
the orifice of the large tube and can be igni-

ted there, so that the combustion of hydrogen
in the air and of oxygen in the hydrogen, is

shown simultaneously.

EAILROAD NOTICE.

figy* The receipts of the Government during

the past fiscal year were as follows: From
customs, internal revenue, sale of public lands,

and other sources, $383,323,188(25, The ex-

penditures during the year were $292,177,-

188 25. Of this amount, $125,576,565 93 was
for interest on the public debt, and $7,767,-

502 24 were expended upon the Indians. The
expenses of the War Department during the

year were over $35,000,000. In addition to

the expenditures above, $130,735,147 19 were

applied to the redemption of loans and treas-

ury notes and purchase of bonds for the sink-

ing fund, making the total disbursements,

$422,912,335 43.

— The cost of changing the Ohio & Missis-

sippi locomotives from the six feet to the stan-

dard gauge was about $3,500 each. Fifty cars

belonging to the passenger stock were changed

at the cost of $150 each.

—Track laying on both sections of the St.

Louis & Southeastern Railroad, from Mt.

Vernon, 111., and Enfield, eastward, is pro-

gressing at the rate of three-fourths of a mile

a day. The track was to have reached Carmi,

about eight miles east of Enfield, on the 23d.

— Preparations have been made for laying

a third rail on the Albany & Susquehanna
Railroad, between Albany and Nineveh, 120

miles, in order that cars of standard gauge

may run through over it from Philadelphia to

Montreal.

The Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The understeDed Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great
Northern Rtilroad Company hereby give notice that more
than ten per centum of the capital stock authorized by
the Articles of Association of said Company has been Bub-
scribed, to-wit, ei^ht thousand eight hundred and twenty
(8^0) shares ; the said Corporators therefore give notice
for the said stockholders to meet at the office of the Rail-
road Record, No. lb'7 Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on
Saturday, the 30th day of September, A. D. 1871, at 11
o'clock A. M. of said day, for the purpose of choosing
seven directors of said Company. A full attendance is

requested.

A. J HODDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. W. MORTON,
ROBT. HKDGER,

Corporators.

Cincinniti, O , Aug. 30, 1871. 31-8-71, 4.

LOCOMOTIVE
for s-a-HiE:.

In perfect order. Cylioders H by 22. Weight 26 tone.

Drivers 4 feet, 8 inches. Gauge, 4 feet, 8% inches. Will

be sold low for want of use. Apply to

GEO. M. NEWTON,

57 Cedar Street,

HEW Y0EK CITY.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Eates

Where it is Introduced,

fiSS-The attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
Hiirkdonc and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle at stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FARWELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H.J BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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Increase of Capital Available for Public
Enterprises.

One of the remarkable consequences of the

war was the increase of active capital. We
say "active," because as a general principle,

the increase of capital, which is the increase

of surplus profits, can not increase much faster

than the increase of population, that is, of

available labor. On this basis, the whole

capital of the country can only increase at a

certain fixed, regular rate. But that rate may

be changed, as between fixed (permanent)

and active capital; and that ha3 been the

fact. For example, the diminution of civil

enterprises daring the war, and putting the

capital which would otherwise be employed in

them into Government bonds to the amount

ot $2,500,000,000. But we will not speak of

causes till we give the facts in regard to the

present abundance of money. The following

is an extract from the Monthly Letter of

Kountze Brothers, Wall street, New York:

Tuesday, August 15th, 1871.

A month since the term "easy," amplified

in sense, was expressive of the general finan-

cial condition, but at this later period, "ple-

thoric" is the only word at all adequate to the

purpose.

The superabundant means and the extra-

ordinary resources of the centers of capital

throughout the commercial world, as indicated

by the rates of interest there prevailing, are

more than remarkable, and may as readily

excite apprehension as hopes.

That any actual increase has occurred in

the aggregate of available means will pro-

bably be less correct as a conclusion, than
that; in the lapse of time, the true condition

has become more generally indicated.

The National Banks of the United States

hold at present, deposits amounting to about

800 millions; nearly one hundred millions in

excess of the amount held a year ago, of
which, the clearing honse banks of this city

show over 86 millions. Throughout Europe
the condition is similarly expressed.

At this point interest rates are quoted at 2

@ 3 per cent. ; in the London money market
at 1 @ 2 ; on the Bourse of Paris at 4 J @ 5

;

at Berlin 3$ @ 4, and at Frankfort 2f @ 3.

As a consequence, not surprising, the con-
dition of the monied institutions everywhere,

accords with this exceptional state of the

money markets, and the banks are found to

have expanded their loans and discounts to

an extent corresponding with the large sum
of deposits, of which, in most instauces, they

are the unprofited recipients.

As further evidence of the increasing amount

of active capital, and the low rate of interest,

we may give the results of recent loan opera-

tions.

Just before the Government 5 per cent, loan

was concluded, the State of Massachusetts

wanted $1,500,000, and it was offered in Lon-

don and all subscribed at 5 per cent, in half

a day. In a week more it wa3 3 per cent,

above par. The Government loan of $200,

000,000 has all been taken at 5 per cent.

These facts show conclusively both that money
is very abundant and that the rate of interest

is very low. The probable movement of money

is to make money plenty and cheap. There

may, of course, be fluctuations, and for a few

months at a time money may be dearer, but,

in the main, it is quite obvious the tendency

which has now existed three or four years

must continue for many years more, if not

always. If this be so, it is plain that all pub-

lic enterprises which offer a reasonable pros-

pect of profit, such as railroads, manufactures,

banks, &c, will find abundant capital for their

purposes. This is a state of things which has

not existed before in this country, and which

must be regarded as the highest evidence of

financial prosperity. In order to show the

probable movement and results of the great

money markets we will notice, in brief, the

causes, and what are likely to be the conse-

quences of this movement. The causes, though

not commonly understood, are really both plain

and sufficient:

1. The Government bonds, as we have be-

fore remarked, is one great cause, because it

transferred capital from a permanent to an

active state. For example, it is well known

that during the war and a year or to after, say

six years, therej was much less permanent im-

provement made in the country. The men who
would have improved farms or built factories

went to the war; but inasmuch as their labor

must be paid for, and it was paid for largely

in Government bonds, hence the $2,500,000,-

000 of U. S. bonds was an actual transfer of

capital from a permanent to an active condi.

tion. But a large part of these bonds are

held in Europe, and, therefore, must be exclu-

ded from the active capital of this country.

We suppose, however, that full a thousand

millions of these bonds are held in this conn- I

I

cisely as money, for they can all be cnshed

immediately. This fact made at once a

great change in the monetary condition of

the country.

2. In the six years since the war, there

have been made 24,000 miles of railroad, at

an average of $40,000 per mile, which amounts

to nine hundred and sixty millions of dollars.

This is all represented by stocks and bonds.

Of this amount we suppose not more than

one-fourth is held in Europe, so that we have

$720,000,000 added to active capital in the

last six years. There is now actually paid on

this additional capital $50,000,000 per annum,

which is again active.

3. The crops have been good, and each

year adds a large amount to the available

capital of producers, merchants and mannfac"

turers from this source, say, irrespective of

farmers, $50,000,000 per annum, or $300,000,-

000 since the war.

4. For years there has been a great gain to

the country in the matter of exchanges, which

now amounts to almost nothing. Then there

are now vastly greater banking facilities, and

a much greater amount of private banking

capital.

Now, when we put these considerations to-

gether, we find: First. That in Government

bonds, railroad stocks and bonds, and mer-

cantile capital, at least two thousand millions

of dollars more of active capital than there

was before the war. Second. That with this

active capitnl there is also much greater facili-

ties of exchange, banking, transportation, &c.

Thus we see that there are sufficient causes

for the present state of the monetary market.

Now, the question is, will it continue? For

several years, we think, it must do so, subject

to some fluctuations. Our reasons are :

1. All the elements which have now made
active capital abundant still continue, except

that of new issues of Government bonds, but

that is not necessary, for the thousand millions

of government bonds now in this country still

remains an active fund, every dollar of it

being as active as gold. In the meantime the

interest on it becomes available for reinvest-

ment.

2. There is each year ready for reinvest-

ment the— 1. Interest on these National

bonds; 2. Net profits of railroads; 3. The
dividends on banks and insurance companies

!

4. The surplus profits of agriculture, which go

to the merchants and manufacturers. These

results we estimate as follows:

Interest on Government bonds in

this country $60,000,000

Net profits of railroads 120,000,000
Dividends on banks and insurance

companies 70,000,000

Profitsof agriculture in commerce 60,000,000

Dividends on manufacturing com-
panies 50,000,000

To which must be added gold

product 80,000,000

try, and they act on the money market pre- Annual profits on stocks. ,$440,000,000
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We hazard nothing in saying that two-thirda

of this sum is available for future investments,

for quite that proportion comes to wealthy

men, capitalists and bankers. There is then

nearly 1300,000,000 each year for new invest-

ments. This is the vast fund from which new

railroads, factories and banks will receive

their capital, and it is more than sufficient.

Hence, we say that the condition of plenty

and cheap money is likely to continue.

~~
Lexington <fc 55 is Sandy Railroad.

Gen. J. C. Breckinridge, the vice president

of the Lexington & Big Sandy Railroad, called

on us at our office this week. The General is

in fine health and good spirits over his enter-

prise. A little sunburnt, and muscles hard-

ened by exercise in the saddle, in traversing

the mountain regions through which the Lex-

ington & Big Sandy is to pass, is the only dif

ference in the General's personal appearance

since we met him last. He says that they will

complete their road; that he considers this,

.now, an assured fact. We are heartily glad

of it, for we consider it a very important line

of communication, although not constructed

in the interest of Cincinnati. The truth is,

the vast commercial interests of the country

need the construction of all the shortest and

best avenues of traffic, that skill, science and

enterprise may indicate and complete, and

still there will be room enough left for each

city or town to enjoy its special advantages

We say again that we are really gratified at

the good prospects reported by Gen. Breckin-

ridge for the completion of the Lexington &
Big Sandy Railroad, for of all the spots on the

Lord's green earth in need of railroads, cer-

tainly Kentucky needs them the most.

Industrial Association of Georgia.

We have received from Hon. Emanuel

Heidt, president of the Association, the Pre-

mium List; it is very full and extensive, and

has a scope about equal to our best regulated

'"State Fairs." The "Exposition" is to be

held at Savannah, Ga., commencing Nov. 21,

1871, and continue for five days. If the "Ex-

position" fills the bill, as laid down in the

"Premium List," it can not fail to be of incal-

culable benefit to the industry of the State,

and indeed of the entire South. Too much
attention can not be paid to the fostering and

perfection of agriculture science, or the me-

chanical industries \a our Southern States,

that are so full of the undeveloped resources

of agricultural and mineral wealth. 'We trust

the " Exposition " will be not only a success,

but a triumph; and that, by tjie "rubbing

together " in friendly competition of genius

from all portions of our common country, as

they are, by the rules, invited to do, that those

sweet, friendly relations of a common brother-

hood, so desirable in a progressive and ex-

pansive nation may be not only renewed, but

begotten anew and strengthened with the in-

creasing progress of our great and growing

country.
•

Important Railroad Project.

CINCINNATI k GREAT NORTHERN RAILROAD.

On the 7th inst , an important railroad meet-

ing was held at the Beckel House in this city.

According to appointment the committee from
Darke, Mercer and Van Wert counties, select-

ed to obtain contributions for the completion

of the old Cincinnati & Mackinaw Railroad,

arrived here early in the morning, and were

met in the afternoon by Colonel S. W. Mor-
ton, who it will be remembered was the pur-

chaser of this road at the late receiver's sale,

and the old president of the company, A. J.

Hodder.
The conference of which we speak was at

once organized, and an examination made of

the contribution notes from the several coun-
ties. These were found to represent the gross

sum of ninety-seven thousand dollars, which
being within three thousand dollars of the

sum originally proposed to be raised, it was
considered sufficient, and at once accepted.

This being done the balance of the purchase
money of the road was paid to Mr. W. A.

Weston, the receiver, and the whole transac-

tion thus quickly and amicably closed.

The Darke county interest was represented

by Messrs. Winner, Turpin and others; those

of Mercer county by Hon. F. C. LeBlond and
a large delegation of leading Germans from
St. Henry and Van Wert. A contribution was
presented by Messrs. McKim, Burt, Judge
Clark, Barr and Fox.

After this business transaction was closed,

these gentlemen, from various, localities upon
the line, entered into a general conversation
upon the merits of the work they had under-
taken 1

, and expressed their deep interest in it,

as well as a determination to do all in their

power to forward its construction.

This, as we understand the matter, secures
the construction of this grand-old road; and
from all we can learn of the gentlemen who
have undertaken it, it will be done rapidly.

There were representatives at this meeting
from the northern part of the State, and letters

from leading men in Michigan, indicating the
anxiety of the people north of Van Wert for

a continuation of the line. Col. Morton gave
sufficient encouragement to these parties to

warrant them in waking up their local inte-

rests for this enterprise, hence we have no
doubt that the work once renewed again will

be continued until Lansing, Saginaw, and the
valuable commercial points of the lower Michi-
gan peninsula will be reached.

Our readers will remember that this road is

now reorganized under the name of the "Cin-
cinnati & Great Northern Railroad," and will

be so known hereafter. The stock of the new
organization was declared at 14,000,000, and
at the appointed time fixed by the law the
whole of the ten per centum required for the
notice of the election of directors was taken,
principally by Eastern gentlemen, in one day,
and the time for the selection of the officers

named on the 29lh of this month. So soon
as this event occurs, we are informed, the
work will start with all the vigor that brains,
experience, and capital can give it.

This is one of the best projects for Dayton
that has been started for some time, and^ we
bid it God speed.

—

Dayton Journal.

Atlantic & Great Western Railway.

At noon of Friday, September 1, tie Atlan-

tic & Great Western Railway, with ail the

property connected with that organization,

was formally transferred by the receiver to

the trustees under the reorganization of the

company. The transfer took place at Akron,
and on its completion the three trustees, Gen.
McClellan, Judge Thnrman, of Ohio, and Mr.
Duncan, of New York, took possession of the

railroad and all its appurtenances, on behalf

of the newly organized Atlantic & Great West-
ern Railroad Company.
The new organization comprises all the va-

rious classes of bondholders, with the excep-
tion of a portion of the bonds held in Holland,

and so many of the stockholders as signed the

agreement and consented to the scaling down
of their stock. It is believed tbat by far the

greater portion of the stockholders have come
into the arrangement. There is no opposition

to the scheme on the part of the bond and
stockholders who have not come into the ar-

rangement, they merely preferring to take
their chances outside of the arrangement.
The Dutch bondholders have been paid their

overdue interest, and are now working in har-

mony with the new organization. The stock-

holders who stand out do so because they

think the investment is good, and that after

the bonds have all been provided for there

will be more value left in the common stock

than is allowed for it now in scaling down for

the new organization.

The trustees who now have temporary con-

trol of the property during the perfeetment of

the reorganization, will probably surrender

their trust within thirty days to the company,
when Gen. McClellan will become its presi-

dent.

All arrangements with the Erie Railroad

Company ceased at noon on Friday, and the

two lines are now merely connecting roads.

This, however, will work no inconvenience to

the traveling or business public, who will have
the same facilities as before, to say the least.

Important changes are ia contemplation, and
will be commenced at once, the object of

which is to make the Atlantic & Great West-
ern independent of the Erie, while maintain-

ing friendly relations with it.— Cleve. Herald,
Sept. 2.

We do not know that we can add much to

the above, except that we understand that the

roadway is to be put in the best order, and

that no pains or expense will be spared to

continue the route under the new manage-

ment, as it has been heretofore, in all essen-

tials, a first-class route of travel and traffic.

Mr. McHenry and his associates are not

novices in the science of railroading, and

comprehend fully the wants and necessities of

a road occupying the important strategic posi-

tion of the Atlantic & Great Western Rail-

road.

W. B. Shattuc, Esq., for so many years

connected with the passenger department of

the route, has been appointed the General

Ticket Agent. The mantle of this important

position could not possibly have been placed

on shoulders more able, energetic, or compe-

tent. If all the other appointments on the

line are equally judicious and circumspect, if

the line does not meet the expectations of
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owners, the difficulty must be sought for else-

where than among the officers. We wish

them bon voyage.

Fire Report.

(From the Chicago Republican, Avg. 1 6, 1871.

)

The following is W. H. Sloan, Fire Re-

porter's summary of fires for the four months

ending July 31, viz:

Prob
Alarms & Estimated Ins. in- loss to

Division- Still Fires. Loss, volved. Ins- Co.
South 74 S39.C75 $176,850 £3-2,544

West 78 41,105 114,050 33,490

North. 38 5,101 18,450 4,:100

ToUI - 190 £85,911 3289,950 $70,334

Originating from carelessness, 67 ; gasoline, 17 ; incen-

diarism, 23; sparks Irom chimneys, 2 ; overheated stoves,

4; defective stoves and chimneys 20; unknown, 50;

gas explosions, 3; spontaneous combustion, 4 ; total, 190.

The efficiency of the Babcock Extinguisher

in suppressing 25 of the above tires, some of

which were very threatening, is the highest

proof of its value to the department, and the

insurance companies.

(Special Despatch to Chicago Times, Aug.
18,1871.)

Boston. Aug. 19.—The Sea View House, at

Rye Beach, N. H, was saved from destruc-

tion by fire, on the night of the 16th. by means

of a Babcock Extinguisher.

_ We learn from gentlemen residing in

Lewis county that there is hardly a doubt of

that county giving a handsome majority for a

subscription to the Kentucky & Great Eastern

Railroad. It would be strange indeed were it

otherwise. This is the only opportunity Lewis

will ever have of getting a railroad, and by

voting the subscription the building of the

road will be rendered certain. It will run

along the length of Lewis county nearly or

quite thirty miles, and the amount of money
that will be expended for labor in Lewis will

be fully $300,000. During the progress of the

work there will be a ready market right at

the doors of the Lewis county farmers for all

the articles they usually ship to other places,

and this at good prices. The cross-ties for

the most of the road from Newport to the Big

Sandy must be purchased iu Lewis county,

and the amount of money that would be

brought into the county from that source

alone would amount to not less than $100,000.

The valuable stone quarries in Lewis would

then be within a few hours of the best mar-

kets at all seasons of the year. If anything

can bring Lewis out, it will be the railroad,

and that will almost certainly do it. Vance-

burg would then be nearer to New York city

-in point of time than she is to Cincinnati, and

the people of Lewis have sagacity enough to

understand what an immense advantage to

them that would be.

—

Mayxville Eagle, Sept.

6th.

f@T Col. S. W. Morton and Mr. A. J. Hod-
der reached this city on the Nashville on Sun-

day morning. On yesterday they were en-

gaged in maturing and drawing a proposition

to place before the County Court tor submis-

sion to the voters of this county. They com-

pleted that part of their work, and the favora-

ble action of tbe Court alone is wanting to

get the matter before the people in a formal

shape and to set the ball in motion.

—

Mays-
ville Eagle, Sept. 6tu.

East End Improvements.

A meeting of the General Committee on
Parks, appointed at the mass meeting of citi-

zens held on Walnut Hills last month, took
place at the Board of Trade rooms. In the

absence of the regular chairman, Mr. Joseph
Kinsey acted as presiding officer.

The following report from a sub-committee
on filling up Deer creek was read by the

chair:

Harry R Smith, Chairman of the Joint Citi-

zens' Committeefor City Improvements

:

Your committee to examine the improve-
ment of Deer creek valley met—Wm. Sumner,
O. J. Dodds and Joseph Kinsey present—and
beg to report as their opinion that the plan

recommended by the Board of City Improve
ments, to make the old Deer creek road to the

old grade, would go far toward redeeming that

valley, and should be carried into execution

at once. This will fill up the valley sufficient-

ly to lead the sewage into the Eggleston sewer,

thus redeeming Deer creek valley without ex-

pense to the city, and at the same time help-

ing property-owners.

Your committee would also urge upon the

City Council the completion of Effluent pipe

street at the grade recommended and adopted

by the Board of City Improvements and Water
Works Trustees, which will not obstruct the

Deer creek road, as it can pass under it through

an arch. This road seems absolutely neccs

sary for the increasing travel to reach Walnut
Hills, and afford a permanent structure to

pass the water pipes on from the new reser-

voir.

The improvements can be made just at this

time, while the Tunnel Railroad is being built,

under the most favorable circumstances, as

the Cincinnati & Dayton Railroad, known as

the "old tunnel road," has emerged from its

old embarrassments, and a contract made
with responsible parties to make it, and the

work is to be commenced immediately.

The tunnel road is but a link in a great

network of roads that are to be of vast im-

portance to our city, connecting with the lakes

on the north and the Gulf and Pacific on the

south and south-west; also with a short line

to New York by the Kentucky &, Great East-

ern Railroad, which is in the hands of ener-

getic parties, and we understand is to be built

at once. This road is to be made along tbe

south bank of the Ohio river to Catlettsburg,

thence to Frederick, Maryland, there to meet
and connect with the New Jersey Central

road, makiug one line to New York, which

will be 106 miles shorter than by the Panhan-

dle road, which is the shortest route at present,

and 137 miles shorter than the Baltimore &
Ohio, 221 miles shorter than the Atlantic &
Great Western, and 240 miles shorter than

the New York Central. While adding another

to our lour through lines to New York, over

better grades and straighter lines, it gives us

connections over shorter lines to Norfolk and

Richmond, Va., Washington City, Baltimore

and Philadelphia, thus giving to Cincinnati

what will be equivalent to a new railroad to

all these important seacoast cities. We thus

become the hub in the central cities of the

country, and ere long the Queen City will be

enabled to replace her crown in the race for

enterprise and population. The gentlemen

who have these new roads in charge are with

us, and, we are informed, busy in completing

arrangements for carrying forward their work;

and all they ask from our citizens is a con-

nection for tbe3e roads through our city, which

cau be granted through Eggleston avenue,

now, before it is graded and finished ; then i,

can be improved on a grade to accommodate
the immense railroad traffic required so as to

pass the cross streets over it, making it safe

for travel, and affording room for buildings

and warehouses that will accommodate the

class of new business that these roads will

surely bring to us.

We trust our City Council will find it to the

city's interest to be liberal in granting the

necessary privileges for all connections through
our city.

Returning to the improvement of Deer creek

road aud Effluent-pipe street, no better time

can ever be than the present—while that tun-

nel is being made—as the fills required can
be made very reasonably with the material

that is being taken from the tunnel. On exa-

mination we find all the buildings in that val-

ley have been made with reference to the

grade established, so that business men and
lot owners in that valley are ready for the

work, if the Board of Improvements and
Council will order it forward.

Joseph Kinsey,
Wiu.um Sumner,
O. J. Dodds.

_ ^_ __
Progress of the Narrow Gange.

— Little Rock advices (26th) state that a

contract has been closed for the iron and
equipments of the entire line of the Arkansas

Central Railroad, including the branch from

Aberdeen, on White river, to Pine Bluff, and

from Aberdeen to Clarion, all to be delivered

by April 1, 1872. This is a uarrow gauge

road, and will be the first road completed of

that gauge in the South. This is the only

railway in the State to which State aid has

been awarded that has moved along quietly.

Everything points to its early completion.

— The people of Jackson, on the 23d, voted

by a large majority to issue $160,000 of bonds

in aid of the Leavenworth & Denver Narrow

Gauge Railroad Surveying parties are al-

ready at work locating the line, and the road

is to be pushed through with all possible dis-

patch.

— The Register sayR the Des Moines &
Western Railroad has assumed definite shape

and already begins to promise to fulfill the

prediction, made some time since, that it

would be the first narrow gauge road in ope-

ration in Iowa. The tax will certainly be

voted in enough townships t> raise, west of

Waukee, 5-100,000. As the route is one that

will be of cheap and easy construction, this

sum will make its immediate building certain.

If the elections shall be favorable, work will

be begun at once, and the whole line graded

in 60 days I This has the ring of business.

The Memphis, Bolivar & Nashville Nar-

row Gauge Railroad is being built from Mem-
phis to Raleigh, and will be immediately ex-

tended to Somerville. lis proposed extension

is through the Loosa Hatchie bottom, passing

Leatherville and Bolivar, Hardeman county.

Thence crossing the Hatchie it goes to Crains-

ville. From that point the proposed route is

up the Little Hatchie bottom to Camden,

thence through Bethel and Purdy to Savan-

hah, connecting there with the direct road

from Nashville through Cclumbia to Waynes-

boro, making nearly an air line from Nash-

ville to Memphis. The route, it is claimed, is

of easy grade, there being but one hill of im-

portance between Bolivar and Somerville.

The proposed road is quite an important one.
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New York State Railroads.

According to the report of the State Engi-
neer and Surveyor for 1870, the number of
railroads in New York, operated by steam, is

164, with a capita! stock paid in of $234,225,-

159; the number operated by horse power is

106 ; the Dumber of companies organized dur-

ing the year is 42; and tue number of enact-

ments relating to railroads, passed by the

Legislature during the year, is 51. The total

cost of construction and equipment of roads
operated by steam is stated to be $249,228,-
896 19, and of roads operated by horse power,

$23,481,268 74. The total earnings of roads
operated by steam, for the year, is set down
at $69,549,444 03, and the expenses of the

same, $69,378,455 20 The total earnings of

roads operated by horse power, for the year,

is staled at $9,523,892 83, and the expenses
of the same, $9,681,729 24. The number of

people killed during the year was 269 on the

steam and 29 on the horse roads, and the

number injured, 264 on the steam and 103 on
the horse roads. The length of steam roads
is 7,166 miles. The following deductions from
the reports of several of the principal steam
companies for nine years, showing the ave-

rage sum per ton per mile for freight, the ave-

rage cost per ton per mile for transporting
the same, and per centage of transportation
expenses to gross earnings, will be found of
interest

:

AVERAGE PER TON PER MILE IN 1870.

Per cent of
Rec'd CobI of transportat'n
for Trans- expenses on

Name of Road. tr'pg- porting, gross earn'gs.

Erie Railway 1.38 0.V8 74.62
Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern 1.59 1.04 62.93

New York Central & Hud-
son River 1.86 1.15 63.36

New York & Harlem 6 57 4.45 62.21
Ogdensburg & Lake Cham-

plain 257 1.62 62.(18

Rensselaer 4. Saratoga 3.95 2.65 59 63
Rome, Watertuwn Sc Og-
denBbnre 3.75 2.92 64.12

Syracuse, Binghamton &
New York 1.42 0.76 58.34

The construction of railroads in the State
has made gratifying progress, but their man-
agement does not seem to have improved.
Grave abuses have crept into the direction of
some of the leading companies, but the most
Eerious aspect is the tendency to consolida-
tion. The corporate system, in at least one
instance, has been practically broken down,
and the stockholder no longer has a voice in

the management of the corporation
; hence

the existing railroad system is unsatisfactory,

if not dangerous. One of the possible reme-
dies for existing evils, advocated with marked
ability by an eminent writer on jurisprudence,
is the assuming of railroad jurisdiction by the
National Government, as has been done in

some parts of Europe, and, it is stated, with
good results. This reform is advocated be-

cause of the alleged failure of the corporate
system, as regulated by State authority. We
are told by the same authority, that the pre-
liminary work to this reform should be done
through the States—State management to be-
gin in fragments of trunk lines, because local

lines can not be purified, while the through
lines are amenable to no law. The commu-
nity demand reform of the through lines, and
perhaps effective regulation will do more than
State ownership. This is the tendency in

Western legislation, where Illinois, in the re-

markable constitution lately adopted, views
and regulates railroads as an exceptional pur-
suit, to be recognized and treated as such.
The provisions introduced are crude, but a

deficiency has been recognized, a starting

point taken, all of which is hopeful. The
abrogatio nof special legislation achieved, ie,

in itself, an important point gained. When a

means to the end of checkmating railroad in

fluence in the Legislatures shall be found and
incorporated, the difficult part of the railroad

problem will, without doubt, have been solved.

The Illinois experiment absorbs attention as

one of the leading problems of railway man-
agement. The result of that experiment will

be valuable as a guide to other localities.

—

Com & Ship. List.

Redeeming; tbe I>ebt in Coin.

The commencement of the Fall season has
been enlightened by the publication of the

anticipated Treasury order for the redemption
of a portion of the outstanding Five-twenties,

in accordance with the terms on which the

balance of the new five per cent. Funding
Loan was negotiated. Theamount nominally
called in is $145,666,800 of the loan of May,
1862, consisting of coupon and registered

bonds. But as from $40,000,000 to $50,000,-

000 of these bonds have been already pur
chased on account of the Sinking Fund, or

exchanged for the new loan, the amount to be
actually redeemed is reduced to about $100,-

000,000. The bonds to be redeemed are of
the first series, act of May 1, 1862, numbered
as follows:

COUPONS.

1 to 30,699, inclusive, of $50 each.

1 to 43,572, do of 100 each.

1 to 40,011, do of 500 each.

1 to 74,104, do of 1,000 each.

REGISTERED.

1 to 595, inclusive, of $50 each.

1 to 4,103, do of 100 each.

1 to 1,839, do of 500 each.

1 to 8,906, do of 1,000 each.

1 to 2,665, do of 5,000 each.

1 to 2,906, do of 10,000 each.

On and after the 1st of December next,

these bonds will be paid in the Treasury De-
partment, Washington, in coin, and interest

will cease from that date. The further devel-

opment of Mr. Boutwell's policy in reference

to funding the rest of the debt, will no doubt
exercise an important influence on holders of

outstanding bond3. The Secretary is autho-

rized by law to increase the 5 per cent loan

to $500,000,000, so that he still holds a balance

of $300,000,000, which he will probably dis-

tribute proportionally with subscriptions for

the 4 and 4j per cent, bonds, which have been
only temporarily withdrawn.

The fact that the United States Government
is in a position to redeem its war debt can
not fail to exercise a favorable influence on
American credit. It would have been more
desirable if this result had been achieved, as

it might have been, through the preliminary

medium of the restoration of the currency to

a gold basis, and without the fearful strain

that has been imposed on the industry of the

country. The negotiation of the Loan and
the redemption of the debt are important as

indicating clearly that 5 per cent is hence-

forth the maximum interest that will be paid

for money by the United States Government.
This fact must exercise a large influence on
the whole list of securities, as many investors

will desire to receive larger interest for their

money than is henceforth attainable from Go-
vernment bonds—Economist.

Railways Raise Land Values.

A respected correspondent and friend sends
us the following interesting details. Under
the title "Influence of the Burlington & Mis-
souri Railroad on South-western Iowa," he
says

:

"The valuation of land and town lots in

three contiguous Iowa counties in 1869 was
$3,773,730; in 1871 the same lands and lots

were assessed at $5,705,429—a gain of $1,-

931,699. or more than 51 ner cent, in two
years. These counties are Union, Adams and
Mills. The only obvious reason for this rapid

increase in values seems to be that within the
last two years the B. & M. Railroad has been
extended through tbe three exceptional pros-

perous counties—raising up villages at Corn-
ing, Villisca, EmersoD, Malvern, and, indeed,
at every station— bringing in all things need-
ful, and carrying produce to market. The
railroad has, also, since April, 1870, sold to

actual settlers, on ten years' credit and low
interest, about 38,000 acres in those counties,

or more than one.third of its government land
grant there. The potency of a railroad to in-

duce settlement, extend agriculture, develop all

resources, and hence enhance values, though
always indubitable, is seldom so susceptible,

as in this instance, of mathematical demon-
stration, and that in a nutshell.

" The assessments, as equalized by the Su-
pervisors of Montgomery county, I regret that

I have not yet received. When they come to

hand, I shall doubtless ascertain that the valu-

ation there has increased more rapidly than
in any of tbe three counties I have mentioned
in its neighborhood, for the railroad has tra-

versed it more fully than either of the others;

it has sold more land within its limits than in

all the others together; and it has stimulated

its county seat, Red Oak, to a growth faster

than any new town in Southern Iowa—per-

haps faster than that of any town in the whole
State. Nor has it half finished its beneficent

work.
" Just as I had written the foregoing para-

graph the statistics of Montgomery county,

from its Auditor, came opportunely to hand,
and verify my prediction above. The total

valuation of that county in 1869 was less than

a million ($993,052), in 1871 it was neanr
three millions than two ($2,544,386), showing
an increase within two years of more than a
million and a half ($1,551,334) This incre-

ment within two years is more than five times
the percentage of growth even in the prosper-

ous counties adjoining on the East and West
—namely, 272 per cent. Meantime, the popu-
lation of the county seat, Red Oak, has in-

creased from 820 to 1,844. The secret of all

this advancement is simply the fact that in

1869 Montgomery county had not a single

mile of railroad—aud that in 1871 it has forty

miles. The locomotive bringing in whatever
is needed from abroad, and carrying to mar-
ket whatever is not needed for consumption
at home, has breathed its own miraculous
energy into every inhabitant, and pervasive as

the spring-time has left no corner of the coun-
ty untouched with its vivifying power.

"The sales of railroad land in Montgomery
since April, 1870, have amounted to 48,052

acres, and about 50,000 acres still remain to

be sold."

—

Review.

— Of the 307,000,000 of people carried on
English railroads in 1869, only 17 were killed

by causes beyond their own control, while in

the streets of London 150 persons were killed;

and it is estimated that the orange peel thrown
on London pavements kills more than all the

English railways.
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State Debts and Liabilities.

We have not seen anywhere a tabular ex-

hibit of State indebtedness, and have therefore

been at considerable pains to make an accu-

rate and reliable compilation, giving the ag-

gregate debt of each State, at the date of its

last official publication, as follows:

State. Date. Total.

Alabama Oct, 1, 1870$16,958,010 75

Arkansas Apr. 27, 1871 6,150,000 01)

California May 1, 1871 3,506,000 00
Connecticut Apr. 1, 1871 6,775,900 00
Delaware May 1, 1871 1,402,000 00
Florida Jan. 1, 1871 1,288,697 76

Georgia Jan. 1, 1871 7,514.500 00

Illinois Mar. 1, 1871 1,898,496 00

Indiana Oct. 31. 1870 4,167,507 94
Iowa Jan. 1,1871 300,000 00
Kansas Dec. 31, 1870 1,341,675 00
Kentucky Oct. 10, 1870 3,072,677 00
Louisiana Jan. 1, 1870 22.560,233 00
Maine Jan. 1, 1871 8,067,900 00
Maryland* Sept. 30, 1870 13,317,475 73
Massacbusetts*..Jan. 1, 1871 16,682068 00
Michigan Mar. 27, 1871 2,376,292 7S

Minnesota May 1, 1871 350,000 00
Missouri Jan 1, 1871 17,866,000 00
Nevada May 1, 1871 660,000 00
New Hampshire Jan. 1, 1870 2,752,200 00
New Jersey Nov. 1,1870 2,896,200 00
New York* Oct. 1, 1870 32,409,144 42
North Carolina..Oct. 1, 1870 29,960,045 00

Ohio Nov. 5, 1870 9,675,343 73

Oregon Sept. 5, 1870 106,633 00
Pennsylvania Dec. 1, 1870 31,107,186 85

Rhode Islandf... Apr. 1,1871 2,774,000 00
South Carolina...Oct. 31, 1870 7,665,908 98

Tennessee Jan. 1, 1871 38,945,852 00
Texas Jan. 1, 1871 930,000 00
Vermont „...Jan. 1, 1871 1,227,000 00
Virginia ..Dec. 31, 1870 47,390,839 96

Sum total $344,090,787 90
*Les8 sinking fund

fSinee April 1, 1870, reduced by $142,000.

Mississippi, in 1838, created a debt to the

amount of $7,000,000 for the establishment of

banks. The State soon ceased to pay inte-

rest on these bonds, and has long since wholly

repudiated thera.

Nebraska has so far incurred no debt.

West Virginia has no State debt, except

such portion of the debt of Virginia as might

equitably fall to her share. West Virginia

may assume such portion of that debt.

Wisconsin has no debts, except such as are

invested in trust funds, created for the sup-

port of schools, benevolent institutions, etc.

The above exhibit shows that the Western
States, considering area, population and re-

sources, are least in debt, and that local taxa-

tion, for many years to come, is likely to be

much lighter in our section than in any other.

Here, too, the number of inhabitants and the

development of material advantages are aug-

menting at a ratio not paralleled in any other

part of the country, making the burden of

State debt easier and easier to be borne with

every passing year. Indeed, it is altogether

probable that all tbe Western Slates, with the

exception of Ohio and Missouri, perhaps, will

be completely out of debt before the close of

the present decade
State debts in New England, outside of

Massachusetts, are generally confined to war
loans, and are in process of extinguishment.

The large indebtedness of the Southern

States has been created principally since the

close of the war, by a reckless system of al-

most indiscriminate aid of railroads. Tennes-

see and North Carolina in particular have
been brought to the verge of bankruptcy by
this course of loaning their credit. Few of

the roads so aided are payins the interest on
the bonds issued to them, and some have lite-

rally swindled the State.— Chicago Mercantile
Journal.

Journal of Railroad Law.

RAILROAD COMPANIES—WHAT CONSTITUTES NEG-

LIGENCE—FAILURE TO RING BELL OR SOUND

WHISTLE AT PUBLIC CROSSINGS—PRESUMPTIVE

EVIDENCE.

The recent case of The St Louis, Jackson-
ville & Chicago Railroad Company vs. Terhune
(50 III.. 151), was an action on the case brought
by Terhune against the St.. Louis, Jackson-
ville & Chicago Railroad Company, to recover
for damages resulting from an alleged viola-

tion of the statute, imposing upon the railroad

companies the duty to ring the bell or sound
the whistle upon the engine at the crossing of
public highways, as therein provided. The
plaintiff" alleged that by reason of the failure

of the defendant to comply with the statute in

that regard, two cows, property of the plain-

tiff, of the value of $300, were run over and
killed. On the trial the jury returned a ver-

dict for the plaintiff, and assessed his damages
at $150. A motion for a new trial was over-

ruled, and final judgment rendered upon the
verdict. The defendants bring tbe cause to

this Court on appeal, and assign various errors

upon which they rely for reversal.

The following is the opinion of the Court
delivered by
Walker, J.—The question of the weight of

evidence was for the jury, and they having
determined it, we will not disturb their find-

ing, unless it is not supported by the proof.

It is their province to weigh and reconcile

where it may be done, and if not, then to give
it such effect as it is entitled to receive, re-

jecting such portions as may be unworthy of

belief, and giving due weight to such as they
may believe to be true. In this case there
was a conflict of evidence as to whether a bell

was rung or a whisle sounded for the distance
required by law before reaching the road cross-

ing where the cattle were killed. The jury
having found there was not, we are not pre-

pared to hold their finding is not supported by
the evidence

Appellants insist that the Court below erred
in giving appellee's third instruction. It in-

formed the jury that the omission to ring a
bell or sound a whistle at the road crossing as

required by the statute, was prima facie evi-

deuce of negligence. In the case of the Ga-
lena & Chicago Union R R, Co. vs. Dill (22
111. 271), it was held that it was a question of
fact, to be determined by the jury, whether
such an omission is negligence. In that case,

the statu'e imposing that dnty on railroad

companies had been repealed as to that road,

and hence it was a question arising under the

common law, whether such an omission was
negligence. That case is not, therefore, an
authority in this, as the question presented by
this instruction is whether the omission of a
duty imposed by the statute constitutes prima
facie negligence, or whether in such a case
the plaintiff is bound to prove other omissions
of duty which constitute negligence. In the

case of The Great Western R R. Co. vs. Ged-
dis (33 111. 304), which was similar in its facts

to this, it was held that the failure to ring a
bell or sound a whistle at a road crossing was

negligence that should render the company
liable for injuries growing out of the omission,
that might be occasioned by their engines, to

persons or property
; that the omission to per-

form an act imposed by the statute was negli-

gence. In that case the cases of The Illinois

Central R. R Co As Phelps (29 III. 447), and
The Illinois Central R R C. vs. Goodwin (30
III. 117), were referred to and distinguished

|
from Geddis' case. It was said of those cases
that the animals were killed at a place where
the statute did not require the signal to be
given, whilst in Geddis' case the injury to the

animal was at a highway crossing where the

signal was required.

That case was in point and must govern
this. The Court below did not err in giving
this instruction. No error being perceived in

this record the judgment of the Court below
must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Tinting the Electr-c Spark.—M. E Bec-
querel has shown that the electric spark may
be diversely and beautifully colored by being
made to pass through saline solutions. If an
electrical spark from an inductive apparatus
be made to pass into the extremity of a plati-

num wire suspended over the surface of the

solution of a salt, this spark will acquire spe-

cial coloration according to the chemical
composition of the solution traversed. The
saline solutions are best concentrated, and
the platinum wire positive. The experiment
is readily performed in a glass tube. Salts < (

strontia will color tbe spark red ; chloride of

sodium, yellow; chloride of copper, bluish

green, &c The light from these sparks, ana-
lyzed by the spectroscope, furnishes a method
for the determination of the nature of the salts

contained in the solution.

Cleveland has surpassed almost every

other American city in growth during the

past decade, and manufactures did it. The
Herald says the city now has 14 rolling mills,

with 200 puddling furnaces, and a daily capa-

city of 400 tons of finished iron. There are

5 stove foundries, 1 malleable iron works, 1

ax and tool company, 6 boiler plate and sheet

iron works of large capacity, 3 foundries for

making car wheels and castings for buildings,

1 large manufactory of cross-cut, circular and
other saws.

Coffee and Cacao as Food.—Some experi-

ments have been made with dogs, to which Dr.

Rabtiteau gave diets in one case consisting

daily of 20 grms. of bread, 10 grms. of fresh

butter, and 10 grms. of sugar; in the other

case, 20 grms. of cacao, 10 grms. of sugar, and
an infusion of 20 grms. of well-roasted coffee.

From the results of these experiments, he con-

cludes that coffee and cacao simply prevent de-

nutrition or waste. This view is objected to,

however, by MM. Payen, Dumas, and Chevreul.

As regards cacoa (commonly named cocoa),

theie can be no doubt that, containing as it

does from 17 to 20 per cent, of albuminous

matter, with from 10 to 12 per cent, of starch,

from 40 to 60 per cent, of fat, and among its

mineral matter phosphates, it is nutritious

food. M. Chevreul calls attention to the exist-

ence of idiosyncracy, and its influence on the

individual tastes, and hence also more or less

on the action of various alimentary substances,

pointing out that he himself has had from his

earliest years, au invincible repugnance to

wine, miik, fish, and various vegetables, of none

of which he ever partakes, but for all that it

would, of course, be absurd to deny the nutri-

tive properties and value cf these substances.
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Tbe Supply of Coal in Englaud.

Some years ago considerable alarm was
created in England by a statement to the effect

that the coal area in that country was consid-

erably less than was generally supposed, and
that ihe supply would be exhausted within a

period of about two hundred years A Board
of Comuiis^oners, consisting of experts and
scientific men, was appointed by Parliament,

and after a patient and laborious investigation

of five years the results are given to the world

in a very comprehensive and elaborate report.

The Commission partially confirms the alarm-

ist reports about the short supply of coal.- The
only difference is in respect to time. In place

of exhausting the coal fields in a couple of hun-

dred years as was first reported, it is estimated

that according to the arithmetical rate of in-

crease in consumption for a number of years

past, the supply will last 277 years. By a

moderate geometrical diminution in the in-

creased consumption, which would utilize much
coal that is now wasted, the supply may be

made to last 360 years. If the future increased

consumption is limited or prohibited to the

amount consumed during the year 1871, the

supply may last 1,300 years. In other words,

if England stands still it may continue to ex-

ist 1,300 years. But if it increases its manu-
factures and wealth in the future at the rate

of progress during the first half of the present

century then there will be an end to all this

greatness and power in about 300 years. As
it is no more possible for nations to stand still

than individuals, we may assume that England
will be either unable or unwilling to limit the

c msumption of coal, but will go on like a
wasteful heir, exhausting the vital springs of

prosperity until the inevitable results of pov-

erty and weakness succeed the loss of capital.

The report is exceedingly valuable in in-

formation. Experience confirms theory by

showing that coal can not be procured at a

lower depth than 4,000 feet, on account of the

regular increase of heat. This increase is at

the rate of one degree for each sixty feet. The
mines at fifty feet below the surface maintain

a constant temperature of fifty degrees m win-

ter and Bummer. At the Rose Bridge mine,

2,419 feet deep, the temperature is uniform at

ninety-four degrees. A mine in the tin regions

in Cornwall is sometimes 123 degrees, and men
can only work in it for spells of fifteen min-
utes. At 4,000 feet the temperature would be

105 degrees, and this is the highest at which
coal can be profitably obtained, until men be-

come like salamanders and able to live in a re-

gion of perpetual boiling water. The attaina-

ble quantity of coal in the known coal region

is 96,207,000,000 tons. This would only last

about 180 years. But it is estimated that an
additional supply of 56,273,000,000 tons may
be obtained in districts not yet worked or re-

garded as workable. This gives a total availa-

ble quantity of 146,480,000,UOO,000 tons, which

may last either 300 years or 1,300 years, ac-

cording to the rate of consumption.

Thus, science pronounces the unalterable

doom of the English nation. It must absolute-

ly lay down its sceptre within a determinate

period. That period seems so remote that fore-

bodings and regrets seem about on a par with

Mark Twain's tears at the tomb of his ancestor

Adam. Nevettheless it is impossible not to

forecast a future in which such great changes

are not merely problematic. Within the same
period of time that marked the rise and growth

of the people and Republic of the United

States, tbe English nation is destined to dis-

appear. What Sheffield, Manchester, and the

other great manufacturing towns of England
would be when deprived of the motive power
that drives its steam engines and keeps its fur-

naces in blast, is only too apparent, and it is

probable that in comparison a battle of Dork-

ing might be more desirable. It is estimated
that the machinery of England is equal to the

manual power of the entire population of the
globe. What that country would be, deprived
of this wonderful auxiliary power, belongs to

the future to decide.

There is just one chance to reprieve. It is

possible that science which thus pronounces the

doom of England may find means to give it a
new lease of existence. New motive powers
besides those derived from coal and steam
may, and probably will be discovered or rather
utilized. Already it is known that electricity

or magnetism offers practically exhaustless
sources of heat and power. Nature contains
within her mighty storehouse, many fruitful

bounties to ble*s mankind—bounties which are
only limited by humau. ignorance and inca-
pacity. The day may not be distant when tbe

locomotive and steam engine may be regarded
as much behind the times as the old-fashioned
stage coaches and hand looms are now re-

garded.
It is also to be observed that the investiga-

tions of the Coal Commission was limited to

England. It is knowo that there are very
large supplies of coal in Ireland, and that the

mines of that country are regarded by scientific

men as superior both in quantity and quality

to those of England. History contains many
greater surprises than would be involved in

the transfer of the seat of wealth and power of

Great Britain from England to Ireland—from
the Thames and Mersey to the Shannon and
Boyne. Certainly the mere possibility of this

change or reversal of the present relation be-

tween England and Ireland affords a curious

solution of the Fenian agitation and of the

English penal laws.

How to Banish Fleas.—The Maryland Far-

mer, a most excellent monthly, published in

Baltimore, gives the following useful recipe for

exterminating fleas:—-"The oil of pennyroyal
will certainly drive these pests off; but a
cheaper method, where the herb flourishes, is

to throw your dogs and cats into a decoction of

it once a Week. Mow the herb and scatter it

in the beds of the pigs once a month. Where
the herb can not be got, the oil may be pro-

cured. In this case, saturate strings with it

and tie them around the necks of dogs and
cats, pour a little on the back and about the

ears of hogs, which you can do while they are

feeding without touching them. By repeating

these applications every twelve or fifteen days,

the fleas will flee fr m your quadrupeds, to their

relief and improvement, and your relief and
comfort in the house. Strings saturated with

the oil of pennyroyal and tied around the neck
and tail of horses will drive off lice ; the strings

should be saturated once a day."

Intensifying Varnished Negatives.—There

are several methods of intensifying a varnish-

ed negative. You may remove the varnish by
means of alcohol, and intensify with an alco-

holic solution of pyro and silver; but the sim.

plest method is oue we [Photographic News) in-

troduced some years ago. It consists in first

moistening the varnished film with alcohol, and
then applying a six-graiti solution of iodine in

alcohol. The change will be chiefly observa-

ble in color. The iodine combining with the

silver will form iodide of silver. Die stage at

which to stop the operations is when the deposit

forming the image assumes an olive tint; throw

off the iodine solution at once, aud rinse with

alcohol, then dry. If necessary, you can again

varnish, but that is not usually necessary. If

the application be continued too long, the color

will become yellow and transparent; but if

stopped at the olive stage, the color is very

non-actinic, aud considerable accession of in-

tensify is gained.

The Shape or Saw-Teeth.—Tbe following

information on this subject !h extracted from
Leffel's Mechanical News:'—The adaptation of

tojls, in form and construction, to the nature

of the work required of them, is an important
item in every branch of mechanical industry,

and in none more vitally than in the sawing of

lumber. The distinction to be made according

to the direction in which the saw is to run,

whether across the g^ain or with the grain, iB

sufficiently plain, and is familiar to every

workman in a sawmill. As the fibre of the

wood to be severed in cross-cuiting presents a
firm, a'most unyield ng resistance to the saw,

the teeth are of an acute, or laacet-like shape,

cutting the wood rapidly asunder, as if with a
succession of knives, and producing a fine

granular saw-dust ; while the teeth of the rip-

saw, cutting with or separating the grain, are

made comparatively large and coarse, encoun-

tering less resistance from the wood, which
they tear into small chips or shavings. The
experience of workmen in soft, and especially

in gummy or resinous woods, such as pitch-

pine, larch, etc., gives still more striking proof

of the necessity of adapting the saw to the na-

ture of the material in which it is to operate.

To prevent the choking of the saw, and the

resulting demand for additional power to main-
tain the motion, the points of the teeth require

to be made acute, and to have considerable

pitch, in order to overcome the obstruction of

damp sawdust accumulating in their path

;

and in gummy wood, an application of grease

is often necessary as a remedy for the heating

and friction caused by the tendency of the re-

sin to adhere to the saw. It may be stated, in

general terms, that for soft or yielding woods,

of the class of which the willow and pine are

common examples, the pitch should be greater,

and the teeth large and acutely pointed. For

mahogany, rosewood, and other woods of tough

and dense fibre, teeth of less size and of per-

pendicular pitch are appropriate The princi-

ple which should govern the Bhape of saw-teeth

is indeed an extremely simple one, and would

seem to require no formal statement, more es-

pecially as it is certain to make itself manifest,

if disregarded, upon a brief experiment. In

practice, however, it often fails to receive due

attention, and no small amount of inconveni-

ence and actual loss is occasioned by neglect

of this material point.
1 *^-a

How to Preserve Fats.—Every pharnnt-

ceutist, says the Journal of Applied Chemistry,

experiences great difficulty in tne preservation

of fatty compounds. During the hot weather

of summer and in the warm atmosphere of the

shop in winter, ointments and pomades become

rancid and useless. This is particularly the

case in those compounds into which animal fats

enter largely. The chemistry oi these changes

is apparent to every intelligent pharmaceutist.

The usual mode of benzoating fats is to mix
with them tincture of benzoin. The objection

to this is that there is often a certain quantity

of moisture in lard, especially that which is

steam rendered; as a consequence, the tincture

is decomposed, and the benzoin is thoroughly

mixed. The following mode of benzoating all

kinds of animal fats will be found the most

effectual for preserving them for a long time:

Make a saturated solution of gum benzoin in

alcohol by simple heat, allow the liquid to set-

tle clear, then strain and mix with equal parts

of fresh castor oil. Of this mixture add four

ounces to each gallon of fat or ointment while

warm The proportion of the solution of ben-

zoin may be increased for pomades, as it forms,

by its aromatic odor, an excellent basis for per-

fumes. The benzoatic fat should be kept not

in tins, but in jars well covered. Steam-ren-

dered lard, or that treated with salt and alum,

should be carefully remelted in water bath to

allow all the water to settle, so as to pour off

the pure fat.
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Thermometers, and how they are Made.

" Warm" and " cold" are mer. ly comparative
terms; a thing may properly be called "warm"
under some circumstances, which under others

would be regarded as cold. Weather which in

winter would be regarded as warm would in

spring be considered cold; and, if we depended
upon our sensations alone, it would be impossi-

ble for u8 to state correctly the real facts in

such cases. Indeed, our senses are exceedingly
apt to deceive us, as is shown by the common
experiment of putting one hand in cold water
and the other in that which is hot, and after a
short time placing both in Ihe same vessel,

which should be filled with tepid water. The
hand that was in Ihe cold water will now feel

warm, and the hand that was in the warm
water will feel cold; showing that under some
circumstances our senses are anything but
trustworthy guides. And yet it is only within
comparatively recent times that methods have
been devised whereby measures of temperature
can be referred to fixed standards It was an
ingenious, though, of course, an obvious sug-
gestion, to employ for this purpose the relative

amounts of expansion produced by different

degrees of heat ; but it required great skill and
profound thought to mature a plan whereby
the observations of different investigators

could be compared with each other, so as to

preserve a record of the actual temperature ex-
isting at any given time. The earliest instru-
ments used for indicating changes of tempera-
ture were not thermometers, but mere thermo-
scopes, or instruments for indicating such
changes without measuring them accurately or
affording data for recording them. Such were
the instruments of Amontons and Sanctorious,
which consisted of a glass tube, at the end of
which was a bulb filled with air. The tube
was partly filled with colored liquid, and, as
the air expanded and contracted in the bulb,
the liquid moved in the tube. It will be easily

seen, however, that such an instrument would
not be affected by heat only. As the atmos-
pheric pressure varied, the air in the bulb
would be enlarged and expanded, just as it

would be by variations in temperature, and
thus we should be liable to attribuie its rise

and fall to the wrong cause. It was not, there-
fore, until about one hundred and seventy-five
years ago, when Fahrenheit suggested the use
of mercury, that a really reliable thermometer
was produced.

The principle upon which the mercurial
thermometer depends for its action is, that
mercury expands in a faster ratio than a glass
bulb containing it: and, consequently, if we
have a bulb with a fine tube attached, and fill

the bulb with mercury at a temperature equal
to the freezing point of water, if the mercury
be heated to the boiling-point of water it will
expand so much more than the glass bulb, that
one sixty-third part ,of it will be forced into
the tube. The process by which thermometers
are made is as follows: The workman takes a
quantity of glass tubing with a very fine bore—the tube being generally flat, so that it may
show a broader band or ribbon of mercury than
if it were round; and in order to still further
increase the ease of seeing it, the tube is fre-
quently made with a band of oolored glass be-
hind the hole or bore; t>ie thread of mercury
of course shows very distinctly against the
colored glass. This tubing is cut up into
pieces of lengths suitable for making six-inch,
ten-inch, or twelve-inch thermometers. The
next step is to blow the bulbs on the ends of
these pieces of tube. Now, it will be readily
seen that, as mercury expands a certain de-
finite proportion of its bulk when heated be-
tween 32° and 212° (one sixty-third as just
stated), the size of the bulbs must be accurately

. proportioned to the bore and length of the tube,
or the thermometer would not be good for any-

thing. Thus, if there were blown on a tube
six inches loDg a bulb so large that one five-

hundredth of its contents would fill the tube,

the thermometer made from it could not be
made to show a range of over 25°. To get the

bulb proportioned to the tubes is therefore an
indispensable operation. To accomplish it. the

tubes are first assorted into differeut sizes, the

workman examining them by means of a lens

or microscope. After this the bulbs are blown
to certain gauges, and in this way is secured a

degree of accuracy which is sufficient for most
practical purposes. The process of blowing
the bulbs is a very simple one, but it is neces-

sary to take great care that no moisture or

dirt should get into the tube. To guard against
any accident of this kind, the following plan
is adopted : A small india-rubber bag is at-

tached to one eud of the tube, and the other

end is melted and rendered quite soft, by means
of a lamp and blow-pipe. A very slight pres-

sure on the bag forces through the tube an
amount of air sufficient to expand the semi-
liquid glass into a hollow bulb, the size of

which is regulated by the gauges formerly

mentioned. The next step is to fill the bulb
and tube with mercury. At first sight, it

would seem to be a very difficult problem to

pour the mercury through such a fine tube, but

by the following device the operation io easily

performed: A strip of writing paper is rolled

round the open end of the tube, and firmly tied

so as to form a sort of tubular funnel. This
funnel is then filled with well-boiled mercury,
and the glass bulb is warmed so as to expel
some of the air that it contains. Ab soon as

it cools, the air within it contracts, and the

pressure of the outer air forces some of the

mercuiy into the bulb. This mercury is now
caused to boil vigorously, so that its vapor
Bhall expel all the air; and when this has
taken place the whole is allowed to cool. Of
course, as soon as the vapor of mercury which
fills the bulb has coudensed, a vacuum will ex
ist in the bulb, and the mercury in the funnel
will be forced in so as to completely fill it.

The paper funnel is now removed, and the end
of the tube drawn out to a fine point, so that it

may be readily closed by the blow-pipe while
full of mercury, as in this way alone can it be
sealed and the air excluded. The next step is

to adjust the quantity of mercury contained in

the tube so that the end of the column will fall

in the right place; after which, the thermome-
ter must be properly graduated.— The Tech-

nologist.
—

I ~»~
Tests for White Lead.

The body, or coveiing power of paint is due
to two causes—a great division of the sub-

stance, which allows it to be spread over a
large surface; and opacity, which allows a

thin coat to impart the desired color. It is

evident that a transparent substance, however
equally divided, will not sufficiently color the

surface over which it is spread; and, on the

other hand, an opaque color, if coarsely divid-

ed, will not cover a large area.

White lead, if formed purely of carbonate
of lead, will not have sufficient covering pow-
er. The Dutch method is due to a certain pro-
portion of hydrated oxide of lead, mixed with
the carbonate ; and we may say that the more
there is of hydrated oxide in the white lead

the more body it will have.

If several samples of pure white lead are
submitted to a chemical analysis, those con-
taining the greatest proportion of oxide of lead,

with a minimum of carbonic acid, will be
found to have the greater covering power.
Our object is to introduce a rapid process by

which persons not conversant with chemical
manipulations may ascertain the relative body
of samples of white lead not ground in oil.

This test is based on the phenomenon presented

by yellow chromate of lead, when a part of its

chromic acid is removed, or in other words,
when it is made to contain an excess of oxide
of lead; the yellow turns to an orange shade,
which is the deeper as there is more oxide of

lead uncombined with the chromio acid.

Therefore, if we put same weights of differ-

ent samples of dry white lead in several sau-
cers, and pour into them the same volume of a
solution of potassa, a reaction will take place

by which the chromic acid of the chromate of

pota«sa will unite with Ihe lead of Ihe carbon-
ate of lead, forming a chromate of lead, which
will be of a deeper orange shade as there is

more free oxide of lead in the samples exam-
ined.

The solution of chromate of lead should be

added in excess, that is to say, should, after

stirring it with the white lead in the saucer,

and allowing it to stand for a few minutes, be

still of a yellow color. The samples are ex-

amined afier settling and decantution of super-

natant liquor.

As yellow chromate of potassa is generally

alkaline, it is better to correct this alkalinity

by employing a mixture of 18 parts of yellow
chromate of potassa and 2 parts of bichromato
of potassfl, dissolved in 10 parts of water to

1 of dry salts.

If the dry white lead is adulterated with
foreign substances, the orange color will not

be so deep in color.

This test does not apply to paints already

ground in oil, in which case it is preferable to

mix the weighed sample wiih J to 1 percent,

of lampblack, and a few more drops of oil if

necessary. Alter thoroughly mixing lampblack
and white lead with a painter's kuife, upon a
porcelain slab or a pane of glass, the samples
are compared, and the lighter the driib shado
is the greater the coloring power of the paint
examined.

Vibrating Movement of Matter.—The fol-

lowing illustration, says Professor Henry, of

the vibratory movement of matter is attested

by Professor Horsiord, of the United States.

The top of the high tower which constitutes

the Bunker-hill monument inclines towards
the west in the morning and the north at mid-
day, and towards the east in the afternoon.

These movemenis are due to Ihe expanding in-

fluence of the sun as it warms, in succession,

the different sides of the structure. A similar

but more marked effect is produced on the dome
of the Capitol of Washington, as indicated by
the apparent motion of the bob of a long plumb
line fastened to the under side of the roof of

the rotunda and extending to the pavement be-
neath. This bob describes daily an ellipsoidal

curve, of which the longest diameter is 4 in.

or 5 in. in length. By molecular actions of

this kind, Time, the slow but sure destroyer,

levels with the ground the loftiest monuments
of human pride.

Regeneration of Waste Silver Solutions.
— Dr. Grager states that the best plan to treat

these solutions is the following:—"The solu-

tions are boiled either in a porcelain basin or

glass flask, and while boiling there is added to

them recently precipitated, well washed, and
moist oxide of silver, the boiling being con-

tinued for some time. The liquid is next fil-

tered, and then evaporated to dryness, the heat

being increased to fusion, so as to destroy am-
moniacal salts ; the residue is pure nitrate of

silver. The sediment in the filter contains

some oxide of silver, which must be added in

excess ; and, therefore, in order not to lose

that, the filter is preserved, and the contents

worked up at a subsequent operation. The ni-

trate of silver thus obtained is, by practical

photographers, pronounced to be of excellent

quality."
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Faint and Painting.

Paint, as is well known, is made of various
mineral productions, which are reduced to

powder, and then made liquid by some fluid so

as to admit of application with a brush. The
coloring substance is sometimes ground ia wa-
ter, and then a size must be added to give it a

Btronger adhesive power; sometimes it is mixed
with spirits of wine, and, as this fluid evapor-
ates readily, only a small quantity must be

mixed at a time; but it is commonly ground in

oil, and mixed with turpentine or " turps," as

it is called by workmen, a substance obtained

from larch or fir trees. Ceilings and stringing

of staircases are frequently pointed in water
colors; but wood-work and the walls of rooms
are commonly worked in oil colors. In that

kind of finishing called "flatting," because
it makes a very even and dull surface, the

color is prepared with turpentine only ; and
as the execution of the work is very readily

detected when it is " flatted " great care should

be taken in the process, and a clever, expert
workman should be employed.
A very superior material for the whitening

of internal walls may be made in the follow-

ing manner:—'Fake a qua'ntity of very fine

lime, and, passing through the finest sieve that

can be obtained, place it in a vessel sufficiently

large tor the purpose, and, filling it with water,

thoroughly mix the lime and water with a

wooden instrument, so as to diffuse the whole
of the solid material through the fluid. When
this has been done, let the mixture stand for

about twenty-four hours, so that the lime may
be deposited, and then draw off the liquid,

which will contain the impurities previously
mixed with the lime. Fill the vessel again
with water and mix the ingredients as before,

and draw off the water when the sediment has
been formed. The lime will then remain at

the cottom of the vessel, and the impurities

being withdrawn, it will be exceedingly white;

so bright, indeed, that it will be necessary to

add a little Prussian blue. When the purified

lime is mixed with turpentine, size, and a very
small quantity of alum, a composition will be
formed, which, when applied to the surface of

the work, will have a peculiarly beautiful ap-
pearanee. The work will be greatly improved
by rubbing it with a brush, not so stiff as to

scratch it, but sufficiently so to produce a
strong friction.

Great care is required in painting upon stuc-

co, for the work n.ust be not only thoroughly
dt y, but free from any liability to dampness

;

that is to .say, the walls themselves must be

dry. It is, consequently, usual to allow the

stucco to remain for several months before it is

painted; and this is especially necessary when
it covers over a large surface, as in the walls

of churches, chapels, and theaters. If the paint
be applied too soon, the work will have a
blotched appearance, and be probably filled

with small vesicles, formed during the evapora-
tion of the water. When the work is dry it

may be prepared by covering it with a coat of

linseed oil boiled with driers. This must be
laid on very carefully or the face will be ir-

regular. The color may then be applied, and
four coats will not be too much, the work being
new. Persons are generally so anxious to

have their buildings finished, that they disre-

gard the future appearance of the work, and
within a few weeks after the application of the

stucco cover it with paint. But it would in all

cases be sufficient to wash the surface with
distemper, as it would give a finished appear-
ance to the building, and make it less necessa-

ry to hurry the work. Uut when the work is

sufficiently dry to receive the oil color, the wa-
ter color, that is to say the distemper, should be
removed, which may be done by washing; and,
as the water does not penetrate into the sub-
stance of the stucco, it will dry in a few days

and recieve the oil color. The tints may be
regulated by mingling different colors, as in

all kinds of painting.

—

American Builder.

Consumption of 8moke.—The following sim-

ple mode of building a fire, either in an open
grate or in a furnace, will not only consume
all the smoke, soot, and gas of our common
bituminous coal, and present the accumulation
of soot in the chimney or pipe, but by the com-
bination of hard and soft coal is both economi-
cal and convenient. In an open grate, first

place a small wad or ball of paper, or fine

BhavingB; then upon and around this a few
short pieces of kindling wood loosely crossing

each other to receive the soft bituminous coal;

cover the wood with soft coal, the quantity to

be determined by the size of the fire required,

and light the paper. As the soft coal begins to

burn, cover it with a quantity of fine nut Le-

high or anthracite coal an inch thick. If the

draught is small, or you wish to hasten the

fire, apply a common sheetiron blower, till the

hard coal becomes red. The fire need not now
be touched again for twelve hours, unless to

apply the blower to increase the heat. When
necessary to replenish the fire, add soft coal

and cover as before ; and, after the coal is

kindled, shake out the ashes below.

By this combination of soft and hard coal in

constructing your fire, you will secure, first, a

consumption of all the smoke of the soft coal,

which must pass through the red hot hard coal,

and will scarcely discolor the grate, chimney,

or pipe. Second, it will make a steady and hot

fire; and though the fire in the grate is small,

and the coal placed in a conical shape, in mild

weather not fitting the grate or furnace, it will

burn Bteadily and not go out till the coal is con-

sumed. The soft coal, which burns rapidly

with flame and smoke, will, when thus covered

wi'h fine hard coal, consume gradually without

smoke and with little flame; and as it burns,

the hard coal is kept hot, and settles around it.

Third, it is also economical, because all the

coal is burned and you can control your fire to

suit the weather. In very cold weather, if you
construct your fire of soft coal alone, it must
burn out very rapidly ; and the larger the fire

the more rapidly it consumes, and must be con-

stantly replenished. In mild weather, if the

fire is small, it will soon go out or fill the chim-

ney with smoke and soot. If you burn hard
coal exclusively you must keep up a large fire

and have a strong draught, or, if the fire is

small, it will go out.

The writer has used the Missouri and Illinois

coal—combined with anthracite coal as above

described, both in open grates and furnaces

—

the past two winters, with the most satisfactory

results, as stated.-

—

Technologist.

BAIL&OAD NOTICE.

The Theory of the Bunsen Flame.—Frank-
land's investigations throw some doubt upon
the commonly accepted theory that the lumin-

osity of flame is solely due to incandescent

carbon, and that the non-luminosity of the

flame of the Bunsen burner is caused by the

perfect combustion of the coal-gas, the parti-

cles of carbon being burned up at once instead

of remaining for a moment in a white-hot

state before the oxygen can get at them. Some
recent experiments by Herr Knapp appear to

prove that this latter explanation can not be

the correct one. He finds that if instead of

allowing air to mix with the coal-gas in the

Bunsen burner, a sufficiently strong stream of

nitrogen, hydrochloric acM, or carbonic acid

gas, no one of which can act as a supporter of

combustion, be passed into the flame, the latter

becomes peifectly non-luminous. Probably

this is in great part due, says the Boston Jour-

nal of Chemistry, to the reduction of tempera-

ture and pressure in the flame, consequent on

the introduction of the above cases.

The Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great
Northern Riilroad Company hereby give notice that more
than ten per centum of the capital stock uthorized by
the Articles of Association of said Company has been sub-
scribed, to-wit, eight thousand eight hundred and twenty
(Hr-'JU) Bh-res ; the said Corporators therefore give notice
for the said stockholders to meet at the ottce of tbe Kail-
road Record, No. 167 Walnut street, Cincinnati. Ohio, on
Saturday, the 30th day of September, A. 1>. 1871, at 11
o'clock A. M. of said day, for the purpose of choosing
seven directors of said Cjmpauy. A full attendance is

requested.
A. J HODDER,
DURBIN WARD,
T. WRIGHTS >N,
S. W. MORTON.
ROBT. HEDGKR,

Corporators.

CmciHSiTi, , Ang. 30, 1871. 31-8-71, 4.

LOCOMOTIVE
FOH. SATiE.

In perfect order. Cylinders 14 by 22. Weight 26 tone.

Drivers 4 feet, 8 inches. Gange, 4 feet, 8% inchea. Will

be sold low for want of use. Apply to

GEO. M. NEWTON,

57 Cedar Street,

NEW YOEK OITT.
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Where it is Introduced,

«B"The attention of Practical Railroad
Men Is earnestly invited to the record of
work <l«:i , and to the fact Ibat nine-tenths
of the fires th»t kindle atslations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FARWELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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Xbe Railroad Progress of tbe Country, in

Reference to tbe Increase of Income.

The increase of the wealth of a country

does not depend on how much money there

is, or how much interest it bears; for they

might be increased indefinitely, and the coun-

try be not a particle richer. For example,

suppose certain banks had a hundred millions

more money, and that bore 10 per cent, inte-

rest. Apparently there would be $10,000,000

added to the income of the country; in fact,

there would be none at all. Certain individu-

als, as A and B, may enjoy a greater income,

but certain others, X and Y, would have so

much less, because they have paid it in inte-

rest. Nothing has been done but to increase

the medium of exchange, and a part of the

community pay interest on it; but nothing

has been added to the production, or tne value

of productions in the country. That can only

be done by the application of labor to the pro-

duction of useable materials. That only adds

to wealth. This is now a recognized principle

of political economy. Whatever supports or

comforts or supplies the wants of men in any

way, is wealth; and"whatever application of

labor creates these useable materials increases

wealth. Money is in a small and inferior

sense wealth, because it is an instrument of

exchange ; but instruments must be regarded

as very far inferior to the material which they

re used to work upon.

Looking now to the real functions of a rail-

road, we perceive that it has three distinct

functions: First. It performs the function of

exchange, just as money does. It enables

two sections of the country to exchange each

other's products, just as money does The

main difference is, that a ra'lroad does work

too heavy for individuals to do. The value of

a barrel of flour may be exchanged with a

piece of paper money. But the barrel of flour

itself can not be actually exchanged in that

way. It must be taken up and carried. That

money can not do. Second. Another function

is to apply labor to production. This it does

when the railroad is made in the first instance,

and then in every new locomotive and car

made. Then it utilizes labor in production,

and thus to utilize labor is its second function-

Third. Its third and perhaps greatest func-

tion is to produce wealth by enabling others

to produce. This it does by making distant

productions marketable ; for, unless they were

marketable, they would not be produced. In

the great central region of the United States

no surplus grain above the actual consump-

tion of the country would be raised, unless

there were railroads. We do not mean to say

there would not be a great deal carried off, as

there was, by the Ohio and the lakes; but we

do mean to say, that in a large part of the

country, where wagoning aloue was the means

of transportation, very little could be carried

to distant markets, and very little could have

been raised. We estimate that the great trunk

lines carry to the Atlantic markets 3,000,000

tons of Western produce, which is worth $400,-

000,000. Without the railroads, three-fourths

of that would never have been produced. We
presume our estimate is too low, but we are

not estimating tbe whole tonnage of produce,

but of that which comes from the central

region.

In estimating the income brought into the

country by railroads, it is evident that divi-

dends to stockholders make but a small part

of it; and that, in estimating the income of

railroads, dividends are no test; but the divi-

dends and interest on bonds do show the in-

come available to the increase of money or

active capital. For at present, this is a very

important inquiry. A great change has come

over the country, since the war, in regard to

active capital. We have, first, an immense

mass of bonds in circulation, which were not

before the war ; then we have a rapid increase

of insurance and other personal stocks; and

then we have an immense mass of railroad

stocks and bonds. In looking to the actual

increase of active capital from this source, we

think it safe to say that half the dividends on

railroad stocks and bonds are reinvested in

other stocks and bonds. We say this, because

a very large part of all stocks and bonds are

held by wealthy men, who reinvest a large

part of their income.

Let us now look into the income of railroads

from the actual experience of railroads in this

country. In Mr. Poor's Manual of Railroads,

a most valuable and interesting work, we have

the returns of all the railroads in the country,

and we can at once, see what the cash or paid

income of railroads, independent of income to

the country, is from this source. In round

numbers it is as follows:

Cost of railroads $2,100,000 000
Gross receipts 400,000,000

Gross cost of operating 240,000,000

Net profits IKO.000,000

Rate per cent H per cent.

This is certainly a very extraordinary result,

when we consider how many ill planned and

extravagantly made roads there are. It is

also shown that tbe business of railroads in-

creases at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum

Let us see how this will work in ten years.

Let us take an average railroad, whose capi-

tal is $10,000,000. Then the income now will

be as follows :

Cost .- $10,000,000

Gross earnings 1,875,000

Gross expenses 1,125,000

Net profits 750,000

74 per cent.

Now, under the increase of 7 per cent, per

anntim of business, the results are in 1881

:

Cost $10,000,000

Gross earnings 3,187,500

Gross expenses 1,912,500

Net profits 1,275,000

12 J per cent.

We see here what an astonishing effect is

produced by this increase of business This

is because the road once being thoroughly

made, the capital will remain fixed, all the

new rails, ties, and other repairs being inclu-

ded in the operating expenses. So, also, the

ratio of operating expenses is fixed; indeed,

they ought to diminish as the road becomes

solid, and economy is increased by experi-

ence. So, if the capital is fixed, and the ratio

of expense is fixed, it is plain that the ratio of

profits must rapidly increase. So, in the

above case an average ruad rises in ten years

from 7£ to 12| per cent. This will continue

so long as the population and production of

the country increases.

But we are now speaking of the increase of

the income of railroads, and the additions

made to the wealth of the country. In the

above general tables we find that the cash

profits earned by railroads amounted to $160,-

000,000 per annum. Half that is reinvested

in stocks and bonds. This is $80,000,000.

This, reinvested, makes 2,000 miles of rail-

road. But the income furnished by railroads

can not be estimated in this way only. There

are over $300,000,000 furnished by railroad

transportation to the wealth of the central re-

gion which could not exist without them

This is paid to corn factors, cattle and pork

dealers, and contractors, and, as they increase

in wealth, new roads are made, and at least

$50,000,000 reinvested from this source. So,

large sums of foreign capital are attracted by

the success of railroads here. We may add
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at least $50,000,000 more from this source.

Altogether, we believe, at this time, not less

than §200,000,000 per annum are drawn by

railroads to reinvestment in the same species

of property. This will make 5,000 miles of

railroad per annum; last year 6,000 mile3

actually made. So that we see that railroads

themselves furnish a large part of t,he means

for future constructions. Hence, as a general

conclusion, we think' that railroad construc-

tion will go on, and go on profitably for many

vears.

Raiix-oad Property ; Its Increasing Value.

The best criterion in the world of the value

of auy property is its productive capa-

city, its earning power. The railroads of

this country have become a great earning

power; they have not only developed the

country and created new and constantly in-

creasing values in the fixed property of the

country, (the landed estate,) and spread out

our population, who by the aid of newly in-

vented machinery have cultivated increased

areas of territory and made the results of their

labors available in the markets of the world

at competing prices, but without their aid at

least one-half our present agricultural pro-

ducts would have to rot where produced and

nearly all the products of our mines would be

unavailable. Even in a concentrated country

with a dense population and short transits like

England, the railroad system has been the great

developer of her mineral wealth. Without the

railroad system of this country commerce

would be confined to the natural and artificial

water courses, and population mainly concen-

trafed on them. Railroads, however, have

changed all this, and the products of far

oh? fertile plains are brought to the very

doors of the consumers, the great centers of

jiopulation- These avenues of travel have

been constructed at a cost of thousands of

millions of dollars, and it is but right they

should have a large earning power. The fol-

lowing table presents a very gratifying result

of the increase of railroad earnings, fully

demonstrating the importance and constantly

increasing value of railroad investments:

EARNINGS FROM JANUARY 1 TO SEPTEMBER 1.

1871. 1870. Inc'se. Dec"se.

Central Pacific... $5,9(9.214 $5,018,281 $890,963$
Chicago & Alton 3.44r,610

Cle«e.,C.,C&I. 2.393.551

Illinois Central... 5,384 UoG

Marietta and Cin.. 1,<I06,«98

Michigan Central 3 633 656

Mil au'e& St P. 3,9:0 VtO
Ohio Sl Miss 1,944. l::2

Pacific of Mis 2,237,310

St. L. & Iron Mi.. 1.(104,772

Toledo, W. &. W.. 3 5:10.227 2,644 1)16 8e0,2ll

Union Pacific 3,087,052 5,105.024 417,97j

3,H3»,811 416,799
2.027,354 :i60.197

5,370 034 14,022
846.941 159 757

2,905,868 6B;,7e8
4 383 670 467,377
1.947466 3,334
2,222.408 14.941

853,635 15I.J37

Superintendent op Atlantic & Gt. West-

ern Railway.—The Trustees of the Atlantic

& Great Western Railway have exercised most

unusual discretion and good practical common
sense in their selection of the principal officers

in the new management of this road. They

have adopted the good Napoleonic maxim of

promotion from the ranks, as a reward of

merit. This is eminently true in the case of

O. S. Ltford, Esq , the General Superintend-

ent and Manager of the line, who was " born

and brought up" on the road. Mr L. was for

three or four years division superintendent of

the first and second divisions, under the old

administration of the A. & G. W. When
l he Erie regime was established, Mr. Lyford

was appointed the Assistant General Super-

intendent of the Erie Railway, in charge of

the Atlantic & Great Western Division ; and

we need but refer to the general traveling

public for testimony as to the condition and

management of this portion of the great Erie

line of railways, to obtain ample evidence

of the skill and executive ability of the ap-

pointee. It is evident to our minds lhat

the Trustees have had but one object in view

in selecting their agents, the interest of the

road and accommodation of the public.

Total $39.694,G26 $36,4 15,494 $3,567,815 $888,683

Northern Pacific Railroad.—We observe

by an advertisement in the Oregon Sentinel

that the Northern Pacific Railroad are adver-

tising for two hundred choppers and loggers

to do clearing on the western end of the line.

Cincinnati & Great Northern Railroad.

The people of the western tier of counties

in Ohio have lor a long time desired the con-

struction of a line of railroad that would fur-

nish them an outlet to the markets of the

world. This would have been realized ten

years ago if energy and inadequate finaucial

means could have accomplished it. Although

of great service in all new enterprises, skill,

energy, perseverance, and indomitable pluck,

alone will not procure rails and spike thein to

the cross-ties and complete and equip a rail-

road. It requires something more—it takes

money, and in the great financial struggles

that occurred during and at the close of the

war it was not always possible to obtain all

that was required to carry on the work.

Hence, it had to be stopped, and by the grasp-

ing greed of a few inconsiderate parties, the

interest of the many was destroyed, and the

property sacrificed and sold.

Of this old enterprise our associate, Mr. A
J. Hodder, was the president, and although

many persons were made to suffer by the fail-

ure of the scheme, yet financially no one suf-

fered one-tenth as much as he did ; he sunk a

portion of his fortune and many of the best

years of his life. Yet so strong was his faith

in the merits of the enterprise that he has

never ceased his efforts or his hopes of con-

structing this road, and it is to his exertions

that the people of the western tier are indebt-

ed for the present hopeful condition of this

work. The following tribute from the Celina

Standard is no more than merited, and al-

though it certainly must be agreeable to him,

it is but a faint reward for his many years o

toil and labor

:

"Upon the completion of this great thorough"
fare our people will realize all that has been
promised them, and more; real estate will be
greatly increased in value, the teeming pro-

ducts of our fertile soil will not only find a
more ready market, but will command better

prices by reason of the increased facilities for

transportation and the competition invited

hither by the improvement. We have been,
and will continue to be shut out, as it were,

from the great bustling business world until

this road is completed, but when that period
arrives, as it certainly will in a very few
months, it will mark an epoch in our history

—our people will take a 'new departure' and
go forward in a career of unprecedented hap-
piness and material prosperity.

"But while we are congratulating ourselves

upon the prospect and are buoyant with hopes
for the future, we ought not to forget the men
who have contributed so largely toward bring-

ing about the glorious result. To A J. Hod-
der, more than any other one man, are we in-

debted for the prospect of a road. We know
whereof we speak when we say there has not
been a day since he severed his connection
wiib. the old Mackinaw project that he has not
been laboring to induce some party to take
hold and complete it; and it was through his

influence and upon his solicitation that Morton
and his associates were finally induced to take
an interest in the project and make the propo-

sition they have. For a time Mr. Hodder was
under a cloud in our community by reason of

his connection with the old Mackinaw troubles

and complications, and he was blamed by
many as being the cause of all their troubles

and pecuniary losses in that scheme, but it is

our opinion, and we believe we but express

the sentiments of our people when we say, in

all that matter he was a great deal more sinned
against than sinning."

"Honor to whom honor is due."

BSP" We have received, (we suppose, in

common with every other publication in the

United States) a series of tracts, written, or

godfathered, by Theodore Tilton. The avowed

object of these tracts is to make Mrs. Victoria

Woodhull Blood the President of the United

Slates. We confess to not having read the

documents; but from a cursory glance at their

contents, deem them too etherial or spiritual

for such sublunary journals as the Railroad

Record, which is supposed to deal mainly with

hard facts and figures relating to the com-

monplace matters of railroads, lawful com-

merce and transportation, rather than the

private quarrels, ambition and amours of a

handful of free and easy livers. We therefore

leave all criticisms of personal history, past,

present or future, to those journals whose

time and tastes lead them into the discussion

of kindred subjects, while we devote ourselves

to our specialty of making the pathway of all

smooth and transit easy through this world,

and allow them to "bring up" in the other

wherever their destiny or fate may eventually

land them. In the meantime, as far as we are

concerned, all may entertain their own opin-

ions, hopes and fears.
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Kentucky <fc Great Eastern Railroad.

Proposition of the Directory— Decision of the

Court,

THE PROPOSITION.

At a meeting of the Presided and Direc-

tors of the Kentucky & Great Eastern Rail-

road Company, held in the city of Maysville,

Kentucky, on the 24th day of August, 1S71,

the following resolution was adopted, viz:

Resolved, That the County Court of Mason
county, be, is hereby requested to submit to a

vote of the qualified volers of said county, in

the manner prescribed by the Act, entitled an

Act to incorporate the Kentucky & Great
Eastern Railway Company, approved March
2 1st, 187U, the question whether said County
Court shall subscribe for, and on behalf of

said county, $>4UU,000 to the capital stock of

the said company, on the following terms and
conditions, viz :

Said subscription to the capital stock of

said company to be paid in the coupon bonds

of said county, of the denomination of $1,00U
each, or of any smaller sura, not less than

$1U0 each, at the option of said company,
payable in not less than five, nor more than

twenty years, from date, at the option of the

said county, in the city of New York, and
bearing seven percent, interest, payable semi-

annually in gold, in the city of New York;
the proceeds of said bonds to be expended in

bringing into use the said road from the west-

ern line of said county to the Big Sandy
river, the whole line extending from Newport,

through Campbell, Pendleton, Bracken, Ma-
son, Lewis, Greenup and Boyd counties, and
Maysville being a point. Said bonds to be

delivered to said company only in installments

upon the construction and completion, ready

for the cars, for each ten miles of said road,

acd the report of the fact to the County Court

of said county, by the chief engineer of said

company and a commissioner appointed by

the County Court, aud in case of their differ-

ence, by their umpire; the said installments

being pro rata, and as the length often miles

is to the whole length of the road from said

western line of said couuty, to said Big Sandy
river; the said bonds to be delivered to said

company with all coupons not due at date of

the delivery. The said company hereby agree-

ing to receive the tax receipts issued to each
and every taxpayer, to pay the interest on
said bonds, at par, for railway service on said

road, after two years from the date of ihe first

delivery of bonds, to be in lieu of dividends

on said county's stock ; the said company nlso

agreeing to receive at par, for railway ser-

vice, the whole of said county's stock in the

road, in the bauds of said county or its assign-

ees, alter the lapse of five years from the daie

of the first delivery of bonds. The preference

hereby proposed to be given to the stock of

said county, and the receipts of its taxpayers,

shall be strictly limited to such counties and
cities and their taxpayers, as may subscribe

10 the capital 6tock of said company, thus

constituting such subscriptions a preferred

stock. The said railway company, however,

agreeing to receive the tax receipts in stock

subscribed by the county of Mason, and the

stock subscribed by tbe citizens of Maysville,

in the Maysville & Lexington Railroad Com-
pany (Northern Division), for railway service,

at par, or to issue stock therefor in the Ken-
tucky & Great Eastern Railway Company, at

the option of the holder, provided a lease of

said Maysville & Lexington Railway, N. D.,

or consolidation of both roads can be effected.

But the subscriptions to the capital stock of

the Kentucky & Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany, by the county of Mason and the other

counties and cities interested, shall have the

preference, when made, over stock taken in

pursuance of the above contemplated arrange-

ment. Tbe said company also binding and
obliging itself not to mortgage the road from

Covington to the Big Sandy river, for a larger

sum than fifteen thousand dollars per mile;

further agreeing to locate aud build its work
shops, machine shops, etc., at a point between
Cabin creek above and Blue run below Mays-
ville, as said city may direct. Conditioned
upon the donation to said comp'iny of suita-

ble grounds for said buildings. All of which
terms and conditions shall form a part of the

contract of subscription when made by the

County Court of said county.

S. W. Morton, A J. Hodder and John M.
Duke, Sr., being now also appointed an Exe-
cutive Committee to present this, or any other

proposition for a vote of said county, or any
number of its precincts less than the whole,

which they, in their discretion, may deem
proper.

Attest. S. W. Morton,
Pres't Ky. & Gt E. Railway Co.

The above proposition was presented to the

full bench of magistrates, on Thursday, Sept.

14lh, by his honor Judge Sumrall, twenty of

the twenty-two magistrates being present, and

the proposition agreed to be submitted to the

vote of the qualified voters of the county with-

out a dissenting voice. This was after a very

full canvass of the subject. This speaks vol-

umes for the fairness of the proposition of the

company and the vast importance of the enter-

prise to the material interests of the State of

Kentucky. We have no doubt that the intelli-

gent yeomanry of Mason will fully comprehend

and appreciate this enterprise that will relieve

them from the terrible incubus that has rested

on them for so many years, of being close by,

but shut out from, the great commercial inter-

course of the world.

The time for the election is fixed for Satur-

day, October 7th.

— The narrow gauge locomotives, built by
the Baldwin Locorautive Works for the Denver
& Rio Grande Railway, have been set up and
tried on the line of that road near Denver,
and are now in operation in the construction

of the road. About, three and one-half miles

of narrow gauge track (three feet) had been
laid out of Denver at last accounts, and upon
this the small engines have been thoroughly

tested. Immediately upon leaving Denver
the track is laid to a temporary grade of one
hundred and forty feet to the m;ie. Up this

grade the freight locomotive pulled twenty of

their four wheeled flat cars loaded with rail-

road iron. The engine hauled this train with-

out difficulty, stopping and starting readily

with it on the grade. This engine has three

pairs of drivers, 3G inches in diameter, a pony
truck in front, and weighs, in running order,

34,000 pounds The passenger engine, Mon-
tezuma (with two pairs of drivers and pony
truck, weight 25.0UO pounds), drew a train of

six passenger cars, at a speed of thirty miles

an hour, making the time with ease. The en-

gines ride well and steam freely.

The Kentucky A Great Eastern Railroad.

AN ENTERPRISE OP IMPORTANCE TO LOUISVILLE.

This enterprise, which is now assuming a
practical shape, is one of some interest to the

people of Louisville, as well as those of the
South-western interior States. In its more
comprehensive purpose, it contemplates a new
line of railway, by consolidation and other-

wise, from Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis,

and Memphis, through a region of the most
fertile and full of natural resources, to the

city of New York and other cities on the At-
iautic seaboard. * < # *

The road will pass through a region of un-
surpassed agricultural country, now under a
high state of improvement, and also through
the very heart of the rich mineral sections of
North eastern Kentucky. It will open up to

our enterprising men of Louisville the vast

cannel and bituminous coal deposits, and the

mineral, salt, and oil springs of the Kanawha
region of West Virginia, the extensive gas-

bearing coal fields of the upper Monongabela,
and the rich and densely populated section of
Southeastern Pennsylvania. It passes through
the localities of the finest timber upon the

continent for plow and carriage and work,
and gives easy access to the slate, lime, mar-
ble, and sandstone quarries which abound
upon the line of the road, the products of

which are in such constant and increasing

demand, both in the Eastern and Western
cities.

The company which has been organized for

the construction of this important through
route to the Atlantic cities, are, most of them,
men of wealth and great railroad experience.

They seem to be pushing the enterprise with

some energy, and will soon submit to the peo-

ple of the several counties along the line of
the road in Kentucky, from Maysville to Cat-

lettsburg, propositions for a moderate local

subscription in couuty bonds, bearing interest

at seven per cent., to be paid semi-annually
in gold. They are prepared to propose to the

couuty of Mason, that if her people will vote

a subscription of $4U0,U0O in bonds, the com-
pauy will immediately commence the con-
struction of the road, beginning at Maysville,

and not require the delivery of any of the

bonds until ten miles of the road shall have
been fully completed, when one-tenth of the,

bonds will be deliverable, aud so on with suc-

cessive ten miles of completed road, until the

whole amount of the bonds are consumed.
The propositiou meets w til great favor from

the people of Mason cuunty, and it is the

opinion of many of the best citizens that the

vote will result overwhelmingly in favor of

the subscription. It is understood that the

company, to meet their part of the obligation

imposed by this subscription of stock, have at

command, in available means, and as a con-

struction fund, two millions of dollars. As
soon as the vote is taken the work of construc-

tion will be commenced. Between Maysville

and Portsmouth on the river, two or three

hundred thousand dollars were expended by

the old Maysville & Big Sandy company, and
the masonry and grading then completed are

now in a good stale of preservation, and will

be transferred to the new company under a

contract already entered into between it and
the owners of the old road.

Louisville has a great interest in all the

avenues of commerce leading to her doors.

This may turn out to be an important one. If

the reasonable expectations of the friends of
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this new enterprise are realized, and the work
commences as early as above indicated, it

will behoove our citizens to give some atten-

tion to the measures on foot for shortening
the lines between this city and Maysville.

—

Louisville Ledger.

Kentucky & Great Eastern Railroad.

Such is a brief sketch of the Kentucky and
Great Eastern Railroad and its prospects at

the present time. Cincinnati exhibits con-
siderable interest in this project. It is natu-
ral that she should. By it she acquires an-
other and shorter line of communication with

the East without paying anything for it. The
practical question with us is, does it offer to

Louisville and to this section of the State an
opportunity which we may use for our mate-
rial advantage?

Aside from the fact that the ultimate idea

of the enterprise is the construction of one
great link in the main stem of the Southern
Pacific Railroad, and with it a little energy
and pluck will enable us to make Louisville
one of the objective points of the grand trans-

continental line, we think that there is a mea-
sure of local interest involved in the matter

—

of immediate and direct benefits to be derived
from it—which merits the consideration of
our business men. A glance at the map will

show that Louisville, Paris and Maysville lie

almost in a straight line. The completion of
the Maysville and Paris Railroad is but a few
months distant ; and with the building of the

Kentucky and Great Eastern road the line of

road will be extended to Catlettsburg, and
thence to New York, or by the Chesapeake and
Ohio to Norfolk, thus opening up the entire

Eastern seaboard, and by branches and con-
nections reaching to every important Eastern
city. The immense amount of traffic and
travel that will pass over this route will come
by Cincinnati

; the overflowing of the cornu-
copia will drop into Cincinnati's lap; for at
that point the connections will be made com-
plete, and the interests of the lines that center
there, exchanging business, will induce them
to make common cause in giving that direc-

tion to the carrying trade. But Louisville

lies in a better position to receive this benefit

than Cincinnati—ia fact, she cccupies a posi-

tion where she can command it if 6he choose to

do so. A short line of railroad from Frankfort
or thereabouts through Scott county to Paris
will do the work as completely as if we were
to build an independent railroad from here to

Maysville. It would connect us at Paris with
the Maysville road, at Maysville with the
Kentucky and Great Eastern road; and at

Citlet.tsburg with the latter and the Chesa
peake and Ohio, two great trunk lines whose
branches penetrate every part of the Ea6t and
tap the commerce of the world at the great
marts on the seaside, where the pulse of trade
beats highest, would contribute directly, with-

out passing through the toll-gate of a rival

city, to onr business, our growth, our wealth
and our general prosperity.

It would also let us into direct communica-
tion with the lumber and mineral regions of
Eastern Kentucky and Western Virginia,
opening up the vast natural wealth of a com-
paratively undeveloped section, and bringing
it within easy reach of us—the lumber and
iron for our manufacturers and builders, and
the coal for all, from the foundry which con-
sumes it in a hundred blazing furnaces to the
humble grate in the garret which is gladdened
with a few bushels during the biting frosts of

winter. The coal and iron fields of the east-

ern end of the State would thus be brought

into our suburbs as it were, and made to con-

tribute to the industry upon which all cities

feed and fatten. Wherever a new field is

opened it is the true policy of a city to stretch

out the hand of enterprise and reap the har

vest it offers ; not to sit idly by and expect

others to gather the grain and come and
empty it into her lap. The construction of

the Kentucky and Great Eastern road into the

mineral section will afford us an opportunity

which it would be sheer folly to neglect.

Incidental to this subject we may mention
that when, by the Frankfort and Paris rail-

road, we reach the latter place, we shull be in

a position, if the Lexington and Big Sandy
road is ever built—as we believe it is certain

to be some day—to stretch our line a little

from Paris to Owingsville, and tap the Big

Sandy road at that point, thus sending two

industrious arms to delve in the mountains
for their hidden wealth, and to mow their

magnificent forests, and securing competing
lines that would cheapen our facilities for

transporting the fruitage of industry and capi-

tal planted in that rich field of enterprise.

But there is another advantage and a most
important one for which the construction of

the Kentucky and Great Eastern road will af-

ford us an opportunity. "We intend it," says

Mr. Hodder, one of the directors, "not only

as an arterial road to New York, but a trunk

line for the great North-west and South-west,

with one arm extending to Memphis, and there

connecting with General Fremont's trans-con-

tinental line; another out through Walnut
Hills, Cincinnati, to the peninsula of Michi-

gan and the straits We have been up there

lately and purchased a line of which I was
once President. St. Louis is one objective

point, Louisville another; so you see we will

have as many if not more feeders than the old

trunk lines. That's the line we propose

—

that's our railroad scheme." Truly a grand
conception and practical withal. The people
of Western Kentucky have already recognized
its feasibility and its probability. The pro-

ceedings of the meeting at Columbus, Ky.,

which we published Monday morning, show
that they are alive to the importance of this

enterprise. The resolutions are. significant of

Louisville's duty and interest in the matter.

They take it for granted tjat we will see our
advantage and avail ourselves of it. It will

indeed be short sighted folly if we let slip the

opportunity that will thus be almost forced

upon us to make Louisville a prominent and
important point on the great Southern route

from the Atlantic to the Pacific—from the

Empire City to the Golden Gate. It is hardly

necessary to dwell in detail upon the great

benefits to be derived from occupying such a

position in order to impress its importance
upon our readers.

Thus the Kentucky and Great Eastern
railroad will be our earliest opportunity to

take at slight cost and trouble a grand stride

towards the empire of the South-west And
corollary to that will come the straightening

of our road to Frankfort, making, with the

Frankfort and Paris road, almost a bee line

to the mouth of the Big Sandy.

These are among the most important and
pressing railroad enterprises of the near fu-

ture, and they are worthy of the serious atten-

tion of all who have at heart the best interests

of the city and of the State. They are sub
jects that we present as food for thought, and
we hope that they will be well digested

—

Lou-
isville Courier Journal.

Another Southern Railroad Swallowed tip

by the PennsylYauia Central monopoly.

Richmond, September 12.

/After a long and strenuous contest, in which
local prejudices and the strongest opposition

had to be overcome, the North Carolina Rail-

road was leased at a late hour last night to

the Richmond & Danville Railroad Company
for $260,000 per annum for thirty years. This
road is 223 miles in length, extending from
Goldsborough, in the east, to Charloite, in the

western section of the State, by a circuitous

route. It is principally owned bv the State,

its estimated value being $3,000,000. The
portion of it for which the Richmond & Dan-
ville Company had use in order to make
through connections with the South, is that

between Greensboro, the terminus of the Dan-
ville road, and Charlotte, 90 miles in length.

To obtain this they bad to lease the entire

road, from Goldsboro to Charlotte. Posses-

sion was fully given to them at a few minutes

past twelve, midnight, and the North Carolina

road will now be operated under the control

of Colonel A. S. Buford, president of the Rich-
mond & Danville Railroad. By this operation

Colonel Buford has consummated his long-

sought design of a continuous liue from the

Chesapeake bay to Atlanta, Ga., and the Cen-
tral South by the York River Railroad from
West Point, Richmond. The Richmond &
Danville road from Richmond to Greensboro,

the North Carolina road, from Greensboro to

Charlotte, and a new road, now nearly com-
pleted, from Charlotte to Atlanta. It is need-

less to say that all these roads are controlled

by the Pennsylvania Central Railroad Com-
pany, which has thus secured a monopoly of
the travel and freights on two of the great

Southern routes, the one stretching from
Washington down the Atlantic coast to Wil-

mington, N. C, and the other from the Chesa-

peake bay to Atlanta and the Central South.

Cost of Making Missouri Iros—A writer

in the St. Louis Democrat states that during

the past year the average cost per ton of

making iron at Carondelet has been as fol-

lows : Two and one-third tons of coal, at §4 35

per ton ;
twenty-seven bushels of Connellsville

coke, at 18 cents per bushel. This reduced

to raw coal would make 3J tons, at $4.35 per

ton. Iron Mountain ore, one and two-thirds

tons, at $5.50 per ton. To this, add labor,

$4.31, interest $1.14, expenses $1.50, limestone

27 cents, and we have a total of $31.71 as the

cost per ton of all pig metal made at Caron-
delet. This cost of making iron, the writer

says, leaves no margin for the capital invest-

ed or the very great uncertainties of a blast

furnace. It shows that while the labor and
interest accounts are small comparatively, the

fuel and ore cost more than three-fourths.

Comparative Mortality op Cities.—The
deaths of the year 1870 in some of the large

cities are given in the St. Louis Board of

Health report New York, with a population

of 927,430, had 27,175 deaths, or 29 3 to each

1,000; Philadelphia. 657,179, had 16,750

deaths, or 25 5 to each 1,000 ; St. Louis, 312,-

963, had 6,670 deaths, or 21.3 to each 1,000;

Chicago, numbering 299,370, had 7,342 deaths,

or 24.5 to each 1,000 ; Baltimore, 267,597, had
7,262 deaths, or 27 to each 1,000; Boston,

253,984, had 6,096 deaths, or 24 to each 1,000 ;

San Francisco, 150,361, had 3,351 deaths, or

22 3 to each 1,000.
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A Hide on the Narrow Gange.

[Grace Greenwood's Letter to the New York Times.]

Denver, Monday, Sept. 4, 1871.

I should have chronicled some time ago an

excursion on the Denver & Rio Grande Nar-

row Gauge Railway. We went out about fit-

teen miles—as far as the rails were then laid.

It was a charming day. We had a pleasant

company of citizens and tourists, and all went

"merry as a marriage bell," in the old days,

when marriages were of some account. On
this railway you are struck at once with the

reduced proportions of everything—from the

locomotive, which seems like a small variety

of the "iron horse"—a fieiy little mustang

—

to the windows and lamps in the cars. The
cars themselves are bright, pretty, diminutive

affairs, cosy and comfortable. It seems like

playing at railroading, especially as there is

marvelously little noise or motion. Never

have I kDOwn a train glide along so smoothly

and quietly. The little engine "buckled right

down to her work," like Chiquita, and made
no ado about it, for several miles, when, I

grieve to say, she suddenly balked, and had

to be "switched. ' We took another horse,

and went on merrily to the end of the road.

Here we all alighted, and watched the men
laying rails and driving spikes. The remorse-

less officers of the road insisted on your cor-

respondent paying her way by driving a spike.

It was a cruel tax on my "muscular Chris

tianity." The newspaper report said that I

"drove the spike home triumphantly." But

I really thought it "wouldn't go home till

morning."
This narrow gauge road, when finished to

El Paso, will be a wonderful route—for pleas-

ure as well as commerce—as it will be almost

unrivaled for variety and grandeur of scenery.

The mountain views, the pictures of river, and
park and plain, between Denver and Colorado

city, are especially magnificent.

Foreign Commerce.

The returns of the foreign commerce of the

United States for the past fiscal year have
been completed, from an advance slip of which,

furnished by the Bureau of Statistics, Thomp-
son's Reporter makes the following analysis.

The figures represent gold values :

1869-70. 1870-71.

Imports $462,377,587 $541,493,774
Exports 451,103,417 541,504,172

Of the total trade for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1871, it will be seen that the exports
exceeded the imports by $10,398, while for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1870, the im-
ports exceeded the exports $11,415,170.
The following shotvs the relative amounts

of the foregoing, which consisted of merchan-
d ise and of specie and bullion, respectively :

Domestic Foreign
1870 71. Imports. Exports. Exports.

Merchandise $510,59:1,750 $4-:8,539.0l7 $14,401,270
Specie and bullion 21,900,024 84,505,256 14,1,38,639

The value of foreign commodities remain-
ing in the warehouses of the United Slates
June 30, 1871, wa9 $118,324,855, against $56,-
930,841 June 30, 1870.

In consideration of the fact that the imports
into the United Slates during the last fiscal

year exceeded those of the preceding year in

the sum of $79, 01 0,187, it is not surprising
(hat the value of foreign goods remaining in

bond at the close of the year should have

shown an increase of $11,394, 014. That the

country has had the ability to consume over

$520,000,000, in addition to the immense
amount of its own products, speaks well for

the financial condition of the great mass of

consumers.
The comparative amounts of the total trade

for the fiscal year June 30, 1871, carried in

American and foreign vessels, respectively,

were, in mixed values, as tollows:

1869-7H. 1870-71.

American vessels S3.
r
.2,U69

/401 $353 304 172

Foreign vessels 03a,'j27,4i;8 755,822,645

Tbe Massachusetts Shoemakers.

The following facts will interest those who

have been trying ways to benefit workingmen.

They seem to show that the co-operative sys-

tem works well

:

The strongest order of workingmen in this

country is that of the St. Crispins, in Massa-

chusetts, an association of shoemakers num-
bering over filty thousand members, and al

ready making itself felt as a power in the

politics of the State. They control eighleen

co-operative stores, all of which have been

successful. A society was opened at North
Bridgewater in June, 1809 with a capital of

only $600. It now has S2,70O capital stock,

and its average weekly sales amount to $1,600.

At the end of tbe first twelve months, it de-

clared a dividend of eight per cent, on the

stock: 7-13 on purchases of shareholders, and
ten required by law to be set apart as a sink-

ing fund. Since January of this year, shares

have been sold to all laboring men and women
who desired to join, and the profits for the

first quarter of 187 1 amounted to twenty-seven

per cent, of the eapiul invested. Three simi-

lar stores in Weymouth averaged 20 per cent,

profit; one in Worcester has a capital of

$7,000. At North Adams the Crispins have

a co-operative manufactory that has started

on a capital of $6,000, and o-n which they

cleared in four months $1,014. 10, and have
now increased their stock capital to $8,000.

In these ways and by the scheme ot industrial

partnership, the Massachusetts Crispins are

improving their condition, without placing

themselves in antagonism with the rest of

mankind.

The Dayton Short Line.

Our readers will remember that the Cincin-

nati & Springfield Railroad made a vigorous

effort to secure from the Legislature the right

of way for its trains through Dayton, and that

it was defeated. It has recently transpired

that as long ago as last May it obtained a

lease of the right of way through Dayton from

the Pittsburg, Columbus & Cincinnati Rail-

road, which holds a lease of the Dayton &
Western Railroad. The lease secured by

the Short Line includes also the use of the

railroad bridge over the Great Miami river,

in the southern limits of Dayton. This puts

the new road through Duyton in the most de-

sirable shape.

The suit of the Short Line vs. the heirs of

N. Longwoith, for 3 65 acres in Lockland for

track and depot purposes, terminated on Sa-

turday by the jury bringing in a verdict for

$2,700. The witnesses for the defendants

valued the land at an average of $5,200, and
those fur the plaintiff valued it at at $2,000.

—

Gazette.

Cotton—The Old and New Crops.

Partial returns of the movements of the

cotton crop during the year ending Sept. 1,

1871, place us in a position to form an esti-

mate of the supply for the year that has just

closed. Tbe receipts at all the shipping ports,

Aug. 25, amount to 4,002,461 bales, against

2,898,109 bales for the year ending Sept. 1,

1870, and 2,260,537 in 1869, which gives an
increase of 1,204,352 bales for the cotton year
just ended, 1870-71, as compared with the

preceding year. Returns by mail may correct

possible errors by telegraph, but the general
result will not vary considerably from the

figure now given. It thus appears that the

cotton crop of 1869-70 is only about 300,000
bales less than the famous crop of 1859 60,

ten years previous, which produced 4,669,770
bales, the largest ever known.
At this period it may not be uninteresting

to recur to the various estimates of the supply
of cotton during the year that has just ter-

minated, A year ago the croakers pretended
to doubt whether there would be any increase

on the supply of the previous year, and many
questioned whether a crop of 3,000,000 bales

would be realized. The Economist, however,
estimated an increase of about 1300,000 bales,

and this anticipation has been realized with

remarkable accuracy. We based our estimales
on authentic intelligence of the increased
acreage planted, the increased use of fertili-

zers, and the tendency towards the centraliza-

tion of negro labor and planting in the more
fertile cotton regions in the Gulf States The
weather, also, had been exceptionably fine,

both for planting and picking. It was not,

however, until the exports had almost exceed-
ed the entire aniouut of the crop of the pre-

ceding year that the fact of ibe immense in-

crease was fully realized by the public. This
knowledge was followed by a decline of price,

but a partial recovery has taken place in view
of the largely increased consumption, both in

Europe and America.
Respecting the production of the crop of

1870-71 now coming forward to market, the
data are less reliable and satisfactory than
could be desired. We have had the usual
alarmist rumors, and an estimate by the Bu-
reau of Agriculture of a very large falling off

in the supply. But experience shows that the
estimates and returns of that institution are
not of the slightest value. The facts so far

do not point to any large increase on last

year's supply, but neither do they warrant any
estimate of a decline. We have nearly al-

ways reason to anlicipate an increased supply
of the staple, unless counteracting causes,
such as injury to the crop by worms, or bad
weather, interfere to preveut it. During the

year that has closed, we have had scarcely

any authentic news of extensive damage by
caterpillars, so that the injuries are confined
to those caused by the weather. During the

last couple of weeks a severe storm on the
Southern coast has no doubt seriously inter-

fered with the picking and injured the staple.

We have yet to hear, however, of the actual
damages sustained.

From the other parts of the cotton area we
hear the usual fluctuating repoits. In Missis-

sippi the crop is said to be all that could be
desired. In Northern Georgia, and Alabama,
and Western Texas, the drought has caused
extensive injuries. We hear of the devasta-

tions of the army worm in portions of Louisi-

ana and other places. But it is to be noted
that the injuries are nearly always exaggera-
ted, while the favorable news is held back.

Iu view of all the drawbacks, we are scarcely
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warranted in anticipating any considerable in-

crease in last year's supply, but neither is any
falling off to be looked tor. An estimate of a

supply of 4,500,000 bales for the year just

commencing would be entirely within the

bounds of probability.

—

Economist.

Drumming vs. Advertising.

There are said to be 25,000 drummers sent

out of New York city alone. These average

at least §1,500 in salary and commissions, or

$37,500,000 paid to the whole number in sala-

ries. If to this we add their traveling expen-

ses, $4 a day, and estimating they are upon
the road 150 days during the year, we have an

item of §15,000,000 more, and an aggregate

of $52,000,000, which is added to the price of

goods sold. As there are about 300,000 retail

stores in the country which the goods eventu-

ally reach, we find every dealer taxed $175
per year to sustain this army of drummers
from New York city alone. We would not be

understood to say that in all instances, and
under all circumstances, the employment of

traveling salesmen should be dispensed with,

for under certain circumstances it. is an abso-

lute necessity. Ip introducing a new article

to the attention of the trade, or a new or im-
proved package or manner of putting up
goods, in specialties generally, or whatever
can not be described intelligibly, or under-
stood clearly without seeing the article, then

such a course becomes indispensable, and an
advantage to both buyer and seller. But even
then, alter such an article, or staple, or manu-
facture has become universally known, the

drummer can be dispensed with to the advan-
tage of both parties. Leading firms in every
line of business, who have hitherto refused to

make known their business in any other way
except through the expense of maintaining a

dozen or more drummers scouring the coun-
try, have dispensed with their services, and
returned to a system of judicious advertising,

which can not tail to be highly remunerative.

Those who have tried the two systems are loud

in their praises of the latter method. A firm

laboring under the necessary heuvy expenses
of maintaining a dozen salesmen at a cost of

$25,000 to $50,000 per annum, can not afford

to sell its goods at as low a figure as a firm

whose expenses are reduced by the same
amount. Indeed, experience proves that com-
petition by the latter against the former is al-

most impossible.— Grocer.

• An elaborate and exhaustive examina-
tion of the circumstances under which ma-
chines fur the production of artificial ice can
give the most favorable results, has been
made by Prof. C. Sinde. Among other re-

sults, he finds that a theoretically perfect ice

macine can produce three hundred pounds of
ice per hour per horse power, or about one
and one-half tons in ten working hours, the

ice being at 25° F., and produced from water
at 50° P. Using three pounds of coal per
hour per horse power, one pound of coal would
be sufficient to produce one hundred pounds
of ice ; but as the most perfect ice machines
show, one pound of coal produces but ten

pounds of ice, the loss of the effect being
nine-tenths of the result theoretically possible.

"It would seem irom this, that the prospect
of solving the problem for making ice by ma-
chinery, so that the cost of production of it

may be reduced considerably below the pre-

sent, is not very flattering, especially when
we consider that a great part of the loss of
effect is caused by circumstances which can
not be avoided."

Needle-making at Redditch.

A pleasant run of about fifteen miles from
Birmingham, on the Midland Railway, brings
us to the great center of the English needle
trade. Redditch is a fair-looking, compact,
clean country town, surrounded by some of
the most charming scenery in Worcestershire,
and presents a striking contrast to the black
and busy "hardware village" we have just left

behind us. Why the needle makers chose this

place above all others in which to settle down
to the pursuit of their calling, there is no evi-

dence to show. As early as the year 1650,
however, one Christopher Greening appears
to have set up a needle shop at Little Cren-
don, a hamlet just outside of Redditch, and
he was followed in the course of a few years
by several other members of the craft from
London. In a short time, however, Long
Crendon was abandoned, owing to the absence
of water power, and the needle-makers estab-

lished themselves at Alcester, Studly, and
Redditch. In times still more remote the dis-

trict lying betweeu Alcester and Redditch was
a great industrial center of some kind, mills

dating from monastic ages, and great names,
no longer used, still remaining to tell of a de-
parted and forgotten industry.

The first mills used in the needle trade
were horse mills, one being established at

Studley very early in the last century. These
mills were used for scouring and pointing
needles, superseding the primitive method of

wrapping up the needles in buckram with

emery dust and olive oil, and rolling them to

and fro by the movement of the workman's
foot. The earliest needles made in this dis-

trict were "square-eyed," a sharp most readily

produced. It was with square-eyed needles
that Mary, Queen of Scots, wrought those

beautiful tapestries for the walls of her prison

cell. After many fruitless attempts, drilled

eyed needles were successfully brought out in

1826, and two years later the burnishing ma-
chine, which gave a beautiful finish to the eye,

was introduced. In this latter process, as now
carried out, the needles are threaded on steel

wires which have been "roughed" with a file

and hardened. The ends of these wires are

then attached to a steam machine by which
the needles are made to revolve at an enor-

mous speed with an oscillating motion round
the wires. Previous to the year 18-10, needles

were hardened in water, during which process

the majority became crooked, and straighten-

ing the crooks, was, in consequence, an occu-

pation for considerable numbers of work-
people. In the year mentioned, however, a
Redditch manufacturer revived the practice

of hardening in oil, and the result was that

crooked needles were the exception instead of

being the rule. This so exasperated the

crooked straighteners that they mobbed the

enterprising manufacturer out of town, and
for some time great tumult prevailed. Eventu-
ally, however, the revived process came to be
generally adopted. A pointing machine is

the latest invention of importance in the needle
trade. On this invention, Messrs, Barlleet &
Woodward—two excellent authorities—thus

reported a little while since. The needle-

pointing machine is an English invention,

though it is not generally supposed to be so,

and its forerunner, which, though not perfect,

approached so nearly to perfection as to alarm
the pointers, was some years ago purchased
by them, and broken to pieces on Redditch
Church Green. The needle-pointing machine
is as yet only partially used in this district.

A grooved grindstone, revolving at great

speed, is employed to grind the end of eacn
wire into the desired shape. To this grind-

stone the wires are applied from an inclined

plane, on which a number are placed ready
cut to the length required. By means of a
disc, surrounded with caoutchouc, revolving

slowly in a direction transverse to the grind-

stone, a continuous supply of wires rapidly

revolving in succession is supplied to the

stone, and the same disc causes the wires to

revolve whilst, being pointed.

In Redditch and the neighborhood, needle-

making now employs something like 8,000
workpeople, a considerable proportion of whom
are female. The earnings considerably vary,

those of children ranging from Is. 6d to 2s
,

women, 8s. to 15s., and men, 12s. to 40s. per

week. A needle has to pass through seventy

pairs of hands before it is considered to be

finished and ready for use; a subdivision of

labor to which may be attributed the combina-
tion of excellence and cheapness in the pro-

duction of these articles. The variety of

needles made in these days is marvelous, the

surgeon, tailor, harnessmaker, bookbinder, felt

worker, sailmaker, saddler, glover, embroid-
erer and housewife, each requiring needles of
shapes, sizes and lengths almost infinite.

Redditch and the immediate district may be

regarded as the only important center of the

needle trade in the three kingdoms. The
principal seat of the industry on the Conti-

nent is Aix-la-Chapelle, but at Lyons, and one
or two towns in Normandy, the common
qualities are also largely made. The Chinese
supply their own requirements in the needle

way, and it is thought that the craft is more
ancient in the Celestial Empire than in Eu-
rope. Certain it is, that round eyed needles

were made in China long before the primitive

square-eved ones were known in England.
There is nothing new under the sun I

The Precions Metals.

Statistics have been furnished showing the

gold yield of the world for eighteen years,

fiom 1848 to 1865. It is estimated that at

the commencement of the Christian era the

amount of gold in existence was $427,000,000.

This means of course the amount of yellow

ore above the surface of the earth, and in use

as ornaments, &c, on deposit and in circula-

tion. This amount had diminished at the dis-

covery of America, in 1492, to $57,000,000.

In 1600 the amount rose to $105,000,000; at

the end of that century it was $351,000,000,

and at the beginning of this century it was
$1,251,000,000. From 1800 to 1860 it had
increased to $4,000,000,000. It is estimated

that irom the commencement of the Christian

era to the discovery of this continent gold to

the amount of §3,800,000,000 had been taken

from the surface and mined. The estimated

annual average product of gold at the com-
mencement of the Christian era is $8,000,000,

which had diminished at the time of the dis-

covery of America to $100,000; in 1600, it

was$2,000,UUO; in 1700, $5,000,000; in 1800,

$15,000,000; in 1843, $34,000,000; in 1850,

$88,000,000; in 1853, $235,000,000; and in

1860, it had fallen t > $210,000,000. The ag-

gregate product in all the gold producing

counties in the world for eighteen years, from

1848 to 1865 is stated by the Financial and
Commercial Chronicle to have been $3,341,-

500,000 Of this the Pacific States and Ter-

ritories produced nearly one-third, and Aus-
tralia and New Zealand nearly one-fourth.

For this period the average annual production

was $1S5,638,888. During the same period
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of eighteen years, the silver product amounted
to $1,620,400,000, that, of goW being $3,341,-

500,000. The average yearly yield of silver

was | 90,022,222, to $1 85,638,888 of gold. The
relative value of gold and silver was in the
time of Abraham, 1 to 8; B. C. 500, it was 1

to 13; A. D. 500, 1 to 18; A. D. 1600, 1 to

13; A. D. 1700, 1 to 15J. In view of the im-
mense yearly production of gold, a serious

question arises as to the probabilities of its

depreciation as a medium of exchange. The
annual loss by the wear and tear of coin only
averages one-tenth of one per cent, and the

loss by consumption in the arts, by shipwreck
and tire is estimated at one to three millions

a year, a mere bagatelle in comparison with
the annual production. The rule that an in-

crease in the supply diminishes the value of
an article holds good in everything else, and
the question is, how far will this affect the

^value of gold. Of course, the constant in

crease of population and the spread of civili-

zation and its currencies must be taken into

consideration in connection with this subject.

In Holland and Belgium silver has be«n taken
as a standard of value, and it is noticed as a

curitms fact that in California many long
leases of real estate are made, not for gold,

but for the current price, at time of payment,
ol so many bushels of vfheat.

The Siaiiuro of Various Gums,

The following information, which is repro-
duced from Dingier s Journal by the Chemi-
cal News, will be of use to many of our
readers

:

Dr. Sacc, of Neuenberg, Switzerland, has
made an extensive inquiry into the nature of

different resins. The resins spoken of are
copal, amber, dammar, common resin, shellac,

elemi, sandaraeh, mastic, and Caramba wax.
All these resins can be reduced to powder.
The following will become pasty before

melting: Amber, shellac, elemi, sandaraeh,
and mastic; the others will become liquid at

once.

In boiling water, Caramba wax will melt;
common resin will form a semifluid mass;
dammar, shellac, elemi, and mastic will be-

come sticky; while copal, amber,' and sanda-
raeh will remain unchanged.
Dammar and amber do not dissolve in al-

cohol; copal becomes pasty; elemi and Ca-
ramba wax dissolve with difficulty ; while
resin, shellac, sandaraeh and mastic dissolve
easily.

Acetic acid makes common resin swell; on
all the others it has no effect.

Caustic soda dissolves shellac readily, resin

partly: but has no influence on the others.

Amber and shellac do not dissolve in sul-

phide of carbon; copal becomes soft aud ex-
pands; elemi, sandaraeh, mastic, and Caramba
wax dissolve slowly, while resin and dammar
dissolve easily.

Oil of turpentine dissolves neither amber
nor shellac, but sweels copal; dissolves dam-
mar, resin, elemi, sandaraeh, and Caramba
wax easily, and mastic very easily.

Builing linseed oil has no effect on copal,

amber, and Caramba wax ; shellac, elemi, and
sandaraeh dissolve in it slowly, while dammar,
resin, and mastic dissolve easily.

Benzol does not dissolve copal, amber, and
shellac, but does elemi and sandaraeh to a
limited extent, and Caramba wax more easily ;

while dammar, resin, and mastic offer no diffi-

culty. .

Petroleum ether has no effect on copal,

amber, and shellac; it is a poor solvent for

resin, elemi, sandaraeh, and Caramba wax,
and a good one for dammar and mastic.

Concentrated sulphuric acid is indifferent

to Caramba wax; it dissolves all resins, im-
parting to them a dark brown color, excepting
dammar, which takes a brilliant red tint.

Nitric acid imparts to Caramba wax a straw
color; to elemi, a dirty yellow

; to mastic and
sandaraeh, a light brown ; it does not affect

the others.

Ammonia is indifferent to amber, dammar,
shellac, elemi, and Caramba wax; copal, san-

daraeh, and mastic become soft, and finally

dissolve; while resin will dissolve at once.
It is not difficult, by means of thsse reac

tions, to test the different resins for their

purity.

Dyer's ItecSpes.

Ponceon.— 100 pounds of fabric. Color
scarlet first, as given in recipe for scarlet on
wool, but leave out the flavine, or yellow dye
stuff. Alier the goods are well rinsed, pre-

pare a kettle with fresh water; heat it to 180
degrees Fair. ; strain into it 5 pounds of cochi-

neal paste; stir all well together, and enter
the fabric, handle it for half an hour without
boiling; rinse and dryf» Instead of ammoni-
ated cochineal, 3 ounces of magenta crystals

may be used.

Pinkfor Listings —To 100 pounds of wool
use 8 pounds of cochineal, 5 pounds of tartar,

10 pounds of scarlet spirit, J pound of tin

crystals. Boil all together until dissolved;

then cool off the dye to 170 deg. Pah. ; enter
and handle well, boil for half an hour. If

the wool should not color even in ten minutes,
use a few pounds of muriatic acid. If this

color be used for listings on white flannels,

add about 6 pounds more scarlet spirit to the

wool, just before taking it out. J'his addi-
tional tin acid will fasten the cochineal more,
without rotting the wool. The color will

stand the soap better; and to keep the color

from running before bleaching entirely, the
scourer must add a solution of 1 pound muri-
atic acid to the last rinsing of the flannel.

If the cochineal should have stained the white,

then rinse in cold water before fastening the

spots, by the sulphur, when bleaching.

Madder lied.—This color is mostly used
for army uniforms. To 100 pounds of fabric

use 20 pounds of alum, 5 pounds of tartar,

and 5 pounds of scarlet spirit. After these
are dissolved, enter the goods, and let them
boil for two hours ; then take them out, let

cool, and lay over night. Into fresh water
stir 75 pounds of good Holland madder. En-
ter the fabric at 120 deg. Pah., and bring it

up to 200 deg. in the course of an hour, dur-
ing which time it must be handled well to

secure evenness; then rinse and dry.

Hypernic Red is generally used for carpets
and zephyrs. 100 pounds of yarn are boiled
in a solution of 15 pounds alum, and 3 pounds
half-refined tartar, for one hour, or, what is

just as well, laid over night in the hot liquid

The color is much improved if this prepared
yarn can lay a few days in the atmosphere
before coloring it red. In fresh water boil 30
pounds of hypernic, or beeehwood, for ten
minutes. Cool the liquid to 170 deg. Fab..,

then add 3 pounds of whiting or chalk; han-
dle in this the prepared yarn, for ten minutes;
bring up the heat to 200 deg., when the yarn
will be a fine red; in half an hour it will be
ready to take out and cool. For carpet yarn,
it is not necessary to rinse, but to dry as it, is.

If hard water is to be used, as in some locali-

ties, the chalk is unnecessary; but the latter

surely adds brilliancy to the color, equaling
cochineal. Use in the preparation no blue
vitriol, which dulls the color.

—

Haserick's Se-
crets of Dyeing.

6 m *

Sheet Iron.—The New York Bulletin of
the 4th, says : Most of the sheet iron used in

this country is manufactured in Pennsylvania,
and is the product of the mines of that State.

Its uses are various, but the bulk of it is used
for making common stove pipe. A small
quantity nf sheet iron comes from Englaul,
and is sold in this market for about the same
price as native iron. English iron pays a
duty of about three-quarters of a cent per
pound. Formerly all the common sheet iron

was imported from England, but the quality

of the American iron is so much belter that it

is used in preference. The finest quality of
sheet iron is from Russia, no other nation
having as yet succeeded in producing sheet
iron with so fine a surface. Russia-iron comes
in sheets 4 feet 8 inches in length by 2 feet 4
inches in width. Most of the Russia iron in-

tended for this market is imported direct,

though a small quantity comes through Eng-
land. The importations amount to 7,000
packages yearly, each package weighing 230
pounds. It is used almost entirely for making
stoves and covering locumoiive boilers. Russia
iron pays a duty of 2} cents per pound. The
market is at present well supplied with all

kinds of iron and prices are steady. The im-
portations of sheet iron for the week are 151
tons, making 2 69.5 tons since the first of the

Tear, against 2,143 tons for the same period
last year.

fjSg- The Pittsburg Commercial gives a new
method of testing steel, so as to insure uni-

form and superior quality in steel rails. By
the Griswold method, a test ingot from each
five ton hidleful of liquid steel ia hammered
into a bar and tested for malleability and
hardness, and especially for toughness, by
bending it double when cold. In case the

lest bar falls below the standard suitable for

rails, all the ingots and the rails rolled from
them are stamped with the number of the

hidleful. To ascertain whether the rails will

endure actual service on the track, a piece is

cut from one rail in each charge, and is test-

ed by placing it on iron supports, one foot

apart, and then dropping a weight of five tons

upon the middle of it, from a height propor-

tioned to the pattern of the rail. In case the

test rail does not stand the blow deemed
proper, ail of the rails made from that ladle-

ful of steel are rejected for use on railways.—
Railway Review.

8@"An English magazine proposes a highly

original method for the manufacture of sodium
on a large scale that deserves to be tested.

The vapor of chloride of sodium produced by
passing hot air through melted salt is con-

ducted over quartz or feldspar heated to

whiteness. Chlorine gas is evolved which can

be economized in the manufacture of bleach-

ing powders, while the silica takes the soda
in the form of silicate. The silicate of soda

is afterward decomposed by heating it with

lime and charcoal, and passing carbonic oxide

gas over it as a reducing agent, producing

silicate of lime and vapor of sodium, which

latter must be condensed in naptha. If sili-

cate of sod;i c in be economically prepared in

this, manner, it is a question whether the pro-

cess could not be employed as a step in the

manufacture of soda ash in preference to the

famous invention of La Blanc.
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Hare Litigation for the I., G. A L. Railroad.

HENRY C. LORD SUED FOR A QUARTER OP A MILLION.

Thomas A. Morris and Melville B. Ingalls,

receivers of the Indianapolis, Cincinnati &,

Lafayette Railroad, have filed a peiition in

the Court of Common Pleas against Henry C.

Lord, to recover §218,807 87, with interest.

The first cause of action is for $30,0li0, for

shares of stock of the Terre Haute & Indian-

apolis road, which they say Lord converted to

his own use while President of the I. C. & L.

road in 18(i6, having access to the properly

and assets of the company.
The second cause of action charges him

with taking 900 shares of the stock of the

Cincinnati & Martinsville Railroad Company,
the property of the I., C. & L, in 1868, val-

ued at §90,000.
The third cause of action charges that, in

July, 1868, he converted to his own use eleven

bonds of the I , C. & L. road, known as the

bonds of 1858, valued at §10,500.

The fourth a ise of action charges him with

taking July 1, 1869, ten other bonds of the

same road of the issue of 1867, valued at f 10,-

000.

The fifth cause of action charges him with

taking, July 1, 1869, twenty-nine bonds of the

Cincinnati & Indiana Railroad Company,
known as the bonds of 1867, and valued at

§29,000.
The sixth cause of action charges him with

taking, July 1, 1870, seventeen bonds of 1869,
of the Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette
Railroad Company, valued at §17,000.

The seventh cause charges him with having
received of W. P. Reynolds, July 25, 1866, for

the use and on account of the L, C. & L. Com-
pany, the sum of §15,000, which he converted
to his own use.

The eighth cause charges him with having
converted to his own use $35,000, received

Jan. 1, 1870, from the American Union Ex-
press Company.
The ninth cause of action charges him with

having executed a note of the I , C. & L. Com-
pany foy §12,000, Sep. 28, 1870, which he af-

terwards negotiated, and converted the pro-

ceeds to his own use, compelling the plaintiffs

to pay §12,304 87 in order to obtain valuable
collateral property which had been pledged
for the payment of the note

These several counts aggregate $248,804 87,

which, with interest, swells the whole amount
to more than a quarter of a million.

Messrs. Cox, Burnett and Follett are attor-

neys for plaintiffs.

The Tax on Dividends —Caleb Cushing
has had an interview with Secretary Boutwell
in regard to the collection of the tax on divi-

dends of the Boston banks for the last five

months in 1870. It will be remembered
that Commissioner Pleasonton decided that

the law did not authorize the collection of the
two and one-half per cent, tax for that period.

This decision was subsequently reversed by
the Secretary in accordance with the opinion

of Attorney-General Akerman, and the Com-
missioner was ordered to collect the tax.

Finding that it would be impossible to do this

in case of interest represented by coupons
that portion of the order was revoked. The
Secretary now announces that the tax on
dividends declared during that time by banks,
railroad companies and other corporations,
must be collected, and that he shall hold the

banks responsible lor the payment of this

tax.

Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad Bank-
ruptcy Case.—Montgomery, Sept. 16 —The
United States Circuit Court, Judge Woods, re

fused the appointment of a Receiver, on ap-

plication of VV. F. Drake, second mortgage
bondholder of the Alabama & Chattanooga
Railroad, on the ground th'it the State Courts

have possession of the road and jurisdiction

through the Receivers.

Judge Woods, on petition of W. A. C.

Jones, a 9econd mortgage bondholder for one
hundred thousand dollars, granted an order

to show cause on the first Monday in Novem-
ber before the United St tes District Judge
why the Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad

should not be declared bankrupt.

BAILRGAD NOTICE.

J3QP"-The maneuvers of the Russian troops

will be on a grander scale than usual this

year. A novel feature will be the construc-

tion of a railroad by soldisrs who have been
trained for that purpose. In 1869 a number
of troops were sent to the different railroads

for instruction, with a view to the ulterior for-

mation of companies capable of building, de-

stroying or managing railroads in time of war.

During the coming evolutions these men will

lay down rails to connect the Peterhoflf and
Warsaw lines. The distance is a little over

five miles, and the work must be completed in

ten days, so that the line cau be made use of

for the transportation of troops during the last

four or five days of the maneuvers.

JOH^-The project of cutting a ship canal

through German territory from the North Sea

to the Baltic has been again revived. Accor-

ding to the present plan the length of the

canal could not exceed 60 English miles, but

no trace has yet been fixed on as several ports

of Schleswig-Holstein claim the preference.

The projectors claim the work presents no en-

gineering difficulties, as the plateau through

which the canal would have to be cut has now-

where a greater elevation than 68 feet. The
proposed breadth is 76 feet at the bottom and
224 feet at the water line; the depth would be

in the middle 31 feet, which would permit the

largest ships to pass in safety. The govern-

ment engineers estimate the cost at one mil-

lion thalers.

High-Pressure Filter.— A. new description

of filter is exhibited at the International Exhi-

bition; it is constructed in the following man-
ner:—The case (which is made of cast-iron,

enameled inside to prevent it being acted on
by the water) contaius three distinct nitrations,

through which the water is forced by the regu-

lation of the pressure. The water first passes

through loose panicles of pure animal charcoal,

then rising, through the pressure, into an inner

chamber, also filled with loose charcoal, de-

scends through two hollow blocks of pure

animal charcoal compressed by hydraulic

pressure, by which process the blocks are ren-

dered more durable than those hitherto used of

vegetable charcoal compressed by hand. This

iuvention is better than placing the filter in

the cistern, as the water for use is obtained

directly from the filter itself, thereby prevent-

ing the possibility of its acquiring any dele-

terious quality in its passage through lead

pipes from the filter to the tap. The filter be-

ing connected with the main pipe, the trouble

of keeping it filled, as is necessary with most
other kinds, is obviated, and this also produces

a continuous flow of water equal to that sup-

plied by the ordinary tap. It can be very

easily cleaned without removal or expense.

Tbe Cincinnati & Great North-
ern Railroad Company.

The undersigned Corporators of the Cincinnat : & Great
Northern Riilruad Company hereby give notice that more
than t?n per centum of the capital stock authorized by
the Articles of Association of said Company has been sub-
scribed, to-wit. ei^ht thous ind eight hundred and twenty
(r^U) shares ; the Slid Corporators therefore give notice
for the said stockholders to meet at the office of the Hail-
road Record, No Ili7 Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio, on
Saturday, the 30ih day of September, A. I). 1871, at 11

o'clock A. M. of said day, for the purpose of choosing
seven directors of said C jmpaoy. A ful) attendance is

requested.
A. J HODDER,
DURBIM WARD,
T. WRIGHTSON,
S. W. MORTON.
EOBT. HEDGER,

Corporators.

CinciNNiTi, O , Aug. 30, 1871. 31-8-71, 4.

LOCOMOTIVE
IPOFL SATiE.

In perfect order. Cylinders 34 by 22. Weight 26 tone.

Drivers 4 feet, 8 inches. Gauge, 4 feet, 8% incheB. Will

be sold low for want of use. Apply to

GEO. M. NEWTON,

57 Cedar Street,
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Insurance Companies Seduce Kates

Where it is Introduced.

BS™rhe attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle at stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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The Increase of Freights on Railroads,
and some of the Causes and Consequences.

A railroad gentleman said to us, in reply to

our urging the great advantages of a new en-

trance to the city on the upper plain, that it

would not be profitable. We said, why not ?

He said, (hat the greatest p,irt of the profits

of railroads was from freights, and that the

freight business of the roads would go round
on the lower level in any event. The last

proposition is not evident to us; and indeed
we think it is not so ; for, if the tunnel be
made, roads will connect with it on the upper
plain, and connect we6t, at precisely the same
grades and expense they do now. They will

connect at points 20 miles back, and have no
ascending grade, and they will descend on

the west with no more grade then in coming
into the city. We do not see, therefore, any
objection on that score. But the first proposi-

tion, that the business of railroads is most
largely made up of freights, is true; and the

rapid progress of freights is a curious fact iu

railroad history. The causes of it, and the

results of some of the causes in future, are

well worthy considering, for they make a part

of the philosophy of material production. In

order to elucidate this, and also to show (as

we have done to some extent in previous arti-

cles) the immense advance and also profits of

railroad business, we have carelully compiled
the following table from the Report of the

Commissioner of Statistics for I860, and that

of the Commissioner of Railroads (General
Wright) for 1870. The table is both valuable

and striking ;

, In I860. , , In 1870
,

R >ads. Pass'gers. Ton 4
ge. Pas^'gers. Ton 4ge.

Cin.. Ilam. 4; Day. 355,700 225,<"66 7.15.017 419 350
Cleveland & Col.... 195.008 2,86,209 583.091 83'.642
Clevelai d& Pitt«b. 281392 350,000 631.047 1.147. 448
Pittsburg & Ft. W. 413317 46b' 119 1,857949 1,688 3 iti

Litt'e Miami 343.780 303.616 465.785 476 542
Central Ohio 177.045 195.0.6 2I-J.470 211.305
din. Sl Sandusky... 136,841 84.227 211,500 2I'5,937

Seven roads 1.903,952 1 912.29.1 4.730,463 4 9:30,540

Increase of passengers in 10 yesrs, 148 per cent.

Increase of tonnage in 10 years, 158 per cent.

The increase of tonnage is but slightly

greater in proportion than that of passengers.

But this is not ihe true test of profits. In

looking into the returns ot the Pittsburg &
Fort Wayne road, we find that the average

rate per passenger is 140; while that per ton

is 280. At the same time the operating ex-

penses of the road were only 45 per cent. But

let us assume them at 60 per cent., which is,

perhaps, the average of roads. Then the ave-

rage account will stand ihus:

Average receipt per passenger $1 40
Average expense per passenger. 84

Net profit from one passenger 50

Average receipt from one ton S2 80
Average expense from one ton 1.68

j Net profit from one ton 1.12

If, therefore, the road gets one passenger

it gets 56 cents more profit; but if it gets

one ton more, it gets $1.12 (exactly double)

more profit. Now let us apply this to the ac-

tual increase of passengers and freight as ex-

hibited in the above table for the Pittsburg &.

Fort Wayne road :

Actual increase of passengers 1,244,-

332, at 56 cents $696,825
Actual increase of tons 1,161,697, at

$1.12 1,300,099

We see here at once how it is that roads

derive their largest profits from freights; and

if we look into the production of the country,

we shall see that the freights on railroads

must hereafter increase faster than the pas-

sengers, and if the rates be not reduced, that

the profits on railroads must be greatly in-

creased hereafter. In the meantime, let ui

look into the above results, and see what ten

years have done for railroad business and

profits. Iu ten years the passenger traffic in-

creased 14 per cent per annum ! and the t.jn.

nage 15 per cent, per annum ! Now it is very

important to know whether this will continue.

Let us see then out of what elements this in-

crease grows; and what is its proportion to

olher elements of increase in this State (for

these proportions are taken from the statistics

of railroading in Ohio):

Increase of population, per annum, 1.5 per ct.

Increase of production, per annum, 4 per ct.

Increase of railroad traffic 14 per ct.

If we should draw conclusions from these

facts, we should say, that railroad business

ought not to increase more than 4 per cent,

per annum, the rate of the increase of produc-

tion ; but we find, in fact, that the increase of

railroad business is at least 14 per cent, per

annum I How can we account for that? In

this way: the greater part of the tonnage of

railroad freights is made up of the actual pro-

duels of the country through which the rail-

road passes. Well, suppose the products of

the country are only equal to the consumption

of the people on the road, then very little nr

nothing will be carried by the railroad of the

products of the country. But suppose there

is a surplus of 10 per cent., then all of that

surplus will be carried by the roads. So that

the real question of what portion of the pro-

ducts of the country is carried by railroads is

not what is the increase of those products, but

what is the increase of the surplus of pro-

ducts, for that, is all the roads carry, and that

is a totally different thing from the increase

of products. Take the practical case. Say,

for example

:

Ohio produced in 1860 11 6,000,000.grain.

Surplus 40,000,000 "

Ohio produced in 1870 1 60,000, 0(10 "

Surplus 68,000,000 "

We see, then, that while the people increased

15 per cent., and the crop 40 per cent., the

surplus increased 70 per cent., that is, 7 per

cent, per annum. This, then is one of the

elements of the increase of railroad traffic;

but that is not all. With the increase of

towns there comes a vast increase of manu-

factures, and in the transportation of those

manufactures; and then there is a great in-

crease in the consumption of foreign articles

in towns, and this again is an actual increase

of railroad freights. We then see how it is

that railroad freights increase so rapidly, and

become so profitable to the roads.

We have no space to pursue this subject

further; but in another article we shall pur-

sue this subject to its consequences, which

we think will be the continuance of this vast

increase of railroad traffic.

The Street Railroads.

We see that measures are taken to make the

Inclined Plane betveen Mt. Auburn and the

city. The friends of this measure expect

great advantages from it. We hope they will

not be disappointed. But it seems to us that

there will be alwaya difficulty and some danger

attending Inclined Planes. But at any rato

there must be street railroads from the city up

to the hills and among the valleys and on

every side. The future city is to be outside

the lower plains of the present city, and there

must be outlets. Where is the road to Walnut

Hills ? There is no road from the city wanted

more than that. But we suppose it is waiting

the slow progress of Gilbert Avenue., Let

Gilbert Avenue be made quickly and street

railroads be multiplied; but in the meanwhile

we think the tunnel is to be the great avenue

north. It is absolutely necessary, and let it

be made. When made, all doubters will cease

to be skeptical, and the tunnel stand out as

the best of all the railroad schemes and of all

avenues from the city.
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The Great Northern Railroad.

We have before us a pamphlet entitled

"Exposition of the Great Northern Railroad."

This exposition considers the road in two

lights, either as a through line from. Mackinaw

to Cincinnati and the South, or as a local line

from Cincinnati to Lansing, the seat of Gov-

ernment in Michigan. In either aspect, the

exposition is a complete demonstration of the

importance and profit of this work. Consid-

ered as a through tine from the center of the

Great Lakes to the Southern Atlantic, is is a!_

most impossible to conceive the magnitude

of its importance, or to calculate the extent of

its profits. It passes through sixteen degrees

of latitude and embraces every variety of pro-

ducts. In 1870, the Pennsylvania road with

1,200 miles of track received seventeen mil-

lions of dollars, gross receipts; a road from

Mackinaw to Savannah through Cincinnati,

will be 1,250 miles, and will receive more than

the Pennsylvania road. As a local road, the

tables which accompany the report demon-

strate that the road from Cincinnati to Lan'

sing, 280 miles, will pay 11J per cent, from

the beginning. We welcome the Great

Northern Company to this fruitful field, both

of profit and of usefulness. Let the road be

made I

The Great Exposition.

We have had little time to look into the

Exposition, but we understand from all per-

sons who have been there that it is really a

wonderful exhibition of the industry of Cincin-

nati and the surrounding country. It is a

grand museum, but it is much more than a

museum; it is an exhibition of genius, of in.

dustry and of vast power. It is in this as.

peet that Cincinnati stands forth a type of the

vigor and enterprise and industry which cha-

racterize this western world. A city which in

ten years doubles the values of its industrial

arts, and permits thirty or forty new varie-

ties of manufactures, is not one to stop grow-

ing ; but. on the contrary to go ahead with new
power and rapidity. Let this Exposition be

made every year, and there can be no evidence

or advertisement of the genius, growth and

greatness of Cincinnati so good as this, and

nothing which wiil contribute more to its

prosperity. "In 1870," say the Board of Trade,

'the value of manufactures in Cincinnati

amounted t3 $127,000,000." This seems an

enormous amount, but we doubt not it will be

doubled in a few years more.

Iron—Where we get it.

We buy from the little island of Great Bri-

tain a great many things; among others we

bought during the first eight months ending

August 31, of this year and ihe corresponding

period of the two preceding years, the follow-

ing comparative amounts in tons:

1869. 1870. 1871
Railroad Iron 229,145 279,616 335,1.62

Pig Iron 89,704 75,061 119,098

This shows an increase of imports of railroad

iron for the first eight months of this year over

the corresponding eight months of last year

of 55.546 tons, and over the same period of

the year 1869 of 106,017 tons. Of Pig iron,

the increase per cent, is more marked, there

having been imported this year 44,037 tons

more than during the same period of last

year, and 29,394 over the year 1869.

Arrangements have been made by a
firm in New York to publish daily a map of

the United States,- showing the ttate of the
weather at the different signal stations. Cor-
rections will be made for the conditions of the
barometer, thermometer, velocity and direc-
tion of the wind, and copies of the diagram
will be delievred to subscribers in the forenoon
of each day.

The New Town or Huntington, Va.

The Irontnn Journal of last week gives this

account of a visit of the editor to the new
town now being built up at the Ohio river ter-

minus of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad:
A visit, to Huntington last week disclosed

to us the rapid building up of the new city.

Hundreds of men are at work grading the

streets and wharves. A large number were
laying track, switches, Ac, for the C & O. R.

R. About 300 men were at work on the

round house, and everything indicated vigor

and enterprise. A large quantity of railroad

iron has arrived, and will be laid as soon as

the iron biidge across the Guyan river shall

be in place, which will be in ten days hence.
Col. Kuper has resigned, owing to ill health,

and Col. Douglas has taken his place, assisted

in Huntington by the pushing Mr. Morris.
Vient White, formerly of this place, and re-

cently of Ceredo, has located and built in the

new town.

About forty or fifty houses, mostly for mer-
cantile purposes, are already up and being
finished.

The Merchants' Hotel, a splendid house,
kept by Mr. Geo. Scrannage, was built, fur-

nished and equipped in eight weeks from the

day of breaking ground. It is one of the best

hotels in the country, and is crowded all the
time.

—

Highland News.

— Several narrow gauge railroads are pro-

jected in Pennsylvania. A company has been
chartered to build a road of 30 inches gauge
from Philadelphia, to connect with the Penn-
sylvania Central in Chester county, passing
through Upper Darby, Hereford, Maple, New
town and Paoli. In a week or two, work will

be begun on another narrow gauge road from
Bell's Mills station, on the Pennsylvania Cen-
tral in Blair county, across the Alleghany
mountains through Bell's gap, a distance of

12 miles, which will afford an outlet for the

coal, lumber and iron of an important moun-
tain district. Some of the gradients on this

line will be over 100 feet to the mile. The
Lancaster & Reading Narrow Gauge Railroad
Company has been incorporated, with a right

to build a road with a gauge not exceeding 4
feet, from the city of Reading; also to con-
struct branches. There is also a movement
on foot to build a narrow gauge road from
Media to Chester, in Delaware county.

Railroatt Statistics.

From Poor's recently published Railroad

Manual we deduce some interesting statistics.

It will be found that commencing from the

year 1841, at which time there were 3,535

miles of railroad, until 1848, the yearly in-

crease was about 300 miles From 1848 to

1855 there was a yearly increase of 1,700

miles
;
then for two years at the rate of 2,400

miles; and from that date a gradual diminu-

tion till the minimum yearly mileage was
reached in 1861. From that date there was

a gradual increase until the close of the war

in 1865, when so great an activity was shown
that while in 1865 the increase was 3,000

miles per annum, we find it last year to be

6,000 miles.

There are something like 1,300 to 1,400

railroads projected, in progress and comple-

ted, and the number is rapidly increasing.

As illustrating the variety of gauges and
ihe number of each kind, we have deduced

the following table, which shows the differen-

ces of practice in this country :

Gauge. No. of Railroads.

3 feet 2

3 " 6 inches

4 " 3 "

4 " 3J "

4 " 5| " ....

4 " 6 "

4 " 8 "

4 " 8J "

4 " 8| "

4 " 9 "

4 " 91 "

4 " 9f "

4 " 9i "

4 " 9f " .....

4 " 10 "

5 "

5 " 2J "

5 " 9 "

6
"

2

1

1

-.. 1

6

3
307

2
13
3
1

7

1

30
74
1

1

31

We find by examination that there are up-

wards of 10,000 locomotives and about 214,-

000 cars of all kinds, which makes a ratio of

1 locomotive to twenty cars. It must be recol-

lected, however, that coal companies using a

great number of cars (and those mostly four

wheeled) with comparatively few locomotives

increase, this ratio, while only a few smaller

roads constructed through mountainous coun-

try require greater locomotive power in pro-

portion to the amount carried. Allowing 30

feet only as the length of a car, we would

have, if all the cars were connected in one
line, a train extending from New York lo the

Mississippi river ; while, allowing 50 feet as

the length of engine and tender, there would

be a line of locomotives 100 miles long. The
total mileage of railroads was 53,399 at the

beginning of 1871. Illinois comes first in the

total length of its roads; Pennsylvania fol-

lows closely, then come in order New York,

Ohio, Indiana, and scattering along all the

other States and Territories, concluding with

Rhode Island, with 136 miles.

— The Portland & Oxford (Me.) Railroad

Company will change the gauge of their road

from five feet six inches to three feet gauge.

This is the first adoption of the narrow gauge
plan in New England.

— The Denver Tribune announces that a
company has been formed in St. Louis to

build a three feet narrow gauge road from that

city to Leavenworth, in anticipation of the

completion of the road from Leavenworth to

Denver.
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The Krupp Gnu.

Steel gun making in the perfection of its

details is best seen at Essen, in Rhenish Prus-

sia, in the monster works of Mr. Krupp, since

here the manufacture may be followed from

the refining of the crude ore up to the finish-

ing stroke and proof of the completed gun

—

while at the London Ordnance Works of Va-

vasseur, only the processes of assembling,

rifling, etc., can be studied, the various parts

being roughly prepared in Sheffield, at the

steel works of Firth. Mr. Krupp's great esta-

blishment, originally designed for the produc-

tion of rolling stock, rails, crank shafts, etc.,

bas within the last decade been gradually so

changed in its character as to now render it

practicable to employ almost the entire force

of mechanics in the fabrication of ordnance

and artillery. An idea of the immense facili-

ties here for turning out work may be formed

from the following statistical statement:

The works cover an extent of about 700

acres, 300 of which are under roof, and em-
ploy 8,000 men; besides which, in the Krupp
coal mines near Essen, and in the iron pits

and blasting furnaces on the Rhine, 2,000

men are constantly at work providing material

(or the use of the establishment, which pos-

sesses for the consumption and manufacture

of the products of tne mir.es 480 smelting, re-

verboratory, and cementing furnaces; 247

steam engines, from 2 to 1,000 horse power;

54 steam hammers, frorn 1 to 50 tons weight;

169 forges, 331 lathes, 61 cutting and shaping

machines, 93 grinding machines, and furnaces

to accommodate 1,600 crucibles of 70 to 75

lbs. capacity each.

With these appliances, ingots can be cast

and worked from the size required for a tile

blade up to that of 110,000 lbs. weight used

in the 14 inch gun—thus representing a capa-

city three times that of the largest steel works

in England
The metal used in the Krupp gun is cruci-

ble cast steel, made from a combination of

puddled steel and pure wrought iron, which

forms the charge of the crucible. The pro-

portions of each, manner of preparation, etc.,

are not made known, as the secret by means
of which Mr. Krupp produces a metal fully

equal in elastic and absolute strength to the

best of English cementation steel, and that

too without oil tempering, Iie3 somewhere in

the preparation of the elementary substances,

or in the combination of them formed in the

crucible. Only this is known: The wrought

iron is produced from hematite ores, both

English and German ;
the puddled steel from

the spathic ore of Siegeu; while the Spiegel-

eisen, small quantities of which are used, is

made from the long crystal variety of that ore

found in Nassau. The ingots from which the

various parts of the gun are formed are cast

in cylindrical iron molds, the metal being in-

troduced at the top. Every precaution possi-

ble is taken to insure homogeneity in the cast-

ing ; for unless steel be absolutely sound in

the ingot, no amount of hammering or press-

ing will make it so, as the bubble boles caused

by air or gas become sealed without being re-

moved, and all subsequent treatment simply

presses them out into long slits, more objec-

tionable than the original defect, since it com-
pletely prevents welding. When sufficiently

hard to permit handling, the ingot is lemoved
from the mold and buried in ashes, where it

slowly cools. When needed for use, it is

brought to the required heat in an ordinary

furnace, and drawn out to the proper length

under a hammer, one of 50 tons weight being

used tor large ingots. After this the head

containing the ''piping" and all other defec-

tive metal is cat off, and the ingot thus drawn
out again buried in ihe ashes, where it gradu-

ally anneals, taking out all tension due to

furging into shape. Ingots thus drawn out

are, by the various processes of boring, turn-

ing, and rifling, eonveitud into the tubes form-

ing the inner structuie of the gun, while those

intended for use as hoops, trunnion bands,

etc, are cut up into short lengths of the re-

quired weight and formed into rings without

weld, the pieces being split down the center

to a certain distance from either end, and
swedged oat under a heavy hammer to the

desired shape, after which they are annealed
and fini.-hed by lathe work.

The Kiupp gun consists of a central tube,

and of series of encircling hoops

—

the 6 inch

having one set, the 8 and 9 inch two, ai.d the

11 inch and higher calibres, three. The lube,

comprising the greater mass of the gun, is of

cylindrical form, with walls eight-tenths of a

caliber thick from a point over the middle of

the charge to that at which the rings termi-

nate; thence to the muzzle it is conical, di-

minishing to one-half caliber.

The hoops, shrunk on at a black heat, are

prevenied from working on the tube or inner

layers by key rings, which are half hoops laid

into scores cut to receive them.

The rifling is polrgronved, the two sides of

each groove being of a different pitch, by which

means the width of the grooves is made to

diminish as they approach the muzzle, or what
is the same thing, that of the bands increases,

thus insuring complete suppression of wind-

age as the soft-jacketed projectile passes along

the bore. The chamber in which the shot and
charge rest when the gun is loaded is of greater

diameter than the bore, and its axis is exceri-

tric to and above that of the rifled part. This
is done to give desired working room and still

retain the axis of the projectile as a prolonga-

tion of the axis of the bore, for by this the

course of the shot, from the instant it is put

in motion until it leaves the gun, is rectilinear,

not being canted upward in passing from a

tube of greater to one of less diameter, thus

abrading its jacket, and at the same time al-

lowing gas to escape by it, which occasions

loss of power as well as scoring and damaging
of the gun, an action which in a perfect

breech loader is entirely prevenied by the gas

tight joint formed by the projectile when pro-

perly centered.

The most important detail in the construc-

tion of a breech loading gun is an efficient

and durable gas check; and this has been

successfully applied in large guns by Mr.

Krupp alone. The rear of the chamber is

reamed out spherically, and in this recess is

fitted a Broadwell ring, whose exterior is also

a spherical segment, the advantage ot that

form being its ease of adjustment and the

readiness with which it can be pushed into

position by the breech block should it become
unseated. When the gun is discharged, the

ring, being instantaneously expanded and at

the same time pressed rearward with tremen-
dous force, hermetically ciosses the tube of

the fiece and prevents all escape of gas. On
its rear face are annular scores to take up
residuum or oil from the face of the breech

block and thus avoid clogging. In the slot

cut in the rear end of the tube to receive the

mechanism, two guides are left in relief, and
in the breech block grooves are formed to cor-

respond. These stand at an inclination to the

face of the slot formed by the breech of the

gun, so that a motion of translation in or out

gives to the front face of the block, at the

same time, a movement forward or to the rear

parallel to itself. The rear of the slot in the
tube is cut on the same inclination as the
guides, so thai the block, whose front top and
bottom ure plane surfaces, its rear rounded
off, is, when screwed in, well supported from
behind.

The motion of translation is given to the
block by a screw which runs partly in a thread
cut in the upper wall of the slot. The locking
is accomplished by a screw working in a nut
having rinjs on its exterior partially cut
away, which take in the scores cut in the solid

mass at the rear of the slot J he>e screws
are worked in turn by a lever wrench. The
vent is through the breech block in a prolonga-
tion of the axis of the bore, terminating in the
face plate.

Both steel and chilled iron projectiles are
used in these guns for practice against armor.
They are cylindr»-ogival in form, with radius
of head approximately two calibers. Those
of steel are forged, bored out to receive the
bursting charge, and have their points water-
tempered. They are then jacketed by a pro-
cess of soldering. It is o! great importance
that the weightof lead should be reduced to a
minimum, in order to avoid loss of momen-
tum on the striking of the shot, due to the fly-

ing off of the lead at the first instant of im-
pact. After long experiment a plan has been
devised by means of which practically no
power is lost. The projectile, having been
turned smooth on its cylindrical part, is placed
in a bath of sal ammoniac to remove all oil,

after which it is immersed in molten zinc,

thence in lead, and afterward put in a mold
where lead is run around it It is then taken
to a lathe, where the lead is turned down to a
very thin coating, rings three to five in num-
ber, according to the caliber, being left on it,

the rings being 0.1 inch and the spaces 0.05

inch thick.

The powder used in all the large guns is the
prismatic, first suggested by General Rodman.
Each grain is a hexagonal prism, 1 inch high,

faces 8 inch wide, with six cylindrical per-

forations 15 inch in diameter running
through it in the direction of its length.

These prisms, of a density 1 70, average 12-)-

to the pound.

The following table presents some of the

details of this ordinance
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The physique of the Chinaman is not

robust or imposing, yet, on the gold fields of

Australia, their muscular exploits are remark-

able. Gangs of them are seen cheerily tramp-

ing from one mining district to another, each

one bearing upon his shoulder, from which is

slung two packages, embracing their mining

implements and camp appendages, weighing

on an average, about 200 pounds. The Mon-
golian muscle is not capable of as great exer-

tion as the Caucasian, yet in protracted endu-

rance it will come out ahead.
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Toe Blocli Safety System in England.

Mr. Alfred Wiitidris, an English railway
superintendent, has published a pamphlet in

which be thus describes ihe block system nf

signaling in use on the South eastern Rail-

way, "a plan so efficient," says the Economist,
"that for three years it has enabled that rail-

way to be almost alone in its exemption from
even minor Casualties.

1 '

The true objects to be obtained in unim-
peachable train signaling, are—I presume to

consider

—

first, that no train shall be allowed
to leave one signal station until that signal

station has asked leave from I he signal sta-

tion in advance, and such second signal sta-

tion has replied in the affirmative; second,
that when the train has been so allowed to

leave, the sending station shall inform the
receiving station that the train has left, and
Ihe receiving station shall acknowledge that.

he has been so informed ; third, that the sig-

uals of danger shall not be lowered until this

process has been gone through ; fourth, that

a record, taken down at the m:iment, shall be

kept in each signal box of the time of all sig-

nals.

These four conditions complied with will

secure safety from collision so far as it can be
secured by human agencv. These conditions

can only be icalized in cur modern practice

by the use of the telegraph and the absolute

block system. They ai-e and have long since

been realized on every part of the South-east-

ern system. I know of no other railway where
the whole of the system is in application ex-

cept on the South-eastern and London, Chat-
ham and Dover. These two railways had no
accident to report last year; whereas, the

greatest and most prosperous of our railways
—-the London and North-western, Lancashire
and Yorkshire, and North-eastern—contribu-

ted 64 out of the 122 accidents which disfi-

gured the railway calendar of the whole Km
pire.

Again, an electrical means of communica-
tion—electrical, because in no other way can
an instantaneous and certain signal or mes-
sage be conveyed—should be established, in

the case of trains running long distances, be-

tween the driver and the guard I now pro-

ceed to describe the system by which the four

essential conditions which I have laid down
are and have been secured. On the South-
eastern, the personel of the signal box or sta-

tion consists not merely of the ministering,

but also of the recording angel. The signal

man, especially selected for intelligence and
paid good wages, is accompanied by a youth
who must understand, having been carefully

taught, the use of the telegraph, signal and
speaking instruments, who records, with the

clock before him, the exact time of all signals

given or received

The signal box is specially constructed and
placed so as to give a full view of that line

and outside signals. It is made comfortable
and warm; it is well lighted at night; it con-
tains a clock, tje telegraphic instruments, the

levers of the points, connected with the sig-

nals by the locking apparatus, and is fur-

nished with a box of fog signals, and with

band signal-lamp and signal flags.

— An agreement of consolidation between
the Peninsular Railroad of Michigan, the

Peninsula Railroad Company of Indiana, and
the Peninsula Raiiroad Company of Illinois,

under the name and style of the Peninsula
Railway Company, with a capital stock of

$4,000,1100, has beer, filed in the office of the

Secretary of State of Illinois.

Collections of Iitt rna! I£even:-.c for ls70
and 1871.

A comparative statement, showing the col-

lections of internal revenue lor the fiscal years

ended June 30,1870 and 1871, has been com-
plet.'d. The entire amount of collections from
spirits for the year ending June 30, 1870, was
$55,606, and for the past fiscal vear, $16,282,-

463. There was an increase of $800,000 from
spirits distilled from fruits during the past

year, and a decrease of $9,000,090 from spirits

distilled from materials other than fruits

The per diem tax on distilleries also decreased

$200,000, and the special tax on distilleries

$800,000. Tne revenue from tobacco during
the past year was $33,578,587, and for the

year before $31,350,707—an increase of over

§2,000,000, about equally divided between ci-

gars and chewing tobacco In fact there was
an increase of revenue upon every article

under the head of tobacco. On fermented
liquors the increase during the past over the

fiscal year was $1,070,000, and on banks and
bankers the increase was $623,000. The in-

come tax shows a falling offrluring the past

year of nearly $19,000,000. Theiucome from
individuals for fiscal year ended June 30,

1870, was $28,224,572, and for the past year

$15,220,462 Bank dividends and undistribu-

ted profit for 1870, $3,573,272, and past year

$1,514,551, Railroad companies' dividends

and undistributed profits for 1870, $2,S98,-

802; past year, $1,102,018. Railroad com-
panies interest on bonds for 1870, $1,869,369 ;

past year, $1,003,477. Insurance companies'

dividends and undistributed profits for 1870,

$926,510; past year, $240,673. All other

collections from income for 1870, $283,437
;

past year, $70,745. The revenue from tax on
gas was increased during the past year $260 -

000. The sales of adhesive stamps decreased

$1,200,000. Articles and occupations former-

ly taxed but now exempt by act of July 14,

1870, yielded during past fiscal year, $16,000,-

000 less than the preceding fiscal year.

Tailings Twenty Centuries Hence —The
question of what posterity may be able to ac-

complish with the refuse of mines of precious

metals worked at the pieseut day is suggested

by the Australasian, in sketching what is now
taking place in Attica, in the classic land of

Greece. About 300 years before the Christian

era, the silver mines of Laurium were exhaust-

ed and abandoned; but seven years ago a

France-Italian company obtained a concession

to treat the scoria and other refuse for silver,

and their operations have been conducted on
so large a scale that a town containing 4.000
inhabitants has sprung up on what was form-
erly a solitude; a railway has been construct-

ed to the nearest port, and a small steam
vessel plies twice a week between Argosteria

and the Piraeus for the transport of the ar-

gentiferous tailings to the roasting furnaces.

— It is proposed to build the great South-

ern Pacific road ou the three foot gauge. The
vice president of the company wrote Henry
G. Stebbins, a noted New York capitalist, on

the subject, and in his reply Mr. Stebbins

says: ' In my opinion, it will not be possible

to resist the weight of testimony in iavor of

these railways over any other gauge, and I

certainly agree with you, that the discovery of

their efficiency will do more for the South and
South-west than could have been done by any
other human means. I regard the successful

agitation of ihe matter at this time as equal
to the discovery and introduction of the cotton

gin to the whole Southern section of country."

History of Stenm.

About 280 years B C, Hero, of Alexan-
dria, formed a toy which exhibited some of
the powers of steam and was moved by its

power.

A D
, 450, Anthemius an architect, arranged

several caldrons of water, each covered with
the wide bottom of a leather tube which rose
to a narrow tup with pipes extended to the
rafters of the adjoining building. A fire was
kindled beneath the caldrons and the house
was shaken by the efforts of the steam ascend-
ing the tube3 This is the first notice of the
power of steam recorded.

In 15-13, June 17, Blasco D Garoy tried a
steamboat with tolerable success at Barcelona,
Spain. It consisted of a caldron of boiling'
water and a moveable wheel on eacli side of
the ship. It was laid aside as impracticable.

A present, however was made to Garoy.
In 1650, the first railroad was constructed

at Neweastleon-Tyue.
The first idea of a steam engine in Ensland

was from the famous Marquis of Worcester's
"History of Inventions," A. D 1663

In 1710, Newcomeu made the first steam
engine in England.

In 1718, patents were granted to Sivery for

the firs', application of the steam engine.

In 1774, James Wait made the first perfect
steam engine in England.

In 1776, Jonathan Hnlls set forth the idea
of steam navigation.

In 1778, Thomas Paine first proposed this

application in America.
In 1781, Marquis Jouffrey constructed one

in Saone.

In 1785, two Americans published a work
on it.

In 1770, William Tymington made a voyage
in one ou the Forth and Clyde canal.

In 1802, this experiment was repeated.

In 1782, Ramsey propelled a boat by steam
to New York.

In 1788, John Fitch, of Philadelphia, navi-

gated a boat by a steam engine ou the Dela-
ware.

In 1793, Robert Fulton first began to apply
his attention t> steam.

In 1793, Oliver Evans, a na'tive of Philadel-

phia, constructed a locomotive steam engine
to travel on a turnpike road.

'Ihe first steam vessel that crossed the At-
lantic was the Savannah in the month of

June, 181 9, from Charleston to Liverpool..

Tennessee Finances.—The Mobile & Ohio
Railroad Company has, through its represen-

tatives, paid to the agent of Comptroller Pen-
nebaker the sum of $1,731,702, being the en-

tire indebtedness, including interest, due from
the road to the Slate. The payment was made
in State bonds and past due coupons, and
wipes out another million or more of the

State's outstanding obligations. During a
periud of little over a year eleven millious of

Stale bonds have been retired and canceled.
This argues well for the future prospects of

the State's credit.—Nashville Union, Sept. 2.

> <p

— The preliminary survey of the Spirit

Lake & Sioux Valley (Iowa) Railroad is now
being made. The proposed line leaves the

Lower Falls & Sioux City road near Storm
lake, in Buena Vista county, passing north-

ward through Sioux Rap'.ds, Spencer in Clay

county, Milford and Spirit Lake, in Dickinson
county, thence to Jackson, Mian , there to

connect with the Jackson branch road, tapping

the St. Paul & Sioux City road at Windom.
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Kaslroasl 2.ttw.

Can a Person with his Arm out of a Car
Window, who is Injured by a Passing
Train, Recover 1

The facts in the recent case of The Chicago
& ihon Railroad Company vs. Pnndrum (51

111. iiAS), are fully and clearly stated in the

following opinion by

JValkeb. J —It appears that appellee was a

passenger on appellants' road on the afternoon

of the 17th of September, lsii7, from Bloom-
ington to Chicago. He had purchased a

ticket for a first class car, and left Blooming-
insiton at noon, and arrived at Chicago at 9

o'clock in the evening on the same day. On
approaching Twelfth street, it appears that the

train stopped as usual, and appellee swears
that he saw a long freight train on the right

hand side ot the car in which he was sitting.

He seems, to have been by a window on that

side. He seems to have remained in his seat

and had his arm resting on the window sill,

v.hiie the window was open, and he swears

that as the train was approaching Twelfth
ttreet, his arm was seized by some sharp
pointed instrument and was drawn out of the

window, and forced back against the rear win-

dow frame and was broken just above the el-

bow joint.

Another witness swears that he was at the

time looking at appellee, and that his arm was
resting on the window sill, and his hand hang-
ing down on the inside of the car. Neither
witness saw what it was that came in contact

with appellee's arm. An inspection of the

sleeve of the coat worn by appellee at tbe

time, submitted to us by agreement of coun-

sel for our examination, shows, that on the

under side of the sleeve, near the luwer end,

(he cloth was considerably broken and torri.

The theory of appellee's counsel is, that some
iron instrument, protruding from the rear end
of the freight train, entered the car window
and came in contact with appellee's arm near

the wrist, and pulled or forced it backward
until it was fractured above the elbow, the

face or side of fche window forming the ful-

crum. Appellants' counsel contend that his

arm was outside of tbe window and came in

contact with some stationary body, by which

it was forced backward against the window
frame and thus broken.

We are unable to conceive how an instru-

ment could be contrived or formed, attached

to the corner of a freight ear, that could pass

into a window and seize a man's arm near the

wrist, hanging down several inches below the

base of the window, and not only so, but seize

it on the unuer side ol the arm, and hold it

firmly and lorce the arm back, as this seems
to have been done. If not impossible, we
suppose it is extremely improbable. We can

find no solution to the occurrence in that

mode, yet this seems to have been the theory

of both appellee and theolher passenger. If

an iron m.Ntrument of sufficient length to en-

ter tbe car far enough to accomplish this pur-

pose had protruded from the rear end of a

freight car standing near the track when this

train passed, it certainly wouid have come in

violent contact with the front part of the

coach in which appellee was rilling, and the

friction would certainly have been so violent

as to have attracted the attention of all per-

sons in the car, Again, the wrist, when the

force was applied, from the description of its

situation given by appellee and the passenger,

must have been at least four or five inches

in from the outer surface of the car, and it

may be asked, how it could have passed the

lorward part of the train and this car without
being trroken off or bent so that it w mid not
have passed so far into the car window as to

produce the results that it is insisted were
thus accomplished.
Nor do we see that it is in the legist proba-

ble that such an instrument could have been
thrust into the window by ibe backing of I he

freight train. It is irue, that it a spike or bar

of iron had protruded backward from the rear

of the freight car, and it had been backing at

the time, it is not impossible that the iron rod

could have entered the window, but it is im-
possible that it could, afier entering the win-

dow, some four inches above the wrist, have
instantly by its own gravity, curved downward
so as to come in contact with the under side

of the wrist; and the same may be said if the

freight car was stationary. VV
T

e arc, for these

reasons, satisfied that the injury was not in-

flicted in that mode, although appellee and
the other passenger no doubt honestly believed

that it was. Neither of t'lem satf the instru-

ment that produced the injury, it was sudden,
startling and unexpected; they were most
probably not observant of all the surround-
ings and their relations to each other. Not
having expected the occurrence, perhaps nei-

ther of them was noticing the actual position

of appellee's arm at the time of the contact.

While at most, we may, with the facts we
have before us, be able to do more than arrive

at a reasonable conclusion, still it appears to

us that the most natural and proDable theory

is, that appellee had his elbow resting on the

window sill, with his arm extending outward
and upward, and in passing the rear end of

the freight train, it was so near the passenger
car that his wrist came in contact wiih the

corner of the rear car, and if the speed was
sufficiently rapid, the force would b? so great

that the arm would not be readily w.thdrawn,
and as the pressure increased it would not

only force the arm back until it was broken,

but it would render the slipping ol the arm so

difficult, that as it dragged past, it would most
likely produce rents in the sleeve, at the place

and of the shape found to have been made in

the coat sleeve. This, we think, was the

manner in which the injury most probably

occurred. This, to us, see-jns reasonable and
satisfactory.

The question then arises, whether having
the arm casually outside of the car in that

manner, was negligence, and if so, was there

greater negligence in the company in permit-

ting its freight cars to stand so near, the track

as to produce the injury in the manner we
suppose it occurred ; and if both parties were
guilty of negligence, was that of appellee

relatively slight, when compared with that of

appellants? For a passenger to allow his

arm to rest on the window sill and slightly

project beyond the outside surface of the car,

may oe, in some degree, negligence, but ob-

servation teaches that to do so is not uncom-
mon with passengers. It is frequently done
through inadvertence, and when done inten-

tionally, it is upon the supposition that all

railway companies have their track free from
obstructions, and that they permit nothing to

remain so near to the track as would render
it dangerous to permit the hand to pass a few
inches beyond the outside of a car window.

We hive been referred to a number of cases

in other Courts, and the earlier cases deciued

in this Court, as announcing the rule that

when there is contributory negligence, the

plaintiff can not recover. The established

doctrine of this Court is, that where the negli- i

gence of plaintiff is slight as compared with

that of defendant, a recovery may nevertheless
be had. We are fully aware that it is appa-
rently opposed to the decisions of some Courts,
but it is more apparent than real, us recover-
ies are permitted in those Courts where acts
of the plaintiff should be regarded as slightly

negligent, not equal to ordinary care; and by
requiring the greatest possible precaution on
tup part of the carrier.

In the case of Spencer vs. The Milwaukee
& P.-aine di Chieu tt it Co. (17 Wis. 487), a
case very similar in all of its material facts to

me ease at bar, the. C lurt. say:
"When we consider the manner in which

railroad cars are usually constructed—with
windows so that they can he opened, and ar-

ranged at a sufficient hiiht from the seal, so
that passengers will, almost unconsciously,
place their arms up in the sill for support

—

there being no bars or slats before the window
to prevent their doing so—then to say if a
passenger's arm extends in the slightest de-

gree beyond the outside surlace, he is wanting
in proper care and attention, and if an injury

happens he can not recover, because his con-
duct must have necessarily contributed to the
result, appears to us to be laying down a very
arbitrary and unreasonable rule of law.

"It is probably the habit of every person,
while riding in the cars, to rest the arm upon
the base ol the window. If the window is

open, it is liable to extend slightly outside.

This we suppose is common habit

"There is always mote or less space between
the outside oi' the car and any structure erect-

ed by tbe side of the track, an 1 must neces-
sarily be so, to accommodate the motion of

the car.

"Passengers know this, and regulate their

conduct accordingly; they do not suppose
that the agents and managers of the road suf-

fer obstacles to be so placed as to barely miss
the car while passing, And it seems t) us

almost absurd to hold that in every case, and
under all circumstances if the party injured

bad his arm tie smallest fraction of an inch
beyond the outside surface, he was wanting
in ordinary care and prudence."

In tbe case of Liiug vs. Colder et al. (8
Perm. State It. -179), it was held, that a per-

son traveling on a railroad car, who permiited
bis hand to extend outside of the window, and
thereby had his arm broken in passing a
bridge, could not recover il the agents of the

company had given timely notice of the dan-
ger which the plaintiff might have avoided.

It will be observed, that this case turns upon
the fact that notice had been given to the

passenger not to put his hand outside of the

window. Hid the notice not been given, we
may infer, the Court would have held the

company liable.

In the case of The New Jersey Railway Co.

VS Qainard (9 Harris, 203), the same Court

say, that "a carrier of either goods or passen-

gers is bound to provide a carriage or vehicle,

perfect in all its parts: in default of which he

becomes liable for any loss or injury that may
be suffered, provided, it happened without

negligence or misconduct on tbe part of the

paity injured. A carrier of passengers is

bound to omit no precaution that may conduce

to their safety. He is bound to guard against

every apparent danger that may beset them
The dangers incident to traveling in railway

cars are few in comparison with those incident

to other modes of traveling; but the most
prominent of them is risk of injury t-> limbs

stuck out of windows, where the cars are not

so constructed as to prevent it. Anyone who
has traveled by railway must have observed

that even the most careful passengers lorget
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the risk, and unconsciously suffer their elbows

to slip out beyond the window sill. What can

a carrier do to prevent it? no more is re-

quired than a few metallic rods set in the

windows perpendicularly or horizontally, or a

netting of wire work, or even wooden slats.

None of these would materially impede the

circulation of air, or materially abridge the

comfort of the passengers, while it would make
their safety sure. A car without any of these

appliances, is, to coin a phrase, not roadwor-

tiiy, and a carrier is responsibe for any loss

that may happen from that cause alone.

Risking his passengers in an unsafe car, it

behooves him to use every means in his power

to guard against danger from it at dangerous
places, by audibly proclaiming in the car the

necessity of keeping arms and heads inside.

Should any one disregard such warning, he

would incur the charge of willful neglect of

his own saftty, and where there is negligence

on both sides, neither party is answerable for

any injury from it."

We are aware that this last case has been
overruled by the case of The Pittsburg & Con-
ctllsville R. R. Co. vs. McClurg (Law Regis-

ter for March, 1868). But we think the for-

mer case the belter considered of the two, and
to be based on sounder reasons and more in

harmony with the analogies of the law, and
entitled to more weight.

But even if it were to be conceded that it

was negligence on the part of the appellee to

have had his arm outside of the car window,
should he be precluded from a recovery?
Was it negligence on the part of the railway

company to permit cars or other heavy or

permanent bodies to stand so near their track

that cars in motion must pass within a few

inches of such bodies? We suppose it to be
a clear and undeniable duty of a railway com-
pany to keep its track clear of such obstruc-

tions ; and a failure to do so is gross negli

gence. With such objects so nearly in con-

tact with ears running at a high rate of speed,

lite must necessarily be endangered; and
when such negligenee as appellee may have
been guilty of is compared with the negligence

of permitting a freight train to stand so near
the track ol a passenger train as to produce
the injury which did occur, the former is

slight, and the latter is gross. And it has
long been the settled law of this Court, in

such cases, to compare the negligence of both

parties, and even if the plaintiff is guilty of

negligence, which is slight as compared with

that of the defendant, he may recover. St.

Louis & Alton R. R. Co. vs. Todd (36 III. 409).
This ease, besides a large number of others in

our Court, announce the rule, and notwith-

standing other Courts have adopted and acted

upon a different rule, we regard it as firmly

established in this State.

But even under the contrary rule there are

authorities of weight which would justify us

in holding that the protrusion of appellee's

hand through the car window was not negli-

gence, and that permitting freight cars to

stand so near the track for passenger cars
was gross negligence. In the case of Spencer
vs. The Milwaukee & Prairie du Chien R. R.

Co. (17 Wis. 49U), it was held, where a pas-
senger, while the train was passing over a
bridge, had his arm outside of the car win-
dow, and it came in contact with a brace in

the bridge which had become looseued and
dropped downward, and the hand was injured,

there was not negligence on the part of the
plaintiff, while there was on the part of the
company.
An examination of the instructions given

in this case, shows that the rubs announced

and applied by this Court in reference to neg-
ligence, were fairly stated to the jury, and
could not have misled them; and the evidence
sustains the verdict.

The verdict found and returned by the jury
was, no doubt, excessive, but the Court below
required appellee to remit all but §2,500, or

he would grant a new trial. The appellee did,

and the Court rendered judgment for that
sum. While the verdict, jjalter the remititur
was entered, was still large, we are not pre-

pared to say that it is so far excessive as to

require the judgment to be reversed. It is not
so large as to strike us that it could only be
the result of passion, prejudice or mistake.
The judgment of the Court below is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

—

R. R. Journal.

EowfHr Railway Cbinp >nies are Liable as
Crriers of Goods Marked C. O. D.

The facts in the recent case of The Chicago
& North-wesiern Railway Company vs. Mer-
rill (48 III., 425), are fully and clearly slated

in the following opinion by
Lawkexue, J.—This was an action of as-

sumpsit brought against the railroad com-
pany to recover for the value of some castings

sent over their road from Geneva to Winne-
bago iii this fctite. The g<o)s were marked
as follows: "John L Page, Winnebago, goods
by R R ears, care of American Express
Company, C. 0. D," and were shipped by the

railroad with the directions thus marked on
them. They were safely delivered to Page
upon the freight. He proved insolvent, and
Merrill the consignor having failed to recover
the price of his goods from him, has brought
this suit against the company and recovered
a verdict and judgment in the Circuit Court.

There is no possible ground upon which
this judgment can be sust-iined upon the rec-

ord before us. We held in the case of the

American Express Company vs. Lesem, (39
III 813,) that in an action against an express
company, the plaintiff might aver in his de-

claration, and prove upon the trial in what
sense the characters were used in the busi-

ness of express companies and what was the

usage of those compauies in regara to packa-
ges thus marked; and what responsibilities

assumed by giving a. receipt with those cha-
racters written upon it But in the case at

bar, although the goods were marked C. 0. D.,

the receipt given by the company contained
no such characters, r.or any language in-

dicating an undertaking on the part of the

company to collect from the consignee the

price of the goods Not only that, but there

is not a scintilla of evidence in the record that
this railway company ever undertakes the
duties of a collecting agent, or that it recog-
nizes the characters C 0. D., when inscribed

upon an article of transportation, as imposing
upon itself any additional' duties or obliga-

tions.

And not only was there an entire absence
of evidence showing such usage, but the direit

reverse was positively proven. Besides all

this, it was also shown that no bill for the

price of the goods was delivered by the con-
signor to the company, so that, if it had de-

sired to collect their value from consignee
upon delivery, it had not the means of doing
so.

Under these circumstances, we are utterly

unable to see upon what ground the liability

of the railroad company can be made to rest.

It simply undertook by its receipt to trans-

port these goods to Winnebago, and there
safely deliver them to John L. Page, who is

named in the receipt as consignee. This it

did, and ihere its liability ended. It is true

on the box was written besides the name of

Page as consignee, the words "care of Ameri-
can Express Company." But in the receipt

given to appellee by the company, Page was
named as ihe consignee, and nothing is said

about the express company, and we under-

stand these words upon ihe box as merely in-

dicating that if Page the consignee could not

be. lound to receive the goods, the appellant

might deliver them into the care of the ex-

press company. But Page did appear and
claimed the goods, and the appellant deli-

vered them to him as was his duty to do.

And if it could be held that the express com-
pany and not Page should be regarded as the

consignee of the goods, it appears that the

staiion agent of the railway company at Win-
nebago who received the goods was also the

agent of the express company, so that in

either event the appellant made a proper de-

livery. The judgment must be reversed.

The jloii! «'enis Tunnel.

T'ie latest advices represent that the Mont
Cenis tunnel has been formally opened, and
that the trains are regularly sent through it.

Good veniilation is well established, and if it

should be found insufficient, the compressors

so loug employed in tie work of excavation,

and which have been now idle for so long a
time, can be used at both ends The heat is

not excessive ; before the completion of the

work it did not exceed 82 or 84 degrees, and
since tie pie.c g was completed the tempe
rature is so moderate that the workmen have
no longer necessity for working stripped to the

waist, ihe through draught of air creating a
decided ventilation in the tunnel. There
have been some reports that the lunnel is un-

sale. It was said that the arch had fallen in

for a length of 170 feel; it was affirmed that

the heat in the tunnel was insupportable, and
that engine drivers had been suffocated from
the smoke of the locomotives.

Engineering states that there has never

been one stone displaced from the finished

arch of the Alpine tunnel, the work of which
is so solidly constructed that it is well nigh as

durable as the rocks themselves. The only

circumstance which served as a formation for

these absurd reports was the falling in of
eighteen or twenty feet of work, which hap-

pened in the last days of June at the Bardon-
eche end, in consequence of the failing of

some scaffolding broken by the explosion of

a blasting charge.

The total cost of the tunnel is represented

to be some $13,000,000, or 65,000,000 francs;

of these 20,000.000 francs are to be contribu-

ted by the Victor Emanuel Railway, or Rail-

way of Northern Italy. This sum is to be
paid on or before the opening of the tunnel.

The French Governmeut was to pay 19,000,-

000 francs it the work was accomplished with-

in twenty years, reckoning from 1862. But if

the work was accomplished at an earlier date,

France bound herself to pay 500,000 francs

more for every year gained upon the stipula-

ted time. As ihere have been eleven years
thus gained, France will have to pay 5,500,-

000 francs besides the 20,000,000 francs of

the original stipulation. She has besides to

pay 5 per cent interest on the money due for

the work as it proceeded from year to year.

Thus Italy will pay something less than 20,-

000,000 francs. Had the construction of the

tunnel continued beyond the stipulated term
of twenty years, Italy would have lost 500,000
francs for every year in excess of that period.
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Heavy Aural Ordnance in Euro|»e.

The seemingly irrepressible conflict between
ordnance and armor, which for :he last ten

years has been waged with changing fortune

and doubtful ascendancy, appears now to be

no nearer a final settlement than at its begin-

ning. True, the unsatisfactory results given by

the 35 ton gun in England, and the problema-
tical efficiency of the Devastation class of iron

clads, appear to have established for a time a

limit to the absolute power which can be util-

ized by either the attack or defense in naval

warfare; still, development of new systems,

and elaboration and perlection of old ideas,

now quite as fully as ever afford theoidnauce
officer a constant field for study.

It will be remembered that when the French
Government first put afloat the ironclads La
Gloite and La Normandie, England met the

encroachment on her position as mistress of

the seas by bringing out the Warrior and
Black Prince, armed with heavy, smooth bore,

cast iron guns, which were believed to possess

sufficient power to destroy their probable ad-

versaries. The Magenta and Sollerino fol-

lowed, calling out the 100 pounder breech
loading Armstrong rifled guns of wrought
iron; while our war, with its monitors and
well tried 15 inch ordnance, after long com-
petitive experiment, developed the composite
—steel and wrought iron—Woolwich system
of muzzle loading rifled guns, ranging from
Beven to twenty-five tons in weight, and vary-

ing in caliber from seven to twelve inches.

Thus England was forced to adopt built vp
rifled guns for her armament in order to pre-

serve the power and prestige of her fleet, first

by the action of France, and subsequently by

the sudden increase ol our naval strength.

All Europe has coincided in the conclusion
that guns of this type— built up rifles—are

alone equal to the requirements of modern
ordnance; yet this concurrence in a general
principle by no means ends the contest or be-

gets harmony of details, the questions of ma-
terial, character of rifling, and system of load-

iug being still subjects of warm controversy.

England has adopted muzzie loaders using

Studded projectiles, and having as an inside

structure an oil-tempered crucible steel tube,

whose'walls, two-niuths of a caliber in thick-

ness, are surrounded by one or more jackets

of coiled wrought iron. France relies upon a

breech loader also tiring a studded projectile,

the tube of the gun (walls one caliber thick)

being of cast iron, with encircling hoops of

puddled steel; while Russia and Germany
adopt the Krupp gun—a breech loader em-
ploying a lead coated projectile, the sides of

the inner lube of the piece, ol tempered cruci-

ble steel, being eight tenths of a caliber thick,

and surrounded by one or more sets of rings

of the same metal.

The remaining naval powers of Europe
have accepted one or the other of these rival

systems. As will be observed, steel plays an
important part in the construction of them
all, and is recognized as the material possess-

ing in the highest degree the quality of resist-

ing the violent concussion brought to bear

upon the gun when discharged, uud present-

ing not only the most continuous resistance

to pres uie, but also to the corrosive action of

the gases developed.

The question of gun structure is simply one
as to fitness of certain materials to resist dy-

namic strain, and the most suitable for this

work is that which offers the greatest resist-

ance through the greatest space. That low
Fteel, with an average elastic limit of over
60,OUO lbs., wbtther prepared by oil temper-

ing, as in Russia and England, or by anneal-
ing, as in Germany, possesses the happy com
bination of what is desired—viz., great elas-

ticity, united with sufficient hardness to pre-

vent erosion—can scarcely be questioned by
those familar with the records of European
practice grounds, not one of the built up pieces
of homogeneous steel having failed, although
some have withstood 1,4(10 fires wuh battering

charges. Now that the mechanical problem
of producing sound homogeneous masses of
steel, of even greaier magnitude than is likely

ever to be required for ordnance purposes, has
been practically solved by Krupp and others,

the only powerful objection heretofore urged
against this material as a gun metal seems to

have been met.

This couulry does not possess any establish-

ments capable, like that of Krupp, of turning
out steel work of any size and in any quantity.

Our crucible steel works are still extremely
limited both in number and capacity, and
were we to begin now the construction of such
works, it would be long before wo could get
them in operation. There is no branch of
metallurgy which is so absolutely dependent
upon the skill of the workman as steel making,
and it would be long before our manufacturers
could train or import any consideiable num-
ber of men for the work, and still longer be-

fore they could free themselves from the abso-
lute bondage which a small and necessary
class of men always imposes upon its em-
ployers. Nor could manufacturers be easily

found who would undertake the task here of

seiting up works here, for the crucible method
of making steel is looked upon as one of those

processes destined to be supplanted by the
progress of metallurgy. There ^re already
works in Sweden where razor steel is made
by the Bessemer method, the decarburation
of the charge being arrested at the proper
point, and no speiyel used. For all these rea-

sons it appears evident that if we adopt steel

guns in our service, we must for a long time
at least draw either the material or the finished

guns from foreign manufacturers.

—

Army &
Navy Journal.-

•

Sodium as an Explosivk —Recent experi-

ments by European scientists show that in the

explosion of sodium the force exerted is by no
means small, as may be inferred from the fol-

lowing : 46 grms. of sodium and 18 grms. of

water yield 2 grms. of hydrogen, a bulk of
22,471.9 cubic centimeters. The space re-

quired for the sodium only amounts to 44 7

c.c. (the water is contained, previous to its

coming into contact with the sodium, in a

small bulb, which is solidly fixed by means of

a neck to the bulb wherein the sodium is con-

tained, which latter may be. made of 50 c c.

capacity.) Taking 50 c.c. for the capacity of

the explosion bulb, the pressure of the gas
generated inside will be 450 atmospheres,
equal to 6,800 lbs. to the square inch.

During the last fiscal year the United
States produced 30,439,250 pounds of smoking
tobacco, 64,650,875 pounds of chewing tobacco
and snuff, and 1,319,675 thousands of C'gars.

During the same period theje were imported

8,304,980 pounds of leaf tobacco, and 789,962
pounds of cigars.

fl@?" Russia impoited in 1868, and does
nearly every year, about 38,000,000 roubles

worth of raw cotton. But, strange to say,

none of this cotton comes from the United
States, and the cotton mills of Moscow and
St. Petersburg, which run from six to seven
million spindles, are almost exclusively fed

from the fields of Egypt, Brazil and India.

Kallroa;! Items.

— At the hearing of the suit for an injunction
prohibit' ng the lease of the property of the
Uniied Railroad Companies of New Jersey to

the Pennsvlvaria Railroad Company. .Tohn P.
Stockton, Esq., arguing against the injunction,

made the following points :

1. There is no charge of fraud, and the
question of the wisdom or expediency of the

proposed lease is, I submit, one neither for

the court nor counsel. As a large majority of
the board and two thirds in interest of the
stockholders favor it, the probability is that as

a pure financial movement it is a good one.

2. The question of the power of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad to tike the lease I do not
deem properly before us, nor can it be properly
argued at this time for two reasons, which will

appear in the course of my argument.

. 3. I do not consider the question whether
compensation has been "first made" in the

act of 1870, wIiRther the meaning used in the
Constitution is a question in this case, as I

hope to make it appear that there is no pro-

perty "taken."

The closing argument, in the suit for an in-

junction was made at Trenton on the 21st by
Judge Black, of Pennsylvania The opinion
of the court was reserved till the October
term.

—The Philadelphia Pnst says : "The Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company use on the main
line, between that city and Pittsburgh, 482 en-

gines, 693 passpnger cars, 6,632 freight cars,

731 coal cars, 96 baggage, mail and express

cars. These are the property of the Pennsyl-
vania Company. In addition to these there

are now on the road, 4,877 eight-wheeled cars

not owned by the company. The road cros-

ses 150 iron bridges, the total length of which
is 13,960 feet; thirty-nine wooden bridges,

with a total length of 8,977 feet, and seven-

teen stone bridges of 24 feet span and up-

wards. It penetrates 8 tunnels, the shortest

one being 200 feet in length, and the longest

3,612 feet.

— Narrow gauge railroads appear to be
gaining favor, not only among railroad men,
but with capitalists. The securities of these .

roads are eagerly sought after, and are now
in many cases commanding a premium. While
broad track bonds are selling all the way from
60 to 85, the narrow gauge is in the 90s, at

par, and in some instances at a premium. In

Canada, they have about. 400 miles of narrow
gauge road in process of construction, with

grades of 104 feet and curves of 350 feet, with

40 pound rails. The means of these roads

are 20 year bonds at 6 per cent. They have
thus far been sold at 100 to 104. And these

bonds are mainly city and township bonds
along the lines of the roads-

. jere are 450,000 miles of telegraph

wire in Europe, 180,000 in America, 14,000 in

India and 10,000 in Australia. There are in

addition 30,000 miles of submarine cable, and
yet telegraph extension throughout the world

is going on at the rate of 100,000 miles of

wire per annum. The development of subma-
rine telegraphic communication is at present

a matter of serious interest and consideration.

Its construction is costly, and the laying of it

is hazardous; while the amount of business,

especially in the Indian and Pacific Oceans,

is not so large as might be wished.
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New York Railways.—The Albanj Argus
prints some interestrne figures on railroads

from the report of the Suite Engineer: The
number of roads operated by steam is lf>4;

capital stock paid in, $>234,225,lo9 ;
total cost

"of construction and equipment, §2*9)228,896.

The length in miles of the steam roads is

7, 'fill. Length of roads laid, 4,77:-'.. Number
of first class passenger cars, 1,229; of freight

cars, 35,051; number of passengers carried,

24,550,753 ; riumher of miies traveled, or num-
ber of passengers carried one mile, 912,fi'2!l,-

984. Total freight, or number of tons carried

one mile, 2,ti54, 14ti,54 9. The total earnings

amount to §119,549,444. A great deal is said

about railroad accidents, and the danger at-

tending travel on railwaj' cars. The results

of 1870 show that 15 passengers were killed

by accidents The average number of miles

traveled for each passenger killed was 669,-

841,798.

—Several more suits have been filed against

the North Missouri Railroad Company—one
by James Low, for $10(1,000 due in promissory
notes, drawn in favor of the St Charles Bridge
Company and several individuals ; one by E.

W. Fox on a note for $2H,000, and one by
George D. Humphreys for $14,000.

The Red Blood-Globule.—Dr. Richardson,

of America, who has lately been inquiring into

this subject, publishes some observations in the

American Medical Times. He alludes briefly to

one of the minor points among his observations,

which doubtless has been overlooked— viz.,

that recorded to the effect, that blood crystals

of the M erne-branch us, when partly dissolved,

and as if with perfect freedom, in various di-

rections, between the uuciei and external bor-

ders of certain corpuscies. This fact appears
to his mind much mire consistent with the hy-
pothesis of a cell wall inclosing fluid contents

than with the doctrine of a homogeneous jeily-

like constitution (Beale), or the theory of a

crystalloid element "contained in an albumin-
ous framework of p iraglobulin " firm enough
to preserve the shape of a red disc (Srueke,
Striker; and it seems to him the indications

furuished by this circumstance resembles in

kind the evidence which sudden dartings of a

goldfish across his vase would be that he was
not embedded in jelly or entangled in a net.

Fully recognizing, however, the wisdom of cau.

tion against considering any one series of ex-

periments (or, he may add, indeed, any one
ntau's unaided observations, however nutner-

ousj as "conclusive proof," aud trusting, there-

fore, that these researches will lead others to

investigate the subject and correct or confirm
his results, he concludes his observations.

• —— .

Tracing Paper.—The Engineering and Min-
ing Journal says that artists, architects, land

surveyors, and all others who have occasion to

make use of Tracing paper in their professional

duties, will be glad to know that any paper is

capable of the transfer of a drawing in ordina-

ry ink, penc'il, or water color, and that even a
stout diawing paper, can be made as transpa-

rent a9 the thin yellowish paper at present
used for tracing purposes. Ttje liquid used is

benzine. If tne paper is dampened with pure
and tresh distilled benzine, it at once assumes
transparency, and permits of tracing being

u-ade, and of iuk or water colors being used

ou its surface without any "running." 1'Jie

paper resumes its opacity as the benzine evap-

oraes, and, if the drawing is not then com-
pleted, the requisite portion of the paper must
again be dampened with the benzine. This
new discovery" ot the properties of benzine will

prove of service to the art profession, in allow-

ing the use of stiff paper where formerly only
a light tistue could be used.

The Process of Silification.—At a tecent

meeting of the Geologists' Association a paper
was read on the "Origin of Flints." After al-

luding briefly to the diff-r-nt modes in which
these sub-tances occur, M". H. Johnson pro-

ceeded to show that their fotmation is due to a
chemical process which may be roughly ex-
pressed, in technical 1 mguage, as the substitu-

tion of silieou for carbon. He pointed out how
a crop of sponges invested with their gela-

tinous fish or sarcode, and living at ihe bottom
cf a deep ocean, were suddenly buried in a
thick stratum of white mud, consisting of the

minute shells of Foraminifera ; that tiiey then
died, and while in ihe process of decomposi-
tion, this interchange of tnateri ils took place

—

the nascent carbonic acid parting with its car-
bon in exchange for the silicon of the si-icate

of soda which sea-water is known to contain.
At the clos3 of the paper, the author produced
a tadj ole, upon which he had experimented,
and which he had that afternoon subjected for

two hours and a half to the action of nitric

acid, without its undergoing any alteration,

the inference being irresistable that the ani-
mal had becon e invested with a film of silici

of sufficient thickness to protect it from the

acid; another taclp'ole that had not undergone
the same preparation having been converted
into a brown cloud by immersion in the nci 4 for

tho same time. The importance of this discov-
ery in connection with the arts can scarcely he
over-estimated

; for the protection of perisha-
ble surfaces from decomposition is a desidera-
tum that forces itself upon our notice daily.

Tapioca Paper.— To prepare this paper,
which is very useful for copying photographs
by artificial light, 200 grammes of tapioca are
soaked for two days in an equal weight or

water; 10 litres of water are ad <ed, »nd after-

wards, for every litre of liquid, 10 grammes
iodide of potassium, 30 grammes chloride of
potassium, 1 gramme bromide of potassium,
are dissolved, and the whole boiled for ten
minutes, allowed to stand for a day; and de-
canted and filtered throuzh fine linen. The
paper immersed in it 12 to 20 sheets at. a time
— or can be floaed upon it—for 15 to 20 min-
utes; it is then hung up to dry in a dark room.
If it has assumed a dark color, that is of no
consequence, as it disappears in the silver

bath. This is to be prepared in the proportion
of 1.15, aud for every ounce of nitrate of silver

50 to 60 grains of citric acid to be added. The
developer is made of 50 grains of pyrogallic
acid and 80 grains citric acid in 30 ounces of
water. The time of exposure varies from 10
seconds to 25 minutes, according to the picture
to be copied and the actinic force of the light.

BAILROAD NOTICE.

Painting Iron Wire Netting Black With-
out Use of Brush.—Prepare a mixture of tar
(previously well boiled on caustic lime), tur-
pentine, and boiled oil; carefully he-it, so as
not to set fire to the turps, stirring the while.
When nearly boiling put into a vessel large
enough to allow the wire ne ting in coi s, aud
free from dust and dirt, to be dipped entirely.
Now dip, lift up and shake, dip again, repeat,
till do air bubbles can remain.

—Regular trains commenced running on
the Peninsular Railroad of Michigan between
Lansing, Michigan, and South Bend, Indiana,
on the 11th inst. The Peninsular connects
at Charlotte with the Grand River Valley Rail-
road ; at Battle Creek with the Michigan Cen
Iral; at Brady with the Grand Uapids & Indi-
ana; at Schoolcraft with the Kalamazoo Di-
vision of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
ern; at Cassopolis wiih the Michigan Air
Line, and at South Bend with the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern.

T&e Cincinnati & Great KortJs-
eru KaiJi'oad Company.

The iind'Tsi'i-ne : Corporators of the Cincinnati & Great
Northern Riilroad Company, herehy give notice that more
than t-n per centum of the c-i|>iul stock Authorized by
tiie Articles of Aaaociati-ih of said Company ha* he^n sub-
scribed to-wit. eight thousand eijbt hundred and twenty
f^cs.joj S h res; the said Corporators therefore give noiiee
for ti.e said stockholders to rae-t at the ocbee of [tie Kail-
roart [tecord, No l'i~ Wainut street, Cincinnati. Otiio. on
Saturday, the aOth day of September, A. D. 1871, at 11

o'clock A. M. of said day, fur the purpose of choosing
sev-n directors Of said Cvmaany. A full attendance is

requested.
A. .1 HODDER,
DURBIN' 1VAI1D,
t. WRranrs-'N,
S. TV. MORTON.
KOBT. HEDGKR,

Corporator*.

CiNCiNNiTl, O , Aug. 30, 1871. 31-8-71, 4.

LOCOMOTIVE
FOR S^XalSJ.

In perfect order. Cylinders ]4 by 22. Weight 2G tone.

Drivers 4 feet, 8 inches. Gauge, 4 feet, 8)^ inches. Will

be suld low for want of use. Apply to

-GEO. M. NEWTON,

57 Cedar Street,

FEW Y0KK CITY.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

KBTJie attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
worJ**io»", Haiti to the fact that nine-tenths
oftSm fires th it kindle ntsiations, in wood
piles, smd on Trains, are within the power
cf this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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PUBUSHEO EVERY THURSDAV MORNING,

By Wrightson & Co.,

OF»'ICE-No.l67Walnut Street

Subscriptions—$3 per annum in advance.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A square is the space occupied by ten lines of Nonpare-'

Onesqaare.singleinsertion $ 2 00
" " per month „ _ 5 00" " six months _ 15 00
" " perannum 25 00* column.singleinsertion 7 U0
** " permonth 14 00
" ' six months 55 00
" " perannum 110 00
*' page, sinpleiiisertion 25 00
" " permonth 40 00
" ** six months , „ 135 00
14 " perannum. 240 00

Cardsnotexceedingfourlines, $7 OOperannum.

WBIGHTSOS & CO., Propr's

Kailroad Experience, and Some Deduc-
tions therefrom.

In two or three articles recently, we have

arrived at some of the practical results of rail-

road working in this country, and the encour-

agement which railroad owners and bondhold-

ers may derive from it. We shall continue

this subject so as to give a clear view of what

has been the result of railroad experience,

and what may be confidently expected in the

future.

I. Increase of Railroads.—
Tear. Miles in operation.

1835 , 1,098

1840 2,818

1845 4,633

1850 9,021
1855 18,374
1860 30,635
1865 35,085
1870 52,000

We have divided the time into periods of

5 years each, in order to cover any casual dif-

ferences from year to year, and thus show the

general rate of progress. It will be seen that

in only one of these periods, that from 1860 to

1865, did the rate fall off materially, and that

was the period of the war. In that period,

litt'e progress was made, and little was to be

expected. For twenty years, from 1835 to

1855, the number of miles of railroads doubled

each five years. Siuce 1855, except in the

period of the war, the rate has been in each

five years 70 per cent. From 1865 to 1870,

the rale was 50 per cent. But, from 1865 to

1870 the increase of population was only 15

per cent. We see, then, that the rate of rail-

road progress has been treble that of popula-

tion. From this we deduce an important con.

elusion, that railroads do not yet come up to

the demands of the country, and therefore

raihoad progress will continue at the present

rate for some years to come. We do not

speak, of course, in reference to such States

as Massachusetts and Connecticut, which are

small States, very populous, and soon made
nearly all the roads they need, but we speak of

the general average of the country, which will

probably be attained in the central States, but

be much surpassed in the States west of the

Mississippi.

2. Cost of Railroads.—There is an incom-

pleteness in the returns of many companies !

but the aggregate returns of 1870 were, in

round numbers, 52,000 miles of railroad, $2,-

200,000,000 of cost. This gives a cost of

$42,300 per mile. In populous States, with

large towns, the right of way and the cost of

material being greater, the average cost of

roads will be greater. In such States as

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan, the ave-

rage is not more than $40,000. In the new

and Southern States the average is much

less.

3. Roads to be made, and Capital required.

— Diminishing the ratio of progress from 50

per cent in 1865-70 to 38 per cent., there will

be made 20,000 mi'es if railroad from 1870 to

1880. As the last year of railroad construc-

tion gave 6,000 miles, it is evident that, wilh-

out an intervention of Providence against it,

there will really be much more, probably

double. But we make our estimate on the

actual figures before us. Past experience

shows that the ratio of increase gradually de-

clines; so reduce it from 50 to 38 per cent.,

which gives 20,000 miles increase from 1870.

At $42,300 per mile, this will require $846,

000,000. Now we have shown in a previous

article that the dividends on stocks of all

kinds, after making sufficient allowance for

consumption furnish $200,000,000 per annum
for reinvestment. This gives $2,000,000,000 in

ten years, or $1,250,000,000 more than will

be needed for railroad investment. In other

words, the railroads will ask for $84,600,000

per annum, and there will be actually $200,-

000,000 in the markets. The probability then

is that there will not only be enough capital

for all the new railroads to come, but that

capital will seek such investments at lower

interest. In fact, we expect that the time is

near at hand when the interest on money will

be much lower, and railroad stock be deemed
the best investments in the country.

4. Increase of Tonnage,—By rai|road re-

ports, and especially the returns of such States

as New York and Pennsylvania and Massa-

chusetts, we are able to get very nearly the

amount of tonnage carried on the railroads.

Deducting a large per cent, for duplications,

we have these results:

Tear. Tons.

1808 18,000,000
1867 75,000,000
1870 100,000,000

We see, then, that since 1858, the tonnage

of railroads has increased 450 per cent. But

the number of miles of railroad increased but

150 per cent. We can not here go into the

reasons of this, but the reader will easily

understand, if he reflects, that the areas (und

therefore the products carried) drained by a

railroad increases at a much greater ratio

than the increase in miles of road. For ex-

ample, if a railroad was 10 miles long, and
the tonnage carried is represented by 100,

then if the road is 100 miles long the tonnage

carried will be represented by 10,000, because

these are the squares or areas drained respec-

tively by 10 and 100. This would make 100

fold ; but we must recollect that this very fact

makes competition, so that the road which

now made 100 miles (instead of 10) soon en-

counters the competition of another road 30

miles off. But the principle holds good to an

extent we see of increasing the tonnage 450

per cent , while the roads increased 150 per

cent.

5. Increase ofpassengers.—
In 1853. In 1870.

New York 11,563,000 19,100,000
Six roads in Ohio... 1,470,000 3,259,000

Aggregate 13,033,000 22,359,000

In 12 years, then, the number of passengers

on about 5,000 miles of railroad increased

9,000,000, which is 75 per cent. That is, the

number of passengers increased at the rate of

6 per cent, per annum. This is far below the

increase of tonnage. The reasons for this we
shall give in another article. In the mean-

while we have given enough in this to excite

the attention of every thoughtful mind. In

another article we shall add something to

this. In the meanwhile, we may conclude

that railroad investments are safe, and are

probably the best which can possibly be made
at this time.

-—

.

; m *

Cincinnati & Great Northern Raiload.—
The following gentlemen were elected direct-

ors of the above company, on Saturday, the

30th September : Col. S. W. Morton, Gen. J.

C. Fremont, Judge J. C McKeemy, Jas. T.

Brady, Esq., Hon. F. C. Le Blond, Gen. Dur-

bin Ward, W. A. Weston, Judge A. S, Latta,

Davis Johnson, A. J. Hodder and H. D.

Faulkner.

At a subsequent meeting of the Board, Col.

S. W. Morton, was elected President ; Jas. T.

Brady, Esq., of Pittsburg, the Treasurer, and

Hon. T. Wrightson, Secretary.

8@~ The St. Louis Railway Register is a

new addition to railway literature, and will,

we trust, fill a vacuum long felt of an organ

especially devoted to railway interests in that

great and growing city. We wish it long life,

and a usefulness as extensive as the broad

field commanded by the city of its birth.
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Cincinnati & Great Northern Ra:£road.

This company wag fully organized by the

election of a board of directors on Saturday

last We have .previously alluded to its pri-

mary organization, and indicated some of its

objects.

We understand that a through line, one

terminal point resting on the waters of the

Ohio, at Cincinnati, and the other at the gate-

way of the lakes, the straits of Mackinaw, is

the intent and full purpose of the organiza-

tion.

The route, as all through lines should be, is

to be as near an air line as the topography of

the intervening country will admit of; Green-

ville, Darke county, being a point, with Lan-

sing, the capital of Michigan, another. This

will carry it through the Western tier of coun-

ties in Ohio, now entirely devoid of railroad

facilities, except such as are afforded by the

East and West lines. These lines, of course,

now carry whatever there is of traffic away

from Cincinnati, while the new line will bring

it directly to our door, in a controlling manner.

The "Cincinnati & Great Northern will tra-

verse and develop this tier of counties, consti-

tuting fully one-tenth of the entire State of

Ohio, unexcelled if equaled in agricultural

wealth, by any other portion of the State, and

capable of supporting a very dense popula-

tion. For the traffic of these nine or ten

counties this road will be without a competitor.

We give below a resume of some of the ad-

vantages of this road for local as well a6

through traffic, which we copy from the very

able report of the president of the company :

" L The lumber trade will be immense-

Cincinnati must hereafter be supplied with

lumber almost wholly from the peninsula of

Michigan, and as that grows scarce, from the

British dominions. The supply of pine lum-

ber from the upper Ohio valley has greatly

diminished and must soon cease, while that

from the upper Mississippi is too distant and

can not compete at all with that from Michi-

gan ami Canada. Already Cincinnati and

all the towns in Southern Ohio receive large

quantities of lumber from the North. The

Miami valley must be supplied from that re-

gion, and this traffic alo-ne will soon give em-

ployment to one road.' It-is proved by sta.

tistics that the towns of the Miami valley con-

sume one-fourth as much lumber as Cincinnati,

and that a growing population of 200,000 re-

quires 100,000.000 feet of lumber. There is

double that number now in the Miami coun-

try, and half as much more on the Kentucky

side, to be reached through Cincinnati. We
Bhall not overstate the matter when we say

that 300,000,000 of. feet of lumber will be re-

quired in the region round Cincinnati, to he

brought from the North. If is nof long since

it was questioned whether railroads could

carry lumber ; but the experience of the Erie

Railroad has completely demonstrated that.

The average distance of carrying lumber from

the pine region to. Cincinnati will be 350

miles, and profitably paid at $6 per 1,000 feet,

which will make §1,800,000 for the whole

amount brought. If we suppose the Cincin-

nati and Great Northern road carried but. half

of that, aiid from its directness it must have a

superiority over all competitors, it would re-

ceive (counting the whole line) nearly a mil-

lion dollars from that source.

" 2. The distribution of coffee, sugar, cot-

ton, and groceries, to the intermediate coun-

try will make another great source of business

The reports of the Chamber of Commerce at

Cincinnati show that the imports and exports

of these articles at that port have constantly

and greatly increased from year to year. The

distribution of them is to each section, in pro

portion to the consumption. After .allowing

for all possible competition from Louisville

and Chicago, it is certain that the whole re-

gion from Toledo to Michigan City, and south

to Cincinnati, must be supplied from this city
;

hence the Cincinnati & Great Northern road

will have all of this traffic, which lies in its

own proper Bection, without competition.

Heretofore that section has. been without rail-

roads, but when the Great Northern is made,

it will, of .course, increase the growih, and

therefore the consumption of products, with

great rapidity. The traffic for local consump-

tion will therefore be not oi:ly great but fast

growing.

" 3, The distribution of manufactures, espe-

cially of iron, wood, and tobacco, will amount

to a large tonnage. Estimating by the former

tonnage of the canal to Toledo, and the great

increase of population since, we think that

not less than 40,000 tons of these articles will

be distributed by the Great Northern road.

" 4. The local traffic in produce from Green-

ville to Lansing, and only in a breadth con-

trolled by the road, is at least the business of

390,000 people. Estimating their productions

as equal to that of the same number of people

in Indiana and Illinois, there will be 200,000

tons of surplus produce to be carried off, No
doubt there will be competition for this from

the Toledo, the ifichigan Southern, and the

Fort Wayne roads, but it will be within bounds

to say that half of this (100,000 tons) will be

carried by the Great Noithern. The receipts

from this source can not be counted at less

than $250,000 per annum.
''5. Local traffic in people furnishes all

railroads with a large portion. of their busi-

ness. The experience of railroads shows that

the number of local passengers average 60

per cent, of the population. If the population

within the influence of the Great Nurthern

from Greenville to Lansing be, as we have

estimated, 390,000, then there will be 232,000

local passengers, who will average three cents

per mile on half the road, which is 135 miles

(it being 270 from Cincinnati to Lansing).

This will give in that distance $705,000. The

rapid growth of the country, which must en-

sue by the making of this road, will greatly

increase this branch of its business.

" From these general considerations it is

very evident that if we confine ourselves to the

part of the Great Northern between Cincin-

nati and Lansing, 270 miles, the local receipts •

only can not fall short of §2,000,000."

The report further, very truly says:

"The British possessions, as we have already

intimated, can not get the productions of the

South by the St. Lawrence, or Boston or New
York, as quickly or as cheaply as by a direct

route from Detroit or Mackinaw to the heait

of the South. Already the Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada has penetrated the whole

length of Canada to Sarnia, at the southern

end of Lake Huron, and there connects with

the steamers and vessels navigating that

great iuland sea. Crossing the river at Port

Huron, it has proceeded due West 50 miles,

till it has reached La Peer. A few miles

more it will cross the line of the Cincinnati

& Great Northern road. Thence to Cincin-

nati only remains, to complete this line, we
have described from Greenville to the State

line of -Michigan, in order to connect the

whole railroad system of the Dominion im-

mediately with Cincinnati. The effect, then,

of completing the Great Northern in Ohio

will be to make it a great through route con-

necting the British Dominion with osir South-

ern States. The magnitude of such a traffic

can scarcely be imagined."

We have long and persistently contended

that a great axial line from the Straits of

Mackinaw, passing through Cincinnati to Pen-

sacola, or Charleston and Savannah, was one

of the leading necessities of the country.

That this ideal line was and is regarded by

the citizens of Cincinnati as an important

one, is fully evidenced by their acts in refer-

ence to the Cincinnati Southern Railway,

which would form a portion of the great route

from the gulf and the ocean to the lakes.

Sooner or later the whole line will be com-
pleted.

The character of the traffic on such a line

may readily -be - calculated, as it will pass

through 'fifteen degrees of latitude; but its

magnitude,, passing as it will through the

great interior basin of the country, and par-

allel to and west of the great eastern back-

bone of the continent, the volume of traffic

must swell beyond the comparison of other

lines. The report in referring to this says:

"In two. days any inhabitant on that line

may be supplied from their native source with

sugar, cotton, corn, wheat, tobacco, iron, coal,

lead, copper, pine, cedar; with wool, flour,

hemp, and fruits of every description; with

fish from the sea and fish from the. lakes;

with bread, oil, and wines; in fine, with every

thing that supports, clothes, or houses men;
with every thing which supplies his wants or

contributes to his material happiness. Now
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we unhesitatingly say that this makes the

Cincinnati & Great Northern line far superior

to either of the Paci6e roads. They with all

the East and West lines, pass over the same
lines of latitude, and therefore do not and

can not furnish an equal amount of the ma-

terials of traffic which will be furnished by a

North and South line. The entire arterial

line, from the Straits of Mackinaw to Pensa-

cola, will not "exceed 1,200 miles, which is

only half the distance from New York to San

Francisco over the Pacific road, arid yet we

say without any fear of contradiction, that a

railroad from MackiDaw to Savannah or Pen-

sacola, will have double the traffic which can

pass over the present Pacific road. Just look

at it I The whole distance from the Straits

of Mackinaw to Savannah (running at the-

rate of the Pennsylvania road) can be run in

(40) forty hours. The northern, the central,

and the southern climes will be passed through

with only a single night intervening I In two

days the citizens of the North or South may
traverse sixteen degrees of latitude, six States

of the Union, and be carried through all the

varieties of products, agricultural and min-

eral, which the United States produce. This

can not be sa'd of any other line of railway

in the United States, made or projected. Con-

sideri,ng the line as a unit from Mackinaw to

Pensacola or Savannah, or New Orleans, it

can not be equaled in extraordinary results

by any other line in North America."

"Such is the general object and necessary

results of a great axial line from the center

of the great Northern lakes to the center of

the valley of the Ohio and the Southern At-

lantic."

The Babcoclt Fire Extinguisher.

Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me. )

June 28, 1871.
j

F. W. Farwell, Sec'y, 122 Washington St.,

Chicago:

Your Extinguishers were very effectual at a

fire in this house this morning, which was

well under way before discovered, having un-

doubtedly been burning between two and three

hours. The room in which the fire caught is

on the fourth story, and when I reached it,

all the casing and door was on fire, the parti-

tion between the adjoining room was burned,

the floor and timbers were more than half

burued off, and the fire had spread some dis-

tance from where it started.

If it had not been for the Extiuguishere, it

would have been a very disastrous fire, and

the loss by water, through damage to the

walls and furniture, would have been very

great, whereas now it will cost less than one

thousand dollars to put everything in as good

condition as before the fire.

Respectfully yours,

P. E. Wheeler.

Til a Rocliport A Cincinnati Railroad.

The Rockport & Cincinnati and the Cincin-

nati & South-western Railroad Companies con-

solidated yesterday afternoon, in this city, at

a joint meeting of the respective directors.

The name and style of the consolidated com-
panies will be the Cincinnati, Rockport &
South-western Railway Company.
The officers of the Rockport & Cincinnati

Railroad Company are all retained as the

officers of the consolidated company.
This action determines Mitchell, Ind , as

the north-western terminus, on the Ohio &
Mississippi Railroad, of the Rockport road,

and prepares the way for the construction of

a branch line of road from Mount Vernon,
Ind., to Jasper, in that State, which line was
embraced in the charter of the Cincinnati &
South-western Railroad. This opens up tine

country in Posey, Gibson, and Pike couties.

This gives us a seventeen miles shorter

route between here and Nashville, than hy

way of Loogootee

—

Gazette.

This is the best move that could possibly

have been made with the Rockport Railroad.

A combination should now be formed with

the Cairo & Vincennes line, under the man-

agement of Gen. Burnside, and the scheme

would then have a merit in it that it has never

hitherto possessed. As a general rule, no

road can be a success that has not both ter-

minal points at some town or other of im"

portance. Even if this scheme should be car-

ried out, the line would be dependent on the

0. & M. " for all traffic to or from Cincinnati

and eastward. This would put the road at

the mercy of the O. & M., and it is a well

known fact that the 0. & M. and its policy is

controlled byinterests although not necessarily

antagonistic to Cincinnati, yet they have no

special motive. to discriminate in her favor.

The proposed line would have no chance

for competition for its traffic frorj Mitchell

eastward, as we have shown, and could there-

fore scarcely expect to be a paying route,

even although the whole line should be con-

structed.

As to the Nashville connection, it is true,

traffic could, go that way ;
but as a through

line, without consolidation of the lines to the

great terminal points, it would be but an

empty gut, without the means of alimentation

at either end.

We want the road built, it will add to the

commercial facilities of the city, but can not

believe that in itself it will be a paying insti-

tution.

— The first railroad in the Territory, the

Denver Pacific, was completed to Denver in

June, 1870, and the Kansas Pacific reached

this point in August following, since then the

value of real estate has been rapidly advanc-

ing. There are now centering here in addi-

tion to the above named roads, the Colorado

Central and the Boulder Valley; and the cars

will soon be running on the Denver & Rio

Grande. Other roads are in contemplation,

among them a narrow gauge from St. Louis

to Denver. This city bids fair soon to be-

come a great railroad centre.— Col. Monthly.

Memphis & Charleston Railroad.

REPORT FOR THE TEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1871.

The president remarks : At our last annual
meeting the report for the year ending June
30, 1870, showed a heavy in; rease of business
over that of the preceding year. Our busi-

ness at that time, and the anticipation of ad-
ditional motive power, justified us iu the hope
that we would have an increase of at least ten

per cent, for the past year, the first quarter
giving us about nine per cent, gain over the

corresponding quarter of the previous year.

We feel sure such would have been the

case, but for a series of troubles over which
we have no control. First, the floods of Vir-

ginia, commencing, on 30th of September,
causing an entire stoppage of their roads for

thirty days. This not only occasioned the

loss of all Eastern freight and passenger busi-

ness for one of the heaviest months, but in-

fluenced many of our friends to- look to other

lines, which has affected us materially through
the year. The amount of loss to us it is hard
to estimate.

This was followed by the effect of the war
in Europe, causing such a decline in the price

of cotton as to cut off the income of our peo-

ple to an extent that materially affected our

receipts from through and local business, and
which accounts for our loss iu receipts from^
passenger traffic, say

—

Through passengers $64,844 43

Local passengers 88,726 01

Total ....$153,070 44

The opening of the Iron Mountain Railroad,

the improved condition of the NorlL-westein

road, and the perfecting of the route via

Vicksburg to Montgomery and points east,

have caused us to lose largely of the business

heretofore derived from St Louis. Yet our

entire loss of freight receipts is only $19,-

475 30.

This small decrease is accounted for by an

increase of 24,165 bales of local cotton, an in-

crease in local rates for short distances, and

the movement of an increase of 46,248 bales

of through cotton, which nearly compensated

for the loss of St. Louis business, and the ces-

sation of eastern business caused by the Vii-

ginia flood.

Our additional equipment enabled us to do

this business promptly and gave us as rents'

received from connecting roads an increase

of $32,837 8a, which is a good interest on the

amount invested.

'

We have endeavored to keep cur expenses

to the lowest point consistent with the proper

maintenance of the company's properly.

RECEIPTS.

From passengers ...$665,333 21

" freights 619,182 1)2

" mail service... 42,891 24
" expr'ss service 36,000 00
" other sources.. 54,034 09

Total receipts $1,417,441 46

EXPENSES.

Operating expenses.$894,522 35

Extraordinary " 304,484 21

1,199,006 56

Net receipts $218,434 90

Operat'g expenses, 63 .011 p c. of gr. receipts

Gross " 84 .059 "

Compared with previous year, this shows

decrease of 2 14-100 per cent, operating, and
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an increase of 4 26-100 per cent, in gross ex-

penses to gross receipts. Full receipts would,
of course, have made this comparison more
favorable.

The amount paid for interest on
funded debt, taxes, interest and
exchange, etc , is $319,775 26

Amount of deficit from operating
road alter making ail payments
for the year 101,340 36

The sale of our Selma & Meridian
bonds, and amounts realized

from other assets, have enabled
us to pay this deficit and reduce
floating debt 95,689 07

ROADWAY.

By reference to the report of the chief engi-
neer in charge of this department, it will be
seen that the total cost of

Maintenance of way, proper, is... $219,170 70
Other items in charge of chief

engineer 107,046 19
Amount of extraordinary expen-

ses (roadway) 75,961 93

Total expenses, eng'rs dept.. $402,178 82
Same for previous year 566,985 75

Showing decrease from prev. year $164,806 93

The details of these expenditures are fully

stated in the report to which we refer.

The purchase of 650 tons of steel rails, re-

ferred to in last annual report, has been modi-
fied. Steel rails advancing in value, we sold

our contract at a profit, and entered into con-
tracts for 1,600 tons of iron rails at lower
rates than could have been obtained at the
time of contracting for the steel rails. We
did not believe that the traffic of the road was
sufficient to warrant the difference between
the cost of steel and iron. With this 1,600
tons of new iron we propose to replace every
defective rail between Stevenson and Mem-
phis, using the new iron in entire sections,

and the good rails taken out, to replace bad
iron elsewhere.

FINANCIAL CONDITION.

Our whole outlay for the past year, inclu-
ding interest and expenses, was $1,518,781 82.

For the next year we estimate that it will

range from $1,300,000 to $1,400,000, and all

receipts above that amount can be used in

paying dividends.

CONNECTIONS.

We are gratified to announce the comple-
tion of the road to Little Rock, with prospects
of it3 extension to Fort Smith in a short time.
There is but little doubt of the building of a
narrow gauge road from Devalls' Bluff, via

Pine Bluff, Camden aud Shreveport, to con-
nect with the Texas Pacific at Marshall, Texas,
which will add greatly to our business.

No work has been doue in the State of Ar-
kansas looking to our connection with the
different roads centering at Springfield, Mo.,
and but little on the line connecting us with
St. Louis.

The South & North Alabama Railroad will

be completed in the next twelve months. Uu-
der an arrangement with the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad, our business is placed
npon the same footing as their own, which
will be of great value to us, without any out-
lay on our part. By this line, via Elyton, we
trust soon to have a connection with Atlanta.
Other Southern connections are spoken of.

The prospect of a connection with the East-
ern cities, via Sparta, Tenn., and Cincinnati,
is more favorable than heretofore.

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for
the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1871.

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand June 30, 1870 .... $87,165 50
Gross earnings for year 1,417,441 46
Sale of stocks 154,175 00
Amount paid on bills receivable 8,965 83
Sale of coupon bonds 233,000 00
Amount collected of S. Car. R. R. 1,717 99
Decrease in amount due from

individuals 11,254 66
Sale of Tennessee coupons 22,592 38
Sam. Tate, Rec'r, account paid 24,060 48
Increase of bills payable 38,776 80
Increase of amount due State of

Teunessee 46,450 00

$2,045,600 10

DISBt/RSEMENTS.

Road expenses $894,522 35
Extraordinary expenses 304,484 21

Interest on State debt 121,617 74
Interest on company bonds 160,510 00
State and county taxes 27,183 40
Interest and exchange account 5,932 08
Suspense account , 4,232 04
Paid on construction account... 5,425 50
Increase of materials for road... 9,369 15

Sinking Fund, State of Tenn.... 34,000 00
Increase of account vs. U. S ... 2,367 56

" in amt. due from railroads 22,168 74
" t " agents... 3,785 68
" in endorsed city of Mem-
phis coupons 3,989 49

Decrease of amt. due banks and
bankers 94,392 06

Decrease of amt due on com-
pany coupons 2,195 37

Deerease|of arat. due on payrolls 1,725 92
" ' " " on divid'ds 3,906 24
" " " on State int 9,085 86
" " " on U. S tax 8,550 62
" " " to railroads 41 28
" " " toindivid'la 14,568 52

Difference in profit and loss ace. 234.075 99
Cash on hand June 30, 1871 ... 77,170 30

$2,045,600 10

Condensed Balance Sheet Eastern and West-

ern Divisions Memphis & Charleston Rail-

road, June 30, 1871.

DR.

Stock and property $386,008 26

Interest and expenses 1,518,781 82

Assets 771,054 51

CR.

Floating debt $469,854 41

Receipts 1,417,441 16

— The Toledo Blade says that the survey

for the Baltimore, Pittsburg & Chicago Rail-

road, is completed from Pittsburg to Havana,
a small station on the Lake Erie Division of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, eight miles

soutj of Monroeville, Ohio. Thence it is ex-

pected, according to the programme now be-

ing pursued, the line will run to Defiance, on
the Toledo, Wabash & Western Railroad,

crossing on its way the Dayton & Michigan
Railroad at a point now called Ellsworth.

From Defiance it is expected that the engin-

eers will work their way akng to Bryan and
through Legrange and Steuben counties to

Laporte, Ind.

— Engineers of the Davenport & St. Paul
Railroad Company have been examining the

country for a route for their road between the

north line of Iowa and St. Paul.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.—The Hun-
tington Independent, published at the Ohio
river terminus of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad, speaking of that enterprise, says :

Mr. Carpenter, the Superintendent of track-
laying, has three sets of hands at work on
this end of the road, and will finish about
one mile a day. If no further hinderance in-

terferes, this rate of progress will complete
the road from Huntingtou to the Falls of
Kanawha within thirty days. As soon as the
cars are running from here to Kanawha there
will be a daily line of passenger steamers
connecting with Cincinnati, so that passen-
gers can leave Kanawha Falls at dusk, taking
supper at Huntington, and breakfast in Cin-
cinnati, transacting their business there, and
returning to Kanawha with a los3 of only one
day's time, making the round trip in thirty-

six hours. Among the visitors here this

week may be mentioned, C. P. Huntingt:>n
T

President of the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

road; Gen. William C Wiok ham, Vice Presi-

dent; H. D. Whitcomb, Chief Engineer; H.
C. Parsons, Director, and other officials con-
nected with the road. Also Gen. Breckin-
ridge, Vice President Elizabethtown, Lexing-
ton & Big Sandy Railroad; Col. Trimble,
President Southern Ohio Railroad; Col. Pry-
or, Locating Engineer, Huntington & Cincin-
nati Railroad, (known as the river route);

High Means and John Means, capitalists and
iron manufacturers, from Ashland, and others..

These gentlemen have met here for the pur-
pose of consultation'in regard to the proposed
western railroad connection with the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Railroad from this point, and
from all the information we can gather the
Elizabethtown, Lexington & Big Sandy road
is to be built at once. It is also rumored that
Col. Trimble's road (the Symms Creek route)

has been adopted as one of the connecting
routes west. Mr. Huntington expressed him-
self as very much encouraged at the growth
of the city since his last visit, and says that

large manufacturing establishments will be
erected here soon.

Atlantic & Ontario Railroad.—A meet-
ing of the directors of this proposed road
was held on the 21st inst, at Ballston, N. Y,
when, the necessary amount $70,000 having
been subscribed, the company was duly or-

ganized, and articles of association adopted.
The following officers were elected: Col. T.

C. Peck, of Ballstm Spa, President; L. M.
Crane, of Ballston Spa, Secretary; D. Hays,
of Johnstown, Treasurer; H. R. Snyder, of
Johnstown, Engineer; E Appleton, of Bos-
ton, Consulting Engineer. The road is to be-

gin at a point at or near Eagle Bridge, in

Rensselaer county, and rnn thence westerly

through Ballston to Salisbury, in Herkimer
county, to a point at or near Oswego. The
distance is seventy miles, and the road is to

be constructed and eventually owned by
Massachusetts capital. The survey is to

be at once begun, so as to have the report and
all documentary evidence ready to present to

the Legislature of Massachusetts this winter.

The object is to empty the produce of the

great west into Boston, through the Hoosne
tunnel, for the completion of which Massa-
chusetts has expended $7,000,000.

—

Albany
Journal.

— It is understood that the Michigan Cen-
tral Railroad Company will assume control of
the Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw Railroad.

The transfer of this road to the Michigan
Central Company, insures its construction to

Mackinaw.
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Chipi>ewa Valley & Lake Superior E. II —
A meeting of the corporators of the Chippewa
Valley & Lake Superior liailroad was held on

the 11th inst. Upwards of twenty millions of

capital from New York alone was represented

at the meeting;, and the most fluttering pros-

pects of a speedy commencement of the build-

ing of the road were mace apparent by the

determined interest muni.'ested on the part of

the capitalists present. The action of the

meeting resulted in electing as President of

the board J M. Dwight, of Dryden, N. Y.,

and as directors, J. H. Knight, of Bayfield
;

T. C. Pound. L. C. Stanley, Chippewa Falls;

J. G. Thorp, H. C. Putnam, Eau Claire; S S.

Kepler, Wabasha; H. E. Houghton, Durand
;

Ezra Cornell, Jno. McCraw, Ithaca, N. Y.

;

J. M. Dwight, Dryden, N. Y ; Thos. McGraw,
Dean Sage, Albany; H. W. Sage, W. H.
Sage, A. B. Cornell, New York.
The general belief here is that the road

will be built between Eau Claire and Chippe-

wa Falls the present fall, and supplied with

rolling stock. The only barrier to Hie spepdy
commencement of the gruding between here

and the Falls will be the inability or indispo-

sition of the people of ihe latter place to take

stock to the amount of thirty thousand dol-

lars in the enterprise, which, we understand,

they have indirectly signified a willingness to

do. At any rate with such men as Ezra Cor-

nell, W. H. Sage, John McGraw, J. W. Dwight,
Dean Sage, and other heavy capitalists, who
were present at the meeting from New York,
nothing but the most favorable results can be
looked for as the occasion of the initiatory

steps taken for the conptrnction of the Chip-

pewa Valley & Luke Superior liailroad.

—

Eau
Claire, ( Wis). Free Press.

St. Louis, Alton & Terre Haute Rail
road.—A large number of the preferred

stockholders of the St. Louis, Alton & Terre
Haute Railroad Company, met at the com-
pany's office, No. 12 Wall street, en Tuesday,
to confer together in regard to the dividend

due on the stock for over two years. On mo-
tion, Mr. O. D. Ashley was called to the chair,

and G. H. Watson appointed Secretary. It

was stated that the company had earned in

the two years over ten per cent net, and, ac-

cording to the agreement with the preferred

stockholders, this money should have been
paid in dividends to the stockholders, but had
been used in assisting the Bellville Railroad

Company. After some further remarks, which
were unanimous in asking the directors to

declare a dividend in preferred stock equal to

net cash earned, a committee of five was ap-

pointed to confer with the directors, and to

report at a future meeting the expenses of
tbe road fur the last two years, and what the

money had been expended for. It was hoped
that the directors would declare this dividend
legally due without recourse to the law by
some of the prominent stockholders.

— The St. Louis & St. Joseph Railroad,

running from a point on the Missouri river,

opposite Lexington, lo St. Joseph, Mo., 74
miles, was sold at public auction, at St. Louis,

Mo., on September 18, for $138,0(10. The
safe was made u-ider the order of the United
Slates District Court. The liabilities of the

road are $1,000,000 of first mortgage six per

cent, gold bonds; one year's unpaid interest,

about $60,000; a floating debt of some $200,-

000, and $400,000 owing to the North Missouri

Railroad Company The capital stock au-

thorized was $2,000,000, of which $1,000,000
was paid in. Daniel H. Armstrong, of St.

Louis, was the purchaser.

One Pound of Coal Per Horsv Power.

^It is said that a firm in London is'now con
strutting the most economical steam engines

in the world. For their mill engines, these

manufacturers guarantee a consumption of

less than 2 pounds of good coal per horse

power per hour; and they claim that in some
cases these engines in practice have brought
tbe figure as low as I pound of coal per horse

power per hour. To realize the importance
of this improvement, we must consider that

ordinary steam engines, in many cases, burn
as much as 10 pounds of coal per horse power
per hour. This is common, when the boiler

admits of the evaporation of only 6 pounds of

water for every pound of coal. When engines
are supplied with Cornisb boilers, so celebra-

ted for their economy (since they evaporate

12 pounds of water for every pound of coal),

the ordinary consumption is 5 pounds of coal

per horse power per hour; and the reduction

of this amount to 3 or even 'l\ pounds has
thus far been considered something extraordi-

nary—the best result, in fact, to be practically

obtained That there is, however, still room
for improvement, is evident from the theory

of the mechanical equivalent of heat. One
pound of good anthracite coal will produce,

in combustion, 14,220 units of heat ; while 1

pound of bituminous coal will produce 13,500
units. Let us adopt the round number, 14,000
units; that is say, the proper combustion of 1

pound of coal should heat, 14,000 pounds of

water 1 degree, or 140 pounds 100 degrees,

or 14 pounds 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit. But
heating water 1,000 degrees changes it into

steam, and experiments have proved that it

takes exactly as much heat to change 14

pounds of water into steam as to heat 140
pounds of water 100 degrees. Therefore the

14,000 units of heat developed by the combus-
tion of I pound of coal will change 14 pounds
of water into steam; and it is by the inter-

vention of this steam tnat we have to obtain

the mechanical equivalent of the 14,000 units

of heat. The well established mechanical
equivalent of each unit is 772 foot pounds
In fact, for every foot that we cause 772
pounds to descend, we may actually obtain a
unit of heat ; and therefore we are entitled to

expect inversely the development of a force of

772 foot pounds for every unit of heat expend
ed. The 14,000 units of heat obtained by the

combustion of 1 pound of coal should give us,

then, 14,000X772, or 10,808,000 foot pounds.
If the coal is burned in 1 hour, we ought to

obtain this force per hour; and, as 1 horse
power is equal to a force of 33,000 foot pounds
per minute, or 33,000X60=1,980,000 foot

pounds per hour, we ought to have 18,808,-

OQO-j-1, 9U8,000, or 5 4 horse power per pound
of coal consumed per hour. The best engines,
therefore, in place of obtaining, as heretofore,

only one-tenth or one-twentieth of the theo-

retical equivalent of the heat consumed, are

reported to have reached nearly one-fifth,

which is certainly a wonderful advance. Of
course, the full theoretical equivalent can
never be expected, for reasons which we will

not now discuss. Most engineers are agreed
on the main features of the most economical
steam engines. They are : proportionately
large boilers, with large heating surfaces, and
proper grates; heating of the feed water in

the condenser; high pressure in connection
with proper cut-off arrangements, so as to

utilize the expansion; careful protection from
loss of heat by radiation; and, above all

things, intelligent and faithful engineers and
firemen. Many moderately good boilers and
engines lose all claim to reasonable economy
by improper treatment in firing.

England's Ironclads-

Chief constructor Reed, late of the English
navy, in his interesting work on ironclad ships,
issued in 1869, showed that, up to January of
that year, £10,000,000 sterling had been ex-
pended for ironclads, while £116,000,000 had
been spent on other vessels since 1859, when
ironclad building began there. From the de-
velopment of the last two years, it would seem
but little of this £10,000,000 has been practi-

cally useful to the English people. The iron-
clads which have been put to sea latterly have
all gone wronL'. Fii t-.t, down went the Cap-
tain, thrilling the whole country with tbe hor-

ror and inexplicable character of the disaster;
then the Cerberus disappointed her builders
in her sea-going qualities; now, the Agin-
court, a monster, bus gone ashore off Gibraltar
in broad daylight; while the Warrior meets
the lame fate near Leghorn. John Bull be-

gins to inquire what is the matter. Chief
constructor Reed is gone, could not be kept
because he was quarreled with and had high
wages offered abroad These ironclads are
an elephant in English hands. They are un-
wieldy, weighted down fearfully, and the offi-

cers called them "floating hells" to live on.

And they have cost an enormous waste of
time, because to stern thinking they are use-

less. The Agineonrt, for instance, was in

process of construction for at least two years
;

her hull cost £362,771 ; her engines and fit-

tings, £83,277; masts, sails, and stores, £9,-
590; her total price, £458,020. The Warrior
cost nearly as much. It is not merely the
immense expenditure of money for an unfruit-

ful result that galls the English, but it is the

fact that much time which they considered
most valuable for defensive preparation has
been lost. The British taxpayer will simply
grumble about tbe squandered £10,000,000;
but he can never forgive the constructors for

having failed in achieving their ideals of iron-

clad ships.

— The Osage Valley & Southern Kansas
Railroad is advertised to be sold in St. Louis,

on the 16th of October, to pay the interest

now due on the bonds, amounting to about
$20,000. Boonville is at present its northern
terminus, and Warsaw, in Benton county, is

its southwestern. Before the lute civil war
the road was nearly graded from Boonville to

a point about ten miles south of Tipton, but

the war coming on, operations were suspend-
ed uutil 1867, when additional aid to the

amount of $175,000 was furnished by Cooper
county, and $23,000 by Willow Fork town-
ship of this county, the work was resumed
and the road bed completed and ironed be-

tween Baonville and Tipton, a distance of

twenty-six miles. In 1868 it was leased to

the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company for a
term of thirty years, they paying 35 per cen-

tum of the gross earnings of the road, since

which time that company has operated it.

The sale in no wise affects the Pacific Com-
pany's lease. The interest in that part of the

road south of Tipton was also revived in

1868, by the people of Morgan and Benton
counties, the former subscribing $100,000 and
the latter $200,000, which sums have been

expended upon the grading of the road

through those counties. The road is graded
to Versailles, in Morgan county, and also

about twenty-five miles in Benton county,

leaving yet to be graded that part of the road

from Versailles to the Benton county line, a
distance of fourteen miles, and about six

miles in Benton county.

—

St. Louis Jour.

Com.
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Capital r.ml Labor.

The way, ar.d the only way, in which the

laboring classes of all countries can be pre-

pared for the active and direct control of the

body politic, at which they are now aiming, is

the steady and persistent preaching and prac-

tice, by all classes, of the doctrine that, in the

choice and pursuit of a calling, there is noth-

ing so good either for the individual or the

nation as liberty. The one thing Government
has a right to do about a man's business is to

protect him in the exercise of it, and in some
cases to see that he is properly qualified for

it. To tempt him into a pursuit by bribes, or

sustain littri in it by subsidies or monopolies
alter his own incompetence or the state of the

market has shown it to be impossible for him
to follow it profitably, is not only economi-
cally inexpedient, but, as now begins to be

plainly seen, is
' politically dangerous. In

other words, protectionism contains the germ
of communism; what may be in the hands of

sober, thoughtful capitalists a means of stimu-

lating a useful industry, becomes in the hands

of ignorant and fanatical socialists a justifica-

tion of an equal division of goods. The only

salvation for modern society lies in making
governments let people alone in all that re-

lates to the exercise of their faculties. Inter-

ference once begun, nobody can tell where it

will end. Mr. Gowen, in his argument, brings

out. the fact that the leading idea of the French
socialists, that no person should receive larger

wages for his labor than another, and that it

is an outrage on justice that a lawyer or capi-

talist 6hould enjoy an income of thousands of

dollars a year, while a laborer only receives a

few hundreds, has f> und a lodgment in the

mining districts of Pennsylvania also, and we
fear it. is not confined to Pennsylvania. The
function of the capitalist in our day is one of

enormous importance to the community, and.
considering the losses which capitalists save

to the community, and the profits they enable
it to make, they are really, so far as money
goes, greatly underpaid. The salary of any
great director of industry consists solely of

that portion of the profils which he spends in

personal enjoyment. Whatever portion of his

income is reinvested is devoted wholly to the

employment of labor—or, in other words, is

used for the benefit of the community at large,

and especially for the benefit of the laborer;

so that, when labor reform demagogues hold

up the enormous revenues of ''Stewart and
Astor" as subjects for popular indignation,
and as signs of rottenness in the Slate, they
simply show that they do not understand what
they are talking about. Whatever these gen-
tlemen spend in food, clothes, personal luxu-
ries, is the real amount of their incomes; the

total of their receipts is only the apparent
amount. The way in wliich our capitalists

are overpaid is in the power they acquire over
legislation; and the problem we have to solve

is to leave them in the management of their

revenuep, without letting them control the
government. The task they perform for us is

the most important of all economical tasks

—

that of discovering the places and things in

which the products of past labor may be in-

vested wiihout loss or with profit. The talent

required for this duty is one of the rarest of

gilts, as everybody knows who lias ever had
money of his own to invest, and who sees the

tremendous mistakes which people, unprovided
with the necessary experience and sagacity,

make in trying to invest. The prosperity of

a nation, it may be fairly said, in the long
run, depends largely on the number of men it

produces who are able to say what enterprises

will "pay," and what will not, and the services

of such men a nation can haidiv reward too

highly in money. The nation which produces
plenty of them, and can keep them honest and
public-spirited, is twice blest. There could
hardly be a better proof of the ignorance and
folly of socialism than the hatred and distrust

of them which it entertains, and the great de-
termination it always shows to get rid of them
if it gets a chance. In tne socialist, and labor
reform Utopia the delicate task of pointing
out the ways in which the national wealth may
be most safely invested, and the ohjects on
which the national labor may be profitably ex-

pended, is usually assigned to a committee of

blatherskites, selected with a rigid disregard
of their mode of managing their own funds
when they had any, and usually with more
regard for their rhetorical powers than for

anything else.

—

Nation.

Elizabethtown & Padocah Railroad —
Six thousand tons of extra English rails have
been purchased ior the Ehzahethtown and
Paducah (Kentucky) Railroad, and will be
delivered in March next. !,his purchase of

rails is sufficient to finish the main track and
sidings to Paducah, and, it is thought, will

secure the opening of the road its entire

length by the last of June next.

Forty of the ninety-two miles of road bed
from Greenville to Paducah are graded and
ready for the iron, and upon the remaining
fifty two miles a very large amount of work
has been done, with full force upon every sec-

tion, and so vigorously has the work advanced
ill the last ninely days as to justify the state-

ment that on the first day of January next

there will not be fifteen miles of incomplete

road bed.

Track-laying has been resumed at Green-
ville, and is being pushed rapidly westward
to the crossing of the Evansville, Henderson
& Nashville road. To facilitate the opening
of the road to this important crossing, a

large amount of rails are being delivered

there, and track-laying will be pressed east-

ward' from that point until it meets the track

from Greenville.—Am. R. R Jour.

A Dangerous Water Pipe.—Attention has

been called several times in the Journal to

the dangerous character of the galvanized

iron pipe, when employed for conducting wa-

ter to be used for culinary purposes. Instan-

ces of severe poisoniug from the use of this

pipe are continually coming to our notice, and
we are led once more to caution our readers

against it It is almost a crime for dealers

and manufacturers to recommend this zinc-

covered iron pipe for water conduit, as they

thereby jeopardize the health, and perhaps the

lives of purchasers. When this comes from
the hands of the manufacturers, it has a fresh,

clean appearance, and to those who do not

understand the nature of the covering the

idea is conveyed that it will not oxydize or

rust, like ordinary iron pipes. But this is an
error; it will even rust more rapidly than

clean iron in most localities. The superficial

covering of zinc on the interior is attacked

immediately when water is allowed to flow

through, and in some instances we have known
it to be entirely removed in 48 hours; the in-

soluble carbonate of zinc is seen to float upon
the water in a tea kettle and other water ves-

sels used in families, and this has often crea-

ted alarm where no suspicions previously ex-

isted. We hope the newspapers throughout
the country will caution their readers against

the use of this pipe for water supply.

—

Boston
Journal of Chemistry.

Virtnes of Borax.

It may not be generally known how very

valuable borax is in various purposes of house-

hold use. We find it the very best cockroach
exterminator yet discovered. One hall-pound,

costing but fifty cents, ha'j' completely cleared

a large house formerly swarming with them,
so that the appearance of one in a month is

quite a novelty. The various exterminating
powders puffed and advertised have been found
not tully effective, tending rather to make the

roaches crazy than to kill them. There is

something peculiar, either in the smell or

touch of borax, which is certain death to

them. They will flee in terror from it, and
never appear again where it has once been
placed. It is also a great advantage that bo-

rax is perlect'y harmless to human beings;

hence no danger from poisoning.

It is also valuable for laundry purposes.

The washerwomen of Holland and Belgium,
so proverbially clean, and who get their linen

so beautifully white, used refined borax as

washing powder instead of soda, iu the pro-

portion of a large handful of borax powder to

ten gallons of water. They save soap nearly

one-half. All the large washing establish-

ments adopt the same mode. For laces, cam-
brics, etc., an extra quantity of the powder is

used ; and for crinolines (requiring to be made
stiff) a stronger solution is necessary. Borax,
being a neutral salt, does not in the slightest

degree injure the texture of linen.

Its effect is to soften the hardest water, and
therefore it should be kept on the toilet table.

As a way of cleaning the hair, nothing is bet-

ter than a solution of borax in water. It

leaves the scalp in a most cleanly condition,

and the hair is just sufficiently stiffened to re-

tain its place. This stiffness, however, can be
readily removed, if objectionable, by washing
wilh water. Borax is also an excellent, denti-

frice; dissolved in water, it is one of the best

tooth washes. In hot countries it is used, in

combination with ta.rt.aric acid and bicarbon-

ate of soda, as a cooling beverage.

—

Econo-
mist.

California Pacific Railroad.—The Sau
Francisco Bulletin of the 2d September says:

The California Pacific Railroad Company,
according to the Solano Republican, have
given a second mortgage on that, road to F.

D. Atherton and Milton S. Latham, in trust,

to secure the payment of bonds to the amount
of $1,600,000. The bonds are to run 20

years, and bear 6 per cent, interest The
purchase of the road by the Central Pacific,

it is understood, extended only to a majority

of the stock, which, beyond importance as

securing control of the road, could only be of

nominal value, as the first mortgage bonds
had covered the value. The Central Pacific

took possession of the road yesterday.
•

—

— The report of the surveyor employed to

run the line of the proposed Canadian Pacific

Railroad has been published. The distances

are as follows !

Miles.

Montreal to Ottawa 115
Ottawa to Mattawan 195

Malt.awan to Fort Garry 685
Fort Garry to Yellow Head Pass... 985
Thence to the limits of British Col-

umbia . 52
Route by the Upper Fraser (Brit-

ish Columbia) by "short cut" 445-2,467

Total length from Montreal to the

Pacific 2,777
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The Tides.

The phenomena of the tides were known to,

and were described with considerable accu-
racy by, the ancients', even though their op-

servations were confined to seas in which the

tidal wave was the least conspicuous. Aris-

totle, among other early writers, mentions
that the tides always followed the changes of

the moon, and notes that they were less ob-

servable in small than in large seas. These
facts were mere matters of observation which
could hardly be supposed 10 have long escaped
the notice of a thinking people, but it was not

until the discovery by Sir Isaac Newton of the

law of universal gravitation that the pheno-
mena of the tides were fully and satisfactorily

explained.

In order to understand the action of the

moon ou our earth as a tide-producing body,

we will suppose that the earth consists of a

smooth sphere, covered all over with water of

a uniform depth, and that both bodies are at

rest with respect to each other; then the at-

traction of the moon on the water nearest to

her will be greater than her attraction on the

solid earth, and will cause a heaping up of the

water toward her. This appears natural

enough, but at first sight it does seem some-
what paradoxical that the water should also

be heaped up in a direction opposite to the

moon. This is explained by the fact that the

water on the side away from the moon is at-

tracted less than the solid ball of the earth,

and the latter is, as it were, drawn away from
the water, thus causing it also to be swelled

up, although not quite to the same extent as

on the other side ; because, its distance being

greater than in the first case, the moon attrac-

tion is less.

. Now our water covered globe presents the

appearance of an orange, with its major axis

in the direction of a line joining the earth and
moon. In this position it would remain in

equilibrium, with constant high water at two
opposite places and low water, on a circle at

right angles to and equidistant from these.

Although the sun is at a very much greater

distance from the earth than is the moon, yet,

from its very much greater mass, it exerts a

considerable influence in producing the tides

of the ocean, and acts on the water in pre-

cisely the same manner as does the moon,
producing another spheroid of equilibrium,

with its .major axis on a line joining the earth

and sun. The heaping up of the waters due
to the sun is two-fifths of that due to the

moon ; and if the sun and moon, as seen from
the earth, were separated by an angle of 90",

we should have the axes of our wave sphe-
roids separated by that quantity, and (if the

three bodies were at rest with respect to each
other) so they would remain to the end of

lime. But since these conditions do not ob-

tain in nature, and the earth, moon and sun,

instead of being at rest with regard to each
oiher, are constantly changing their relative

positions and distances (the earth at the same
time revolving on her axis), these motions
never give the water time to assume the sphe-

roidal shape. Instead of this, an imperfect

form of it travels round the globe in a lunar

day, which, being about 50 minutes less than

the solar day, causes the tides to come later

( ach successive day. by about that quantity.

It will be seen from what has been already-

said, that when the sun, moon and earth are

in the same straight line, the solar and lunar
waves are coincident—that is, the sun and
moon are acting in concert—and the conse-

quence will be that the tides about this time
will rise higher and fall lower than they do I

when the sun and moon are at right angles to

each other. When this latter condition ob-
tains, their action is antagonistic, and we have
a tide that never rises so high nor falls so low
as in the former case That is to say, the
highest, or spring, tides happen at the full and
and new moons, the lowest, or neap, at first

and last quarters.

To calculate the time and hight of a tide,

supposing the earth covered uniformly with
water, would, comparatively speaking, be a
matter of small difficulty. But from the fact

that our earth is not so covered, but made up
of water and land unequally distributed, con-
sisting of large oceans broken up by conti-

nents and dotted with islands, it is in reality

one of the most difficult questions in physical
astronomy.

The great hight to which the water rises in

some of our estuaries and tidal livers is not
due directly to the action of the sun and
moon, but to the tidal wave of the ocean,
which, rising at the mouths of rivers, causes
the water to rush up the channel with very

great violence where, as in the Severn, Eng-
land, it is suddenly narrowed.

Mineral Resources op Colorado.—There
is probably no more profitable field for the

investment of capital and labor than in min-
ing with the advantages now offered—cheap
labor, cheap transportation and cheap sup-
plies—while there is added to this the fact

that there is now in operation in the country,

mills and other sorts of reducing machinery,
which obtain from the same grade of ores

twice, and in spme cases, ten times the

amount of gold and silver formerly obtained.

Many miners who, years ago, became dis-

couraged after having labored in different

localities on many mines, and abandoned the

country on account of the Indians and high

prices, have returned and resumed work on
their abandoned claims and are now realizing

large profits.

Only one thing more is needed to insure

Colorado, within a very few years, of being,

perhaps, the largest gold and silver producing
State in the Union, viz : railroads from the

coal fields of the plains to the mining regions

of the mountains, and these we are promised
by the railroad meu as soon as the work can

be done. When these are built, then will be-

gin the "times of prosperity " in Colorado.

—

Col. Monthly.

Cumberland Valley Railroad.—The Ha-
gerslown Mail saySj the work of laying the

rails upon the extension of the Franklin (a

continuation of the Cumberland Valley) Rail-

road from Hagerstown, to Powell's Bend, on

the Potomac river, is being vigorously execu-

ted under the direction Of the chief engineer

of the company, Major Edward Watts. The
graduation of the road, under the- supervision

of Major Watts, was executed by Mr. James
March, a thorough railroad man, and is said

to be a model piece of workmanship. ' Mr.

March is now engaged on the filling and ex-

cavation of that portion of the same line which

extends into Virginia, known as the Martins

burg & Potomac Railroad, and the chief engi-

neer is, we understand, arranging his plans

for the construction of the bridge across the

Potomac river. We anticipate that a very few

months will be permitted to pass before this

road, .or a portion of it, at least, will be open

to the public. When completed it will be one

of the most substantially constructed railways

in the United States.

Labor.

It is a well settled axiom that labor, being
the basis of production, is the foundation of
wealth, both individual and national. The
success of a nation and the happiness of a

people most depend upon the quantitv and
the intelligent direction of its labor. In no
other part of the world is there as wide a Held

for labor as in this country ; but there are

several problems to be solved in regard to its

direction, before the best results can be reach-

ed, the principal of which relates to the distri-

bution of the profits of production. A London
journal speaks of the United States as being

the very El Dorado of working men—the

boundless field where skilled industry is well

rewarded, and where unskilled workmen, day
laborers, who toil with their hands at the

humblest employment, get more wages per
day than is paid to workmen in some parts of
Europe per week. For years to come, the

plantations at the Sonth, and the undeveloped
lands at the West, will call for all the labor-

ers emigrating to this country, and the pros-

pect of the industrial classes is in the highe.-t

degree encouraging. The European laborer,

when transferred to this side of the Atlantic,

is not only in receipt of many fold belter wa-

ges, but his wants increase correspondingly.

He seeks to be something more than a mere
machine to grind out a certain amount of

daily labor, and constantly aims to raise his

social position to that of his more fortunate

neighbors. This is one reason that the condi-

tion of the workingman in this country thouuh
so much better than that of his fellow in Eu-

rope, i3 sometimes a matter of complaint.

Another drawback is the- vicious system of

trades unions, which after having been pro-

ductive of bad results, is fast falling into de-

cay in England, and bids fair to follow the

same course in this country. Its failure re-

sults from an attempt to fix an arbitrary

standard by which to measure the work of all

men. Such a system is antagonistic to free

man who has not the liberty to make his own
bargains, and who has not the liberty to make
the best possible use of the powers with which
he is endowed.

—

N. Y. Ship. List.

Cement for Metals.—The new cement for

metals and machinery, consisting of mixtures

of litharge and glycerine, which form the most
powerful adhesives known, are said to be

criming
1

into general use. In the preparation

of these cements the litharge is mixed with

the glycerine of commerce, in proportions

varying according to the way in which it is to

be used, whether as a cement or a dressing.

When prepared as a cement, the mixture is

spoken of by several of our scientific exchan-

ges as peculiarly applicable to the joining of

metals, and to apparatus and machinery of

all kinds—resisting water and remaining firm

under a less heat than 500° Fab. When em-
ployed, for luting, tlje lead and glycerine are

carefully blended, the latter being added
u-radtially until the requisite consistency is

secured. The joints or surfaces to which the

application is to be made are carefully dressed

with a little glycerine alone, and the cement
is applied as soon as mixed. These composi-

tions are said to resist not only water, steam,

and concentrated or other acids, but also al-

kalies, ethers, alcohol, sulphate of carbon,

benzoline, and other hydrocarbons, and the

great variety of uses to which they can be em-

ployed give them an importance only equaled

by their utility.
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Destructite Effect of Salt on Axles.—
The London papers give accounts of several

accidents on railways occasioned by the frac-

ture of the axles of salt cars It appears that

between the sound portion remaining and the

outside of the fractured axle the surfaces

were quite smooth, presenting the appearance
of having been severed by a sharp instrument.

This peculiar effect is thought to have been
caused by the gradual action of the brine on
the metal, the heat at the boss favoring the

evolution of chlorine from the brine, and it

then combining with the iron to form a solu-

ble chloride of iron. From the position of the

defect it was not discoverable by any ordinary

inspection ; and, whatever may be the scieu

tilic explanation of the. peculiar destructive

action which thus goes on in the axles of salt

cars, the fact must be regarded nsa very seri-

ous one—especially in view of the statement
made that, on one railway alone, no less than
seven axles of salt cars were broken while

running in a period of less than three months,
and this out of a total number of about five

hundred wagons, showing an enormously
large proportion as compared with the frac-

ture of cars of any other description of rolling

stock. To diminish this liability, the plan

has been proposed that, in addition to requir

ing such cars to be provided with well-eon-

siructed axles of good quality, it shall also be

insisted that the date of their commencing to

run be stamped upon the axles, and that a
reasonable number of years be prescribed as

the maximum of their being used

—

Amer.
Artisan.

Industrial Progress of Wisconsin— Gree-

ley, writing from Green Bay, Wisconsin, speaks

as follows concerning the industrial advance-
ment of the Stale:

"Thousands of new bomestands have during

the past six years been hewn from the great

northern wilderness, as thousands more will

shortly be. New and renovated dwellings are

visible on all sides. Great discoveries of iron

ore have recently been made, mainly in the

great wilderness stretching eastward from the

Menominee, and several blast furnaces have
been erected, mainly on or near this bay,

though by far the largest is located at Mil-

waukee. As yet, those in the northern coun-

ties use Lake Superior ore, costing $7 per

ton, and melt it with charcoal costing nine

cents a bushel, making each ton of metal cost

$28; and since its price in Chicago is but

533, the profit is small; but cheaper ores will

doubtless be found and used, insuring a
cheaper product and perhaps larger profits.

"The Chicago & North-western company is

pushing its railroad hence to Escanaba,
where it meets that from Marquette, giving

an unbroken line from Chicago to Lake Supe-

rior on the north and to Omaha on the west.

Branches of this road permeate the State at

different, points and are in process of further

extension. A railroad from Milwaukee up the

Lake Shore to Sheboygan and beyond is soon
to be constructed. The Pineries yield enor-

mous and annually increasing quantities of

lumber. In short, Wisconsin is rapidly going
ahead."

i . m . _

— The ei.tire line of the Iowa & Minnesota
Railroad, from Ft. Dodge to Garner, on the

McGregor road, has been put under contract,

and has already been sub-let. Upon that part

between Ft Dod<;e and Clarion, work has been
commenced, and is now being prosecuted;

and work will be immediately commenced on
the part betweeu Clarion and Garner,

Railroad Items.

— A meeting of the directors of the South-
west Pennsylvania Railroad, which is to con-
nect Greensburgh with Charleston, W. Va.,

was held on the 22d ult. Thos. A. Scott occu-
pied the chair. The meeting was called to

open the bids and make contracts for the

building of the road from Greensburg to Con-
nellsville, but no awards were made, the mat-
ter having been adjourned.
The new road will pass through Connells-

ville, Uniontown ani Morganstown, and will

open up a new route between the East and the

West.

— The location of the Decatur & State
Line Railroad has been somewhat changed so

as to meet the Rock Island road at Bremen,
instead of Mokena—six miles nearer Chicago.
The road will be ready for operation from
Bremen to the Kankakee river, Jan. 1, next.

The contract for grading and bridging for

about 40 miles, from the river south to Chats-
work, was let last week, to be completed this

year

— The Chicago, Burlingtou & Quincy Rail-

road Company is extending the Mendota &
Prophetstown branch to Clinton, to connect
with the Chicago, Clinton & Dubuque Rail-

road, making, by it and the Chicago, Dubuque
& Minnesota Railroad, a new route from Chi-

cago to Miuuesota,

— The Burlington & Missouri River com-
pany are accepting bids for the grading of a
railroad from Crete to Beatrice, and expect

to commence work in a few days. The road
is to be finished aud cars running by Jan. 1st.

— The surveyors of the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Minnesota Railroad reached Ply-

mouth (on the Milwaukee & St Paul road), 9

miles north-east of Mason City on the 7th.

The company intend to send on workmen,
immediately, so as to have the grading done
before cold weather.

— An engineering party has commenced
the final location of the Baltimore, Pittsburg

& Chicago road from Pittsburg westward, and
expect to reach the Ohio line by Nov. 1.

— The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Min-
nesota Railroad proposes to construct a
branch from Cedar Rapids, nearly due north

through Independence, to some point on the

Milwaukee &, St. Paul road. The town of

Independence has voted to subscribe $30,000
in aid of it.

— The Toledo, Peoria & Burlington Rail-

road Company, have commenced laying iron

on the Burlington division; and the grading
was to have been finished by the 25th, and
that the cars are expected to that city about
the 5th of October.

— The grading of the Chicago, Clinton &
Dubuque Railroad is done from Dubuque
south to within 10 miles of Sabula, and will,

it is expected, be finished to Clinton by No-
vember. Bridges are in course of construc-

tion over the Catfish and Maquokeia rivers,

and the track will probably all be laid this

year.

— The track of the South-eastern Railway
was to be completed to Evansville, lad., and
trains will be running over the whole line

by Oct. 1 When completed, this will be the

shortest road from St. Louis to Louisville.

Testing Petroleum—Prof. Vander Weyde's
new test for the adulteration of kerosene
seems to be of immediate practical value.
This test for petroleum is founded on the fact

that all vapors given off by petroleum are
combustible, and that if any kerospne or other
preparation from petroleum gives off a vapor
at the accepted sUndard temperature of 110°,

it is not necessary to try whether it will burn,
but sufficient to collect it in a proper vessel,

by which we gain the additional advantage
that we may measure the quantity of the va-

por, while none of it can be lost by air cur-
rents incidentally passing over the surface of
the liquid. He takes, therefore, a glass tub"

closed at one end and open at the other, ai d
fills it wilh the petroleum to be tested, then
closing the open end with the finger, inverts

it in a vessel with water warmed to 110° by
mixing hot and cold water, and keeping it at

that temperature by occasionally adding hot,

water. If now any vapor be apparent, it will

collect in the closed upper part of the tube,

displacing the oil downward. The amount of
this gas will be a comparative test of the dif-

ferent qualities of oil and for this purpose the
tube may be graduated in order to measure
the amount of volatile liquid present in the

same. This method is not subject to the dis-

crepancies found in the usual way of testing,

in which an impure and dangerous qnalitv of
oil may be made to appear better than it is

by slow and gradual heating, and which if

performed in a slight, draft of air will have
the vapors carried off as soon as developed,

so that it becomes impossible to ignite them.
This new method gives freedom from the dan-
ger of fire, more accuracy, a trustworthy
means of measurement, and no chauce for

deception.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

JSThc attention of Practical Railroad
Men Is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fires thut kindle m stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FARWELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H.J, BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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Railroad Experience and its Teachings.

In our last article we summed up some of

the teachings of railroad experience. They

are in some respects so extraordinary and so

important, that we will continue the subject

briefly

:

1. Tonnage, and the Export of Products.—
We stated generally that, deducting duplica-

tions, there were 100,000,000 tons of freight

carried on railroads, and that in 12 years, viz.,

from 1858 to 1870, the increase had been 450

per cent.; that is an average of 37 per cent,

per annum 1 This is enormous. To under-

stand it (and the understanding of it is neces-

sary to the true comprehension of the value

and future growth of railroads), we must con-

sider that production, especially agricultural

production, increases in this country at about

double the rate of population. The result of

this is, that the moment any district of the

country becomes self supporting, and begins

to bays a surplus, that surplus increases at a

much greater rate than the population; and,

as it is this surplus which makes the tonnage

of railroads, so we see the tonnage of railroads

actually increases much faster than any other

element. This point is particularly shown in

the freight earnings. In 1867, the earnings

from freight were fourteen times greater than

in 1851 ; but the number of miles of railroad

only six times greater, and the rate per mile

only three-fourths of what it was in 1851.

Take the following table of freights carried

on the roads of New York, from 1858 to 1867 :

In the three years )

1859, I860, 1861, J 14,061,465 tons.

In the three vears )

1862, 1863, "
1864, j 21,847,501 tons.

In the three years )

1865, 1866, 1867, j 26,943,019 tons.

We see here an increase, in the old State

of New York, of nearly 100 per cent, in nine

years. Now take the following roads in Ohio

and Michigan:

In 1858. In 1870.

Tons. Tons.

Cleveland & Col 255,668 831,644
Cin., Ham. & Dayton 268,829 419,350
Marietta & Cincinnati 77,244 394,343
Ohio & Mississippi 56,394 528,704
Central Ohio 153,484 211,305

Results of 5 roads 811,629 2,385,346

In 12 years we have an increase of nearly

200 per cent., or 16 per cent, each year. Now
the increase of population does not exceed 3

per cent, per annum. Now we can see how

this has come about, if we consider, as we

have stated, that it is the result, not of the

ratio of growth, but of the ratio of surpluses.

Now we will give a mathematical illustration

of how that operates. The production in-

creases at 60 per cent., while the population

increases at 30 per cent, in round numbers.

Now we will begin at the point where the pro-

duction is just equal to the wants of the popu-

lation, and with the above ratios we have

these results

:

Sor-
People. Products, pluses.

1st year 100 100
2d " i03 106 3
3d " 106 112 6

4th " 109 118 9

5th " ..;':. 112 124 12
6th " 115 130 15

In one word, the entire growth of popula-

tion (that is, the ratio) becomes a surplus

(ratio of surplus) after the year in which pro-

duction and consumption become equal. Now
let us apply this to a longer period of time.

We have these results:

Sur-
People. Products. plus.

10 years 130 160 30
20 " 170 256 86
30 " 220 400 180

In 30 years, while the population has not

doubled, the surplus of products has increased

six fold. This is the actual history of the

United States in regard to population and

products. This explains fully why it is |;hat

the tonnage of railroads is increasing at such

a rapid rate, and moreover it is perfectly cer-

tain to continue ; and unless railroad freights

are very much reduced, the profits of railroads

from this source will be enormous.

2. Tonnage increased by the Cheapness of
transportation.—Suppose that corn is $1 per

bushel in New York, and that wagoning cost

60 cents per 100 miles, as it probably would

do, it is plain that corn, in gross, could noj

be marketed at more than 150 miles from

the place of production. Now, suppose a

through line railroad to New York is made,

which carries a bushel of corn 800 miles for

50 cents. We see then that the radius on

which corn can be marketed with profit has

been increased from 150 to 800 miles. What
is the result in relation to the production and

marketing of corn, wheat, cattle, hogs, etc. ?

150 miles gives 17,500 square miles; 800

miles radius gives 640,000 square miles.

Then the area from which surplus products

can be carried to an outside market by rail is

forty fold greater than that from which it can

be carried by wagon. The difference is im-

mense. But this rationale is not only true of

the change produced from wagon to rail, but

it is also true to some extent of the increase

of railroads from year to year. Here, then,

we have one great cause of the great increase

of tonnage on railroads, and it seems evident

to us that this great ratio of increase will go

on for some years to come.

3. Of Passengers.—It will be observed,

that the number of passengers increases large"

ly, and larger than the rate of increase in

population, but not equal to the ratio of in-

crease of tonnage. But, in all probability,

the rate of increase in passengers will increase

faster hereafter. This will arise partly from

the increase of small towns, and more from

this very increase of tonnage, because the in-

crease in tonnage, especially of manufactures,

carries with it the necessity of a larger num.

ber of persons to care for them, and to attend

to their particular interests.

Prom this review of railroad experience,

which we have endeavored to make accurate,

it seems to be evident that railroad business

must increase rapidly for many years, and

that railroad profits must increase also.

A New Musical Magazine.— Church's Mu-

sical Visitor for October, a new monthly de-

voted to music and the fine arts, published by

John Church & Co., 66 West Fourth St., Cin-

cinnati, O,, has reached our table. A casual

examination of this first number is sufficient

to convince the reader that it is no "catch-

penny" affair either directly or indirectly,

but that the publishers evidently design to

publish a first-class musical and art magazine

in every respect. The initial number before

us is literally crowded with musical, dramatic,

and art matters of moment. The news is full

and fresh, the editorials creditable, and the

selections admirable. Three new pieces of

music, the first installment of what promises

to be a capital story, written expressly for the

Visitor, appears, together with a, fine little

poem by Mrs. Hetty Morrison. The arrange-

ment is in fine taste, the typography first-

class, the title page beautifiul, and the whole

one of the finest and cheapest musical pub-

lications in this country.
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The Kentucky A Grent Eastern Railroad.

We have heretofore alluded to this new en-

terprise, as one of vast importance to not only

the section of country through which it is to

pass, but also to the commercial interest of

the entire southwest; especially to the city

of Cincinnati. There is no enterprise either

completed or contemplated, that will work

out greater results to the commercial interests

of our city, than the Kentucky & Great

Eastern.

First, it will unquestionably supply one

great desideratum to the manufacturing in-

terests of this city—(when we speak of Cin-

cinnati we include Newport and Covington)

—

the one most severely felt at this present mo-

ment,—COAL. It will bring the bituminous

and splint coals of Eastern Kentucky within

from eighty to one hundred miles of rail

transportation of our doors. This short

transit by rail will enable the company at all

times to compete with the river, in this great

article of traffic, and essential element of in-

dustrial success. From ten to ten and one-

half cents per bushel, delivered in the yard,

will afford an ample margin for both miner

and carrier; and a very little calculation will

demonstrate the practicability of delivering

this coal at our doors at this price.

If we count the greater distance on the di-

rect line of the road in Lewis county, the

necessary transit will be but one hundred

miles. But the very best of ccal—for all pur-

poses—splint, or semi-cannel coal—can be

reached in a less distance by a branch road

from Maysville into Fleming county; this

would place the mines within about eighty

miles of this city. But suppose we estimate

on the longer distance what will be the cost

of coal delivered in the yard by switch tracks.

Coal is profitably carried at a charge of 1 J

cents per ton per mile. Counting 28 bushels

to the ton, and 100 miles the distance car-

ried, the cost of coal would be in the yard, as

follows

:

Trasportation 100 miles, @ ljc. per ton

per mile 5}
Mining 4
Royalty to proprietors J

Total cost 10

What is true of coal, is likewise true in re-

ference to iron ore. The traffic in these two

items alone, in amounts sufficient to meet the

peceesities of factories already ettablished in

and around Cincinnati, would furnish a very

respectable traffic for the road, and would go

far towards paying a fair dividend on its cost

of construction.

The two furnaces in the city of Newport

alpne, could profitably consume the ore and

coal of a train of thirty cars a day, the year

roaqd. This is exclusive of other factories,

and for ordinary domestic consumption, which

)t would be but fair to estimate for that city,

for the Bingle item of coal, at an equal

amount of tonnage.

We will not undertake to enter into an esti-

mate of the wants and necessities of the city

of Cincinnati with her thousand factories. It

is enough to know that the want exist", and

that with the increase of facilities to oltain

the raw material for manufactories, that

manufactories will increase. The source of

supply is inexhaustible, the means of transit

will be direct, perfect and cheap, and the de-

mand will increase in a corresponding ratio.

This is not all. We might write a volume

in reference to the trade of Eastern Ken-

tucky and West Virginia, and their well

known mineral resources, while the local pas-

senger traffic of the line will be unsurpassed

by that of any road in the State of Ohio.

The people of Mason county, Kentucky,

have just voted on a proposition to aid in the

construction of the road. It was for a county

issue of bonds to the amount of $400,000.

With the substantial basis of county local aid

and individual subscriptions already assured

there can be no doubt of the success of the

enterprise. The vote of Mason county is, by

the friends of the road, considered a guaranty

of success in the subscriptions of the other

counties along the line.

Of the contest and result in Mason county,

the Eagle says

:

"The battle for the subscription to the Ken-
tucky & Great Eastern Railroad has been
fought and won. It was gallautly tought and
right gloriously won. The proposition re-

ceived 1,996 votes, while 1,176 were cast

against it. Our majority is 820. But we
have not only a majority of the votes cast, but

also a majority of all the legal votes in the

county. The white men who voted for the

proposition constitute a majority of all the

white votes in the county, and a majority of

fully six hundred of all the white votes that

were polled. We have carried a majority of

the precincts of the county. We have carried

the county without counting the vote of Mays-
ville, which does not number more than 750,

some of whom voted against the proposition

and others of whom did not vote at all. Those
who voted for the proposition own the greater

part of the wealth of the county and pay the

greater part of the taxes. The largest tax-

payers in the county voted for it; the largest

taxpayers in the city voted for it; aud the

largest taxpayers in the county outside of the

city voted for it. Some persons unlavorable
to the enterprise were pleased to designate
the workingmen of Maysville who earn their

honest livings by their own toil as paupers.
But the opponents of the road took the real

paupers out of the county poor house at Sar-
dis, and voted them against the proposition,
while we did nothing of the kind. The first

speech made to the negroes, the first attempt
to influence them was miide by an opponent
of the road. The only attempt at intimida-
tion made at all was made by them. They
threatened to turn negroes from their service

and to drive their wives and children into the

cold, and thus influenced many of their votes.

The same "healthy influence of the landlord
over the tenant' was practiced successfully
over some white laborers, and failed in other

oases of its object. Even, merchauts were de-

terred from voting by the same threats of pro-

scription. We are glad to say that we have
no knowledge of any such disgraceful expedi-

ents bein? resorted to by the friends of the

road to influence a tingle vote. They threat-

ened no one. They bullied no one. They
indulged in no abuse of any one because of

his opposition. They misrepresented no one.

Their fight was made in the open field and
they won it fairly and squarely. They have
nothing wilh which to reproach themselves.

They ask for no special favors towards them-
selves, they treat with contempt all menaces
of proscription ; but tbey bear no malice or ill

will towards any open and candid opponent of

the proposition. In voting they discharged

their own duties according to the lights they

had, and they concede the same right to others

without makin? it a cause of quarrel. We
are all in too good humor over oar splendid

victory to abuse any one or even to angrily

resent abuse of ourselves.

Coai>axd Iron in Western Virginia,—The
Greenbrier Independent, published on the line

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, says

that '! by actual measurement a four-foot vein

of coal will yield 125,000 bushels to the acre.

The aggregate coal stratas in Fayette county

amount to at least 40 feet solid coal, or 1,000,-

000 bushels upon a single acre I

Prof. Daddow says that this coal is superior

for furnace or ore-melting purposes to that of

the Kanawha Valley. Of iron ore through-

out that country there is no lack. But if

there i?, the Alleghanies are filled with it,

and if it pays to carry the raw ore from Iron

Mountain, in Missouri, to the coal at Pitts-

burg, a distance of 700 or 800 miles, why
should it not pay to carry the raw ore from

Jackson river to Bowyer's ferry, only 100

miles ? The day is not far distant when the

smoke of one furnace, connecting with that

of another, will hang in one dense and un-

broken cloud from Clinton forge to Hunting-

ton, and at night the waters of the Greenbrier,

the New river, the Kanawha and the Ohio
will be lighted up with one continuous glare,

from Greenbrier bridge to Big Sandy. The
timber along the entire line, and within reach

of it, is worth one hundred times more to-day

than what the land and all its timbers and
minerals is selling for. We know of coal re-

gions where lands sell readily at $1,000 and

$1,500 per acre—lands that a few years ago

you could have bought for 25 cents an acre."

Northern Pacific Raii.eoad.—At a meet-

ing of the directors of thi3 company, held in

this nity on the 29th ult, the contract was let

to Payson, Canda & Co , of Chicago, for the

construction of the road from the Red river

to the Missouri river, two hundred miles, to

be completed by the first of July next. At
the same time the contract was let to DeGraff

& Co ,
of St. Paul, for the construction of the

St. Paul & Pacific, from Sauk Rapids to

Brainard, to be completed by December first.

Also, the line from St. Cloud to Pembina, to

be done before the first day of January, 1873,

a distance of about three hundred aud fifty

miles. The completion of these contracts

will put the territories of Daeotah and Moi.-

tana, as well as the Districts of Manituba and
the great valley of the Saskatchewan in di-

rect communication with the entire system of

railways of the United States and Canada,
and make a grand total of about eight hun-

dred and fifty miles of railway under the

management of the Northern Pacific in Min-

nesota and Daeotah.

—

Am. It. R. Jour.
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Chicago—ll«r Disaster.

It is impossible to contemplate the calamity

of our sister city without feeling the deepest

sympathy for her sufferings of which our hu-

man nature is capable.

No parallel misfortune is mentioned in his-

tory. The great fire in London, nearly 300

years ago, has until now been considered the

most devastating the world ever knew, but its

effects were not as far-reaching as the confla-

gration which on last Monday reduced a pros-

perous, enterprising community of 250,000

souls to bitter and almost hopeless poverty.

It is nearly impossible to conceive the ex-

tent of this calamity. The combination of

untoward events is too great for the mind to

fully realize. We beheld the Sabbath sun

going down on a great city, the embodiment

of American energy, the center of trade of the

great North west, its very foundations a suc-

cessful effort against natural obstacles, a place

where to will was to do, proud of its past

achievements, sanguine of its future—and'

to-day, where is it ? The next descending sun

went down upon a scene of desolation, of

ruin, and of despair.

One hundred and sixty business blocks in

ashes, 1300,000,000 of property destroyed, and

thousands of people shelterless, starving, na-

ked, without water, and in darkness) This is

the history of Chicago for twenty-four hours.

Can the human mind take in this sudden

change?.. Can we bring home to ourselves

the appalling misfortune that would suddenly

deprive civilized life of all its elements of

comfort and luxury, and reduce it to the con

dition of abject helplessness and savagery?

The thrill of horror that went through the

country was succeeded by a deep sympathy.

Never was there such an outpouring of relief.

It was no longer " the rival city/' but " our

suffering sister city," and tiher help in this

hour of misfortune was bent the business

energy of the nation. How many raillious of

dollars have alreudy been contributed, it is

impossible to estimate—how many car loads

of clothing, provisions, supplies of all kinds,

have been received, and are still coming, are

countless—but human nature, in its brightest

phase, shines forth to-day, in this noble emu-

lation in responding to the piteous cry for

help from desolated Chicago.

The loss has not been confined to the in-

habitants of that city. Men far away heard

with blanched cheeks the telegraphic story.

Their all was ventured there. And the undei-

writer, with memories of fierce fires in the

past, trembled for his compaay. The heavy

stocks of goods lately sent from the East were

not all paid for— would the insurance cover

the loss? Aud what of the railroads, with a

terminus destroyed, and depots and adjuncts

burned ? It was a widespread calamity, taking

in its scope the entire country. The com-

mercial system had been injured in a vital

part, and tho entire organism felt the shock.

Men could but hope that it was only property

that perished this time, end that it was not a

repetition of the wholesale human slaughter

that has made the chief ingredient ia our

recent cups of horrors.

Was this disaster avoidable? Under the

circumstances, certainly not. Given, a city

largely of wood, built upon a prairie, at the

mercy of gales, wiih " miles of lumber yards
"

to scatter their burning fragments over the

town, what could the best fire department do

to curb an element so treacherous. What

signified " fire- proof buildings of iron and

stone, when surrounded by frame houses made

tinder boxes by protracted hot weather. And

how the fallacy ot fire-proofs is made manifest

by the statement that "the fierce flames ex-

panded the iron frames and girders, forcing

the walls apart, and the stone crumbled into

sand,"

Chicago grew rapidly but unsubstantially.

She ha6 to learn the '.esson of San Francisco

by experience. It is a dear one, but she will

profit by it; and when she rises again from

her ashes, as she must inevitably do, we shall

see a more enduring if not a grander city.

Chicago numbers among her periodi-

cals, two well conducted railroad papers, the

Gazette and the Review. To these cotempo-

raries, who shared the general fate, we extend

our sympathies, and hope soon to see them on

our table again, in pristine freshuess, for they

represent a railroad city, and mark its forward

progress by their own prosperity.

East River Bridge.— For the last five weeks
operations have been steadily going on at the

New York terminus ot the East river bridge,

preparatory to placing the caisson and plant-

ing the masonry. 'Ihe locality adjoins the

Roosevelt street ferry, and presents a busy
scene. About 100 men, including dock build-

ers and ship carpenters, are constantly at

work there under the supervision of the engi-

neer in charge, and several divers and borers

are constantly employed. At the northern
end of the site a new pier has been built, and
inclosed with the most solid plank, forming a

perfect breaswater. This diverts the tremen-
dous current, and gives a space of still water
for submarine operations. The entire pier,

which is 4tJO by 100 feet in extent, has been
covered over in the most substantial manner,
to afford conveniences

(
for the heavy machin-

ery, lumber, <fcc, to be used upon the struc-

ture. Where the caisson is to be sunk the

bed of the river has been dredged to the

depth of 37 feet. About 20 leet of mud and
all sorts of refuse has been taken out, and
several valuable and antique relics have been
found, including arms, coins, pieces of ship

furniture and a part of a human skull. A
boring apparatus has penetrated to a depth of
66 feet below high wiiter mark, and at this

point a layer of quicksand 6 feet ill depth has
been reached. It has been iouud that the

rock strata 83 feet down is of a nearly uniform
grade, and to this level the caisson is to be
sunk. This will be a more difficult under-
taking than placing the Brooklyn caisson,

owing to the lacts that this one is 4 feet larger

than that was, and that the current will inter-

pose a much greater opposition.

St. Pnal & Pnciflc Railroad.

FIRST DIVISION.

Poor'g Railroad Manual has the following

statements in regard to this road :

[The St. Paul & Pacific Railroad (1st Di-

vision), including the St. Paul & Pacific Rail-

road with their land grants, have been re-

cently purchased by the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company, and will, when completed,

be operated by the latter as a part of thsir

line. The former, however, maintain their

organization and keep a separate account of
operations]

LINES OF ROAD.

St. Paul, Minnesota, to Sauk Rapids
Minnesota 76 miles.

St. Anthony (10 miles north St.

Paul), to Benson, Minnesota 135 miles.

Total length of all lines in opera-

tion Jan. 1, 1871 201 miles.

Sidings and other tracks, 8.6 miles; gauge,
4 feet 8 J inches; rails, 56 lbs. to yard.

The road is being extended from Benson to

Breckenridge, on the Red river of the North,
80 miles further west, of which 31 are graded;

and iron and ties have been purchased for the

whole length. This division will be comple-
ted before the close of 1871, and a connection
made with the Northern Pacific Railroad.

The company are also extending their line

from Sauk rapids 60 miles to the north to a
junction with the Northern Pacific at its

crossing of the Mississippi. This line is also

to be branched at St. Cloud, and run 136
miles up the valley of the Sauk river, cross-

ing the Northern Pacific at Otter Tail lakes,

and extending down the east bank of the Red
river to the British boundary.
From St. Paul to Sauk rapids, and from St.

Anthony to Breckenridge, the company have
a land grant of ten sections for each mile of

road completed, namely, six sections per mile
under act of Congress, approved March 7,

1857, and four sections additional under act
of March 3, 1865. The total length of lino

entitled to these grants is about 400 miles,

and the estimated amount of land accrued
and accruing will be about 2,560,000 acres.

In 1870 the interest account to be provided
for amounted to $941,276 65, while the net

revenue from operations was $168,775 24.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT,

Cost of the line from St. Paul to Sauk rap-

ids, 76 miles—railroad, $3,660,289 02; and
of equipment, $169,576 12—total, $3,829,-

865 14; cost of line from St, Anthony to

Breckenridge, 205 miles—railroad, $9,146,-

514 59; and of equipment, $370,414 59—to-

tal, $9,516,929 18; and cost of shops and
shop-stock, $100,236 19. Total cost of prop-

erty, $13,446,030 31.

The line from St. Paul to St. An-
thony, 10 miles, is encumbered
by a trust deed, dated March 11,

1862, for $120,000
The entire road from St. Paul to

Watab, 80 miles, is also mort-

gaged to secure bonds amount-
ing to 700,000

And the lands (granted in 1857)

are mortgaged for 1,200,000

Total mortgage on road & lands $2,020,000

The land grant mortgage is also a second
mortgage on the road.

For the purpose of completing and equip-
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ping the road from St. Paul to Watab and re-

tiring all outstanding bonds, the company
have executed a general mortgage covering
all of the property, land of the original and
additional grants, franchises, etc., between St.

Paul and Watab, amounting to $2,800,000.
Of this amount, §2,020,000 is retained in the

hands of trustees, to be used in retiring all

prior issues, and the remainder $780,000, is

made payable, principal and interest in gold,

at London, and also receivable at par by the

company for lands.

The main line is completed to Benton, 125
miles from St. Anthony, and the grading is

completed 30 miles further, the iron purchased
and on its way, and by October 1, 1871, it is

expected the road will be completed to Breck-
enridge. The Western Line is encumbered
by two mortgages—one securing bonds to the

amount of $3,000,000, which ia a second
mortgage on the first 150 miles of road, and
also a first mortgage on the lands granted
under the act of 1857 for the same distance;
the second securing bonds to the amount of

$6,000,000, which is a first lien upon the road-

bed and upon all the lands granted by the act

of March 3, 1865, and upon all the lands

granted for the construction of the last 60
miles of road.

LAND DEPARTMENT.

The extent of the land grant on the two
lines to Watab, 80 miles, and to Breckenridge,
205 miles, at 10 sections per mile of road,

will amount to 1,824,000 acres. Received to

January 1, 1871, deeds for 610,281.39 acres.

Sold and conveyed, 41,099.10 acres, and sold

under contract, 57,939 30 acres. Total sales,

99,(i38.40 acres, at a general average of $6 25
per acre. Land sales heretofore are all with-

in a few miles of the road, and are conse-

quently the most valuable. Total receipts to

date, $337,674-32, of which $87,000 were in

bonds, and $250,674.32 in cash. Expendi
tures in seven years, $131,739.97. Balance
to interest account, $117,934.35. These lands

are not taxable until conveyed For this privi-

lege the company pay the State of Minnesota
1 per cent on their gross earnings lor the

first three years alter 30 miles of road have
been completed; 2 per cent for the next
seven years next ensuing, and 3 per cent
thereafter in lieu of all taxation and assess-

ment whatever. If the company's land, as is

anticipated, reach an average of $8 per acre,

there will be collected from this source a
sufficient amount to pay off their whole fund-

ed debt. The towns laid out by the company
on the roads severally are expected to enhance
the value of their lauds to the extent at least

of $1,000,000.

Ants as Engineers.—It appears that the

ants in Panama are not merely mining engi-

neers. They build tubular bridges. A cor-

responding member of the Glasgow Natural
History Society, who has lately been ia that

country, describes the curious covered ways
constructed by these ingenious insects. In
tracing one of these covered ways, he found
it led over a pretty wide fracture in the rocks

and was carried across in the air in the form
of a tubular bridge of half an inch in diame-
ter. It wa3 the scene of busy traffic. There
was nearly a foot of unsupported tube from

In a new puddling apparatus the fur-

naces have an oscillating movement imparted
to them, for throwing the molten metal from
side to side, and thereby mechanically puddle
the iron.

Kansas Ci< y, St. Joseph & Council Bluffs
Railroad.

REPORT FOR THE TEAR ENDING JUNE, 1871.

This line of 205 miles in length, with branch
of 60 miles, constitutes one of the most im-
portant, and taking into account the difficul-

ties attending its launch, one of the most
useful and successful of our Western roads.

The fluctuations and complications in the

commercial world, occasioned by our civil

war, made any consolidations upon a practi-

cable and permanent basis, a work of great

difficulty, and of doubt as to results. Happily,
however, this company has achieved more
than even its most sanguine friends anticipa-

ted, as will be shown in the brief synopsis we
make of the last directors' report, from the

hands of James F. Joy, president of the road:

History of the Road—Consolidations.—
This railroad was originally the property of

several distinct corporations, viz:

The Missouri Valley Railroad Company,
from St. Joseph to Atchison, which railroad

was mainly built by aid from the State of Mis-

souri, and was by degrees extended to Kansas
City, when it was consolidated with this com-
pany.

The Council Bluffs & St. Joseph Railroad

Company, which built the railroad from Coun-
cil Bluffs to the southern line of Iowa, and
the

St. Joseph & Council Bluffs Railroad Com-
pany, which built the link from St. Joseph to

connect with the last named railroad on the

north, and with the Valley Railroad on the

south. In 1868 the two companies owning
the line between St. Joseph and Council Bluffs

were consolidated under the name of the St.

Joseph & Council Bluffs Railroad Company,
and in 1870 this company was again consoli-

dated with the

Missouri Valley Railroad Company, and
then took the name it now bears.

Route and Resources —The main line ex-

tends from Kansas City, Mo., to Council

Bluffs, Iowa, 205 miles, with a branch from

St Joseph north easterly to the Missouri State

line, 60 miles, making 265 miles of road.

The main line is all the way upon the bot-

tom land of the Missouri, with scarcely any
grade at any point, the maximum being about

15 feet. These bottom lands are mainly on
the east side, averaging from seven to nine

miles in width. The road runs nearly through

the middle of them. The breadth in cultiva-

tion, as nearly as can be estimated, is in-

creased by a third in the present year over

the past, and it can not be long before it will

be all under improvement
The business of the main line of the Bur-

lington & Missouri Railroad runs over this

road from Council Bluffs, about 16 miles, and
the branch strikes this road at Hamburg,
about 50 miles from Council Bluffs, and runs

up to Nebraska City, about 9 miles. The
business of both Hamburg and Nebraska City,

the most important points beLween St. Joseph
and Couucil Bluffs, has, therefore, to a large

extent, been lost to this company, while rates

have been considerably affected by competi-

tion

In addition to rapid changes in the routes

of travel, and consequent great division of

business, that of the company has /been seri-

ously affected by causes which time will ob-

viate.

Notwithstanding these and the rapid pro-

gress of improvements by other railways,

materially affecting the revenues which it was

resonable to expect that this railroad would
command, its earnings have been enough to

pay the interest on all its securities, and it ia

believed will in the future continue to increase.

The earnings were from August, 1868, to
March 31, 1870:

From passengers $581,073 35
" freight 449,682 21
" miscellaneous 51,154 52

Total $1,081,910 08
Operat'g expenses .$611,342 59
Taxes 21,661 21

Boston office 9,061 27
Interest & exchange 400,964 61

1,043,029 68

Balance to income account 38,880 40

The earnings for the latt fiscal year, beiDg
from April 1, 1870, to April 1, 1871, were:

From passengers $687,178 85
" freight 505,138 54
" miscellaneous 76,185 76
" interest and exchange... 3,434 62

Total $1,221,937 77
Operat'g expenses. $729,802 28
Taxes 31,531 06
Boston office 8,887 21

Rents 3,640 57
773,861 12

$448,076 65
Interest on the bonded debt for

the year is 442,833 75

Balance to credit of income for

the year, with prior balance...

$5,242 90

38,880 40

Balance of income $44,123 30

It is not easy to compare the earnings of
the last with prior years, because of the con-
solidation and the construction of additional

road between St. Joseph and the State line.

The earnings of the St. Joseph & Council
Bluffs, from August, 1868, when running be-

tween St. Joseph and the Iowa line, and of
the St. Joseph & Council Bluffs Railroad, after

consolidation with the Council Bluffs & St.

Joseph, about January, 1869, up to April 1,

1870, were $1,081,910 08, while those of the

whole property of the present company for the

last year were $1,221,937 77.

The increase of the year over those of the

prior year, on the whole line, has been $94,-

691 98.

The business of what was the Missouri Val-

ley Railroad has sustained itself better than

on the road northward from St. Joseph, where
the business has fallen off; the result, mainly,

of the completion of the Burlington & Mis-

souri road to Omaha & Plattsmouth, with its

branch to Hamburg and Nebraska City.

In conclusion, President Joy remarks:

"It is not easy to estimate the business of

the present year. As has been stated, the im-

provement of the country along the line is

very rapid. About one-third has been added
to the lands cultivated in the counties through

which the road runs, during the past year;

and in the bottom immediately along the road

probably a much larger proportion.

"The crops, both corn and wheat, are most
abundant, and with prices like thusi of last

year, the earnings of the road might safely be

estimated at from §150,000 to $200,0 JO, in ex-

cess. Yet, if present prices contiuna, it may
not equal the business of last year.

"The true ground of encouragement for
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stockholders is in the rapid improvement of

the country and the great annual increase of

production—in the fact that the railroad can
do nearly or quite double the amount of busi-

ness with little increase of cost, owing to its

level track, and because additional business

would only add to the length of freight trains

without multiplying them. The rapid increase

in population promotes local traffic; and al-

though competition has divided the business

of the railroad, still the prospect is not dis-

couraging. With all discouragements the

road has not only maintained but increased

its revenues the past year."

FINANCES.

The bonded debt to date is $5,776,500 00
Capital stock is 2,789,413 66

Total 18,565,913 G6

We condense a portion of the credit items,

as follows

:

Cost construction

of 260.2 miles to

April 1, 1870... $7,504,404 23
Cost equipments,

do. do 633,602 79
$8,038,007 02

Amount expended this year, per Superin-

tendent's report:

For construction ...$575,831 73
" equipment 130,882 85

Total $706,714 57

The earnings have already been stated (from
April 1, 1870, to April 31, 1871) at $1,221,-

937 77.

OPERATING EXPENSES.

Service.—Train, station, water, en-

gine and car aggregated $196,861 58
Loss and damage on freight and

live stock 33,290 12

Advertising, general expenses and
foreign agencies 75,507 89

Repairs of every description 312,656 85
Oil, wasle and fuel , 72,000 05
Mail and telegraph service 7,404 22
Legal, miscellaneous and transfer

expenses 22,074 57

Total $729,802 28

being 59 893-1000 per cent of the earnings.

But this statement does not include taxes or

rents, or expenses of the Boston office, amount-
ing to $8,887 21.

As the accounts of the two companies were

kept in different forms previous to the con-

solidation, it is found impossible to make
t-atisfactory comparisons for the past two
years-

Equipment and Improvements —The report

of the superintendent, A. L. Hopkins, Esq.,

shows that during the year there have been

added two first-class passenger coaches, two

locomotives, 100 combination cars, one wreck-

ing car. The present equipment consists of

21 locomotives, 297 passenger and freight,

and 83 road cars.

On Wednesday, Sept 27, one of Ave-

Iin" & Porter's road and farm locomotives

was successfully run from the Waverly Fair

Grounds through the city of Newark, thence

by the highway to Hudson city over or rather

through its wretched roadways to Jersey city,

where it was steamed on board the Desbrosses

street ferry boat, and finally landed on the

Albany boat at pier 40, North river, to be sen

to the New York Stale Fair, which takes plac

on Oct. 2d.

—

Am. Artisan.

t

ace

Mobile <fc Ohio Kailroad.

The earnings of this road for the years end-
ing December 31, 1869 and 1870, were as
follows:

1869. 1870
From passengers, $612,764 72 $695,224 16

'• freight 1,384,402 21 1,760,072 29
" mails 47,970 00 49,294 47
" express 70,150 00 54,750 00

Total $2 115,286 93 $2,559,340 92
Expenses, viz:

Repairs, roadway, $338,770 27 $535,562 32
" machinery 312,534 44 449,326 10

Transportation..: 669,408 22 900,623 56
Taxes 34,815 69 15,556 67

Total $1,355,528 62 $1,910,008 65
Net revenue $759,758 31 $649,332 27

Compared with the previous year the gross

earnings of 1870 show an increase of $444,-

053 99, with an increase in expense of $554,-

480 03, making a decrease in the net revenue
of $110,426 04. The President in his report

to the stockholders says :

The Directors meet you with congratula-

tions. Assured by the steady increase of
revenue during the year that our interest lia-

bilities were fully provided for, we determined
to take a step in advance and provide also for

the future. The improvement and extension
of the road and the increase of its rolling

slock, with a view lo future business, was the

questiou most immediately demanding the at

teution of your Board during the past year;
aud after consultation with the officers of the

road we determined to expend about $500,000
in such improvements.

The gross earnings for the year

1870 were $2,559,340 92
The expenses, ordinary aud ex-

traordinary, were..." 1,910,008 65

Leaving a net revenue of. $649,332 27

Though this is less than the amount re-

quired to pay the interest on our bonds, we
have not only been able to pay that interest,

but also to add 10 engines and 200 cars to

our equipment; to build new shops and meet
all demands promptly, with only the moderate
increase of our current liabilities of say

$350,000, and that, too, without interest, be-

ing for pay-rolls and individual balances,

which can be paid on presentation.

The Mississippi, Gainesville & Tuscaloosa
road, commencing at Gainesville Junction on
your line aud running to the town of Gaines-
ville, on the Tombigbee river, was originally

aided by this company, and secured by the

bonds of that company. The disasters of the

war so prostrated them as to forbid the prose-

cution of their enterprise, aud they were com-
pelled to succumb. The entire road (21
miles), with all its property and franchises,

was sold on the 20th of October last, and has

been purchased by this company, and incor-

porated into your line as the Gainesville

Branch. The importance of this purchase
will be appreciated when it is remembered
that by it you not only control a line running
to the river, but that by an exteusion to the

town of Eutaw, a distance of only 16 miles,

through a country peculiarly favorable for

the construction of a cheap road, a junction
is formed with the Alabama & Chattanooga
road, as also with the Selma, Marion & Mem-
phis road, and giving us the shortest line

from the West to Selma, Montgomery and
Western Georgia by 35 miles.

The steady increase in your receipts since

1868, showing in 1869 an excess over 1868 of
$264,685 34, and in 1870 an excess over 1869
of $444,053 99, and larger by $110,054 83
than in any former yeir, while the firBt three
months of the present year show an exceSB
over the corresponding months in 1870 of

$180,427 09, is convincing proof of the

steady improvement of the country tributary

to your line. While the cotton crop of 1870
,
was much larger than that of the preceding
year, the tables will show that your increased
receipts are not alone due to the traffic de-
rived from that staple.

Overworked Kiiilwny Employee*.

It would be interesting to know how many
railway disasters have happened from the

overtasked energies of employees giving out
by too long continued application. Engineers,
switchmen, and signalmen, upon whose care
the safely of the traveling public so much de-

pend, ought no more to be overworked than
machinery should be overtasked, or a bridge
overweighted. It is poor economy in both

cases, and dangerous to the last degree. One
very fatal disaster has taken place within a
year in this country on the New York Central
Hailway, caused by the sleepiness of a loco-

motive engineer, who had been on the foot-

board of his engine over seventeen hours on
a continuous stretch. There is do employ-
ment where the men require the full posses-

sion of their faculties in a greater degree than
in the details of railway operation. Theycao
not be expected to possess these, if they are

kept at any employment for so large and dis-

proportionate a share of the twenty-four hours;

and although exigencies do arise in the ser-

vice where the men are compelled to be thus

overworked, yet it is always accompanied with

great hazards, and at the imminent risk of

fatal results. Long continued employment iu

one thing becomes monotonous, and even if

the employment is hazardous, the endurance
of the men can not safely be depended upon
if the well known laws governing health are

constantly violated. Who would wish to en-

trust his person on a train of cars, the engi-

neer, or conductor, or brakemen of which h d
been on continuous duty sixteen or seventeen
hours ? and we all of us would be very unwill-

ing to venture upon a road where the signal-

men are thus overworked. This matter has

attracted a great deal of attention in Great
Britain, where probably the evil exists in a

greater degree than in this country: but it is

well for railway managers here to give the

matter their earnest attention, so as to escape

the inevitable results of a wrong practice.

There is a safe limit to human endurance, as

well as a safe limit to the pressure on a boiler,

or weight on a bridge. A member of the

British Parliament has recently drawn the at-

tention of the officers of the principal railways

to the number of continuous hours some of

the railway employees are on duty. One loco-

motive engineer was on his engine ten hours

and ten minutes; once, eleven hours; once,

eleven hours and forty minutes; once, twelve

hours; five times, over twelve hours; nine

times, thirteen hours ; three times, over thir-

teen hours; three times, fourteen hours; three

times, over fourteen hours; three times, fif-

teen hours; three times, over fifteen hours;

four times, sixteen hours; eight times, over

sixteen hours; five limes, seventeen hours;

four times, over seventeen hours; once, eigh-

teen hours; twice, over eighteen hours; once,

nineteen hours; once, tweuty hours ; once,
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twenty-two hours; once, twenty-four hours;

once, twenty-eight hours. The same gentle-

man says he has had communication with

other train hands that have been on continu-

ous duty still longer—several who have been

from eighteen to over forty hours with their

trains, and with some who have been with

special and other trains for a whole week

without having their clothes off. He speaks

of signalmen who were on duty twelve hours

each day, without any time being given for

taking their meals; others who had worked

ae high as eighteen hours continuously, and

many others who were on duty from twelve to

seventeen hours daily; Sundays included.

If this practice is general on the English

railways, we think that country would be a

very proper place for missionary labor —Chris

tian and humanitarian included. Advanced
civilization results in getting up societies for

the prevention of cruelty to animals; when it

advances a step further, it will make a proper

effort for the protection of the human animal

employed in railway operation. Where' men
are thus outrageously overworked, is it any

wonder that disasters occur, that trains run

into each other, that boilers are burst, and

that trains run off the track ? The public can

never expect to be carried safely while any

such practices are allowed, and any company
allowing them to exist would be amenable for

the results of accidents or disasters occurring

therefrom, as from the use of unsafe materials.

Men and material must be considered alike in

railway management; they ought not to be

made to do duty beyond the safe limit ot

strength, common humanity and common pru-

dence suggesting that limit.

—

Railway Times.

WoDden Railway ill Canada.

A wooden railway on the 4-feet 8 J inch

gauge is being constructed from the town of

Soiel, at the confluence of the Richelieu river

with the St Lawrence, through Drummop.d-
ville, to Arlhabaska, Province of Quebec, by

Mr. L. A. Senecal, contractor. The Montreal

Herald gives a long account of a recent trip

on the line. Upwards of 2,000 men were at

work, and the rails are laid on a large portion

of the road. An experimental trip was made,

the train going at the rate of twenty-five

miles per hour, and running with remarkable

smoothness. The journal quoted turnishes

the following particulars: "The ties, which are

of hemlock and tamarac, are now brought

down on trucks from the woods through which

the railway runs; tbey are put on a rollway,

run up to most ingenious circular saws, so

gauged that at one operation they are mor-

tised the proper depth and distance, not the

difference of a hair breadth being found be-

tween one and another. As fast as they are

cut, and the operation is very fast indeed, the

prepared ties are rolled over to a different

siding from thai on which they are received,

an oidinary circular saw sides them, and they

are loaded up to be run out to the place where
tbey are wanted. The wedges for laying up
the rails are also prepared here. The rails

are of maple, four by seven inches, and four-

teen feel long, the gauge of the line being 4

feet 8} inches. The cost of the line, in which

cost are included stations (nine in number),
car and locomotive depot, engine and repair-

ing shops, engine and lender, two passenger

cars, eight grain cars, and twenty-five wood
cars, is $3,000 a mile, in full for all but the

Yamaska bridge, which cost $35,000. It

should be mentioned that land damages, fen-

ces, etc., are included, also, in this amount.

Accidents to Hallway Structures.

tKromapaper read before the American Society of Civil

Engineers by Mr. Thomas C. Clarke.]

Railway accidents may be roughly classified

as follows

:

I. Running off the track from breakage of

parts of engines or cars; breakage or dis-

placement of rails; malicious or accidental

obstructions on the track.

II. Collisions from disregard or misunder-
standing of signals ; overcrowding from badly

arranged time tables; misplaced switches;

accident to train on one track, throwing it in

the way of train on the other.

III. Failure of structures from decay or

original bad design; shocks from breakage of

machinery, causing trains to run off track

while crossing, or from collisions on bridge.

It has been observed that the most disas-

trous accidents have resulted from an unfore-

seen combination of two or more of the above
causes. The late appalling accident on the

Hudson River Railway is an illustration of

this, aa it was a combination of all three of

the above principal causes.

The primary cause was the breaking of the

axle under the oil car. According to the evi

dence of Mr. Toucey, superintendent of the

railway, broken axles have been known to run
twenty miles before being discovered, "the

frozen ground keeping it up; in this case it

evidently dropped through the bridge." The
second cause, therefore, was failure of a struc-

ture from shock caused by breakage of ma-
chinery. This threw the car from one track

over upon the other, and a collision resulted,

aggravated in its consequences by the pres-

ence ot petroleum, and from its being upon
a wouden structure which quickly burned
down.
Much severe criticism has been passed upon

the company, because the "safety signal," as

it is said, "lured the train to destruction."

It appears to have been overlooked that the

same unhappy result would have followed if

the s'gnal lamp had been entirely removed,
when winter changed the bridge from a move-
able draw to a fixed structure. Moreover, a
collision would have taken place on a fixed

bridge where there never was any signal if

the broken car had happened to cross one. In
fairness to the employees of the railway, the

accident should not be attributed to a disre-

gard or misunderstanding of signals. The
combination of a broken axle, a bridge, a car
laden with petroleum, an express train coming
up at the same moment, were all required to

cause this dreadful event.

The object of the present paper is merely to

consider one of these points, and to discuss

the questions, whether bridges as now con-
structed are sources of danger, and, if so, can
the chances of accident therefrom be reduced
by different forms o*' construction ?

It is believed that there is no instance of a
bridge, designed by an American civil engi-

neer, having broken down from bad design,

or insufficient material, as did the Dee bridge
iu England, designed by Robert Stevenson.

All the trdge accidents in this country, it

is believed by the writer (and if mistaken he
hopes some member will correct the state-

ment), have occurred either from the falling

of temporary trestle work, or from weakness
caused by decay, or from sudden shocks occur-
ring when trains have run off the track. Our
bridges, both of wood and iron, are safe so
long as the trains remain upon the track.
How many of them are absolutely safe under
all circumstances? If not, how can we make

tbem so ? or at least diminish the chances of

accident? This is the practical question.

It was a practice in English bridge con-

struction, introduced by Brunei, and now fall-

ing into disuse, to make the platform of a

bridge in the shape of a trough, which was

tilled with gravel or broken stone ballast, and
the ties laid in it, just as on earthworks.

The reasons given by Mr. Brunei for this

were as follows

:

1. To enable the alignment and level of the

rails to be maintained by the same men and
wilh the same tools as on other parts of the

line.

2. To prevent concussion when a train came
upon a bridge, as there was no change in the

nature of the support given the rails.

3. To preve'it vibration being transmitted

to the ironwork of the bridge.

4. In case of trains getting off the rails, to

prevent their plowing through the flooring.

5 To protect timber flooring from fire.

6. To provide for changes of length caused

by temperature.

7. To increase dead weight on short spans

so that there might be no jar from tbe rapidly

applied load of a locomotive.

It was Brunei's belief that the cost of the

extra material required to support the ballast

was more than compensated by the above ad-

vantiges.

Most American engineers would say that

the first object was of little consequence; that

the second and third are equally well pro-

vided for by a wooden system of flooring ; that

to use ballast for the fifth would do more harm
than good, because the timber and plank

would rot unseen; the sixth can be accom-

plished more easily in other ways; and that

the seventh had better be attained by making
the ironwork heavier. The fourth, that of

preventing trains plowing through the floor,

ought to be accomplished at any cost. But

let us examine if there be not a belter way.

The weight of the ballast itself averages

about 500 pounds per foot run, and that of

the additional parts of the platform necessary

to support it about 500 pounds more. In

other words, it weighs as much as the iron-

work of an American truss bridge of 150 feet

spin, or an English plate girder of 110 feet

span This great addition of dead weight has

prevented its adoption here, and caused its

disuse in England. The object which it was

intended to accomplish was excellent, and it

is to be feared that this has been too much
neglected in the rough and ready style of con-

struction adopted iu our earlier bridges at

least.

If the train jumps the track while crossing,

it falls through a space equal to

The bight of rail 4} inches.
" track stringer 12 "

-6} "
cross tie.

22 inches

in all upon the floor beams, which, in most

cases, would either be broken outright by the

shock, or crowded apart by the wheels of the

engine, so that it would drop through the

bridge.

The arrangement of platform on most iron

bridges is still more dangerous, as the fl )or

beams, though of iron, are placed in pairs to-

gether, and from 10 to 15 feet apart, so that

there is nothing to prevent the engine from

dropping between them if it once leaves the

rails.

There is a mode of construction which is in

use upon some of the Pennsylvania coal roads,

which is much better provided to secure safety
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in the case of trains leaving the rails. The
track stringers are numerous, and are strong
enough to resist a severe shock. The ties are

made of 4x12 inch plank, on edge, placed 6

or 8 inches apart, and blocked between every
one, both at each end and under the rails. It

will be observed

:

1. That the distance that the wheels can
fall can not exceed the higbt of the rail, or 4}
inches.

2. That the platform is broad enough to

support the wheels even if the train is off the

track.

3. That the ties are so close that the wheels
can not drop between them, and being firmly

blocked, can not be crowded apart so as to

leave a space through which a car or engine
may fall.

In addition to this, there should be heavy
guard timbers on each side, to prevent the en-
gine striking the trusses of the bridge before
its motion is arrested. There should also be
a few planks spiked together lengthwise, so as

to support the track in case of an axle or

wheel breaking.

If such an arrangement does not insure
perfect safety, it certainly diminishes the
chances of danger far below those which are
inseparable from the Btyle of construction
which it is believed is commonly used in this

country.

As the one object of bridge building is to

insure the safety of what is carried across the
bridge, it would seem desirable that some of

the superfluous talent which fills our engineer-
ing papers and magazines with elaborate cal-

culations upon the strength of the parts of the
main trusses of bridges, none of which were
-ever known to fail, should be diverted to draw-
ing the attention of railway managers to a
safer construction of the floor system than
now prevails.

« m

Philadelphia Industries.—A Philadelphia
paper states that in that city there are eight
thousand establishments in which persons are
employed at wages in productive or manufac-
turing industry; and the value of this pro-

duct for the current year can not be less than
three hundred and fifty millions of dollars.

It was three hundred and twenty-five millions
for the year ending June 30, 1870, and it is

at least ten per cent, greater for this current
year (1871). A hundred thousand men and
forty thousand women find steady employ-
ment and liberal wages in this industry, re-

ceiving no less than sixty millions of dollars
in money for their labor in the course of the
year. And of this product of three hundred
and fifty millions of exchangeable merchan-
dise, not less than one hundred and fifty mil-

lions in value go to comparatively distant
markets to lie consumed, bringing back a net
revenue in money and valuable exchanges
immense in their aggregate amount.

Eighteen hundred of these factories are
driven by steam power, the aggregate of this

power being that of fifty thousand horses.

This is not large in proportion to the number
of establishments, but it is a respectable ad-
junct to the one hundred thousand men and
forty thousand women whose labor is employ-
ed. Looms, spindles, lathes, planes, and
steam-driven machines of a hundred sorts
number in all more than two hundred and
fifty thousand, and by their aid one man now
makes nearly twice as much in value as in

1860.

—

Artisan.

' Rich tin mine samples, assaying forty
per cent , have been discovered near Oeden.
Utah.

5
' '

New Atmospheric Brake.

The Pittsburg &ConnellsviIle Railroad Com-
pany have been trying a new air-brake. It is

called the Smith patent, and is claimed to be
a better one than any now in use. A descrip-

tion of this apparatus, which it is asserted,

can stop in a few seconds a train of cars at

full speed, is as follows :

On the risht-hand side of the locomotive,
fastened to the running-board, and under the

inspection of the engineer, is an upright, di-

rect air pump which is operated by steam sup-

plied from the boiler, and pumps air into a
reservoir hanging under the cab of the loco-

motive. This pump is entirely self-acting,

and whenever there is a deficiency of pressure

in the air-reservoir it commences working un-

til the equilibrium is restored. Under each
car of the train is a cylinder firmly bolted in

such a position that its piston acts directly on
the lever used for the ordinary hand-brake,
but does not at all interfere with its use by
hand.

The pressure of the air is conducted to

these cylinders from the reservoir under the

locomotive by a line of gas-pipe, three-quar-

ters of an inch in diameter, running the en-

tire length of the train, and the connection
with one cylinder is made from the main line

with an elbow one-quarter of an inch in di-

ameter. From each end of the car the pipes

are extended by three-ply rubber hose, which
are connected when the cars are coupled to-

gether. Should a car become detached, the

valves of the coupling immediately close, the

brake continues applied, and the car is pre-

vented from running back on a grade. An
air-gauge placed immediately above the

steara-gaoge indicates to the engineer the

quantity of pressure in the reservoir, and the

management of the train is placed in the en-

gineer's hands by mesins of a three-way cock.

At a recent trial of this brake on the Mis-

souri Pacific Railroad, a train, 300 feet long,

traveling at a speed of 34 miles an hour, was
stopped in 20 seconds, at a distance of 1,000
feet from the point where the brake was ap-

plied. The train traveling at the same rate

was subsequently stopped by brakesmen with

a hand-brake; but 45 seconds were required,

and the cars continued in motion for 1,750

feet.— Exchange.

Railroad Items.

— At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Ohio & Mississippi Railroad, on the 12th inst.,

in this city, Daniel Torrance, and Allan

Campbell of New York, were re-elected direc-

tors, and Albert N. Christie elected director

in place of W. D. Griswold, who declined a

re-election. These gentlemen were elected

for four years, three directors in this company
being elected annually. At a meeting of the

board held subsequently Daniel Torrance was
elected president, and A. N, Christie vice

president for the ensuing year.

— The Hannibal & Central Missouri Rail-

road, built in the interests of the Toledo, Wa-
bash & Western Railway, is now open from
Hannibal to Moberley, on the North Missouri

Railroad, and arrangements are in progress

which will secure the passage of through cars

from Kansas City to New York, via Hannibal
and Toledo. This new route will be seventy
miles shorter than that via Chicago, and seven
miles shorter than that via St. Louis and the

lines controlled by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company.

— Trains are now running on the Michi-
gan Lake Shore Railroad from Muskegon to

Kalamazoo, a distance of 86 miles Clo3e
connections are made at Kalamazoo with
trains of the Grand Rapids & Indiana and
Michigan Central Railroads, and at Allegan
with Kalamazoo division of Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern.

— The tracklayers on the Northern Pacific

Railroad laid three miles of track September
28, and are rapidly approaching the Red
river. Workmen will begin immediately on
the Dacotah division, 200 miles of which is

under contract.

— Trains on the Burlington & Missouri

River Railroad, in Nebraska, are now running
40 miles beyond Dorchester, the former ter-

minus. There are three stations on the ex-

tension now opened—one 15 miles, the second
31 miles, and the last 40 miles from Dorches-

ter—but no names have been fixed for the

stations.

— Bids for building thfl bridge across the

Missouri at Leavenworth, Kansas, were opened
recentLy. The successful bidder was B. Boom-
er, of Chicago, his bid being $850,000 for tho

bridge complete, including the approaches,

the bridge to be finished within twelve months.
Gen. W. W. Wright will be chief engineer.

—Trains are now run on the Gilman, Clin-

ton & Springfield Railroad from Gilman to

Mount Pulaski, a distance of 87J miles, and
it is expected that the whole line through to

Springfield, Illinois, will be completed during
current month.

— A railway is to be carried to the top of

the Swiss mountain in Right. It is already

opened to the height of 4,000 feet.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

SSBTlie attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to tlie record of
work done, and to thefact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle at stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FARWELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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A Continued View of Ruilroad Operations
and tneir Results.

In our last two articles we have endeavored

to give a view, not merely of the increase of

railroads in this country, but of the relative

increase of their business and their profits.

Whoever has read those articles will be con-

vinced that the idea that railroads taken in

the aggregate are not profitable is a delusion
;

and will be equally convinced that the future

of railroads is most brilliant. If, as we have

shown, the business of railroads increases

much faster than the population of the coun-

try, if each year gives a certain fixed increase

to that business, and if this increase gives a

pro rata profit, increasing faster than the in-

crease of business, then it follows inevitably

that if a railroad in a growing part of the

country yields only 4 or 5 per cent, this year,

it will in a very few years yield 10 or 12. We
may illustrate what we have said and proved

in former articles by the following table

:

Cost. Gross rects Expenses. Net.

Railroad A in 1870 $1,000,000 $100,0011 $60,000 840,000
" •' 1880 " 180,000 108,000 72,000
" «' 1890 " 200.0U0 150,000 104,000

The profits of the road are:

In 1870 4 percent.
In 1880 7.2 •'

In 1800 10.4 "

This gives more than 7 per cent average

in the 20 years ;
and hence the road at the

end is one of the most profitable pieces of

property in the country. This is the average

increase in business and profits, as determined

by our tables, and we believe the average re-

sults of those tables are a minimum. A more

detailed examination would, we think, give

even better results. Bat in the above table

we have assumed only 4 per cent, as the pre-

sent net profit. In fact, two-thirds of the

roads of the country yield more than 6 per

cent. Let us take 6 per cent, as the present

net profits, and taking the known elements

calculate the result in 20 years. It is this :

Cost. Gr. rects. Expenses Net.

Railroad A in 1870 $1,000,000 $150,0011 $90,000 $ISH,l<00
" " 1880 " 270,000 162.U10 108,000
" *' 1690 • >• 390,000 234,000 150,000

The percentage of dividends then would be :

In 1870 6 per cent.
In I860 10.8 »
In 1890 15.0 «•

Average 108 "

While the stockholders on this road have

been receiving an average of 10 per cent.,

they find it yielding 15 per cent, at the end of

twenty years. This is no more than some

roads in this country have done, and no more

than full half of them will do.

Now we have Bhown in former tables that

the present net receipts of all the railroads in

this country is 7£ percent. Make J percent.

a contingent fund, and take 7 per cent as the

present profit on $2,400,000,000 (two thousand

four hundred million dollars) invested in

railroad property in this country; what then

is the result of twenty years' operations? It

is this:

Am'n
R. R.'s
in Cost. Gross rects. Expenses. Net.

1870 $2,400,000,000 $420,000,000$252,000,000$l68,d00,000
18f0 " 750,000,0110 453,600,1 00 302,400,000
1890 " 1,092,000,000 655,200,090 432,800,000

This gives 18 percent, on all existing roads

at the end of 1890, and 12J per cent, average

dividends on all existing railroads for the next

twenty years. If no more railroads are made

this will be the sure and inevitable result; but

railroads are making at the rate of 6,000 miles

each year, and we imagine that some of these

will compete with others. But we have no

reason to believe that what has been the ex"

perience often years of railroading, in which

some unnecessary roads have been made, and

a very extravagant expenditure ot money, will

not be at least as favorable in the next ten

years. On the contrary, we believe that it

will be much more favorable. We have no

more a great war on our hands, nor any pros-

pect of any. Hence, we think the results of

the next ten years will be much more favor-

able.

It may be objected, how do you know that

the progress of railroads and the increase of

railroad business will be as great as they have

been ? Our evidence is experience, and that

experience has been so uniform that we have

no reason to doubt that it will continue, at

least for many years to come. For example,

the population of the United States has in-

creased since 1790 (now eighty years) at a

uniform rale of 33 per cent, each ten years.

The war reduced that rate something in the

last decade; but immigration is now fast in-

creasing, and population increasing probably

as fast as ever. The rate will not seriously

diminish till our new lands are exhausted,

and that will not be till at least another gene-

ration has grown up. The population, then)

being supposed to continue at the same rate,

we have already shown that the business of a

completed railroad in full operation increases

about 8 per cent, each year, or about 80 per

cent, in ten years, and that this is the inevita-

ble result of increased production ; for after

the wants of a people are supplied, all raised

over that is surplus, and that surplus makes

the tonnage of railroads, and therefore adds

as much each year to the business of the roads.

In the same manner increased population and

business increases wealth, and with it the

number of passengers. Thus it is not difficult

to see that the existing railroads must in-

crease immensely in both business and profits.

But there will be new railroads built, what is

the prospect for them and the capital invested

in them ? There will be many new roads, and

there ought to be; but the same reasoning

applies to them, except when they have been

foolishly and unreasonably built in direct con-

tact and competition with other roads, and

that we do not suppose. Some of the new

roads now about to be made, such as the

Great Northern, will pass through a fertile

country, fast increasing in population, and

not sufficiently near any other road to meet

with serious competition. Such roads will,

when completed, begin with a fair business

and be certain to increase it until it yields 12

or 15 per cent.

This is the inevitable conclusion from the

facts we have stated, and which can not be

controverted, because they result from the

unimpeachable evidence of railroad experi-

ence.

— Upon the application of James E. Tyson,

of Baltimore, an injunction order has been
granted by the United States Circuit Court,

prohibiting any consolidation of the Virginia

and Tennessee Railroad Company with other

roads, and the issuing and selling of bonds
and securing the same by lien upon the stock.

The order will be heard on the 20th inst. The
charge is that the President and officers pro-

pose to issue bonds to the amount of eight

millions, securing the same on the consoli-

dated roads and their earnings, including the

Virginia and Tennessee, South Side and Nor-
folk, and Petersburg roads, under the name
of the Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio Railroad
Company.

— Don Cameron and other Pennsylvania
capitalists have bought the Blue Ridge Rail-

road, South Carolina, and upon the recom-
mendation of Col. J. P. Low, their chief en-

gineer, have resolved to change the gauge to

three ieet throughout the entire line. The
seaboard terminus of the road will be at the

port of Charleston. The engineer's estimates

indicate that a business which would pay only

3 per cent dividends if the road be completed
on the broad gauge plan will suffice to pay 7

per cent on the cost of the narrow gauge.
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An "Open Letter" from Edward I>. Mims-
fielri, of Cincinnati, to Edward Atkin-
son, of Boston.

Morrow (Wnrrpn Co.), Ohio,

October 17, 1871.

Mr. Edward Atkinson,

Sear Sir

:

—I am obliged to yon for culling

my attention to your able and interesting arti-

cle on the tariff, in the Atlantic Magazine. I

have no personal interest in either commerce
or manufactures, and am afraid that the con-

ductors of periodicals will find no profit in pub-

lishing my articles. I am only interested in

behalf of the small farmers and workingmen
who make up three-fourths of the voters, and

whose direct interest it is to maintain the

tariff at the highest revenue point, which, if it

be properly arranged, will be protective. I

have read your article with as much care as

I had time for, and hope you will pardon a

few cursory notes.

1. I was charged with not knowing what
" free trade " was, and I asked for a defini-

tion. I don't think you have given it, except

in the very way in which I understood it to

be—the abolition of restrictions upon trade.

Page 461 (of the Atlantic), you say "There
must be the utmost liberty in making exchan-

ges." When I affirmed that this was free trade,

it was denied, and I am glad to see that, so far

as the broad principle is concerned, we under-

stand it alike. According to this theory of non-

restriction, one dollar of a tax on trade is a re-

striction. To this ultra extent no nation has

adopted the theory of free trade, and probably

none ever will. If you admit the right of the

Government, either moral or political, to levy

one dollar on trade, you admit its right to levy

whatever it may deem expedient. It becomes

a question of expediency only. And now to

the principle : I deny that it is either right or

expedient to admit unlimited free trade with

foreign nations. In this vast continent, four

times as large as Great Britain, Prance, Ger-

many and Italy, we can and ought to raise

and make everything we need, except, per-

haps, coffee and spices. If we can, then what

need of free trade with foreign nations ? Free

trade in ideas and people we have, and, there-

fore, there is no danger of our not having

intercourse enough with the world To begin

at the very beginning, I am opposed to un-

restricted free trade with foreign nations; and

so wa3 Jefferson, and Madison, Hamilton and
Wolcott, Clay and Lincoln. I do not think

that authorities settle principles; but I do be-

lieve that these distinguished statesmen under-

stood the nature and condition of their coun-

try as well as we do.

I am not opposed to free trade jn order to

protectour infant manufactures, for our rnanu-

factures are no longer infant; nor am I very

careful to protect large capital in manufac-

tures, for capital will take care of itself,

There are some faclurcs (as you properly call

them) in which the capital does need protec-

tion and the laborers. I am opposed to un-

restricted free trade with other nations, be-

cause I wish to develop American industry;

because I wish to keep the American laborer

in his present good condition; and because I

don't believe ssvapping jackets with foreign

nations is the best kind of business Here I

must turn one moment to what you think the

elements of political economy. Your article

is evidently based on the idea that commerce

is the great end of political economy. But

you are well aware that the greatest writers

on political economy are not agreed to that

Nay, they are not agreed upon an) thing which

may be regarde'd as axiomatic or vital in po-

litical economy. The system to which you

are attached was chiefly advocated by the

Italians, and probably had its origin in the

splendid commerce of Venice and Genoa.

The French economists hold wealth to arise

from land, a very opposite system to the mer-

cantile. Adam Smith, the greatest of English

writers, places wealth in the products of labor,

but he is not very definite, and says, "that the

real wealth of a country consists in the annual

produce of the land and labor.'' You see that

commerce is not considered by the greatest of

economists as the chief source of wealth.

Wealth itself is simply the surplus of produc-

tion over consumption.

Yon say (on page 460), " The most ample

consumption of every article called for by

men, at the cost of the least possible effort to

obtain it, is the end sought by the free trade

economist." If th'13 definition is to be taken

literally, then the fire at Chicago was attain-

ing the great end of free trade economy ! for

certainly it was a most ample consumption,

and it will require much production and much
commerce to replace it. This, too, is strictly

consistent with the commercial theory of free

trade, because that theory assumes that com-

merce is the great end to be attained ; but in

fact consumption is not the end to be attained,

as you will admit, when you consider that the

consumption of products may be doubled and

yet no surplus remain. Consumption is sim-

ply destruction, while the real end of economy

is to save a surplus from thai destruction. I

maintain that the increase of National Indus-

try is the best means of increasing a surplus,

which constitutes national wealth.

I merely cite these principles of political

economy here, to show that the questions at

issue do not refer merely to details of a tariff

(which I date say are often mistaken or erro-

neous), but to the greater question of national

economy. Now let me return to the practical

questions of the day, in which those who read

or talk on this subject are chiefly interested.

2. It can not be denied that a tariff on for-

eign iperchandise is an indirect tax ; that is,

I am not obliged to wear foreign cloths, nor

even to wear broadcloth at all; consequently,

I am not obliged to pay any tariff on broad-

cloth When you tell me it is a tax, I reply

that it is a tax I am not obliged to pay, while

the tax which the State of Ohio levies on my
house and land I am obliged to pay. Now I

prefer an indirect tax, where I haye some

freedom of choice, to a direct tax on property.

Further, I wish that every dollar of ouhlic

revenue was raised from the tariff. You ad-

mit, and all sensible men do, that the govern-,

ment must have a given sum of money in

order to pay its expenses and maintain it-i in-

tegrity. If so, then the only question is, how

shall that money be raised ? You give up all

your definition of free trade; you admit that

the government must raise a large sum by the

tariff. We quit, therefore, the whole field of

abstract political economy, of free trade and

of commerce, and come square down on the

fact that we must raise a sum of money by

the tariff. Accordingly (on pages 478-9) you

have given a budget, by which you propose to

raise $235,000,000—an amount which I think,

after this year, will perhaps be sufficient. Of

thi3, you propose to raise $110,000,000 by the

tariff. This gives up all idea of free trade as

you have defined it, and brings us down to

the sober realities of the situation. But when

we pome to the how of raising this great sum,

I differ from you a3 much as on general prin-

ciples. You propose to keep no less than

$50,000,000 tax on coffee, tea and sugar.

This is the heaviest tax laid on farmers and

workingmen of any in the whole list of tariff

duties. Investigate the subject, and you will

find it so. But, continuing this tax is only

half the burden you propose to lay on farmers.

Take, for instance, the farmers of Scioto, Law-

rence, Gallia, Jackson, Vinton, Athens, Meigs,

Washington, Muskingum, Montgomery, Ma-

honing, Trumbull, and many other counties

in Ohio, where do they sell their surplus pro-

ducts, which is their wealth ? They sell them

to the workmen in iron. But, in order to get

the tariff down to $110,000,000, you kindly

propose to take the tax off from foreign iron,

but leave it on their comforts and necessities!

To me, this is monstrous. What effect will

taking the tariff off from foreign manufacture

have? Either the quantity of manufactured

products will be reduced, or the wages of the

laborer will be reduced. I am opposed to

either result. The capitalist will take care of

himself; but what will become of the laborer ?

You say that the object is to increase con-

sumption, and that is done by cheapening the

cost. The central idea of tree trade is to

cheapen, and it is utterly impossible to cheapen

American manufactures without cheapening

American labor, and reducing the condition

of laborers to something near that of those in

Europe. That I do not wish to see.

3. I now call your attention to some state

ments of fact and illustration. On page 463.

you refer to locomotives and cars, the materi-

als of which have high tariff duties upon them
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This is true ; but I am informed by au eminent

railroad man that he can buy locomotives as

cheap to-day as before the present tariff was

laid; and, moreover, we actually export loco-

motives and cars. This illustration, there-

fore, if it have any weight, is most decidedly

in favor of the present tariff.

Again, oo page 469, you give a table of the

number of sheep in Ohio—which table, by the

way, has been going through the papers, as if

it meant anylhiug. Now what was the fact?

Sheep in Ohio in 1860 3,368,174
" " 1870 5,052,028

Increase 46 per cent.

Increase of population J5 per cent.

Don't you think the sheep increased fast

enough? but you take intermediate years, and

find that in 1867-68 sheep were much more

numerous—compare by them. Do you not

know that in the war there was a sudden and

great demand for blankets and woolen cloth

ing, which stimulated all forms of woolen pro-

duction? This was the simple fa'ct, and sheep

and wool are now merely returning to their

normal couditiun. That is all of it. But your

idea is, that if the wool duty were taken off,

we should import more foreign wool, and thus

aid the American manufacturer. I had the

curiosity to lock into this, and the result is

exactly the contrary. Take the following im-

portation of wool into this country :

Pounds.

In 1859, before tariff of 1863 4,000,000
' " 1860-1, " 'Mi 5,000,000

" 1870,
" " 49,000,000

The tariff has not obstructed the importa-

tion of a pound of wool, but it has enabled the

government to raise a revenue from it, where

it raised little or none before. The farmers

may demand a higher tariff, but they will not

accept a lower one.

4. The purchasing value of labor in Europe

is not, as you suppose, two-thirds of what it is

in this country, but only half. This is proved

by Wells' Tables, but much better by Mr.

Hewitt's Report, who is by far tbe best au-

thority.

You allude to the small cost of manufac-

turing cotton cloth. This may be so, but it is

the exception to fabrics in general. Take an

average of iron, wood, woolen and other manu-
factures, and you will fiud that the cost of

labor is far the greatest part of the whole.

Even so simple a thing as pig iron (which

some persons absurdly call a raw material) is

in its production three-fourths labor, and you

will observe that reducing the duty from $9 to

$7 per ton has already much increased the

imports.

5. Perhaps I ought to stop here ; but I wil

notice some of the misrepresentations in the

same number of the Free Trader which con-

tains your article. For example, they declare

that ship building has declined, and do it by

contrasting alternate years. This is one of the
|

examples which the free traders are fond of

handing round, and I am equally glad to show

up. Now the fact is that ship building, in a

fair sense, has not declined; acd I submit for

proof the reports of the Bureau of Statistics

Ship building refers to all those kinds of ves-

sels which are built to go upon the ocean

These are of several kinds. One of them, and

that the least' class (ocean packets, or ships

technically) has declined, while the aggregate

tonnage has increased. The present tariff

was enacted in 1863, and has been amended

since. The following table gives the tonnage

of ship building before the tariff, and since the

present tariff, excluding canal boats, sloops

and steamers (not ocean):

Number of brigs, ships, barks and
schooners built ii 1860, '61 and '62, 1,319

do. in 1868, '69, '70 1,972

Increase in number 653

The increase of tonnage is nearly or quite

as great. This is an increase of nearly 50 per

cent, in the real ship building of the country.

But the free trader says, "the ships" haye de-

clined. Very little, and lee us see why. The

building of the largest class of ocean ships

declined in the years I have mentioned in the

ratio of 282 to 244, which is 15 per cent.

Why? Because iron and labor are on the

Clyde at half the cost that they are in. this

country. While that remains a fact, you will

not increase ship building if you abolish the

whole tariff.

Take another example. The Free Trader

says that iron was $27 per ton, and is now $37

per ton. I suppose it means to say that the tariff

raised iron $10 per ton. In 1859-60 pig iron

ranged in the Cincinnati market from $26 to

$36, averaging about $30. In the last two or

three years it has been at times as low as that.

I might pursue these special examples to any

length; but I should only be pursuing the

tortuous windings of ignorant error. And

now do you think the intelligent gentlemen of

the Free Trade League can gain anything in

this enlightened country by misstating facts ?

I should advise them to look the truth in the

face and say that, "according to the theory

of free trade it is better to lay direct taxes on

our lands and houses than to put any restric-

tion on trade; it is better to buy broadcloths

and carpets cheap than to encourage Ameri-

can farmers to raise sheep, or American labor-

ers to live comfortably; it is better to tax the

farmer for the comforts of his life, than to

raise up a market for his products ; it is better

to encourage "consumption" which destroys,

than it is to encourage industry, which creates

wealth." This is the real theory of free trade

put in plain terms, and I confess that I see

nothing either pleasing or profitable in that

theory. Let me say, that if success does not

always prove the merits of a man, it does

prove the merits of a system of economy.

Since the war closed, under the present tariff

and currency, we have been successful beyond

all precedent. Our currency is uniform; our

commerce with foreign nations has greatly

expanded; our factories are active and pro-

ductive
; our minps of iron and coal are yield-

ing wealth beyond those of gold and silver.-

So far as material interests go, this nation is

greatly prosperous. In this state of affairs, I

ask why should we change our policy ? Is

there any better rule for any of us than to be

satisfied with "well off"?

No one need be troubled about getting any

reasonable reduction of taxes Congress will

without doubt, reduce the tariff raised on many
articles, and reduce all taxes to the needs of

an economical administration of government;

but I trust and believe that Congress will

never repeal the policy of protection, so far

as it can be had by discriminating duties, and

that no legislation will diminish the rewards

of American labor.

Let me say that political economy can never

become a science till statistics has fii'Bt be-

come a science. Statistics are the premises

on which political economy reasons, and with-

out premises (that is, axioms), how can there

be a science? When a writer says that land

or labor or commerce are the sole source of

wealth, we ask why? How do you demon-

strate it ? Each one comes, like a theologian,

with his dogmas on trade, aud is very much
astonished that you are not convinced I Why
should you be if he gives you no facts, no pre-

mises ? The fads of society, just as it exists,

are the premises. Statistics are prior to

political economy. The needs of society are

prior to any philosophy.

In conclusion, I may say that I am clearly

convinced that the best interests of the farm-

ers and workicgraen of this country will be

promoted by at least a moderate protection of

American labor; that the tariff is the best

form ot taxation ; and that we have nu inter-

est in extending foreign commerce beyond its

present bloated and enormous magnitude.

I am glad that you and other thinking men

are examining this subject, and hope that our

beloved country may reap benefit from your

labors.

Yours respectfully,

E >w. D. Mansfield.

In an article upon the merits of the Atlantic,

Duluth & Pacific line, published last month,

it was s]ated that the China, a new steamship

of that line, had been built at Buffalo with

capital furnished by the Pennsylvania Rail'

road Company. A letter from Jos. D. Potts,

president of the Erie & Western Transporta-

tion Company, says that this statement was
erroneous, and that the whole capital for

buildin" the new vessels, as well as for the

purchase of other steamboats, also for the

construction of wharves and elevators at Erie,

has been furnished by the Erie & Western

Transportation Company, who owns the stock

of the Atlantic, Duluth & Pacific line.
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KENTUCKY RAILROAD INTERESTS.

Kentucky & Great Eastern Kailway,

ITS CREAT NECESSITY.

SPIRIT OF THE CANVASS I !

Obstruction lo Trade and Travel by Low
Water—A Kallroad Swenarj.

(From the Miysville Bulletin.]

The continued low stage of water in the

Ohio river has rendered navigation irregular,

difficult, and to many of the packets, impossi-

ble. It not only is exceedingly inconvenient

to travelers, but a great drawback to com-

merce along the whole line of the river. Im-

mense quantities of heavy freight, iron, coal,

merchandise, &c, are awaiting transportation,

above and below, to the great detriment of

private interests. Between this place and

Cincinnati the tide of travel is to a great ex-

tent thrown upon our railroad, through Car-

lisle and Paris, down the Kentucky Central.

If the Maysville road were now completed to

Paris, it would not only be passengers who
would avail themselves of that means of com-
munication between Maysville and Cincinnati,

but business men would order much of their

freight to be brought and sent over that route.

We have never seen the Ohio river at a lower

stage at this season of the year than it now is.

From well known natural causes, the opening

up of the country, the exposure of the earth's

surface by the clearing away of the forests,

the votume of the water which flows down
the river has for some years steadily di-

minished. High floods in the Ohio are

not as frequent as they were twenty or

more years ago. There is good reason to be-

lieve that navigation on the river will not in

the future be belter than it has been for the

last few seasons A railroad upon the river

is, therefore, a great commercial want, a ne-

cessity which the business men interested feel

every day, and none more than those engaged

in the manufacture of iron and the mining of

coal in the counties above. Immense quanti-

ties of these articles are at the liver bank in

Greenup and Boyd counties, and have been

there for months awaiting shipment, and which

tan not be sent away until the river rises.

These articles, especially coal, are greatly

needed in all the country below. The manu-
facturing interests of Newport and Covington

have been suffering for weeks for want, of sup-

plies of coal, and, perhaps, iron. With a rail-

road along the river bank they need suffer no

such inconvenience for more than a day.

The state of things we have described above

as resuliing from the innavigable condition of

the river, demoni-trales the wisdom of t'te ac-

tion of the people of Mason couniy on Satur-

day last They have shown a y-iel apprecia-

tion of the puolic want?, and voied with sur-

prising unanimity in favor of building u road

which will make business independent of the

vicissitudes of the rivor.

JJortta-easteru Kentucky,

The Greenupsburg Independent has recently

contained several interesting articles upon the

subject of the development of the great mine-
ral riches of that region of the State. It takes

an intelligent view of the subject, and invites

immigration and capital to come and seize

the opportunity of realizing wonderful profits

from the vast mines of wealth which lie un-

developed all around. Nothing will contribute

more to bring about the end desired by the

Independent, than the completion of a line of

railroad running up and down the Ohio river,

and giving to the people of Greenup and the

adjacent country connections with the busi-

ness world both in the east and west. Such
a road will be invaluable t j that part of north-

eastern Kentucky, and will not long leave the

coal fields, iron banks and timber fields which

so abound in thpt region, uninvaded by capi-

tal seeking profitable investment We there-

fore hope soon to see our worthy friend of the

Independent earnestly engaged in arousing

the good people of Greenup county to the

work of aiding in the great enterprise in which

Mason county has just given so signal an evi

dence of her appreciation. The people of

Greenup county, who are so richly blessed with

resources to be made available by enterprise

and capital, can not afford to lose by indif-

ference this splendid chance of having a road

which will be the very best instrumentality of

realizing their highest wishes. They must

help, according to their ability, to make the

road, and the spirited editor of the Indepen-

dent can not better serve the people of Green-

up, than by earnestly preparing them to vote

a moderte subscription to the capital stock of

the Kentucky & Great Eastern Railroad.

[From the Maysville Republican.]

The people of Mason county have spoken

at the polls, and by a handsome majority have

said they desire a railroad from Newport to

Catlettsburgh, and that they are willing to

put up their money to aid in building it, but

they must not sit quietly down and take it for

granled that their work is done. Before we
can secure this great work, other communi-
ties are to be consulted and if possible induced

to vote their money to aid in its construction.

Without their aid the road can not and will

not be undertaken. If they vote their money
the speedy completion of the road is secured.

We are informed that the counties of Boyd,

Greenup and Lewis will be immediately re-

quested to vote appropriations in aid of the

enterprise. The business intercourse between

the people of Lewis and Mason is frequent

and friendly, and every friend of the road in

Mason should use his influence with his Lewis
couniy friend and if possible induce him to

vote for the proposition when submitted to his

peop e. We do not know what sum will be

asked of Lewis county, nor the terms of the

proposition to be submitted to her people, but

suppose she will be asked for one hundred
thousand dollars, one-half to be paid in twenty

year seven per cent, bond?, when the road is

fiuished to Vanceburg, and the balance- in

bonds when the road is finished to the eastern

boundary of the county. This proposition

will be liberal, and secure to the people of

Lewis a railroad which will be invaluable to

them before any bonds are issued, at a cost

per mile about equal to the c.ust of iheir turn-

pike roads. If submitted in this way ihey

ought to vote it, and we predict they will vote

it by a large majority.

The taxable values in Lewis county amount
to nearly two million five hundred thousand

dollars. To meet ihe interest on one hundred
thousand dollars, only thirty cents on the hun-

dred dollars is required. That is, the man
whose property is assessed at one hundred
dollars will pay an annual tax of thirty cents;

one whose property is assessed at one thousand
dollars will pay three dollars annually, and
the fortunate owner of ten thousand dollars

w jrth of property will pay but thirty dollars

per year—much less than the cost of the to-

bacco or spiritous liquors consumed by many
economical and temperate men. This road
runs a distance of forty miles through the

county of Lewis, and will cost, if the people
subscribe one hundred thousand dollars, but
twenty-five hundred dollars per mile for that

entire distance,—the cost of an ordinary turn-

pike road,— and in building the road through
the county the enormous sum of one million

of dollars must necessarily be expended.
When the people of Lewis build a turnpike

they put up their money before the road ia

commenced, and get nothing but the road
when their money is expended In this case

they get a railroad which costs twenty-five

thousand dollars per mile, finished in running
order before they pay a dollar of their money

Moreover, when this road is finished, it is

subject to taxation, and will be assessed for

taxation for all local purposes for all time to-

come. That part of the road within the county
of Lewis will cost, and will be assessed, at one
million dollars. The building of this road
will bring other values into the county, worth

half as much more. The road and these

values will certainly add to the assessments

of the county one and one-half millions of

money which will be assessed to pay the debts

outstanding at this time against the county,

and will pay one-third of that debt, one-third

of the debt of one hundred thousand dollars

created by the subscription to build the road,

and one-third of all debts to be contracted in

future to build turnpike roads and other im-

provements. This being the ease, it is plain

what is lost in taxes one way is gained in

another by the present taxpaye. s f the county.

As we have said, there will be expended in

the construction of the road in the county of

Lewis one million of money, and after it is

completed, to keep it in repair, and in various

ways, lrsm fifty thousand to one hundred
thousand dollars annually for all time to

come. Lewis can furnish of her surplus tim-

ber, which is now without a market, all that

the company will need to build the road and
keep it in repair for years to come. The pro-

fits on this timber will be more than one hun-

dred thousand dollars. The expenditure of

this vast sum of money required to construct

the road through the county will more than

compensate each individual for the tax paid

by him. Taking any view of the case, nothing

can be lost, while much is gained to the peo-

ple of this little county if they vote the propo-

sition.

One Month Longer.—Owing to the bright

prospect of the building of the Kentucky &
Great Eastern Railway, we will continue taking

sheriff's receipts for railroad taxes paid in

Mason and Nicholas counties at par in pay-

ment for new subscriptions to the Republican.

Wr'te your name across the back of the re-

ceipts and send them along at once if you

would avail yourself of this opportunity.

Hit Him Again.—We know of a farmer

—

he lives near this city, and nearly everyoodv

knows him—who brought a drove of higs int. >

Maysville on Monday, bad them weighed an I

took them to the river for shipment to Cincin-

nati. The boat couldn't take them, and Mr.

B drove his hogs back home. On Tuesday

he brought them down again, and met wiih

no belter success. He had the exquisite

pleasure of driving iheui home a second time,

and the Lord only knows when he can get

them ofif to market. Mr. B. was a violent

ami railroad man. We are sorry for him, but

hope our road will soon be built, and then he

won't have any more trouble. Railroad travel

is not aflected by low watsr.
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How otber parts of the State regard oar
Enterprise.

The Lexington Observer & Reporter and
the Frankfort Commonwealth on Friday and
Saturday last, had excellent articles on the
subject of the Kentucky & Great Eastern
Railway, and the vote which the people of

Mason county were about to take in favor of

a subscription of stock to the road. We wish
we had room to transfer both articles, long as

they are, to our columns. The Observer &
Reporter recites with great truth the struggles
which the people of Mason have endured to

secure a road, and compliments them highly

upon the courage and fidelity to their true in-

terests which they have shown in pushing for-

ward the Maysville & Lexington road. It re-

gards the enterprise in whicn they are now
engaged, as one not only of immense future

value to them, but to the interests of the whole
State of Kentucky, and wishes our people suc-

cess in the election. That paper ere this has
heard with what unanimity our people have
voted the subscription of $400,000 to the capi-

tal stock of the Kentucky & Great Eastern
company, and in its liberal and enlightened
views of the value of that enterprise will re-

joice with us over the result

The Frankfort Commonwealth takes pretty

much the same view as the Observer & Re-
porter, but avails itself of the occasion to urge
upon the people of that section to make prac-
tical use of the advantages which the Ken-
tucky & Great Eastern will afford them, and
make the link between Frankfort and Paris

necessary to give them a connection with

Maysville and a short route east. This is the

conclusion of the Commonwealth's article:

"If this enterprise shall go so far in the way
to success as to be let to contract, there can
be no doubt but the Frankfort & Paris Kail-

way, completing the link from Frankfort to

Maysville will be constructed. The very fact

of this possible connection should induce every
effort to complete the Frankfort & Maysville
line. Scott county has voted $300,0(10 for the

purpose, and Bourbon will do the same as soon
as its present board of fogy magistrates can
be got out of the way so as to submit the vote

on the project. Franklin county should noi

be backward in doing its part in helping along
this connection. It will add vastly to our
trade and give us a short route to the east

Then we shall begin to be what we ought now
to be, a brisk, populous and prosperous section
of the State.

Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Blaffs
Railroad*.

Report for the Year Ending March 31,
1871.

—

Consolidations.—This railroad was
originally the property of several distinct cor-

porations, as follows: The
Missouri Valley Railroad Company, from

St. Joseph to Atchison, which railroad was
mainly built by aid from the State of Missouri,

and was by degrees extended to Kansas City,

when it was consolidated with this company;
the

Council Bluffs and St Joseph Railroad Com-
pany, which built the railroad from Council
Bluffs to the southern Kite of Iowa, and the

St, Joseph and Council Bluffs Railroad
Company, which built the link from St. Joseph
to connect with the last named railroad on the
north and with the Valley Railroad on the

south. In 1868 the two companies owning
the line between St. Joseph and Council
Bluffs were consolidated under the name of
St. Joseph and Council Bluffs Railroad Com-
pany, and in 1870 this company was again
consolidated with the

Missouri Valley Railroad Compauy, and
then took the name it now bears.

ROUTE AND RESOURCES.
The main line extends from Kansas City,

Mo , to Council Bluffs, Iowa—205 miles—with
a branch from St Joseph northeasterly to the
Missouri State line, 60 miles, making 265
miles of road.

The main line is all the way upon the bot-

tom land of the Missouri, with scarcely any
grade at auy point, the maximum being about
15 feet. These bottom lands are mainly on
the east side, averaging from seven to nine
miles in width. The road runs nearly through
the middle of them.
The business of the main line of the Bur-

lington and Missouri Railroad runs over this

road from Council Bluffs, about sixteen miles,
and the branch strikes this road at Hamburg,
about fifty miles from Council Bluffs, and runs
up to Nebraska City, about nine miles. The
business of both Hamburg and Nebraska City
the most important points between St. Joseph
and Council Bluffs, has, therefore, to a large
extent, been lost to this company, while rates

have been considerably affected by compe-
tition.

Notwithstanding these and the rapid pro-
gress of improvements by other railways, ma-
terially affecting the revenues, which it was
reasonable to expect that this road would
command, its earnings have been enough to

pay the interest on all its securities, and it

is believed will in the future continue to in-

crease.

RESOURCES AND EARNINGS.
The earnings were from August, 1868, to

March 31, 1870:
From passengers 1581,073 35

" freight 419,682 21
" miscellaneous 51,154 52

Total $1,081,910 08
Operat'g expenses. $611 342 59
Taxes 21,661 21

Boston Office. 9,061 27

Int'st & Exchange.. 400,964 61

$1,043,029 68

Balance to income account... $38,880 40

The earnings for the last fiscal year, bein<*

from April 1, 1870, to April 1, 1871, were:
From passengers $687,178 85

" freight 505,138 54
" miscellaneous 76,185 76
" interest and exchange 3,434 62

Total $1,221,937 77

Operat'g expenses.. $729,802 28

Taxes 31,531 06

Boston Office 8,«87 21

Rents 3,640 57

$773,861 12

$448,076 65

Interest on the bonded debt for

the year is....- 442,833 75

Balance to credit of income for

the year,wiih prior balance...

$5,242 90

38,880 40

Balance of income $44,123 30

It is not easy to compare the earnings of

the last with prior years, because of the con-

solidation and the construction of additional

road between St. Joseph and the State line.

The increase of the year over those of the

prior year, on the whole line, has been
$94,691 98.

In conclusion, President Joy remarks: "It
is not easv to estimate the business of the

present year. As has been stated, the im-
provement of the country along the line is very
rapid. About one-third has been added to the
lands cultivated in the counties through which
the road runs during the past year, and in the
bottom immediately along the road probably
a much larger proportion."

FINANCES.
The bonded debt to date is $5,776,500 00
Capital stock is 2,789,413 66

Total $8,565,913 66

We condense a portion of tie credit items,

as follows :

Cost of construction of 260.2
miles to April 1,

1870 $7,504,404 23
Cost of equipment 533,602 79

$8,038,007 02

Amount expended this year, per Superin-
tendent's report:

For construction $575,831 72
For equipment 130,882 85

Total $70f,714 57

EQUIPMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS
The report of the Superintendent, A. L.

Hopkins, Esq., shows that during the year
there have been added two first class passen-
ger coaches, two locomotives, 100 combination
cars and one wrecking car. The present equip-
ment consists of 21 locomotives, 297 passer*
ger and freight and 83 road cars. The roarij

bed has been kept in a constantly improving
condition, and is in much better order at

present than ever before. The branch road
has been completed to the Iowa State line, and
will soon connect with a branch of the Bur-,

lington and Missouri Railroad from Cresto'
,

built to meet it. A new connection with th-

North Missouri Railroad and a connect! n
with the Kansas City Bridge has been built,

costing $9,648 33, not including right of way,
which is still unsettled The statist cs of the

passenger and freight business were not kept
in such form, previous to the consolidation, as
to admit of a satisfactory comparison.

LAND DEPARTMENT
The lands owned by this company were

principally acquired by the consolidation of
the St. Jos & C B R. Co. and the C. B & St

J. R Co., in 1869, having been donated to the

latter company by the counties in Iowa, and
comprised originally about 6,750 acres, known
as swamp lands, also a number of town lots in

Pacific City, Watson and Corning. The re-

port of the Land Commissioner is made to

April 26, 1871, including twenty-six days of
the present fiscal year.

total sales from april 26, 1869, to
april 26, 1871.

3,597 12100 acres (average per
acre $6 10) $21,939 06

Town lots 1,184 00

Total $22,123 06

Principal unpaid 9,381 24
Total collections on sales as above 14,188 05
Collections on sales by the C. 3 &

St. J. R. Co
,
prior to Nov., 1868 1,090 86

Total receipts $15,278 91

The amount and estimated value of unsold
lands is as follows:

2.681 acres in Pottawattamie Co.,

Iowa, at 84 50 per acre $12,064 50
76£ acres, with sawmill and house

near Bartleit, Fremont Co., la... 2,000 00

222 town lots, aggregated 4,700 00

Total $13,861 50
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Eric Railway.

THE.OWNERS OF THE ERIE ROAD APPROVING THE
ACTS OF THE MANAGERS.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Erie Railway Company was held yesterday

in the offices at Eighth avenue and Twenty-
third street. Shortly before the stockholders

assembled the board of directors met and the

following letter was presented:

To the Board of Directors of ihe Erie Rail-

way Company

:

Gentlemen: The many unjust and unfound-
ed attacks which have been made upon the

act commonly known as the "Classification

Act," although sufficiently answered by the

unanimous action of the stockholders in ac-
' oepting that act, nevertheless seem to make

it desirable that we should show, by some
fresh action, that the law only expresses the

continued wish of the. stockholders of this

company
It has been charged that the object of the

statute was solely to perpetuate the office and
power of the undersigned In fact, we have
always been willing to submit to a vote of the

stockholders, and we beg to offer a practical

test of our readinesB to abide by their deci

sion, for which purpose we now lay before you
our resignations as directors of this corpora-

- tion, a trust which we shall not again take up
unless freely restored thereto by the vote of
the stockholders.

Your obedient servants,

Jay Goold,
James Fisk, Jr.

Frederick A. Lane.

New York, Oct. 10, 1871.

On motion of Mr. Eidridge, seconded by
Mr. Thompson, the resignations (vere accepted.

The secretary was instructed hy the board
to submit to the stockholders the report of the

inve-tigating committee, and the proceedings
had thereon, including the release executed
to Messrs. Qou Id, Fitk, and Lane by vote of

the board of directors.

The board then adjourned until afternoon.

The stockholders' meeting having been
called to order, Mr. Henry W. Ralhbone was
elected chairtran, ami Mr. Simons, secretary.

Mr. Otis presented the report of the board
of directors; and all the proceedings of the
board during the past year were ratified by
the stockholders by unanimous vote. Mr.
Swan, the agent of Heath and Raphael, and
the other adverse English stockholders, and
who holds their proxies, was present during
the stockholders' meeting, and was there al-

most the whole lime of the election.

The vote on ratifying the actinn of the com-
mittee was taken viva voce. A call for the

"nays" failed to elicit any response from Mr.
Swan.
Some German stockholders were also pre-

sent. One .of tbem expressed his hopes that

the adrninislration would succeed in declaring
a dividend for the present year. The German
gentleman took, things pleasantly and hope-
-fully, and went away in good humor.

Resolutions applauding the existing admin-
istration were passed by unanimous vote.

The polls were kept open from 11 until 2,

Messrs. Jay Gould, James Fisk, Jr., and Fred.
A. Lane were elected directors for the fujl

.term of-five years by unanimous vote. Votes
were east upon stock to the amount of over
$33,365,000.

The time of Directors Judge Hilton, Geo.
C. Hull, and M. R. Simons having expired,

they were reelected for the term of three
years.

At the afternoon session of the directors,

Messrs. Gould and Fisk were re-elected presi-

dent and vice president, respectively, and
Messrs. Gould, Fisk, Lane, Archer, and Rams-
dell were eiutinued the executive committee.
—N. Y. Sun, Oct. 11.

National Comi&ierciaB 1'onvenftion.

Report of the Committee on Railroads—
Mr. St annaid, of Missouri, preseuted the fol-

lowing :

To the President of the National Commer-
cial Convention :

Your committee, to whom was entrusted the

general subject of railroads, and the consider-

ation of propositions and resolutions referring

thereto which might be offered in Convention,
have given such deliberation and discussion

to the various subjects presented as has been
possible under the circumstances, and beg
leave to submit their report.

In regard to the subject of narrow gauge
railroads your commiitee recognize ihe topic

as one of commanding importance, and which
has largely occupied the attention of railroad

men within the past few years, and which must
continue to be a subject of great and increas-

ing interest

Earnest views both in favor of narrow gau-
ges and opposed to them were advanced in the

committee, and sustained with great force,

but the committee, from the very great practi-

cal importance of the matter, are yet reluctant

to express a decided opinion for or against
a system whose merits or demerits do not as

yet seem to befascertained by the only infalli-

ble test of practical- use.

The topic was submitted to a sub-committee,
whose report upon that subject was received

and is herein accepted as the report of the

committee as follows—(printed below)—and
in addition to this repoit tiie committee desire

to express a decided conviction, that whatever
gauge may eventually be determined to be the

most desirable, a uniformity of gauge would
be eminently conducive to the convenience
atid accommodation of the wboie business of
the country ; as much consideration as was
practicable rfas given to the existing dispro-

portion between local and ihrough freights ex-

hibited in the freight, and passenger tariffs of

the various railroad, companies, and your
committee are of the opinion that a very di-

vided diminution of the disproportion between
local and through freights would be affected

without injury to the interests of railroads,

while it would greatly promote the general
convenience and would especially conduce to

the satisfaction of residents along the line of
the different roads, and promote the general
sympathy of real residents, which is an object

worthy of the attention of the managers ot all

public enterprises.

And the passage of the resolution referred

to this committee, and submitted with this re-

port, is recommended.
The atteDtinti of your committee is called

to the dilliculties sometimes experienced by
railroad corporations in obtaining satisfactory

charters for railroads extending through dif-

ferent States.

And your committee, while fully apprecia-

ting as well the importance of the subject as

the delicacy of expressing an opinion by
which any impunity could be tortured into a dis-

position to interfere in the slightest degree
with Slate or sectional matters as such, still

desire to do all in their power to draw the at-

tention of this National Convention to the

great relief and the increased facilities that

would be given to railroad enterprises through-

out the United Slates by an increase of its

liberal and catholic spirit of comity and cour-

tesy already existing between our various

States.

The committee also fee
1

, in duty bound to

express a decided preference for air line rail-

roads, whenever, wherever and between what-

ever termination they may be constructed.

They accordingly recommend the adoption of

a resolution upon these topics which accom-
panies this report.

Your committee are also of the opinion that

a Southern transcontinental railroad from
ocean to ocean is entirely feasible and under
as favorable conditions and with as fair a

promise of success as has attended the con-

struction of the Northern or Central Pacific

Railroad; and believing that a Southern Pa-
cific Railroad is necessary to the full and
round completion of a national railroad sys-

tem, and believing that the endowment of such
an enterprise by this National Convention will

be cordially given and received, and largely

tend to the promotion of a warm and cordial

spirit ofcommon nationality, they recommend
the adoption of a resolution prepared upon
that subject, and submitted with this report.

Having thus disposed of all matters sub-

mitted either by general recommendations,
the report, or by special resolution, this report

is respectfully submitted :

1. Resolved, That this Convention recom-
mend to railroad transportation companies
to so reduce local rates of freight and passage

as to give them a nearer proportion to through

rates.

2. Resolved, That a liberal commercial
spirit should prevail between the different

States in granting reciprocal rights of way
across their territory to all railroads, and that

an air line railroad Irom Cincinnati to Chatta-

nooga would conduce to the general welfare,

and especially to that of the South. This

Convention disclaimed any purpose to indicate

the authority under which said air-iine road

should be constructed.

3 Resolved, That this Convention is fully

persuaded of the feasibility and desirability

of a railroad chain extending from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific, and laying entirely to the

South of the Central Pacific, and will most
heartily hail its completion as a practicable

and necessary portion of a truly national rail-

road system.

The report of the sub committee on narrow

gauge railroads, referred to above, was pre-

senied by Mr. Guthrie, as follows :

The sub-committee to whom was referred1

the subject of narrow gauge railroads, report {

This class of railroads has but recently been
brought to the notice of railroad men, and of

the people at large in this country, and so far

no line of road of three feet or less gauge has

been fully constructed from which we are able

to get substantial facts upon which to base

opinions as to tbeir actual or comparative'

value.

In this, as in nil new subjects promising

great advantages at deereaseo cost, wild spe-

culations are likely to arise, and enterprises

to be put on foot in which the investors are to

be disappointed. Enough, however, is known
from Ihe reports supposed and believed to be

reliable of narrow gauge roads in Wale',

Switzerland and other countries, to justify

your committee in stating that the diminished

cost of construction of three feet gauge roads,

being eslimaied at from one-half to two thirds

of the cost of the usual gauge roads, the in-

creased facility overcoming heavy grades aud
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accompanying sharper curves, the greater di-

minished cost of operation, point to such a

class of roads as offering at least to many
sections of our country great inducements for

constructions, and while they may not become,
or may not be suitable for long lines of roads,

or the transportation of all kinds and classes

of freight, yet the commerce of local U'affic

and the bringing into railroad connection sec-

tions of our country where the physical geo-

graphy of the same would make the con-

struction of wide gauge roads impracticable,

either from the great cost or sparseuess of po-

pulation, they must become valuable and mark
a new era iu the rapid progress of railroad de-

velopments of this nature

The reports of such roads as your committee
have seen, all give results in construction as

about $12,000 per mile, including equipment,
the cost of operating at one-third less than a

wide gauge, and rate of speed in travel equal

to other roads. In this country several roads

are now being built, while many are projected,

and likely to be undertaken at no distant pe-

riod. A road of this class is under construc-

tion from Denver City to El Paso ; one from
Leavenworth to Denver, on the Pacific Rail-

road; one from St. Louis to Cairo, besides

several others of less distance and minor im-
portance. The Committee therefore recom-
mend, in view of the great importance of this

subject, and the lack of reliable information,

the appointment by this convention of a spe-

cial committee of five, to report at the next
convention.

The Overflow of tint Mississippi Giver.

The recent New Orleans flood is another
reminder of the neglected laws that govern
the action of water over beds and between
banks of yielding material. Like all other
calamities, it is calculated to draw our atten-

tion to precautionary measures against the

recurrence of other similar disasters.

It would seem to be too plain to require
repetition that the temporary effect of the levee
system, for promoting the overflow of the
Mississippi banks, is worse than useless. The
rise of the bed of the river is as sure to follow

every freshet, which is confined within its

banks, as it is that the freshets bring down
sediment that is not disposed of by crevasses,
rendering the section of the stream less than
the capacity required by the next freshet,

consequently increased hight and strength of
levee every year.

It may not be clear to every person how tha
sediment should be deposited more by fresh-

ets than by a less flow of water, on the same
bed. But there is more sediment in a freshet
than in low water, which is deposited more
readily in proportion to the difference between
the inclination of the surface of the water in

a freshet, and in low water, with regard to

the inclination of the river bed, which is the
same in both cases. The rise in the water
being greater above than at the mouth, to

give the necessary velocity to dispose of the
surplus water of a freshet, confined within
limited banks, increases the inclination of the
surface, while the bed remains the same; it

also increases the section of the stream more
above than below. This, together with the
action of gravity "an the water with increased
motion and inclination of surface, and conse
quent grealer reaction on the bed, has the
effect to diminish the motion of water nearer
the bed of the stream, and throw down more
Bediment than will be deposited when the bed
of the stream is nearer parallel with the sur-
face.

Whatever difference of opinion may exist

about the theory, the fact has been established

by experiment that the motion of water near
the bed of streams is less in freshets than in

low water. Common' obseivation also teaches

us that the beds of the lower waters of all

similar streams to the Mississippi, where the

freshets are confined within the limits of their

low water banks, are annually rising. With
these facts in full view, it seems easy to com-
prehend the necessity of adopting some other

means of avoiding all similar catastrophes by
looking towards the source of I he evil instead

of confining our gaze on the evil itself. By
such a deviation from the too common course,

we shall soou see that freshets may be arrest-

ed near where they originate, much easier

than they can be confined, alter a combina-
tion of a large number of tributaries have col-

lected their forces and concentrated them on

a main outlet like the lower Mississippi.

By the selection of proper sites for reser-

voirs at or near the bead waters of rivers, it

is very easy to see that much less expense of

dams will prevent a freshet than will prevent

an overflow of the lower river banks by levees.

The argument against reservoirs is the dan-

ger of breaking away, of which there is no
necessity whatever, if properly planned and
constructed. If the reservoirs be numerous,
as they must needs be on the Mississippi, il

would not be at all probable, in any event,

that all would break at the same time, or

enough to do any harm ; whereas, the dykes,

being necessarily more extensive, are propor-

tionably more liable to break in some part of

the two long lines, always doing more or less

damage, according to the extent of the freshet

and the location of the breach, without the

possibility, sometimes, of repairing the cre-

vasse until the freshet subsides ; while a reser-

voir dam may be immediately repaired, ready

to check the torrent in case of any other simi-

lar accideut.

Many of the reservoirs may be so located

as to be worth more than their cost for the

water power they would provide, but the great-

est advantage to be derived from them on the

Mississippi river would be the benefit to navi-

gation, by affording more water iu a low time,

and preventing the accumulation at the moutb,
which is.now the effect of every freshet

It is now well known that the bar at the

mouth of the Mississippi is the worst at the

time of the highest freshets, affording the least

depth of water for the entrance of ships. But
the low season allows the saltwater to flood

the bar, and float up the new deposit made on
the clean washed low water bed, in the shape
of what is called "mud lumps," from the'

greater weight of the salt water to that of the

newly deposited sediment, assisted, perhaps,

by fermentation of vegetable matter contained

in the sediment, during the hot season, subse-

quent to the freshet; after which there is. a

greater depth of water over the bar, until

another freshet has forced the heavy salt wa-
ter from the location, when another bar is

formed as before

This consideration alone should be suffi-

cient to induce any Government, with compe-
tent foresight, to institute an inquiry, at least,

calculated to solve the mystery of the right

plan for overcoming the evil attending the

uncontrolled freshets of the Mississippi river,

which would also provide a specific for the

freshets on all similar streams as well.

No investment of public lands or public

money could be made that would afford the

same returns as the permanent improvement
of the Mississippi and its tributaries by the

reservoir system. This plan has the uncom-
mon merit of being progressive.

When the reservoir is properly constructed,

it is a permanent improvement as far as it

goes, whether the system be extended or a

return to any other system be adopted, it .

works equally well ; therefore, if the estimates

of the engineer in charge be not satisfactory,

an experiment may be made without a total

loss, as with most, experiments. The amount
of water withheld from a freshet by a reser-

voir reduces a freshet and its effects, and the

additional levees reqmred, in exact propor-

tion to the capacity of the reservoir, for all

time to come, whether any more be construct-

ed or not ; and if the reservoir system be car-

ried out to its fullest extent on any river like

the Mississippi, so as to equalize the flow of

water at all times, the stream will soon acquire

a fixed regimen; every yielding obstruction

to the full capacity of the stream will soon
have given way to the continued action of the

water, affording an uninterrupted navigation,

with a permanent location of the stream,

which can be obtained in no other way.
The following are some considerations in

favor of the reservoir system in contrast with

the levee system :

Reservoirs require no additions or repairs

from year to year, if properly constructed.

Levees require additions every year in pro-

portion to the amount of deposit on the bed of

the river left by the preceding freshet.

Reservoirs retain the sediraer.tof the fresbet

in proportion to the amount of water retained,

and lessen the accumulation in proportion to

the diminished hig'it and velocity of the sur-

face current.

Levees increase the amount of sediment in

proportion to the increase of hight and velo-

city of the surface current by the freshet.

Reservoirs create a fixed regimen and loca-

tion for a stream, when the system is fully

carried out, which frees the banks above the

surface of the water from abrasion by cur-

rents, while the lower banks and bed of the

stream are soon washed clean of their yield-

ing particles, producing a uniform pure, dear
water stream in all seasons of the year, afford-

ing the least amount of material for the bar

at the mouth.
Levees, when the most successful, cause the

highest freshets and the greatest amount of

abrasion of the banks, consequently the most
variation in the course of the stream, afford-

ing the largest amount of material for the bar

at the mouth.
Reservoirs, by promoting the overflow of

large surfaces of land in warm climates, lessen

the amount of fresh material for miasm, so

abundantly supplied by freshets, apd bo pre-

judicial to health.

Levees, if permanent, must necessarily ex-

pose a large amount of saturated surface,

covered with sediment, between the levees,

after every freshet, to the action of the son
;

but, if not permanent, the disaster to healtn as

well as property is very great.

—

D. S. Howard,
in Jour. Frank. Inst.

— The East Tennessee, Georgia, and Vir-

ginia Railroad Company has purchased the

Cincinnati, Cumberland Gap, and Charleston
.

Railroad for the sum of $300,000 in Tennessee
State bonds. The Knoxville and Kentucky
Railroad has been sold for 1350,000 in State

bonds, to a company composed principally of
northern capitalists ;

among them areThomas
Scott, of the Pennsylvania Central Railroad

;

Simon and Don Cameron, of Pennsylvania;

Columbus Delano, of Ohio
;
Moses Taylor, of

New York ; D. B. Sevre, of Boston ; A. L.

Maxwell, of Macon, Georgia ; Jos. E. Brown,

of Atlanta, Georgia, and others.
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Tbe Railroads of Western Virginia.

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO—GREAT EASTERN.

Till recently, Western Virginia has been

literacy a terra incognita, an unknown land.

The war brought it out considerably, by bring -

ing it within the knowledge of civilized people.

Before that, however, the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad had carried its work on to Wheeling,

and then made a branch from Graflon to-

Parkersburg, on the Ohio, and continued

thence to Cincinnaii by the Marif tta Railroad.

Recently, this company have been construct-

ing an entrance into Cincinnati, called the

Baltimore & Cincinnati Railroad. This will

complete the great Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

from the Potomac to Cincinnati, and in regard

to tidewater the shortest distance between the

Atlantic and the Ohio. This great rood, how-

ever, only passes through West Virginia on

its eastern side, and has only made known

the resources of that State in a small section.

Tbe next railroad which undertook to pene-

trate Western Virginia was the Chesapeake &,

Ohio. Of this we have writien at length in

former articles, showing its great importance

to Cincinnati, and the certainty of its early

completion. Since then it has been advancing

with great rapidity, and the grading down the

Kanawha valley is completed. The road is

an extension, and as we may say a fulfillment,

of the old Virginia Central. When completed,

it will be the shortest line between the 0h :o

river and the magnificent harbors in Chesa-

peake bay. This road was completed to Cov-

ington two or three years since, and recently

to White Sulphur Springs. The only serious

delay will be in the completion of ihe great

tunnel through the Allegheny mountains near

the sources of James river. This side of that,

as we have remarked, in the valley of the

Kanawha, the grading is completed. It will

be seen by consulting a map, that ibis road

penetrates the very heart of Western Virginia,

as the Pennsylvania road does Pennsylvania,

and it is very similar in character and con-

struction. It is similar also in another and

most important particular. This is in passing

through an immense district of coal and iron.

Time may be necessary to develop this region

j
as it has done that of Pennsylvania, but it

certainly will be brought out, and in the end

majie another great, manufacturing country.

As this work is one of the greatest going on

in the Ohio valley, and one of great inteiett

to both Ohio and Kentucky, we avail ourselves

of information given in some very interesting

articles written for ihe New York Tribune by

Charles NordhoB', Esq., who lately journeyed

through Western Virginia. He passed through

Portsmouth to Ironton, in Ohio; thence to

Huntington, the new town at the terminus of

the Chesapeake & Ohio on the Ohio river, and

thence up the valley of the Kanawha. He
describes the immense beds of coal and iron,

of the finest quality, in that section of Vir-

ginia, deposits which have long been known

to people in this region. He thinks, and so do

we, that Huntington may become an immense

coal depot, which will supply and regulate the

market of Cincinnati.

The Guyandotte is crossed also by a rail"

road bridge, over which the cars ran for the

first time to-day, and the whole line between
Huntington and Colesmouth, and indeed to

the mouth of the New river, at ihe falls of the

Kanawha, is graded, the ties are hud or ready
to be laid, and tbe road is ready for the iron,

which has been delayed by low water on ihe

Ohio. It came up to Colesmouth this rnurn-

ing, and a force is ready here strong enough
to lay three miles a day on the line of 103
miles which is ready for the iron.

From this it appears that we shall soon have

a railroad in the Kanawha valley, making the

commercial intercourse at all seasons of the

year to a point of shipment to Cincinnaii. It

is obv-fous that this is to be an immense ad-

vantage to Cincinnati, for the whole trade of

West Virginia and Eastern Kentucky belongs

to Cincinnati, and can go nowhere else.

Mr. NordhofF makes the following curious

ftatement :

There are about 5,000 men now at. work
on the unfinished line between Huntington
and the White Sulphur Springs. The greater

part of these are colored men ; and so far is

I have had opportunity for inquiry, they are

counted first-class laborers. They come most-
ly across the mountains, from Eastern Vir-

ginia; many of them from the tidewater re-

gion; they do not drink; they work as well

in the tunnels and on the rougher parts of the

line as the best class of Irish railway laborers :

they dc not give trouble, are quiet, and do not
shirk work ''

We should say this is a decided triumph

over the Anglo-Saxon and the Celt. At any

rate we are glad ihere is this available force for

ihe making of the great works which Virginia

needs.

The Chesapeake & Ohio will have a branch

through New river to a point on the Virginia

& Tennessee road. This road via Naw
river passes through one of the wonders of the

world. Mr. Nordhoff considers it far beyond

Yo Semite valley, and it probably is. He
says :

I do not know why it is called the New
river, though I am ready to admit that it was
a novelty to me. It rises in North Carolina,

and flows norlhward and westward until it

falls into the Kanawha, about two miles above
the great falls. Its water is too warm to

drink; its current is fierce and treacherous;

its course is full of rapids, so that navigation
is impossible, and even lumber rafts can not

be floated on it safely; its banks are steep,

and in many parts precipitous, and from 800
to 1,200 feet high. It baa, for at least 50
miles above the Kanawha, absolutely no bot-

tom lauds or flat shore; and when the engi
neers were making surveys for the line of the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, they had to take
thpir measurements and levels, suspended by
ropes, and transported their provisions and
tools on the backs of men from point to point.

Since the building of the railroad was begun
several men have been drowned in the river;

and lately all the boats on the lower part have
been destroyed by the contractors who at first

used them, because they fouud their use too

dangerous to life.

Such, in brief, is the New river, and by this

lime next year you m«y ride comfortably
along the side of its bluffs, at the rate of 30
miles an hour, and laugh at the slow and tire-

some progress of which I mean to give you a
few incidents. But tiresome though our ride

necessarily was, it was not tedious, for grander
scenery than the New river afford*, in the part
of its course below the Greenbrier, it would be
difficult lo find in the United States, pnd cer-

tainly there is nothing ti compare with it this

side of the Rocky mountains.

We know very little of our own country;

we have only skimmed along its surface, and

cultivated a little here and there in the val-

leys. Those great railroads now making over

the mountains and the continent will show

us scenes and grandeur and resources which

Europe never dreamed of.

The description given by Mr. Nordhoff of

the construction of the Chesapeake & Ohio

road is very interesting. We can not forbear

making the following extract, which shows

what stupendous difficulties are being over-

come, and how rapidly the work progresses:

The result is a roadway which passes through
the mountoinfl on an easier grade by far than
any other of the great East and West lines

connecting (he Atlantic and the West. The
Erie Railway has grades as high as 84 feet to

the mile
; the Pennsylvania has 95 feet to the

mile ; the New York Central, though in gene-
ral it has easy grades, runs up to 95 feet to
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the mile; the Baltimore & Ohio runs Dp to

1 l fi feet to the mile. The Chesapeake & Ohio
will have no grades over 30 feet to the mile

facing west, and west of Howard's creek it has

none over 20 feet to the mile. It will have
the lowest grades of all the great East and
West lines, and this, joined to the fact that it

taps ihe Ohio at a point, Huntington, so low

down that it is always accessible to steam
boats, and that it will give the South west its

shortest connection with the Atlantic, would
make it a great enterprise, important to the

.country, even if it did not pass through a

region of unexampled richness in coal, iron

and timber, which has heretofore been shut

out from a market, and closed against capital

and industry.

The New river and the Greenbrier have, in

the course of ages, worn their way through

the mass of hills and mountains which lie be-

tween the falls of Kanawha and the White
Sulphur Springs. In all this country, bo far

as I could notice, there are very few signs of

the upheaval strata. The rocks lie in their

beds as they were deposited, and the river

seems to have worn its way down from the

tops of the mountains to its present level. It'

was t) carry an easy grade that the engineers

of the Chesapeake & Ohio road selected the

course of the New river for their line. There,

Nature had done, in the course, perhaps, of

millions of years, a work of excavation for

them, which gave them the means of laying a

road bed so nearly level that it presents no
ohstacles to travel or transportation. They
had only to take care that the road should run

above the level of high water; and as the

•river rises sometimes 40 or 50 feet, this has
placed the line high above the low water which
prevails at this season of the year. At two

great bends which the New river makes, tun-

nels are building. One of these, 6,400 feet

long, will be the longest in the United States

until the Hoosac tunnel is completed. It

saves nearly five miles of difficult road build-

in?. In these tunnels large gangs of men are

employed at several points; and the whole
line is in a good state of forwardness. With
the exception of some miles of easy work near

the Greenbrier, which can be done so rapidly

that it was not advisable to put it under con-
trflpi till next spring, the whole line of the

New river and Greenbrier is under contract,

and everywhere the contractors' gangs are

busily at work. A great part of the road bed
has already been completed, and all is so

planned and carried on that the whole line

shall be done simultaneously with the tunnel

at Great Bend. There is no reason to doubt
that, as the work is now going on, the road

can be opened by or before next October,

which 1 believe the engineers expect to accom-
plish.

The next great work proposed by Western Vir-

ginia is the Kentucky & Great Eastern. Sub-

stantially this work will pass transversely to the

Chesapeake & Ohio, but it aims, like that, to

reach the Atlantic, but at Mew York. On the

Ketnuckyside, it will substantially be a railroad

from Cincinnati to the mouth of the Big San-

dy. This it is, in all aspects ; but, as we have

stated before, the object of the company is to

make a short line to New York through a

country as yet unoccupied. This line will be

from Cincinnati, crossing the railroad bridge,

to the mouth of Big Sandy, thence through

Western Virginia, parallel with the Greenbrier

mountains to North-eastern Virginia, thence

through Eastern Pennsylvania to New York.

The surveys heretofore made show that this

road will be nearly 100 miles shorter than the

present Pennsylvania road. This being a fact,

the conclusion is inevitable, that in regard to

the Ohio valley it will have the great bulk of

the passenger traffic.

What seemed to us strange, looking to the

mountainous region of Western Virginia, is,

that the surveys show very low grades. But

we see that the same is true of the Chesapeake

& Ohio road. In that case, however, it is ac-

complished by taking the valleys. In the case

of the Great Eastern, it is by not crossing the

mountains, but running parallel with them.

Should these great enterprises all be accom-

plished. Western Virginia will have 1,000

miles of railroad which in point of interest

and value will be unsurpassed in interest by

any works in the country.

Coal Famine.

THE REMEDY

The condition of the Ohio river, at the pre-

sent time, fully demonstrates its unreliability

for practical daily commerce
;
although with

the first flood we will all forget its shortcom-

ings, and praise its capacity and value above

measure, until the next season of either frost

or drouth, when every tongue will again be

loud, as at present, in condemning it Every

body to-day will concur with John Randolph,

and swear that he was right, or at least not

very far from it when he declared that the

Ohio river was of no account, "that it was

dry six months in the year, and froze up the

rest."

Various are the remedies proposed. The

Pittsburg Gazette has a lengthy article on the

subject, and suggests a very good thing, but

then it will never be done ; that is, to make the

Ohio navigable all the year round. It sug-

gests two or three methods of getting at it.

It thinks the General Government ought to

do it; but then, it won't. The States border-

ing on the Ohio are deeply interested in its

improvement either as producers or consumers

of coal, the Gazette thicks they ought to move

in reference to its permanent improvement,

but they likewise shirk the responsibility, and

throw the onus on Uncle Sam. Under these

embarrassing circumstances, the G$,zette\t\ms

appeals, but we think, vainly, to individual

effort:

" It would be an easy matter, one would
think, where there is so much actual wealth,

to raise a few million dollars for the purpose
of inaugurating an enterprise of such direct

advantage to the trade of our city, and that

of the other important places bordering on the

Ohio. And yet so far it is impossible. Ask
a business man to subscribe, whose coal barges
and steam tugs lie rotting in the sun for want
of sufficient water to float them, and he will

most likely reply, 'the government should im-
prove the Ohio, not the people who use it."

Ask the State government to appropriate a

snm for improving this river, and you will re-

ceive for answer, Ohio and Kentucky, Indiana
and Illinois will do nothing; they are more
interested than we. Ask the general govern-
ment to help us, and will tell us 'help your-
selves.' So the matter rests, and it will con-
tinue to do so, until private enterprise shall

be sufficiently energetic to lav bold, and at,

least begin the work. Shall it not be done?
Who will make the first move in the matter?
The man who starts out in this good work,

and succeeds in accomplishing it, will carve
for himself a name among the illustrious of

our day. 13 Pittsburg energy not equal 10

the task of successfully improving the Ohio
river? If so, our people have been over-esti-

mated, and our wonderful utilitarianism and
indomitable pluck are but the transient dreams
of the flattering tongue.

"Pittsburgers, we call upon you to make the

trial at once. Let a meeting of our citizens

be called, ask the people of the cities and
towns along the Ohio to do the same, and as-

certain if a sufficient sum can bj obtained to

at least do some good."

We find in the Chronicle & Times, a com-

munication from Clermont, who suggests the

construction of a railroad on the river bank

on the Ohio side, to connect with the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railroad, as a necessary work

of benevolence or charity, and places it on the

same footing with aid to the sufferers by the

great Chicago calamity. The truth is this

will not be done either, because it is next to

impracticable on account of the great cost of

crossing the bottoms of the Scioto and Little

Miami rivers. The middle, or even the Hills-

boro route, would be cheaper and therefore

preferable, with grades very little heavier, for

both claim to get' through with but 2rt feet

grade. None of these routes will be comple-

ted without the aid of the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railroad, and we are disposed to think they

will favor the Hillsboro Hue, as they can

readily branch off and form a North-west con-

nection via Dayton.

But listen to how pathetic Clermont is, in

his appeals to Cincinnati charity, to increase

the value of Clermont lands and make sub-

urban residences (a la Westchester county)

in the neighborhood of his farm:

"From Huntington to Cincinnati is only

197 7-10 miles, with a grade of 15 feet to the

mile. With such an easy grade, and no sand

bars or icebergs to contend with, the coal will

be poured into the State in such quantities

that a famine would be impossible Will Cin-

cinnati awake to her interests only when it is

too late ? Should the road come down the

•Kentucky side Cincinnati .would be the loser,

as whatever improves a State improves a city

of that Stute; or should the road be made to

Hillsboro it will there connect with Dayton
and the West, leaving the Queen City in the

lurch. Aside from the coal question, if we
get the railroad the whole valley along the

Ohio side would be dotted with gardens and
county seats, forming still more extended and
beautiful suburbs to our already flourishing

cily.

"While Cincinnati is being so liberal to the

poor of Chicago, let her not forget her own
shivering citizens, but provide for them in the

most effectual manner by urging this O. k 0.

connection down the valley."
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Now coal can be reached without going to

Huniington 197 miles to get it. Coal on the

Marietta road can be had in Vinton and

Alhens counties, distance 125 to 150 miles.

Coal can be had from Indiana with about the

same extent of haulage. This is all very well

if we can't do better. Coal will be reached

by the projected road on the Kentucky side

of the river in one hundred miles, and we have

great doubt if the " famishing poor" or " shiv-

ering citizens" will ask over which road it

was brought, if they can only get the coal.

Besides, the road on the south or Kentucky

side of the Ohio will also bring ore as well as

coal to cur market, furnishing labor as well

as fuel. Dr. David Dale Owen in his report,

vol. 4, page 406, Kentucky Geology, says:

"Greenup county deserves the first place in

the whole State of Kentucky for its mineral

wealth. It has, in abundance, beds of iron

ore of excellent quality, thick veins of fat

cannel coal."

Now this road is going to be bui!t The

counties along the line are subscribing liber-

ally toward the stock; we don't know whether

Cincinnati will be asked as individuals (cor-

porately she can not) to subscribe or not, but

we suppose they will not be slighted; but the

road is to be made, the evil of inability to

navigate the Ohio river is to be remedied

(measurably, of course, only) and the possi-

bility of coal famines in the future obviated,

and Cincinnati will not suffer very materially

on account of the side of the river on which

the road is built. By the Kentucky & Great

Eastern Railway, coal can be readily delivered

in Cincinnati at regular transportation rates

at ten cents per bushel.

For our part we don't object to railroads

centering here, no matter which side of

the river they run on, or from whence they

come, so long as they bring us traffic, and

supply us with the necessities of life, and fur-

nish the raw material for our manufactures.

Tbe Babcock Fire Extinguisher.

[From the Boston Journal, July 7, 1871.]

Destructive Fire in Portland St.—An
alarm from box 5, at twenty minutes past six

o'clock last evening, summoned tbe Fire De-

partment to Portland street near Causeway.

* * * The roof of the brick school house

occupied by the Sisters of Notre Dame, on

Lancaster street, caught from the flying cii)

ders, and the woodwork around the windows

was soon burning fiercely. The Babcock Ex
tinguisher Brigade, which was early on the

ground, took possession of the building and

saved it from destruction. * * * The

stained glass windows in the rear of the chapel

were totally destroyed, and also those of the

school room and upper Btory. The damage

estimated at about $1,000, was fully covered

by insurance in the Franklin office in this

city.

The Kentucky <fc Grent Eastern Slock
Canvass.

The canvass for the subscription of the

counties of Lewis, Greenup and Boyd, in the

State of Kentucky, to the capital stock of the

above named corporation is assuming an inte-

resting condition. • The great success of the

company in the county of Mason has already

affected these upper counties to such an ex"

tent that they seem more than half ready to

render the aid solicited at their hands in oidir

to secure tbe benefits this grand project is

sure to bring them. That they will be wise

in so doing there can be no doubt, as the con-

templated road is one of the very best yet

projected in the country, and will return to

the people living within its influence the

largest profits that flow frorp such enterprises.

To obtain roads of much less importance

than this one, other communities have will-

ingly contributed much greater aid than is

required from the counties we have named,
and found their profit in the investment; for

such a road as this proposes to become, they

would have doubled their efforts, and would
now if the opportunity was offered them. Any
railroad is a benefit to the country through

which it passes, but when it is a great line

leading to the most important points in the

whole country, and possessing the advantages

this one does over other similar works, in dis-

tance, grades, location, and the command of

a large and remunerative traffic, its value to

the country rises to proportions that to the in

experienced may seem improbable, but which

the growth of the railway interests of the

world attest.

The good people of these counties can't very

well afford to forego this splendid opportunity

to place themselves upon so important a tho-

roughfare. They can't afford to slumber upon
the vast industrial resources that lie about

them in such profusion, and remain compara-

tively poor in the midst of millions of dollars'

worth of treasures, as they must do, however,

unless this great commercial avenue is made.

There is no way in which they can help them-

selves so much as by assisting this improver

meut; all other developments of this section

of the country are local, whereas this is gene"

ral, and unites the whole into one prosperous

power It makes valuable to fhe highest deT

gree every other improvement, and will move
the country ahead in five years after its com-

pletion, farther than have all the efforts of the

past quarter of a century.

We understand that the propositions of the

company to these counties are now before the

people, and undergoing discussion, and that

thp vote upop them is to be taken on the 2d

day of December next. We shall wait anxious-

ly for the result, and with the strongest con-

victions that the more the people examine the

question the more intelligent they become

upon the influence of railroads upon all the

interests of the country, the better they will

understand the policy of the Kentucky &
Great Eastern company, the stronger will be

their convictions, that to encourage this enter-

prise is to serve their own purposes in all that

pertains to their material prosperity infinitely

more than it is to subserve the welfare of the

company.

The Finances ot the State ol Arkansas.

The Arkansas (Little Rock) Gazette, a
paper of ability and influence, has an interest-

ing article on the finances of that State, in a
late issue, from which we extract the follow-

ing :

"Not a man can be found in the State who
would be willing to advocate the repudiation
of the debt which we justly owe. They ap-

prove the funding of it and are willing to be
taxed to meet the interest; but through mo-
tives which were well understood in Arkansas
at the time the bill became a law, a debt was
foisted on us which we do not owe, never did

owe, and could not be made to pay in any just

court of the land.

"The writer gives the debt of the State

—

bonded, floating and contingent—at $16,098,-

0110, the contingent being the railroad aid

bonds, amounting to 811,400,000. We have
studied this matter pretty thoroughly, and
give the lollowing in lieu of the figures above :

Funded debt „„..., $4,430,000
State railroad aid bonds (only

$3,600,000 issued) 11,400,000
Levee bonds (about $1,600,000 is-

sued 3,000,000
Ten vear bonds to supply casual

deficits... f ,,,. 300,000
Floating debt 268,000

Total... $19,398,000

"Now, as to the assets. There are liena

against all railroads to whom bonds are is-

sued to secure the State against loss, and if

the bonds are only issued as the work pro-

gresses, tbe State can lose nothing from that

source. There may possibly come something
out of the old Real Estate Bank mortgages,
which will serve to deprpase the funded debt,

but it is exceedingly problematical. We would
not count on it with any degree of certainty

for any amount. And the same may be said

of the levee bonds. The swamp lands are ex-

pected to liquidate this debt by the time it is

due, but there is mote fancy than fact in the

prospect.

"The actual debt on the 1st of July, 1871

—

leaving off the State aid and levee bonds not

yet issued—amount* in round figures to ten

million, dollars. Tbe debt of the State in

January, 1867, amounted to only $3,252,-

401 50—an increase in three years of over
six and a half million dollars—and what have
we to show for it? We ask all candid men
to ponder the question and answer for them-
selves.

"We are aware that we will be accused of

writing for political effect, but such is not the

case. Our only desire is, that facts may go
to the people of this State, and of the North.

We have no other interest whatever in these

questions. It is due to history that the truth

be put on record."

.-•—

— Only thirty miles of the Cincinnati, Rich-

mond & Fort Wayne Railroad remains to be
completed, and that is ready for the iron.

The tracklayers are working on it from each
end.
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A New International Railway.

THE GREAT TASSEXGER ROUTE TO EUROPE.

The more we learn of the capabilities and
prospects of the European & Noith American
Railway (which has just been opened between
Maine and New Brunswick, and which will be
open, a year hence, for through travel from
New York and all parts of the United States

to Halifax), the more important does this truly

international route appear We propose,
therefore, to give our readers somewhat in

detail the resources and possibilities of this

line, which is certainly second only to the
great Western trunk routes in its value to

New England, and, indeed, to the whole coun-
try. ' It is already evident that all the Euro-
pean mails, and, ultimately, two-thirds of the
pleasure travel and emigration to and from
Europe, must go over this new railway, and
that Halifax will thus become the chief port
of embarkation aud the landing of these tra-

velers and immigrants, and also a port of en-
try for fast and light freight, while the heavy
freight brought by the ocean 6teamers, will

go, as now, to New York, Boston, Portland,
and other port* of the country. This transfer

of emigration from Boston, New York, 4c,
to Halifax as its landing place, will not take
place at once, of course, for great inducements
will be offered, especially at New York, to re-

tain the immigrants there. But the shorten-
ing of the sea voyage by two days will deter-

mine the matter in the long run, and the will-

ingness of the steamship companies to get rid

of the abuses and extortions practiced on
them and the immigrant* by the Tammany
officials at New York will hasten the change.
Boston also will lose the immigrants arriving

by sea from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
who will henceforth travel by railroad instead
of steamer, and this number amounts to seve-
ral thousand in a year. They will come to

Massachusetts all the same, but they will come
in over the Eastern and Boston & Maine roads,
as some of them now do.

It will naturally require some years to com-
plete the arrangements at Halifax to receive
and dispose of the passenger travel to and
from Europe over this new route, and to

change the present course of travel, which,
like other things in this world, is governed by
habit. But it is though); that Hugh Allan, the
owner of the Canadian ocean steamships, now
running to Quebec in summer and Portland
in winter, will almost, immediately after the
road is opened from St. John to Halifax, dis-

charge his passengers and maih at Halifax;
and very liljely one or two new lines of ocean
steamers will be put on to run between Liver-
pool or other European ports and Halifax.
Gradually, and without ranch delay, too, all

the. New York steamers will have to touch at

Halifax to land or tike on board passengers
and freight, as the steamers on the other side
now touch at Queenstown, only more so. In-
deed, the Nova'Sentians, in their most blissful

dreams of the commercial greatness of their
capital, never imagined half so mueli as the
completion of this new line of .railroad is like-

ly to bring to them
But let us leave Halifax out of view for.

a

while, and 8?e what the new railroad, with its

tributaries and connections, must inevitably
do to develop the trade and industries of
Maine. This State, as large as all the rest of
New England, with an area of nearly 32,000
square miles, and abounding in fertile land,
timber, minerals, good harbors and unlimited
water po.ver, has been almost stationary in

population for the last dozen years, and has

done little to bring forward anj put into ac-

tivity its great resources. This very railroad

of which we are now speaking, was planned
and incorporated more than twenty one years

ago—but the original projector of it. the late

John A. Poor, of Bangor and Portland, died,

last year, without seeing it completed But
now lhat i't is finished, so far as Maine is eon-

' cerued, everybody sees what Mr. Poor and
Governor Andrew and other friends of the

enterprise saw years ago, that it makes North
eastern Maine one of the richest and most
available regions of the United States, Here
is the great Aroostook county, with 5,000

square miles, larger in extent than any oiher

two counties in Maine, or the whole State of

Connecticut, and occupying the whole north-

ern and north-eastern section of the State,

well watered by tributaries of the river St.

John, the largest river between the St. Law-
rence and the Mississippi, covered in most
places with forests of pine and spruce of great

value, increasing every year, but wherever
cleared furnishing as good farming land as

any east of the Alleghanies. Here are grown
line crops of hay and potatoes, oats, and even
wheat, while there is no bptter grazing coun-
try, during the warm season, in Vermont or

Npw York. The geological formation, as in

those Slates, is slate and limestone in the

Aroostook valley, and the yieli of all crops
that can be grown, including roots and vege-

tables, is enormous. Potatoes turn out 200
or 300 bushels to the acre, turnips 400, carrots

from 500 ti 1,000, and so on. The present
cost of raising potatoes is about 25 cents a
bushel there, while hay is sold for $6 a ton,

which in Boston and Springfield brings $80
or $10. It is in this county that the State has
established its Swedish colony, and the open-
ing of the new railroad will turn in this direc-

tion a considerable current of European immi-
gration. Aroostook county, which now has
almost 30,000 inhabitants, is almost the only
pait of Maine which increased its population
from 1860 t> 1870. Close beside it, to the
westward, lie Piscataquis and the Upper Pen-
obscot counties, also well wooded and with
sections of good farming land, among much
that is hard and rough. Two railroads now
pierce this region—the new line of which we
write, and the Bangor & Piscataquis, its tri-

butary, which is now open to Poxcroft, 50
miles north-west of Bangor, and is rapidly ex-
tending 35 miles farther north to Moosehead
lake. Over the main line will go large amounts
of merchandise, machinery, fanning imple-
ments, supplies of all kindi for the great lum-
ber camps and for the fertile and prosperous
Aroostook region, and the northern and north
western parts of the State. The way business
is remarkably large and fast increasing, and
has lately kept in constant use 13 locomotives,
200 freight ears, 13 passenger cars aud 4 ex-
press cars between Bangor and Mattawam-
keag (58 miles), while uew locomotives, freight
and passenger cars are being built continually
to meet the needs of this great thoroughfare.
The region traversed by the tributary road
abounds in limber, minerals and fine farms.
The slate quarries along it contain inexhausti-
ble quantities of the best quality. Iron is also

mined, and silver, lead, &c, are found, though
probably not in any amount worth mining.
But the iron works will be of considerable
value hereafter, while the "Bangor slate" takes
the lead of all the American slale Along the
European &, North American road, between
Lincoln, 45 miles above Bangor, and Vunce-
boro, on the New Brunswick border, the Mas-
sachusetts tanners at Danvers and elsewhere,

and Maine capitalists also, have constructed
tanneries, which furnish employment to hun-
dreds of men and a lame amount of business
to this railroad At Lincoln are large tan-

neries, and at Winn, 56 miles from Bangor, is

one of the largest in the United States. The
growth of hemlock along the line from Winn
to Vanceboro is very valuable, and uncquals-d
in any part of Maine or New England. In
the town of Kingham, 66 miles by rail from
Bangor, a tannery is erecting much larger

than the great one at Winn ; and all along to

Vanceboro tanneries are being built, now that

there are such facilities fjr transportation.

One now building will have 5,000 tons of
freight per annum, as a beginning, for the
South American hides first have to be brought
to the tan pits from Boston and other ports,

and then carried back in the form of leather

to the shoemakers of Massachusetts.

Of course the completion of the new line

not only stimulates manufactures and business
generally, all along its track, but also gives a
new impulse to other railroads building in

Maine. The branch railroad up the Matta-
wamkeag river into Aroostook county, which
was chartered a few years since, will soon be
built, and will open, perhaps, a hundred miles
of rich country along its wiuding line. Still

more important is the proposed road from,

Sherbrooke, in Canada, t> Bangor, some 30O
miles long, which is to connect Montreal by
an almost straight line with St. John and
Halifax, and be at least 250 mile3 shorter

than the Intercolonial route by Quebec, Rivi-

ere du Loup, and the Miramichi region which
the British and Canadian governments are-

building at great cost. This line, from Ban-
gor to Sherbrooke, is already chartered, and.

will probably be constructed within a few
years—perhaps as soon as the Intercolonial

road is opened Then will come other con-
nections from the Grand Trunk toad in North-
ern New Hampshire t0 St. Albans, and from
Portland through Southern New Hampshire
and Southern Vermont to New York—por-

tions of which lines are already building. The
exact distances on the railroads now built or

building, are as follows

From Boston to Bangor, 243 miles.

From Bangor to New Brunswick line, 114-

niiles

From Vanceboro to St John, N. B , 94 miles.

From Bjston to St. John (now open), 448
miles.

From St. John to Painsec (open), 96 miles.

From Painsec to Truro (partly built), 116
miles.

From Truro to Halifax (open), 61 miles.

From St. John to Halifax, 273 miles.

Frum Bangor to Halifax, 473 miles.

From Boston to Halifax, 721 miles.

From Springfield to Halifax, 820 miles.

From Montreal to Halifax (by Danville), 855
miles.

From Montreal to Halifax (by proposed line),

725 miles.

Of the 820 miles of railroad between Spring-
field nnd Halifax all is now open, except about
75 miles north-east of Truro, Nova Scotia,

which will be finished for travel before Octo-
ber, 1872 —Springfield Eepub

, Oct. 20.

— It is now proposed to have the Missis

si ppi river terminus of the Cairo <fc Fulton
Railroad at Commerce, 20 miles north-west of
Cairo, instead of Cairo, and to extend it thence
south-west, through Morley, on the Belmont
line of the Iron Mountain road, and Bloom-
field to Poplar Bluff-, Mo,, where the Arkan-
sas line of the Iron Mountain road will join it.
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From Loudon to Iniiiu by Rail tray.

The following letter from a correspondent

of the Cincinnati Commercial, wili Le of in

terest to all who tike pleasure in the advance-

ment and material progress of the world. It.

seems to us, however, that at least as few phy-

sical difficulties would be met with by a route

through Brussels, Frankfort, Vienna, and Bel-

grade to Constmtinople, lhan by the route

suggested by the distinguished engineers, and

fewer political complications. It would pur-

sue a water line most of the way, and would

have to cross only the Belkan mountains in

Turkey. We have no doubt, but the political

difficulties will be found much greater than

the physical ones. The interests of the human

family demand the construction of the work

neveriheless, and we would be glad to see it

completed as early as the most sanguine of

its friends could dream.

Not long ago an English lady walking near

the ruins of an oriental cily fell into conver-

Mition with an humble sione-cnlter, who was
, work near them. She said to him : " Why

- - o — _ —
madame, ihose works were not built by man.
" By whom, then ? ' " By the Genii, madame "

"And why do not the genii work in the same
way now ?" " They are no longer here ; they

have gone away— far westward —and there

they are at work bridging vast gulfs, tunneling

mountains
l
building cities." The friends who

told me this story had the best reason to knew
its truth. The picture brought before the

mind, was a picture not of one poor mechanic
alone, but of the whole East seated amid its

ruins, and di earning only of its departed genii

and tlie splendors they once wrought.

For some time those who in the West dream
also fair dreams of the East, have wondered
when that mightiest of all the Genii, which we
have seen soaring over the Rocky Mountains,

and plunging beneath the Alps, would find his

way to the region of those oriental ruins and
build over ihem grandeurs of which their past

achievements were but sketches and studies.

A railway to India has been hitherto but a

daring dream. But now it has gained a con-

sistency and definiteness which promise that

to the challenge of the Pacific Railway and
the Mount Cenis Tunnel, England will reply

by a stupendous engineering leat which will

enable a man to leave London and reach

India within five and a half days from the time

of starting.

Two valiant civil engineers, Messrs. Low
and Thoma9, of Wrexford and Cardiff, have

just laid before the Prime Minister of England,

and the governments of France, Taly, Austria,

Turkey, and Persia, a remarkable clear and
simple scheme for a railway to India. Ac-
cording to their project the line would follow

the existing line lrom London via Calais,

Paris, the Mount Cenis Tunnel, Turin, Milan,

to Trieste. From Trieste the new line would

pass through Illyria via Flume; through the

western boundary of Croatia, via Oitocac and
Gracac, thence through Dalmatia via ICuin,

east ofDernis and ofSpalatro, across the en- I

trance to Caltaro, leaving Austrian Territory
|

ut Lastua. Entering Turkey in Europe the

line would pass by Alessio, Durazzo, Pekini,

Kasbouates, up the valley of the river Berati-

na via Barat, Dubrin, Karidsehi Plia, Kastoria,

Karaferga, Golokia, Beshik, Orphano, tn the

Bay of Orphano ; then skirting the Mediterra-

nean coast by Jenidscheikarasu, Maronia, Kc-
schan, lo Rododschig, on the sea of Marmora,
along whose edt»e it would run, via Turka-
menti and liujuk-Sschckmedshe, to Constan-
tinople. Having here crossed the Bosphoru.-,

by a railway steam ferry, the train would
proceed through Asiatic Turkey by Pendik,
curve around Izmid Gulf, touch the western

end of I.snik, and by way of Shugut, Osman,
Dinair, (where a branch mijjht be thrown off

tVi meet the Smyrna and Aidin Railway), E_'e-

dir, enter the Valley of the White River, and
pass down it to reach the Mediterranean at

Adalla. Along the coast, then, the line will

run, touching many towns and cities, Alaya.

Lelenti, Anamur, Ayash, Tarsus, Adanah, and
along the plane of Issus, round the Gulf o(

Iscanderro i, passing Alexandretta, Beilau,

B.ikrns, near Anlioch, (where a branch might
be thrown off to Jerusalem), Aleppo, it reaches

the Euphrates at. Boles. To the Valley of the

Euphrates it would cling until it entered that

of the Tigris, near Bagdad Following the

Tigris it would cross the Schatt al-Hii Canal
and proceed to Bussorah, and enter Persia at

Mo harp rah. In Persia the route would be
along the north shore of the Persian Gulf via

Mashoor, Lirimeh, Bunder-lellim, Bishiie,

Andiaro, Taurie, Guza, Mospa, Bunder-Abbas,
Terai J.isk. In Beloochistan the line would
run along the coast of the Arabian Sea via

Gerishk, Kungoon, Purug, Choobar, Bicker,

Gwut'er, Gwadel, Harmara, and Lonmeanee;
thence, curving round Cape Monze, the rail-

way enters India at Kurachee. The distance

i3 exactly five thousand three hundred and
thirty-nine English miles. Of this, one thou-

sand one hundred and seventy miles of rail

are completed. The maximum of cost esti-

mated by Low and Thomas is forty millions

of pounds.

These eminent engineers have comple.ely
mastered the physical facts of the country
through which they propose that this railway

shall run ; they have gauged every rock,

measured every stream, aud know the height

and breath of every hill ; and they have shown
to the satisfaction of various eminent Civil

Engineers,—among otheis of James Brunless,

C. E., member of the Council of the Civil En-
gineers' Institute,— that their plan is feasible

and their estimates sufficient. I have reason

to know that Mr. Gladstone has become deeply
interested in the scheme. The interest which
England has in being brought nearer than
the twenty or twenty -five days now required to

the two millions of her Indian subjects is so

great, the advantages that such an achieve-

ment would add to fie commerce of the

country by opening the whole East to it, war-

rant the prophecy that this proposition will,

when it becomes popularly known, (as it is not

yet), excite a hearty enthusiasm. The brave

engineers are able to demonstrate that there

is no obstacle lo their plan more serious than
forty millions of pounds. They believe that

if the co-operation of the various nations con-

cerned can be secured, and companies formed
in them to raise each their moity of the

capital, the undei talcing call be completed in

about three years from its commencement
Of course there will be unbelievers enough,

who will denounce this scheme as Utopian.

The successors of those who at one period

proved satisfactorily that the Atlantic Ocean
could never be navigated by steam, at another

that an ocean cable was impossible, and even

lutely that the Alpine tunnel would be a hu^e
failure, by reason of the impossibility of vcu-

tilatng it—are still in existence, and will, no
doubt, survive many more discomfitures than
they have. Chimceras, Brigands, all manner
of enemies will be conjured up t> resist the
Genie on his return t) the Erst at every step.

Mr. Disraeli once sai 1 :

''
1' lie impossible is

always coming to pass,' and the phrase has
bjcome an English proverb; and yet no coun-
try which has done so much t> show what the
combination of mouev and skill can accomp-
lish has so many persons who are ready to

doubt the practicabil ty of anything which ill

any wise appeals'to the imagination As it

used to be ruinous (in pro-slavery days) to a
Dill brought into Congress to call it humane,
so John Bill has an invariable misgiving
about any scheme which has a touch ot poetry

about it. Nevertheless, the fault this time
will not be with the English people. Mo in-

telligent man in this island since the Pacific

Railway and the Alpine Tunnel, is willing to

be the first man daring enough to pronounce
the word " impossible.''

The delav— if it must be, anil it can only be
delay— will probably be caused by the diffi-

culty of bringing the various nations, through
whose territory the line must run, to appreciate

its value as the owner of India can appreciate
it And I regret to have to express the ap-

prehension that the difficulty will not be si

apt to come from Turkey, where English influ-

ence is supreme, nor Persia, which needs
only such a railway this day, to save her from
famine, as from Franco. France has already
Bhown a lamentable jealousy at the prospect
of seeing the advantages at Marseilles gradu-
ally passing by the Mount Cenis Tunnel t>

Brindisi. But if with this the susceptibilities

of the Suez Canal—now the main road to

India—be conjoined, there is no doubt that

France may throw many obstacles in the path
of such a scheme.
And it will be of not a little importance in

forecasting the future of France to watch what
course she will pursue both toward the Alpine
Tunnel and lo the proposed railway to India.

It would be the easiest thing in the wond for

her tj divert the course of the iron highroad
to the East into Germany. Already the only
criticism made by eminent engineers upon the

Hue proposed by Messrs. Low ami Thomas, ia

that if the route be taken by Vienna (instead

of Mount Cenis) it will be able to avail itself

of the line which is already being constructed
between Vienna and Constantinople. By this

means there would be a further saving of
about one thousand miles in the work of con-
struction contemplated by them, and a pro-

portionate reduction will be made from the
forty millions. The probability is, indeed,

that in the end the railway will lake this

course—through Germany, via Vienna, that

is—and if so, it will be a more disastrous blov*

to France than Germany has yet struck.

However, as we are passing Bagdat, on our
imaginary line, we may rememoer thai, Sheik
Saudi said; " The Tigris will flow by Bagdat

f

alter the race of Califs is extinct." What the
Persian poet foresaw of the Califs we may as-

sume of the Cavillers. The great st-eam of

human civilization, and of that material prog-

ress, which is after all its be3t symbol, will

flow on, finding its way amid the invincible

channels or necessity, and will benefit the hu-

man race long after the transient whims of

men, or merely municipal needs of thisoa-tbat

generation have become extinct.

Though one of the finest paintings of Turner
was a railway express train scorning tlie

storm, Mr. Riskin has uttered his anathema
upon the railway. He has imperiously ex-

cluded the very notion of proximity to a rail-
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way station from his new Arcadia. But I

fancy thai even he would find beauty and hu-

manity in a steam engine if he saw it, speeding
eastward,—feeding Persia in her famine,

—

awaking crumbling Anlioch and perished Pal-

myra, to new life arid calling the vanished
splendors of Bagdat, and the literary glories

of Ispahan and Sehiraz back again to the

earth. With the first train that travels that

fi>. th will journey the interests of the scholar,

the hope of the poet, and every friend of man
will know that tt its end are the rivers and the

bowers of Eden. M. D. C,

Iron Mines in Missouri.—For many years,

writes a correspondent of the St. Louis Repub-
lican, iron ore has been known to exist in

Camden county, Missouri, in great quantities,

but the country being comparatively new and
wild lillle interest was manifested in it. Re-

cently, however, an extensive exploration has

been quietly made, the result of which has ex-

ceeded the anticipations of the most sanguine.

Two genilemen, Dr. A. Condee and Alexander
Campbell, alter making a thorough investiga-

tion of the country, are said to have purchased

several thousand acres of what they consider

to he the best of the new iron region. The
lead, or bell, as it is termed, is about 8 or 9

miles long, on the Osage river and along what
is known as Bollinger creek, a small tributary

of the same. It is found in both Camden and
Morgan counties, but the largest deposits are

in the former. So far as at present discovered,

it is found on both sides of the hills or moun-
tains there, and passing through, or indeed

forming the same, as high as 50 or 60 feet,

with but about 5 or 6 feet of surface dirt Its

depth is unknown, but is supposed to extend

to the base. In respect to richness the ore is

said to be equal to about 77 per cent, pig metal
— better than the Iron Mountain ore, and
about equal to that obtained at Pilot Knob.
The location of this new discovery is about
100 miles above the mouth of the Osage, and
the survey line of the St Louis & Fort Scott

Railroad runs near the weBt end of the tract

purchased by the gentlemen above mentioned.

— At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Toledo, Wabash & Western Railroad, held at

Toledo, Ohio, October 4, the following per-

sons were elected directors : A. Boody, A. M.
White, A. B. Baylis, Isaac H. Knox, George
Cecil, William Kidd, E. F. Clark, Augustus
Schell, S. B. Chittenden, J. H. Banker, A,

Stone, H. B. Payne, A. M. Ferris, Sheppard
Gandy, R. Capron. A. Boody was elected

president, John M. Drummond, assistant pre-

sident, and A Anderson, vice president. All

of the above were in last year's directory ex-

cept Messrs. Payr.e, Ferris, Gandy and Capron.

One of these takes the place of Warren Col-

burn, of Toledo, one if James Spears, of La-
fayette, Ind., one of C. M. Smith, of Spring-

field, 111., and one, according to this report,

of J. H. Drummond, of Toledo, who appears

to be retained as assistant president, but re-

tired from the directory. Six of the new
directors, Clark, Schell, Banker, Boody, Stone

and Payne, are also directors of the. Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, Mr. Baylis is a

New York Sl Harlem diiector, and others, we
believe, are counted as "Vanderbilf men.

— The Omaha & Notth-western Railroad,

on the 1 1th insl., was completed 40 miles, and
received paients for 80,000 of the 100,0U0
acres of the State granted lands. It is pro-

gressing steadily from Omaha through the

Missouri valley to an ultimate connection with

the Northern Pacific.

The Richmond Coal^Field.

While the coal mines are multiplying, and
coal land speculation is spreading throughout
the anthracite and bituminous regions of the

Northern, Middle and Western States, a new
interest springs into life in the old coal regions

of the South. The war destroyed the proceeds

of the previous years, and swept away the

puerile establishments with which the sluggish

population satisfied their slight necessities.

But in doing this the war made novel and ex-

acting demands for a larger supply of iron

and coal, compelled a more systematic ex-

ploitation of mines, and the building of exten-
sive iron works in districts before neglected.

Thus have been laid the foundations of a dif-

ferent order of tbiifgs. A new era has opened
for the Southern landholder and capitalist;

and the beginning of this new era has been
marked by a collateral expansion of the rail-

way system along the seaboard. Railways
can be cheaply built, cheaply maintained, im-

proved and extended, when iron is made in

iheir neighborhood. They soon erect their

own rolling mills. But iron can be cheaply
made only where fuel is abundant and a local

population can be collected. Charcoal fur-

naces must needs be small and scattered, for

every H5-foot stack requires 10,000 acres of

land to keep up its slock of charcoal. Whereas
1 60-foot stand tog< ther in a row at the mouth
of the main shaft of the Crenzot coal mines.

Charcoal cold blast iron made from mag-
netic ore is certainly the best in the world;

but it is also the dearest; not because it is the

best, but because so little of it can be made.
For our capitalists have not yet learned that

it is safer in the long run to invest in a dozen
small charcoal stacks well located, than in

one or two large anthracite or coke furnaces

located under ordinary circumstances. There
are of course exceptions, but they are much
rarer than people have any idea of. If alt

the capital which has been sunk in iron mak-
ing on a great scale had been distributed

among a very large number of iron works on

a small scale, American iron would have al-

ways had the integral value of the best Swede
iron, would have been comparatively cheap,

and we should now have at command a mucU
larger number of expert iron masters and iron

workers in all parts of the United States. We
import over 400,000 tons of rails and 150,000

tons of pig iron from England this year, be-

cause American capital, invested in iron works,

has not been invested in the best way for se-

curing the largest possible amount of the best

iron at the lowest figures.

Those who have not thoroughly studied the

subject may dispute this; and some may dis-

pute it who have spent years in the business,

and have made fortunes, perhaps, by anthra-

cite coal iron works. But few old hands at

iron making in other districts of the country
will demur to the proposition, that an abund-
ance of cheap capital applied over wide ranges

of country, is all that is wanting to insure the

profitable manufacture of the very best of iron,

in such abundance as to meet all the demands
of our railway world, and leave also an abund-
ance for the common industries of the nation.

This desirable procedure, however, is impossi-

ble in the current condition of the American
money market, and with those impatient and
speculative sentiments in vogue uuhappily

wiih so large a proportion of investors.

The tendency is still to plant money for fu-

ture large profits, instead of for a present and
continuous moderate and steady business. The
time must come when people in America shall

find themselves compelled to look the law of

life straight in the face: that law of daily

work for daily pay, and daily pleasure in daily

work, which sways dense populations. But
so long as there is a free vent there can be

no high pressure; and the West is a wide vent
which still prevents the Eastern States from
feeling any pressure approaching that of over

population. Untii this pressure be applied,

the individual members of American society

feel too free to move about, to suffer any in-

tense business anxiety. If they do not achieve

success in one line of action tbey will in an-

other ; why should they be anxious? Yet it

is only this "anxious care for the morrow'
which can balance the minds and stiffen the

principles of most men, and make unsullied

integrity, unswerving industry, persistent

thrift, and self denial, recognized virtues ne-

cessary for all.

Meanwhile consolidations, large operations,

extensive plants, are the order of the day, in-

volving heavy incidental expenditures, tempt-
ing irresponsibilities, waste, malpractice, high

price of raw mineral, and low qualities of fiu-

nished products. Our iron must be made
chiefly out of coal. The occupation of new
coal lauds at fancy prices, not to wo^k, go

much as to hold, or to transfer at an advance
to those who will hold, is going on at a greater

rale uhan ever. Every avenue t) the coal dis-

tricts is being seized by some railway com-
pany; and tracts of coal laud along every

new line of railway are in the market at fabu-

lous prices. It is impossible to fix a normal
price; all prices are speculative. Beds of

iron ore are sought for eagerly; and in every

ease the effort is made to monopolize a dis-

trict so as to exclude competition. Hence
every scheme is overloaded and staggering

under a needless yet crushing buiden. No
one wishes to 'work" the property, but to "put

it into shape" to sell to some one who will

work it, of course at an immense advance.

Poor men have been gathering up leases, over

many miles square, for twenty and thirty years

past, at nominal mine royalties, and cow put

their titles into company operations, in con-

cert wiih capitalists who are themselves con-

tented with nothing less than cent per cent

profits. Is it any wuuder that nothing seems
to succeed well 1 The mineral wealth of the

country is too great to be monopolized. The
manufacturing demands are loo small to bear

cent per cent profits. Both buyers and sellers

are checkmated by their own greed. Honest,
industry advances slowly ; the whole land

swarms with unrealized projects and incipient

operations, stopped at the start. Back lands

are forced upon an unwilling because over-

loaded market, and old fields of industry close

at hand stand with all their advantages un-

recognized, or forgotten.

We have often turned with a sort of wonder

to regard the Richmond coal basin. Its his-

tory is very strange. It was one of the earli-

est, opened by the miner. It is the solitary

one at tidewater and near a State capital; for

the Rhode Island coal basin does not deserve

the name. It contains several beds of coal,

and one of these is sometimes of great, thick-

ness, sometimes 60 feet. It is mined by shafts

on the English plan; and affords a variety of

fuels, ranging from gas coal to native coke.

One would have expected its complete develop-

ment long ere this.

A little reflet tion, however, will serve to ex-

plain the phenomenon. The Richmond coal

bfisiu is in Virginia; and Virginia has been

in a profound sleep for a hundred years, a

sleep undisturbed by dreams of any other lhan

a political complexion. Industry was always

ignoble in Virginia. Speculaiion in money-
making was always under a sort of ban. In-

vestment in unwieldy breadths of soil was the

1-~
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only vogue. The manufacturing element of

society was carefully excluded from the Com-
monwealth. Wood was always plenty for the

hearth and the forge; why raise stone coal,

where there were neither steam saw mills,

cotton mills or woolen mills, coke stacks, or

puddling furnaces in the resion ? The Trede-

gar iron works could supply itself from Balti-

more, or raise enough from a single shalt,

with filty black miners, to supply all its own
needs. From the Blue Ridge to the sea shore,

and from the Potomac to the Savannah, no

one thought of using stone coal for any pur

pose whatsoever. If they had, the capaciLy of

the Richmond field would have been well de-

veloped; for it stands, or stood, alone, the

solitary source of mineral fuel for a region

five hundred miles long and two hundred and
fifty miles wide. The Deep river basin was
almost, and the Dan river basin was wholly,

unknown. Even now the latter remains prac-

tically untouched, and the former is not to be

compared with the Richmond field for situa-

tion and size of beds.

McClure, the father of American Geology,

made a map of the Richmond basin in 1817.

It was at that early day exploited only by

shallow slopes- upon the edge of the principal

coal bed, where it s'.ants up to the surface

along the line of granite rocks which mark
the eastern limit of the coal measures; and
these old pits, like those of the old York Com-
pany's workings, in the Pottsville neighbor-

hood, are much dreaded; because, being filled

with thousands of tons of rain water, they

stand ready to pour a deluge down when
tapped from below by miners putting up new
breastworks nnguided by any chart.

The first clear description of the Richmond
basin was published hy R. C. Taylor in 1834

(see Transactions of the Geological Society of

Pennsylvania, Vol. I, page 275, plate 16).

Mr. Taylor afterwards embodied the facts as

known to him in his well known Statistics of

Coal, a second edition of which was edited by

Prof. S. S. Haldeman in 1855. Mr. Taylor's

view of the structure of'the basin is given in

a wood cut diagram on page 291.

Accustomed to the downthrow faults of Eng-
land, Mr. Taylor represents the irregularities

encountered by the miners in that form Mr.
Daddow, on the other hand, accustomed to the

study of the fault-! of the anthracite basins of

Pennsylvania, gives an entirely different view

of the structure of the Richmond basin on
page 396 of his book, entitled : Coal, Iron and
Oil, published in 1866. We believe that Mr.

Dadiow's view is more correct than Mr. Tay-
lor's. Following Prof. W. B, Rogers, he as-

cribes the irregularities of the coal beds to

previous irregularities of surface at the bottom
of the lake or estuary in which the Richmond
coal measures were deposited. Granite, gneiss

and mica slate surround the Richmond coal

field, and form its bed. Upon this face of
granite was deposited a coal bed varying from
10 to 60 feet in thickness, dipping east from
25° to 80°, on the west side of the basin, and
dipping west from 2(1° to 40° on the^east side

of the basin.

We have never heard of a good map of the

Richmond field. The diagram map which
Mr. Daddow gives on page 395 is merely in-

tended to show about where in Virginia this

coul field lies. Nor does Taylor furnish any-
thing better.

The Midlothian mines like all the other ope-

rations of the region were suspended duriug
\he war, but have recently been sold to a

Western New York capitalist who is reopening
the mines. The Clover Hill property has been
in operation several years since the war; and
the property just south of it, on Winterpock

creek, and between it and the Appomattox
river has been more recently shafted and
worked; the coal being sent to market over

the Clover Hill company's railroad.

A new history is commencing for the Rich*

mond coal field Richmond itself is growing
more rapidly than most Western cities. The
competition excited between steamboat lines

and railways, and between rival railways—the

extension of Pennsylvania influence through

Richmond, Raleigh and Charleston to Savan-
nah and Atlanta—the revival of every kind of

business in Virginia—the revolution in men,
manners and business arrangements in North
Carolina

—

the energetic consolidation and ex-

tension efforts of the South Side and Virginia

& Tennessee great interior through line—the

efforts made to complete the Virginia Central

and bring the trade of Cincinnati and Chicago
to Norfolk instead of to New York—the pur-

chase of large tracts of iron country further

south— in a word, the enormous preparations

made for covering this long neglect'-d section

of the United Slates with a network of first

class transportation facilities, all naturally

centering at Richmond, has suddenly called

into public noiice the long undervalued coal

field in its vicinity.

Large tracts ol land are now in market, the

owners being old proprietors and landholders

in other parts of the State, members of the

aristocracy of the ancien regime, wise enough
to accept the new situation, but not yet in-

spired by a rage for speculation. With large

hereditary possessions and but little ready

capital, they are taking advantage of the uni-

versal inquiry for available coal measures to

realize this portion of their estates as the

most marketable and immediately valuable.

Hence, while they recognize the intrinsic

worth of areas covering millions of ton.s of

coal, they are aware that to reach this coal at

depths varying from 500 to 1,000 feet, capital

is needed in much larger quantities than they

can command, and an experience in planting

such capital which their ovn past lives has

not given them. They are very moderate,

therefore, in the prices they put upon their

tracts, and this is turning the attenlion nf

Northern capitalists towards them.— U. S.

Mining Register.

— The Vicksburg Herald says : "The Mem-
phis & Vicksburg Railroad Company is ready

to place ten miles of the road under contract,

and desire to receive bids for the construction

of the work. As soon as a xont-act is made
for this section of ten miles, the Company will

be prepared to let contracts for an additional

fifteen miles. The profiles and specifications

for this additional section will be ready at an

early day, and as soon as they can be pre-

pared the letting will be advertised. It is the

object of Gen. Adams and the directors to

push forward the work on the lower end of

the line with all practical dispatch in order

that the lowest, portion of the route may be

passed before the winter rains set in, and be

eniirely secure from any danger of overflow

before the season of high water arrives. The
portion of the road now offered to contractors

runs over the lowest grounds on the whole

route, and hence the importance of its early

construction."

— A project is on foot for building a nar-

row gauge railway from Paducah, Ky., to

Paris, Tenn , and it is received with much"

favor along the line of the proposed route.

— T'je Lebigh Valley Railroad Company
announced, a quarterly dividend of 2\ per

cent, payable on the 16th inst.

New Yoke Union Depot.—Trains on the

Harlem Railroad will run from the new Union
depot on Oct. 9; those on the New York <fc

New Haven Railroad on Oct. 16; and those
on ihe Hudson River Railroad on Oct. .23.

Trains will not be allowed to run within a

mile of each other, and their movements be-

tween the city and the Spuyten Duyvil Hail-

road Junction will be regulated bv a new sys-

tem of electrical signals. Joseph H Franklin
has been appointed depot master.

— The Osage division of the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas Railroad, which has been in

operation for some months from Holden, Mo,

(on the Missouri Pacific Railroad, 43 miles

from Sedalia), westward to Harnsonville,

about 22 miles, was completed on the 24th

ult., to Paola, Kansas, 32 miles further. Pa-
ola is a station on the Missouri River, Fort
Scott & Gulf Railroad, 43 miles from Kansas
City. The contracts have been let for an ex-

tension of the road from Paola westward to

Ottawa, 22 miles, and surveys have been marie

on an extension of the division eastward from
Holden—one about 40 miles long to connect
with the main line of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas at Greenridge, 9 miles sooth-east of

Sedalia, and one altogether north of the Mis-

souri Pacific down the Blackwater river in a

direction north cf east to Boonville, about 75

miles, there to cross the Missouri and connect
with the Louisiana & Missouri River road.

— The earnings of the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Minnesota Railroad Company, far

the week ending Sept. 14, are $27,502, as

against $14,206 for the corresponding week
in August. The above return makes about

$8,500 annual earnings to the mile.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Bates

Where it is Introduced.

«B"Ihe attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
worKdonp, and to the fact that nine-ten ths
of the fire* thutKindle at stations, >n wood
piles, iind'oD Trains, are within the power
of this machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H J.BOND.Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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STATISTICAL EEPOET
OF THE

Resources and Prospective Business

OF THE

Kentucky and Great Eastern Railway.

Col. S. W. Morton,-

Pres't Kentucky & Gt. Eastern Railway:—
At your request, I have examined all the

statistics, commercial and geographical rela-

tions, and natural resources, connected with

the line of the Great Eastern Railroad. For
this purpose, I have assumed Cincinnati, Ohio,

and Frederick, Md., where direct connection

is made with running roads to the cities of

Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York as the

termini of the road.

At the former point it will connect with all

the roads in the valley of the Ohio, and at the

latter with those in the East, now existing

and a direct line be made with New York.

In looking to the future of a new trunk line

of road, there are, it seems to me, three ques-

tions to be answered : 1. Wiiat, if any, are the

peculiar advantages of the road? 2. Will it

simply do the business of an already settled

country, or will it develop a new one ? 3. What
are the actual statistics of the country on the

road, and what will they probably be when the

country is developed ? Nothing is better

known, in relation to railroads, than that some
most pro6table railroads have become such

by developing the country, and not from the

country as it was. So, nothing is better

known than that, in regard to coal, iron and

lumber; no part of America has more to be

brought out and carried to mnrket than that

through which the Great Eastern passes. In

view of these facts, I shall endeavor briefly

but accurately to answer the above questions.

1. What, if any, are the peculiar advantages

of the Great Eastern ? Nine-tenths of the

railroads in the country pass through a purely

agricultural country. Four fifths of them pass

through what may be called a thick settled

country, of which the future growth will go

on at a moderate rate. Not more than a

dozen control any great trunk route, whether

in themselves or by connections. If now we

look to the elements of the Great Eastern, we

find that it has all the advantages which are

peculiar to any road, except that the agricul-

ture of Western Virginia is not so great as in

the level and bottom lands north of the Ohio

;

but when we look to the great agricultural as

well as mineral development of Northeastern

Pennsylvania, now covered with railroads, we

see that it needs only railroads to carry off the

coal and iron, in order to increase the culture

of lands, as well as the digging of mines. The
Great Eastern has, therefore, peculiar advan-

tages, which may be stated thus:

1. It is a through trunk line from the center

of the Ohio valley to the Atlantic cities; and

shorter from Cincinnati to New York than

any other. This fact will be admitted by all

observers of railroad operations. I find by

the reports of engineers, that the surveyed

distance from Cincinnati to New York by the

Great Eastern is only 640 mhes, viz :

Miles.

Cincinnati to Catlettsburg, Ky 130
Catlettsburg to Winchester, Va 260
Winchester to Frederick, Md 57
Frederick to New York, by direct line 193

Total from Cincinnati to New York. ..640

The shortest distance now traveled from

Cincinnati to New York, and which is the

main line of travel at this time, is the Penn-

sylvania route through Pittsburg. The dis-

tance on that line is 749 miles, and is now
traveled in 27 hours. The distance on the

Great Eastern will be 640 miles, and can be

traveled in 23 hours, at the same rate of

speed. The Pennsylvania road has taken

two-thirds of all the passenger traffic between

Cincinnati and New York and Philadelphia,

because it has the shortest line and the quick-

est speed. The conclusion from these facts

is inevitable. If we suppose the Great East-

ern now made, it must and will take more
than half of all the entirely through passen-

gers between the Atlantic cities and Cincin-

nati. Table 6 (annexed) shows that between
Cincinnati and the Atlantic cities this class

of passengers numbered 160,000 on all the

roads in 1870. This is ascertained by tracing

out the "through" passengers on the trunk

and connecting lines. This number is in-

creasing at a very rapid rat», and it will be

entirely safe to say that at the completion of

the Great Eastern the number will be at least

200,000, of which the Great Eastern will have

half, because of the great shortening of dis-

tance and time. This, then, is one peculiar

advantage.

Another one is that it passes through a

country which although old as compared with

the Western States, there is a smaller amount

of railroads than in any part of our country,

except the extreme West. The reader has

only to take up a map, and he will see that

from Central Ohio to the valley of Virginia

and Tennessee there are no railroads, except

the Baltimore & Ohio, in the extreme east of

this region, and the Chesapeake & Ohio, now

making. Over the whole region of Eastern

Kentucky, West Virginia, and the north-east

of Virginia, there are scarcely any means of

carrying off any of the wonderful products

(for such they are) of coal, iron, lumber, salt,

slate and oil of that country. The result is,

that only in the narrow valley of the Kana-

wha has there been much attempt at develop-

ment. If it be said that the population is thin

in regard to furnishing passengers, that is

more than counteracted by the greater breadth

of country drained. In fact, in the direction

of the line of the Great Eastern, there is really

no competition, and can not be for a great

many years. The control of this great breadth

of country is another peculiar advantage.

Again, another peculiar advantage is that

there is no road in the country, or perhaps

the world, which goes for so great a distance

through a region of coal and iron, with their

attendant strata of salt, lime, oil and stone.

I say this after a full consideration of the im-

mense coal district of Pennsylvania, and of

that in Missouri. From about 80 miles above

Cincinnati, to Winchester, Va., a distance of

310 miles, the whole country may be said to

be a coal mine, and most of it an iron mine.

In Eastern Kentucky, fifteen counties are in

the great Appalachian coal field (see D. Dale

Owen's Geology of Kentucky). Seven of

these counties are on or adjacent to the Great

Eastern Railroad. In West Virginia, every

county on or near the road is in the great

coal field. So, also, of iron. The counties of

Greenup, Carter and Boyd in Kentucky, have

already immense iron works, and are pro-

ducing large amounts of pig iron. So, also,

of the north-eastern counties of Virginia.

Nearly all of them produce iron, and great

iron works are already in operation there. I

say, therefore, that there is probably no where,

a railroad which passes through such a great

extent (300 miles) of coal and iron, with all

the auxiliary elements of stone, lime, lumber

and oil. It is, therefore, very obvious that

this is a real and great advantage of the Great

Eastern Railroad. It is entirely true that this

is an undeveloped region ; but the direct ob-

ject and effect of railroads is to develop the

resources of a country.
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It is impossible to say, in advance, how-

much of the immense quantities of coal and

iron which will hereafter be mined and carried

off from this country will be carried on the

Great Eastern ; but we can form some idea of

what future results will be by referring to the

experience in Eastern Pennsylvania. It will

be seen, by Table 7th, that the enormous

amount of 6,000,000 tons of coal are carried

from eight counties of Eastern Pennsylvania,

by no less than twenty railroads. If we sup-

pose that a tenth of this amount were in the

future to be carried by the Great Eastern, it

would make an immense business; and there

is no doubt that in a few years it will do at

least that. I have now answered the question

what are the peculiar advantages of the Great

Eastern ?

2. The second question is: Will it do the

business of an already settled country, or will

it develop a new one? This question I have

already partially answered above. lu regard

to original settlement, East Kentucky and

West Virginia are comparatively old settle-

ments; but in regard to cultivation and de-

velopment, except some small districts, they

are almost wholly new: that is, they are al-

most wholly undeveloped. The small settle-

ments on the Ohio river are the exceptions.

But while this is the fact, there is a constant

and an unlimited demand for the peculiar

products which that region can furnish. All

through the valley of the Ohio, north of the

Ohio and West, there lies a vast plain of the

richest soil, and the greatest amount of agri-

cultural products. That region is filling up

with farmers, towns and cities. These all

want coal, iron, oil and lime. Hence the

great problem of the day is, to develop the

great deposits of coal, iron, salt and oil in the

upper Ohio valley. Nothing can be supposed

to do this better or quicker than the Great

Eastern Railroad. There will be oiher roads,

such as the Baltimore road, and the Chesa

pcake & Ohio, which will do much in this

way ; but if the reader will examine a map,

he will see that both those roads pass through

West Virginia transversely to the Great East-

ern, that is, north and south, in less sections

of country. Uence, the field of the Great

Eastern is much the largest, and in regard to

development can undoubtedly accomplish the

mot! The Baltimore & Ohio road has shown

by the immense transportation of coal from

Western Maryland to Baltimore, what can be

done in this way. The Great Eastern, there-

fore, will largely operate in developing the

immense region of mineral deposits between

Maysville, Ky., and Winchester, Va. What

that will be, we can gather partly from exist,

ing facts, and partly as a deduction from the

experience of other roads, and the develop-

ment of other sections of country.

3. What are the actual statistics of the

country on the line of the road, and what will

they be when the country is developed ? Iu

tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, are given the existing sta-

tistics of the particular counties through

which the Great Eastern passes. But these

statistics show almost nothing of what that

country would produce, if there were any fa-

cilities of transportation. Hardly any of the

railroads beyond the Mississippi, vere made
through a country which, before the roads

were made, showed any great surplus produc-

tion. The roads did more for the country,

than the country did for the roads Yet, no

roads in the country promises to be more pri-

ntable, than they will be. Hence, we must

endeavor to form some idea of what will be

the state of things when this road is made.

This development will relate almost wholly to

material productions of the country developed

by this road. Let us no v look at a few facts

connected with the effect of making the Great

Eastern.

1. In table 2, it will be seen that the river

trade from Cincinnati to Catlettsburg on the

Kentucky side, amounts in value to $13,000,-

000; or, about $100,000 per mile. From Cat-

lettsburg to Wheeling, the river trade amounts

(on the Virginia side) in value to $38,000,000,

(including Wheeling). Thus a distance,

counting on a direct line of over 300 miles on

the south side of the Ohio, furnishes a com-

merce valued at $50,000,000. The value of

articles transported on the New York Canal

was found to be in round numbers §50 per

ton, and the tonnage of the Ohio river is

nearly of the same character. It may be safe-

ly assumed that the present tonnage of the

Ohio river, from the Kentucky and Vir-

ginia side, amounts to 1,000,000 tons. This is

nearly all taken from a narrow slip on the

Ohio, with the single exception of the K,ana"

wha river. Many articles will not bear wag-

oning to the river, except for a short dis-

tance. We assume, therefore, with confidence,

that a railroad passing- East and West, in the

direction of all the great cities, having a coun-

try without competition, equal to 40 miles in

diameter, will when in complete operation,

transport more than now goes on the Ohio

from that side. How will that be made up ?

While we can not state amounts positively, it

is easy to Bhow what are the main articles,

and in what way they will be developed.

1. Of Coal—Cincinnati, Newport and Cov-

ington, and their surroundings, will take for

this year, 50,000,000 of bushels of coal. This

is 1,500,000 tons. While we may concede that

half of this will come down the river, it is

very evident, that hereafter most of it must

come by rail, especially for all the iron works

on the line of the road. If we suppose

that the rail transportation is divided

among three roads, yet there will remain

250,000 tons for the Great Eastern. Taking

an average distance of 150 niles, it can be

laid down for 6 cents per bushel for transporta-

tion, and successfully compete with the river.

2. Of Iron—From the statistics of tables 2,

3 and 4, it is evident there will be at once

nearly, or quite 200,000 tons of iron, in all

forms, raw and manufactured, carried on the

road.

3. Of Lumber —In the U. S. Statistics for

West Virginia and Eastern Kentucky, will be

observed returns of large amounts of sawed

lumber. This portion of the country is re-

markable for immense quantities of fine tim-

ber, and the time has come, when from its

scarcity on the North bank of the Ohio—Cin-

cinnati and other large towns must rely for

timber on that part of the country. 100,000

tons will not be too large an amount to allow

for this article.

4. Of Produce—Except a few large counties,

the section lying on this road is not now re-

markable for agricultural products. As we

have remarked, the development made by the

road will cause a rapid increase in the culture

of land Yet, it will be.seen, that the com-

merce of Maysville amounts to $8,000,000 per

annum, and a large part of that arose from

the products of agriculture. Tables 3 and 4

show, that the Great Eastern may rely on

200,000 tons from this source.

5. Miscellaneous Products— Among these

many things may be enumerated, such as oil,

salt, lime, stone and numerous articles, which

though small in each one, make a large amount

on a railroad. We may put these at 100,000

tons.

6. General Merchandise — This consists in

manufactures and dry goods. These are, com-

pared with coal and iron, of much less weight.

But the quantity required, in a great country,

heretofore almost shut out for want of commu-

nication, must be very large. Looking to the

large amount of products for which merchan-

dise must be returned, we put it at 200,000

tons.

In the above estimates, we have taken the

statistics of what is, and not those which will

be. A district which is 430 miles long, and

averages a breadth of 40 miles, makes an

area of 17,200 square miles, which will be for

transportation purposes, wholly within the

control of this road. With these observations,

I submit a series of tables and estimates from

them :

TABL 1 1. Resources for a railroad on the line

of the " Great Eastern" in Kentucky.

Counties.
Popula-
tion.

Sq.
Miles

Grain,
Bushels.

No. of

Anim'ls

Mineral
Tons.
Iron.

8 4517

8 5"<3

7.509
1 1 41-3

9, 1 15

•2,(191

13,398
9,1-29

18,127
11.-4 9

1^,030
77,400

500
iO!)

coo
41.0

360
350
400
300
300
3110

4"0
300

320.0110

102,10
41'7, 00O

481.0
597,0(1"

160,00"
9r6,U0l

1 "SO," 1

1 800,001
8-10 OH"
!15O,0IKI

Oil" 0'

34,808
10.2H1

31,058
18.1 IU

20,58,

9.855
50,19"
52 8K.

27 3(i9

!20 000 -I n
20 "Oil V %
50.100 > ?

Lewis

Nicholas

Bracken
Pentl leton ...

Campbell ... 9.85^

Aggregate,.., 141,617 4,250 J,4M,tiOU 377,1174 100,000

Note 1—The population is given exact from

the census of 1870.

2. The square miles are an approximation,

it being assumed that there could be no com-

petition within 30 miles of the river.

3. The iron products is a minimum, the re-

turns of 1870, not having been given to the

public. I have estimated it from what was

common information.
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TABLE 2.

—

Ohio River Trade, from the section

tributary to the Great Eastern.

Estima-

Places. Exports.
ports.

ted
Value.

Remarks.

Catlettshurg ... LumV.C'ial. ete Gen- $5110 ,000 15. San-

Ashland |Co 1, produce. eral 5i O.liUI! dy trade.

Belief.) nte |Lefiii.meial,b ,k Mt-r- 550 iiiii. Furnaces

Ao.an'aFurn'ejPig MeUil. c a ti- IlO uno

Oil Works llUe 150,1111 Fur. * ref.

Greenupslmrg, Pig met.il, cnal 1,300 'ii Furce, e.c.

Rus landing.. L'thpro. hides " 50.0 Tanneries.

Franklin Fur'e Pig m- tal iron
'*

200,00 b urnaee.
" 1OII.I0 Lime ki'ns

Spiingvilie jWnis'y, leather " 2 '0,000 Tan &dis.

Quincy Land't; Pig mttal, bk.
** 100.IIII Furnace.

Boone Furna'e ** * 11.0 0110 "
- tone, bark " 50,0" "

Vanceburir Flour, leather. ,' 500,001 "

Stout> Land's Grain, fruit. "
U! 0!

"

Concord Flour, le.itlier. 75,001 S'w.fl'rm'

Springdale Grain, etc. " 10,000 ••

M lysville Pork, tobacco. "
8,0011,001 Oil Works

Charleston n...
** " 20,1100' "

Pork, lead, etc.

Qrain., tobacco.

Whis'y tobic'o
;;

12 ,000
ir5.il

20.000

"
i.

Reck Spring...
"

Metcalfe Tobacco, etc.
"

12.01 "

PorterviUe Tobacco, etc.
" lull 000 '

Stepetone " " "
20,00 "

California Wood, prod'ce 10,om

2.487 00.Si

TABLE 3.— The surpluses which arc available for

Market, deducedfrom Table 1.

Counties.
Tonnage su-plus
of Argriculture.

Tonnage of Minerals.

Lawrence.. G oi)0 I'm aninilas, graii

Boyd 1 ooo 20 000 tros of iron.

Carter b" 0'i0 " ' Oj.Oi;0 " »
Greenup... 4,0(10

<( it i>,t,00 tons Iron, etc.

6,000 " **

Rowan
Fleming... iii.nno (4 (•>

Nicholas... 16-000 Ii t*

Mason Hff.OtlO tt *l

Brncken ... 8,b0'l U i*

Pendleton 6,000 it *s

Campbell... 10.000 (« It

12
Counties.

109,000 95,(0 • bins.

The above table is taken from the report of

the Board of Trade in Cincinnati, and is be-

lieved to be strictly accurate. The aggregate

commerce from the landings on (his line of the

Great Eastern road amounts in value to near

$13,000,000. One considerable item which did

not enter into Table 1, is tobacco, which is

raised in large quantities.

TABLE 4.—Resources for a Railroad on the Line

of the Great Eastern, from Cattettsbvrg, Ky., to

Frederick, Md.

Wayne
Caliell

Putnam
Jackson
Wert
Roone
Calhoun
Clay
BraxiOD
Gi mer
34 Kanawha...

% Ritchie

Sulphur
Lewis
V2 Dndilridce.

y2 Barhnur
Randolph

Tucker

Hardy
Hampshire
Frederick

Shenandoah..

Warren..

Popula-
tion.

7,852
6.429
7.794
10,300

4.804

7,232
2,939
1, l»li

6.480
4.333

11.174

4,527

8 023
10,17.
3.538
5.150

5,503

1 907

5,518
7,043

Hi. 59.'

5,71 il

Grain (bu.)
Animals
(No.)

310,(100 25,000
332.000 21.000
3IO.000 22.000
340 10 2''

IMI.IIliU 15.' 00
150 001 50,000
95 000 0,000
55,000 6,000

Kill.000 15.500
150.000 13 000
20.1,000 15.000

100,000 11,000

280,000 30.000
230,000 a >,ono

75.000 5,000
170 000 20 000
90,000 22,1110

40.000 6.300

400 opo 31 500
530,0(ip 57,1100

040.000 5.1,000

580,000 21 001)

300,000 22,000

Mineral
(ions).

111,000 tons-

<>i), Olio tons.

1,000 tons.
coal and oil.

3,10'J'tons

ron.

15.0H0 tous
ron.
1,000 tons

ron casings

6,570

20.929

8,357
47,572

650.000

1,720,000

200,000
2,430,000

21,200

65,000

25.000
90 000

3,000 tons
iron.

Frederick (>U.)

27 Counties 254,365 10,825,000 692,000 93.0'i9 tons.

TABLE 5.

—

Showing the Proportion of Local

Passengers from a given Population on a Rail-

road, as Determined by Experience.

Railroads.
Population
on road.

Local
Passengers

Receipts.

Davtnn «f Mich
Clevelan I & Co
Sandusky &c Cin'li.

Marietta & Cin'ti...

Sjlulusky & New'h

166. I7M

3'O.on
213,014
19? 845
116.189

27 9, 809
512 614
231.R10
3-'9 245
164,890

S207.8K9
409 526
191.50H

330 358
150,000

Five railroads 1,003.289 1,51°, 198 $1,355,231

Neither of these roads are trunk lines, and

all the through passengers are excluded. This

table, therefore, shows what number of local

passengers may certainly be relied upon in any

part of the country where land and people are

in the average condition. It is not calculated

upon the density of population, but upon the

number who must use that road or none; and

therefore is applicable to any road where that

can be exactly determined. The ratio of local

passengers to population is 1.50 to 1. The

average ratio of cash is 90 cents.

TABLE 6.

—

Through Passengers betw en Cincin-

nati and Atlantic Cities.

Routes. No. Passengers
Receipts through
to New York.

New York roads; Erie 60.(00

Rl l).000

10 i 00

SI ,000,0^0

8,0'iO.OOft

200,000

IGOOG'O $3,200,000

Note.— It will be observed that this table is

confined only to those who go the whole dis-

tance from Cincinnati to the Eastern cities

;

an average of 700 miles. It can be verified

by an analysis of the Reports of Ohio Rail-

roads made to the Commissioner of Railroads.

It excludes the great numbers who cross Ohio

to St. Louis, Chicago and other points without

going through Cincinnati. The fact that the

Pennsylvania road takes the great mass to

Cincinnati is conclusive that the shortest line

will take the through passengers. With 100

miles the shorter route to New York, the Great

Eastern may confidently expect to take half

the through passengers to the Atlantic.

TABLE 7.

—

Showing the Development of the

Pennsylvania Coal Region from 1850 to 1870.

Time. Population. Coal carried by R. R.
In 1850 288, 7u8 800,000 tons.

In 1870 630,517 6,200.000 tons.

Increase ... 246,839 5,400,000 tons.

Present result 600,000 6,000,000 tons.

This table is given to show the rapid and

immense increase of the coal trade when there

are means of transportation
;
and also to show

the immense increase of railroad coal transpor-

tation The development of the coal trade does

not depend on the quantity in the natural coal

beds; but on the means of transportation.

There are now no less than twenty-three rail-

roads and bi'anches in Pennsylvania engaged

exclusively in the coal trade. No more re-

markable development in industry has been

exhibited anywhere in the world.

TABLE 8 —Results of Railroad Experience on

Profits.

The following tabulative view of railroad

increase I prepared and published in ihe Rail-

road Record without any reference to the Great

Eastern. It shows the average increase of

railroad business :

Year. Tons
1858 18,000,000

1 867 75,000,000
1870 100,000,000

We see, then, that since 1858, the tonnage of
railroads has increased 450 per cent. But the

number of miles of railroad increased but 150
per cent. We can not here go into the rea-

sons of this but the reader will easily under-
stand, if he reflects, that the areas (and there-

fore the products carried) drained by a rail-

road increases at a much, greater ratio than
the increase in miles of road. For example,
if a railroad was ten miles long, and the ton-

nage carried is represented by 100, then if the
road is 100 miles long the tonnage carried
will be represented by 10,000, because these

are the squares or areas drained respectively

by 10 and 100. This would make 100 fold
;

but we must recollect that this very fact makes
competition, so that the road which now made
100 miles (instead of 10) soon encounters the

competition of another road 30 miles off. But
the principle holds good to an extent we see of

increasing the tonnage 450 per cent., while the

roads increased 159 per cent.

5. Increase of Passengers.—
In 1853. In 1870.

New York 11,563,000 19,100,000
Six roads iniOhio 1,470,000 3,259,000

Aggregate 13,033,000 22,369 000

In 12 years then, the number of passengers
on about 5,000 miles of railroad increased 9-
000,00, which is 75 per cent. That is, the

number of passengers increased at the rate of

6 per cent, per annum.

The whole railroad experience of the coun-

try corresponds with this, and shows that any

new line of railroad4 may expect to double its

whole business in 12 years.

TABLE 9.

—

General Estimate of the Resources

and Receipts of the Kentucky and Great East-

ern Railway, Deduced from the Foregoing Ta-

bles.

Sources of Revenue. Amount" Per Cent. Receipts.

Local Passeng's. No. 533,976 90 $535,576
Thr'gh Passeng'a " 100,000 $15 00 1,500,000

Coal Tons. 250 000 2.00 600,000
Iron " 200,000 3.00 600,000
Lumber " 100,000 4.00 400,000

Agr'l Products " 200 000 3.00 600,000
Miscellaneous. " 100,000 5 00 500,000

Gen'l Merch'se " 200,000 4.00 800,000

Aggregate $5,435,576

Operating Expenses 3,510,000

Net profits of the road $1,925,576
Estimated cost 447 miles from Cin-

cinnati to Frederick at $35,000
per mile $15,645,000

Div. of 8 per cent on that capital-- 1,251,160

Surplus for Sinking Fund 674,416

Note.—The number of passengers, agricul-

tural products and iron are deduced directly
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from Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 0. The estimate of

coal (minimum) from table 7.

Of the general accuracy of the foregoing

estimate, there are two tests derived from rail-

road experience which the reader can apply

for himself

:

1. The average receipts of all the railroads

in the United States, (54,000 miles) is $10,000

per mile. (See Poor's Manual of Railroads.)

This for 447 miles to Frederick would be $4,-

470,000. The above estimate gives for this

road §705,000 more than that. This is wholly

in the receipts for through passengers, and

when we consider that the road will be the

shortest line from Cincinnati to New York by

100 miles, we must consider this as decidedly

under estimated.

2. It has been proved by railroad experience

(See Poor's Manual) that the ratio of the earn-

ings from freights to the earnings from pas-

sengers is two and a third to one. Now we
have determined almost exactly by railroad

experience the amount of earnings from pas-

sengers, and have put in the table ; it will be

seen that the estimate for freights in the

above table is only If to that of passengers;

showing that by average railroad experience

the estimate is too low. But that is because

we have taken things as they now are and not

as they will be when developed by the railroad

itself. Herein we apply table No. 8, by which

we see the number of passengers increase on

railroads at the average rate of 6 per cent, per

annum ; and that the tonnage increases at a

much faster rate; amounting in the whole

profits of a road lo more than 7 per cent, per

annum. If the Great Eastern therefore was
finished in 1873, in five years after the net

profits of the road would be 35 percent, greater?

or at least $2,600,000 per annum, or 15 per

cent. This has been the actual history of some
of the great roads in this country. So far as

statistics or the railroad experience of the

country can determine anything, the Great

Eastern offers the promise of being alike pro-
fitable to the region of country through which
it passes and to [hose who shall own and con-

Very Respectfully,

Edward D. Mansfield.

duct it.

— The St. Gothard Railway, with a tunnel
about the length of that of the Mont Cenis,
will, says the London Times, very soon be
commenced. The capital necessary for the
turtnel is about 60,000,000f, and for the lines
to join the Italian and the Swiss Railway about
125,000,000f. Subsidies to the extent of 85,-

OUO.OOOf. have been voted by Germany, Italy
and Swi'zerland, and the remaining 100,000,-
OOOf. will be taken by a syndicate, 65,000,000f.
in shares. It is estimated that at least seven
to eight years will be required for the entire
completion of the work.

— The total gold values of imports at New
York, excluding foreign specU, from the 1st
of January, 1871, to September 30th, 1871,
amount to $301 645,850, against $239,631,857
for the corresponding period of the previous
year; showing an increase in 1871 of $62,-
013,933. The export* for the same period,
including foreign goods re-exported, amount
to $171,763,682, against $132,847,135 for the
corresponding period of 1870; showing an
increase in 1870 of $38,916,547.

Eiestern Kentucky Kailway Company.

A few years ago, three or four Boston gen-

tlemen, among whom was Mr. N. Thayer,

associated a portion of their capital, and pur-

chased a tract of land a lew miles south of

Greenupsburg, in Greenup county, Kentucky.

They had reason to believe that there were

large deposits of very superior coal lying in

this body of land. The report of the State

geologist said so; the citizens of that vicinity

confirmed the report, and an examination by

the agents of the purchasers warranted the

faith which the new owners placed in it.

These gentlemen advanced capital for the

development of the mineral wealth of their

lands. They erected a furnace to make pig

iron ; they constructed a costly wharf from

which coal could be shipped, and a railway

that led from the river front into the coal and

iron fields, and all the necessary structures,

and sent from the East all the machinery and

money that was deemed requisite to transact

this business in the most profitable manner.

For a few months all went on well enough,

and there was promise of a brisk traffic and

large profits, when suddenly and unexpectedly

the coal deposit was found to be a faulty one'

and was about to become exhausted. The

geologist had been deceived by the promising

outcrop, and by the surroundings which are

always the associations of coal. This is one

of those freaks in which Nature sometimes

indulges—one of her spasms—occasionally

found near the shore of a large river or lake

—an evidence of the struggle she once had

to settle her watery element into quiet beds,

and her geologic stratas into regular and cer-

tain formations.

The question now very naturally arose

among these enterprising gentlemen : "What
further shall we do ? All we have thus far

invested," said they, "is profitless; to stop

here is to lose a definite sum, to go on is to

increase our risk, but at the same time to add

to our chances of making the whole produc-

tive." The question was soon answered ; with

true American pluck and enterprise they con"

eluded to go on. More money was put up to

meet the emergencies, other lands beyond

were purchased, where nature gave outward

signs of less fickleness, the railway was pushed

along over streams and through hills by ex-

pensive tunneling until it has reached a dis-

tance of thirty miles, property was purchased

along the river front, new and more extensive

buildings were erected in anticipation of the

enlarged trade, stores were constructed and

well filled, furnaces created and set at work,

until the cost stood at upwards of two millions

of dollars, and all contributed out of the pri-

vate purses of the few gentlemen who had

started the work, and afterwards resolved that

it should succeed.

The result of this enterprising spirit is, that

property in and about the pleasant village of

Greenupsburg has increased largely in value;

many workmen have been profitably employed

in that county who would otherwise have

been idle or have left their homes for the

West, or localities where business was active

and money in circulation. Property and the

products thereof along the line of the road

have been largely benefited, capital has been

invited into the country and expended in the

construction and operation of other furnaces

until there are now five in number, whose

business is now tributary to this road ; nume-

rous coal mines have been opened, which are

substantial and lucrative; large sums of

money have been expended for timber and

stone, which abound in this section of the

country; and the railway, so unpromising in

its early history, has become profitable, and

the property of these worthy and enterprising

gentlemen who inaugurated the scheme, and

stuck to it through all its misfortunes and

discouragements, is not only paying hand-

somely now, but is rapidly and permanently

improving, with every prospect that its future

will reach the productive point claimed for it

by the most enthusiastic friends of the project.

There is one case (among many, we hope)

where pluck and perseverance, directed by

sound business sense, have been justly re-

warded.

What the future of this work will be, it is

not very difficult, we think, to foretell, when

it is known that the Kentucky & Great East-

ern Railway is to cross the southern terminus

of this private interior road, and thus place it

in direct connection with New York and all

the important Atlantic cities, the coal and

iron and timber consuming sections of the

East, and also with the city of Cincinnati and

all the business places of the West. Such op

portunities will open markets for the wealth

which abounds in North-eastern Kentucky,

that are now foreign to it. They will call

capital and enterprise and skill into that sec-

tion of the rount.ry; its wonderful resources

will become known, and a commerce will

spring up which will command the entire

capacity of the Railway Company, and ere

long require largely increased facilities. With

such connections, we shall expect to see con-

structed in Greenup county, within the next

five years, one or two rolling mills, a nail fac-

tory or two, which shall use up most of the

iron that will be made by a dozen furnaces.

We anticipate an immense coal trade directly

with New York and the principal cities of the

East, and a general stimulus given to business

in that part of the country which will add

largely to the common wealth as well as pro-

mote individual fortunes.

We can not be mistaken in these predic-

tions. The experience of the whole world

justifies us in making them, and we feel con-

fident that we are not over sanguine, nor even

up to what the facts will demonstrate.

The Eastern Kentucky Railway Company

have reason to be proud of their success.

They have but to continue the economical and
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intelligent management of the present Vice

President, Mr. Bates, to insure the highes

possibilities of their venture; and the people

of that region have only to arouse to an ac-

tivity and interest in public improvements,

warranted by the great elements of wealth

upon which they have so long slumbered to

become among the most opulent in the country'

Tito Sale of Ihe Louisville, Cincinnati &
Lexington Railroad.

The railroad event of the past week was the

purchase of the Louisville, Cincinnati & Lex-

ington Railroad, which includes the Cincin-

nati & Louisville Short Line, to the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railway Company.

This is an occurrence that was to be expect-

ed, and by the knowing ones in railroad affairs

was predicted; the only trouble in .the trans-

action being just how it should be managed

so that the Chesapeake &, Ohio company should

get what they wanted and no more, viz., that

part of the purchased road from Lexington to

Louisville, and the Pennsylvania Central com-

pany obtain what they had assisted in build-

ing, and are supposed to control, to wit, that

part of the road from the city of Cincinnati

to Louisville, usually known as the Louisville

Short Line.

The published terms of the purchase do not

show how this malter is arranged between

these two companies, but there is no doubt

but that some plan is well understood between

them, by which this division will be made.

Indeed, we were told by a most responsible

person connected with one of the great corpo-

rations, that whether the Chesapeake &, Ohio

company or the Pennsylvania Central pur-

chased the road, the result would be the same,

as the whole matter was well understood be-

tween them.

There are good reasons why this division

should take place between these parties. That

part of the Louisville & Lexington road ex-

tending from La Grange to Lexington can

play no part, in the scheme of the Pennsylva-

nia Central organization, whereas it is abso-

lutely necessary for the Chesapeake & Ohio,

as by the stock interests she has in the Lex-

ington & Big Sandy road, she is bound to see

it constructed, and would be blocked at Lex-

ington, or compelled to make a new road if

she desires to reach Louisville at all. And,

on the other hand, that part of the purchased

road from Cincinnati to Louisville can not be-

come any part of the Chesapeake & Ohio in-

terest, as she will not probably want to reach

Louisville by two lines running parallel with

each other, nor when she can reach the city

of Cincinnati from her proposed north-western

route via Hillsboro. Thus both companies

are served, and both bettered by the arrange-

ment.

The terms of the sale are substantially as

follows :

The Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington

company are to issue one million of dollars of

stock, which the Chesapeake & Ohio company
purchase at fifty cents on the dollar, and in

addition thereto they agree to purchase all

the stock of the road that may be offered

within sixty days at sixty cents on the dollar

cash, or if sold upon time the price to be

sixty-five cents; the Louisville, Cincinnati &
Lexington company guaranteeing that at these

rates a sufficient amount of such stock will be

offered as to give the purchasers the control

of the purchased road at the next election.

It is understood that §800,000 are required to

bring about this result, and also that such

stockholders as do not desire to sell at these

rates stand as they did before; and the pre-

sent managers are to keep control of the road

until the election in September, 1872.

In the published proceedings of this trans

action it does not appear how the contract

with the Keystone Bridge Company for the

sum of $75,000 per annum for the use of the

bridge across the Ohio river from Newport to

Cincinnati, is to be arranged. These matters

will undoubtedly be worked up in the transfer

of the Short Line to the Pennsylvania Central

company.

On the whole, we think the arrangement a

good one for all the interests concerned. We
have no doubt of a perfect understanding, and

we are glad it has been amicably adjnsted

between the great contracting parties.

Out of (lie Ashes.

We were afraid that our valuable exchanges

in Chicago, the Gazette and the Review, were

swept away, for a time at least, by the great

fire, but they are ou our table, as usual, brim-

ful of news and original malter; changed a

little in appearance, but equally attractive as

the old faces that won their way into public

favor.

The promptness with which the proprietors

of these journals have met the wants and

quieted the fears of their patrons and friends,

is one of the best evidences we have seen of

the energy and spirit that made Chicago what

she was, and that will in a short time resur-

rect and make her greater, grander and more

powerful than ever.

The railroad men of the country ought to

show their appreciation of the efforts of the

proprietors of these journals, not by mere ex-

pressions of sympathy, but by sending on the

names of new subscribers, accompanied with

the money for one or two years' subscription.

A little work in this direction would do lots

of good, not only in cheering up these brave

men, but in enabling them to supply the rail-

road interests of the country with what they

really require for their own prosperity, viz
,

the Chicago Railroad Gazelle, and the Chi-

cago Railway Review,

Ceredo Slineral Railway.

We had the pleasure of meeting the direc-

tors of this company, a few days a^o, in the

pleasant village of Ceredo, two miles east of

Catlettsburg. We found them gentlemen of

wealth and character, who have secured large

landed and mineral interests up the Bic San-

dy river, and are. now engaged in the con-

struction of a narrow gauge (3 ft. 3 in.) rail-

road from Ceredo, upon the Ohio river through

these possessions. It is their intention to ex-

tend this road into the interior for about one

hundred miles, by which they penetrate that

famous belt of coal, iron and timber, that ex-

tends from the Monongahela country through

the State of Kentucky, and that reach their

highest perfection within the drainage of the

Big Sandy and Licking rivers.

This company have made all the arrange-

ments for the completion of their road, and
the principal persons concerned in it were

upon the ground for the purpose of directing

the survey, that commenced the day we were

at Ceredo, and to facilitate the work in every

way they can.

The value of such a work must rank very

high. It will be cheap, with practicable

grades, a capacity to do an enormous busi.

ness, and supplying a country whose industrial

resources are not only varied, but so extensive

as to warrant the assertion that they are in-

exhaustible.

The wealth of the Big Sandy has long been

known, and we have heard considerable talk

at one time and another about bringing it out

into the world and converting it into money,

but this, we believe, is the initiatory move-

ment, and we are fully convinced that it will

be productive to a high degree, and we most

heartily hope up the merits of the gentlemen

who are so vigorously moving it.

As soon as the surveys are completed, we
hope to place before our readers other facts

of interest touching this project, and the coun-

try tLrough which it is proposed to pass.

— The track of the Baltimore & Potomac
road is now laid to within about 8 miles of
Washington, some 13 or 14 miles south of the

Annapolis & Elkridge Railroad. With th.e

line laid north of this road there are now
about 22 miles of the rails of the Potomac
road laid. The two abutments of the bridge

over the Patapsco are now finished, and the

builders are now at work upon the middle
piers, which, it is expected, will be finished .

about the 1st of December. The excavation
under the Baltimore & Ohio Railioad, near
the Relay, is almost through.

— The Zanesville Signal says: "Hon.
Hugh J. Jewett has been elected one of tlie

directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, and is to have the management of all

the company's connecting lines west of Pitts-

burg " This announcement would imply a
change of rulers, if not of policy, for if Mr.
Jewett goes in, Mr. McCullough will publicly

come out from the general managership of the

Pennsylvania company.
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The Pennsylvania Railroad'* Lease of I lie

Mew Jersey Railroads.

The common idea is tbat the Pennsylvania
Railroad has obtained control of the two lines

of railroad between Philadelphia and Jersey

City and between Camden and Amboy, and of

the Delaware & Earitan Cannl, and that that

is the extent of the acquisition. But the truth

is that these roads constitute less than one-

third of the whole amount of roads which
passes into the hands of the lessees. These
roads comprise one hundred and fifty-four

miles of track, while the whole amount of road

transferred is four hundred and ninety-eight

miles, besides sixty-five miles of canal, two
ferry companies and one bridge company.
The following is a list of the separate charters

that pass under the lease to the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company:

Miles.

Camden & Amboy Railroad 94
Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad 28
New Jersey Railroad & Transportation Co. 32
New Jersey Railroad 37
Salem Railroad 17

Millville & Glassboro Railroad 22
Cape May & Millville Railroad 41

Swedesboro Railroad 11

Belvidere Delaware Railroad 68
Flemington Railroad 12

Camden & Burlington Railroad 25
Pembertown & Highrstown Railroad 25

Mount Holly & Medford Railroad

Burlington & Mount Holly Railroad 7

Vincetown Branch Railroad 3

Freehold & Jamesburg Railroad 15

Squankum & Freehold Railroad 4
Rocky Hill Railroad 7

Perth Amboy & Woolbridge Railroad 7

New Brunswick &, Millstone Railroad 7

Somerset & Mercer Railroad 18

Frankfort & Holrnesburg Railroad 4
Connecting Railroad 8

Total miles 498
Delaware & Raman Canal & feeder, 65 miles.

Jersey City Ferry Company.
Camden & Philadelphia Ferry Company.
Delaware Bridge Company.

This table serves to convey some idea of the

addition that has been made to the details of

the tremendous business controlled by the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Bach of the above
charters involves a separate organization, each
requiring constant oversight and constant de-
velopment to enable the lessee to fulfill the ob-

ligations of the lease, and, at the same time,

to keep up with the steadily increasing neces-

sity for larger and better accommodations for

freight and travel. And yet this addition of

five hundred miles more of railroad'will not

be felt as an influence disturbing in the slight-

est decree the smooth and quiet working ol

the machinery of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company.

—

Phila. Bulletin.

— The stock of the Lake Shore & Tuscara-
was company is fully subscribed, and a con-
tract has been made for the entire construc-
tion of the railway, including road bed, super-
structure, water tanks, turn tables, buildings,

etc., and rolling stock to the amount of $2, 000
per mile, from Elyria to the intersection with

the Panhandle road, a distance of 92 miles.

The contract price was $3,350,000, of which
$350,000 are payable in cash, and $3,000,000
in the securities, stock and bonds of the com-
pany. The road is to be completed to Mas-
6illon by July 1st, 1872, and to its southern
terminus within two years. The cost per
mile, under the contract, will be $34,413.

Bailrond Earnings for September, and
from January 1 to October 1.

The returns of western railroad traffic have
more than the usual interest this month, in

consequence of the extreme depression in

stocks which has followed the Chicago fire.

It is fortunate, therefore, that the earnings are
generally favorable, and com,jare well with
the same month of 1870, indeed, taking the

whole list together, September shows a more
uniform increase in earnings than any previ-

ous month of the year, and several roads which
had showed a decline compared with 1870, on
nearly every month since January, now show
an improvement. In regard to the Ohio &
Mississippi road, and the Marietta & Cincin-
nati, their earnings will be observed with

much interest in the present and following

months in consequence of the advantage ex-

pected to accrue from tbe change in gauge on
the Ohio & Mississippi; but, as we have pre-

viously observed, the full extent of this advan-
tage may not appear in tbe gross earnings,

but should also be considerable in a saving of

expenses. It will be noticed that the Kansas
Pacific road now appears in our tables for the

first time this year, and the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern have also issued a state

ment oi their earnings for September and
since January, 1871. The traffic of the seve-

ral roads having termini in Chicago will be

observed with much interest during the next
few months, as it is uncertain to what extent

they will be affected by the interruption to

business caused by the fires.

RAILROAD EARNINGS IN SEPTEMBER.

1871. 1870. Increase

Chicago & Altqn 8505,904 8597.519 8?,385
Centrai Pacific 1,032,8UO 787,18:1 245,017
C eve., Cul., Cin. Sc Ind 374,1)71 317,887 50,784
Illinois Central 885,845 9111,235 *I5,390
Kansas Pacific 368,3-28 323,4(14 44.9_'4

Lake Slioie Sc Mich. South. 1,360,594 1,275,587 85,00(5

Hu-etta 4; Cincinnati 166,191 132,998 33.193
Milwaukee it St. Paul 815.345 808,319 7,02H
Ohio & Mississippi 325,379 318,957 6,422
Pacific of Missouri 384,128 337.T5-I9 20 479
St. Louis &. Iron Mountain 141. 105 124,125 l?,l'4il

Toledo, Wabash & Western 558,816 508,042 50,774
Union Pacific 736,180 728 525 7,655

Total 87,635,340 87,1)01.341 8589,305
Net increase, 1871 573,915
•Decrease.

For the nine months of 1871 now passed,

the earnings on nearly every road included

in our list below show a material improve-
ment, and with the large crops at the West
and the considerable increase wnieh will prob-

ably take place in the transportation of goods
to Chicago, it is probable that the remaining
months of the year will also compare favora-

bly with the last quarter of 1870. The inter-

ruption of business in Chicago during the

autumn months wiil probably increase the

grain and forwarding business in some of the

other leading western cities, and the railroads

terminating in those cities will involuntarily

profit by the disasters ot Chicago.

EARNINGS FROM JANUARY 1 TO OCTOBER 1.

1871. 1870. Increase.

Chicago & Alton 83.953,514 83.528,339 8128,184
Cenlral Pacific 6,9.2,352 5.805,464 l,147,8f8
Cleve.,Uol. Cm. A Ind 3:708,822 2,315,241 422,981
Illinois Central 209,901 6,271,2611 *1,36S
Marietta* Cincinnati.. 1,172,889 979,9.9 192,950
Milwaukee & St. Paul.. 4,31,024 5.191,975 *400,35l
Ohio &. Mississippi 2,209,511 2,206,423 3,088
Pacific ol M.ssouri 2.007,410 2,505,0110 41,419
St. Louis &. Iron Mount 1,115,937 977.769 168,177
Toledo, Wabash ot Wes. 4,089,013 3.152 05m 930 985
Union Pacific 5,431,815 5,8.13,549 -'397 734

Total 811)396,22; 838 919,098 83,338,672
Net increase, 1871 2 479,219

•Decrease.

—•Fin. Chronicle.

Journal of Etaiarua 1.! Law,

RECENT DECISIONS.

Common Carriers.— Checking Baggage
;

Duty of Carrier as to Baggage; Connecting
Lines of Railway ; Negligence —The plaintiff

purchased a ticket at a station on defendant's
road for New York, and checked his baggage
for that, place. The defendant's road extend-
ed only a portion of the route to New York,
but passengers and baggage were tiansported

by a connecting road On plaintiff's arrival

at his destination he did not at once call for

his trunk, but left it until the second day,
when, on demanding it, it was discovered to

be lost: Held, that the fair construction was
that the defendants agreed, for a considera-
tion, to transport plaintiff and his trunk to

New York, and deliver the latter to him on
his arrival, if called for; if not, that it should
be properly stored, and reasonable care exer-

cised to prevent injury or loss until it was
called for.— [Burnell vs N. Y C. R. R.

The connecting railroad company being the
agents of the defendants in performing the

contract, and the contract of storage being
part of the original contract of carriage, it

follows that the defendants are liable if any
one is.—[Ibid.

The failure of the connecting company to

produce the subject of bailment when demand-
ed, primo facie established negligence and
want of due care. When there is a total de-

fault to deliver the goods bailed, on demand,
the onus of account lies with the bailee.

—

[Ibid.

To show that the bailee is generally careful
does not establish as a question of law that

he was not careless as to the particular aili-

cle.—[Ibid.

Liability for neglect in forwarding goods.—
The plaintiff, having a lot of wool wuich he
had contracted to sell at a certain price, de-
livered in B., called upon the agent of defen-
dants, common carriers, and told him that he
wished to send it to B

,
immediately, and that

it was sold if it could be forwarded at once.
The agent told him that it should go without
fail. The plaintiff delivered it accordingly,
but the defendants neglected to forward it for

several weeks, during which time it depreci-
ated in value, and on its arrival in B., the pur-
chaser declined to receive it, on account of
this delay, and the plaintiff was compelled to

sell it at a diminished price: Held, that
plaintiff could recover damages for Hie depre-
ciation in its market value, and also for the
loss of his chance to sSIl —[Deming vs. Grand
Trunk Railway Co. (N. H ) 2li7.

Common Carriers—Liability for baggage
received fur transportation.—The plaintiff was
a passenger on defendants' road, but had lost

her trunk while traveling over a connecting
road. A few days after, a conductor on a

connecting road found the trunk, and left it

in charge of the defendants' baggage master,
stating the facts, and requesting him to for-

ward it to plaintiff, which he agreed to do.

Nothing was said about freight, nor whether
the trunk should go by the freight or passen
ger train. The trunk being lost, held, that
the defendants were liable for its value.

—

[Wilson vs. Grand Trunk Railway (Me.), 20.

Common Carriers.—Duty to carryall freight
without preference—The defendants contract-
ed with the Eastern Express Company to give
the latter a certain share in the baggage and
mail car attached to passenger trains, for the
carriage of their goods, and agreed not to let

any similar space in any car attached to pas-
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senger trains to any other person or express

carriers during the continuance of the con-

tract. Plaintiffs, another express company,
offered packages to be transported on defend-

ants' passenger trains, which the defendants

refused to receive or transport: Held, that

defendants were liable to plaintiff for such re-

fusal.—[N E. Express Co. vs. Maine Central

E. R. Co. (Me.) 31.

Negligence in crossing railway track.—It is

the clear duty of a traveler upon the highway,

in approaching a railroad crossing, to use all

proper precautions to avoid injury, and the

least he can do is to look iu both directions

from which trains may approach.— [Gorton

vs. Erie Railway Co,, N. Y. Court of Appeals,

June, 1871.

And where the traveler neglects to so look,

the railway company will not be liable for the

injury done him by a passing train; although

those managing the train are negligent in not

giving the required signals, or any signal,

when approaching the crossing.— [Ibid.

Negligence.— Of contributory negligence.—
In an action against a railroad company to

recover damages for the death of a person,

caused by the alleged negligence of the com-
pany, while the deceased was engaged in un-

loading a coal car, it was deemed the central

question whether the. deceased used proper

care and caution in entering upon the car un-

der the circumstances then existing, the com-
pany's employees being at the time engaged
in switching upon the track where the car was
standing, in making up a trai« , for however
discreet and careful the deceased may have
been when on the car, the question remained,

and to be submitted to the jury, was he justi-

fied in being there at the time and under the

circumstances ?— [I, C. R. R. vs. Weldon.

Right to demand extra fare when paid in

cars —By the regulation ot defendants, a rail-

road company, persons taking passage in their

cars, at a place where a ticket office was
established, without first procuring a ticket,

were charged ten cents extra in addition to

the regular fare. The plaintiff finding the

ticket office closed, entered the cars without a

ticket, intending to go to M. ; made known to

the conductor his destination, and gave him
fjfiy cents, which was the regular fare; the

conductor demanded the additional ten cents,

which was refused, and the plaintiff was ex-

pelled at J., the car fare to which was fifty

cents: Meld, in an action for damages: 1st,

that the conductor, having accepted and re-

tained the fifty cents, could not afterwards

eject the plaintiff; 2d, that evidence was in-

admissible to show the ear fare to J ; and 3d,

that the company, iu crder to enforce said

regulations, were bound to keep their ticket

office open a reasonable time in advance of

the departure of trains, to enable passengers

to procure their tickets — [Du Laurens vs. The
First Division of the St. Paul & Pacific R. R.

Co. (Minn ) 102.

Liability of railroads for injuries to per-

sons improperly upon their track.—A railroad

company whose train is approaching a man
walking lengthwise upon their track, which
rings its bell and sounds its whistle iu time to

enable him to get off, is not liable for an in-

jury which happens to him under tuch circum-

stances.-—[Mary Finlayson, adm'x, vs. The C,
B. & Q R. R , U. S Circuit Court, District of

Iowa.

Liability of railroads as warehousemen for
baggage of passengers.—When a passenger
upon a railroad purchases his ticket, and
checks his baggage to the place of his destina-

tion, and auch baggage arrived at its destina-

tion, and is not, from any cause, delivered to

such passenger, or to his agent, it was Held,
that it was the duty of the company to deposit

such baggage in their baggage room, in which
event their responsibility becomes that of

warehousemen, and they naust respond in

damages for any neglect in that capacity.—

[C, R. I. & P. R. R. Co. vs. Fairclough, South-

ern Circuit, Illinois.

It is not necessary that such a place of de-

posit should be absolutely fire proof, or burglar

proof, but such a place as a man of ordinary

prudence would use for the storage of his own
goods—[Ibid.

Liability of railroad companies for injury

to their servants occasioned bi/ dangerous struc-

tures —Iu an action against a railroad com-
pany for injuries sustained by the plaintiff

while in the service of the company as a
brakeman, the evidence showed that the in-

jury complained of happened while plaintiff

was engaged in the discharge of his duties, by
collision with a projecting awning from one of

the station houses on defendants' line of road,

whereby he was knocked off the car and so

injured as to require amputation of his left

arm; and that the dangerous position of this

awning was well known to the division super-

intendent and division engineer, whose atten-

tion had been called to it a long time prior to

the accident: Held, that this was negligence

of such a character that the company must be

held liable for the damages sustained.— [III.

Central R. R. Co. vs Welch.

As said by this court in the case of the C.

& N. W. R. R. Co vs Swett, 45 111. 201, rail

road companies are bound to furnish their

servants with safe materials and structures,

and must, in the first instance, construct their

road with all the necessary appurtenances.

And they must be kept in necessary repair;

and a person entering the service of a railroad

company, has a right to presume that in these

respects it has discharged its obligations.

A person, engaging in the service, assumes
the ordinary perils of railroad life; and also

special dangers arising from the peculiar con-

dition of the road, so far as he is aware of

their existence, and his exposure to them
would be his voluntary act.

But in this case, the danger was of such a

character as well might escape the observa
tion of a person who had not been in the em-
ploy of the defendants for a long period of

time; and there is no reason for supposing

that the plain I iff had acquired knowledge of

the unsafe condition of this awning belore his

injury, as he had been but two months upon
the road, and except upon two trips had al-

ways passed this station in the night.— [Id.

At a term of the United States District

Court held at Lowell, Massachusetts, it has
been decided that under the second section of

the bankrupt act, railroad contractors can not

be regarded as merchants or traders by any
fair and reasonable construction of those

words, and that hence the dishonor of their

commercial paper does not constitute bank-
ruptcy.

For the above reports we are largely in-

debted to the Western Jurist, Albany Journal,

Law Register, &c.

— The entire customs receipts for Septem-
ber will overrun $20,000,000, which is the

largest ever known. The internal receipts for

the same month are $10,632,615, against $12,-

001,903 for September, 1870. The receipts

for the quarter ending on September, 1871

are $36,000,000 against $51,750,000 for the

same quarter in 1870.

Success of Narrow Gauge—Volumes have
been writteu, in the newspapers—and not a
little in the railway press, with exception of
the Review—to prove that a narrow gauge
railway can not succeed. We have preferred
to await the practical test, and to be wise
after, rather than owlish before the fact.

—

Noting the opening of the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce Railroad (3$ feet gauge) to Orange-
ville, the Advertiser of that place says :

"We are glad to see the large business
which is being done on the railroad since it

opened here. The amount of goods which it

has brought is truly surprising. The number
of passengers traveling both ways is also very
large. The fact is the road is a great success.

Having gone to Toronto and back on the line

the present week, we were agreeably surprised

at the comfort of the journey. We have heard
a good deal of the "narrow gouge," and the

"wheelbarrow railroad," but let anybody get
into the cars without being told anything
about narrow gauges, and we will venture to

say that he would not observe the difference

between it and any other railway. The cars

are seated in the same way as the wide gauge,
each seat accommodating two comfortably.
The track, too, is verv smooth —-Review.
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Insurance Companies Keduce Kates

Where it is Introduced.

BWTJie attention of Prai-tlcal Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
vorkdon», and to the faet that nine-ten His
of tlie fi>e* tli tt kindle at stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains are within the [lower
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

KNIGHT BROTHERS
U. S. AND EOKOPEA

Patent Agency
75 "West Fourth St.,

(Piko'e Opera Build'g)

CUVCUNSfATI, OHIO.

With Branch at Washington.
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WRIGHTSOU &, CO., Propr's

Financial Condition and Prospects of tbe
Country.

In discussing the various railroad enter-

prises, their prospects and results, one of the

principle elements in any safe calculation is

the financial condition of the country. If

there were not merely a "scarcity of money,"

as it is commonly called, ^but a scarcity of

what is of much more importance, of available

assets, personal property, which is available

in the market for cash, then the great railroad

enterprises of the day could not be well carried

on. But the very reverse is the fact Not

only is there double as much money as there

was twenty years ago, but there is five times

as much of stocks, bonds, and of available

personal property as there was then. What is

the consequence ? Why, there is five times as

much capital as there was then to be invested

in railroads, telegraphs, gas works, water

works, steamship lines, or any thing which

may be set up as an object of enterprise.

The whole mass of Government bonds, State

stocks, railroad stocks, bank stocks, etc , are

now available for other enterprises. Every

day, on the stock exchanges, millions of dol-

lars in stocks are sold for money. But one of

the most marked evidences of the change

which has gone on, is the advertisements of

some of the great New York brokers. They

come out showing that Government bonds

may be converted at a high premium into rail-

road bonds below par. This is very evident,

and as the United States bonds are always

salable, there is constantly a reservoir of

capital for new enterprises, which may be

available at any moment, and which did not

exist a few years since. Here, for example,

is one mode in which a New York banker

invites bondholders to invest. Take the fol-

lowing sum in arithmetic:

$1,000 sold for $1,140 00
Invested in railroad bonds at 90 1,240 00
6 per cent, interest on U. S. bonds,

with premium at 12 67 20
7 per cent, interest on $1,240 R. R.

Bond 86 80

This is an increase of 28 per cent, on the

income. Good railroad bonds are safe, and

this is the mode in which large amounts in

new investments are made. But no doubt a

much larger amount is invested from the act-

ual income of the holders of stocks. It is not

until we look into the matter closely, that we

can realize full the enormous change which

has gone over the country in the past ten

or twelve years. There were then about two

hundred millions of dollars in bank stocks,

about as much in State stocks, a hundred

millions or more in manufacturing or mis-

cellaneous stocks, and a thousand millions

in railroad stocks, and a little in the U. S.

Governments. In round numbers the follow-

ing statement will embrace full all and per-

haps more than all the available stocks held

in the United States in 1860, viz :

State stocks $100,000,000
Bank stocks 200,000,000
Railroad stocks and bonds 1,000,000,000

U. S. Governments 50,000,000

Total $1,450,000,000

The following table will show very nearly

the amount of stocks held in this country in

1871:

State stocks $100,000,000
Bank stocks 300,000,000
Railroad stocks and bonds 1,500,000,000
Manufacturing and miscellan's 200,000,000
U. S. Governments 1,000,000,000

Total $3,100,000,000

Here is an increase of available stocks in

11 years of $1,650,000,000; or more than

double. As the issues of all these stocks are

known, there can not be much error in this

statement. We have allowed for $1 00,000.000

of State stocks and $1,200,000,000 of U. S.

Government stocks being held abroad. This

is more than half, and we taink fully up to

the fact If the owners chose to re-invest in

other enterprises, they can have the money in

the market, and probably some of the stocks

would go to Europe. But the great mass of

new investments are made from the incomes

of wealthy people. Very few of people not

rich own these stocks. Hence, we shall not

exaggerate when we say that full two-thirds

of all income from stocks is re-invested. Let

us see what that is. In estimating the income

from railroads, we take the "Nelt Earnings,"

as stated in Poor's Manual, no matter if it be

part in the same roads. In any case it will

be represented by new stock. Then the in-

come stands thus

:

State stocks $6,000,000

Bank stocks 30,000,000

Railroad stocks and bonds 175,000,000

Manufacturing and miscellaneous 25,000,000

U. S. Governments 60,000,000

Total $296,000,000

We believe this statement to be much below

the truth; for it omits several classes of com-

mercial stocks, Buch as that of insurance

companies and private bankers. But it serves

to show in what manner active, available

capital has increased in this country. Sup-

posing the above table to be nearly correct,

there is at least $250,000,000 of income in

this country available for re-investment. No
doubt a portion of this goes into fixed invest-

ments, such as houses, public buildings, &c.

But, on the whole, there will be next year over

two hundred millions of dollars to be re-in-

vested in either railroads or manufactures.

This is fourfold what there was ten years

ago.

Let us now look to some of the results of

this great fact, on the new enterprises of the

day. In the first place, the direct effect of

this increase of available capital is to cheapen

money; and notwithstanding the great varia-

tion in the interest of money, and sometimes

apparently rising, there is no doubt that the

average interest in the civilized world is

gradually being reduced. The next effect,

undoubtedly, is to furnish more capital and

facilities for railroads, manufactures or other

good enterprises. No doubt there may, at

times, be commercial convulsions, which will

suddenly tighten the money markets, and

restrain capital. But, taken as a whole, there

will be, for yet some years, abundance of capi-

tal for all reasonable enterprises.

Atlantic A Great Western Railroad.

In its early inception this great route of

traffic was the victim of circumstances beyond

the control of owners ; built three thousand

miles away from its financial base, much had

to be entrusted to agents. At so great a dis-

tance, and in a " big thing " it is not always

possible to secure the right man in the right

place. Although this was but measurably true,

with regard to the early history of tbe Atlantic

& Great Western Railway, yet there were other

causes that were infinitely more potent in

securing the financial embarrassments that

resulted to it. We need but mention the won-

derful feats at ledgerdemainandstockbubbling

practiced by Sir Morton Peto and associates.

Another seiious difficulty has been, and ever

will be until remedied, that it has not the

control of its own traffic, as the road has nei-

ther beginning nor end. But we did not in-

tend to discuss the history of the road, nor to

comment on the misfortunes of its geographi-

cal position. These are matters to which we

only refer incidentally. Our purpose was to

speak of the course pursued by the Trustees

in making the various appointments to promi-
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nent and important positions in the manage-

ment. We have already on other occasions

alluded to two or three of these appointments

as being the very best that could be made.

The last selection is that of Gen. Geo. B.

Wright, the late Railroad Commissioner of

Ohio, as the Vice President, and active mana-

ger of the road. That this was a judicious

selection, time and results will best show.

For integrity and oneness of purpose in fur-

thering the iuterests of the company, certainly

no more judicious selection could have been

made. That Gen. Wright understands the

theory of railroad construction and manage-

ment, his reports as Railroad Commissioner,

from the inception of the commission up to

the present time, fully demonstrate. Indeed,

we attribute to his valuable services in this

position, more than to anything else, the su-

perior condition and organization of the rail-

roads of Ohio over those of nearly every other

State of the Union. If the economic views

and thorough systematic management of Gen.
Wright is seconded by the future directory of

this great enterprise, as we have no doubt it

will be, we think the stockholders need have
no fears of the result, and rest with implicit

confidence on not only his integrity but ability

to get out of the road the most satisfactory

results attainable.
• m »

Cachis.

[From the Arizona Miner.]

If the following from the Las Cruces Bor-
derer is true, then the last act of the drama of

infamy, in which Colyer has figured so con-
spicuously, is complete

:

" We have no doubt from the manner in

which the information reaches us, that this

blood-thirsty Apache has come into the reserva-

tion at Canada Alamoso. Whether he accepts the

situation and is willing to be reconstructed, or

whether it is for the porpose of keeping out of

the clutches of General Crook for a season, we
have not learned. Take him to Washington
and lionize him by all means. 1'

We fully appreciate the feelings of the editor

of the Arizona Miner, and concur in all that

he could say abont Cachis. Cachis is the finest

looking, the best physique, and the ablest strat.

egist of the whole Apache nation. He com-

mands more inflnence, and has been guilty of,

and is responsible for, more devilment, than all

the balance combined. If we owed him but for

one we might be expected to forgive, as much as

Vincent Colyer might ask us to do, but he has

sinned against us as an individual more than

" seventy times seven," and we can not, neither

will we forgive. We pledge the editor of

the Miner and the people of Arizona, that

should he ever visit Washington, that we will

have him arrested and tried for murder,

firBt of our brother William Wrightson, then

Hopkins, Grosvenor, Jack Lea Poston, and

a host of others, whose names we can men-

tion. If he reaches Washington, it is very

doubtful if he ever sees Arizona again, unless

he passes through it on his way to that hunt-

ing ground where all such brutes should be,

and where he would " cease from troubling "

and hi3 bones be mixed with " the rest."

Brother Marion, we give you "our hand on

that."

Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette
Railroad.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STOCKHOLDERS AT
INDIANAPOLIS.

J. A. Pomeroy, of Cincinnati, was called to

the chair, and A. Worth, of Indianapolis,

secretary.

Minutes of preceding meeting read and ap-

proved.

The chair announced that the election for

nine directors was in order, and that those

not interested should withdraw.
Election was had by ballot.

REPORT OF THE RECEIVERS.

Before the result of the balloting was an-
nounced, Mr. Ingalls'was cal'ed upon for the

report of the Receivers, which he presented
and read, as follows :

"To the Stockholders of the Indianapolis,

Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad Company :

"Your road during the past year has been
in the hands of the undersigned, as officers of

the court, and it is proper that we should give

you some statement of what it has earned and
how its income has been spent
"When the company and its affairs were put

into the control of the court, on the 26th of

October, 1870, it was operating its own line

and also what was known as the Cincinnati &
Martinsville Railroad and the Whitewater Val-
ley Railroads.

"We continued to operate the Whitewater
Valley Railroads until May 1, 1871, when they
went into the hands of the Whitewater Valley

Railroad Company. By the terms of settle-

ment we obtained the relense to the Indiana-
polis, Cincinnati & Lafayette company of

$85,000 due their company for past rent, and
also made an arrangement by which we util

ized and made a source of future income,

$27,000 of Harrison Branch stocks, and $50,-

000 of Hagerstown certificates. We also

made a running arrangement with those roads,

which thus far has worked satisfactorily to

both parties.

"We have operated and are still operatinj

the Cincinnati & Martinsville Railroad. It

will be seen that its earnings are small, but

during the last six months they have steadily

increased. We have spent and are still spend-

ing money in improving its track, &c.

"This division has been under the manage-
ment, of Gen. John C. McQueston, a careful

aud faithful officer.

"From the 2(ith of October, 1870, to the 1st

of November, 1871, our receipts and expendi-

tures have been as follows:

Eaininss from Oct.

26, '70, to Nov. 1,

'71, main line. ...$1,636, 138 06
Earnings from Oct.

26, '70, to May 1,

'71, W. W. Valley 93,457 65

Earnings from Oct.

26, '70, to Nov. 1,

'71, Martinsville. 31,564 64
Net income from C.

& I rents 16,663 61

Total f'm all sources $1,827,823 96

Total operating ex-

penses from Oct.
26, '70, to Nov. 1,

'71 (includ'g tax-

es and $110,000
spent in extraor-

dinary repairsand
renewals $1,205,510 53

Bond interestaccru-

ing per annum... 553,040 00
Total expenses $1,763,550 53

Net earnings after paying opera-

ting expenses, taxes and bond
interest $64,273 43

"Of the $558,040 bond interest mentioned
above, $223,020 remains unpaid, a portion of
the receipts having been used in payment of

debts on account of old company, which are

as follows, viz:

Taxes $26,681 95
Rents 23,567 91

Sundry debts, due employees, &c. 103,228 32
Am. Merch Union Express Co... 27,550 36
Appropriated to B. & O. R. R. by

M. & C. R. R , on account of

rents 45,000 00

Total $226,028 54
Add bond i nterest paid and charge-

able to old company 26,562 50

Total payments on account
old company $252,591 04

"It will be seen that our operating expenses
have been large, but this is due in a measure
to the condition iu which we found the road
and equipment.

"For two years previous to the Receivership

the financial condition was such that nothing
was done that could by any possibility be
avoided. Consequently the iron and rolling

stock were very much dilapidated.

Accompanying this report will be found
reports in detail from our Master Machinist
and Master of Road and Engineers.

"By them it will be seen that we have tho-

roughly overhauled nearly every engine on
the road, that a large number of freight cars

have received extensive repairs, that the whole
passenger equipment has been kept iu first

class order. In addition to repairs and re-

building, we have built one new first class

passenger coach, two new baggage and mail
cars and sixteen coal cars.

"We have added new equipment worth at

least $25,000, and we have spent over $30,000
over and above what would be needed for

ordinary repairs and renewals if the rolling

stock had been in good order.

"We have bought, under the direction of

the Court, three new freight locomotives, to

be delivered this month.
"With these, and the expenditure of $50,000

during the next year upon our locomotives

and cars, over and above what will be required

for ordinary repairs and renewals, the equip-

ment will be in first class order.

"In the road depaitment, extensive repairs

and improvements have been made.

"On the 179 miles of road from Cincinnati

to Lafayette 2,510 tons of iron have been laid

and 82,500 ties.

"One new bridge has been built to replace

one burned, and two have been built iu place

of old ones.

"A large sum of money has been spent

upon water stations and depots in renewing
and improving them.

"Nearly a mile of new sidings have been
laid, at an expense of over $5,000.

"At least $50,000 has been spent in this de-

partment over and above what would have
been required for renewals and ordinary re-

pairs if the road had been in good order when
we took it. It will require next year for new
rails and bridges about $50,000 over and
above the ordinary repairs, to place 'he road,

stations and bridges in first class order.

"Our relations with connecting roads are

all friendly. The business of the road is

steadily increasing.
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"Our trains are running wilh great regu-

larity, and without accident

"The employees of the road, as a class, are

far above the average, and are working dili-

gently and faithfully for its interests.

"It will be seen that the income of the road

from rents from real estate the past year has

been something over $16,000.

"During the year we have leased various

portions of the real estate of the company un-

occupied, at such rates that the income from

this source next year will be over $60,000,

and there will be a saving besides, in taxes

which the lessees pay, of about $10,000, mak-
ing a gain to the company of over $50,000
over last year; and also a reduction in depot
expenses and repairs, by admitting other roads

to their use. If the contract wilh the Ohio &
Mississippi Railroad, which has been partially

made, should be ratified, it will increase this

sum $15,000 per annum.
"The Cincinnati & Springfield Railroad

Company (an extension of the Cleveland,

Lake Shore & New York Central line), is

building a road into Cincinnati, and have
leased a portion of our grounds and depot.

This will undoubtedly give a large increase of

business. At Lafayette, the other end of the

road, the Lafayette & Bloomington and the

Cincinnati, Lafayette & Chicago Railroads,

are about completing their roads, and they

also rent our grounds and depots. These are

very valuable connections with Chicago and
the West. We have been able to prevent the

sacrifice of any of the collaterals of the com-
pany thus far, and all the secured creditors

are charging a moderate rate of interest, not

exceeding eight per cent, in any case, and in

nearly all seven.

"We owe no debts as Receivers, except for

current expenses of the month just ended, a

large portion of which has been paid or the

money drawn for.

"The financial condition of the company,
as near as we have been able to get at it, is

as follows

:

Bonded debt authorized $8,400,000
Bonds actually sold (most of the

balance being out as collateral) 7,972,000
Coupons unpaid (about) 400,000
Debts secured by bonds, real estate,

&c 450,000
Preferred debts 50,000
Claims in litigation 50,000
Unsecured debt (about) 740,000
Indianapolis, Cincinnati &, Lafay-

ette stock 5,685,490
Cincinnati & Indiana stock out-

standing actually sold 43,000

"The agreement for reorganization having
been signed by more than two thirds of the
holders of unsecured debts and of the bonds
of 1869, we hope the legal complications of
the company will be speedily settled, and the

property placed in your hands.

"From the business of the past year and the
prospects of the future, in our judgment the
property can earn interest upon all its bonded
debt, and leave a surplus sufficient in a few
years to pay off all its floating debts. You
will then have a very valuable property in the
stock. T. A. Morris,

M. E. Ingalls,
"Cincinnati, Nov. 4, 1871. Receivers.' 1

On motion of Mr. Broadwell, the report was
received, and the course of the Receivers ap-

proved.

Judge Hoadly suggested that the plan of
reorganization be read for information. He
afterwards moved the following, which was
adopted unanimously :

Resolved, That the stockholders of the In-

dianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad

Company approve the plan of reorganization

signed by more than two-thirds of the holders

of the bonds of 1869 and floating debt credi-

tors of the company, and hereby authorize

the Board of Directors to file in the name of

the company a voluntary petition in bank
ruptcy, or to submit to an adjudication of

bankruptcy now pending upon the petition of

Joel F. Richardson and others, and upon any
other petition that has been or may be tiled,

or to consent to a sale under proceedings for

foreclosure as said board may deem best, and
in case of a sale of the whole or any part of

the property or franchise of said company,
under any of 6aid proceedings or otherwise,

the stockholders hereby authorize the said

board to convey such property and franchises

so sold to the purchaser, by way of further

assurance, or otherwise, as said board may
deem best.

The judges of election reported the follow-

ing as duly elected to serve as directors for

one year: Geo. H. Chapman, Indianapolis;

Augustus S. Winslow, S. G. Broadwell, J. A.
Bates, Joseph C. Butler, Cincinnati; William

H. Booth, George Bliss, John S. Kennedy,
New York ; Thomas H Perkins, Boston.

The whole number of shares is 113,667, of

which 63,526 were represented in the election.

Immediately after the meeting of stockhold-

ers, the directors met for organization, with

the following result: Wm. A. Booth, Presi-

dent; A. S. Winslow, Vice President; Chas.

H. Booth, New York, Secretary.

Seasoning Timber.

All seem to agree that limber or lumber
dried by steam is not so good as the weather

seasoned stuff. The loss is in elasticity and
strength, and consequently also in durability.

But steam dried wood does not absorb any
more moisture than weather dried; in either

case the absorption is from five to ten per

cent. All bending should be done just as it

comes from the steam box, while the wood is

yet in a hot, damp state, and never after. In-

deed, all wood intended for bending purposes

should never be allowed tT dry before bend-

ing. No cooper will buy dry hoop-holes, be-

cause they have lost their elasticity and
toughness. It is true we have once seen dry

veneers put on circular lintels, but the glue

alone held them in position and we pitied the

owner of the house. Only one question re-

mains unanswered, to-wit :
—"Is steam dried

timber more apt to warp than air dried?"
We answer no; it is less, and this, in addition

to the time gained, appears to us of such im-

portance that we think the whole subject

worthy of more consideration than we are now
prepared to give it Meanwhile, we advise

not to hire steam for drying lumber before

one is fully posted on the process. Green
timber, in order to be dried thoroughly by
steam, should be treated, first, for at least

twenty-four hours by free steam, and then

from eight to twelve days by dry or superhea-

ted steam. A single steam bath in a box will

most certainly not effect a thorough drying,

or make the wood even approximately like

weather seasoned material. Quick drying of

wood is an art hitherto little attended to by
chemists, although it is an interesting and
profitable field. Notwithstanding the general

assertion that artificial processes damage
lumber, we are among those who believe the

day not far distant when wood will be dried

artificially without deterioration for many
mechanical purposes.

—

The Hub.

The Atlantic A Ctreat Western Railway.

So much has been said through the public
press relative to the Atlantic & Great Western
Railway, that we have been to the pains of
inquiring, at headquarters, the true status of
the company, and the following is the result

of our inquiries:

By virtue of legal proceedings in the States
of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York, the
road and property of the company from Sala-
manca to Dayton has been sold, and purchased
by Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, Hon. Allen G.
Thurman and W. Butler Duncan, as trustees,

for the benefit of creditors and stockholders,
under a plan of reorganization agreed upon
by a large majority of the holders of stock
and debts. In pursuance of the plan three
new corporations have been orgauiztid in the
three States through which the road runs.
The three trustees are directors in each of
these companies, and Gen. McClellan and Mr.
Duncan are appointed an executive committee
to take charge of and manage the affairs of
the three companies, and operate the road
until the final consolidation of the three com-
panies shall take place. This will be accom-
plished as soon as the time required by the
laws of the several States shall have expired
for proper notice to the parties interested.

Gen. Geo. B. Wright, of Columbus, Ohio, has
been appointed the representative of the execu-
tive committee in personal charge of all the
affairs of the company on the line, and H. F.
Sweetser, Esq

,
general manager—and both

these gentlemen are now at Meadvilie, Pa., in
charge. It is expected that this general su-

pervision and management will be continued
after the consolidation of the three companies,
but until this consolidation takes place and a
board of directors of the consolidated company
elected, no speculations or promises should be
indulged in as to the future.

Upon the sale of the road the lease to the
Erie company terminated, and the road is now
virtually in the hands of the stockholders, to

be operated by them for the benefit of its law-
ful owners. In view of the complications in-

volved in adjusting the affairs of the company
to the new order of things, it is hoped the
public and patrons of the road will exercise
patience, and extend to the new management
that confidence and support which is needed
and we think deserved, believing as we do
that every possible effort is being made to put
the road in first-rate condition and provide for

the prompt movement of all traffic which may
be offered.

We understand, n,o changes will at present
be made in the operating force employed,
where efficiency and integrity is found and
the greatest economy secured.

Until the consolidation is perfected and the
new board installed the present managers will

feel compelled to postpone action on many
matters pressed upon their immediate con-
sideration; but they wish it understood that
all communications will be filed and carefully

considered, and as soon as possible, action
taken thereon.— Crawjord (Meadville, Pa.)
Democrat.

— The earnings of the Kansas Pacific Rail-

way for September and October show an in-

crease of $112,000 over the same month last

year; up to Nov. 1, 134,481 head of cattle

were transported over the road eastward, be-

ing 2,000 more than the entire number last

year; 75,000 additional head will be carried

to Kansas City for packing and for the East-
ern markets.
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European Capital and American Invest-
ments.

During the past week several of the changes
in our ieverish stock and gold markets have

been ascribed to the anticipated movements
of the Bank of England; and on Thursday a

marked impression was produced by the an-

nouncement that the gold reserve in that in-

stitution had increased $5,000,000, and that

in consequence no advance would be made
this week in the rate of discount. It is not

easy to trace out all the intricate causes which
project ao much of the trouble from the Lon-
don money market into our own. But one of

the most powerful is, of course, the large sum
that is owing; here to foreign creditors, and the

volume of European capital which is invested

here and is liable to be checked in its flow if

not called home in case of pressure or mone-
tary derangement As these anticipated

troubles are almost wholly due to the pay-

ments by France to Germany, it may be some-
what reassuring to find that the chief perturba-

tion from this cause has already spent much
of its force. The indemnity payments amount
altogether, as we have recently shown, to

$1,000,000,000, of which three installments,

amounting together to 1300,000,000, have been
already paid—partly in cash, partly in bills,

and the remainder in allowances for railroads.

Of the remaining $700,000,000, $600,000,000
will not be paid for three years to come.
Hence the actual payments which concern
the early future are but $100,000,000, and
this sum does not fall due till next spring,

though it has, as we learn by cable, been al-

ready paid by non-negotiable bills, in conside-

ration of certain concessions by Prance rela-

tive to the admission of Alsace and Lorraine
manufactures across the French frontiers.

These facts enable us to estimate to some de-

gree the probable effects on the British money
markets which are likely to occur from the

payments which are now in course of liquida-

tion between France and Germany. The
whole of the payments past due must have
gone in cash, or in bills which are maturing;
the net payments, exclusive of the deductions
on account of the Alsace and Lorraine Bail-

roads, Leing $235,000,000. Besides this sum
France paid to Germany last January $40,-

000,000, on account of the Paris indemnity,
and the cost of maintaining the German
troops in France has amounted to $60,000,000
more. It appears, then, that the aggregate
payments since January have been $335,000,-

000, much of which must have been spent in

France itself. How much is now on hand in

Berlin, and what part of that aggregate is in

bills is not known. But the belief is that the

Germans have been converting their bills into

coin as fast as possible, and that this coin has
been, to a large extent, hoarded in the Govern-
ment vaults.

If this be true, two questions arise; first,

whether the process of converting the bills

into cash has been impeded by any serious

obstacles; and secondly, how long the policy

of hoarding gold in Berlin can sustain itself

in face of the demand for disbursements by
the clamor of the other States of North Ger-

many, to whom, as we have lately showed, a

large patt of the aggregate amount is due.

At present we are not able to give a very

positive answer to either of these questions.

To some persons it may seem singular that

the payment of $335,000,000 in the course of

nine months should cauEe so much trouble in

the European money markets, while the week-
ly exchanges, which pass through the London
Clearing House very much exceed it in amount

It is no doubt true that the London banks
might clear the whole of the indemnity pay-

ments in the usual course of business with

very little derangement of their financial ma-
chinery. But the trouble is that the payments
are not made in the usual manner. The Ber-

lin Government demands gold, and locks up
that gold in its coffers. The result is some-

what analogous to what has frequently been

observed here wbeu currency has been locked

up in our Treasury, and at a critical period

withdrawn from the ordinary channels o! cir-

culating money.
Some troubles may also arise from the new

coinage which is proposed to be adopted for

Germany, by which the marc of about 25 cents

is to take the place of the thaler as the stand-

ard of value. But for the reasons we have

above urged it is scarcely possible that the

German Government can keep locked up any
large amount of gold as yet. The difficulties

hence arising are rather for the future than

the present. The debts of the various Govern-

ments are too urgent, and their necessities

too pressing, to allow of much hoarding of

currency. Hence the money which has al-

ready been paid by France can not be long in

finding its way back into general circulation,

and the trouble may perhaps be already at an

end. For absolute certainty on the subject

we must wait. And meanwhile the payments
which were to be made next, spring, and have

just been provided for, are the fourth half

milliard of the indemnity, or $100,000,000,

together with the. further addition of $32,500,-

000 interest at 5 per cent, on the remaining

$600,000,000 which France by the treaty is

bound to pay till the principal is wholly liqui-

dated. The effects of this payment may be

too remote to produce any trouble. But in

the absence of details this is not certain.

And in any event there is no doubt that Brit-

ish capital will continue to seek to invest

itself in Our securities, though the activity of

the movement has been and may still continue

somewhat retarded. —Fin. Chronicle.

Old and New Methods of Handling
Grain.—In the principal seaports, by the pre-

sent system of handling "in bulk," instead of

the former "bag and half-bushel" process,

one hundred bushels of grain are weighed at

a time, the scale hopper being situated direct-

ly underneath the receiving hopper, both of

which are fitted with suitable discharge-valves,

the former having a rate of about a hundred

bushels per minute and the latter twice that

amount. The rule for measuring is an al-

lowance per bushel of sixty pounds of wheat,

fifty-six each for corn and rye, thirty-two for

oats, forty-eight for barley, and sixty for peas

To check the weight-master in his tallies, a

representative of the boat or vessel discharg-

ing is always piesent, and, as a further check,

an infallible register is automatically acted

upon by the scale beam. This potent little

device resembles the clock-shaped metallic

barometer used by meteorological observers.

Formerly, the custom was to measure by
the half-bushel. To accomplish this, a large

force of laborers were employed in shoveling

the grain to the hatchways, iu passing the

empty measures to the "striker," and again

from him to the baggers and sewers, while

another force was busily employed shoulder-

ing the plethoric bags and hoisting the same
upon the dock or vessel's deck. The "striker"

was so named, not from his pugilistic tenden-

cies, but from the nature of his duty, which
consisted of striking or leveling off each half-

bushel measure, that the quantity should be

exact.

—

Evening Post.

Tbe Use of Soluble Gla-M for Rendering
Wood Fireproof.

The fearful conflagration at Chicago has
been the theme on which numerous homilies
have been read, and from which many valua-

ble lessons have been deduced. We might
comprehend the main conclusions drawn by
all tbe sages who have commented upon the

subject in a few words, and say, that if people
live in combustible houses they are likely to

be burnt out; and that to build a fireproof

building in the midst of lumber yards and
wooden houses, which need only a spark to

set them in a blaze, is next to impossible.

We can scarcely expect that the building

of wooden houses will hereafter in all cases

be forbidden by law, and no fireproof material
has as yet been discovered which can take the

place of the wood which now enters into the

construction of both brick and stone houses.

Iron beams and columns have proved entirely

inadequate to withstand an intense heat
They are, under such circumstances, but little,

if at all, better than wooden orjes. They twist

and curl up to such an extent that, in Chicago,
buildings, it is said, fell down owing to the

heat from neighboring fires We can, how-
ever, with but little trouble and expense, ren-

der wood almost as passive with regard to

fire as brick or stone; arid we think that this

precaution should be insisted upon by muni-
cipal authorities.

The process to which we allude, and on
which there exists no patent, so that any one
who likes can try it, is briefly as follows : the
dried lumber is soaked for a short time in a
solution of soluble glass, a silicate of soda or
potash, and then immersed in a bath of lime
water. In this way the silicate of soda is de-

composed and a silicate of lime formed in the
pores of the wood.

This substance oecnrs in nature as a mine-
ral known as Wollastonite, and is both fire-

proof and insoluble in water, so that wood
once treated in this way will never change its

qualities Soluble glass is largely manufac-
tured in this country, and used for a variety

of purposes. An old and well known chemi-
cal house in this city announces in our adver-
tising columns that they are ready to supply
this material in large quantities, and will

doubtless furnish reliable information regard-
ing the details of the best method of applica-
tion.

—

Engineering.

The Development op a New Country by
Means op Railroads.—The immediate benefit

derived from railroad building through a fer-

tile country is manifest at several points along
the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad. While new
towns uow spring up in the most hilly and
uninviting portions of the country, and older
towns have grown apace, several new towns
and villages have sprung up in South west
Missouri that have had a most wonderful
growth. North Springfield, Pierce City, Ve-
rona, Seneca, and other towns, have been
generally very neatly and substantially built

up since the railroad was completed to those
poiuts, and upon inquiry upon a late trip, we
learned that they have each now a population
of about 100 for each month of their exist-

ence; towns 15 months old have 1,500 inhabi-
tants. The future growth of these new towns
will depend largely upou the settlement and
cultivation of the surrounding country; and
this most important matter is as surely influ-

enced by the liberality and enterprise of the
railroad company as the thermometer is influ-

enced by heat and cold.

—

Pittsburg Com I.
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New SIode of Paddling iron.

A few years ago a patent was taken out by
Mr. Samuel Danks, of Cincinnati, for puddling
ore, or iron, by machinery, instead of, as here-

tofore, by manual labor. This improvement
has since been introduced into several furna-

ces and iron mills in the United States. There
is a commission from the English associated

iron manulacturers, now in our city, come over
especially to inspect the working of the patent

in the iron rolling mil! in this city. This Eng-
lish commission is composed of Mr. G. I.

Snelus, associate of the Royal School of Mines,

a scientific man ; Mr. John A Jones, a busi-

ness manager, and Mr. John Hister, a practi-

cal mechanic. These gentlemen have brought
over some English ore, to have it smelted, in

order to see if the new process is as effective

with their ore as with our native metals. We
understand they have every reason to believe

in the perfect success of the new method, with

whatever ore it is used, and have recommend-
ed its immediate adoption in England.

It will be of immense advantage to all iron

workers, not only from its economy of labor

and time, but the improvement of the quality

of the melted iron, through its perfect fusion

and complete amalgamation. The new plan

can not fail to receive universal adoption, and
its success will be another evidence of the

genius of our skilled workingmen. For those

who have not seen either process, we will give

a short description of both.

The old puddling furnace—the word is de-

rived from "puddle," a pool or hollow of mud-
dy water—is cased or lined with tire brick,

built up with a chimney, and cased outside

with iron sheets The ore, generally to the

extent of 400 pounds, is put into this furnace,

with limestone as a flux, and both are melted

with a strong blast. The iron falls to the bot-

tom, and forms a ball, or lump. But, in order

that all parts of the metal should receive the

effect of the fire, a man with a long poker is

kept continually stirring up this heavy mass
of metal, and, to facilitate the work, he gene-

rally divides the charge into three or four

lumps, taking then at one time about 120
pounds to stir and work at. The constant

heat and the incessant labor are immense
drafts on the powers of any man ; and, as few

are either physically or mentally competent

—

for the business requires judgment and art for

its successful management, together with im-

mense labor—the wages paid are very much
higher than for any other work in a foundry.

For, according as the puddler is skilled and
laborious, or otherwise, the iron is of good
quality or bad. In fact, it is so oppressive a

kind of labor, no human being ought to be

asked to undertake it. And Mr. Dauks has
shown how machinery can be applied to do
the business betier, more economically as to

time and fuel, yielding iron of a more certain

and regular and superior quality, and turning

out balls of from seven to ten times larger

and more homogeneous, than by the hand pro-

cess. The saving by the patent process is

one-half the cost in both labor and time, and
one-third in coal, and the superiority of the

iron is very decided, and may always be pro-

duced of a like quality. There are ten patent

furnaces now in use in the Cincinnati mills

—

all the hand furnaces being removed—each of

which is able to fuse and turn out eight char-

ges of 600 lbs. weight of iron each in ten hours.

These masses of molten iron are immediately

rolled and made into rails, or other forms of

plate or bar. The first appearance of the

sinelifd ore is like red hot sponge. It is

seized by long tongs, suspended on a swing,

that catches it and puts it on rollers under a
large wheel. Between these it is squeezed
and lengthened out, and then conveyed again
to the furnace, where it undergoes another
roasting, and then again it is put under a
series of rollers and formed iuto rail bars.

The patent furnace used is in outward ap-
pearance like the ordinary puddling furnace,

but differs in several particulars. It has a
fan blast under the grate to urge the fire and
produce gas. It has jets of fan blast over the
fire, injected for the purpose of insuring a
more perfect combustion of fuel. This blast

is regulated by a valve, to give the workmen
the perfect control of the temperature suitable

to the different stages of the puddling process.

The fire hole has also a coil of wrought iron

water pipe cast into it, to allow a stream of

water to circulate around it and keep it cool

;

and the bridge plate, betweeu the fire and the

charge of metal, has also a coil of water pipe

cast into it for the same purpose. Into the

minute particulars of the building, casing and
felting of the furnace we need not go. But
the working of the revolving chamber, an im-
portant part of the patent furnace, should be
understood, for it entirely removes the neces-

sity for all oppressive manual labor.

The revolving chamber is made of two end
pieces, like an open ended cylinder, banded
together with wrought iron bands. It has two
holes, one to admit the gases over the bridge
from the grate, and another serves as a door-

way for the reception of the charges of metal

or for their removal. The chamber rests on
carrying rollers, to allow its free rotation, and
is made to revolve by means of a toothed
wheel fixed longitudinally upon it. The steam
engine attached to the chamber can be made
to revolve at any required speed, according to

the different stages of the operation. When
the furnace is charged with pig metal the

melting down occupies from thirty to thirty-

five minutes, during which a partial rotation

is given to the furnace from time to time in

order to expose all sides of the charge to the

flame. The advantages to the workingman
are lighter labor and facility for a more ad-

vanced position as an intellectual being; and
to the manufacturer many are already appa-
rent, and we believe many more are yet to be

recognized. One of the most manifest is in

the increased size of the forgings. Machinery
can work to almost any quantity, as the char-

ges may each be as many tons as by hand
power they were hundreds. The handworker's
lump turns out plates rarely exceeding 3 su-

perficial square feet, while a plate 30 feet long
may with equal facility be forged by machin-
ery. In plates for ship building, the increased
length will be of the greatest importance.

Large plates are made novy, but they are

fabricated only by greatly increased labor and
expense, by piling up lump over lump, and
smelting and hammering all together.— Cin.

Price Current.

— An account from Fort Wayne says: An-
other section of 20 miles on the Grand Rapids
& Indiana Railroad is completed and accepted
by the Government. The next section north
is about ready for the iron, which will be laid

as fast as practicable. The line has been sur-

veyed through to Traverse bay, two routes
having been gone over; it is not yet decided
on which the road will be located. The citi-

zens of Traverse county pledge themselves to

furnish $40,000 to procure a branch to Tra-
verse city, 23 miles in length. This company
now has 220 miles in operation from Fort
Wayne northward.

liquid Fuel.

We doubt very much if for ordinary furna-
ces, steam boiler or heating furnaces, petro-
leum ever becomes an economical fuel or a
feasible substitute for coal; but for special
purposes it is equally plain that there are nu-
merous opportunities for its successful opera-
tion. These will be found under conditions
where intensity and manageability of flame
combined with power and rapid heating are
essential. An example of this is* found in

welding machinery, in which the flame of a
liquid hydrocarbon serves to maintain tha
metal at the requisite heat under circumstan-
ces *here no coal furnace could give an equal
degree of utility. The heating iron furnaces
may or may not belong to the class just in-

dicated, but the results achieved at the La-
clede Rolliug Mills in Missouri are such as to

justify some hope in this direction. We find

the apparatus and modus operandi described
as follows :

" The oil is placed in a large tank having a
capacity of lOo barrels, situated about 200
feet from the furnace. From this tank it in

pumped through an ordinary three-quarter-

inch pipe into a cylindrical generator about
four feet high and two and one half feet in

diameter. This generator contains about 600
copper tubes, each about five-eights of an
inch in diameter. In an adjoining fire-box

steam is superheated to a temperature of
about 800° Fahr., thence passing through a
pipe into the copper tubes of the generator.
The great heat thus created in the tubes gene-
rates the oil which fills the intervening spaces
into a gaseous vapor. As quickly as it is gene-
rated it passes into a receiver which covers
the generator in the shape of a dome, and
which is filled with sponges to regulate the

flow of the gas as it passes iuto pipes leading

to the furnace. A jet of superheated steam is

mixed with the gas in the receiver, and the

oxygen thus supplied combines with the car-

bon of the vapor, forming a gas which burns
readily and with intense heat without atmo-
spheric aid. The supply of gas admitted into

the furnace is regulated by a gauge in much
the same manner as steam in a steam engine.

The petroleum in the generator is kept con-
stantly agitated by the admission of a small

jet of superheated steam, which keeps the

crude oil from depositing any residuum on
the bottom or sides—thus preventing any ac-

cumulation of refuse, or leaving any sediment
after the more volatile portions of the oil are

generated into vapor. On entering the fur-

nace the gas ignites at once, rushing through
in a white flame of intense heat, imparting to

the iron over which it passes an appearance of

semi-transparency. In the experiments at

Laclede Mills, the iron thus heated has been
brought to a white heat in one hour, or one-
fifth of the time required when coal is used for

fuel."

— The "narrow gauge railwav" fever has

affected the people of the far off territory of

Utah. The San Francisco Bulletin says that

a new company has been organized at Logan,
Cache county, to build the Utah Northern
Railroad, narrow gauge, from Ogden to Soda
Springs, through all the principal northern
settlements and towns. Sufficient capital was
subscribed, officers elected, and work com-
menced. The road is expected to be rn run-

ning order to Logan by December next. John
W. Young was elected president and super-

intendent.
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The Magic Keedle.

In Europe the chief power of the magnet
was perhaps known, but never applied, for a

thousand years. An Icelandic writer, Are
Frode, makes the first mention of it near the

year 1100, stating that a hundred years before,

a famous pirate went in search of Iceland,

under the guidance of three ravens, trained

for the purpose, since, ''in those days sailors

of northern regions did not yet know the use

of the leadstone." For he called it the lead

or leadstone, from which our loadstone is de-

rived. Bven this historian, however, knew
only a magnet suspended by a thread, and

the compass itself was yet undiscovered. At
first, the magic needle was used with amusing
clumsiness, as we learn from a manuscript,

dated 1203, in the Royal Library in Paris.

An ugly, black stone, called mariniere, we are

told, which sailors valued highly, was taken

out when nights were dark, and a needle rub-

bed with it lightly ;
the latter was then cun-

ningly placed upon a straw, and set afloat in

a basin, when the point would indicate the

north.

Another peculiarity of the magic needle

was a cause of much anxiety and peril to the

discoverer of our continent. When the great

navigator had ventured about two hundred
leagues into the Atlantic ocean, on the 14th

September, 1492, he noticed for the first time,

that the needle, at evening dusk, no longer

pointed due north, but deviated several de

grees in a north-westerly direction, and the

next morning the deviation had increased.

Full of anxiety and wonder, he watched it

carefully, and, to his consternation, the far-

ther west he sailed the more the needle ap-

peared to deviate. At first he kept his dis-

covery to himself, fearful lest he should alarm
his crew and defeat his purpose ; but soon the

men at the helm noticed the change, and
were filled with grievous apprehensions. They
fancied they had penetrated into a new world,

ruled by other laws than those to which they

had been accustomed. If tbe magic needle

lost its power what was to become of them on
the boundless ocean? Never, perhaps, was
Columbus greater than when, sternly sup-

pressing his own fears, he told them that the

magnetic needle pointed, not toward the north

pole on earth, but toward an invisible part of

the heavens, which changed its place together

with all the heavenly bodies. They believed

the man whose vast knowledge and marvelous
energy they had learned to appreciate; their

minds were calmed, the voyage continued,

and a New World discovered. Henceforth
the magic needle achieved triumph after tri-

umph. With such aid, Diaz, Cobral, and
Gama could cross vast oceans, and Magellan
and Sebasiian Cabot sail around the whole
earth—thus ending forever the objections

made by saperstition and bigotry, and teach-

ing man the true form and nature of the globe

which he inhabits. While, heretofore, the

majority of vessels, in the Mediterranean even,

had been wrecked, or at least had reached
their desired haven only with a small part of

their cargo, now insurance companies were
formed in all the large seaport towns, and the

premium, even for India voyages, became soon
so small as to make insurance the rule —Ap-
pleloris Journal.

— A dispatch from Hannibal, Missouri,

dated Nov. 7th, says the election of directors

of the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad, at that

place, yesterday, resulted in the triumph of

the Toledo, Wabash & Western, and the Lake
Shore and New York Central interest, over
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy aud the

Boston interest.

Electric Signals in Mines.

In Selisia and in Westphalia the use of
electric signals in shafts is becoming very
general; they are also very much employed
in the basin of the Saar, where they are in-

separable from mechanical hoists, etc. These
electric apparatuses have been applied with-

out modifications to the Graf-Bevst mines
(Essen); their characteristic is that the vol-

taic circuit is closed by the earth. Along the

circuit are interposed alarums and the ma-
nipulators, visible at every stage of the~~mine

;

the current is constantly closed ; the alarums
sound when the working of the manipulator
interrupts the current; the pile is composed
of twenty elements of -brass zinc plunged in a

solution of sulphate of magnesia. At the

mine of Rhein Elbe, the system for the trans-

mission of signals is quite different; they are

transmitted from the bottom upwards, and
vice versa. In the transmission of signals

from the bottom to the surface, a complete
circuit is formed between these points. The
manipulator is composed of a wooden fork,

the teeth of which are covered in the interior

with two sheets of copper in contact with the

conducting wires; at the lower extremities of

the sheets there are two metallic pendants,
which are brought into contact at the moment
of interrupting the currents by closing the

teeth of the fork, when the passage of the

current sounds the bells placed at the surface.

To transmit signals from the surface to the

bottom, it is necessary, of course, to have
a manipulator at the surface and bells at

the bottom, but a single conductor only
is required to be added, connecting the

manipulator wit'j the bells. The current

is closed by the wire attached to the bells.

The pile used at Rhein Elbe is composed
of six elements of zinc charcoal plunged
in a solution of mercuric sulphate, renewed
every two mouths, for an extraction of from
400 to 450 tuns per day. The wires are pro-

tected by a wooden sheath. The erection in

a shaft 220 yards deep has cost nearly £40 ;

in which sum are comprised the expense of

materials required for a year and two spare

elements. Each additional yard would cost

about 3s. ; in a dry shaft the conducting wire

can be covered simply with gutta percha, in

which case the expense would only come to

about £24.

—

Mechanics' Magazine.
•

Cairo & St. Louis Railroad.—The St. Louis

Republican says: For nearly 70 miles this

road will run through the richest coal fields

in the Mississippi valley, including the cele-

brated Big Muddy and Chester coal fields. It

is of the first importance that these celebrated

coals, which by actual practical test are the

only coals in this portion of the country ex-

cept the Indiana coal, suitable for smelting

our Missouri iron ores, be made easy of access
to our iron works. This road being the only
direct road to Big Muddy and Chester coal

fields, will convey the coal for the iron works
of Carondelet and vicinity; it must cheapen
the coal, and supply our furnaces with such
facilities as to give a new impetus to our iron

manufactures.

fi®" The receipts of foreign sugar in the

United States in 1870 were 468,957 tons,

against receipts in 1869 of 501,354 tons ; while
the consumption of foreign sugar in 1870 was
483,892 tons, against a consumption in 1869
of 447,899 tons. The consumption in 1870
absorbed all tbe imports and 14,935 tons be-

sides, with the exports reducing the stock in

the country to 23,964 tons.

The Trans-Continental Road.—The Clarks-

ville (Texas) Standard of the 9th inst., has

the following in regard to the Trans-Conti-

nental Railroad: "On Monday, we were

pleased to greet again, at our sanctum, our

old friend (though quite a young man) Gov.

Throckmorton, who had come up from Jeffer-

son, and brought us good news. The engi-

neer corps of the Trans-Continental, including

the chief, Gen. Buell, had arrived and gone to

work $250, OOU worth of iron, which is esti-

mated as 50 miles, would be afloat from a

European port on the 9th (to-day). This iron

is for the road from Jefferson to this place.

The company will apply to tbe Legislature for

authority for a branch from the Southern
Pacilic, either from Marshall to Jefferson, or

some intermediate point, between Marshall

and Shreveport, to be constructed immediate-
ly, to enable them to bring up their iron and
equipments, without detention from low water,

between Shreveport and Jefferson. Gen.
Buell, on his way out, made arrangements at

New Orleans for the immediate forwarding
of the first lot of iron, as soon as received from
Europe. Gov. Throckmorton has recommend-
ed to President Roberts to have the road con-

structed to a point north of Sulphur, Bowie
county, as early in December or January as

practicable, to enable the carrying of this

year's cotton crop of Northern Texas. The
leading citizens of Bowie, who were addressed

by Gov. Throckmorton, pledged themselves to

vote a subsidy to the road, which will greatly

enhance their interests. The company will

not accept the subsidy voted by the Legisla-

ture at its late session, unless the require-

ments of the act are changed. They would
rather select their own time and point of

junction for the Southern Pacific and Trans-
Continental without the subsidy, than to have
the point of junction so far west, over a route

the local work of which would be more expen-
sive than the value of the subsidy. It is pre

sumable, we think, that the Legislature, the

work for pay portion of it, not having yet re-

ceived the promised cheeks, will make the de-

sired change. Otherwise the company will

take its own course, and retain its loose

change."

Making of Pocket Knives—Few people

have any idea through what a number of
hands their pocket knives have passed in the

process of manufacture. A bar of steel des-

tined to furnish a number of blades is heated
to redness; a length is cut off, and the forger

speedily "moods" this, that is. shapes it rough-
ly into the form of a pocket knife blade. An-
other heating is then required to fit the end
for being fashioned into the tang, and yet

another before it can undergo the further

operation of "smithing," the last stage of

which is the stamping of the mark of tbe

thumb-nail to facilitate opening. The tang
is then ground, and the blade marked with the

name of the firm. The slight bulge on the

reverse side caused by this operation is re-

moved by fire or the grindstone. The blade

is then hardened by heating up to redness,

and then plunging it into water up to the

tang. The tempering process follows next,

the bluish yellow tint beiug considered as in-

dicating that the proper degree of heat at

which to immerse the blade once more in cold

water has been attained. After this the vari-

ous kinds of blades are classified in the ware-

house, and undergo sundry grinding opera-

lions to fit them for being hafted. Twelve
distinct processes have by this time been gone
through, and many more are necessary before

the knife is completely finished.
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Largest Steel Rail Mill.—The Bethlehem
Iron Company's new steel rail mill is destined

to be the largest in the world. It is being

built under the management of John Fritz,

chief engineer and superintendent of the com-
pany. Its dimensions will be, 1,184x105 feet,

and is in the form of a cross It is 30 feet

high, and arched by iron and slate roofs. Its

destined working power is 300 tons of steel

ingots per day, though they do not propose at

present to furnish machinery for over 100 tons

daily. This even will present a capacity

double any yet existing in our country. There
will be eight 5 ton converters and two train

rolls, one of 24 inches and the other of 28

inches diameter, driven by two condensing
engines. The designer has come to the work
with a full mind, having made the Bessemer
works, both at home and abroad, a special

study, and will add to the structure many new
features for saving labor. It is claimed that

it will turn out more steel with less labor than

any manufactory yet established.' Such an
enterprise is exceedingly creditable to the

country and State, and to the energetic firm

that is projecting it. The matter is one of

more than ordinary interest to the cause of

American manufactures, and of particular at-

traction to Pennsylvania, which already leads

so handsomely in this line of industry. Espe-

cially will it demonstrate to England that we
are not only not dependent upon her in this

line of industry, but that we are not behind

her in any new manufacturing interest.

—

Phila. Press.

New Zealand Railways.—A large graving

dock, just constructed at Port Chalmers, New
Zealand, was recently opened for use, with

appropriate ceremonies. Port Chalmers has

been fixed upon as the port to be connected

with San Francisco by the new line of steam-

ers between New Zealand and California.

Railroads are also in course of construction

from Port Chalmers to other important places

on the island. These modern improvements,

it is argued, will accelerate the doom of the

Maories, who, like the American Indians, will

be swept off the surface of the earth before

the advance of the while man. In half a cen-

tury, it is believed every native Maori will be

destroyed, just as the aborigines of the sister

colony of Tasmania have been totally extin-

guished,
_ . . * —

Pig Iron.—The probable production of iron

in the leading countries of Europe next year,

is given as follows : Great Britain, 5,100,000

tons; France, 1,062,000 tons; Germany, 1,-

907,000 tons; Belgium, 526,000 tons; Aus-

tria, 365,000 tons; Sweden, 293,000 tons;

Russia, 420,000 tons; other European coun-

tries, 500,000 tons. Assuming that this esti-

mate is approximately realized, the production

of pig iron in Europe next year, will be about

9,773,000 tons.

Detroit has turned out a successful street

car dummy. The car is so arranged that the

engine consumes its own smoke and steam,

and moves along the street like a thing of

life, noiselessly and smoothly. The cost of

running it is four-fifths less than by horse

power. One dollar per day will keep it in

fuel, and two men can run it. It is so ar-

ranged that the engine only occupies surplus

room under the floor of the car.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with its

branches, now possesses a rolling stock con-

sisting of 363 locomotives, 250 passenger cars,

and 6,000 freight cars, which are fully able to

meet all demands upon them.

Jlont Cenis and Hoosnc Tunnels.

The following statement will give the rea-

der an opportunity of comparing the dimen-
sions, cost, etc., of the two great tunnels of
the world :

Mont Cenis Tunnel.—Length, 12,236 me-
tres, or nearly eighty miles; width, 26 feet 8

inches; height, 20 feet; cost, $13,000,000;
time occupied in construction, 9 years; num-
ber of workmen employed, about 2,000.

Hoosao Tusnkl—Length, 26,061 feet, or

about 4J miles; width, 24 feet; height, 21

feet; cost, about $9,000,000; time of con-
struction when completed, nearly 20 years

;

number of workmen emyloyed, about 700 at

present, but much less during most of the time
the work has been prosecuted.

— Mr. John Taylor Johnston, the president
of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, has
issued a circular in which he announces a re-

turn to quarterly dividends of 2J per cent.

The company's receipts for 1871 up to the 1st

of October were $4,801,869, a profit of $2,167,-
530. More than half the receipts were from
coal, viz. : coal, $2,640,443 ; merchandise,

$1,146,051 ;
passengers, $952,984. The cost

of the entire road has been $10,784,000. It is

now double tracked from Somerville to Jersey
City, and the laying of two more tracks will

soon be commenced. The whole liue is now
being laid with steel rails. The equipment of

the entire line of 180 miles with the branches
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has cost

$6,800,000. The stock of the company will

be increased by the issue of $5,000,000 in

scrip, convertible into new stock as soon as

legislative authority for the issue shall have
been procured.

—

Am. R. R. Jour.

— The Arkansas Gazette, of Oct. 24, says:

"We learn, upon what we deem good author-

ity, that all differences between the conflicting

interests in regard to the construction of the

Cairo & Fulton Railroad have been settled.

To-day, or to-morrow, track laying will com-
mence on the second twenty miles of the road.

Enough iron is here to complete the road to

Little Red river. The second twenty miles, in

order to save the land grant, have to be com-
pleted by the 20th of December.

— The Pine Bluff (Ark.) Republican says

that a contract has been executed, in the sum
of $2,000,000, providing for the immediate
construction of the Pine Bluff branch of the

Memphis & Little Rook Railroad.

— The dry goods trade of Philadelphia

amounts to $60,000,000 a year, of which $40,-

143,000 is of home manufacture, according to

the revised census, that gives the following

statistics: Carpets, $10,000,000; prints, $5,-

500,000; silks, $3,000,000 ; blankets, $2,290,-

000; coatiugs, $653,000; Balmoral skirts,

$500,000; worsted goods, $3,000,000; fine

dress goods, $4,200,000; white cottons, $2,-

000,000; colored cottons, $6,000,000; web-
bings, braids, &c, $2,000,000,

— A Russian journal says : "The splendor

with which the members of the Imperial fami-

ly travel by railway will be much increased

next summer, for several portable silver foun-

tains have been ordered at an establishment

in the south of Germany, which, when fitted

into the Imperial saloon carriages, and fed by
a supply of iced water from a tank in the roof,

will impart a luxurious and constant coolness

to the atmosphere."

The Babcock Fire Extinguisher.

STRUCK BY LIGHTNING.

[From the Morinette (Wis.) Eagle, Jnly 13, 1871.]

During the severe thunderstorm last Satur-

day morning, a charge of electricity melted

and severed the wires in the telegraph office

at the N. Luddington & Co.'s store, and set

fire to the window casings. They were en-

veloped in flames in an instant, and the em-

ployees in the store vainly attempted to extin-

guish the flames with water. At this critical

juncture, Caleb came to the rescue with a Bab-

cock Fire Extinguisher, and soon put an

effectual quietus on the destroying element.

But for this timely aid, the store and contents

would probably have been destroyed. All

who were present felt the electric shock more

or less sensibly, but fortunately no one was

injured.

BABCOC
EXTINGUISHER.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

*S-The attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle at stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FARWELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

KNIGHT BROTHERS
U. S. and European

Patent Agency
75 "West Fourth St.,

(Pike's Opera Build'g)

CISrCISITATI, OHIO.

With Branch at Washington,
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Oar Financial Condition.

In our last number we endeavored to show

some of the great changes which have oc-

curred within a few years in the relations of

personal property, the abundance of active

capital, and the increased amount of money
for reinvestment. These facts bear, as we
have shown, strongly upon the prospects of

new railroad enterprises. Already we have

seen many new enterprises spring up, and

generally with strong prospects of success.

In this State of Ohio, with 3,500 milea of rail-

road to 40,000 square miles, or in the ratio of

1 mile of railroad to 12 square miles, even

here new railroads are undertaken, and that,

too, with good promise of profitable results.

There is the Atlantic & Erie, which is steadily

progressing, and which will open a grand

highway from the south-eastern coal mines of

Ohio to Toledo and the north-western coun-

ties. Then we have the Great Northern,

which pasee3 through an abundant and fertile

country, and wjll open up a new highway,

both for trade and lumber, to Cincinnati.

Then we have a new railroad couipanv, just

chartered, from Columbus to the Sunday Cree

coal mines. Then, we have two or three new
roads in the north-eastern part of the State.

All these promise well But if we were to-day

in the very best condition we were ever in be-

fore the present currency was established, we
doubt whether we should escape a twelve-

month without a commercial crisis. Commer-
cial crises will always occur, at intervals of

few years, onless the currency is elastic. That
ia the single quality which prevents commer-

cial disasters arising from the present want of

money. If we had now specie (gold) pay-

ments; the banks would be constantly in dan-

ger; for they would deliberately promise to

do what they could not do, to make all their

payments in gold. If their customers pressed

for money they must curtail their debts and

reduce their currency, the very thing they

ought not to do. If the pressure became

severe, they must suspend, and cause many
merchants to suspend. This happened before

the war frequently, and if we had specie pay-

ments since the war, there can scarcely be a

doubt that we should have had the most severe

and crushing commercial disasters. But we

have not. On the contrary, while many mer-

chants have complained of dullness, the trade

of the whole country has immensely increased,

and all branches of manufacture are active

and prosperous.

The first thing, therefore, to notice is that

our currency is sound, uniform and abundant.

Currency, or money, is the great instrument

of commerce, and to have that instrument in

perfect order, sound and strong, is the first

element of commercial success. There is no

doubt we owe much of our commercial and

manufacturing prosperity to the stability and

uniformity of the currency. If this be so, the

first question is, shall we keep this sound and

stable currency ? We think that it will cer-

tainly be kept for a number of years ; and in

that case the present railroad enterprises will

be safe, if prudently conducted. There is al-

ways a large party of " hard money " people,

who are such because of their early education

and old prejudices. These men honestly be-

lieve that gold is a standard of value, and

think that the system we are going on is wild

and visionary. They are like the old people

of Europe, who believe a king and nobles are

necessary to the existence of society. But the

lust ten years of our experience have done

much to uproot these old ideas and prejudices.

We have shown to the world that a paper

money currency is entirely consistent with the

greatest progress and prosperity. That fact

can nut be put aside. Our experience is not

a thing to be denied. It is a fact, that this

day the United States has the most stable, the

most uniform and the most useful currency in

the world.

Having thus considered our currency, there

is another thing to be considered—the credit

of our Government. Our present currency

rests upon the credit of our Government; and
on what does the credit of our Government

rest? On three things : 1. The faith of the

American nation ; 2. The property of the

American nation; and 3. The unlimited power

of taxation. Now, everybody knows perfectly

well, that either of these is a sufficient basis

for a national currency. The faith of this

nation will never be violated. The property

of the nation, considered simply as property,

is immense, enough to pay the national debt.

Then, the power of taxation is unlimited.

What has happened since Lee surrendered at

Appomattox? Why, we have paid five hun-

dred and fifty millions of the public debt I

Such a thing was never knovn in the history

of nations. How did we do it? Why, the

American people are honest. They mean to

meet every obligation, they have and they

will.

A great deal has been said about legal ten-

der notes. They are as constitutional as any

act of the American Government. They have

saved the nation, and they ought to be con-

tinued as the best currency this country ever

had. The Supreme Court has recently de-

cided them constitutional; and we trust the

country will keep them till it finds out some-

thing better, and that there is small prospect

of its doing.

Chesapeake * Ohio.

CHICAGO CONNECTION.

A few days ago the people of Hillsboro as-

sembled to hear a note from Mr. Huntington

read, in which they were deeply interested.

The note clearly indicates the position and

views of the Chesapeake k Ohio road in refer-

ence to the course it will adopt to secure traf-

fic from the North-west. Col. Trimble de-

serves and has richly earned the highest

thanks and good will of his neighbors for his

indefatigable labors in bringing about this

result. The following are the conditions im-

posed :

"If you can secure the right of way from
Symtnes Creek to Dayton, and subscriptions

that will unquestionably be paid to the amount
of $850,000, together with the old work on
the line, we will build tho road."

The people of Hillsboro thereupon immedi-

ately met and passed the following resolu-

tions :

Resolved, That the proposition of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Railroad Company made by
letter from C. P. Huntington, president of the

company, dated October 20, 1871, presented
through Col. Wm. H. Trimble, that "If you
can secure the right of way from the mouth
of Symmes creek to Dayton, and subscriptions

that will unquestionably be paid, to the amount
of eight hundred and fifty thousand dollars

($850,000), together with the old work of the

line, we will build the road, is fair and liberal,

and every effort should be made to comply
with the generous terms offered by said com-
pany.

Resolved, That committees be appointed in

each county, town and township through which
the proposed line passes, to obtain stock, right

of way, &c, and comply fully with the terms
proposed, and that every effort should be made
to secure the road.

The question is will the " People along the

line " be able to do it. If Cincinnati was on

the line, and it depended on her, we should

say no, at once. But these country folks,

with Col. Trimble at their head, will do it,

sure as you live, and he don't die I
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CnuRcn's Musical Visitor for November,

John Church & Co ., Cincinnati, Publishers,

is at hand, the musical contents comprise the

famous "Thousand and One Nights," as

played by the superb Theodore Thomas' Or-

chestra, and 'Ye Pretty Flowers, Good Night,"

with English and German words set to a beau-

tiful German air. An approved portrait of

Mane Krebs, the favorite pianist with the

above-mentioned orchestra, adorns the first

page, and is accompanied with a brief bio-

graphical sketch. The publication of por-

traits and sketches is hereafter to be made a

feature of this elegant magazine. An en-

graving of the celebrated Davidson Fountain,

recently erected in Cincinnati, will appear in

the December number. We notice several

desirable improvements in the last issue.

Carriage and Car Painting —We have re-

ceived from Geo. B. Stevens & Co., Publishers,

39 West Fouith St., a copy of "The Carnage

Painter's Guide," a neatly bound volume of

126 pages, in which carriage painting as an

art and science is ably treated.

As the painting of railroad cars as well as

carriages now demands the highest art, this

little book will give many valuable hints both

as to the material to be used and the arrange-

ment of colors to give the 'most beautiful ef"

feet. The price of the work, $1 00, brings it

within the reach of all painters.

After the Wire.

The School Festival.— Quarterly maga-

zine, devoted to original matter, for Day-

School and Sunday School Exhibitions, and

Public Occasions.

The October number of this popular maga-

zine (which was destroyed by the great Chi-

cago fire, when all ready to mail) has been

reprinted, and has just reached us. As its

subscription list was burned, the Publishers

request us to ask their subscribers to send

their addresses, stating what numbers were

yet due them, and to remit their subscription

for next year. Let all teachers and pupils

subscribe kow for the School Festival—they

all need it. It costs only 50 cents a year, in

advance, or 15 cents for a single number.

The Publisheis were very heavy losers by

the great fire, but they don't propose to allow

their subscribers to lose anything.

Seed, by mail, to Alfred L. Sewell & Co.,

Publishers, Chicago, III.

Louis directors: Sylvester II, Lallin, Elon
G. Smiih, Wm. R. Allen, Wm. R. Donaldson,
J. M. Loughtiorougb, and L. B Claris. A
very important trade with Arkansas will now
be secured to St. Louis which, but for the

exertions of friends of the Iron Mr unt::in

road, would have been diverted to other
points

Bientn.-iiy &. Great Eastern Railway.

1 From the Mayaville Bulletin]

Most of the new roads which of late years

have been constructed in the North-west, or

indeed in any part of the country distant from

the Atlantic States, have labored under the

disadvantage of having from the newness of

the country, to create the business necessary

to afford them employment and give them
profits. It can not be so with the Kentucky
and Great Eastern Railroad It begins in the

very heart of business, runs through a coun-

try alive with all the productive industries

known to civilization, and ends in the very

center of trade and commerce From the

very day the engine starts, there will be as

much freight and travel for the road as it can
well accommodate. Take alone that part of

the road which runs along the Ohio river from
the city of Newport to Big Sandy, and esti-

mate for a moment the vast amount of pro

ducts, manufactured and agricultural, which
will find their way to market over the road.

From the counties of Lewis, Greenup and
Boyd, the people will send their hoop poles,

tan-bark, lumber, building stone, coal and iron

in vast, quantities Mason and Bracken will

send their hogs, fat cuttle, horses, tobacco,

wheat, corn, barley and other products These
may not all pass over the railroad, but a large

portion of them necessarily will. The river

can not be more than half the time depended
upon, and at such a season as we have had
for the last two months, and are likely to have
for some time to come, it is wholly unreliable.

There are. in the couht'es of Greenup and
Boyd perhaps twenty furnaces in operation,

producing annually more than 60,000 tons of

pig iron, which, at the average market rate of

§33 per ton, would amount to $1,980,000. We
can give below the anuual products of eleven

of these furnaces:

Tons.

Ashland, hot blast 12,000

Star, hot blast.., 3,500

Ml. Savage, hot blast .... 3,000

Buena Vista, hot blast 3.500

Bellefoute, hot blast , 3,000

Buffalo, hot blast 2,0011

ilunnewell, hot blast 2,500

Pennsylvania, hot blast 2,500

Laurel, hot blast 2,000

Racoon, cold blast 2,000
Boone, hot blast...., 2,000

Total 37,500
Most of the products of these furnaces find

a market at Cincinnati, Loursville, New Al-

bany and points below, and would be transpor-

ted upon the railroad because of the conve-
nience of shipping and I he ranidity of delivery.

The railroad leading from Ashland out into

the coal region, brings to the river immense
quantities of the finest quality of stone coal,

much of which in seasons like the present,

would pass over the railroad to all the river

towns below, audio the interior from Mays-
vife The Eastenr Kentucky Railroad, pas-

sing by Hunnewell to Grayson, in Carter

county, also passes through the coal region

and brings from the mines of the company
an immense supply of the very best cannel
coal to be found in the West, as well as the

products of five furnaces. The limekilns at

Duvali's landing, and other places in Lewis
arrd Greenup counties, turn out each sixty or

more bairels per day of ihe best bme produced
this side of the State of Maine, and rrow sup-

ply the demand for that article from Cincin-

nati to West Virginia. The town of Vance-

burg ships annually of the products of Lewis
couuty to points below, not less than two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars in value.

Concord, Quincy, Greenupsburg, Ashland and
Catltt'sburg, on the Kentucky side, all con-

tribute more or less to swell the tide of trade

and commerce which flows alonj: the cour e

of the Ohio river, and most of which would
seek the rapid, Si-.fe and reliable channel of

the railroad. It is not only the products i f

the Kentucky side of the river that would em-
ploy ihe services or the railroad, but Ihe iron

industries of the Ohio side, and the commerce
of Hanging Rock, Ironton, Sciotoville, Ports-

month, Manchester and other places on the

Ohio side. The contiguous territory upon
both sides of the river, b;iek of the places we
have enumerated, would soon accommodate
itself to their great and leading artery of com-
merce and pour its tributary streams upon it.

We do not think we exagerate the business

the road will do. The resources of the coun-

try through which it passes are too well known
and the history of all enterprises of ihe kind

too convincing to jeave ror m for doubt, that

all we have said will be realized The peo-

ple interested in the counties along the road

need, therefore, have no fear whatever that

their subscription to the capital stock of the

company will not be profitable. Every other

through route from east to west pays lar<re

dividends upon its stock, and so assuredly

will the Kentucky and Great Eastern.

West Vir^ini i—Co'.tl and Iron.

The New York Tribune in alluding to the

development of the vast mineral resources of

Virginia and West Virginia by the construc-

tion of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, gives

a very fair resume of the extent and value of

their coal and iron deposits. It will be re-

membered that the Chesapeake & Ohio crosses

from the mouth of the Big Sandy to the Kana-

wha, and follows the waters of this stream al-

most due east to the Alleghenies It cuts

square across the great mineral belt, and will

unquestionably do much to develop its wealth.

The same remarks, however, and statistics,

apply not only with equal, but with threefold

force to the results that will be attained by the

construction of the Kentucky & Great Eastern

Railway, extending from Cincinnati to New

York, on the shortest possible route, and hav-

ing the longest possible reach (running dia-

gonally) over the great Appalachian coalfield,

and direct 10 the great markets at either end

of the route,— Cincinnati in the west, and

Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York in the

east.

The certain and speedy completion of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Rdilroad, connecting by

rail every important city (rf old Virginia,

through the heart of West Virginia, with the

valleys of the Kanawha, Ohio and Mississippi,

gives a new value to the mineral wealth of

both the States traversed by that great work.

West Virginia, which embraces 16,000 of

the 55,000 square miles of the great Allegheny

coal basirr—the largest and among the richest

known to exist in the world. Its center seems

to be the valley of the Great Kanawha, the

chief river of West Virginia, wherein Prof.

Ansted reports nearly twenty workable seams

of coal, with an aggregate thickness of over

seventy feet. Its horizontal position, proxiiu
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ily to tbe surface, and freedom from noxious

gases, render it the easiest mined coal in

America. From this field the coal is now dug
which supplies New York and Philadelphia

with pas. It has been computed that most of

this area will yield 45.000 tons of coal to the

acre, or 28,800,000 tons to the square mile:

much of it is so disposed as to render pump
ing or lifting unnecessary. Immense quanii

ties of it are now boated down the Kanawha
and Ohio, finding markets all the way down
to New Oi leans. Splint, cannel, and every

oilier variety of bituminous coal, are found in

different parts of this vast field. The splint

is widely regarded as the best coal known for

smelting iron from ore, which exists in great

abundance all through both Virginias. It is

probable that the valley of the Kanawha, when
traversed by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

mid its branches, will be found one of our best

localities for making good pig iron cheap;
while the cannel coal yields, sixty gallons of

superior petroleum to the ton, and has been,

as it probably will again be, the surest and
most profitable source of that valuable oil.

The seams of cannel coal often show an ag-

gregate thickness of fouiteen feet, giving 21,-

000 ti>n-> to the acre, containing 1,260,000

gallons of crude oil. And fit timber for oil

casks is nowhere else so abundant as in West
Virginia.

Iron ore is found in most of the counties of

the two Virginias, and has been mined to pro-

lit in at least twenty of them ; the James River

•canal and most of the Virginia railroads (laid

with British rails) traverse or cross it, as the

Chesapeake &. Ohio either does or soon will

When the Chesapeake & Ohio and Norfolk &
Great Western shall have been finished, the

requisite branches and connectiens will almost
build themselves. When these roads shall

have commenced freighting ore to the coal

iields and coal back to the ore beds, Virginia

n:ay profitably supply half the seaboard and a
third of tbe Ohio valley with cheap and ex-

cellent iron. The fact that the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad had to be cut. for a considera-

ble distance, through a vein of coal eleven feet

thick, will serve to convey some idea of the

mineral wealth of the two Virginias. A new
railroad from the Chesapeake & Ohio at the

junction of the Greenbrier with the New river,

forming the Great Kanawha, will run up the

valley of New river, crossing the Virginia &
Tennessee and the Norfolk & Great Western
roads, carrying the coal of the Kanawha val-

ley to the great ore bedsol South-western (old)

Virginia, and incite unwonted beneficent ae-
• i p

tivity in ironmaking therefrom.

In most counties ol either Virginia, excel

lent coal or ore (often both in close proximity)

can be bought at prices ranging from %b to

$50 per acre. Many of these acres have a

rich, deep, virgin soil, with a splendid growth

of forest trees covering two-thirds to three-

fourths of them—lauds which in Pennsyl-

vania would be deemed dirt cheap at $1,000
per acre. Who can doutt that free labor

with railroads will soon give a like value

to the mineral lands of old and of West Vir-

ginia.
^

—The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company, on the 28th let the build-

ing of the extension of the road to Fort

Lamed, one hundred and fifteen miles from

Newton. It is to be completed by the first of

May next. The country through whjeh this

passes is almost entirely ur.seit'ed, but it is

as good land as there is in the Slate, and is

open to settlers under the pre-emption and
home-stead acts.

Norfolk and Great Western Railroad—
A telegram to the Richmond Enquirer, dated
Danville, Virginia, October 26, says'. 'Colo-

nel Flournoy, President Norfolk and Great
Western Railroad, reported to the meeting of

stockiudders a cc ntraet entered into with com-
petent parties in New York, and through them
with paities in London, to construct the Nor-
folk L Gre«t Western Railroad. The work :s

to commence at Danville, going west, by De-
cember, 1, 1871, and on the eastern division

a? soon as subscription on that division

readies $3,600,000. The subscription on that

division now reaches 81,400,000. One million

six hundred thousand dollars is to be raised

by Nor.folk, Portsmouth, &e. The contractors

provide to pay off all debts of the company,
and to receive county subscriptions at par

—

securities to be paid to the contractors as the

work progresses, and the road is not to be

turned over to them until one half is construc-

ted. The Allen line of steamers already run
between Norfolk and Liverpool, and the Im-
migration Society co-operates with them.
England is more interested in Virginia than
in any other Southern Slate. Colonel Flour-

noy was unanimously re-elected President.

Directors—George W. Read, E R Turnou I,

Ehsha iiarksdale, Jr , Fulwar Skipwith, F. L.

Hall, E A. Drury and W. W. Wood.

Cairo & Fulton Railroad.—Mr. Thomas
Allen has been elected i'resident of ilie Cairo
& Fulton Railroad Company, in Arkansas, t >-

gether wnh the lolluwing: Vice President, H
G. Marquard, of New York; St. Louis Direc-

tors, Syiver IT. Lallln, Elton G. Smith, VVm.

R, Allen, Wm. R. Donaldson, J. M. Lough-
borough, and L. B. Clark.

The road has a grant of nearly 2,000,000
acres of the best agricultural lands in Arkan-
sas, which will furnish a basis for raising

means to insure its early completion It is

the expectation to have the cars running be-

tween St. Louis and Little Rook within twelve

months. The road runs from a point in But-

ler county, Missouri, on the State line, where
it connects with the Arkansas br.aoch of the

Iron Mountain Railroad, through Arkansas
south-west to the Texas line—eighteen miles

beyond Fulton on Red river. It passes Jack-
sonport, on White river, Searcy, Little Rock
to tlie terminus, 801 miles in Arkansas, and a

total from St. Louis to the Texas line of 485
miles. It crosses the great vadeys of While,

Little Red, Arkansas, Quchita and Big Red
river. At the Texas line fhe road will con-

nect with the International line, now being

built frum Fulton to Laredo on the Rio Grand.
—Railway Review.

—A railroad meeting was held at Savannah,
Tenn., a few days ago, attended by two thou-

sand citizens of Hardm and McNairy coun-
ties, to discuss the advantages of narrow-
gauge roads, and to consider the prospects of

the contemplated road from Memphis through
Somerville, Bolivar, Purdy and Savannah, on
toward Columbia and Kuoxville. A corres-

pondent says: "Some idea maybe formed
of the dinner, when I tell you that there were
four tables, each four hundred feet long,

literally bending beneath the mutton, beef,

kid and shoat, supplied without stint, with a

profusion of all kinds of vegetables, pies, &c."

—The amount of the Virginia State debt
funded under the act of last session, on the

1 1th instant reached $20,400,000. The whole
debt is '$40,000,000, one-third ;of which is

chargeable to West Virginia.

Wheeling; & Lake Erie Railroad.—This
company was incorporated Rth of April, and
the 20th of September the st ickholders elected
a board of directors, president, treasurer and
secretary. The directors were requested, by
a resolution, to make a locating survey.^
Wheeling has pledged aid to any company
building a road terminating at Wheeling and
running thence north west towards the lakes.

This, wiih other local subscriptions, makes
the amount pledged $10,000 a mile. The
road, says a correspondent of the Pittsburg
Commercial, is much needed, and would give

to Wheeling better facilities and more bene-
ficial to the manufacturing interests of the
city—as her connections will be with the Pan
Handle at about the same distance as by the

Pittsburg, Wheeling & Kentucky Railroad,

and if the city could secure the trade of the

lakes, the Baltimore & Ohio company would
gladly extend to them the right hand of fellow-

ship. The engineers sent by the Eastern
capitalists to investigate theioute have pro-

nounced it practicable, and have given the

directors positive assurances that if the people
along the line do their duty, the cars will be

running to Wheeling in less than eighteen
months. The charter provides for a road
from Wheeling, passing through the counties
of Belmont, Jefferson, Harrison, Tuscarawas,
Carroll, Stark, Wayne, Ashland, Medina, Hu-
ron, Erie, Sandusky, Ottawa and Lucas, to

Toledo, 150 miles.

Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio Ruleoad.—
A suit was lately brought in Richmond, Vir-
ginia, in the name of James E. iyson, of Bal-

timore, against the directors of the Atlantic,

Mississippi and Ohio Railroad (General Ma-
hone's ' south side'' combination), to restrain

them from consummating a loau upon the pro-

perty understood to be in process of negotia-

tion.. This suit was last >veek dismissed upon
the ground, as reported, that it had not been
instituted in the proper court, and accordingly
a similar suit was entered on the 23 ult. at

Lynchburg, Virginia, in the United States

Circuit Court for the western district. Tho
bill is sigued by J. Dean Smith, Wm. and J.

VV. Daniel, as counsel for the complainant.
The order of Judge Bond fixes the 15th of

November as the time for hearing of the case.

Alluding to the alleged purchase by the

Pennsylvania Railroad interest of 10,000

shares, or a controlling portion of the stock of

the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia
Railroad, the Bristol

(
Tenn) News states its effect

to be " that the Memphis and Charleston road
is cut from its eastern connections, and Ma-
hone (the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad)
from his western connections, thus destroying
the through business of both lines, and con-
verting them into mere local roads."

—The St. Louis and Fort Scott R. R. Co
,

is hereafter to be known as the Missouri Cen-
tral Railway Co., the name having been
changed at a meeting of the Board of Direc-

tors on Saturday last, when the following new
Directors were chosen ; Jfacob R Shepherd,
Edward D. Butler, Wm. B\ Herbert and Ed-
mond H. Dewey, all of New York. Edward
D. Butler was elected Treasurer, and Edmond
H. Dewey, Secretary. A. W. Maupin remaius
as President of the company under the new
organization.

—

St. Louis Jour. Com.

— The President has ordered the issue of

the land patents due the Southern Pacific

Railroad Company, the commissioners having
reported that the second section of twenty

mile3, and the telegraph line, are completed.
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THE GREAT RAILROAD CAfeE.

Decision of Chancellor Zabriskie.

THE INJUNCTION DENIED—TEE DIRECTORS HATE

POWER TO LEASE.

Trenton, N. J , October 1? —Chancellor

Zabriskie delivered, to-day, an opinion in the

railroad lease case. The conclusions to which

he arrived were, first, that the act of 1870

pave autlorily to the directors of the United

Companies to connect with other roads; »ec-

ond, that their lines formed both connected

and conlinuoas lines with railroads in other

Slates ; third, all the property of the road and
their appendages may be leased and operated

without the consent of all the stockholders;

fourth, the directors have such power by the

consent of the State; such lease is within the

power delegated by the Legislature to the di-

rectors ; sixth, that the purposes of the lease

are a public use; seventh, even it the direc-

tors have not the power to make the lease,

the making of it is not a taking of proi erty

without compensation ; eighth, that the Penn-
sylvania Railroad has power to consummate
this lease. The injunction must be denied

and the order restiaiuing the defendants va-

cated.

J. he following is the opinion in full:

THE CHANCELLOR'S OPINION.

In Chancery.—October Term, 1871.—Black

and others agt. The United Companies of New
Jersey.

The Chancellor—The complainants in this

case are stockholders in the three corporations

who are the defendants The object of the

bill is to restrain these corporations from exe-

cuting a contemplated contract with the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company, by which the

works of the defendants are to be leased to

that company for 999 years, for an annual

rent of 10 per cent, on the amount of their

capital stock. The matter before the Court

is an application for a preliminary injunction.

The aggregate capital stock of the three

defendants consists ot 189,904 shares of $100

each, of which the 21 complainants own 3,450

shares, being a little more than one fifty-fifth

of the whole. The bill is filed for the benefit

of the complainants and all other stockholds

ers of the defendants who may join therein

THE POWERS OF THE COMPANIES.

The defendants are the Delaware & Raritan

Canal Company, the Camden & Amboy Rail-

road Company, and the New Jersey Railroad

& Transportation Company, all incorporated

by special charters, the first two by charters

passed February 4, 1830. They were consoli-

dated by an act passed February 15, 1831,

and have since been commonly known by the

appellation of the Joint Companies. In their

business affairs and in legal proceedings the

joint name was retained, and their affairs were

managed by a joint board composed of the

directors elected by each company according

to its charter. The charter of the New Jersey

Railroad Company was passed March 7, 1832,

and it was consolidated with the joint compa-
nies by virtue of an act of the Legislature

authorizing it, passed February 27, 1867, con

firming an agreement made on the first day

of that month. By this they were only con

solidated in interest, the stock and corporate

existence of each remaining as before, but

were governed by a joint board, composed of

the directors of all. They have since been

commonly hnown by the name of the United

Companies of New Jersey, but have not adop-

ted or assumed a corporate name, for the con-

solidated companies, as authorized by the act.

The canal company was authorized to ecn-

siruct a cana 1
. from the Delaware to the Rari-

tan, and a feeder to supply it with water from

the Delaware. The Camden & Araboy Rail-

road Company were authorized to construct a

railroad from the Delaware, opposite Phila-

delphia, to Raritan bay, with steamboats at

both extremities to convey passengers and
freight from the city of New York to the city

of Philadelphia, so as to "perfect a complete

line of communication from Philadelphia to

New York." It was authorized after the main

was completed, to construct a lateral road

from the main road to the Delaware at Bnr-

dentown. The New Jersey Railroad Compa-
ny were authorized to construct a railroad

from some point in the city of New Bruns-

wick to the Hudson river, opposite the city of

New York, with power to construct a branch

to any ferry on that river opposite the city.

In the act of 1831, to consolidate the joint

companies, it was provided that any stock

holder of either, who dissented, should be paid

back the price of his stock with interest—nei-

ther work being then constructed. And in

the act of 1867, to consolidate the United

Companies, it was provided that each dissent-

ing stockholder should be paid the value of

his stock, to be appraised by commissioners.

The joint companies, by an act passed

March 15, 1837, were authorized to construct

a railroad from the south-westerly end of the

New Jersey Railroad in the city of New Bruns-

wick to Trenton, and thence to connect with

their road at, or south of, Bordentown, wiih a

spur to the Trenton Delaware bridge. This

act made no provision for dissentient stock-

holders. In 1835, the joint companies, by an

agreement with the Trenton Delaware Bridge

Company, of which they owned a majority of

the stock, were allowed to lay rails upon the

bridge over the Delaware, at Trenton, and to

use it for their trains. And, in 1836, they

made an agreement with the Philadelphia &
Trenton Railroad Company, whose road ran

from the west end of that bridge to Philadel-

phia, by which that road was used as part of

the line of the joint companies to Philadel-

phia, and by which the clear profits of these

three companies should be divided among all

their stockholders, share and share alike.

The joint companies constructed a canal

from the Delaware to the Hudson, a railroad

from Camden through Bordentown to South

Amboy, and provided steamboats at either

end, to New York and Philadelphia, so as to

make a complete line of communication from

one city to the other, and also a railroad from

the western extremity of the New Jersey Rail-

road in New Brunswick through Trenton to

Bordentown, with a spur to the Trenton bridge,

and laid rails on that bridge to connect with

the Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad. The
New Jersey Company constructed its road

from the west boundary of New Brunswick to

the Hudson at Jersey City near the ferry of

the Jersey associates, but did not construct a

branch to any other ferry. These works were-

all completed as required by the acts author-

izing them.

In this manner, beside tje canal from the

Delaware to the Raritan, three complete lines

of communication between New York and

Philadelphia were perfected. One from New
York to Amboy by steamboat, from Amboy to

Camden by rail, and from Camden to Phila-

delphia by steamboat. The second from Jer-

sey City through Newark and New Brunswick

to Trenton, and over the Trenton bridge and

the Trenton &, Philadelphia Railroad into

Philadelphia. And the third by using the

second to Trenton, then by the road from
Trenton to Bordentown, and passing over the

first thence lo Philadelphia. Each of these

lines was a continuous line from New York
to Philadelphia,

Each of these companies had, with the au-

thority of the Legislature, but without the ex-

press assent of its stockholders, varied and
changed its located route, and constructed

brandies not authorized by its original char-

ter. And had purchased stock of other corpo-

rations deemed auxiliary to its own, guaran-
teed their bonds and leased their works, each
had established and maintained a ferry at the

termination of its road over the Hudson and
Delaware respectively, not for its own passen-

gers merely, but for the public. And tor this

purpose the New Jersey Railroad Company
had purchased, at the cost of nearly $500,000,
the capital stock of the Jersey Associates.

These things were done sometimes with,

sometimes without, special authority of the

Legislature, always without the express assent
of the stockholders.

LEASES, ETC., OF THE JOINT COMPANIES.

These lines were the only canal and rail-

road routes authorized by the State, by which
passengers and freight coming to Philadelphia
from the West cculd cross the State to New
York. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
owns or controls the railroads which are the

chief means of communication from the West-
ern Slates, including California, to Philadel-
phia. This company made an agreement with
the joint companies in 1863, by which freight

and passengers coming over its road, and the

roads controlled by that company to Philadel

phia should be carried to New York over the
roads of the joint companies without change
of cars, and the fare and freight received
should be divided according to distance passed
over the respective lines.

The depot and other terminus accommoda-
tions at Jersey City, barely sufficient for the

proper business of the United Companies,
were found inadequate for the freight business
from the West, which was coming over the
Pennsylvania Railroad. 'The United Compa-
nies, to provide for this need, in the autumn
cf 1867, purchased of the owners the Harsi-
mus cove property of Jersey City, extending
from South Second street to South Seventh
street, giving them a front of 1,300 feet on the

Hudson, opposite New York, and containing
about 70 acres. This purchase was made at

the cost of near half a million of dollars, with

out any special authority from the Legislature,

and without any express assent of the stock-

holders.

By virtue of an act approved March 30,

1838, the right of the State to the lands in this

purchase, with the right of reclaiming lands
ui.der water was conveyed to the United Com-
panies for the price of $500,000. This act
authorized them to construct a branch road
from this property to the New Jersey Railroad

at Bergen Hill. To this act the assent of the

stockholders was not required or obtained.

And, as is alleged, the United Companies
have expended about $600,000 in procuring

the right of way for the branch so authorized

by this act; and the improvement of this

property for use will require several millions

more.

By an agreement made between the joint

companies and the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, in 1863, that company agreed to

construct, and did construct, a railroad, called

the Connecting road, from the Philadelphia &
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Trenton Railroad at Frankford to its own
road at Mantua. By this a continuous and
connecled line of railroad was completed from

Jersey City to Pittsburg, and further West, so

that passengers and freight could be trans-

ported from Jersey City, and also from Am-
boy, in the same cars in which they were

placed to Pittsburg. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road has a branch road to the Delaware at the

foot of Washington street, in Philadelphia,

and the joint companies connect with it there

by a ferry from the terminus of their railroad

at Camden.
THE PROPOSED LEASE.

In this situation of their works, connections,

and contracts, the defendants, jointly with

the Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad Com-
pany, agreed with the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company to enter into the proposed contract

with that company. The terms of that con-

tract had been settled and agreed upon, and
the joint board of the directors of the United
Companies has by resolution entered on its

minutes directed its execution. By that con-

tract, the canal, railroads, and all other pro-

perty, real and personal, and the franchises

of the United Companies, and the Philadel-

phia & Trenton Railroad Company, are leased

to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company for

999 years, for the annual rent of $1,9-48,509,

being ten per cent, on the capital stock of the

United Companies and the 4,946 shares of

the capital stock of the Philadelphia & Tren-
lon Railroad Company, not held by the joint

companies, and so not represented by their

capital. The lessee agrees to assume aud per-

form all the duties, obligations, contracts, and
liabilities of the lessors, and save them harm-
less from all existing or future claims. The
lessors agree to furnish the lessee with 22,250
shares of their capital stuck and mortgage
bonds, on an executed mortgage for $20,000.-

000, to the extent of about $4,000,000 more
than is required to pay their debts now ma-
turing, such stock and excess of bonds to be
used in the improvement and development of

Harsimus cove, and to be advanced in install-

ments alter the amount of the installment has

been expended. The lessee is to keep the

works in repair, and the contract contains a

clause for re-entry upon non-performance of

any stipulation by the lessee, aud that there-

upon its estate and interest shall cease and be

void. An act approved March 17, 1870, is

relied on as giving power to make this con-

tract.

The act of 1870 declares "that it shall be
lawful for the United Companies, by and with

the consent of two-thirds of the stockholders

of each, to consolidate their respective capital

stocks, or to consolidate with any other rail-

road, or canal company or companies, in this

Slate or otherwise, with which they are or

may be identified in interest, or whose works
shall form with their own connected or con
tinuous lines ; or to make such other arrange-

ments for connection or consolidation of busi-.

ness with any such company or companies by
agreement, contract, lease, or otherwise, as to

the directors of said United Companies shall

seem expedient." It provided that any stock-

holder who should be dissatisfied with such
arrangements, and should give notice of his

dissatisfaction within three months after it

should be made, should be paid the full value

of his stock, to be appraised by commissioners
appointed for the purpose.

To entitle a party to protection by injunc-

tion, it must clearly appear that he has some
right which is about to be violated, as well as

that the threatened injury is irreparable or

can not be adequately compensated for by

suits in the law courts. The right of the com-
plainants claimed here is the right to have the

works of the defendants remain under the pi e-

sent management, without being leased or

transferred to any person or corporation at a

fixed rent, instead of the possible profits tq

be made by the management of directors.

The right of the complainants to their stock

is not disputed. The only question is whether

this gives them the riaht to control the action

of the directors and the majority of the stock-

holders in such disposition of the works and
franchises. It is contended that the act of

1870 does not authorize this lease, and that if

it gives any authority in this case this lease

extends to objects nut wilbin it.

It may be considered as settled that a cor-

poration can not lease or alien any franchise,

or any property necessary to peiform its obli-

gations and duties to the State, without legis-

lative authority.

Beman vs Rufford, 1 Sim, N. S. 550; John-

son vs Shrewsbury & Pa. R. R. Co, 3 De Gex,
McN. & G 914; Shrewsbury & Birmingham
R. Co. vs North-western R Co., b' H. L. C.

131 ; South Yorkshire R. Co. vs Gr. North-

western R R Co , 3 De Gex, McM. & G. 576

;

Michigan & Birkenhead R Co., 5 De Gex &
Sri. 562; Great Midland R. Co. vs Eastern

Counties R. Co., 9 Hare, 3(16 ; Troy & Rutland

K R vs Kerr, 14 Barb 601 ; Ohio & Misa R.

R, vs Ind. & Cin. R. R . 14 Am Law Reg.

733; Lanman vs Leb Vail R. R , 6 Cassy,

42 York & Md. R R. vs Winans, 17 How.
39; Com. vs Smith, 10 Allen, 455; Richards

vs Libby, 11 Allen, 66.

This rule is founded on reason and princi-

ple, the franchises granted by the State are

often parts of the sovereign power delegated

to a subject, aud always privileges to which

other citizens are not entitled. In these

grants the Slate is supposed to regard the

character of the grantee, or the guards and
rnstrictions placed upon the corporation, when
the grant is by a charter to persons continu-

ally changing it by transfer of stock. In this

case the franchise of maintaining a canal and
railroads across public highways and naviga-

ble rivers, of taking tolls and rates of fare

fixed by themselves without control, are with

others a material part of the property leased

;

these can not be leased or aliened without

consent of the State.

THE LAW ON CONSOLIDATION OF STOCK.

The act of 1870 clearly grants the power to

the United Companies to consolidate their

own capital stocks, and to consolidate their

stocks or business with any other connecting

railroad in the Slate; but it is contended that

it does not authorize such consolidation or

connection of business with any corporation

of another State. The question depends upon

the meaning and effect of the word "other-

wise." This is certainly an inapt word to

designate companies outof the State by beinir

placed in opposition to the words "in this

State." It is inapt, because its proper use is

to express difference of means or manner,

and not of place. The word is used here in a

way that admits of no change of place in the

sentence, even if such change can ever he

permitted. "Companies in this Slate' are

one subject of the provision, the word or

plainly denotes that some other subject is to

be indicated. If the word elsewhere or other-

wise had been used, it would have appropri-

ately expressed the meaning intended. The
radical meaning of the word otherwise, which

is always a relative word, is different from thnt

to which it relates; and the phrase to which

it relates in this case, both from location and

the sense, is clearly the words "in this State."

It means companies different from or other

than companies in this State. This is the

meaning that I think would strike every one
upon the first reading of the sentence; but
any one conversant with the correct use of

language would be struck with the inappro-

priateness of this word to express the mean-
ing. It is a case of bad grammar, and not of

doubtful meaning. The maxim "mala gram-
matica hurt vitial charlam," applies to statutes

as well as to deeds. If a statute provided,

'That if any father or mother should chastise

a child bo as to maim it, he or her so doing
should be guilty of felony," a guilty mother
would hardly escape on the ground that the

word her, by which alone she was included,

could not be applied to "be guilty, ' because
the rules of grammatical construction and the

settled use of language forbid it. Something
was intended by the use of this wird, and a
settled rule of construction requires that no
part of a statute shall be disregarded if any
effect can be given to it. Den. vs Dubois, I

Harr. 293. And where the intention of the

Legislature is plain, the words of the statute

must be construed according to that intention.

No one can read this statute, either in a cur-

sory manner or with deliberation and repeated

reading, without being convinced that such
was the intention, and that the words used ex •

press it, although awkwardly, inapprupriately

and ungrammatically.
It is a rule of construction that all grants

from the Slate, and grants of franchises and
exemptions in charters, must be construpd

strictly and most strongly in favor of the pub-

lic, and against the grant. Th object is to

protect the public against improvident grants,

and grants made by implications without clear

intention. And such L'rant will not be sus-

tained by doubtful words. Ambiguity in such

grant vitiates it. But this rule is qualified by
another—that such grant and the statute

making it must receive a reasonable construc-

tion, and not be so construed as to defeat the

intention of the Legislature, and that the am-
biguity must be such as is not removed by the

settled rules of construction.

1 Sedgw. on Stat. 259 and 327; 3 Dutch.

523, State vs Newark ; 3 Dutch, 76, Wright vg

Carter; 2 Z ibr. G44, Bngi/s case; Bridge
Proprietors vs Hoboken, 2 Beas. 81 ; Del. &
Rar Canal Co. vs Rar & Del. B. R. R. Co., 1

C. E Green, 372; Richmond R. R. Co. vs

Louisa R R Co., 13 H >w, 81 ; Perrine vs

Ches & Del. Canal Co , 9 How, 172 ; Pennock
vs Coe, 23 How. 132; Rice vs Railroad Co., 1

Black, 380; Phil. & Erie R R. Co. vs Cata-
wissa R. 11 Co., 53 Penn. 62 and 68.

This act can hardly be considered a grant
from the Stale, or to fall wilhin the reason of
the rule requiring strict construction in all such
grants. The Slate here pans with no pro-

perty, and creates no new privilege or fran-

chise that can affect the public. It simply

permits a new arrangement of contract as to

privilege and franchises already granted. It

enlarges none. It clearly allows such arrange-

ment with companies in this State, and the

onlv question is whether it shall be allowed

with like companies of another State.

IS THE PENNSYLVANIA COMPANY WITHIN THE ACT ?

It is also urged that the Pennsylvania com-
pany is not within the purview of the act; be-

cause their works do not form connected or

continuous lines with t !ie works of the defen-

dants. I think that the lines are both continu-

ous and connected. The works of the Cam-
den & Amboy Railroad Company extend from

New York to Philadelphia. It was so held in

the .Briggs case, 2 Z ibr. 623, and the Dela-

ware & Raritau Canal Company agt. the Rari
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tan & Delaware Bay Railroad Company, 1

C. E. Green, 531; and 3 do. 546. They extend

to the foot of Washington street at Philadel-

phia to the railroad of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company. Thus their works, though not

their railroads, form a. continuous line. The
road of the Camden & Amboy company at.

Trenton is connected at Trenton, is connected

by three intervening roads with the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. Thev are not continuous;

that implies without, interval or interruption.

Railroads can be connected either directly or

by intervening roads. The provisions of the

acts of Pennsylvania show this; their phrase

is, "connected directly or by intervening

roads." In either way they are connected, if

directly connected t hey are also continuous.

And the fact that this act uses the word con-

nected after continuous, for the obvious pur-

pose of adding something to the extent ot the

provision, shows that the intention was to in-

clude roads connected not. directly, but by

some intervening or connecting road.

THE LEASE NOT A SALE.

It is also urged that, the means proposed are

beyond the powers in the statute; that the

authority is to lease, but that the proposed

lease for 999 years is. in reality and substance,

a sale, though in name a lease. This term

is, no doubt, practically equivalent to a fee,

but it differs radically from a sale, because it

is for rent reserved during the term, with

power of re entry. The distinguishing feature

of a sale is that it is for a consideration paid,

and extinguishes all rights to the propeity.

TLisisiu substance as well as in form a lease.

The act of 1870 is, in my opinion, authority

by the State to make the proposed contract

and lease. The complainants further insist

that, even if the act authorizes the making of

this contract, as far as the State is concerned,

yet that against them it is invalid, as it-im-

pairs the obligation of a contract existing be-

tween them and the defendants, arising out

of the charters and their subscription to the

stock: this contract they claim to be, that the

roads and canal shall be maintained and ope-

rated by directors chosen by the stockholders

lor their benefit, and the whole net profits di-

vided among them as dividends ;
and that this

contract continues without limit of time, un-

less every stockholder shall consent *o change
or terminate it. It is settled that a charter

without reservation of the power of repeal is

a contract between the Slate and the corpora-

tors, which can not be aliered without their

consent. It is also settled by many decisions

that a corporation can not use the capital

stock of (lie company for any enterprise sub-

stantially different from that authorized by the

chatter, as the stock is subscribed and paid in

for that purpose, and that only, which raises

a contract not to apply it to any other ; and

that when persons enter into partnership or

become incorporated for a specified object or

business, and the articles or charter stipulate

that the business is to be continued for a time

specified, that the business can not be aban-

doned within that time except by the consent

of all the pai tners or stockholders.

See Z.briskie vs Hack. & N Y. R. R Co.,

3 C. E. Green, 178, and the authorities there

cited.

There is no case that holds that a majority

of corporators where a time is not specified

for which the enterprise mutt be continued,

may not abandon the enterprise, and sell out

the property of the company. The dictum ot

Parker, Master, in Kean agt. Johnston, 1

Stockt. 413, is the only authority which I find

in support of the doctrine. The dictum in my
own opinion in Zabriskie vs the Hack. R. R.

Co., 3 C. E. Green, 193, that a single stock-
holder can prevent all others from changing
or abandoning the work, must be taken with

the qualification annexed to it in the former
part of that opinion, p. 183—that is, "where
they become members of a corporation for

definite purposes, specified in their charter,

and for a time settled by it" The case of
Natnsch agt. Irving, cited in KeanvsJihn-
ston, does not support the position. The com-
plainant there held a life policy in a life insu-

rance company, by which he became a mem-
ber. This was a contract that the company
should continue until his death Lord Eldon
held that they could not add marine insurance
to the business against his will while the part-

nership continued, nor compel him to retire,

by indemnifying him or by valuing hi -3 policy

and paying it off. Nor does the opinion of

Chancellor Kent, in Livingstone vs Lynch, 4
J. C. R. 573, sustain it. There the partner-

ship was stipulated to continue as long as

Fulton's exclusive right continued, and it was
held that a majority could not change the es-

sentia! provisions of the articles of partner-

ship. Gough and Angell, in the section re-

ferred to, and Binney's case, 3 Bland, ch. 142,

simply state that there is little doubt that a

court of equity, in a proper case made, would
restrain the disposition of the property of a
corporation tor other than corporate purposes.

This refers to a disposition of the whole pro-

perty, during the continuance of a corpora-

tion, and not to an abandonment of the enter-

prise by the vote of a majority. The reason-

ing of all these authorities is based upon the

law of partnership; by that law, when there

is no definite time fixed for the duration of a

partnership, it is a partnership at will, and
may be ended by any partner at his will.

Story on Partnership, §269 and 370, Collyn

B. r ch. 2. §2. And this was the doctrine of

the civil law. Pothier Pand. Lib. 17. til. v. n.

64 ; 1 Dornat Civ. Law, §802 and 803.

Becoming incorporated for a specified ob-

ject without any specified time for the continu-

ance ot the business is no contract to continue

it forever, any more than articles of partner-

ship without stipulation as to time. There is

no reason why it should be construed into

such a contract. Such is not implied by the

charter. And a doctrine that all the stock-

holders but one may be compelled to continue

a business whiuh they find undesirable and
unprofitable, and wish to abandon, is so un-

reasonable, and unjust, that it, will not ue

held to arise by implication, unless that impli-

cation is a necessary one.

The Supreme Ooiirt of Pennsylvania held,

in Lauman vs the Lebanon Valley R. R. Co.

(30 Peon. C. Casey, 142), that private corpo-

rations can, by a vote ot the majority, aban-

don their enterprise, and sell their property,

and that such sale violates no contract. In

their opinion they say, "If there has been any
thing in the relation existing between the cor-

poration and its members that prevent! a

sale, then a more serious difficulty is present-

ed. For if there is, it must be a part of the

co ntraet of association, and can not be changed
by the Legislature. But is there?

"The chaiter contains the terms of the con-

tract, and in it we discover no provision of

this kind. Can we regard it as implied or in-

volved in the nature of such a contract? We
do not think so, for property in itself is essen-

tially alienable, and the right of alienation is

essential to complete ownership

VOICE OF A DISSENTING STOCKHOLDER.

The Court further hold that a dissenting

stockholder can not be forced into a new en-

terprise, or to take, as compensation fir his

shares, stock in a new company, or a company
iilto which the old one is consolidated. They
hold that there are two contracts, one with

the Legislature, which it can dispense with,

the other between the stockholders, as to what

object they will enter into, and that this can
not be altered by the Legislature. They say,

"It is the nature of his contract with his

associates by which, under legislative author-

ity, they constituted themselves into a corpo-

ration, that it is dissoluble, and that upon its

dissolution the rights and property shall be

distributed among the members;" and again,

"a railway corporation may by legislative con-

sent abandon its franchises as conservators of

a highway.''

In that case the Legislature had omitted tn

provide any compensation for shareholders,

except the stock of the new company, sup-

posing the change so beneficial that none
would dissent. Yet the Court hell that th«

change might be made by the directors, upon
giving security to dissenting stockholders, to

pay them the value of their stjck, to be ap-

praised by commissioners.

In Graiz vs Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, and Sunbury & Erie Railroad Company,
in the same court, the complainant, who was

a stockholder in both companies, applied tor

an injunction against the lease of the road

and tranchises of one company to the other

for nine hundred and ninety nine years, a

lease authorized by the Legislature. The
Court held that both corporations had the

power without the consent of all the stock-

holders.

In the Commonwealth vs Atlantic & Great

Western Railroad Company, 3 F, R. Smith

(53 Penii. R ) 9, on an information by the

Attorney General in nature of quo warranto,

the same court held that a corporation created

by consolidating two corporations of New
York with one of Ohio and one of Pennsyl-

vania into a new corporation, with the consent

of two-thirds of the stockholders of ea;h, ac-

cording to the provisions of a statute of Penn-

sylvania, constituted alawful corporation.

In Tieadwell vs Salisbury Man, Co., 7 Gray,

393, it was held by the Supreme Court of

Massachusetts that a private incorporation,

by a vote of the majority, may abandon the

business of the corporation and sell out their

property. The doubt expressed whether a

corporation, for a quasi puolie purpose could

do this, and whether the State by mandamus
could not compel them to continue their busi-

ness, does not apply to a case where the State

has authorized it.

Such a radical change as the abandonment

of business can not generally be effected by

directors; their duty in most charters is to

manage and conduct the business. It re-

quires the action of the corporators them-

selves. In corporations where there is no

provision to the contrary iu the charter, the

rule is that the majority governs. The assent

of all is therefore not required. Grant on

Corp. 63, A. and A. sec. 499.

The Legislature as sovereign can prescribe

laws which shall govern corporations where

there is no contract in their charters t> ex-

empt them, it can direct that a majority of

members or two-thirds in interest shall cou-

trol. If it can do this by general law it can

by special act. The act of 1870 does that iu

this case.

[Continued in next number.]
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The Hartford Tunnel.

The new Hartford tunnel for the Hartford
and New Haven Railroad, is nearly com-
pleted The enlargement of the old tunnel
was made through an exceedingly trouble-

some strata of quicksand and clay, which had
a tendency to cave in, and thus seriously im-
pede the operation of excavating and pile

driving, which was carried on at the same
time. The tunnel passes under two busy
streets, one having a horse railroad track,

and boih having gas pipe, aqueduct pipe, etc
,

all of which had to be moved and removed,
so as not to discommode the public. Trains
passed upon the road itself on an average
every five minutes during the day a fact

which necessitated considerable calculation.

The number of piles driven was 1731, or

measuring the part actually under ground,
seven miles. The work was under the imme-
diate supervision of E, M. Read, superintend-
ent of the Hartford and New Haven Railroad,
who is a practical and efficient engineer.

Corporations have no Smils !

This is a trite old saying, and as a general

thing is no doubt true; but, nevertheless, they

sometimes give indications that although they

may have " no souls " yet they have bowels

of compassion" that "move" most hugely

and efficiently. The following from t
:

ie Cleve-

land Herald fully sustains this view:

"It is pleasant to state that the road has
borne cheerfully the brunt of the immense
task of carrying away, free of charge, the

throng of homeless sufferers who lost their all

in the (ire. In this work, and in transporting

gratis ihe supplies sent to Chicago, the Lake
Shore managers have rendered services to the

value of $150,000, and are entitled to the

credit of having bestowed charity to that

amount. The value of these services will be

above rather (han under $200,000 before the

work is finished.

"

— The earnings of the St. Louis & Iron

Mountain Railroad for the third week in 0,ct.

are as follows':

1871 $46,074 00
1870 31,240 08

Increase .*. $14,833 42

Earnings Jan. 1 to Oct. 23, '71 $1,276,41 1 15

Earnings Jan. 1 to Oct. 23, '70 1,077,468 04

Increase, 1871 $198,943 11

PrritcH.vsBS a.n'd Transfers of Tennessee
Railroads—The following transfers are re-

ported: The Knoxville and Kentucky Rail-

road, to W. B. Johnson & Co ,
representing

the lessees of the Western and Atlantic Rail-

road and the Pennsylvania Central, for $330,-

OOO. The Cincinnati, Cumberland Gap and
Charleston, to the East Tennessee, Viiginia

and Georgia Company, for $300,000 The
Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad Com-
pany, purchased from the Railroad Commis-
sioners, the Nashville and Northwestern
Railroad, leading from Nashville ti Hickman,
Ky. The Pennsylvania Central Company have

purchased 10,000 shares in ihe E ist Tennes-
see, Virginia and Georgia Railroad, for the

sum of $1,000,000—being the par value of the
.

stock.

Railway Aid in Michigan.—The decision
of the Supreme Court in the Bay City R. R
Aid case, granting a mandamus ordering the
State Treasurer to return to that citv ihe
bonds voted and issued to aid in ihe construc-
tion of the Jackson, Lansing and Sag R. R,
is a most important one. If ibis precedent
governs all similar cases, savs the Detroit
Post, the bonds now on deposit in the State
Treasury may, and, probably will be. recov-
ered by the eoporation which issued them,
and destroyed, thus annulling the chief evi-

dence of the deot so intended to have been
incurred.

—The St Joseph Gazelle, in alluding to

the railroad prospects of that city, says: " The
St Louis and St. Joseph road has recently
passed into the control of the Pennsylvania
Central Railroad Company, the most power-
ful corporation in the United States, and will

be put in first-class condition at. once, and
run in connection with the Ohio and Missis-
sippi Railroad, and compete at. this point for

business with the New York Central or its

tributaries."

—Articles of consolidation between the
Chicago and Canada Southern Railway Com-
pany and the Southeastern Michigan Railnay
Company were filed at Columbus on the 30lh
ull. The capital of the consolidated company
is ten millions of dollars, and the road will be
called the Chicago and Canada Southern
Railway. The termini are Chicago and a
point on the eastern boundary of Wayne
county, Michigan, on the Detroit river, run
ning through Williams and Fulton counties,
Ohio.

—It is staled that General Mahone bas
been successful in effecting a loan for the
Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany to the. amount of $15,000,000, and the
deed of mortgage involved has been duly re-

corded in Norfolk county, Va , the Stat' tax
upon which was $15,000.

—

American Bail-
road Journal.

—The Milwaukee Wisconsin says that a
sufficient amount of iron has been purchased
for the Green Bay and Lake Pepin Railroad
to lay forty miles of track. The first cargo
is expected to reach Chicago bv the 20th inst.

The completion of this important thorough-
fare is thus assured

— The Bayfield Press says a " company of
capitalists of New York city, with E G. Rob-
erts as President, has bought the old road
bed on the line of the Hudson and Superior
road, and will lay twenty miles of iron from
Hudson to New Richmond this season."

—The Baltimore and Potomac Railroad
Company has begun to grade for their track
in Virginia avenue, Washington, and will

soon begin to lay the rails.

—The Denver and Rio Grande Railway was
finished t") Colorado Sp.ings, 70 miles, on the
23d inst, and is now open for travel and
freight. The gauge of the road is three feet.

Surveys are now in progress to Santa Fe aud
St. Louis Vailey.

J?@° A. Campbell, the printing press builder,

has constructed a machine with which it is

impossible to print without register, and which
will not make an impression if the sheet be
not properly fed. The operation is governed
by an electric apparatus iu connection with

the "points."

Utilizing Coal Slack —The enormous piles
of slack or waste coal lying contiguous to the
Westmoreland Coal Company's mines are to

be utilized at last and turned into coke. The
Messrs. Carnegie, of Pittsburg, and others, are
constructing coke ovens along the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad for this purpose, and it is said
they will be successful, having a process for

desulphurizing the fine coal, The sulphur
has heretofore prevented coke being made
from the Westmoreland coal. There are up-
wards of 900 coke ovens along the Pittsburg

& Connellsville road, and the Uniontown and
Bradford and Mount Pleasant branch roads,

aud nearly 400 additional ones are being con-
structed. Some idea of the tonnage can be
formed, when it is known that the production
largely exceeds 100,000 bushels, or about 5,000
tons of coke per day, and falls far short of the
demand.

—

Protectionist

A little common salt, with the help of steam

bath, will desulphurize coal, and is no doubt

the cheapest method of doing it
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norkiloai', »nd to the fact Itlat nine-tenths
of the Hre» til -t ttindle 'it stations, in wo»;l
piles, and on Trains are within ihe power
of this Machine v/nen discovered
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The Kentucky & Great Eastern Railroad
in regard to tbe Coal Supply.

In the calculations and estimates (recently

published in the Record), respecting the Great

Eastern Railroad, the basis was the materials

for business furnished by the counties through

which the road passes, considering the work

as a whole, as for example, the Erie road, or

the Atlantic & Great Western. But it is evi-

dent that the time is near, if not now, when
the great coal supply of Cincinnati must be

by rail, and equally evident that the road of

lowest grades must do the business. In this

light, that part of the Great Eastern which

lies in Kentucky will have superior advanta-

ges, for there can be only two routes which

come from the coal deposits to Cincinnati

without considerable grades. These are the

banks of the Ohio river on the Ohio and Ken-

tucky sides. Good coal banks are on the

Ohio side, from 150 to 200 miles ; on the

Kentucky side they are from 120 to 150 miles.

The Kentucky side has, therefore, decidedly

the advantage. By referring to the Geologi-

cal Survey of Kentucky, published in 1856,

we find that there are abundant coal mines in

Greenup county, Kentucky, which are not

more than 120 miles from Cincinnati. On
the Ohio (river) side, good auailable coal

mines are much farther. Besides this, the

crossing of the Scioto river must be very ex-

pensive, an expense which is not necessary

on the Kentucky side. Farther, besides all

this, there is not the least prospect that any
railroad will be made on the Ohio side. The
Ohio Constitution of 1850 has made it utterly

impossib'e for any county or town to help

itself in any way whatever. A few private

suscriptions may be obtained, but they amount

to very little, and, as it now seems, no road

will be made on the Ohio side. If that be so,

then the coal road to Cincinnati must be made
on the Kentucky side, and on the banks of the

Ohio river. We understand from the surveys

of the Great .Eastern Railroad that there is

almost literally no grades from Catlettsburg,

Boyd county, to Cincinnati. At any rote they

are very small. The result of this is, that

coal can be brought from Greenup county,

Kentucky, or from beyond to the Kanawha,

on a large Bcale, for not much more than half

what it can be transported for on the Ohio

side, and this is a matter of certainty, not of

guess or fancy. Of course, in saying this wo

except a road, if any such there be, made on

the north bank of the Ohio. But, even then,

the road on the Kentucky side being the

cheapest, the coal can be carried the cheap-

est. If we are right, then, in assuming that

coal must be carried in future by rail, the

most advantageous route will be on the Ken-

tucky side by the Great Eastern, that is clear.

But there are two prior questions: 1. Can
any railroad compete with the Ohio river in

the carriage of coal ? 2. Will the demand be

enough to give work and profit to a railroad?

We shall answer these questions briefly and
conclusively.

A little reference to the history of railroads

will illustrate this subject. When railroads

were first introduced, much discussion waa

had among engineers an3 intelligent men,

and various opinions expressed: but it was
almost universally agreed that railroads could

not carry heavy freight of any kind. A rail-

road, it was thought, could (on the main lines)

be made available and profitable for passen-

gers and light goods, such as valuable dry

goods, but not for carrying heavy freights

such as flour, iron, coal, &c. They must be

carried by water. In a few years, however,

railroads began to carry some heavy freights,

such as flour and provisions, but onlv on lines

where the transportation was very great.

Some years passed, and the Baltimore & Ohio

road was completed to Cumberland. There

it had access to valuable coal mines, and soon

began to carry coal. At this time it encoun-

tered the competition of the Chesapeake &
Ohio canal. But the canal was unable suc-

cessfully to compete with the railroad, and the

fact was established that railroads could carry

coal profitably. But the experience of the

last few years lias tested the whole question

of carrying heavy freights. The simple fact

is, that to-day the receipts from freights are

two and a half times as much as for passen-

gers. In fact, the receipts from heavy freights

are now so large, that the passenger business

is of secondary importance.

We come, then, to the question : Can the

railroad compete successfully with the Ohio

river? We answer, without hesitation, that

the railroad can not only compete with the

Ohio river, but will divert the coal business

from the river. This will be obvious from the

consideration of certain plain facts. 1. Coal

can only be carried on the Ohio river at cer-

tain seasons, not being half tbe year. The
consequence is, that in the intervals, some-

times three or four months, the railroad can,

accumulate the coal at Cincinnati, and fore-

stall and command the market. 2. All the

coal brought by the river must be handled at

the boats and put into carts. This handling

is expensive, and makes a large profit By
the railroad this is not necessary. The coal

can be dumped into the cars at the mines and
dumped out again into the elevator, with com-
paratively little handling. 3. The losses in

coal boats are, in the course of a year, very

large, and by the railroad none. If the rail-

road be properly prepared for a coal business

it can carry coal from Greenup county, Ken-
tucky, to Cincinnati, for less than it is carried

on the river, taking ail the year round.

2. Will there be sulficient demand? Where
will the demand stop? In 1870 there were

brought into Cincinnati 22,000,000 bushels of

coal, and the demand had increased from

year to year much faster than the increase of

population. But when the supply becomes

cheap and uniform, it will not be Cincinnati

only but the whole surrounding country which

will receive coal supplies by rail. Half a
million of people will want coal, and they will

want at least 60,000,000 bushels per annum.
From 1862 to 1870, eight years, the tonnage

of coal on the Reading Railroad increased

from 2,200,000 tons to 4,200,000 tons. This

makes the enormous amount of one hundred

and twenty millions of bushels of coal carried

on the Reading Railroad. This single exam-

ple shows in the most striking manner the

adaptation of railroads to carry coal.

We come, then, to this conclusion, that the

coal supply of Cincinnati will be carried on

the banks of the Ohio river, by rai!, and that

the Great Eastern has a fair prospect of being

the road to do it.

Kentucky Central Railroad.—The heavy

and long continued contest for the ownership

of this road has just culminated before the

Kentucky Court of Appeals. If we had room
we would like to give the very able arguments

of the learned counsel on both sides. But
lack of space compels us to omit it. We pur-

pose to give the final decision of the Court.
.—^ .

figg-Church's Musical Visitor for November
is on our table and comes to us like a honey

bee, well laden with sweet things.

A Railway Tunnel in Richmond.—The city

council of Richmond, Va., on the 16th inst.,

appropriated $200,000 for the purpose of tun-
neling Church Hill in that city, for the exten-
sion of the eastern terminus of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Railroad to tide water on the
James river.
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Effgleston Avenue and the Railroad Im-

broglio solved.

We believe that all the parties (o the rail-

road controversy before the Council are honest

and are earnest in their respective opinions.

We believe, farther, that a settlement can very

easily be made, without impairing or sacri-

ficing anybodv's rights or interests. We will

"briefly state our views.

1. If the State of Ohio granted the right of

the canal (which is the basis of Eggleston

avenue) for the purpose of a street or avenue,

and such we believe is the fact, then we hold

the city has no right to vacate it as a street

or avenue; nor does the property in the

Miami canal revert to the Pennsylvania road.

They have no right in or over the Miami

eanal. But as this is a taw question, we pre-

fer not to decide it. The parties have law

counsel, let them settle it for themselves.

2. We hold that no railroad corapaDy, com

ing from the Kentucky side, and carrying

coal to Cincinnati, will ever use the clumsy

and almost impossible contrivance made by

the Pennsylvania company and proposed to

the Council. With a curve almost as short

as a right angle, with a grade down like the

side of a roof, and a Y on Front street, the

thing is simply absurd, if not impossible. No
plan yet proposed to the Council is a practica-

ble one. Wo admit all of them are possible,

but practically they never can be profitable.

What, then, can be done? We think the

whole matter is reconcilable with the inte-

rests and policy of all parties.

If the city of Cincinnati has the power

(which we don't believe) to vacate Eggleston

avenue, then let it make what arrangements

it pleases with the Pennsylvania Railroad, on

these conditions, viz :

2- The floor of the bridge is 103 feet above

low water mark. Now, Front street is from

52 to 60 feet above low water mark. The

bridge is therefore from 40 to 50 feet above

Front street, and the whole of the bottom of

Cincinnati. What follows? That the Ken-

tucky & Great Eastern, the Cincinnati South-

ern, oi any road from the Kentucky side, may

]>ass over any depot the Pennsylvania road

may make without any injury or obstruction

to it. Why should not this be done? Does

it not settle all the difficulties at once? Why
(should the Pennsylvania road expect to com-

pel another road, in which it has no interest,

to come down its crooked and steep track for

no purpose but to go up again? There is

neither reason nor policy in it. A railroad

track only 20 feet broad and 40 feet above

the depot would not in any way interfere with

the depot or hotel of the Pennsylvania road.

Then there is an easy solution of the matter.

If the city feels disposed to give up Eggleston
" avenue to the Pennsylvania company, let them

provide explicitly, that any other railroad

company using the bridge shall have the right

to cross from the bridge to Pearl street at a

hight of not less than 40 or 50 feet pom the

ground.

This will obviate all difficulties, and the

Kentucky & Great Eastern and Cincinnati

Southern can come into Cincinnati easier

than any other railroads can. They will come
in on a level with the bridge, cross Pearl

street on trestles, and go on nearly a level

into the Tunnel. This would enable the Ken-

tucky & Great Eastern to supply Cincinnati

with cheap coal, and solve all these problems

peaceably.

Kentncliy & Great UastPrn Kailivav.

THE CANVASS IN KENTUCKY.

The canvass going on in the State of Ken-

tucky is one of great interest not only to the

people of that State, but especially so to Cin-

cinnati, as well as to the whole West The
assurance of the construction of this import-

ant line of railway, saving 100 miles of tran-

sit on all traffic between the East and West, is

a matter of the utmost importance and worthy

of every effort to secure so important a result.

The construction of a railway, although ap-

parently a local measure, is often as in the

case of the Kentucky & Great Eastern Rail-

way one of National importance. And while

the canvass waxes warm in the river counties

of Kentucky, we assure the friends of the

measure that their progress is watched with

much anxiety outside of their State, and their

success will be hailed with joy as an indica-

tion not only that Kentucky is to be redeemed

from lethargy, but that she is determined to

assume her true position in the march of

progress

To show the spirit of the canvass, that it

has the true ring of common sense and en-

lightened intelligence, we make the following

extracts from the Maysvilie Eagle:

Let the farmer t.ike the trouble to consider
the question for a moment, and he will see

that what we say is the case. It is 6 5 miles
from Maysvilie to Cincinnati, and from Vance-
burg it is 95. From Cincinnati to New York
city is by the shortest of the existing roads
746 miles, and by the longest fully 880. From
Cincinnati to New York by the proposed line

of the Kentucky & Great Eastern it is but
640 miles, from Maysvilie 582and.from Vance-
burg 550. Since all or very nearly all of our
shipments of stock, grain and other produce
are made to New York by way of Cincinnati,

the conttruction of the Kentucky & Great
Eastern Railroad pract'.cally will save us at

Maysvilie 65 miles of transportation by river

and 164 by rail over the shortest of the exist-

ing routes; and at Vancebiug, 95 miles by
river, and 196 by rail, over the same route.

The building of the road will save us also the

cost of rehandling in Cincinnati, and the pro-

fits of the commission merchant there. All

of this is equal to at least twelve cents on
every bushel of grain raised in the counties of

Mason and Lewis, and a proportionate sum
on all the stocli raised in tlie counties. This
saving on the transportation is actually so

much added to the value of the stock while it

is still in the hands of the farmer. Of course

the price of driving the stock from Tollesboro
to Maysvilie or to Vanceburg, or of hauling
grain to either of the points, will not be di-

minished one cent by the construction of the
road, but the saving on all shipments from
those points will be the same, whether the

grain nnd stock may be raised at Totlesboro

or in Wilson's Baitom. The saving in trans-

portation from any point on the road to New
York will be the same to the farmer living at

a distance of ten miles and driving to it and
to the. farmer living immediately adjacent.

This is so clear that the man who runs may
read. The price of wheat, corn, beef, hog3, of
any other article of farm produce at Cincin-

nati is governed by the price in New York,
and the price in Cincinnati in turn governs
that of Maysvilie and Vanceburg. The price

in Vanceburg or Maysvilie is always exactly

the same that it is in New York, less the pro-

fits of the commission merchants in Maysvilie

and Cincinnati, less the cost of shippiug ti

Cincinnati by water, of rehandling there and
then shipping to New York by rail. Give
facilities for shipping direct to New York and
do away with the necessity for the interven-

tion of the Cincinnati broker, and lessen the

price of transportation by shortening the dis-

tance, and you add to the value of all your
productions in the Vanceburg and Maysvilie

markets just to that extent.

The Ashland Journal says: "The closer we
scrutinize the Kentucky & Great Eastern
Railway project, soon to be submitted to a

vote of our people, the plainer we see its ad-

vantages to us. The question as it is to be
submitted emhodies all the features of fair-

ness any people could ask."

The Catlettsburg Herald says : "Our town
was visited last week by Col. Hod-der, vice

president of this road, who was very much
surprised at the action of our county judge in

refusing to submit, bis proposition to the peo-

ple. Judge Reid, of Greenup county, has

taken a similar stand, thus showing his un-

willingness to risk his constituents with so

grand an issue. He must, in common with

our judge, bank largely on the ignorance of

the people. The judge of Lewis, willing to

risk the people, has ordered the vote in that

county, which will be taken on the second day

of December, on which occasion old Lewis

will roll up a handsome majority in favor of

progress and improvement.

The Maysvilie Bulletin says : "The people

of Lewis county living upon the head of Kin-

neconick, and between that and tne head wa-

ters of Salt Lick, were very much excited last

week over the discovery of a thick vein of ex-

cellent coal. It is said to be of superior qual-

ity and seven feet in depth. If this is true, it

is a most valuable discovery, and will attract

immediate attention of enterprising men t:>

that region of country. It is only about, eight

miles from Mt. Carmel and twenty-four miles

from Maysvilie.

Lewis county abounds with many valuable

resources which only need capital and enter-

prise for their development The Kentucky

& Great Eastern Railroad will run forty miles

through her territory up:>n the river bank, and

afford an outlet for her exports to any part of

the country."

There is not a paper on the line of the road,

or in the State of Kentucky that we know of,

that is not outspoken in favor of the construc-

tion of this road. Such unanimity is not often

the good fortune of new enterprises.
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Chesapeake & Ohio It. It.

Col. Wm. H. Trimble, of Hillsboro, Ohio,

gave the following interesting table of distan-

ces, in his recent address to the people along

the line of the projected Southern Ohio Rail-

road :

From Chicago to Richmond 796 miles.

From bmli Dayton and Cincinnati

to Richmond 543 mile9.

From Wilmington to Richmond 512 "

From Hillsborough to Richmond. ..492 "

From Piketon (on Scioto) to Rich 4513 "

The distances are of measured lines and
Tunning roads

—

allowing for proposed cut-off

line in Virginia, saving 27 miles of distance.

Distance from bo'h Dayton and
Cincinnati to Jackson (an impor-

tant renter for both coal and iron

distribution 109 miles.

From Wilmington to Jackson 78 "

From Hillsborough to Jackson 58 "

From Piketon to Jackson 22 "

By Marietta & Cincinnati R. R. from
Cincinnati to Jackson 142 "

By Marietta & Cincinnati R. R. from
Hillsboro to Jackson 120 miles.

By S. 0. R. R. from Dayton to the

field of block coal descri'd above. .113 mHes.
From Dayton toSymmes Creek field 122 "

From Chicago ty Dayton to Wash-
ington City .....816 miles.

From both Dayton and Cincinnati

to Washington City 563 miles.

From Wilmington to Washington. ..533 miles.

This line, when at Dayton, will also be on
From Hillsboro to Washington 511 miles.

the shortest line from Quincy, III., to tide wa-
ter and to Washington.

The shortest distances by any other line,

either to tide-water or Washington City, are

by the B. &, 0. road, as follows :

From Cincinnati to Baltimore 588 miles-

By running road from Baltimore to

Pittsburg, and projected line

thence to Chicago, distance from
Chicago to Baltimore .795 miles.

By same road and projected line

thence to Chicago, from Chicago
to Washington City 835 miles.

Important Railroad Incorporated.—The
certificate of the Southern Ohio Railroad to

be built from the mouth of Syrames Creek,
Lawrence county, to Hillsborough and
Dayton, was filed at Columbus, Novem-
ber 14, with $3,000,000 capital. The road
is to pass through the counties of Law-
rence, Gallia, Jackson, Pike, Highland, Clin-

ton, Warren, Greene and Montgomery. A
certificate was also filed incorporating the

Hillsboro and Cincinnati Railroad Company,
with $1,500,000 capital. This road is to be
built from Cincinnat to Hillsboro, passing
through Hamilton, Clermont, Brown and
Highland. Both roads are intended as out-

lets lor the Ohio and Chesapeake Railroad at

its western terminus, at Huntington, West
Virginia.

— At the annual meeting of the Baltimore
&, Ohio Railroad, on the 21st inst., the old

board of directors was re-elected, the only
change being the election of John King, jr.,

to fill theplaceof the late Albert Schumacher
The annual report shows that the revenues of

the road and its branches, for the fiscal year,

were $12,557 529, an increase over the previ-

ous year of $1,717,158.

Tine Yellowstone V;illey.

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD SURVEYS—

A

DEUGHTFCL REGION—GEYSERS AND BOILING

SPRINGS.

[From the Evening Post.]

It was at my own request that I was con-

nected with Major Muhleuburg's party. The
marvelous tales told of the Yellowstone exci-

ted my curiosity to see its wonders for myself,

and I concluded that a trip through the val-

ley would compensate lor all the risks incurred

from Sioux and other hostile tribes of Indians.

Nor have I been disappointed. Here, within

the space of fifty miles or so, there are cer-

tainly some of the greatest wonders on the en-

tire continent. We saw tremendous waterfalls

and canons, hot springs, geysers throwing col-

umns of hot water forty-seven inches in di-

ameter one hundred and ninety feet into the

air, and jets from the column two hundred
feet higher, mud volcanoes, &"c. We found im-

mense deposits of iron ore, gold quartz, copper
and coal; precious stones, r,uch as cornelian,

chalcedony and rubies; many buffaloes, an-

telopes, deer and other animals.

Having left Helena in the latter part of

July, going south and passing through the

small villages of Prickly Pear, Springville and
the like, we crossed the Jefferson and Madi-
son and entered the Gallatin Valley, proceed-

ing thence to the head waters of the Missouri.

At this point, where the Jefferson and Madi-
son and Gallatin unite to form the Missouri,

we commenced our survey,, with the initial

point on the west side of the Jefferson. It is

known as the ''Three Forks," and presents a

most grand and impressive view. Saated
upon a rock which commands the course of

the three streams, I contemplated for son.e

time the landscape which unfolded itself befo: e

me. In the distance were the mountains,

rising like a gigantic amphitheatre till their

summits were lost in the blue sky. Nearer
were the three rivers meandering through the

valleys. The Gallatin flowed on my left, a

river two hundred feet wide, as clear as crys-

tal, rolling its voluminous waters towards the

Missouri, which at this point runs in an al-

most due northerly direction. There are

about a dozen ranches or farms scattered over

the Gallatin Valley, all of which are in a pros-

perous condition. A postoffice has been es-

tablished, and the people have determined to

call this "permanent possibility" of a village

Gallatin City. The country around is very

beautiful, rich in minerals and adapted to all

kinds of agricultural purposes. Mountains
and valleys are alike covered with abundant
wild grass, upon which the cattle grow fat in

a very short time. The inhabitants who have
lived long in that neighborhood assured me
that even in winter the grass preserves its

natural sweetness, and cattle which were car-

ried there in bad condition were, at the end of

the rough season, taken to market and sold

for beef. The cattle are never housed in win-
ter.

In the early part of September our party

entered the Yellowstone Valley, having run
their line through Bozeman, Fort Ellis,

Rocky Canon, Roberts Pass—called after our
distinguished chief, Mr. W. Milnnr Roberts,

of Pennsylvania —and down Trail Creek to

the first canon of the Yellowstone river.

The great difficulty in the survey of this di-

vision was to find the most practicable pass
through the Rocky Mountains for a railroad

line. From a very careful personal examina-
tion of the Flat Head, Bridger, Trail Creek

and Bozeman passes, Major Muhlenburg, in

opposition to previous engineers, selected the

latter, and in my opinion his decision has
been correct, for at: excellent line, both as to

gradients and curvatures, can be located

through it, and the route from Fort Ellis

to Shield's river can be adopted with a cer-

tainty of light grades as compared with the

Pennsylvania Central and Baltimore and Ohio
railroads. Nothing so dillicult but s 'arch and
pluck wiil overcome it The problem is now
solved so far as the Yellowstone division of

the Northern Pacific Railroad is concerned,
and the apprehensions of the oldest croakers

set at rest They predicted insurmountable
grades and endless tunneling, but "all doubt-
ful things are uncertain," as they will proba-

bly notice. This route, so far as we have sur-

veyed it, has been examined by Mr. S. Low,
one of our most distinguished engineers, and
he concurs fully in the selection.

I come now to the Yellowstone Valley, the

long wished for goal, so replete with natural

wonders not dreamed of hitheito in our phil-

osophy. When we struck the river it was in the

afternoon of a beautiful day. To this ooint

we had followed Trail Creek, a little affluent

of the Yellowstone, whose water is as pure and
refreshing as the spring which gurgles from
the rock. It preserves its coolness through-

out, though it runs for many miles through a
country entirely open and treeless. Our
course, till this creek empties into the Yellow-
stone had been nearly due south; here 'it

changed and we began the descent of the lat-

ter, which at first flows towards the north, de-

scribes then a sharp curve and takes a north-

easterly direction toward Fort Buford, below
which it mingles with the Missouri. The Yel-

lowstone is about three hundred feet wide and
rolis over a rocky bed. Its current at first

sight appears to be of extraordinary swiftness,

for it ia very noisy, owing to the numerous
heavy boulders that lie in the bottom of the

stream. It falls at the rate of eighteen feet

to the mile. No water could be purer, cooler

and clearer. The many islands it embraces
in its course when viewed from the surround-

ing bights are very charming and pictur-

esque. They are generally covered with Cot-

tonwood trees of considerable size, as are also

both banks of the river. The country gene-
rally is comparatively naked, though cedar
trees cluster here and there in groups on the

mountain tops, in gulches or in canons, which
may be counted by thousands all the way
along.

There is little doubt that the Yellowstone
Valley contains some of the best grazing lands

in the world. Whether in. bottoms along the

riverside, or on the hill°, the grass grows in

abundance; and the herds that feed on it

summer and winter require no other food, but

keep fat and healthy. The weather, I find, ia

almost the same as in the East, with rather

cold nights and an occasional fall of snow on
the mountains.

— The consolidation of railway interests,

which has latterly been in vogue in this coun-

try, has come into practice in the United
Kingdom, where within a short time the Lon-
don & North-western and the Lancashire &
Yorkshire—two companies which hold about
one-seventh of the railway capital of Great
Britain—have been consolidated with nearly

$500,000,000 capital.

.(i®* A new coastwise an J river steam navi-

gation company, to operate in connection with

the Northern Pacific Railroad, is forming in

Oregon, with a capital of $1,500,000.
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THE ttUEAT RAILROAD CASE.

Decision of Chancellor Znbriskle.

THE INJUNCTION DENIED—THE DIRECTORS HAVE

POWER TO LEASE.

[ContiDiteJ from page 316.]

THE LEASING POWER.

But because the corporators may with the

consent of the State, by the vote of a majority
or two-thirds in interest, abandon their enter-

prise, sell out their property, and return his

Bhare of the proceeds to each stockholder, it

does not follow that by the same authority the
works may be leased to be carried on and con-

ducted by others, the corporation continuing
to exist. Tue right to elect the directors by
which the business is to be managed is a pro-

vision in the charter which the State or a ma-
jority can not interfere with; it is a contract
The true question on that point here is whether
the making of this lease and contract is an
exercise of the power of managing the busi-

ness and concerns of the corporation conferred
in the charter, such as can be used by consent
of the legal majority of corporators without
that of all.

Such directors have power to make con-
tracts binding beyond their term of office,

power to commute fares, and to do so for a
fixed period: it is a power constantly exer-
cised. Ihey contract with express companies
and other railroads for the use of their roads
for a term of years for a stipulated price; such
contracts are universally admitted to be valid

if permitted by the State. These roads are
public highways, on which any citizen or cor-

poration of Pennsylvania has a right to travel

and run trains. The Slate can not prohibit

this as long as they are public highways,
much less can the defendants. There is no
reason why the directors should not make a

contract with any one for a term of years that

he might have the use of these roads for a

stipulated price, nor why part of that price

should not be the keeping the works in repair,

and paying all dues and taxes. I see no rea-

son why directors, the officers who are author-

ized by the charter to conduct the whole busi-

ness and manage the affairs of the corpora-

tion, should not exercise that power by leas-

ing the works to others obligated properly to

perform all the duties of the corporation in a

manner stipulated in the contract, and for

such rent or consideration as in their judg-
ment will be beneficial to the corporators as

operating and maintaining the rOad them-
selves, or more so. This authority as to the

stockholders must be founded on the provi-

sions of the charter, and not upon a special

authority from the State, which is required

only to bind the State. No court of law in

this State, or in any other State, so far as I

know, has determined that the directors have
not such power, if exercised with the consent
of a majority of the stockholders. It has
never been held that there i3 an implied con-
tract in the charters that the directors of such
corporation shall not exercise their power in

this manner. On the other hand, it has been
held thata Legislature, clothed with the power
of making and changing the laws, clearly in-

cluding the power and duty to levy taxes, and
provide highways, may by stipulations in char-

ter and other laws deprive themselves and
their successors of the power of levying taxes
on any portion of property in the State, and
of making roads in any part, and of course in

the whole of its territory, and this must now

be regarded as law until wise counsels still

cherished prevail; 11 Wallace, 441, Washing-
ton University vs Rouse. And this under
constitutions which provide that the law mak-
ing power Bhall be vested in representatives

elected yearly by the people. If this can be

done, much more may the directors of a cor-

poration so exercise their powers, especially

by the actual consent of a majority of the cor-

porators, which in that case is equivalent to

a change of Constitution in a State by a ma-
jority of the whole people Whatever view

may be taken at law such power seems equita-

ble as the owners of two-thirds of the slock

have power by contracts for proxies or other

means to pledge their stock to vote for direc-

tors who would from year to year renew and
continue such contracts.

DIRECTORS POWERS.

Over much, if not the most of the property

to be transferred by this lease, the directors

have absolute control. They can dispose of

it without the consent of the State or the

stockholders. Of this class are the lands and
real estate held not needed for sustaining

their proper works. All moneys and securi-

ties for moneys invested. All shares of stock

in other corporations and all leases of other

works or roads. It has been questioned

whether the defendants had power to take or

hold suck stocks or leases, even with consent

of the State, and whether all these acquisi-

tions were not ultra vires. But Ihe charter of

each of these corporations gives absolute

power of "purchasing holding and conveying
real and personal estate," without limitation,

and to make it stronger, if that is possible, in

the New Jersey charter the words are "any
real or personal estate." Iu each case the

last clause of the section grants all rights and
powers pertaining to corporate bodies, neces-

sary for the purposes of the act. This limita-

tion can not be annexed to the right of hold-

ing property, because the two clauses are

separated by other provisions of a different

character, and the annexing ihe qualification

to ooe power and not to the other seems to in-

dicate the intention to grant ihe one as it

reads without the limitation, "Exp7-essio unius
est exclusio alterius " I know that it has been

held in many cases that the power conferred

on corporations to hold property is confined

to such property as is necessary or convenient

for the purpose of the charter, yet these deci-

sions, I apprehend, will be found to be made
upon charters containing that limitation. Al-

though the dictum of Potts, J., in the State vs

Mansfield, 3 Zabr. 510, would seem to apply

that construction to these charters. But even

if that limitation must be applied by construc-

tion to the express words of those charters,

yet the application of the principle by the

decision in the State vs Mansfield is that the

authority to hold extends to all property that

it may be expedient or convenient to hold the

belter to effect the purposes of the charter,

such as dwelling houses for employees, though
these were not adjudged to be free from taxa-

tion, like houses for lock tenders, car and re-

pair shops, which were necessary or proper

for maintaining and operating roads and
canal. This construction would include the

slock in the Belvidere and other tributary

roads, and even the stock of the Jersey asso-

ciates necessary to obtain the ferry privilege

so important to the profitable operation of the

New jersey road. Unlimited powers of hold-

ing any real or personal estate would in all

cases authorize the directors to purchase and
hold such property when bought in good laiih

to promote and further the objects of the ec r-

poration, even without the conse .t of the

stockholders. But all such property not ex-

pressly authorized to he held by the charter,

or necessary for its proper object", the direc-

tors may dispose of by sale or lease, or in any
manner at their discretion without the consent
of either the stockholders or the State. They
may also thus dispose of any cars, locomo-
tives, steamboats, or fuel provided expressly

for their works. They may sell or dispose of
their wharves and ferry landings in New York
or Philadelphia and purchase others, or may
discontinue any ferry. They may, and con-
stantly do, lease parts of these, and of their

other real estate not needed for present use.

They may take up and discontinue any side

tracks or stations that are useless; the New
Jersey company took up the third rail laid on
each track to enable the cars of the Erie Rail-

road to reach the Jeisey City ferry. It sold

its branch railroad and bridge at Newark,
and the right to occupy part of its road bed,

to the Hoboken company. These sales and
changes were made without consent of the
Legislature or the stockholders, and were
within the corporate powers. The directors

could abandon, and take up, the second track

on the whole ruute, and sell the rails if it be-

came useless, and a source of loss by decrease
of business. They can discontinue any trairt

or trains, and any station, except such as they

are bound by their charter or by contract to

continue.

It may be a serious question whether either

of the defendants is oound by its original

charter either to the State or its stockholders

to operate jits road. The Canal company is

neither bound o- aut'ioiized by its charter,

espressly or by possible impKeati n, to run
boats on its canal; the Camden <te Araboy
company is neither bound nor expressly au-

thorized by its charter to run trains on its

road; and, by the rules ot sirict c instruction,

insisted upon by ihe counsel of complainants,
authority to run trains can not be sustained

by implication. The implication is very

slight. It can not be had from the power to

construct and maintain the railroad, any more
than the franchise of being a transportation

company could be implied to be granted to

any turnpike or plank road company. The
word transportation in the name does not

imply it, because on the water they were made .

a transportation company by express enact-

ment; on land a railroad and on water a
transportation company. The name was apt.

The 11th section, which states the object and
confers the power, confers power only to con-

struct the road, not to operate it. The six-

teenth section, which provides for tolls and
charges for transportation, will be satisfied by

tolls on land and transportation on water.

And the part that speaks of its use of the

road does not necessarily imply the use by

running trains, but is satisfied by its being

kept in repair and used for earning tolls. The
eighteenth section, providing against injury

t'> its works, carriages and machines, raises

the verv slight implication which may be

drawn from the fact that it was contemplated

that il might for some purpose own carriages

and machines; eertaiuly no authority is here

given to run trains either expressly or by

necessary implication which is insisted on by

the complainants as necessary to confer it.

And the presumption against the implication

seems strengthened by the fact that in three

railroad charters granted in 1831, viz: "The
Pat. & Hud. River Road" (P. L. 24), "The
Paterson Junction Road" (P L. 6U), and "The
Ehz. & Som. Road" (P. L. SO), aud in three

charters granted in 1SS2, viz , for "The New
Jersey Road" (P. L. 96), "The Paterson &
Uackensack Road" (P. L. 121), and "The N.
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J., Hud. & Del. Road," IRS, express authority

was given to operate the roads with locomo-

tives and cars, to charge one rate for tolls and
another for transportation in the cars of the

company. In 1815 a charter was granted to

"The New Jersey Railroad Company" to con-

struct a railroad from the Delaware to the

Raritan, with a capital of $500,000. This,

with the steam navigation on the Delaware
and Raritan, and had it been constructed by

the parties interested, would have furnished a

direct and expeditious route of communica-
tion from Philadelphia to New Yors, and of

transit over this State from all parts of the

Uuion. It was, so far as I have been able to

ascertain, the iirst railroad charter granted

in America, and it shows that New Jersey has

always been foremost in works of public im-

provement, and willing not only to permit,

but to provide for the passage of all across

her territory. This act provided in its tenth

section for rates and charges for transporta-

tion of merchandise and products and tolls

lor all persons using or traveling on the road.

But no other or express power for running
trains was given. The implication is a little

stronger in this than the other. Yet either

act may be read and fairly construed as mere-

ly authorizing the construction of a road to

be used only by the public with their own
carriages, horses and motive power, like a

turnpike or plank road.

Yet no one can doubt but that in both these

cases both the Legislature and the corporators

supposed that the right to operate these roads

was granted by these charters. The first

charter was granted at the session of the

Legislature next after Geo. Stephenson in

1814 placed his first locomotive on the Kil

lingworth Railroad, and succeeded by surface

traction in drawing a load of 14 tons six miles

per hour. The other was granted at the ses-

sion next after bis famous engine, the Rocket,

tbe father and prototype of our present im-

proved locomotives, was put in successful ope-

ration at the opening of the Liverpool & Man-
chester Railroad in 1829. It had attained its

fastest speed of 29 miles unloaded, and with

a load of 50 tons 14 miles an hour. These
roads were both projected, at least in part, for

locomotives, and probably the projectors in-

tended that these engines should be run by
the corporations.

But although thus the conclusion may be
arrived at with some difficulty that this corpo-

ration was authorized by the charter to equip
and operate its road, there is clearly, neither

by express enactment or implication, any ob-

ligation to the State, or contract with its stock-

holders to do this; and that contract, and not

the power to do it, is the question now under
consideration. •

In the charter of the New Jersey Railroad
Company there is clear and express power to

equip and implied power to operate the road
granted in the Kith section. But neither this

section nor any other part of the charter

makes it obligatory. It is compelled to con-
struct and maintain the road under pain of

forfeiture of the charter. This act declares

the road a public highway, and provides for

the use by the public, limits the amount of

tolls to be charged, and directs toll boards to

.
be put up at the toll gate. The duty of the

company to the public would be fulfilled by
constructing and maintaining the ruad. This
power, like the power to construct branches,

to erect dams and dykes, and every other

mere power grantpd by the words, ''it may be
lawful," or "it shall have power," may be exer-

cised or not at the discretion of the directors.

It such corporations provided omnibuses, wait-

il g rooms and lunch rooms, for the accommo-

dation of travelers, or baggage wagons, trucks
and store rooms for baggage and freight, whic h
they have power by implication to do, they
can change or abolish them at pleasure if

they become unnecessary, or the directors are
of opinion that these conveniences will be
better furnished by others. The directors of
these companies have power to discontinue
any train, or half Ihe number of trains run,
and to reduce the fares and rates of freight,

although in the opinion of the stockholders,

and, in fact, these changes may be injurious

to the interest of the company The stock-
holders have no right to require the direc-

tors to exercise to its fullest extent, or at

all, any discretionary power conferred by the
charter.

If these principles are correct the defend-
ants by their directors have the power to dis-

continue operating the roads, and to sell and
dispose of all tlieir equipment or plant. And
the only question that remains is whether they
can by lease delegate the power and duty lo

keep the road in repair, wiih the right to ope-
rate it, to another corporation for a considera
tion which in their opinion is adequate and
beneficial to the stockholders I am of opinion
for the reasons above stated, that they have
such power.

As before observed, there is no decision

against such power to lease; and there are
many instances in this State in which such
leases have been made and approved bv the

Legislature. They have been made by corpi -

rations, the management of whose affairs was
by charter intrusted to directors elected from
year to year as in this case. The Paterson &
Ramapo roads were thus both leased to the

New York & Erie company; the Warren
Railroad, and the Morris & Essex Railroad
were both thus leased to the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western Railroad Company, the

Morris Canal to the Lehigh Vailey Railroad;

the Pemberton & Hightstown Railroad, and
the Camden & Burlington Railroad, were seve
rally leased to the joint companies. Nine of

these cases received the assent of all the stock-

holders, and they were all authorized or sanc-
tioned by the Legislature without such assent.

These leases were unquestionably made with

the advice of the most eminent counsel in the

State, and their validity has never been ques
tioned by any one in the courts, but they are

both matters of great weight, and to be re-

garded in considering the question, especially

in a court of equity on a motion for prelimin-

ary injunction where tbe question is, as this,

merely a question of law, and has never been
settled by the law courts, aud the right to re-

lief depends upon it.

HOW THE DISSENTING STOCE IS AFFECTED.

But if I am right in the conclusion arrived

at above, that the majority of corporators, un-

der a charter which specifies no definite time

for its continuance, have a right to abandon
the undertaking and dispose of and divide the

property, the proceeding in this case is valid

as against the complainants as a lawful way
of accomplishing that end as to them. Two-
thirds of these corporators have determined

that thev do not desire to go on with these

enterprises under the charters, and that they

wish to abandon them and are willing to ac-

cept as their share of the corporate property

a yearly rent or annuity secured by provisions

like that contained ill this proposed lease.

Some stockholders are not willing; and al-

though the majority can effect the abandon-
ment, they can not compel the dissentients to

accept like compensation for their stock, it

might be compelling them to embark their

capital in a new enterprise. Provision is

therefore made to pay or return to them the
full value of their share of the whole property
of the corporation. This is all they would
have if the works were sold out The provi-
sion is a most equitable one, and without it

the transaction, even if valid and legal, would
not be equitable and just

In arriving at this conclusion, I Ho not
change or modify any of the positions laid
down in the case of Zabriskie vs Hiickensnck
& New York Railroad, except so far as the
correction of an inadvertent expression, here-
tofore noticed, is concerned

, on the contrary,

1 reaffirm them all as founded upon established
principles that can not be changed consistent-
ly with good faith and justice. Capitnl con-
tributed for one purpose, under a charter de-
claring that purpose, can never be applied lo

one substantially different without consen'.
I hold that a charter which declared that the
undertaking should be prosecuted for a defi-

nite time is a contract for that lime, and bind3
all to continue it But that, on the other
hand, a chaiter that states no such definite

time, like a partnership made in that manner,
can be abandoned by a majority; that there

is no contract which prevents it ; that the will

of the majority, which is the law of corpora-
lions, must govern. And if there were no
such law, that, like all other law, may at any
lime be enacted or changed by the Legisla-

ture, who may declare that a majority or two-
thirds of the stocK or of the corporators shall

govern. 01 course, such law would nut affect

corporations with irrepealable charters de-
claring n different rule.

TAKING PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC USE.

Again, the defendants contend that the
lease and the act authorizing it must be sus-

tained, on the ground that this property is

taken for public use, and that compensation
is provided. The complainants deny that this

is taken for public use, and argue that the act
provides for compensation only al'ier the tak-

ing, and is therefore void by the constitution
of the Siate.

ihe property of a corporation, such as
bridgos, turnpike and race roads, with its

franchises, are property, and as such are sub-

ject to the power of eminent domain, and may
be taken, upon compensation, for public use.

Any other corporation could be thus author-
ized to take the whole or any part of the roads
of the defendants. Highways, whether by
railroad, canal, turnpike roads, or common
roads, are for the puulic use. It is one of the
functions and duties of government to provide
them. This is a duty recognized in all civil-

ized nations from time immemmorial. The
absolute duty is only to the subjects or citi-

zens of the nation or State. But among mo-
dern nations, by comity, neighboring coun-
tries are always permitted to use their high-

ways, and railroads and other highways are

olten constructed to accommodate the inhabi-

tants of such countries in passing to and
through them. These roads are built by tne

sovereign power and for a public use, and in

these United States, bound together in one
country with many common interests, and in

which the citizens of many States can only
reach other States, or the seaboard, the har-

bors, and marts of commerce, by crossing in-

tervening States, the construction of highways
for such purpose, although only required by
comity, is for a public use. The law unques-
tionably as is laid down by Chief Justice Beas-

ley with so much clearness in the case of the

Del. & R Canal Co. vs the Rar. & Del. R. R.
Co., 3 C. E. Green, 501, that one Slate can
not as a right demand that a certain mode of
passage shall be provided for her citizens and
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her property by any other State. Yet as the

Federal Government has not been empowered
and has not yet assumed the power to con-

struct railroads through Slates, it seems al-

most a moral duty or imperfect obligation

upon each State, especially one situate as

this State is, to provide for passage across it

by citizens of sister States. If the State

chooses to do this it may, but it is an act

done in its sovereign capacity, and the pro-

perty taken for it is taken tor public use.

The Camden & Amboy Railroad was con-

structed across the State tor that purpose and

that only. Its termini were the cities of New
York and Philadelphia. The second section

of the charier declares its purpose, which was

to "perfect a complete line of communication

from New York to Philadelphia." It is obliged

to provide steamboats at either extremity of

the road, to transport passengers and goods

from city to city, but not for local passengers

or freight. It was not obliged to Lave depots

or stops for passengers or freight at any point

in the State, and while the railroad was de-

clared a public road for all who could get

their carriages upon it, there was no obliga-

tion to provide switches or turnouts anywhere

along the line for the accom modal ion of Jer-

seymen. Pennsylvania, by an act of February

16, 1841, provided that the New York & Erie

Railroad might pass for about 15 miles through

the north east corner of the Stale, and might

take land by the power of eminent domain.

New York authorized the Morris Canal Com-
pany, a corporation whose works were wholly

in this Stale, to condemn lands in that Stale

for a reservoir for a feeder for the canal,

and it was sanctioned as a proper exercise

of eminent domain—Morris Canal Company
vs Townsend, 24 Barb. G58. This State, by

the act of February 21, 1856, P, L 42, au-

thorized the New Yurk & Erie Railroad. Com-
pany, a foreign corporation, whose business

was to convey passengers and freight irom

Dunkirk and other points of New York to

New York city, to proceed in their own name
to construct a railroad from the Paterson

Railroad to a point opposite New York city.

The act gave power to condemn lands, which

was acted on as appears by the case of Ross
vs Adams, 4 Dutch. 180, and 1 Vroom, 505,

where the dispute was concerning funds in

court the proceeds of lands so condemned
The State of New York authorized the New
York & New Haven Railroad Company to ex-

tend its road through that Slate and take

lands by condemnation. But in the present

case the public use does not depend on this

alone. The object of consolidating the busi-

ness of these companies is to facilitate and
improve communication all along their lines.

The large business and manufacturing cilies

of New Jersey are upon the route of the Uni-

ted Companies. Many of these cities con-

stantly receive and send goods and passengers
from and to places in the interior of Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, Illinois, and other Western States;

if Lhe communication is really improved, which
is the object and intent of giving this power,

it is a public benefit to the citizens of this

State in providing a more convenient high-

way for their intercourse with the Western
part of our own country. Taking the roads
of these companies for this purpose is clearly

taking them for public use, and for the use of

the citizen's of this State ; it is simply furnish-

ing the propoition of this Slate for the high-

way that will be provided by this union of

companies, or one consolidated company from
the Pacific to lhe Atlantic, lor the common
use of ill the citizens of the nation, including
those of New Jersey.

THE DEFENDANTS WHOLLY POWERLESS.

If the defendants and all their stockholders

had refused consent, the State could still have
authorized the taking of these roads for the

purpose contemplated by the condemnation.
But the act of 1870 did not provide for this.

Its intention was only to allow these roads to

be taken if two-thirds of the stockholders

should consent. In that case the act intended
that the stock or interest of the others who
did not. consent, should be taken by condem-
nalion. It is only when no bargain can be

made with the owner that the power to con-

demn, is usually given. And if the owner of

an undivided share, or an estate for years, for

life, or in reversion in lands required, con-

sents, his estate need not be condemned, but

only the estate of those who do not agree to

sell. It is fair and equitable, that such stock

holders as prefer to take the arrangement
made by their'directors for them, a perpetual

annuity of 10 per cent on the par value of

their stock, to receiving its actual value as

represented by the property, should be permit-

ted to accept such compensation, they could

not be compelled to take it. And that the

others should receive what the law requires

in all cases of condemnation, the money value

of their property as compensation. The ob-

jection that in this case the defendants and
not the Legislature determine that the ease is

a proper one for the exercise of the power cf

eminent domain is not founded in fact. There
are only a few companies in the State and a

few out of the Siate, whose works connect with

those of the defendants. The Legislature

have determined that consolidating business

with either or all of these is for public use,

and a proper occasion for the exercise of this

power
But the statute only provides for compensa-

tion after the road is taken. The Constitu-

tion, art iv, sees 7 and 9, provides that "pri-

vate corporations shall not be authorized to

take private property for public use without

just compensation first made." A like pro-

vision was inserted in the act consolidating

the United Companies and in several other

statutes of this State enacted since the present.

Constitution, authorizing like changes. Thus
sanctioned by legislative approval, and that

of the counsel under whose advice these im-

portant transfers have been made, it would

seem [.resumption to treat it as invalid and of

no effect, even if that was my opinion.

But it seems to me that the taking intended

to be probib.ted by the Constitution is an ille-

gal or forcible taking possession without the

consent of the owner. It does not prohibit

receiving or accepting by consent of the

owner, when the compensation is to be settled

afterward. Any one in lawful possession, or

having the legal authority to do it, may give

possession before compensation. If a tenant

for life or years gives possession of the land

and sonsents to its use, a railroad company
may enter under him, and this would not be

taking the property of the reversioner. His
estate may be taken and condemned when the

reversion falls in. Compensation to him must
be made, then, before his estate is taken

The directors of these defendants are in the

possession and control of these roads. The
roads are not in the possession of the com-
plainants. The corporation, not the complain'

ants, have the title; the stockholders have
neither lhe legal or equitable title, or the right

to the possession. At. the lease the directors

will give up the possession of the property. It

will not be taken from them. But on the hy-

pothesis that they have not the right to do
this as against the cornp'aiiiants, the com-

plainants will have the right to call them to

an account in equity as their cestui que trusts,

and to compel the lessor to surrender the

lease as obtained by a breach of trust in which

they were abettors, and compel the directors

to account for the profits which would have

accrued but for the breach of trust. Their

property in the stock is not taken, impaired,

or affected by the lease. They can alter it,

proceed for any redress to which they were

entitled before it But upon the proceedings

prescribed by the act for condemnation being

had, and afier compensaiion paid, the stock

which was their property in taken, and their

right to any other redress is gone; thus the

compensation is first paid before this property

is taken.

THE QUESTIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

Here are unsettled questions of constitu-

tional law, proper for the courts of law to de-

termine. Upon them rest the rrght to this in-

junction. Were my leaning the other way, it

would be asrainst the settled rule of equity to

grant an injunction upon a doubtful right,

where ttie ii.jury by arresting and possibly de-

feating a negotiation like this might be so great

and irreparable. Especially in a case where

only a little more, than one-sixtieth of the

stockholders apply, and the rest by their

silence acquiesce in, or by their wriiten con-

sents approve of, the proposed contract, and
where the act provides for compensation to be

made by iheir own trustees, upon a simple

notice that they demand it The objects of

courts of equity in interfering where property

is taken contrary to the constitutional provi-

sion, is to save citizens whose property is

taken from the expense and troi.ble of pursu-

ing at law strangers, who, without legal right,

take their lands. Here it is a claim against

their partners or trustees. Equity doe3 not

relieve by injunction in all cases of violation

of constitutional provisions. The Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, in Mott agt. Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, 6 Casey, 23, refused

unanimously a preliminary injunction on this

ground to a stockholder who was offered com-
pensation by the act, and held that his rights

were to be determined on the final hearing.

Another question is as to the power of the

corporation lessee to enter into the proposed

contract; whether they can bind themselves

to it, or whether it is not ultra vires, and,

therefore, all their undertakings void. The
position of the defendants' counsel, that this

is only a question between them and the State

that created them, to be raised by its officers,

and in which the complainants have no con-

cern, is not. sound. If these directors deliver

over to the lessee all this property, and these

valuable assets, some of which to the amount
of millions, it may take away and convert to

its own use, without being liable on their obli-

gations; this would be such faithless and im-

provident waste and squandering of the assets

of these corporations and corporators as would,

entitle them to the preventive protection of a

court of equity.

That a foreign corporation may own pro-

perty in this State, and transact business, and

make contracts in it to be performed here, is

too well settled to discuss. There is no h.yi

of this State prohibiting it. The capacity if

such foreign corporations to hold property • r

transact business depends upou the law of t' e

Slate which created it. If that gives itpow' r

to own, lease, or use, property in another

State, it has that capacity. The Pennsylvania

acts of Feb. 17, 1870, and May 3, 1871, set

forth by the answer, unquestionably gives this

authority. This allows of no discussion, and
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was frankly admitted by the distinguished

counsel who closed the argument for Ihe com-
plainants; he only excepted trnm it the per-

sonal property and stocks in other companies
whose railroads do not connect. But that re-

striction is only as to the roads embraced in

the lease; it gives authority to enter into any
other contract with companies owning con-

necting roads. This surely will include power
to take, with such railroads leased, all pro-

perty which the lessees hold for the further-

ance ol the objects of the leased road, as ap-

jurtenances toil— charters and statutes ot a

foreign State must be construed here as by the

courts of that State. Am. Print. \V'orks agt.

Lawrence, 3 Zab. 690. And it was held in

the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in the

Philadelphia & Erie Railroad Company agt
the Catawissa Railroad Company, 53 Penna.
R. 20, that a statute authorizing the lease of

one railroad by anolher company authorizes

it to lease another railroad leased to the lessor

as appurtenant to its road. And many deci-

sions of that Court besides that in Gratz's

case, held leases and purchases made by these

lessees without the consent of all the stock-

holders, to be valid.

[Concluded in next number.]

Sale of the Gkeknviu.e Railroad —It is

announced that the South Carolina Railroad
has purchased a sufficient amount of stock to

obtain control of the Greenville & Columbia
Railroad. The interest of the "Ring," we
suppose, which amounted to fifty thousand
shares, constitutes the. purchase. We have
frequently heard rumors to this effect during
the present year, and doubtless negotiations

to this end have been pending for many
months, but the informatiod about the actual
sale comes to us in such a shape that we think

it. may be relied upon that the Greenville &
Columbia Railroad has again changed hands.

It is a matter of congratulation, in our opin-

ion, that the South Carolina Railroad obtains

this control, and that the people of the up-

country will enjoy a continuous, uninterrupt-

ed line of communication with our principal

seaport. We wish the new combinaiion every
immaginable success.

—

Andersonville Intel.

—The Chicago, Danville and Vincennes
•Railroad Company, have completed their road
from Chicago to Danville, and the Evansville

and Terre Haute Company have also comple-
ted their line north to Danville, thus forming
a new and almost air line route from Chicago
to the Ohio river, and i&ence by the Hender-
son line to Nashville and all points south.

The striking feature of this important work
is that it places the Indiana block-coal fields

in direct connection with Chicago and the

North-west.

"The Chicago, Danville and Vincennes
Company are prepared to open their line with

a large equipment, and in connection with

the Evansville and Terre Haute Company will

at once place six hundred cars in the coal

traffic alone. The iron mills and other manu-
factures already established at Chicago re-

quire of this coal fully five hundred thousand
tons per annum, which will be cheapened by
the opening of this road more than one dollar

per ton.

" The road runs for its entire length through
one of the most fertile, sections of the State of

Illinois. It has been built with unusual thor-

oughness in all respects, and from its location

as the shortest through route from the lakes

to the South, and especially in its advantages
for the coal traffic, it must at an early day
take rank with the best lines terminating at

Chicago."

Testing Sieel by the SSicroscopc.

John Schott, an eminent chemist, asserts

that different qualities of iron and steel can
readily be distinguished by means of the mi-

croscope. The crystals of iron are double
pyramids, in which the proportion of the axes
to the bases varies with the quality. The
small n ess of the crystals and the bight of the

pyramids composing each element are in pro-

portion to the quality and density of the metal,

and these are to be detected also in the fine-

ness of the surface. As carbon diminishes in

steel, the pyramids have less hight In pig

iron and the lower qualities of hard steel, the

crystals approach more closely the cubic form.

Forged iron has its pyramids flattened and
reduced to superposed parallel leaves, whose
structure constitutes what is called the nerve

of the steel. The best quality of steel has all

its crystals disposed in parallel lines, each
crystal filling the interstices between the an-

gles of those adjoining. These crystals have
their axes in the direction of the percussion

they undergo in the working. Practically

good steel, examined under the microscope,
has the appearance of large groups of beauti-

ful crystals, similar to points of needles, all

parallel.

SQ^" The following is a comparative state-

ment of the consumption of cotton in all Eu-

rope during each of the twelve years ending

September 30, 1871:

Total con-

Gt. Britain. Continent, sumption.
Years. Bales Bales. Bales.

1870-71 3,222,000 2,0t6,000 5,268,000

1869-70 2,760,000 1,627,000 4,387,000
1868-69 2,587,000 1,916,000 4,503,000
1867-68 2,822,000 1,782.000 4,604,000
1806-67 2,414,000 1,733,000 4,147,000

1865-66 2,319,000 1,616,000 3,935,000

1864-65 1,873,000 1,182,000 3,055,000

1863-64 1,565,000 1,033,000 2,598,000
1862-63 1,332,000 814,000 2,146,000

1861-62 1,217,000 776,000 1,993,000

1860-61 2,612,000 1,776,000 4,388,000

1859-60 2,560,000 1,712,000 4,272,000

— At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Cleveland & Pittsburg Railroad Company, in

Cleveland, on the 21st inst., the lease of that

road to the Ponnsylvania Central company
was ratified by a large majority.

—The Missouri Republican of the 12 inst.

says: "The directors of the Cairo & Fnlton

Railroad of Arkansas, met in this city yester-

day and completed their organization. The
general office of the company is to be in this

city. The following are the officers : Thomas
Allen, St. Louis, President; H G. Marquand,
New York, Vice-President; D. W. Mc Wil-

liams, Treasurer ; Wm R. Donaldson, Secre-

tary; James M. Loughborough, land commis-

sioner; James H. Morley, Chief Engineer,

the two latter officers wi'l have their quarters

at Little Rock.
"The directors are Messrs. Thos. Ailen, H.

G. Marquand, W. R. Allen, Elon G Smith,

Sylvester A. Luflin, L. B Clark, John H.

Swift, Wm. H Swift, Alanson Trask, W. T.

Blodgett and Henry M. Alexander.

"The offices of the St. Louis and Iron

Mountain Railroad Company and the Cairo

and Fulton Railroad Company will be in the

new building north-west corner of Fifth and

Market Streets."

To Central Africa by Rail,—The Mdta
Times says:— " While people are talking of a
railway to India direct, to accomplish the

passage from London to Calcutta in five days,

the Viceroy of Egypt has actually commenced
one of t he most, gigantic undertakings ever
attempted in his territory—that of connecting
Upper and Lower Egypt by rail. At the ter-

minal point of all ancient and modern con.

quest, where the mighty Persion and Roman
invaders found the desert an impassable bar-

rier, the Khedive, assisted by an array of Eng-
lish engineers and navvies, will, unless stopped
by thejealoosey of the Sultan, drive an iron

road and a team of iron horses notonly to the

confines of Nubia, but i nto the heart of Africa,

opening up new fields for commerce, and per-

haps bringing Ipme Livingstone first class.

When it. is considered that the line, commenc-
ing at the Second Cataract, is to be 600 miles

long, some idea may be formed of the amo un
of labor required to complete the work."

Scarcity of Oak in ErmorE.—Oak timber
is disappearing from Europe with great, rapid-

ity France, with an annual production of

1,320,000,0:10 gallons of wine, is especially in-

jured by this change. In 1857 she imported
20.000,000 of staves; in 1866, she imported
63,000,000, at. a cost, of $9,000,000 Most of
this timber came f-ora Austria. France re-

quires every year 1,500,000 cubic leet of oak
timber for wine casks, 600,000 for her fljet,

150,000^for railway cars, and 750,000 for

building purposes. In 1826, oak staves were
worth six cents each of our money; in i860,

they were worth fourteen cents each. In

1826, the total value of imported staves was
$4,0u0,000; to-day, the total value is $30,000,-

(100. A similar increase in the importation

of oak for the next thirty years would proba-
bly double the present price
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Insurance Companies Reducs Rates

Where it is Introduced.

e®-rtie attention of Practical Knllroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
irorkdonp, and to thefactthatitsiiie-tcnths
of the lire* th':t kindle at stations, in wood
piles, and o:« Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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WRI«IITSOS & CO., Prop'rs

Foreign Commerce of the United States.

IMPORTS AND TARIFF DUTIES. .

This journal having since its establishment

been a journal of statistics, commerce and

finance, as well as of railroads, we propose as

we may have time and space, to give in a

plain, familiar way, some of the representative

facts in the condition of our commerce, for-

eign aud domestic.

It is known to all intelligent persons that

commerce in our country has increased at an

eminently rapid rate, and that foreign com-

merce is now increasing very rapidly
; and

the increase of all commerce is much greater

than that of the population. This ia caused

by the fact that commerce increases with the

increase of the surpluses of production. The

whole amount of production may not increase

faster than the people, but the surplus does,

because in addition to the labor of so many
people there is constantly added the aids of

new machinery and the economy of consump-

tion. This is the basis of wealth and the basis

of commerce.

This increase of commerce has caused some

modern political economists to think com-

merce is the basis of political economy, and

in order to increase commerce, as they think,

they advocate what they call free trade. We
are not now about to consider this subject,

but if possible state clearly the great facts of

our present commerce, and the relations of

that commerce to the tariff.

1. The first fact we wish to discover is

exactly how much the increase of onr foreign

commerce has been ; and next we will see

what the tariff has been at these periods; and

lastly, when we have done found this, we find

what the relations of these elements are. We
will take five decennial periods, from 1830 to

1870 inclusive. The following table gives the

whole amount of importations in each of those

periods, the amount of revenue collected from

the tariff, and the average rate of duty :

Importation. Revenue. Rate.

1831 $70,876,920 $21,922,391 31 $ ct
1840 107,141,591 13,499,502 13 '<

1850 178,138,318 39,668,886 32 "

1860 362,166,254 53,187,511 15 "

1870 462,377,587 200,0U0,Ul'0 46 "

These facts, if we refer to the history of the

tariff in those periods, show that the commer-

cial stability of the country were greatest

when the tariff was highest; and, secondly,

they show that a high tariff did not impede

the progress of^commerce, for, from 1860 to

1870, the imports increased one hundred mil-

lions, and a rate fully equal to the increase of

population. But we can not fully understand

this table unless we understand first the rates

of the tariff at these respective periods. The
following table shows the rates of tariff duties

on the leading articles :

1830. 1840. 1850. 1860.

Coffee 5c R) free free free

Tea. 25c" 10c lb free free

Sugar 3c" 2Jc
" 30$c 24 $c

Silks free free 25 " 19 "

Wool 15 $c free 30" 24"
Wool. goods...40 " 44 $c 30 " 19 "

Cotton " ...25
" 3$c yd 20 " 19 "

Pig iron $13$tn SUOfHn 30 " 24 "

Bar " ...... 37 " 30 " 30 " 24 "

Blankets 45 ^c 40 Pc 25" 19"
Flannels 45 » 40 " 25 " 19 "

Wines 30c 10c 40 " 30 "

This was the state of the tariff from 1830 to

1860 inclusive. In 1850, the tariff was that

of 1828. In 1840, it was under the operation

of the act of March 2d, 1833, called the Com-

promise Act. In 1850, it was under the hori-

zontal tariff of 1846, which classified the arti-

cles in different horizontal duties. In 1860,

it was under the tariff of 1857. We come now

to the War tariff of 1863-4, and which pre.

vailed in 1870. Before the act of 1870, and

under the War tariff, the duties on the same

articles were as follows:

Coffee 5c "$ ft

Tea 25c "

Sugar ... r 3c "

Silk 50 $ ct

Wool 40 "

Woolen goods 80 "

Cotton goods 35 "

Pig iron ..$9 "# ton.

Bar iron 25 "

Blankets 75 ^ ct

Flannels 85 "

Wines 75 "

Now, the special things to be remarked here

are : 1. The higher the tariff the greater the

revenue, notwithstanding all that has been

said about prohibitory duties. The country

received $200,000,000 of revenue in 1870,

while it received but $53,000,000 in 1860, un-

der the tariff of 1857. 2. The country was

much more prosperous, in a commercial point

of view, under the high tariffs, than under the

low oues; for example, in 1830, under the

tariff of 1828, and in 1870, under the tariff of

1863-4-5, the country was commercially much
more stable and prosperous than under the

intermediate tariffs. Yet, they were the high-

est tariffs of the series. 3. In 1840 the coun-

try had been gradually, from 1833, approxi-

mating what is called free trade, that is, a

reduction or entire repeal of taxes by the tariffi

so as to put no restrictions upon foreign com-

merce. The result was, first, an immense

stimulation to imports, then a sudden demand
for specie to pay for them, then a contraction

and a suspension of the banks, and finally a

rapid reduction of the revenue, till the country

was nearly bankrupt. This is a brief history

of an attempt to introduce the principles of

free trade into the revenue system of this

country. In 1840 these events had reached

their crisis and climax. The result was a

political overthrow of the party in power.

This, however, was but temporary; after a

brief period of a protective tariff, the horizon-

tal tariff, as it was called, was enacted in

1846. This was by no means a free trade

measure, but was not sufficiently protective,

and in a few years, when its full effect was

developed, the results were disastrous. In

1854 was a great commercial crisis, which

arrested the railroad progress of the country,

and in 1857 was a crash. Then the tariff was

again modified ; but the commerce of the

country, as well as its manufactures, was

never bo prosperous as they have been under

the high tariff of the War and Bince. With

this fact before—let us alone.

The Babcocli Extinguisher.

Office Mich Central R R.

)

Chicago, Nov. 12, 1870. J

F. W. Farweix, Secretary :

Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries as to

the Babcock Fire Extinguishers since being

placed upon our road and trains, our record

shows the following instances, where they have

been used:

July 5—Refreshment room in passenger de-

pot at Jackson.

September 5—Baggage Car No. 1355, On

Fast Chicago Express ; Conductor Chase.

September 12—Baggage Car No. 133, on

Fast New York Express; Conductor Harris,

September 28—Coach No. 9, on Fast New
York Express; Conductor Chase.

In each of these oases, I am informed, the

ready use of the machines undoubtedly saved

considerable destruction of property and delay

of trains. Truly yoora,

H. E. Sargent, Gen'l Sup't.
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Eggleston Avenue.

ORDINANCE TO VACATE.

The following is tbe text of the ordinance

to vacate Eggleston avenue, as it passed the

Board of Aldermen, on Friday, Nov. 24:

An Ordinance to Vacate Kilgour street and
Eggleslon avenue, between Front and Pearl
streets.

Whereas, On the 22d day of September, A.

D. 1871, the Newport & Cincinnati Bridge
Company. 61ed its petition with the Common
Council of the City of Cincinnati, praying for

the vacation of Eggleston avenue between
Front and Pearl streets; and of Kilgour
street between Front and Pearl streets; and

Whereas, Notice of the pending and prayer
of said petition has been given by publishing

the same in the Cincinnati Daily Times &
Chronicle, a paper published in said city, for

six consecutive weeks, hereto preceding, ac-

cording to the statute in such cases made and
provided; now, therefore,

Sec. 1 Be it ordained by the Common Coun-
cil of the City of Cincinnati, That Kilgourstreet

as laid out and dedicated by plat and subdi-

vision of Kilgour, dated November 18, 1835,

and recorded in book No. 68, page 52, Ham-
ilton County Recorder's Office, from the north

line of Front street to the south line o.f Pearl
Btreet, as described in an ordinance passed by
the City Council, on the 19th day of February,
A' D. 1864, entitled "An ordinance to open,

widen and establish Eggleston avenue the full

width of ninety (90) feet, from the Ohio river

to Broadway," be and the same are hereby
vacated, in order that the same may be here
after used and occupied by the said Newport
& Cincinnati Bridge Company and the Little

Miami Railroad Company and its lessees, for

railroad, bridge and depot purposes.

Provided, however. That the vacation and
grant to the said bridge company and railroad

companies is made expressly subject to all the

rights of the State of Ohio, and of any and all

persons lawfully claiming under or through it

to or in said streets, or either of them, or to

any easement in or over the same, and also

subject to tbe legal rights ol any other person
or persons injured thereby.

Provided, further, That the said bridge
company shall, at its own expense, cause Bai-

ler street to be widened to the width of nine-

ty-nine (99) feet from Pearl street south to

the wagon road approach of said bridge, and
also that the said bridge company shall, at

any and all times herealter, permit its bridge

and approaches to be used for railroad pur*-

poses on reasonable and equal terms as to

tilis and charges by all railroad companies
whose roads terminate in or pass through the

city of Cincinnati, desirous so to do, and it is

expressly understood, and the grant herein

contained is upon the consideration that the

Trustees of the .Cincinnati Southern Railway,

or any lessee thereof, shall have 'he right to

use said bridge and the approaches thereto

on terms as favorable as those granted to any
other railroad.

And provided further, That in no case will

the said companies or their leasees use or

permit the said grounds to be used as a stock

yard or depot for ihe shipment, transhipment

or reception of animals of any kind, or for

any other use than for depot buildings and
railway purposes.

And provided, further, That said bridge

company and railroad companies, or either of

them, shall nol in any manner hinder or pre-

vent the city from going upon the grounds so

vacated,, and completing, maintaining or pre

serving the sewers or waterways already con-

structed or projected, or for carrying out any
of its plans for sewers, or discharging any of

its obligations for waterways or powers that

are now or may be hereafter fixed or deter-

mined, from any rights now in existence.

Provided, That this ordinance shall take

effect on the Newport & Cincinnati Bridge
Company and the Little Miami Railroad Com-
pany and its lessees filing with the City Clerk

a written acceptance thereof.

The members voted as follows :

Ayes—Messrs. Ahlers, Baker, Behrens,
Bishop, Brookfield, Ccrbett, Dewar, Keck,
Korte, Morgan, Reinlein, Sands, Shillito,

Smith, Stribley, Stoms, Twachtman, Zeigler,

and President Covington— 19.

Nays—Messrs. Bissell, Davis, Hill and Wie-
ser—4.

Adjourned.

The Front Street Connection Tracfc.

IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE RAILROAD COMMITTEE
OP COUNCIL AND THE RAILROAD MAGNATES.

A week ago yesterday the Committee on
Railroads of the Council, at their meeting on
that day, had before them a resolution to

grant to the railroads owning and operating

the connection track on Frontstreet the privi

lege of using a dummy engine for the transfer

of cars in the daytime. The resolution was
referred to the Solicitor,' and the Clerk was
instructed to invite the representatives of the

various railroads entering the city to meet
with the committee yesterday.

The committee met yesterday, and with

them were Mr. McLaren, of the C, H. & D.,

Mr. Ingalls, of tbe I., C. & L , and Mr. Gaither,

representing the Little Miami road and the

bridge company, aud Mr. Jones, the superin-

tendent of the connection track. Mr. Bissell

occupied the chair.

The following was then road :

A resolution, supplementary to a resolution to

perfect our present railroad facilities, and
promote a Southern railroad connection,

passed Nov 15, 1867.

Resolved, That permission is hereby granted

to the companies owning the street connection

track between the Little Miami and the Indi-

anapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad de-

pots to use a low pressure condensing dummy
engine in the daytime, as well as at night, in

drawing cars on or over said tracks; provi-

ded, that the charge made by the companies
owning said connection track to all private

parties, as well as to railroads and other com-
panies within, the city limits, for the transfer

of cars, shall not exceed one dollar per car in

either direclion over said track : and provided

also, that railroad companies seeking to use

said connecting track shall allow the use of

their own track within the city limits as a
means of approach to and from the connection

track and their respective depots, by all the

companies and persona using the connection

track ; and provided, the charge made by them
for the use of their track for that purpose shall

not exceed pro rata as to djstance of the rate

herein nuthorized to be charged over the con-

nection track.

And, whereas, by resolution of this Council

adopted the 15th day of December, A. D
1867, entitled a "Resolution to perfect our

present railroad facilities, and promote a

Southern railroad connection," it is among
other things recited that "as it may be conve-
nient for the city to use a railroad track on
Eggleston avenue, connecting with the Little

Miami Railroad, in filling said avenue to its

proper grade, whenever it shall decide to fill

said avenue, the Little Miami Railroad Com-
pany, and the Storrs Township, New Rich-

mond & Central Union Depot Railroad Com-
pany, as tbey may agree between them, shall

build said track and allow the same to be
used for that purpose without cost to the city."

Now, therefore, in consideiation of the

terms and conditions named in said resolu-

tion, and of the privileges granted, and as a
condition to the enjoyment of the same, it is

now here further

Resolved, That the said Little Miami Rail-

road Company, or its lessees, shall build the

said track on Eggleston avenue, as provided
in said resolution, as soon as the grade of said

avenue will allow of the laying a track there-

on, and in addition to the use thereof by tbe

Little Miami Railroad Company, or its lessees

for the handling of its cars, and using them
in the receipt and delivery of freight and pas-

rengers, shall allow any other company ope-
sating a railroad now existing, or that may
hereafter be constructed to any point within

the city limits, desiring to use and occupy the

said track in running their trains to and from
tbe depot of the Little Miami Railroad Com-
pany, or to and from the track, or tracks

passing to and over the Newport & Cincinnati

bridge, to do so upon justand equitable terms;

and if the 3aid Little Miami Railroad Com-
pany, or companies desiring to use the same,
can not agree upon the time upon which said

track shall be so used, the subject matter of dif-

ference shall be referred to two arbitrators, one
of w*hom shall be selected by the Little Miami
Railroad Company, or its lessees, and the
other by the company or companies desiring

to use such track, who shall determine the

terms and conditions upon which said track

may be used and occupied, and the rate of
compensation to be paid therefor; and if they

can not agree, then they shall select a third

arbitrator, the award of any two of which shall

be final between the pariies, said arbitrators

to be disinterested men, experienced in rail-

road management; and upon sameterms and
conditions to build and operate'one or more
additional tracks upon said avenue, as fast as

the business interests of the city of Cincinnati

and of said railroad companies may justify or

require it; provided, further, that this resolu-

tion shall not take effect until the companies
owning said connection track, the Little Mi-

ami Railroad Company, or its lessees, and the

Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Railroad

Companies, shall rile with the City Auditor
the acceptance of this resolution, and that

other companies who may desire to use said

track shall first file with the City Auditor their

acceptances of this grant before making use

of said track ; and provided, also, that per-

mission is hereby granted to the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton Railroad Company to

connect its tracks on Sixth street with the

said connection track on Front street, at a
point between Wood and Mill streets, and to

that eud for the purpose of constructing said

connection, to lay tracks in Hoadly, Wood
and Front streets, and- to use the same as part

of said connection track, in the manner here-

inbefore provided.

After a little discussion, Mr. Ingalls asked

Mr. McLaren if he proposed to cross the track

of the I , C. & L ,
with his connection track,

at a grade.

Mr. McLaren replied, "Certainly."
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Then, said Mr. Ingalls, I shall certainly ob-

ject to it. We have now one hundred trains

running over our track at that point daily,

and when the Cincinnati & Springfield road

16 completed, which will be next May, there

will be thirty or forty more If each of these

trains is compelled to stop at the crossing of

the C, H & D , as will be the case if the latter

crosses the road at a prude, it will simply be

the death of the I, C. & L., for we can not

handle our trains. It the C, H. & D. will

ctoss our track by a bridge, I haven't a word

to say. There is another thing. If the C,

H. & D. Railroad gets the tight to use our

tracks in transferring freight, they will be able

to use them at any time ; and we ar^ handling

about as many Irains now as we can in the

canal bed. Still another thing. The I, C
& L. and Little Miami spent $525,000 in build-

inf that connection track. They are willing

to allow shippers to use the track in transfer-

ring freight without charge, but I think it

would not be fair to allow these companies to

come in and get.the benefit of our investment

for nothing. I would be content with the

resolution with this proviso : That freight

should be charged only with the absolute coEt

of hauling and enough to yield six per cent,

on our investment. We are now paying $81,-

500 every year interest on bonds issued to

build that track.

Judge Matthews—The original ordinance

authorizing the construction of that track

through the city contains as one of the essen-

tial conditions that every other road that

chooses to use it may do so on complying
with the terms of the ordinance, which are to

pay their portion of the original cost, and that

is the condition under which the investment

was made by those two companies, and they

can't get rid of it. They are bound by the

absolute terms of the grant whenever any
railroad company can get to the track to

allow them to use it on those terms,

Mr. Ingalls—That is just what we ask. We
are willing to do that. But this resolution, if

we accept it, provides that we shall do it for a

good deal less.

Judge Matthews—That is where they tender

their cars to you. But if they run their own
trains over the track, they have to pay, under
the original ordinance, their proportion of the

investment.

Mr. Ingalls—Precisely; but, they would, of

course, chcose the cheapest way, and under
this resolution they would tender all their cars

to us, and we should be obliged to take them
over for a dollar a car.

Mr. McLaren—The 0., H. & D. Railroad is

the only railroad running into Cincinnati now
that is managed in the interests of Cincinnati.

The other roads are managed by Eastern capi-

talists. I don't think, therefore, that we ask

anything unreasonable. We are willing to

put our tracks down and manage them at our
own expense, and, if necessary, to bear our

proportion of the connection track. Why Mr.

Ingalls should object to our crossing his track

at a grade, I don't know. This track being a

side track, our trains will have to give way to

all regular trains.

Mr. Ingalls—We can probably arrange to

give you a connection with the connection

track over the M. & C.

Mr. McLaren—I prefer to have an inde-

pendent track.

Mr. Ingalls—Do you consider it of no con-

sequence at all, where you are running a hun-
dred trains a day, to have to stop each of them
at a crossing.

Mr. McLaren—How are you going to help
it?

Mr. Ingalls—We propose to stop your cross-

ing it.

Mr. McLaren—If we get the right we will

cross it. We have as much right as yon have.

Mr. Ingalls—I say that this crossing of

yours will be absolute death to the Indiana-
polis, Cincinnati & Lafayette road, and that

you, as a railroad man, know it.

Mr. McLaren—I don't know any such thing.

The Marietta & Cincinnati crosses us at Mill

reek, and we don't try to stop them.
Mr. Ingalls—There is a difference in our

case. Our shops are a mile and a half back
of the depot, and we have to run our trains in,

and then back them out, so that we shall have
cto cross your track twice with every train.

Col. Woolley—I have been told that the

cost of the connection track was three times

what it ought to have been.

Mr. Ingalls—I don't know anything about
that, but I am content, if the Little Miami
road will agree, to make this proposition : that

I will submit all bills for the construction of

the track to any three impartial umpires to go
over, and then pass over the track, say what
it is worth, or what ought to be paid for its

cost, and then admit any other roads to share

the bene6t of it by sharing in the expense so

ascertained.

Mr. Morgan said he did not believe Council

would grant the right to the C, H & D. to

run a track down Wood street. The city had
just spent $60,000 to widen that street for the

accommodation of those who wanted to haul

'loads over it, and he did not believe Council

would grant any road the right to occupy it

with another track.

On motion of Mr. Woolley, a sub-committee
of three was appointed to revise the above
resolutions and report them back to the com-
mittee at its next regular meeting. The
Chair appointed as such committee, Messrs.

Woolley, Reinlein and Sands.

Aajourned.— Gazette, Nov. 28.

Smothering a Burning Mine.—Some months
ago a coal mine at Mauch Chunk, Pa., caught
fire. The ordinary appliances for extinguish-

ing such fires failing, the company has adopt-

ed the plan of a chemist who has undertaken
to extinguish it with animoniacal gas. The
entrance to the mine has been closed up, and
in front of it works have been constructed for

generating the gas and forcing it into the

mine. Two barrels of sal ammoniac per day
are used, and from the reports made during

our visit, it is believed that the experiment
will be a complete success, and that in a very

short time the fire will be completely extinct.

Such success will be most important in future

cases of fire in coal mines ; for there are cases

where the fire has lasted for many years, as in

the mine at Summit Hill, which will probably

not be extinct until the whole vein is burned
out.

—

Exchange

Asphai.tum-i.ined Pipes —As showing the

utility of asphaltum for preventing internal

corrosion in iron water pipes, the Scientific

Press says:—Sections of iron pipe laid by the

Spring Valley Company for conveying water

to San Francisco, which had been thus coated,

(by dipping in boiling asphaltum), have been

found in excellent condition after lying in the

ground ten years.

Mr.W. D Griswold, late the president

of the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad, has been

appointed repeiver of the Cincinnati & Indi-

anapolis Junction Railroad.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

DAYTON EXTENSION.

The Sleans aud Results.

ABSTRACT OF CITIZENS' REPORT.

The following abstract of the report of Citi-

zens' Committee relative to the extension of

the Cjesapeake & Ohio Railroad to Dajton,

Ohio, will be read with interest by many of

our readers. The same arguments that apply

to the Dayton line are also applicable to the

extension of the same road to the city of Cin-

cinnati. The committee say

:

•\A subcommittee of three met and con"
ferred with Mr. Huntington on these points.

The road (rom Symmes Creek to Dayton is to

be constructed and operated as one line, under
one charter, to be built in the same thorough
manner, with same low grades, the maximum
not exceeding thirty feet to the mile, and the

same easy curves, the maximum not less than

2,000 feet radius, that characterize the Chesa-

peake & Ohio.

So soon as the cash subscription along the

line ot $850,000 shall be secured, Mr. Hunt-
ington and his associates will take the balance

($2,150,000 of the $8,000,000), to which the

stock is limited. A bond will be put on the

road not exceeding $2,000,000. They will

contract to build and equip the road and re-

ceive in payment this Block and bonds, and
the entire sum needed for its early completion

is already provided for. The road, when
completed, will be run in the interest of the

stockholders, with no express lines, no fast

freight lines, no sleeping car lines, to suck up
the marrow and leave the dry skeleton to the

stockholders. Taking themselves so large an
amount of stock, they must make it a divi-

dend paying stock, and thus valuable, to

secure any adequate remuneration for their

large outlay.

The exceedingly low grades and easy curves

with which the road will be constructed will

enable a locomotive with cylinders 18 by 24
inches to draw a train of 50 loaded cars as

easily as the same locomotive can draw a train

of 20 cars on a road having 80 feet grades,

thus greatly diminishing the cost of transpor-

tation. The design is by low freight tariff to

stimulate traffic to the capacity of the road,

and earn dividends by low rates on large

amounts of traffic, rather than high rates on
small amounts, believing that in this way they

best promote their own interests, while serv-

ing ihe interest of the public. On heavy
freight, coal, oro, iron and lumber, that ia

loaded and unloaded without expense to the

road, the tariff for hauls of 100 miles and
over will not exceed 1£ cents per ton per

mile, and may, by the increase of business, be
reduced to 1 cent per ton per mile.

Your committee, having become fully satis-

fied that Mr. Huntington and his associates'

would not only construct the road promptly,

but operate it in the true interests of the

stockholders and the public, which they deem
identical, gave them their attention.

Second. The examination of the abundant
supply and quality of coal and iron ore for

domestic and manufacturing purposes.

They appointed a sub-committee of five,

who, accompanied by Professor Orton, a
member of the Board of State Geologists,

(whose report is hereto appended) gave the

subject such personal examination as to feel

fully justified in saying that the projected line
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of road will penetrate and command fielda of

coal and iron ore unsurpassed for quality, and

in unlimited quantities. The Hill coal seams

near Jackson are admirably situated by their

position, dip, thickness and roof, for easy and

cheap mining, and dumping into cars, and for

hous^and steam purposes can not be excelled.

This coal ignites readily ; emits a large amount

of heat; burns with a bright, cheerful blaze,

with little smoke, and no so-t, dust or clink-

ers, and very few ashes ; and is as free from

sulphurous gas and all unpleasant odor as

wood. It is pronounced by experts to equal

the best charcoal for smith purposes.

Your committee will not detain you to

speak of other extensive coal fields reached

by this road, in detail, but beg leave to ex-

press the confident belief, from information

and personal examination, that ihose border-

ing on Symmes Creek will be found among

the most valuable in this or any other State,

for their extent, purity, ease of access, and

their surpassing excellence for domestic use,

steam, smithing, smelting ores, and manufac-

turing iron. „
' ..

In addition to the extended coal fields in

Ohio commanded by this road, through the

Chesapeakn & Ohio road, it will reach the

superior mines of Splint and Catinel coal on

the Kanawha River, in Virginia.

The iron ores of Southern Ohio have been

famous for years for their quantity and quali-

ty. Over 100,000 tons per year of pig iron

are now manufactured by the twenty-five fur-

naces near which this road passes, and its

completion will greatly increase their produc-

tion by offering cheap transportation both for

the raw and manufactured article.

Thi3 line of road, in connection with the

Dayton & Michigan Railroad, whose maximum

grade is less than 40 feet, can bring the Lake

Superior ores from Toledo to the rich smelting

coals of Southern Ohio, and, by proper mix-

tures with Ohio ores, produce the best possible

grades of iron, and return to Toledo coal and

ore that will be invaluable to their mauufac

turin" interests, and at any point along the

line where enterprise, skill and capital can be

combined, manufactures can be built up.

These ores and coal may meet at Dayton,

and pig iron, bar iron, wire, nails, nuts, bolts,

and railroad axles, to the extent of consump-

tion in a circuit of fifty miles, can be success-

fully manufactured. The commanding of a

larger circuit of trade will depend on the

skill, energy and capital engaged in the man-

ufacture. Cheap coal, say $2 50 to $3 00 per

ton, will make cheap steam power, and cause

a thousand other manufactories to spring into

life and can not fail to give new impetus to

every variety of manufactures. The increase

of manufactures is felt by every class of busi-

ness Activity in business gives value to rea

estate, the increase of which, in value, from

t^is cause alone, in five years, will be ten

times the entire sum assigned to our county.

The'through business which the Chesapeake

& Ohio will be able to command, aided to the

traffic which the diversified industry of the

oneThalf million population, and the mineral

wealth beyond computation, which ihis line of

road will command, can not fail to make its

stack among the must valuable, and must be-

come year by year increasingly so

Every citizen who subscribes to the amount

assigned to our county to raise, receives in

return a sure dividend paying stock, intrinsic-

ally and increasingly valuable, and the stim-

ulus given to' manufactories and business of

every kiud by the introduction of cheap coal

and iron, will light up every fireside with a

thrill of hope and joy and happiness.

THE GKEAT ItAILBOAD CASE.

Decision of Chancellor Zabrisliie.

THE INJUNCTION DENIED—THE DIRECTORS HAVE

POWER TO LEASE.

[Concluded from page 326.]

THE CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions thus arrived at are these

1. That the act of 1870 gives authority to

the united companies to lease to a corporation

of another State.

2. That their works form both connected

and continuous lines with the works of the

proposed lessees.

3. That the directors of these companies

have power to sell or otherwise dispose of all

the property of the companies, except the

roads and canals and the franchises granted,

without the consent of the State or of all the

stockholders.

4. That they have power, by consent of the

Stales and of a majority of the stockholders,

or of any other proportion required by law, to

sell, or lease, or otherwise dispose of these

works, or to abandon them.

5. That a lease made by virtue of such au-

thority is within the power delegated to the

directors, and that there is in their charters

no express or implied contract violated by it,

and therefore the act authorizing it is not un-

constitutional.

6. That the purpose for which these works

are leased—the benefit and advantage of ex-

tended public highways, controlled and opera-

ted by one head, for regular and easy com-

munication from and through New Jersey and

other Slates—is evidently a public use for

which property may be taken on compensa-

tion.

7. That even if the directors have not power

to lease for a term, so as to bind the stock-

holders or their successors, that the leasing

and delivering the works to the lessees with a

stipulation and obligation to have the shares

of dissenting stockholders valued and paid

for, is not taking property without first mak-

ing compensation.

8 That the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-

pany, the proposed lessee, has, by its charter

and supplements, and the puhlic laws of Penn-

sylvania, as construed by the courts of that

Stale, power to take this lease and bind itself

to all its stipulations.

There are many other reasons against mak-

ing this lease, urged by counsel with great

power and eloquence, which are not proper

subjects for judicial consideration or action,

but for that of legislators and the companies

and their stockholders.

QUESTIONS NOT CONSIDERED.

Such are State policy and pride, which

should not allow these works to be under the

control of non-residents or of a foreign corpo-

ration. The expediency of permitting an

aver"rown, gigantic corporation, like another

Colossus, to place one foot on our shore, with

the other perhaps on the Pacific; that, this

lease of 999 years may impair or destroy the

right of the Stale to lake these works at cost

in 1889, and that our citizens may be put to

great inconvenience in being compelled to

resort to courts of other States for redress of

injuries suffered in this: these matters are

proper subjects for the consideration of the

Legislature only; that has considered and de-

cided Its action hi this case has been in

accordance with the policy of ihe State for

years, which has been to permit corporations

of other States to lease works in this, and to

construct new ones of themselves, under the

impression that the expenditure of large sums

of money on these works, and the increase cf

business which they bring here are a great

advantage to the State, the works themselves

being constructed and operated by authority

of and subject to the laws of the State. This

general policy I have no power or inclination

to overrule. I need not say whether in this

case I think it wisely exercised. Neither is

the policy or wisdom of the surrender by the

Stale of its right to take these roads in 1889,

at cost, for my consideration. If ihey were,

I cannot comprehend how a permission to the

defendants to connect or consolidate their own

business by contract, lease, or otherwise, could

confer power to affect the rights of the State,

even without the clear and distinct reservation

of these rights contained in this act. This

result could'not be reached by the most liberal

and latitudinarian construction, much less by

the rules and strict construction which would

most clearly apply. Had the State expressly

authorized a lease of all the works for 999

years, the question would have beer, different.

The question whether the rent in this case

is sufficient, and whether greater should not

have been required to be paid, is exclusively

for the determination of the directors and such

stockholders as agree to receive it for their

stock. The sufficiency of the security, the

mere undertaking of the lessees with the right

of re-entry, is for like determination. For

property and assets of this amount intrusted

to the directors of any corporation, it is not

usual to require securities ; they could hardly

be obtained As the charters now stand, the

persons who control the corporation lessee by

purchasing a bare majority of the stock of the

New Jersey corporations, or by the votes of

the two-thirds who assent, could be elected

directors, and without sureties obtain control

of the alleged $15,000,000 of cash and con-

vertible assets, and appropriate or squander

them beyond control of any of those who dis-

sent.
.

Had my views of the questions above con-

sidered been different, ray determination of

this application must have been the same. It

has been for a long time the established rule

in courts of equity, in matters of preliminary

injunction, that where the right of the com.

p.ainants to which the alleged injury is threat-

ened has never been established at law, and

is not to the equity judge clear or free from

serious do ibt, an injunction will not be grant-

ed, but tue party will be left to his remedy at

law. In some cases where the leaning of the

judge is in favor of the right, and the intended

injury is great, and if once done can never be

fully remedied, the judge in his discretion,

will, by injunction, retain matters in statu quo

until the hearing of the cause, or a decision

at law. Here the right on which the applica-

tion is based, the right of a minority of stock-

holders down to the owner of a single share,

to prevent all the others from making, what

to them seems, an advantageous disposition

of their property, has never been established

at law; and were my views in favor of that

rirfhf, the injury to result from a temporary

violation of that right if the lease should be

declared void in tbe end, is not so great or

irreparable as to justify the exercise of that

discretion in a case where it would seem so

inequitable, where less than one-fiftieth of the

stockholders claim to control all tbe olhers,_

and where full compensation is provided. It

the interference of this Court should defeat

the proposed arrangement, as it might, the
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loss to the stockholders who consent, of a bar-

gain which they think very advantageous,
would from the extent of their interest be far

greater than that of the complainants by the

refusal to enjoin.

This restriction on their action adopted by
courts of equity, has been somewhat extended

and definitely settled as the law in this State,

by the Court of Errors, by the judgment in

the case of the Morris & Essex Railroad vs

Prudden, 5 C E Green, 530. The Chancel-

lor, in that case, had assumed that Prudden,
by purchase of a lot tronting on a street laid

down on a map and staked out on the ground,

from the owner of the tract so mapped and
laid out, was entitled to have the street kept

open to its full width, and that the subsequent
laying out of a public highway over this street

and its vacation, both by surveyors of the

highways, without compensation, did not affect

the right of way. These questions, the Court

held, were proper to be determined by the

courts of law, and that an injunction ought
not to issue except in a strong and mischiev-

ous case of pressing necessity, without the

right having been previously established at

law. And while the opinion in that ca:?e ad-

mits that the law as to the right of way bad
been so established in other States, and cites

a number of cases to show it, the decision of

the Chancellor is reversed for this among
other causes, and very consistently, without

deigning to review the correctness of his con-

clusion, although the inference is hardly ques-

tionable, that the Court agreed with him in it.

This judgment is direct authority for the posi-

tion that the right of the complainant which
he seeks to protect, or the principle of law on
which it depends must have been settled by
the courts of law of this State, or the decision

of the court of equity, even if correct, will be
reversed. .

There haa been no decision on the right of

the complainants to prevent a sale or lease of

these works by any court of law in this State.

None is pretended. The only decision is that

of the learned Master who advised the Chan-
cellor in Kean vs Johnston.

In the first place this is only a dictum, a

dictum founded on no precedent, and followed

by no court. The case was expressly decided

on other grounds. But the Master, whatever
his standing and authority as a lawyer, was
Bitting in a court of equity, and not a court of

law, and therefore the authority is not suffi-

cient. This is not only to be inferred from

the language of the opinion in Prudden's

case, but from the case itself. The Chancel-

lor, in his opinion, relied upon and cited the

decision of the Court of Errors in the case of

Holmes vs Jersey City, 1 Beas. (2), 99. In

that case Holmes had purchased of Van Vorst

a lot laid out on his map, under the same cir-

cumstances precisely as Prudden's purchase.

The question was upon the right of the city to

close part of the street.

In the opinion of the Court of Errors, deli-

vered by Chief Justice Green, the proposition

is stated at the commencement as tbe founda-

tion of the claim "that the complainant, who
purchased under Van Vorst is entitled to the

use of the entire street as dedicated." This

proposition was at the foundation of the claim

ol Holmes; without it he had no standing at

court. To this proposition the whole court

assented, both by adopting the opinion and
reversing the judgment of the Chancellor, who
did not perhaps differ from them on this point,

but his order dissolving the injunction was
correct if Holmes had not this right. Six

judges of the Supreme Court and five judges

of the Court of Errors, also law judges, con-

curred in this judgment. But they were sit-

ting, not as a eoun of law, but as a court of

equity in an appeal from the Chancellor, and
therefore it is properly assumed in Prudden's
case, that this question had not been deter-

mined in a court of law. This must have
been the main question, as the other, whether
the right was lost hy laying out and vacating

a highway over the lands in which the ease-

ment was, could extinguish it, it is included

in that so often declared by the court of law

that the vacation of a highway laid out over

lands, leaves the title as it was before the lay-

ing out. But both questions are included in

the opinion in Prudden's case. The opinion

of a Master sitting in equity could not effect

what was not done by the unanimous opinion

of a court of equity composed of all the law

judges, sitting in equity. Ibis doctrine has

been since that decision followed by this Court

in many cases, including that of the Hacken-
saok Improvement Commission vs the New
Jersey Midland Railroad Company, not yet

reported.

The doctrine of acquiescence, too, a3 laid

down and applied in Prudden's case, must de-

prive the complainants of the remedy by pre-

liminary injunction. In Ihat case the road

had been located, and a track laid down in

1846 and 1847, after Prudden's purchase on
the street in front of his lot, but on the side

most distant from bis lot. At the laying of

the first track, there was nothing to intimate

to Prudden that a second track would ever be
required, or that the right to lay it was
claimed. His only acquiescence was silence.

In June, 1848, the highway was vacated by

surveyors, and in December, 1848, tbe owners
who laid out the street and sold to Prudden
conveyed to the railroad company a strip in

the street fifty feet wide. These facts appear
in the opinion, and the judgment is founded
on them. The court held that this acquies-

cence in laying the first track deprived him
of the right to the protection of an injunction,

when the same company attempted to lay an

other track on the same street, nearer to his

lot, that seriously incommoded tbe access to

it over the street. The doctrine of acquies-

cence had not belore been extended, even in

injunction cases, beyond the thing or erection

acquiesced in, and was not held to protect

further encroachments of a like nature upon
other parts of the same property, or to justify

in equity him "who had been suffered to take

my coat in taking my cloak also," as being

parcel of my apparel.

In this case the delay of the complainants
in filing their bill until the terms of the con-

tract were fully agreed upon can not be held

to be acquiescence. Until they knew the

terms, they could not know that tbey were not

such as might induce them to acquiesce or

consent, even if they were not bouud. But
the acquiescence is their consenting to or ac-

quiescing in former encroachments of the

same nature on these very rights by the Legis-

lature and their directors. For the gist of the

decision in Prudden's ease is that it need not

be an acquiescence in the injury then contem-
plated, but in a former one touching the same
right. Prudden had never for a moment ac
quiesced in the laying of the second track; he
filed his bill before any work was done. These
complainants are in precisely the same situa-

tion. Some of them acquiesced in the Act of

1831, consolidating the joint companies
; all,

as expressly alleged in the bill (p. 3U, 1. 30),
assented to or acquiesced in the act consoli-

dating the United Companies, and the agree-

ment which is confirmed. These matiers
were, according to the Hackensack & New

York Railroad case, greater encroachments
on these rights of stockholders than the present
lease.

The doctrine of acquiescence settled in

Prudden's case must be applied, as it was
then applied, only to affect the remedy by in-

duction. For that purpose, though novel, it

may seem equitable. It will never answer
nor was it intended to be applied to affect or
change rights of property, or to claims in the
courts of law. Else the owner of a lot with a
house removed from the front, if he suffered

his neighbor to erect a building encroaching
on the lot a few feet or a few, inches, would be
bound by this, if that neighbor twenty years
afterwards should erect a wing to this build-

ing, extending across the lot and cutting off

access from the house to the street, more
especially if, as in Prudden's case, there was
a street by the side or rear from which a gate
could be cut, and access had to an entrance
to be made in the back side of the house.
But such acquiescence must in this case, as
in that, deprive the complainant of his remedy
by injunction. That decision is the law of
this Court until reversed or modified.

These views make it unnecessary for me to

consider other questions presented, including
that of want of necessary parties to the suit,

so ably urged by the counsel who opened the
argument for the defendants.

THE INJUNCTION DENIED.

The injunction must be denied, and the or-

der restraining the defendants from executing
the lease vacated. I have arrived at the abovo
conclusions after careful investigation and
deliberate reflection. The case itself is of
great importance ; the principles involved are
still more important. I have been much aid-

ed by the able and exhaustive arguments of
the distinguished counsel concerned in it.

Their briefs, especially tbe full and elaborate

brief of the opening counsel, containing a
summary of the law upon the subject.

A Great Oregon Railroad.—The road for

which the Oregonians are asking a land grant
will place Portland within seventeen hundred
miles of Omaha by a southern line. Dallas,

the first point named, is eighty miles east from
Portland, and on the left bank of the Colum-
bia. The outline reported seems to indicate

a purpose to turn the Blue Mountains by fol-

lowing the Lewis Furk or Snake River through
all Eastern Oregon; thence across South-west
Idaho to or near the Malade, and then strik-

ing across the head of Salt Lake at Monu-
ment. A road has been surveyed from Monu-
ment 10 Boise City, on the Snake River, al-

ready. The distance to the Central'road 13

given at 588 miles. Another proposal places

the southern termination 92 miles further

east, at Granger, near Bryan, on the Union
Pacific. This road is intended to assist set-

tlement, being now very sparsely occupied.

It explores a portion of Oregon more than
225 miles east of the Goose Lake road, and
as a northern arm of the Union Pacific would
apparently militate to some degree against the

Northern Pacific. But eventually, and sooner
than most are ready to believe, the substan-

tial part of this outline will be carried out—
subsidy or no subsidy

— The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Minne-
sota road was to be completed this week as

far north as Nova Springs, Iowa, where it

forms a junction with the Milwaukee & St.

Paul road. It is said that as soon as this

road is in running order, trains will run
through between Burlington and St. Paul.
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KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS.

Nuisance— Vendee not liable for Nuisance
created by Vendor until notified to abate—
Negligence.

West & Bro. vs Louisville, Cincinnati & Lex-
ington Kailroad Company From Fayette.

Hardin, Judge.

Appellants, in 1865, purchased a tract of

land on a branch of Elkhoru cteek, in Fayette

county, immediately above where it is crossed

by the Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington
Railroad, and subsequently built a distillery

thereon. In January, 1870, their distillery

was flooded by high water, occasioned, as is

alleged, by the embankment of the railroad

and the inadequacy of tbe culvert. This suit

was brought by appellants to recover the

damages sustained. It appears that the road
bed at this place was constructed by the Lex-
ington & Ohio Railroad Company in 1833,

consisting of an embankment and a culvert

for the passage of the water, with two apart-

ments, separated by a wall in the middle ; lhat

it was never of sufficient size for the free pus-

sage of the stream when swollen, and at times
caused the water above it to overflow the ad-

jacent land. The road was subsequently sold

to the State, and afterwards by it to the Lex-
ington & Frankfort Railroad Company, and
by it to the appellee. After the flooding of

the distillery driftwood and dirt two feet high
were found across the entrance of the culvert;

but whether they were there before the flood

or not is not certain from the evidence. The
court below, on trial, peremptorily instructed

the jury to fiud for the defendant.

Held.—Since the erection of the nuisance
in 1833, both appellants and the appellee are

grantees of the land and road respectively.

Though, when one who erects a nuisance con-
veys the land, he does not transfer the liability

for the erection to the grantee, it is true that

an alienee may become responsible for the

Continuance of a nuisance, either to a party

originally affected by it, or another deriving

title from him. The principle is sustained by
a preponderance of authority, that in such a

case the alienee or grantee does not become
responsible, unless after reasonable notice,

request, or remonstrance, he shall refuse to

reform or abate the nuisance. (12 Modern,
635; 5 Coke, 205; 13 Conn. 303; 9 N. H.
88; Washburn's Easements, &e. 664; 1 Duv.
254)
The court erred in excluding from the jury

the inquiry as to damages caused, as alleged,

by the negligence of the appellee in permit-

ting the passage of the water through the cul-

vert to become obstructed, and thus wroug-
fully contributing to the injury. The entran
ces ot the culvert were subject to the control

of the defendant as part of its road bed, and
the right of the corporation to enjoy the use

of its road bed as an easement carried with it

a continuing correlative obligation to use rea-

sonable care and diligence to keep 'he culvert
unobstructed, so that detriment to the owners
of the land might be avoided, bo far as practi-

cable, considering the size and structure of

the culvert.

Judgment reversed.

— The Lake Shore road will be graded and
ready for track laying between Sheboygan and
Port Washington in two weeks' time.

Kortbcru Texas.

WHAT ITS RESOUECES ARE—ENCOURAGEMENTS TO
RAILWAY ENTERPRISE.

(Sherman Correspondence N. 0. Picayune, condensed.)

All this part of Texas is very much the
same. Soil—a light sandy loam, not very
productive, except the bottura lands. Growth
—pine, intermixed with oak, hickory and
other deciduous trees. Minerals—iron in

great abundance throughout, but no coal yet
discovered. Stone—amorphous sandstone,
highly colored with the peroxide of iron.

Water—abundant, and running streams even
at this period of drouth quite numerous.
There are many good farms and comfortable
dwellings in these counties. Leaving the
great colton highway at Snow ZT til, forty miles
west of Jefferson, and turning north twenty-
five miles further on, I passed the first prairie

I had seen. Seven miles further I again en-
tered the timbered country, and crossed the
Sulphur. Fifteen miles on I found myself in

the great limestone prairie region of North
and North-west Texas, the most fertile and
desirable portions of the State.

Red River, Lamar, Fannin and Grayson
counties are so nearly alike in physical char-
acteristics and in progress, that a general de-

scription will apply to tbem all. Soil—gene
rally black, close and adhesive, and very fer-

tile. In the numerous grovps which dot the

prairie, the soil is more friable and sandy.
Growth—along the streams and in the prairie

groves, oak, elm, haekberry, bois d'arc, but
no pine except along the western edge of Red
River cou.nty which supplies tbe people of the
western counties for 200 miles with building
material. There is an abundance of stock
water in the numerous timber-fringed streams.
Productions, corn and cotton. Before and
during the war large quantities of wheat were
produced in this region, but for several years
the crop has been almost a failure. Tbe cot-

ton crop last year was very large, but the low
price of the staple, and the difficulty and ex-

pense of getting it to market, induced the
planters this year to put their fields mostly in

corn.

Linestone suitable for building is abundant
Generally maanesian, soft when quarried, but
hardening by exposure.

TO SUM UP,

Let me say that I have been in every State
and Territory in the United States, and I have
seen in none of them a country more beautiful

and desirable than the undulating, grove-dot-

ted prairies of the Upper Red River. Al-
though well settled by a thrifty and industrious
population, there is still ample room When
the railroads, now being built, reach this re-

gion, heretofore kept back by its isolation, it

can not fail to become one of the most popu-
lous portions of this great State. In the last

two years, lands have greatly appreciated in

price, but there are very few transfers taking
place, as everybody is waiting for the rail-

roads.

It is quite certain now that they will not
have long to wait, The Missouri, Kansas &
Texas is completed to Fort Gibson, 180 miles
norlh of this place ; and the Houslon & Cen-
tral will soon be completed to Corsicana, 120
miles south of here. Before this time next
year this region will Lave direct railroad com-
munication with the great world, from which
it has heretofore been cutoff. The completion
of these great roads will have a very damaging
effect upon the Irade of Jefferson, and in some
degree will injuriously affect that of New Or-
leans. Trade and travel will forsake the old,

edious and expensive route, and take the M.,

K. & T., or the Texas Central to Galvesion.

Already a line of daily stages is established

between the lermini of the roads by which
passengers fiom here can reach St Louis in

four day3. The cotton from this region this

season will moslly lake lhat route.

Some of this trade, however, will still reach
your city via the

TRAXF-CONTINEXTAL RAILROAD,

Now being built from Jefferson, through
Clarksville, Paris, and the southern edge of

this (Grayson) county, lo form a junction with

the Texas Pacific some hundred miles west of
Dallas. This is thf enterprise which Fremont
undertook, hut abandoned. It is now, how-
ever, in the hands of men who mean business

—M. O. Roberts and associates; and in less

than twelve months there is good reason to

believe that ihis road will be completed to

Ciarksville, Red River county. As the people
of Marion county voted a subsidy of $300,000
payable on that condition, only suggested by
the company itself, there is reason to think

them in earnest.

Railroads in Tennessee.

McMinnville, Tenn., Nov. 24.

A live railroad enterprise, of vast import-
ance to Cincinnati, is now in progress in this

State.

At the sale of the interest of the State of
Tennessee in various roads, recently held, the

road from 'fullahoma to McMinnville, 26 miles

in length, was bought by the Memphis &
Charleston road. At the same time it bought
the Winchester & Alabama road, 39 miles in

length, running from Decherd to Fayetteville,

Tenn.
As the Memphis & Charleston is a live road,

it does not propose to let the Pennsylvania
road hold the bag for it, neither does it pro-

pose to sell out to that corporation.

The new road leaves the Memphis & Charles-

ton at or near Huntsville, crossing the Win-
chester & Alabama west of Winchester. From
the crossing of this road south graders are
now at work. From this crossing the road
runs north-east to Tutlahoma; from Tulla-

homa to McMinnville it is in first class condi-

tion.

Graders are at work between this point and
Sparta. The bridge" over Collins river, 3£
miles from town, is nearly finished, and the

piers for the Caney Fork bridje are under
way From this point to the Kentucky line

the road will pass through White, Putnam and
Overton counties. White and Overton have
subscribed $120,000 each, and Putnam will do
nearly as well. There is every assurance lhat

the road will be under contract to the State

line of Kentucky by April 1, 1872.

From the State line to Danville is 75 miles,

to Nicholasville 15 more, where it will strike

David Sinton's road and a Cincinnati connec-

tion.

President'Wicks of the Memphis & Charles-

ton road, says his road moves one-filth of the

cotton crop of the South. The value of this

immense traffic, if carried through Cincinnati,

can not be over estimated.—/. /. -ff, in Cin,

Gazelle.

— On Friday, Nov. 24th, the first arrival of

freight at Oshkosh from Milwaukee came in

on the new Oshkosh & Mississippi Railroad.

Four or five car loads were received, and here-

after all Milwaukee freight for that city will

come by that road Passenger trains will be
put on in a few days.
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Petroleum Gas as Fuel.

A hydro-carbon vapor generator lias been
adopted at the Penn Treaty Marine Railway,

at Philadelphia, which, although hardiy more
than a model, 12 inches in diameter and 3

feet high, supplies the vapor fuel for gener-
ating steam in a boiler 30 inches in diameter
and 30 feet long. It is simple, efficient and
economical, fully illustrating that a 20-horse

power engine can be run at a cost not exceed-

ing one dollar per day,hy using petroleum as

fuel. These practical results must ere long
have a great effect upon the consumption of

petroleum, and on the economy of coal.

The following report of an experiment
made at St. Louis, reported by the Democrat
should be registered :

Upon invitation, a considerable number of

business men and statesmen assembled at the

Laclede Iron Works, St. Louis, October 24, to

witness an experiment with a patent for the

vaporization and utilization of crude petro-

leum oil, or rather a comparative test of the

vaporized oil as a substitute for coal as fuel.

The process, says the Democrat, was watched
with the deepest interest. The following is

given as the practical results:

Pounds.
Total ain't of iron placed in furnace. ..2b'.378
Am't taken out after being rolled 24,524

Loss 1,854
Loss on same am't of iron in coal fur-

nace 2,901

Thus saving in iron alone by the use of

gas 1,047
Which, at 3£ cents per pound, would
amount to $36 64

Cost of fuel (gas) 42 50
Deduct saving in iron 36 64

Cost remaining $5 86
Cost of coal to make the same amount

of iron 24 52
Iron placed in scrap furnace 7,950

Taken out,.... 7,751

Loss 199
Loss with coal 15 per cent., or 1,192

Deduct loss with gas , 199

993
Which, at 2J cents per pound, would
amount to $24 82

Cost of fuel (gas) 21 25

Saving above cost of fuel $3 57

Showing the extraordinary net saving of

$18 76, or 75 per cent.

It is claimed that in a specially prepared
furnace the results would have increased to a

very great extent the per cent, of saving.

Those present best versed in the matter ex-

pressed the conviction that in a proper fur-

nace the same amount of gas would have
generated sufficient heat to have prepared

three times the amount of iron for rolling.

As to time, it is also stated, in the scrap fur-

nace less than one-half the time necessary to

complete a blast with coal was required by
the gas. In the ordinary preparation of a

blast, the time required by coal is from an
hour to an hour and a half, while by gas 30

or 40 minutes are sufficient. And besides the

demonstrated economy of the gas, its clean-

liness was a scarcely less important feature,

as evidenced in the total freedom of the

smoke stacks from smoke and cinders. " The
sanguine expectations of progressive men,"
adds the Democrat, "were fully justified."

Railroad Combination in Southern
States —The Washington correspondent of

the Boston Advertiser says : The recent ex-

tensive purchases aud leases of railroads in

the SjuUiecn States, which were supposed to

have been effected by parties connected with

th<! Peniisj Ivania Company, turn out to be the

work of an iudependent organization, con-

trolled by Baltimore capital. Among parties

concerned in the enterprise are W. I. Walters,

Alexander Brown & Sons, General O'Donnell,

Messrs. Thomas C. Jenkins, Horace Abbott,

Thomas Kensett, George Bartlett and B F.

Newcomer, of Baltimore ; M. K Jessup & Co ,

D. Willis James, and Roosevelt & Son, of

New'York; Drexel & Co., P. A. & S Sewall,

and Whitney & Sons, of Pennsylvania, and
D. James, of Liverpool. Over seven million

dollars have already been expended in actual

cash, and up to the present time by the pur-

chase of stock and controlling majority in a

number of the most important lines of rail-

road, comprising in all 1,425 miles, has been
secured. Besides this, control bas been ob-

tained under a lease of 363 miles additional.

The new company now controls both the main
lines south from Richmond, the North Caro-

lina roads, thechief roads of South Carolina,

two main roads in Georgia, and the important

lines of East Tennessee, These combined
Southern lines will have direct communicatiou
north of Richmond with Washinstou, Balti-

more, Philadelphia and New York, both

through the present lines and by others to be

built in friendly alliance with the new organ-

ization.

— The Sabula, Ackley & Dacotah Railroad

is now in operation from Sabula, Iowa, oppo-

site Savanna, III., westward to a junction with

the Davenport & St. Paul Railroad at Delmar
Junction, and cars are taken directly into

Maquoketa over the latter road. The road is

operated in the interest of the Milwaukee &
St. Paul company, which is cultivating a busi-

ness between Milwaukee and this part of Iowa.

Already several carloads of coal and lumber
have been received in Maquoketa from Mil-

waukee, and several loads of grain shipped

from Maquoketa to Milwaukee.

— The track of the Milwaukee & Northern
Railway is already laid between Cedarburg
and the Milwaukee river, where the work was
impeded by the construction of a bridge, which

will be completed during the present week,

when the work of finishing the section between

that point and Plymouth will be pushed for-

ward with all possible dispatch.

We understand that in two weeks an excur-

sion train will leave Milwaukee for Saukville

and Grafton, after which trains will run regu-

larly to those villages. In the course of next
month the line will be completed to Plymouth
should the weather prove favorable to the

work. In the meantime the engineers are

staking out the line north of that point to

Kiel, where the road strikes the south-west

corner of Manitowoc county.

B®*A change has occurred since the period

when we were colonies of Great Britain. We
then were restrained by penal statutes from

all industries save farming. In 1750, a hat

shop in Massachusetts was declared by Parlia-

ment to be a nuisance. In the same year the

Earl of Chatham said that the colonies ought

not to be allowed to manufacture so much as

a hob nail. In the same year the erection

here of tilt hammers, slitting or rolling mills,

or any manufactory of steel was forbidden by

a penal act of Parliament.

Good Railroad Policy.— The Old Colony
Railroad in Massachusetts in 1868, gave a
free pass to all who would build houses in the
village of Wollaston Heights. The result has
been that the paying passengers from that
station to and from Boston are more than ten
times as many now as three years ago. The
whole number of these for the year ending
June 30, 1860, was 3,370; for the 3 months
ending August 31, 1871, they amounted to

14,300. It is remarked that railroad mana-
gers in other sections of the country might
profit from this example, to the great advan
tage of themselves and the public.

The Mont Viso Tunnel.—The Mint, Cenis
tunnel is not the first one through the Alps.

More than three hundred years aso a tunnel
was built by the Marquis of Saluces, through
Mont Viso, at whose foot the Po rises. It is

about one-sixth as long as the Mont Cenis
tunnel, and, considering the difference in the

methods and implements in use, it was quite

as bold an undertaking. It opens on the

Italian side, at the very source of the Po,
about 2,000 yards above the level of the sea,

and more than 2,150 yards of its length is cut
in a straight line thronsh the solid rock in

the very heart of the Alpine chain. It was
intended to be used aa a turnpike road, and
is to this day the only direct route from
Embrun to Saluces. Partly destroyed by the
King of Sardinia, so as to impede the invasion

of the French Republican armies, it was
afterward repaired and improved by Napoleon
I. Strange that such a work should have
been almost forgotten, and should now be of
no practical use.

—

N. Y. Post.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Rates

Where it is Introduced.

sa-Thc attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, mid to the fact that nine-ten Ins
of the Jire-i thntkindle >ii stations, in wood
piles, aud on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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HAYING EVERY FACILITY,

WE ARE PREPARED TO EXECUTE

r
OIF EYERy DESORIPTIOIT.

CONSECUTIVELY NUMBERED

Local & Coupon Tickets,

churns, soft bills,

POSTERS, WAY BILLS, BLANKS,

A.IT3D BLANK BOOKS.

WRJGHTSONT & GO.,

RAILROAD RECORD OEEICE,

No. J 67 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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WKItJIBTSON &, CO., Prop'i-s

Tne Finances and Commerce of the Coun-
try—The Ontloolt. .

In some recent articles we have shown the

immense increase of railroads, and of railroad

business, the great increase of commerce, and

the relations of foreign commerce to the tariff.

In all these elements we have shown that the

material prosperity of the country was greater

than in any former period, and that the growth

of these elements is much more rapid than is

the population of the country.

If we were to stop here, it is evident that

all probabilities (and they are the only ele-

ments of calculation we have for the future)

are in favor of a continued and still greater

material prosperity. In order, however, to

show the present progress of the country, and

tfae probabilities of the future, we will make a

general review of the commercial and finan-

cial statistics of the country.

The annual growth of population is on an

average 3 3 per cent.; that is 33 per cent, in

e<ich decade—ten years. Now, if all the ele-

ments of production, commerce, currency and

revenue, kept pace with the ratio of popula-

tion, it would seem to be enough, and show

beyond a doubt a very prosperous state of

things, for no other country exhibits anything

like this growth. But, in point of fact, the

growth of production and commerce in this

country has been far beyond that. Let us

now look at the increasing volume of produc-

tion, of commerce, of revenue, and of curren-

cy, and from these we can divine something

of the future course of these elements.

1. Of Production.—There is no agricultural

staple in our country which, upon the whole,

is as fair a standard of agricultural produc-

tion as maize (Ind'an corn), and we may take

this as a representative element of all agri-

cultural production. The growth of Indian

corn in this country has been thus:

Bushels. Increase

1840 377,531,875
1850 592,071,104 57 $ ct.

1860 830,451,707 40 "

1870 1,100,000,000' 33 "

In thirty years Indian corn has increased

vastly beyond the increase of population
; but

in the last ten years has fallen to the general

average of the population ;
but, it must be re-

membered that in consequence of the War
the increase of population fell in the last ten

years to 25 per cent, so that, in point of fact,

the increase of corn in the last ten years was

really at a higher rate than that of the peo

pie. But, in the meantime, new staples of

agriculture have been introduced, and it is

probable the aggregate of agricultural produc-

tion is at a still higher rate.

As Indian corn may be taken as a repre-

sentative of agricultural products, so pig iron

may be taken as a representative of manufac-

tures. The product of pig iron has been

:

Tons. Increase.

1850 563,755

1860 884,474 60 $ ct.

1870 1,500,000 70 "

We see here a much higher ratio of increase

in manufactures, represented by iron, than

that of population or of agriculture. We see

here, also, the evidence that the general manu"

factures of the country are rapidly increasing.

.This accords perfectly with what we know of

the progress of society and the advance of

civilization. As society grows older, and the

arts improve, the civic population (that is,

town people) increases much more rapidly

than the rural. But as the civic people must

live wholly on commerce and manufactures,

three-fourths of them by the latter, it follows

that manufactures must increase more rapidly

in proportion than people or agriculture.

We see, therefore, that production has in-

creased, and is increasing, at a much faster

rate than the rate of population.

2. Of Foreign Commerce.—Some political

economists regard trade, and especially for-

eign commerce, as the chief source of wealth

and the increase of foreign commerce as the

strongest evidence of material prosperity. We
do not hold that opinion ; but, doubtless it is

one of the evidences of prosperity, and one of

the greatest evidences of the activity of pro-

duction. Hence we take the increase of for-

eign commerce as one of the elements by

which to estimate the progress of the country.

The following is the totality of foreign com-

merce, exports and imports, for a series of

decades

:

1830 $144,726,428
1840 239,227,465
1850 330,037,038
1860 661,(100,000
1870 961,379,730

We find fr< m this table the following rates

of increase, viz:

From 1830 to 1840 67 ^ cent
" 1840 " 1850 40 "
" 1850 " 1860 100 "

" 1860 " 1870 50 "

We see here an average increase of over 60

per cent, in each ten years, while there is

an average increase of agriculture of 43 per

cent., and of manufactures of 55 per cent.,

and of population of 33 per cent. We see,

then, the most conclusive evidence, first, that

the production of food exceeds that of popula-

tion ; and second, that the surplus, which is

fully shown in the increase of manufactures

and of foreign commerce, greatly exceeds

either. These elements being considered to-

gether, it is evident that there must be a rapid

increase of wealth, and that fact is shown in

the United States Census statistics for 1870.

3. Of the Currency —The volume of cur-

rency and proportion to the people from 1820

to 1870 was as follows:

1820 $45,000,000
1830 ..... 61,000,000
1840 107,000,000
1850 131,000,000

186Q .....;.'........ 145,000,000
1870 700,000,000

Prior to 1861, with little exception, specie

payments prevailed, but there was never at

any time much coin in active circulation. If

we add to the above amounts one-third for the

coin currency, we shall have full as much,

probably more, than there was of active cur-

rency, both paper and coin, in the country.

Then the whole amounts of active circulating

money and the proportions to the people will

stand as follows

:

1840 $142,400,000

1850... 174,400,000

I860 173,300,000

1870......... 700,000,000

8J to each person

7J " «

6 " «

if " !i

We see in the above table two instructive

facts: 1. From 1840 to I860, twenty years,

fhe proportion of currency to people was con-

stantly diminishing ; but we have seen (article

2) that commerce had in that time more than

doubled. Hence the proportion of currency

to the wants of society was not half as much

in 1860 as in 1840, small as it was then.

2. We see, also, that in 1870 the proportion of

currency to people was double that of 1840-

Now, on these facts, apparently (and it is only

apparent), the country has double the amount

required. If we had enough in 1840, then in

1870 $350,000,000 would not have been a cor-

rect conclusion. For (1), in 1840 there was

a great depression of business and a general

outcry for money, proving quite conclusively

that there was not enough money in the coun-
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try. (2) It is not the number of the people,

but the number of transactions, the number of

exchanges, which test the amount of money

required in society. But on turning to article

2 we find that the aggregate foreign commerce

was

:

1840 $239,227,465

1870 961,379,730

Increase 300 ^ cent

The manufactures, represented by iron,

were:

1850 .

r.63,765 tons.

1870 1,500,000 "

Increase in the last 20 years 200 ^ cent.

The increase of agriculture, represented by

corn, was

:

1840 „ 377,531,875

1870 1.100,000,000

Increase 200 fS cent.

Putting the whole increase of business at

250 per cent, since 1840, and the result gives

$497,000,000 as the amount of active currency

now required for the business of the country.

But if we take into view that the amount of

currency in 1840 (on which we have made this

calculation) was really much less than was

required for the convenient operations of com-

merce, we shall have reason to believe that in

fact the volume of currency is now very little,

if any, too large. It is farther to be observed

that the premium on gold has fallen in two

years from 35 to 10 per cent., no small proof

that in point of fact the volume of currency is

not much too great. In reviewing the cur-

rency element we should notice the fact that

the public debt has been reduced since the

1st of July, 1865,, ;five hundred millions of

dollars.

Thus we see, from, this review of the busi.

ness of the country, that all the great elements

of agriculture, commerce, manufactures, cur-

rency and credit a,re in the highest possible

state of prosperity ; and it is evident that

there is no. fact in the present state of things

which raises a doubt or a shadow over the

future. The outlook of the future, which it

has been the object of this review to deter-

mine, seems more promising and bright than

fit any former period of our history.

T^r The Cairo & Fulton Railroad in Mis-
souri is surveyed and permanently located.

Mr. Noble, the engineer in charge, spates that

the line is a favorable one, and that the coun
try through which it passes far surpassed his

expectations for agricultural purposes. The
Black River News says : "The whole line can
be made t° yield a large and rich reward to

the industrious farmer. When built this will

be one of the best paying roads in the Missis-

sippi valley. It will ha the great connecting
link between the Southern and Eastern plexus
of railroad?. It will be (hp road over wh,ich

all the Texas cattle will be shipped, g°i n !? to

the Eastern markets. The larger porljon of

all the cotton from Texas and Arkansas, go-

ing to the East, will necessarily be shipped
over this connecting link of road. We under-
stand that it will be built without delay."

Board of Council.

FINAL PASSAGE OF THE ORDINANCE TO VACATE

KILGOCK STREET AND EGOI.ESTON AVENUE

The ordinance to vacate Kilgour street and
Eggleston avenue, from Pearl to Front street,

for railroad depot and bridge purposes, was
t;iken up.

The following communication was present-

ed and rend :

" To the Honorable President and Members
of ike Council:

''The undersigned citizens, tax-payers and
business men of this city, would respectfully

represent to your honorable body, that, while

the leading railroads which center here are

asking fur important privileges and accommo-
dations, and there is a liberal spirit on the

part of the people and Council to grant such

favors, that in the act conferring such grants

should be couph'd provisions requiring all such

railroads to so adjust their freight tariffs as

not to discriminate against tne business of

this city.

"It is a crying evil, sadly experienced by
every manufacturer and business man here,

that freight of all kinds has been brought from

the Eastern cities to almost every point in the

West at less rates and in less time than the

same kind of merchandise and manufactures
would be taken by the railroads from this city

to points within one hundred miles distance.

This has been the case, particularly within the

last two or three months, but, to a greater or

less extent, has prevailed for years. Repeated
efforts and appeals to the railroad authorities

have been made, asking that justice be done,

and that the business of this city be not dis-

criminated against iu rates of freight from as

well as to us.

"These appeals have never been heeded by

the railroads; but apparently the lower the

rates from the Eastern cities (rates below the

cost of carrying, but thus more in favor of the

Eastern cities) so much the more exacting

have been the rates, especially to local points,

from this city, thus breaking down the legiti

mate trade of this city.

"Your petitioners make no objection to, but

are in favor of, granting all reasonable facili-

ties for railroads to transact their business

here and to pass through our city; but, while

granting these facilities to the railroads, wis

dom dictates that the interests of this city and
people be carefully guarded and secured.

" In the ordinances which are before the

Council, giving certain railroad and bridge

companies great privileges and property, is an
opportune occasion to secure the interests of

our people and city, as above set forth.

" We respectfully ask that in your legisla-

tion you thus guard the interests of this city

and people.
" Cincinnati, Nov. 30, 1871.

"James A. Frazer & Co , Smith & McAlpin,

L. H Sargent, C. M Holloway, J. T. Warren
& Co., Parker Hopple & Co., White Bros., and
many others."

Mr. Loder presented a resolution declaring

that the plans of imorovement by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company would not afford

other roads sulficient facilities for the use of

Eggleston avenue, Front street, or the bridge,

and directing the reference of the ordinance

to the City Civil Engineer, with instructions to

oonsult with the engineers of all the roads or

companies which will require such facilities,

and to rgport at the next meeting.

Mr. Q. W. Bishop moyed that the Commit-

tee on Railroads be added. He was in favor

of giving the Pennsylvania Central Railroad

all proper facilities, but he thought there were
other roads—the Chesapeake & Ohio, for ex-

ample—which would be of equal importance
to Cincinnati. The Pennsylvania Central, of
course, was working for its own interest The
roads were discriminating against Cincinnati.

A mechanic told the speaker, yesterday, that

Cincinnati mechanics could not compete with

Pittsburg, for the simple reason that Pittsburg

could ship freiglc t > a point one hundred miles

west of Cincinnati at lower rates tian it could

he shipped from this city to the same point.

Cincinnati shippers feel this embarrassment
continually, and he wanted, while granting to

the existing roads all reasonable facilities, to

protect the interests of Cincinnati.

Mr Smith said the reason for the discrimi-

nation which had been spoken of was because

the roads between here and the Eist were
built by Philadelphia and New 5Tork, and the

competition between them for the trade of the

West compelled them to cut through freight

rat^s down. As soon as Cincinnati would in-

teret herself, and furnish capital to build

roads running to the West and Siuth'whieb.

will compete with the roads operated by East-

ern capitalists, the rates will come down, and
the so-called ' discrimination'' will pass away.

He would be glad if we could provide in the

ordinance for everything we wanted, but he

did not see any way of doing it, and he hoped
the ordinance would pass in its present shape.

The motion to reler was lost, and the ordi-

nance was engrossed.

Col. Woolley rose to make a personal ex-

planation, first sending to the Clerk's desk the

resolutions presented at the last meeting of the

(Jommiitee on Railroads, and which were pub-

lished at the lime, in reference t> the Front

street connection track. Hj stited that he
bad received an assurance from the Solic'tor

of the L tile Miami Railroad Company and
the bridge company that these resolutions, if

adopted by Council, would be accepted by
them.

He then spoke of the insinuation by the

Commercial, that he opposed this vacation be-

cause he had been disappointed in not obt lin-

ing employment under a money king, and de-

nounced it as a falsehood, and the editor of

the Commercial as a common libeler. In

February last, at Col. Scott's house, in Phila-

delphia, he had been consulted by Col Scott

in regard to this matter, and, in consequence

of a remark made by that gentleman, lie had
slated that he expected to be a member of

Council during the coming year, and hence

could not take any employment from him. He
told him, however, that he approved of the

project, and would do all that he could, con-

sistent with his duty ti the city, to forward it.

From that time until the seizure was deter-

mined upon he was in frequent, and confiden-

tial coram,unicntion with the President ot the

bridge company, who acted in au open and
perfectly honorable manner, and was informed

of all the steps taken in pursuance of the plan.

He said he made this statement simply to free

himself from the imputation cast upon him by

the Commercial, a journal which continually

so acted as to deter good and valuable men
from protiiting the pockets of the people.

His only reason for wishing the passage of

the ordinance delayed was in order, if possi-

ble, to get rid of the claim of Mr. Charles Kil-

gour.

The ordinance was then passed.

— A congress of representatives of Euro-

pean railroad companies is iu session at Rome.
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Bine RmIk'c Railroad.

The annual meeting of the stockholders in

this road was held in Columbia last Thursday.
Gen. M. C. Butler was called to preside over
the meeting, and W. II. D.-Gaillard, Esq., ap-

pointed Secretary. After transacting informal
business, the Convention adjourned to meet
on Friday, wlipn the reports of the President,

Chief Engineer, and Superintendent were sub-
mitted. We hope to publish these reports in

full at an early day On Saturday the elec-

tion of Directors took place, and resulted as

follows:

Gen John A. Waggener, Mayor of Charles-
ton; Henry Gnurdin, of Charleston'; W;n. J.

McGrath, President of South Carolina Rail-

road; Andrew Simonds. President First, Na-
tional Bank, Chariest'. n ; George S. Cameron,
President South Carolina Loan and Trust
Company, Charleston

; Gen M. C Butler, o(

Richmond; Gen. M. W. Gary, of Edgefield;
Col. J. S. Cothran, of Abbeville; Wm B Gu-
lick, Cashier of National Bank, Columbia; J.

J. Patterson, Vice President Greenville and
Columbia Railroad; J B Palmer, President
Central National Bank, Columbia

; Gen. J W.
Hairison, of Anderson; Thomas A Scott,

President of Pennsylvania Railroad Compa-
ny; Hardy Solomons, President. Loan and
Trust Company, Columbia; T. J. Steers, Esq

,

of Oconee.
The following resolutions were offered bv

Col. J. S. Cothran, of Abbeville, and were
unanimously adopted Before the resolutions

were submitted, it was stated that Gen. Har-
rison had positively declined being a candi-
date for re-election as President, and hence it

was proper to make suitable acknowledgment
of his services in that capacity, extending
through the. most trying period in the history

of the road. We cordially indorse the senti-

ments expressed by the resolutions:

Resolved, That the stockholders of the Blue
Ridge Railroad Company feel it due to Gen.
J. W. Harrison, President, to express their

sense of the integrity and perseverance with
which he has for years administered the affairs

of the Companv, under circumstances of gteat
difficulty and discouragement

Resolved, That his earnest and unselfish de-
votion to an enierprise which they consider
essential to the future prosperity of the Slate,

deserves and receives our warmest recogni-
tion ; and that in closing his official service

he carries witli him our siuctre confidence and
regard.

Resolved, That a pass for life, for himself
and family, be tendered to him, as a marie of
our respect.

Resolved, That the Chairman be requested
to publish these resolutions in the dail) papeis
of Charleston and Columbia, and a copy he
sent to Gen Harrison

In response to the action of the stockhold-
ers, Gen. Harrison spuke in sub:>tauce as fol-

lows :

Gentlemen: The passage of these resolu-

tions have touched me deeply. I feel that my
administration has been a disappointment, but
you know the difficulties by which I have been
surrounded; and all I feel and all I claiin"is,

that to the best of my ability, with entire in-

tegrity, I have done the best I could. You
will excuse me fur saying what is personal to

myself, and can not interest those to whom the

future of the road is committed. In 1867 I

was asked to take the Presidency of the Blue
Ridge road. At that time I owned one-third
of the bonded debt of the Company. Where
is that debt now ? I have been forced to con
Bume what I had to live and to pay my honest

debts, and to-day the little left is what the
Company still owes me on their over-due cou-
pons My manifest interest was to enforce
the first mortgage. I declined to consent;
and all that I could do with those who held
first mortgage bonds was done to induce them
to hold their bonds. 1 claim no credit I be-
lieved this road ought to be built in the inter-

est of the State I dearly love, and for which I

have never hesitated to make any sacrifice. I

believed I could build it By the advice of
the Directors, and against strong prejudices,

I did not hesitate to do what. I could to induce
ihe Legislature to give us their aid. i'ou know
how that aid failed. I eummit my charge to

your hands, only entreating that you will use
all your larger energy and ability to consum-
mate what I to-day believe ti be the great
security for the future of ttie State. In d dug
so, I can say for my.-elf and the Board ovei

which I have presided, that we have never
lost sight of one end—that if we could not

build this road, the bonds of I he road guaran-
teed by the State should nether be squandered
nor stolen; and I have the satisfaction of
knowing that, they are yours today, in their

integrity, to use as you best can for the wel

fare of the Company and the Stute.

—

Ander-
sunville Intelligencer.

Railway Iron.— The railway iron exported
from the United Kingdom during the month
of September last amounted to 9.4,529 tons,

against 103,985 tons in Septemner, 187», aid
76,987 tons in Septemoer, 1869. i'hs de-

crease in the exports of September would
have been still greater than shown in the

above figures had not the American demand
been so extensive. The clearances effected

to the United States in September amounted
to no less than 54,873 tons, as compared with

38,794 tons in. September, 1870, and 14,941

tons in September, 1869. To Russia the ex-

ports showed a falling off in September to

3,764 tons, against 30, 109 tons in September
1870, and 37,622 tons in September 1869. In

the nine months ending September 30 this

year the aggregate exports of railway iron

from the United Kingdom were 756,370 tons,

as compared with 862,218 tons in ihe corre-

sponding period of 1870, aud 697,175 tons in

the corresponding period of 1869 In these

totals the United States figured for 389,535

tons, against 313,410 tons in the correspond-

ing period of 1870, and 244.086 ton's in the

corresponding period of 869; Russia for 69,-

398 tons against 193,809 tons and 196,671

tons ; and British America for 56,709 tons

against 29,912 tons.and 23,669 tons. Ihe ex-

ports have increased this year to Sweden,

France, Egypt, Brazil Peru, British America,

and Australia; but they have decreased t>

Russia, Germany, Holland, Spain, Austria,

the Spanish West Indies. Chili, and British

India. The value of the railway iron export-

ed in September was £77 1,482, against £877,-

348 in September 1870, and £637,296 in Sep-

tember 1«69; and in the nine months ending
September 30 this year £6,111,781, against

£7,057,730 in the corresponding period of

1870, and £5,578,447 in the first nine months
of 1869.

—

London Railway Times.

— The last rail of the St.. Louis, Lawrence,

and Denver Railroad was laid atLawrence on

the 2d inst. The road runs from Lawrenee to

Pleasant Hill Mission, where it connects with

the Missouri Pacific, making a direct line to

St. Louis, sixteen miles shorter than by any

other route. The road has been leased and
will be operated by the Missouri Pacific Com-
pany.

Railroad Progress In San Joaquin Valley.

The San Joaquin Valley branch of the Cen
tral Pacific road is being constructed at the
rate of half a mile a day, southerly towards
Bear creek, which is within 90 miles of Visa-
lia. The completion of the road to Bear
creek will change the current of both passen-
ger and freight traffic between San Francisco
^ind the southern and south-eastern counties
of the State. Passengers lor Visalia, Bakers-
field aud intermediate points in the San Joa-
quin valley, and mining districts in the moun-
tains, now take stage at Gilroy, from which
town to Visalia is a distance of 140 miles.

The Pacheco mountain is crossed by this

route, and the road over it is very rough, dan-
gerous, steep, and very exhaustive to horse
tiesb. The distance over the mountain is 20
miles. When the road to Bear creek is fin-

ished, passengers will be carried to that town,
and there connect with stages for Visalia and
other points. Fifty miles in distance will then
be saved, and a perfectly level stage road will

be had. The stiges aud stock of the stage
line, via Gilroy, have been purchased and will

be used on the new rouie via Bear creek.

Freight to and from Kern county and the
mining districts of Owens' river, Lone Pine,

Kernville, Havilah, S igeland and Keho, has
heretofore gone by sea 'o Los Angeles, and
been carried thence by teams, over several

ranges of mountains, to Bakersfield and other

points. The distance from Los Angeles to Ba-
kersfield is 150 miles; from Bear creek to

Bakersfield is 160 miles. There are three

mountains to cross by the former route, and
high tolls are paid, while by the latter the

road is free, and runs over a dead level coun-
try. The importance of the mining districts

named is little understood here. One fact,

however, will give the public an idea of its ex-

tent. A Frenchman in Los Angeles owns
1,200 mules, which he keeps constantly en-

gaged in carrying goods in, and bullion or

ores out of the Owens' river country. In fact,

one of the main sources of the prosperity of
Los Angeles has lain in its being the shipping
point for the majority of those mining dis-

tricts.

There are now 34 families here who are go-

ing down to settle on Government land in

Kern river va ley. The owner of the stape

line between Visalia and Bakersfield has for

their benefit reiuced the fare from $10 to $2
each, and an effort is now being made to have
the railroad and stage company between this

city and Visalia display equal liberality. The
extension of railroads, the settlement of G >v-

ernuient lands, the building of irrigating ca-

nals, and the passage of a no fence law, will

revolutionize the face of nature in the San
Joaquin valley, which is ytt destined, and
that quickly, too, to be one of the richest and
most reliable agricultural sections of the entire

State.

—

San Francisco Bulletin, Nov. 4.

— Col. Thomas McKissock, for many years

General Superintendent of the Missouri Pa-
cific Railroad, has resigned, and A. A. Tal-

madge, Superintendent of the Atlantic and
Pacific, will hereafter have charge of both
roads, under the consolidation. Mr. Parsel,

Superintendent of the Eastern Division of the

Missouri Pacific Road, also resigned, and J.

T. Redmond, Assistant Superintendent of the

Atlantic and Pacific, wiil take his place. L.

P. Farmer will hereafter be Assistant General

Passenger Agent of both roads. Still other

changes will soon be made.
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The Sew Railroad Center of tbe South.

There are abundant indications that the

city of Shreveport is destined to become one
of the greatest and most important railroad

centers in the South. Situate at the head of

Red River navigation, and on the confines of
the three great States of Arkansas, Louisiana,

and Texas, it presents unusual facilities for

becoming tbe great receiving and distributing

port of a vast and fertile region that is only>

just beginning to be developed. The con-

struction of the Texas and California Railroad

is going to open up Texas, New Mexico, and
Arizona to commerce and civilization, and
Shreveport has all the geographical conditions

necessary to enable it to become the Chicago
of the South. Whether it shall attain that

position iu the future depends mainly on the

sagacity and enterprise of its population.

The Louisiana Legislature has chartered

several railroad companies that can not fail to

enhance the wealth and prosperity of that city.

A charter for the construction of a short line

of twenty-four miles unites Shreveport with

the Texas State, and connects with the richest

mineral counties in that State, besides tapping

the International Pacific Railroad to Califor

nia. Another charter, passed last session, pro-

vide' for the construction of what is known
as the Carthage Branch Line, and connects

Shreveport w'th Carthage, the center of a most
important trade

Various other projects have been formed,

which will no doubt be pushed to completion,

to connect Shreveport with the various trunk

lines of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Most
of these lines open up new sources of commu-
nication through a rich cotton region, and their

construction will exercise a most important

influence in developing the cultivation of that

staple. It is estimated that Texas can, and
probably will, at no distant date, produce more
cotton than is now cultivated in the entire

South. Shreveport is favorably situated for

becoming the center of a vast trade in what is

likely 1 1 Oecome the greatest cotton producing

region in the South. Its water communications
alone would enable it, with due enterprise, to

become the chief receiving and distributing

port for the entire Red River valley. Bjt by

means of railroad communications it may be-

come the center for the trade of three great

States, and perhaps the extreme Southern ter-

minus for tbe international trade on the

Southern Pacific Railroad.

—

Exchange.

Cairo and St. Louis Airline Ro*d —We
find the following paragraph in the Jonesboro

Gazette of the 4th instant:

"The contract for gracing six miles of the

Cairo and St. Louis itijlrnad, between Cairo

and Jonesboro, was let the first of the week.

There are some eight or ten miles of the road

on the St. Louis end already graded, and a

large force is at work. There are two compa-
nies of engineers on the route. Mr. Barber
has charge of the North Division, from St

Louis to Marphysboro, and Mr. McGregory
from that point to Cairo. Mr. Ferguson, Chief

Engineer uf tbe Cairo and St. Louis Railroad,

was in town on Thursday, and gives a favora-

ble report of the work on the whole line. The
work of construction will be prosecuted from

St Louis to Cairo as fast as it can be got

ready. Davis & Merwin have the contract at

Cairo for grading four miles, and Mr. Donally
for two miles. The remainder of the line

(nine miles), to Unity, is now open for bids

from contractors."

Proposed Tunnel between Dover and
Calais.

The success of the Mont Cenis enterprise

has revived the long talked of project to con-

nect Dover and Calais by a submarine tunnel.

One considerable obstacle still remains to be
surmounted—the formal grant of a concession
from the French Government, which should
surely not be difficult to obtain, The feasi-

bility of the undertaking has been demonstra-
ted for three years and more. Now that Mr
Hawkshaw's name is the first name appended
to the proposals for boring a tunnel between
Dover and Calais, the Egyptian precedent has
considerable weight; and the soundness of
his views as to piercing through the desert

gives credit to his opinion as to burrowing
under the sea. The mining engineers point

to Whitehaven and Northumberland, where
galleries are worked under the sea, which
occupy, in their manifold turnings, many times
the distance between England and France.
The difference in temperature between the

two ends of a tunnel is the greatest security

for its ventilation ; and many authorities insist

that, so far from air shafts being essentials,

they defeat the ends for which tbey are de-
signed. The Mont Cenis tunnel, and the per

feet current of air maintained there, are strik-

ing examples of what may be done without

them. There are eight hundred feet in depth
of chalk under the sea between Dover and Ca
lais Chalk can be worked as easily as a

Dutch cheese. . The wells at Harwick, at Do-
ver and at Calais, are said to prove this 2eo-
logically, and a new tunneling machine which
was exhibited at the meeting of the British

Association last year, and which the Interna-

tional Committee have seen at work for

months upon the chalk at Snodland, near
Rochester, testifies to the rest This machine
will, and does, make a hole seven feet iu dia-

meter and eighteen yards forward in the chalk
strata in every twenty-four hours. This being
so, what are called the driftways of the pro

posed tunnel, can, it is maintained, be driven

in one year instead of five, as was calculated,

and the enlargement and completion will fol-

low in two or three years more. One of the

favorite proposals is tint there shall be tvo
driftways and two separate tunnels, so that

the trains shall always travel the same way in

the same tunnel. This would not be more ex-

pensive, fir the difference in cost through re-

duced siz? would fully compensate for the

duplicate tunnel; and while a very short time
ago ten millions was put down as the probable
cost, the statistics and success of the Mont
Cenis tunnel causes many competent people
to reduce that figure considerably. The Mont
Cenis tunnel has cost some t.vo hundred and
fifty thousand pounds a mile, with hard rock
and Misting operations almost throughout.

A material which can be scooped out like

cheese will cost far less; and tlie tone of the

promoters of the enterprise is that of men
whose minds are thoroughly made up, but who
are tolerant of opposition and incredulity bo-

cause of the ignorance of the outer world.

Looking at tbe subject by the light of recent
experience and professional testimony, it is

not unreasonable to hope that we may travel

to and from London and Paris without leav-

ing our railway carriage, or experiencing a
qualm, before the world is many years older.

—British Trade Journal.

— Passenger trains between Huntington
and Charleston, West Virginia, on the Chesa-
peake Railroad, made their first regular trips

on the 4th inst.

Treasurer Spinner's Anuria! Report.

The annual report of United States Treas-
urer Spinner has been published in advance
of its presentation to Congress It contains
the usual important but dry statement of the
receipts and payments of the public money,
and abounds with evidence of the fidelity with
which General Spinner discharges the respon-
sible trust reposed in him. The worthv pub-
lic functionary is so entire honest as to tie en-
titled to a certain degree of immunity on ac-

count of bis foibles. We shall therefore pass
over the comparatively harmless vanity mani-
fested in his report of his European labors for

the negotiation of the Funding Loan. The
Treasurer admits that he met with no success,
and is so enthusiastic in his admiration of
Judge Richardson's achievement in this di-

rection, that he must he innocent of the Bout-
well device for paying the Syndicate so much
more for the negotiation of the loan than was
authorized by act of Congress.
The following is a statement of the receipts

and disbursements for the fiscal year ending
June .30, 1871. It will be seen that the ac-
count includes tbe transfers between appro-
priations and expenditures:

KECEirrs.

Bal. in treasury from last year.Sl 49,502,471 60
Received, formerly credited as

available '.

3,396 13
Reed f'm loansl420,020,626 90

" cust'ms 266,270,403(15

From int. rev. 143,098,153 63
" lands ... 3,383,646 68
" war 22,837,092 04
" the navy 3,203,648 42
" interior.. 814,678 91
" miscell's 32,165,226 80

Total $831, 398,481 52

Total $980,904,349 30

EXPENDITURES.

Public debt ...$654,919,114 51

Army.... 98,637,083 86
Navy 22,634,675 63
Interior 42,085,57123
Treas'y prop'r 24,259,851 98
Customs 17,037,452 40
Treas'y, Int'r'r 5,479,247 54
Int. revenue... 9,128,164 23
Diplomatic... 1,661,063 22
Quar. Salaries 708,748 84
Warciv.br'nch 924,386 11

Judiciary 2,911,507 51

Total $870,986,872 06

Bal in treas'y, June 30, 1871 $109,917,477 24

Balance $980,904,349 30

At the close of the last fiscal year the Trea-
surer held securities for total of 1,698 Na-
tional Banks. During the year 141 new
banks were organized. The Treasurer com-
plains of the delays of binks in making their

returns and payments of .duties, and recom-
mends Congress to enact remedial measures
to check tho inconvenience and loss.

—

Econo-
mist.

— The'seventeenth annual meeting of the
Pittsburg, Washington and Baltimore, form
erly the Pittsburg and Connelsville Railroad'

took place on the 4th inst. President Hushart
reports the earnings for the past $961,939 13,

an increase of $309,253 02 over 1870. The
road is represented as being in a prosperous
condition.
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Railway and Metal Note* from Germany.

A correspondent from Berlin writes to En-
gineering as follows:

GLASS GAUGES.

An improved form of gauge has been lately

introduced with a view to reduce the fracture

of gauge glasses so common. By the new
arrangement two lubes are employed, one fit-

ting wilhin the other, so as t> leave an annu-
lar space around the inner tube, which is of

course filled with air. These tubes are mount-

ed in the ordinary manner, and it is found

that they are far less liable to break as the in-

ner one is protected from the sudden changes

of temperature by the outer tube and the

Btratum of air contained in the annular space.

WARMING RAILWAY CARRIAGES.

A new method of warming railway carriages

is finding favor here. A preparation of wood
charcoal, nitrate of potash, and starch is em-
ployed. At first the charcoal was burnt in

perforated boxes 2 ft. long, 4J in. wide, and

2f in. deep. However, it was found that this

combustion caused violent headaches, and
the charcoal was put into close iron boxes

placed under the seats, a double top being

employed to prevent the seats of ihe carriages

from becoming too hot. The prepared char-

coal is packed in the boxes iu pieces 4 in.

long, 3 in. wide, and 2 in. thick. On the line

between Aix-la-Chapelle and Berlin eight pie-

ces of charcoal were used for heating a com-
partment. This quantity efficiently warmed
the carriage during 16 hours, and at the end

of the journey the fuel was still red hot. The
prepared charcoal cost 32 shillings a cwt., and
the expense of heating one compartment is

about three farthings an hour.

A NEW RAILWAY BALLAST.

The residuum from soda manufactories

forms an excellent ballast. It is the almost

universal practice to manufacture sulphur out

of soda waste. After being desulphurized,

the remnant consists cbiefly of sulphur acd
carbonate of lime. Employed as ballast this

material keeps the sleepers perfectly dry, and
preserves the timber. Considerable experi-

ments were conducted with it some time since.

and with very marked results. Of course, its

application would be limited, in consequence

of the comparatively small quantity available.

CAST STEEL BRAKE BLOCKS.

Metal brake blocks, consisting of a combina-
tion of cast iron and cast steel, have come
into considerable use upon German lines, with

results so favorablp that they will probably

supersede almost entirely brake blocks of

wood. They are made of charcoal iron mixed
with cast steel turnings, very carefully selee -

ed and tested. It is found that if the blocks

are too hard they fracture easily, and if too

soft, of course, the wear is excessive. The
duration is found to be considerable, and the

cost less than that of wooden blocks, whilst

the most important feature is tbe preservation

of the tyres and of the permanent way. Ex-
perience lasting through two years has shown
the wear upon the tyres to be extremely equal,

and much less than that caused by wooden
blocks, the wheels also become less heated.

Tbe reduced effect of iron blocks, as compared
with those of wood, is compensated by increas-

ing their weight.

EXTRACTION OF SCLPHUR FROM IRON ORES.

A new method of treating iron ores for the

separation of phosphorus consists in changing

the insoluble phosphoric combinations con-

tained in the ore into soluble phosphoric acid,

and by separating it by lixiviation. To effect

this transformation Hie ore is treated with a

combination of sulphur and oxygen. Pulver-

ized ore containing iron pyrites is roasted as

usual, and a porous ore is added which allows

the infiltration of the "medicine" The pre-

pared ore is placed in chambers of suitable

dimensions, and water is then added contain-

ing sulphuric acid, or the ac'd is applied direct

to the ore at the same time that a current of

cold water is injected, so that the absorption

of the sulphuric acid is effected by the water

intermingled with the ore. This last mode is

specially adapted to porous ores, as the gas
penetrates easily into the pores, and acts more
rapidly upon it The process can be simpli-

fied by forcing the sulphuric acid into the ore

by means of pumps. The fluid remains in the

ore until the effect ceases, and the phosphorus
has been changed into solution It is import-

ant to observe this point exactly, and not to

continue the combination, otherwise phosphate
may be precipitated. The fluid is then drawn
off, and replaced by water, which washes out

tbe salt, in solution, but not carried away, and
the washing is continued so long as any traces

of phosphoric acid are visible. The water
containing the combination of phosphorus, is

then heated by fire, or with a coil of steam
pipes, in order to separate the sulphuric acid,

and to precipitate the phosphates. The acid

is either allowed to escape, or it may be used

over again if it is mixed with water. The
phosphorus, precipitated by the heat, is com-
bined with lime. When the sediments have
settled, the clear water is drawn out, and the

precipitate is removed, and is used for various

industrial purposes. The refined ore is taken
out of the vessels and placed in ordinary fur-

naces to be reduced to pig iron.

Spanish Finances.

Repudiation in various forms is a familiar

device of Spanish finance ministers. Some-
times there would be a reduction, then a post-

ponement, and finally a downright confisca-

tion of the debt. No country in the world has

a worse financial record than Spain. In 1823

the entire of her debt was repudiated. About
a dozen years afterwards they were partially

recognized. The creditors were offered two-

thirds ot their claims in Active 5 per cent,

bonds, and one-third in Passive bonds without

interest. The eleven years of arrearages of

dividends were converted into non-interest

bearing stuck, a proportion of which, deter-

minable by lottery, was to be couveited at the

end of 12 years into Active 5 per cent, bonds.

This arrangement, effected in 1834, was only

better than nothing, but it was never fully

carried out. In 1836 no interest whatever
was paid. The coupons from 1837 to 1840
that should have been paid in cash, were con-

verted in 1841 into 3 per cent, stock at par.

In 1851 a new arrangement took place, in-

volving the confiscation of half the arrears of

coupons from 1841, and the conversion of the

balance into a new deferred stock at interest,

increasing by a sliding scale from I to 3 per

cent. In 1867 the bondholders were laid un-

der contribution by an ingenious device

Bonds to the amount of $750 at 3 per cent,

interest were given for each $500 of nominal
or Passive bonds, conditional on the holders
paying $140 in cash therefor.

The revolution "occurred in 1868, and found
Spanish finances in a deplorable condition.

The government employees were not paid

their salaries, and were obliged in many cases

to abuse their trust in order to obtain tLe

means of subsistence. Even the army was
not paid for months. The government did

not pretend to pay the interest on the debt to

home creditors, and only made spasmodic
efforts to keep a doubtful faith with foreign

bondholders. In November. 1868, when Queen
Isabella was driven from the throne, the float-

ing debt amounted to $130,000,000, with an
annual deficit in the budget of $40,000,000.
The Prim Government made praiseworthy

exertions to extricate the country from this

abyss of bankruptcy, and with results that

gradually inspired new confidence in Spanish
honor. The expenses were reduced, and every

effort was made to equalize the income and
expenditures. But the enormous deficiencies

of previous years constituted a floating debt
that appeared insurmountable. The taxes

were increased as far as could be safely effect-

ed, and the Budget of 1871-72 really seemed
to afford King Amadeus a chance to bridge

over the abyss of bankruptcy that threatened

his ruin. The following is a statement of the

budget

:

INCOME.

Direct taxes $41,365,000
Temporary taxes 8,260,000
Indirect taxes 17,725,000
Monopolies 31,000,000
National property 6,990,000

Receipts from Utramar 1,000,000

Treasury profits 11,000 000

Total $115,340,000

EXPENSES.

Royal household $1,500,000
Legislative bodies 165,000

Interest on debt 51,030,000

Pensions 8,390 OI'O

Ministerial expenses 145,000

Department of State 680,000

Justice 10,345,000
War 18,605,000

" Marine 4,760,000
" Interior 4,485,000

Public Works 5,410,000
" Finance 20,250,000

Total $125,765,000

Deficiency 10,425,000

The deficiency of the present added to the

deficits of former years, appear to have left

the Government no alternative except to vic-

timise the bondholders once more. An at-

tempt was made to meet the deficiency by
issuing a loan in September iast. The loan

was issued at 31 for a sum to be actually real-

ized by the treasury of $31,875,000, and in-

volved an issue of bonds to the amount of

$100,000,000, at 3 per cent, interest. This

enormous discount shows the straits of the

treasury, and should have warned capitalis's

against investing in it. But it was readily

taken, and the loan even advanced to a pre-

mium of 2@3 per cent, in London.
The total debt of Spain—real and nominal

—now amounts to $1,287,000,000, making an
annual charge for interest of about $40,000.-

000. This is an enormous debt for Spain, and
there is not the slightest chance that it will

ever be paid.

— The Vermont Central Railroad Company
has leased the New London Northern Rail-

road from New London to Grout's Corner,

near Greenfield, for which they pay $240,000
per annum. This gives the Vermont Central

a New York connection. The lease includes

the three boats running from New London to

New York, which are owned by the company.
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Jonrnal of Railroad law.

Railroad Companies—-Insurance Policies—
When the Insured becomes responsible.

The facts in the late case of George North-

up, Administrator, &c , of Lucilla Nonhup,
deceased, v. The Railway Passenger Assurance

Company (2 Lansing, l(ifi), are fully and
clearly stated in the following opinion by

J. C. Smith, J.—By the terms of the con-

tract in this case, the defendant undertook to

insure the plaintiff against personal injury

"caused by any accident while traveling by

public or private conveyance provided for the

transportation of passengers," &e.

The contract was expressed in an insurance

policy or ticket, which was issued to the plain-

tiff, by the agent of the defendant, at Rath-

hone, Steuben county, and which the plaintiff

procured with the intent of setting out on the

same day, to travel by public conveyance to

the county of Madison.

Immediately after procuring the ticket, the

plaiutiff entered upon the intended journey,

in company with her husband and others, and

the party traveled by cars on the Krie Rail-

way to B ; mira, and thence by cars on the

Canandaigua & Eimira road to Watkins at

the head of Seneca lake. From Watkins they

went by steamboat on said lake to Geneva,

where they arrived ah jut eight o'clock in the

evening. On landing at the steamboat wharf

the party started on foot to go to the station

of the New York Central Railroad Company,

about seventy rods from the wharf, in further

prosecution of their journey, and on the way
from the wharf to the station, the plaintiff's

intestate slipped and fell upon the sidewalk,

and thereby received injuries of which she

died in a few days.

It. appears from the statement of facts sub-

milted to the Court, that persons arriving on

the steamboat generally pass from the wharf

to the railroad station through the public

streets of Geneva; and that upon the arrival

of the st.eambi at, on the occasion above re-

ferred to, there were public hacks for hire at

the wharf, fur the purpose of conveying pas-

sengers, if hired to do so, to any part of said

village, or to the railroad station.

Without undertaking to lay down any gene-

ral rule, or to do anything more than to decide

the particular case before us, we are of opin-

ion, upon the facts submitted, that the acci-

dent referred to was not within the terms of

the policy. The accident occurred to the

plaintiff ' while traveling," and that too, while

traveling on the very journey which she had

in view when she procured the ticket; but at

the time when the accident occurred, the

plaintiff was not traveling by any ''public or^

private conveyance for the transportation of

passengers," but was voluntarily pursuing her

journey on foot, although there were convey-

ances at hand, which she might have employ-

ed, if she had chosen to do so. Tbe defend-

ant infured only against, the perils of travel-

ing by conveyance ; and if the plaintiff had

gone "by conveyance" from the wharf to the

station, tbe accident in question could not

have occurred.

The counsel for the plaintiff argues that the

risk assumed by the defendant is not confined

to accidents occurring during the very act of

riding, but that it covers every accident hap-

pening while doing an act necessary or pro-

per to be done, during the making of the

journey included in the present case, the pass-

ing from the steamboat wharf to the railroad

station, in any usual and proper mode. Acci-

dents may be supposed, which though not oc-

curring in the very act of riding in a convey-

ance, would be covered by the defendant's

contract. The case of Theobald v. Railway
Passenger Assurance Company (26 Eng. L &
Eq R. 432), cited by the plaintiff's counsel,

presents an instance of that kind. In that

case, the train had stopped at a station where
a change of cars took place, and the plaintiff,

while stepping out of the car, met with an in-

jury without any negligence on his part, and
in consequence of the step of the car being

accidentally slippery. There, as was said by
Pollock, C B., "though at the time of tbe

accident, the plaintiff's journey had in one
sense terminated by the carriage having

slopped, he had not ceased t> he connected
with the carriage, for he was still on it. The
accident also happened without negligence on
his part, and while doing an act, which as a

passenger must get into tbe carriage and get

out when his journey is at an end, and can

not be considered as disconnected from the

machinery of motion until the time he has, as

it were, safely landed from the carriage and
got upon the platform. The accident is attri-

butable t> his being a passenger on the rail-

way, and it arises out of an act immediately

connected with his being such a passenger."

Tbe policy in that case, insured against inju-

ries "happening to the assured from railway

accidents whilst traveling in any class carri-

age on any line of railway," &c, and it was

held that tbe accident, was within the meaning
of the pohcjt But that case does not go to

the extent of holding that the policy covered

every accident happening to tbe assured while

doing any act necessary or proper to be done,

during the making of tbe journey.

The distinction betweeu that case and tbe

one before us is obvious. There the assured

was injured while yet. on the carriage iu which

be had made his journey, and while in the act

of getting out of it, which as a passenger he

must necessarily have done. Here the assured

when injured was not in, on or in any way
connected with any conveyance, and she was
pursuing a part of her journey on foot, she

having voluntarily chosen to walk, in prefer-

ence to taking a carriage.

Judgment should be given for defendant.

Judgment for defendant.

—

Am R R. Jour.

Carriers—Liability for Breach of Contract

The defendant, a common carrier, received

from the plaintiffs, at Goderch, in Canada, a

number of caitle on its cars, under a special

contract, by which it undertook to forward to

Buffalo, to the- consignee, "subject to their

tariff and conditions expressed." In these

conditions it was expressed that the owners

undertook all risks of loss, injury, damage, or

other contingencies, in loading, unloading,

conveying, and otherwise; that tbe defendant

did not undertake to forward the animals by

any particular train, or at any specified hour,

and was not responsible tor ihe delivery thereof

within any certain time, or for any particular

market. The cattle were started the same day

and taken a part of the distance, and had the

cars containing them gone on with the train,

they would have reached Buffalo the same
night. Instead of this, the cars, when within

sixty or seventy miles of that place, were, by

a positive and peremptory order from the de-

fendant's freight superintendent, detached

from the train and placed upon a side-track,

where the cattle could neither be fed nor

watered, nor with any safely be unloaded, and

were detained three or four days, and several

of the animals perished from hunger and the

inclemency of the weather, and others were

greatly reduced in flesh, weakened, and oth-

erwise injured. Held, 1. That according to

the conditions expressed in the special con
"

tract, the defendant could not, in this manner
and for ihis length of time, suspend the per-

formance of the undertaking it had thus com-
menced, witiiout rendering itself liable to

plaintiff for the damage occasioned by such

suspension. 2. That the " conditions" did

not extend to a case of damage arising from

Ihe deliberate and intentional act of the de-

fendant or its agents, in suspending perform-

ance after it had been commenced, and re-

fusing to perform, or allow performance, until

the property, or a portion thereof, had been

destroyed In other words, that the defendant

did not reserve to itself the right to perform

or not, as it might afterwards elect, or to per-

form only as might suit its interest, conve-

nience, or pleasure. 3. That this was not an
injury arising from negligence, in any degree,

but a case of an injury arising from a delib-

erate and intentional refusal to perform, for

the t
; me being, the undertaking of the defend-

ant. 4. That such refusal by the defendant's

freight agent to perform the contract waa the

aci ol the defendant, and the defendant was
liable for the consequences, so far as his act

or order had the effect to prevent performance,

and thus create a breach of contract, and this

whether he was authorized to make the order

or not —[Keeney v. Grand Trunk Railway

Co., 59 Barb.

Maysvii.le and Lexington Railroad —On
Monday last the Directors of the M. & L. R.

R. left our city for Millersburg, for the purpose

of locating a depot at that place and the trans-

action of other business The site selected

was at the foot x>f Bi-oadway, near the McKim
House; it being the wish of a majority of the

citizens. It is the intention of Mr. J. W. Mil-

ler to commence immediately to build a depot,

and he has already a large quantity.of lumber

for that purpose. It was decided by the board

to push the road through vigorously to Paris,

and it is thought that it can be accomplished

in fifteen or twenty days.

There was a committee appointed to pur-

chase the -necessary machinery to be placed

in the machine shop at this place.

There was a large crowd awaiting the arri-

val of tbe Directors and the invited guests

with carriages and other conveyances. The
proprietor of the McKim House had a sump-

tuous dinner prepared, which was greatly rel-

ished bv those so hospitably entertained by

him.

—

Maysville Bulletin.

— In the United States Court, sitting at

Lynchburg, Va., Nov. 18th, in the injunction

case of Tyson agt The Virginia & Tennessee

Railroad Company, Mr. Baldwin closed his

argument for the complainant. The Court

then took a recess uutil 4 o'clock. Upon the

reassembling, Judge B md delivered the opin-

ion ot the Court, refusing the preliminary in-

junction on the ground that the Atlantic,

Mississippi & Ohio company should be made

a party lo the suit, and grauled leave to amend
the bill in this respect. Judge Rives then de-

livered an opinion concurring with that of

Judge Bond, in which he said it was clear

(ihalpthe stockholder, complainant, could not

be lorced by the act of consolidation to merge

his stock, but when the proper parties are

brought in he could call the Atlantic, Missis-

sippi <& Ohio company to account for its deal-

ing with the property of tbe Virginia & Ten-

nessee company.
m

— Mr. Wm. H. Turner has been appointed

superintendent of the Portland & Rochester

Railroad.
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St. Loois and St. Charles Railroad.—The
St. Louis and St. Charles Railroad Company
is formed for the purpose of building a road
hetween the two cities named. The St Charles

News says that if the St L & K. Railroad is

completed the two will be consolidaied under
one management; but, in the event of the

failure of the last named road, the St. Louis
and St. Charles road will be run as an inde-

pendent line, or sold to the North Missouri, to

give it connection wiih the Eastern ronds, at

the Union Depot, in St. Louis.

—

Register.

— The grading on the Mississippi Valley &
Western Railway from Canton to Keokuk has

been finished, and track laying will commence
in a few days. It is expected that, the road

will be completed from Quincy to Keokuk by

the middle of December. About 40 miles of

the division running west from Canton have
been graded and are now ready for the rails

The company expect to receive 2 new locomo-
tives, 2 baggage cars, 2 passenger coaches,

and ICO box cars by the first of next month.

— It is understood that the Ohio and Mis-

sissippi and Baltimore and Ohio roads will

join with the Missouri Pacific and Atlantic

and Pacific in the construction of a bridge at

South St. Louis, and a large passenger and
freight depot will soon be built on the present

site of the Missouri Pacific depot, several ad-

ditional squares of ground having been ac-

quired for that purpose.

— The Louisville and Nashville and Nash-
ville and Decatur Railroad Companies, consol-

idated, some time back, with the Souih and
North Alabama, forming a line from Louisville

to Montgomery, are now in treaty to lease the

Montgomery and Eufaula and Brunswick and
Albany Railroads, which will give them an
unbroken line to Savannah aud Brunswick.

— The report of the Commissioner of In.

ternal Revenue states the aggregate receipts

from all sources, exclusive of direct taxes upon
land and duty upon circulation and deposits

of National Banks, for the fiscal year of 1871,

to be $144,011,176. This sum includes the

amounts refunded and allowed on drawbacks,
amounting to $640,488.

— The Arkansas Central Railroad Com-
pany, on the 2Hd ult , awarded to Andrew
Frame & Co., the contract for the completion
of the Pine Bluff branch from the main line to

Pine Bluff, the work to begin November 1st,

and be finished by February 1st, 1872. The
contract for building the road from White
river to Little Rock, was let to L. C. Gregg &.

Co., and Sharpe, Sbaw & Co , all to be com-
pleted by March 1st, 1872. The contract for

building a bridge over White river was let i,o

8. B. Beaumont & Co., at $60,000, and ia to

be completed by February first.

— Bibb & Co., of Virginia, late contractors

on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, have

taken the contract to build the Big Sandy road

from Lexington to Mt. Sterling. The con-

tractors are men of energy and integrity, and
work will be begun as soon as the hands and
implements can be got'en together. The road

is to be completed and in running order to

tha place by the first of next July, or as much
sooner as the work can be accomplished,

B&" Prof. Mudge thinks that underlying

the saline marshes of Kansas is a mine of

pure rock salt, which can be quarried like

coal, as in the mines of Cheshire, England,
and Cracow. Poland.

Peoria and Rock Island Railway.—

A

meeting of the stockholders of the Peoria and
Rock Island Railway Company was held on
the 9th ult, in Peoria. The following gentle-

men were unanimously chosen directors : Ben.
E Smith, Columbus, Ohio; William Dennison,
Columbus, Ohio ; W. R. Hamilton, Peoria ; W.
H Cruger, Peoria; II T. Baldwin, Peoria;
V Dewein, Peoria; W. L. Wilev, Galva ; O. E.

Page, Cambridge, and S. F. Otraan, Toulon.
At a meeting of the Directors the following

officers were elected: President, W. R Ham-
ilton

; Vice President, Ben E Smith
; Secre-

tary and Treasurer, C P. James; Executive
Committee, W. R. Hamilton, Ben. E. Smith,
Wm. Dennison, and W. H Cruger.

—

St. Louis
Railway Register.

— On Nov 22d a meeting of the stockhold-

ers of the Toledo, Wabash & Western Railway
Company was held in Toledo for the purpose
of taking into consideration the arrangements
proposed with the Lafayette, Blootninglon &
Mississippi Railway Company, together with

its lease with the Lafayette, Muncie & Bloom-
ington Railway Company, the Hannibal k
Central Missouri Railway Company, and the

Pekin, Lincoln & Decatur Railway Companv,
for the lease of their several railways, which
arrangements have been duly approved by the

Wabash board of directors, and will be sub-

mitted to the stockholders for their approval
or rejection.

— Certa'n taxpayers of Berkeley county,

West Virginia, lately brought suit for an in-

junction to restrain the county supervisors

from laying a tax on account of the bonds
heretofore issued by them in aid of the Mar-
tinsburg & Potomac Railroad, which injunc-

tion was on the 11th inst. refused by Judge
Melvin, and the validity of the bonds affirmed.

This railroad connects at Williamsport with

the Chesapeake & Ohio canal, will connect
with the Western Maryland Railroad when it

is finished, and with the Cumberland Vallev
Railroad, which thus gives a direct communi-
cation with the North.

—

Am R R. Jour

— The annual election of directors of the

Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad Company,
held at Hannibal on the 8th ult., was attended

with unusuRl excitement over the contest be-

tween the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road and the Boston interests. The Toledo,

Wabash & Western, Lake Shore, and New
York Central, or Vanderbilt interest, carried

the day by about one million six hundred
thousand stock majority. Eight millions of

stock were voted for a straight line through
Missouri, from Hannibal, crossing over the

bridge to Kansas City and St. Joseph.

— The Northern & Southern West Virginia

Railroad Company was organized at Clarks-

burg, W. Va., on the 31st ult , with Albert L.

Catlin, of Boston, as president. Stock to the

amount of $300,000 was taken, mostly by New
York capitalists, and engineers are making a

survey from Fairchance to Morgantown, under
the direction of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company. Efforts to obtain subscriptions

along the line of the proposed route are now
making.

— The Fort Smith (Ark.) Patriot says the

difficulties entangling the Little Rock & Fort
Smith road are in a fair way of adjustment,

and we may expect within the next thirty

days to 3ee work again recommenced on that

impoi tunt road.

The Babcock Extinguisher.

[From the Chicago Tribune, Jan. 94, 1871.]

The following is the official report of the

fires put out by the Babcock Extinguishers

belonging to the Michigan Central Railroad

during the month ending January 10, 1871 :

Dec. 10— Chicago & St. Louis car No. 1,038)

loaded with twenty bales of cotton, left at

Decatur on fire; could not get at fire in cot-

ton with water; put out with Babcock.

Dec. 12—Water house at New Buffalo took

fire; put out with B.ibcock Extinguisher.

Dec. 15 —Coach No. 28, night express east,

took fire at Detroit; put out with Babcock.

Dec. 21— Repair shop at Michigan City,

took fire at 4 o'clock, A M from passing en-

gines; put out wiih Babcock Extinguisher.

Dec. 28—Galien—Store of William J. Clos-

80n, standing near the railroad buildings, took

fire at 10 A. M ; fire had attained considera-

ble magnitude; four ofher buildings would

have burned if this had
;
put out in two min-

utes with Babcuck Extinguisher furnished to

station.

Jan. 10—Lake—Wood shed took 'fire from

engine used in sawing wood
;
well under way

;

put out in less than two minutes with Bibcock
Extinguisher.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Rates

Where it is Introduced.

t'Crriti' attention nf Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
workduui', un<l to the Tact (hat nine-tenths
of the fire* th<»t kindle >u stations, in wood
piles, aud on Trains, are within the power
of this machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

H J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street, ,

CINCINNATI.
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Terre Haute A Cincinnati Railroad.

THE OPERATION OF FOREIGN RAILROAD CORPORA-
TIONS IN OHIO.

General Hunter, of Indiana, recently ad-

dressed a meeting in the room of the Chamber
of Commerce, in favor of the Terre Haute &
Cincinnati Railroad, a road which we have
noticed as having just been begun. The ob"

ject of this road is to pass from Terre Haute,

through Clay, Greene, Monroe, and other

counties, nearly or quite fifty miles south of

the present road through Indianapolis, and
especially through the iron and coal districts

of Indiana. Probably no road of equal length

can be devised from Cincinnati which will be

equally beneficial to the trade of this city.

The reasons are quite obvious : 1. There is

no road through a large district of country in

which this road will lie. All its trade should

come to Cincinnati, but Gen. Hunter says only

a Bmall part really does. The reason for this

we shall presently notice. But it is a region

so new and so closely connected with Cincin-

nati, that its whole trade ought to reach thia

city. As a local road through these counties,

the Terre Haute & Cincinnati road would

bring all the business of that country. 2. It

is a section containing very superior beds of

iron ore. This fact was known half a century

ago. The ore beds of Greene county were

worked a short time about fifty years ago; but

mining could not be carried on successfully

for the very reason which has arrested the

rapid increase of Cincinnati, the want of rail-

roads (properly constructed) to the best iron

and coal beds; and it is plain that Cincinnati

can not have its former rapid progress till it

does have such roads. 3 The road lies on

one of the best coal beds in this country, the

beds of block coal, and which are partially

mined in Clay county. Now it is true, that

about the same distance there are coal beds

in Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia as in

Indiana, but there are great differences in the

value of these coal beds as to quality and ease

of transportation. The best coal beds which

may be reached from Cincinnati by easy rail-

road transportation are those of Sunday creek

(Perry county), of the Kanawha (West Vir-

ginia), and Clay county (Indiana), granting

that the former may be reached as easily; yet

it is plain that as Cincinnati extends over a

great area, and is fast extending west beyond

Mill creek, there will be a great advantage

and probably greater cheapness, in supplying

the west side of the city from Indiana. Taking

into view the obvious increase of trade, and

the excellency of iron and coal beds, we are

justified in our remark, that probably no local

road can be made from Cincinnati which will

be more profitable to the city. If the Rock-

port and the Terre Haute roads can be made,

with the Fort Wayne completed, in all of

which Cincinnati interests will control, Cin-

cinnati trade will then command commercially

a large, fertile and populous district of coun-

try in northern and southern Indiana and

western Kentucky. It is true that the trade

of this region naturally belongs to Cincinnati,

but artificial lines have counteracted nature,

and a great deal of trade has been diverted

from Cincinnati which ought to belong here.

And now we come to some of the difficulties

of Cincinnati trade, which ought to be under-

stood and met in an honest but bold manner.

Cincinnati ought to understand her own inte-

ests, and ought to take care of them. We are

very glad, and so will be all intelligent citi-

zens, to see great railroad companies, such as

the Pennsylvania, the New York Central, the

Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio, etc., coming |o

Cincinnati, constructing new entrances into

the city, and expending millions cf dollars.

So far as this goes it is for the benefit of the

city and all parties ; but we may as well under-

stand that unless these foreign corporations

can be subjected to some regulation and re-

straint by Ohio law, they are likely to do quite

as much evil as good in regard to the real

interests of Cincinnati. How can they do
mischief? In a very simple way, a part of

which General Hunter exposed in, his speech.

First, these great lines are owned entirely in

the Bast, and have no interest whatever in

considering how their operation affects Cin-

cinnati. Therefore, they use Cincinnati as a

packhorse, a place of arrival and departure

only. The Pennsylvania road comes to Ohio,

and asks a charter to build a bridge at Cin-

cinnati. Ohio grants it. The Pennsylvania

directors begin to build their bridge without

any regard to the interests of Cincinnati.

Some Cincinnati interests make a great out-

cry, and with or without reason compel a

change The Pennsylvania interest ask to

pass through the streets of Cincinnati to get

to Indiana. It is granted promptly. Then the

same corporation asks to confiscate Eggleston

avenue and other streets for their own benefit.

It is doue. The City Council of Cincinnati hesi-

tates at nothing which can lay the city and its

interests at the feet of a foreign corporation.

Now what is the result of all this bowi ng down

at the feet of Philadelphia and New York?

Gen. Hunter tells you what it is exactly. Here

is what'he says:

''Your city, by her neglect in constructing

railroads, is to-day losing a fade that in the

course of a year amounts to millions, to which
she is justly entitled by her position. Cincin-

nati ought to enjoy the greater portion of the

trade of southern and central Indiana, and
yet she does not get scarcely a tithe of if in

my part of the State ; and I attribute it almost
wholly to the want of cheap transportation.

Gentlemen, are you aware of the fact that your
railroad system as it exists to-day is driving

the trade of southern and central Indian^
from your doors, and making it almost pro-i

hibitory to the merchants of that section of

country from trading with you ? If not, it is

high time that you were learning it.

"On last Friday I went to two of the lead-

ing firms of my town (Bloomington, Indiana),

and asked them the price of freights from dif-

ferent points to that place, and I was surprised

to learn from them that they could ship goods
from Baltimore to Bloomington cheaper than
they could ship the same goods from Cincin-

nati to Bloomington, and yet the goods would
pass directly through your city. I also learn-

ed from them that goods from New York to

Bloomington were shipped as cheap as from
Cincinnati to Bloomington. I asked them
why it was so. Their answer was that from
the East the competition in freights was so

great that the Pennsylvania Central and Bal-
timore & Ohio Railroads would ship goods to

Mitchell and Greencastle, points on our north
and south road (the Louisville, New Albany
& Chicago Railroad), cheaper than the Ohio
& Mississippi and other roads would ship from
Cincinnati to the same points. One of the
firms, Messrs. Dunn & Co., well known to

your city by your grocery men, said that they
had just received goods from Baltimore that
averaged them from Baltimore to Mitchell
twenty-nine cents per hundred pounds, and
from Mitchell to Bloomington fourteen cents,
making in all forty-three cents per one hun-
dred pounds, while their goods from Cincin-
nati averaged them fifty cents. On all goods
purchased East they got through rates, whila
on those purchased in Cincinnati tjey have to

pay local rates. No city in the world could
prosper under such disadvantages. If Cin-
cinnati expects to grow in the future as Bhe
has in the past, she must reverse this order of
things, and give to the people cheaper freights,

for trade will go where it can buy and ship
the cheapest. It may be asked, How is Cin-
cinnati to cheapen her freights and increase
her business? I answer by encouraging the
building of competing lines of railroad, and
in a short time she wonld find her present
roads doing twice the business they now da,
and at less than half the present rates,

That is all true, but it is not Btrong enough,

Cincinnati should not allow a car to pass
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through her streets which did not charge more

for transportation to Bloomington than to

Cincinnati. Does this seem illiberal? Then
anything which guards our own interests is

illiberal. We may as well surrender ourselves

as hewers of wood and drawers of water to

New York and Philadelphia, as to permit

these foreign corporations to make discrimina-

tions against Cincinnati. But somebody will

say, they don't do it. Don't do it ! ! When
they charge the same for a box of goods from

Cincinnati to Bloomington ! This is the worst

sort of discrimination; and it is one which

Cincinnati has brought on herself. It is a

cut-throat policy, a policy in which Cincinnati

lends herself to New York and Philadelphia.

Mr. MacNeale, in his report to the Board of

Trade, says that Cincinnati is not discrimin-

ated against. It only happens so. Neverthe-

less he admits it does happen so. He says :

"For this reason, freight is carried from
New York, to Cincinnati at a less rate than
our roads can afford to carry from Cincinnati

to Vincennes or Lafayette. Herein we gain.

But for the same reason freight is carried from
New York to Memphis for a less rate than we
can contract for from Cincinnati to the same
point, although the New York freight may
actually pass through our city."

Now Cincinnati has a right to say on what

term3 these foreign corporations shall carry

freight through Cincinnati ; and we unhesi-

tatingly say that this kind of business ought

to be stopped. The State of Illinois has passed

an act that the railroad companies which dis-

criminate against any town or place in Illi-

nois shall forfeit its charter. A case has

arisen under this act, and it will no doubt be

carried to the Supreme Court. But in time

there will be a better remedy than that ; the

United States Government will interfere, and

it will be compelled to interfere. The rail-

road companies in the Atlantic cities can not

be restrained or regulated except by the Na-

tional Government.

The Babcock Extinguisher at the Central
Depot.

(From the Chicago Tribune, February 15, 1871.)

F. W. Farwell, Secretary:

On Sunday, the 12th, at 9.20 A. M., an alarm

from box 5 indicated a fire at the Central De-

pot. It proved to be the Pullman Palace Car

"Pacific," on fire from an overheated furnace.

The department was promptly on hand, but

the fire was put out by a Babcock Extinguisher

belonging to the P. P. C. Co.

R. A. Williams, Fire Marshal.

Chicago, Feb. 14, 1871.

Mr Spinner reports the receipts for
the fiscal year, including a balance of $149,-
602,471 in the treasury, June 30, 1870, were
$980,904,349; expenditures, $870,98b\872

;

balance in Treasury June 30, 1871, was 8109 -

317,477.

Reorganization of the Atlantic & Great
Western Railro -d.

The reorganization of the Atlantic & Great

Western Railway Companies, which were sold

under their mortgages last July, is now com-

pleted. The new companies entered into an

agreement of consolidation, which was filed

with the Secretary of Stale in each of the

States through which the line' runs, about the

middle of November; and on Monday, the

11th of December, the first meeting of the

Stockholders was held, and the following

Board of Directors elected for the ensuing

year:

Geo. B. McClellan, New York City.

William Butler Duncan, New York City.

Abraro S. Hewitt, New York City.

Lloyd Aspinwall, New York City.

Lawrence Wells, New York City.

Samuel L. M. Barlow, New York City.

H. P. Sharp, London, Eng.
James McHenry, London, Eng.
George B Wright, Meadville, Pa.
Reuben Hitchcock, Painesviile, Ohio.
John Tod, Cleveland, Ohio.

James B. Hodgskin, New York City,

H. F. Sweetser, Meadville, Pa,

The new board was organized by the elec-

tion of the following officers:

Geo. B. McClellan, President.

Geo. B. Wright, Vice President.

H. F. Sweetser, General Manager.
Charles Day, Secretary.

James B. Hodgskin, Treasurer.

L. L. Lockwood, Local Treasurer.

C. W. Winslow, Auditor.

John M. Osborn, Gen. Freight Agent.
W. B. Shattuc, Gen. Passenger Agent.

We understand that the general offices are

established at Meadville.

After the apathy which has apparently per.

vaded the line for the past two years or more,

the energy displayed by the new management

and the confidence which seems to be felt all

through the country, are very encouraging

and promise well for future success.

The men along the line and in the shops

are all paid betweeu the 10th and 20th of each

month, and the officers declare their readiness

and desire to pay all bills through the country

for ties, fuel, lumber, etc., as promptly each

month as the bills and vouchers cau be pre-

pared. Although the new managers have bad

the road but a few weeks, the credit of the

Company already appears to be thoroughly

re-established, and the confident feeling with

which all speak of i/a future prospects must

be very gratifying to those who have spent so

much time and labor in effecting the present

reorganization

B%jg~ H. C. Lord, Esq., late president of the

I , C. & L. R R , bas entered suit against the

Whitewater Valley R R , for services as Pre-

sident, claiming therefor the sum of $45,000,

from 1865 to 1870, with interest. The White

water Valley was a caudal appendage of the

I., C. & L. R. R.

Fuel for Cincinnati.

(Fr 'm the American Manufacturer, of Pittsburg.)

The people of Cincinnati have resolved to

make themselves masters of the fuel situation

by encouraging the construction of railroads

from that point to Greenup countv, Kentucky,,

about 120 miles distant. The Record favors

the plan, and contends that experience has
shown that this freight can he delivered in

Cincinnati as cheaply by rail as she is now
receiving coal by water. It says the railroad

can not only compete with the Ohio river, but

will divert the coal business from the river.

This will be obvious from the consideration

of certain plain facts. 1. Coal can only be
carried on the Ohio river at certain seasons,

not being half the year. The consequence is
r

that in the intervals, sometimes three or four

months, the railroad can accumulate that coal

at Cincinnati, forestall and command the mar-
ket. 2. AH the coal brought by the river must
be handled at the boats and put into carts.

This handling is expensive, and makes a large

profit. By the railroad this is not necessary.

The coal can be dumped into the cars at the

mines, and dumped out again into the eleva-

tor, with comparatively little handling. 3. The
losses ill coai boats are, in the course of a
year, very large, and by the rail'-oad none.

If the railroad be properly prepared for a coal

business, it can carry coal from Greenup
county, Kentucky, to Cincinnati, for less than

it is carried ou the river, taking all the year
round.

The American Manufacturer is the organ

of the Pittsburg industries, and is a very able

and fair paper. It readily comprehends the

situation and " gives it up." It is the mos^

absurd idea in tbe world that a large commu
nity like Cincinnati should be dependent on a

single source of supply for that most necessary

article of domestic economy—fuel—when there-

are half a dozen fields from which to obtain

it, requiring only the capital and intelligence

to do so. The Kentucky & Great Eastern.

Railway, it can readily be shown, can delive

coal in the yards of Cincinnati at 10 cents per

bushel, all the year round, and at those figures

it is easy to conceive of" the impossibility of

creating the extreme fluctuations in price and

supply to which her manufacturers and con-

sume] s are now subjected.

Indeed, nothing but that inertia and pecu.

liar omission of concentrated and combined

effort so characteristic a( Cincinnati has pre*

vented this remedy being applied long ago ;

Whatever individual effort can do for indi.

vidual schemes or individual advancement will

find as ready minds and as willing purses in

Cincinnati as elsewhere. But in the great

enterprises of internal improvements, requir-

ing collective capital to make them success-

ful, we confess that Cincinnati is as much of

an old fogy, and at least as far behind many

of our neighbors as was old Rip Van Winkle

himself. We trust that a change is about to-

come over the "spirit of her dreams," and

that she will soon wake up to her true posi"

tion.
— 1 m

— The metal manufacturers of Philadel

phia produced material to the value of $37
000,0'JO during 1870.
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Progress of tlie Northern Pacific Rail-
road.

The track is now virtually completed across

the State of Minnesota, 255 miles. Contracts

are let for the construction of the Dakota Di-

vision, extending two hundred miles westward,

from the crrssinjj of the Red River to the

crossing of the Missouri, in Central Dakota,

requiring it to be finished by the first day of

July, 1872. A section of sixty-five miles is

under construction between the Columbia
River and Puget Sound, in Washington Ter-

ritory.

It. will be remembered that the Northern
Pacific Company last year purchased both the

main line and branch of the St. Paul and Pa-

cific road. The main line has been completed

to the Red River, at Breckinridge. Contracts

are let for the continuation of the branch
from its present terminus to St Cloud, on the

Mississippi River, seventy miles northward t>

Brainard, where it will join the trunk line of

the Northern Pacific. Finally, contracts have

been let for the construction of the branch

road from St. Cloud to Pembina, on the Brit

ish border, to be finished by December, 1872

The completion of these contracts will give

the Northern Pacific Company, at the close of

the next year, nine hundred miles of road in

the fertile and prosperous State of Minnesota
;

it will carry the trunk line of the great thor-

oughfare nearly one-third of its distance across

the continent, and will bring to the Northern
Pacific road the large and profitable traffic of

Montana and the Government transportation

of the Upper Missouri. It is believed that this

business alone, without waiting for through
trade, will meet the interest on the cost of the

finished portion of the road.

Owing to the rigid economy and perfect in-

tegrity with which all departments of the en-

terprise are managed, and the great reduction

in cost of material within the last few years,

the cost of construction and equipment proves

to be considerably less per mile than the orig-

inal estimates. For example, locomotives,

which cost nineteen thousand dollars each

when the Union and Central Pacific roads

were built, are now sold at less than ten thou-

sand dollars; best American rails, which dur-

ing the war sold at about, one hundred dollars

per ton, now cost the Northern Pacific Com-
pany less than seventy dollars per ton; rigiit

of way and stone and timber material, which

are usually lar^e items in the cost of a new
road, »re furnished to the Northern Pacific

gratuitously from the Government domain.

The bearing that this greatly diminished cost

of construction must have on the value and
security of the company's bonds is obvious.

Steadily, and with even greater rapidity than

was anticipated by its projectors, this great

thoroughfare is advancing across the conti-

nent, opening as it progresses the finest belt

of undeveloped country in America. Every

phase of the enterprise is in the most satislac-

tory condition, its complete success was long

since assured, and its early completion is a
certainty.

To Clean Vessels of Petroleum.—Thin
milk of lime is recommended by Dr. Stolba

as an excellent material for cleaning glass or

other vessels which have been used for keep-

ing this oil. The lime forms with the oil an
emulsion, and renders it easy, especially by

the addition of a slight quantity of chloride

of lime, to remove even the smell of petro-

leum. By applying the lime warm, its action

is hastened.

Railroad Progress, 1870 to 1571.

The following ret'irns show the changes in

the mileage and co.-t of railroads in the sec-

tions specified below, from the close of 1870
to the close of 1871 :

See's and States. Miles. Cost.

New Engl'd— Maine,
N. Hamp,Vermont,
Massacb's'ts, Rhode
Island and Connec-
ticut 4,506.49 $199,658,090

Middle States—New
York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Del-

aware, Maryland &
West Virginia 11,300 62 680,589,976

South'n States—Vir-
ginia, N. Carolina,

S. Carolina, Georgia
and Florida 6,155 70 174,519,582
Gulf & South-west'

n

States—Ala.; Miss.,

Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas,Tenn.and
Kentucky 6.201. 25 217,348,686

Total (24 States). ..28, 164.06 $1,272.1 16,33-i

Average cost of railroads per mile. ..$45, 169

An approximate estimate recently com-
pleted, and keeping in view the changes to be

made up to December 31, 1871, gives the fol-

lowing results

:

Sections. Miles. Cost.

New England 4,982.65 $233,632,235

Middle States ...12,32131 783,061,509

Southern States 6,567 07 189,584,430

Gulf and Southwest-

ern States 7,009.52 245,237,434

Total 30,880.55 $1,451,515,609

Average cost of railroads per mile. ..$47,186

The increase of mileage and cost in the

year is shown in the following deductions:

Sections Miles. Cost.

New England 476.16 $33,974,146

Middle States 1,020.69 102,471,533

Southern States 411.37 15,064,848

Gulf and Southwest-

ern States 808.20 27,888,748

Total increase 2,716.49 $179,399,275

Av'ge cost of ine'd mileage per mile. ..$66,053

This increased cost per mile, however, is

only apparent, as much of ii undoubtedly be-

longs to expenditures on old lines and the

large increase of equipment which most of

the great lines have made during the year. It

is scarcely probable that the new roads, on an

average, have cost more than $J5,000 per

mile, varying, of course, in different localities

and in the quality of the rouaway, appurten-

ances and rolling stock. It. must also be taken

into consideration that the cost as above given

embraces a large mileage in progress, the

cost of which is not separated in the pub-

lished accounts. And yet the apparent in-

crease in cost during the year is only, at this

rate, on all the roads of $2,104, an amount
easily consumed in improvements and rolling

6tock, and far below the amount of extraor-

dinary expenses on the great through lines,

the increasing traffic on which has been ac-

companied by enlarged demands for increased

facilities and accommodations. It is impos-

sible, however, to trace the constant out-go

for these purposes ; and we feel satisfied of

the material accuracy of the very elaborate

tables compiled by us, of which the above

summary gives the great result. The States

of the North-west and West will no doubt
show even a larger increase in both mileage
and cost proportionately to the extent of their

systems. That the sections referred to have
now at least as many miles of railroads as are

found to exist in the 24 States above sum-
marized, we have no doubt; nor have we the

least doubt that were it possible to obtain the

statistics of all the railroads in the United

States that the sum of them would range

from 63,0'i0 to 65,000 miles. Iii 1860 the

population of the United States was 31,434,-

466, and the length of railroads 31,769 miles,

or about 1,000 persons to each mile of rail-

road. In 1870 the population was 38,538,180,

and at the close of the year the length of

railroads was 54 335 miles, or about 700 per-

sons to each mile ot railroad. That the

population does not increase in the same ratio

as mileage is thus certain, and that the breach

has widened during the past year is not to be

doubled. Notwithstanding J.his fact, most of

our railroads are constantly increasing their

traffic and making enlarged earnings. Steam
power, indeed, is now the great producer and

carrier. Man is simply its guardian and
guide.

Tennessee Kaiiroau*.

At the sale of the interest of the State of

Tennessee in various roads, recently held, the

road from Tullahoma to McMinnville, 26

miles in length, was bought by the Memphis

and Charleston road. At the same time it

bought the Winchester and Alabama road,

39 miles in length, running from Decherd to

Fayetteville, Tenn.

The new road leaves the Memphis and

Charleston at or near Huntsville, crossing

the Winchester and Alabama west of Win-

chester. From the crossing of this road south,

graders are now at work. From this crossing

the road runs northeast to Tullahoma ;
from

Tullahoma to McMinnville it is in first class

condition.

Graders are at work between this point and

Sparta. The bridge over Ci llins river, three

and a half mill s from town, is nearly finished,

and the piers for the Caney Fork bridge are

under way. From this point to the Kentucky

line the road will pass through White, Putnam

and Overton counties. White and Overton

have subscribed $120,000 each, and Putnam

will do nearly as well. There is every

assurance that the road will be under contract

to the Stare line of Kentucky oy April 1st,

1871.

From the State line to Danville is 75 miles,

Nicholasville 15 more, where it will strike

David Sinton's road and a Cincinnati connec-

tion.

The BcsrNESS of the Suez Canal—From

the tabulation of the Austrian consul at Port

Said it appears that the number of vessels

which passed through the canal in' the direc-

tion of Suez, during the year just passed,

amounted to 292, while in the opposite direc-

tion 199 made the passage. Representing

the nationality, the 491 would be divided as

follows

:

English 314 Spanish 3

French 74 Dutch 3

Egyptian 33 American 2

Austrian 26 Russian .....2

Turkish 18 Danish 1

Italian 10 Greek 1

Portuguese 3 Zanzibar 1

The total receipts of the canal company

amounted to 5,070,093 fes.
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An Improvement in Sleeping Cars.

The Pittsburg Commercial gives the follow-

ing description of an improved sleeping car

recently exhibited there, the invention of Mr.
Jonah Woodruff, whose Silver Palace line of

sleeping cars was absorbed about two years

ago by the great Pullman company:
"The car is of the pattern known as the

'round end,' with a rotunda at either end, in

which is a toilet room, containing a wash-
stand, drinking fountain, etc., with an inner

room for water closet, entirely separate. The
rotundas are dome shaped, inside and outside,

are beautifully frescoed, and handsomely fur-

nished throughout Every passenger on the

coach has a right to use these apartments.

The body of the car presents an extremely
neat, elegant and spacious appearance. All

the partitions, columns and other obstructions
.—in a word, all the 'lumber' which meets the

eye in the ordinary sleeping coaches—are en-

tirely done away with. By an ingenious ar-

rangement the upper berths are taken from
recesses between the seats, and the bed cloth-

ing, curtains, etc., from recesses under the

seats, thus making a perfect parlor car by day
and a most comfortable sleeping coach by

night. On entering, the passenger sees noth-

ing to indicate that he is in a 'sleeper,' as

compared with an ordinary car, except that

the seats are arranged back to back. There
is an unobstructed view from end to end., and
the 'burial casket' aspect of the old 'sleepers'

is wholly avoided. Nor is this all. The car

is better lighted, as, in addition to the ordi-

nary window at each seat, there is a narrower

light of glass between the seats, of the same
length, and about half the usual width. This

adds materially to both the comfort and ele

gance of the car. The ceiling is as high as

that of the ordinary coach, giving an unob-

structed view and a free circulation of air.

Each car is lighted at night by three beautiful

lamps, in addition to those in the rotundas.

At each end of the car is a fine mirror. The
mounting of the lamps, drinking fountains,

washbasins, etc., is ot the best nickel plating,

and forms a pleasant contrast with the elegant

upholstering. The ear is heated from two
stoves, one in each rotunda, the hot air being

conveyed by a pipe, and discharged through

a register."

The Commercial says that while these cars

are quite as elegant and comfortable and as

fully supplied with conveniences as the best

modern sleeping cars, they weigh only twenty

tons, which is ten tons less than most of the

tine sleeping cars made recently. Such a

saving in dead weight, it need not be said, is

of very great importance, especially on rail-

roads with heavy grades, like the Pennsyl-

vania and the Baltimore & Ohio. Some such

improvement has been very much needed, for

railroads are now carrying nearly or quite

1,000 pounds per passenger in the sleeping

cars than in the ordinary first class cars.

—

R. R. Gazelle

E&g~ The Commissioner of Internal Reve-

nue, in his annual report for 1870, estimated

that the receipts for 1871 would be $123 418,-

000. The Commissioner's estimate falls be-

low the actual receipts, the amount being

$145,374,192,

ES&* It is announced that a method has

lately been dev :gei by which the old and
refuse vulcanized rubber can be mixed with

fresh, In- certain proportions, so as to convert

the whole into one homogeneous and useful

mass.

Heating Cars on G»rman Railroads.

In Germany there are no less than thirteen

different modes of warming railway passenger
carriages more or leas in use, though by far

the greater part may be considered still as

experiments, and the original plan of hot

water bottles appears to be most generally ad-

hered to, and the most practical and econo-

i mical way of solving the problem. We have
before us a list of fifty-five German railways,

showing the means they employ for the very

desirable end they have in view for the com-
fort of the traveling public; and while some
are content to retain the use of the old fash-

ioned portable hot water bottle exclusively,

others are experimenting with three or four

new methods, which will account for the dif-

ference of numbers between the above fifty-

five and the hundred in the subjoined list:

Hot water bottles, 39 railways: hot air, 3;
heating by circulating water, 5 ; Fayence
stoves, 1; stoves with iron jackets, 5; Schutt's

patent stoves, 7; heated sand bags, 9; Berg-
hausen's invention of warm boxes, 4; eali-

fores, 1 ; heated bricks, 3; healing by steam
fromjthe locomotives, 7; steam from separate

boilers, 6 ;
and beating with prepared coal,

10. It appears that the barbarous custom of

leaving unheated the third and fourth class

passenger carriages obtains almost without

exception—at least the report* before us make
no mention of them, and only speak of heat-

ing the first and second class carriages. With
regard to the fourth class carriages^the Thu-
ringian Railway says expressly that they are

warmed by a stove; the Saarbruckeu State

Railway and the Hanoverian directors speak

of it as "under consideration," and the Lower
Silesian Branch Railway are making experi-

ments for warming the fourth class carriages

on their line with large metallic cylinders

filled with hot water. Third class passengers

appear to be better cared for in this respect,

as we find that a heating apparatus of one
kind or another is introduced on the Taunus
Railway, the Nassau State Railway, the Saar-

brucken, and two or three mire ; the Thurin-

gian have put up stoves, as in their fourth

class carriages; the Hanoverian directors have
it "in contemplation." On the Brunswick
State Railway "one third class carriage" has

been fitted up with an iron jacket stove heated

from without. The most backward in this

respect is the Altina & Kiel Railway, which
confesses to heating only first class compart-

ments and occasionally some of the second
class ditto with stone bottles filled with hot

water.

—

London Railway News.

A New Strket Lamp—Mr. Skelton has in-

vented a plan of utilizing much more of the

lislht than is usually economized in lamps and
lanterns. It is evident that the rays of light

which enter the eye of a spectator on the

ground form only a fraction of those given

out by the flame. Those passing through the

upper portion of the sides and roof are either

entirely lost or, at least, but very imperfectly

reflected by clouds, etc., and become visible

only in the glow which hangs over a distant

city. The principle of the inventor is to apply

a number of reflectors, in such positions as to

bend downwards and utilize the light now
wasted by upward radiation. The upper half

of each side of the lamp, and all of the sloping

sides of the roof, are occupied by a frame in

which strips of looking-glass are arranged

with their reflecting surfaces downwards, in a

manner analogous to the laths of a Venitian

blind. The plan is applicable to any form of

lamp, and can not fail to prove serviceable.

The Glaciers of America.

INTERESTING SPECULATIONS REGARDING THE1B
ORIGIN.

Prof. James D. Dana, the distinguished

geologist of Yale, has just published, in the
American Journal of Science, an interesting

and valuable paper "on the position and bight

of the elevated plateau in which the glacier

of New England, in the glacial era, had its

origin " The Professor introduces his research
with the remark that "the existence of a region
of high elevation in Northern America as the

source of a continued glacier in the glacial

era has often been assumed, but rather be-

cause the glacial theory was lame without it

than as a result of special research with re-

spect to the extent and location of such a
region." Prof. Dana then concisely gives

the direction of the glacial farrows or scratches

crossing the Green and White mountains, and
shows that they could not have been made
with the land of North America at its present .

level, and that these scratches on the rocky
summit of New England point toward some
great region of elevated land, on the slopes of
which the stupendous glacier began its south-

erly motion. He gives it as his opinion that

the icy plateau whence the great glacier took
its departure must have existed somewhere on
the western border of Hudson's bay, and that

the glacier moved Bouth-eastwardly down the

valley of the Ottawa, and on the slopes to the
east of it, having to this distant day the track

of its course engraved deeply in the Rocky
mountain flanks. With from 6,000 to 8,000
feet thickness of ice, the glacier kept on its

course, guided only by the general slope of

the land, but at the same time molded itself

into the iarger valleys and into mauy even of

the local slopes. The intense cold that is

known to have existed in the American gla-

cial era is also naturally accounted for if the

land of Northern Canada was a great plateau,

being an elevation higher than the summit of
Mount Washington
The upward movement of the glacial era,

which carried the north at least 5,000 feet

above its present level, was followed by the

slow subsidence of the "Champlain period,"

when the same lands sunk to a greater extent

than they had previously been raised, letting

down the valley of the St. Lawrence about
Montreal 500 feet below its present level, and
probably 1,000 feet below its glacial era level.

With this sinking of the land began the melt-

ing of the glacier. Owing to the sinking of

the surface in the north, northern and south-

ern rivers had their slopes greatly lessened,

and in some cases made quite level for long

distances, and by vast deposits of drift the

Niagara and other rivers had their channels

so obstructed that they were forced to cut new
passages, while other water courses of the

glacial era were wholly cut off, as that from

the Champlain lake down the Hudson valley.

Then came the "terrace era," during which
the land reached its present level, while the

river channels were deepened, and the lake

and river terraces which now cover the conti-

nent were formed.

— The last spike was driven on the Cincin-

nati, Richmond & Fort Wayne Railroad, at the

latter place, on the 9th inst , thereby comple-

ting a second through line to Cincinnati from

Foit Wayne. A number of officials of the

road, and others, were present. The road will

be put in running condition at once, and

throughjtrains placed upon it.
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Iron In Fire»Proof Bnildlngs.

In the discussion which, as b result of the

re-cent great fire, is now rife throughout the

country, regarding the merits of the different

building materials, the claims of iron have

been, as a rule, somewhat lightly estimated.

In Chicago, especially, where iron was exten-

sively used, it did not endure the severe test

of great heat as was expected, and, in conse-

quence, has fallen somewhar into disfavor. It

is probable that some buildings, composed
partly of iron,[would have remained standing

but for the presence of that material, however
thoroughly their interiors might have burned
out, and it is also an established fact, that in

pome cases where iron shutters were relied

upon to prevent the entrance of fire, they ei-

ther burnt off their fasteniugs and fell to the

ground, or the metal itself actually melted

away before the intense heat.

But, though iron has disappointed many
fervent advocates of its value in building, it

is doubtful if the result has been so much the

fault of the material as of the manner in

which it was used. In the erection of build-

ings intended to be fire proof iron has been

employed largely, but seldom with special

regard to its qualities in the event of fire ;
it

has been used, like wood and stone, regardless

of the known laws which regulate the action

of this metal when subjected to the various

degrees of heat.

Everybody knows that iron, when heated,

will expand: and under some circumstances

this expansion is so great as to produce dan-

gerous results. In the recent great fire in

Chicago, iron floors curled up like paper

;

beams and girders were equally affected

;

even the iron rails of the horse-car tracks,

though not in the fire at all, were so extended

by the heat from buildings on either side as

to rise in many cases a foot above the track.

It will readily be seen that, unless this qual-

ity of iron is duly considered and allowance

made for the action of the heat, the employ-

ment of the metal in buildings may sometimes

produce disastrous results. Take, for instance,

the case of an iron tie-beam. Here we have

a long bar of iron extending across a building

for the express purpose of holding together

two walls and of counteracting the lateral

pressure of other parts. A fire takes place,

and the metal composing this tie-beam is sub-

jected to intense heat. What follows? If

the distance between the walls be of any ex-

tent the expansion of the iron is so great that

the tie-beam is increased inches in length, and

thrusts the walls out of the perpendicular,

thus producing the very effect it was employed

to prevent. In more than one well authenti-

cated instance this has proven the case; and

it will be seen that the evil is not confined to

girders alone, but to any iron portion of a

building where the expansion of metal could

possibly displace other parts or allow fire to

enter.

If, now, we can employ iron in such a man-

ner that its expansion shall not be followed by

bad results, we utilize one of the most valua-

ble materials in forming a fire-proof structure,

for to expansion alone are practically due all

bad results ; the conditions under which iron

melts or is consumed obtain only in such rare

cases as to be almost out of consideration in

the construction of ordinary buildings. And
to avoid the results of expansion, if sufficient

attention is given to the matter, would not

seem a difficult task. It is certainly possible

to afford room for expansion without, as a

rule, seriously detracting from the utility of

the iron parts. A tie-beam will perform its

work equally well if, at its ends, a space be

left where, in case of fire, it may extend with-

out producing damage, and iron shutters

might be made to overlap each other, or oth-

erwise so arranged that when affected by beat

they would not force their hinges nor fly open
These are only suggestions. Ordinary inge-

nuity can certainly devise means by which to

provide against the effects of a quality in one
class of building material which has been pro-

ductive of bad results, simply because known
conditions have been overlooked in the con-

struction of our buildings. Let the attention

of architects and builders be once directed to

this subject, and they will readily devise ways
to remedy an evil which has existed chiefly

through neglect.— Cor. Am. Builder.

From the Nothern Pacific.—George A.

Brackett, Esq , returned on Thursday evening

from Morehead, Fargo, and "all along the

line" of the Northern Pacific. From him we
gather the following facts:

There has fallen, up to the present time,

over most of the line from Duluth to Red
river, about one foot of snow. Owing to the

fact that the snow came somewhat earlier in

the season than was expected, no provisions

have been made in the direction of snow plows,

and as a consequence the west end of the line

became somewhat unmanageable from a su-

perfluous quantity of snow, but the whole de-

lay from this cause did not occasion a delay

of more than two days in the work of track

laying. Should no unforeseen accident occur,

the track will reach Morehead by the tenth of

the present month.

West from the Red river grading is pro-

gressing, with a very considerable force em-
ployed. Work on the level prairie west from

Fargo has been suspended fur the winter, but

on the Cheyenne and westward toward the

crossing of the James, it is progressing rapid-

ly, and will be pushed during the entire winter.

Several parties of engineers are at work
along the line west from the James, camping
in tents, and manifest no disposition to sus-

pend labors on account of the weather. In

fact the weather is by no means as cold in

that northern region as has been represented.

Mr. Brackett has erected station houses along

the Iiue of the road every 20 miles between

Fargo and the James river crossing with abun-

dant accommodations for both men and ani-

mals.

—

Minneapolis Tribune, Dec. 3.

Coating with Zinc in the Wet Wat.—Ac-

cording to M. Bottger, copper or brass may be

given a firmly adherent zinc coating, by the

following method :

Finely divided or powdered zinc, in a non-

metallic vessel, is covered with a concentrated

sal-ammoniac solution ;
this is heated to boil-

ing, and the articles of copper or brass, pro-

perly cleansed, are introduced. A few min-

utes suffices to produce a firm and brilliant

coating. The requisite fineness of the zinc is

produced by pouring the molten metal into a

mortar and triturating the same until it solidi-

fies.

Temperature at Great Depths.—The tem-

perature in the Mont Cenis tunnel, at a depth

of 5,000 feet below the surface, is about 27°

C (80.6° Fahr.) This indicates a gradual in-

crease of heat from the surface of nearly 1°

Fahr. for every 100 feet of descent; a fact

which conforms very well with numerous ob-

servations of a similar nature made in various

other localities.

A New Respirator.—In a recent lecture at

the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Prof.

Tyndall describes a new respirator, designed
for the use of firemen and others for protec-

tion against smoke and the noxious vapors
evolved during combustion. In the words of

the lecturer, the object of the contrivance is

to place it in our power to penetrate through
the densPst smoke into the recesses of a house,

and to rescue those who would otherwise be
suffocated or burnt. As constructed, after a
number of experiments, it consists of a num-
ber of si rata separated from each other by
wire gauze. On the partition of wire gauze
at the bottom of the space which fronts the

mouth, is placed a layer of cotton wool, mois-

tened with glycerin
;
then a third layer of dry

wool; then a layer of charcoal fragments; a
second thin layer of dry cotton wool, succeed-

ed by a layer of fragments of caustic lime.

The order of succession of the layers is unes-

sential, and may be changed without interfer-

ing with the action of the instrument A wire

gauze cover keep3 the substances in place.

The moistened cotton is designed effectually

to arrest, by its adhesive action, tlie carbon
particles constituting the smoke; and tha

charcoal, by its surface action, to condense
the more dangerous and irritating vapors,

mainly hydrocarbons, produced by imperfect

combustion. The lime is for the absorption

of carbonic acid ; but, in an atmosphere filled

with smoke, this substance is never present in

dangerous quantity, and this last layer may
therefore, except in special cases (in wells,

mines, etc.), be safely dispensed with.

This instrument, furnished with a suitable

hood, has been thoroughly tested by the Engi-
neer of the London Fire Department, and
found completely to answer the purpose of its

designer.

Phosphorus Bronze.—Some recent experi-

ments made for a committee of the French
Academy, upon the properties and the merits

of the application of the nev alloys contain-

ing phosphorus, seem to have resulted very

favorably. One of these experiments included

a bursting trial of a six-pounder cannon of

phosphorus and bronze, compared with a sim -

lar gun in ordinary bronze cast at the royal

foundry at Liege; the result showed that un-

der the bursting charges the regulation piece

had burst, while the new gun could still be

fired with perfect safety. The bronze em-
ployed was made by adding phosphorus cop-

per to metal coming from old guns.

From the great hardness, toughness and
stability of the new compounds, as evinced by
these as well as other enumerated trials, it is

safe to conclude that their future applications

will be very numerous. As an example of the

application of the bronze in machinery, it is

stated that a pair of pinions of universal roll-

ers had been used ten months, and were final-

ly destroyed by the wearing away of the teeth,

none of them having been broken or split. It

has also been successfully applied, according

to our account, for the collars of hydraulic

presses, eccentric rings for locomotives, pis-

tons and bolts for steam cylinders, etc.

g@" The last Agricultural Report places

the corn crop of Kansas above that of all the

other Stales. The averages given are: Kan-
sas, 119; Iowa, 114; Missouri, 112; Nebras-

ka, 112; New Hampshire, 111; Minnesota,

110; Wisconsin and Delaware, 108; Connec-

ticut, 105; Ohio, 104; Maryland, 103; Massa-

chusetts, the same; Arkansas and New Jersey,

102, and Rhode Island, 101.
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A short, concise view of the present and
prospective extent of the business of iron

manufacture in the United States, and inter-

esting data as to the early history of the busi-

ness, is given in a paper read before the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, at

Troy, by David Thomas, Esq , the father of

the anthracite iron manufacture in the United

Stales. He states that in the Lehigh valley

38 furnaces produce annually 878,1)00 tons of

pig iron, and three others now building will

add 27,000 tons annually to the above. The
folluwing extract from his paper will be read

with interest by all engaged in this branch of

business: "Iron ore principally used is hem-
atite, from Lehigh, Berks and Northampton
counties, about 70 per cent., and about 30 per

cent, from the mines of New Jersey and part

from the South Mountain, Pennsylvania, and
magnetic ores. Coal used is from the Lehigh
Anthracite mines and from the Wyoming and
Schuylkill region. The limestone is from the

immediate vicinity of the furnaces. The first

successful anthracite iron on the Lehigh was
made in a 12-foot box furnace, at the rate of

about 50 tons per week, in July, 1840. A
6mall quantity was made at Postsville in the

winter of 1839, out the furnace did not suc-

ceed, was blown out, and, as far as the writer

knows, the furnace at the Lehigh Crane
Works, in Lehigh county, was the only an-
thracite furnace in blast during the year 1840.

Now, I presume, the quantity made in the

United States with anthracite coal must be
fully 1,000,000 tons per annum. The chief

difficulty I have experienced in the manufac-
ture of pig iron, in our part of the country, is

the want of experience in the men employed,
as well as the difficulty of managing labor

generally, more especially since the break-

ing out of the unfortunate war in 1861. In

my opinion, it should be one of the chief

studies of iron men, as well as manufacturers
generally, to continue and use machinery as a

substitute for manual labor, as it can ha

shown that of the cost of making pig iron 96

per cent, consists in labor. The abundance
of coal and iron ore in this country justifies

the opinion that the day is not distant when
the United States will have to supply the world
with the great bulk of its iron and steel, as it

is now a well established fact that old coun-
tries do not possess equal iron resources in

point of territory, and in many of tbem the

resources they had have been greatly exhaust-
ed. If we notice the increase in the consump-
tion of iron in the last one hundred years, and
the increased ratio of consumption from year
to year, we shall reach the conclusion that in

fifty years from now it will require a large

country, with lar<re resources, to meet the

wants of the world, and I know of no country
that is likely to fill the wants like the United
States; therefore a large portion of our mines
to North, South, East and West will be called
into requisition more and more, from year to

year, and prosperity may be expected, if our
Congress will only let well enough alone. In
view of this we ought to brir.g our young men
np well educated for the purpose, and impress
upon them the need of economy in every de-
partment of the iron and steel manufacture,
as it contains so many ramifications that a
small waste in each of them will soon sink a
large capital as no ship, however large, can
sustain many leaks. W. Wilkinson writes,

December 6, 1791, from the memorandum of
Wm. Reynolds, of Coalbrooksdale, England,
that in that year England and Wales had 73
coal furnaces, making 07,518 tons of iron, an

average of 925 tons per annum for coal fur-

naces. Scotland had then 12 furnaces, mak
ing 12,480 tons per annum, or 1,040' tons per
furnace. England had then 20 charcoal fur-

naces, making 8,500 tons, 425 tons per furnace
yearly. Scotland had two charcoal furnaces,
making 1,000 tons, or 500 each yearly. Eng-
land then imported from Sweden and Russia
at the rate of 70,000 tons per annum of iron,

at the rate of £35 per ton. Previous to the
Revolutionary War England imported a large
supply of iron from New Jersey, Maryland,
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Now England,
after a lapse of only eighty years, makes
about 5,000,000 tons per annum. In 18+0,
when the writer of ibis commenced making
iron in the Lehigh Valley, Pa., the whole
make of the United States did not exceed
285,000 tons per annum. In 1870, only thirty

years later, tbe amount of iron made in this

country was seven times that amount—about
2,OCO,000 tons—and I do not think it. a vain
prediction to say that in the year 1890 the
production of this country will be fully double
that amount."

Parkorslfii.-jt 5Jni;;eti IC.tilrond.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of this company, in Parkersburg, W. Va., on
the 28th ult., the directors presented the
report of the operations of the road for the

fiscal year ending September 30, 1871, by

which it appears that the gross earnings
amounted to $733,095.34, an increase, as

compared with the preceding year, of $171,-
210.35, and the operating expenses, including
the maintenance and improvement of the
road bed and raxes, amounted to $721,288.03,
an increase of $59,507.62 over 1870. This
leaves a balance of earnings of $1 1,807.31,

against a deficit of $99,895.42. The report

shows that 3,927 tons, or nearly 42 miles, of

new and superior rails have been laid, which
required 114,495 new cross-ties. Most of the

bridges have been strengthened, and in some
cases have been entirely renewed, besides

two or three miles ot additional sidings. The
road bed, in its present condition, is superior
in most respects to the main stem of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and, by the

completion of the great Ohio River bridge,

uninterrupted railroad communication is se-

cured to the West.

Mineral Cotton'— At the last meeting of

the Franklin Institute, Mr. Coleman Sellers

exhibited a sample of a material which we be-

lieve is now lor the first time about to be
manufactured and applied to useful purposes
in the arts.

"The product' possesses a general resem-
blance to cotton wool, lor which it may doubt-
less in certain cases be substituted with ad-

vantage, but on closer examination seems
more like spun g'ass, which in reality it is.

It is formed by allowing a jet of steam to

escape through a stream of liquid slag, by
which it is blown into the fiuest threads,

sometimes two or three feet in '.ength. These
threads, though somewhat elastic, readily

break up into much smaller ones, and the

color of the substance being white, the appear-

ance of a compacted mass of it makes the

name under which it has been described a

verp appropriate one. The admirable non-
conducting property of tbe material for heat,

as well as that of the great quantity of air

which it retains in its interstices, would seem
to fit it very well for a non-conducting casing
to steam boilers and pipes, an application for

which it is at present being tested.

Testing of Boilers.—A really useful and
positively det-rminative test of competing
boilers has taken place at the Fair of the
American Institute, under the direction of the

Committee on Engines and B ulers. Prof. R.

II. Thurston (Stevens' Institute of Technolo-

gy), chairman, T. J. Sloan and R. Weir,
members.

Instead of weighing the water fed into the

boiler and the fuel consumed, and reporting
their ratio as the evaporative efficiency of the

boiler, a method has been adopted that ena-
bles the committee to report the real evapora-
tion and also the amount of water carried

over, unevaporated, by the steam.

A large surface condenser has been pre-

pared, of about 1,100 square feet of condens-
ing surface. The steam from the boiler is

blown off at a pressure of 75 pounds into this

condenser, and tbe quantity of heat carried

over by it is measured in thermal units.

Should this amount be greater than would be
transferred by saturated steam, it shows the

steam to have been superheated; and if the
amount is less than would have been neces-

sary to fully evaporate all water passing out
of the boiler, it indicates that the steam was
wet, and a simple calculation gives in each
case the exact weights of steam and of water
passing into the condenser.

The quantity of feed and of injection water
is measured by meters, the water of condensa-
tion by weighing, and the temperatures of
steam, feed, injection water, water of conden-
sation, and of discharge water from condenser,

are carefully taken, and the temperature of
the gases in the flues is taken by a pyrometer.
The results are reported to be very satisfac-

tory, both as a test of this method and of the

boilers competing. We shall obtain the re-

sults as soon as they are made public. They
will be exceedingly interesting to engineers

and to the public.

New Signal System.—An exchange gives

the following account of a new system of sig-

nals which the Fitchburg Railroad has been
trying for several weeks : A narrow box,
about twelve feet high, has glasses so arranged
that a white, green or red light can be shown.
Immediately after the passage of every train

or engine the red or danger signal is shown
for six minutes in the direction from which it

approached. The signal is then changed to

the green or caution signal, which is shown
for six minutes. The white or safety signal

is then adjusted and kept in that position until

the arrival of the nest train or engine. When
the red light is shown engines are to reduce
speed to five miles an hour, and when the

green is shown to ten miles an hour, until

such signals are changed at other stations.

When trains are dangerously close, an addi-

tional red light is to be shown at night and a

red flag in the daytime. The whole system is

easily managed by the station agent or gate

tender, and gives much satisfaction.

JB@™ A process of purifying water by means
of spongy iron has lately been patented in

England, by G. Bischaf, of Bonn, The ener-

getic action of iron upon organic substances

in solution has long been known, but its appli-

cation in the form of cast iron, iron wire, etc
,

was without practical results, the effect being

too slow. A filter of spongy iron, on the con-

trary, acts rapidly and thoroughly, the most
offensive water immediately losing its color

and smell, and keeping sweet and in a ser-

viceable condition for a long time. The sub-

stance in question can now be had in any
quantity, and at a moderate price.
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'J be Future of England.

We published, page 245 of our second vol-

tiroe, an article answeringthequestiou, "When
will the coal fields of England be exhausted ?"

and on page 61 of ihis volume another, enti-

tled "Consumption of coal," in which two ar-

ticles contradictory opinions were given in

regard to a question which now so seriously

agitates all providentmHv-in-elined minds in

Great Britain, In the first article Vivian's

opinion was mentioned, which is, that that

country "has coal enough for all coming
times;" while in the 6econd article Mr. Hull's

opinion is given, that there is only enoagh
left to last one hundred years more. Both of

these opinions found adherents in England,
and several commissions of investigation have

been successively appointed to investigate and
report, as we have already mentioned.

One of the last appointed has made a more
thorough investigation than was made before,

and the London Mechanics' Magazine non-

tains the reptrt. It says that, alter carefully

examining the question ot the probable dura-

tion of England's coal supply, the commission
has arrived at the conclusion that "if the pres-

ent rate of increase in the consumption of

coal continues, the progress toward exhaustion

of the supply will be very rapid. This is on
the supposition that the production will keep
on at the same rate till the last remnant is

used, and then suddenly stop; but this is im-

provable. First, a period of scarcity and
clearness will arrive, which will prolong the

duration of the coal, but, in the meantime,
materially check the prosperity of the coun-
try. It will then be cheaper to import part of

the coal than to raise the whole from the re-

sidual beds. However, it may be doubted
whether the manufacturing supremacy of the

kingdom ean be maintained, after the impor-

tation of coal has become a necesssity." As
we have stated before (see page 62 of this vol-

ume), it is America which has coal enough to

supply the world; if not for all coming times,

at least for some 6,000 centuries.

—

Manufac-
turer and Builder.

Glass Made Directly from Granite —The
Baltic Journal reports that there exists near

several cities of Finland a kind of granite,

called there Cupakivi, of which the composi-

tion is this : Silica, 74 per cent; feldspar, 12;

oxide of iron, 3 ; lime, 1 ; alkalies, with traces

of magnesia, 9. This being evidently a good
compound to make glass, the first experiment
was consequently made by melting 500 parts

granite and 200 limestone, and a white glass

was obtained. The second experiment was
made with 500 granite, 150 lime and 75 of

soda. This glass was more fusible and at the

same time harder. Both kin. la were blo>vn

without difficulty, at a bright red heat, while

a dark glass was made by the addition of 70

parts of sulphate of lime or potash, and 7

parts of carbon. As there is no doubt that

on our continent there is granite of a similar

composition, we throw this communication
out as a hint to those interested.

— An important decision as to the rights

of railway stockholders in case of a consoli-

dation with other roads, effected against their

wishes, has just been rendered in the Virginia

Supreme Court. The Court held that the com-
plainant, who is a stockholder in a Southern
railway, cannot be compelled to merge his

stock in that of the company with which his

road bus couio'idated.

Welsh Narrow Gauge Railways —A pro-

spectus has been issued of the North Wales
Narrow Gauge Railways, to be built on sub
stantially the same system as the celebraied

Fest niog line. The capital will be £240, OU(),

in 2 4,000 shares, of £10 each. The under-
taking is designed to supply railway accom-
modation to districts in North Wales where
none now exist The railways will be made
on the two feet gauge, as most suilable for the

traffic ot the localities through which they will

pass, and costing much less in construction

than those of the ordinary *?auge. The rail

ways wilt pass through some of the most ro-

mantic and attractive scenery in North Wales.

It is estimated that the cost of the railway

complete, including purchase of land, engines,

carriages, wagons, stations, telegraph, the par-

liamentary and every other contingent ex-

pense, will not exceed £5,350 per mile, the

working charges will not be more than 40 per

cent., and the dividend payablo not less than
10 per cent.

—

Am Artisan.

— The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Com-
pany have ordered that a branch road be built

from their line on the Kanawha to the coal

mines on Paint creek— a distance of 5 miles.

The surveys have been made, and the road

will be promptly built. The enterprise is in

accordance with the plan pursued elsewhere,

and determined on by the company. Where
an individual or a company has a coal seam
of proper value, not too far off, and will open
it, the company will lay the track to the mine,

thus affording the best facility for shipment
to the mines, and the best encouragement to

the development of the wealth of the country.

— The latest general order of the Russian
minister of Public Works concerning railroads

is that all railroad companies are bound to

submit their locomotives, carriages, wagons
and trucks to a searching examination every

year, and that if the slightest flaw, particularly

in the axles, be discovered, they shall be put

out of use, as well as all that have traveled

over 300,000 versts of railway. Another ar-

rangement of his is that a book of complaints

shall be laid out and open to the public at

every station ; and the station master is bound
to forward copies of all such complaints on

the same day to the railroad authorities, while

the inspector of the line has to add his re-

marks, and state whether there are any rea-

sonable grounds for the complaints made.

— A railroad bridge on the Burlington &
Missouri River Railroad was burned lately,

and 56 feet of it entirely destroyed, A con-

struction train was sent to the place immedi-
ately, and in two hours and fifty minutes
trains passed over the repaired bridge.

— Articles of association of the Chicago,

Continental & Baltimore Railroad were filed

at Indianapolis on the 8th inst. This proposed
line is to pass through the counties of Lake,
Porter, Laporte, Stark, Marshall, Fulton, Wa-
bash, Kosciusko, Wells and Adams,, a dis-

tance of 165 miles, in this State. The capital

stock is to be §2,000,000, and the board of

directors for the ensuing year consists of the

following gentlemen: D- Studebaker, J. Stude-

baker, S. M. Dailey, J. Roche, G. B. Bippers,

•J. Kenonce, Isaac Hayner, V. Gould, G. E.

Darr, W. Emendoff, T. Campbell, A. A. Starr

and J. G. Earl.

— The Pennsylvania Railroad has leased

the Memphis & Charleston Railroad for forty-

five years, guaranteeing three per cent for

the first five years, then six per cent. The
question of the lease will be submitted to the

stockholders.

Lake Champlain Bridge —The trestle work
of the new railroad bridge across Lake Cham-
plain is 1,81)0 feet long, and it is intended, at

intervals of 100 feet, to build piers 30 feet

square at the bottom, and 12 feet by 30 at the

top. The boat to be used as a drawbridge is

300 feet long, 30 wide, and 12 high, contains

250,000 faet of lumber, weighs about 300tons,

and is expected to draw 2 feet of water. 800
piles, length 80f e»t, were required to build

the trestle work, from either shore to the

draw; this latter is to be connected to a pier

by hinges, and swings back and forth like a
door, by means of a chain running to the pier,

and operated by a 12 horse engine.

— At the office of D. S. Major, Registrar in

Bankruptcy, at Lawrenceburg, on Dee. 7th,

the Ingalls party of the Indianapolis, Cincin-

nati & Lalayi-tte Railroad voted claims enough
to elect as assignees Messrs. Ingalls and Mor-
ris, the present receivers of the road. The
Lord party was represented, but made no con-

test. This means, doubtless, that the road
will go to a sale, within ninety days, under tha

agreement, that the Eastern owners and credi-

tors will buy it in, and that there will be a
change of name, a reissue of stock and bonds,

and a general transformation.

— The first pier of the railroad and wagon
bridge over the Missouri river, at St. Joseph,
was successfully landed on its bed rock, on
the 7th inst, and the sinking of the second
pier will commence at once. It is expected

a pier will be sunk each month until the entire

four piers are based on solid rock.

— Through trains on the Detroit and Eel
River Railroad have commenced running from
Manchester, Indiana, to Detroit
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Sates

Where it is Introduced.

BWTlie attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
work (ioaf, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fire* that kindle nt stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI,
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Th e Cincinnati Southern Rail-
road.

We are indebted to the kindness of some
unknown friend at Frankfoit for a copy of

the " Act to authorize the Trustees of the

Cincinnati Southern Railway to acquire the

right of way, and to extend a line of railway

through certain counties in this Common-
wealth," which has been introduced into the
Kentucky Legislature during the past week.

It is literally, we believe, the last act which
was before the Legislature last winter, and
passed in the House but defeated in the

Senate.

The preamble to the act recites, that by an
act passed by the Ohio Legislature on the 4th

of May, 1869, Miles Greenwood and others of
Cincinnati, were appointed Trustees, with

power to borrow ten millions of dollars in the

name of the said city, and expend the same
in procuring the right of way, and construct-

ing a railroad and line of telegraph between
the city of Cincinnati and the city of Chatta-
nooga in Tennessee, and "with.otb.er powers
in the said act expressed."

Then follows section first of the act:

"Section 1. Be it enacted lie, That the said

Board of Trustees, namely : Miles Greenwood,
Richard M. Bishop, William Hooper, Philip

Heidlebach and Edward A. Ferguson, and
their successors, by the name of the Trustees
of Cincinnati Southern Railway, be and they

are hereby authorized, to extend, construct

and maintain within the Commonwealth of

Kentucky the said line of railway, with a sin-

gle or double track, with all the usual appen-
dages, including a line of telegraph, and to

exercise the powers vested in them under and
by virtue of said act of the General Assembly
of Ohio, subject to the provisions and restric-

tions in this act provided."

Whatever may be the merits of the proposed
scheme of a railway, certainly this mode of
legislation is not well calculated to commend

it to the intelligent and considerate men of

Kentucky. In the preamble to tin- act intro-

duced into the Kentucky Lejiisjajurg, reter

ence is made t-> the Oniu law known as ihe

"FergiiBt'li bill." but the most important pro

visions <•' the Ohio law art- nol recited, or ever

referred I ,, txce |jt in the jeneral words "otlier

powers in said net exptessed." In the first

secli'.u of ihe act, which wo have quoted

above in full, the Trustees of Cincinnati are

authorized to construct and maintain the

road, and also " to exercise (he powers vested

in them under and b\ virtue of ihe said act i>|

the General Assembly of the Stale of Ohio."

Thus, it is proposed to pass an act tiy I he

Legislature of Kentucky, authorizing five

citizens of the ciiy of Cincinnati to exercise

in Kentucky certain powers ve.-ted in them by

law of the State of Ohio, without defining what

those powers are, or reciting them in ihe act,

or placing them upon our State records ill any

way so that the public can" have information

as to their nature or extent. There is not

one word in the whole proposed act of the

Kentucky Legislature, from the first letter of

the preamble to the last letter on the last

page of the act, which shows what these pow-

ers are the Legislature is about to authorize

the Trustees of Cincinnati to exercise in

Kentucky. The "Ferguson bill,'' which the

act of the Legislature of Kentucky proposes

to put in force in Kentucky, is not set out

in the act nor placed upon record in any of

the archives of the State, or even made pub-

lic for the information of the people by print-

ing it with the journals in the newspapers of

the State.

If the proposed act should pass the Legisla-

ture and become the law of Kentucky, it will

present the anomaly of enacting and putting

in force in this State a law of the State of

Ohio, without reciting it or in any manner
placing it upon the State records for the infor-

mation of the public. It would be a law of

another State put in force and made opera-
tive in our own, but to be found only in the

statutes of the State by which it was origi-

nally enacted.

Ought not the public to know what these

powers are which the Legislature is asked to

authorize the Cincinnati Trustees to exercise

in Kentucky ? They are not such as the Leg-
islature of Kentucky has ever thought it wise

to confer upon citizens of our own State, and
we shall be greatly astonished if the present
Legislature confers them upon the Cincinnati
Trustees, in the unusual and clandestine

manner attempted in the bill now before the

House.

We clip the above from that usually fair

and liberal paper the Maysville Bulled/}, and.

regret to see either a manifestation of illiber-r

ality, or a disposition to pervert the public

mind in reference to a great public enterprise

on the part of a journal of its standing, and
really counter to the interests of its own peo-

ple.

In the first place, the bill referred to and

now before the Kentucky Legislature, is vir

tually a bill of guards and not of grants, and

we defy the editor of the Bulletin, or any other

man, to point out a single act of the Kentucky

Legislature granting the semblance of a fran-

chise, in which the interests and rights of the

people of Kentucky are half as well guarded

as in this. The Trustees, it should be remem-

bered, do not ask for a charter, they merely

ask the right to construct and operate a rail-

way under a charter which they now have,

within the terriimy of tie Stat- of Kentucky,

and subject, entirelv, mi far as their property

i- within ihe State, ol Kuntucky, to Kentucky

Uws, Kentucky taxes ami the Ki ntucky courts.

Th> t the method of legislation in the

Kentucky Legislature iy a mere reference

to the act of a sister State is not new,

the Bulletin must be well aware. We
could cite him to dozens of that class. We
will qui te but one or I wo. First from chap-

ter 770, page 426 ol laws of Kentucky, 1 8 5 f

—

60, "An act to incorporate the MiSsto ippi

River Railway Company," approved February'

28, 1860.

The act reads

:

"Whereas, The General Assembly of the

State of Tennessee, on the 29th of January,
1858, and at the first session of the thirty sec-

ond General Assembly of said State, for ihe
years 1857—58, passed an act entitled 'An
act to charter the Greenville and North. Caro-
lina Railroad Company, to amend the chatter
of the Eagleville, Unionville and Shelby vi lie

Turnpike Company, and for other purposes
;'

and whereas, a poriion of said act constitutes

John S. Stanton, Thomas L. Sullivan, John
D. Williams, William D. Ferguson and Jesse
Moore, of Shelby county, Tennessee; and
John T. Fields and William G. Fields, of Dyer
county, Tennessee, a body corporate, under
ihe name and style of the "Mississippi River
Railway Company;" and whereas, said Mis-
sissippi River Railway Company are em-
powered to operate under their said incorpo-
ration within the limits of Kentucky only by
and with the concurrence of the General As-
sembly of Kentucky ; therefore,

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the General Assem-
bly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That
thesaid act ofthe General Assembly of Tennes-
see, so far as it relates to the said Mississippi

River Railway Company, be, and the same is

hereby concurred in and re-enacted in all its

sections and details (except as hereinafter
provided for), so far as the said railway com-
pany in said act of incorporation propose to

construct their road and operate within the
limits of this State; said company shall pos-
sess all the powers and privileges, and be
subject to all the limitations, liabilities and
responsibilities within this State which are
now or pjay hereafter be prescribed by
the laws of Kentucky, and which are pre-
scribed by said act of incorporation in refer-

ence to their operation within the State of
Tennessee; Provided, however, That this

General Assembly does not concur in but re--

jeets the 50th, 51st, 52d, 53d, 54th, 55th, 56th
and 57th sections of said act, as those sections
are numbered in the act as it appears in the
published private acts of the General Assem-
bly of Tennessee, at the aforesaid first session
ofthe thirty-second General Assemblv of ihat
State.

"Sec. 2. That the 38th, 39th, 40th, 41st,

42d and 43d sections of an act of the General
Assembly of Kentucky, entitled ' An act (o

incorporate the Licking and Lexington Rail-
road Company, and Louisvi.le and Frankfurt
Railroad Company,' approved March 1st, 1847,

so far as the same are applicable to the object
and intent of the incorporation of said Mis-
sissippi River Railway Company, are hereby
adopted and enacted as. a part of this act;
and all the powers and privileges granted, and
the restrictions and liabilities impose I in

said sections upon the said Licking and L,tv
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ington, and Louisville and Frankfort Railroad

Companies, are hereby granted to and im-

posed upon the Mississippi River Railway
Company, so far as it operates within the lim-

its of the State of Kentucky.

But lest it should be contended that this is

an antiquated act, passed when the relations

of "sovereign States" toward each other were

not properly understood, let us quote one of

more recent date. We quote from Laws of

Kentucky, vol. 1, page 21, acts of 1871

:

AN ACT to authorize the St Louis and Iron

—Mountain Railroad Company to exlend
their railroad through the city of Colum-
bus.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky:

Section 1. That it shall and may be lawful

for the St Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad

Company, established and incorporated by an
act of the Legislature of the State of Missouri,

approved March 3d, lr<5l, to have the right of

way upon the bank of the Mississippi river, in

front of the city of Columbus, in thi3 Com-
monwealth, and along and over the streets of

said city, for the purpose of extending their

railroad from the bluff at the upper point of

said city to the depot grounds and mam track

of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, located

within said city of Columbus: Provided, how-
ever. That before the right herein granted
shall be exercised by the St. Louis and Iron

Mountain Railroad Company, said company
shall have first obtained the consent of the

mayor and council of said city thereto.

Sec. 2. That in the enjoyment and exercise

of the right granted in the first section of this

act, the St. Louis and Iron Mountain Rail-

road Company shall be entitled to all the

privileges, rights and immunities, and be
subject to all such restrictions as are granted,

made, and prescribed for the benefit, govern-
ment, and direction of said company by the

act of their incorporation aforesaid : Provided,
however, That nothing in this act shall be
construed to exempt the property of said

company, within this Commonwealth, from
such taxation as may be fixed and prescribed

by the laws of Kentucky: Provided, further,
Nothing herein shall be construed as prevent-

ing the issue and levy of attachments, and
sustaining actions against said corporation as

a foreign corporation, as provided by section

221, Civil Code.

Sec. 3. That this act shali take effect from
and after its passage.

Approved January 18, 1871.

There was not a copy of the act referred to

in the Capital of Kentucky when the above

act was passed. We know ttjis to be true; we

heard it inquired for, and. even {he friends of

the measure had never seen it. Yet it was

adopted. But then tlje line did not run in

imaginary competition lytth Louisville, or

stand in the way of a through line via Mays-

ville.

Now, it is well known that a certified copv

of the Ohio law denominated the " Ferguson

bill" was placed on file in the office of the

Sectetary of State of Kentucky, and printed

copies of the same were circulated throughout

the State of Kentucky ad libitum; yet it

Beems that the editor of the Bulletin has been

gingularly unfortunate in not being able to

obtain a copy. We trust a copy may be forth-

wilh forwarded, so that he may be enlight-

ened.

In the interim we will, however, remark

that the principal power conferred on the

Trustees is to borrow, on the credit of the

city of Cincinnati, Ten Millions of Dollars,

which they are authorized to spend in the

construction of a railroad extending from the

city of Cincinnati to Chattanooga, over a belt

of territory entirely destitute of railroad facil-

ities, and which for twenty miles on each side

of it would be enhanced in value not less

than one hundred per cent.

There would be not less than Five Millions

of cash expended in the State of Kentucky

in the work of construction, and thereby her

farm products would be brought within the

reach of markets both North and South, and

her mineral resources developed. The farm-

ers of Mason county, wbo have voted so lib-

erally of their means to construct the Mays-

ville and Lexington, and other roads, would

get what they want—an extension of their

lines to the far South, whereby they could

ship without delay or loss the products of

their exceedingly rich and beautiful country.

We had hoped that the delusions and promi-

ses that incited the opposition of our Mason

county friends to Xim bill two winters ago,

having been found to be fallacious, they

would have lost their weight, and they would

have been able to see their true interest. It

should be apparent by this time, even to

them that the great corporation that prom-

ised to construct their through line by the

way of Maysville, would hardly be expec-

ted to destroy the propeity they hold in

the Little Miami, as well as that which they

have contracted for iu the Kentucky Central,

contingent only on the decision of the Court

of Appeals of Kentucky, merely for the pur-

pose of constituting the city of Maysville a

way station on a through route, even though

it should be a few miles shorter. They have

too much already invested and contracted for

to justify any such proceeding.

The material interests of Northeastern

Kentucky are intimately blended with the

Cincinnati Southern Railway, and the twaddle

about the " principle involved " is all moon-

shine—nothing else. The opponents of the

measure talk about the " principle involved,"

but we have never seen it stated what that

principle was. The Kentucky Legislature vo-

ted to sell a railroad, in which the State itself

js a stockholder, the other day, to a foreign

corporation. What became of the "principle"

on that occasion ?

How rquch more foreign are five Trustees

with limited fin,ancial power, or what more

danger is there to the liberties and sovereign

rights of the people, in their constructing and

controlling a line qf railway, than there is or

may be on the part of a Bjard of Directors,

with unlimited capjtal and corresponding

powers of extension ?

Scioto "Valley Railroad.

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS.

The following very sensible remarks from

the Portsmouth Republican, relative to local

subscriptions to new railroads, are equally ap-

plicable to other localities. The truth is, if a

neighborhood needsj but is unwilling to aid

in procuring and constructing a railroad for

its benefit, it ought, and generally succeeds

in not getting one. What should be the bur-

then of all, is unjust to impose on the shoul-

ders of a few. Hence, if the aid necessary or

due from one portion of a line is obtained, it

is unjust in the other portion equally (or per-

haps more deeply) interested to withhold its

quota because the line can not become profita-

ble unless constructed as a whole, and the

parties already " in " can not " back out ' and

will therefore be foreed to " put in " enough

to complete it without the aid of the with-

holding community. All should " go in " on

the "level" and "share and share alike."

The Republican says:

A meeting of the stockholders of the Scioto

Valley Railroad convened at Chillieothe on
the li)th inst The requisite amount of stock

having been subscribed, an election of a board
of director* was gone into, resulting in the

selection of the following named gentlemen:
George Davis and Thomas Dtigan, of Scioto;

James Emraett, of Pike; L. G. Delano and
William C. Williams, of Ross ; Edward Smith
and William E. Bolm, of Pickaway. There
was a good representation present from each
of the counties through which the road passes.

This pro>oapt and satisfactory action of the-

corporators «f the above projected line is a
matter of encouragement to the business men
of our city. The next question, and one of
vital importance, is to find whether or not the

desired aid will be gFanted by those living-

along the route, when the company's plans
have been fully matured.

In considering the- questions of the advan-
tages of railroads and of that local aid in their

construction which bas become almost uni-

versally an indispensable prerequisite, we are

apt to reason that railroads should be built

only where they will pay, and that voluntary

capital only should be employed. In other

words, that the construction of a given rail-

road line is a question for eapitalisls solely tt>

consider, and that purely as a business invest-

ment. This position we conceive to be falla-

cious. No one will dispute that. money ought
not to be thrown away on a railroad enterprise

that will not pay ; but there are many ways iu

which a railroad is profitable. Railroads al-

ways enhance the value of property benefited,

and tbey stimulate, direct and even create

business. Here is an element of profit, then,

which can be properly taken into considera-

tion, as much as dividends upon stock.

Now, for this local benefit to property and1

business some one must pay; and why not

those who are benefited? Capital will con-

struct railroads as a means of investment if it

is the most remunerative form of investment

open, but not otherwise. But capital will not

build railroads unless the people benefited co-

operate in the construction, for the simple

reason that capitalists can make better use of

their money. The question, then, is practi-

cally reduced to this—that localities to be
benefited must unite in the building of new
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roads, or none will be built. Of course, before

giving their means into tlie bands of any cor-

poration, people must, be convinced that pru-

dent and honest management will prevail;

but if satisfied on that point, why should they

not be willing to pay a fair price for benefits

to be derived, and bear an equitable propor-

tion of the cost of the road.

The Best Winter Route East.

Say what you will about it, the best winter

route from Cincinnati to the East is the broad

guage. We have recently tried them all, and

find in this one speed and safety, comfort

upon the trains and conveniences of the best

sort at the most favorable places along the

line, and time and connections promptly

made. What more can any one have, what

more does any one want in railroad accom-

modations? The traveler is hard to please

who is not satisfied with this magnificent

thoroughfare from the West to the East, If

any of our citizens have occasion to go east-

ward this winter, let them try this line, and

our word for it they will find it the best winter

route to the East that we have.

Delaware & Hudson Canal Company.

It will be remembered that in the contest of

the Albany & Susquehanna Railroad to main-

tiin its independence as against the Erie dy-

nasty, the property was finally leased to the

Delaware & Hudson Cannl Company, one of

the most powerful cash corporations of this

country, but whose energies had been mainly

devoted to the development of its coal inte-

rests. For the purpose of extending its facili-

ties of supplying eastern, central and northern

New York with its own products, it has adopt-

ed the prevailing policy of absorbing connect-

ing lines, and in doing so, we are glad to see

that they have also afopted the policy of pro-

moting their faithful servants. We copy from

the Troy Times the following complimentary

notice of the appointment of S. E Mayo, E-<q.,

all of which, of our own personal knowledge,

we can more than endorse:

S E. Mayo has been appointed general

ticket agent of the railroads managed by the

Delaware & Hudson Canal Company. Four
years ago, when the Albany & Susquehanna
was about being completed, Mr Ramsey called

Mr. Mayo from the Western Union Telegraph

office in Albany to the position of general

ticket agent and manager of the telegraph

lines of that road His performance has been

a signal success. Faithful, efficient and in-

telligent in his work
;
prompt, courteous and

obliging in his relations to the public, he has

gained confidence and esteem constantly and
upon all sides. Hence his promotion to a

larger field.

— In regard to the Grand Rapids & Indi-

ana Railroad land grant of 1,160,000 acres,

the Hon. W. A. Howard, manager, reports

total sales thus far at 50,000 acres, at an ave-

rage of $15 per acre; and he furthermore

estimates the proceeds from the entire grant

at $10,000,000, net. He states that one sec-

tion of 640 acres was sold by him a few days

ago for $20,000, and the timber alone od 400

acres for $13,600.

Bocbnnrt, Fulton. Laredo & Mexican
Pacific Railroad Company.

By a copy of the Rockport (Texas) Tran-

script, we learn that our old friend George
W. Fulton, Esq., is at his old tricks again

building railroads. We had supposed that

when he quit railroading in this climate, and

went to care for bis vast estates in Texas,

that he would have let railroads alone, but. he

seems to turn to it as naturally as a young

man to his sweetheart. The objects of the

above named road are clearly stated in the

charter. They are, " To establish, construct,

complete, maintiin and operate a first class

railroad from and beginning at or near Rock-

port and Fulton on Aransas bay to Laredo on

the Rio Grande or to some more convenient

point upon said river with the ultimate view

of connecting with a railroad within the Re-

public of Mexicn from some point upon the

gulf of California, and the company are here-

by given, granted and endowed with all the

general and special powers necessary to ena-

ble them to carry out and fully consummate

said object, to purchase lands, accept dona,

tions or grants of land, or any other property."

The company was organized, on the 7th

instant, by the election of the following board

of officers: G W, Fulton, president; J M.

Doughty, vice president; J. M. Mathis, treas-

urer; J. H. Hynes, secretary.

We learn that the directors have under con-

sideration the contract with Judge H. M. Mc-

Willie, and that the survey of the road will be

commenced in about ten days. The gentle-

men who have the matter in charge are deter

mined that no useless time shall be spent in

delays, but tbat the work shall be pushed for-

ward as rapidly as possible.

Long; Morns vs. short Hunts.

A RAILROAD INJUNCTION CASE.

D. W. Iddings, E-q , attorney fur the Cin

cinnati & Springfield (Short Line) Railroad,

on the 11th filed in the Court of Common
Pleas, an injunction to restrain the C , H &
D. R. R. Co. from laying their track and occu-

pying that portion of the railway of the Siiorl

Line Company lying between the tracks of the

Dayton & Western and C, H &, D roads, just

west of the Miami river bridge. As stated in

yesterday's Journal, the Shmt Line Company
had graded their roadway for n distance of

several hundred feet west of the bridge, on

the grounds lying between the tracks of the

C, H. & D. and the Little Miami or Dayton &
Western roads, preparatory to connecting with

the track of the latter across the bridge, and

the C, H. & D. Company, on Saturday, took

possession of this roadway of the Short Line,

and commenced .laying down a side track to

be occupied for their own use. Application

was made to enjoin them from continuing the

work, and the injunction was allowed by the

Court. The question of the right of the Short

Line to occupy and use this strip of track will

come up for adjudication hereafter in the

Courts.

—

Dayton Jour.

Cincinnati Southern Railway.

Major General W. S. Rosecrans has written
the following letter in reference to our pro-

posed Southern Railway. Estimates of the
cost of the Cincinnati road to Chattanooga
may be figured from the statements made in

the communication—the entire line being 333
miles by the shortest survey, and 340 by the
longest. The following is the letter:

Burnet House, 1

Cincinnati, December 25, 1871.}

My Dear Friends—The Denver and Rio
Grande Railway runs south from Denver,
Colorado, at the eastern foot of the Rocky
Mountains, over rolling prairie and points of
lout hills, and in the first fiftv miles ascends
two thousand three hundred feet, and de-
scends about seventeen or eighteen hundred
feet, again before it reaches Colorado Springs,
sevent.vsix ini'es from Denver, to which dis-

tance it is now in operation.

As I rode on the pilot and engine most of
the distance, and noticed the character of the

worlt and cutting, filling and bridging, inclu-

ding rock cuttings, I must, say to you that I

can not think of any Ohio road that would
average as much work per mile, on any sec-

lion of 76 miles as this road.

From the general character of the topogra

phy, shown in the very complete surveys of

your Cincinnati Southern road, I don't think

that, excepting ihe large bridges, it need be

much more expensive than the Denver and
Rio Grande Railway so far.

As to the cost of this, I know that the 76

miles now in operation cost for construction

and equipment less than one million of dol-

lars. As to the amount of equipment, I can

also state that it was sufficient to enable the

road to earn $6,100 for the week ending

December 7th instant.

When these facts are considered, and that

freights on iron and rolling stock for your

road would be at least one and a half per

cent, per pound less than for that road, engi-'

nesrs can calculate what your line would

likely average per mile. If that road cost

less than $13,500 per mile under such cir-

cumstances, and thus equipped, what would

yours cost, is a question which your surveyors

and engineers can compute, remembering, as

they must, that, the three feet gauge is more

pliable and can be made thus to save cutting,

filling and tunneling unavoidable with the

standard gauge
In view of all this, I think your line ought

not to cost more than twice that of the Den-

ver and Rio Grande Railroad, to build and

equip it adequate for the first year's work.

Yours truly,

W S Rosecrans.

Hon. E A Ferguson. Cincinnati, O.

To the Editor of the Commercial

:

Mr. C. W. Woolley, in his communication

to the Commercial of yesterday, states that

Mr. Ferguson admitted to a mutual friend

"that a decision of the Supreme Court affirm-

in" the constitutionality of his bill would'

include the legality of a bonus from' tfeecity

to any one who would'build the road fbr us."

This is a mistake. It has never been held in

Ohio that the legislative authority extended

to raising money by taxation to be given away

where the ownership was to be private, even

for a public object, and I trust never will be.

The recent decision sanctions no such prin-

ciple, but just the contrary. All hope of a

bonus from the city, either under the present

or any amended Constitution, in my judgment,
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may as well be given up. Whet'jer tlie new
Oonslitulion will authorize taking stock, to a
limned nmount, in public works, is doubtful,
and a matter of policy about which I have
neither formed nor expressed an opinion.

E. A, Ferguson.— Cincinnati Commercial.

Cincinnati Southern Railway.

Rooms Board of Trade,
Chattanooga, Dec. 8, 1871.

To the General Assembly of the Common
wealth of Kentucky :

At a meeting of the Board of Trade of the
city of Chattanooga, Tennessee, the following
preamble and resolutions were unanimously
adopted :

"Whereas, The Board of Trade of Chatta-
nooga caused to be presented to the last Gene-
ral Assembly of Kentucky a series of resolu-

tions respectfully pressing upon the considera-
tion ot that body the expediency of granting
the charter sought by the Trustees of the Cin
cinnati Southern Railway; and whereas, it is

understood that the application for said char-
ter will be renewed before the present General
Assetuoly; and whereas, this Board is pro-
foundly impressed with the vast and diversi-

fied advantages which would accrue from the
construction of said road, not only to this

community but to the entire country traversed
by it, as well in Kentucky as in Tennessee;
therefore, be it

. "Resolved, That, in our opinion, the propo-
sal on the part of Cincinnati to build a rail-

road between that city and Chattanooga is

entitled to the cordial co-ooeration of the
counties and communities through which it is

proposed to run said road ; and should receive
from the General Assembly of Kentucky the
same favorable consideration which has al-

ready been accorded to it by the Legislature
of Tennessee.

"Resolved, That the exigent needs and in-

terests of the section of country alonsf the

proposed line of said road demand its speedy
construction. No equal area of country upon
the habitable globe is more prodigally sup-
plied with mineral wealth, with agricultural
resources, and with the conditions of mechani-
cal and commercial prosperity. This wealth
and these resources, now dormant and neg-
lened, will spring into bounteous develop-
ment upon the completion of this great thor-

oughfare of trade and travel.

'Resolotd, That the proposed road will

constitute the natural trunk connecting the
railway system of ihe South with the network
of Northern roads and the eommprce of the

Onio river, and will supply to the Stites soulh
of Tennessee and east of the Mississippi those
facilities of direct communication with the

North from which they are now, in large mea-
sure, precluded, and which their agricultural,

manufacturing and commercial interests and
necessities demand.

"Resolved, That a fellowship of interest

in the vital benefits with which this enterprise
is fraught will, it is hoped, relieve the action

hereby taken by this Board from the appear-
ance of an unbecoming or gratuitous sugges-
tion to your intelligent and honorable body.

I Certify that the above resolutions are a
true copy, and that Hon. E. A James, of our
city, was duly appointed as a delegate to pre-

sent them to the Legislature of the State of
Kentucky, now in session.

W. P. Rathburn, President.

< nesajpeake A Ohio—Day ton Extension.

Col. Trimble and his friends are working

with a most hearty good will, and no doubts

are entertained of full success in raising the

amount necessary to secure the completion of

the road. Ot the progress of their labors the

Highland News says :

Subscriptions to the new railroad are pro-

gressing rather slowly in this county. About
$5,000 have been raised the past week, the

sum total now amounting to about SI 30,000

—

leaving $45,000 still to be raised. Most of the

committees appointed to canvass the country
in the immediate vicinity of Hillsboro, are at

work this week, and we hope to have a guod
report from them in our next issue.

In Brnshcreek Tp. they are working well,

and had over $15,000 subscribed up to last

Monday
Marshall Tp. is lagging behind, not having

raised half her quota of $25,000. The friends

of the road in that township must be up and
doing. There is no time to be lost.

From Clinton county we have more encour-

aging reporls. Wilmington is reported to

have waked up and gone to work in earnest

We understand a number of her leading citi

zens are now ready to guarantee the whole
quota of the county—$150,000. At New Vi-

enna the subscriptions amount to $15,000.

A dispatch from Dayton to the Cincinnati

Gazette of last Monday, says that the stock

was being taken rapidly in that city.

Col. Trimble returned home last Friday
evening, and left again on Monday morning
to hold meetings in the Symmes creek valley.

A meeting was held in Jackson on Monday
of last week, which was well aitended, and
committees were appointed to canvass for

stock.

The Pike County Republican of last week
says it is informed that subscriptions were
going on satisfactorily, and that their quota
of $50,000 was likely to be raised.

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 22.—Samuel Gill,

Superintendent of the Louisville, Cincinnati

& Lexington Short Line, has resigned bis

position, to take effect Jan. 1st. J. E. Gim-
perling, Assistant Superintendent, will be Acl-

ing Superintendent, and probably soon will be
appointed Superintendent of the road. Mr.
i jim per ling is one of the ablest and most popu-

lar railroad men in tie State.— Courier Jour.

The name of Sam. Gill has become a house-

hold word among Kentucky railroads, and we

can scarcely conceive of a separation of it.

from the name of the old Frankfort, Lexing-

ton &. Louisville Railroad. Economy, safety

and regularity, are the integral elements of

his management, and the results to stockhold-

ers was everything that could be desired from

a local line of traffic. We trust that relief

from onerous duties and the quiet of private

life will bring restored health, and prepare

him for that enlarged field of usefulness to

which his.capacity so admirably adapts him.

The Babcock Extinguisher.

Telegraph to Eobt. Harris, Geu'l SupL C, B. A Q. R..R.

Galesburg, III, April 29.—Quincy Car

House caught fire last night. The cars in it

would have burned entirely but for two Bab-

cock Extinguishers.

Chesapeake iSt Ohio Railroad.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Company
was held in Richmond, Va., on ihe 1th inst.

The President in bis report stales that the

bonds of the company now command 9+ cents

on the dollar, and prophesied a premium
within the year. The road is now completed
from the city of Huntington, on the Ohio
river, to the mouth of New river. That por-

tion of the line between the mouth of New
river and White Sulphur springs (102 miles),

which will complete the line from the city of
Richmond to the Ohio river, is all under con-
tract, and the grading and masonry on eleven

miles of it is completed, and the balance of
the work is progressing so favorably as to

leave no doubt that the whole of it will be

completed, and that the cars will be running
daily over the entire line from Richmond t>

the city of Huntington before the close of the

present fiscal year.

The surveys which have been made during
the past year established the fact that connec-
tions may be made at either of several points

on the Chesapeake bay, having good harbors
and abundant depth of water, and easily ac-

cessible from the ocean at all seasons of the

year, at moderate cost.

The funded debt of the road secured by
mortgage is $11,237,100 ; and the amount of
bonds issued for funded interest is $163,844.95;
dividend bonds, $29,312; the floating debt,

$1,234,906.11.

The General Superintendent states that the

earnings of the company from passengers,

freight, &c, amount to $769,265 05; expenses,

$479,256 62; net receipts, $290,008.43. The
increase for the year is $91,939 78. There is

also a decrease in the expenses of $138,182 42.

The equipment consists of 37 locomotives,

15 first class and 6 second class passenger
ears, 12 baggage, mail and express cars, 205
box cars, 55 stock cars, 124 flat cars, 20 gon-
dola cars, 10 caboose and boarding cars, and
7 gravel cars; 100 freight cars have been
purchased, and 50 freight, 61 dump, 6 gravel,

3 passenger and 1 mail and express cars have
been built at the company's shop.

Messrs. C. P. Huntington, A. A. Low, W.
H. Aspinwa.il, of New York ; Pliny Fisk, of
Pennsylvania; David Slewart, Jonas B. Clark,

Wm. B. Hatch, of New York; H. C. Parsons,

of West Virginia; John Echols, Wms. C.

Wickham and Jos. R. Anderson, of Virginia.

"Honor to whom Honor is due."

There was a high time among the railroad

men last night A number ot the leading

officers and representatives of railroad inte-

rests at this point aesembled in ihe parlor of
Walker's Exchange, and proceeded to present

Mr. C. P. Atmore, general passenger agent of

the Great Jackson Route, with a splendid gold

watch and chain. The watcn was inscribed :

"C. P. Atmore, Gen. Pass. Jig't, from the Offi-

cers, Employees and Patrons of the J., M. &,

I. Railroad." The speeches on the occasion
were eloquent and appropriate—and so were
the wine and cigars. Mr. Atmore w.»s com-
pletely taken by surprise, but soon so far re-

covered his presence of mind as to make a

feeling and suitable response to ihe handsome
compliment — Courier- Journal.

Well that served Charlie ''just right." "We
are glad of it," and only regret that we were

" not there" to "join in." May he never get

a " worse lick," nor " his shadow ever become

less."
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Journal of fiEaiSruad law.

Railroad Companies— What is Negligence on
the part offellow servants— Rule us to selec-

tion of servants and responsibility therefor

by companies.

The facts in tlie recent case of Brickner,

Administratrix, &c , vs. The New York Cen-

tral Railroad Company (2 Lansing, 50fi), aie

fullv and clearly stated in the following opin-

ion by

Potter, J —A review of this case requires

the statement of the leading facts proved on

the trial. The plaintiff's intestate, Frederick

Brickner, was a carpen'er in the employ of

the defendant at West Albany at the time of

the accident which resulted in his death, and

which occurred in October, 1867. Brickner

was at. the time, and for some days previous,

with three others, had been engaged in put-

ting skylights into the roof of the shop of the

defendant: and to effect this object had built

scaffolding below the roof under the openings

for the skylights at a hight of some twenty five

feet above the floor or ground of the shop.

Three such skylights were to he constructed
;

and to do this holes had to be cut through the

roof of the size of the skylight The carpen-

ters had to stand upon the scaffold while al

work, and while raising up the timbers when
raised upon the scaffolds. The first two of

these scaffolds were constructed by three car-

penters, of which Brickner was one. These
two scaffolds answered all the purposes of their

construction. The third scaffold, which was

built for the like purpose of being used for the

carpenters to stand upon while constructing

the third skylight, was built by two young men
of the ages of sixteen and eighteen who were

in the employ of the defendant, and who had

little (if any) knowledge of the trade, one of

whom had worked at the business but about

two months.
When the three carpenters had finished the

second skylight, they were ordered by the de-

fendant's foreman or boss carpenter, whose
name was Westman, to go to work upon the

third. The carpenters found the third scaf-

fold constructed. They proceeded from the

second skylight over the roof of the building,

and stepped down upon the scaffold from the

third skylight through the hole cut in the roof

for the skylight, this being the only way to get

upon the scaffold. Seen from obove, this

scaffold was, in its appearance, like the others

which had been constructed by the carpen-

ters; it was closely covered with boards cut

out of the roof. Three of the carpenters got

on this scaffold, and when the fourth, who was
the plaintiff 's intestate, stepped upon the scaf-

fold, it gave way; he fell to the ground, re-

ceiving injuries which resulted in his death

The timber witb which this scaffold was con-

structed was insufficient in size, strength or

quality for a scaffold ; and one of the sticks

upon which hoards were placed was cross-

drained hemlock There is the absence of

evidence in the case that either of the direc-

tors of the defendant had any personal super-

vision, or gave directions in regard to any of

the work at West Albany.

The directing power there, so far as the

proof shows it, is that one Colby was master

mechanic, under one Jones, and that one

Westman was boss of the gang of carpenters.

That Jones and Colby were competent men,

but there was proof that Westman indulged

in habits of drinking, and was occasionally

intoxicated; that Colby had threatened to

dismiss him for that reason
; and some proof

was given that he was intoxicated at the time

he ordered the carpenters upon the defective

scaffold; The carpenters who entered upon
it did not know. They were sent to work

upon it by Westman, who was the immediate

boss of the gang of carpenters, and directed

their work.

Upon this statement the first queston, in

fact the only question, as it seems to me, is,

was there any fact in the case to be submitted

to the jury? This is a question of law. The
institutions of railroads in this country, as the

great medium of individual and commercial

transition, has introduced into our jurispru-

dence new subjects of discussion in and adju-

dications by the courts, as to the degree of

care, caution and diligence, demanded respec

lively of master and servant, employer and
employee, toward the other, as well as the de-

gree of misconduct or negligence which creates

liability upon the one, or which estops the

other from ihe making a claim for damages
for injuries received while engaged in the em-
ployment of such other. To a certain extent,

in given cases, we may regard the I iW as set-

tled by our highest courts ; but the ever vary-

ing cases, in fact and feature, presenied to

the courts at nisi privs, calls upon ihit couit,

and the court of review, in the examination

of a case thus changed in its presentation

trom every other, to apply to it. first, what is

the settled law of the general and particular

cases And to that portion which appears to

be novel, or a variation trom settled adjudica-

tions, to apply such general principles of

common law as seem to be demanded by it.

In this case we may perhaps assume, as a

settled general rule, "that a master is not

responsible to those in his employ for injuries

resulting from the negligence, carelessness or

misconduct of a fellow servant engaged in Ihe

same general business." As also, '"the rule

exempting the master is the same, although

the grades of the servant or employees are

different, and the person injured is inferior in

rank, and may oe subject io the directions

and general control of linn by whose act the

injury is caused."

In the case of Gilraan vs The Eastern Rail

road Corporation (10 Allen, 238, 239), an

employee of the defendant brought his action

for an ii jury occasioned by the negligence of

a switchman in failing properly to adjust the

switch upon the track. The court held that

the plaintiff, being a fellow servant in the em-
ploy of the same railroad company, could not

have recovered of their common master; but

they add: "The evidence ottered by the plain-

tiff at the trial was competent to show that

the defendant knowingly, or iu ignorance

caused by their own negligence, employed an

habitual drunkard as switchman, and thereby

occasioned the accident Of the sufficiency

of their evidence a jury must judge. If the

plaintiff can satisfy them that such misconduct

or negligence in the defendant caused the in-

jury, and that he himself used due care, he

may maintain his action." In the same case

they say :
" It is well settled, both in England

and America, that a master is bound to use

ordinary care iu providing his structures and
engines, and in selecting his servants, and is

liable to any of his fellow servants for his

negligence in this regard."

If the case we are reviewing depended upon

the question whether a fellow servant could

maintain an action against the common mas-

ter tor the negligence, carelessness or miscon

duct of a fellow servant engaged in the same
general business, it would be clear that the

learned judge correctly ordered a non suit at

the trial. The case, however, has evidence in

it teuding to sustain a different basis of right

to recover, to wit: The negligence of the de-

fendant in erecting an unsa re and dangerous
structure upon which the plaintiff was placed
or directed tc go, to perform his labor ;

and
the negligence of the defendant in selecting

proper and competent servants, or knowingly
keeping intemperate and incompetent servants

in their employ, by reason of which the plain-

tiff's intestate was injured. Upon this fea-

ture of the case we think the learned judge
was in error in not submitting the case to the

jury with proper instructions as to the law of
the case, or with proper issues of fact to be

found by them, upon which the law could be

declared. There was evidence in this case of

the incompetencv of the persons who con-

strucied the scaffold in question; the fa'l of

which caused the death of plaintiff's Inlestat".

They were mere boys, sixteen and eighteen

years of age, unlearned in the irade of car-

penters, and as a natural consequence, inex-

pert and unacquainted with the strength and
support necessary for such a structure. In

the absence of proof as to who directed them
to construct the scaffold, the presumption
must be that it was the defendant, or the di-

recting power of the defendant; some one
who had ihe authority to direct. If the pre-

sumption should be that it was Westman, the

boss carpenter, then the direction was given

by one as to whose competency, by reason of

his habits of intemperance, was a question of

fact properly for a jury. It is entirely clear

•that the scaffold, as a structure, implement,

facility, or appliance, by whatever name it

may be called, was an unsafe and dangerous
one; it was constructed by incompetent per-

sons, and of poor and insufficient materials.

When this was proved, I think the burden was
upon the defendants of showing, at least, that

it was constructed by a competent director of

work, or competent fellow servant. If the

defendant, as master, directed these incompe-
tent boys to construct this scaffold, then they

are responsible for the consequence.

Perhaps wc have gone as far as necessary

to show it was error in the judge to tike this

cause from the jury. I d > not understand it

to be urged as a ground for sustaining the

non-suit, that the plaintiff's intestate had been
guilty of contributing negligence on his part;

or that the learned judge put his decision on

that ground Upon the argument of this case

the main point relied upon to sustain the

ruling of the learned judge was, that no negli-

gence was brought home to the defendant.

That the business of employing and discharg-

ing men was left to Colby and Jones ; and
they being competent, whatever resulted from
their negligence, is to be accounted the negli-

gence of a fellow servant.

Though the case does not inform us who
employed either Jones, Colby or Westman, as

agents or operatives, it does appear that among
themselves tbey took some rank in the order

of Jones, Coloy and Westman. They were
all called bosses by the workmen, which is

doubtless a title of superiority, perhaps each
in a different department. Jones was highest;

but Colby employed and discharged men ; and
Westman was in charge of and directed the

gang of carpenters as Io their work. As none
but the principal has the right to employ
agents and servants, without a delegation of

the power to do so, th.e presumption must be

in this case, in the absence of other evidence,

that these three bosses were employed by the

defendant, and each had delegated to him
power to direct.

It is claimed that in cases of corporations,

who can only act by agents, that the directors

may be regarded as the master, or principals,

and that all others, all persons in their em
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plov, whatever may he their employment or

duties, whether general superintendent, or the

lowest grade of menial laborers, all stand upon

an equality of co-laborers, or employees, as

regards ihe question of negligence toward

each other. This may he the rule where the

executive power, the directing and superin-

tending duties of the corporation are perform

ed by the directors in person, as was the case

of Warren vs. Erie Railway Company (39 New
York, 471). I hate not yet learned from any
respectable adjudications, that a railroad, or

other corporation, hy appointing a superin-

tending agent to transact all executive duties,

anc* surrendering to him all right to perlorm

such duties, retaining and exercising no power

to discharge such duties themselves, can es-

cape all legal liability as master; that the

superintending and controlling agent in such

case can be. held to be only a mere fellow ser-

vant and co-laborer, the equal with all other

employees of the corporation i or, in other

words, that by this device, corporations can

avoid having a master to whom negligence or

knowledge of defective or insufficient machin-

ery, implement* or appliances, can be brought

home, so as t'i create liabilities Such a doc-

trine is simply monstrous. Corporations would

thus he ab.-tdved from all possible liability,

and the sound old maxim Qui facit per alium

facilper se, would be abrogated

A corporation can not act personally. It

requires some person to superintend struc-

tures, to purchase and control the running of

cars, to employ and discharge men, and pro-

vide all needful appliances. This can only

be done by agents; they are the representa-

tives of the corporation. They are then the

executive head or master. I heir acts are the

acts of the corporation. The duties above

described are the duties of the corporation.

When these directors appoint some person

other than themselves to superintend and per-

form all these executive duties lor them, then

such appointees, equally with themselves,

represent the corporation as master, in all

those respects And though in the perform-

ance of these executive duties he may be and

is a servant of the corporation, he is not in

those respects a co servant, a co-laborer, aco-

etnployee, in the common acceptation of those

terms, any more than is a director who exer-

cises the same, authoiity. Though such super-

intendent may also labor like other co-labor-

ers, and he may be in that respect a co-laborer,

and his negligence as such co-laborer, when
acting only as a laborer, may be likened to

that of any other, yet, when by appointment

ol the master, he exercises the executive du-

ties of master, as in the employment of ser-

vants, in the selection or the adoption of the

machinery, apparatus, tools, structures, appli-

ances and means suitable and proper for the

use of other and subordinate sei vaats, then

his acts are executive acts; are the acts of a

master; and then the corporation are responsi-

ble that he shall act with a reasonable degree

of care for the safely, security and life of the

other persons iu their employ. These execu

tive duties may also be distributed to different

head3 of different departments, so that each
superintendent within his sphere may repre-

sentee corporation as master. In controlling

and directing structures, in employing and
discharging operatives, in selecting machinery

and tools, thus he speaks the language of a

roaster. Then he issues their order to their

operatives. Then he is the mouthpiece and
interpreter of their will. Their voice which is

silent, is spoken by him. He then only speaks

their executive will, not the irresponsible will

of a fellow workman or co-laborer. The cor-

poration can speak or act in no other way.

His executive acts are their act*. His negli-

gence is their negligence. His control, their

control. He has in the executive duty no
equal. He is not while in the performance
of these executive duties, only the equal of
the common co laborer or co servant I do
not discover in this view anything iu conflict
with the case of Wright vs New York Central
Railroad Company, or Warner vs. The Erie
Railroad Company Those cases have not
held, that when a corporation exercises its

executive power by an agent or superintend-
ent, that they are not liable for his negligence
as such, because he is only a servant of the
corporation. That step in advance is yet to

be taken by the courts in this country. Be-
fore it is taken, I think the court will take into

consideration the consequence of such a rule.

I doubt if they will be found inclined to open
a door which should allow corporations or

individuals to escape all responsibility for

accidents occasioned by negligence o£ their

executive agent*, find thus suggest t'le e.vp 'di-

ency of managing all institutions iu that way.

We are referred by the brief of the defend-
ant's counsel, to two cases recently decided

in the English courts (Gallagher vs Piper, 16

C. B N S. tifi!), and Wilson vs Murray, de-

cided in the House of Lords in 1868) which
it is said, held the rule that, knorvledse of

negligence must be brought home to the de-

fendant*; and that it is not sufficient that

knowledge of such negligence be brought to

the defendants general manaaer, the foreman
of the scaffold in the case of an insufficient

scaffold. I have not had access to the books
containing those holdings, and the statement

from the brief does not show us whether the

master or defendants in those cases, them-
selves, had personal charge of their own busi-

ness, or whether the whole charge of the

management was committed by the master to

a superintendent and general manajer. That
is the distinction that I have regarded as im-

portant, if not controlling, and have not felt

bound in this court to adopt the rule as it is

claimed. I do not think it could be endured
in this country. But the negligence referred

to in the English case of Wilson vs. Murray
was the negligence of a competent and skill-

ful workman, not the negligence which con-

sists in the employing an incompetent and
skillful one, through whose incompetence the

injury happened A very clear difference.

This case shows an absence of all evidence

as to the actual power of those persons who
exercised executive duties. The apparent
authority, in such case, must be presumed to

be the real authoiity. There were facts in

the case that should have been presented to

thejury It was error to nonsuit.

Judgment reversed.

—

Am. li. li Jour.

Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad —We
have noticed for several days past, at the

Alabama iSt Chattanooga Railroad depot, quite

a number of cars from the New Orleans and
Texas railroads, loaded with through freight

for this point. It is not generally appreci-

ated, but it is a fact, that the demand for roll-

ing stock to do the through business between
this point, Mobile and New Orleuns, is much
greater than the ability of the present man-
agement of the road has or will be able to

supply, even with the courtesies usually ex-

tended by connecting roads. This shows that

we have not heretofore over estimated the

importance of the Alabama & Chattanooga
Railroad as a link in the through line con-
necting us with the markets indicated. With
the facilities it should have, this road can not
fail to do a heavy and lucrative business.

—

Chattanooga Times.

Indiana Block Coal for Manufacturers,

Gen. Alfred Pleasanton, President Cincinnati

& Terre Haute Railway :

Dear Sir— i"ou ask, "Why is block coal

superior to other coals for making iron?" In

reply, I would say that the block coal of Indi-

ana differs in its action on iron, both in the

puddling furnace and blast furnace, from all

other free burning coals with which I am ac-

quainted. This may, in a measure, be due to

its physical structure, but mainly, in my opin-

ion, to its containing relatively more hydrogeu
than oxygen, and a large amount ol carbon us

mineral charcoal.

In the puddling furnace a less quantity ig

required to make a ton of iron, the heats are

brought oft' in a shorter space of lime, and the

quality of the iron is better than that made
from the same stock with other coals. Iron

made here at the Capital Rolling Mill, with

this coal, is sold in Pittsburg for the manufac-
ture of gun barrels. Mr Sims, an experienced

rolling mill manager, of the latter city, assured

me that he had never used a coal which gave
such complete satisfacton in Lbe puddling

furnace as the Indiana block coal.

Mr. Roberts, superintendent of the Union
Rolling Mill, of Chicago, says he has worked
iu rolling mills in England, Troy, New York,

and Cleveland, Ohio, and that he has met
with no coal equal to the Indiana block coal

for making rails.

In the blast furnace it holds up a large bur-

den, produces an immense heat, and does not

scaffold or bang v but glides smoothly down
the walls of the shaft without scarring, and
makes a soft, gray, highly crystalized pig iron,

when the hematile ores of Missouri and Lake
Superior are used, which is in every respect

equal to the charcoal iron made from the same
ores, and just the quality required for making
steel.

In the western part of Owen county and in

the eastern part of Clay county, the proposed
railroad from Cincinnati to Terre Haute will

pass over a basin of as good coal as can be
found in the State. The seams range from
three and a half to five and a half feet in

thickness ; indeed, I found the seams thicker

here than in any other part of the basin. * *

The uncertainty of river transportation, as

a means of obtaining fuel, has been so fully

demonstrated to the citizens of Cincinnati

and Louisville this season, that I should think

they would, at once, take an active part in

providing the necessary means to insure the

building of a road that will at all times make
them secure against a coal famine, keep their

manufacturers supplied with the best of fuel

at regular rates, and bringing to their doors

a commerce that at present finds other mar-
kets.

In a former letter I referred to the good
character of the block coal pig metal for mak-
ing Bessemer steel. This branch of manufac-
ture is de*tined to revolutionize the iron busi-

ness of this country, as a Bessemer steel rail

will last seventeen times as long as an iron

rail. I think I may safely say that all the

railroads running through this State are pay-

ing a handsome dividend, and are in a good
condition to replace their iron rails with steel

ones. That it is their interest to do so can

be clearly shown ; hence all that is wanted ia

the facility of procuring them.

Yours truly,

S. F. Cos,
State Geologist of Indiana

— Cin. Com.
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Erie Railway.

The present administration of the Erie road
have just published their fourth annual return

to the State Engineer. It is for the jear end-
ing 30th September, 1871, as follows:

Gross earnings from all sources. ..$17, 108,005
Operating expenses, 72£ per cent.

of the earnings 12. 446,355

Net earnings $4,721,619
Interest on mortgage debt, rents,

taxes, insurance, &c 3,908,603

Profit $813,045
Less loss operating Atlantic & Gt.

Western Railway 694,780

Net profit $118,261

The progress of capital, debt and leases

(capitalized at 7 per cent. ), and gross traffic

and net profits, for four years, appears to have
been as follows:

Sept. 30. Capital. Gross traffic. Net profits

1867 $25,111,210 $14,005,996 $1,040,584

18G8 $46,302,210 $24,376,872 $22,672
1869 78,536.910 16,721,500 475,612

1870 83,536,910 16,179,461 Nil.

1871 86,536,910 17,168,005 116,264

Debt & leases (capitalized), 1867 $42,350,000
•' " " 1871 *55,825,(,00

Increase of debt and leases $13,475,000
Increase of capital 61,425,700

Increase of capital, debt, &c...$74, 900,700

*Exelusive of the Atlantic &. Great Western, on which
the loss of $t>94,7b0 Is reported as above.

Mississippi, Ouachita <fc Red River R. R.

Col. Jas. M. Lewis, President:

Sir—Work was begun on the Mississippi,

Ouachita & Red River Railroad in the month
of June, 1871. To this date 42 miles of road
have been graded, bridged and furnished with

cross ties, and 21 miles of track—westward
from Eunice—have been laid. The road is

well equipped with engines and cars, and has
all the necessary buildings, warehouses, water,

tanks, etc. It is now doing a prosperous
business, transporting daily over 200 bales of
cotton. This business will be largely in-

creased by carrying the track 6 miles farther

westward, where a temporary terminus will

be established until the Sabine river is bridged,

and the road bed shall be completed to the

town of Warren—a point 60 miles west from
the Mississippi river.

The expenditures for construction, and ma-
terials, etc., have been as follows:

Grading, bridging and cross ties $237,000
20 miles track 170,000
Locomotives and cars 49,800
Buildings, tools and machinery 24,000
Interest paid on State or first mort-

gage boDds 85,000
Engineering, salaries aud incidental

expenses 45 Of

Total $610,800

The company's indebtedness will fall short

of $100.000—at the same time there is due to

the company nearly double this amount.
Respectfully,

J. E. Sickels, Sup't & Chief Eog'r.

Little Rock, Dec. 1, 1871.

JL-Utle Ruck, Pine Bluff <jt New Orleans
Kuilruad.

Col. Jas. M Lewis, President :

In response to your inquiries, I have the

honor to submit the Following stalement

:

On the Liltle Rock, Pine Bluff & New Or-
leans Railroad, 80 miles are graded, bridged
and furnivhed with cross ties. The road, as

regards the grades, curvature, width of road

bed, bridges, and quality of cross ties, is fully

up to the requirements of a first class rail-

road
As you are aware, the overflow of la^t c pring

broke through and swept away some portions

of our embankment-! along the Mississippi

front, carrying away in all about three-fourths

of a mile of levee embankment. These gaps
are neatly closed, and the entire road oed, for

a distance of 7 miles, is now, under the direc-

tion of ihe State Engineer, being raised so as

to place the grade line of the embankments
3i feet above the highest flood marks, and
secure, as it is believed, against nil possible

hazards in the future. The present condition

and progress of this work—which I am only

just relieved from a personal inspection of

—

enables me to state that the section will be

again ready for the rails by the first ol Janu-
ary next

The cost of the work done and materials

and equipments furnished to this time is as

follows :

Grading, bridging, ties of 82 miles

(including sidings) $760,000

18$ miles track 148,000

Equipment 40,0110

Buildings 15,000

Interest paid on State or first mort
gage bonds 110,000

Engineering, right of way and con-

tingencies 35,iiiiii

Total $1,008,000

The above amount pays for 82 miles of road
bed, 18J miles of track, 1 locomotive and 30
cars (including passenger, express, box and
flat cars), 3 buildings and sundry machinery.

The company has no indebtedness.

J. E Sickels, Chief Eng'r, etc.

Little Roc k, Dec. 1,
,
j.871.

Cumberland Gap Railroad—The Bristol

(Tenn.) News announces the return of Major
Fisher and party to that town, who have been

engaged in the survey of the route for the

Cumberland Gap Railroad. The preliminary

survey, says the News, "has been completed,

and the officers will be engaged for a few

weeks in their office, after which the corps

will return to the field, and make the final

location. Lovelady Gap, in Lee county, can

be passed at a grade of 68 feet to the mile,

with a tunnel over a mi'.e in length. By the

Lovelady route the distance from Bristol to

Cumberland Gap is 101 7 10 miles, and by the

Blackwater route it is 95 7-10 miles, and not

96 as heretofore stated. It is the expectation

of General Mahone to let the line, as far as

Clinch river, to contract, against the first of

April, and the remainder as soon as it can be
surveyed. The distance to Clinch river is

about 35 miles.

— It is estimateed that the great trunk
lines of railways carried last year 3,000,000
tons of Western produce to the Atlantic mar-
kets, valued at $400,000,000. Without the

agency of railroads full three-fourths of this

amount would not have been produced. One
of the functions of railways is to make dis-

tant productions marketable. In this way
they produce wealth by enabling others tq

produce it.

\ Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.—The fol-

lowing offices of the Albany & Susquehanna

and the Rensselaer & Saratoga Railroad de-

partments of this company are to be consoli-

dated on the 1st of January, 1872, under the

charge of the following officers, viz : W. 1j.

M.Phelps, Cashier; S. E. Mayo, Gen. Pass.

& Ticket Agent; H. S. Marcy, Gen Freight

Agent ; R f! Rbiokjill. Master Mechanic.

NOTICE.

Tlie Subscribers to the Capital Slock of the Kentucky

& Great Eastern Kiilway Ontnvmny, ar^ hertby notified

that the? are required to pay to the Treasurer of sal

Company, Jas. T. Brady, Pittsburg. Pa., the nu ounta of

the following assessments upon their s*id stock subscrip-

tions, and at the times specified.

10 per centum on or before the Mth day of January, 1872,

10 " - •• » 1st •' February, 1P72.

10 ? "• « "20th " February, 1872.

10 *
4 •* 4k fcl 12th •' March, 1872.

10 • * •• V 1st u April, 1872.

By order of the Board of Directors of s u'd Company.

3. W. MOKTjN. PresH.
December 26, 1871.

SEND FOB A CltnJLAR .
' CONN •

New York Office, 27 BEEKMAN ST*
B8 12-1,70.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Eates
Where it is Introduced.

«®-The attention of Practical Railroad
Mem is earnestly Invited to tbe record of
work done, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fire* tlmt kindle -u stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H.J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI-
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My Journey—The Railroads of the South—
Their Peculiarities.

On the night of the 20th—one of the cold-

eat nights of this cold season—we left the

Covington Short Line depot to find, if we
could, the " Sunny South," which as at pre-

sent advised, seems a myth. The readers of

the Record may be interested in hearing how
railroad traveling in the South seems to me,
who have been so long familiar with it in the

North. Let the reader, then, accompany me,
step by step, and he will get an idea of the

differences between the railroads of the South
and those in Ohio.

To begin at the beginning, the Short Line

depot at Covington is utterly unworthy of the

road, for the road is a good one. The dep< t

must be new, and yet the room into which the

ladies were ushered was inferior to anything

you can. 6nd in Ohio ; a dirty room, with pine

benches, and no appearance of care for any-

thing. We could keep warm, and in so cold

a night that was a good deal. Well, we are

off, and the road seems in good order and
carefully managed, but we are led to one con-
clusion on all the roads from Covington to

Augusta, either that they were not in good
order, or that they were too carefully run I

presume the former is the fact, or there would
be no reason for such slow rates. Nominally
(and in not severe weather truly) we leave

Covington at 6.40 P. M. and arrive at Louis-
ville at 11.45 P. M., which is 5 hours and 40

minutes, and as the distance is 107 miles, it

is less than 20 miles an hour. At Louisville,

the transfer to the Nashville train is execra-

ble. We arrive at some sort of a depot, get

into another car (which turns out to be only

a transfer ear), are run round the town a con-

siderable distance, and then get into the Nash-

ville cars. Now it seems to me, Lonisville

ought either to say that she will not allow

passengers to be transferred through that

town, or allow it to be done in a decent and

comfortable way.

But, we are off for Nashville. The snow

deepened, and the cold was colder, r.s we

passed through Kentucky. About 9 A. M. of

Thursday, we passed the bridge over the

Cumberland and entered the cily of Nashville'

where we were fortunate enough to find the

Chattanooga cars wailing for us. Now, wiih-

out setting down aught in malice, I say the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad is not what it

ought to be, compared with any of the great

northern lines, it is decidedly inferior. Its

running is 23 miles an hour, which is more

than that of the Short Line road At. 292

miles from Cincinnati we have taken 14 hours,

which is 21 miles an hour.

The cars on the Louisville & Nashville road

are about on an average, but the one we were

in very dirty. Happily, however, we are now

to leave Nashville on a road and cars which

are first rate. Tennessee is the most enter-

prising and the most enlightened of the States

south of the Ohio. I shall not stop to prove

that, but those acquainted with the South-

west will, I think, admit this At any rate,

the Nashville & Chattanooga Railroad is a

first class institution. The car we were in,

an ordinary passenger car, was one of the

very best I ever saw. It was made in Nash-

ville, in the car shops of the Nashville & Chat-

tanooga Railroad Company. If they can do

such work as that in Nashville, the Northern

manufacturers best look out for their laurels.

No better work can be found anywhere. The
road also seemed to be good, but for some
reason the rate of going was slow. The dis-

tance to Chattanooga is 151 miles, and the

time table gives 9 hours. This you see is but

17 miles an hour. Here we an; then at Chat-

tanooga, 443 miles from Cincinnati, in 23

hours, which is an average of 19 miles an

hour, just two-thirds of the rate of the North-

ern roads. Now, let us notice something of

the bearings of these facts on the Southern

road question. We have lost on this route

1-50 miles in distance, and one-third the time

in running it. What is the result? We take

23 hours to do what ought to be, and easily

could be, in 10 hours 1 Do you think that

makes no difference in the trade of Cincin-

nati? The truth is, this fact is alike disas-

trous and disgraceful to Cincinnati. For a

little effort among the commercial and mo-

neyed men would years ago have carried the

Kentucky Central on to the Tennessee. I ex-

pect to furnish you with many facts on this

head before my visit here is finished.

But we must hurry on. We have just rolled

through the splendid scenery of the mountains

and passes of the Tennessee; and now the

sun is set; and we are rolling on to Atlanta.

The roads and cars are on an average, but the

slowness still remains; 138 miles in 8 hours

is 17 miles per hour; but we get there safely

and well; and that i3 much to be thankful

for. At Atlanta we stopped 5 hours. It is

well enough to st ip, go to the hotel, and rest;

but why? I could not find out, except that

there were two continued lines, one to Macon,

and one to Augusta, and they chose to con-

nect with the Macon line, and not with the

Augusta.. Why should they not connect with

hoih ? Well, let us go. At 7 A. M. wa leave

on the old, and as they think great, Georgia

State road, from Atlanta to Augusta and Sa-

vannah We arrived at Augusta, 171 miles,

in 10 hours. Here we have again the South-

ern rate, 17 miles an hour. Here at Augusta

we are 752 miles from Cincinnati, on the great

through route to the South, which we have

made, without any gap in the connection, in

48 hours, less than sixteen miles an hour.

Now, if you consider that the Pennsylvania

road goes ju.-t about the same distance from

Cincinnati to New York in 26 hours, you will

see a great difference between Northern and

Southern roads. You will also see at once,

that if this was changed, and a passenger

train went through from Cincinnati to Au-

gusta say in 30 hours, it would make a great

difference in the commercial intercourse and

the business between Cincinnati and the

South. But let us look at it in regard to the

Southern road. How far is it to the center

of that Southern country which Cincinnati

wishes to reach ? It is 752 miles to Augusta,

and 890 to Charleston, on the best and in fact

only route, and on an average it is 820 miles

by the present railroad route to the heart of

the Southern country. Now, if you will take

your map, my reader, you will find, that after

allowing for curvatures and loss of distance

on railroad routes, that 600 miles is all that

is necessary to make a solid railroad to the

heart of the South. Well, now, run that road

at 30 miles an hour, and you reach the heart

of the Southern country in 20 hours. To

Augusta you would go in 18 hours, and to

Charleston in 24 hours; and freight trains

would go in about double that time. What

would be the result? Such time on such a

road would he far in advance of anything from

Chicago, St. Louis, or even Louisville. Cin-

cinnati would have the whole command of the

Southern trade, in the products of agriculture

and of manufactures. To within 20 miles of

the coast, even New York and Philadelphia

could not compete with Cincinnati. In fact,

Cincinnati has, for want of energy and enter-

prise, lost what in the 20 years past would

have made her far in advance of Chicago, St.

Louis, or any other place. She might have

had 400,000 inhabitants to-day, and may have
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half a million in a few years, if she will only

understand and act upon her own interests.

I hope, within a few weeks, to give the

Record many facts bearing upon these ques-

tions, and I really hope that Cincinnati may
wake up to her own interests. E. D. M.

Aiken, S. C, Dec. 25, 1871.

The Albany Law Journal, is one of

the neatest and most valued of our exchanges-

Published at the capital of the State of New
York, with every facility to acquire and dis-

pense the accumulated riches of ' legal lore,"

well known by the profession to exist and to

emanate from that great legal center, the

editors of the Journal have not failed in ap-

preciating the situation, and with marked
ability and tact, present weekly, in an attract-

ive form and style, such an epitome as can

not fail to he of advantage to the practitioner,

as well as interesting to the general reader
)

I' is just, entering upon its fifth volume. Weed.

Parsons & Co., are the publishers.

We have on several successive occa-

sions received Viok's Floral Guide, but the

one just received for 1872 is the most com-

plete and perfect of its class of publications

that we have ever seen. It costs but ten

cents, and is worth a dollar for the children

to play with, let alone its intrinsic value to

every lover of flowers. Send to James Vick,

of Rochester, N. Y., for a copy.

Cincinnati Southern Railway.

Aiken, S. C, Dec. 27, 1871.

Hon. T. Wrightson,

If you .want a demonstration of the need of

a "Southern road," come here. Flour is

nearly double what it is in Cincinnati; and

the distance by rail near 300 miles farther

than it should be.

Yours truly. B. D. M.

Tht» Babcoch Extinguisher.

Headquarters Fire Dept. City of New York.
Office of Chief Engineer,

127 and 12J Mercer St.

New York, November 10, 1871.

F. W. Farwell, Esq., Secretary,

Dear Sir—You ask my opinion of the Bab-

cock Fire Extinguisher. It needs no word of

praise from me. It has demonstrated its

value.

The machines are in use in this Depart

ment, and many fires have been put out with

them, and large damage by water prevented.

They are, beyond a doubt, the best apparatus

ever invented for self-protection, and if they

were in general use, many millions annually

would be saved from destruction by fire. I

fully believe in them, and commend them to

the public confidence.

Very respectfully,

Joteph L Perlev/,

Chief Engineer.

Tbe Coal Lands on tbc Kanawha.

Charleston, W. Va., December 20, 1871.

To the Editor of the Commercial

:

A correspondent in your paper of the 15th

inst., places the value of coal lands in the

Kanawha at one hundred dollars per acre.

This is a serious error. I dc not think an
instance could be found where Kanawha coal

lands have sold for that sum. The highest

price that this writer has ever known to be

paid was forty-two dollars per acre. A large

average price would be twenty-five dollars per

acre. The area of the Kanawha coal fields

is larger than the entire coal fields of Great
Britain.- It is drained by the Kanawha, Elk,

Big Coal, Little Coal and Guyaudolte rivers.

In this coal field exists the bituminous, splint,

cannel, semi-cannel and peacock coals, and
many varieties of each. All of the rivers

are navigable at flood tide for coal barges.

These lands vary in price from forty-two

dollars an acre to one dollar and twenty-five

cents per acre. As a general thing the price

is regulated by the contiguity of the land to

tbe Kanawha river. Some Pennsylvania par-

ties have purchased one hundred thousand
acres of coal lands on Elk river, containing

seams of coal eight feet thick, at one dollar

and fifty cents per acre.

The Chesapeake and Ohio road propose to

carry coal from the Kanawha region to Hun-
tingdon, it being all down grade except a

slight elevation at Scary summit, at one cent

per ton per mile. Coal can be shipped from
Huntingdon to Cincinnati very often, when
the upper Ohio is blockaded with ice or ob-

structed by low water.

The managers of the Chesapeake and Ohio
road are anxious that other coal companies
shall be organized on the south side of tbe

Kanawha, there being now only one (the Ka-
nawha and Ohio Coal Company) in order that

full employment may be given to their coal

trains.

If a few thousand dollars were spent in im-
proving the navigation of the Kanawha river,

immense quantities of coal would be shipped
annually to Cincinnati by barges.

We have long been tributary to Cincinnati.

We eat your hams, read ycur newspapers, and
drink your whisky. You need our coal; we
i.eed a litUe of your surplus capital. A judi-

cious exchange of these two valuable com-
modities would add greatly to our mutual
advantage, and entirely do away with all fear

of coal famines, and greatly increase the valu-

able trade which Cincinnati now enjoys and
has long possessed in this region. Carbon.

(Frmm the Kaniwha Da iy, December 25.)

profitable stock.

At this time the very best coal lands on the
Kanawha, Elk and Coal rivers can be pur-
chased at prices ranging from five dollars to

twenty dollars per acre. Lock and dam tje
Kanawha river, and these coal lands will be
worth, at once, one hundred dollars per acre.

Let the Kanawha river charter be organized
with a capital stock of four million dollars.

Two millions of this sum to be expended in

erecting locks and dams, and two millions in

purchasing coal lands. Say one hundred
thousand acres at an average of fifteen dollars

per acre, and fifty thousand acres at an ave-
rage of ten dollars per acre.

Improve the navigation of the Kanawha by
an expenditure of two million dollars, from
Loup creek to the Ohio river (distance ninety
miles), and it will make these one hundred
and fifty thousand acres of coal land worth

one hundred dollars per acre, that is, fifteen

million dollars.

All this can be done within two years, and
thereby Cincinnati can be supplied with su-

perior coal at low figures during all seasons

of the year. And tbe stockholders of the

Kanawha Coal and Navigaiion Cjmpany will

find their investment most profitable.

Atlantic k Great Western Railroad.—
The new management of the road, the Mead-
ville Journal says, instead of discriminating

against local interests, have adopted the most
liberal policy of stimulating way trade and
travel by granting liberal concessions to this

class of patronage. Orders have been issued

providing for four classes of tickets to be

issued upon application, as follows : 1. Round
trip tickets—for single passage, saving five,

ten, fifteen cents per trip over regular fare.

2. Commutation tickets—by which passengers

secure a discount of twenty-five per cent, from
regular rates. These tickets will be furnished

for passages between any stations on the main
line or branches. 381,001) mile tickets for

$20, good for passage on main line or branches,

and more especially inteuded tor the beuefit

ot commercial travelers and shippers. Ex-
cursion tickets: l'hese are designed for the

accommodation of parties of twenty-five or

more persons, are issued for the round trip at

the rate of \\ full fare one way. The object

of these concessions is to encourage local

business along the line, the managers wishing

to atford every convenience and liberality

which the traveling public and their patrons

can reasonably desire.

—Western railway earnings for November,
says the New York Bulletin, are very satis-

factory, especially considering that daring

the latter part of the month traffic was in

many cases interfered with by the severity of

the weather. ~The Milwaukee and St Paul
road has suffered from this cause, the earn-

ings being $146,389 less than for November
laat year. The Illinois Central also shows
decline, but with these exceptions there is

gratifying increase. Central Pacific contin-

ues to show a large gain, the increase for No-
vember being $121,349. The total earnings

for the first eleven months amount to $8,796,-

341, an excess of §1,384,916 over last year.

These figures indicate that tbe receipts of the

road for the whole year will nearly reach

$10,000,000, the amount predicted some
months ago by the friends of the company.
In the Union Pacific, also, there is a healthy

gain, the earnings being $723,000, against

$570,000 last year; considering that the net

earnings are much larger, in proportion to

the gross, than last year, this must be regar-

ded as a very handsome month's business.

Lake Shore shows an increase of about $78,-

000, and Michigan Central of $80,000. The
total November earnings of fourteen roads

—

which, with one or two exceptions are the

only companies represented on the Stock Ex-

change that regularly report their earnings

—

amount lo $7,062,681 against 6,666,212 last
'

year.

— An engineer, named Ford, has just re-

covered $6,833 from the Filchburg Railroad,

of Massachusetts*. His engine exploded m
April, 1870, just after starting from the Fitch-

burg Station, severely injuring him. The case

has been tried three times. The damages
awarded the first time were $4,000, and the

second time $5,376. Both these judgments
were set aside as excessive, and the third trial

was ordered, which has resulted as above.
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Sew York Central and Hudson River R. R.

By a dispatch from New York we lenrn that

the completion of the Grand Central depot

•and the facilities it a fiords, has enabled Vice-

President Wm H. Vanderbilt to perfect the

organizntion implied by the const. lidut'on of

the Hudson River and New York Central

Railroads. Mr. Vanderbilt now becomes the

head of the consolidated companies, and here-

after the directing influence will be fixed in

New York city. Mr. Edwin D. Worcester,

Treasurer of the late Central Railroad, resigns

that position and accepts the office of Secre-

tary of the consolidated companies, vice Au-
gustus Sehi-U resigned. By this arrangement
Charles C Clarke, for many years Treasurer

of the Hudson River Railroad, becomes Trea-

surer of the consolidated companies Mr,

Drullard continues the General Freight Agent
and will remain in this city, as will also Mr
Utter, Comptroller of real estate, rents and
taxes. Auxiliary to the New York manage-
ment, ex Senator Henry R. Piersqn has been
invested with the duty of Managing Director

at this city. For the present Mr. Tillinshast

is charged with the re?ponsible duties of Gene-
ral Superintendent, of the division west of this

city, while Mr. Toucey has entire charge of

the Grand Central depot at New York, its

. connections and line east of this city, inci-

dentally of the two bridges spanning the Hud-
son river here. C. H. Fisher is designated as

Chief Engineer. Ttie promotion of Mt. Wor
cester will be exceedingly gratifying to the

numerous Albany friends of that gentleman,
while the continuance of Mr. Pierson in his

responsible position is a deserved compliment
to a worthy and capable officer. Mr» Tilling-

hast's retention as Superintendent of the Cen-
tral division is to be expected as a matter of

course. The Genera! Office of the Company
will still remain in this city, with which the

interests of the road have been so long iden-

tified. It has always been fortunate in the

selection of its officers, but never more so than
now.

—

Albany Journal,

—The Cleveland Plaindee.hr says :
" The

enormous increase of railway freights is one
of the marvels of recent business development
: n the United States. Notwithstanding the

-'.e increase of railroads in all the

1 States, there is not now one of (he

._r»ding lines which is not fairly blucked with

freight. It may be, moreover, broadly stated

that not one of the great east and west roads
possesses to-day tracks and machinery to do
properly the business that crowds upon it.

The Pennsylvania Central the Lake Shore,
tlie Erie and the Atlantic, and the Baltimore
& Ohio, are all in the market this fall as

heavy pnrchasers of new engines and cars,

one of these lines having in process of con-
struction one hundredand twenty new engines,

and another two thousand five hundred cars

of a single class. Car and locomotive builders

are surfeited with orders covering all the work
that they can possibly turn out for months to

come. Not less notable is the enlargement
of the capacity of the roads themselves.
Lines that for years have struggled along with
single tracks now yield to the ptessure of
growing trade and are laying with all possible

despatch a second line of rails. The double
track of the Lake Shore road throughout its

whole length is an example of this. The
Pennsylvania Central is rebuilding entirely its

eastern division, straightening the last thirty-

five miles bo much as to save seven miles in

that distance."

The Detroit River Tunnel.

Progress is quietly making, as we learn
from the Detroit Post, on the preliminary
portions of this great undertaking. The locate

of operations is the water front adjoiuing the

Great Western Ferry slip. A coffer dam 40
feet square has been constructed (the water
being 5D feet deep) and filled with clay, form-
ing a solid pier through which the shaft is to

be sunk over 50 feet. This latter weighs 8

tons, and is Id feet in diameter. The brick
work laid on the shaft has been built to a
hight of 10 feet; but the weight is not yet
sufficient to sink the shaft perceptibly. The
bottom being reached, work will begin on the

drainage tunnel, the entrance to which will be

25 feet below that of the main tunnel, and
rising to a point slightly below at the middle
of the stream. It is considered that the hard
blue clay will be the best material for the wall

of the tunnel; and tosecurethis.it has be-

come necessary, as the result of the surveys,

to vary the course of the tunnel from a straight

line—whereby, also, the maximum grade will

be reduced to 1 foot in 50. The following

sketch is given of anticipated difficulties:

The two sections of men at work under
Lake Michigan (in the lake tunnel at Chica-

go), came out within an inch or less of the

place calculated. That undertaking was,

however, easy compared with this. It. is

necessary to construct two tunnels for trains

both ways. There is a possibility of getting

into strata in which there is quicksand. Then,
as the upper part of the tunnel is to be within

VI feet of the river bed, there will of course

be an enormous pressure. Arrangements
must be made for carrying off the foul air,

which so rapidly accumulates ; and constant

precautions used to prevent explosions. Mass-
ive frame works to support the earth until the

masonry is built up must be made, and care

taken lest before this is accomplished there

be & sudden caving in of the earth. These
and other contingencies must be provided for,

and the magnitude of the work and difficulties

in the way can hardly be sufficiently appreci-

ated. The most shillful workmen that can be

found will have charge of the various sections

into which the work may be divided; men
skilled in mining, and well versed in the

"underground science."

The well known skill of Mr. Chesebrough
gives confidence in the success of the under-

taking. The other engineers are Mr. E S.

Chesebrough and Mr. E. C. Clark, under
whose direct charge will come the details of

the work, both men of ability and experience.

The Penn. Central in the Sooth.—rThe

directors of the Georgia, and the representa-

tives of the Central, railroad remained in

council all day yesterday. It has transpired

that the Southern Railway Association, which

is the Pennsylvania Central in disguise, has

been trying t) get control of the Atlanta and
West Point, the West Point and Montgomery,
and the Montgomery and Selma railroads.

The Atlanta and West Point is entirely under

the control of the Georgia, and the Southern
Railroad Association proposed a lease of this

road to the Georgia. The Georgia Central is

working to prevent any arrangement of this

kind from being effected, and these two roads

are trying to settle the terms of an agreement
which will break up the little game of the

giant Northern corporation. At the date of

this writing, negotiations are still pending,

but it is confidently stated that before the

meeting adjourns the matter will be arranged

satisfactorily to both parties.

—

Augusta (Ga)
Chron and Sent, Utk.

Denver & Rio Grande—A Practical Test
op Narrow Gauge.—On the results of this

trial will probably depend the popular decision

in favor of or against the general adoption of
the narrow gauge system. To this neither the

advocates nor the opponents of the system
can reasonably object. . All that either can
ask is that no hasty conclusions shall be

reached, but that the experiment shall be

fairly and fully tried and that its result shall

be regarded as establishing the uiilily of the

system only so fir as the conditions of suc-

cess or failure are general, and not purely lo-

cal. For example, there is evpry reason to

believe that the section of narrow gauge now
open will be a pecuniary success. It runs

through a rich and prosperous mining country

and ought to command traffic enough to make
it profitable from the first. It must be re-

membered, however, that it will be subjected

to no competition, that it is needed for the

accommodation of a section now without fa-

cilities for transportation/ and that local in-

terests are largely represented in its con-

trol and, consequently, in its success. We
can not, therefore, accept the mere fact that

the D. & R. G. R. is a profitable property as

answering the objections advanced against

the narrow gauge principle. Wiiat is needed

to show its practicability or impracticability

is a careful examination of the practical work-

ings of the road, the proportion of dead to

paying weight, the cost of moving given

quantities of different kinds of freights per mile

on the narrow as compared with the standard

gauge, the proportions oC earnings per mile

to cost of road and operating expenses, and
such other matters as may be needed to es-

tablish a fair comparison between the two

systems. Until this is done by competent

and impartial engineers, we shall hesitate to

change our often expressed opinion that no

advantages can be claimed for the narrow

gauge system which are not possessed by the

standard gauge in a much greater degree

when equipped with, light rolling stock and
economically operated. -

—

Iron Age.

— The Selma & Gulf Railway has opened
connection with the upper edge of Wilcox

county to Allenton, about 30 miles south-west,

and the Selma Times is strongly urging the

people of that city, with their friends in Allen-

ton and Camden (county site of Wilcox), to

construct a narrow gauge line to Camden,
about 30 miles—which it is estimated will cost

about $8,000 per mile. Camden is also on

the projected (and commenced) line from

Eufaula, via Greenville, to Meridian, known
as the Vicksburg & Brunswick road, and of

which Ex Governor Shorter, of Alabama, was

once president. One gentleman
|
r iposes to

be one of one hundred men to build and equip

the road.

—

Atlanta Journal.

— from General Echols, one of the direc-

tors of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, who
has been charged with looking after the inte-

rests of that company in Kentucky, we learn

that its prospects are in every respect flatter-

ing. The division in West Virginia, from

Huntington, near the mouth of Sandy, ninety-

five miles eastward, has been completed and

is in good running order. The Lexington &
Big Sandy road is under contract from Lex-

ington to Mt. Sterling, on the whole of which

division work is being prosecuted vigorously.

By early spring the remainder of the road will

be put under contract. The city bonds of

Lexington have been issued upon subscription

account, and General Echols has disposed of

a number of them to citizens of Lexington at

92— Yeoman.
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03F" OHIO-
The forthcoming report of Hon. R. D. Harrison, Commissioner of Railroads for the State of Ohio, furnishes the following abstract of the

Reports of Railroad Companies in Ohio, as made to the Commissioner, for year ending June 30, 1871.

Names of Companies.

*Erie K. Co.
.Atlantic and Great "Western R'y-
Cleveland and Malioninp R. B...

Carrallton and Cneida Railroad
Cen. O. R R. CC. 0. Div. B. and O. R. Co.) 1 .., ,

Ban., M, and Newark (Lake K. Div. K. Co. i .

Cincinnati and Baltimore Railway
Cin., Hamilton «nd Dayton Railroad^
Daytonand Michigan Railroad ? *

Cin.. Richmond and Chicago )

Cincinnati and Indiana Railroad.... 1 .

Harrison Branch Railroad j

Cincinnati and Washington Valley Railroad
Cin., San. and Cleveland Railroad. ... \ f.

Column.. Spring, and Cin. Railroad...] . ...

Cleve., Col., Cin. and Indianapolis Railway
Cleve.,Mt. Vernon and Del. Railroad..

j ,., ....

Massillon and Cleveland Railrc. id J
' •

Cleveland and l'ittsburg Railroad
Columbus and Hocking Valley Railroad
Dayton and Union Railroad
Iron Railroad
Junction (Cin. and Indianapolis) Railroad
Lake Erie and Louisville Railroad
Lake Shore and Mich. Southern Railroad
1*1 arietta and Cincinnati Railroad
Marietta and Pittsburg Railroad
J*e\vark, Somerset and Straightsville Railroad..
Mies and New Lisbon Railway
Ohio and Mississippi Riilway
-Pitts , Cin. and St. Louis Railwayn..
Col., Chic, and Indiana Cent. Railway
L<ttle Miami Railroad
Columbus and Xenia Railroad..

Dayton and Western Railroad..

Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railway..
Rocky River Railroad

Toledo, Waba h and Western Railway

Totals—entire line and branches '6,175

Miles.

a 517

IS

J 37
us

56
HO
4a
30

(132
170

c2(l

331

m"2
12

225
f-9

31

13

!)H

M7
iOo'2

276

J25
424
35

3'j:i

5503
5

631

059.753 844

3.147,034
slOl.lKIO

5,409,0(10

3.219.405
723,152

5.320,709
0.612,1115

947 ,«M
1,894.477
200,001:

n5,5tMI,0P0

n5 830.H17
6346.000

52.957.974

1.041,501
311 971

(11.577.789

;,l(i5.944

002 594
333,283

4.664 580
1.712.500

54 808.621
21,710,312

/
1 1.086,500
1,112 857

i! 30.863 793
17,005 162
36,e5l>,u44

p t-4,557.517

r 1.493.145
1-8 000

24,920,440
117.817

33,700.000

365,778,316

89,598,695
2,1511, 9'0

14.4(0

3,000 000
910.623
303.650

3,500,000
2,393.145
382,0(10

5O|i,(IO0

200.000
3,845 815

3,406,500

/
11.020,000
1.105,000

192.255
7,839 31:0

800,852
82 350
129,550

3.055.( 00
1.212,500

34 938,900
13,980,1 80

/
305,000
500.000

24 030,01

5424,350
1:1,189,33-

4.105,750
1,786.200

stock sunk.
18,714,91-5

75.802
16,000.001

c — o>

9
29.999.900)

1,209 H00j

200
2.500,001)

2,308.842
359,502

9.032.0 00

4,303.335
040.294

2,000.000
no debt.

1,500.000
2 4"! 221 1, y- j.

3,000 000
1,5:0.100 1

1"2.337J
3.078.000
1,943.934
&4".35'i

47.9)9
3.133,716
'500,000

24 822,764
9 950,220

/
800,01

627,119
6.833 793
12,578.0731
24,1 12,' 95

I

1,580,000 t
3"2.000
079.000

j
13,68)1,219

33.662
17,700,000

120,387.148 117,552,701

Earnings for the year.

a.975,773

2,64'

"05,69!

193,280

420 15)

308,00.'

72,103
li0.045
el,007
96,0:17

<i20I,432

796.437

a! 1.900

604 867
113,523

51,963
9,77'.

15.065
20,420

3,997.845
438,040

2,583.305

ol39,243

2,261.401
347.082
59.815
82,153
151,923
36 426

9.392,9, 3
1,0.0 766

2 1,092

1,158,157

2,423,576
13,227

1,236.331

125,805
1,883,780

n5,731,6G0

5,320,458
o

3,494,348

"4.067,139

6.568
974,994
510,124

1,216 8o7
1,1)80.2^0

109.' 39
288.131
e3.044

325,237

a800 701

3,605,137

a245 304

2,972,167
473.351

118,585
903 5

29:i.:o9

61,021
4,147,488
l.j.i- 74

154.I6H

> 197,152

<i8,914,907

8,107,704
13.300

5,113,384

16.3332'8 39.590,617 A59.151.418 40 296 067 18 948.360

S

03,991.799

3 402
739.80!
440,728

696 824
6 1.499
129,248
222.167

eSlo
285 183

0524,912

2,446,498

0154,980

1,545.149
254.114
95 588
78.436
260,009
47.748

9 429,878
1,052.092

81.13-

2,39x940

s

o675.33c

3,160
235.133
69,39

>

5l'9"962

4o«,756
40.491
0i:, 267
e3.129
40,053

0275,788

1,158,638

n90 323

1 427.0 8
249 237
22 999
17,678
39,300
13,275

4,717.610
IT deficit.

73.022
798,211

uG.328,274 o2,616,6:',2

4,296 395
8 251

3 543,1 25

3,811,309
5,019

1,570,358

Z a t- o

c93 886

]"i 0.000

1G 1.8-5

I4i,0GD
297,6Ki
43,750
143 500

«158,9*22

210,000

7,761

261,105
79.402
9 801)

2, 2-10

2.511

I,5<-4.929

533,444

T>.t. on
si'k. rate

per rent.

068,915
,

7.505.432

8
82-5

Length, when completed, to be 6,536

Completed main line and branches in Ohio a.... 3,457
Double track in Ohio 222
Sidings 623— 845

Miles of track in Ohio laid with iron 4,302

* Roads embraced are opeiated under one management-
the first named being lessee of the others.

t Operated by one organization 10 months of present
year.
V Deficit $93,018, deducted from total net earnings

leaves §18.854,742.
a Includes roads embraced.
b From former reports.

c Paid from rental.

d In process of construction; proposed lenth23>a miies.

e for 2 months only.

/Not reported.

g Length ironed; proposed length 44 miles.

h Iu addition the company have 3" miles of road graded.

Cost, stock and debt represent the whole 74 miles.

i Also operates under lease the Jamestown and Frank-
lin Railroad. 51 miles.

j Road in process of construction; proposed length 110
miles.

h Road in process of construction; proposed length 44
miles.

I Cost as far as completed.
to Length completed; proposed length 432^ miles.

n As represented by stick and debt.

o A jassenger road, carries little or no freight.

p Includes $ti00,0f*0 cost of construction and right of

way of Dayton and Xenia branch.

g The road of this compary is under lease to the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company, transferred by them 1st April,

1871, to the Pennsylvania Company.

r Estimated. All equipment used is furnished by P., C.
and St. L. Railway Company.

s Original cost.

t Biilding branch 10 miles; length completed 148 mile?.
u In addition to length of road given, His company own

an undivided half of the C. O. Railroad, between Newark
and Columbus (33 miles) it being used in common by both-

companies.

The Marietta and Cincinnati Railroad Com-
pany, in earnings, operating expenses, etc.,

report expense of conducting their telegraph
line $26 918 28

And received from telegraph line _ _ 6 345 54

Making the deficit of the road from this source....$20,572 74

A Includes §3,521,582 S9 from mail express, etc.

The Copper Product of 1871—The Fig-ures
in FuM—A Fine Showing.

Tbe figures published in the columns of the

Gazette, last week, setting forth the produc-

tion of copper on Lake Superior for twelve

months ending the 1st inst., though incom-
plete 80 far as Keweenaw and Ontonagon
counties were concerned, were nevertheless

sufficiently approximate (as will be seen by
ihe fall returns given underneath) to warrant
us in indulging in the felicitations we did,

touching the business of the year. From our

amended tabulated information on this head,

we find that, instead of being 400 tons behind
1870, we are only about 100 tons of mineral
in arrear, which agreeable showing furnishes

an incitement, and permits ua to again con-
gratulate the region on such an exhibit of

tangible wealth as only tends to confirm the

high opinion already entertained of Lake Su-
perior as a wonderful copper-producing sec-

tion—second to no other ir, the world. An-
other great source of satisfaction is to be
lound in the fact that nearly every mine which

has been legitimately operated during the past

year has earned a handsome sum over all ex-

penses, while in one instance—that of the

Calmut and Hecla—the profits nave been

enormous.
The following is the product of copper from

the counties of Houghtou, Keweenaw and On-

tonagon :

PORTAGE LAKE DISTRICT.

Tons. Lbs.

Calmut and Hecla 9,6(i() 1,535

Quincy 1,505 1,074

Schoolcraft, Frank lin-Pewabic,

Houghton. Hancock and vari-

ous tributaries 1,578 1,297

Total 12,744 1,906

KEWEENAW POIST.

Central 905 073

Phoenix H79 440

Copper Falls, about 46i)

Cliff 90 1,035

Canton...., , ..... ..... 5 843

Total 2,340 1,391

ONTOXAGON DISTRICT.

National 295 1,700

Ridge, Minnesota, Flint Steel

and various tributaries 694 1,746

Total 990 1,446

RECAPITULATION.

Houghton county 12,744 1.906

Keweenaw county 2,340 1,391

Ot.tonagon county 990 1,446

Total 16..07G 743
Total in 1870 16,183 39

Decrease in 1871 104 1,296

The money value of the copper and iron

product of Lake Superior, for the year 1871,

is about S12,000,000.

The total product of the iron mines of Lake
Superior fo- the past year will reach nearly

1.000,000 net tons of ore, while the make of

charcoal pig iron will be over 40,000 tons.
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Rotary Puddlers.

The Danks puddling furnace, in its me-
chanical arrangement, comprises, aside from
the details of construction, a cylindrical

chamber with end portions of diminished di-

ameter and rotating upon o- horizontal axis
;

one end of this chamber communicating with

the furnace in which the flame is urged by
fan-blasls, and the other with a flue or uptake

;

this end being closed by a detachable head

while the apparatus is in use.. The rotation

of the chamber, duly charged with molten pi>j,

of course insures the requisite movement of

the metal, and consequently the results com-
monly obtained by the action of the puddler's

tool. At. the proper stage of the process the

head of the chamber is taken off and the flue

also moved aside out of the way, a lartre fork

suspended from a crane is thrust in, a few

turns of the chamber cause the ball to adhere

to the fork, and the latter being withdrawn
conveys the ball to the squeezing machinery
It is staled in our English exchanges that

rotary puddlers of construction nearly iden-

tical with this have been, in more than one

instance, tried in British iron works and found

a failure. This, it is frankly acknowledged,

was a result not of any fault in the theory of

rotary puddlers, or even in their operation

mechanically considered, but of the impossi-

bility of keeping the lining or fet'liug in its

place. This Mr. Danks claimed from the out-

set to have done by a method which we tind

described as follows: "The foundation for

the lining of the cylinder consists of a mixture

of pulverized iron ore and pure lime worked

with water into the consistency if a thick

paste. Upon the completion of the initial

lining, a quantity of pulverized iron ore, about

one-fifth of the total amount required to fettle

the apparatus, is thrown in, the furnace is

heated and made to revolve slowly until the

iron is found to be completely melted, and
the apparatus is then stopped. That part of

the molten iron which lias not been consumed

by glazing the initial lining surface runs to

the lowest level of the furnace, and there

forms a pool into which there are put a num-
ber of small and large lumps of iron ore of

such dimensions as will be required to allow

the said lumps to project over the surface of

the liquid ore by from two to six inches.

This part of the fettling is allowed to set, when
a fresh quantily of pulverized ore is thrown in.

The furnace is again made to rotate slightly

until the newly added ore is liquified, when

the apparatus is again stopped and the pool

is filled with lumps as before. The operation

is continued in this way uniil the whole of the

vessel is properly fettled. From 2 to 2J tons

of iron are required to fettle a 700 lbs. fur-

nace." The practical difficulties previously

experienced with this class of puddling furna-

ces being thus overcome, the real value of the

principle is shown not only in the doing away

of manual labor in the puddling operaliun,

but in the production of larger balls at a sin-

gle heatthan would be done by the old method;

in an increased economy of fuel and a greater

yield from a given grade and quantity of ore

In the furnaces at Cincinnati, where ihe plan

was first put in operation, puddled balls rang-

ing from six hundred and fifty lo one thou-

sand pounds were conveniently made, and no

special difficulty appears to have bfen met

with in forming into a single bull the product

of a heat ol fourteen hundred pounds

The inventor ot this apparatus called the

attention of English iron masters to his im-

provements some time last summer, in a

paper read belore the Iron and Steel Associa-

tion, with such effect that a commission was
appointed to visit the United States and ex
amine the actual working of the furnace.

This commission left England early in Octo-

ber, taking with them about forty tons of

Welsh, Staffordshire, Scotch and Cleveland
pig, to be operated upon during the progress

of the tests. These last appear to have proved

to be all that was desired, if we may credit

a telegram from the commissioners published

in the English Iron, Trades Review, and stat-

ing explicitly "Danks' furnace successful.

Construct furnaces for ten cwt ; squeeze or

hammer single ball. Economy and quality

satisfactory." It thus appears tliatan Ameri-
can invention is destined to take its place

foremost among the improvements adopted
bv the greatest iron making country in the

world, to say nothing of ihe favor n may meet
with at home. We close our sketch with the

appended description of the mode of operating

the apparatus when in use :

"The iron is charged- into the furnace

either in a solid or molten condition. When
charged in the shape of pig iron, the melting

down occupies from tLirty to thirty-five min-

utes, during which a partial rotation is given

to ihe furnace from time to time in order to

expose equally all sides of the charge to the

flame. When the whole of this is thoroughly

melted, the furnace is made to rotate once or

twice per minute only duiing the first five or

ten minutes, in order to obiain the most per-

fect, action of the cinder upon the mollen iron.

A stream of water is injected through a stop-

per hole along and just ab >ve the line of con-

tact between the floating cinder and the inner

surface of the vessel on the descending side.

A certain portion of uncontaminaied cinder

is thereby solidified on the metal surface,

and is carried down into or below the bath of

molten iron in a continuous stream, which, in

rising up through the iron combines with the

impurities of the latter in a far more effectual

and complete manner than any mode of pud-
dling hitherto known can effect On the expira-

tion of the said five or ten minutes, the iron be-

gins to thicken and the motion is stopped. The
heat is then raised so that the cinder shall be

perfectly liquified, and the vessel is brought

into such a position that the tap hole shall be

just over the level of the iron, which by this

time has become partly pasty. The puddler

gently pushes back the iron and the cinder is

made to run off. The heat is again raised and
the furnace is put in motion at a velocity of

from six to eight revolutions per minute, by

which means the charge is dashed about vio-

lently in the furnace. A high temperature

being kept up and the charge being continu-

ally over, ihe particles begin to adhere, when
the velocity of the apparatus is lowered to

from two to three revolutions per minute,

upon which the ball then very speedily forms.

The puddler then solidifies the front end of

the ball by a few blows from a tool applied

through the stopper holes, and it is withdrawn
through the end—opened by the removal of

the head and the moving out of the way of

the flue—of the chamber."
. »— A writer in the Savannah Republican

says that a consolidation of the Polk Siate

Quarry & Western Railroad Company has been

made with the Atlanta & Saavnnah Railroad,

and that after a careful inspection of the coal,

iron, slate and copper mines of North western

Georgia and North eastern Alabama, by engi-

neers and geologists in the service of English

capitalists, contracts have been made and
delivered for the construction of a direct line

of railroad from these inexhaustible beds of

mineral wealth to Savannah.

-Registration or Railroad Bonds.

The case of Judge Amassa J. Parker against
the Chicago and North-western Railroad Com-
pany, recently tried before Judge Spencer in

part 2 of the Superior court of New York,
marks another fixed point in the ever shifting

rules of directors and brokers. The customs
of brokers and of the stock exchange are part

of the general law, and are implied in every
contract respecting stocks or bonds, unless
there is some express stipulation v.-hich over-

rides the rules of 'change. What those rules

are, however, are questions that are not always
easily decided. It is lo be feared that the

practice of companies is lax in many respects
where their own interests are not in question.

It would be d.nigerous, therefore, to admit
evidence of usage to override a common-law
liability, unless the custom showed a user wee
clam, nee vi, nee precario, but one that was
openly, fairly and coustautly observed

—

sem-
per ubique et ab omnibus.

Now some duties on the part of corpora-

tions are so plain that it is hard to see upon
what ground they could be denied or disputed.

Judge Parker's case was one of this descrip-

tion. He bought through brokers three bonds
worth $2,0(10, of the Chicago and North Wes-
tern Railroad Company The bonds were
apparently free, and were registered in the

company's office in his name. Six months
afterward it was discovered that the bonds
had been stolen from the executor of a Mr.
O'cott, and had been once registered in his

name, but that the name had been erased so

as to make the bonds appear free, and as such
capable of being thrown on the market 01-

cott's executor instituted proceedings against

Judge Parker to recover the amount of the

bonds. The Judge apprised the company
and his brokers of the suit in order that they

might defend it if they thought proper. No
defence wa3 made, however, by any of the

parties, and judgement was recovered against

Judge Parker for nearly $3,000. He tin n
brought suit against the company to be re-

couped this amount by them, inasmuch as it

was owing to the negligence of their register-

ing officer that judgment had been recovered
against him. If the registrar had made a
proper examination of the company's books
he would have seen that the bonds were not

really free, but had been already registered

though the name was erased. Judge Parker
averred that it was the registrar's duty to

make this examination, and that if he himself

had been promptly informed that the bonds
had been already registered, he would have
stopped his check for the amount.
The company averred that it was the bro-

kers' duty and not theirs to examine the

books in order t) see whether the bonds were
free or nit. Judge Spencer, howeve-, left the

question of the responsibility of the company
to the jury, who found agaiu9t the company
for tjil-UHo 41.

There can be no doubt that the duties of a
registrar of stocks in the books of a pub-
lic company are very different from those

of a registrar of deeds and titles to land. A
registrar in an office of the latter description

will and ought to register every document
presented to him for registration, if it relates

to land within his district. He does not and
often can not know whether the deed be void,

voidable or valid. His registra'ioa is only

like the stamping of the instrument. Ii, is a
condition sine qua non in the case of a claim

for priority; but it is a mere negative condi-

tion, and does not impart any validity to a

deed that is otherwise unsound. Neither
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could it '>e expected that a registrar of titles

to land should know the whole law of real

property and take upon himself judicial func-

tions, and so reject some deeds without more
than ex parte evidence as to their true nature
and operation. But the registrar of a com-
pany's stock requires no knowledge beyond
that of book-keeping and of the rules of his

company. These even, when contained in a

statute, are copied from the previous customs
of Dealers, so that they ore plain and intelli-

gible to all. If an appeal is taken to the de-

cision in Judge Parker's case, it will doubtless

be founded on evidence to the effect that there

is a custom more or less prevalent among
members of the stock exchange to leave bro-

kers to the unlimited use of their own caution
But the maxim caveat emptor docs not apply
to the stipulation which is implied in a com-
pany registering stocks in the name of a par-

ticular person. The fact of registration com-
prises a contract that the registration is valid.

It is, as it weie, an indorsement of a bill that

is, in other respects, invalid against some of
the names of alleged parties to it by renson
of its not being passed. This is no ground of

delense on the part of the party, who, of
course, impliedly warrants the genuineness of
his own signature.

—

Albany Law Jour.

Rights ofRailway Ticket Holders.

The report of Judge Nesmith, referee in

the case of Adaline Norris against the Grand
Trunk Railway Company was brought into

the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, Judge
Sargent presiding, lately sitting at Lancaster.
In June, 1857, the plaintiff bought a ticket
from Portland to North Strafford and stopped
over at Northumberland. On the next train

the conductor refused to recognize her check,
and put her off, obliging her to take another
conveyance. On the journey she took a cold
that has ever since held to her. On the ticket

was, "Good only for this train and the day re-

ceived. Not good to stop over." Award
§600 and costs.

This decision is but another evidence that
the courts intend to bold the railway compa-
nies to a pretty strict rule in favor of the pub-
lic. Practically, this decision allows the com-
panies no right to discriminate in the price
charged between through and local travel, as
a passenger may buy a through ticket regu-
larly dated and containing a notice that it

can only be used on that certain day and on
a certain train, and yet the passenger rnav
lie over at every station a day, and go on from
station to station at his pleasure, no matter if

a month's time is taken for the journey. Such
a right might seriously interfere with the con-
venience of railway officials under certain
contingencies obvicus enough to those en-
gaged in transporting large numbers of pas-
sengers. As long as the railway companies
are allowed to discriminate in the price of lo-

cal and through travel, they ought to be al

lowed to enforce such rules as will allow them
to collect the regular price for local travel,

and at the same time prevent the irreeular
crowding of passenger cars at points where it

is impossible to procure extra rolling stock.
While we are in favor of giving the traveling
community all the rights that properly belong
to them and holding the companies to a pretty
strict rule, we do not forget that the compa-
nies have right3, which, if not respected, may
result in great inconvenience in running ar-
rangements, and possibly in unnecessary dan
gers to the traveling public.— Times.

Oil Creek and Alleghcuy River Railroad.

A meeting of the stockholders of this com-
pany was held in Philadelphia on the 19th
inst., for the purpose of considering and act-
ing on articles of consolidation and merger of
the Union and Titusville Railroad Company
with the Oil Creek and Allegheny River Rail-
way Company. The stockholders adopted the
merger by a unanimous vote
The Oil Creek and Allegheny River Rail-

way runs from Union along the Allegheny ri-

ver to Oil City, from there to Petroleum Cen-
ter and up Oil Creek to Titusville, and thence
to Cony.
The Union -and Titusville road runs from

Titusville to Union, a distance of 25 miles,
and there connects with the Atlantic and
Great Western and Philadelphia and Erie
Railroads, the road having three rails, thereby
accommodating the wide and narrow gauges
The acquisition of the Union and Titusville

Raiiroad, it is said, will enable the Company
to do business fifty per cant, cheaper than over
the branch to Corry. The Pittsburg eonnec
ticiiis with Buffalo occupy the Corrv branch.
The Union connection affords direct commu-
nication with Erie and the Lakes. The maxi-
mum grade is some forty feet to the mile less

than the one running to Corry,
The capital stock of the Union and Titus-

ville Railroad is $700,0011, bonded for $500,-
000. The dividends are to be the same as the
Oil Creek Company, viz : ten per cent

This gives the Oil Creek Company nearly
two hundred miles of single track. The
passenger traffic on their road is $1,000 a
day.

Russian Railways.

The opening of a new line from Smolensk
to Brest is expected to produce a complete
revolution in the relations between Central
Russia and Western Europe, as the distance
over which goods will have to be conveyed
will be reduced one-sixth. The distance "be-

tween Bromberg and Moscow via Eydtkuhmen
and St. Petersburg is 1,852 versiej, while by
Warsaw and Smolensk it is only 1,508 verstes.

The abbreviation of distance between Vienna
and Moscow is more considerable still ; by
St. Petersburg it is 2,307 verstes, and by War-
saw 1,888 verstes only. A commission left

St. Petersburg in November charged by the
Minister of Means of Communications with
the duty of inspecting two new lines just com-
pleted for traffic, with a view to the working of
trains being commenced upon them. These
two new lines are the Warsaw and Rowstow
and the Nikitskoy, a branch from the Donets
Collieries to the Azow line. The Breslau and
Warsaw has obtained authority from the Rus-
sian Government to extend its line from the
Russian frontier via Seradz, as far as Ludzi :

it is authorized at the same time to establish
a branch from Seradz to Kalisch. The Rus-
sian Government has granted a concession of
a new line from St. Petersburg to the embou-
chure of the Neva, where it is proposed to

construct a great port with docks and ware-
houses. A great bridge has been constructed
over the Dnieper to carry the Krement:hug
and Kroukow over that r(,ver; this fine work'is
no less than 3,200 feet in length.

—

Herepalh

E@fA Belgian inventor is using compressed
air on a wheel submerged in water as a mo*
tive power, the air being applied beneath the
wheel in the buckets, by its ascending gravity
giving the wheel motion.

Railway Crossings in Cities.—The recent
troubles in New York, connected with the
opening of the N. Y Central passenger depot,

have evoked a report from H. Haswell, En-
gineer to the Bjard. He examined the road-
way of the N. Y. and Harlem R. R. within the
city limits over which the cars of various com-
panies run, and to remedy the evils complained
of, he reccommends that the roajway com-
mencing at. Forty-second street be depressed
as far as (he deep cut at Sixty-sixth stre-.'t

;

that the roadways at the intersection of all

streets that cross it below the tunnel be
bridged

; that the roadway for its whole length
from Forty-fifth street be walled in laterally

for a higth of five feet ; that the line of the

roadway from which it runs five feet above
the grade of the avenue to Hirlem river, be
titled with lateral walls between the line of
streets, and at. the streets traversing the road
there be gates so arranged that when open the
transit of the roadway across the street is ob-

structed, and contrariwise, when the roadway is

open the tarnsit through the .street will be ob-

structed. The line of depth of 8 feet for the
depression of the ro^id is assigned for the tri-

ple purpose of not interfering with the shares
through the transverse sireets, of leaving suf-

ficient space above to afford light and air to

the passengers in the cars, and to render the
highth and consequent length of the trans-

verse bridges the least practicable, consistent
with the other condit'ons. The width of the

depiessiou between Forty-filth and Fiftieth

streets, where the requirements of the road
exceed that of a double line of rails, should
be subject to a decision when the plan of the

proposed arrangement has been fully delinea-

ted, and the width of the roadway above Fifty-

third street to be confined to that required for

a double line of tracks alone.

Common Carriers—Construction of Ey-
press Receipt.—The plaintiffs delivered to

defendants for transpo'rtation a package con-
taining three cases of drugs, of the actual
value of $113.50 for each case, and took a
receipt from the defendants for one package
(three cases drugs) In this receipt it was
specified and agreed that in no event should
the holder of the receipt "demand beyond
the sum of fifty dollars at which" the article

forwarded is hereby valued, unless herein ex-
pressed." Through defendants' default two
of the cases of drugs were lost, and judgment
has been given therfor at a valuation of $50
each. The receipt of defendants was pro-

duced on the trial by plaintiffs, and was relied

on by them as the evidence of defendants' ob-
ligation. On appeal, held that the parties

contracted with reference to a package, which,
as they yet expressed, consisted of three cases.

They thus made reference to the particular

sutjects of tbeir contract (Woodruff vs. Conn.
Mut. Ins. Co., 2 Hilt. 122, and ease cited),

and had in contemplation the necessity of
defining with particularity their meaning of
the word article, as constituting a designated
part or number of the whole package. The
effect of thus specifying the contents of the
package evidenced that their minds contem-
plated something beyond its general descrip-
tion, and for the purposes of the contract ex-
tended its operation to the particulary desig-

nated articles as three cases, intended as dis-

tinguished from the term package. In Earle
vs. Cadmus, 2 Daly, 237, it was decided that
the term "any article" in such a receipt as in

question, referred to any separate article.

This decision is authoritative in the case at
bar. Judgment affirmed. Wetzell et al. vs
Dinsmore, President of the Adams Express
Co. Opinion by Robinson, J.
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The Richmond Tunnel.—The City Council

of Richmond, Va., has wisely provided tor a
double track tunnel under Church Hill, to eost^

only three hundred thousand dollars, instead

of the single track tunnel at a cost of two
hundred thousand dollars, provided for by an
ordinance previously passed

;
and from the

remarks of General Anderson we learn that

Mr. Huntington will probably close iu with

the proposition made by the Council. This
looks like business indeed. It assures us —
this double track tunnel—that Richmond 13 to

have from the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad

a freight business that can not be done through

a single track tunnel ; and, if not, of course it

can uot be done on a single track railroad.

It assures us that we are to bave all the ad-

vantages of our location ; that any continua-

tion of the road which may herealter be made
will be begun below Rocketts; and that the

ground is already as effectually cut under the

croakers as it will be from under Church Hill

two years hence. As we have more than once
before said, when the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad is in full operation, every means of

disposing of its immense freight should be

ready here in Richmond To be behindhand
here, and choke up this important artery for

want of relief here, would bring Richmond
into contempt with all active and really live

commercial communities.

—

Richmond ( Va.)

Dispatch.

Sale of Virginia Railroad Stocks.—In

accordance with the act of Assembly passed

last session, the Board of Public Works will,

on the 5th of February next, sell at auction

the State's interest in all works or internal

improvement, including 2.752 shares common
stock in the Richmond, Fredericksburg and
Potomac Railroad; 20,140 shares in the

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad; 4,910 shares

in the Richmond and York River Railroad
;

one bond of $4,000,000 of the Atlantic, Mis-

sissippi and Ohio Railroad Company, secured

by a second mortgage on the road ; a balance

of $427,000 due by the Richmond and Dan-
ville Railroad, secured by a mortgage; three

bonds of the Alexandria, Loudoun and Hamp-
shire Railroad Company for $16,954 each;

74,000 shares preferred stock in the James
River and Kanawha Canal Company, and

30,000 shares common stock of the par value

of over $281,000 in the Chesapeake and Ohio

Canal Company; also shares of common stock

in the Kempsville Canal Company of the par

value of nearly $1 1-1,000 ;
Ravenna Navigation

Company, par value over $269,000; Roanoke
Navigation Company, par value $i!0,000, and

Upper Appomattox Navigation Company, par

value $60,000; also the State's interest in

nine plank road companies, eighty-six turn-

pike companies and four bridge companies.

—

—
. m •

—The operation of coking the Illinois coal,

at East St. Louis, seems to be meeting with

success. The process is different from that

practiced in Pennsylvania, and is as follows :

First, it is washed, after b-jing crushed, to re-

move the sulphur, limestone and slate
;
then

it is transferred to an air-tight furnace, where

the remaining gas is consumed and nothing

left but the pure carbon. The next process

is to unite the distinct particles into lumps.

Everything is done by machinery. The ele-

vator used to raise the coal is seventy-two

feet high. The reservoir used for hydraulic

pressure contains ten thousand gallous. and

is eighty-six feet above the ground.

flfgf* The liquid fuel experiments at the La-

clede rolling mills aregiving great satisfaction,

and indicate a great revolution in the adapta-

tion of fuel to smelting purposes'.

Taxes on Travelers.—The United States

Supreme Court has recently decided in the

case of Ward vs. The State of Maryland, that

Stjte or city laws imposing a tax on commer-
cial travelers, unless resident dealers are also

taxed, are unconstitutional and void. This

case was a test one brought forward by the

society of commercial travelers. The laws

complained of are very numerous in the States

and cities of the Souih and West. The com-
mercial traveler, indeed, although associated

with recollections of the swallow, fine weather
and hospitable enjoyment, has long been an
ol'ject of dislike to resident traders in rural

districts and to all who live by the same.
The development of our internal trade, how-

ever, can not be impeded through regard for

a prejudice which is unjust and narrow min-

ded. There is no doubt that the travelers'

society have deserved well of the country at

large for their action in this matter. The law

was clearly in their favor. A poll tax on a

certain class of United States citizens, by a

particular State, is obviously not a local

though it is a personal assessment. It inter-

feres with political statutes, and is equivalent

ta a tax on imports into theJState. The ques-

tion is now happily set at rest forever.

—

Al-

bany Law Jour.

— The Dayton & South-eastern Railroad

Company, organized to construct a road from

Dayton through Montgomery, Greene, Fay-

ette, Ross, Vinton, Jackson and Gallia coun-

ties, touching at. Xenia, Jamestown and Wash-
ington C. H., to Gallipolis, have filed at the

office of Secretary of State their certificate of

incorporation. The capital stock is $1,000,-

000. The corporators are E. C. Ford, John
D. Per«singer, John Merchant, Samuel N. Yeo-

man, William Millikan, M. Willard and C. A.

Balmer, of Fayette county; Mathew C.Alli-

son, Eli Millen. Daniel R. Harlin, John Davis

and Morris Sharp, of Greene county.

— The Galveston papers announce the sale

nn the 1st inst., of the Galveston, Houston &
Henderson Railroad (in actual running order

between Galveston and Houston), the sale

being made under a decree of the District

Court of the United States for the Eastern

District of Texas, rendered on the 9th day of

August, 1869, and affirmed by the Supreme

Court of the United States. The purchaser

was Mr. F. O. James, of New York, and the

amount paid, $675,000. The sale includes all

the property and franchises of the road, ex

cept the bridge across West Galveston bay.

—A most valuable building and paving

material can be found in the prophyry, or

slag, of furnaces, when it can be cast in blocks

or forms of sufficient horaogenity and con-

venient to handle. And it is a curious fact

that thousands of tons of this material is an-

nually allowed to go to waste. Properly con-

structed slag wagons, and giving the material

proper time to cool in the proper manner,

would utilize much of it, when the demand
would sooner be greater than the supply.

—The net earnings of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company for the ten months of 1871

were $3,345,449, against $2,242,963 in the

same time last year.

fiH?" The new air' power has been success-

fully applied at Brunswick, Maine. The air

is compressed by a water-wheel and connected

through a 2J inch pipe underground three-

quarters of a mile, and furnishes the motive

agent for an engine at the railroad station

used for sawing wood. [Rather far fetched.]

B^F* Progress of the Hoosac tunnel in No-
vember; east end, 161 feet; central shaft

(eastward only), 54 feet; west end, 131 feet,

and 54 J feet of brick arch built. But 50 feet

of the west end of the tunnel remain to be
arched Five thousand pounds of nitro-gly-

cerine are used at the tunnel every month.

—A Londoner has invented a street lamp,

with strips of looking-glass arranged in its

roof, somewhat after the manner of a Venetian

blind. It is said to throw three times as much
light upon the street as the ordinary lamp.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Kates

Where it is Introduced,

«WThe attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of
work done, and to the fact that nine-tenths

ofthe fires th'ttkindlc atsfations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,

22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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Cincinnati Interests.

We devote a very large portion of our issue

of this week to matters of local interest, and
nmong those that are not unimportant is the

construction of the Tunnel entrance into the

city, and the new wcrks that are more or less

connected with its success.

• In another portion of our issue will be found
the very interesting report of Colonel Porter.

Although no really new facts are developed
in reference to the value of the Tunnel as a
railway entrance to the city, yet some are set

forth in a very perspicuous manner, especially

the gain of distance and time to all roads cen-
tering here. This alone would amount to a

very considerable discrimination in favor of

the city, as compared with the present imper-

fect and roundabout way of getting into the

city.

The report of Colonel Porter is lacking in

not setting forth more fully the present condi-

tion of the work, and in not showing how soon

with the means at his command the work can

or will be completed. This last is the great

item of interest to the public. Of the value

of the Tunnel when done, all are agreed, but

some have lacked faith in its completion,

hence there has been no reference to it what-

ever in the construction of the lines leading

to or from the city. What the citizens want
is a sort of definiteness of construction as de-

monstrated by the progress of the work from
month to month. This we could hardly ex-

pect, at this early day, as it required some
time to clear away the rubbish of a decade
and a half of rot and decay. Now, however,

that the Colonel has got down to work, we

trust soon to be able, monthly, to report pro-

gress. We certainly wish him God-speed.

SOUTHERN RAILROAD.

The discussion elicited in the daily press

and on the floors of the Board of Trade,

Chamber of Commerce and in the Council

Chamber, in relation to the necessity, import-

ance and mode of constructing the Cincinnati

Southern Railway, are matters of vital import-

ance to the business interests of the city, and

has not failed to stir up an interest that by

some was supposed to be lagging in this great

work.

The truth is, that the leading opponents of

the measure, are either sore-heads, in conse-

quence of not having been appointed to the

position of Trustees at the outset, or else they

have by some means allowed themselves to

become biased by a buggaboo of taxation, and

the honeyed words of a great ring, that is

making an effort to encircle the continent in

the interest of cities on the seaboard (a ring

that is liable at any moment, of its own weight,

to burst asunder), until they have sunk so

deep into their minds that they have destroyed

their perceptive faculties.

Cincinnati was in earnest in reference to

the construction of a Southern railway, and

the recent movements against the measure,

has given a reassurance of her determination

that the work shall go on, without regard to

the means used by short-sighted or interested

parties to hinder or delay its construction. It

has always had our hearty and undivided

support, and we expect to continue it until we

visit the " Sunny South " via the " Cincinnati

Southern Railway." Push on the construe"

tion train, the opposition have now done "their

level best/' and the "obstructions" are re-

moved. There is to be no more " fire in the

rear."
* m .

Kentucky A Great Eastern Railway.

PORTSMOUTH BOARD OF TRADE.

The Portsmouth (O.) Republican of JaD.

5th contains the following important action of

the Board of Trade of that city ill relation to

the construction of the Kentucky & Great

Eastern Railway:

At the last regular meeting of our Board of
Trade, the following resolutions were unani-
mously adopted :

Resolved, That the project of building a
railroad from the mouth of Big Sandy to Cin
cinnati, Ohio, on the Kentucky side of the

Ohio river, as contemplated by the Kentucky
& Great Eastern Railroad Company, is re-

garded by this Board as of great importance
to the city of Portsmouth.

Resolved, That a committee of three be ap-

pointed by the Chair to confer with the offi-

cers, and others actively engaged in said en-

terprise, and report to this Board what, if any,
action should be taken by the citizens of

Portsmouth in aid of said enterprise.

In accordance with the above, Messrs Du-
gan, Hutchins and Rumsey were appointed a

select committee having the matter in charge.

What arc the Interests of Cincinnati in
regard to Southern Railroads.

I see by the papers that meetings have been

held by the Board of Trade, ar.d resolutions

introduced before the City Council, in refer-

ence to the Southern road. I don't know what

has been the result of these movements; tut

I think I do know what the interests of Cin-

cinnati are. They are, to my mind, as clear

as daylight. In substance, they have been

given in the Record, but there are some views

which have not been fully given, because they

have been suggested by receul event?. One,

and one of the most important of all, is that

in reference to discriminations against Cin.

cinnati, which are and will be made by any

railroad company owned by New York and

Philadelphia. Instead of Cincinnati being

the gainer, by the fact that the great railroad

lines of the East are coming to her, she will

be really a loser in trade and manufactures,

unless these discriminations against her by

great foreign corporations can be prevented

or counteracted. You see by the papers that

the Pennsylvania road is not only leasing the

East Tennessee lines, but is attempting to get

the main Georgia roads. If it succeeds this

mammoth corporation will no doubt try to get

the South Carolina road from Augusta to

Charleston, through this place. In one word,

the Pennsylvania corporation, by leases, is

attempting to control all the main lines in the

South. Now what is the object of all this?

It is not merely to make a great railroad,

which shall be profitable. That is already at-

tained, and perhaps better than by making

three extended connections. What is the ob-

ject of these leases by the Pennsylvania road ?

The object is to give Philadelphia the com-

mand of the local trade, which the cities of

the West and South have had and ought to

have. This has been successfully begun by

the system of discriminations, and unless

something is done to check it, a'.Southern

road, although in itself of the greatest possible

importance to Cincinnati, will be practically

of little more value than the road to St. Louis.

Why ? Because, if built by the Pennsylvania

road, that corporation will control it in the

interests of Philadelphia. No interests of

Cincinnati will be regarded at all. I U3ed to

think, as nearly everybody seem3 to think,

that if the Southern road is only made, it is

no matter by whom. Let us have the road.

Certainly the road made by anybody will be

better than none, and there are many articles

of produce and manufactures in which Phila-

delphia can not compete with Cincinnati, So

far it will be well, much better than nothing.

But it will be a grand mistake that a Southern

road controlled by Philadelphia will be of the

same value with that road made by Cincin.

nati. I am told that the Pennsylvania road
f

controlling other roads in Indiana, is at this

time carrying freight from Philadelphia to the

west side of Indiana, at the same cost that it
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is carried to Cincinnati, while the freight from

Cincinnati amounts to the same. What is the

result? Simply, that it costs a Philadelphia

merchant no more than it does a Cincinnati

merchant to put his goods on the west side of

Indiana. Standing, then, on a perfect equal-

ity, the Phi'adelphia merchant, with larger

capital and quicker European connections,

will have the advantage. Thus Cincinnati

loses the advautage of her position. What

nature gave her she loses by artifice. This

artifice is a modern invention, and could

never have existed till the age of railroads

came. But if it be not counteracted, Cincin-

nati will lose a large part of what she might

gain by a Southern road- Yet, I see that it

was urged before the Board of Trade that

Cincinnati ought not to go on with her plan

of making (he Southern road (which I sup-

posed had been settled by a vote of the peo-

ple), because there is a chance that somebody

else will make it. Suppose they do, will that

be in the interest of Cincinnati? What has

ever caused Cincinnati to move in this matter

but a regard for her own interests ? If Cin-

cinnati ever had an interest iu making the

Southern road she has it to-day with tenfold

force I Because now the system of discrimi"

nations against her is openly begun and

avowed. The argument that the city should

not make the road is just saying that the city

should do nothing for itself. Every dollar

laid out by the city for any public object,

streets, waterworks, &c, is laid out for its own

interest. If the Southern road then be clearly

and solely for the great interest of the city,

there is no reason why the city should not ad-

vance money to it, which will not apply with

equal force to any public works. The real

question for the people of Cincinnati is not

how much the road will cost, nor in what way

the money shall be raised, but is the Southern

road, controlled by the city or by the people

of Cincinnati, a matter of vital necessity to

this city? I think there is no man acquaint-

ed with the business of the city, and its rela-

tions to the South, will hesitate to say, that

the control of one great line to the South, by

the people or city of Cincinnati is of vital ne-

cessity. Cincinnati was a larger town than

St. Louis when Chicago did not exist. Then,

Cincinnati could sell her produce and manu-

factures to St. Louis itself, and beyond Chi-

cago,. But now there is a total change. You

can sell your produce and manufactures to

half way from Cincinnati to St. Louis and

Chicago; that is, to the middle and west of

Indiana. That is all you can do. But that

is not the worst of it. Here comes the Penn-

sylvania road, and says, you shall meet Phila-

delphia on equal terms in the very district

which is supposed to be tributary to Cincin-

nati ! I will not stop to comment upon this

stat? of affair?. I think if Cincinnati submits

to that she deserves to be a village. The

truth is, the city of Cincinnati is cutting its

own throat, and bleeding to death by its own

acts! What are they? By permitting the

Pennsylvania road to pass through Cincinnati,

West and South, without conditions. But on

the South Cincinnati is not limited, provided

always she has control of the road. The

South is a mine of wealth to Cincinnati if she

only understood it. St. Louis and Chicago

can not compete with her, but Philadelphia

can; and that is the precise object of the

Pennsylvania road in all its proceedings.

Ever yours, Mr. Record, E. D. M.

Aiken, S. C, Jan. 3, 1872.

Death of James Fislt, Jr.

The death of this distinguished individual

is an event of no ordinary occurrence ; the

tragic method by which it was accomplished

commands our sympathy, despite any abhor-

rence that may be entertained at the supposed

or alleged causes that preceded and may have

led to the commission of the fatal crime.

As a business journal, we have nothing to

do with the moral status, or weaknesses of the

deceased, they were entirely his—he has made

up his accounts and the balance is struck, we

only have to look to our own.

It is with his career and services as a "rail-

road man" alone that we have to deal; in this

we contend that be has stood pre-eminently

above his fellows—a very giant among giants.

He has made the Erie Railroad that was a

by-word and a hissing, the most perfect and

reliable thoroughfare in the country,—perfect

in all its appointments, on which and by which

the comfort and convenience of the traveling

community is more fully consulted, and the

interests of the business community more

carefully guarded than on any other. That he

has stood as a bulwark against the monopoly

of the 1 other great lines, is most undeniable,

and the country—the great West—as well as

New York cLy has had the benefit of it. That

it may have been at the cost of stockholders

is not for us or the business community to in-

quire into, but certainly not any more than in

the hands of the pious Drew 1

A great meteor has been blotted out of the

railroad firmament, and while we may be al-

lowed to drop a charitable tear over his un-

timely tomb, and with the mantle of charity

cover up his error, leaving them with him and

his God, we confess that we should hail with

delight a successor to his position with one-

half the capacity and an equal determination

in protecting the interests of the general pub-

lic in the great conflicts of the monster corpo-

rations that are now controlling the vital inte-

rests of the country. Peace be to his ashes,

for with all his faults we could illy spare him

at the present time.

— The locomotives of this country have

consumed, it is said, during the past twelve

months, $50,000,000 worth of wood ; and it is

estimated that 150,000 acres of the best tim-

ber land in the Republic are cut down every

year to supply the demand for raiiway fes

alone.

Cincinnati Railway Tunnel Company.

KEPORT OF THE ENGINEER.

To A.J. Hodder, Press t Cincinnati Railway

Tunnel Co. :

In taking charge of the work of the tunnel,

my first object was to ascertain its condition,

as nearly as possible, in order to determine

the practicability of completing it in the time

required in the contract with the parties un-

dertaking the work.

From a report made at the time the work

was suspended, the following statement shows

what progress bad been made at that time,

to-wit

:

2,011 lineal feet completed.

972 " excav't'd and side walls laid.

191 " excavated and ready for

masonry.

1,430 " drifted and J excavated.

603 " drifted only.

4,804 " to be excavated in full.

10,011 Total length of tunnel when compl't'd.

The same report goes on to say that the

amount of work done is equal to one-third of

the whole, not including the sinking of the

three shafts at a cost of $24,250. Upon a

careful examination I find this statement to

be correct, and that most of the work done by

ihe former contractors is in a good condition,

showing it to have been built in a substantial

manner, and, as far as I have been able to

penetrate the approaches at the two ends,

believe the repairs required on the old work

to be small compared with the work remaining

to be done.

The three shafts being completed, it will

only require the water to be pumped out to

enable the contractors to proceed with the

work of the tunnel proper.

This condition of things will greatly

facilitate their operations, and enable them

to complete it in a much shorter time than

would be required had the shafts to be sunk

before the excavation could be commenced,

and it is safe to say the whole can be com

pleted in eight months from this date, and

much within the time required in the con-

tract.

Of the value and importance of this work

as a railroad connection, and to the city of

Cincinnati, it is difficult to form an estimate.

But it is safe to say that it will exceed the

expectations of the most sanguine of the

friends of the enterprise; it will connect the

great lines of railroads in Ohio with those of

Kentucky.

The building of the tunnel road will secure

two if not three of the existing roads, that

are now dependent on other roads for the

right to come into the city of Cincinnati, and

subject to great inconvenience for want of

room to transact their business; while this

entrance into the city will give them abun-

dance of room, nnd a good landing in the

center of business, and where much of the
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heavy freight can beat be discharged and re-

ceived for shipment

Without the proposed Tunnel road, the

Kentucky & Great Eastern and the Cincinnati

& Great Northern Railroads could not be

accommodated, nor make their connections

within the limits of the city, nor build con-

venient depots for the delivery of lumber, coal

or iron ore, to say nothing of common freight;

but where this new channel is open to them,

they will be enabled to land all kinds of

freight in a depot of easy access, where it

can be cheaply handled. The same may be

said of the long roads above alluded to, which

are subject to the controlling lines, that can

give them but poor accommodations, for want

of room, to do a large business.

There is little doubt of the result of opening

this new road into the city; and it is confi-

dently believed that there will be more appli-

cations for permission to enter through the

tunnel than can be accommodated.

Roads from the north can connect at Sharon,

and at other convenient points between that

town and the city, and save distance and time

in reaching their destination ; and can at all

times land their passengers in advance of

those making the circuit of Cincinuati, as

they are now compelled to do.

The advantage of having the freights

Sanded near the center of business, especially

for all heavy freights, will secure to these

roads a full share of the business of trans-

portation. Roads using this line will have

the control of most if not all freights brought

here by the Kentucky lines, affording better

facilities for transferring all goods and mer-

chandise, and can offer betteraccommodatious

to the traveling public, and a saving of time

and expense to all through passengers.

This connection is of the first importance

in working these roads successfully, and in

bringing trade and commerce to the great

center.

Should none of the independent lines avtul

themselves- of the advantages of this new

channel, the dependent ones, that must use it,

will give returns sufficient to warrant the

builing of a tunnel costing twice that of the

one under construction. But as this tunnel is

certain of having the business of two addi-

tional roads, extending, when taken together,

from New York city via Cincinnati to the

Straits of Mackinaw, there is every induce-

ment offered to capitalists for investment in

this new enterprise.

The last two roads referred to will meet in

Cincinnati, forming a connection between the

North and East, bringing their freights from

extreme parts of the country, thereby making

this new link a necessity for the exchange of

commodities. It will also form an important

link in the great chain of railroads between

the city of New York and St. Louis, and other

cities of the We3t.

By this new route, passengers and freight

can be conveyed to and from the Atlantic

cities in less time and at less cost than by any

other route, having from one hundred to two

hundred and forty (100 to 240) miles less

distance to run, as will he^een by consulting

the following table of distances on all exist-

roads running between New York city and

Cincinnati, compared with the new route

connecting with the tunnel:

Miles.

Distance by the New York Central 880
Kentucky & Great Eastern 640

Difference 240

Distance by the Erie (A k G. W ) 861
Kentucky & Great Eastern 640

Difference.... 221

Distance by the Pennsylvania Central 740
Kentucky & Great Eastern 640

Difference 100

Distance by the Baltimore & Ohio 777
Kentucky & Great Eastern 640

Difference 137

Showing that the shortest of the existing

lines between the cities named is 106 miles,

and that the longest named is 240 miles more

than the new line proposed to be built—equal

to eight (8) hours' time when compared with

the longest, and three (3) hours' time when

compared with the shortest of these lines;

and by equating the four existing roads, the

saving in time and expense to the traveling

public and to business between these cities is

eighteen (18) per cent, in favor of the new

line.

The low rate of speed (6 miles per hour)

imposed on all roads now entering the city, is

another item, and equivalent to distance in

the comparison, as these roads are compelled

to consume one hour (in running six miles)

in entering the city, which in running time is

equal to twenty-six (26) miles of additional

road; and this, added to all existing lines

running into Cincinnati, gives a fair compari-

son, showing the importance of some better

way of getting into this city; and it can only

be accomplished by the tunnel route So that

all roads entering the city by this route will

save—should the two miles through the tunnel

be reduced to a speed of twelve (12) miles

—

from sixteen to twenty three (16 to 23) miles

in running time, and from three to five (3 to

5) miles of actual distance over the old routes

now in operation. This will be apparent by

consulting the following table:

Miles.

Little Miami—Distance from Morrow to

Cincinnati by present line 36

Distance by Tunnel route 31

Difference 5

To which add time lost in entering the

city by the present route, equivalent to 20

In favor of Tunnel route 25

Marietta & Cincinnati (B. & O.)—Dis-
tance from junction with Tunnel route
to Cincinnati by present route 10

Distance by Tunnel route 5

Difference 6

To which add time lost in entering the
city by the present route, equivalent to 16

In favor of Tunnel route 21

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton—Dist'ce

from Hamilton to Cincinnati by pres-

ent route 25
Distance by connecting with the Tunnel

route 22

D.fference 3

To which add time lost in entering the

city by present route, equivalent to.... 10

In favor of the Tunnel route 19

S., D. & C. (N. Y. C.)—Can save in time
equivalent to distance, by connecting
with Tunnel route 16

Atlantic & Great Western— Distance from
Springfield to Cincinnati by present

route 81

Distance by the new line, via Xenia, Leb-
anon and Sharon, connecting with the

Tunnel route 74

Difference 7

To which add time lost in entering the

city, equivalent to IS

In favor of Tunnel route 23

The trains on the Hamilton & Eaton Rail-

road, and the Indianapolis Junction Railroad,

are subject to the same low rate of speed in

running into the city as the Hamilton & Day-

ton, and will be equally benefited by availing

themselves of the advantages offered by the

Tunnel route.

With these advantages a full share of pas-

senger travel and freight will seek this new

route, dividing it with the longer lines passing

around the city to reach their depots. All

these advantages secured to the triveling

public, and to business, will enhance the va!m

of this new link—the Tunnel road.

Passengers leaving New York on the new

line at the same time as those on the more

northerly lines, will reach Cincinnati from

four to eight (4 to 8) hours in advance, and

save the expense of from one hundred to two

hundred and forty (100 to 240) miles travel.

And passenzers for Dayton, Indianapolis, and

places to the west of those towns, will save

two hours time and forty (40) miles travel by

taking this route; and those for St. Louis,

Louisville, and places intermediate, will reach

their destination also four hours in advance

of the northern routes, and save the fatigue

and expense of one hundred (100) miles

travel. And the existing roads taking the

Tunnel road will save nearly one hour in time,

and be better accommodated, than those roads

of the same length entering the city from the

north and east, by present routes.

Trains entering the city by this new route
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will not be restricted to any given rate of

speed as thai of roads which cross the streets

at grade, as this road will pass over or under

all t'ie streets; consequently, such rates of

speed can be adopted as will secure safety in

passing through the tunnel as the company

shall choose. This will be a great saving in

time in entering and leaving the city.

The importance of Cincinnati as a railroad

center has not been overlooked by railroad

men, which will be readily seen by consulting

the map of the city and surrounding country)

and still more when we consider the rapid in-

crease of population, and the growth of her

manufactures, and increasing commerce in

the last ten years. From a report of the

Board of Trade now before me I find the fol-

lowing :

1850, population of Cincinnati 115,000

1860,
" " 179,000

1870,
" " 275,000

And in 1869 the number employed in manu-
facturing was 59,000

And the value of manufactures reached the

hum in 1860 of $46,995,067

In J870 127,459,021

Increasing in ten years $80,463,954

Imports in 1869 amounted to. ..$282,927, 962
" " 1870 " " ... 312,978,665

Increase in one year $30,050,763

Exports in 1869 amounted to. ..$163,084,358
" 1870 " " ... 193,517,690

Increase in one year $30,433,332

Coal delivered in 1860, bushels ...14,600,000
" 1870, " ...30,300,000

Increase in ten years 15,70O,UU0

It will be seen from the above that the

population has been increasing at the rate of

55 per cent, every ten years lor the iast tuenly.

And there are reasons for believing that the

same rate of increase will continue for tie

next ten, which will give Cincinnati 430.000

inhabitants in 1880.

The manufacturing interests have increased

in agieater ratio than the population, being

177 per cent, in ten years. With ihe same
rate of increase for the next ten, in 1880 they

would reach the large sum of $353,000,000

more than the manufactures of Philadelphia

in 1870.

Cincinnati is now the fourth city in the

United States in her manufactures, and should

she go on increasing in this department of

industry at this rate, in 1880 she will be the

third if not the second.

The gradual increase in her imports and

exports show a healthy and permanent growth;

and should these increase for the next ten

years as in the last two, her imports would

reach the sum of $311,841-,400, and her ex-

ports the sum of $501,442,700 in 1880.

The coal, iron and lumber trade is increas-

ing with the increasing demand for general

consumption and manufacturing pnrposes.

The coal shipped to this city in 1870 shows

an increase of 100 per cent, in ten years. Of

this large amount of coal to supply the city of

Cincinnati, a large portion wiil come from the

coal fields of Western Virginia, and Eastern

Kentucky, and during the seasons of low wa-

ter in the Ohio river, a large amount will be

brought here by the Kentucky & Great East-

ern Railway, when that work is completed;

and by connecting with the Cincinnati & Great

Northern, via the Tunnel route, will enable

the shipper to deliver it at lower rates in towns

along the Northern line than when shipped

by any other route.

By completing these two roads, together

with the Tunnel to connect them, the facilities

for moving coal, lumber and iron, and all

other kinds of freight, to and from Cincinnati,

will be superior to any now existing, and is

what the business demands.

Taking the least favorable view of the Tun-

nel Railway, it will be safe to say that the

earnings will, without doubt, be fifteen (15)

per cent, on a capital of two millions ($2,000,-

000) of dollars. That the completion of it

has become a necessity for the accommoda-

tion of railroads, and to the prosperity of Cin-

cinnati, and is of more importance to it than

any one channel of communication now open

to the city.

The building of the Tunnel and the two

roads connecting with it, together with the

existing roads, will make Cincinnati the great

railroad center in the valley of the Ohio.

When the Tunnel road is completed, there

will be a large amount of short travel from

Avondale, Woodburn, and places more north-

erly, which will add to the business of the

line. Besides this, the country beyond the

northern approach, oil both sides of the line,

for several miles to the north, is beautifully

situatad for the building of vilias, equal to

any of the locations outside of the city, and

will offer inducements to persons doing busi-

ness in the city, to make their residences in

these localities, as they can be accommodated

at any hour of the day, in passing to and from

their business, with little expense and fatigue.

Another i nd u cement to locate on these grounds

will be the low price at which they can he ob-

tained, compared with land within the city

limits.

Trains can be run hourly without interfer-

ing with the regular business of the road.

This is done in all Eastern cities, and the

short trains pay better than any others run-

ning on those roads.

Much more might be said in favor of this

enterprise, in which not only the public but

Cincinnati is deeply interested. But the above

is deemed sufficient to convince any and all

of its importance.

All of which is respectfully submitted

Marvin Porter, Chief Engineer.

CINCINNATI SOUTHERN RAILROAD

DISCUSSION ON 'CHANGE SATURDAY.

Two Reports from tbe Committee.

[From the Cincinnati Gazette.]

On 'Change la6t Saturday, the committee to

whom had been referred the resolutions of
Mr. Theodore Cook declaring the project for

building a Southern Railroad under the Fer-
guson bill "dangerous in precedent and un-
sound in policy," presented the following
preliminary report:

To (he President and Members of ihe Cham-
ber of Commerce:

Your committee, to whom was referred a
preamble and resolutions touching the Cin-

cinnati Southern Railway, introduced into the
Chamber on the — day of December, are
unanimous in the opinion that the importance
of the subject to the tax payers and business
men of our city is such as to warrant its being
regarded a proper subject for discussion and
expression of opinion by the members of the
Chamber.
The preamble and resolutions, as originally

offered, are therefore presented by your com-
mittee, with the recommendation that they be
submitted to a vote of the members, by ballot,

on Monday, the 8th inst.

In order to give ample opportunity for the

members to vote, it is recommended that the
time allowed for voting be two hours—from
12 M. to 2 P. M.—and that two judges, to be
appointed by the President, together with the
Clerk of the Chamber, be stationed at the

ballot box to receive and keep a record of the
votes, and to count the ballots and report the
result alter the vote has been taken.

It is also recommended by your committee
that the question be presented in the following

form, viz. : "Shall the Cincinnati Southern
Railway be built by the city on the Ferguson
plan? and that two sets of printed tickets be
provided, to the number of 2 000 each. Upon
the one set shall be printed: "Shall the Cin-

cinnati Southern Railway be built by the city

according to the Ferguson plan ? Yes." And
upon the other set shall be printed: "Shall
the Cincinnati Southern Railway be built by
the city according to the Ferguson plan? No."

Alter the election, and when the tickets

have been counted, if it be found that a
majority of the members have voted "yes," it

shall be held that the preamble and resolutions

have been lost; but if it appears that a ma-
jority of the members have voted " no," then
it shall be held that they have prevailed, and
that they express the sense of the Chamber.

Theo. Cook,
James H Laws,
Samuel Davis, Jr,
Robert Mitchell,
J. J. Emery.

Mr. Cook sta*ed that two reports, a majority
and a minority, had been prepared by the
committee, but as it would require much time
to read them, he asked permission to give
them to the public through the newspapers.
Granted.

Mr. Richard Smith now moved to amend
the report of the committee as presented and
read, by inserting, in place of "Shall the
Cincinnati Southern Railway be built bv the
city on the Ferguson plan?'' the words "Shall
the Ferguson bill be repealed ?" and re-

marked:
"I take the ground that the naked, plain
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question should be put in eo many words, so

mat it can not be misunderstood. I know
that there are many people in favor of the

road who would be glad to have it built in

some other way than by the city. The only

plan that we have under which Cincinnati can

build this road is that preserved by this bill,

and if it is repealed the city has no power to

do anything. If it is not repealed, there is no
power on earth thai can prevent the Trustees

from going ahead with it. I have noticed

that the Law Committee of the Council has

recommended the Auditor to refuse to issue

the bonds. Let I he Auditor dare do that, and
be will find himself in jail within twenty-four

hours. If we ure in favor of this road, this

law must be sustained. If we are not in favor

of it, let us have the law repealed. Let us

sustain these Trustees, and make them mas-
ters of the situation, and then they will be in

condition to dictate to parties proposing to

build, instead of being dictated to by any
corporation. [Applause]

After some turthsr discussion the amend-
ment was adopted, but the committee finally

adjourned without adopting the report as

amended.
The following are the two reports:

THE MAJORITY REPORT.

To the President and Members of the Cham-
ber of Commerce

:

Your committee offerthe following as among
the reasons which induce them to urge upon
the Chamber the adoption of the preamble
and resolutions

:

The plan of building a railway three hun-
dred and forty miles, at an estimated cost of

ten million dollars, to be paid for in bonds of

the city, has its origin in Cincinnati. So far

as your committee are advised, there is no
precedent for such an expenditure by any
municipality for any such purpose. We are

then to make the precedent, and risk the ex-

periment. For this large expenditure we are

to get a single line of railway from this city

to the South.

While all our citizens concede the necessity

for a line or lines of railway which will make
n Southern outlet for our trade, many serious-

ly doubt the wisdom of building them at the

expense of the tax payers, and especially

where it is proposed to spend so large a sum
on one road, a great portion of which will

pass through a mountainous, sparsely settled

and unproductive country. It can not be
shown that the road, if built, will pay the in-

terest, or any considerable portion of it, on
the bonds issued to pay for it. It will pass
through no cities or town of large population,

or any thickly settled country. Therefore, it

can not be assumed that the road will have
any profitable local business for many years,

from which railroads generally acquire a large

portion of their earnings.

No part of the contemplated work is in the

city of Cincinnati, or in the State of Ohio
Aside from the legal questions that exist in

respect to the authority of the city govern-
ment to carry forward this great work, and to

pledge the property of the people for tho

means to do it, there are questions of juris-

diction not only difficult in themselves, but
subject to future complications, through the

action, and possibly the adverse action, of tho
States through whose territory the road is to

be constructed. Who can vouch for the con-
duct of the Legislatures of Kentucky and
Tennessee? Already the Legislatures of
several States are regulating the concerns of
railway corporations within their limits, pre-

scribing rates of fare, and in other ways inter-

fering in their eoonomy. Will not the real or

imaginary interests of the people, or of cities

competing with Cincinnati, come in with po-

litical interests to render the road as burden-

some as possible, or as little productive as

possible, to those with whose money it was
built?

There is a matter worthy of the most earnest

consideration. 3y no law can the Legislature

of one year bind that of another. A law

passed with great difficulty—if passed at all

—

at one session, may be repealed or destruc-

tively modified at tbe next. To disoblige and
obstruct a foreign municipal corporation in

favor of one at home will always be popular
;

and the new element which such a work would
introduce into the politics of another State,

the interests of the work itself, or the right of

its proprietors, would be little consulted

The sixth section of the act is exceedingly

objectionable. The compensation of the

Trustees is-not fixed or limited, but is left to

the order or decree of the Superior Court,

without instruction. The allowance by the

Court is to be made necessarily upon the ex

parte representations of the Trustees them-

selves. Employers and employed frequently

differ as to the value of services rendered.

Such a difference might arise here, but the

difference of opinion would not avail the city.

We know how liberal the courts are in making
allowances of this character.

There is a popular belief, and it is sedu-

lously cultivated, that the Trustees are limited

to an expenditure of ten millions of dollars.

This is not the case, and many persons will be

surprised to learn that there is in fact no limit

whatever upon the expenditure which may be

made.
The first section of the act, after providing

for the appointment of Trustees, and authori-

zing them to build a railroad, grants them the

power to borrow a sum not exceeding ten

millions of dollars for that purpose, but this

limitation extends to the power to borrow
money and no further.

The third section authorizing the Trustees

to expend 6aid fund and to make all contracts

necessary to be made in building a first class

road, who can doubt tbe liability of the city

upon contracts to be made, regardless of the

amount of that liability ?

It is claimed by tbe Trustees, and those who
have written and spoken for them in the dis-

cussion of this question, that this road must
he built by the city, so that it may be "opera-

ted in tbe interest of the city," so that we may
"dictate rates," &c. We are to have no part-

nership with other roads, for fear of a dis-

crimination against our city. Now what does
all this mean? There is nothing said about
operating the road in it-5 own interests, so as,

if possible, to make it earn the interest on its

cost. It is to be operated in the interest of

our manufacturers, and we are to "dictate
rates, for freight and passage."

When we consider that there is, and always
will be, a difference of opinion and warfare
among manufacturers as to classification by
roads of their various products, and conse-

quent charges made for transporting them, we
can discover the probability of a monopoly of

advantages to that particular class or set of

manufacturers and producers who may pos-

sess the largest influence with those who will

have the dictation of rates. If the road be
built, at all by the city, let it be operated with

a view of earning the interest on its cost, and
this idea of favoring any special class, at the

expense of those who are taxed for the crea-

tion of this great fund, be abandoned. Any
other idea is gross injustice.

If the theory that the city must, own rail-

roads, iu order that they may bo operated in

the interest of any part or all of its citizens,

be a good one, why not use a part of tins

$10,000,000, which it is proposed to spend on
a single line, in the purchase of some of the
broken down roads leading from oar city into

the heart of a thickly settled State, from
which we derive a large trade? Or why not
secure further legislation, and obtain the right

for the city to purchase all the roads termina-
ting here, and operate them in the interest of
our citizens, dictating rales, &c? If the prin-

ciple is good, why not extend it?

The Trustees claim that the road can be
built for 810,01)0,000, and that when built it

can be operated so as to pay the interest on
$10,000,000 bonds. If this be so, and the

Trustees are ab'e to convince any but hem-
selves that it will prove true, the road can be
built at once, without aid whatever from the

city or any new charters from Kentucky,
granting also to the Trustees tho right to dic-

tate rates and its operation in the interest of

the manufacturers or any other claS9 of citi-

zens. Your committee, in answer to the oft

repeated question of the Trustees : In what
way other than by the Ferguson plan can we
get the road ? Answer—Make good your es-

timates, which you have staled as facts, and
tbe road can be built at once without any citi-

zen being taxed a dollar to pay for it It may
as well be admitted, however, that the road

can not be built and equipped for the $10,000,-

000, notwithstanding the statements in Mr.

Bonte's carefully prepared and authorized

speech, delivered in the presence 'of some of

the Trustees, that it could be done, including

an independent bridge over the Ohio, which,

with the necessary appendages, would make
the cost of the first mile of road built at least

$2,000,000, or one-lifih of the whole sum. It

has been charged as presumption on the part

of citizens to question the estimates of- the

engineer employed by the Trustees in the sur-

vey. These estimates and statements are. to

say the least, so far in a very crude condition.

No estimate in detail, so far as we know, has

been presented. Eminent engineers of large

experience in building railroads, who have no
possible motive in opposing the building of
the Chattanooga road, have informed us that

to build a good road to Chattanooga, and equip
it properly, will cost more than fifteen million

dollars, without any charge for interest on in-

vestment or right of way. We doubt if any
engineer of reputation, not in tbe employ of

the Trustees, can be found who will place the

cost at less than this sum ; some put it as high

as twenty million dollars, including the inter-

est on investment while building. We will

give Mr. Gunn all tbe advantages he may
claim for getting through the mountainous
parts of Kentucky and Tennessee, and assert

that no engineer of first class reputation can

be found to agree with him. Roads now be-

ing built for cash through a country in all re-

spects more favorable than any ol the pro-

jected lines of the Chattanooga road, are cost-

ing very considerable more than bis estimate.

Therefore we feel that it is not presumption,

but our right, to question and criticise his es-

timates. We feel that we hazard nothing in

saying that when this road is built and equip-

ped, ready for business, it will have cost the

city more than fifteen million dollars, which,

added to our present debt, will amount to

nearly twenty-one million dollars.

Some of the advocates of this scheme arc

supposed to look with pride at a big city debt,

when we can have a railroad on our hands to

represent it. They see all possible good in

the railroad, and no evil in the debt If the

city builds the road it may, some day, become
a question whether tbe best disposition of it is
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not to give it away to be rid of it Debt is

that which taxes capital employed in business

out of existence, or compels it to go else-

where.

The history of public improvements of this

character, built by municipalities, is certainly

against this proposition.

Numerous illustrations in various cities and
States, as well as in the General Government,
might be cited. That economy and the pru-

dence that govern men in their own business,

indicates some other plan for building this

road than the one now proposed. What other

plan or plans are proposed ? •

It is believed that if the Constitution does

not prohibit the city from building a railroad

and owning it, that it also does not prohibit

the giving away of a comparatively small sum
in aid of building the road— that the greater

includes the less. This opinion is held by

pome of our best lawyers If it be correct, an
act of the Legislature enabling the city to do
this can be speedily had. In case this fails,

there is hardly a doubt but that the Constitu-

tional Convention, which has been ordered to

meet this year, will, through an amendment
submitted to the people for their approval, at

ford us an opportunity of aiding in the con-

struction of railroads. This plan, carefully

guarded, is surely much wiser and safer than

the present law.

We have reason to believe that the city,

through such means, is permuted to aid in

the construction of railroads, that for a sum
less than one-third of that required to build

this road we can obtain roads to Knoxville,

Chattanooga and Nashville, securing to us all

the advantages which we could derive from
roads if the city owned them.

Indeed, it seems probable that the time is

not remote when we may have one or more
reads to the South without paying anything

for them. The railroads centering here are

not likely to long lie idle with this inviting

field before them. If money can be made on
the investment here, there will not be wanting
those who will find it an inviting field for op-

erations ; in fact, it may be stated that if there

had been no agitation of the subject as a mu-
nicipal, it would by this time have been seized

open as a private enterprise.

We wish, before bringing this report to a

close, to place upon record our emphatic de-

nial of the truth of the oft repeated statement

that the fate or the future of Cincinnati de-

pends upon the building of the Southern Rail-

road. We do not believe it, nor do we believe

that the idea is seriously entertained by any
whose judgments are worthy to be adopted as

guides for the opinion of others. Such a

work would undoubtedly be convenient and
beneficial— would give a fresh impulse 10 the

growth of the city, and be a perpetual con-

tributor to its wealth and population. But it

will not do to purchase even benefits at too

dear a rate , and there are an abundance of

prudential maxims against making such haste,

even in a laudable enterprise, as to encourage
profligacy in expenditure, and incur burden-

some ami obstructive obligations. If it is a
matter of vital necessity for us to have the

Southern Railroad, it is also a matter of vital

necessity for the railways centering in this

city to have it. It is the business of those

corporations to extend their lines of commu-
nication, and none are more alive than they

to their own interests. They can build rail-

ways at the cheapest possible rates, for it is

their avocation ;
municipal corporations can

only build them under such disadvantages
that they will be costly in the extreme.

i In view of all these facts, is it not best to

refrain from precipitate measures, which can

not be recalled ? Different and better legisla-

tion may permit us to contribute a fixed sum
without incurring further obligations. The
Constitution will, doubtless, when amended,
contain less stringent provisions. Railway
corporations may come in and even compete
to take the work off our hands, allowing the

people to go free of that debt which could not

be otherwise than a burden upon their indus-

try, and an obstruction to their progress.

Theo. Cook,
S Davis, Jit.,

J. J. Emery,
Committee.

THE MINORITY REPORT.

Cincinnati, January 6.

To the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce

:

The undersigned, the minority of the com-
mittee to vrhom were referred the resolutions

submitted to this Chamber recommending the

repeal of the Ferguson railway act, beg leave

to dissent from the report of the majority of

the committee, for the following reasons:

The chronic want of Cincinnati for a gene-

ration past has been a railroad connecting the

Northern and Southern systems of railways,

and until the passage of the Ferguson bill it

was supposed that the present State Constitu-

tion forbade the city in any way providing for

the great need ; but this law, coupled with the

recent decision of the Supreme Court affirm-

ing its constitutionality, has placed in the

hands of the city ample power to accomplish

that which her people, by a unanimity unex-

ampled in municipal history, have declared to

be essential to her interests.

Since the passage of the act the State of

Tennessee has granted to the Trustees the

right of way, and has given power to the

counties and towns along the route selected to

vote aid in the construction of the road. A
like act is now pending in the Legislature of

Kentucky, with a fair prospect of its speedy

passage, and Congress has also before it upon

its calendar, ready for final action, a bill

granting the right of way, and authorizing the

necessary bridges over the navigable streams

crossd in the route between Cincinnati and Chat-

tanooga. The city, in its ordinance assenting

to the vacation of Kilgour street and Eggle-

ston avenue, did so in consideration of the

Newport Bridge Company granting to the

Trustees and their lessees the right to the use

of the bridge and its approaches, on terms as

favorable as those granted to any other rail-

road.

The city, through the Trustees, has also, in

surveys, and profiles, maps, and other prelim-

inary engineering (which surveys, maps and
profiles, for completeness, are unsurpassed in

railway history), expended upward of seventy

thousand dollars. The original resolutions

under consideration contemplate the abandon-
ment of all that has been thus secured alter

two years of labor, and just as we are about

to enter upon the actual construction of the

great work which is to unite the North and
South in free social and commercial inter-

course, and this, too, upon the plea that there

has been a great change in public sentiment

in regard to the policy and necessity of the

city constructing such a work—a change not

evidenced. So far as the undersigned have

been able to discover, except the assertion of

the author of the resolutions, it is admitted by

all parties that without the aid of public capi-

tal this road can not be built.

The history of railroads in this country

shows that no great work like this, some 340
miles in length, has been accomplished by pri-

vate capital. It was in great part by the pub-

lic money of Pennsylvania and the cities- of

Philadelphia, Harrisburg and Pittsburg, in

the case of the Pennsylvania Central Railway,

and by that of the State of Maryland ani the

city of Baltimore, in the case of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, that those great under-
takings were able to overcome the mountain
barrier interposing between the Bast and the

West. And it is only by similar means that

the mountain districts, and the great rivers

separating the West from the South can be
bridged over. Nor can it be accomplished by
separate organizations for detached sections,

each depending upon itself for means of pros-

ecution. But it must be done by an organiza-

tion having a grant for a continuous, connect-

ed, through line, under one ownership, and
based upon a credit which can command the

necessary capital without ruinous and una-

voidable discounts and delays.

This organization and credit the Trustees

have, and they need but the assent of Ken-
tucky or Congress to the exercise of their

powers in order to accomplish the work. In
the ability and integrity of the Trustees to

whom this great trust has been confided,

the people of Cincinnati, the undersigned be-

lieve, have every confidence. Every citizen

has an interest in its execution and the right

to supervise its management.
That the statement of the preamble to the

original resolutions as to the cost of the road

are grossly exaggerated, the undersigned have

the evidence of skilled and experienced engi-

neers conversant with the topography of the

country and the surveys of the various lines.

It was expected when the act was passed that

in addition to the ten millions of dollars, aid

would be obtained along the route selected,

and with this view power was given to the

Trustees to receive donations of land, money,
bonds, and other personal property, and to

dispose of the same for the benefit of the fund.

Nothing has since occurred to diminish this

expectation, but, on the contrary, the under-

signed are assured from the feeling aroused in

Central Kentucky, together with the natural

competition for the location of the road, that

the amount of these donations will be greatly

enhanced. But even if the whole burden of

providing this line of railway, so necessary to

the growth and commercial prosperity of the

city" should be borne wholly by the city, with

the resulting ownership and benefit, she would

be justified in undertaking the work. Her
debt is but 15,000,000, while -her propeity

available for its payment is at least $ 10,000,-

0i)0.

The undersigned are satisfied that the road

can be leased for a rental sufficient to pay the

interest upon its cost, and to provide a sink-

ing fund for the redemption of the bonds

necessary for its construction, and we concur

with the majority, that " ><uch a work would

undoubtedly be convenient and beneficial

—

would give a fresh impulse to the growth of

the city, and be a perpetual contributor to its

wealth and population."

We therefore recommend that the mermers

of the Chamber of Commerce, on the question

submitted to them : "Shall the Ferguson rail-

way act be repealed?" unanimously vote " No.'

James H. Laws,
Robert Mitchell.

The English census statistics just com-

pleted, shows for England and Wales, an area

of 37,324,883 acres, 4,239,032 inhabited houses

and 22,804,108 pipulation, less than one in-

habitant to every acre, and more than five

inhabitants to every dwelling. The increase

of population since 1851, is 2,637,884. The

population of London is 3,251,804—about one-

eeventb of the whole.
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That Report.

We give the following trite review of the

report of the majority committee on Cincin-

nati Southern Railway, by the Gazelle of

Monday :

The majority report of the Chamber of Com-
merce Commitlee on Southern Railroad con
tains an embarrassment of riches in the way
of reasons against allowing the Trustees to

proceed. Some of these would have been
more effective if others that neutralize them
had beeu left out. It concedes the necessity

of the road at the start, and denies the neces-

sity before it gets through. It disparages the

resources of the route, and denies that the

road can be built for ten millions, or for any
sum on which its business can pay the inte-

rest, and yet it affirms that if the city will let

it alone railroad companies will build this

and other roads to the South for the profit of

them.
Each of these reasons would be good by

itself, but together they weaken each other.

The report also specifies certain things

which no rational and honest Trustees would
do, but which they are not specifically forbid-

den to do ; as if all the evil that is not prohib-

ited they will certainly do, and therefore, they

must not be allowed to do anything.

It apprehends great danger from hostile

legislation by the State of Kentucky, as if the

people in Kentucky would have no interest in

this road through the center of their State;

and for this occasion it assumes that the fran-

chise which one Legislature may grant can
not be held against any succeeding Legisla-

ture.

Because the compensation of the Trustees

is left to be fixed by the court, the report as-

sumes that it will not be governed by reason.

It objects that the Trustees are not limited

in the amount of money to be expended, al-

though they are limited to ten millions in the

amount they can raise.

It is assumed that the talk of operating the

road in the interest of this city means that it

is to be run at a loss to the road. This seems
to be in ignorance of the details of railroad

freight tariffs, and of the way they are arranged

to work against places, without sacrificing the

profits of the roads.

It wants to know why the city does not as

well go in debt to buy up all the railroads that

run to this place.

It says if the Trustees can convince any
body that the road can be built for ten mil-

lions, it will be built without them; but that

they can't.

It declares a belief that it will cost fifteen

millions, and that this will be added to our

debt and taxes ; and yet before it gets through

it affirms that the route is so desirable in its

prospects for returns that the building of it

may safely be left to railroad interests.

It says there are people who want a large

city debt because it is a big thing.

It says the history of municipal and public

undertakings of this character is a lesson

against this. Yet at the outset it said this

municipal undertaking was without precedent.

The report then proposes its alternative.

It starts with an application of the logical pro-

position which formed the rule of Sam. Patch's

life, namely, "Some things can be done as

well as others." It argues that if it is consti-

tutional for the city to build the road, it is

constitutional to give a bonus to somebody to

build it. In short, some things are as consti-

tutional as others.

It affirms that money to give it to other

will go so much further than money invested,

that for one-third of this amount the city may
have roads to Knoxville, Chattanooga and
Nashville. Therefore it may either issue

bonds to give away, on the Sam. Patch con-

stitutional logic, or it may wait and see what
will turn up in the new Constitution.

And then the report concludes that if we
will let the thing alone, 'the time is not far

distant when we may have one or more roads
to the South without paying anything for

them." Then we shall be very foolish to pay
a third of ten or fifteen millions to get them,
or to try to turn the new Constitution into a

general plunder law.

Lastly, the report declares the Southern
Railroad of not much account, anyhow, and
denies that the future of Cincinnati depends
on it. Then it qualifies this by saying that

"undoubtedly it would give a fresh impulse to

the growth of the city, and be a perpetual con-
tributor to its wealth and population." That
would be pretty well for its future.

Then it argues that if it be a vital matter

to Cincinnati to have the road, it is a vital

matter to the railroads to build it.

As we have remarked, the report has a

wealth of reasons. It would be much stronger

with about one-third as many. But if we
should accept and act upon it, would we have
any- tangible resource or prospect for the

Southern Railroad?

Condition of (lie Pacific Railways.

The Secretary of the Interior, in his annual
report, gives the following interesting exhibit

of the affairs of the three Pacific railways:

UNION PACIFIC.

Subscriptions to capital stock ... $36,783,000

Subscriptions paid in 36,672,300

Receipts of all kinds 7,362,015

Cost of road, including fixtures 112,793.618

Total indebtedness 74,653,512

Due the United States 27,236,612

CENTRAL PACIFIC.

Subscriptions to capital stock... $59,644,000

Subscriptions paid up 54,283,190

Receipts 7,326,327

Expenses 3,745,766

Net earnings 3,580,560

Total indebtedness 71,430,732

Due to the United States 27,851,000

NORTHERN PACIFIC

Stock subscribed $100,000,000

Stock paid up 2,241,600

Expenses to June30, 1871 4,936.871

Indebtedness 9,085,764
* » •

Foreign Narrow Gauge Railway's.—The
following narrow gauge railways are in opera-

tion in foreign countries: Queensland, Aus-

tralia, government railway, 222 miles; rail-

way from Codgeveran to Arconum, India, 19

miles; Toronto and Nipissing railway, Cana-

da, 108 miles; government railway of Nor-

way, 101 miles. Locomotives used : Freight

engine and tender, 20 tons weight; eight

wheels, six of which are coupled; passenger

engines and tenders, 16 tons weight in run-

ning order, six wheels, four of which are

coupled, and tank engines, about 13 tons

weight, six wheels, four of which are coupled.

Rolling stock: Outside width of cars vary

from six feet six inches to eight feet. The
speed varies from 12 to 25 miles per hour, in-

cluding stoppages. Such railways in India

and Norway cost from $12,000 to $14,000 per

mile, including engines, cars and all equip-

ments necessary.

Church's Musical Visitor.—The January

number of this excellent monthly is out, with

nine pages of choice new music, comprising

a sparkling polka by Kinkel, " La Fidelity;"

a ballad, "Fairy Glen;" and "Dreams of

Childhood,", song and chorus, by C R. Left,

wich; and the usual store of reliable news

and interesting matter which has already

placed the Visitor among the first of its class.

John Church & Co., publishers, Cincinnati.

Discovery of Coal in America.—The fol-

lowing is a brief and reliable history of the
discovery and introduction of coal in Ameri-
ca: Bituminous coal was mined near where
the city of Richmond, Virginia, now stands,

as early as 1700, It was extensively used in

Pennsylvania in 1775, and a Richmond foun-

dry employed it in making shot and shell dur-

ing the Revolution. It was sent to Bost r >n,

Philadelphia and New York in 1789. Ooe-
diah Gore and his brother, blacksmiths, from
Connecticut, were the first to make use of an-

thracite coal in the Wyoming (I'a.) valley in

1768. Judge Jesse Fell, of Wilkesbarre, was
the first to apply it to household uses. Philip

Ginter, a hunter in the Mauch Chunk region,

discovered the Lehigh coal in 1791. Mines
were opened in 1793, but it was ten years later

before coal was shipped to Philadelphia. The
Schuylkill coal was first sent to Philadelphia

in 1812.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Rates

Where it is Introduced.

«®*The attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record ol

worhdoao, and to the fact that nine-tenths

of the fires th;it Kindle atstations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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The Growth of Town Population in the
West, aud its Influence on the Profits of
Railroads.

We have recently noticed the progress of

the Cincinnati & Great Northern Railroad,

and the resources of the country through

which it passes. This road, if made, will be,

as we have described, the Cincinnati & Macki-

naw road, which for several years we have

earnestly advocated. It is but a few years

since if that road were made it would pass

through for a large part of the way, a wilder-

ness country; now it is comparatively popu

lous. In looking to the really profitable rail-

road lines of this country, it will be found that

they depend not only on a rich, productive

country, but on an increase of the civic or

town population. For example, in New Eng-

land, New York and New Jersey, the great

number and populousness of towns make many
local railroads profitable, when the country

through which they pass produces small sur.

pluses to make freight. In view of this fact,

let us examine the increase of civic popula-

tion in the central West.

We know in advance that the increase of

civic population is much greater than that of

rural. Where all this is to end, we know not.

But certain it is the increase of town popula-

tion is at double the rate of that of the rural

population. Let us, in special reference to

new roads in the north-west of Ohio, and in

Michigan, consider, first, the increase of civic

population in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan
;

and, second, the increase of towns within

thirty miles of the Cincinnati & Great Noi th-

em Railroad.

On the first point, we have made an elalo-

rate investigation into the relative increase of

civic and rural population in Ohio, and'the

result is:

1870.

Cities and town over 1,000 each 142
Total population of those towns 810,022
Rural population 1.855,288

The civic population of Ohio 30 per ct.

1860.

Cities and towns over 1,000 popula-

tion 515,140
Rural population 1,824,371

The civic population of Ohio 22 per ct.

Taken in regard to the whole population

the increase of civic population, in ten years,

is from 22 to 30 per cent. ; that is, the ratio

of increase itself increases in ten years 35 per

cent. Suppose that were to continue till 1880

and there is very little doubt it will, then in

1880 the civic (town) population of Ohio will

be 40 per cent, of the whole. Ohio will then

contain 3,000,000 of people, and of that 1,200,-

000 will be in cities and towns over 1.0C0

each. But, taking the increase of civic popu

lation itself from 515,000 to 810,000 in ten

years, the increase is greater, viz., 60 per cent.

Then we say, that in accordance with the past

experience of New England, New York and

the eastern Atlantic States, and of Europe

also, the civic population will in future grow

much the fastest.

What is true of Ohio is undoubtedly true of

the adjoining State of Indiana, and will be

true of the whole country. This process will

not reduce the amount of agricultural pro-

duce, but, on the contrary, increase it; for

there will be a much greater demand and

higher prices. The result must be to stimu

late agricultural industry and skill. The

same number of people in agriculture will

produce far more food. For, 1. They will

apply more capital and skill to the culture Of

land, in the application of manure, tillage,

drainage, &c. 2. By the continual invention

and application of agricultural machinery.

The effect of this in the last twenty years is

wonderful. It is within bounds to say that

1,000 men engaged in agriculture can nowi

by agricultural machinery, produce at least

double what the same number would twenty

years ago. The result is, that while the num-

ber of men employed in agriculture in the

larger States has not increased materially,

the quantity of food produced has greatly in-

creased. The result of this again is, that not

only are the populous cities and towns well

fed, but the quantity exported has also im-

mensely increased. The exports to Europe

from the Atlantic cities have increased in a

most extraordinary degree. But of this we
shall not speak now.

We have shown above 'he rapid increase of

civic population iu Ohio and Indiana, we will

now show, secondly, the increase of civic

population lying in a belt say 40 miles on each

side of the Cincinnati & Great Northern road.

We have taken this belt, not so much to be

strictly accurate in regard to the district tri-

butary to this road, as to show the increase of

civic population, and consequently of railroad

business, in that section of country.

The section of country immediately adje-

cent to the Cincinnati & Great Northern road

shows the following facts, viz:

Number of counties 24
Number of cities and towns of moie

than 500
|
eople 44,

Number of people in those cities and
towns in 1870 112,825

Number of people in the same in 1860 56,125

Increase in ten years 100 per cent-

Thus we see that the growth of civic popu-

lation on the line of this road is far greater

than the growth of the civic population of

Ohio and Indiana, or of the whole country.

In fact these are new towns in a very rich

section of country. This town populution not

only has, but will in the future, beyond a

doubt, grow much faster than the growth of

the States around.

And now, the reader may ask us, what do

we infer from these facts? We infer that the

rapid increase of population, and of civic

population particularly, on the line of the

Cincinnati & Great Northern will certainly

make it a very profitable road. We have

shown, in previous articles and tables, that

the business of railroads, and the net profits

arising from that business, had increased

much faster than the increase of the country.

Hence, if a new railroad were begun, the pro-

bability is that if in a good section of the

country, and with no more than an average

competition, that road will be profitable. We
now show that not only is this true of the Cin-

cinnati & Great Northern road, but that it has

peculiar advantages, and especially in this of

a rapidly growing population, and a rapidly

growing civic population; for it is a fact that

the most profitable roads in the country are

those which have large numbers of towns on

them, and especially manufacturing towns, for

these furnish not only passengers but a large

number of packages and minor freight, which

amounts in the aggregate to an immense

amount. This is the great source of profit on

the New England roads.

—It is said that Chicago will have nsed
1,000,000 tons of coal of all kinds last year,
of which 350,000 tons is the Indiana block
coal, which i3 used without coking hy the roll-

ing mills; the Danville and Vincennes road
will open up these fields so that the amount
used hereafter, will be greater than heretofore.

This is precisely the coal proposed to be

brought here by the projected Cincinnati andi

Terre Haute Railroad. A full, regular and
cheap supply of this coal will double our pro-

ductions of iron in fire years.
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The Central West, and its Commercial

Relations with tbe South and North.

I rend very attentively the discussion which

took place before the Board of Trade, in refer-

ence to the Southern Railroad. It seemed to

me very singular ; for I had supposed that the

policy of Cincinnati on that subject was en-

tirely settled. It had been before the Legis-

lature, the people, the courts, and had passed

all ordeals to which it could be subjected;

when, lo ! and behold, a couple of brokers and

two or three lawyers discover that the business

men and working men did not understand

their own minds, and were not fit to take care

of their own affairs I These gentlemen have

a right to take what measures they please,

and air their notions in nny way they choose,

but I submit that the manufacturers and mer-

chants of Cincinnati are the best judges of

what they need. When I see the names of

gentlemen opposing the Southern road, and

know their connection with business affairs,

1 think there is a particular cat under that

particular pile of meal. Perhaps you can

elucidate that matter better than I can. A
hint is enough. I have no objections to that

particular cat; but I have great objections to

putting all the roads on the south side of

Cincinnati under the control of the Pennsyl-

vania road, as if that were in the interests of

Cincinnati.

The discussion before the Board of Trade

was very interesting, and I think it fortunate

that it occurred, and the leading business men
had an opportunity of expressing their opin-

ion. It will decide the opinion of the public

mind, bo that the great work will go on.

Now I will give you a few statistics, show-

ing the position which the Central West

(whose central city is Cincinnati) bears to the

other great sections, East and South. I mean
by the Central West, for such it is, more par-

ticularly tbe five great States which make the

old North-west, viz' Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan and Wisconsin. Perhaps the last

ought to be omitted, and Kentucky put in.

But we will take these five States as repre-

senting the Central West. Then we will lake

the eight States east of the Delaware as the

East ; and the States of Virginia, North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-

bama, Mississippi and Louisiana (eight), as

representing the South. We will consider the

growth and products of those sections, and
from that deduce something of the relation

they should bear to each other.

1. Their Relative Growth.—The five States
of the old North-west have grown in popula-
lation as follows

:

Increase
1790 !p<A
1800 49,(i05

1810 272,325 450
1820 792,400 185
1830 1,475,336 85
1840 2,899,883 96
1850 4,541,978 70
I860 6,901,039 52
1870 9,058,517 31

Here is .a most astonishing growth; and

notwithstanding the ratio has diminished, the

actual increment of growth has been greater

in each decade until the last, in which it is a

little less. Looking to the growth of town

population, and the development of mines

and manufactures, the increment of the next

decade is likely to be quite as great in the

next ten years.

The surface of these five States is 239,000

square miles, which is 38 to a square mile.

In their order, Ohio has 67 to a square mile;

Illinois, 46; Indiana, 44; Michigan, 20; and

Wisconsin, 20.

Let us now take the eight Eastern States.

Their growth has been :

Increase

1790 1,481,437 $ cf.

1800 2,032,020 38
1810 2,606,495 28
1820 3,308,853 27
1830 4,144,148 25
1840 5,036,349 21

1850 6,225.065 22
1860 7.658,053 23
1870 8,775,959 15

Thus we see that although the Central West

began in 1790 with nothing, yet in eighty

years thereafter these five young States had

outstripped all the old Eastern States.

Now let us take the South (Virginia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana). The

growth of these States has been as follows :

Increase

1790 1,473,632 $ c%
1800 1,855,995 26
1810 , 2,314,578 25
1820 2,904,044 24
1830 3,744,017 29
1840 4,652,301 25
1850 5,848,748 24
1860 ....6,953,859 20
1870 7,367,830 6

The growth of the South up to the period of

the war was a natural growth, that is, without

receiving any material immigration. This

natural growth does not vary materially from

25 per cent, each decade. In 1860 the Souih

had arrived at almost precisely the population

it would have had, if 25 per cent, had been

added in each decade. When the war came
on, population increased very little, for obvi-

ous reasons: 1. All immigration from other

States, or abroad, ceased. 2. In the South,

much more than in the North, a large propor-

tion of young men were killed or died ; and

3. The negro population were uncared for and

unprovided for, and therefore an extraordinary

number died. The census of 1870, therefore,

found the South with little more than it had

in 1860.

~ We see, then, that the growth of the Central

West was far greater than either North or

South, and from the fertility of its lands and

the growth of its cities this must necessarily

continue. The growth of the South, now that

peace and industry are resumed, will return

to nearly its old ratio. Then in 1880 we shall

have very nearly these results :

Bushels.

The Central West 30 $ cent. 12,000,000
The East 15 " 10.000,000
The South 20 " 8,800,000

The ratio of the East falls to 15 per cent.,

and will probably go below, because there is

much more migration from than to. In the

East, only the cities and towns grow.

Let us now glance at the grain producing

power of these sections. We have not the

agricultural statistics of 1870, but those of

I860 are near enough to show the relations of

these sections as to that point. The grains

comprehend wheat, corn, barley, rye, oats

buckwheat and rice. Now, in 1860, the three

sections I have named produced as follows:

The East (8 States) 121,171,239
The South (8 States) 232,758,336
The Central West (5 States) 414,510,765

Here we see that the five States of the Cen"

tral West raises more grain than sixteen States

East and South! Nay more, these five States

raise more breadstuff^ than twenty States Eist >

South and West! We can not here go into

the statistics of coal, iron, copper, lead, etc.,

but we may here say, that we have prepared

these tables with much care and labor, tha

they may be placed on record for future use.

The conclusion and the moral of the facts ig

just this. This great producing and feeding

country is a center, a heart from which the

surpluses must go forth to other parts of the

country; but from the South we are almost

cut off, especially from those parts of the coun-

try which need this grain and the manufac_

tures the most. The moral is, that bread,

stuffs and many kinds of manufactures are

from 50 to 209 per cent, higher in South

Carolina than they are in Ohio. E. D. M.

Aires, S. C, Jan. 10, 1872.

Increase of St. Louis Railway System In
1871.

The following, according to the St. Louis

Railway Register, is an estimate of the num.

ber of miles of railroad, tributary to St. Louis,

built in 1871:

ROADS WEST OP THE RIVER.

Iron Mountain 45

Iowa Central 169

Atlantic & Pacific 73

Missouri Pacific 92

Morth Missouri 76

Moberly to Hannibal..... 70

Louisiana & M. R. R 51

M., K. & T 216

Atchison & Nebraska 49

Leavenworth, L. & G 37

K. C, St Joe & C. B 17

Atchison, Texas & S F 81

Midland Pacific 57
1,033

ROADS EAST OP THE RIVER.

Chicago & Alton 37

Quincy, Alton & St. Louis 40

South-eastern 91

168

Total 1,201
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Aslautic <& Gre.nt Western Railroad,

London Agency,

London, Decemoer 18th, 1871.

Editor Railroad Record,

Cincinnati, O.

Sir;—In your number of Nov. 9th, in a

notice of this railway, you introduce a refer-

ence to '-Sir Morton Peto and his associates"

which is as antruthful as it is unjust.

/was "associated" with Sir Morton Peto

in constructing the Atlantic & Great Western

Railroad. Without "his aid the road could

never have been built. With his assistance I

found every shilling of the capital, which when

it reached the United States was partly squan-

dered and partly stolen, and had I not inter-

vened for the protection of those on this side

of the Atlantic who had invested on repre-

sentations as to the prospective value of the

property based on the most powerful testimo-

nials ever brought to Europe the whole of the

investment would probably have been lost.

Not that the railroad did not justify all the

statements in its favor. The traffic when

finished even exceeded the estimates, aud

everything appeared to be going prosperously

and promising a great success, when suddenly

by the machinations of unfaithful agents, the

whole undertaking was thrown into difficulties

apparently insurmountable. I have however,

been successful not only in constructing, but

in preserving the property for its owners, and

in preserving it I have preserved American

credit in Europe which could not have sur-

vived, so far as industrial enterprises are Con-

cerned, such a confiscation of European capi-

tal as was threatened. The " financial em-

barrassments" you allude to were caused

solely and wholly by the loose and ignorant

administration of the company's vast resour-

ces, which were ultimately so conducted as

expressly to cause embarrassment that the

profits might be misappropriated. From Sir

Morton Peto and his associates the Atlantic

& Great Western and the district it traverses

received nothing but the moat powerful pecu-

niary support. The country benefited by ten

fold the cost of the railway, which tended

greatly also to the discovery of the commer-

cial importance of the Oil Regions, and has

opened out vast coal fields hitherto'neglected.

With all this capital and labor jeopardized it

is not becoming, therefore, to state that those

who ran all the risk were the cause of all the

trouble, and that those who saved the property

from dislocation and utter destruction were

the cause of its financial embarrassments I

Why the press of America should so per-

sistently attack Sir Morton Peto from whom
Americans have never received anything but

the most unremitting courtesies and benefits,

I can not understand. For forty years Sir

Morton was the largest employer of labor in

the world having frequently 100,000 men in

the field. That he became pecuniarily em-

barrassed from any cause should hare aroused

the sympathy of those whom he had benefited,

or if there was not courage or candor suffi-

cient to express sympathy it would not have

been difficult to remain silent in the face of

the disaster.

I am, Sir, faithfully yours,

James McHenry.

[If we have done an injustice either to Sir

Morton Peto, or any of his associates, by the

article in our issue of Nov. 9th, we take the

greatest pleasure in correcting it.

Of the importance and value of the Atlantic

& Great Western Railroad, per se, there can

be but one opinion
; and that is expressed by

our correspondent. The beltof country through

which it passes has undoubtedly been quadru-

pled in value, which would amount to many
times the highest inflated cost of the road.

The advantages to this country are truly

certain and permanent, they never can be

effaced ; and if by any efforts of ours, equally

certain and permanent advantages could be

secured to the projectors, completors and real

owners of the Atlantic and Great Western

Railroad, we should not hesitate one moment,

nor even wait to be asked, before exerting

ourselves to the utmost to secure so just and

reasonable a result.

By a reference to the article alluded to it will

be observed that we make no charges, and

cast no insinuations against those who were

among the unfortunates who furnished the

capital to construct this magnificent enter-

prise; but on the contrary we then and now
assert that we fully sympathise with them in

the disadvantages under which they labored

when they put their " money in," and which

our correspondent says " was partly squan-

dered and partly stolen."

For the services of Mr. McHenry, himself,

in the conception and completion, under

herculean difficulties of this great thorough,

fare, the citizens along the broad belt of ter-

ritory developed by it, as well as the whole

American people, owe him a debt of gratitude

that mere word3 can not express. There is

no one that rejoices more than we do, in the

fact that this property is again remanded to

its owners, with a hope and prospect of ulti-

mately receiving through it a recompense for

their enterprise and outlay.

—

-Ed. Record.
J

Coal Trade of Great Britain :

—

In Mined. Exports.

1864 92,787,873 8,809,908

1865 98,150,587 9,170,477

1866 101,630,544 9,053,721

1867 104,500,480 10,415,787

1868 103,141,157 10,837,804

1869 107,427,557 10,588,425

1870 112,875,725 11,495,002

Increase for the year 5,348,168 tons. There
was 991 deaths in and about the mines, or

one for every 113,900 ton8 raised, the num-
ber of persons employed was 350,89^.

Pennsylvania Company—Toledo Connec-
tions—The officers of the company have hod
a meeting at Toledo with the directors and
representatives of the Toledo, Tiffin & Mans-
field, Pere Marquette and the Toledo & Ann
Arbor roads in reference to a union of these

roads at that point, and to arrangements by
which they shall be operated together. Ar-
rangements have been agreed upon in pur-

suance of which the Flint & Pere Marquette
is to construct an independent track from
Monroe, Michigan, and the Toledo & Ann
Arbor is to be immediately put under contract

and pushed to completion. The Pennsylvania
Co., according to contract with the Toledo,
Tiffin & Eastern, will furnish the iron for that

road from Mansfield to Toledo, and also

furnish connections and bridge and depot
accommodations to the Pere Marquette and
Ann Arbor, which are entirely satisfactory to

the interest of all.

—

Chic. R'y Reo.

An ore is found in York, Pa., which is

said to be composed of quartz and mica mixed
with micaceous hematite and magnetic. A
process of smelting it has been adopted which
prefers the use of the ore as it comes from the

mine; and it is charged into the puddling

furnace with the cast iron. For the improve-

ment of iron, only ten per cent, of ore is said

to be sufficient, but to produce steel in the

puddling furnace from fifteen to twenty per

cent, of the ore is required. The grades of

foundry pig known as Nos. 2 and 3 are pre-

ferred, and the harder the iron the more ore

required, and if containing sulphur and phos-

phorus, additional ore is used. The time re-

quired for making steel thus, is from one hour

to one and three-quarters, the metal being

removed as soon as it will ball, and while

working being kept under the cinder as much
as possible. The opposite is of course the

case in making wrought iron, the molten me-
tal being constantly turned up to the oxidi-

zing flame, and being kept longer in the fur-

nace. The advantages claimed are a superior

article of wrought iron in the one case, and a
superior steel in the other, which welds easier

than other steel, and which will take a temper
similar to cast.

—Rutland finds that through the lease of

the Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad by the

Delaware and Hudson Canal Company, it is

to become the great coal center station of

Western Vermont. Coal is now brought di-

rect in Pennsylvania without breaking balk.

Nova Scotia Coal Trade.—The following

table from the reports of the Chief Commis-
sioner of Mines is given by Sawards Cir-

cular :

Tons.

1827 to 1830 51,172

1831 to 1840 808,145

1841 to 1850 1,405,381

1851 to 1860 2,292,305

1861 to 1870 r. 5,092,587

Total production 9,649,470

Production for the year 1870, was 625,769

tons.

Nova Scotia coal was free of United States

duty 1854 to 1865, and the average annual
production of those twelve years was only

333,427 tons.
«.

Chicago & Northwestern R.R —Green Ba
Extension.—A correspondent of the Green
Bay Advocate describes the (rains going north

as full of passengers and freight.

The new road (he says) is smooth and
good, and everybody is praying for its speedy

' opening to Marinette and Menominee.
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CINCINNATI INTERESTS.—CINCINNATI & TERRE HAUTE RAILWAY

No railroad can be constructed to our city

that is not an advantage and productive of

good; those, however, that have a home here

and form a part and parcel of our domestic

economy, or in other words that run to and for

Cincinnati instead of from and against her,

are of peculiar interest to every intelligent

person interested in the welfare of the city.

Of this class is the Cincinnati & Terre

Haute Railway. It further possesses the pecu-

liar advantage that while it passes through an

undeveloped country, or rather is on a route

unoccupied by railroads, yet it is a region

unsurpassed in the fertility of its soil and

richness of its agricultural resources. To this

is to be added the fact that it is also a mine-

ral region, whose inexhaustible wealth of iron

and coal is the most certain and reliable

source of traffic and constantly increasing

revenue that ever ministered to the many
riffles that go to swell the coffers of railroad

corporations.

These remarks would not be true if this

line of railway started in a coal and iron bank,

and was merely jointed as an extra caudal

appendage to some of the great trunk lines,

dealing only in common traffic with the objec-

tive market a thousand miles away. But ter-

minating &3 it will, in a market that can not

be surfeited with the minerals peculiar to it

and which must constitute a large portion of

its traffic, and these articles practically inex.

haustible, it can not be otherwise than a rer

mnnerative line.

But, it may be argued no railroad can com-

pete with the river in the transportation of

coal. That is an error. Let us look at it for

a moment. What is the price of coal to-day

in the Cincinnati market? Fifteen cents per

bushel in the barge I Youghiogheny is scarcely

ever sold below 12 cents in the barge, it has

sometimes touched 10J but not often since

the war.

Now what can coal be delivered in the

yards by rail for? It costs three cents per

bushel to mine coal, allow half a cent to the

owner of the mine as royalty, and then you

have the haulage by rail over one hundred

and forty-three miles of railroad worth one

cent and one-quarter per ton per mile, or one

dollar and seventy-nine cents as the charge

for carrying the ton of coal to the Cincinnat 1

market, this is six and a half cents per bushel,

making the total cost in the yard of the dealer

ten cents per bushel.

To secure this result in a transaction in

Pittsburg coal, it will have to be sold in the

barge at the river at eight cents ! How soon

may we expect this while we remain under

the jurisdiction of the Pittsburg syndicate, we

leave to be answered by the tribu.e payers of

Cincinnati.

Of the merits of this project the Official

Railway Guide says

:

Among the numerous railroad projects now
being brought before the public none is, per
haps, entitled to greater patronage than that
which is proposed to be built between Cincin-
nati and Terre Haute, and which opens up to

a constant market the almost inexhaustible
coal deposits of Central Indiana. The origin-;

ators of ill is important enterprise are evident-

ly practical in their ideas, and recognize the

fact, that no road should be constructed for

through business alone, but that it should
traverse a section of country from which, in

all human probability, the local traffic should
be amply sufficient to pay interest upon the

cost of construction. So many chimerical
projects have been advertised, and so many
visionary theories, as to prospective earnings
and resources of new railroads, have been pa-
raded before the public, that it is refreshing

to read a plain and unvarnished prospectus,

such as that issued by the president and di-

rectors of this company; and, it is instructive

to learn from the report of Mr. McDowell,
chief engineer, how, by a safe investment, the

latent mineral resources of a Western State

can be rapidly developed, and the aggregate
wealth of our common country materially aug-
mented.
The Cincinnati & Terre Haute Railway

Company was organized during the past year
under the general railroad law of the State of
Indiana, with a capital stock of four millions,

and is intended to pass from the citv of Terre
Haute, through the counties of Vigo, Clay,
Owen, Monroe, Brown, Bartholomew, Decatur,
Franklin, Ripley and Dearborn, to the eastern
boundary of the State of Indiana, and thence
through Hamilton county, in the State of

Ohio, to Cincinnati. The distance between
the termini will, according to the survey, be
one hundred and eighty (180) miles; and a
branch will be constructed from Bloomington
to the Wabash river, sixty-two (S2) miles in

length, for the purpose of connecting with the

St Louis & Cincinnati Railway, and establish-

ing a line between St. Louis and Cincinnati,

the two great commercial centers of the West,
twelve miles shorter than the existing short

route, via the Ohio & Mississippi Railway, and
twenty-five miles shorter than that via Indi-

anapolis. It is also proposed to construct
fifty-seven (o7) miles of lateral branches, so

as to secure the traffic of extensive coal and .

iron deposits, lying some distance from the
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main line;, and this company will eventually

control two hundred and ninety-nine mi!es of

road. Subscriptions to the amount of $385,-

000 have already been Toted by several towns
and counties along the line; "and as but few
of the twelve counties through which the road

passes have yet been canvassed for subscrip-

tions, the managers believe, that in estimating

the available means to be derived from this

source alone at one and a half millions of

dollars, they do not overstep the bounds of

probability. Individual subscriptipno, to the

amount of ?285,5C0, have also been made;
and appropriate steps have been taken lor

bringing the importance of this enterprise

prominently before the business capitalists of

Terre Haute and Cincinnati. To ensure, how-
ever, sufficient capital for the prompt and ex-

peditious prosecution of the work, the board
of directors, acting by authority of a resolu-

tion of the stockholders, have issued a mort-

gage or deed of trust to the New York State

Loan and Trust Company, of the city of New
York, as trustees, conveying all the real and
personal property of the company, whether
now owned, or to be hereafter acquired, and
including valuable mineral privileges, to se-

cure the payment, of the principal and inte-

rest in gold of six million dollars of bonds,

hearing seven per cent, interest in gold, paya-

ble semiannually, at the city of New York, or

at the option of the holder, in sterling, in the

city of Loudon. We predict, that these bonds,
when placed upon the market, will meet with

a ready sale, and be eagerly sought niter by
investors—partly on account of the social and
commercial standing of those who are mana-
gers of the road, and partly from the undoubt-
ed security which is offered to investors under
the da d of trust. It may be noted here, prior

to reviewing the chief engineer's report, pub-
lished in connection with the prospectus of

the company, that the entire line has been
placed under contract, upon terms which in-

sure its completion and equipment at a cost

which will not exceed $35,U00 per mile; and
as ground has been already broken on the

divisions extending west from Greensburg, it

is expected that through communication with

Cincinnati will be established within one year

from date, or in January, 1873. Mr. McDow-
ell's report treats, in an able manner, of the

necessity which exists for the new line, and
demonstrates very clearly that the section of

country possesses within itself all the elements

for the building and sustaining of a first class

railway. Premising that Cincinnati is the

distributing point for a large area of country,

and that Terre Haute, the fourth city in Indi-

ana, is the geographical center of an exten-

sive trade in Illinois and Indiana, Mr. Mc-
Dowell shows that the new road will pass

through a section which is but inditferently

supplied with railways. On the south, the

Ohio & Mississippi Railway is distant about

forty miles, and the same distance exists on

the north, between the Cincinnati & Terre

Haute, and Terre Haute & Indianapolis, or

Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Rail-

roads, except where the competing lines will

converge in approaching Cincinnati. From
Terre Haute eastward, for forly miles, to near

Spencer, the county seat of Owen county, the

route lies through the productive coal meas-

ures, and thence over limestones and sand-

stones of an older date; the surface of the

country is rolling, and the soil specially adap-

ted to the cultivation of wheat and corn;

while among the various classes of limber

with which the route is well stocked, a large

amount of black walnut, so much in demand
for furniture, is everywhere found. The coal

measures alluded to above resemble, in many

of their characteristics, the Welsh coal, which
produces such a superior quality of iron ; and
while the block coal mined in the vicinity of

Brazil, and in the western part of Owen coun-
ty, through which this road will run, is highly

prized as ordinary fuel for locomotives and
tor ocean navigation, it is invaluable for iron

smelting, and pig iron made with it is equal
in every respect to charcoal iron made from
the same ores. "It is," to use Professor Cox's
words, "a soft, gray iron of a highly crystal-

line structure, and contains a large percentage
of combined carbon, with but a mere trace of

sulphur and phosphorus, properties which ren-

der it admirably adapted to the manufacture
of Bessemer steel." This statement is con-

firmed by the experience of Mr. Roberts, su-

perintendent of the Union Rolling Mill, at

Chicago, who says that he has woiked in a

rolling mill in England, in Troy, N. Y., and
in Cleveland, but that he has met with no coal

equal to the Indiana block coal for making
rails. In the blast furnace, where the hema-
tite ores of Missouri and Lake Superior are

used, it makes a pig iron which is equal in

every respect to the charcoal iron made from
the same ores, and is just the quality required

for making Bessemer steel. Allusion is made
here to the valuable character of this coal,

from the fact that the seam appears to attain

to the greatest thickness where the line of the

Cincinnati & Terre Haute Railway passes

through Owen county; and explorations jus

tify the assertion, that for several miles it ex-

tends to a much greater depth than at Brazil,

where it has- hitherto been principally mined,

and where the number of furnaces erected

duiing the past few years testifies, in the most
unmistakable manner, to its superior quality

as an iron producing coal. The experience

of Brazil would justify us in stating, that the

prognostications of Mr. McDowell relative to

the future construction of furnaces, rolling

mills, &c , in connection with this valuable

mineral deposit, are not chimerical. We re-

member the time, in 1866, when Brazil was,

comparatively speaking, an insignificant sta-

tion on the Terre Haute & Indianapolis Rail-

way. In 1867, the first furnace was erected,

and a single shaft supplied all the coal. Now,
what do we find ? Six furnaces turning out a

daily product of 126 tons of pig iron, and all

using the block coal, in a crude state; then,

there was but one shaft ; now, there are twen-

ty mines opened in the block coal seam, turn-

ing out 3565 tons daily, and giving employ-

ment to more than 800 men. In this vicinity

alone, the daily capacity of the mines is 8,645

tons; and, while the demand is unlimited, the

railway companies can not furnish adequate
facilities for transporting the products of the

mines. With these facts before us, who can

say but that, within five years or less from this

lime, a similar condition of affairs may exist

on the Cincinnati & Terre Haute Railway,

and that the question may nol be one of pro-

duction, but of the capacity to haul such pro-

duction to a market. There are also wise

provisions in the economy of nature, one of

which, as demonstrated by geographical re-

searches, is, that iron is generally, or rather

frequently, found in contiguity to coal; and
the State of Indiana furnishes no exception

to this rule. Near the eastern limits of the

coal measures there are valuable beds of iron,

in the form of banded ore and kidney ore.

These ores will probably give in the furnace

thirty-three percent, of metallic ore, while the

earthy matters, carbonate ol lime and alumina,

would form an excellent flux, when mixed with

the rich specular ores, and correct the "red

shortness" which appertains to the iron pro-

duced from these ores. Our readers, however,

must bear in mind that each succeeding year
demonstrates the superiority of steel over iron,

for general railroad purposes; and the prob-
lem for solution now is, what section of coun-
try can produce the best quality sf steel at the
lowest price, and circumstances, from present
indications, favor Indiana as the prospective
center of steel manufacture. With her inex-
haustible deposit! of block coal, with facilities

for transporting to her furnaces the specular
ores of Lake Superior and Missouri, at a much
lower rate than can be obtained by the rival

States of Ohio and Pennsylvania, she occu-

pies an advantageous position which will be

materially strengthened by railroad develop-

ment and the prudential investment of capital.

An abundant market, also, exisis at Cincin-

nati, Chicago, Louisville and Evansville, for

the product of these mines which is not con-
sumed in the manufacture of iron. The re-

cent coal famine at Cincinnati, incident to a
low stage of water in the Ohio, has demonstra-
ted the necessity of its not being dependent
on water transportation, always precarious

and becoming more so each year, as the coun-

try is cleared up and drained for a supply of

fuel. From July to November, there is a
compulsory suspension of the navigation for

coal barges; from that time until January,

there is high water ;
and again, from Febru-

ary to May—hence, it is only during the

spring and fall that the river towns and the

lower markets can obtain their supply of coal

;

and if the expected rise of the nver in the fall

is delayed, coal becomes scarce and prices

exorbitant, as evidenced by the fact that dur-

ing the past autumn, in consequence of these

extaordinary causes, the price of coal rose at

Louisville to thirty-four, and at Cincinnati to

thirty-six cents per bushel. This contingency

can be obviated by the construction of the

Cincinnati & l'erre Haute Railway; and, as

the distance from the proposed mining seats

to Evansville, where coal can at all times bo

loaded in barges and shipped to southern

markets, is ouly ninety three miles— to Louis-

ville 110 miles, and to Cincinnati 143 miles

—

it is confidently believed that, in these mar-

kets, with this route opened, the Indiana coal

can successfully compete with that of Pitts-

b r:, without reference to any artificial scan: t .

In commenting upon the engineering fea-

tures of this work, Mr. McDowell states that

the relief and depression of the country is not

so great as to present any formidable impedi-

ments in the construction of a railway; and

only three considerable streams require to be

bridged, the whole of which will be less than

2,000 feet. As to gradients, alignment, and

cost of construction, the projected route will

compare favorably with any railway in the State.

These brief remarks, relative to the present

condition and future prospects of a new road,

will, it is hoped, attract the attention of our

numerous readers to the State of Indiana, and

its vast mineral resources ;
they will thus be

enabled to picture, in their own mind, the

growth of their country as a great commercial

and manufacturing power, when, as in the

present instance, its deposits of mineral wealth

are developed by the prescience and energy of

gentlemen similar in ability and character to

those associated with this enterprise.

The executive officers of this company are

as follows :

Gen. Alfred Pleasanton, President; C. F.

Belts, Secretary, New York
;
John D. Scully,

Treasurer, Pittsburg; N. M. McDowell, Chief

Engineer, Bloomington, Ind.; Mat. P. Wood,

Gen. Supt , Terre Haute, Ind. General offices,

98 Broadway, New York.

J. W. Sweeney, Soliciting Agent, 36 West

Fourth Etreet, Cincinnati.
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St. liOnis Kail Freightage.

The following tabular statement, from the

St. Louis Railway Register, shows the gross

amount of freight brought to and carried from

St. Louis in 1871, and the increase thereof, as

compared with the preceding year :

ROADS EAST OF THE RIVER.

lbs Received, lbs Shipped.

North Missouri ....214,583,432 409,919,149

Iron Mountain 586,349,903 296,537,491

Missouri Pacific ...535,885,149 429,028,035

Atlantic & Pacific.378,466,000 135,658,000

Total lbs 1,715,284,484 1,271,142,665

Total tons ... 857,642 635,571

ROADS EAST OF THE RIVER.

Received. Shipped.

Rockf'd & R. Isl'd.. 121,662,000 19.730,000

South-eastern 127,288,272 47,077,795

Chicago & Alton. ..435, 173.989 166,733,838

Ind'ps & St. Louis..227,552,982 216,168,014

Ohio & Mississippi.620,072,000 243,478,000

St. L , Van. & T. H.232,734,000 123,058,000

Toledo & Wabash.. 164, 180,000 98,91S,000

Belleville & S. Ill's 84,619,349 55,358,985

Illinois & St. Louis.228,774,000 5,062,000

2,242,056,592, 1,020,783,632

RECAPITULATION.

Total tons received from West 857,642

Total tons shipped West 635,571

Total tons received from East. ,. 510,392

Total tons shipped East 1,121,028

Total rail tonnage of year 3,124,633

Total rail tonnage of 1870 2,379,206

Increase 1871, tons 745,427

Railways of Minnesota.

The following table very clearly exhibits

the progress of the great civilizers and sub-

duers of the wilderness in the young giant

of the Northwest,destined before long to rank

among, if not the first of the food producing

States of the Union;

W M H
~5. ~5. -g.
cc — cc --• COS
-J " -J —I —

'

Northern Pacific 50 178 228

St Paul & Pacific (main
line) 135 72 207

St Paul & Pacific (branch) 76 76

St. Paul & Sioux City 122 122

Sioux City & St Paul 56 56
Hastings & Dacotah 28 20 48
Lake Superior & Miss 155 155
Minneapolis & Duluth 12 12

Minneapolis k St, Louis 28 28
Siillwater & White Hear... 13 13

Chicago & St. Paul 55 46 101

St. Paul, Stillwater & Tav-

lor's Falls ".. 24 24
Winoua & St. Peter 139 25£ 164

J

Milwaukee & St. Paul 146 146
Southern Minnesota 70 76

Total...- 1089 461J 1550|

The Probable Exhaustion of Bessemer
ft*ig Iron in England.

It appears that our manufacturers of Bes-

semer steel can thus far not well do without

a peculiar kind of English pig iron, which, by

its freedom from phosphorous, is especially

adapted for their purpose. It is well known
that a quarter of one per cent, of this material

makes pig iron unfit for the Bessemer process.

All that our metallurgical chemists have thus

far been able to accomplish is to reduce the

use of the imported iron to a minimum, in

which direction Professor Maynard, late of

the Rensaelaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy,

has been eminently successful.

In the meantime the West is looking up,

and in Indiana pig irons are produced from
the Missouri ores, by the use of Indiana block

coal, which are claimed to be equal in quality

to the English iron referred to above, but

which, it appears, can not well compete with

the English product in regard to cost Re-
cently, however, we bear from England that

the fear is expressed there that, as the demand
for this particular pig iron is increasing so

rapidly, the ores from which it is obtained

will soon give out. That this is more than a

mere assertion made for the purpose of driving

up the prices is sure, from the fact that this

pig iron is only obtained from the red hema-
tite found in the carboniferous limestone

in two localities, near Ulverslon in Lanca-
shire, and near Whitehaven in Cumberland.
We see now that the question has attracted

the attention of the Iron and Steel Institute

in England, and they have appointed a com-
mittee of experts to report on the distribution

of the English iron ores, especially referring

to the deposits of red hematite, and this com-
mittee has now presented a preliminary report

confirming the fear. Consequently, applica-

tion has been made to the Director General

of the Geological Survey, requesting that the

officers under him should be instructed to

report on the existence of other deposits, if

such may have come to their knowledge.

This, however, was either refused, or ihe

knowledge did not exist; at least no favorable-

information has been gained in this direction.

If, then, by these facts, the prices of this ore

and of ihe pig iron made from it are going to

be raised in Great Britain, the Indiana
Bessemer pig may be not only able to compete
with the English, but those interested may
earn great profits, and the proposed plan to

erect Bessemer works in Brazil, Indiana, or

in that neighborhood, will be stimulated by

this fact, as well as by the well fouuded and
highly favorable reputation of those concerned
in such an important enterprise.

We need not say that iron rails should be

used no longer, but that the example of those

railroad corporations who recently have been

relaying all their tracks with Bessemer steel

rails should be universally followed.

—

Cor.

Engineering and Mining Journal.

Of the durability of timber in a wet

state, the piles of the bridge built by the Em-
peror Trajan across the Danube are an exam-
ple. One of these piles was taken up, and
found to be petrified to the depth of three-

fourths of an inch; but ihe rest of the wood
was little different from its ordinary slate,

though it had been driven more than sixteen

centuries The piles under the piers of old

London bridge have been driven about 6u0

years, and, in 1746, it did not appear that

they were materially decayed; indeed they

were found to be sufficiently sound to support

the massy superstructure. They were cbiefly

of elm.

Journal of Railroad Law.

Railroad Companies and their employees—
Liabilities and duties inter sese.

A railroad employee having knowledge of

the unfitness of another employee of the same
company, or one whose position and duties

are such that he ought to be acquainted with

his unfitness, when it has become notorious,

and who doe 1* not give information to the

company of the unfitness thus actually or

constructively known to him, takes upon him-

self all the risks of injury frojn such unfitness,

while engaged in the ordinary performance

of his duties, as much as if he had expressly

contracted with reference to possible injuries

from that cause.— [Davies vs. Det. & Mil. R.

R. Co., 20 Mich. 105.

Where the reasons which are relied upon
to charge the officers of the company with

knowledge apply with equal force to show the

knowledge of plaintiffs, the negligence of the

latter in not complaining is as great as that

of the company in employing an incompetent

person; and where employer and employee
have equal knowledge, and the latter contin-

ues the service, each party takes the risk, un-

less the employer undertakes to give special

directions. A direction by a railroad officer

to his subordinate, to perform an ordinary

service, such as his employment contemplated

—there being nothing unusual in the mode
directed—is not such a special direction as

will charge the company for an injury hap-

pening during the performance of such ser-

vice.—[Ibid.

It is a neglect of duty in a railroad em-
ployee not to give notice -to the proper officers

of the company, of any fact affecting the per-

formance of the duties of the company to the

public, occurring within the department under

his superviiion.—[Ibid.

Dayton & Union R. R.—The following are

the members declared elected:

H C. Stimson and Mr. Pennington, of New
York ; John H. Achey, George W. Rogers,

John Howard, James McDaniel, and W. L.

Darrow, of Dayton ; J. Riley Knox and David
Studybaker, of Greenville.

The ticket supported by the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton company was, D. McLa-
ren, F. H. Short, and Messrs. West, Fletcher,

Huntington and Goodman of the present C,
H. & D. board of directors, together with Stan-

ley Matthews, and Col. I. P. Gray, of Union
City, Ind.

After the election, the Board organized by

electing H. C. Stimson, President; James
McDaniel, Vice President; J. Riley Knox,
Secretary; John H. Achey, Treasurer; Wm.
Bomberger, Auditor.

Mr. H. L. Pope was subsequently elected

Superintended in place of S. R. Stimson re-

signed.

— The price of rails is now fifty per cent,

less than when England had the monopoly of

the trade in this country, showing clearly

what protection has done for the consumer.

England is compelled to sell at the prices

fixed by American manufacturers, but without

protection this manufacture could not have

been engaged in, and the price would still

have been at the maximum. Protection, com-

petition and skill, are bringing our greatest

commodities to the minimum rate as rapidly

as possible.
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Commerce of Russia.

We gather some idea of the commerce of
Russia from a volume of statistics just pub-
lished by the Russian Minister of Finance.
In 1870 the exportations were of the value of

nearly 352,000,000 of roubles, while the im-

ports were only to the extent of 315,000,000.
In 1809 the exports were 257,000,000, while

the imports reached 324,000,000. Thus the

value of exports increased in 1870 by 37 per
cent, over 1869, in which year the increase
was 75 percent, over 1866, and 100 per cent,

above 1866. Among the articles of exporta-
tion, wheat not only occupies the first place,

but the trade in it had increased to an unpre-
cedented extent. The value of wheat sent

abroad in 1870 was 163,000,000 of roubles,

while in 1867, a year of scarcity in Europe,
the value of the export of that article did not

exceed 94,000,000. In 1863, the least favora-

ble year, the amount was only 44,000,000.
After wheat, the chief exports are linseed and
flax, which represented last year a value of

84,000,000. In 1870 the export of flax was
much greater than in 1869, but in linseed

there was a slight decrease Last year flax

of the value of 57,000,000 was exported,
against 33,000,000 in 1869. Timber comes
next, of which in 1870 13,000,000 of roubles

in value was exported, against 11,000,000 in

1809. Next come hemp, bristle, cattle and
hides. On the other hand, there has been a
decline in the exports of some articles, such
as tallow, sheepskins and linseed oil.. In

1870 the imports, particularly of cotton, of

metal wares, colonial products, fruits and
other articles of food, fell off. Against that

must be set an increase in the importation of

machinery. The ports of the Baltic and the

Black sea have had the greatest share of the

exports, but the imports of foreign goods have
been chiefly through the Baltic ports and the

Western frontier. The arrivals of shipping
were greater in 1870, as compared with the

previous year, by 1,865, and the departures

increased 1,747. The countries which took

the greater portion of Russian exports are:

Great Britain, 170,000,000 of roubles; Prus-

sia, 68,000,000; France. 34,000.000; Austria,

14,000,000; Turkey, 10,000,000; Holland, 8,-

000,000; Belgium, 7,000,000; Germany, other

than Prussia, 6,000,000; Sweden and Norway,
4,000,000. As concerns imports, Prussia oc-

cupies the first place, having contributed in

1870 goods valued at 126,000,000 of roubles
;

Great Britain figures for 107,000,000 ;
France,

19,000,000; Austria. 10,000,000; the Hanse
Towns, 9,000,000; Turkey, nearly 9,000,000

;

Italy, 7,000,000; Belgium, 6,000,000; and the

United States, 5,000,000. The customs reve-

nue haa increased to upwards of 40,000,000 of

roubles, being 1,500,000 above the receipts of

1869, and 4,000,000 in excess of those of 1868,

which was the last year during which the old

customs tariff was in force. In 1860 the cus-

toms revenue was only 28,000,000 of roubles.

Russian commerce thus appears to be in a

flourishing condition.

— The work on the St. Louis & Southern

Railroad will be commenced immediately after

the first of January. The company are now
making arrangements with responsible con-

tracting parties, who expect to have the road

ready for the iron from Seneca, Missouri, to

Baxter Springs, Kansas, within the next sixty

days, completing the first division. This is

an important road for St. Louis, connecting

our city via Atlantic & Pacific Railroad with

Baxter Springs and all Southern Kansas.

—

SI- Louis Railway Reg,

Improvements in Making Steel.—Improve-
ments in the manufacture of steel are con-

stantly making in Great Britain, where its

use has been extended more rapidly than in

the United States. It is but a short time
since manufacturers were unable to guarantee
steel plate of greater thickness than one-

fourth of an inch ; but good plate can now be

obtained of any thickness that can ordinarily

|
be used in boiler making or ship building, and
a steel containing from 0.3 to 5 per cent, of

carbon is probably before many years destined

to supersede wrought iron almost entirely.

Such a steel has all the ductility and mailea

bility of wrought iron, combined with very

much higher absolute tenacity and resistance.

Its introduction, therefore, renders many con
structions practicable that were quite other-

wise with wrought iron. -It is asserted that

one cause of the success of British steel ma-
kers, according to the Bessemer plan, is the

invariable employment of a professional chem-
ist at the works, who analyses curefully all

stock received, and all grades of product.

Frequently he makes a set of analyses of

metals at various stages of manufacture, and
thus keeps a useful check upon all employees,

from purchasing agents to the workmen in

the rolling mill. A chemical test thus con-

ducted determines the value of all materials,

before use or purchase, and equally well as to

whether a cracked rail is faulty in the charac

ter of the metal, or from carelessness at the

rolls.

— The St. Louis & Cincinnati Railway

Company, capital stock four millions of dol-

lars, have filed articles of association in the

office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. It

is proposed to construct a road from a point

opposite St. Louis to the eastern line of Illi-

nois, near the town of Merom, county of Sulli-

van, Slate of Indiana, so as to connect with

the branch road of the Cincinnati & Terre

Haute Railroad, which is authorized to be

constructed under the general laws of the

State of Indiana, from a point at or near

Bloomington, Ind , to the Wabash river. The
road is intended to run-in a direction a little

north of east, through a part, if net all of the

following named counties in the State of Illi-

nois, viz : St. Clair, Madison, Clinton, Bond,

Fayette, Marion, Effingham, Clay, Jasper,

and Crawford. The length of this road will

be about 150 miles.

—

St. Louis Railway Reg.

Oil Works in Russia.—At Riazan, a large

city 150 miles to the south-east of Moscow.

Russia, extensive works for raising and re-

fining petroleum are now in course of erection,

for which the necessary machinery is being

constructed in England. The coal mines at

KharlofF and in the neighborhood of Tagan-

rog are known to lead to deposits of enormous

extent, and it is believed that the supply of

oil from these mines will be practcially inex-

haustible.

Inextinguishable Lamp.—A new light, which

seems fitted to be of use in submarine con-

struction of works, is in use in England. It

is a cylinder of tin, with a top filled with a

phosphide of calcium, prepared by the inven-

tor, a Mr. Holmes. When the lamp is thrown

into the sea or river, the water, entering the

cylinder, decomposes the phosphide of cal-

cium, phosphuretted hydrogen results; the

latter escaping in great quantities ignites

spontaneously, and burns with a brilliant

light.

Proposed New Railroad Route.—The
Quincy Whig advocates a river line of rail-

roads between the Upper and Lower Missis-

sippi, and proposes the following route :

Roads. Miles-

St. Paul to Burlington 265
Quincy, Carthage & Burlington Railroad,

Burlington to Quincy 72
Quincy, Alton & St. Louis Railroad, Quin-

cy to Louisiana, Mo 40
Louisiana, Mo., to St. Louis, by a line yet

to be built (say) 80

Total 547

Here is a line extending from St. Paul to

St. Louis, a distance of less than 550 miles.

This is emphatically a river route, touching

the main river cities on it3 course, and this,

we have reason to believe, will eventually ba

the great route between the Upper and Lower
Mississippi.

—

St. Louis Railway Reg.

m «

fi@* In New Haven, Conn., there is a needle

factory where the whole process is done by a
single machine without the labor of any per-

son. It cuts the pieces of steel wire consecu-

tively, punches the eyeholes, countersinks tha

eyes and grinds the points, and, in fact, does

everything until the needles drop out com-
pletely formed.

— The use of peat for fuel at the Ishpeming
blast furnace is pronounced ft success. The
peat is prepared by being dried, baked and
coked, convened in short into a charcoal.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Rates

Where it is Introduced.

BSTThe attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record of

iiorkilanp, and to the fact that nine-tenths

of the Ores that kindle at stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO-

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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Cincinnati Interests in ttie Soulb.

Notwithstanding the Soulliern road, and
the relations of Cincinnati with the South,

have been discussed so long and so much, I

Can not help adding a little more on lhat sub-

ject. Every little thing I hear and see in

South Carolina and Augusta, goes direclly to

the same point, that neiiher Cincinnati or the

South fully understand what immense advan-

tage both would receive from a direct railroad

under the control of Cincinnati itself; fori

mind, that is an all important point. Now>
let us go to a store in Aiken, Augusta, or any
other point in this region, what would you
hear about the purchase of goods, or inter-

course with other people? You would hear

of Charleston, New York, Philadelphia and
St. bouis. Charleston, the main point of de-

livery to the interior, means simply New York
or Boston; Philadelphia means whalever can

be brought by what is called the great South

em route; but why St Louis? Because St.

Louis can get here by the Memphis & Charles-

ton road just as cheaply as you can, and per-

haps more so. Papers and letters take three

days to get here from Cincinnati. Look
through the stores to see what comes from
Cincinnati, and what do you find ? Yesterday

I saw the first article advertised from Cincin-

nati, That was lager beer I Fresh lager from

Cincinnati was adv rtised. Lager beer from

Cincinnati has a high reputation, but I don't

think the trade in lager will supply the place

of all other trade. Now listen to the people

8-ad see what they say of Cincinnati. Nothing

unless j on let ihem know something of it.

1 he truth is this region is entirely cut off from

anything beyond the Ohio. It is an unknown

region to them, except that they have heard

Ohio is a rich State, and Cincinnati kills pigs-

How can they? Where does the merchant

get his good< ? New Y01 k Where does he

get his flnur? St. L uis. Where does he go

to reach the north bank of the Ohio ? Louis-

ville. Who comes to Aiken for health? Near-

ly ail from Nf w York and Philadelphia, with

their surroundings. Now, this is not. so be"

cause the people want it On the contrary

the people will rejoice in any means by which

they can get their food and goods cheaper,

and which will open up a better and wider

intercourse with the outside world. Europe

has now no trade with Central Arabia, and

evcryihing there is singular, comparatively

barren, and almost barbarous. But the Ara-

bians are a quick, intelligent people, wanting

whatever they can get of civilized products

Now, suppose there was a direct line of rail

road run from Paris, or Vienna, into the heart

of Arabia, would n..t the result be immediate

and almost revolutionary? The culture of

coffee and other Arabian products would be

stimulated to tenfold its present results, for

Arabian coffee is the best. European manu-

factures of all kinds would be sent there to

1111 hundred fold the present export, yea, a

thousand fold. The intercourse of the people

would produce great changes; and in one

word, would be a great step in human pro-

gress. I don't say that there is any exact

parallel between such a work, if it could be

made, and a direct railroad from Cincinnati

to Charleston , but I do suy, that it is a par-

allel in this, that the Southern Railroad from

Cincinnati would work a great revolution in

the intercourse of the two sections, and a gre.it

advancement in the progress and comfort of

this section, and in its productiveness. Three

results would follow: 1. A great increase of

trade to Cincinnati, especially in manufactured

articles and provisions. More than half, nay

three-font ths, of the trade of the South Atlan*

tic with New York and Boston would go to

Cincinnati. 2. An increased activity in the

production of those articles which are peculiar

to the South. That again would increase the

trade wilh Cincinnati. It must be remem-

bered in regard to this, that this whole South-

ern country is slow. -No doubt this was a

natural result of depending upon the negro for

labor. The Southern mind is (except in poli-

tics, in which its educated men so largely en-

gaged) sluggish. It is slow to perceive the

value of machinery. It is slow to put a ma-

chine in motion. It is slow to engage in new

enterprises. But quick and constant inter-

course with Cincinnati and the Central West

would waken it up. There would be an ad-

vance in the arts and culture; and with that

an advance in population. Why should not

the coiton crop be doubled? Cotton can be

raised profitably at 6 cents per pound, but the

price now'is nearly three times that. Why ?

Because of the constant and pressing demand
for cotton in manufactures. So of other

articles.

3. A third result would be moral and so-

cial. The people of the South are almost

exactly like the people in the North. Why
should they not be? But they were very dif-

ferently situated. Made sluggish in arts and

industry by the negro system, they were also

brought up to dread and dislike those who op-

posed that system, and that was the great

body of the people in the North; but lhat il

all over, and passed away, I trust, forever.

The bitter feelings of the war have almost

wholly passed away, indeed to a far greater

extent than could at first have been believed.

Now, let Georgia, South and North Carolina,

be as closely connected with Cincinnati as

New York and Pennsylvania are, and you will

have a wonderful revolution in the social rela.

lions of the people. I have written a good

deal on this subject for the Record, but there

is no part in this whole discussion which inte-

rests me more than this. I want the Southern

people to be placed in the relations to the

West which i:s so plainly natural, and which

is so important ta the common welfare of our

country.

Now, there is another point which is all im-

portant, that by this Southern Railroad you

should also give life to these Southern rail-

roads. At present, they have scarcely any

life. Why, if you should tell an Ohio, Penn-
sylvania or New York man of 17 miles an

hour as the maximum of an express train, he

would laugh at you ; and yet that is the maxi-

mum on these Southern roads. Now, if that

is to be continued, the Southern Railroad will

not accomplish half its purpose.

Now let me turn your attention to the ac.

tual fact. Let us contrast what is with what
may be. From Cincinnati to Augusta now
752 miles, 50 hours. The survey to Chatta-

nooga saves, according to the engineer, 120

miles. We have then G30 miles to Augusta.

Let us now suppose the whole line run at an
average of HO miles an hour, the result Will be

31 hours from Cincinnati to Augusta; and
with that reduction of time will como hIst a

reduction of cost. The railroads of the South

now charge 40 per cent, more than Ihey do at

the North. The moment the direct road, ruu-

ning at 30 miles an hour, is made, the charges

will come down to the proper limit I paid

$35 for a ticket from Cincinnati toAugucta.

with the Cincinnati Southern Railroad it will

be only $20. With lhat will come a great

commercial and social change. E D. M.

AiKis, S. C, Jan. 18, 1872.

The quantity of salt from the Onon-
daga (N. Y) Salt Springs inspected durirg
the last fiscal year, was 8,57y, 133 bushels.

This shows a decrease of production, com-
pared wiih the previous year, of 271,051 bush-
els. The net revenue to the State has been
$26,fi5t> 79, which is $7,254 28 less than that

of the previous year.
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Another Bullrond Bridge n'rossthc Ohio

»l Cinciiiiiiui.

The telegraph brings us intelligence this

week that a resolution has been presented to

Congress, asking permission to construct an-

other railroad bridge across the Ohio river at

this city. The resolution was offered in the

House by Gen. Banks, and referred to the

proper committee.

We are at a loss to know at whose instance

this movement is made. It has certainly been

prompted by one or more of the railway com-

panies centering in this city. Nothing in the

information received indicates the locality of

this contemplated structure, and we are left

to conjecture this as well as the particular

interests it is intended to serve

For many years we were without this means

of connection with the railroad system of the

South, and now that the h'rsi attempt of the

kind is almost completed, others are likely to

be made. "Blessings never come singly.
1
'

and we suppose we shall from lime to time be

startled with new bridge projects until the de-

mand for such structures is supplied, and the

Ohio river will be spanned by at least three

such vast roadways.

That the present bridge is inadequate to the

wants of the railways seeking this city is

already evident. Being in the hands of a

great corporation, whose interests are more

or less antagonistic to those of other compa-

nies, and indeed whose own business may be

equal to the capacity of this riverway, is

enough to induce any other corporation, or a

combination of such corporations, to look out

for another bridge over the river, if they de-

sire, as we understand they do, connection

with the railroad interests of the two sections

of the country.

It is only lately that such a connection was

deemed necessary, and that our city was

selected as one of the important crossing

points- It is the spreading out eystem of

railways that has brought this about. Of this

policy the Pennsylvania Central is the especial

champion, and has inspired the tremendous

efforts that are now being made by its rival

companies to secure a share of the extensive

and growing business of the South-west.

There are upon this side of the river, cen-

tering at this city, three completed roads, and

two more that will undoubtedly be made,

whose interests will be most favorably affected

by crossing the river and extending their lines

southward. And upon the other side, the

Lexington road has long suffered for that

direct connection with the city and northern

roads that a favorably located bridge would

give it; and our great contemplated Southern

road, and at least one other, will be lessened

materially in importance and profit, either to

this city or themselves, unless they can find

their northern terminus here, and exchange

business wiih northern lines.

It is not possible, we suppose, to construct

a bridge across the river so as to accommo-

date all these roads, r.or do we suppose that

two bridges, one besides that now nearly com-

pleted, will be adequate to the business that

these great lines will in a few years bring to

them. Three or more such structures there-

fore becomes necessary, and will in a few

years undoubtedly be made.

It is conceded, we believe, even by those

who are constructing the present bridge, that

its location is not. the best possible for such

roads as may find the east, end of the city,

whilst fir iliose at the west, end it is practi-

cally out of reach. It is likely, therefore, that

another bridge may be built in the eai-t end,

and when the necessities are great, and the

mad* concentrating in the west end are rich

and powerful and will combine, they will be

willing to encounter the great natural obi-tucles

to be surmounted in erecting a suitable struc-

ture over the river at that end of our city. It

will require an immense outlay of money and

considerable engineering skill, but the lime

will come when such an enterprise will be

profitable, and then it will be undertaken and

accomplished.

Whether the necessity for either of these

new structures exists at present, we are unable

to say. We are inclined to think not, how-

ever. The northern roads are not yet finished

the combinations they will make are hardly

foreshadowed, long as they have been talked

about. Nor are the roads upon the south side

of the river, so far advanced as to evince thei r

strength or claim their connections. They

are all in certain stages of progress, and wii'

within a few years conclude their relations-

and gather the strength requisite for the fur-

ther movements of which we have spoken. It

is not even well settled yet what lines shall

pass into the east and what ones into the we.-t

end of the city, or whether several of them

may not become identified with both extremes.

There are various theories upon this subject,

and some of our most sagacious railroad men

have already given their views upon it, and

marked out the routes, leaving the future to

determine whether they judged wisely or not.

The movement of Gen. Banks in Congress

may consequently be in the interest of some
of these keen foresighted men or far reaching

corporations. They may be anticipating the

inevitable, and taking lime by the forelock.

— The necessary papers for the reorganiza-

tion ot the North Missouri Railroad Company,
under the general railroad law of the State,

have been forwarded to Jefferson city for filing

in the ollice of the Secretary of Slate The
(plowing constitute the board of directors:

T. Blackstone, President of the Alton and
Chicago road; John J. Mitchell, Director of

the Alton and Chicago road ; Thomas A. Scott,

Vice President of the Pennsylvania Central;

J. N. McCullough, Superintendent of the Pan
Handle, Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago;
Adolphus Mier, Vice President Kansas Pa-

cific; Solon Humphrey and J. A. Jamison,

New York ; James H Britlon, James B Eids
and William M. McPherson, St. Louis. Mr.

Blackstone will probably be chosen President.

Virginia A Kentucky Railroad.

We are pleased to learn that this important

work is likely to be pushed forward the com-

ing season with great energy. There are now

two surveying corps in the field under direc-

tions to conclude their work as rapidly ag

possible. It is understood that the tunnel at

Cumberland Gap will be located at once, and
placed under contract as quickly as possible.

This is the most important piece of work on

the whole line, and will be about four thou-

sand feet in length.

The line from Bristol to Clinch river will

be placed under contiact quite early in the

spring

The managers of this enterprise are first

class men, and capable of fulfilling all they

promise.

We hope to chronicle the progress of the

work from time to lime as we are advised

of it.

Good for West Virginia.

The supervisors of Brooke county, of the

State of West Virginia, subscribed $JO,00O to

the Pittsburg, Wheeling & Kentucky Railway

Company, which, it will be remembered by our

readers, is the link that connects the city of

Wheeling with the Pennsylvania Central Rail-

road.

This subscription was ordered by the people

of that county a short time ago, and makes

a total subscription for Brooke county of

$10(1,000.

We understand that the county will issue

.-even percent, five-twenty gold bonds to meet
this obligation. These securities are first

class, and ought to command the very highest

price given for such securities in the money
markets of the country.

The people of this county have done wisely

in their support of ibis important project.

They have shown themselves enterprising, and

appreciative of a good work, and deserve n'\

the advantages that can possibly occur from

its success.

Tlie Babeork Kxiiiiguisher.

A WORD IM PRAISE.

Ckdar Rapids, la., Sept. 12, 1871.

F. W. Farwell,, Secretary,

Dear Sir :—I have a word to say in praise

of your justly celebrated Bibcock Extin-

guisher. At a lute fire in ibis city, owing to

the bursting of a flue in our steamer, we were

left with only pails of water to save a large

warehouse tilled with grain, when two of your

machines were brought into use, and with

them we saved—not only ihe warehouse— but

the ./Etna Mills, which would have burned had

the warehouse gone. Fully §150,0 i0 worth

of property was saved by the two Babcocks.

Respectfully, C. W. Eatox,

Foreman of Hook and Ladder Co
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Patent Office lUjiort.

Editor of Railroad Record :

Your man}- readers interested in manufac-

turing pursuits ore aware that the rpport

which had been issued yearly from the Patent

OHiee lor ihiity years was discontinued aoout

two years ago

This publication was invaluable to a nume-

rous and useful class, and had our leiidators

confided its distribution to the Patent Office

a much smaller edition would hive served a

better purpose and have been unobjectionable

In its stead there is now issued a ponderous

publication, in monthly volumes, containing a

complete copy of every patent. The work is

unexeej tionable in execution and complete-

ness, but will only reach a few large libraries.

The public, which is the great beneficiary

of inventions, will be satisfied if the Patent

Office sustain itself, and could have no objec-

tion if a portion of the three quarters of a

million of dollars surplus at its credit were

expended in maintaining both publications.

The law disallows the plea of ignorance of

any patent that can possibly affect one's inte-

rest But how is a manufacturer to be in-

formed if the records, however complete, are

locked up in a few centers of population? It

will be said that he may keep himself supplied

with copies of patents on special subjects, but

the very limited issue of the new publication

(300) shows how small a fraction of the con-

cerned are expected to incur this expense.

The present excellent and able Commis-

sioner, it will be seen by the accompanying

letter, is opposed to a resumption of the late

form of reports; a view from which the writer

and many others respectfully dissent.

G. II Kxight.

Cincinnati, Jan. 15, 1872.

U S Patent Office,

Washington, D. p., Jan. 13, 1872.

Mi) Dear Sir

:

—Yours of the 11th Jan'y,

enquiring with reference to the weekly bound

volumes of Specifications and Drawings of

Patents issuing from this office; and with re-

ference t) the continuation of the old style of

Patent Office repui, was just received

In reply to the enquiry, '' How many copies

of the present form are printed or may be

plinied?' 1 have to say that we contemplate

printing three hundred copies of each patent,

one hundred and fifty of the same to be

•bound, and the remaining one hundred and

fifty to be placed on sale at the rate of ten

cents a copy Said pub ications being weekly,

consequently there will be fifty two volumes

per year. These bcund volumes will be avail,

able by any public library who will pay for

the binding of such, provided said books ate

free to the public for inspection. You request

to know the name of the Western libraries

subscribing for above r.amed broks In reply

I would slate that the Cincinnati Public Li.

brary, the Diat! Coutt of Cincinnati, and the

Odd Fellows Library of San Francisco, Cal
,

are the only Western libraries that have as

yet subscribed.

In reply to your question, ''Is present Com-
missioner in favor of resuming old Reports

from date of cessation, arid will he recommend
same?'' I would say, Nu.

The Indexes for the years 1869 and 1870

are already printed, the same for 1871 is not

yet out of the press.

Enclosed find circular relative to the bound

volumes of Specifications and Drawings.

Very respectfully, &c
,

if. D. Lkguett, Cotnm'r of Patents-

G. H. Kxigut, Esq.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ai.Btxr Hudson Riveii It. R B'tinuK.—The
first train has crossed this structure The
lull authorizing the construction of the bridge

passed the Legislature in f'869, and the first

stone of the superstructure was bud June 2>;

1870. The main bridge is 1,525, feet long

from Quay street to Van Rensselaer Island,

and the whole length including approaches,
2 250 leet. It is HO feet in the clear aliove

low water mark, and 8 fet-t above the high

water mark ol 1857. There are two biidges

over Van Rensselaer creek, one connecting
wiih the New York and Boston railroads, and
the other for Troy local trains, the first com-
prising three spans 62 feet t> inches each in

length, and the latter four spans 60 feet each.

The portion of the bridge across the basin

descends three feet from tho pier to Quay
street. The trusses in the superstructure are

26 feet apait. All the tension bars of the

bridge are of double refined iron, and it is

calculated that the bridge will stand a load of

0,000 pounds per lineal foor, exclusive of the

weight of the structure, the strain of which
will not exceed one sixth of the breaking
weight. Of the materials used, the following

summary is given: Piles "used in pier and
abutments, 1 10.600 lineal feet; timber, board

measure, 1,160,000 feet; stone in piers and
abutments, 16,000 yards,; iron in superstruc-

ture, mostly wrought, 2,000 tons, Tne draw
weighs 70(1,060 pounds, and is to be woiked

by a ten horse power engine placed beneath

the roadway.

—

Albany Boating Journal.

— At the annual meeting of the stockhold

crs of the Tetre Haute & Indianapolis Rail-

road, held at i'erre Haute, January 2, the fol

lowing directors were elected: U. Rose, W
U McKeen. D.Ewing, W. K. Edward, E.Nip-
pett, A. McGregor, and Joseph Collet, Jr

1 lie directors elect, d the following officers :

W. R. McKeen, President; W. H Bucking-

bam, Secretary; J. tl lioge, Treasurer; M.

S. Dteiborn and John E Simpson, Superin-

tendents; C. It Reddle Superintendent of

Motive Power; W. H. Hubbaid, Gen. Freight

Agent; C E Follen, lj.-n Ticket Agent.

— At the annual meeting of the stockhold-

ers of the Cleveland & Piltsourg Railroad held

in Cleveland, January 2, the following board

of directors for the present year was elected:

Thomas A. Scott, Philadelphia; George Cass,

B F. Jones, J. N. McCullough, Pittsburg;

It P. Ranney, Cleveland ; Jay Gould, Henry

N. Smith; William lioge, Charles Litiier, New
York; George B. Roberts, Philadelphia; J. V.

Painter, Clevelaud, and William 'luaw, Pitls-

burg. -

Railroads in the United Slates.

The Railroad Gazette has compi'el lie

following tubulated statement of the railroad

progress of the United States, which shows at

a "lance the mileage at the close of each year

and the increase for each year. It is taken

from Poor's Manual, aiding the figures for

1871:

Annual
Mi'es In lire east- of

Yenr. Operation Operation

If51...l9 982 1.961

!*52...! 2,908 1,026

U53...15 360 2.452

1854... 16,720 1,360

1855... 18,374 1,654

1856. ..22,01

7

3,643

1857. ..24.568 2,491

1858 ..26,968 2,460
185!). ..28.78!) 1.821

1860. ..311,635 1,846

1861...31256 C21

1862. ..32, 120 864
1863. ..33.170 1,050

1864. ..33,91)8 738
1865...35.I85 1,277

1866. ..37 017 1,832

1867. ..39,244 2,227

1868. ..42, 277 3.033

1869. ..47, 254 4.999

1870. ..53,399 6,145

1871. ..69,382 6,983

The following is a table of the miles of rail-

road completed in 1871 in the several States

and Territories: ,

Maine 106

New Hampshire fit

Vermont 83

Massachusetts 117

Connecticut 190

New York 3-18

160

364
115

19

98
15

80
95
12

173
57

205

Annual
Miles ii rcrea6e of

Year C perauoli. )penilion

1830.. 23
1831.. 95 72

1832.. 229 134
1833.. . 380 151

1834.. . 633 253
li-35.. . 1,098 265
1831!.. . 1,273 175

1837.. . 1,497 224
1838.. . 1,913 416
1839.. . 2 302 389
1K40.. . 2.818 515
1841.. . 3,535 717
1842.. . 4,026 491

1843.. . 4,185 159

1844.. . 4,377 192

1845.. . 4,633 256
1846.. . 4,939 297

1847.. . 5.599 069
1848.. . 5,996 397

1849.. . 7.365 1,369

1850.. . 9,021 1,656

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryl i ud
Virginia ..

West Virginia ....

North Carolina ...

South Carolina ...

Georgia
Florida

Alabama
Louisiana

Arkansas 37
Kentucky 142

Ohio 174

M.chigan 478

Indiana 340

Illinois 902

Wisconsin 314

Minnesota 451

Iowa 461

Nebraska 210

Missouri 508

Kansas 270

Indian Territory 124

C dorado 76

Nevada - 16

Washington Territory 25

Oiegou 55

California 99

By this it appears that the increase in New
England was 560 miles; in the Middle Allan-

tic^Staies, 872 miles; in the South Atlantic

States (Maryland to Georgia inclusive), 422

miles; in the Gulf Stales, 447 miles; in the

Southern Central Slates (Arkansas, Tennessee

and Keulucky), 179 miles; in the Nuithern
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Central Stales (Ohio, Michigan and Indiana),
9SI2 miles; in the North-western States (in-

c'uding all the other Siaieseast of the Rocky
Mountains), 3,116 miles; in the Territories,

22.) miles; in the Pacific States, 170 miles.

Taking the figures for the beginning of
1S71 from Poor's Manual again, we have the

following m the mileage of eacii State and
Territiryat the beginning of the years 1871

and 1872:
Ar^a in so.. Mileage Mileage

States anil Territmes. miles. ltf.l. JH'it.

1 Maine 31,776 786 892
2 New Hampshire 9,280 736 BUI)

3 Vermont „ 10,212 644 099
4 Massachusetts .. 7,81)0 1,480 1,597

5 Rhode Island... 1,306 136 136
6 Connecticut 4,674 712 932
7 New 5fork 47,000 3,928 4,276

8 New Jersey 8,320 1,125 1,285

9 Pennsylvania... 46,000 4,656 5,020
10 Delaware 2,120 221 221
11 Maryland „ 11,18* 671 786
12 Columbia, I>ist. 60 . »

13 West Virginia... 23,000 3-S7 485
14 Virginia ........ 40.904 1,485 1,501
15 North Carolina. 50.701 1,178 1,193
16 South Carolina. 29,385. 1,137 1,219
17 Georgia 58,000 1,845 1,910
18 Florida 59.268 416 458
19 Alabama 50,722 1,429 1.602
20 Mississippi 47,156 990 990
21 Louisiana 41,356 478 6.36

22 Texas 237,504 711 916
23 Arkansas 52,198 256 293
24 Tennessee 45,600 1,492 1,492
25 Kentucky „ 37,600 1,017 1,159
26 Ohio 5W961 3,538 3,712
27 Michiga*h 56,451 1,638 2,116
28 Indiana 33,809 3J77 3,517
29 Illinois 55,410 4,823 5,725
30 Wisconsin 53,924 1,525 1,839
34 Minnesota 83,531 1,072 1,523
32 Iowa. 55,045 2,083 3,144
33 Nebraska 75,995 588 7.9d

34 Missouri 65,350 2,000 2,508
35 Kansas 81,318 1,501 1,771
36 California 188,931 9-25 1,02.4

37 Nevada 112,1)90 593 60ti

38 Oregon... _ 95,244 159 214
39 Ariz ma Territ'y 113,816 ... .

40 Col'-rado " ' 104,500 368 444
41 D.icutah " 147,490
42 Idaho •'

9 1,932

43 Montana " 143,776
44 N Mexico " 121,201
45 Huh " 80,056 364 3ii4

46 Washington "
69,991 25

47 Wyoming " 91,1 07 492

Total, U. S 2,915,203 53,399 60,3^2

Mr. Poor's book was published in June,
1871, and it is quite possible that the figures
taken Irom it include a portioii of the milea"e
completed early in that year.

It is noticeable that the construction in the
Eastern aud older States wa3 chiefly of short
lines, indication that these Slates are already
pretty well supplied. In the West most of i lie

lines are much longer, and some of great ex-
tent, the country growing rapidly and demand-
ing and rendering profitable add.tioiial facili

ties for carrying its tralBc.

In the four State3 in thi3 immediate vicin-

age, viz.: Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and Illi-

nois, the Gazette gives the following details of

construction

:

OHIO.

A. large amount of gradins has been done
on the Mansfield, Gddwater A Lake Michigan
road, a-id on the Cincinnati A Dayton Air

Line, which latter is very nearly r^ady for the

track. Work is progressing on, and prospect*

for completion are favorable for the Atlantic

A L.ike Erie, a. long line from Toledo south-

east to the Ohio river. The Bsliiuinre, Pit's

burgh A Chicago, a new line from Pittsburgh

tj Chicago, will probably soon be put under
contract across the State, and iff nts are ma-
king for the construction of a line from Day-
ton south east to a connection with the Chesa-
peake A Ohio.

Marietta A Pittsburg.—Extended from the

previous year's terminus (six miles south of

Marietta) northward to Cildwell. 29 miles

Newark, Somerset A StraitiviHe.—Comple-
ted from Newark (the junction of the Central

Ohio and the Lake Eiie division of the Bilii-

inore A Oliio) southward 43 miles to Straiis-

ville. L»ased lo the Biliimore A Ouio.

Lake Shore A Tuscarawas Valley.—Con-
structed from C evelaud southward through
Medir.a to Seville, on the Atlantic A Great
Western, a distance of 42 miles

Cincinnati A Muskingum Valley.—This
railroad (formerly the Cincinnati & Zines-
ville) was est=nded Irom Zinesville north to

a connection with the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati

A St. Louis Railway at Diesden,a distance of

16 miles.

Paiiiesville & Yonngstown —Completed
from Painesville south by east to Chardon, 12

miles It is ot three-feet gauge.

Columbus, Spri.nufi.eld & Cincinnati.—Com-
pleied from Columbus west to New London,
20 miles, completing a line from Springfield

to Columbus wliicli will form a part of the

Cleveland, Sandusky A Cincinnati system.

Liberty A Vienna —Completed Irom Liberty

on the Cleveland & P.tlsbur^h road, near the

Pennsylvania line, north to Vienna, 10 miles.

Cincinnati & Biliimore.— This road is six

miles long and affords the Marietta & Cincin-

nati an entrance into Ci.uciiiualh Two miles

ot it were completed in 1871.

KENTUCKY.

The completion of the Elizabethtown A
Kentucky and the Maysviile & Lexington is

expected this season, and I lie Lexington A
liig Sandy is likely to be commenced and Hd
\anced rapidly. Before the end of two years
there will probably be a line Irom east lowest
across the State, connecting wit li tje Chesa-
peake A Ohio An effort is making to secure
I he construction of the Kentucky A Great
Eastern, from Covington (opposite Cincinnati)
down the Oiiio to the Virginia line.

Elizaiiethtown A Pudueah—Extended from
Caseyville (43 miles west of Eiizabethtuwn)

I west to Nortonville, 67 iml*>s.

O>veiisboro A Russel ville—Track laid from
I tile Ohio river at Ovensb iro south ti Lives'

more, on Green river, a distance of 21 miles.

Maysviile & Lexington—Completed from
the Ohio river at Maysviile south-west to Car-
lisle, 35 miles.

Shelby Railroad—Track laid from Anchor-
age (12 miles ea-t of Liuisvilleon the Louis-
ville A Lexingt-in line) east by south 19 miles,

to Shelbyvide

IXD ANA.

Detroit, Eel River A Illinois.—Constructed
from Auburn (on the Jackson A Saginaw road
23 miles norih of Fort W.iyne) southwest to

Hun nn, 55 miles. It is operated in connec-
tion with the Detroit, Hiil.-dale A Indiana
road

Indianapolis, Peru A Chicago—Ex'ended
from Laporte north west tj a connection with

the Michigan Cenlral at Michigan City, a
dirt nice of 13 miles.

Warsaw, Geshen A White Pigeon.—Track
laid from a connection with the Air line of

the Like Shore A Michigan at .Gjshen due
souih t) Warsaw, 2t miles.

Lafayette, Bloominglon A Mississippi.

—

Track laid from Lafayette west tj the Illinois

line, 37 miles.

Logausport, Crawfordsville A Sooth-west-
ern —Ex'ended from Frankfot nonhea-t 5"

miles lo Kilmore, and from Colfax south west
49 miles to Rockville, the noithem terminus
of the Evansville A Crawfordsville Railroad',

and forming now a line 6t miles long from
Rockville north-eastward to Kilmore.

Cincinnati, Lafayette A Chicago —Con-
structed from Teiitpleton. a station on the

Ijafayette, Bloomin-gton A Mississippi Biil-

way, 16 miles west, of Lafayette, north-west

45 miles to St. Anne, III., on the Cincago,
Danville A Vmcnnes road. It has the use
of the Lafayette A Rloomington road into La-
fayette. Twenty-four miles are in Indiana.

Cincinnati, Richmond A Fort Wayne.—Ex-
tended I rmn. Winchester (25 rrrles north i f

its southern terminus at. Richmond) norih-

ward 71 miles ti Fort Wayne. It is h-ased

by the Grand Rapids A Indiana Riilroad,

and has a contract fir the u-eof the Cincin-
nati, Richmond A Chicago road from Rich-
mond t > Cincinnati.

Peninsular.—The pirt of this railroad in

Indiana, from South Bend to the Michigan
line, 10 miles, was completed in 1871.

Niles A Siuth Bend.—This branch of the-

Michigan Central, from Siilh Bend, Ind ,

north to N les, Mich, is 13 miles long. 7 of
which are in Indiana, all constructed in 1871.

Evansville, Terre Haiiie A Chicago —Com-
pleted by the construction of the northern

section from Newport (31 miles north ot Terre
Haute) lo Danvil.e, Ills., 24 miles, 13 miles
being in Indiana.

St Louis A S luth-eastern.—The part of this

road in Indiana constructed in 1871, is 21
miles long.

ILLINOIS.

The vast progress made in this State needs
no further eommen' than the figures mike.
The total of 902 miles is nearly tvice lis much
as that of any other Stale. A large amount
ot work has been done in the southern audi

central parts of the State, where, indeed,

there was most room for new railroads. Still,

lew of these railroads are very long, and the-

S<ate is eminent for the number as well as the
aggregate length of its new lines Of the
lines on which considerable work has been
done without any tracklaying, the Decaiur A
Stale Line, the Chicago, Pekin A Smlli-weit-

ern, the Plymouth, Kankakee A Pacific, the

Cairo A St. Louis aud the Peoria, At aula As

Decaitir may be mentioned. It is not pi fc -

hie, however, that there will lie as much tour
st ruction this cjrrent year as last, and nine
is to be expected in the completion of unfin-

ished lines than in the pr. j
jeliug and con-

structing of ivew ones, thougii there is promise
of considerable aciivitv in the latter direcii. is.

Chicago A Iowa —Extended from a point

about, half way between Rochelle and Oregon,

north-west 24 miles to Forrestun, on the Illi-

nois Centra'.

Chicago, Burlington. A Qiinc-y.—Fox River

Valley line extended from Aurora norih to

Geneva, 1 1 \ miles.

Prophetstown Branch extended from Pro-

phet-tiwn hoi th-west to the Mis-issipji oppo-
site Clinton, Iowa, 16 miles. The tack was
laid on fiis branch for about 20- miles early

in the year.

Chicago A RoeU River—The western sec-

tion "I this railroad, fi-iiiti Rock Falls (npp> -

site Sterling, on the Chicago A Noi t l-wesie n
Railway) has been comph-ted 20 miles cast by

south to Amboy, on the Illinois Central
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Illinois Farmers.—This road constructed in

1870 Ire m Jacksonville southeast 20 miles to

Waverly, was extended in 1871 to Virden, on
thn Chicago it Alton, 12 miles.

Toledo, Peoria & Warsaw —A branch com-
jlrted from La Harpe north-west 10 miles to

u connection wuli the Rirlin^t in & Q lincy

line of the Chicago, Builingtnu & Quiney
Railroad, over which it has an entranco into

Burlington.

Peoria it R_ek Island.— Completed by the

laying of the track from a point about ten

miles north-west of Peoria, where track !a) in;*

was suspeuded in 1870, iiorth-westlo Orion,

08 miles.

Chester & Tnmaroa.—Constructed early in

the season from Tamaroa, on the Illinois

Central, 80 miles north of Cairo, south we.-t

111 miles to Pinckneyvtlle, and in December
very nearly finished through to Chester, Hi
miles farther.

Chicago it Alton.—Track laid on Louisiana
Branch from Roodhuuse, on the Jacksonville
Division 21 miles south of Jacksonville, west
38 miles to the Mississippi opposite Louisiana,
Mo.

Bloomington & Ohio River.—Constructed
from BemeM, on the Toledo, Wabash it West-
ern Railway, south 25 miles t> Sullivan.

Decatur, Sullivan & MatlOoll.—Constructed

from Maitooti north-west through Sullivan tj

Decatur, 40 miles

Paris Jt Decatur.—Completed from Paris
west by north to Oakland, 18 miles.

Lafayette, Blooinington & Mississippi —
Track laid from fjlnorningtori east 55 miles.

St. Louis & South-eastern.—Extended from
Ml Vernon south-east to Evansvtile, lud., 84
miles, of which 57 are in ll iuois.

Shawnet town Division completed by the

construction of the section between McLeans-
bur i and Equality, 25 miles.

Chicago, Danville & Vincennes —Extended
from Si. Anne, 05 miles south of Chicago,
south lo Danville, OH miles.

Cincinnati, Lafayette & Chicago.—Con-
structed from St. Anne south-east 45 miles, to

a connecti jn with the Lafayette, Bloouiingioii

and .Mississippi at Teuiploloti; 21 miles are

in Illinois.

Eatrbury, Ponttac & North-western.—Track-

laid from Streator south east to Fairbary, 30
miles.

Oilman, Clinton & Springfield —Track la.d

from Oilman south-west to Springfield, 111

miles.

Springfield it Illinois South-eastern.—Track
of north western extension laid trow Spring-

field to Beaidstjwn, on the II. iuois river, 45
miles.

Southern Division extended from Edgewood
nonli-west lo a junction wiih tlie Vaudalia
road at Allarnoiii, II uiil°s.

Calbolldale & Shawneetown.—Completed
from Caiboinlale east lo Marlon, 17 J miles.

Quincy, Alton & St. Louis.—Cornpieied Irom

Q uncy down the east side of the Mississippi

lu a point opposite Louisiana, Mo , 42 miles

SpriugfielJ it Sort h-we.- tern.— Track laid

from Havana, on the Illinois river, south-east

26 miles to Petersburg.

Pekin, Lincoln & Decatur.— Extended from

Delavau (20 miles south-east of Pekin) south-

past 47 miles to Decatur. Leased lo the To
ledo, W«ba-h and Western company.

Evaiisville, Terie Haute & Chit-ago.—The
Illinois seition Irom Danville south-east six

miles, was completed.

— The subscriptions to the Northern Pa-

cific Railroad bonds amounted to $100,01)0

daily for the first four days of January.

Pitilurleluai^, Wilmington A Baltimore
Il.tilruail.

The Mining Register says: "The annual
meeting of tlie st. ickliolders of this corpora-
lion was held in Wilmingtin on the 9th inst.j

when the report of the President lor the last

fiscal year was subm t'ed. The following is

an abstract of the report:

RECEIPTS— P., W. i B R R.

Parsengers $1,532,820 03
Freight and express 2,044 760 5:1

Rents 8.205 90
Mails and miscellaneous sources 93,018 03

Total $2,078,805 06

NEW CASTLE AND FREXCHTOWN R R

Passengers $25,014 22
Freight 50.780 00
Mail. 881 2i

Total $83,076 06

Total earn's of both roads. ..$2 762 511 12

EXPENDITURES— P., W. 4 B. It R.

Interest on bonded debt, ground
rent, etc., less interest, rei'd... $84,80.) 02

Operating expenses, including
Slate and local taxes 1,692,598 42

To'.al $1,777,390 04

N C. 4 F. R. R.

Operating expenses $01,920 29
Tax on bonds to Siate of Dela-
ware and New Castle county... 1

1
,000 00

Totil

Expenses of P , W. & B

$72,920 20

1,707,399 04

Total expenses of both roads. ..$1,850,31 9 33

Net earnings of the year $912,221 70

Di v. of 4 per cent, and U. S tax $841,587 09
II. S, tax paid under protest... 10.322 90

Total $851 910 05

"The report then goes on to stite lb it the

gross receipts were larger than those of 1870
by $117,212.21, and that the ope.ratin r expen-
ses exceeded llmse of 1870 by $r>7,233.07.

The peaches transferred over the roul

am ou nied to 2,050.00 bnsluts or over 5,000
car loads of eight Ions each, showing that this

business has more than quadrupled since

1805
" Referring to taxation, lite report says that

the tax upon the railroad is thirty times hea-

vier than upon any other tixable property,

which is collected out of the peach growers,

and the hope is entertained that a more
equitable system ol taxation will be devised.

" The work on the Darby improvement is

then referred to and the confident hope in-

dulged that it will be open ti travel by the 1st

ol July next. It promises to be beneficial t>

hotli the country through which it passes, and
the road in an increase ot travel.

'• The loss by ihe fire at the depot, by which
the round house and several locomotives were
destroyed, was covered by insurance ti its fill

extent but bv $10,H"0. This has all been re-

paired, and the adjacent lots, where the fire

originated, have been purchased by the com-
pany so that there is less liabilny to loss from

this source.

"The report closes with reference to the

ennd turn of the road, and reveals the fact

that thirty five miles of Irack have beet) relaid

with steel rails or steel head rails.

"The following officers were elected:
President— Isaac Hinckley.
Vice President—Enoch Prait
Secretary and Treasurer— Alfred Horner.
Directors—Isaac Hincklev, Samuel M. Fel-

ton, Wm Sellers, Samuel Welsh, .Ies»«> Lane,
Joseph Bingburt, Samuel Flu-Inn, Jr

,

Thomas Kelso, Enoch Pratt, Tims. Donald-
son, Thos Whirrirlge. Samuel M Shoemaker,
Jicob Tome, Nathaniel Thayer, William Mi-
not, Jr."

Lehigh Valley liailroail

The Mining Register says: "The annual
meeting ,,f i|!e stockholders of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad was held Jan. Mth. The fol-

lowing is a brief abstract of the annual re-

pot t :

" The total coal tonnage for three ye; rs is as
follows :

For I860 2,331,407 tons.
" 1*70 2,022.433 tons.
" 1871 2,8,89,07 1 tons,

"Of which last amount 1,715,220 tons have
been carried in the four in mtiis from July 3lst
to November 30ih (the close of our fi<e il year),
showing a carrying capacity of over five mil-

lions of tons if the trade could be evenly dis-

tributed throughout the year.

"Oir passenger and general freight busi-

ness have continued to increase.

The receipts from all sources
(including interest on invest-

ments, income from coal, land,

&c, amounted In.. $5 9">2,3S2 23
Operating exp of the road 3,102.029 78

Net income 2,440,352 45

The following officers were elected for the

emning year :

President —Asa Packer.

Directors—Charles Hattdmrne, William W
L'lngslreth, J. Gllingliam Fe 1. (John Tajlop
Johnston, Win. II Ouzmer, David Thorn s,

Ashbe! Welch, Elw. II Troner, Ario Pardee,
Will,am L. C-oiiyiieham, Edward Robeits,
Wi liam A Ingh un "

Application of Air Power to Street Lo-
comotion. Inui.uoinij Tramways —Mr Hurd if
Wakefield, with Mr froth ol Leeds, has made
a preliminary application for letters patent
for applying compressed air as a motive

p iwer lor drawing omnibuses and other ve-

hicles and entirely doing away with horse
power. Should the proposed plan be adopfd,
it would completely revolutionize our pre ent
mode of street traveling, and it is expeet-d
to effect a great saving. For carrying out
his scheme Mr. Hard proposes lo erect in

some central place in any town a colossal air

compressing engine with suitable buildings,

the same as gas works, with receivers, pipes,

&c The mains would be laid in the street

on ihe surface, and in such a way as lo form
the road, gutter, or even pavement. 'The air

would be sent Irom the receivers into the

pipes, which could be tapped and taken away
at such points as might be deemed convenient.
Mr Hard is engaged, we understand, in pre-
paring a series of models showing the means
hv which he proposes lo carry out his plan.

—

Ilnrapath
- .

— Freight arriving at a station to which it

has been assigned by its owners, where the
company has no warehouse must be looked

after by its owners If lost afer its arrival,

the loss falls on the owners. Such is ihe or-

der of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania,

affirming the judgment of a lower court in the
case of McMasters versus the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company,
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The propulsion of bodies by pneumatic
pressure had, perhaps, it -i first example in

those feathered darls which certain savage
tribes project til their enemies by blowing
lliem through hollow reeds. The principle of

this is the same as that of the atmospheric
railway so-called, which, in various hums,
has in this country and in England been trie

suljeit of between lilty and one hundred dif-

ferent- patents. The system—apart from I he

pint ally developed scheme of the pneumatic
tut. i. el under Broadway in New York city

—

has been advantageously carried into effect

mainly in the transmission of packages, for

which it is apparently capable of almost in-

definite extension. In London, Paris and
Beilm it has been used with the most decided

success for the transmission of messages be-

tween lelegra| h offices, and it is now pro-

posed in the first named city to adopt the

plan for the city leiter postal service—a pur-

pose for which it has also been advocated by

parties ill New York, who, as we understand,
have been currying on experiments to test the

feasibility of connecting it with the lamp-post

letter-box system. The prospectively in-

creased utiiity iif this mode of transporting

postal matter of all kinds gives importance to

recent improvements or m idifications in it;

and some interest at least to the form in which
many years ago ii made its first appearance.
The most recent experience with the pneu-

matic tubes in Loudon has given an average
steed to the carrier of about nine feet per sec-

ond, the velociiy being least at the point far-

thest from ibe appliances by which the
vacuum is produced, and giudually increasing

as the carrier nears the latter. The neces-
sity of a steam engine complete, with air

pumping machinery, etc., was found to be an
ol jt cttoti of no little weight to the introduction
of the pneumatic tubes; but this has of late

bet u i emeditd by a device at once simple and
it is claimed effective, and of which ihe cost

is but one-twentieih of that of ihe motor and
the mechanism at first employed. An annu-
lar steam jet from a suitable geneiator is

caused to issue away from, but concentric
with, the vacuum end of the tube, and by its

inductive action draws the air in a continuous

current from Ihe interior of the lube. By
this means, ut a cost of wot king less than that

of a steam-engine of the power needed to pro-

duce the same result, a vacuum equal to a
column of twenty-three inches of mercury
was readily obtained.

We have Omfiy referred to the form in

which ll.e pneumatic tube was fiist projected

for a purpose closely analogous 10 its present

one. It was on February 9, 1 f24, foiiyeight

years ago, that John Vallance received an
English patent, on "a method of co.nmunica-
ticti or means ol intercourse, by winch persons

may be conveyed, goods transported, or intel

hgence communicated from one place to

another with greater expedition than by means
of steam carriages, steam or other vessels, or

cainages diawn by animals." The means of

earning out his invention, which includes the

mote essential featuies of all ihat in this line

has been pujeited since, lie described as fol-

lows: 'A hollow tube or cj Under leaches
from one to ihe oilier of the places bet ween
which communication or intercourse is to be

made. '1 he tube is composed of cylindrical

pieces about twelve leel long, six feet in

diameter at.d one inch and a quarter in thick-

ness, and boied out truly cylindrical. They
are laid and imbeddtd in masonry and car-

lied over rivers on bridge.-! ; at the joint', to

make them tight, they are hooped round, a

quai ter of an inch being left for expansion.
A piece r.f cast-iron is fixed along ihe bottom
of the cylinder In form a groove, channel or
track for a wheel to run on, similar to a rail-

way. A hollow cylinder or piston made of
framework, about twelve feet long, is placed
inside the tube, with a wheel in the cemer in

tended to run in the groove or channel inside
the lube. This combination of apparatus by
which persons may he conveyed or goods
transported from one place lo another 'iy being
placed inside the piston or traveling vehicle,
is moved by forcing air in behind it or ex-
hausting i>. from before it by an arrangement
of valves and air pumps."
The only material defect apparent in the

plan as thus described seems lo be tlia

the tabes were to be cast in sections of great
size, and the production of which was espe-
cially difficult halt a century since. Had tie
invent ir devised a cheaper lube, he would
have nearly perfected at the outset the theory
ol a pio-umaiic pa-senger railway, and, had
he-confined his ambition lo ihe transmission
ol light parcels, he might, in those days before
ihe electric lelegiaph, have anticipated by
many years Ihe now prospective success of
the atmospheric postal system.

The Eostou ami Maine Railnay Injunc-
tion VUMC.

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, be-

fore which ihis case has been argued, has
issued Hie following rescript:—

By the statute of Maine, approved February
17, I87i, the Boston and Maine Railroad was
authorized to extend its railway Irion Berwick
to Portland, and for I bat purpose to increase

its capital stock and to issue new shares.

According to the laws of Maine, it was author-
ized under this ait to issue the new stock in

the manner provided in the vote set forth in

the information. After the defendant had ob
lained this authority, the Legislature of Mas-
sachusetts passed the two statutes upon which
this information is founded, being chapters
381 and 392 of the acts of 1871. Both were
approved the same day. The first act (chap-

ter 38'.)), among other things, prohibits any
railroad corporation in this Slate, which is

consolidated witn a corporation in another
Suite, from extending its road or increasing

its' capital stock without the authority of ll.e

Legislature ol this Commonwealth, under the

penalty of rendering its ehaiteraud franchise

liable to forfeiture, but it contains the express
proviso that 'nothing herein contained shall

be construed to prohibit the Boston and Maine
Railroad Irom extending its railroad lo Poil-

land, in the Slate of Maine, under tbe autho-
rity granted by the Legislature ot that State."

Tue proviso exempts the defendant corpora-
tion from the operation of tie act, so lar as

regards ihe extension of its road and the in-

crease ol its capital for that purpose, and as

incidental inert to, according lo the authority

of the statute of Maine. Chapter 392, which
provides that "a railroad corporation author-

ized to increase ils capital stock," shall sell

the new slock at auction in the city of Boston,

appears lo have been intended to apply only

to corporations authorized oy the Leglslalute

of this Commonwealth to issue new slock It

it be admitted that it was intended lo apply,

not only to corporations whose roads are

wholly within the limits of this Stale, but also

lo such consolidated corporations as obtain

authority ot our Legislature under chapter

389, it does not reach this ca-e. The exemp-
tion of tbe defendant from the operation of

chapter 289 lakes it out of chapter 392. It

is not within tbe terms of ihe last named
statute. By the joint construction of both

statutes it appears that it was -he intention

of the Legislature to exempt the Biston and
Maine Railroad from their operation so far as

the proposed extension to Poit'and is con-
cerned, and to sanction such an ex ension

under and in the mode provided by the statute

of the Legislature of Maine. It follows that
the action of the defendant corporation which
is complained of was legal, and that this in-

formation must be dismissed.

Charles Allen, attorney-general, and Charles

F. Adams, j-, for the Commonwealth, and
E R. Hoar and C. F. Choate for the defend-

ants.

Knowledge iJ Wealth.

It is a common saying that "knowledge is

power;" but we may with the same founda-

tion for truth also say that knowledge is

wealth, as ignorance often begets not only
weakness bin also poveity.

For the same reason that the civilir.ed and
enlightened nations are more powerlul than

barbarians, ihey are also more wealthy. One
of the most striking illustrations of this trulh

is found in the condition of the present popu-

lation of the North American continent, and
the people that inhabited its beauiiful and
rich soil two and a half centuries ago. While
ihe descet.dants of the latter dwindle away in

poverty, the posterity of the Europeans are

increasing in wea th in a ratio of whnh his-

tory furnishes no parallel example.

Look, fir instance, at the cities springing

up everywhere, und of which an estimate in

money value gives no real valuation of their

worth for ihe progress of humanity. Glance
at the value of the coal, of the agricultural

productions, of the manufactures ; each far

surpassing in value the production of liable

metals from the soil. From a land peopled

for thousands of years by Ihe savages, the

Caucasian race has extracted of tuble met lis

$2U,0UU,(.H)n on the Atlantic coast, and $1,500,-

000,1)00 on the Pacific shores since the mines
were opened.

It is only knowledge which has made all

this possible. The lack of knowledge causes
enormous losses among ihose who speculate

beyond their range of information, bringing

them sometimes to poverty. This is daily

illustrated by reports of failures in mining
operations. A case in poiiu winch we now
remember was a late report of discoveries of

tin ore in Uiah Territory. Chemists in Utah
supposed, and. in fact, were ceitain, tiat they

had found indications ot that met .1, while at

the Laud Office, in Washington, no trace of

tin was discoicred in the selfsame ote. If

there was no dishonesty in the first chemist,

he was most deplorably ignorant..

In Colorado, some three years ago, a like

discovery was claimed ti have been made;
pai ties showed us what they pretended to be

tin ore, certified by ihe analysis of a local

chemist We recognized tne apparent pieces

of no at once as garnets by the crystalline

form, which is .itiite different Irom that of that

variety of tin ore which :s so abundantly

found in the E isl I.idian island of Ba ilea, and
which is a source of enormous profit 1 1 the

Dutch company which owns it. A superficial

knowledge of this fact, together with igno-

rance ot crystallography, caused ihe two sub-

stances to be confounded ; a mistake which

resulted in the ruin of several parlies who
had too hastily invested in this supposed tin

mine.—-Ma nuj'. tt Builder.
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Japanese Carpenters.

The Japanese carpenters are ingenious
workmen, and their vork is done with mar-
velous neatness. A curious feature of their
houses is that ihey do not contain a nail, all

the joints and timbers being dove-tailed to-

gether by many ingenious, devices, and the
whole work, even to the rafters, is as smooth
ns if it had been polished down with sand-
paper. And the Japanese are a neat people

;

for they use no paint to hide any blemish of
construction or ornamentation, no filigree

work or planter of Paris gew gaws, but every
stick in the building is exposed. Every morn-
ing, as regularly as she cooks the breakfast or
sweeps the door, the Japanese housewife takes
a wet cloth and scours the whole interior of
the dwelling leaving no part untouched and
no stain or dirt spot to mar its cleanly ap-
pearance. Then the Japanese do not come
into the house with muddy boots, alter the
style of the American sovereign; but having
covered the floor with neat malting always
remove the dirty sandals before stepping
upon it. I stood and watched the Japan-
ese carpenters at their work lor some min-
utes, and noticed the peculiarity of their

movements. The Japanese carpenter works
towards him—that is, instead of shoving a
plane upon the board at arm's length, he pulls

it towards him; and he cuts, saws and chops
in the same way. His saws are rixed in han-
dles like a butcher's cleaver, and the teeth

slant or rake toward the handle. The planes
are con.'truc'ed like ours; but the wooden
pcition is very thin and wide. The adze is

fastened to the end of a hooped slick like the

landle of one of the crooked canes worn on
the arm on our streets; and although their

tools are diffeient from ours, yet I can not
observe that they aie awkward in appearance
or awkwardly handled —Exchange.

Iron—Now and Then.— In 1791, England
and Wales had 78 coal furnaces, making 67,548

tons of iron, an average of 925 tons per an-

num for coal furnaces. Scotland had then

12 furnaces, making 12,-180 tons per annum,
or 1,040 ton* per furnace. England had then

2C charcoal furnaces, making 8,500 tons, 425

tons per furnace yearly. Scotland had two

charcoal furnaces, making 1,000 tons, or 500
tons each, yearly England then imported

.rom Sweden and Russia at the rate of 70,000

tons per annum of iron, at the rate of. £85 per

ton. Previous lo the Revolutionary war, Eug
land impoited a large supply of iron from New
Jersey, Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania:

Now England, after a lapse of only 80 years,

makes about. 5,000,000 tons per annum. In

1840, the whole make of the United Slates did

not exceed 285,000 tons per annum. In 1870,

only 80 years later, the amount of iron made
in this country was seven times that amount,

about 2 000,000 tons; and in the year 1890

the production of this country will be fully

double that amount.

—

Am Trades Union.

New Notion for Paper.—A scheme is

afloat among very influential Swedish pro-

prietors, including Prince Oscar, to utilize

the larch loresls of the country in a new
fashion by manufacturing paper out of timber.

Machinery for the put pose has lately been

procured in England.

86^-President Gowan of the Reading Rail-

road, Conn , receives #80,1 00 a year, the larg-

est salaiy paid to any railroad officer iu the

country.

Belgian State Railway —To meet the
wants of the colliery proprietors in 15ilgiuai,

and to appease the bitter complaints as to

the scanty supply of rolling stjck, the I3el-

gian Department of Public Works proposes
to place 1,000 new 10 ton coal trucks upon
the system. It is also proposed to purchase
filty-eight locomotives with tenders, and
thirty tenders for locomotives furnished pre-

viously without tenders.

— The Lancaster Intelligencer of January
3d, says in regard to the Eist Brandywine &
Waynesburg Railroad : The subscribers to

the stock of the extension of the above rail-

road to New Holland, held a meeting at the

Styer House, on Tuesday, December 2ii, which
was largely attended and much interest mani-
fested in the success of the project. T. M.
Storb, John Styer and John S Wallace were
elected to serve as directors to represent the

western end of the ro«d The amount of

slock already taken, t igether with the aid

promise! by the Pennsylvania II ii I road Com-
pany, renders the speedy construction of this

road to New Holland a certainly. A contract
will be entered into with responsible parties

as soon as possible, and the weather permit-

ting work will be commenced immediately.

Jet of Sand —The new mechanical agent,

the "jet of sand," has as yet only exhibited a

fraction of its possible applications. The
latest adaptation its inventor has succeeded
in developing into practical efficiency is to a

peculiar process of replacing the art of wood
culling. The few experiments conducted in

this direction in America have promise of

success. The process consists of bringing

upon a suitable matrix a photographic copy
of the drawing or engraving which it is de-

sired to reproduce. This is then passed be-

neath the sand blast, and the cutting thus ob-

tained. This is finally subjected to the elec-

trotyping process, and any desirable number
of copies thus produced. The same invention

has been successfully applied to the decora-

tion of marbles and other stones for ornamen-
tal purposes. For this put pose the blocks are

protected with an ouen design of sheet iron,

or of sheet rubber, and the s-team sand jet

directed upon them from a convenient dis-

tance.

fl@°" The Memphis Chamber of Commerce
recently proposed to the St. Louis Chamber
of Commerce a joint convention ti prepare a

plan of expenditure by the General G ivern-

ment to redeem the lowlands of the Missis-

sippi ; for the diversion of rivers by means of

canals; for the preservation of I he navigation

of the Ohio river ; for a canal from the Mis-

sissippi river to Lake Michigan, and a ship

canal from New Orleans to the sea. In no-

ticing this the Chicago Tribune suggests that

as these several works would, in the aggre-

gate, only involve the expenditure of $100,-

000,000, the same convention might include

the completion of the steamboat canal from

the Kanawha river to Richmond ; a like canal

from Chattanooga to Savannah; the improve-

ment of the Platte river to make it navigable

from its mouth to its source; the purchase

and enlargement of the Erie canal, and a

canal around the falls of the Upper Missouri.
" When the Government troes int) the river

and canal business at all," says the Tribune,
" it shoal i go in largely, say to the extent of

$500,000,000."

8®* Joss sticks, used altogether by Ihe

Chinese, bring an annual revenue of $23 40

to the United States Government.

Nkw Source of Iodine—Thus far most of
the iodine of commerce has been obtiioed
from the iodide of sodium, contained in the
ashes of sea weeds, but as the demand for this
substance, so necessary for the modern physi-
cian, the photographer, the chemist, the manu-
facturer of paint and dyes, etc., has lately so
enormously increased, other sources of supply
have been sought. Among them is the Chili

I

saltpetre, a mineral nitrate of soda, u<ed for
gunpowder, after having been transformed
into saltpetre, or nitrate of potatisa. It. is also
used in different fertilizers. This nitrate of
soda contains iodide of sodium, which remains
behind in the mother liquor which is left alter
the manufacture of saltpetre. Thiercelin has
found that when this liquor is treated with a
mixture of sulphurous acid and sulphite of
soda, the iodine is precipitated as a black
powder. It is then dried, and is either sold in

this impure crude slate, or further purified by
sublimation. The amount of iodine thus re-

claimed 'rom Chili saltpetre already amounts
to more than 80,000 pounds per year.

The two side spans of the St. Louis
bridge are each 497, and the middle span S15
feet long. This last, is the length of the Kii-
lenberg bridge in II illand The Meuai bridge
spans 570 The Montreal bridge has 2 I- piers,

hut no span over 275 feet. The Niagara
bridge span is 821 feet, 245 feet high. The
E-ist river bridge will span 1,000 feet, and
have a mid bight of 130.
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*«Tht attention of I'rar-ticnl Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to the record oi

workdonp, anil to the fact that nine-tenths
or the lire* th it kindle at stations, In wood
piles, and oa Trains are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO!

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,

22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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The Financial Movements aud Aspevtaef
the Times,

In some previous articles we have expressed

our conviction that the amount of active capi-

ta! would be increased, and the rate of inte-

rest lowered, as time advanced. Events have

proved this true, in the pa»t jear: and, unless

there is some great war, to absorb the money

and retard industry, the amount of active

•capital will be still increased, and the rate of

interest lowered, in the present year. For

this result there are sufficient and pressing

causes at work. We shall speak of them

directly. In ihe meantime let us notice some

of the present effects.

After the war, for two or three years, the 6

•per cent, bonds of the Government were sear.

ce'y at par, in fact they were net at par in

gold. For the last three or four years ttiey

have been above par. But, in the last year,

we see not only that the 6 per cent bonds

were above par, but that the Government have

negotiated $200,000,000 at 6 per cent, and

that these new bonds are above par. Hence,

we are not surprised to hear of the offer of

Jay Cooke & Co., and the Rothschilds, to take

$600,000,000 at 5 and 4£ per cent, making

the average 4f per cent. Now, let us see

what these bonds would be worth at the pre.

sent market price. F ve per cent, bonds are

now worth 110 in currency, and iol in gold.

This makes 1 per cei t interest, equivalent to

$11 in currency, and $22 50 in gold. A bond

at 4f interest is thereloie wonh now in the

open market $104.20 in currency, aud $94.36

in gold. Looking to the London quotations,

we see that this American 4 J percent bond

is actually worth more in the London market

lhan the British consols 1 These great link-

ers are, therefore, very shrewd ill their calcu-

lations. They take the chances, of course, of

any great wars or revolutions, but that is the

only chance they take. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, even with such a war as the

Franco-German, they will make great profits;

lor we see that the course of events is lo lower

the tate of ii terest, and therefore to increase

the price of the bond. This tendency will

continue, and it is very probable that in a few

years the rale of interest on perfect security

will not be over 3 percent. It is a partof the

proposition to lake three years to complete

the contract. If there he no wars or convul

sions in that time, we undeitake to say that a

4 per cent United States bond will be at par.

It is plain from these movements of the great

bankers, that they believe precisely what we

do, that money will cheapen, and that rapidly.

Let us now consider the general reasons on

which ibis opinion is tounded:

1. In ore of the earliest numbers of the

Record (1864) we prepaied a table showing

on the highest financial authorities, through

the whole experience of this country, wliai had

been the actual amount ot money, both gold

and paper, in the country. 'Ibis umuuut

varied Irom id lo $13 to one of population.

The present population of the country being

40,OOU,000, this would give an amount of mo-

ney at the present time equal to $240,000,000

or $520,000,000, as tlie case may be. We
really have $7uUf

0UO,ciO0; atd unquestit nably

the commercial transactions are much easier,

and the laciluies of exchange both greater

aud cheaper. 'Ihe country is, judging .rout

the only test, experience, commercially in a

much belter condition. What is true of our

country is to some extent true of all civilized

couiaiies. 'Ihe amount of paper money and

the lacililies of exchange are every wheie

greater. But v- hut la the cause ol this ? Fur

money, especially paper money, must have a

basis ol actual values, or it will not be credit-

ed as money. Let us now come lo that.

2. If we look back to the Recohd of 1854,

in which there is an accurate table, we hud

that ihe propoiiiou of gold in the country was

very small—small in proportion lo the people

and to the amount of paper money. Now, it

is the reverse. Gold is abundant. It is dailj

sold in great masses, and is exported jy tens

of millions. Here we have the great cause of

the moneyed change going oil in the wor'.d.

Let us lotk at ibis and see what a great

change has gone on in the proportion of what

men consider the standard of value, gold. In

1846, the war with Mexico terminated W'lh

our uc ntiisitiofl of California In |848:-9 he

gati the gold digging there, Now, from about

1850 to the present time we have averaged a

production of gold equal to $pO,OOQ,000 per

annum. The production of California has

decrease!, but the production of Idaho, Colo-

rado and Montana has more than made up the

deficiency. It is entirely within bounds to

say that from 1848 to 18T2 the gold produc-

tion of the United States exceeds $1,100,000,-

000 In addition to this, Australia has fur

sixteen years been producing gold at an nve.

rauelof $4U,OtlO,000 |>er ar num. In the mean-

time Russia constantly produces many millions

per annum, making in the same period $400,.

0(10.000. In something like twenty years

the new gold Grids have produced et least

$2,000,()<M),<!00. Mow, what was the effect af

this immense mass of gold poured into the

commercial currents ? The first effect was to

do something which if it had not been dona

soon the want of would have caused a com-

mercial revolution, and the world would have

been compelled to adopt paper money uni-

versally; this was lo fill up the then almost

vacani commercial reservoirs, such as banks,

hankers, great merchants, etc It took a«

immense mass of this new gold to fill up these

reservoirs. Thoughtful men in 1850 thought

that this effect would soon follow which we

see; but the element of time enters int.) all

human experience, and especially into all

great -commercial changes. Now Ve see it

coming repidly. The great reservoirs are

filled, and the gold begins to flo» out into

ordinary commercial channels. Then gold,,

which commercial men consider the standard

of value, becomes again the basis of paper

money and commercial credit; and the*) nu"

ney (the money of the markets) becomes

nWundant, n.n.d the result of lhat will be to

cheapen interest. As a consequence of all

this is just what we pc, that the b inds of the

Government and of good railroads are in de-

mand, and will continue to be so probably for

many years to come. E D. JL

Aicen, S. C, Jan. 25, 1872.

Progress of Railroad Construction.-^
More miles ol railroad were constructed in

this country last year lhan in any previ. at
vear, being a total of 6,983. The number of
miles of railroad now in operation in the

United States is tiO.382 Illinois is the great-

est railroad State, the total number of miles
o! railroad now in operation in the Slate b-iog

5,725; the second j,s Pennsylvania. 5,020: the
third is New York, 4,276; the fourth is do,

3,712; the fifth is Indiana, 3,517; the sixth if

Iowa, 3,144 miles. Illinois huiit 1102 miles of
road in 1871, being about fifty per cent more
than any other Suie, except Missouri, which
ouilt oUa miles. Iowa built 461 miles last

year.

— From a carefully prepared estimate of
ihe extent of railroad communication" now
existing, it appears that there nre 450,000
miles of railroad in Ei-ope, 180,000 in Ameri-
ca. 14.000 in India. 10,000 in Australia, and
3(.',0' miles of submarine cades to different

(iiiiiis This gives a total of 1)81,000 races,

*hich is inc.-ea-.in 4 at the rutj of about 1U0,«

OUO miles per year.
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Signs of Progress.

A gentleman of Greenup county, Kentucky,

of good intentions no douht, but evidently un-

used to givinghis opinionstothe publicthrough

the press, in an attempted reply to an article

In the Railroad Review, shows that he has

illy considered his subject, and has conse-

quently given his readers an article rather

remarkable for its length, its errors, and its

excessive scattering, without even a single

shot hitting the mark at which it is aimed.

But he makes the following wholesome con

fession, which to our mind answers himself,

and completely sets aside all that be had la-

bored through three mortal colums to prove.

He says:

"A few years ago the Kentucky Improve-
ment Co. commenced business in our county—locating and building their railroad from
Riverton to Hunnewell Furnace, expending
large sums of money in improvements of vari-

ous kinds—not asking the people for one cent

;

adding over half a million to the taxable pro-

perty of the county.******
"The Ky. Improvement Company after

having made this vast outlay for the purpose
of bringing into market the latent wealth of
our county, find they are deceived in trfe coal
deposits that they relied upon, not proving to

be of sufficient thickness, to pay for mining
and transporting, and to be almost, if not en-
tirely, worthless as a smelting fuel. Here was
a dead lock. Their property as it stood, was
of little, or no value; they must advance fur-

ther into the coal fields, or lose all; they felt

that they might reasonably expect aid from a
people for whom they had done so much, and
to whose interest afuitber prosecution of the
work would inure as much as their own ; in

order therefore to raise money for the purpose
above indicated, a new company was formed
under the name of the Eastern Kentucky
Railway; they placed their bonds upon tbe
market (mind you, not their stock), making
them payable in twenty years, bearing inte-

rest at the rate of G per cent, per annum,
payable semi-annually, and secured by a first

mortgage npon the road, between Hunnewell
and Grayson, making the investment not Only
a safe but paying one. How did our peop'e
meet this generous offer, in which their mate-
rial prosperity was, aid i.ij deeply involved ?

Strange as it may appear, some of the same
individuals that are now harping so keenly
for stock in the Ky. and G. E. R. E , upon
which they propose to pay an interest of at

least 12 per cent., with no security that said
stock will remain theirs for a year after its

issoe—these same individuals, 1 say, turned a
deaf ear to this liberal proposition of the E.
Ky. R R. Co., and said, let those that want
railroads build them.
"But the E. Ky. R. R. Co. were not to be

discouraged but with an almost unexampled
spirit of energy ami enterprise, despite the
ungenerous disposition manifested by our peo-
ple, they have succeeded in pushing their
road through to the town of Grayson, Carroll
county, Ky., giving employment to hundreds
of laborers, whose earnings have been expend-
ed in our midst, besides opening up a new
field of trade for our merchants, whereby their
trade has been almost doubled, and still on
the increase; and now, like Moses of old,

they are in sight of the goal of their ambition,
to wit., the rich coal fields of North-eastern
Ky."

We suppose this gentleman wanted to say

that the Kentucky Improvement Company,
reorganized into the Eastern Kentucky Rail-

way Company, wanted Greenup county to take

part of the bonds this company proposed to

issue, for tbe purpose of extending its road

and getting out of the thin reins of coal that

are found in Greenup county ; and that the

county was so ungracious as not to do so. We
say that we suppose this is about what tbe

writer meant to convey to his readers when
he wrote that the "Eastern Kentucky Railway

Company placed their bonds upon the mar-

ket," etc., because if he did not mean this'

there ia neither sense in the last column of

his article, nor relevancy to tbe subject he has

under consideration. And if this is what he

meanc, then he has confessed, that this rail,

road company, by tbe construction of less

than thirty miles of road in the county, added

more than half a million dollars to the taxa.

ble property thereof; that latent wealth of

the county was brought into utility; that they

might reasonably expect aid from a people for

whom they had done so much, and to whose in-

terest a further prosecution of the work would

inure as much as it would to that of the com-

pany itself ; that the material prosperity of the

people of tbe county was deeply involved in

this enterprise, and that they were so ungene-

rous, after all that had been done for them,

and so indifferent to this ''liberal proposition,''

that they turned a deaf ear to it, and cruelly

said, " let those that want railroads build

tbem."

This is capital— downright refreshing. If

the writer was in favor of the •' liberal propo-

sition" of the Eastern Kentucky Railway Com.
pany, he scores the unappreciative denizens

of his county with a heavy hand; but if at

that time be too was "ungenerous," and turned

his "deaf ear," he comes out manfully and

heroically, plumply acknowledges his mistake,

confesses, and should therefore be cheerfully

shriven, particularly as he proposes to make
such atonement as is in his power, by inciting

the people of his county to grant what was

before refused, and to turn the other ear to

the petitions of the Eastern Kentucky Rail-

way Company, when they shall again, if they

ever do, solicit the people to buy their bonds.

True, the said company is not now making

any such propositions to Greenup county, nor

any other, nor do we suppose that if this

county should want the bouds of the Eastern

Kentucky Railway Company they could be

had, all this makes no difference, this gentle-

man means well and his intentions should be

respected. One thing we are sure of, he will

always be found upon the side of public im.

provements in Greenup county. Let others

do as they will, be will not, nor without rais-

ing his voice defiantly against such folly, will

he permit his county to repeat the folly of re-

cording her want of generosity, and refusal of

a "liberal proposition," made by any corpora-

tion that proposes to build a railroad in his

county, and thereby add "more than half a

million dollars to its taxable property," and

develop more of '.' the latent wealth " that so

abounds therein, and contribute so immensely

to the material prosperity of the people of that

country whose interests are so deeply involved

in all such enterprises. Whatever others may
know about such things, this gentleman is

certain of these results, tbey have occurred

under his own observation and he hath bla-

zoned them to the public.

True, there may be some difference in roads.

That is to say, one road may produce larger

results of this sort than another, but still they

are sufficient, and so certain as to always ren-

der such improvements desirable, and besides

there is no knowing what a railroad may de-

velop. Others than this worthy gentleman,

and the good people he so valiantly defends

and learnedly instructs, have been deceived

before, and been equally ungenerous, and re-

fused quite as liberal offers, but we are happy

in saying that history records that they, Uo,

like this estimable friend of ours, and we hope

tbe people of his county, have changed their

opinions with the changes of time and tbe

potent lessons of experience, and come out

strong for reform, sorrowing for the mistakes

they made, and regretting tbe calamities they

had brought upon themselves, but zealous

forever afterwards in advocating what they

once condemned.

These are the most encouraging signs of

progress, and augurs well for humanity. While

such men as our worthy friend are writing

themselves away from their prejudices and

mistakes, we can afford to watch and wait,

and shall therefore " possess our souls in pa-

tience."

Mackinaw.

For years we have contended that the time

would come when the southern side of the.

Straits of Mackinaw would become an import-

ant railroad center,and would probablyassume

a commercial importance in tje Lake trade

second only to Chicago, and perhaps Milwau-

kee. We have written articles enough upon this

subject to fill a good large volume, and have

made more than a scoreof addresses to the peo-

ple of North-western Ohio and Southern and

Central Michigan, to demonstrate the value of

this point to tbem as the ferrying ground to the

railroad system that will sooner or later grow

up in the north-western part of onr American

possessions.

For all our efforts in this direction we were

pronounced visionary and impracticable, as

predicting events which would likely never

transpire ; or, if they ever did occur, it would

only be when the middle of the nest century
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was reached, if the world should stand so

long.

To show that we were not so visionary as

was claimed by 'hose who ridiculed our pre

dictions , we clip the following note of what is

going on in that hyperborean country, from

one of our most reliable exchanges. A few

years more will demonstrate that all our pro-

phecies of the future railway importance ol

the Straits are to be more than realized.

On to MacKinaW.—It is stated that notwith-

sta riding the severity of the weather, the race

to the Straits of Mackinaw, between the Jack-

son, Lansing & Saginaw and Grand Rapids &
Indiana Railways, is kept up with vigor. The
first there will be able to make the best ar-

rangements, not only in regard to location,

but with the Northern Pacific Railroad. The
G. R. &, I. road has reached Clam lake, but

there is no pause there. The cry is still on-

ward The J., L & Saginaw road, although
operated only to Wells, is graded eight miles

beyond, and of this distance the iron is laid

three miles.

More Narrow Gauge.

The Manufacturer's Journal, of Harris-

burg, Pa., in an elaborate article upon the

Narrow Gauge questions, among other good

things says

:

"It is a noteworthy fact that the claims of

the narrow gauge adherents, in the cost, capa-

city and utility of their plan, have not been
met with anything like the opposition and re-

butting evidence which is usually expected in

cases where a question is raised any way near

as important as this one. The principal op-

ponent so far, who has given his views to the

public in detail form, is Silas Seymour, atone
time chief engineer of the Erie Railroad, and
he fails to show that the narrow gauge people

are absolutely wrong, but simply cites evidence

to show that they may be disappointed in their

.expectations.

"The anthracite mountains of Penn. have
been traversed by narrow gauge roads for

more than thirty years. The Mauch Chunk
road is a narrow gauge—three feet; the Nes-
quehoning Railroad, and the Carbondale Rail-

road, are narrow gauge. These were the first

in the country, and were rapidly added to, all

over that region, since about the year 1835.

The Delaware & Hudson Canal Co , who own
the road to Carbondale, imported the first

locomotive used in this country. They have
continued to use locomotives on their road

—

though it is in pait gravity; and the amount
of coal traffic done by them proves conclusively

that a narrow gauge will not limit a business,

but ratherfacilitate it in the ease and rapidity

with which it can be handled. But lew, if

any, of the engineers who have been accus-

tomed to these narrow gauges ever dispute

their adaptability to be operated with loco-

motives, but some of them were built as gra-

vity roads because the nature of the country
demanded it; and it is no unusual thing to

transport at the rale of 5.0U0 tons of coal per

day over one of them, or 10,000 tons per 24
hours. And these roads do not cost to exceed
one-half that of the broad gauges which run

almost by their side, and not more than two- i

thirds as much to operate."

An Important Question.

The Commoner of last week calls the atten-

tion of the railroad managers of our city to a

subject which has no doubt often bpen seri.

ously considered by them, and yet, for some
unaccountable reason, they have rarely sought

to reform in the right way and at the right

lime. Our railroad builders are usually in

too much' of a hurry to get their work done

and off their hands to care much about its

(uture, and the usual changing of new roads

from one owner to another by sale of their

stocks or other securities, does not prompt

that kind of interest in their permanent busi-

ness requisite to look into their necessities

for success. It is only when they have passed

into the possession of parties who hold them

for profit, or business, or when they have

passed through the speculative period of their

existence, and shown their strength and char-

acter, that they begin to improve, and then it

is found that they have not the capacity to do

the business crowded upon them, and must be

nearly reconstructed ; and, above all, that they

are without the necessary room at their ter-

mini, and important points along their lines,

to handle economically a quarter of the traffic

they have created and gathered to themselves.

This is the one universal complaint, the grave

difficulty in the way of their prosperity, which

can only be overcome by so great an expense

as to often prevent dividends upon their cost

for many years.

We have in our mind an instance where a

railroad company purchased ten acres of

ground at a point where they intended to

locate a station. The price paid was com-

paratively small. Within a year they sold

one-half for the sum paid for the whole, and

thought they had made a good bargain. Since

the road was built, aiijd its business connec-

tions made, they have been compelled to re-

purchase the half so sold for ten times the

amount they received, although there' has'no^

been a single improvement made upon it, and

still, this company could profitably occupy at

this point five acres more.

We believe this has been the experience of

every road of importance in this country, and

the same is true, though in a more limited

extent, in the growth of the busitess of the

railways of England.

Such of our companies as are able to do so,

are remedying these difficulties by all sorts of

schemes and plans, that are probably the best

possible under the circumstances, but not the

best that might have been, had these necessi-

ties been understood in the early history of

our railroads. We must look to the new roads

for improvements in these particulars. They

ought to take example from our trans-Atlantic

cousins, and buy all the land they can get at

the principal points on the lines of their roadsi

and keep it until the wants of their companies

shall be determined, and for the large rise in

value and ready sale of the excess, if theie

should be any.
;

What our cotemporary says of the condi-

tion of Cincinnati in these particulars, and
the advantage offered by the ample and well

situated grounds iq the East end of the city

for such purposes, can not be gainsaid by any

one. We have called attention to these things

many times during the past ten years, appa-

rently to little purpose, but the day is at hand

when what was prediction will be fact, and,

like many other things, when it is accom-

plished doubters will be convinced, whilst

others will wonder why it was not all seen

and seir.ed long before. But such is the

world.

The Commoner says

:

"There is one general mistake made by all

our railroad companies that is likely to prove
not only embarrassing to them, but very ex-

pensive to remedy, and that is iu not securing
ground enough for their business. There is

not one of these corporations with lines of
road extending into any of our large business

centers that has not been compelled already

to use more than double the room fot their

depots, warehouses and yards than they ori-

ginally expected to, and that are now so

crowded and cluttered up that they can hard-

ly move, and yet their business is ii. creasing

at an euormous rate, and will continue to do
so for

1

some years to come, until it will be

quadruple what it is now, if it does not even
reach far beyond that. So mistaken have
been some of our most sagacious railroad men
upon this subject that they have, in the early

years of the enterprises under their manage-
ment, sold off portions of the grounds that

had been donated to lhair corapa lies, .or pur-

chased at low rates, because a less amount
than a small farm or a whole square could

not be had, and have since been obliged to

buy them back at enormously increased pri-

ces, and are still without the requisite room
upon which i > do the traffic of their roads
with proper economy.. This is not only true

of yard and shop and depot grounds in our
great cities, but it is equally so of most of the

way stations on the lines ot these roads. There
are very few with, room enough, and the com-
panies are subject to all sorts of expensive
annoyances because of these misfortunes.

So little did our people understand the

effect these great improvements would have
upon the commerce of the country that tbeir

most ardent advocates under estimated it.

What was only (i I teen years ago called wild

and visionary concerning them, is now more
than realized, has. become practical, and we
should not wonder if, Oy the close of the next

decade, We should find tha[
J
with all our ex-

perience we have again fallen considerably

below the reality in our present estimates of
the needs of these vast interests.

Our own city is an illustration of these

facts. Every railroad running into this city

finds that it needs double the room it can
control to transact its business upon. From
time to time deports have been extended, out-

lets inclosed, shops enlarged, buildings (ligh-

tened, until every available spot is used to its

utmost capacity, and all the planning and
arranging that have yet been devised are in-

sufficient to afford the requisite relief.

What is to be done for the future when the

population of our city shall have a million or

more, when this whole lower plain shall be-

come the great workshop and mart of the
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city, and the country and places tributiry to

it shall have doubled in population and quad-

rupled in tie nniount o!' their business? Tbis

is rbtber a serious quet-ti n, yet it is one th».t

is iiu* staring us in the face, and must be

met, and that, loo, before long. It is likely

that some of oar companies Will be boyini

back, at a Urge advance, the property they

eo-isidered as burdensome a few years ngo,

and Sold »t a small prictr per acre, and that

others will be forced to secure square* and
blocks, ut enormous cost, and forever be suh-

j-»ct to tue perplexity of crossing crowded
streets and alleys.

And then, what are the new roads which

are seeking this city, to do? There are upon
this side- t>t the river, «t least, two eoiwpwwies

who will some day want at'comm 'daiioos in

our midst, and upon the oiher side, there is

our great Southern road, an immense concern,

that will require as much ro im us any one of

the /rent hoes »o operation here unless it is

to stop and dfetri utj a large portion of it*

benefits in our sister State; besides, there is

tha Chesapeake & Ohio road, and the Ken
lucky & Great Ksstern ; both will Wait ac-

commodation in or near the business part of

onr couinioiiity That, it seems 10 us, will

be difficult, if not iropossi bte, to obtain, and
without winch they will be subject to many
di-adTantages us e.napetitors won the other

lines.

In the West end all the ground that can be

had f>r *u h purpose i» already in I he hands
bi the companies whose roats center there.

There are parts of Mill ereelt bottom adjacent

to some of these track* that might be tided,

and i>ive a made ground extension, but ibis

wit be very expensive, and we believe ol

small extent, and reaching too far i flu tie

suburbs In the Eu.-t end the opportunity is

yet open for pretty extensive grounds th ,t are

mo-it favorably situated b i:h in tieir reiaion
to tne business part of the city, and lor the
transaction of such heavy freight bisif.ess a?,

would be likely to be transported there; What
fine Coal yards eouid be made in some of those
useless hollows that nww Either tne film of

the city and breed pe.-t.lenee H <w lavora-

bly could immense Ireignt ttepits oe located,

wnere heavy a t cles could be easily handled
boiu ;n>m the cirs and drays.

There is plenty of room there now for one
Or two rail oads. In a tew years this will he

gone for >iber purposes unless some of our
keen sit: -ted, I >r seeing railroad- r» take it up.

To c< m uand these ground* How, and to se-

cure ihe bu.i.iing ol the Wainlit dills tuutiei

is to get nut onl) the best possessions and
the most extensive of the 801 5 now afforded

by oar over crowded ctiy bot, in our jud K -

ment, bitter 'ban any now owned or occupied

by the compauies who had their pick and
hoice

"

m
<£?* In Sheffield, the maiiulacture of Bes-

semer steel, railway material, armor plate,

machinery, tiles, and various other anicles in

irou and steeL, outranks the cutlery business,

though the I -iter may wed claim Sneliield as
its home. Sheffield last year sent to the Uni-
ted Sutea the following values: Of steel,

$2,870,00(1; railway material, $1, Ul. 000; cut-

lery, $1,433,001); files JU73 U0J The total

value of exports was in round numbers, $u,-

42.3,000.

Journal of Railroad Law.

RAILROAD COMPANIES—RULES IS TIE TAIL A3 TO

DELIVERY UV ©OOPS To UoXSitJSBES.

• Iron sponge, which is conning into im-
pot taut u-e as a disinfectant and powerful ah
S ,rhent of noxious gases, also a filier'nio as/put
Siperior even, it is said, ti animal charcoal,
is manufactured by calcining a mixture of
iron ore Bud charcoal finely pulverized.

The fact! in tbe late case of Fenner vs Tbe
Buffalo and Slate Line Railroad Company (4*

N Y , 505) are lady ana clearly slated iu tue

following opinion by—
liuu., C—-It is well settled in thi» State,

ibai an intermediate carrier, one who receives

goods ti be transported, over bis route, and
tience oy ctuer carriers l< their place ol

destination, generally remains liable as a

common carrier imiil he has delivered the

goods to the next carrier Miller v.i Steam
Navigation Co., 10 N. Y , 431. it was deemed
wise policy thai me principles of the Common
Law should be so expounded and applied,

tual the liability of on carrier should continue

until tnal of tie next carrier commenced.
Cniet Judge <.' dinson, in Gould tr* Chapiu,

says: '" No owner cat* oe supposed lo have an
u"et:t to superintend each- transhipment of

ins good*, in tbe course of a long line ol

transportation; and il tbe responsibility of

each carrier is not continued until delivery

in fact to the next currier, or at Least until

the hrsl carrier, b> some ai t clearly indicating

ms purpose, terminate.-, hisieiaitou as carrier,

we shall grei.tiy diiiuuisii ibe security and

co ivenit-i.cs ol ih >»e wiio-e property is neces-

sarily abandoned to oilier?, wan tt.i sateguuids

save those which the rules ol law afford.' in

McDonald vs Ihe Western ttitlroad Corpora-

tion, Judge Smith, speaking ol tbe carnage

ol goods over successive lines, says: " Ihe
owner loses sight ot his go 'is when lie deliv

ersiheui to tue first canter, and lias no means
ot learning their whereabouts tili he or tue

consignee is informed of their arrival at the

place of destination. At each successive

point of tsaustev tiom one ca»r er It* another,

taey are liaote to be placed In warenooses,

mere, parhap*, t> ne delayed by toe accumu-
lation of ireight or oilier causes, and eXoosed
10 loss ;'] fire or tue:r, wrtiiout fault on the

part of law carrier or ins agents. Sape-
udoed ti these risk's, are tue dingers ot toss

by collusion, q-ute as i.tiiniueut while the

goods are tans stoie-i at some point uukno *n

io tne owner as wni>e t ley are in aciual

transit. As a general rule, the storing under

such circumstances should ne held t > be a

mere accessory to the transportation, and tile

goods should be under tne protection ot the

ruie which makes the carrier liable as an
insurer, tt'oiu the lime the owner transfers

llieir pos-ession to the first carrier till t-iey

are delivered io him at tne end ol tue roule
"

1 Have extracted this much trom ihe opinions

trf these learned judges hi biiug into vie* ine

grounds upon which the decisions were ba-ed,

and to show that they apply on y t> lnterme-

diate earners, and not lo carriers who trans-

purl ihe goods lo their final destination,

that the principles laid down ill these deci-

sions should be thus limited, were held in tile

Court of Appeals, in tne casa ot N'onhrop V*

S>racuse, B and N Y. K. 14 Co., decided in

luo7. In that case tne defendant agreed to

transport for tne plaintiff a certain quantity

of wneat Irum lulu, in the county ot Onon-
daga, t> Chenango Folks, and did so transport

the same. The wheat was in bugs, and was
marked directed to the plaintiffs, at Chenango
Folks, all hough they resided fitieen miles

from there, at Oie.ster village, where ihey

intended lo carry tie *heat Ni one being
' present for (fie pUtntifi's to receive tbe wheal

on its arrival at Chenango Forks, it »«»
deposited there in tbe freight house of lie

defendant, af tour o'clock in the afternoon,

Aiign-t H, 1H59. The plaintiffs, on the after-

tvioo of tbe next day, received notice tb^i the

wheat had been sent from Tally to Chenango
Forks, and the following: night ibe wneji was
'..'oosiiroed by ffre ; and on the 10th of August
tbe plaintiffs sent for and demanded ibe wheat.

Il was held that tbe defendant was not liable

as a common carrier for the wheat, and that

the plaintiffs could not recover. Ihe rue was
laid down in fiat case t'lat when a railroad

carrier safely nansp >rts goods to their place

of declination, rtnd, Siding no one tbere to-

receive thein, or t> whom nouee cat> beiiven
of their nrriT-il, places them in it< freight

house, and keeps tiem t lere uninjured for a
reasonable ii »,e, ready for delivery, it ceases

lo be liable as a comui ifl carrier , and that it

is not necessary for the carrier lo give notice

of tbe arrival of the goods t> a consignee,

who; as in (bat case, did not resile at, or in

the immediate vicinity of, tbe place to wbiL-li

ine goods were consigned.

The courts below defeated the defendant In

this case, upon the erroneous assumption that

it was an intermediate carrier within the

meaning of tbe eases first above cittd, and
hence that this case was controlled by tue

principles laid do-vn in those cases. Ibe

contract of an intermediate carrier tsti carry

tne goods to the end of his route, and t !iere

deliver them to the next currier lor furth-r

iransporiat tin Tbe contract of the final

carrier is to t ansport the goods to their piaie

ot destination, and there deliver them to ihe

c msiuiv-e r>- oimerj, and sti.-h was the contract

in this case.

Here the goods were consigned to F P.

Fenner, Ihinkirk, ana defendant undertook to

carry tnem to Dunkirk, and tbere deliver

tnem to the consignee, and nad no duty what-

ever as io their further transportation It

was the d ity of ihe plaintiff, or her consignee,

s > lake the goo-1- at DuokirK. ami see io. or

arrange fat tneir fu-tn rt asportation. The
defendant, in tnis case, was no more an inter-

mediate eai rier than t ,e defendant in tne jase

of the Sortirup us. Syracuse. B and N Y. Ii.

K. Co I"ue rule to be appbetl to tue ca.-" t

then, is the one that is app icable t> carriers

wiio earry goods lo ther final destinaton.

I'his rule is not very d-ii-ot-oy determi el in

this St its. In MassaCmselis, and some ot the

other Slates, it is set led '.bat Ihe moment a
rair iad carrier carries goods to their final

destination, according lo its contract, and
d -posits them in its freight lionse ready tor

delivery, its liability as carri?r ceases, a-.d it

remains ha-ote simply as a warehouseman; i-ut

this rale h.-.s not been adopted in this St*te,

and should not be. It is not always, or gen-

erally, practicable for tbe consignee to be

present, on tue arrival ot ibe goods, to receive

them; and it is ju^t as important fiat the car-

rier should continue to bv ttaule, as an insurer

of the 'goods, tor a reasonanle time alter t leir

arriva , tint I t-ie consignee can have an op-

pntiuiiy to lake chifgeof them, as that, it

should thus be liable during the transit ol the

goods to their place of destination.

At an early day, when all goods were car-

ried on laud in wagons, it was generally tne

duty of the carrier io deliver the ijoods lo the

consignee personally, or at bis place of resi-

dence or business. This was so because the

carrier could go anywhere with his w.igons

and make the delivery. But carriers upon

w-iter, as they were confined by their meansof
transportation to the water, were bound only

to deliver their goods upon the *b»rf or pier,
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and if the consignee was present, it was his

duly at once to take charge of the goods. i[

he was not present, but lived at the place of

destination, it was the duty of the carrier to

five him notice of the arrival of the goods
If he was absent, dead, or could nut be
found, the carrier discharged bis duty by de-

positing ibe goods in a warehouse, subject to

the order of the consignee. It seems to me,
that substantially the same rules, and for the

same reasons, should be applied to a railroad

carrier; it is obliged to slop at the depot as

the water carrier is at the wharf, und unless

the consignee is present on the arrival of the

goods to take them from the curs, it must, at

is the well known and uniform custom, place

them in its freight house.

From the drilt of this decision in this Stale,

I think we may fairly infer the following rules

a; to the delivery of goods at their plate of

destination by railroad carrier: If I lie con

siguee is present upon the arrival of the goods
be must take them without unreasonable de
lay. If he is not present, but lives at. or in

the immediate vicinity ot the place of deliv-

ery, the currier must notify him of the arrival

ot the goods, and then he has a reasonaole

time to take and remove them. If he is ab
sent, unknown or can not be found, then the

carrier can place the goods in its height,

house, and, alter keeping them a reasonable

time, if the consignee does not call for them
its liability as a common carrier ceases. If,

alter the arrival of the goods, the consignee

has a reasonable opportunity t > remove them,

and does not, he can not hold the carrier us

an insurer. The carrier's liability thus ap-

plied and limited I believe wili be found con-

sonant with public policy and sufficiently con-

venient and practicable. (lioth vs. Buffalo

end Stale Line Railroad Company, 34 N. Y.,

54*).
Within these rules of law I think the de-

fendant in this case was not liable for the loss

ot the goods in question. The teamster,

Au>teu, was plaintiff's agent lie had none:

of the arrival of tne goods, and paid the

freight and gave the defendant a receipt for

them. Jui-t at that time the railroad employe

whs engaged in delivering other freight, but

there was no refusal to deliver these goods,

und, so tar as appears, no unwillingness to

deliver them ; and I think we are bound to

inter, that if Austen had demanded the goods,

they would have been delivered to him. It

was getting late, and as Austen intended to

return again the next day, for Ins convenience

the goods were permitted to remain. 1 say

b s convenience. It matters not that it was

a so for the convenience of the railroad em-

ploye, or for tbeir mutual convenience. It is

sufficient that Austen could bave had the

goods, and that they were left under an ar-

rangement in which he participated, and to

which he assented, as much for bis conve-

nience as for the convenience of the other

party. Suppose the arrangement had been to

leave the goods there for a week, or a month,

for their mutual convenience, would the rail-

road company have remained liable as a com-
mon carrier ? Here, then, there is a case

where the consignee's agent had notice of the

artival of the goods, and bud an opportunity

to .emnve them, and he left them in the de-

fendant's freight house because it was more
convenient (or him to call for them the next

morning Under such a state of tacts, when
the goods were thus left in tbe freight house

for tbe mutual accommodation ol both parties,

should the law impose upon the one party Ibe

responsibility of an insurer? I think not, and

that neither justice nor public policy require

that.'npon tbe facts existing in this case, the
defendant should be held liable as a common
carrier.

I am therefore in favor of reversing the
judgments and granting a new trial, costs to
abide ibe event.

Ordered accordingly.

Bottling the Bun.

We clip from an exchange the following

item, which, as evidencing the most blind and
hopeless ig::orance in Scientific inniters, we
consider far in advance of any thing which it

has ever been our misfortune to discover:

"'Butting the sun' is the characteristic

title given by its French discoverer to a curi-

ous process by which tl.e heal of ihp sun can
be fixed in a closed vessel so as to be used at

will. A vase constructed for tbe purpose is

exposed for a quarter of an hour to the action

of the sun's rays, when it is hermetically

sealed with a cork, through which a small
bole has been drilled. Upon holding a pow-
erful lens before this hole, and converging ihe

imprisoned rays on the wick of a candle about
a yard distunt, the candle is lighted almost
instantly. The discovery is certainly a most
curious one, and may prove of great practical

utility."

We warn our readers against placing any
confidence in statements of novel discoveries

where the name of the invenior or discoverer
is omitted. The "French discoverer," the
"German philosopher," belong to .hat irre-

sponsible class called in newspaper parlance,

during the late war, "reliable gentlemen,'' or

"intelligent contrabands." As these last men-
tioned individuals were never known to utter

a word ot truth under any circumstances
whatever, the amount of beliet to be expended
on tbe statements ascribed to Ihe former
wiseacres should be in quant ty iutiuitesimally

small.

The details given in the above article strike

us as most supremely though ingeniously ridi

culous.

In the first place, we are told that the heat

of the sun is ail ills. t is bottled, and conse
quently our fears as to what would become of
the universe in case that valuable luminary
itself were so disposed of, are at once dis-

pelled. This beat then is condensed in ihe

receptacle and there "hermetically sealed" by

a cork through which a hole has been made
•'Hermetically sealed" is good We should

like t > know by what peculiar process a vessel

is "hermetically sealed" by means of a cork
with a hole iu it. A powerful lens now makes
its appearance and is held before tbe afore-

said hole; the imprisoned rays are thus con-
verged, and a candle lighted. Tbe action of
a lens is to concentrate solar rays falling on
its whole surface to a point called its focus,

and when a candle wick is kept at this point

it becomes ignited; but that this can take

place by means of the heat coming through a
little hole in the cork of a bottle is out and
out nonsense. The only solar action which
in a similar way may be stored up is a very

small portion of light. The sulphides of cal-

cium, strontium, and many other substances,

when kept in real y hermetically sealed, dry
glass vessels, have, after having been ex-
posed to tbe sun's rays, the property of being
feebly luminous in the dark. This action has
been very aptly couijmred with tbe resonance
of a piano, which often continues several

seconds alter the hammers have struck tbe

strings. '

Light consisting of vibrations in the same
manner as sound, tbe sam<j laws prevail lor

both, even in many details, the only difference
being that the vibrations of light are trans-
verse and inconceivably last, while those of
sound are longitudinal and comparatively
slower.

But, if the question be of really hottling up
solar heat, nature continually affords us a
striking example by the operation ot vegetable
growth. The t ees of the forest, by the action
of their leaves, decomposing the carbonic
acid and depositing tiie carbon in the ligne. us
fiber, are continually storing away portions of
solar heat which we may recover any lime by
igniting the wood. The ignition is really
nothing but recombining tbe carbon with the
oxygen, and returning it to the atmosphere,
in the form of carbonic acid, from which it

originally came, and at the same tune evolv-
ing the beat which was stored up during its

condition of carbon. In tbe same way we
may regard all the coal deposits near the sur-

face of the earth as so many storehouses of
solar heat at our command at any lime when
we may need to make use of them.— Jlxmtf.
& builder.

_ Baltimore * Ohio During 1871.

The resources of the company's lines

amounted to $1 2.557,529 42, as compared with

$111,840 37l) 48 during 1870—an increase of

$1,717,158 94. Of the total revenues there

was derived from the main stem (mclud ng
the Winchester and Potomac, Winchester and
Slrasburg, and Washington county branches),

$9.9IH,390 49; from ihe Washington branch,

#427,579 42; Parkersburg branch, $733/095 34;

Central Ohio division, $946,241) 15; Lake £ ie

division, $513,7118 57; and from the Wheeling,

Pittsburg and Baltimore (formerly Hemplield
road), trom May i lo Sept. 30, $23,449 51.

The total operating expenses, including

repairs of roads and machinery, amoutned o

$5,907,887 68. The expenses thus amoutned
lo 59 58-100 of the revenues, which shows the

very material decrease of 5 12 100 as com-
pared with 1870 While the revenues increased,

as above stated, $1,485,662 33, the entire

working expenses increased $453,427 68—
making a comparative increase in the net
profits of $1,032,234 65. Compared with the

fiscal year 1869, the increase of earnings
being $1,188,474 75, and of working expenses
$15(1,781 22—the increase of net profits

amounts to $1,037,693 53.

The sinking fund for the redemption of the

city loan shows a gain of $76,937 58, having
increased to $1,354,316 67. The redemption
of the £800,000 sterling loan has amounted
during the year to $83,248, by the (tin hate
in London of $17,20(1 of the bonds. Dividends
upon the capital stock have been declared

during the year, payable October 31,1870, and
May 1, 1871, of 4 per cent, each, the com, any
also (laying the United States lax thereon.

Compared with the statement of S-p'ember
3D, 1870, the Utilities have increa ed by the

issue of 6 per cent, preferred slo k (seiond
serie-) amounting to $131,400 ; and the profit

and loss account shows an increase daring

1871 of $1,871,681 60, after deducting $500,-

0UO estimated losses on steamships

The company has made in 1871, and
anticipates during 1872. satisfactory progress

in tbe construction ot branches and extensions.

The Pittsburg, Washington and Baltimore
('ormeiiy Pittsburg and Connelisviile) road

was opened iu May last Additional locomo-
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tives and cars are being supplied in answer to

largelv increased and still increasing demands

for rolling stock. President G-.rrelt antici-

pates the full realization of the sanguine

expectations entertained regarding the results

of that important line. Arrangements are

progressing for its extension through Pitts-

burg to the great Northwest. It is expected

that the construction of the Baltimore, Pitts-

burg and Chicago Railroad, fraught as the

enterprise will be with such vast advantages

to all the extensive and varied interests with

which it is to be connected, will be rapidly

effected.

Minnesota Railway Business.

We gave, in our last issue, a statement of

progress in railway building in Minnesota in

1871. From the official reports we learn the

following concerning the operations of the

roads of the State during the year, to Aug. 31 :

St Paul & Sionx City $385,829 00

St Paul & Chicago 39,149 00

St. Paul & Pacific—Branch line 285 396 93

Main line.. 319.930 74

Southern Minnesota 46H.H95 07

Lake Superior & Mississippi 429.224 85

Minnesota Central 1,019 416 02

Hastings & Dacotah 17,744 65

Winona & St. Peter 464,797 87

Total $3,430,414 33

Of this, the receipts for passengers were

$1,067,095; for freight, $1,1 12,028, and from
other sources about $250,000.

The average fare per mile for e<»ch passen-

ger was 4 2-5 cents—being lowest on the

Sioux City, 3J cents, and highest on the short

lines. The average rate of freight per mile

was 3 3-10 cei ts per ton—the lowest being on
the Lake Superior and Mississippi, which
mainly carries a through rate, or 1 4-5 cents

per ton per mile.

The amount of the municipal aid voted is

as follows :

St. Paul & Sioux City ... 15,000 15,000

St. Paul & Chicago 404,000 200,000

Southern Minnesota 195,500 148,000

Minneapolis & St L 368,000

St Paul & Dubuque 245,000
Minn'a & N Western... 179,001)

L. Superior & Mississippi 350,000

Winona & St. Peter 25,000

Total $1,781,500 $363,000

Locomotive Alarm Bells—A Michigan
railroad company has attached to thirty-four

of its locomotives a new style of alarm bell.

The hell is so attached that when the engine

goes the bell rings, being struck by the ham-
mer once at each revolution of the driving

wheels. Being placed directly in front of the

boiler, the sound of the bell is seldom heard

by the engineer or fireman on the engine, and
can not be heard on the train; consequently,

it is no annoyance to passengers, while it is

claimed its position causes the sound to be

thrown forward, and conducted by the earth

and the railroad traek or rails, so that it can
be heard a considerable distance in advance
of the train, thus giving timely warning. The
general superintendent of the road thinks

some recent accidents would have been cer-

tainly prevented by the use of this invention.—Exchange.

The Itiglns of < ommercial Agents.

The decision given at the December term
of the United States Supreme Court of the

United Slates, sitting in review of the decision

of the court of appeals of tne Si ate of Maryland
was in thecaseoi the Stale of Maryland vs. Elias

Ward, indicted and convicted of violating a

law of the Siate of Maryland, prohibiting per-

sons not |
ermanent residents of that State

from selling, offering or exposing for sale

within certain cities and districts named,
any goods whatsoever other than agricultural

and those manufactured within the State,

either by card sample, specimen, written or

printed trade-list or catalogue, whether such

person be the maker, manufacturer or not,

without first obtaining a license to do so.

Both residents and non-residents of that dis-

trict are also forbidden to suffer or permit

any person not a permanent resident of the

Stale and not in tueir regular employment or

service, to sell any goods in that way under
their name or the name of the firm, or at

their store, warehouse or place of business.

Offenders against either of these prohibitions

are made liable to indictment, and upon con-

viction may be fined not less than four hun-

dred or more than six hundred dollars for

each offence.

Ward, the defendant, is a citizen of New
Jersey and not a permanent resident of Mary-

laud, and the record shows that he, on the

day therein named, at a place within the pro-

hibited district, sold to the person therein

named, '-' by specimen, to wit, by sample,"

certain goods oiher thai agricultural pro-

ducts or articles manufactured in the State

without first obtaining a license to do so, and
that he was indicted for those acts in the

proper criminal court, and was arraigned

therein, and pleaded not guilty to the indict-

ment. There being no dispute about the

facts, the delendaut was indicted, convicted

and sentenced in the criminal court to pay a

fine of four hundred dollars and costs. This

decision was subsequently taken to the court

of appeals of the State of Maryland by the

defendant, and the decision of the criminal

court affirmed. It was then removed to the

Supreme Court of the United States, and the

whole proceeding declared unconstitutional

and void, and the cause remanded, with di-

rections to the couit below to conform its

judgment to the opinion declared of the Su-

preme Court of the United States. From this

brief history of the case our readers may
easily understand the point decided and tbe

effect of the decision.

The decision of Mr. Justice Clifford who
gave the opinion of the court is elaborate and
very long. He stated that the clause of the

Constitution of the United States which the

statute of Maryland directly and indirectly

viplaled, rendering it, in rimer case, null and
void, is "that the citizens of each State shall

be entitled to all the privileges and immuni-
ties of citizens in the several Stales," under
which the court decided that the clause
" privileges and immunities" plainly and uu-

mistakaoly secures and protects the right of

a citizen of one State to pass ii.lo any other

Slate of the Union for the purpose of engag-

ing in lawful commerce, trade or business

without molestation, to acquire personal

properly, to take and bold real estate, to

muiiilain actions in the courts of the Slate,

and to be exempt from any higher tixes or

excises than are imposed by the State upon
its own citizens. And, therefore, that the

defendant in this case (Ward) might law-
' fully sell, or otter or expose for sale, within

the district described in the indictment, any

goods which the permanent residents of the

State might sell, or offer or expose for sale

in that district, without being subjected to

any higher tax or excise than that exacted by

law of such permanent residents.

The court also said that the people of the

several States live under one common Con-

stitution, which was ordained to establish

justice, and which, with the laws of Congress

and the treaties made by the praper authority,

is the supreme law of the land, and that that

supreme law requires equality of burden and

forbids discrimination in State taxation when

the power is applied to citizens of other

States. "Viewed in any light/' says the jus-

tice, "the court is of the opinion that the

statute in question imposes a discriminating

tax upon all persons trading in the manner

described in the district mentioned in the in-

dictment, who are not permanent residents of

the State, and that the statute is repugnant

to the federal Constitution and invalid for

that reason."

Mr Justice Bradley also said in relation to

the opinion of the court as given by Mr. Jus-

tice Clifford, that he concurred in the opinion

of the court that the act of the Legislature of

Maryland, complained of in thi3 case, dis-

criminates in favor of residents and against

non-residents of the State, and consequently

is in violation of the fourth article of the

Constitution of the United Stales, and there-

fore, pro tanto, void ; and aUo that the act is

in violation of the commercial clause of the

Constitution, which confers upon Congress

the power to regulate commerce among the

several States; and it would be so although

it imposed upon residents the same burden

for selling goods by sample as is imposed on

non-residents. " Such a law would effectually

prevent the manufacturers of the manufac-

turing Stales from selling goods in other

States unless they established commercial

houses therein or sold to resident merchants

who choose to send them orders. It is, in

fact, a duty upon importation from one State

to another under the name of a lax."

This settles the legality of these late re-

strictive laws intended to shut out non-resi-

dents from an equal participation in the pur-

suit of legitimate branches of business. It

can not be done. Many of the States have

passed and heretofore have enforced such

discriminating laws through criminal and

civil prosecutions, all of which, by this deci-

sion, are rendered null and void. Cit zens

of any Slate may now, under the protection

of the supreme law of the land, engage in

any profession, business or occupation in any

of the States of which they are not residents

on the same terms as the citizens or resideuts

of those States.

New Torfc * Cnicago National Railway.

Telegraphic dispatches from Washington

refer to a scheme for a national highway ba-

tween New York and Chicago, outlined by a

bill introduced by a New York member of the

House of Representatives. The capital of the

corporation is tixed at one hundred millions

of dollars. Tbe company is to be organized

and the surveys completed in one year from

the enactment of the iaw, and the road is to

be an air line from the southern extremity of

Lake Michigan to its eastern terminus near

tbe city of New York. The length of the

route is ntt to exceed 760 miles, nnd the
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company is authorized- to construct three
tracks—two fcr freight and one tor passen-
gers—to be laid of steel-headed rails weighing
sixty-two pounds to the linear yard, the whole
to be completed within eight years. Permis
sion is also given to double the passenger
track over a part or the whole of its length.

The company also has authority to lease or

purchase any road along its line, provided
the whole length of the route is not extended
beyond 750 miles, and the stock thus added
does not exceed one hundred millions of dol-

lars. All the purchased and leased roads are

to have three tracks and the easiest grades
and curves. The company is also authorized

to issue first mortgage convertible bonds bear-

seven per cpnt interest, which are not to be
sold less than par, and whose holders are to

have the rights of stockholders in the corpo-
ration. The road is to be a public highway,
not subject to interferences from State Legis-

latures, either in relation to its fares, charges,

time, speed of trains, or other matters con
nected with its operations, and the United
States courts are given jurisdiction of all mat-
ters pertaining to the company. The act also

requires that they shall run at least one train

daily each way between New York and Chi-
cago, in not more than eighteen hours, and
carrying at least six tons of mail matter.

The company are permitted to charge three

cents per mile for fare, and J cent per mile

additional for palace and sleeping cars, two
cents per mile for products of the soil, forest

or mines, and not more than three cents per

mile for other freight which can be loaded.

Branches may be built to Cleveland, Toledo,
or any other city within fifty miles of the main
line.

Railroad Ldk.

RECENT DECISIONS.

Contract between a railroad company and
apasstnger.—Sight of conductor to put off a
passenger refusing to pay fare.—Agency.—
M., on the first of May, purchased a through

ticket from New York to Baltimore, over the

P., \V. & B. R. R., and on that day took the

through train. The conductor took up the

ticket, and gave M. a " conductor's check
"

with the words, "good for this day and train

only,", and with the numerals 5 and 1 show-

ing the month and day, punched out of the

check. M., desiring to leave the train at a

way station, inquired of some one at the win-

dow of the company's ticket office at the sta-

tion, if the check would take him to Baltimore

on another day and train, and was told that

it was ''good until taken up" On the 6th of

May, M. entered another train going to Balti-

more, and being called upon for his ticket,

offered the check. The conductor refused to

receive the check, and M. having refused to

pay his fare, the train was stopped at a point

intermediate between two stations, and by di-

rection of the conductor, M. left the train.

Held— 1. That M. had no right to leave the

train at the way station, arid afterward to en-

ter another train and proceed to his original

poinlof destination, without procuring another

ticket or paying bis fare.

2. That on the refuBafof If. to pay his fare

the conductor had the right to put him off the

train, using no more force than was necessary

to effect bis removal, and was under no obli-

gation to put him off at a station.

3. That even if the person by whom M. was
told that the check was good until taken up,

was an agent of the company, the presumption
is that a ticket agent at a way station has no
authority to change or modify contracts be-

tween the company and through passengers,

and that the onus of rebutting this presump-
tion rested on M.—[McClure vs. The P., W.
& B. R. R. Co. ; 34 Maryland.

Carrier— Railways.— 1. The obligations

and liabilities of a common carrier are not

dependent upon contract, though they may be
modified and limited by contract; they are

imposed by the law from the public nature of

his employment— [Hannibal' R R. Co., vs.

Swift.

2. If a common carrier of passengers, and
of goods and merchandise, have reasonable

ground for refusing to receive and carry per-

sons applying for passsage, and their bag-

gage and other property, he is bound to insist

at the time upon such ground, if desirous of

avoiding responsibility. If not thus insisting,

he receives the passengers and their baggage
and other property, his liability is the same as

though no, ground for refusal existed.— [Ibid.

3. The liability of a common carrier of

goods and merchandise atiaches when the

property passes (with his assent) into his pos-

session, and is not affected by the carriage in

which it is transported^ or -the fact that the

carriage i« loaded by the owner. The com-
mon carrier is an insurer of the property car-

ried, and upon him the duty rests to see that

the packing and conveyance are such as to

secure its safety.— [Ibid.

4 It is not a ground for limiting the res-

ponsibility of a common carrier, when no
interference is attempted with his control of

the property, if the owner accompanies it and
keeps a watchful lookout for its safety.—Ibid

5. Where a railroad company receives for

transportation, in cars which accompany its

passenger trains, property of a passenger

other than his baggage, in relation to which
no fraud or concealment is practiced or at-

tempted upon its emplovees, it assumes with

reference to the property the liability of n

common carrier of merchandise.— [Ibid 12

Wallace.

— The San Francisco Herald insists upon
more railroads across the continent, and says

the delays and disappointments caused by the

irregularities of the Union Pacific Railroad,

and the immense amounts of freight that have

failed to reach their destinations suggest the

positive necessity for additional facilities be-

tween the Pacific and Atlantic States. Mer-
chandise ordered from New York and other

Eastern cities has been on its way here for

more than sixty days, and no account can be

obtained about the whereabouts of much of it

Goods intended for the holidays, and availa-

ble only at this season of the year, have failed

to make their appearance in time, causing

severe loss to parlies in that trade. Others

suitable to the rainy season, and now mar-

ketable, are passing the winter somewhere
between this city and an unknown easterly

point. Trains snowed in, or blocked at the

Missouri crossing; the unusual press of re-

quirements (or Chicago, and the damages in-

flicted by severe storms, have badly interfered

with the regular working of the road; but

they serve to prove that business is increasing

so fast that we must have more roads,

Wrought Iron Ties —The rapidity with
which wooden ties are destroyed in India by
the action of the climate and white an's, has
induced railroad men in England to look for
a material which will prove more durable in
tropical climates. This has led to the inven-
tion of an iron tie, which is described in the
following language :

The new sleeper is made up of a number of
wehs and plates of rolled iron, riveted together,
and pierced with bolt holes for the chairs.

This is estimated to save about two-thirds of
the labor of laying, aid leaver but little work
to fe done by native or other labor. The
direct cost is found to bennt more than one
shilling each above that of the best wooden
sleeper, and they are cakulatpd to last ten
times aB long in tropical countries, and three
times as long in Europe. Many eminent engi-
neers and railway constructors, who have
examined these sleepers, express great confi-

dence in their superior adaptation.

One of the pioneer tobacco raisers in

Santa Clara county, Cal., had this year 20
acres of rich bottom lands devoted to ' Hav-
ana " and 'Connecticut Seed Leaf,'' the lat-

ter yielding 2.000 pounds peracre. He is his

own manufacturer, employs eight hands and
turns out "smoking" and cigars.
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Insurance Companies Reduce Rates

Where it is Introduced,

ee-ri«e attention of Practical Railroad
9Ien Is earnestly invited to the record of

work done, and to the fact that nine-ten ths
of the fires tb 'it kindle -<tt stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO!

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,

22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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A Glance at the South Atlantic States
and their Relation to Cincinnati.

A telegraphic dispatch says that the Cincin-

nati Southern road ha? passed the Kentucky

Legislature. If this be so, then a new field is

open to Cincinnati commerce and manufac-

tures. But, in the beginning of this new en-

terprise, it is necessary to understand the

exact relation which Cincinnati now bears to

the South Atlantic, and from that infer what

is necessary to be done. I may premise what

I am Borry to say, that the Pennsylvania Rail,

road Company and Louisville together, have

already anticipated much that Cincinnati

might have done, if the Southern road had

been begun three years ago. The Pennsyl-

vania company have leased or secured a large

part of the Southern lines, with which the

Cincinnati road must connect. Of course,

they will discriminate against Cincinnati when

they can. Again, Louisville has carried her

line to the South nearly to the Cumberland

Gap, where it will connect with the South,

west Virginia line at Bristol. Thus you see

Louisville has already nearly gained all she

can. But, there is one thing in which Cin.

cinnati has a great advantage, and always

must have. This is a superiority in manufac-

tures. This superiority she gained by ele-

ments which can not be overcome. She has

gained it by position, materials and skill ; all

of which are in her favor. It is her manufac-

tures, therefore, which will gain most by the

the Southern trade. Now let us look at

present condition of affairs.

1. Cincinnati is now, in the region extend-

ing from Macon to Charlotte, in the greater

part of Georgia and South Carolina, literally,

"ignored." They hardly know that Cincin-

nati exists. I asked in Augusta, Ga., where

their stoves came from ? " Most of them from

Troy, N. Y., and some from Baltimore." I

asked, in Aiken, what is the price of flour?

"$12 per barrel." "Where do you get it

from ?" "St. Louis." I asked a man selling

groceries, "where do you get your goods?"
" New York ; we buy all our goods in New
York. They are brought through Charleston."

Thus you see that Cincinnati is in this region

ignored. It is not. Louisville, but New York"

and Philadelphia which are your rivals here.

2. The cause of this is not that there is no

railroad from Cincinnati to Augusta, for there

is, but because that road is 200 miles longer

than it need be, and goes at only half speed.

Then the goods and manufactures shipped at

New York by steamship to Charleston can.be

transported to this country at much cheaper

rates, and this will continue to be the case so

long as the high rate of freight continues from

Cincinnati to Augusta or Charleston.

3. Another thing to be looked at is, sap-

posing we can do what we desire, and cheapen

freights from Cincinnati to Augusta one-half,

what would be the practical consequences ?

Practically, it would cheapen here all articles

which can be made or produced in the Ohio

valley one-third at least. The result of that

we all know; the consumption of Western

products, particularly those from Cincinnati,

on this would be increased tenfold ; for not

only would the amount consumed be greater,

but the larger part of these products would

come from Cincinnati.

Now, after looking at this present condition

of things, let us see what may be done, and

what may be expected from the result

1. What is the condition and. prospects of

the country to which the Southern Railroad

if made, goes? The city of Cincinnati has

fixed the southern point of the Cincinnati

road at Chattanooga, and I suppose that is

irrevocable. Assuming this, wh«t part of the

Southern country is reached? This will be

Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina. In

consequence of not going to Knoxville, the

western part of North Carolina and Bast Ten-

nessee, which ought to have been reached,

may and will go to Louisville, which, as I

have said, is fast completing the road to Cum-
berland, there to connect with another of the

Pennsylvania arrangements at Bristol. This

leaves South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama

as the only field of the Southern road. Let

us look at the statistics of these States

:

Present value

Sq. miles. Population, of products.

S. Carolina 24,500 704,606 $75,000,000

Georgia.... 58,000 1,184,109 125,000,000

Alabama... 50,722 996,992 140,000,000

Totals... 133,222 2,886,707 $340,000,000

We have here the elements from which we

may gather the value of the Southern trade of

Cincinnati with these States. As three-fourths

of the whole produets of these States is cotton,

we may fairly estimate at least $200,000,000

must be employed in these States to purchase

things which they do not themselves produce.

Of this, we put down $50,000,000 as paid for

articles produced in foreign countries. We
have then $150,000,000 in those States to pur-

chase the products (grain, provisions and

manufactures) of this country. If the South-

ern road be made, this vast sum in annual

trade is what Cincinnati has to compete for.

I hazard nothing in saying that $100,000,000

per annum, if the Southern road be made, can

be had for Cincinnati (of which she has now
very little), under certain conditions, and not

much without those conditions. What are

they?

1. She must have the Southern road direct

to the heart of this country, which we call, for

example, Augusta, and Atlanta in Georgia.

But, as Cincinnati makes the road only to

Chattanooga, she does not command the roads

south of it. If these roads are in the hands

of rival cities and corporations, it is obvious,

that even at the distance of 300 miles from

Cincinnati very unfavorable discriminations

may be made against Cincinnati merchants

and producers. The people in these Southern

States will not make these discriminations,

for they are the consumers and want things

cheap; but the railroads of these Southern

States are not likely to be much longer in

their own hands. Already two or three of

their main lines are leased to the Pennsylva.

nia company. The object, as I have before

stated, is not merely profit to the Pennsylvania

company, but gain thisvery trade to Philadel-

phia. At present, New York is the main

holder of the Southern trade, and Cincinnati

has comparatively none at all. There is,

therefore, a second condition necessary to

Cincinnati.

2. This is, that in some way, by lease or

contract, we should make arrangements with

roads leading into Alabama and Georgia. I

hazard nothing in predicting that in two or

three years hence the Pennsylvania company,

controlling Southern roads, will discriminate

on those road^i against the products, especially

of manufactures, from Cincinnati. You may
say this is very uncharitable. What reason

have you for saying that? Trade is never

charitable, and I say it because Philadelphia

is a manufacturing city, and the very object

of these leases by the Philadelphia company

is to do that very thing. Now, there is an-

other condition, and that will go far to obviate

the difficulty suggested above.

3. That the Cincinnati Southern road, and

all roads it connects with, should be run at

the same rate as railroads are run in Ohio

and Pennsylvania, that is, an average of 30

miles per hour for express trains, and corre-
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sponding rates for freight trains. You must

put on an express train from Cincinnati to

Augusta, Ga., in 20 hours; and when you do

that you will have the Southern trade, and

fear neither New York or Philadelphia.

These are the conditions, and if you comply

with them you will have the Southern trade;

and without them, not. You may make the

Southern road to Chattanooga, and gain very

little by it. I advise you of this in time. But

you may, with proper arrangements, secure a

trade with the South of $100,000,000 per an-

num. Do it, by wise and timely energy.

E. D M.

Aiken, S. C, Feb 1, 1872.

Cincinnati Kocknort &
Kailway.

Son tb-western

Ohio <5t Kentucky.

President Kirby has been kind enough to

send us a copy of his report upon this impor-

tant work, which we have examined with care

and satisfaction, and from which we make the

following extracts.

He says

:

The entire cost of constrnelion

and equipmentof the line from
Rock port, to Mitchell, after add-

ing $58,000 to the estimate of

the Engineer for contingen-

cies, was $2,231,875 77

The assets, after deducting $38,-

626 46 for probable shrinkage,

for collection, etc., were 434,695 33

We are pleased to see that the Ohio & Ken-

tucky Railroad Company have filed their cer-

tificate of incorporation with the Secretary of

the State of Ohio.

The termini of this road are Maysville

Kentucky, a town of considerable importance

and chock full of enterprise; and Lancaster,

Ohio, on the line of the Pennsylvania Central

Railroad, in its route from Cincinnati to New
York.

The route will be through the counties of

Brown, Adams, Highland, Pike, Ross, Picka-

away and part of Fairfield. All good coun-

tieB, and capable of assisting to make a rail-

road and sustaining it when made.

The principal incorporators are Gen'l Thos.

Ewing, and Charles Roland, Esq., and the

capital stock is fixed at, $2,000,000.

This is a good line of road, both locally and

as a link in a through line from the East to

the South-west.

At Maysville it will connect with the nor-

thern division of the Maysville & Lexington

road, now about completed to Paris, where it

connects with the Kentucky Central. From
this point other lines are in contemplation

that will sooner or later be completed and

extend into the most productive region of

the South, and make connections with other

lines that reach the ports upon the Gulf.

This scheme is a meritorious one and in

good hands. We wish it the highest success.

Leaving total cash to be pro-

vided $1,797,180 44

To realize this amount in cash

and provide for the first year's

interest on the bonds, it would
require the sale of bonds (at

eighty-five cents on the dollar)

to the amount of 82,312,569 33

The interest on this sum at 8 per

cent, would be $185,005 54
The estimated net earnings of

this line were set down at 157,500 00

Chicago Railway Review.

This popular and able journal comes to us

changed from a folio to a quarto form, and in

an entirely new dress.

It was always a tip-top railroad paper, and

now has the attraction of being one of the

most elegantly gotten up publications in the

country.

Mr. Brooks, the old stand-by of the concern,

ha3 associated with him Mr. A. S. Higgins, a

gentleman of ability, and who will add force

and popularity to this deserving paper.

We wish it the greatest prosperity.

Showing an annual deficit to pay
interest on bonds alone of $27,505 54

It was clear from this showing that the

company would not be able to build and equip

the line, from Roekport to Mitchell, without a

very material increase of original capital; for

the probable net earnings being much below

the sum necessary to pay the inteiest on bonds,

made it quite certain that bonds could not be

negotiated at the figure mentioned, and quite

as certain that if negotiated at higher rates

the company must become insolventsoon alter

if not before the road could be completed and
ready for business.

With a view of making it entirely practica-

ble for this company to adopt the Mitchell

line, a consolidation was made in accordance
with the laws of Indiana, in such case made
and provided, between the Roekport & North-

ern Central Railway and the Cincinnati &
South-western Railway Company, uniting the

interest of both in one company, under the

name ot the "Cincinnati, Roekport & South-

western Railway Company," thus embracing
two lines—one from Mitchell to Mr. Vernon,
via Jasper, and the other from Jasper to

Roekport.

This is a frank and intelligent statement)

and shows that, Mr. Kirby would not rush into

the work and involve his company in costs

and experiences, and trust to mere fortune to

extricate itself, a plan too often adopted by

railroad managers, and that is frequently the

beginning of troubles that follow valuable en-

terprises through many of the early years of

their existence, and finally financially break

them down.

Mr. K. calls attention to the original idea

of the scheme ;
he says:

It will be remembered in this connection,

that the first move of the friends of this road

was made with a view of running it from

Roekport to Loogootee, at a probable cos* of
$1,500,000; but, for reasons well understood,

and I doubt not quite satisfactory to all par-

ties interested, it bas been determined by the

company to embrace the cities of Mitchell and
Mt Vernon in the enterprise. This change
necessarily involves a much larger outlay of

money, which increases the estimated cost of
the work, in round numbers, from $1,500,000

to $3,705,000; but this increased cost, how-
ever large it may seem, is not to be considered

for a moment in comparison with the extra-

ordinary advantages to be gained, as the line

from Roekport to Loogootee would of neces-

sity be exclusively local, while the addition of

Mitchell and Mt. Vernon open up in connec-
tion with the Ohio & Mississippi road two
trunk lines from Cincinnati to the lower Ohio
at Roekport and Mt. Vernon, and form con-

nections with important roads as well as the

river at. both of these points.

But while the addition of the Mt. Vernon
line (72 miles) to the' original undertaking

from Mitchell or Loogootee to Roekport pre-

sents new and great advantages, it also in-

volves the necessity of new efforts on the part

of the stockholders in raising the capital stock

of the company to a sum that shall prove an
ample basis for the issue of bonds and the

negotiation of the same on reasonable terms.

The cost of the work thus extended, and an

estimate of the earnings of the road, are given

in the following statement

:

From Mitchell to Jasper, 39 miles $1,242,890

From Jasper to Roekport, 36 miles 617,698

From Jasper to Mt. Vernon,72 miles 1,314,828

Making total $3,175,415

ROLLING STOCE.

18 locomotives $180,000
11 coaches 55,000

5 baggage cars ... 7,500

450 flat and box cars 270,000

Hand cars 2,000

Telegraph « 15,000

529,500

Total cost of both branches inclu-

ding everything ready for busi-

ness $3,704,916

Or 147 miles of road at $25,203 57 per mile.

The cost of preparing the road bed of the
several lines ready for the iron, estimated at
prices of present contract, will be:

From Mitchell to Jasper $700,000
From Jasper to Mt. Vernon 430,000
From Jasper to Roekport 213,000

Total $1,343,000

Making per mile $9,047 67.

The means of the company are shown to

be:

The present assets of the company
equal to cash on hand are $-134,000

TIih amount to be donated on Mt.

Vernon line (Engineer's report) 370,000
Amount anticipated by donations

and subscriptions 100,000

Total $904,000

This sum deducted from total cost of the

road and equipment leaves $2,800,916 to be
raised during the progress of the work, which,

if raised in bonds at 85 cents on the dollar,

would make a bonded debt of $3,295,195 29.
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Adopting tbe rule of estimating the

probable earnings and expenses
followed in former estimates, and
adding a small sum per mile for

increase of earnings from Jasper

to Mitchell in consequence of the

Mt. Vernon Branch, the earnings

of the entire road, 147 miles,

would be $808,500

Gross expense 485,100

Net earnings $323,400

Amount necessary to pay interest

on bonds 263,615

Surplus to pay interest on stock $58,785

The receipts are estimated:

Gross earnings per mile $8,788

Net earnings at thirty two per cent 2,812

For safety in the computation, Mr. Kirby

makes the following exhibit:

From Jasper to Mitchell, 38 miles,

at $8,788 per mile $333,944

From Jasper to Bockporl and from

Jasper to Ml. Vernon, 109 miles,

at $6,100 per mile 664,900

Total $998,844

Net earnings at 32 per cent $319,600
Amount necessary to pay interest on

bonds 263,615

Surplus to pay interest on stock $55,985

And for a second and more detailed state-

ment of the earnings of the road and its sur-

plus, he sets out in his report this tabulated

calculation:

147 miles at $3,500 per mile $514,500 00
2d year at $4.700 690,900 00
3d year at $6,100 896,700 00

Total for 3 years ...$2,102,100 00

Total net earnings for 3 years

at 42 per cent $882,882 00
Total interest on bonds first 3

years 790,846 86

Surplus on the first 3 years' earn-

ings $92,035 14

I have not put down the anticipated earn-

ings of your road at the above figures because

I have the slightest doubt that the country

will not furnish at the start a much larger

amount, for 1 believe that in less than three

years alter the road shall have been completed,

the gross earnings will exceed $7,0UU per

mile. There is no section of the State of

Indiana, embracing so large an area of terri-

tory as the several counties through which
this road is designed to run, that possesses

such great natural and industrial resources.

So much for the report thus far. It is all

reasonable, and 6uch as will be approved by

any railroad man in the country.

Mr. Kirby then comments upon the future

evenue of this important road, and refers to

the " block coal " that lies near the line of his

road, and that is so vital to the prosperity of

our city.

Mr. Kirby says

:

But looking to a larger and more constant
source of revenue, 1 have had a map prepared,

under the special supervision of the General
Superintendent, Dr. E. H. Sabin, with a view
of having the Stute Geologist, Prof. Cux, of
Indiana, mark out on it the coal Gelds pf th.is

part of the State. It will be seen by reference

to this map, herewith submitted, as marked
and lettered by him, that almost the entire

face of the country traversed by your road has

unmistakable evidences of an immense coal

field, which is only to be worked to be made
profitable and abundantly reward the laborer

for his industry, as well as to yield a never-

ending business to the road. But the most
interesting feature of this subject, and the one
to which I desire to call your special atten*

tion, is that both lines from Mitchell to Rock-
port, and from Jasper to Mt. Vernon, run over

and within convenient working distance of

the most extensive deposits of the celebrated

''Indiana block coal," of which Professor Cox
says, in a letter to the General Superintend-
ent of your road':

"You are probably aware that the block

coal of Indiana is the most valuable fuel in

the world for manufacturing iron and steel.

For locomotive use, and for all other purposes

except the manufacture of gas, it is likewise

unequaled. The block coal of this State is

attracting more attention at this time thau
any other mineral in the United States."

In addition to this, there are other varieties

of coal in great abundance near this road, and

heavy deposits of iron ore, and a most supe-

rior quality of lime and grit stone, that must

add largely to the freight business of the line,

and prove of immense profit to the company.

Referring to the connections of this road,

the report says :

The Mt. Vernon line makes connections at

tbe city of Mt. Vernon with the St. Louis &
South-Eastern Road from St. Louis to Evans-
ville, and with a direct line now iu course of

construction from Mt. Vernon to Cairo, Illi-

nois, and with projected roads to Princeton^

Kentucky, and the Elizabethtown & Paducah
Railroad, forming a connecting link between
the north-eastern and south-western sections

of the country, making a line to Memphis,
Tenn., over forty miles shorter than any now
existing, as well as tapping and crossing the

New Albany & St. Louis Air Line and the

Evansville <fc Crawfordsville Railroads in its

course, thus giviug to your road a through
traffic that now goes to other more remote
markets for want of short and direct railway

connections, while the Rockport branch, run-

ning from Mitchell to Rockport, touching in

its course French Lick Springs, (already a

great summer resort), Jasper, Huntingburgh,
Lincoln Farm, and connecting with the

Oweusboro & Russellville Road, securing to

your road a large passenger and freight traf-

fic from the Green river country, the best and
wealthiest portion of the State of Kentucky,
and forms a connecting link on a direct line

between the northern and southern system of

railroads, making a trunk line to Nashville

witU much easier grades than any road now
built or contemplated, with distance from
Cincinnati to that point but thirty-nine miles

further than the most direct route yet estab-

lished, which is more than overcome by the

light grades, which must insure the road a
through business of great value.

President Kirby then, in a most clear and

convincing paragraph or two, discusses the

policy of building roads with a limited amount

of stuck and a large issue of bonds sold at

heavy discounts, against the opposite plan of

having a larger basis, and therefore better

credit, and a larger price for the company's

securities. He sums up as follows:

Suppose, for example, that by adding
$450,000 in stock to your present assets you
raise your capital to the sum of $1,354,000, a
sum more than equal to one third the entire

cost of the road and equipment, you would
then have to borrow, in round numbers, but

$2,346,000, or in bonds at eighty-five cents on
the dollar, $2 760,000. The interest on this

sum would be $220,800.

The net earnings of the road being. .$319,600

Which after deducting int on bonds.. 220,800

would leave a balance for interest on $650,000

stock, of $98,800, a sum equal to fifteen and
two-tenths per cent., besides greatly enhanc-

ing the value of your bonds.

Then says Mr. Kirby :

Believing it to be the true policy of this

company to add to its capital stock at least

$450,000, 1 recommend the following plan

which, if adopted and carried out, would se-

cure the speedy completion of the work:
First. To take subscriptions to capital

stock to an amount not exceeding $500,000,

to be paid in monthly installments of five per

cent. This new stock, however, should pay

up back installments in order to make it

equal to the original stock, and then all stock

should be collected in installments of five per

cent, per month.
Second, To issue bonds not to exceed $20,-

000 per mile. The assessment on stock

would place in your possession a cash capital

in round numbers of $35,000 per month, to

be applied to the construction of the road,

until such sum of bonds could be sold as

might be necessary for a more rapid prosecu-

tion of the work.

I have shown from the best data I could

obtain that this company, if properly conduc-

ted, as I have no doubt it will be from the

high busiuess reputation of its stockholders

and the representatives they shall from time

to time select as officers and directors, must
prove a good paying investment, but the addi-

tion of $500,000 of stock to be raised in this

community, raises the inquiry as to what in-

terest the general public has in the enterprise

and to what extent every citizen of Cincinnati

ought to be willing to assist us.

No fact is more deeply impressed upon the

minds of our business men than that we a.re

sadly deficient in railroad facilities to reach

the best market* for all we b,ave to dispose of,

and in return for all we need to buy.

The Southern system of roads tapped, man-
ipulated and operated for tbe benefit of great

competing manufacturing and mercantile

cities of the East, and the great northern sys-

tem being constantly operated against our in-

terest, shows but too plainly that Cincinnati

must have a railroad policy and have it at

onpe, and I do not doubt that when the ap-

peal is properly made all intelligent business

men will lend us a helping hand.

Yes, "Cincinnati must have a railroad

policy," but whether she will have it at once

admits of some question. For many yeftra

other men who had the interests of Cincinnati

deeply at heart, hammered, away and urged

the city to define her railroad policy but she

would not. If, may be that the time has come

when she will, that Mr. Kirby is the man to

finally arouse ber to the importance of making

the effort, at least, and that the movement

will be inaugurated by her business men

promptly responding to President Kirby's

call, and lending a helping hand to complete

the work he has so auspiciously begun.
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The Babcocb Extinguisher,

A DESERVED TRIBUTE.

(From the Chicago Tribune, Nov. 23, 1871.)

The following letter from Robert T. Lincoln,

Bon of the late President Lincoln, is another

deserved tribute to the value of the Babcock

Extinguisher.

F. W. Far-well, Sec'y Babcock Extinguisher

Company,

My Dear Sir

:

—My house caught fire today

in the partitions over and around the furnace,

und when discovered was burning in several

places on each floor, threatening the destruc-

tion of the building. Fortunately, help came
in the shape of your Babcock Extinguishers,

and, although the fire was very difficult to get

at, was speedily subdued, with no damage ex-

cept the necessary breakage of walls between

three floors. Had the fire been put out with

the ordinary fire engines, my building, furni-

ture, library and paintings would have been

flooded with water, causing damage to the

extent of many thousand dollars. I am ex-

ceedingly giateful for this generous and timely

use of the machines, and feel I owe to them

the safety of my house and furniture. One
of the Extinguishers left here I desire to pur-

chase. Very truly yours,

Robert T. Lincoln.

Chicago, Nov. 25, 1872.

Church's Musical Visitor for February has

reached our table, and is certainly the best'

and handsomest number yet issued of this

valuable art journal. The frontispiece is

adorned by a fullpage portrait of Christina

Nillsson. Correspondence from New York,

Boston, St. Louis, Chicago, Indianapolis, and

New Orleans; able editorials. The depart-

ments of musical, dramatic, and art news

fresh and full. Its musical contents embrace
" White sails waft me away," a beautiful bal-

lad written by the authoress of " Leaf by leaf

the roses fall;" Chopin's beautiful waltz, Op.

64, No. 2, and the ''Overture Medley." Terms,

one. dollar per annum. John Church & Co.,

No. 66 West Fourth street, Cincinnati, 0.

EST' Four cities, New York, Boston, Hart-
ford and Providence owe Chicago a total in-

surance of about $23,1)00,000. Of this New
York owes $13,000,000; Boston, $2,750,000

;

Hartford, $5,000,000, and Providence a little

over $2,000,000. In proportion to the risks

and the amount of capital invested, the Hart-
ford companies, next to those of Chicago,
were the heaviest losers. It is not supposed
that the defaulting companies will be able to

pay an average of over 30 per cent, to insu-
rers, and some of them have already compro-
mised at 25 per cent.

A canal is projected to connect the Da-
nube with a stream flowing into the North sea.

Whereat a New York paper boils over with
enthusiasm for the future, and predicts that
this caDal will become a highway for vessels
loaded with grain, from Lake Superior, through
Europe into the Black sea. Great are canuls.

Krupp's Works at Essen.

We find in a late number of The Engineer-

ng and Mining Journal the following abstract

of a paper read before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, by Prof. Thos. Egleston
j

of Columbia College School of Mines, New
?ork :

The celebrated steel works of F. Krupp, at

Essen, in Germany, cover about one square

mile, one-fourth of which space is under cover.

Mr. Krupp employs 10 000 workmen, a, 000 in

the steel works and the rest in mines and blast

furnaces, Nothing but steel is made at Es-
sen. The product in 1966 was 61,500 tons of

cast steel. The cementation process is used

to make steel for line tools, but for all other

purposes the Bessemer and puddling processes

are employed. Ten or twelve ton ingots of

cast steel, usually considered very large, are

trifles here, Krupp has cast 40 tons in one
ingot. The great abundance and ingenious

arrangement of steam cranes overcome the

difficulty of handling such large masses.

The puddled steel is melted in the crucibles

with iron made irom peculiar ores, to obtain

an adequate supply of which mines and fur-

naces have been bought in all parts of Ger-

many. The crucibles are made by machinery,
and never used more than once, lu the tem-
pering house, 100,000 of these are always on
hand, in sizes to contain 20, 30 or 40 kilo-

grauomos. Each furnace will receive 4, 8 or

12 crucibles; and the casting house may. con-
tain at one time 1,200 crucibles in furnaces.

The molds are all circular, for 60 lb. to 40 ton

castings, and all served with steam cranes,,

The operation of making a heavy cast is

carried on with military precision, generally

by signals. The place for the mold is selected

and the canals are placed. At the first signal

the furnaces are uncovered and the coal is

taken out. At another signal, two men at

each furnace seize a crucible with tongs, hook
it to a bar, by which it is lifted out and set

down in front of the furnace; another pair of

workmen seize it and carry it horizontally to

the troughs. The workmen arrive in such
rapid and precise succession that as they pour
the molten steel into the troughs it constitutes

a continuous stream. The troughs end in a

basin of reception. This work requires much
nerve and a high degree of discipline in the

execution of the maneuvers. Out of 100

picked men promoted to it, 40 give it up as

too much for them. Castings are always

made in the morning. The ingots are not

allowed to cool, but stored in stalls and covei-

ed with fine coal. There was, at the time of

my visit, $800,000 worth of steel in ingots,

more oi les3 worked, thus stored.

The works contain over 50 steam hammers,
from 120 lbs weight up to 50 tons; there are

several of 25 and 15 tons. The great 50 ton

hammer is the largest in the world; it cost

$580,000. The foundations lire 100 feet deep

in three parts, of masonry, large oak trunks

and iroq cylinders; bolted together. The an-

vil and frame rest on these, the rest of the

hammer having separate foundations, to save

the jar. The anvil is occasionally changed or

broken. The frame is of cast iron, 8 inches

thick, 6 feet in diameter, 5 meters high und 7

meters wide, forming an arch above and be-

low. An opening 1 meter in diameter leads

to a staircase, by which the foundations may
be visited and inspected. The engine is sup-

ported by columns on the separate, surround-

ing foundation. The hammer head is 3.7 me-

ters long, 1.59 meters wide and 1.25 meters

thick—making 7.5 cubic meters, and weigh-
ing a little over 50 tons. The stroke is 3 me-
ters. Tbe lower part is cast steel, the upper/

part cast iron, poured upon the molten steel.

The diameter of the steam cylinder is 1.80

meters. Everything is kept in duplicate or

triplicate, to prevent detention from break'

ages. The head once cracked in the Upper
part: and the anvil frequently breaks. Four

' cranes, each capable of bearing 200 tons, at

the four corners of the hammer, serve it with

the red-hot masses. Krupp intends to build a,

hammer of 100 tons!

Before each of these cranes is a reheating

furnace. These are made with hearths on
wheels, so that the heavy ingots can be trun-

dled out, the side being partly torn away for

that purpose. A 40 ton ingot, for instance, is

moved by chains and long rods, it being im-
possible to approach it nearer than six feet.

All the buildings about the hammer are made
extra strong. Whatever else is going on, the

hammer is heard over all.

In making tires, a six ton ingot is cut

lengthwise, then across, flattened, punched in

the center, hammered round on the nose of

the anvil, and turned in an ordinary tire mill

or Ramsbottom machine. They weigh 140 to

400 lbs., and are guaranteed to run 120,000
kilometers, or about 64,000 miles. One of

these tires ran 46,000 miles before being turned

off the first time. Pump rods have been turned

here 65 feet long, in one piece.

There are several cupolas in the works ca-

pable of melting 50 tons at once. A cast iron

block weighing 250 tons was made from four

cupolas in eight hours.

Krupp's Bessemer department is not shown
to anybody. The number of converters is

variously stated. It may be eight or twelve.

They are in a straight line, and served with

steam cranes.

Of the remarkable excellence of Krupp's

cast steel nothing need be said.

The Massachusetts Railroads,—The forth-

coming report of the Railroad Commission, as

quoted in the New York Financial Chronicle,

will show a list of more than 50 railroad com-
panies in Massachusetts, whose aggregate

lines, when completed, will be 1,422 miles

lone. About 50 miles seem to be now unfin-

ished, leaving the actual length of roads in

operation some 1,375 miles, or about 100 miles

more than in 1870. The capital paid in of all

these roads is $75,250,000, against $70,000,000

ayear ago; their debts are $22,374,748, against

$19,493,026 in 1870; the actual cost of roads

aud their equipment has been $92,112,961, an
increase of $6 500,000 a year. The gross in-

come reported is $27,169,027, the working ex-

penses $19,350,070, aud the net income $7,-

743,905, against $5,327,122, for ten months in

1870. Tue net income, this year, is about 9

per cent, on the reported cost of the lines.

The surplus fuuds reported now are $9,319,-

25H, against $7,230,310 in 1870—a gain of

more than two millions, or nearly 30 per cent

in a single year. Seven of the roads declare

dividends of 10 per cent., eight of 8 per cent.,

six of 6 per cent., eight of less than 6 per

cent, and about 20 roads either have made
no earnings, or are run by other roads, ro

pass their dividends from some other cause.

The Hartford & Erie road makes no return of

capital, debt or cost of road.

g@= An immense anvil block, weighing

some sixty tons, was recently cast at the

Washington Navy Yard. This is said to be

the largest iron casting ever made in the Uni-

ted States.
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Itron in the United States*

We Copy the following interesting statistics

from the XJ. S. R. R. & Mining Register of

Dec. 30

:

As the consumption of iron is held to mea-
sure the progress of a people in manufactures.
in industry, and to some extent in civilization

also, the statistics of its production and im-

portation have a high social value. The fol-

lowing are, with regard to this country, though
• not absolutely perfect, the best now attaina-

ble:

The aggregate product of pig iron in this

country has increased from less than three-

fourths of a million tons (of 2,00() lbs. each)

in 1854, to nearly or quite two millions of

tons in 1871. The returns for the several

years are as follows

:

Year. Product.

1854 736,218 tons.

1855 784,178 "

1856 883,187 "

1857 798,157 "

1859 840,627 "

I860 919,770 "

1861 731,544 "

1862 787,662 "

1863 947,604 "

Year. Product.

1864.. .1,135,497 tons.

1865... 931,582 "

1866. ..1,350,943 "

1867. ..1,461, 626 "

1868... 1,603,000 "

1869. ..1,916,641 "

1870. ..1,900,000 "

1871. ..2,000,000 "

[Note.—Our civil war doubtless reduced
the product of 1861-2. The reduction in 1870
of the duty on imported pig from $9 to $7 per
ton has doubtless checked the growth of iron

smelting in this country.]

Of railroad bars (not steel) the domestic
product jhas grown pretty steadily from 24,-

315 tons in 1849 to 620,000 tons in 1870, and
probably somewhat more in 1871, though the

rapid growth of the production of steel rails

within the last two years may have checked
the growth of the iron rail manufacture. Of
the iron rails rolled in 1869, the production
(in tons) was distributed as follows:

Massachusetts 32,238 New York .... 79,463
Pennsylvania. 319,653
Ohio 41,837
Michigan 6,885

Wisconsin 8,680

Maryland 27,328
Kentucky 7,817
Illinois 53,261

Other States.. 16,424

Total 593,586

Of the production of steel rails, we have no
full statistics, though it is known to be large

and very rapidly increasing. It was reported

at 8,500 tons in 1868, 12,000 tons in 1869,

and 45,000 tons in 1870. We judge that it

must have reached 60,000 tons m 1871 ; but

this is an estimate merely. No intelligent ob-

server can doubt that steel rails are to. super-

sede iron on all great railroads, and at the

turnouts and sidings even of the smaller.

Though their first cost is some fifty per cent,

greater, they last so much longer than iron

that a great economy is secured by the use of

eteel rails. Our total production ot steel (rails

inclu dtd) is returned as folluws :

Year. Tons. Year. Tons.

1865 15,262 1868 30,000
1866 18,972 1869 35,2U0

1867 19,000 1870 75,000

We hope to learn that the product of 1871

was not less than 100,000 tons. At all events,

it has rapidly increased, and is still increas-

ing. Recent inventions and discoveries by

our countrymen justify the hope that we shall,

within a few years, be able to convert a ton

of pig iron into a ton of steel at about the cost

of the pig —ibat is to say, two tons of pig iron

will buy a ton of'ateel of middling quality.

The striking improvements in the art of steel

making invented by our countrymen within

the last five years fully warrant this presump-
tion.

Our importations of iron and steel are made
almost exclusively from Great Britain; and
these, too, have been pretty steadily enlarged,

but not so rapidly as our home production.

According to the British official statistics,

there were exported from Great Britain to the

United States, in 1850, 295,521 tons of iron of

all kinds, which was swelled in 1853 to 518,-

000 tons. Thenceforth, it fluctuated from

385,899 tons in 1856 to 243,583 tons in 1859,

and in 1862 (our civil war having put a stop

to railroad making) it sunk to 53,236 tons.

Thence it has pretty steadily risen, so that it

reached 596,554 tons in 1869, and has gone
still higher in the two subsequent years where-

of we have no full statistics

[Note.—These returns are given in tons of

2,000 pounds each, as in the case of our

American product. They will not coincide

without custom returns, being given tor each
calendar year; whereas our^/tsca^ year closes

with June]
Great Britain has exported railroad iron to

all countries (about half of it to the United
States as follows :

Tons. Tons.

Year (2,000 lbs.) Year. (2.000 lbs.)

1860 507,858 1»66 557,783
186L 422,87*3 1867 650,239
1862 448,857 1868 653,507

1863...: 500,013 1869 1,003,350

1864 457,200 1870 1,187,337

1865 486,4:T

Of this aggregate, 336,500 tons were ex-

ported to th'13 country in 1869, and 472,403
tons in 1870.

The production of pig iron in Great Britain

is far ahead of that of any other country, be-

ing hardly less this year than 6,000,000 tons,

or about treble that of this country. Yet it

was but 180,000 tons in 1800, and had barely

more than doubled twenty years afterward,

when it reached 368,000 tons. Ten years

later, it had not doubled again, being (in

1830) 678,417 tons; but about that time rail-

roads were devised, and the British iron pro-

duct again doubled in less than ten years,

being 1,500,000 tons in 1840. Five years

later, it stood very nearly the same; but in

1850 it had increased to 2,250,000 tons. In

1863 it had again doubled, being 4,510,000

tons. In 1869 (our latest full return), it was
5,445,757 tons.

France made 114,000 tons of iron in 1818,

750,000 tons in 1855, aud 1,380,000 tons iu

1869.

Prussia made 801,052 tons in 1866, against

400,000 tons in 1860.

Belgium made 319,943 tons in i860, and
863,000 tons in 1869.

We had hoped to include in this exhibit a

view of the distribution of iron making through-

out the Union, showing how steadily this in-

dustry is diffusing itself over the country; but

we are disappointed. We know generally that

the production of pig iron in Missouri is al-

ready considerable, and rapidly increasing;

we know that it has recently been commenced
under highly favorable auspices, in Indiana;

we know that Tennessee! Wisconsin, old Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, and even Alabama, are

successfully smelling their own ores into good
pig iron, mainly by aid of charcoal; but our

returns from these States are provokingly

meager and inexact. May we not hope that

they will not long remain so?
The production of our rolling shows a steady

annual increase during the last seven years.

Here are the figures ;

Other than Total ann.
Years. Rails. rails. product.

1864 335,369 536,958 872,327
1865 356,292 600,048 856,340
1866 430,778 595,311 1,026,089
1867 462,108 579,838 1,041,946
1868 506,714 598,286 1,105,000
1869 593,420 642,420 1,236,006
1870 620.000 710,000 1,330,000

Of the diverse kinds of iron produced by
our rolling mills, we have nothing like full

returns later than 1866, when this country
produced (of other than railroad) 595,311
tons of rolled or hammered iron, returned as
follows :

Tons. Tons.

Bar and rod. ..276,192 Sheet 33,969
Nails & spikes 197,625 Hoop 16,459
Plato 71,507 Axle and other 49,559

This production was locally distributed as
follows :

Tons. Tons.

AllNcwEng'd 87,571 Maryland 23,602
New York 70,197 West Virginia 24,395
New Jersey ... 48,616 Ohio '.

76,052
Pennsylvania.243, 921 All others. ... 20.955

For the facts embodied in the above ex-
hibit, we are indebted to the American Iron
and Steel Association, through H S. McAUs-
ter, Secretary.

I*lale Glass.

Plate glass, such as is used for mirrors, is

properly called cast glass, for it is in reality

cast in an iron mold, and afterwards polished.

A quantity of melted glass is poured from the

pot upon the cast iron table, and is then rolled

out by an iron roller. In this way a large

slab of glass is made, and its surface, after

annealing, is ground down arid finely polished

by friction with another slab of glass. An
immense amount of plate glass of this descrip-

tion is produced annually, amounting to many
millions of square feet. It is used in the

rough state, also, as a covering to railway sta-

tions, and for other similar purposes, being
found well adapted to such uses.

Another kind of plate glass, with a number-
of longitudinal perforations in it, has coma
into extensive use, for the purposes of ventila.-

tiou. This glass may be described as being
cast in a moid, and then perforated by a plate-

of iron, studded with thin projecting pieces,

so that the plate is perforated wherever these

pieces have been placed. Mechanical means,
are a. so used to give a ribbed surface to plate

glass, in order to make it more dispersive of
light, this sort of gla>s being much employed
as a subsiitute for ground glass.

A peculiar sort of molded glass is now con-
siderably in use for windows. The pattern is.

pressed in the glass by a mold, and then, by a
subsequent process, glass of another color i3.

allowed to flow into it. The whole is then

giound down to a uniform surface; and the-

result is, an iulaid pattern of glass of onft

color in glass of another. The windows thus,

formed afe pleasing in their appearame-,. but

want brilliancy of color. Among the triumphs

of the plate glass maker, must be reckoned

those vast specimens which are to be seen in

some of our metropolitan stores and ware-

houses. Nothing can exceed the clearness,

purity and brilliancy of some of these magni-

ficent and costly sheets.
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The Legal Tender Decision and the Specu-
lative Fever in Wall Street.

The violent agitation into which the Stock

Exchange has been thrown, since the Supreme
Court stultified itself by a reversal ot its re

cent decision, is sufficiently proved by the

almost unexampled magnitude ot' the transac-

tions of the past few days, and almost justifies

the soubriquet with which Wall street has

greeted this legal lender decision as "a meas-

ure for the indefinite suspension of specie

payments." This is the first time in the his-

tory of the Supreme Court in which its deci-

sion once pronounced has failed to be regard-

ed as the law of the land. Now there is really

no law on the subject of legal tenders. The
Court a year ago solemnly decided by a ma-
jority of 4 to 3 that the law of February, 1862,

was not constitutional so far as to make green-

backs a legal tender for debts incurred frior

to its passage. Now that decision is reversed,

though the four judges then voting for it are

still of the same opinion. We have so fully

discussed the topic heretofore that we need
say no more. We express but the sentiments

generally prevailing among our people of all

opinions on this subject, when we say that this

scandal ought at all costs to have been pre-

vented, and if it was impossible to avoid the

one, the other should posiiively have been
omitted. We are chiefly concerned now, how-

ever, with the effect this decision has produced
on the money market where it is cited as a

powerful aid to the forces previously rising

into activity to promote expansion and inflated

prices.

These forces are numerous. One of the

chief is the return of currency, and its accu-

mulation in our city banks. This currency
has gone the usual round. It has helped as a

medium of payment to settle the Christmas
bills all over the country. It has been active-

ly at work moving the products of the interior

to the seaboard and elsewhere. Now these

functions have ceased in part, and a large

aggregate of currency so employed has re-

turned to the country banks. These institu-

tions, not being able to use it to advantage,
decline to keep it ; for it pays no interest, and
its retention as idle funds would diminish the

profits of their business. Accordingly many
of them send it here as deposits, and thus con-
trive to get 4 per cent, interest upon it. By
this reflux of currency which set in some days
ago, and is going on with considerable rapidi-

ty, the accumulation of national currency is

eo perplexing to our banks that they are over

eager to lend. The rate of interest is thus

breaking down, and some of the banks are

really so incommoded with banknotes as to be

glad to lend them for four or five days without

interest, on condition that the borrower shall

return the loan in greenbacks.

The Treasury seems to be equally troubled

with a plethora o( bankuoles; as may be

judged from the fact that it has this week paid

tor its bond purchases, half in banknotes and
half in legal tenders. This arrangement,
which was announced beforehand, has been
loudly complained of. The Treasury had no
alternative, however, for its stock of national

banknotes is accumulating i-o rapidly as to

force this policy. Besides it is strictly in ac-

cordance with the law which mak'es national

banknotes a legal tender in all payments be-

tween the government and the people.

1 be accumulation of currency has as usual
developed a renewed demand for redemption
}n New York- As the law now stands, there
is, in fact, no redemption of banknotes what-
ever. They circulate without redemption just

as do the greenbacks. Under the old system
which enforced redemption these superfluous
masses of banknotes which are now troubling

our banks and the Treasury would all go home
and be redeemed. They would thus disappear
from the overcharged current of the circula-

tion, and they would remain idle until the re-

viving activity of business once more called

them forth from their retirement.

Under the existing plan, these notes accu-
mulate in our city banks. Notes from all

parts of the country, issued from 1,700 banks
in every State in the Union, are all concen-
trated here, and fill to repletion the monetary
current. They must be used. Our banks,
many of them, pay interest for these deposits,

and interest must be made for the use of

them, The temptation to lend receives thus

an excessive provocation. The result is over-

lending. Merchants and traders receive ac-

commodation to which their stability and posi-

tion do not entitle ihem, and a large part of

the aggregate of loanable funds find their

way to the Stock Exchange with such results

as to inflation and vehement speculative ex-

citement as are now repeating themselves
once more in Wall street.

But there are other causes for the prevail-

ing ease of money and the feverish stimulus

given to the stock market. Foreign capital is

investing itself here with greater eagerness
than ever. This week it is estimated that 8

or 10 millions of our securities have been sold

on foreignaccount. Almost every day brings

to light some new negotiations. The result is

twofold. First it lightens our market of part

of a burden of securities previously pressing

upon it; and secondly, it adds to the accu-

mulations of floating capital which are seek-

ing profitable employm-nt. The tide of easy

money thus seems to be rising with resistless

force , and although there are not wanting
grave reasons to inspire apprehension lest

there should be preparing for us a speedy re

action, these depressing warnings are unwel-

come, and the possibilities of the future are

unheeded in presence of the demoralizing and
alluring progress of the moment.

Surely with^uch elements as these all tend-

ing to produce a violent and mischievous

speculation not only in the Stock Exchange
and Gold Boom but also in all departments of

industrial enterprise, it is to be regretted that

the Supreme Court, the highest legal tribunal

known to our Constitution, should at this

critical moment descend from its high posi-

tion, compromise its own dignity and consis-

tency, and, by contradicting one of its own
jnost solemn decisions, impart new elements

of danger, incertitude and speculative iusecu-

rity to the financial and industrial system of

the country,— Fin Chronicle.

B®*" The addition of an atom of water to

starch converts it into sugar ; the subtraction

of an atom from alcohol converts it into

•ether. But perhaps the most curittus change
produced by the removal of an atom of water

from a body has been recently discovered by

Dr. Matthieson, of London. Morphia, the

well known active principle of opium, is com-
monly used to allay vomiting, and very often

performs the duty very effectually. But when
morphia has been heated with hydrochloric

acid, and an atom of water has been thereby

removed, it is changed into the most active

emetic known. It is not necessary to swallow

it to produce the effect; a very small quantity

introduced under the skin, or even, it seems,

spilt upon the band, is quite sufficient to pro-

duce vomiting, which, however, soon subsides,

and leaves no nausea afterwards.

The Gnlf Stream.

Dr. Hayes has contributed an article to the

Galaxy for January, which goes to show that

manv of the speculations and assertions which

have become so popular, regarding the Gulf
Stream, are incorrect or exaggerated. He
says that the precise limits of the Gulf Stream
are vet to be determined. Wherever the par-

ticular pointof its beginning may be, however,

it is pretty certainly ascertained that the stream

itself is produced by a current of air formed
from the north-east and south-west trade winds.

This current "heaps up" the waters in the

Gulf of Mexico, to use Franklin's phrase, and
because it comes from tropical regions, warms
them. A current of water, of warmer tempe-

rature than the averaje temperature of the

waters of the Gulf of Mexico, is thus formed.

This current flows eastward and northward
along the coast of North America, under the

continued influence of the wind. Its rate of

speed diminishes as the power of the wind

diminishes, and its temperature lowers, though

less rapidly, a3 its waters mingle with the

colder waters below and on either side of it.

The point where the Gulf Stream ends, is as

uncertain as the point where it begins. It is

popularly supposed to divide at the northern

point, one branch running north into the Are-

tic ocean, and the other going eastward to-

ward the coast of Europe. There are no facts

known, however, to sustain this belief. What-
ever currents of water may flow in these direc-

tions can be accounted for by the force of the

winds which prevail in those parts. It 13

thought that the Gulf Stream disappears at

the northern point in the waters of the snr-

roundins ocean, gradually losing its peculiari-

ties in its northward course.

As to the effects produced upon the climate

of North America by the Gulf Stream, Dr.

Hayes denies that there is a single fact to

show that it exerts any influence at all. Its

current is to the waters of the Atlantic ocean

as a tiny rivulet is to the broad acres through

which it finds its way, and the effects produced

in the two cases are about alike. At New-
port, for example, whose delicious climate is

popularly thought to be due to the benign in-

fluence of the Gulf Stream, its waters are

one hundred and fifty miles distant, while the

prevalent winds are westerly, and how tempe-

rature can ''beat to windward" for that dis-

tance is a question not yet satisfactorily an-

swered. The fact appears to ne that air, when
unconfined, receives no perceptible accession

of heat from water. Numerous experiments

havejbeen made, confirmatory of this proposi-

tion, and a negative proof is found in the

slight influence produced upon the tempera-

ture by the presence of icebergs. The mild

climate of Norway and the British Isles is

produced by currents of air laden with warmtb,

and moisture, and not by the influence of the

Gulf Stream.

J3gg= The Australian meats now sold in Eu-
rope, and elsewhere, have not found their way
to this country, but it will not be long before

the plan will be adopted here with our own
meats. It has many advantages which com-
mend themselves. If a large business be

done in the putting up of canned meats, and

if they are put upon the market the same as

oysters and canned fruits, there will be found

economy both in price and absence of waste.

It will particularly be a trade which will meet

the demands of new towns in remote locali-

ties, which at certain seasons are almost with-

out a market.
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Steam Ferry Between France and Eng-
land.

The commission of the Assembly to whom
the subject was referred has made a report

approving the project of a steam ferry across

the Straits of Dover, between the towns of

Dover and Calais.

The commission sat at the prefecture of

Arras and heard the arguments advanced by

the projectors, among whom are the well

known French Architect, M. Dupuy de Lowe,

president of the Conseil d'Etude ; M. Drouyn
de Lhuys, the well known Imperialist minis-

ter ; Mr. Scott Russell, the builder of the Great

Eastern, and others. M. Dupuy de Lowe acts

in his own name and in that of the Socieie des

Forges efChautiers de la Mediterranea.

The leading features in the new project are

the construction of three large and powerfully

engined steamers, the dimensions of which

will be: Length over all, 450 feet; breadth

at water line, 50 feet; depth from deck to

bottom of the bold, 32 feet; deck-house, 8

feot; draught of water when loaded, 13 feet

3 inches; displacement, 4,000 tuns; diameter

of paddle-wheel, 50 feet; immersion of pad-

dle-wheel, 10 feet. Each wheel will be driven

by an engine of 700 horse power nominal,

capable of working up to 3,500, giving an ag-

gregate of 7,000 horses to each vessel. The
two wheels will be distinct from each other,

thus allowing them to be worked at different

rates of speed or in opposite directions, to

assist iD bringing the steamer alongside the

wharf or to turn the ship round in little more
than her own length. On a lower deck will

be a double line of rails, each line being of

sufficient length to receive fifteen railway

carriages and wagons, making in all a train

of thirty carriages. The estimated rate of

speed will be eighteen knots an hour, where-

by it is hoped to perform the passage in one
hour and ten minutes in fine weather, and in

one hour and thirty minutes in bad. By us-

ing two steamers and having one in reserve,

the projectors would be enabled to make six

passages each way daily, thus carrying 2,680

passengers and 2,640 tons of goods per day,

or 978,200 passengers and 963,600 tons of

goods a year. The cost of these s. earners is

estimated at about £136,000 each, or in round

numbers £400,000 for the three.

To receive these steamers, it will he neces-

sary to construct a new dock at Calais,

The projectors asked of the French Govern-

ment four things:

1. The authorization to construct a gare-

maritime or dock at their own risk—such

dock to remain their sole property in perpetu-

ity-
.

,.,-.
2. That the bridge to connect this dock with

the shore and the North of France Railway

shall be made at the cost of either the

French Government or the North of France
Railway.

3. That the French Government will use

their good offices to induce the English Gov-

ernment to execute the necessary works at

Dover lor embarking and disembarking the

trains brought from the steam lerries.

4. That the French Government will enter

into a mail contract for twenty years with an
annual subsidy of £20,000.

The projectors hoped, if all these are gran-

ted, to obtain a similar contract and subsidy

from the English Government for carrying the

English mails. The projectors calculated on
two years and a half to put their plans into

execution, and proposed that the contract of

twenty years begin to run two years and a

half after the state concession shall be gran-

ted.

Interesting Postal Statistics.—The cur-

rent number of the Gotba Almanac, the most
highly valued of European annuals, contains,

among other things, some interesting postal

statistics showing the number of letters pass-

ing through the post offices of the principal

countries of the world. It would appear that

the aggregate is not far from three thousand
million letters yearly The private corres-

pondence of the different countries for last

vear was as follows: Great Britain, 808,000,-

000 letters; United States 531,000,000; France
354,000,000; North German States, 248,000,-

000; Austria, 99,000,000; Italy, 79,000,000;
Spain, 72,000,000; Switzerland, 45,000,000;
Russia, 21,000,000. To these figures must be

added some 360,000,000 official letters which
are counted separately, making in round num-
bers, the total above given. Still more inte-

resting, however, are the results of a calcula-

tion showing the relation between the number
of letters sent, and the population of the dif-

ferent countries. In Great Britain the. num-
ber of letters mailed was 25 per head of popu-

lation; in Switzerland, 18; in the United

States, 15; in the North German States, 8.3;

in Austria, 4. 9; in Spain, 4; in France, 3.3;

in Italy, 3 1 ; in Russia, 3. It will be matter

of surprise to many that in the little kingdom
of Switzerland the proportion of letters to

population is so large, while in France it is

so small ; but the figures above given may be

accepted as indicating with considerable accu-

racy the degree of business activity and the

popular intelligence and education of the dif-

ferent countries named.

A New Explosive Agent.—Numerous at-

tempts bave been made to produce etficient

explosives from sawdust, wood fiber, etc., in

the same manner as from other forms of cellu-

lose, as cotton and the like One of the latest

of these relates to an improved explosive com-
pound manufactured by a novel treatment of

lignine. The wood is disintegrated by a chop-
ping machine. To extract the sap and mine-
ral salts the wood is boiled for six hours with

a solution of caustic soda or other alkaline

liquid. The fiber is then washed with water,

beaten and reduced to the proper shortness,

and put into a strainer. After being dried,

the fibers are steeped in nitric and sulphuric

acids for twenty-four hours, and then washed.

This is the first dip. For the second dip, the

same acids are used. A second quantity of

fiber is treated in every respect in the same
manner. For the third dip, a third quantity

is subjected to the same process. To obtain

the proper strength of the explosive substance

for fire arms of any description, the second
and third dips are mixed together; the whole

io passed a second time through the beater,

and the pulpy mass is placed in a strainer.

It is then molded, pressed and dried for use.

8@™ The utilization of coal dust, by adapt-

ing it to the use of fuel, has become a fixed

fact, and ere long every pound of it will go
on the market as a valuable product. Beside

the coking of the bituminous coal dust, both

the anthracite and bituminous dusts are now
compounded with clay and saturated wilh

benzine and rosin, and then molded into form
for market, being termed artificial fuel. This

fuel is well adapted to all purposes where
great intensity of combustion is not desired

—

for domestic purposes particularly, and for

the production of steam in stationary boilers.

— The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road paid out $1 20,000 to its employees in

Aurora, last month.

— Wm. S. Huntingdon, an engineer, in

communicating with the Ratlroad Gazette,

thus unconsciously lets off an argument in

favor of narrow gauge and light locomotives :

'Among other important discoveries in this

age of progress is this, that we have been for

nearly forty years doing a ruinous business

by rnnning about the country thousands of

tons of useless and costly material, for the

purpose of securing the privilege of carrying

a few tons of paying freight. At least we are

led to these conclusions by recent discussions

on the question of dead weight, which, al-

though they have not as yet resulted in any
movement toward reducing the weight of
rolling stock, will, doubtless, result, beneficially

in that direction as soon as some of our lead-

ing engineers recover from the temporary ex-

citement into which they seem to have been
thrown by the advocates of the narrow gauge
system." Can not Mr Huntingdon acknowl-
edge at once that the necessity for heavy
locomotives comes of broad gauge and heavy
trains, and that narrow gauge, lighter loco-

motives and more trains will do. as great a
business at less cost? The practice of the

subject is eoming to this, and it will soon be
established.

figg" West Virginia embraces 16,000 of the

55,000 square miles of the great Allegheny
coal basin—the largest, and among the richest

known to exist in the world.
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Where it is Introduced.

SS"The attention of Prartical Railroad
Men" is earnestly invited to the record of

wDrtiionp, and to the fact that nine-tenths
of the fires that kindle if stations, in wood
piles, and on Trains are within the power
of this r&achiaie when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.
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$ronnd for Railroads—The Statistics of
tbe South.

I received to-day the Record of the 1st

inst., containing a most excellent article from

the Commoner, on the mistake railroad com-

panies have made in not securing ground

enough in the beginning. If the railroad

companies wanted to make a great specula-

tion in real estate, they could not have made

a more certain one, than in buying four times

as much real estate as they did. Take the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad as

an example. Mr. L'Hommedieu in one of

his last reports says, that when they first pur-

chased their ground at the foot of Sixth street,

they supposed they had much more than they

needed. So far from that, they had to pur-

chase double as much, and they have to-day

not half enough. Just look at the railroads

in the west end. There are six. railroads

coming in there, crossing each other in every

way, and the whole of them having no more

ground than should belong to one. The Com-

moner is entirely right in saying that ground

can be got at the east end, and should be got

immediately. The Tunnel will be made, and

it will work a great revolution in the east end

of the town. Let the railroad companies in-

terested in the matter attend to it early.

There are two railroads especially, which

must enter the town in that direction, and

they will not be wise if they do not immedi-

ately proceed to secure grounds. These are

the Kentucky & Great Kastern and the Chesa-

peake & Ohio. Both these roads will he made.

and that in a short time. Let them secure

all the vacant ground they can get.

I did not begin this letter with a view to

that subject, and I will proceed to give some

statistics which I thought would be valuable,

in case the "Southern road " was made. The

States to which the "Southern road" would

both contribute to, and receive from, valuable

services, aiding both Cincinnati and them-

selves in the great work of human progress,

are Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, South

Carolina, North Carolina and Florida. To

all of these the Southern road would make a

direct commercial connection—profitable to

both parties I estimate that the difference

between the average cost of manufactured ar-

ticles, grain, etc., in these State's and in Cin-

cinnati, is full 40 per cent. If a direct'

ready, rapid transportation existed between
'

Cincinnati and the South, this 40 per cent,

would be about equally divided. The South

would get all that Cincinnati could sell, 20

per cent, cheaper, while Cincinnati would get

20 per cent, more profit. These two results

would increase the trade of Cincinnati four-

fold, and in this particular region of country

ten-fold, for, as I have stated before, Cincin-

nati is in this region ignored. You observe I

say nothing of the cost of transportation in

this estimate, because the cost on the new

route, with double speed, and double advan-

tages, will not even be as much as it is now

on the old routes. Of course not, for the

route will gain 200 miles, and by the energy

and superiority of its management will gain in

the economy of its transportation. I am
rather disgusted with these Southern railroads.

They bear just about as much proportion to

Northern railroads, as a wheelbarrow does to

a stage coach. There is no use talking, this

whole country is slow. But, if Cincinnati

succeeds in the Southern road, it will work a

great revolution. It must work a revolution,

or we shall fail in a large part of what is ex-

pected from this enterprise. Well, I will now

give you the statistics of these six Southern

States, as in I860 and in 1870, taken from

the U. S. census, first of population :

18G0. 18V0.

Tennessee 1,009 851 1,258,520

Alabama 964,201 996,992

Georgia 1,057,280 1,184,109

North Carolina 992,622 1,071,361

South Carolina 703,708 705,606

Florida 140,420 187,748

Total 4,878,092 5,404,336

In ten years, the South proper, increased

but 12 per cent , but four years of that period

were years of terrible war. Many of our sta-

tistitians and economists did not expect it tq

grow at all. The losses of the war were terri-

ble, and far more in the South than in the

North. It was said that the negroes would

decrease instead of increase. It was said the

mothers would not take care of their chil-

dren ; that the negro could not live without

the help of the whites, and fifty other things

equally groundless and ridiculous. But to

expect human nature to change its instincts

and intelligence to suit the theories of politi-

cians, was the substance of folly. The South

has increased but slowly in consequence of

the war, but the negroes have increased as

much in proportion as the whites. Nature

goes on true to her own laws, and politicians

go on true to theirs—to exalt or to depreciate

every element of the public condition to suit

their own interest and ambition.

The increase of the South, by 12 per cent,

in the last ten years, is more than we might

have expected of them. What I have said

before, that there is a great recuperative

power still in the South.

The surface of the six States named above,

is as follows, viz :

Tennessee ~ 45,600 Square Miles.

Alabama 50,000

Georgia 58,000 "

North Carolina 45,000 "

South Carolina 24,500 "

Florida 59,268 "

Surface 281,268 Square Milcs^

The following are the value of the agricul-

tural products of three of these States, to

which the "Southern road" will immedi-

ately go

:

Alabama $140,000,000

Georgia 125,000,000

South Carolina 75,000,000

This makes $340,000,000. As I have stated,

I think, in a former article, $100,000,000 of

this sum may be relied on to buy the pro-

ducts of manufacturers, and grain, and

iron in Cincinnati and Ohio
; provided, al-

ways, and it is only on these conditions, that

not only a direct Southern road, but that there

are direct and sufficient connections in the

Southern States to make transmission of pro-

ducts from Chattanooga, through Georgia.

Alabama and South Carol ina, for they need

as much improvement there, as in getting to

Chattanooga.

I have just seen a paragraph stating that

one line from Chattanooga stopped entirely,

leaving the passengers on the road. I think

there is no danger of that in Georgia ; but

the roads there are too slow for an active,

heavy business. E. D. M.

Aiken, S. C, Feb. 8, 1872.

figgF" The original estimates for the St.

Louis and Illinois bridge, including land da-

mages, was $4,686,475.44; the total expendi-

tures to Sept. 1, 1871, amounted to $3,616,-

560.90; the additional amount required to

complete the bridge is $1,949,497.17; making

the entire cost of bridge and approaches $5,-

566,058.19—an excess of $1,479,582.72._ It

has since been found, however, these estima-

tes are about $1,179,000 too low; the excess of

the actual cost of the work over the estimates

being satisfactorily accounted for by the en-

gineer in charge.
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,/rhe Karrom Gauge.

So far, the narrow, or what is belter recog.

nized as the three foot gauge has proved a

success, and those who so vigorously opposed

its introduction into this country, are now

letting down and accepting the inevitable

with becoming alacrity, We may now regard

the narrow gauge as a fixed fact in this coun-

try. It has proven capable of doing the busi-

ness of a large part of the country now sup-

plied with roads of greater capacity, and will

therefore be adopted in similar sections of

our country whero roads are yet to be built.

How profitable they will be, remains we think

to be determined, notwithstanding the various

estimates upon their returns upon cost that

have been given to the public. For ourselves

we have no doubt of their profit upon their

legitimate cost. Our fears are, that we shall

run into a narrow gauge mania, and that

these valuable improvements will have to pass

through a speculative period, that by ways

and means well known to our financiers, they

will load them down and for years embarrass

them, as were some of our best, and now most
' productive roads of the standard gauge in

the first decade of their existence.

We hope this will not be the case. We
would like to see these new enterprises built

with a liberal share of ready money, and not

upon a strained credit. If this can be done,

and we see no reason why it can not, the next

five years will add to the railroad mileage of

the country, more than double the amount of

any equal period in the past, and will increase

the wealth of the country enormously, and

what is quite as desirable, there need not be
. .

'

and probably will not be, a single such road

that will not pay, reasonably, upon the invest-

ment necessary to call it into existence.

It is in the power of capitalists more than

any one else to insure this result. They have

it in their own hands, and ocgbt to exercise

it for their own good as well as that of the

country and the railroad interests. Let them

resolve, that they will supply no money to a

line of road that is not fnecessary for the

country through which it is to pass, and that

will not be sustained by a large and profitable

local business, either immediately or pros-

pectively. Next, under no circumstances

sustain a competing line, unless there is busi

ness enough to support such new interest, and

then above all other things positively refuse

to aid any such road, the financial policy of

which will make it cost much more than it

could be economically built for with ready

money. There is no reason whatever why

these new projects should be made the victims

of wild speculations, and their securities sac-

rificed in the money markets, and their cost

enhanced beyond the legitimate outlay re-

quisite to construct them, and the added sum

incident to such operations for misfortunes,

delays, etc., usually classed under the head of

contingencies.

Let their cost be represented by a fair

amount of stock and reasonable amount of

credit, sufficient to build them well, with all

the improvements that further experience in

their construction and operation will develop,

and they will prove themselves quite as capa-

ble of paying certainly and handsomely upon

their cost, as they are now known to be for

the traffic they essay to perform. All inter-

ests will therefore be benefited, and a new

era of railroad prosperity be inaugurated in

the country.

Timely Words.

The Louisville Courier-Journal of the 7th

inst, has an able article upon the question of

the discretionary power of County Courts to

submit the propositions of certain railway

companies to the people of their counties.

This question is now being agitated in va-

rious sections of the State of Kentucky with

such acrimony, and such varied results, that

it has found its way for a settlement into the

Legislature, and is there undergoing the ran-

sacking for which that body is famous.

That it is a question which ought to be set-

tled, and settled now, there is no doubt.

Great interests are hanging upon it, the pros-

perity of many new corporations in the State

are depending upon it, the improvement of

many of the most valuable sections of the

State will be retarded whilst the conflict upon

this question continues, and capital and en-

terprise and skill will find opportunities else-

where if it is kept open too long.

Without wishing to enter into a discussion

as to how this matter should be disposed of,

for ourselves we can not see how those who

espouse the discretionary power of the County

Courts can sustain themselves. Their argu-

ments go directly against the rights of the

people to be enlightened upon a matter that

so nearly concerns them as railroads. They

impeach the capacity of the people to judge

for themselves, they deny them the right to

act in the premises, they forbid the matter

passing beyond the sacred limits of the

County Court; for some strange and ac-

countable reasons never yet announced, they

impute a wisdom and sagacity to the County

Court beyond what they are willing to eon-

cede to all the balance of the people, though

the gentlemen constituting this Court may be

recently taken from the masses. Such a doc-

trine will not stand the test. It needs but

discussion, and representation to the people

who are more injured by it than any one

else, to break down, and we believe to sooner

or later break, politically, the men who ad-

vocate it.

But hear the Courier-Journal upon this

point.

" To commit such a question for final deci-

sion to such a tribunal seems to us unwarran-

ted by any considerations germain to the case

We believe it an infraction of that clause of

the constitution that vests all 'legislative

power in the General Assembly,' finding, as

we do, no authority by which it can be dele-

gated to the County Court or any other

tribunal. The Legislature should say that the

people shall or they shall not vote upon these

questions; and not avoid responsibility by
vesting the County Courts with the discretion-

ary power as allowing them to vote or not, as
may suit their whims or interest.

''The County Court is the lowest tribunal

known to the law—composed as it is of Jus-

tices of the Peace, whose jurisdiction is limi-

ted to controversies involving the petty sum
of fifiy dollars ; and even then an appeal is

allowed. With what propriety can you, by
special act, committor final decision a ques-
tion involving hundreds of thousands ot dol-

lars, and affecting every human being in the

county, to a body of men who are not allowed
by general law to determine a suit involving
the value of a yearling calf?

We say final decision ; and do as advisedly,

as five-sixths of the people of a county may
be in favor of a railroad subscriptiou and yet

be able to elect only a minority of the County
Court. Railroads seldom traverse more than
three precincts of a county ;

ihat in which the

county seat is located and one on either side.

Owing to the usual preponderance of popula-
tion about the county seat these three pre-

cincts will usually contain two-thirds of the

voters of the county, but can elect only six

magistrates, while there will be four or six
little precincts lying off the line of the road
and opposed to it, that will elect from eight

to twelve magistrates though altogether they
contain not more than one-third the voters of
the couuty.

"There is much anxiety, we learn, anions
some of our rising young statesmen at Frank-
fort to protect the people again>t railroad cor-
porations and they present the County Courts
as a barrier against these aggressions. The
trouble is the people are outside the citadel

and the railroad corporations safely ensconsed
within. The case of Bourbon county illus-

trates the general condition of affairs through-
out the State. the people of that county,
with a single line of railroad that bleeds them
mercilessly, are only better off than those
who have none. After submitting lor a loner

time to exactions grevious to be borne, they
are determined to build a competing line. The
Maysville Railroad Company have control of
the County Court, however, and at their bid-

ding that court places its foot upon the rival

enterprise, l'he railroad corporations against
which the people of Kentucky need protection

are those now operating ruads that have a
monopoly of transportation. They need no
protection against companies organized to

build new roads ; for these constitute their

only means of deliverance. We trust the
Legislature will espouse the cause of the peo-
ple in their struggle to free themselves from
an oppressive monoply, and, while placing

upon any railroad corporation all proper re-

strictions, they leave the people tree. All

efforts to protect them against themselves are

but the makeshifts of empty demagogues, and
had better be deferred until we undertake to

change our form of government. We believe

in liberty regulated by law; but the law that

deprives the people of the right to vote upon
questions most vital to their interests strikes

at the very roots of true Democracy.

"The bill now pending should be styled

'An act to repeal the veto power of the

County Courts in certain counties, and to

restore to the people thereof the exerciie of

the right of suffrage.'
"
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B®*- The American Working People, a

monthly magazine earnestly devoled to the

cause of protection to American industries,

and to the interests of ihe working people,

come3 to us this month full of terse exhaust-

ive articles against the policy of a revenue

tariff only. It is liberal in tone, comprehen-

sive in grasp, and thorough in its dealings

with the great questinns to government and

society which it undertakes to discuss. Upon

its first page appears a seene of farmer's life

and surroundings under free trade and pro.

lection. In the former poverty indicates the

result of seeking a market across the ocean,

and in the latter plenty and comfort revealed

on all sides are a powerful argument in favor

of protection. It is a Iruthful picture.

On the second page appears the " History

of Protection " by the editor, in which the

commercial policy of European governments

to the American colonies will be rigidly in-

vestigated with a view to elucidate and evolve

the truth underlying the antagonistic theories

of protection ar.d free trade. The hi-tory

will be carried down to the present time and

it is understood will then appear in book form.

The story of " Katie Kyle " breaks a mono-

tony and it becomes immediately interesting.

The disastrous consequences of English

free trade in Ireland is portrayed from his-

torical sources.

The biography of the eminent railway en-

gineer, George Stephenson, is introduced and

furnishes an instructive and encouraging

chapter to workingmen.

It3 protection articles strikes home, and

should be read by all who feel an interest in

the social and political conservation of Ameri

can workingmen and American ideas. Nu-

merous well chosen selections intersperse the

voluminous original matter, and on the whole

we have not lately met with a more valuable

and interesting magazine.

It should he read by all classes. Published

by the Iron World Publishing Company, Iron

World Building, Pittsburg, I'a.

—At the close of the last fiscal year. June
30, 1871, the subscribed stock to the Southern

Pacific was $5,224,000, and the amount paid

in $1,994:, 601). Since the date of the last an-

nual report of Ihe company, 280 miles have

been surveyed and explored. Of this nearly

all the work has been on that portion from

Gilroy through the different passes over ihe

Mount Diablo Range to the San Joaquin Val-

ley. The cost of the surveys ha3 been $3u,-

090.52. The amount received for passengers

is $256,410. 13, and that for freight is $144,-

444 48. The expenses on account of the road

and fixtures are $222,427.06. The principal

of the company's indebtedness on account of

their bonds issued is $480,000, and on account

of the assumption of the bonded indebtedness

of the San Fra. & San Jose 11. R. Co,
$740,000, possession having been taken of

the latter company's road, etc., on the 13th

of Oct., 1870. 50.26 miles of the Southern
Pacific Railroad and telegraph lines have been

completed and accepted.

Journal of RuiEi'oa'J Laiv.

Railroad Companies—when Comity has Pow
er to make appropriations for construction

of—Eights of Tax-payers.

The facts in the late case of Harney vs.

The Indianapolis, Crawfordsville and Danville
Railroad Company and others, (32 Ind , 244,)
are fully and clearly stated in the following
opinion by

—

Frazer, C. J.—The complaint shows that
the appellant is a taxpayer of Montgomery
County; that the Indianapolis, Crawfordsville
and Danville Railroad Company is a private

corporation, organized to construct a line of
railroad through the County of Montgomery;
that the county, having in its treasury, in cash
and demands due, the sum of one hundred
and seven thousand dollars,, of which sum
sixty-five thousand eight hundred and ninctv-
five dollars and forty-nine cents was in notes
and mortgages for money loaned, on the 29th
of June, 1867, by the board of commissioners,
entered of record an order, as follows:

"It is- ordered that the sum of one hundred
and twenty-five thousand dollars be, and the
same is now, donated to the I , C. and D R U
Co., to be used in grubbing, grading, bridging,
and putting on ties for the track of the road
from Crawfordsville to Indianapolis; that said

money is not to be used for any other purpose
than as above; that said donation shall he
placed by said company in Elston Bunk, un-

der the control of Major I. C Elston, Sen.;

and that a sum not exceeding fifty thousand
dollars shall be drawn out by said company
until the entire line * * * is made ready
for iron. And it is further ordered that the

county auditor draw warrants on the county
treasurer for fifty-seven thousand dollars, and
deliver, with the bonds and mortgages in his

hands belonging to the county, amounting to

sixty-five thousand eight hundred and ninety-

five dollars and fifty-nine cents, to Major I.

C. Elston, for the purpose above named " It,

was further averred that said notes and mort-
gages, amounting with accrued interest to six-

ty eight thousand dollars had been, together

with a warrant on the county trpasury for

$57,000, placed in the hands of Elston, in ex-

ecution of the order of the board; that the

treasurer was paying money to said Klston

upm the warrant, as fast as it came into the

treasury; and that said Eiston would dispose

of the means so placed in his control as pro-

vided in the order donating the same The
relief specially sought was an injunction re-

straining the execution of the order of the

commissioners.

The error assigned is, that the court below
sustained a demurrer to the complaint.

The question before us does not involve a

consideration of the wisdom or policy of the

proposed municipal aid to secure the con-

struction of an important thoroughfare, deem-
ed, we doubt not. of great local advantage to

a large part of the citizens of Montgomery
County. That inquiry was not presented by
the demurrer.

The position maintained by the appellant

is, that the board of commissioners had no
lawful power to make such an appropriation

out of the county treasury, and hence that in

doing so they exceeded the authority confer-

red upon them by law.

The counties are corporations created for

the purpose of convenient local municipal
government, and possess only such powers as

are conferred upon them by law. They act by

a board of commissioners, whose authority is

defined by statute. One of the powers con-

ferred is, to collect taxes levied upon the peo-
ple and property within Ihe county. In the
dispositon of the money thus collected into its

general treasury, the board has not unlimited
discretionary choice as to the objects upon
which it shall be expended. It can only be
applied to certain specified objects, and the
building of railroads is not one of these ob-
jects, or necessary to carry into effect any of
the purposes for which such corporations were
created.

The statue defining the powers, both cor-

porate and judicial, of boards of county com-
missioners, enumerated the powers given with
care; so that there is little room for doubt as

to the extent ol those powers. If the authori-

ty attempted to be exercised in this instance
had heen conferred, the statute giving it

would not have escaped the attention of the

learned counsel representing the appellees,

whose carefully prepared printed argument so

well attests the skill and industry to which
the important interests of his clients have
been committed. But no' such statute is

brought to our attention. The initial point of

the argument is taken from Kent, viz: that

"public corporations are such as are created

by the government for political purposes, as

counties," &c, " they are invested with sub-

ordinate legislative powers, to be exercised

for local purposes connected with the public

good," &,c, 2 Com , 275. A further step in

the process of reasoning is, that appropria-

tions for the public good may be made, as in-

cident to the object of the creation of such
corporation, unless such appropriations are

prohibited by statute or the constitution ; and,

finally, that this, being for the public good
and not prohibited, was therefore authorized.

But this argument assumes, at ihe start, what
is not true, as we think. While it is undoubt-
edly true, that municipal corporations, in com-
mon with all other instrumentalities of gov-

ernment, are established for the public good,

it is not true that they are ordinarily left at

liberty to exercise an unlimited discretion ia

accomplishing that object, or that they are

possessed of that discretion, unless there is an
express limitation imposed. The power ti

collect money by the imposition of taxes is a
high sovereign power, and it is not to be as-

sumed that the legislature has delegated that

power to municipalities for discretionary pur-

poses where it has named the purposes for

which the money must or may he expended.
Such enumeration of objects of expenditure

would, according to all authority, exclude ob'

jects not enumerated or implied. It need not

be controverted that the legislature could

clothe counties with power to make such dona-
tions as was here attempted. That is not

the question before us. Has it been done?
Unless the statute hook shows affirmatively

that it has been done, expressly or by fair im-.

plication, the. conclusion is irresistable that

the action of llie board of Montgomery County
was without authority of law, and- therefore

void. There is no such statute.

But it is contended that a taxpayer has no
such interest in the funds belonging to the

County-treasury as will enable him to main-

tain a suit to prevent unlawful appropriations

thereof. We cannot regard this question as

open to further discussion in this court. It

has been, a common remedy in this State, and
has been sanctioned, by repeated judgements
here. It has been sanctioned elsewheie. It

is sanctioned by established principles, acted

upon and recognized everywhere. The citi-

zen may not be able to protect himself in any
other way. If this is not his remedy, he has

none. The money drawn from him by taxa-
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tion may be squandered by unlawful dona-
tions to forward all manner of visionary

schemes. Other contributions may be wrung
from him from year to year, and wasted in

the same way, in defiance of laws carefully

framed for his protection, and he would nev-

ertheless be helpless. A more proper case

for injunction cannot be well conceived than

that in which a taxpayer seeks to protect from
lawless waste a public fund, which, when dis-

sipated thus, the law will with strong hand
compel him to replenish. See Gilford vs. N.
J. R. R Co, 2 Stock. 171.

Nor was it necessary to appeal from the

action of the board of commissioners. If we
are correct in the opinion that there was no
authority of law by virtue of which the com-
missioners could act as they did, then their

action was void, and all who attempted to

carry it into execution ware proceeding with-

out authority, exactly as if no such order had
entered by the commissioners.

It is urged, however, that the order of the

commissioners ha3 been fully executed and
performed; and that consequently an injunc-

tion would be wholly ineffectual to prevent
the mischief sought to be arrested. We do
not so understand the averments of the com-
plaint. It is true, that the donation is in

terms made to the railroad company and it is

provided that it shall place the fund donated
in the Bank under Elston's control; but it

must not escape notice that the notes and
mortgages, and the warrant on the treasury

were directed to be, and accordingly have
been delivered by the auditor to Elston, for

the purpose mentioned in the order, that is,

to be by him paid to the railroad company
when the condition shall be performed upon
the happening of which such payment is to be

made, and that the whole remains under El-

ston's control, These facts appearing by the

allegations of the complaint, must on demur-
rer be regarded as true The state of the case,

then is in brief, that the whole is yet the pro-

perty of the county, existing in specie, but un
lawfully in Elston's custody and control ; and
we see no difficulty in making an injunction

effective to stop it where it is, and prevent the

full consummation of the unlawful proceeding.

Reversed with costs; and cause remanded,
with directions io overrule the d'emurrer.

—Iowa is second to no State in the Union
in point of internal improvements and devel-

opment of resources at t lie present time On
the 81st uf December, 1868, there were 1,488

miles of railroad in the State, and on the 31sl

of December, 1870, there were 2,788 miles,

an increase of 1,395 miles in two years.

There are now 8,000 miles of railroad in ope-

ration in the Slate. According to the esti-

maies of the State Treasurer, the value of

the property now in railroads may be put at

rather more than $80,000,000, or about one-

eleventh of tbe entire value of all the property

in the State.

gg^* There are now in operation in the

United Stites and Territories 1,784 national

banks, representing capital paid in to the

amount of $462,518,601 60; bonds on de-

posit, 5365,444,350; notes issued, $380,609,-

879; notes in actual circulation, $322,952,-

030 20. In addition, the two gold banks in

Massachusetts and California represent paid

in capital amounting to $1,300,000; bonds on

deposit, $630,000; circulation, $495,000. The
total amount of all kinds of United States

bonds held to secure tbe redemption of the

notse of national banks is $36"C, 094,350.

AU>iitic& Great Western It. IE.

The main line of the mad is 387.32 miles

long—49 14 miles in New York; 92 16 in'

Pennsylvania, and 24(1.02 in Ohio. The to-

tal length of the road owned by the Company
is increased to 425 50 miles, by the Meadville

& Oil City, 33.20 miles, and the Wadsworth
(O ) & Silver Creek 4.98 miles. The Com-
pany operate, under lease, the Cincinnati.

Hamilton & Dayton R >ad, 60 13, and the

Cleveland & Mahoning, 80 18 miles. The to-

tal operated (including sidings, 141 45 miles)

amounts to 707.26 miles. The rolling stock

amounts to 166 engines, and 81 passenger, 35

baggage, etc., and 3,430 freight cars. The
management of the Company, since its organi-

zation, have provided for additions of 40 loco-

motives, 30 passenger coaches, and freight

cars as follows: iron tank, 200;. coal, l,CO0;

box, 1,000, and stock, 600, at a cost of $2,720,-

000. The permanent road will be improved
at the cost of $2,835,000, amounting to a sub-

stantial reconstruction of the road.

The earnings for 1870-71 amounted to

$1,213,936.81 ; tbe transportation expenses to

$3,465,038.02; and the net earnings over ope-

rating, to $703,075 64. Adding items of ex-

pense (including lease of M & Gt W, $1,236,-

127.62), the expenses amounted to $694,780,-

71 in excess ot earnings.

The capital of the reorganized Company
amount-; to $77,500,603—including $11,040,-

006 brat oiort. 7 per cent, bonds; $5,000,000

7 per cent, reorganization s'tock; $8,445,590

2d general mort. 7 per cent, bonds; $28,215,-

101 3d general mort 7 per cent bonds; $9,-

875,906 preferred 5 per cent stock, and $19,-

950,000 common stock.

The new bonds are dated January, 1, 1872.

The first coupon on the First M. Bonds will

be due July 1, 1872; on the Second M. Bands
(from March 1), Sept, 1, 1872; on the Third

M. Bonds (from May 1), Nov. 1, 1872. The
totai amount required for interest, will be

$5,332,524, as follows; payment absolute $1.-

916,172—770,981 on 1st mort.; $280,000 on

reorganization stock; $591,191 on 2d mort,

and $274,000 on CI. & M R. rental; payment
contingent on earnings, $3,466,352—$1,975,-

057 on 3d niori
; $493,795 on preferred stock,

and §997,500 on common (5 per cent ) stock.

Resumption ot payment is to begin, as is seen

(rom the above, this year on the first of

March, April, July, September, and Novem-
ber. The Company organization is as follows:

Directors—Geo B McClellan, President;

Lloyu Aspinwall, S. M L Barlow, Wm. B.

Duncan, and A. S. Hewitt, N Y. city; Reu-

ben Hitchcock, (late Receiver), Cleveland; O.

H. F. Sweetser, General manager, Meadville,

Pa; John Tod, Cleveland, O; Laurence

Wells, N, Y. city; Geo. B Wright, Vice-Presi-

dent. Cleveland, U; and James McHenry
and Henry B. Sharp, London, England.

Treasurer—James B Hodgskin, N. Y. city

Secretary— Charles Day, N. Y. city.

Agents in London—Bisch'offsheim & Gold-

schuiidt, Founders' Court, Lothbury, London,

—A writer to the Medical Times and Gaz-

ette refers to the fatigue of the limbs pro-

duced after a long railway journey as due
mainly to the trembling motion of the floor

under the feet, and states that, having suf-

fered considerably from this abuse, be was
induced to try the experiment of using the

well-known air-cushion as a footstool. This

answered so well that he has never traveled

without using one in this way, and has found
the effect to be a remarkable improvement.

Knilroiul Officers as Stockholders and
Speculators.

A bill is now pending in the lower house of

the State Legislature which pn vides, in ef-

fect, that no director, trustee or c fficer of any
corporaiion formed under the laws of the

State of New York, or having an ( ffiee in that

State, shall purchase orobttin any interest in,

either directly or through an agent, any stock

in ihe corporation of which he is an officer,

under penalty of fine and imprisonment; also

forbidding any person to act as broker or

agent of such officer to make such purchase,

under the same penalties. It is understood

that the object of this measure is to prevent

the officers of railroad and other companies

from speculating in the slocks of tbe compa-

nies with which they are connected. If the

bill bad proposed that the officers of corpora-

tions be prevented from selling or otherwise

disposing of, instead of from buying or other-

wise obtaining stocks of the companies with

which they are intrusted, it would seem less

like a pleasantry. As it is, we suspect the

originator of the measure of an attempt to

perpetrate a joke upon his fellow members.

There is certainly a pretty general belief that

the corporate officer most likely to discharge

his duties faithfully and well, is not the one

wbo has Ihe least interest in the permanent

prosperity of the enterprise of which he is a

manager, but the one whpse whole wealth is

invested in it, or whose income is largely

dependent upon it. At the same time there

is an evil existing which this legislation is in

appearance aimed at, although it clearly fails

to meet it. Directors and officers of our large

corporations have peculiar means for obtain-

ing information with regard to the company

with which they are connected. Many of them

use this information in a way to unduly de-

press or inflate the stock, and at the same

lime sell or buy greatly to the detriment of

permanent investors. This speculating upon

information which all the stockholders are

equally entitled to is a very great evil. But

there is a perfect remedy if our Legislature

wishes to apply it. Let our zealous friend

who has introduced the bill in question intro-

duce anoiher requiring all railroad corpora-

tions to make and publish a monthly report

of their earnings and expenses under oath,

and to give the same public notice of every

increase of stock or bunds, and of every lease

they propose to make ;—in a word, requiring

them to expose to the public view all the

inside machinery which is now kept concealed

simply for the benefit of tbe knowing tew ;

—

let him do this and then press the measure to

a vote, and we shall soon learn what disposi-

tion there is to reform this great and growing

evil.

It is reported that the Treasury De-

partment at Washington is designing to place

$600,000,000 more of the 5 and i\ per cents.,

one-half of each, beiween this and next Janu-

ary. This announcement is made, no doubt,

tosee how the public will accept the prospect.,

now that suspicion is hardening into belief

that by the recent negotiation of $200,000,000

5 per cents, brokers and their associates were

enabled to divide over $3,000,000 iu commis-

sions and allowances.

—The importation of old rails, as scrap

iron, for the year 1871, reached 150,000 tons.

Not near so much is expected during tbe

present year, as it is now being re-roded at

borne very largely.
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Organization of Companies is a condition

Precedent to the Liability of Obligor to

pay his Slock Subscription.

The facts in tbe recent case of Chance vs.

The Indianapolis & Westfield Gravel Road
Company, (32 Ind. 472) are fully and clearly

stated iu the following opinion by

—

Gregory, C. J —Suitby the appellee against

the appellant, commenced before a Justice of

the Peace on a preliminary subscription of

stock to the company. The defendant an-

swered under oath denying every material al-

legation in the complaint, including the exe-

cution of the instrument sued on. Tbe
plaintiff in the complaint avers the due or

ganization of the corporation. Trial by jury;

verdict for the plaintiff motion for a new
trial overruled.

The plaintiff, on the trial, failed to prove

tbe organization of the company. This was

a fatal omission. It is contended by counsel

for the appellee, that this was not put in issue

by the pleadings. As we understand the

answer, it put in issue every material allega-

tion of the complaint, and was not by the

latter clause confined to the mere execution

of the instrument sued on.

The Cicero Hygiene Draining Co. vs. Chaig-

head, 28 Ind. 274, cited by the appellee seems
to sustain the ruling of the court below; the

language used in that ease is, however, too

general, and is somewhat calculated to mis-

lead. Tbe ruling is right when applied to

the case then in hand, but is not the law in a

case like the, one in judgment.
Tbe question was decided adversely to the

appellee in Wert vs. The Crawfordsville &
Alamo Turnpike Co. 19 Ind. 242, upon the

authority of which the ruling in Williams vs.

Tbe Franklin Township Acadinical Associa
tion, 26 Ind. 310 was made.
Upon a subscription like Ihe one under

consideration the organization of the corpora-

tion is a condition precedent to the liability

of the obligor to pay his stacks.

During the trial, witnesses who had never

seen the defendant write, and who were not

otherwise acquainted with his handwriting,

were permitted to examine his signatures ad-

mitted to be genuine, and from a comparison

thereof with the signature in question, to give

their opinion, as to the genuineness of the

latter.

Clark vs. Wyattl5 Ind. 271, is an authority

against the ruling of tbe court bolow. It. was
not shown in the case at bar that the witnesses

were experts. Had it so appeared, we think

the evidence would have been proper. Tbe
general rule is not, however, correctly staled

in Clark vs. Wyatt. While it in true that a

witness who is no'8"H
,

n expert, must Speak

from bis knowledge of having seen the party

write, or from authentic papers derived in the

course of business, it is equally true that an
expert may give his opinion from mere com-
parison. This rule is of importance in this

aae, when there is afloat a vast amount of

commercial p:iper issued by corporations in

the different States, circulating freely in all

parts of the country. The legislature in this

State recognized this iu providing that in

criminal prosecutions " persons of skill may
be called to prove the genuineness of a note,

bill, draft or certificate of deposit." (2 G. &
H. 411 § 291.)

Experience shows, that the opinions of per-

sons of skill are often more reliable than the

judgments of those who speak from knowl-

edge of having seen the party write After
all, both methods are but comparison. The
skill of the one supplies the special knowl-
edge of the other.

Of course, this comparison by experts must
be confined to other writings admitted to be
genuine. No collateral issue will be per-

mitted. If there is any dispute as to their

authenticity the comparison will not be per-

mitted.

Where other writings, admitted to be genu-
ine, are already in the case, the jury may,
with or without the aid of experts, make the

comparison. But if they are not papers in

the case the evidence competent to go to the

jury must be that of the witnesses so as to af-

ford tbe benefit of a cross examination. Tbe
jury were permitted over the objection of the

defendant, to take with them in their retire-

ment to consider of their verdict, the instru-

ment sued on. This was erroneous.

It is claimed that the court below erred in

not instructing tbe jury in writing. The re-

quest so to instruct was not made until after

the argument o.f counsel had been com-
menced. This was a waiver of tbe right to

have the instructions reduced to writing.

This we think, is the result of the rulings in

Malady vs. McEnary, 30 Ind. 273, and Ollam
vs Shaw, 27 Ind. 388. The contrary rule

would embarrass the administration of justice

There was an offer to impeach the general

character for truth of one White, a witness

for the plaintiff. The witness bad resided in

Minnesota for two years prior to the time he

testified The impeaching witnesses resided

iu Hamilton county, in this Stale, and did not

pretend that they were acquainted with tbe

general character of White for truth in the

neighborhood where he then resided. Tbe
evidence was properly rejected.

Judgment reversed, with costs; cause re-

manded with directions to grant a new trial.

Ritilrond Constructiou iu 1S71.

In accordance with our request for correc-

tions of statements made in our article of

January 13 on railroad construction in the

United States, we have received several let-

ters, and have otherwise obtained information

which enables us to give the following correc-

tions :

In Vermont tbe Mississippi Valley road was

completed to Ricbford instead of Enosburgh
Falls, 28 miles instead of 20. It is operated

by the Vermont Central.

In Connecticut, tbe New Haven, Derby &
Ansonia road, which will form a portion of

what is known as the Parallel road, was com-
pleted in August. It is 13 miles long, and ex

tends from New Haven westward to a connec-

tion with the Naugatuck Railroad at Ansonia.

The proposed New England & Erie Railroad

will form a western extension of this road to

the Hudson, and an extension from Derby
north-westward to a connection with the new
Shepaug Valley Railroad at or near Hawley-
ville is proposed. For this information we
are indebted to Mr. Charles E Fowler, the

chief engineer.

In New York, tbe Rome & Clinton Railroad

was completed for 10 of its 13 miles before

the close of the year.

In Alabama, the Savannah & Memphis
Railroad was completed early in tbe season

for 20 miles (Opelika nortb-west,) and at the

close of the year 5 miles more of track was

down. Tbe Mobile & Alabama Grand Trunk,

as nearly as we can learn, was completed for

40 miles, instead of 20, north of Mobile.

In Indiana, tbe Cincinnati, Wabash & Michi-

gan (which is now tbe name of the road de-
scribed in our article as the Warsaw, Gosrieu
& White Pigpou), extended their road from
Warsaw south to Manchester, 20 miles.

In Michigan, most, of the track was laid on
tbe Northern Central from Jonesville north to

Albion, 20 miles.

In Illinois, the track was laid on the south-

western terminus of the Chicago, Pekin &
South-western from Pekin eastward to Grove-
land, six miles.

In Iowa, the extension of the Sabula, Ack-
ley & Dakota (according to the Governor's
message), was 17 miles further than we repor-

ted, to Oxlord Mills, Jones county.
The Builington & Missouri River had a

branch completed from Chariton south-west to

Garden Grove, 22 miles.

In Wisconsin, tbe North Wisconsin Railroad

had the track laid at the close of the year from
Hudson northward to Richmond, 20 miles.

Track was laid ou the Appleton & New
London from Manitowoc westward 23 miles in

the direction of Appleton.

Iu Texas, on the Houston & Texas Central,

the section of the Western Division completed
during the year from Burton to Austin is 81)

miles long, instead of 22 as we reported.

In Oregon, the Oregon Central was comple-
ted for 20 miles

On the other hand, in Ohio five miles of the

Newark, Somerset & Straitsville road reported

completed, remained lo be laid with track, and
the Lake Shore & Tuscarawas Valley road was
completed, not from Cleveland to Seville, but

from Grafton to Seville, 25 miles instead of

42 In Missouri, the Lexington & St. Louis

had not more than 40 miles of track laid, in-

stead of 55. In Wisconsin, ten miles or more
of the Milwaukee remain to be completed be-

fore reaching Plymouth.

So far, we find that a length of line of 286
miles not reported in our article of January
13 was constructed in 1871, and it reported

47 miles of lines which at that time were not

completed. This would give an aggregate of

7,222 miles of railroad completed in the Uni-

ted States in 1871.

—

Railroad Gazette.

A New Flying Machine —A recent monthly
meeting of the Franklin Institute was enliv-

ened by a descripton and exhibition of a mo-
del of an serial ship, (he invention of Mr.

Judson, a Philadelphia machinist. The new
flying machine consisted of a cigar-shaped

balloon float made of oiled silk and intended

to be inflated with hydrogen gas. Beneath
the float and running, its entire length is a

beam, beneath which runs a pipe conveying

compressed air from a large copper receiver,

made sufficiently strong to stand a pressure

of one hundred pounds to the square inch, to

a pair of cylinders in front, the piston of

which gives motion to a large cog wheel which

furnishes the motive power of the machine.

Crossing the cylinders is a frame work sup-

porting shafting and spur wheels which drive

the fans, four on each side, thus propelling

tbe machine through the air.' Beneath the

float is suspended an enclosed car for tbe

operator and passengers. The float, when in-

flated, is calculated to last for twenty four

hours. The model works well and the plan

seems practical, and was generally received

as the most feasible method yet advanced for

navigating the air.

figg™ The total revenues of the Chesapeake
and Ohio canal for 1871 was $494,281.16;

the total expenses $200,112 08—leaving the

net earnings $294,109.08.
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V.liat is to JB coHie of tlic Erie Railway?

The demise of the leading manager of the

Erie Railway, the master spirit of that combi-
nation which stole a railway from its owners,

and by" the aid of effrontery, money and a

corrupt judiciary, heid it to its own benefit

against the most energetic efforts of the mana-
gers of a rival road, and a real majority of

Erie shareholders, is an event of some conse-

quence to the ipublic. There can be no doubt
that by keeping the Erie out of the control of

Vanderbilt, Fisk and Gould did the public

good service. The success of any combina-
tion by which the Central and the Erie roads
should be placed under the control of so un-

scrupulous a financier as Mr. Vanderbilt has
proved himself at the expense of the public,

can not but be held as a public misfortune.

So far the quarrels of Vanderbilt with Fisk

and Gould have been of advantage to the

public, as thereby a monoply of transportation

between the commercial metropolis and the

West has been prevented.

But what is tc follow? A bill has been in-

troduced into the New York Legislature re-

pealing the famous five years' term of direc-

torship of the Erie road, with fair prospects of

success; and under some influence the price

of Erie shares has advanced, showing that

some party or combination thinks itof impor-
tance to secure enough of the shares to con-

trol the election of the new board of directors.

The question which the public is now most
interested in is, will the control of the Erie

pass into the hands of the Vanderbilt clique,

and be operated by that shrewd financier who
now makes the public pay ten per cent,

annually upon some $34,000,000 of ficticious

capital on the New York Central Railway?
How far the real shareholders of the Erie may
be influenced by the golden promises of Mr.
Vanderbilt is yet to be ascertained; but the

chances are that a majority of the share-

holders will think favorably enough of his

combination scheme to give the road into his

hands, unless some action is taken by the

New York Legislature to prevent it. Mr.

Vanderbilt, if he succeeds in bis long contem-
plated project of securing control of the Erie

Railway, will be led to effect such changes
in the tariffs of the two roads as will make
his investment in the Erie a paying one ; and
as he is not noted for moderation in profits,

will be likely to increase the charges for

transportation to the end of paying a dividend

on the presumed cost of the road, something
over one hundred millions of dollars, about
three-fifths of which is bogus, or entirely ficti-

tious. The business men of the country have
therefore a most decided interest in the ques-

tion of what is to become of the Erie Railway.

And they have a like interest in knowing
what is to become of other important roads

gobbled up or being gobbled up by the Vatider-

bilts and men ol that ilk, who are swiftly con-

solidating, under one imperious hand, the

transpcitation linesof the Middle, Western and
Southern Slates. Without some check, either

by State or national legislature, the entire pub-

lic will be made to pay double what they fairly

ought lor passenger aud freight transporta-

tion. There seems no end or stop to the

issue of fictitious railway capital, and but

slight indications on the part of the different

State Legislatures of a purpose to prevent

this iniquity. The great national highways
have thus fallen into the hands of a small

band of freebooters, who lay a tax upon all

travelers and all business interests, as unjust

and uncalled for as would be a toll collected

upon the commerce of New York or Boston

by a piratical armed vessel holding the en-
trance to the harbor of either of these cities.

Now what is wanted is legislation to reduce
the capital of every railway in the country to

its actual cost, and to limit the annual divi-

dends to a fair percentage. How shall this

just and fair demand be secured ?

Ohio River firidges.

The following description of the bridges

over the Ohio river—the one connecting the

Parkersburg Branch with the Marietta & Cin-
cinnati Railroad, and the other the Main
Stem with the Central Ohio Railroad, at

Bellaire— is from the Report of the Master of
Road.
The expenditure for labor and material for

these bridges on the Ohio river, at Benwood
and Parkersburg, amounted at the close of

the year to $2,337,156 80.

BENWOOD BRIDGE.

The bridge constructed by the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company over the Ohio river,

at Benwood, West Virginia, Was first opened
for the passage of trains on the 21st day of

June, 1871. The first, stone of Ohio shore
Pier No. 1, was laid May 2d, 1858, and from
that date to the final opening the work was
prosecuted without intermission.

Approaches—The West Virginia approach
is by a line divirging from the Main Stem of

ihe Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, near Benwood
Station, and extending with cuts and fills

2,400 feet to the West Virginia abutment.

The Ohio approach is by a line diverging

from the Central Ohio Division of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad at the company's
stock grounds, and extending by cuts and
fills 2,250 feet to the first Ohio abutment.

The approach is then continued across the

company's grounds and through the city of

Bellaire, along First street, by a solid and
ornamental arcade work of first class ma-
sonry, extending by 43 arched spans of 33
feet 4 inches each, from center to center of

piers, a distance of 1,433 feet 4 inches, and
of an average height of 45 feet, to the second
Ohio abutment in the city of Bellaire.

Masonry.—The masonry consists of solid

ashler, and the workmanship is first-class in

every respect. The material employed is

sand stone, obtained from the Ohio quarries.

The grafton stone is used for the pier-facing

where exposed to the action of the ice The
masonry of the Benwood bridge piers ranges

from 40 to 110 feet in height, and of an ave-

rage height of 77 feet, are 14 in number, and

with the Ohio and West Virginia abutments
contains 25,374 cubic yards of masonry ; the

arcade work contains 14,854 cubic yards of

masonry; total quantity of masonry, 40,228

cubic yards.

Superstructure-—The spans beginning at

Ihe West Virginia abutment are of ihe follow-

in «• lengt'js from center to center of masonry :

Span No. 1, is 121 feet; Nos. 2 and 3, each

10G feet inches; Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7, 107 feet

6 inches These spans, from 1 to 7 inclusive,

are deck " Bollman " spans, and were built

at the company's shops, Mount Clare. Span
No. 8 is 211 feet; No. 9, 212 feet; No. 10.

213 feet; No. 11, 348 feet; No. 12, 241 feet

6 inches; No. 13, 210 feet in length. These
spans, from 8 to 13 inclusive, constitute the

river or waterway spans, and are of a tolal

length of 1,435 feet 6 inches. Spans Nos. 11 and
12 are the channel spans. These are of the

"Linville and Piper" truss, and were built

by the Keystone Bridge Company, of Pitts-

burg, Pa. Span No. 14, is 107 feet; No 15,

is 105 feet in length. These spans are deck

"Bollman," and were built at the company's
shops at Mount Clare.

The total length of open work is 2,411 feet

6 inches. The total length of bridge, from

end to end of masonry, is 3,916 feet 10 inches.

The total length of bridge and approaches
is 8,566 feet 10 inches.

PARKERSBURG BRIDGE.

This bridge constructed by the Baltimore

k Ohio Railroad Company over the Ohio
river at Parkersburg, West Virginia, was first

opened for the passage of trains on the 7th

day of January, 1871.

The first stone of River Pier No. 1 was
laid on the 9lh day of July, 1869, and from
that date to the formal opening the work was
prosecuted without intermission.

Approaches.—The West Virginia approach
is by a line conforming to the street grade
through the city of Parkersburg to the West
Virginia abutment in Washington street.

The Ohio approach is by a solid and dura-

ble embankment beginning at the main bluff

and extending across the river valley to the

length of 2,676 2-12 feet, and to a height of

40 feet at the Ohio abutment, on the West
side of Main street, in the village of Belpre.

Masonry.—The masonry consists of solid

ashler, and the style of workmanship is first-

class in every particular. The material em-
ployed for the upper .masonry is sand-stone

obtained from the Ohio and West Virginia

quarries. The foundations of the River Piers

and the parts of the piers subject to the pres-

sure and abrasion of the ice are constructed

of stone from the Grafton quarries.

The masonry of the Parkersburg Bridge
Piers ranges from 10 to 108 feet in height,

and an average height of 54 feet, and are 45
in number, and with the Ohio and West Vir-

ginia abutments contain 38,406 cubic yards
of masonry, and approach 646 cubic yards.

Total amount in bridge and approach 39,052
cubic yards.

Superstructure —The spans beginning at

the West Virginia abutment are of the fol-

lowing lengths from center to center of ma-
sonry : Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are each 25
feet. Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 11 are each 29 feet 6
inches, and these eleven spans are shad-belly

spans, constructed at the company's shops
Mount Clare. No. 12, crossing Market street

is 65 feet, and is a boiler plate girder span,

built by ihe Keystone Bridge Company. Nos.

13, 14, 15, 10, 17 aud 18 are each 59 feet.

No. 19, crossing Julian street, is 65 feet.

Nos. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are each 59
feet.. No. 26, crossing Ann street, is 65 feet.

Nos. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 are each
100 feet. These from No. 14 to 34 inclusive,

are deck "Bollman" spans, built at com-
pany's shops, at Mount Clare. No. 35, 209
feet; No. 36, 211 feet; No. 37, 213 feet; No.
38, 349 feet; No. 39, 349 feet, and No. 40,
213 feet in length, constjifUte the river or

waterway spans, and are of a total length of

1,544 feet. Nos. 38 and 39 are the main
channel spans, and are "through" spans.

Nos. 35, 36, 37 and '40 are deck spans. Theso
spans, from Nos. 35 to 40 inclusive, are of the
" Linville and Piper" truss, and were built by
the Keystone Bridge Company. Spans Nos.
41, 42, 43, 44 and 45 are each 121 feet span.

No. 46, crossing Main street, and the span
crossing Walnut street, Belpre, are each 126

feet 5 inches in length. These are deck spans
built upon the "Bollman" patent at company's
shops, Mount Clare.

The total length of open work is 4,397 feet

10 inches. The total length of bridge is 4,-

463 feet 10 inches.

The total length of bridge and approaches
is 7,110 feel, equal to one mile and 1,860 feet.
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Biiristi Kailroad Progress,

In 1S70, 280 miles of new railroad were
opened in the United Kingdom. Herapath's
Journal says that the increase in 1S7! was
much less, and gives a list of the more impor-
tant, varying from 1 to 17 mi'es in length, the
aggregate of which is about 100 miles. This
is in striking contrast with the 7,000 miles
opened in the United States during the same
period ; but the fact is, Great Britain—Eng-
land at least—has rather an over supply of

railroads, the average percentage of profit on
the capital expended being reported at 4.52

per cent, for the year 1871, when it was
greater than for any previous year since

1847. And this very moderate income is not

caused by excessively low rates, the cost of

transportation on these railroads being usually

greater than in this country. The average
receipts per miie in 1871 were greater than
ever before, being §15,390 gold (counting five

dollars to the pound), which is probably
nearly or quite twice as great as the gross

receipts per mile of American railroads; but

the average cost per mile of the British roads

is about $170,000 ; while the average capital

account (it can hardly be called cost) per
mile of our railroads is probably less than

$50,000.

The total mileage of the United Kingdom
at the present day is given as 14,700 miles

—

about one-fourth that of the United States

The total capital represented by this property

is $2,602,000,000—which may be remem-
bered easily as being about equal to our na>

tional debt.

—

Railroad Gazette.

Commerce of the United States.—The
New York Journal of Commerce has compil-

ed a statement of the total imports and exports

of all the ports of the United States for the

last two fiscal years, ending June ilOth. Both
the imports and exports are given in gold va-

lues—the imports as entered at the Custom
House at their foreign gold cost, and the ex-

ports, when cleared at their currency price,

reduced to their gold value by allowing the

average monthly premium on gold at the port

of New York. It is not a little singular to

note the remarkable agreement between the

outward and inward movement for the last

fiscal year. The difference between the im-

ports and exports is only about ten thousand

dollars in a total of over five hundred and
forty-one millions.

Imports from foreign ports at all the ports

of the Uuited States for the fiscal year:

1870. 1871.

Dutiable Md'se...$415,817,537 $483, fill, 9G6

Free goods 20,159,964 ' 35,951,784

Gold and silver... 26,400,086 21,900,024

Total imports. ..$462,377,587 $541,493,774

Exports from the United States to foreign

ports, reduced to their gold value :

1870. 1871.

Domestic produce

and md'so $376,651,156 $128,539,017

Foreign do 16,155,295 14,421,270

Specie and bullion. 58,155,966 98,543,885

Total exports.. ..$450,962,417 $541,504,172

—The importation of foreign rails shows

an increase notwithstanding the great addi-

tion made to American rail mills, The rela-

tive cheapness of foreign rails and the use of

foreign capital in American roads, explain

the use of foreign iron ou American railways.

—Messrs. Jay Cook & Co. report the sales
of Northern Pacific Railroad bonds in this
country the last two days in January as hav-
ing reached $239,000, making a total for the
month of $1,513,400.

Noticing the completion of 25 miles on the
western extremity from the Pacific seaboard
and the anticipated early completion of 40
miles more, the Philadelphia Press says :

" Five years ago this feat would have been
heralded in telegram and blazoned in edi-
torial all the world over, but now dash and
indomitable energy are looked upon as the
ordinary commonplaces of first class railway
management, and achievements such as never
Xenophon or Caeser chronicled hardly excite
either surprise or remark. How tame and
meagre the old Anabasis of historic immor-
tality compared with this going up into the
wilderness of our modern conquerors—the re-

sistless advance East and West of the iron
columns of industry and civilization 1

"

Stock of the company to the amount of
$100,000,000 has been subscribed, of which
$2,241,600 has been paid. The expenses to

June 30, 1871, were: Surveys, $379,603.11;
construction, $5,065,315.45; rolling stock,
$289,634; general expenses, $112,318.83;
total, $4,936,871.39.' The indebtedness of
the company to that date was: First mort-
gage bonds issued, $7,441,900; bills payable
for material in transitu, etc., $1,466,116.87;
due contractors, $178,746.84; total, $9,085,-
763.71.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Eates

Where it is Introduced,

«S"TH>e attention «f Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited to tlie record of

work donp, and to t:«e fact that nine-tenths
of tile flrc;j tnitktndlc ;t< stations, 111 wood
piles, null on Trains, are within the power
of this itlachlne when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,
22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

PROSPECTUS FOR 1872

FIFTH YEAR.

A Representative and Champion of American Art.

An Illustrated Monthly Journal claimed to be the

handsomest Paper in the World.

The labor of Rettine; Till! ALDINE rearly on the press
i3 so srreut that reprinting it is out of the question. With
the exception of a small number specialty reserved for
binding, tbe edition of 1871 . is already exhausted, and it is

now a scarce as well as valuable book.

NEW FEATURES FOR 1872.

ART DEPARTMENT.
The enthusiastic support so readily accorded to their

enterprise, wherevar it lias been introduced, has convinced
the publishers of THE ALDIMH1 of the soundness of
their Iheory that the American public would recognize and
heartily sui port any sincere effort to elevate the tone and
standard of illustrated publications.

As a guarantee of the excellence of this department, the
publishers would beg to announce during the coming year,
specimens from the following eminent American artists

:

W. T. RICnAKDS,
WM. BKARD,
AH?. WILL,.
F. O. C DIULKV,
WM. II. WiLCOX,
JAMBS SMILEV,
FRANK BEARD,

WM- HART.
GEORGE SMILEY.
GRANVILLE PERKINS,
TIOTOR NEHL1G,
J.U1ES II BKARD,
It. 10. PIQUET,
PAUL DIXON.

J. HOWS.

These pictures are being produced without regard to ex-
pense, by the very best engravers in the country, and will

bear the severest critical comparison with thu best foreign

work.

LITERARY DEP ARTJV1ENT.
The editorial m^nrtgpment of TUB ALDINB has been

intrusted to Mr. RICHARD HENRY STODDARD, who
has received assurances of assistance from a host of

the most popular writers and poets of the country.

THE VOLUME FOR 1872
will contain nearly 300 pages, and about 250 fine engrav-
ings. Commencing with the number for January, every
third number will contain a be-tutiful tinted picture on
plate paper, inserted on a frontispiece.

The Christmas number for 1^72, will be a splendid vol-

ume in itself, containing fifty engravings, (four in tint)

and, jilihough retailed at §(l will be seut withont extra

charge to all yearly subscribers.

A Chromo to every Subscriber.

The publisers have purchased and reproduced, at great

expense, the beautiful oil painting by Scia. entitled "Dame
Katurk's School." The chromo is 11x13 inches, and is

an exact facsimile, in size and appearance. Of the original

picture. It will be delivered free, wi'h the January num-
ber, to every subscriber who pays for one year in advance.

TERMS FOR 1872.

One Copy, one year, with Oil Chromo,
Five Copies, "• '* ' k

$ 5 00.

20.00.

Any person sending 10 names and $-10 will receive an
extra copy gratis, making 1 1 copies for the money.
Any person wishing to work for a premium, can have

our premium circular on application. We give many
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Tile Railroad Sysleni of the South which
may be connected with Cincinnati.

"Since there seems to be a probability that

Cincinnati may realize at least a part of her

scheme of Southern connection, perhaps the

very first question is, what is the railroad sys-

tem of the South ? And with what lines may
we be connecled ? In former articles I have

endeavored to show what are the condition,

population, and resources of the Southern At-

lantic Slates, and now I will trace out their

railroads, and the points connected. First, let

me make a remark on some things around us,

viz : You will see in the papers that the

Louisville and Nashville Railroad have suc-

ceeded, or have a prospect of succeeding in a

pait of their grand scheme of cutting off from

Cincinnati the advantages she expects from

a "Southern road." This is extending a

branch road through South-Eastern Kentucky

to connect with the great Virginia and Ten-

nessee line. For several months past the L.

& N. R. R. Co. have had their bonds on the

New York market for several millions of dol-

lars. They have no doubt succeeded in get-

ling the money. The result is that it is now

announced that company will complete the

residue of the road (being 166 miles) to the

connection with the Virginia road at Bristol.

That line will then be a trunk line through

the Virginia Valley to Norfolk. So far as this

passes through the South-Eastern corner of

Kentucky it will take a portion of trade that

might have come to Cincinnati ; but in regard

to Norfolk, Southern Virginia, and North

Carolina, it will have no effect; for the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railroad will bring the trade

of all that country on a shorter and better

line than it can be carried to Louisville. I

am afraid Cincinnati does not understand or

appreciate perfectly the great future value of

the Chesapeake <£• Ohio to her interests. If,

as seems probable, the Dayton at Hillsboro

people succeed in getting their line through

to the Chesapeake & Ohio, then Cincinnati

ought to lose no time in geiting a connection

at Hillsboro, or some convenient point on the

line. But of this I need not speak here. Let

us look at the Southern roads ahead and

made. Supposing a direct road to Chatta-

nooga, as contemplated, then the Southern

connections stand thus:

1. Of South Carolina : miles.

Atlanta to Augusta (Georgia R. R ) 171

Augusta to Charleston (S. C. R. R.) 137

Augusta to Columbia 8")

Columbia to Greenville 143
Columbia to Branchville 68
Charleston to Cheraw 142
Columbia to Charlotte 107

Total 753

These roads you perceive go to every im-

portant point in South Carolina, and this con-

nection is made through Augusta on the Sa-

vannah River. South Carolina, as I showed

in a former article, has but 24,500 square

miles— less than two-thirds of Ohio—and

while this 750 miles seems comparatively

small, it is nevertheless quite sufficient to

make a connection with every commercial

point in the State. Outside of Charleston and

Columbia there is not a town of 3,000 inhabi-

tants in the Slate. I will not give the rail-

roads of North Carolina because the shortest

connection with them will be through the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

2. OJ Georgia. Taking Chattanooga as

the central point we have first the "Georgia

road" as in the last section:

miles.

Atlanta to Augusta 171

Augusta to Savannah , 132

Chattanooga to Atlanta 138

Atlanta to West Point 87

Atlanta to Richmond 53

Atlanta to Macon 103

Macon to Milieu HI
Marion to Brunswick 186
Marion to Eufaula, (Alabama) 144

Rome to Kingston 20

Total 1,145

There is also a branch road to Columbia

(Georgia) which should be included. Thus

we see that 1,200 miles of road in Georgia

connecting with Atlanta, connects the Chatta-

nooga road with every principal point in

Georgia. Perhaps it would be interesting and

proper to this part of the subject to show what

are the principal towns in Georgia and how

these roads connect thetn. I confess I am a

little disappointed, on looking into the census

for 1870, to find these Southern towns so com-

paratively small. Those of Georgia, however,

are in the aggregate mu< h more pipulous and

important than those of South Carolina. The

following are the principal towns of Georgia:

Savannah 28,235

Atlanta 21,789
Augusta 15,389

.VUoon..: 10,810

Columbus, 7,401

Rome 2,748

Milledgeville 2,750

Brunswick 2,348

It will be seen that Georgia, called in the

South the "Empire State of the South," has

less than 100,000 people in all its towns; for

ail, except the above are quite small. The

railroads I have above described pass through

the whole of them, and thus a road centering

at Chattanooga will touch all of them.

3. Of Florida. The part of Florida which

is reached by railroads is comparatively small,

but it is all that it is worth while to reach.

The following are the roads which reach the

main points in Florida:
miles.

Fernandina to Cedar Keys 154

Jacksonville to Tallahasse 189

Lawton to Live Oak 48

Total 391

These roads lead from Savannah and Jack-

sonville to the principal parts of Florida.

We will now look at the Alabama connec-

tions, which in some respects are the most im-

portant. These are:

miles,

Chattanooga, Tuscaloosa, & Meridian 295

Selma, Rome, & Dalton 236

Selma & Suez.. 35

West Point & Montgomery 138

Montgomery & Mobile 186

Total 886

The first of these roads will make the

shortest and best route from Cincinnati to

New Orleans, and the last win make the best

to Mobile. We have then in these four States

(South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Ala-

bama) disregarding all merely local and minor

roads, the following summary of main lines

of road connecting Cincinnati with all the

principal cities and business places of the

South

:

miles.

In South Carolina 753

In Georgia „ 1,145

In Florida 391

In Alabama , 886

Total 3,175

In addition to this aggregate of main lines,

there are at least 2,000 miles more of sub-

sidiary lines, so that, on condition that the

Southern road (as I have already said) shall

be managed to do the same work for he same

money, that Northern roads do, Cincinnati

may send her products and merchandise to

every town in the South in the shortest time

and the least cost. E. D. M.

Aiken, S. C, Feb. 16, 1872.
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The Ohio River and Railroads.

Statistics show that the trade of the

Ohio River amounts to the enormous sum of

$720,000,000 per annum. Of this amount,

as nearly as can be ascertained, there belongs

to the city of Cincinnati about $315,000,000;

Pittsburg, $152,000,000; Wheeling, $29,000,-

000.

This vast business is done with the ordi-

nary commercial profit*, when there is ten

monihs of fair river navigation If the river

could be relied upon for the whole year, even

with the transfers from large to small boats,

it is estimated that it would not only be in-

creased, but that it could be done at greater

profits and less risks to all the parties con-

cerned. But in proportion as the river fails

for any part of these ten months, does the

river business suffer ? that is to say, the com-

mercial affairs of the country supplying this

great traffic are unfavorably affected, and as

it is made up from the products and labor of

all the people inhabiting this section of coun-

try, all are more or less injured, so intimately

are the business interests of the people

connected. The occasional prosperity of one

class by the misfortunes of others, are usually

quite trivial and always temporary. The

great law of compensation comes in, and with

unerring certainty and overwhelming power

corrects these differences, and sometimes pro-

duces most fatal reactions. Every sagacious

business man now sees his prosperity in that

of the people, and knows, that in a given pe-

riod where all interests are flourishing, his

under proper management, must grow brighter

and better than by any other means. The
failure therefore, for any considerable time.

of this thoroughfare that is demanded,

even in the partially developed condition of

the country that it eupplieB, for the yearly

transit of $720,000,000 worth, of business is

Bueh a general calamity as to excite alarm,

and to cripple and check the energies of the

people. How this can be avoided is a most

serious question, one upon which the future

prosperity of a large portion of five States

depends, and one that must be met speedily.

There can be no standstill upon this matter.

The spirit of improvement is so active in the

country, and particularly in the West, that

new territories and States are outstripping

older ones in the race for power and wealth,

though they do not possess half the natural

resources, nor lie in such advantageous geo-

graphical positions. Several of the new
States without the benefits of a grand river,

such as the Ohio, are going ahead of their

sister sovereignties that have relied upon this

outlet, and regarded it as one that was neces-

sary and equal to any demands that would be

madeuponit. They have supplied this want with

railroads, which run the whole year, and that

by reason of their speed and connections are

stimulating the business of the country they

•upply, and producing that high and general

prosperity so notorious in our new States, and
also wanting in some of our older and more
favored ones.

Two months stoppage of business upon any

line of railroad would create a panic from one

end of it to the other. A few days blockading

by snow of the Union Pacific road, although

for hundreds of miles along its line there is

not resident in the country a man to each

mile, has had more to do with securing gov-

ernment subsidies and popular sympathy for

the construction of two other Pacific roads

than anjthiug else. It is the knock down ar-

gument against the efforts the powerful man-

agers of the Union Pacific road have made to

prevent the construction of rival lines.

It then, this is the feeling, where commerce

is checked for a few days only, and these. the

efforts to avoid a recurrence of such a misfor-

tune, where people have enjoyed the benefits

of uninterrupted communication with the

world, and that steadiness in business that

only certainty can give, what would they do if

they were annually cut off two months, and

when their traffic reached up to the enormous

sum of $720,000,000, and with capacities to

reach a thousand millions of dollars per an-

num? Embarrassing as this may seem, let

us ask, what would be the consequences if

they were thus cut off in their business facili-

ties for eight months out of the twelve ?

Business men living upon a line of railroad,

can hardly conceive of such a condition.

It puts them back to the days of C<jn-

cord coaches, Conestoga wagons, and

river push boats. And yet, the peo-

ple of this Ohio river country, whose

trade under such unfavorable conditions is

reaching rapidly up to eight millions of dol-

lars per annum, have been practically without

the means of transportation for eigh*, months

during the past twelve, and to-day the river is

not yet free for safe transit. All through the

hot dry months of last summer the river

showed its sand bars and settled lower and

lower until the smallest craft, made to navi-

gate the creeks that feed this stream, could

hardly wriggle their way through, and were

such masters of. their situation, that they re-

velled in the wages of extortion for the poor-

est of service. And even they were finally

compelled to "lay up," and await the extra

dews that might dampen the sand bars suffi-

ciently to-let them slip over. Aud when rains

of autumn fell, and the waters rose again,

aud the United States, and the Bostona all

tricked out anew, started again, the hopes of

business men revived. But a few short days

and nights passed before Jack Frost chained

up this mighty river, and made it worse for

commerce than even the fierce rays of old

Sol. And so it has continued even unto this

day, with probably a provoking exception of a

day or two. Surely old John Randolph's decla-

ration about this stream, has been nearly veri.

fied, "that it was dry six months, and frozen

up the other six months of the ye r, and no
much account for business anyhow."

In the mean time let us ask what effect has
this eight months of suspension had upon
the $720,000,000 that was awaiting the move-
ment of the wat rs ? How has the prosperity

of Cincinnati been effected by this check
upon her $315,000,000? Who can tell the

commercial disturbances thi3 misfortune has
created in the country depending upon this

vast trade ? No, this sort of thing will not

do. Neither capital, nor brains, nor skill, nor
experience can be induced to take risks where
no better opportunities are to be found, and
without these, towns will not grow, nor
wealth increase very rapidly, nor the won-
derful resources that lie undisturbed along

the river shore be brought into requisition, to

swell Ihese millions of dollars, and make glad
the hearts of the hundreds of thousands of

busy workmen who would create them like

magic into new values.

But suppose, that in addition to this river,

this rich country was supplied with railroad

facilities as Illinois, and Iowa and Kansas,

now are, what would be the result? The
whole condition of things would change. The
river would do none the less, when it is capa-

ble of doing anything, than it now does. The
new and modern improvement would make
its own business, and when another unhappy
period of eight month's stagnation falb upon
it, and the expected annual two month's sus-

pension occurs, it would relieve this part of

the country from its embarrassments and sus-

tain its prosperity.

We have written too much now to follow

this matter out To the investigating mind
ihe whole subject will be presented, and we
think it will be apparent, that good as the

river has been, good a3 it may be, both as a

means of transit for heavy and slow freight,

and as a wholesome check upon the demands
of a railroad corporation, that it will not do

to build up the country, call into requisition

the industrial elements that are so valuable

and abundant, command capital from other

and better supplied localities, and that to

grow as other parts of the country are grow-

ing, something else must be done than to rely

wholly on "ia Belle Bivere."

The EubcocU at Work Again.

A DESERVED TRIBTTE.

[(From the Chioajo Tribune, Nov 10, 1871.)

At about noon, on Monday last, a tar boiler

caught fire at Bowen Bros, establishment,

corner of Michigan avenue and Madison

street, and had already spread to the adjoin-

ing sheds, when EJwiu Hunt & Sons, of No.

147 Michigan avenue, sent down one of their

B.ibeock Extinguishers, and the fire was im-

mediately extinguished, aud a large amount

of property saved.
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The Chicago Extension or tha C. «fc O. R. St'

We learn that the amount of monpy de-

manded by the C. & Company, to extend

their line from the mouth of Syme's creek,

just across the Ohio river from the town of

Huntingdon, to Hillsboro and Dayton, is so

nearly raised that it may be considerd a cer-

tainty, and that within a few weeks the en-

gineers will be placed upon the line to make

a final location, and as soon as possible there-

after, the work will be put under contract,

an-d pushed through with the energy Unit has

given the public so much confidence in the

managers of the C. & 0. scheme.

This wilj be a splendid local road, to say

nothing about the part it may play in a Chi-

cago connection, for the new outlet to tide

water. We have no idea that this important

thoroughfare will stop long at Dayton. It

will be pushed through, either by a new road,

or such combinations with old ones as will

answer the same purpose, and as will give it

aline to Chicago, and the principal intermedi-

ate points, quite as good as. that possessed by

any of the competing companies.

By this route a practical Cincinnati con-

nection may be made. From Hillsboro, an

excellent line can be found through a good

and densely populated country, and with easy

grades to a connection with the Baltimore

and Ohio extension into this city, and from

which a short and direct entry into Cincinnati

can be made by the tunnel, when this import-

ant and much needed work is finished. Either

of these courses into this city would give the

C. & 0. the advantage of connections with

both ends of Cincinnati,—and the roads lead-

ing westward and southward. Like ail the

other great East and West lines, this one must

find the three commercial centres of the

West, viz: Cincinnati, St. Lou':s and Chicago,

and this is probably as good a way to work

out this result as any now open.

Ot.ass made directly from Granite—The
Baltic Journal reports that there exists near
several cities of Finland a kind of granite

called Cupakivi, of which the composition is

this: Silica, 74 percent.; feldspar, 12; oxide

of iron, 3; lime, 1; alkalies, with traces of

magnesia, 9. This being evidently a good
compound to make glass, the first experiment
was consequently made by melting 500 parts

granite and 200 limestone, and a white glass

was obtained. The second experiment was
made with 590 granite, 150 lime and 75 of

soda. This glass was more fusible, and at the

name time harder. Both kinds were blown
without difficulty, at a bright red heat, while

a dark glass was made by the addition of 70

parts of sulphate of lime or potash, and 7

parti of carbon. As there is no doubt that on
our continent there ia granite of a similar

composition, we throw this communication
out as a hint to those interested.

The Secretary of the Treasury will

sell $2,000,000 in gold and buy $3,000,000 in

bonds during February.

THE FERGUSON RAILROAD LAW.

DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT IN FULL

A3T IMPORTANT I.EG1I, nOCCMEST,

No. 432. J. Bryant Walker, Solicitor of the

City of Cincinnati, vs. the City of Cincinnati
and others.

Scott, J.

The question presented by this case is as to

the constitutionality and validity of the act of

the General Assembly of this State, passed
March 4, 1869, entitled, "An act relat'ng to

cities of the first class having a population
exceeding one hundred and fifty thousand
inhabitants."

The general scope and purpose of the act
is to authorize any such city to construct a
line of railroad leading therefrom to any other

terminus in this State or in any other State,

through the agency of a Board of Trustees
consisting of five persons, to be appointed by
the Superior Conrtof such city, or if there be

no Superior Court of such city, then by the

Court of Common Pleas of the county in

which such city is situated The enterprise

can not, however, be undertaken until a ma-
jority of the City Council shall, by resolution,

have declared such line of railwav to be essen-

tial to the interest of the city, nor until it shal 1

have received the sanction of a majority vole
of the electors of the city, at a special elec-

tion to be ordered by the City Council, after

twenty days' public notice.

For the accomplishment of this purpose the
Board of Trustees is authorized to borrow a

sum not exceeding ten millions of dollars,

and to issue bonds therefor in the name
of the city, which shall be secured by a
mortgage on the line of railway and its net
income, and by the pledge of the fuilh of the
city, and a tax to be annually levied by the
Council, sufficient with such net income to pay
the interest and provide a sinking fund for the
final redemption of the bonds.

In pursuance of the authority which this

act purports to give, the City Council of Cin-
cinnati has resolved that it is essentia! to the
interests of that city that a line of railway to

be named "The Cincinnati Southern Rail-

way" shall be provided between the said City
of Cincinnati and the City of Chattanooga, in

the State of Tennessee, and this action of the

Council has been indorsed and approved by a
vote of more than ten to one of the electors

of the city at an election duly ordered and
held pursuant to the requirements of the act.

But fifteen hundred of the elector* of the
city voted against the proposed project, and
the grave question here presented, on behalf
of these unwilling electors and tax payers, is

whether it is within the power of the State

Legislature to authorize the taxation of their

property by the municipality for the purpose
of constructing such a line of railway by the

means and in the manner prescribed in the

act. The consequences which may reasonably
be expected to result from the exercise by
municipal corporations of powers such as this

act purports to confer, both in respect to pub-
lic and private interests, are so momentuous
as to make it difficult to over-estimate the im-
portance of the question, and to demand at

our hands the most careful investigation and
deliberate consideration. This is the first in-

stance in the history of the State, so far as we
are aware, in which the General Assembly has
undertaken to authorize municipalities to em-
bark in the business of constructing railroads,

on their own sole account, as local improve-

ments. The railway contemplated in this-in-

slance is several hundred miles in length, ex-
tending into other States; the sum authorized
to be expended in its construction is a large
one, and, should it prove inadequate for the

completion of the road, we may reasonably
expect it to be increased by subsequent legio-

Li on. These considerations, and the apparent
abuse of discretion involved in declaring such
a work to be so far local in its character as to

justify its construction by a.single city, at the
sole expense of its citizens, all give a high
degree of inierest to the question But we
must bear in mind that, the question is one of
legislative power, and not of the wisdom, or

even of the justice of the manner in which
that power, if it exists, has been exercised.

Had we jurisdiction to pass upon the latter

ques ion we should probably have no hesita-

tion in declaring the act under review to be
an abuse of the taxing power Let us, then,

first enquire under what conditions it becomes
competent for the judiciary to declare an at-

temped act of legislation, formally enacted by
the General Assembly, to be invalid, by rea-

son of unconstitutionality. Courts can not, in.

our judgment, nullify an act of legislation on
the vague ground that tbey think it op-

posed to a general " latent spirit," supposed
.to pervade or underlie the Constitution, but

which neither its terms nor its implications

clearly disclose in any of its parts To do so

would be to arrogate the power of making the

Constitution what the court may think it ought
to be, instead of simply declaring what it is.

The exercise of such a power would make the

court sovereign over both Constitution and
people, and convert the government into a

judicial despotism. While we declare that

legislative power can only be exercised within

the limits prescribed by the Constitution, we
are equally bound to keep within the sphere

allotted to us by the same instrument. On
th's subject we can not do better than to

adopt what i3 so well said by Judge Cooley
in his treatise on "Constitutional Limiiations,"

pp. 128, 129, when in speaking of limitations

upon legislative authority, he says: "Some
of these are prescribed by constitutions, but

others spring from the very nature of free

government. The latter must dependfor their

enforcement upon legislative wisdom, discre-

tion, and conscience. The Legislature is to

make laws for the public good, and not for

the benefit, of individuals. It has control of

the putlic moneys, and should provide for

disbursing them for public purposes only.

Taxes should only be levied for those purposes

which properly constitute a public burden.

But what is for the public good and what are

public purposes, and what does properly con-

stitute a public burden, are questions which
the Legisltiture must decide upon its own
judgment ; and ia respect to which it is vested

with a large discretion which can, not be con-

trolled by the courts, except, perhaps, where
its action is clearly evasive, and where, under

pretense of lawful authority, it has assumed
to exercise one that is unlawful. Where the

power which is exercised is legislative in its

character, the courts can enforce only those

limitations which the Constitution imposes,

and not those implied restrictions, which, rest-

ing in theory only, the people have been satis-

fied to leave to the judgment, patriotism, and
sense ofjustice of their representatives.

And he adds on page 171

:

" Nor are the courts at liberty to declare an
act void because, in their opinion, it is op-

posed to a spirit su posed to pervade the Con-

stitution, but not expressed in words." Citing

people vs. Fisher, 24 Wend-, 220 ; Cochran tis.
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Van Surley, 20 Wend , 381; People vs. Gal-

lagher, 4th Mich., 244; Benson Vs. Major of

Albany, 24th Barb.. 252; Grant vs. Courter,

24th Barb., 232; Wynshamer vs. People, 13tb

N. Y., 39).

We do not understand it to be claimed that

the net in question is an assumption of any
of the powers specially delegated lo the gen-

eral government by the Constitution of the

United States, nor that it is an encroachment
upon the functions and powers conferred by
the State Constitution upon other departments
of the government, and therefore impliedly

withheld from the General Assembly. The
only questions, therefore, with which we have
to deal are: First, whether the act is within

the general grant of legislative power which
the Constitution declares to be vested in the

General Assembly
; and, second, does it con-

travene any of the limitations upon the exer-

cise of legislative power, which are either ex-

pressed or clearly implied in any of the pro-

visions of that instrument. And before we
can answer the former question in the nega-
tive, or the latter in the affirmative, our con-
victions must be clear and free from doubt
[Lechman vs MeBride, 15 0. St , 291 ; C, W.
& Z. R. R: Co vs. Commissioners of Clinton

County, 1 0. St., 77, and authorities there

cited.]

Lei, us then consider, fiist, whether this act

is wilhin the general scope of legislative

power, independent of special constitutional

prohibitions. That it is within the legitimate

scope of legislative power to authorize a

municipality of the State lo aid in the con-
struction of a public improvement such as a

railroad, by becoming a stockholder in a cor-

poration created for that purpose, and to levy

taxes to pay the subscription, must be regarded
as fully settled in this State by repeated adjudi-

cation. In the case of C, W. & Z R. R. Co.

vs. Commissioners of Clinton County, 1st 0.

St., 77, the subject was very fully considered,

and it was held that, as the State may itself

construct reads, canals, and other descriptions

of internal improvements, so it may employ
any lawful means and agencies for that pur-

pose, among which are private companies in-

corporated for ihc construction of such im-

provements. And it was said that, for much
stronger reasons, counties might be authorized
to construct works of a similar kind, ot a local

character, having a special relation to their

business and interests.

And as ihe Slate might contract or author-

ize the counties to construct these works en-

tire, or create corporations to do it entire, it

was held that, as a question of power, each
might be authorized to do a part The val-

idity of subscriptions to the stock of railr. ad
corporations, made by counties, cities, towns,

and townships of the Slate, under special

legislative authority, has been drawn in ques-
tion in many cases which have since come
before this court, and in none of them has the

authority of the Legislature to grant such
power of subscription been doubted. 1 0. St.

105 ; Id. 153 ; 2d 0. St 607 ; Id. 647 ; 6 0. St.

280; 7 0. St. »27; 8 O. St. 394; Id 564; 11

O. St. 183; 12 0. St. 596; Id. 624; 14 St

260; Id. 472 ; Id. 569, and the cases in which
such legislative authority has been upheld by
the courts of last resort in other States are too

numerous even for reference. A list of more
than fifty such cases may be found in Judge
Cooley's treatise before referred to, p. 119,
note 4.

If we even admit that all these decisions
have been unwise, yet it is clearly too late to

overrule them in this Stats. Were the ques-
tion a new one, and properly determinable by

the judgment of a court, we should perhaps

concur in opinion with Judge Redtield, that

subscriptions for railway stock by cities and
towns do not come appropriately within the

range of municipal powers and duties. Yet
he is constrained to add that "the weight of

authority is all in one direction, and it is now
too late to bring the mater into serious debate."

2 Redtield on Railway 398, 399, note. And
if in the absense of constitutional prohibitions,

a municipal corporation may be authorized to

aid by stuck s-nbscriptions in the construction

of a railway, which has a special relation to

its business and interests, upon what principle

shall we deny that it can be authorized to

construct it entirely at its own expense, when
its relation is such as to render it essential to

the business interests of the municipality?

And upon the question of fact, whether a par-

ticular road is thus essential to the interests

of the city, this court, in the case of the C,
W. & Z R R. already referred to, quote ap
provingly from the case- of Goodin vs Crump,
8 Leigh, R 120, in which it was said: "If,

then, the test of the corporate character of

the act is the probable benefit of it to the

commiitiity within the corporation, who is the

proper judge whether a proposed measure is

likely to conduce to the public interest of the

.city? Is it this court, whose avocations little

tit it for such inquiries? Or is it the mass of

the people themselves— the majority of the

corporation acting (as they must do if they

act ait all) under the sanction of the legisla-

tive body ? The latter assuredly."

And in Sharpless vs. the Mayor of Philadel-

phia, 21st Pa. St R 147, it was said by C. J.

Black : "If the Legislature may create a debt,

and lay taxes on the whole people to pay such
subscriptions, may they not with more justice

and greater propriety, and with as clear a con-
stitutional right, allow a particular portion of

the people to tax themselves to promote in a
similar manner a public work in which they

have a special interest ? I think this question

can not be answered in the negative * * *

I can not conceive ot a reason for doubling
that what the State may do in aid of a work
of general utility, may be done by a county or

a city for a similar work, which is especially

useful to sucli county or city, provided the

Stale refuses lo do it herself and permits it to

be done by the local authorities." The ques-

tion in that case was upon the validity of sub-

scriptions of stock made by ihe city of Phila-

delphia iu aid of two railroads. One of these

was tue Hemptield road, which had its eastern

terminus at Greensburg, three hundred and
fori)-six miles west of Philadelphia. Bolh
subscriptions were sustained, and the Court
said :

" It is the interest of the city which de-

termines the right lo lax her people. That
interest does not necessarily depend on the

mere location ol the road. * * * But it

is not our business to determine what amount
of interest Philadelphia has in either ot these

improvements. That has been settled by her

own officers and by the Legislature. For us

it is enough to know that the city may have

a public interest in them, and that there is

not a palpable and clear absense of all possi-

ble interest perceptible by every mind at the

first blush. All beyond that is a question of

expediency, not of laws, and much less of con-

stitutional law." By ibe act under considera-

tion no railroads are authorized to be con

structed, except such as have one of their ter-

mini in the city which constructs them. And
that a city has no peculiar corporate interest in

such channels of commerce as lead directly

into it, is a proposition which, to say the least,

is very far from being clearly true. And as the

public or corporate interest in an improvement
rather than its particular location determines
the question as to the right of taxation for its

construction, the fact that the road contem-
plated in the present case will lie mainly out-
side of this State can make no difference.
The right of eminent domain can not be ex-
ercised, nor the road constructed in or through
other States, without their permission and au-
thority

;
and the act in question contemplates

nothing of the kind. But when such consent
is given we suppose the particular direction
given to ihe road can have no bearing on the
question of coporate power to construct it.

It is also to be borne in mind that this is not
a case in which the Legislature has deter-

mined a particular public improvement to be
of a local character, and has imposed the

burden of its construction on an unwilling
municipality. But it is the case of an authority

given to a city to exercise its powers of taxa-
tion only lor ihe construction of an improve-
ment which the local authority have declared

to be ese.utial lo the interest of the city, and
even that can not be done till a majority of its

people have sanctioned the measure by their

deliberate votes.

The towns and cities of the State are not the

creation of the Constitution. It recognizes

these municipalities as existing organizations,

properly invested by immemorial usage with

powers of assessment and taxation for local

purposes of a public character, but which were,

nevertheless, subject to control and regulation

by the State, and that these powers might be
abused unless properly restricted. The Con-
stitution itself provides where the power of
preventing such abuse shall be vested. It de
clares, in Article 13, Section 6, that "the
General Assembly shall provide for the organi-
zation of cities and incorporated villages by
general laws, and restrict their power of taxa
tion assessment, borrowing money, contract-

ing debts, and loaning their credit, so as to

prevent the abuse of such power
"

It is very clear that this constitutional man-
date can not be enforced according to judicial

discretion and judgment. In the very nature of

the case, the power which is to impose restric-

tions so as to prevent abuse, must determine
what is an abuse, and what restrictions are

necessary and proper. As is said by the

learned author from whose treatise we have
before quoted, " The moment a court ventures

to substitute its own judgment for that of the

Legislature, in any case where the Constitu-

tion has vested the Legislature with power
over the subject, that moment it enters upon
a field where it is impassible to set limits to.

its authority, and where its discretion alone

will measure the extentof its interference. The
rule of law upon this subject appears to be

that, except where the Constitution has im-

posed limits upon the legislative power, it

must be considered as practically absolute,

whether it operates according to natural jus-

tice or not in any particular case The courts

are not ihe guardians of the rights of the peo-

peop'.e of the Slate, except as those rights are

secured by some constitutional provision which

comes wilhin the judicial cognizance. The
protection against unwise or oppressive legis-

lation, within constitutional bounds, is by an
appeal lo the justice and patriotism of the re-

presentatives of the people If this fail, the

people in their sovereign capacity can correct

the evil; but courts can not assume their

rights." Cooley's Const. Lim. 167, 168.

We do not mean to say that every legisla-

tive enactment is necessarily valid, unless it

conflict wilh some express provision cf the

Constitution. Undoubtedly the General As-
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sembly cannot divest A of his title to proper-

ty and give it to B. They cannot exercise

judicial functions. They can impose taxes

only for a public purpose. For it is of the

essence of a tax that it be for a public use.

Nor can they, by way of taxation, impose a

burden upon a portion of the State only, for

a purpose in which that portion of the State

has no possible peculiar local interest But

to justify the interference of a court upon any
of these grounds, the case must be thought

clearly, and beyond doubt, within the cate-

gory claimed, and such we are persuaded is

not the case in respect to the act in ques-

tion

We have been referred to recent adjudica-

tions in several States, which are supposed to

sustain the claim that taxation can not be

authorized for the construction of a railroad

in cases like the present. In the case of

Whitting vs. Sheboygan Railway Company (9

American Law Beg., 156) it was held that " a

statute levying a tax for the sole purpose of

making a direct gift of the money raised to a

mere private railway, in which the State or

the tax payers have no ownership, is uncon-
stitutional."

In the case from Michigan, of the People

ex rel., the Detroit and Howell Railway
Company vs. Township of Salem, proceeds

upon the same grounds. But in the case now
before us, the road is the property of the tax

payers who furnish the means to build it.

The recent decisions in Iowa are in conflict

with the former uniform line of decisions on

the subject in the same State, and in all the

cases referred to in either of those States the

reasoning upon which the decisions rest is in

conflict with what we can not but regard as

the settled law of this State.

We are brought to the conclusion that there

is nothing in the general purport and main
object of this act which places it outside of

the sphere of legitimate legislative power.

We proceed to consider whether it is in con-

flict with any of the express limitations im-

posed by the Constitution. It is claimed that

the General Assembly, in the act in question,

by authorizing the Judges of the Superior

Court to appoint Trustees of the contemplated
railway, have exercised an appointing power
which is forbidden by the 27th section of the

second article of the Constitution. The ar-

gument is, that the Trustees whom the act

authorized the court to appoint are public offi-

cers ; that their appointment is not the exer-

cise of a judicial function, or of any power
that can be conferred on the Judges of the

court as such, and that the conferring of this

power of appointment is the creation of a new
and independent office, which cannot be filled

by the appointment of the Legislature,

wnether the appointment be designated by

name, or by reference to another olfice which
he holds. In the same connection it is claim-

ed that this power of appointment is confer-

red on the Judges of the Superior Court in vi-

olation of Art. 4, Sec. 14 of the Constitution,

which prohibits the Judges of the Supreme
Court and the Court of Common Pleas from
holding any other office of profit or trust un-

der the authority of this State or the United

Stiles. And it is further argued that the act

is in conflict with Art 2, Sec 20 of the Con-
stitution, because it does not fix the term of

office and compensation of the Trustees.

Are any of these positions clearly well taken ?

We f h ill Brat inquire whether the power of

appointment conferred by this act on the

Judges of the Superior Court involves the ex-

ercise of an appointing power by the General

Aisembly. Were the Judges thereby appoint-

ed to a public office? In support of the

affirmative of this question, we are referred

to the decision of this court in the case of
the State on relation of the Attorney-General •

vs. Kennon et al , 7 U. St. It., 546 In that

case it was held that the selection and desig-

nation by name of the defendants by the

General Assembly to exercise continuously
and as a part of the regular and petmanent
administration of the government impor-
tant public powers, trusts, and duties is

an appointment to office. But we think the

present case can not be brought within the

principle of that decision. In this case there

is no designation of individuals by name to

exercise any public functions whatever. It is

clearly the case of an additional power or

duly annexed to existing offices, and not the

creation of a new office. Upon the filing of

a petition by the City Solicitor in the Superior

Court, praying for the appointment of Trus-

tees, it is made the duty of the Judges of that

court to make such appointment, and to en-

ter the same on the minutes of their court.

The power of appointment and of subsequent
removal for unfaithfulness can be exercised

only by the court as 'such, and all power of

control in the premises on the part of the

Judges ceases with the terminaiion of their

judicial offices. It is true that the act confers

a new power on the Judges of the Superior
Court, but, as was said by Judge Swan in his

concurring opinion in the case referred to,

"if adding to the duties or powers of exist-

ing offices is an exercise of the appointing
power, then every new duty required or power
conferred upon any State, county, or township
officer must be deemed the exercise by the

General Assembly of the appointing power,
and forbidden by the Constitution."

But it is said that the appointment of these

Trustees is not the exercise of a judicial

tunclion. Suppose this to be so. Does it fol-

low that no functions except such as are pure-

ly judicial can be constitutionally annexed to

the office of a Judge? Can judges not be

made conservators of the peace, and as such
be required to discharge duties which are not

of a judicial character? If no power of ap-
pointment to any office or position of public

trust can be devolved upon a court or judge,
it is certain that many of the stdtutes of this

Stale are invalid. Quite a number of statutes

have been referred to by counsel in which
such power of appointment is given to Pro-
bate Judges, Judges of the Court of Common
Pleas, and Judges of the Superior Court. But
is it clear that the selection and appointment
of these Trustees which the act requires to be

made ay the Judges of the Superior Court,

and to be entered on the minutes of the court,

is in no sense a judicial act? It is the act of

a court, and the selection of the Trustees,

and the fixing the amount of their bonds re-

quire the exercise of judgment and discre-

tion. Authorities are not wanting to show
that such an act is properly judicial in its

character.

Thus where a statute of New York author-

ized a town to issue bonds to aid in the con-

struction of a railroad, and make it the duty

of the County Judge to appoint under his

hand and seal three commissioners to carry

into effect the purposes ol the act, it was held

by the Supreme Court of that State, that the

act of making such appointment was judi

cial.

It was said by the Court: "The action

sought from the County Judge is judicial. It

is conferred by the stalule upon the office of

County Judge to be exercised under its seal.

The duty requires the exercise of judgment

and discretion in the selection of Commission-
ers. The individual is in no way responsible

for any act of those he may select in the dis-

charge of their duties. In no sense is the

act of selecting commissioners ministerial.
" They do not act on the command of the

County Judge. Reissues no process to them
If alter appointment the person designated
accept and act, they do so under and by vir-

tue of the statute, and not in virtue of the
order designating them as Commissioners."
Sweet vs. Hulbert, 51 Barb S. C. Rep. 315.

Nor do we think that these Trustees are offi-

cers within the meaning of that clause of the
Constitution, which provides that., " The Gen-
eral Assembly, in cases not provided for in

this Constitution, shall fix the term of office

and the compensation of all officers."

This clause cannot be regarded as compre
bending more than such offices as may be
created to aid in the permanent administra-
tion of the government, It. can nut include
all the agencies which the General Assembly
may authorize municipal and other corpora-

tions to employ for local and temporary pur-

poses. These Trustees have no connection
wiih the government of the State, or of any of
its subdivisions. They have nothing to do
with the general protection and security of
persons or property. Their sole dctv is to

procure and superintend ihe construction of a

nar'icular road, and to lease it, when con-

structed. When this shall have been done, so
far as appears from the act, their functions
end. And in the road, when constructed, the

State will have no proprietary interest. All

the railroads of the State, though owned and
operated by private corporations, are in an
important sense public improvements, yet the

officers who manage them aud superintend
thpir pecuniary interests are not public offi-

cers, within the meaning of this constitutional

provision. No one supposes that the compen-
sation of such officers must be fixed by the

Legislature.

It remains to consider with reference to the

general purpose and object of the act, whether
iliere are in the Conslitution special limita-

tions on the general legislative power vested

in the General Assembly which prohibits the

authorizing of a city to raise, by taxation of
its citizens, the means for constructing a rail-

road leading into such city, when such an im-

provement is deemed by a majority of the

citizens to be essential to iis interests. It is

claimed that the grant of such authority is

in violation of article 8, section 6 of the Con-
stitution, which reads as follows:

Art, VII, See. 6.—The general Assembly
shall never authorize any' county, city, town,

or township, by vole of its citizens, or other-

wise, to become a stockholder in any joint

stock company, corporal ion, or association

whatever; or to raise money or loan its credit

to, or in aid of, any such company, or corpo-

ration, or association.

It is proper to consider this section in con-

nection with the sections which precede it in

the same article, and wiih some provisions

found in either articles which bear more or

less directly upon the same and kindred sub-

jects.

The first two sections of this article enum-
erate the purposes for which the Stale may
contract debts, and the third section declares

that except the debts thus specified, " no debt
whatever shall hereafter be created by or on
behalf of the State." The fourth section de-

clares that " the credit of the State shall not,

in any manner, be given or loaned to, or in aid

of, any individual, association, or corporation

whatever, nor shall the State ever hereafter be-
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come a joint owner or stockholder in any com
puny or association, in this Stateor elsewhere,

formed for any purpose whatever." The fifth

section forbids the assumption by the State of

the debts of any county, city, town, or town-

ship, or of any corporation whatever, unless

such debts shall have been created to repel

invasion, suppress insurrection, or defend the

State in war. In article 12, section 6, it is

declared " the State shall never contract any

debt for purposes of internal improvement."

And article 13, section (i, provides as fol-

lows :
" The General Assembly shall provide

for the organization of cities and incorporated

villages by general law, and restrict their

powers of taxation, assessment, borrowing

money, contracting debts, and loaning their

credit, so as to prevent the abuse of such

power " In Cass vs. Dillon, 2 0. St. Hep
613, 614, it was held, and we think properly,

that the limitations imposed upon the State

by the first three sections of article 8 were not

intended as limitations upon her political

subdivisions, her counties and townships

And the clear implications of ihe filth section

are that counties, cities, towns, and townships

may create debts to repel invasion, suppress in

surrection, or defend the State in war, which

the State may assume; and may also create

deits for other purposes, which the State is

forbidden to assume. By the fourth section

a limitation is imposed in respect to the Slate,

similar to that prescribed in the sixth section

in regard to counties, cities, towns, and town-

ships. The State and her municipalities and

subdivisions are clearly distinguished, and

treaied of separately. It is to the latter that

the inhibitions of the sixth section relate.

What are the extent and purport of those in-

hibitions? Its own language must furnish

the answer to this question, if that language

be plain and unambiguous. Of course, I do

not mean that we are bound to adhere strictly

to the letter, without regard to the evident

meaning and spirit of the instrument.

The fundamental law of the State is

to be construed in no such narrow and
liberal spirit. On the contrary, it is to

be construed according to its intention

where that is clear, and that which

clearly falls within the reason of the prohibi-

tion may be regarded as embodied in it. Stili

it is very clear that we have no power to

amend the Constitution, under the color of

construction, by interpolating provisions not

suggested by the language of any part of it.

We can not supply all omissions, which we
mav believe have arisen from inadvertence,

on the part of the Constitutional Convention

Recurring, then, to the language of this sec-

tion, it is quite evident that it was not intend-

ed to prohibit the construction of railroads,

nor, indeed, to prohibit any species of public

improvements.
The section contains no direct reference to

railroads, nor to any other special class of

improvements or enterprises. The inhibi-

tions are directed only against a particular

manner or means by which, under the Consti-

tution of 1802, many public improvements
had been accomplished. And its language is

sufficiently comprehensive to embrace every

enterprise involving the expenditure of money
and the creation of pecuniary liabilities.

Under the Constitution of 18U2 numerous
special acts of legislation had authorized

counties, cities, towns, and townships to be-

come stockholders in private corporations or-

ganized for the construction of railroads, to

be owned and operated by such corporations.

The stock thus subscribed by the local au-

thorities was generally authorized to be paid

for by the issue of bonds, which were to be
paid by taxes assessed upon the property of
their constituent bodies. Many of these
enterprises proved unprofitable, and the stock
became valueless. Some of them wholly
failed. Heavy taxation followed to meet and
discharge the interest and principal of the
bonds thus issued. Towns and townships
were induced to attempt repudiation of their

contracts.

And as the records of this court abundantly
show, the assessment and collection of the
taxes which the preservation of good fa.il h

required, had repeatedly to be enforced by
mandamus. In many, if not all of these
cases, it was alleged that the stock subscrip-

tions sought to be enforced had been voted
for and made under the influence of false and
fraudulent misrepresentations made by inter-

ested officers and agents of the corporation
to be added by the subscription. At the lime
of the formation and adoption of the present

Constitution, these evils had beg.un to be se-

riously felt, and excited the gravest appre-

hensions of calaxitous results. Under such
circumstances, this section was made a part

of the State Constitution,

It may be well again to recur to its langu-

age: ''The General Assembly shall never
authorize any county, city, town, or township

by vote of its citizens or otherwise, to become
a stockholder in any joint stock company,
corporation, or association whatever ; or to

raise money for, or loan its credit to, or in

aid of, any such company, corporation, or

association,"

The mischief which this section interdicts

is a business partnership between a munici-

pality Or subdivision of the State and individ-

uals, or private corporations, or associations

It forbids the union of public and private

capital, or credit, in any enterprise whatever.

In no project originated by individuals,

whether associated or otherwise, with a view

to gain, are the municipal bodies named per-

mitted to anticipate in such manner as to

incur pecuniary expense or liability. They
may neither become stockholders, nor furnish

money or credit for the benefit of the parties

interested therein. Though joint stack com-

panies, corporations, and associations only

are named, we do not doubt that the reason

of the prohibition would render it applicable

to the case of a single individual. The evil

would be the same whether ihe public suffered

from the cupidity of a single person or from

that of several persons associated together.

As the alliance between public and private

interests is clearly prohibited in respect to all

enterprises of whatever kind, if we hold that

these municipal bodies can not do on their

own account what they are forbidden to do

on the joint account of themsehes and private

partners, it follows that they are powerless to

make any improvement, however necessary,

with their own means, and on their own sole

account We may be very sure that a purpose

so unreasonable was never entertained by the

framers of the Constitution.

Besides, if this section is to be construed

so as to prohibit municipal corporations from

making improvements on their own account

and with their own means, then the fourth

section of I his same article, which is quite

similar in language, must be held to prohibit

the making of any improvements by the Slate,

on her own account and with her own means.

This would not only be highly unreasonable,

but would conflict with the clear implications

of the section which prohibits the Slate from

contracting any debt for the purposes ol in-

ternal improvements.

This impl es that the State may make all

such improvements as will not involve the

creation of a debt.

We find ourselves unable, therefore, upon
any established rules of construction, to find

in this section the inhibition claimed by coun-
sel to arise by implication.

It may be, and indeed I think it very prob-

able, th*t had the framers of the Constitution

contemplated the possibility of the grant to a
municipal corporation of such powers as the

acts under consideration confer, they would
have interposed further limitations upon leg-

islative discretion.

But omissions of such a great character

surely can not be supplied according to the

conjectures of a court.

Itis agreed, however, that the Trustees of the

contemplated railway are a corporation, and
that the act in question violates the terms of

this section, by authorizing the city to raise

money fur and loan its credit to this corpora'

tion, to enable them to construct a railroad.

We think it unnecessary to inquire whether
the Trustees provided for by the act are in

any sense a corporation or not. For if they

are an association or organization of any kind

whatever, having a property interest in the

road distinct from that of the city, then the

objection is well taken. The inhibitions of

this section are not directed against names,

Bat it is clear that these Trustees are a
mere agency through which the city is au-

thorized to operate for her own sole benefit.

Neither as individuals, nor as a board, have

they any beneficial interest in the fund which

they are to manage, or in the road which tbey

are to build.

They are in fact, as well as in name, but

Trustees, and the sole beneficiary of the trust

is the city ol Cincinnati. They are author-

ized to act only in the name and on behalf of

the city.

Looking therefore to the substance of

things, this case can not be brought within

the terms of the prohibition unless we are to

reaard the city itself as being one of the cor-

porations for which money is not to be raised,

nor a loan of credit made.
We do not understand counsel as relying

upon any other grounds of objection to the

validity of this act than those which we have
considered, and are of opinion that the judg-

ment of the court below must be affirmed.

The finest eastings of iron and bronze

are made by using models of wax. These

are imbedded in molds made of fine ground

earth, which are then heated red hot. The
mold is baked, the wax disappears, and the

metal, when poured in, exactly takes its place.

The wax model is often made in a gelatine

mold, which, being very elastic, will slip off

the original object which is to be copied into

metal.

—The railroad statistics of Great Britain

show that at the close of the past year there

were 13,985 miles of railroad open for traffic

in the United Kingdom or very nearly one

mile of railway to every nine square miles of

territory. The cost of these roads was £529,-

91)8, S73, or $190,000 a mile. The earnings

in 1870 amounted to £15,000,000, or about

nine per cent, on their ccst.

•

—Bessemer steel rails are fast talcing pre-

cedence of all others, and the time is i ot

far distant when iron will not be known as a

I rail material.
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Tunnels.

The Sutro Tunnel.—The report of the Su-

tro Tunnel Commission has been transmitted

to the Senate. The Commission report that

the tunnel is entirely feasible, arid may be

constructed in less than two and a half years,

at a cost of about four and a half millions.

They believe that the Comstock Lode is a true

fissure vein, continuing downwards indefinite-

ly, and express the opinion that, while the tun-

nel is not a necessity for ventilation or drain-

axe, yet any scheme which promises increased

economy in working the mines and render-

ing valuable the vast amount of now worthless

low grade ores in the Comstoek Lode becomes
of national importance. Whether the Sutro

Tunnel project fulfills this condition of economy
depends upon the efficacy of the methods now
employed in Germany and other countries of

Europe for the concentration and profitable

working of low grade ores. On this point the

Commission has not in this country, by per-

sonal investigation, been able to obtain the

desired information. The report commends
the Sutro Tunnel to favorable consideration

as an exploring work for d'?ep mining.

The Exchange and Review says: Recent
advices from Nevada state that the min-

ing companies working on the Comstoek
Lode seem to take very little interest in

the completien of the Sutro Tunnel This

stupendous work, it will be remembered, is

designed to tap the lode at a depth of about

2,000 feet below the outcrop, and is justly

believed that it will enable the companies to

render their poorer grade of ores available at

a moderate expense, to say nothing of the di

minished cost of extracting all qualities of ore

which are now raised at a great cost from the

levels in which they are mined. Moreover, the

tunnel, if completed, will drain the mines ef-

fectually, and thus greatly lessen, if not alto-

gether obviate, the expense of pumping. The
distance the excavation will have to be car-

ried on before striking the lode is estimated to

be eight miles, and of this extent but about half

a mile has been accomplished. To complete

the remainder it is probable that congressional

aid will be invoked, and in this event much op-

position will be encountered. As it is, mine
and mill owners seem to entertain a strong pre-

judice against the enterprise, notwithstanding

the advantages which will accrue from it, and
while they admit the fact that it3 completion

will benefit thrir property, they close their ears

to all appeals for aid, and profess an entire iu-

difference to the project.

In the Freiberg silver mining region of Ger-

many two tunnels of exlraordinarv length have

been driven to drain the veins far below the

lowest levels. One of these great works, twenty-

four miles in length, is driven from the river

Elbe, the intention being to cut the veins at an
average depth of nearly 2,000 feet. This en-

terprise was projected more than twenty years

ago, and although on account of its magnitude

it was much opposed, yet it was vigorously sup-

ported by Von Beust and other eminent raining

engineers, and received the sanction of the Sax-

on goverment. The peculiar characteristics of

these veins, which indicate that they fill true fis-

sures, are pointed out as strongly encouraging
to the undertaking. Whether it has been com-
pleted we are not able to say, but our impres-

sion is that it was finishnd a few years ago.

The southern part of the Freiberg district iH

drained by an adit which is driven from a small

stream called theTriebscbe, near the village of

Rolhsehonherg, and extends over eight miles,

or about the projected length of the Sutro Tuu-
nel. At the time this work was begun it was

expected to drain the veins at a depth of 400
feet below the lowest point reached by the sys-

tem of drainage which was then in use Thi3
adit is more than eight feet wide, nearly ten

feet high, and rises in the whole distance near-

ly thirteen feet.

The Hoosac Tunnel, according to a recent
official report, has up to December 31, 1871,
required an expenditure of $6,335,332 exclu-
sive of interest. When the present contract-

ors assumed the management, 9,341 feet had
been opened, and in December 1, 1871, the work
had been advanced by 7,737 feet, making a total

of 17,078 feet and leaving 7,953 feet to be ex-

cavated. The central shaft has been finished,

and work is now going on at four faces of the

rock, much more rapid progress in the future

is anticipated. The tunnel, it is hoped, will be

finished by March, 1874.

The Nesquehoning Tunnel will soon be com-
pleted. The track is already laid half way the

distance through the tunnel, and the workmen
will put down the balance in a few days. The
Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company have
stopped their works for a week in order to widen
the railroad track in the Panther Creek Valley,

preparatory to changing their line lor getting

coal from their mines to this place. During
the time the men are not working the breakers
will be overhauled and put in complete order

PROSPECTUS FOR 1872

Bg^" The eleven territories exceed by near-
ly 2UO,000 square miles the aggregate area of
all the at present admitted States of the

Union.
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Insurance Companies Eeduce Eates

Where it is Introduced.

WThe attention of Practical Railroad
Men is earnestly invited t» the record of

work done, and to tlie fact that nine-tenths
of the (ire s Hi it kindle at stations, In wood
piles, and on Trains, are within the power
of this Machine when discovered

F. W. FAR WELL, Secretary,

122 Washington Street,

CHICAGO

H. J. BOND, Gen'l Agent,

22 West Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI.

FIFTH YEAR.

A Representative and Champion of American Art.

ALDSNE.
An Illustrated Monthly Journal claimed to be the

handsomest Paper in the World.

The labor of <rettin<r TIIR ALT)1NE ready on the presi
is so great that reprinting it is out of the qu;st on. With
the exception of a smell number speedily reserved for

binding. tl>e edition of l8~l is already exhausted, and it is

now a scarce as well as valuable book.

NEW FEATURES FOR 1872.

ART DEPARTMENT.
The enthusiastic support so readily accorded to their

enterprise, wherevafit has been introduced, ha9 convinced
the publishers of'TtIK ALDIXrl of the soundness of
tueir theory tliat the American public would recognize «nd
heartily su. port any sincere effort to elevate the tone and
standard of illustrated publications.

As a guarantee of the excellence of this department, the

publishers would hep to announce during the coming year,

specimens from the following eminent American artists :

W. T. RICHARDS,
W1I. BKAKD,
ATJi. WILL.
F. O. C DvRf.EV.
W51 H. WILCOX,
JAMBS SMILBV,
FRANK BKARD,

WM HART,
GKORQE SMILEY.
GRANVll.LrS PKItKINS
VICTOR NKtlLIO,
JAMES II BKARD,
R. K. PIQUKT.
PAUL DlXO-V.

J. HOWS.

These-pictures are being produced without regard to ex-
pense, by the very best engravers in the country and-will

bear the severest critical comparison with the best foreign

work. ' \^J W

LITERARY DEPARTMENT.
The editorial management of THE ALDIME has been

intrusted to Ma. RICHARD HUNRV STOJDARD, who
lias received assurances of assistance from a host of

the most popular writer*, and poets of the country.

THE VOLUME FOR 1872
will contain nearly 3011 pages, and about 250 fine engrav-

ings. Commencing wiLh the number for January, every
third number will contain a beiutiful tinted picture on
plate p iper. inserted on a frontispiece.

The Christmas number for ld~2, will be a splendid vol-

ume in itself, containing ftfty engravings, (four in tint)

and, although retailed at $1 will be sent withont extra

charge to all yearly subscribers.

A Chromoto every Subscriber.

The publisers have purchased and reproduced, at (jreat

expense, the bpauti'ul <il painting by S'Eis. entitled 'Da.mb
^Nature's School." The chromo is 11x13 inches, and is

an exact fac-aimile, in size and appearance, of the original

picture. It will be delivered free, wi'li the January num-
ber, to every subscriber who pays for one year in advance.

TERMS FOR 1872.

One Copy, one year, with Oil Chromo,
Five Copies, *•

$» no.

20.UU.

Any person sending 10 names and $40 will receive an
extra copy gratis, making 11 copies fur the m>-ney.

Any person wishing to work For a premium, can have

our premium circular on application. We give many
heauiiful and desirable articles oilered by no other paper.

Any person wishing to act, permanently, as our agent,

will apply, with reference, enclosing $1 for outfit.

JAMES SUTTON & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

1G-2-72, 2 83 liberty Street, New Torfa



4:32 THE RAILROAD RECORD.

RAILROAD PRINTING.

HAVING EVERT FACILITY,

WE ARE PREPARED TO EXECUTE

Railroad Printin
OIF EVBBY TDESCBjIIFTIOISr.

CONSECUTIVELY NUMBERED

Local & Coupon Tickets,

duns, SOFT BILLS,

POSTERS, WAY BILLS, BLANKS,

.AJSTO BLAlsTK BOOKS.
WRIGHTSON & GO.,

RAILROAD RECORD OFFICE
No. 167 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.














